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CORRIGENDA ET ADDENDA;

VOL. VIII.

Page 174, 2nd col., line 2 froma bottom, for " six," read " ten."

Page 219, 1st col., for " MR. CAMERON (North Victoria)," read " MR,
CAMERON (South Huron)."

Page 270, lst col., before " Mi. BLAKE," insert:

" Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) introduced a Bill (No. 44) To provide for the salaries
of two additional Judges of the Supreme Court of British Columbia."

Page 293, 1st col., line 3 from bottom, after "religions questions," instert " from
a Protestant point of view."

Page 312, 1st col., line 9 from bottom, for '' cans," read I cases."

Page 483, 1st col., after " Bill read the second tine on a division," insert:

"The following Bill was read the second time on a division --
"Bill (No, 41) To amend an Act to provide that persons charged with common

assault shall be competent as witnesses.-(Mr. McCarthy)."

Page 556, 2nd col., line 14, for " $400,000," read "$40,000."

Page 603, 2nd col., line 11 from bottom, for " consented," read " intended."

Page 604, 1st col., line 12, for " stockholders," read "stockbrokers."

Page 697, 2nd col., line 10 from bottom, for " soda," read " West India."

Page 699, 1st col., line 33, for " other innovations," read "new inventions."
Line 43, for " electors," read " elect us."

Page 713, 1st col., line 22, for " indication," read " vindication."

Page 715, lst col., line 9, for "imposing," read "infusine"

Page 745, 2nd col., before " WAYS AND MEANS," insert:

"The following Bill was, with leave of the House, withdrawn:-
"Bill (No. 39) To incorporate the Montreal and Province Line Railway Company.-

(11r. Scriver.)"

Page 845, 2nd col., line 14, for "swearing," read " sneering."
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THE DEBATES
OF THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS OF CANADA
IN THE

SECOND SESSION OF THE FOURTH PARLIAMENT OF THE DOMINION OF

CANADA, APPOINTED TO MEET FOR THE DESPATCH OF BUSINESS

12 FEBRUARY, 1880, IN THE FORTY-THIRD YEAR OF THE

REIGN OF

HER MAJESTY QUEEN VICTORIA.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Thursday, 12th February, 1880.

T HE PARLIAMENT, which had been
prorogued m the usual form, from the

15th day of May to the 24th day of J une,
1879, and thence from time to time, was
now commanded to assemble on the 12th
day of February, 1880, for the Despatch
of Business.

The Speaker took the Chair at a quarter
before Three o'clock.

A Message was delivered by René
Edouard Kimber, Esquire, Gentleman
Usher of the Black Rod:

"Mr. SrsÂXxR,
" His Excellency the Governor-General de-

aires the immediate attendance of this Honour-
able House in the Senate Chamber."

Acordingly, the House went up to the
Sonate Chamber;

And the flouse being returned,

CONTROVERTED ELECTIONS.

JUDGES REPORTS.

Ma. SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received from the Judges
selected for the trial of Election Peti-

1

tions, pursuant to the Dominion Contro-
verted Elections Act, 1874, certificates
and reports relating to the elections,-for
the Electoral District of the Town and
Township of Cornwall, for the Electoral
District of Argenteuil, and for the Elec-
toral District of Montmorency, and that,
in confornity with the Act 37 Victoria,
Chapter 10, Section 36, he had issued his
several Warrants to the Clerk of the
Crown in Chancery, to make out new
Writs of Election for the said Electoral
Districts, respectively. lHe further in-
formed the House that he had received
from the Judge selected for the trial of
the Election Petition relating to the Elec.
tion for the Electoral District of St.
Hyacinthe, a certificate declaring the
sitting member to be duly elected.

VACANCIES.

-Ma. SPEAKER also informed the
House that, during the Recess, he had re-
ceived communications from several
Members, notifying him that the follow-
ing vacancies had occurred in the repre-
eentation

Of Charles Gill, Esq., Member for the EIlec-
toral Diatrictof Yamaaka, by the acceptane
of the Offce of Judge of the Superior Court, of
the Province of Quebec ; Of Edgar Dewdney,
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Esq., Member for the Electoral District of
Yale, by resignation; Of Harvey W. Burk,
Esq., Member for the Electoral District of the
West Riding of the County of Durham, by
resignation ; Of Joseph Dubue, Esq., Member
for the Electoral District of Provencher, by the
acceptance of an Oifi3e of emolument under
the Crown; and Of Daniel Galbraith, Esq.,
Member for the Electoral District of the
North Riding of the Counaty of Lanark, by
decease.

He also informed the House that the
Clerk of the lHouse had received from the
Clerk of the Crown in Chancery copies
of Warrants showing vacancies which had
taken place in the representation, viz

Of Hugh McLeocl E3q, Member for the
Electoral District of Cape Breton, by decease;
and Of the Hon. Theodore Robitaille, Member
for the Electoral District of Bonaventure, by
the acceptance of an office of emolument under
the Crown, to wit, the Office of Lieutenant-
Governor of the Province of Quebec.

NEW ME UBERS.

Mn. SPEAKER also informed the
House that, during the Recess, the Clerk
of the House had received from the Clerk
of the Crown in Chancery certificates of
the Election and Return of the following
Members :-

Of Fabien Vaxasse, Esq., for the Electoral
District of Yamaska ; Of Francis Jones Barn-
ar, Esq., for the Electoral District of Yale ;
Of P. C. Beaucheme, Esq., for the Electoral
District of Bonaventure ; Of William Mac-
kenzie McLeod, Esq., for the Electoral District
of Cape Breton; Of the Hon. Edward Blake,
for the Electoral District of the West Riding
of the County of Durham; Of Joseph Royal,
Esq., for the Electoral District of Provencher ;
Of Donald G. Macdonell, Esq., for the Elec-
toral District of the North Riding of the
County of Lanark; and Of Darby Bergin, Esq.,
for the Electoral District of the Town and
Township of Cornwall.

MEMBERS INTRODUCED.

The following Members, having pre-
viously taken the Oath according to law,
and subscribed the Roll containing the
same, took their seats in the House -

' Francis Jones Barnard, Esq., Member for
the Electoral District of Yale ; P. C. Beau-
chesne, Esq., Member for the Electoral Dis-
trict of Bonaventure ; Hon. Edward Blake,
Member for the Electoral District of the West
Riding of the County of Durham; Darby Ber-
gin, Esq., Member for the Electoral District of
Cernwall ; Donald G. Macdonell, Esq, Mem-
ber for the Electoral District of the North

M. SPEAKER.

Riding of the County of Linark ; WIlliam
Mackenzie McLeod, Esq., Member for the
Electeral District of Cape Breton ; Joseph
Royal, Esq , Member for the Electoral District
of Provencher ; and Fabien Vanasse, Esq.,
Member for the Electoral District of Yamaska.

ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS OF OFFICE
BILL.

(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

FIRsT READING.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD intro-
duced a Bill (No. 1) Respecting the Ad-
minstration of Oaths of Office.

Bill read thefirst time.

SPEECH FROM THE THRONE.

MR. SPEAKER reported His Ex-
cellency's Speech, and read a copy thereof
to the louse, which is as follow:

"Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

" Gentlemen oj the House of Commons:

"I have great pleasure in meeting you again
for the despatch of the business of the country.

"The abundant harvest with which Provi-
dence has blessed Canada is a cause for the
deepest thankfulness ; and I heartily congratu-
late you on the evidences which surround us
of a recovery from the commercial and in-
dustrial depression which has so long weighed
down the energies of the people.

" Our returning prosperity should, I think,
direct our attention to the less fortunate cir-
cumstances of our fellow subjects in Ireland,
where so much destitution prevails, and I in-
vite your consideration of the best means of
showing our practical sympathy with their
distress.

" We have reason to congratulate ourselves on
the number of settlers who have, during the
past year,come into our North-West from Great
Britain and the United States, as well as from
the older Provinces of the Dominion. The
visit of two members of the Royal Commission
on the agricultural distress in the Mother
Country,and the favourable report of the tenant
farmers who,at the instance of my Government,
have examined into the farming capabilities of
the Dominion will, it in believed,largely increase
the number of immigrants during the present
year. Preparations must be made for their

Speechfrom the Throne.
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reception, and your attention will be specially
called te this subject.

" Every effort has been made to hasten the
construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
from Lake Superiorto Red River,and no doubt is

entertained that the railway will be opened
for traffic between those important points

within the time specified in the contracts.

Under the authority given by Parliament last
Session, nearly one hundred miles, from Red
River to the western boundary of Manitoba

has been placed under contract, and tenders
are about being asked for, for the construction
of another hundred miles from the boundary
westward. The completion of these two sec-
tions will at an early day afford railway facili-
ties through 230 miles of the most fertile
land in the North-West. After an exploratory
survey of the line from Port Simpson te the
Pine River Pass and through the Peace River
country, it has been decided ti adopt the loca;-
tien of the line to Burrard Inlet, and cou
tracts have been awarded for one hundred and
twenty-seven miles of the railway between
Emory's Bar,on the Fraser River, and Savona's
Ferry. This work will be vigorously pro-
ceeded with se soon as the spring opens. Its
construction will complete the most diffeult
portion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and
secure the connection by steam of the fertile
district of Kamloops with the capital of
British Columbia.

" The adoption of a rigid system of economy
in the management of the lntercolonial Rail-
way has, without impairing the efficiency of
its working, effected such a diminution of ex-
pense as te warrant the belief that the coun-

try will in future be relieved from any con-
siderable burden in connection with its opera-
tion.

In consequence of the entire failure of the
aisual food supply of the Indians in the North-
West, a large expenditure has been necessarily
incurred to save them from starvation. It is
hoped that the efforts which are now being
made to settle the several bands on the re-
serve%, and te induce them te betake
themselves to the cultivation of the soil may
prevent the necessity of similar calls for relief
in the future.

" Gentlemen of the House of Commons :
" The Estimates for the ensuing year wil be

laid before yen. They have been prepared with
all due regard te economy.

"Yeu will be pleased te learn that the effect
of the tariff of last Session in the development
of the varied industries of the country has on
the whole been very satisfactory. The expe-
rience acquired since it came into operation in
March last, has suggested the expediency of
some amendments, te which your attention
will be directed.

"Honourable Gentlemen of the enate:
"Gentlemen of the House of Commons:

"Bills for the better organisation of the Civil
Service, for the consolidation of the Inland
Revenue laws, and for the amendment of the
Aets relating te the Dominion lands, to the
Public Works, te the Indians of the North-
West, and to the Mounted Police Force, will
be laid before you.

" The Acts incorporating the Banks of the
Dominion will expire next year, and the pre-
sent would seem a favourable time for a full
consideration of our banking system, and of the
subject of the currency as connected with that
system.

"The subject of the laws relating te insol.
vency will doubtless engage your attention.

" The increasing foreign trade of Canada and
the prospect that Her Majesty's Government
will enter ere long into negotiations with foreign
nations on the subject of their trade and com-
mercial relations demand our closest attention
and watchfulness, while the rapid development
of the Dominion is continually giving rise to
important matters requiring the support and
action of the Imperial Government. With the
concurrence of Her Majesty, I therefore re-
commend yen to sanction the appointment of a
permanent representative of Canada in London
to guard her varions interests.

" The subjects I have mentioned are of great
importance. I commend them with full con.
fidence in your wisdom and patriotism to your
best consideration."

Ordered, That His Excellency's Speech be
taken into consideration to-morrow. -(3ir John
A. Macdonald.)

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES.

Resolwed, That Select Standing Committees
of this House for the present Session, be
appeinted for the following purposes :-. On
Pravileges and Elections ; 2. On Expiring
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Laws; 3. On Railways, Canals and Telegraph
Lines: 4. On Miscellaneous Private Bills ; 5.
On Standing Orders ; 6. On Printing ; 7. On
Public Accounts ; 8. On Banking and Com-
merce ; 9. On Immigration and Colonisation ;
which said Committees shall severally be em-
powered to examine and enquire into all such
matters and things as may be referred to them
by the House ; and to report from time to time
their observations and opinions thereon ; with
power to send for persons, papers and records.
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

PRIVILEGES OF THE HOUSE.

REMARKs.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD
moved the adjournment of the House.

MR. MACKENZIE : Before the
House adjourns, I desire to recall to the
hon. gentleman's recollection the case of
-violation of the privileges of this House
which occurred at the close of last Ses-
sion. Upon the hon. gentleman's motion
then, the person who was alleged to have
violated the privileges of the flouse so
grossly was ordered to attend. That he
did not attend the Journals will show,
and I desire to know the course the hon.
gentleman now proposes to take.

SrR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
am glad the hon. gentleman has called
my attention to this matter, as it had
escaped me altogether. I shall let the
hon. gentleman know to-morrow what
course I propose to take.

House adjourned at
Five minutes before

Four o'clock.

ilOUSE 0F COMMO NS.

Friday, 18th FebruarU, 18SO.

PRAYERS.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

CONTROVERTED ELECTION.

SUPREME COURT JUDGMENT.

MR. SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received, from the Registrar of
the Supreme Court of Canada, a certified
copy of the judgment and decision of the
Supreme Court of Canada, in the appeal
of McKay versus Glen, relating to the

MR. SPEAKER.

election for the Electoral District of'the
South Riding of the County of Ontario.

REPORTS.

MR. SPEAKER laid before the House
a Statement of Receipts and Disburse-
ments of the Accountant of the House
of Commons of Canada, for the year
ended 30th June, 1879, with the Audi-
tor's Report. Also, the Report of the
Librarian of Parliament, on the state-
of the Library of Parliament.

PRIVILEGES OF THE HOUSE.

QUESTION.

MR. MACKENZIE.: The hon. gentle-
man opposite promised yesterday to attend
t o the matter in the case of privilege,. to
which I called his attention..

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD,: I will
Io so as soon as the Address is disposed of.
I can, at any time, move, as a matter ot
privilege, that the summons shall be re-
turnable, say, in a week.

MR. MACKENZIE: Then the hon.
gentlemen proposes to take fresh pro-
ceedings.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
shall base it on the proceedings of last
Session.

ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO 1IS EXCEL-
LENCY'S SPEECH.

The House proceeded to the- considera-
tion of His Excellency's Speech at the
opening of the Session.

MR. RICHEY : His Excellency the
Governor-General, as the representative of
our gracions Queen, having been pleased to
summon the two branches of this Legis-
lature for consultation, and to open the
Session of Parlianent with a Speech from
the Throne, it becomes requisite that to
that Speech this House should return an
answer at once consistent with our duty
to our Sovereign and with the dignity of
this House as the great representative
body of the people of Canada. I have
therefore risen to move that a humble
Address be presented to His Excellency
the Governor-General. to thank him for
his gracious Speech at the opening of the
present Session, and to give those further
assurances in regard to the business of this
Session which are ex.panded on the face
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of the resolutions. I may, without
affectation, admit my consciousness of
inability to meet the demands of this
occasion in a satisfactory manner ; and,
in endeavouring to acquit myself of the
responsibility, I shall aim only at a suc-
cinct rehearsal and review of those sub-
jects which His Excellency has com-
mended for the deliberations of this Leg-
islature. I rejoice that the very first
utterance in that Speech to which it
seems proper to direct attention is that
which acknowledges the beneficent Pro-
vidence which has watched over this
country during the past year, and vouch-
safed to the husbandman an abundant
harvest. The Providence of God has
smiled up3n and crowned with success
the providence of man. This bas been
more conspicuous in connection with the
agriculture of our country ; but it is cause
for thankfulness that it bas not been re-
stricted to that alone. We are enabled
to rejoice also in increased development
and activity in commercial and industrial
pursuits. I know, Sir, and I do not
think it is any subject for regret, that that
prosperity has not flowed in upon us in
as vast a volume as some have seemed
to expect. I know that the right hon.
gentleman who leads the Government
of this country and those who are asso-
ciated with him have been taunted be-
cause that prosperity has not seemed to

dow in in the manner in which those
who have brought the accusation and
liaunt have thought fit to assume was pre-
dicted regarding it. But there is abund
ant evidence that the tidehas turned, and
those who have read Macaulay's History
of England will recall the simile by
*hich he endeavoured to illustrate the
àdvance of civilisation : likening it to the
tide 'which, whilst it is rolling upwards
and onwards, may seem to the casual
observer at times to recede, but, with
eve ry fresh wave, marks a higher point
upon the shore. Such a simile, I think,
may be well applied to our position at
the present time and the advance which
this country is at this moment making.
Mr. Speaker, whilst we are enabled
to felicitate ourselves upon the advant-
ages which we possess and that degree of
prosperity which has been granted to us,
it is matter for regret that other portions
of the Empire have suffered distress. In
England itself, the very seat and centre

of this vast Empire, -the last season has,
like others preceding it, been marked by
agricultural failure. But it is from Ire-
land-that home of a noble race which
has contributed so largely to the glory of
the Empire, giving valiant soldiers and
generals to fight her battles and eloquent
statesmen to adorn her legislation, and
which has done so much for the colonis-
ation of the Empire-that land to which,
I presume, many may be found within
these walls who can trace their ancestry,
and also bundreds of thousands through-
out this Dominion-it is from that land
that the wail of distress is borne to us
across the ocean; and I feel quite sure that
there is no one in this assembly
who will not respond fully, heartily
and completely to the suggestion which
His Excellency has thrown out, that we
should consider the best means to be
adopted to contribute our quota of relief
to that suffering people. And, if I may
appropriate an idea of which I do not
claim to be the originator, I might ask
what better means could be adopted of
manifesting our sympathy than contri-
butions in kind I If Providence has been
so gracious to us that our barns are filled
with plenty, why not send forward by
the railways which we control to the sea,
a portion of our surplus produce, and, at the
sea, our own vessels are waiting to convey
it to the shores of Ireland ? I am quite
sure that, when the flag of the Dominion
is unfurled within the harbours of that
island, a feeling will be excited exceeding
far any that could be called forth by mere
contributions in ioney. There I may
advert to another portion of His Excel-
lency's Speech, in which he refers to the
distress of the Indians in the North-
West. I cannot question that this House
will cheerfully endorse the action of the
Government, which has been induced by
necessity to expend a large sum in order
to save those aborigines from starvation.
Whilst we congratulate Ministers upon
the means which are being adopted
for the settlement of those Indians in the
country, and the turning of their atten-
tion to industrial pursuits, we look for-
ward to the settlement of that country
by a different class of people. During
the past year, there have been a large
number from the old country, from the
older colonies, and from the United
States, who have settled in the North-
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West. It is a striking evidence of the
excellence of that portion of the Domin-
ion which is being opened up, that the
influx of population from the neighbour-
ing States has been so great. Of 8,000
who entered it, under an arrangement
made by one party who had the convey-
ance of those persons, 2,000, or one-fourth,
are said to have corne from the United
States of America. If that statement be
true, it furnishes a commentary upon
much that we heard in connection with
the relative advantages of our country,
as compared with that on the opposite
side of the border, during the last Ses-
sion. There has been, to some extent,
distress in other parts of the country, but
this, I presume, will be sufficiently over-
taken by local eflbrts of our people, with
the understanding that, in all cases where
local contributions and efforts are avail-
able and adequate, it does not come within
the province of Parliament to afford relief.
I have said that we may rejoice in the
accession of population which has been
witnessed during the past year in the
North-West Territory, and we may cer-
tainly look forward, as a consequence of
the visits which have been paid to this
Dominion during the past year by the
Royal Commissioners of Agriculture, and
by the tenant farmers who eame out to
inspect our country and who have carried
home such valuable and favourable reports,
to a very great increase in the numbers
who will seek to domicile themselves in
this Dominion during the coming year.
If there is one thing more than another
in which I think this Dominion has failed
in its duty towards those seeking a home
in new countries it is in this, that proper
pains do not appear to have been taken
in order to make them thoroughly ac-
quainted with the advantages offered in
this country, and to facilitate their pro-
gress through it and their settlement in
it after their arrival. I think, in ac-
cordance with the suggestion which is
thrown out by His Excellency in his
Speech,that it becomes the duty of Parlia-
ment to adopt such measures as may be
necessary in order to afford to those who
may arrive among us a proper reception,
and that it will devolve upon the Govern-
ient of the day to take such means in the
appointment of their officers that, what-
ever reproach this country may have
suffered from in the past will be entirely

MR. RICHEY«

avoided in the future. The settlement
of the North-West, the introduction of a
large number of emigrants to it will
however be entirely vain and futile if
means are not adopted and promptly car-
ried forward, for opening up communi-
cation between it and the other parts of
this Dominion, and for affording facilities
for the transit of the produce of that
country to the markets of the world. It
is on this account that I observe with
pleasure the assurance that the Pacifie
Railway is being pushed forward with
vigour and success, and that in a very
short time we may hope to see the line
between Lake Superior and Winnipeg in
full operation, so that, before many years
have passed-but little over two years at
the outside, I presume-we may expect
to have a locomotive travelling from
Thunder Bay to Winnipeg. We have also,
Sir, the information that one hundred miles
beyond is already under contract and ten-
ders are being received for one hundred
milesstillfurther, thus opening up two hun-
dred miles into that wonderfully fertile
country into which we are hopeful of in-
troducingso large an emigration. That this
is being done, and that the Government, as
I am assured they do, expect to be able to
complete that railway beyond Winnipeg
and equip it fairly at an expenditure not
exceeding $10,000 per mile are facts upon
which we may well congratulate the
Minister who has that Department more
particularly in charge, and the Govern-
ment with which lie has been associated.
Then, in connection with those facts, we
have the information afforded us that,
after a full survey and a thorough in-
vestigation of the various advantages af-
forded by the different proposed routes,
the Government have selected Burrard
Inlet as the terminus in British Colum-
bia. That, J think, will afford satis-
faction to both sides of this House, to all
who are here assembled representing the
different views which have obtained in
this Dominion regarding that line of
railway. I certainly participate in the
feeling that the selection has been a
most wise and judicious one, not only
diminishing the cost of the railway itself
and the distance to be.traversed, and thus
bringing us nearer to the eastern countries,
but at the same time presenting advantages
which must have commended it to the
present Government as they did to, the
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past. Althongh it would take a long clusive of a charge from the Gencrai
time to traverse the distance that inter- Renewals Suspense Account of 1877-78 of
venes between the Pacific and the Atlan- $168,396.03, deducting which, we have
tic, I pass at once, by transition of thought, the net resuit of $949,031,57 as the cost
from British Columbia to that portion of operating the railwav during that six of
the Dominion in which I am more par- of months, while the receipts were
ticularly interested, and the portions of $731,442.40, leaving us with the deficit
country connected with it. I refer to whicli I have referred. Now, Sir, I
now to the Intercolonial Railway, regard- find that, in the corresponding six months
ing which we are assured that a system of of 1879, îm'ead of an expenditure of
the most rigid economy has been intro- $949,031.57 we have an expenditure of
duced in the interest of that particular only$753,469.13, and,althouglithereceipts
branch of the Public Service, and in the for that six months were somewhat less
interest of the country at large. No than for the six months of 18 78, namely,
doubt, in carrying out this principle of $721,277.42, we have to congratulate the
economy, the Minister who presides over Government upon the fact that tho de-
that Department must have felt ficit is only $32,191.71. 1 have said that
that, whilst lie was performing an the receipts for that six montls were
important and necessary service, lie was, somewhat less than for the six nionths in
at the same time, performing a some- the preceding year ; but I am glad to be
what ungrateful one. The cutting down able to supplement that lw the statenent
of salaries, and the diminution of the that, if we take %even months, including
number of employés upon a road sucl the months of January, 1879, and Jan-
as that could not but be attended with uary, 1880, respectively, the receipts for
some inconvenience to a large number of the latter period are consici rably in
persons employed upon it. But, when we cess of the receipts for the correspond-
consider the fact that, year by year, there ing seven months, ending with January,
was rolling up a deficit of about $500,009 1879. We have a total of soething
in connection with that railway, and how near $839,277, as compared with
necessary it is to overcome the disadvant- Wlen, Mr. Soeaker, 1
ages which attend upon so long a line of thus refer to the reduction of a deficit
railway, connecting us with our ocean which amounted to $217,500, to one of a
ports, we must commend the course which littie over $32,000, I ouglit not to omit tom
the Government in this case lias focnd mention the fact that the miles of rail-
itself bound to$ pursue. And I think, way in operation have been 840 as con-
Mr. Speaker, after we corne to study the trasted with 714 miles in the previous
figures, to learn how far that policy and year, this showing an adition of 12
that course has been succesaful, we sliall miles, owing to tlie transfer of the Rivière
exult in the prospect of a very rapid ap- du Lop Brani. The statemeits in re-
proact to a time when the discrepancy ference to the burden whichf ie was said
betweer the expenditufre and the receipts woud be put upon tie country in con-
will be entirely done away 'with. Deeply seuence of tiat purchase are thus lroved
interested in that railway, as the repre- to have been, in a large degree, un-
sentative of the city which. is its eastern fouuded. 1 inay mention another fact
terminus, I have sought for some in- in connection with this, nanely, that, for
formation connected wit its management teha six months ending the 3lst of Decem-
ndt have been favoured with that infor- ber, 1878, the number of 17iles run by

mation, to a portion of which I shal call trains was 1,341,030, and, for the six
the attention of the flouse, in connection months ending December, 1879, the
'withl this particular paragrapli in tlie [number wa8 1,4 19,191, showing an in-
Speech. i have afready adverted to the crease of 78,164 miles run durinsi the lat-
fact that we have been carrying a deficit in ter period. These statistis maobe some-
connection with that railway of $500,000 a what dry, but they convey important in-
year. I ffind that, for the hast six iontss of formation and t have thog t it desir-
the year 1878, t;at deficit amounted to able, in connectionb with ts paragraph,
$217,589-17. In operating the Railway, to place them before the fouse, eaving
the working expenses, incluing g tneral had the opportunity of obtaining them
reneWaS, amounted to $1,117,4127.60, in- afforded me. I sincerely trust that the
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period is not remote when the Minister Some HoN. MEMBERS: Hear, hear.
of Railways and Canals, having reached MR. BICHEY: In response to those
an amount of receipts commensurate ironical cheers, 1 have to say that we may
with the expenditure which he flnds it felicitate ourselves upon possessing a
necessary to incur on that road, will be Government willing to receive and anxious
able to grant to the country such favour- to consider those suggestions for improve-
able terms as will enable us more effect- ments which nay be found necessary.
ively to open up an increased and con- Yes, Sir, I shah be under the necessity of
tiimous interprovincial trade. Whilst bringing to the notice of the hon. the
this burden of half a million dollars de- Minister of Finance suggestions in the
ficit per annum was weighing upon the way of modification of the Tarif; and I
country, we found it difficult to obtain have no doubt that similar representations
all those concessions necessary to the wiIi be brouglt from other parts of the
development of trade. But now we look countryand will receive due consideration.
forward, under the present management, Leaving the subject of the Tarif, 1 may
to realising the hopes long cherished on now refer to the proposai for Civil Ser-
that subject. There are many industries vice Reform. 1 believe that the CiVi
-the agriculture of the west; our manu- Service of Canada compares not unfavour-
factures and mineral resources, opening abiy with that of other countries, but,
up to some extent in the east-all of if we are to adhere to the principle which
which we trust will reap advantage from has been adopted, of permanency in that
the improved terms thus foreshadowed. service, if we are te rescue it frei the
The next subject to which I desire to evils to which it las been exposed through
direct the attention of this House is the the excitement of party conflict, it is ex-
realisation to an encouraging extent of ceedingly desirabie that we should have
the hopes based upon the passage of the some scheme by which those who are
Tariff Bill at the last Session of Parlia- introduced into it as permanent servants
ment. It is cheering to see it record- wiIl reach it through something like a
ed in the Speech from the Throne competitive examination which is found
that the development of the varied te work se well in another portion cf the
industries of the country has on the whole Empire. If that has been fennd te have
been very satisfactory. In the east, we been carried tee far in soue respets, and
have feit sone beneficial effects directly those who have tried it have had te re-
from the operation of this Tariff. We cede in some degree from the position
have seen our West India trade renewed. originally assumed, I trust that the Go-
We have fouid that the predictions vernment, in preparing their measure,
regarding the nanner in which the prices will avail themselves of ail the inform-
of commoditi as would be affected have ation which has been obtained in the
not answered the expectations of those Motter Country, as I have ne doubt they
who have ridiculed the Tariff on that will, and that a measure wili be sub-
ground. We have seen old industries re- mitted sucl as this bouse car adopt and
vived, and new ones starting up. We readily carry though. Our attention is
have heard of the Minister of Finance called te the fact that the law incerpo-
receiving those assurances, from all sides, rating the banks cf the Dominion will
which must inspire him with confidence expire next year; and the necessîty for
in the policy which the present Adminis- a full consideration cf cur banking sys-
tration inaugurated, and are prepared to tem and cf the subject cf the currency, as
carry forward. But, although the Tariff onnected therewith is sugested te us.
was a thoroughly well considered and Ail wili admit the great desirabiiity of
excellent measure, yet, as any work piacing the banking institutions cf the
emanating from the most gifted human country upon a fin and sound basis
brain cannot be perfect at once, it is na- ani, as the circulation cf the currency cf
tural to expect that amendments will be the country is somewhat like the cfrcui-
required, and 1, for one, shall feel under atien cf the biood in the human systen-
the necessity, on behalf of my own con- life depending upon its activity,-it is ne-
stituency, of drawing the attention of the cessary that we should preserve it in
Minister of Finance to some amendments healthful condition. 1 shail say nothing
which will be most desirable. more in connection with this at the
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present moment than that, looking to
the development of this country, look-
ing to the vast resources we possess,
looking to the opening up of that great
North-West, I believe that the question
of an increased issue of the currency of
this Dominion may very well be submitted
to us by the Government of the day. An-
other topic, and almost the last upon
which I shall find it desirable to touch, is
the Insolvent Act. To that subject our
attention is invited, and, although I have
strongly felt, and felt during the last Ses-
sion, how possible it was that we should
go too far in removing from our Statute-
book legislation which stood upon it with-
out some well - considered substitute ;
although I felt a desire that an Insolvent
Act should be still continued, I confess
that, after all that I have heard during the
year that has mince elapsed, and from what
I have been able to gather of the feeling
of the commercial communities of this
Dominion, I am inclined to the conviction
that it would be wisewere we, for a time,
to repeal the Insolvency Act. There are
important matters which such an Act as
that should subserve : there is the protec-
tion of the insolvent himself, the protection
of his creditors, and the advantage to the
country of set ting free whatever commer-
cial talent it may possess. If we can obtain
an Act which will fairly answer these con-
ditions, I shall be prepared and desirous
to record my vote in favour of such a
measure. ln the meantime, this Act has
not answered those purposes. It is found
to be extremely inconvenient in its opera-
tion, and, guided by the old legal maxim
that "an inconvenience is worse than a
mischief," I trust that the course to be
pursued in connection with this Act will
rather be to abolish it altogether than to
indulge in any more expedients in con-
nection with it. Now, Mr. Speaker, I
have thus run over the several subjects
referred to in the Speech which seem to
connect themselves with what we may
term our internal affairs. With internai
.affairs alone this Parliament has to deal;
internai affairs alone we have been
called upon to consider on former occa-
sions. To-day we are asked to consider a
subject which connects itself rather with
our external relations, and, whilst we have
every freedomin connection with that legis-
lation which pertains to our own country,
there are many matters of the deepest inter-

est and significance to us as a Dominion
which must be transacted and negotiated
through the Imperial Government, and all
will feel how necessaryit is that at the very
seat of the Imperial Government itself, we
should have someone accredited who
would have the opportunity and who
would possess ability to represent this
country fully and faithfully. Anyone
entrusted with such a mission as that
must be the possessor of rare qualities.
He must be a man thoroughly conversant
with all the interests of his own country,
with a mind wide enough to grasp the
general relations of the Empire, with
firmness to discuss and enforce by argu-
ment all that is necessary to be considered
in connection with the country he repre-
sents, and an urbanity which will render
him acceptable to those lie addresses. Such
men are rare in any country, but I believe
that Canada is not without them, and such
a one I have no doubt the Government
will be able to place its hands upon,
should this House adopt the suggestion
which has been thrown out for the ap-
pointment of a permanent representative
of this country in London to guard her
various interests. I shall not presume
to detain the House further than to ex-
press my thanks for the patient hearing
which I have received, and to inove,
as I now do, the resolution to which I re-
ferred in the earlier portion of my re-
marks.

Mi. ROUDE : Mr. Speaker, if, on
the one hand, it is a difficult task for me
to address the House on this solemn oc-
casion, to second the Address moved by
my honourable friend the worthy repre-
sentative of Halifax, in answer to the
gracious Speech of His Excellency, on
the other hand, this task is rendered
agreeable to me by the thought that in
performing it I find a favourable oppor-
tunity of making inyself the humble echo
of the sentiments of approbation and con-
fidence which the great majority of the
people visibly entertain towards the pre-
sent advisers of His Excellency, for the
courageous, enlightened and patriotic
policy which they have followed since
their accession to power. But, before be-
stowing congratulations on them, however
well merited they may be, it is proper
that we should join with His Excellency
in thanking the Almighty for the bene-
fits which He has been pleased to shed
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this year on Canada, by blessing it with
an abundant harvest, which has for-
tunately been accompanied by a visible
improvement in the condition of com-
merce and manufactures. As to these bene-
fits, we have not deserved them more than
other pe ople, who have not had the advant-
age of seeing their land, cultivated by their
labour, produce with equal abundance. It
is for this reason our gratitude should be
so much more intense, more sincere,
towards Providence, whose designs are
unfathomable, and who often cherishes and
saves all, by trials to a nation, as to indi-
viduals. And how could we prove it
better than by joining cordially in the
generous thought expressed in the Speech
of His Excellency, to take a little of our
abundance so as to contribute to the relief
of the sufferings of an unfortunate people
who are passing through the horrors of
famine ? I am happy that the Govern-
ment of His Excellency should have sug-
gested this practical means of coming to
the assistance of our brothers in Ireland
in the days of distress through which they
are passing. It is an example of generosity
given with delicacy, and which will no
doubt produce its fruits. This substantial
mark of our sympathy will touch the
grateful hearts of the high-minded Irish
people, and will draw still closer, if it be
possible, the numerous bonds of firm
friendship which unite them already to
Canada. Not only do we compassionate
their present misery, but I think there
cannot be a single Canadian, of whatever
origin he may be, who does not wish-
while recognising, on the one hand, the
moderation, the prudence, the nobility of
the guides of public opinion at home, and
on the other the wisdom and the liberality
of the Mother Countrv-to see disappear
one day the political causes, the origin of
which takes us back to the struggles and
revolutions of the Middle Ages, and to
which is due, at least in part, the period-
ical return of these times of distress. I
consider that we should be unworthy of
the sweet and ample liberty which we
enjoy, if we did not desire at the same time
to see it shared by all our fellow-creatures,
above all by those who live under the
shadow of the same flag as ourselves
and whose brilliant genius has already
distinguished itself in arts, literature
and science, from the first ages of our era,
when the greater part of the nations

Ma. HoJDE.

which we admire at the present time
were much less advanced in civilisation.
To bind up the wound which, by impover-
ishing and embittering Ireland, embar-
rasses and weakens Great Britain itself,
and that without violent revolution, but
by purely initiatory remedies, is indeed
one of the greatest social problems which
has ever commanded the attention of pub-
licists, politicians, and rulers, and the
happy solution of which would make its
authors more illustrious than the conquest

.of whole continents. Trusting in the
sagacity of British statesmen, as well as
in that tendency which, in our time,
manifests itself a little evei ywhere, even
in Scotland and England, I do not des-
pair of seeing that desirable solution
arrived at, which not only would renew
the aspect of Ireland and increase still
more the prestige and power of Creat
Britain, but would have, moreover, conse-
quences almost incalculable for mankind.
Picture to yourself Ireland, with her five
millions of inhabitants, pacified, prosper-
ous and happy, by the side of Great
Britain, with which she has really so
many identical iiterests, ten millions of
Irish people spread over the five parts of
the globe, living contentedly under the
shadow of the same flag as the sons of
England and of Scotland, and the rival
powers or enemies not daring any longer
to count upon the discontent of the Irish
in order to paralyse part of the strength
of the British Empire, and you will cer-
tainly agree with me that it would be a
change, the consequences of which, happy
without any doubt, for these three beau-
tiful countries, whose interests are inti-
mately bound together by nature,
by their geographical position, and
which ought to be so too by the aspira-
tions ot their respective inhabitants, would
exercise a considerable influence on the
modern world; and I think it would be
equally for the better as to us Canadians.
With regard even to the interests of our
country, we should have to congratulate
ourselves on the disappearance of a dis-
content and an agitation which, carried to-
the United States with the tide of Irish
emigration,have already obliged us to spend
large sums of money in order to provide for-
our safety in the past, and which have not
yet ceased completely to be a danger for
the maintenance of friendly relations with
our neighbours for the future. Less tha=
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a century and a quarter ago, the British acrimonious contests which have agitated
Flag raised on the Citadel of Quebec the country under the legisiative union
floated as a signal of mourning for the in- of the two Canadas; deplorable contests,
habitants of Canada. Since then, our which hindered at the same time the
fathers have defended it with devotion on Canadians of different origins from frater-
the field of battle, and to-day their des- nising togsther, and considering them-
cendants carry it with honour on their na- selves as feflow-countrymen, and retarded
tional holidays. What it has been to the mardi of the state on the way of pro-
Canada, we wish that it maybe to Ireland; gress and national greatness; in short an
a guarantee of peace, of prosperity and of exaggerated infatuation for the United
liberty. The country has observed with States and their institutions. Tbank
satisfaction that, since their journey to God, these causes of our past
Europe last summer, the right hon. the difficulties are disappearing rapidly.
P'rime Minister and some of bis colleagues Tlanks to the National Policy, lately
have succeeded in attracting in a greater extolled by the Opposition, and since tien
degree the public attention of the United repudiated by them, but boldly put into
Kingdom towards Canada, and in giving operation by the present Government,
a more exact idea of its natural riches, native industry is tending to take more
and of the undeniatle advantages wbich diversified channes, agriculture to raîse
it offers to emigrants applying themselves its head, commerce to develop itself, and
to the noble work of agriculture. It a multplicity cf pursuits to increase in
was followed by the visit to our vast and proportion. The fertility of the sou cf
fertile regions in the North-West of a Canada is better known ; ber climate sû
delegation of the Royal Commission, salubricus is less dreaded by reason cf cur
charged to enquire into the causes of the winters; lier noble and free institutions
depression of agriculture, and also from are better appreciated ; the progress
several competent agriculturists, who ail whic she bas made, and continues te
left with a very favourable impression of make, is more observed ; in a word, ber
our country. The Government, therefore, future appears thrown into a more bril-
have reason to expect this year an in- liant liglit. Fortunately, aise, the es-
erease in the number of emigrants belong- tablishment cf the federal system, wie
ing to the agricultural class, and they favouring te a greater extent a spirit cf
propose to take measures, in consequence. enterprise and invention, and conse-
We have not at this moment the same quently material progress under various
advantages to offer to other classes, te form,, las by the decentralisation cf
mechanics for example, that class being power, or the division cf legisiative and ad-
already overcrowded here in most kinds ministrative labour among several political
of industry. Parliament will, no doubt, bodies, independent Df each otber in the
second willingly the efforts of the Govern- sphere cf their respective functions, re-
ment to encourage, without too much ex- moved at once the cause cf mucb coldness
pense, the emigrants of the first class to cf feeling, and the confit cf rival or op-
settle themselves permanently in Canada, position interests. Wbence proceeds the
to identif +h2nsalves with the country, gradual extinction cf prejudices and a
and to work in common with us to tendency towards mutual charity, beeause
make an inheritance worthy 'to, be the every day people learn te know and te
pride, and to deserve the attachment, of esteem eacb otier better. There are per-
their children. In the past, numerous sons wbo deny the influence cf political
causes have contributed to win away and legislative systema upon the charac-
from our country the current of Euro- ter cf nations; but this influence, neyer-
pean emigration, and to increase the tieless, dees exist, and every attentive
tide of emigration of our own population; observer has remarked their influence in
but the principal ones appear to me to be almost every country. Regarding, in this
the following: first, the want of a diver- point of view, whicb appears te me a
sity of careers open to the fitness and to practical and a logical one, the legisiation
the tastes both of foreigners and of Can- adopted last Session, one is compelled te
adians themselveà; then, the want of recoguise that it bas iad the effeet cf
knowledge of our natural resources on the developing a wholesome public spirit in
part cf a greut number; moreover, the ail the Confederated Provincesby furnis-
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ing the means of showing more clearly part of Canada to another as it las in at-
the union of interests which exists among tracting from foreigu countries colo-
the various parties of one and the same nists whose establishment ou our sou
country-that is to say, members of the would add to our numerical strength and
sane body-and that one portion cannot to our national wealth. Without reckon-
be strengthened without the others feeling ing the fact that the return to Canada of
the effect. This far-sighted policy, this Canadians now living in the United
enlightened public spirit which makes it States, forais one of the niost efficient
to be approved and supported, causes me advertisements of the advantages offered
to hope that the patriotic scheme brought by our country to emigrants who wish
forward by the hon. the Minister of Agri- to devote themselvesto agriculture, at the
ulture seven years ago, when lie was at
the head of the sanie Departmient as part institutions as compared witl the
of a former Administration, will be con- greatly extolled, perhaps too greatly ex-
tinued this and ,the following years. I tolled, institutions of our neiglbuors that
speak now of the encouragement given ours contain the best provisions whicl
to Canadians living in the United are ta be found in theirs without
.States to return to their native coun- initating their most defective features,
try and rendering it more easy for and 1 do not believe that this fact
them to go and establish themselves is completcly foreign to the desire,
on the lands in our North-West Territory, possessed by the greater number of Cana-
a country with a great future before it. dians living in the United States, of
In every respect, one could not expect to returning to live in their native country.
find a class of colonists more worthy of It is a desire which loncurs them as mucl
the benevolent consideration of the Gov- as it should rejoice us and revive our
ernment. They are already acquainted'by devotion towards preserving intact the
experience with our climate, almost ail precious arc of our own institutions.
of then have already cultivated the The country will learu witl joy that, by
sol, they have the same manners and reason of the vigour with which the Gov-
.customs as we have, they love our instit- ernment las pushed forward the works of
utions and are attached to them, they construction of that portion of the Pacifie
ever cherish Canada as being their native Railway between Lake Superior and Red
land, which they have quitted with re- River, we shah soon be placed in direct
gret, being forced to do so by adverse communication witl the sister Province
circumstances, and with the intention of of the west, by a lime of railway passing
being absent therefrom as short a time as entirely within Canadian territory. We
possible. IDrawn away by an illusion, in cannot fail to recognise the great advan-
common with mnany others, tey thougt tages which tlie colonisation and develop-
that they migSt be able toa make a little ment of Manitoba and the North-West
fortune in a short tue and imnediately Jwill derive fren the iamediate construe-
return to the country. The greater por- tion of almot one hundred miles of rail-
tion of then failed in the attempt, but way to the west of te Red River, and
they do not the less deserve on this account from the construction afterwards of ore

iour sympathy and encouragement, and s hundred additional wiifthiôiga pro-
muci the more, inasmuci as we have need longation -If the irst portion in the sahe
of colonists of this character to open up direction across a fertile extent of land,
our \ ortli-West Territories to agriculture weil fitted for agriultural puiposes, and
and progress. It cannot be plausibly which, in course of time, will attract thou-
objected that, before doing anything to sands of colonists if, as we have every
encourage Canadians now iln the United reason to expeSt, tle price of land con-
States to establis therselves in Man- tinues within tlie rach of every purse
itoba, or somc other portion of the Witi the watchful care which las sm fa
North-West, we ought in tlie firt place te distinguished it, the Govern ent Wil
cone to the aid of Canadians living here take care that the great monopolists wil
who equally desire to go west; for it must nt have too great license ini extending
e remarked that the Goverment lias the line of their speculations, te the

mot the saine interest in favouring the mere injurY of the interests of emigratiov
transplanting of our population from one and the advance of these important regions

MRt. HouDit.
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in the way of development and progress.
In order to rival with advantage the
United States, which contend with us for,
and too often carry off, the better class of
emigrants by means of the liberal offers
which they make to them, by all means
it is necessary that the price of our
public lands, which we are desirous
of colonising should he placed at the
very lowest figure. For the first and
the principal compensation which the
country will expect in return for the
burden imposed upon it by the con-
struction of this gigantic Railway is
the rapid settlement of these vast
and now all but desert regions and the
traffic thus to be derived from them
through their surplus products and their
importations in exchange therefor. The
construction of one hundred and twenty
miles of railway, to be commenced early
in the spring and vigorously proceeded
with is a tangible proof of the desire of
the present Government to do justice to
the inhabitants of that Province. The
country will approve of the course of
thus redeeming as far as possible the
promise given in its name ; as it must
see with satisfaction that the Government
seems to be of opinion that these works
are proportioned to the resources of
whioh it can at present advantageously
dispose, and that, before putting the re-
mainder under contract, they will, as I
fancy endeavour to procure the neces-
sary means otberwise than by new foreign
loans, so as to avoid too much drawing
on the future or incurring the risk of bur-
dening the present inhabitants of the old
]Provinces for the over-exclusive benefit
of a population not yet located in that
country, and which, when they come to
dwell in it, will have contributed least to
these costly public works. The final
selection of the Burrard Inlet route, and
of the western terminus of the Pacific
IRaiiway gives the Government a two-
fold title to our felicitations, because, in
the first place, we are thus enabled to put
an end to the heavy expenditure involved
by the surveys in that difficuilt region ;
and, in the second place, because that de-
cision proves that the Government are
not afraid to follow, in the interests of
the country, the footsteps of their oppon-
ents,. when the latter appear to them to
have followed a proper course. They
regret perhaps that the late Cabinet

should have left them so few footsteps
in which it would be safe to follow.
The public will learn with satisfaction that,
thanks to the able and economical man-
agement of the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, the Intercolonial Rail-
way which those who opposed its con-
struction said would be the ruin of the
country has already ceased to be a seri-
ous charge upon the public chest. There
is now no doubt but it will become a
lucrative undertaking for the trade of the
country, whereby the completion of the
Canada Central and the extension east-
wards of the Pacific Railway to the west-
ern terminus of the latter, or of some
equivalent branch will have placed the
Q. M. O. & O. Railway in direct com-
munication with the North-West, and a
suspension or other bridge across the St.
Lawrence, above Quebec, will have linked
the latter with the line froni Levis to
Rivière du Loup. This would be a sure
means of largely increasing the traffic on
the Intercolonial, while doing justice to
the Maritime Provincesand the Province of
Quebec, and of avoiding the danger of the
trade of the west being diverted from
our railways, waterways and ports, in
order to replenish the railways, canals and
ports of the Americans after passing
through but a small part of the Province
of Ontario, from which our friends in that
province would profit nothing, while
the country in general would suffer seri-
ous loss. It is satisfactory to witness in
this connection the manifest desire of the
the present Government not to expose
useful and necessary Canadian under-
takings to be ruined by unfair foreign
competition. It is to be regretted that,
in order te preserve the Indians of the
North-West from the straits of famine,
a large expenditure of money has this.
year been found necessary ; never-
theless, it is still less costly to feed
these primitive owners of the land
we occupy than to hunt them away as is
done in other parts of this continent, to
say nothing of the fact that the former
course is more Christian and more honour-
able. In this case the Government has
shown itself faithful to the traditional
policy of honesty, generosity and kindness
characteristic of the authorities of Canada
towards these wild children of the forest.
The efforts of the Government to habitu-
ate them to cultivate the soil and to seek
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their means of subsistence therein are stricting of foreign competition. It is na-
most praiseworthy, and it is not impos- tural in the elaboration of a new Tariff,
sible that, with time and patience, we more especially after a change of fiscal
may succeed in a certain measure in ac- policy, that more or less of a margin
complishing, on a large scale, what has should be allowed for unforeseen matters,
been attempted with some success in a so that it is not qurprising that experience
small way in other parts of the country. should have shown the expediency of adopt-
I was specially gratified, and my hon our- ing certain changes of detail in the Tariff
able colleagues of this House, no doubt, adopted last Session. It will be our
shared the pleasure with me, that, in the duty to assist His Excellency's Min-
preparation of the Estimates for the ensu- isters in that task, in place of seeking
ing year, due regard has been had to uselessly to embarrass them. By prepar-
econory, so far as was compatible with ing a measure for the re-organisation of
the efficiency of the public service, and it the Civil Service, the Goverument have
is evident that the Government is awake earned a further title to the gratitude of
to the fact that the burden of our public the people, for it is time something was
expenditure lias about reached the limits done in the matter. From a thorough re-
marked out by prudence, and that it can- form of the Civil Service, many important
not be largely increased withouv bearing advantages must result. Offices will be
too heavily on the tax-payers. The proof filled in many cases by more competent
that the leading plank in the platform of persons, consequently a reduction in num-
the present Government has not fallen ber will be effected; the work will be
into disfavour with the people in general better done and will cost less; merit will
is the fact that, in the individual elections, be more easily recognised; Ministers will
quite a number of which have taken lose less of their valuable time; the repre-
place within a year, the friends of the sentatives of the people will be more inde-
Government have not lost an inch of pendent, and the members of the Govern-
ground, and have carried several strong- ment also. Besides, we may hope that
holds from the Opposition. From the the struggle for public offices will undergo
shores of the Atlantic to the shores of the a salutary relaxation, which is mucl to be
Pacific, the great voice of the people has desired, unless ve want to see the number
once more proclaimed that the country of public servants equal, or in fact exceed,
still places confidence in the Administra- those of the served. The necessity of a
tion of the day. The latest echo of that consolidation of the InlandRevenue Laws
voice which, under our Constitutional and was keenly felt, for they are obscure, in-
Parliamentary system, makes and un- complete, and often defective. As regards
makes Governments, lias just this instant the mode of dealing with native tobaco
reached us from the great county of more especially there is great need of
Argenteuil. In selecting a gentleman amendment and modification. While af-
personally so estimable as Dr. Christie. fording us a real improvement in this
the electors of that county were confident respect, the hon. the Minister of Inland
of doing well; but they felt that, by sub- Revenue would afford us a pleasant sur-
atituting for him a Conservative and Pro- prise if, some fine day, circumstanoes
tectionist, the Hon. Mr. Abbott, they should enable him to tell us that li had
were doing still better. I regret this for taken steps with a view to ascertain what
the sake of the hon. the leader of the Op- kindm of tobacco would succeed best in
position, whose companions in arms are this country, and the mode of culture it
far stronger in valour thau in numbers,but would be most advisable to teacli and
I rejoice at it for the sake of the country. commend to cultivators, as is doue with
The people see the various industries of respect, for instance, to the cultivation of
the country resuming increased activity, the sugar beet, so as to substitute as far
furnishing more constant and remunera- as possible a native for a foreign pro-
tive employment to a greater mumber of duet. I see here a good source of future
persons, and, despite the sophisms of Free- revenue for the Goyernnent, and of
trade theorists, they see that agriculture wealth for many of our farmers. The
and trade alike feel the impulse given to other measures announced i the Speech
home production, and cannot but benefit from the Throne, in relation to Crown

% batter home market induced by a re- Lands, Public Works, the Indians of the
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North-West, and the Mounted Police our history. ioncur to the statesmen
Force, show that the Government bas capable of accomplishing such great things
closely studied the requirements of the without social convulsion orpolitical com-
country during the recess, and sought for motion, who have found other means of
the means of meeting them, and that they making Canada great without diminishing
intend to give us plenty to do during the the greatness of the vast and glorious Em-

present Session, a boon for which those who pire of which we form a part. With great
are naturally disposed to fnd the time pleasure, then, Mr. Speaker, I beg te
bang heavily will owe them special thanks. second the Address in reply to the Speech
It appears to me a happy concidence that from the Throne.
the bank charters of the Dominion are MR. MACKENZIE: Before the

just about to expire at a moment when Address passes, I desire te offer a few re-
public opinion in the country is loudly marks te the fouse-net that the matter
calling for the enactment of more strin- of the Speech affords much ground for
gent laws particularly as regards inspec- debate. Altogether, the Speech contains
tion, in order to afford better security to the promise of the amendments Of five
the public and to the shareholders of the meavures, three of which have been con-
banks themselves, and when there is solidated or amended already by gentle-
quite a strong feeling in favour of restrict- men opposite, a renewal of the Banking
ing the sphere of operation of the banks Law, and, as we learned from the Speech
by further extending the circulation of of the mover, the abolition of the Insol-
Dorhinion notes. This is a question of vency Law. This is the entire pro-
vital importance to the credit and pros- gramme provided for the Session. The
perity of this country, and demands our hon. gentleman opposite was accustomed
utmost attention, scrutiny and prudence. in former years te taunt the late Admin-
The Insolvency Law is also a most im- istration with the paucity of the bil of
portant question, with which we dealt fare presented, although we neyer pre-
at too late a period last Session. It is tended te present. a catalogue of our
to be hoped that we may not separate measures in the Speech frein the Throne.
this year without having amended it in But ne such meagre bill of fare as this
such a way as to improve many of its waS ever presented te a Canadian Parlia-
faulty provisions ; otherwise 1 should for ment. An hon. friend beside me re-
my part feel bound to vote for a pure and marks that this is Lent, and ne doubt we
simple repeal, as I did last Session; and have here a Lenten bil of fare. 1 would
I think the opinion of the House is still net complain of it -were it from any other
the same on this subject. Mr. Speaker, gentlemen in office; but, as the present
the last paragraph of the Speech from the gentlemen insisted in fermer years that
Throne shows conclusively that the ap- the Queen's Speech should centain a cer-
pelation " National " applied to the policy plete programme of the work of the
of the Government which the suffrages of Session, we must assume that this is al
the people placed in power by so splen- the work they have prepared for us. Be-
did a majority on the 17th September, fore preceeding te criticise, as I shah,
1878, is well deserved. In fact, as a some of the staterents made, I desire te
Canadian, one feels raised up by its far- cail the attention of the hon, gentleman
seeing and public - spirited policy. In at the head of the Goverument, and the
reading this paragraph, one sees the dawn Minister of Railways, te the gross in-
of a new era for Canada, and that hence- deoency of putting special statements and
îorth we shall count for something in the returns, up to within a few days, into
eyes of other nations. This will only in- the hands of a nember of the fouse, of
crease the prestige of theMother Country, whlch ail other members have been de-
to which we owe these progressive deve- prived. We ail had a right to those
lopments of our national existence-de- special ýreturns; any paper used by the
velopments happily accomplished and Government in debate mu8t be pro-
which demonstrate both the excellence of duoed te the flouse. The hon. mem-
the institutions with which she bas en- ber for Halifax (Mr. Richey) after telling
dowed us and our own vitality. The ap-
pointment of a permanent representative "favoured with special information," pro-
of Canada ln London will be an epoc in'm ceeded o dea with the figures arranged
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by the Minister of Railways, and we are
expected, without possessing the docu-
ments, to reply to his statements. I have
never known anything of the kind done
before. The subjects dealt with in the
Speech suggestive of future action, apart
from the two or three measures promised
for the amendment of existing laws, are
those to whichlittle or nc exception would
naturally be taken. The congratulations
as to the harvest should be fervently re-
sponded to by the members of the Admin-
istration, because, if Providence had not
been kind to them as well as to the coun-
try in sending them a plentious harvest,
their state at present would be one of
complete paralysis.

MR. BABY : We helped Providence.
MR. MACKENZIE : An hon. Minis-

ister says they helped Providence; well, I
am not at all surprised that they imagine
themselves capable of doing even that.
However, we on this side of the Bouse
will stick to Providence.

An HON. MEMBER: But Provi-
dence will not stick to you.

MR. MACKENZIE: Providential ac-
tion will be much more beneficial than any
ministerial measures could possibly be. I
was somewh at surprsed at the fervent man-
ner in which the member for Halifax con-
gratulated the House on the emigration
policy of the Administration. He said-
from his special information, no doubt,
not given to any of us-that 8,000 people
had passed from the United States into
Canada last year.

Mr.. RICHEY : I said that, of 8,000,
2,000 came from the United States.

Mn. MACKENZIE: Yes, and the
2,000 in the first place entered Canada at
Ogdensburg and Montreal from the East-
ern States, and were then classed as
Americ ans, though really returning Ca-
nadians, coming into Canada, and, when
they passed through Ontario, and again
passed by Detroit or Sarnia into
the Western States towards Manito-
ba, where they were again classed
as emigrants from the United States;
that method had the effect of doubling the
number. But the hon. gentleman did not
tell us how many Canadians went from
Halifax to the United States, and from
the port of St. John. I have special in-
formation also, though not from the Gov-
ernment, and learn that from the city the
Minister of Finance represents, by the

Mr. MiCK ZIE.

steamship line iuring the past season, no
less than 6,000 left to settle in the United
States, over and above the ordinary pas-
senger traffic. How many went by rail..
way or coasting schooners I am not able-
to say. I saw the statement of the
United States Consul a few days ago,.
about a port in my own county, from
which alone, it appears, about 24,000
Canadians have passed to settle in the
United States. Instead of having matter
for congratulation, we have reason to
doubly deplore the existing state of trade
and business which has compelled so
many of our fellow-citizens to seek a
refuge in a foreign country. We are
asked to congratulate ourselves because a,
considerable number of people went from
the older Provinces to the North-West
Territories. I do not think it is any
matter for rejoicing that people go from
one part of the Dominion to another. It
would be matter for congratulation if we
were able to point to a large emigration
from the old country; but gentlemen
opposite were afraid of such an emigra-
tion, as they passed, lately, an Order-in-
Council -preventing the landing of any
emigrant at Halifax, unless possessing
$20; that is their method of encouraging
emigration. I am not blaming them for
discouraging unsuitable emigrants from
leaving Europe. I know it is matter of
bitter complaint in Toronto that hundreds
have been arriving every week totally
unsuited to Canada, aud who never had
anything to do with agriculture, but who-
have been, as paupers, thrust upon
Canada, with assisted passages. Agricul-
tural classes should be encouraged to-
come, and not stopped on our coasts
by a demand for twenty dollars.
This is the state of matters as respects
emigration, and I am surprised that the
member for Halifax should not, with his
usual candour, have alluded to the real
state of affairs. I am informed by some
hon. members that, on the train by which
they travelled hither from the East, were
six or seven families, some, if not all of
them, from a county of the name of Cum-
berland,. who were passing to the United
States, and that, by the way, some of the
children were called Tupper. That train,
like almost every other train on the Inter-
colonial, under the new management, had
the misfortune to break down two or-
three times, and the name of Tupper was
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very freely used in the carriages, not persons chosen to administer affairs in
altogether in a complimentary sense, but that quarter. We had extraordinary ac-
one of the urchins bearing that illustrious cusations against some of the agents ap-
designation was a little troublesome and pointed by the Administration. The hon.
annoying, and they had to take care of gentleman at the head of the Government
the child; another was making too much had one Gow appointed, who was accused
noise, and, at a moment when the cars had of almost every crime against society.
broken down, or run off the track, there True, this appointment was afterwards
was a momentary lull in the noise, when suspended; but what became of the man
a cry was heard again, another voice himself ? Whetber le was suspended,
broke forth : " Shut up you monkey and as lie deserved, or not, we do fot know.
do not waken Tupper." My impression The settiement of the North-West was
is that Tupper wants to be wakened very seriously injured by the administration
much, and if those emigrants from Canada of the land laws by Ministers, and, al-
had succeeded in accomplishing that task, tlough modifications were afterwards
it would have been better than congratu- made, we were informed on excellent
lating ourselves upon an alleged state of authority that, in the meantime, they had
facts that does not exist. We are told the effect of turning back a very large
that we are to have the bankruptcy and number to the United States. In one
currency laws re-considered, and the hon. place in Dakota, no fewer than 856
gentleman (from Halifax (Mr. Richey) Canadians lad gone witl the expressed
tells us, also, doubtless, on special infor- intention of becoming citizens of the
mation, that there is to be an increased Republic, thougl tley originally intended
issue of currency. Whether hon. gen- settling in Manitoba. It is gratifying
tsemen opposite have decided to adopt to know that a very large proportion of
the bantling of the lion. member for the press supporting Ministers were
South aNorfolk (Mr. Wallace) or not we do manly enoug, to condemn the course
not know, but the matronly appearance of pursued by the Government in reference
that lion. gentleman seems to indicate the tothe settlement of the North-West.
employment lie was engaged in during My own conviction bas always been that
the reces. It is true hio infant laas it is impossible for any Goverment to
a rather disreputable appparance ; it ie, Imake much money by the sale of lands;
as tlie lon, gentleman at the ead of tle that it is infunitely better to afford ample
Government describes himself--" rather a. opportunity to settlers to obtain free.
rui un to look at ;" wlether it will also nomesteads of suitable size w Iere they
,e like him-p a good un to go," I do not can form comfortable homes, and trust to

know. But I can congratulate the hon. tlie increase of wealth and business by
member for South Norfolk that lie looks tie increase of bettlement rather than x-
and perliaps feels as well as could be ex- jpectto make money bythe selling of lande ;
pected, and I hope that lie will succeed in I and on that principle the Government of
impresing hi views, not upon the Gov- tlie lon. member for West Durhiam (Mr.
erment or this huse, not upon the Blake) in Ontario, of which I was a
country, but upon the snallest possible member, acted in throwi g off between
number of people; because we only want $100,000 and $200,000 of arrears on,
sucli a measure to complete the ruin of lands sold to actual settlers in that ]Pro-
the country, from the point of decline to vne. With relation to Indian caims
which e hon, gentlemen opposite have d te administration of Indiar afaire
brought it. We are told we are to have s m the North-West, .beieve it las been
a revision of the Dominion Lands Act, Most injurous to the morale of the Indiant
but not in w at way. There was no con- as we as to the position of the Government.
gratulation upon the condition of the land Anything that weakens the confidence of
laws or the r administration h the North- the Indian population in the Administra-
West. It was only a very foolisl remark tion of the country las a nost prejudicial
uttered by thie lon gentleman from Hal - efect upon their minds, and it s exceed-
fax, when lie spoke of the care taken th ingly difficult to remove any evil n -
having proper persons to administer the pression thus made. I have been
laws the North-Weet. We observed informed that, w en tenders were received
during tlie reces exeedingly improper Winnipeg for supplies for the Indians,
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they were sent here with a recommenda-
tion of the local officers-they were
detained a month, which made it impos-
sible to forward the supplies to the Indian
camps in time for their gatherings, thus
necessitating enormous expenditure by
the Government and discontent among
the Indians, and destroying the con-
fidence of the Indians in our
good faith. I am informed also on
the best authority that the special in-
structors, with the stock they had in charge
sent to the North-West by the Saskatche-
wan River, in the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's boats, had not merely a lenger
delay than if they had gone overland by
the usual route, but that this plan incur-
red more expense than the entire worth
of the animals sent, while the cost by
Winnipeg would have been little or no-
thing. I am prepared to admit that any
Government would have some difficulty
in dealing with affairs in a very remote
country, but no Government is justified
in endeavouring to make political capital
out of a matter of this kind. This is
what was pointed out on the appointment
of those instructors and the despatch
of the supplies. I am prepared to sus-
tain the Government in any policy desir-
able in order to the settlement of the In-
dians and their instruction in the arts of
peace, especially that of agriculture, but I
am not prepared to sanction such mea-
sures as those of last year, coupled as they
were in the Ministerial papers with the
most gross, unfounded slanders upon the
hon. gentleman formerly Minister of the
Interior in the late Administration.
With respect to the Intercolonial Rail-
way, I am not in a position to discuss the

figures and special information of the hon.
member for Halifax, but I shall be able
at the proper time to show his statements
are altogether incorrect. 1t c m only be
shown to be managed more economically,
when we have a precise statement of
the condition of the rolling stock, the
number of engines actively employed,
the number built since the present Min-
ister assuned office, the present condition
of those locomotives, the number of cars
of all kinds for freight, with their condi-
tion. I am informed that a very large
proportion of the rolling stock is at this
moment in a most deplorable state.
and there is no doubt that, during this
very week in which we are meeting there

MI. MACKENZIE.

have been a number of accidents to car-
riages conveying passengers, as well a s
engines and freight cars which have
broken down upon the road. My convic-
tion is that, in order to present an ap-
pearance of economy, the stock has been
deliberately allowed to run down, and
that the road-bed is not in the condition
in which hon. gentlemen opposite found
it. My dutv, Sir, as the late Minister of
Public Works, led me to enquire very
carefully into railroad management, and
I was satisfied, as every railroad manager
must be, that the first duty of a railroad
superintendent is to got his road-bed in
thorough condition, and then his rolling
stock in thorough condition. Everything
about the Intercolonial Railway was in
such a condition. At the time I left
office, there was no better equipped road
on the continent, no better road in any
respect, and I venture to say no better
managed road ; but as I said last Session,
if the hon. gentlemen could effect any
economy in the way of reducing salaries
and at the same time mantain its effi-
ciency, I should be delighted. I should be
delighted now. These remarks have
been forced upon me by the very extra-
ordinary course I complained of a mo-
ment ago in submitting cooked and par-
tial papers to one or two individuals in
this House to which other members are
denied access. Now, Sir, about the state
of trade. The Speech from the Throne
informs us " that the effect of the Tariff of
last Session in the development of the
varied industries of the country. has on
the whole been very satisfactory." Well,
in the first place, I have to complain that
such a paragraph should be here at all.
It has been usual to have the Speech from
the Throne written in an entirely non-
committal manner so that no member of
the House, no matter how small the min-
ority he represents, should be committed
by any statements in the Speech. We
are asked, however, to commit ourselves
to that statement, and I have to complain
of this statement that it is not true, andit is
impossible for us to allow ourselves to be
committed to a statement which we
believe to be wholly inaccurate. I be-
lieve, Sir, that, but for the bountiful har-
vest that Canada had during the
last season, and but for the de-
plorable accident of a serious deficiency in
the harvest in Great Britain and Ireland,
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but for those accidental cireumstances,
the state of Canada this winter would be
the most deplorable that was ever known.
There would have been no precedent tor
the distress which would have existed.
Why, Sir, even as it is, in this city, what
is the state of affairs 1 Almost every se-
cond house and shop is empty, and " To
Let" is found everywhere. It is admitted by
Government papers thatthereis an unusual
amount of distress in the city. I
know it is so in other cities, and we
are told to go to the soup-kitchen, to
rejoice in the fact that a Protec-
tionist Government is in power.
My hon. friend the Minister of Finance
will attend meetings of manufacturers and
their workingmen at comfortable places or
of temperance gatherings and weep
pathetically, as Job Trotter alone could
weep, for the miseries that existed before
he came into office, and afterwards rejoice
over his success in imparting renewed con-
fidence and in procuring more employment.
Now, Sir, I say there has not been more
employment procured. I say that at this
moment there is a much larger degree of
distress than there was at the time the
late Administration went out of office. I
say that the state of trade over the coun-
try is infinitely worse than it was at that
time. We have the extraordinary fact
also that, while in 1878 the failures in
Canada showed as the amount of liabili-
ties $23,908,000, in the year just passed,
under hon. gentlemen opposite, the failures
have reached $29,347,000. Now these
failures represent manufacturers as well
as traders ; they represent all classes that
come under the Insolvency Laws. I
know, as a fact, that at least half the
manufacturers in the country have been
seriously injured by the policy of hon.
gentlemen opposite. We are called upon
to rejoice that the trade of the country
has, on the whole, been satisfactory, al-
though it is known that the hon. gentle
men imposed a taxation which should have
yielded for the State some $7,000,000 for
the year ; and he has now to confess
that he has actually received nothing
from the new duties except what is
represented by the burdens upon the
necessaries of life, breadstuffs and coal.
We are promised, I understand,-at least
the hon. member for Cape Breton (Mr.
McLeod) announced during his election
campaign, that he had the authority of

the Minister of Railways for stating-
that the coal duties would be recon-
sidered with a view to their increase ; and
we are told to-day by the hon. member
who moved the Address so well, that the
coal question should and must receive
consideration, and he is willing to have
the price of coal increased to his own city
of Halifax, as well as to us poor people in
Ontario, who must pay the duty upon
every ton of coal we consume. I say,
Sir, that the state of trade, instead of
having improved, has very much retro-
graded. I blame the hon. the Minister
of Finance for this, because he ob-
tained his position in St. John by
representing that there was to be no
increase, but merely a readjustment
of the Customs duties. I congratulate
the hon. gentleman that he found so many
as forty-six persons to give him a dinner
undec these circumstances. It must have
been very pleasing to him. The hon.
gentleman complained in his sneech there
that I had spoken of him as the lying
spirit sent forth to delude the people. I
referred to a well-known incident in an-
cient sacred history. There is just this
difficulty in the simile, however, that I
can nowhere find the representative of the
angel that sent him forth, angelic qualities
being scarce in that quarter. In another
address which the hon. gentleman made
in his own Province, he pointed out that
what was really to be looked to in New
Brunswick was the fact that it was be-
coming, or would become, a large manufac-
turing centre for the West. Manitoba
was to be filled up immediately; the waste
places in the Province of Ontario were
also to be filled up by an emigration
induced by the liberal policy of the
present Administration. New Brunswick
was to manufacture all the goods that
this vast population would require. I
venture to tell the hon. gentleman that
New Brunswick has no peculiar facilities
that I know of, for manufacturing pur-
poses, beyond other Provinces, and that it
is impossible for a large class of manufac-
turers to exist at all, except where there
are large cities and a large population
from which to draw the class of workers
that are required. This has led to the
failure of several manufacturing indus-
tries in varions parts of Ontario. It was
found impossible for one manufacturer to
live in the town of Windsor, because he
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was only able to procure the class of labour
lie required from the city of Detroit ; and
so it would be elsewhere. I have always
believed that the coal and iron of Nova
Scotia would come into active operation as
a large factor in the trade of the country at
no distant day. There these are elements
of manufacturing wealth, but there are no
of such elements in the bon. gentleman's
Province. When the hon. gentleman led
the people to believe, as I presume he did,
that New Brunswick would furnish this
amount of manufactures to the west, he
was merely indulging in a figure of speech,
by which lie, for the moment, got over a
very unpleasant situation. The hon.
gentleman showed a great deal of moral
courage, for which I give him credit, in
going to bis Province at all after the
disasters lie had brought to that Province,
in common with the rest of the Dominion.
I admit that the measure of the hon. gen-
tleman opposite of last Session bas increas-
ed +lie wealth of certain individuals. I
have always maintained, I maintain now
-and I believe every political economist
who thinks at all and speaks the truth
must say the same thing-that no Gov-
ernment can create wealth, thougli any
Government can distribute wealth justly
or unjustly. The hon. gentleman bas
succeeded in re-distributing wealth by bis
legislation : lie has succeeded in putting a
million dollars into the bands of sugar
monopolists at the expense of the whole
country. He bas succeeded in building
up a few vast monopolies by his enor-
mous duties which are now impos-
ing enorruous taxation on all the rest
of the country. He has, in the matter
of India rubber manufactures, for
instance, and in some other cases,
compelled the people of the country to
pay largely increased prices for, I am
sorry to say, a very inferior article. In
some manufactures which lie has stimu-
lated, lie bas by the measure we so strong-
ly deprecated last year, succeeded in
forcing the people to take what was un-
suitable at whatever prices the manu-
facturers thereof chose to impose. I
maintain that any policy which, for the
sake of employing a few hundred men, or
a little steam power, any policy which de-
prives the people of the country of the
privilege of buyiug cheaply doas a great
injury ta the country. I am glad that a
dRistinguished Canadian authirity of the
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bon. gentleman's own party took that
groind years ago. Sir Alexander Galt,
in a lecture in Toronto, pointed out that it
would be utterly impossible for any
Government or Legislature to build up a
system of manufactures in this country by
the imposition of high duties. What we
really want is an extended market. What
the late Administration did was to en,
courage manufactures by developing mar-
kets in foreign countries. Under the im-
pulse given by the exhibition we were able-
to make in Sydney, in the first six months
after that exhibition was beld a large
amount of goods were sent to the South
Seas. I venture to say that, under-
the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite
which makes all these articles dearer, ou-
people will find that that market cannot
be kept, and that the so-called protection
of our industries bas resulted disastrously
to the manufacturers themselves. Hon..
gentlemen, over and over again, both
in the House and out of it, have de-
clared that the policy of the Govern-
ment was retaliation upon the United
States. Within the last few days the.
chief organ of the Government, alarm-
ed at the menaces thrown out in United
States political circles, has endeavoured
to prove that that was not the case, that
the 7discrimination was rather the other
way. I need not remark upon the value
of any Conadian demonstration represent-
ing 4,000,000 of people threatening a.
people of 48,0O0OO0O. Why, Sir, that
people are strong and powerful eaough,
have sufficient variety of climate and
other advantages,. to set your idle threats
at defiance. Our policy should be to culti-,
vate peaceable relations and conditions of
trade which would be just to boti countries;
but for a small country to threaten a big
one is an act of supreme folly. That fôlly
ministers have been guilty of. I am not
at all surprised, but rather gratified, to
flnd that the chief organ of the Govern-
ment is endeavouring to show that there
was no retaliation against the United States.
in the tariff. I trust that whatever is done-
with our tariff during the present Session
there will be no boast by responsible Min-
isters-whose utterances must be taken
in foreign countries as official-that there
will be no utterances which would show
that they were determined to. destroy the
most profitable trade which Canada ha&
had Li. all lier connections.. Thereý is, one-
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point in reference to our trade that I
mùust advert to for a moment. We are
given to understand in the Speech, what
we bave understood months ago in the
newspapers, that the Administration have
determined on appointing a General
Agent in London. I did not credit that
myself at first, because the hon. gentle-
mani at the head of the Government
attacked the late Administration because
they appointed a General Agent. He
declared it was wholly unnecessary, and
objected to his continuance for even one
year; and I could not imagine that he had
so soon changed Lis ground. The late Ad-
ministration inade arrangements whereby
financial matters should be attended to by

-Sir John Rose, and the attention of the
Chief Emigration Agent confined wholly
to his own department. I am not aware
that this arrangement has worked ill, or
that Sir John Rose has failed to attend to
the duties entrusted to him, nor has the
mover or seconder of the Address given
the reasons for this appointment. The
hon. gentleman who is to receive the ap-
pointment-Sir Alexander Galt-is a
gentleman of the highest standing in the
country,-a gentleman for whom I have
personally the greatest respect, although I
am not able to agree with him politically, I
.am glad to find that the hon. gentleman
opposite and that gentleman have become
reconciled se thoroughly. It must have
been much more pleasant for the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Government
to be toasted by Sir Alexander Galt at
the late banquet in Ottawa as his " dis-
tinguished friend and leader," than to be
designated here, as lie was, as the Peck-
aniff of the House. I have no doubt that
the hon. gentleman will administer lis
duties in such a manner as to reflect
credit on Canada. The only thing to be re-
gretted is that his appointment and their
reconcilation took place at the same time.
The hon. gentleman who spoke last con-
gratulated the House in the course of lis'
remarks, on the result of the Argenteuil
election; and no doubt he and lis friends
have reason to rejoice over this small vic-
tory; and I have personally, as well as'
Ina party senseto regret the absence of the
late member for Argenteuil, who so long'
and so worthily, represented that county.
At the same time we, in other respects,
bave reason to congratulate ourselves on
tbis side of the House. The Ion. gentle-

man on the other side committed an in-
discretion from his own stand point in
going to Ontario last summer, immediate-
ly after the prorogation of Parliament,
and causing the local elections in Ontario
to be conducted on protectionist prin-
ciples, as the Dominion elections in 1878
were conducted. Many of his own friends
were unwilling ; but he succeeded in
oarrying out this policy. The hon. the
Minister of Railways and the Minister of
Finance and the hon. the Minister of
Justice, I think,-the two former gentle-
men certainly,-were good enough to go to
the several constituencies in Ontario, and
lecture the people asi to their duty to
maintain protective views at the elections
and the gauntlet thus thrown down
was taken up by the Reformers.
I was surprised to find the hon.
member for Hamilton here when
I came into the House to-day. The
hon. member for Hamilton (Mr. Robert-
son) is a man whose word is not to be
doubted, and, if the newspaper reporters
are right, he stated that if Mr. Mowat's
candidates were elected it "would be im-
possible for him to take his seat in the
House of Commons.

Mi. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) : I
never said so.

MR. MACKENZIE: It was so re-
ported.

MR. ROBERTSON: A great many
things are reported.

MR. MACKENZIE: Perhaps in the
course of the Session we will come to
know who the bad reporters are. We
will find out what he did say. It was the
general report that such was the ground
taken by the member for Hamilton ; and
the Mowat candidate was sustained in
that city. Mr. Mowat's Governinent was
sustained over the whole Province by a
majority of two to one. A decided verdict
was then rendered against the policy of
the present Administration by their own
shewing in matters of trade. They
selected the ground and that was the re-
sult. Hon. gentlemen cannot avoid
accepting the policy of their own leader,
Why not follow him loyally in this as in
all other matters i lie may hope before
the end of his Parliamentary term that he
will be able to reverse this verdict. But I
am greatly deceived, if he does. I do not
propose to take up the time of the House
much longer upon the topics of the Speech,
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and the measures to be submitted to the
House. These measures, and particularly
that relating to matters of banking, will
receive from this side of the House the
consideration to which they are entitled,
apart from any political bias whatever;
for these banking and currency matters
deeply affect all our great commercial in-
terests, indeed all interests. With regard
to the Pacific Railway policy I fear that
it will be impossible for us to coincide in
the views expressed in the Speech and
those of the hon. member for Halifax in
regard to the expenditure incurred in that
work. The first Pacific Railway Act
passed by hon. gentlemen opposite, and
subsequent enactments, declared the inten-
tion of the country to proceed, as fast as
the resources of the country will permit,
without increase of the existing rate of
taxation, with the construction of the work;
and all proposals, promises and negotia-
tions were subject to that limitation. A
resolution to that effect was proposed in
the House first by the late Sir Geo.
Cartier. It was successively enacted by
the two Administrations which followed,
and stands therefore as a parliamentary
declaration of policy. I cannot help look-
ing, with great alarm, on the prospective
expenditure as being far beyond our re-
sources. I do not object to the complet-
ing of the operations, so far as to enable
emigrants from Lake Superior to proceed
to the free prairies. This might be done
with comparatively small expense. It is
well known that the late Administration
aimed at two things: first, to build sec-
tions of the railroad where no other means
of conveyance could be had, and, in the
meantime, to utilise the water between
such points till the position of the country
would permit us to proceed further, but
building every section on the right line
for an all rail route. Hon. gentlemen
opposite affect to believe that the sale of
lands would defray all expenses of com-

pleting the railway. I differ wholly from
that opinion, and I enter a caveat against
the supposition that we are to commit
ourselves to the expenditure which is
foreshadowed inthe Speech fromthe Throne
and in the remarks of hon. members
opposite in reference to it. We will be
prepared, on our part, to consider every-
thing that may be submitted, in a fair,
impartial, and just spirit, and in such a
spirit as may best conduce to the general
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benefit of the country; but we will not
be deterred, though small in numbers,
from asserting what course should be
pursued, and what course the coun-
try demands to be pursued in refer-
ence to this and other public works
involving au expenditure on the coun-
try. Before sitting down I will say
a few words about the Ministerial
changes. The hon. gentleman at the
head of the Government will doubtless
give us information when the Address is
passed; but I think it is a matter of
great interest to us to know how
Senator McPherson became a member of
the Administration and the presiding
officer of the other House-an office to
which he will no doubt impart weight and
dignity. He published two remarkable
pamphlets, containing a great deal that
was not true-in fact, very little that was
true; but there are certain very remark-
able statements in one of those
pamphlets about another matter. We
find that lie condemned utterly and
wholly any expenditure on the Pacific
Railway; and now lie becomes a member
of the Administration which boasts of
this expenditure, both that which lias
been already incurred and that which is
to be incurred in prospective years. I
hope he--or rather not lie, but the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Government
-will be able to give us some satisfac-
tory reason for such a change of
policy on the part of the hon. Senator.
He wrote the pamphlets, lie told the pub-
lic, not as a politician at all; though lie
used very strong language for one not
wholly committed to any political party.
For a gentleman in that position his
language was exceedingly bitter and
vigorous, and would induce any stranger
to class hiu as au unscrupulous partisan.
I have no doubt he will be able-or the
lon. gentleman at the head of the Gov-
erument will be able-to tell us whether
Mr. MePherson has understood that there
was to be au expenditure on the Pacific
iRailway, or whether lie is now willing to
agree to the expenditure so that he may
have a place in the Government. The
hon. gentleman opposite is to be congratu-
lated on killing a formidable foe in this
professed friend. He has performed the
operation very often; but we are very
glad to have the presence of a gentleman
in the Cabinet who ges even farther
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than we want as to economy in regard to
the Pacifie Railway. Perhaps there is
some mistake inthe Speech from the Throne
in reference to this subject-either the
Speech was prepared before the hon. Sena-
tor was sworn in, or lie misunderstauds
it and reads it in the opposite direction from
that in which the hon. member for Halifax
reads it. It seems, however, somewhat sin-
gular that a gentleman so free from party
political bias could place himself in this
false position in regard to expenditure
upon the Pacifie Railway. I will not
refer to the matter any further. Other
matters will develop themselves in the
course of the Session, and matters will
come up to bring this question fully before
the House. We shall be ready to take
our share of the public business, and criti-
cise fairly and impartially the measures
of the Government as thcy are presented,
while maintaining our own distinctive
views.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
must congratulate not only the House
generally but the Opposition in particular,
on the cheerful, nay, facetious spirit in
which the hon. the Leader of the Opposi-
tion has opened the discussions of the
Session. He is resolved to be merry
under all circumstances, although accord-
ing to the hon. gentleman the country is
ruined, although had it not been for an
interposition of special Providence, at
which lie is inclined to sneer, the Dominion
would have been utterly ruined, still the
depression has not affected his spirits. He
has resolved, like a character in one of the
novels to which lie has alluded, to be
merry under all circumstances. It turns
out that the hon. gentleman has been
reading novels. I did not at first under-
stand why lie was so very hilarious, I
thought surely he must have given
up his Scottish sternness of character
nd adopted that of the light-heart-
ed hero of the story already so aptly
cited. The hon. gentleman complained of
the paucity of subjects in the Speech from
the Throne, but explained that lie would
net have complained except for the fact
that, when we were in Opposition, we in-
sisted that every measure should be men-
tioned in the Speech. But that was a
Reform Administration and we wanted to
see if they had found anything to reform.
We, being old Conservatives, cannot be
expected te come down with an avalanche

of reforms as the lon. gentleman did, and
with which he deluged the country for
five years; but it will be found before the
Session closes that the measures alluded
to in the Speech will fully occupy the
time of hon. members, and that, what
with the discussions on the banking
system, the currency in connection with
that system, Civil Service reform, the
Government Railway policy, and the
Tariff amendments, the usual time of the
Session will be exhausted. The lon. the
Leader of the Opposition has said there is
not much to object te in the Speech, ex-
cept that some of the statements are un-
true. There are differences of opinion on
that point. We have endeavoured, as
our custom is, to lay before Parliament,
through the Address, some idea of the
exact state of the country, and we believe
-indeed we know, and the country
knows that, instead of the state of depres-
sion in which the hon. gentleman left the
country, there has already commenced
within the short period of one year, a real
improvement, a real development, and I
believe that under that Providence at
which the hon. gentleman rather sneers,
this improvement will continue from year
to year so long as the present policy is
developed, until the country is restored to
the state of prosperity which it occupied
before 1873. The hon. gentleman has
spoken about the indecency of some re-
marks by my hon. friend who moved this
Address.

MR. MACKENZIE : Not the in
decency of the remarks, but the indecency
of giving that gentleman documents which
are not furnished to myself or to other
members.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman knows perfectly well, if
lie looks at the precedents in England,
that the mover and seconder of the Ad-
dress always are afforded the means, and
it is only just to have it,to justify the vari-
ous sentiments and propositions contained
in the Speech from the Throne. If the
hon. gentleman will read any one of the
speeches of the mover and seconder in
England, he will find both these gentle-
men are instructed by the Government of
the day so as to be able to speak with
some reason as to the various subjects
contained in the Address. The lon member
for Halifax (Mr. Richey) merely made
these statements in corroboration, and in
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support of the paragraphs in the Address
to which he alluded, and the hon. gentle-
man will find, when the papers are laid
before the House, that those stateinents
will be in every way corroborated
and sustained. The hon. gentle-
man has spoken very strongly as
to the extravagant policy of the Gov-
ernment with respect to the Pacific Rail-
way, and he has quoted a resolution
moved by the late Sir George E. Cartier,
that the construction of that railway
should be proceeded with only so far as
the resources of the country would allow.
That was the policy of the former Gov-
ernment of which I was a member. That
was the policy which we carried out so long
as we were in power, and that policy was
only altered by the Government of the
lion. gentleman himself, when in the first
place, they decided to construct the whole
work, specially by the Government, and
pledged the Government, under the
arrangements made by Lord Carnarvon,
to proceed with the road and to finish a
great portion of it within a certain
number of years. That was the policy
of the hon. gentleman's Government.
Without any reference to our resources,
without any reference to consequent
taxation, without any referen:e to the
burdens that would be cast upon the
people by that arrangement, he pledged
the Government, as a Government, to
comple-e that road, to spend two millions
a year, I think it was, in British
Columbia, and to finish the whole road
from Lake Superior by 1890-in nineteen
years-and yet the hon. gentleman now
says that we have adopted an extravagant
policy and we are pushing the road too
vigorously. Why, we are finishing the
road commenced rather ineffectually by
the hon. gentleman himself from Lake
Superior to Red River. Surely he does
not object to that. We have also given
out contracts to complete 127 miles of
road in British Columbia, based on the
hon. gentleman's own advertisement for
contracts. Was the hon. gentleman sin-
cere when he advertised and called for
tenders to build 127 miles of railroad on
the Frazer River, or was he not I Was
it merely to affect the elections in British
Columbia I We must suppose that the
hon. gentleman intended to build this 127
miles at the western extremity of the
Pacifie road. We are carrying out his
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own contracts between Lake Superior and
Red River. I do not think the hon.
gentleman will object-at least the Globe,
his organ, or the organ of the Opposition,
does not object-to building cheap rail-
ways across the prairies, to meet the
rapid rush of emigrants into our North-
West. That is the policy of the Govern-
ment, and J do not see that we are in any
way open to the charge of extravagance or
extra vigour, made by the bon. gentle-
man in his speech just now. The hon.
gentleman has objected to the manage-
ment of the North-West and the manage-
ment of the Indians by the present Ad-
ministration. Sir, the policy of the
late Government we have found to be
very imperfect, perhaps they are not very
much to blame for that, because this
country is an enormous country, and new
questions are arising every moment. A
great proportion of the arrangements to
be made were experimental. I admit
that the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) had a vast and unexplored region
placed under his charge, and a new sub-
ject to enter upon when lie took up the
administration of affairs there. But I
will say distinctly, that, whatever changes
we have made in that country have been
improvements which experience bas shown
should be made, upon the system of ad-
ministration that was found when we
assumed the Government. But the hon.
gentleman says that we sent improper
agents up there. I am not aware that
we sent improper agents. There was one
man named Gow sent up there who was
appointed by mistake, and the moment
the mistake was discovered it was recti-
fied, and the person was discharged. With
reference to every other man that has
been appointed since the present Govern-
ment came into power, I am not aware
that any charge against their efficiency or
their propriety can be made. The hon.
gentleman says that he does not know
what bas become of Gow now. I do not
know where le is, nor in what part of
the North-West he may be-perhaps liv-
ing under the same roof as Mr. Nixon or
Dr. Hagarty, or some other gentleman
appointed by the hon. gentleman opposite,
but at all events, the moment the error
was found out it was rectified, and the
person was removed.

MR. MILLS : Is Dr. Hagarty still in
the service ?
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SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes, find that, whether it be with reference to
he is still in the service. The hon. mem- the original regulations or to any amend-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has ments of the regulations, they were pre-
denied that there has been a large emi- pared and acted upon with every desire to
gration into that country. He has said improve the position of the country and
that Canada has been depleted by an at the same time to generate the fund
emigration to the «United States, and has i which would enable the Government of
pooh-poohed the idea, that there has been Canada to build the Pacific Railway and
a considerable influx from the United to carry out its engagements, without
States into that country. I can assure laying undue burdens upon the shoulders
the hon. gentleman that Le is mistaken, of the people. The hon. gentleman says
that there is a real and substantial flow of he has always opposed the idea of building
population towards the North from the the railway or settling the country by
United States. I can assure the hon. moans of putting a price upon the land.
gentleman that there has also been a But, if I remember aright, in days of old,
large flow of emigrants from England, a gentleman not now in this House, Mr.
Ireland, and Scotland. The hon. gentle- Young, moved that the railway should be
nan says it is not a matter of congratu- built out of the proceeds of the sales of

lation at all, that there is an emigration land in that country, and the lion. mem»-
from the older Provinces of the ber for Lambton supported and voted for
Dominion. I do not agree with him. that motion. And, if I am not very much
Every step taken by a farmer from On- mistaken, the hon. gentleman, when he
tario or from Quebec, or any of the laid out th@ line of the railway running
other Provinces which is at all likely to from Selkirk by the northern route speci-
improve his condition is a matter of con- ally reserved tracts of land on both sides
gratulation. Those men who have gone of the line and withdrew them from
from Ontario, principally to the North- settlement for the purpose of furnish-
West, are the best settlers that can be gin the means to build the railway.
found for a new country. They are The hon. gentleman has declared that the
accustomed to the system of farming in country is still suffering and is in a state
Ontario. They do not come f rom the of distress. He quotes the number of
old country, quite inexperienced and failures that occurred last year as compared
unused to our mode of agriculture. They with previous years. The action of this
go there ready at once to prosper, bring- louse and the general opinion in the
ing all their skill and all their experience country was pronounced against the con.
with them that they have learned in tinuance of the Insolvency Law, so that
Ontario. And their places can be well every man who was aware that he could
illed. Their improved farms and build- not pay twenty shillings in the pound,
ings can be sold, and will be sold, and every man who was aware that during
will be eagerly sought for by emigrants the five or six years of depression that
coming from the old country, who are have unfortunately existed he was unable
not se capable of encountering the hard- to meet his engagements in full, has taken
ships of a prairie life as the people from advantage of the law before it was re-
Oatario, and who find in a cleared and pealed in order to make a new start. If
improved farm a state of things very that had not been the conviction in the
nearly like that of agriculture in the country, I think that the large propor-
country which they left. I think that tion of bankruptcies would not have ex-
the whole movement of population isted. The hon. gentleman rather objects
into that country, from whatever to the appointment of Sir Alexander
source it comes, is a matter upon Galt as our representative in England.
which to congratulate ourselves. The Well, I think the objection is not well
hon. gentleman charges us with hav- founded. This country, as the Speech
ing passed land laws which have been the says, is rapidly developing. We know
means of stopping the flow of emigrants that negotiations are about to go on be-
into that country. When the question tween Great Britain and various European
comes up for discussion in this House, I countries, especially France and Spain,
shall be only too glad to enter fully into and perhaps Austria, and it is of great
that subject, and the hon. gentleman will importance that we should have someone
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on the spot to watch these negotiations.
The hon. gentleman knows well from the
experience he has had in the Govern-
ment that it is impossible by correspon-
edence to secure that watchfulness which
is necessary to guard our interests in
matters of this kind.

MR. MACKENZIE : Is he to have
plenary power I

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No,we
won't providethathis decision is to be final.
The hon. gentleman says that we objected
very much to the appointment of Mr.
Jenkins. We objected for several rea-
sons. In the first place as Agent-
General he was merely to look after the
emigration interest, as I understood at
that time; certainly no other powers were
specified here in the House, or in any
resolution or step taken by the Govern-
ment opposite. He was merely what Mr.
Annand is now, a general agent. We
objected to the increase of salary; and we
objected especially to the selection of Mr.
Jenkins,-a most estimable person in
every way, but who was the last who
ought to have been chosen for the post,-
because he had placed himself in personal
hostility to the Government of the day in
England, and the agent of the Canadian
Government should be a greater persona,
a person acceptable to the Government of
the day with whom he has every-day
transactions. The hon. gentleman is in a
very facetious mood notwithstanding the
depression that exists in the country; and
one reason, perhaps, why lie is so happy is
the success of his friends at the local elec-
tions in Ontario. He says that the Local
Government was sustained by two to one.
Well, it cannot be in consequence of any
reaction against the National Policy that
Mr. Mowat obtained his majority, because
we have had a great number of elections
for this House; we have had eight or nine
or more for this House. The Govern-
ment have not lost one seat that they
held before, and they have won three that
they had not at the time of the General
Election.

MR. MACKENZIE: Where are they
-in Ontariol

SmR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman evidently thought of no
other Province, he always considers that
the Dominion and Ontario are the same
thing. It is quite clear that there is no
re-action on the National Policy. We

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

have had some elections in Ontario, and
we have held our own there-we have
not lost one, and we have gained three in
the Dominion. We know that wherever
there is a commercial depression it takes
a political direction, and the hon. gentle-
man found, and complained when he was
in the Government, that the failure of the
crops and everything else was put upon
the Government. But every Government
must suffer from that. Wherever there
is any discontent it takes a political direc-
tion and the Government of the day suf-
fers. If there was a feeling that this
country was suffering from the continu-
ance of the National Policy, if there was
a re-action against the Nationol Policy,
surely in some one of these constituencies
there would have been an assertion of
that fact, an evidence of the re-action by
the defeat of the supporter of the Na-
tional Policy. What, then, are we to
consider was the cause of Mr. Mowat's
success 1 The cause is this : the people of
Ontario knew that the National Policy
was safe in our hands and that they
might safely act with regard to local
affairs as they pleased. It is idle, it is
folly, to suppose that there is a re-action
in the country against the National
Policy. I think every candid man will
admit that the country is rising,slowly per-
haps, but certainly, from the Slough of
Despond into which it has sunk for the
last five years. At the end of another
year we will see that the policy which has
now proved so efficient in its commence-
ment will have developed greater strength
and vigour.

It being six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
MR. BUNSTER : I do not agree with

some hon. gentlemen who have said the
Address before us goes too far in certain
respects, as, I think it does not go far
enough. I am grieved that the Govern-
ment have not devoted more consideration
to the Pacifie Province. The country
agreed to build a railroad from Nanaimo
to Esquimault, and, at the beginning, the
British Columbia Government reserved
twenty miles of land on each side of the
route. They complied with their obliga-
tion, much to the detriment of the Van-
couver Tsland population, as settlement
was retarded in consequence. I am
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really astonished, therefore, that the Cana-
dian Government has not considered that
Island road, and given the contract for it
the same as for the mainland road. It is
more desirable that the Island road should
be built, in consequence of Vancouver Is-
land having the larger population, and
more capital and trade to support
a road at present. We have on
the Island sufficient trade and com-
merce to keep a road running and
paying from the start in exporting coal
and carrying passengers and farm produce.
I for one feel very much hurt that the
Island road has been ignored in the Ad-
dress, and I hope that this Government
will not neglect it, but that, before Par-
liament meets again, they will have put
it under contract. The late Dominion
Government accepted the Carnarvon
ternis, and promised to expend two mil-
lions a vear on the Island Road from
Nanaimo to Esquimault ; but so far there
bas not been a dollar spent on it. This
is a strange state of things. Where
they found it would be a magnificent
route, the surveyors were instructed to
abandon it. There is no finer country in
the world than the Island for a railroad.
Bence, its neglect is a great injustice
to this portion of the Province. I
will now read the following resolu-
tions of the British Columbia Board of
Trade on the 'subject of the Esquimault-
Nanaimo Railway:-

"1. Whereas, by the terms of the Confedera-
tion between the Dominien of Canada and
British Columbia, ratified by Her Maiesty on
the 16th May, 1871, the Dominion of Canada
agreed to commence the construction of a rail-
way from the Pacific towards the Rocky Moun.
tains within two years from the date of the
Union,

" 2. And Whereas, in furtherance of the said
agreement the Dominion Government on the
7th day of June, 1873, fixed the terminus of the
Canadian Pacific Railway at Esquimait, and
applied for and obtained from the British
Celurbiau Government, the reservation of a
20-mile beit of land along the eastern coast of
Vancouver Island for railway purposes.

"3. And Rhereas, the Dominion Govern-
ment have claimed that a commencement of
railway construction was made at Esquimalt
within the teri of two years agreed upon in
the terms of Union.

"4. And Whereas, in the following year, Sth
May, 1874, the Dominion Government, through
its agent, Mr. Edgar, proposed to the Govern-
ment of British Columbia 'to proceed with the
construction from Esquimalt to Nanaimo im-
mediately,' and ' to push that portion of the
Rfailway on to completion with the utmost

vigour and in the shortest practicable time,'
coupled, however, with conditions relating to,
the mainland portion of the railway, which
were not entertained by thp Government of
British Columbia, as they conflicted with the
terme of Union, and postponed indefinitely the
consolidation of British North America, which
was the primary object of Confederation,

" 5. And Whereas, in consequence, serious
differences arose between the Dominion of
Canada and British Columbia, which were
referred to Her Majesty's Secretary of State for
the Colonies, the Earl of Carnarvon,

"6. And Whereas, after protracted negnti-
ations, the conditions contained in the despatch
of Lord Carnarvon of the 17th November, 1874,
to the Governor-General of Canada, were
accepted as a settlement by the Governmente
of the Dominion and of British Columbia, the
first condition being 'that the section of the
railway from Esquimalt to Nanaimo shall be
commenced as soon as possible, and completed
with all practicable dispatch,'

" 7. And Whereas, the Privy Council of the
Dominion of Canada, on the 25th of March,
1875, decided that 'prier to thecommencetnent

'of any work of construction on the proposed
railway from Esquimalt to Nanaimo, the Pro-
vince of British Columbia should convey by
legislation te the Dominion Government a
20-mile belt of land along the line of railway
between Esquimault and Nanaimo,' which
demand upon British Columbia was immedi-
ately complied with, by the Legislative Assem-
bly of the Province passing an Act, 2-2nd April,
1875, No. 13, entitled : 'An Act to authorize
the grant of certain public lands to the Govern-
ment of the Dominion of Canada for railway
purposes,'

"8. And Whereas, on the 5th March, 1875,
the Dominion House of Commons in Conimittee
of Supply appropriated $6,250,000 for the
PacificRailway, part of which appropriation
was expended in the purchase of steel rails for
the railway between Esquimalt and Nanaimo,
and the rails were accordingly purchased and
conveyed to Esquimalt and Nanaimo ready for
use,
" 9. And Whereas, in the year 1874-5, a con.

struction survey was made of the line between
Esquimalt and Nanaimo,

" 10. And Whereas, no furthr action having
been taken towards the construction of the said
line, a feeling of intense and widespread dis.
satisfaction with the Dominion of Canada was
created in the Province which resulted in 1878
in the elect'on of a Provincial Legislature-the
majority of the members of which were pledged
to insist upon the Dominion carrying out the
'Carnarvon Settlement' or separation.

"I 11. And Whereas, official assurances were
given the Legislat&re of British Columbia
when last in session, that ' before the close of
that year actual railway construetion would be
commenced in this Province,' and the British
Columbia Legielature aceepting these assur-
ances in full belief that the Carnarvon Settle-
ment would be be carried out, adjourned with-
ont taking any action hostile to the Dominion
interests on the Pacific,

" 12. And Whereas, sinee the adjournment,
the Dominion Government has confirmed the
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selection of Esquimalt as the terminus of
the Canadian Pacific Railway-definitely locat-
ed the line upon the mainland via Fraser
River, and called for tenders for a por-
tion of the railway in the interior of the
Province, but so far as known has not taken
any steps to proceed with the construction of
the railway between Esquimalt and Nanaimo,
to which for so many years ani in so many
ways it stands pledged and committed,

" 13. And Whereas, good faith and a con-
tinuance of satisfactory relations with the Pro-
vince require a speedy, active comamencement
of the railway betweenEsquimalt and Nanaimo,
the construction of whiah is of vital im-
portance to the development of the resources
of the Vancouver Island portion of British
Columbia, which contains more than half the
population of the Province, and contributes a
very large proportion of the revenue paid by
said Province to the Dominion,

" Be it therefore re8olved, that Sir John A.
Macdonald, M.P., Hon. Amor DeCosmos,
M.P., Hon. A. Junater, M.P., and Senator
Macdonald, as members in the Dominion
House of Commons and Senate of Canada for
Victoria City and Vancouver Island, be and are
hereby instructed to urge and impress upon the
Dominion Government the necessity of making
eack provision this "ession of Parliament as
will secure, this summer, the prosecution of this
most important work."

Coming to another very important ques-
tion as regards British Columbia, I hold in
my hand resolutions from the Workmen's
Association of that Province, praying the
Government for the insertion of a clause in
the Railway contract prohibiting the em-
ployment of Chinese labour in the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way. This exclusion is desirable for
various reasons. The Chinese, as a
rule hoard their money and send
it to China; hence its scarcity to some
extent in the Pacifie Province and
Canada generally. We have no idea of
th-' magnitude of the evil befalling and
certain to befall us in consequence of the
importation of these people. They will
swarm the whole country along the line
of the road as contractors will employ
the cheapest labour. White labourers,
English, Irish and Scotch, would settle
along the road and add te the revenue and
prosperity of the country. Chinese would
contribute nothing, except rice were taxed
more heavily. Last year, I asked the
Government te impose on it ten cents per
ib., and opium ten dollars per lb. with that
object. The present tax is nothing,
and ee will have te struggle before very
long to protect our own race against four
hundred and eighty millions of Chinamen,

MR. BUNSTER.
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who can send fifty millions to swarm
us out, an operation already commenc-
ing, perhaps. Are we to protect a race
that has no respect for our laws, re-
ligion or institutions, and does net contri-
bute te our revenue, but robs us in various
ways, while guilty of practices not to be de-
scribed? I hope the Government will, before
we meet again, watching over the interests
of the Dominion, pass orders preventing
the imrr igration of the Chinese. In Cali-
fornia they nearly had a civil war on
their account. The people of British
Columbia have not been visited by any
Minister lately, but would like to see one
or two of these gentlemen out there in
order that they may be able to see for
themselves, and report the result of their
observations to their colleagues. There
bas net been a visit te the Province from
any responsible authority since the Pacific
Province entered the Union, excepting in
1871, when the present Minister of Public
Works (Mr. Langevin) paid his official
visit, and much good, cei tainly, had re-
sulted therefrom. We should like to see
him again, and, with him, the senior mem-
ber for Victoria (Sir John A. Macdonald). I
would guaranteethemareceptionthat would
be worthy of the country and of its distin-
guished visitors. While on this subject, I
desire to congratulate the Dominion on
the honours recently conferred by Her
Majesty on some of its leading statesmen.
British Columbia is especially proud that
the greatest honour ever conferred a colo-
nial statesman has been accorded te lier
senior representative, the present Prime
Minister, who, in August last, was made
a member of Her Majesty's Imperial
Privy Council. We also feel proud of the
honours to the Minister of Railways,
though I must say he has scarcely done
us full jusLice in the matter of the
railway, but we hope for a better
state of things before very long. The
member for Lambton (Mr. Macken-
zie) said he was sorry money had been
invested in the Pacific Province. Neither
himself nor his colleagues ever visited it,
though they sent out agents te buy a
Province that was not in the market.
We are net te be bought. We merely
want our rights. I also desire te con-
gratulate the Minister of Finance on being
knighted-an honour he has fully merited
by a long life of usefulness and honour.
But while congratulating these gentlemen
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on their newly acquired honours, I cannot pear that the une te Burrard Inlet is e
but express surprise that the important adopted without any or full informa-
services of another hon. gentleman, the tion with respect to the explorations by
Hon. Mr. Langevin- one of the Fathers the parties sent out last year. In ether
of Confederation and a colonial statesman words, so far as I can find facts to sup-
of well approved reputation-should have port me in drawing a conclusion, delay in
been passed over in the recommendation the commencement of the railway in
for Imperial honours. This could not British Columbia was the main point to
but be an oversight which ought to be be attained by seading out exploration
rectified at the earliest moment. I take parties, and that, cousequently, the
especial interest in this matter as Mr. Goverument has delayel the commence-
Langevin had been closely identified ment of the construction of the railway
frop the start with British Columbia in British Columbia for a year or more.
interests, and has been extremeiy desir- If the Goverment lias, without any in-
eus cf helping the Province in every formation from the exploring parties that
way in bis power. Hi report on British would warrant thema in making the
Columbia was a recgrtised atwthority on decision in favor of the Burrard Inlet
al suhjects relating to the Province, and lne, decidec upon it, I naturally conclude
had been the nieans of furnishing i- that it can only be for the purpose cf
portant information to the outside world, delay that the exploratory parties were
he was deservin cf K. C. M. G., perbap sent out. i go further: se nind that no
more se than some cf those who got reason thas been given why this route
it. I coisider an iGjustice lias been lias been adopted by the Government..
done that lion. gentleman ; but as I said 1 1t is something like what we read cf in,
before, I hope the wrong will hm made Scripture "There shal be two in the
rght before many weeks are over. field; the one shaer be taken and the ther

MP.- DitCOSMOS : iBefore this Address left ;" aDi, I may add, ne reason given.
in iReply is adopted, feel it to be my There were two routes in the field or
duty t casl the attention cf the ouse te before the country, and ee bas been
one matter mentioned in the Speech from, adopted and the thr net, and ne reason
the Throne. 1 would not do se if I could given for its adoption. I presume that,
reasonably avoid it; but I am natura.ly hereafer, when the question cornes up
expected by my constituents to express specially, we ay get some information as
their views, with the object of ssisting to the why and the wherefore cf this
the Government in arriving at sucli a con- selectien. We have the route selected,
clusion as will meet their wishes. The but I am net aware that we have any
point in this Address that most affects guarantee, judging frem the past, that
the peeple cf Britih Columbia is that a y more wrk will be doue upon it than
with respect te the Pacific Railway. J the completion cf the contract between
am glad that the Government lias at l fst Emory's Bar and Savonas Ferry. We
decided upon a route on the west coast; are told further on in this address that
but the Speech fromn the Throne and the it will secure a connection by steam te-
Reply carry a vcry singular sentence, as the capital cf British Columbia. I would,
follows: much prefer, if I could state that the dis-

"We thauk Ris Excellency for informi u trict cf Kamloops, in the language cf the
htt Speech fromn the Throne, is a " fertile dis-

thatela that- the exploratory parties weree

fro, Port Simpson te the Pine River Passs and trict that it I an extensive fertile dis-
throngh the Peare River country, it lias been triht; but, se far as my knowledge and
detide t the location of the hne t judgment goes, te words, "the fertile

district cf Kamliop" convey a false im-
Now, one would conzlude frorf that pressio te the hleuse and country. The
section cf a sentence that, as a result cf total number cf farmers and stock-raisers
the explorations f rom Port Simpson and in the Kamlops electral district, as evi-
tyrough the aine River Pa, a decisien denced by the votera' liat, only about
hao been arrived at by this Goverument 69; the total voter' lit s only about
te adopt the Burrard Inlet route; but a 126. The contiguus districts may e in -
more careful examination of the sentence cluded under the head cf this district; but,.
des net cnvey that idea. It would ap- if they are, it would make this district
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extend to 100 odd miles in various
directions. I believe the contractors will
do their best to fulfil the conditions of the
contract for building the road, and that
the Government will urge them vigor-
ously to secure its completion. But,
representing the feeling of British Colum-
bia in the section in which I live, I must
state that there is a very strong opinion,
indeed, that the Government has not
acted wisely in giving foreigners the cou-
tract for the construction of the road.
The feeling is that this action is hardly in
accordance with the National Policy
designed to protect our own people. Any
profits made by them will pass out of the
Dominion to the United States and
China. It is also believed that those for-
eigners will derive further benefits from
the road by influencing their employés to
purchase their supplies from certain
traders, and thus get a trade monopoly,
and under the circumstances, the general
trade of the country will not be bene-
fitted. I believe the wisest course would
have been to have given the contracts to
our own people, so that if any profit
arose directly to the contractors, it
would have remained in the country.
The next point in connection with the
selection of this section is that the river
lias been frozen over for eighty miles up
thus prev:enting any approach to Emory's
Bar. For one month and over no steam-
boat has left Westminster and reached
Yale. I was frozen up sometime in the
month of December, and the last news-
papers I have received do not Thow that
any steamer had reached Yale. The
highest they could reach was about
forty miles from Emory's Bar. Our
people fully expected that the Government
would do something towards the construc-
tion of that portion of the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway between Esquimalt and
Nanaimo. It was competent under the
vote of the House for the Government to
have put under contract sixty miles of
that road, but it appears that the Govern-
ment, for reasons which, I hope, they will
be able satisfactorily to explain, did not

place sufficient weight on the agreement
made between British Columbia, Great
Britain and Canada to indnce them
to do so. In 1872 I asked the
present Minister of Public Works
whether, if the Government selected
the route by way of Burrard Inlet

MR. DECosmos.

and Fraser River, they would build the
line between Esquimalt and Nanaimo
and consider it as an integral part of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. That hon.
gentleman rose in his place and stated
distinctly, on behalf of the Government as
well as for himself, that it would be so
considered and done. In 1873, the Gov-
ernment .lead by Sir John A. Mac-
donald sent to our Province an Order-in..
Council asking that we would reserve a
twenty mile belt of land from Esqui-
malt to Seymour Narrows. That was
done, and the reserve has been continued
from that day to this. At the same time,
Sir John A. Maodonald sent out an Order-
in-Council declaring Esquimalt the ter-
minus. A further Order came also to the
Chief Engineer in charge, instructing him
to break ground for the Pacific Railway.
That was done at Esquimalt when I and
some others were present. A change of
Government took place, and, in the
autumn of 1874, the hon. gentleman
who now leads the Opposition agreed
with Great Britain and British Columbia
that a road should be constructed between
Esquimalt and Nanaimo, and thn t, as
soon as possible afterwards, $2,000,000 a
year should be expended on the construc-
tion of the road An the main-land. I be-
lieve the hon. gentleman was in earnest
and honestly determined to build that
section of the road. He sent rails there.
He sent surveyors there, and passed a Bill
through the flouse, and it was only thrown
out through a coalition of Conservatives
with some of the Liberal party in the
Upper House.

MR. HOLTON: And some British
Columbians.

MR. DECOSMOS: There may possinly
have been one-at least only one that I
am aware of-the Hon. Mr. Cornwall, and
possibly not him. I am satisfied that the
lon. Mr. Macdonald was not one of those
who voted for it, and I do not lhink the
late Senator Carroll voted with the coali-
tion. The leader of the Opposition not
having control of that body, as the
Conservative party lias, he was to that
extent excused for not pushing that
work on. Now the leader of the Govern-
ment was elected in Victoria. It had
been stated broadcast that lie had made
pledges to the people of Victoria before
he was elected that lie would build the
road, and that lie would do this and that.
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Allow me to state on the floor of this opinion that none of the mainland con-

House that lie gave no pledges whatever. stituencies would object to seeing that car-
He commanded the sympathies of the ried out. The members of the Local

people who elected him. Believing that Legisiature consider the Government of
a man of his large experience and in- Canada should by ail means build the road
fluence ouglit to be in the Parliament of between Esquimait and Nanaimo. The
Canada. I for one voted for and sup- Board of Trade of Britisl Columbia las
ported him. But, Sir, we all felt and ex- recently forwarded here a certain pre-

pected that the right hon. gentleman and amble and resolutioRs in which they ask
his colleagues would carry out tiat policy that thebargainmadeshouid be carried out.
which they had initated when in office be- That board is not constituted of a class that
fore ; but I do not find anything in the islikelytobecarriedawa bymerefeeiing;
Speech which warrants me in expecting but, after duiy considering ail the bearings
that their policy of 1873 will be carried of the case, they have sent a circular be-e
out. I recollect that, in a speech made that I believe many members ofthis buse
by the hon. gentleman, not long ago at a have received. The fact that the Local
banquet, he said lie was elected without Legisiature is backed up by a body 80 in-
any pledge, and that, with God's help, he fluential, having most of the bankers and
would meet the expectations of his con- merchants in connection with it, ougltt.
stituents. I sincerely hope that declara- carry sucl weight st Ieast as to induce this
tion may be fulfilled, and it is Government to take the matter into con-
for that object, that I draw his atten- sideration and obtain a vote of this bouse
tion and the attention of bis Ministers for the building of the Esquimalt and
to bis former policy, and with a view to Nanaimo line.
taking action during this piosent Session M. BLAK oe I do not rise to join in
that I raise this question. Without a the general debate, but there are two
railway runningthrough Vaneouver Island matters referred to in the Address to
the interests of the people of that Island which it may be usefu to direct the at-
wouid be bedter soi-Cd if they had joined tention of the louse for a few moments.
the United States. Without sucB a rail- The first is the proposai for the appoint-
way, their interests are distinctly with the ment of a representati e of Canada resi-
neighbouring repubic. But, their sym- dent in London. Tbe Address states that
pathies being Engiish, they preferred to IlThe increasing foreign trade of Canada
sacrifice to a large extent their p bsent and the prospect that ier Majesty's
pecuniary interests with the objeet of Goverhment will enter ere long into ne-
naking the Confederation of Canada a gotiations with f oreign nations on the

reality. I hope that this Government subject of their trade and commercial re-
wili not pursue sucli a course as will koep lations, demand our closost attention and
up the irritation that now exists, an irri- watchfuiness." This is the primary rea-
tation that bas only been partly allayod son given for th appointent of a rsi-
by the giving out of the contract for the dent representative. The second reason
Enory's Bar Section. The Legisiature of is apparenty of a domestic chai-acter.
our Province as not met for 1880, but The Address proceeds to state that " the
fuily believe that, wheG that Legislature rapid development of the Dominion is
shalihave met and the question of rail- continually giving rise te important mat-
ways sha l have come before it, it will trs requiring the support and action of
again ask and insist that the agreement the Imperial Government." With ie-
atrhady made for the construction of the ference to these two reasons for the
Esquimau t and Nanaimo Section shal be appointment of a resident representative
carried out. If that arranpoement is nt I have to say that, while I quite agre ai
carried out by this Goverunent, I beliele the extreme importance of paying the
thoy wii carry their appeals again else- utmnost attention to the development of
where, and ask the aid of the Imperial our foreign trade, I cannot reconcile
scovernment to induce, if possible, the with the true inwardnss of the protectivo
Govemrnent of Canada to carry ont the and restrictive policy adopted by the Gov-
agreement of 1874. I believe I have said ernment, any sincere effort of theirs to-
enou h to show the expectation of the ward th devlopment of our foreiga trade.
people of Yancouver's Island, and I am of Trade is exchange; and, if yen want other
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people to take your commodities, you
must be willing to take theirs; and,
whilst you establish, support and main-
tain, as a part of the general permanent
policy of the country, a system of obstruc-
tion and restriction as to the importation
of those commodities which other people
have to give you, it is a farce to talk of
exterding your foreign trade. It is,
therefore, curions that, at the very mo-
ment at which the Government is engaged
in the pursuit and improvement, as they
say, of a policy obstructive to foreign
trade, they should propound to us this
other policy. As to the internal or
domestic reasons which render it necessary
that we should continually solicit the
action and support of the Imperial Gov-
ernment I rdo not find it easy to con-
jecture what these are; the only one
which occurs to me at the nioment is
the proposed guarantee, or otlher material
aid towards the construction c f the Paci-
fic Railway. With a very considerable
flourish of trumpets, it was announced, as
a part of the policy of the Government,
that the construction of this road should
be presented to the eyes of the English
people as an Imperial and National work
to which it was their duty and interest to
contribute, and the Government was at
its own instance, directed and authorised
during the late Session, to take measures
to procure material aid from the Imperial
Government. No doubt, Sir, that busi-
ness has been accomplished as successfully
as the other affairs which have engaged
their attention, to which they have given
some degree of publicity, but it is one of
their good deeds of which we have heard
nothing. Neither in the Speech from the
Throne, nor in any other way has the
result of the English mission been an-
nounced to us. Is the complete succesa
upon this subject reserved for the present
to be administered to us as a boune bouche
at some more critical period of the Ses-
sion, or is this in truth the important
concern in which Canada still requires
support, and which makes it necessary
that we shonld have an agent at the
doors of the Imperial Government, in
order that the solicitations neces-
sary to success may be made with
that importunity which experience
has proved to be requsite I Per-
haps after all, the importunities of last
summer have not been successful, and we

Mn. maru.

are now to reiterate these importunities;
through a special representative. I have
more than once stated my opinion of Sir
Alexander Galt, who needs no eulogy
from any member of this House.. But,,
although he may become the Agent of
the Canadian Government in London,
still, to become the colleague of gentle-
men opposite, led as they are, would have
been for him impossible. We have his
views so late as September, 1875, when
her wote thus:-

" I continue to belong to that section of the,
so-called Conservative party which regretfully
acquiesced in the condemnation passed by the
country upon the late Administration, and I
cannot blame those members of our party who
found it their duiy to sustain Mr. Mackenzie's
efforts to carry on the Government, which lie
would have been utterly unable to do if depend-
ent only on the support of his immediate politi-
cal friends. The exigency of the hour necessi--
tated a breach in the former party, and had I
then been in Parliament Mr. Mackenzie wouldà
have received from me all needful support.
This necessity has now passed away, and the
Administration must henceforth be judged on
its own merits, and not supported from any
alleged fear that their resignation would abso-
lutely restore Sir John A. Macdonald to power.
My conviction in reference to this latter con-
tingency is, that notwithstanding the great and
acknowledged public service of that gentleman,
it is impossible to ignore the circumstances that
led to his defeat. I regard his election as a
regular leader of the Opposition in Parliament,
as a grave mistake, which tends to perpetuate
the breach in the party, and must ultimately
lead either to the formation of new party lines
or te the final adherence cf many of oar friend-
te the so.called Liberal rank&."

Men may alter their political opinions;
convictions may change on measures, and
on policy : new light may dawn on vari.
ous questions of expediency, under the in-
fluence of reason and full discussion; but,
upon a question of this kind which had
been discussed for years-not a political
but a moral question-the judgment of a
gentleman deliberately expressed, in lan-
guage all the weightier for its temperate
firmness is obviously irrevocable, and it
was therefore quite impossible that he
could have become the colleague of the
gentleman who leads the government.
But, of course, while he could not aet with,
he may properly act under him; while he
would not be a principal, he may right-
fully be an agent or a representative.
But perhaps even in the capacity of a re-
presentative, endeavouring to secure the
issistance of the Imperial Government in
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<constructing the Pacific Railway, although
not absolutely bound, he may yet be
somewhat embarrassed by his own re-
-corded views upon that subject. To find
them, it is not needful to go beyond
the limits of the letter from which
I have just quoted. He continues thus:

" I entirely adopt the views enunciated by
Mr. Blake respecting the Pacifi Railway and
our relations to British Columbia prior to his
joining tie Government, and if I could reason-
ably hope that these opinions would hence-
forward be those of his colletague, I should on
this subject bc their supporter and follower. I
contsiler the proposition perfectly monstrous,
that for the sake of the sparse population on
the Pacific Coast, the prosperity of the four
millons of people east of Lake Superior should
be arrested and their political independence
jeopardized. No one who observes the state of
the country cîn doubt that it is of the last im-
portance Canada should, in its public burthens,
afford a marked contrast to the Uuited States.
Cheapuess is the set-off we have to offer the
emigrant against the milder climate of the
South. High taxation, which must be by cus-
toms duties, approximates our condition to
that of the United States, must exasperate our
fellow-subjects in Great Britain, and thus, by
double action, weaken the ties that bind us to
the Mother Country and also our inducements
to maintain our own system of Gvernment, as
opposed to that of the United States. I
believe nin,-tenths of the people of Canada are
convinced that the construction of the Pacific
Raiway is at this time, and will be for many
long years, wholly unnecessary ; they know
tie coot wil' be prodigious, and no one fit to
govern the country can be ignorait of the fatal
c-nsequences of undertaking such an outlay.
The fr-ank and honest course is to tell British
Coluinbia that the engagement was improvident
and its fulilm nt impossible ; to offer reason-
able e uivalents for its abandonment, and, fail-
ing agreement, to intimate our acquicscence in
lier retirement from the Confederation. She
cannot cemplain that the connection has thus
far been injurious to her ; she would still re-
main in the Empire and subject to the Queen.
I do not consider between members of the same
Empire public faith can be construed to entail
the most disproportionate sacrifices by the
greater for the less, even if not involving both
in conn m) ruin. Public faith, in my opinion,
is in a much more sacred way pledged to the
publie creditor, and it is certain that an enor-
mous increase of debt attended by exhaustive
taxation, would most seriously affect his posi-
tion."

There are other passages in this letter
which are almost egaally important and
instructive, but it will be obvions that in
the pursuit of his duties, these words will
perhaps in-volve him in some embarrass-
ment and difficulty. Now I wish to say
there is some danger that ini taking this

3

step we do not grasp a shadow and lose
the substance. The step is one of great
consequence, and we should guard against
the possibility of Canada being, from time
to tine bound and fettered bY executive
arrangements, concluded during the re-
cess of Parliament under the greater
facilities afforded by the establishment of
the agency, while the voice of her people
is unheard. We are not without experi-
ence. We remember one former occasion
in particular, wlen we were told that
great lionour and advantage had been
conferred upon Canada, that one of her sons
was appointed to represent her on a coin-
mission in whose labours Canada was deeply
concerned ; and we were told afterwards
that that Comnmnissioner, being the agent
of the British Governiment, could nîotact as
Canada's representative in an inidependent
capacity. I do not hesitate to say that the
interests of Canada suffereI severely fron
the circumstance that a Canadiari repre-
sented lier in that case. She was bound
as if she had freely agreed, wlen in fact
her representative was not free. It was a
detrinent instead of an alvantage. My
own opinion is that a more practical and
important step towards the advancemnent
of the muaterial interests of the country,
antd towards the furtherance of a sountd
policy would be to effect an arrangement
by which we should have an agent at
Washington,-a man, enjoying the con-
fidence of the people of tiis country, cog-
nisant of its wants and able to ftuilitate
by personal intercourse, conumercial nego-
tintions at Washington which would be
productive of important results. Difi-
culties would thus be smoothed away,
obstructimns would be removud, misunder-
standings cleared up, misapprehensions set
right, and the true position set before the
statesmen of the neighbouring lepublie,
froma which would result, in ny belief, a
more enlightened policy on both sides, to
the advantage of each. I would direct the
attention of the Government to this ques-
tion, as one of deep importance to this
country. The only othe-r topic to which
I propose to advert is that of the contracts
for the construction of 127 mile of rail-
way in British Columbia. I desire to re-
call to you that, though the Government
asked last Session for authority to contract
for not exceeding 125 miles, this was on
the understanding that the Imperial Gov-
ernment should be asked to give material
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assistance towards its construction. The

Address.

have seen the Imperial importance of this
work-when thepv see the nr e

hon. gentleman whio movedterslio ad te resotion wil be to relieve the over-crowded portion
saidof the Mother Country, by removin theur-

plus population into the New Britain i ithe Far
'I believe that, under these circumstances, West, they will grant a guarantee where they

we may look with confidence to the action of have granted it before, with this additional
England in this matter, and, considering that security which, without obliging Engiand to
Canada is at this moment committed to a large pay a single sixpence, will enable us t push on
expenditure, in permeating the best and more the work and obtain ail the money required for
accessible portions of the fertile prairies of the this great work on as advantageous terns as if
North-West we may ask the Imperial Govern-
ment to give us substantial aid, or to give us a
guarantee which will cost the Empire nothing,
to assist us in reaching the rich prairies of the And, after a string of resolutions show-
North-West, by penetrating the Rocky Moun- th
tains from the Pacifie coast. And, Sir, we can t n grouade o the apjea was
go to the Mother Country with additional confi- ts
dence, seeing that, again and again, having agreed to authorise and direct The Gov-
received her endorsement of our bonds, we have eriment to secure the cooperation of the
always maintained our credit, and have never Imperial Government in this great
allowed England to be called upon to contribute
a single dollar in consequence of any guarantee d
she had given us. Under these circumstances, we aid by guaranty or otherwise in the
look with confidence to the Mother Country as construction of this national work. ln-
a source to which we are entitled to look for spired by these assurances on the part
for substantial aid in the construction of the of the Administration, that the poiicv they
work. But we are not only prepared to give
the sound, untarnished credit of Canada in sup- propoinded would succeed, and influ-
port of any aid or assistance we may ask, but enced by the formai resolutions to which
we are prepared to place at the bottom of i have referred, the fouse assented, as a
that national credit of Canada, one hundred
millions of acres of the most fertile land in the parto the omplete scem rugli
world."

The ou.th@Firt Miistr soli into enter into contracts for the construction
The hon. the First Minister spoke inBut
the same or stronger terms. Hle said thre was a special reason given for this

We will allow the British Government to assent. The Governent stated that tbey
choose one Comissioner, we will choose another pledged themselves to British Columbia
Commissioner and those two men shall hold a to commence construction during the
quasi-judicial position, somewhat like the Audi- then coming a
tor-General in England and the Auditor- d
General, free from all political exigen- was, as the hon. member asserted, because
cies, from the chance of ail political there wàs an emergency, an exigency that
change. They shall be charged to faithfully the work should be commenced before
and honestly administer that enormous estate Parlâment would again sit, that the
of 100,000,000 acres, to invest it in Dominion
securities, not to sell any land under $2 an
acre, except with the joint consent of the two gentleman opposite in his speech entered
Governments, the Government guaranteeing into some discussion as to the obligations
and the Government honouring, and besides ail i1 this particular of the ]Pacifie RaiI'ay
that, to administer the operation of the rail- At but it ie neediess to follow hin in
way itself.-Just consider what a hand, if 1 I
may use a simile from the gaming table a this, for he did not deny or repudiate-on.
Minister would hold, who should go to Eng- the coutrary he expressly asserted-the
land and sàv not only is the credit of Canada ropriety of obtaining the sanctioa of the
pledged for this road, but 100,000,000 acres of t s c
land are set aside for it, not to speak of this
great railway itself and all its future earnings, use bis own words he "endorsed the
which is to be built by Canada and kept free of sound principle that ail these contracte
incumbrances. It will be good substantial should be submitted to Parliament where
security for all it can earn over its working possible." We were led to believe untit
expenses. It is a scheme that must succeed,
and not all the puny well-directed shafts by
which it is attempted to dis arage this great tion of these contracts had fot taken place,
work will have the desired effect." and the language of the Speech is perhaps

Agai he aid:ambiguorus as to the fact of execution,Again hie said :n though it points 'with painfull clearness to,

But I belie-e thit when the scheme is pre- an mtended completion without submission
sented to Her Majesty's Government, and they to the flouse. It ie adrnitted that the

MR. IBLAKE.
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work is not to be commenced until next
spring. There is, therefore, no ground for
depriving us of our power to deal with
this question, and I trust that the contracts
have not yet been executed, or, if executed,
that they are to be laid upon the Table and
made subject to the sanction of the House.
There are two distinct grounds on which
I claim this right. First, the authority
for these contracts was an authority given
as part of a general plan and policy, a
material portion of which was that the
Government were to obtain English assis-
tance for the construction of thé railway
in British Columbia ; and, if that policy
has not succeeded,if they bave not obtained
that assistance, they are bound to give
Parliament the opportunity of determining
whether they will sanction the execution
of these contracts and the commencement
of this work, without that assistance.
I say that it is an entirely changed state
of things, on the assumption which we are
entitled to make, in the absence of any
announcement in that Speech from the
Throne which tells us so many other
things, that no favourable consummation
of that policy bas at this time been
reached. We are entitled to assume that
the foundation upon which Parliament was
asked to permit these contracts to be let,
has not been formed by those who asked
us to allow them first to build the founda-
tion and afterwards to erect the super-
structure. I venture, though doubtfully,
to hope that they have not erected the
superstructure before they have built the
foundation. There is another reason
which is equally serious. The hon. gen-
tleman stated that he endorsed the sound
principle that, wherever it was possible,
these contracts should be submitted to
Parliament. le pointed out that the
case was exceptional because it was abso-
lutely necessary to take steps to begin the
work in British Columbia in the season of
1879. Failing in bis expectations, unable
to commence the work in the last season,
unable to conclude the contracts and exe-
cute them, at any rate until within a short
time of the Session, it is quite obvious
that, having regard to the reason which
he gave, and, I have no doubt, honestly
gave. to this House, namely, that he ex-
pected to begin work duringrecess, he would
have been wanting in his duty if he used
the authority which he obtained by virtue
of that reason, when the reason had failed.

laving arranged for there contracts so
late that the work could not be com-
menced till spring, and it being thus pos-
sible, contrary to his expectations, to sub-
mit the contracts for the sanction of this
House, the hon. gentleman should-and
I shall hope, until he negatives it, that it
bas been bis course, as it was bis duty-
have completed the execution of the con-
tracts only upon the usual condition that
they would be subject to the sanction of
this louse. What did the hon. gentle-
man from Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) do
in similar circumstances l In the Session
of 1874, upon the same staeinent, made
in the same wav, lie obtained the same
special authority to let the contract for
the Georgian Bay Branch without the
sanction of Parliament, but, as the hon.
gentleman was not able to let it until the
approach of the Session of Parliament,
having found that the purpose for wbich
he had asked the special authority had
failed, having found that it was possible for
him, without grave public inconvenience,
to give the flouse an opportunity of
pronouncing upon the contract, he
did not avail himself of the authority,
which he lad so obtained. but held it to
be his duty to make these contracts sub-
ject to ratification, and to lay them upon
the Table for the free action of the House
during the second Session of that Parlia-
ment. Therefore, we have the bon. meni-
ber's own statement as to the rule; we have
bis own statement as to the reason of the
exception; we have the fact that the
reason has failed; we have the precedent
of the Georgian Bay Brancb contract ; and
for this second reason I hope that these
contracts have been or will be made sub-
ject to our action, and, if, as the Speech
indicates, that is not the present inten-
tion of the Government, I hope that, after
considering what I have said, tbey wili
modify their views and alter their course.
For my own part, I believe that,
assuming what I have assumed already
in respect to the English mission and its
results, and even on the contrary assump-
tion, no graver material question is now
presented to the consideration of the
Parliament of Canada than the question
of what, in the present circumstances of
this country, and its future outlook as to
its trade, its revenue, anI its taxation,
should be its policy as to the construction
of the Pacific Railway. And, that being
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;o, I hope that Parlianient will be per-
mitted to pronounce upon it as free and
unembarrassed as I have pointed out was
possible ; but. whether free and unem-
barrassed, nr complicated by the execution,
within a few davs froni the Session, of
contracts not subject to its assent, we are,
ini my opinion, bound during this Session
to consider and determine whether, in the
present and prospective state of the
finances of this country, the public credit
is to be charged witl loans to an enor-
mous aimount, for the construction of a
work wholly beyond our resources, if con-
structed in the wav, after the fashion, and
at the rate at wilch lion. geatlemlen oppo-
site propose to construCt it.

Motion made and question proposed :

"1. That an hum'Je Address be presented to
His Excellency the Governor General, to thank
His Excellency for his gracious Speech at the
opening of the present Session, and further to
assure His Excellen-y,-That we are grateful
to His E xcellency for the expression of his great
pleasure in meeting us again for the despatch of
the business of the country.

"2. hat we feel withl His Excellency that
the abundant hoarvest with which Providence
las blessed Canada is a cause for the deepest
thankfolness ; and that we receive with great
satisfaction Ils Ex cellency's congratulations
on the evidence, which surround us of a recov-
ery from the commercial and industrial depres-
sion which has so long weighed down the ener-
gies of the people.'

Motions agrced to.
Motion made and question proposed

money should be sent as speedily as pos-
sible in order to effect the largest amount
of good in the shortest time.

MR. JONES : What suma will be
brought in ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : We will
wait until the resolution is brought in.

MR. JONES : I would not like to see
this Dominion give a paltry sum towards
such a service as that. Large sums have
been given in the neighbouring Rlepublic,
and I should not like to see our Do-
minion give certainly less than £5,000
sterling. I think the House, at the pre-
sent moment, would give their consent
that the Finance Minister should be al-
lowed to telegraph to the othier side of
the sea that this Dominion will be will-
ing to give £50,000 sterling for that
purpose.

MR. ANGLIN: I would ask the lon.
the Minister of Finance what he thinks
will be the earliest day. for the delay of a
week nay bc a serious matter, and render
our gift less valuable than it would bc if
promptly made. I am satisfied that if the
Government propose on Monday next a
vote in this House, authorising them to
forward any sum of money that they may
deteriniae upon, the vote vill pass unani-
mously. They will be quite justified in
acting upon it, and afterwards bringing
the amount in, in the Estimates in the
ordinary way, but, if weare to waituntil the
Estimates come down, we may have to wait
two,three or four weeks, and all that time

" . That we agree with His Excellency in thousands of people are famishing. It is
thinking ilat our returning prosperity should to many of them a matter of life anddirect our attention to the less fortunate cir-
cumstances of o r fellow subjects in Ireland death. Some time ago, I observed a letter
where so much destitution prevails, and are Irom the Hon. S. G. Osborne in the London
prepared t, give cor consideration to the best Tines, in which he urged upon the peo-

ecnssfoing our practical sympathy with ple of England the importance of speedytheir distress."C
action, and stated what he saw in the

MR. MACKENZIE ; I wouid ask the great famine of 1847, when a very large
hoa. gentleman who speaks for the Gov- sum of money was contributed in Eng-
ernment, in the absence of the leader,how land, and distributed carefully in Ireland;
it is propos d to act in this matter ? No but, notwithstanding, it arrived too late
one, I presume, in the liouse can help to save hundreds of thousands of people
concurring in the proposition here sug- from dying of starvation, and dying after,
gested. Everyone wili be waiting that in some instances, they hatd had
prompt assistance should bc given by plenty of food to eat. Their system was
Canada under the distressing circum- so debilitated that they were unable to
stance which are presented to uis as exist- assimilate the food, whicb, in some in-
ing in Irelantd. I presume that the Gov- stances, they consumed in large quanti-
ernment will not think of waiting until ties. That accords with the result of my
the regular Estimuates are brought down, own observation during that dreadful
as I hope and believe there will be un- visitation. I saw persons who, day after
aninity ia this matter. I think the day, consumed more food than they would

MIR. BLAKE.
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consume under ordinary circunmstances;
and, notwithstanding this, were dying of
famine. Prompt action is of great im-
portance in this matter. Whatever we
are willing to do should be done at once.
Whatever the Government is prepared to
propose, if it be only as generous as it
should be, I am satisfied the House will
concur in.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : As
His Excellency the Governor - Gen-
eral introduced into this paragraph of
bis Speech an expression of gratitude to
Providence for having blessed as with a
bountiful harvest, it did appear to the
members of his Administration that it
was a favouirable opportunity to show
their appreciation of the blessings that
had been bestowed upon the Dominion of
Canada by giving of our substance to
aid those who were not similarly blessed.
The Governmnent felt that, on both sides of
the louse, no iatter what might be the
political opinions of memibers of Parlia-
ment, wbatever proposition was made
would be heartcly responded to. I can
only say to the hon. member who lhas just
taken his seit that any contribution
which the Parliament of Canada nay
make will not be made less valuable by
any unnecessarv delav, even the delay of
an hour.

Ain. MILLS : Since the bon. gen-
tlenian is anxious to secure in this
matter the cooperation of both sides of
the House, it would have been well that
the answer to the Address had been put
in such a form as to make it acceptable
to both sides of the House. The bon.
gentleman says in this paragraph " that
we agree with His Excellency in thinking
that our returning prosperity should
direct our attention," &c. Now, a large
number of gentlemen on this side of the
bouse do not subscribe to the hon. gentle-
man's views with regard to returning
prosperity, and why should he, in calling
upon the House to grant aid4o the people
of Ireland in their suffering, undertake,
at the same time, to force upon hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House his
view of the political situation of this
countryl If the bon. gentleman is so
anxious, as he says he is, to ineet
the views of bon. gentlemen on
this side of the House, he might
alter the phraseology of the para-
graph in this way : " That we thank

His Excelency for directing our attention"
&c, leaving out those words that the lion.
gentleman knows right well are contested.
I do not believe that the prosperity of
this country is at this moment returning.
I do not believe that the hon. gentleman
has done anything to pronote the pros-
perity of the country : and, holding this
view honestly, and I believe as intelli-
gently as the ion, gentleman holds to
his own view, why sbould lie in calling
for aid to the Irish people-aid whieh I
believe w-e on higber grounds are bound
to grant-undertake to conneet it with
the political views of the bon. gentleman
on the financial condition of this country f

SIR SAMUEL L. T [LLEY: If the Gov-
ernment hlad asked in tbis resoiution a vote
of money,and coipelled the Hoie to adopt
both, then there would have been soine-
thing ini my bon. friend's p sition, but it
is not the intention of the iovernmnt to
ask a vote on this resolution. If they
lhad done so, tben it might be a question
whether this House saw anything objec-
tionable in the paragraph which mnight
involve an expression of opinion on the
firuancial position of the country. We
intend that it shall be a separate and
distinct proposition, that both sidas of the
House will unite in.

MR. MACKENZIi±E: The Lon. gentle-
mari will see that the ruason for giviigr
aid to Ireland is that our returninag pros-
perity should direct our attention to it.
Of course our attention is directed to it by
the fact that it is in tLe Speech, lut the
returning prosperity dues not direct our
attention to it. There lias been no re-
turning prosperity, but a deeper distres.

MR. CASEY : It mnay be that, in some
sections of our own couintry, returnIng
prosperity may call attention to distress
in Ireland. But there are ather causes in
some sections which nay have the same
effect. In the city of Quebec, at least, it
is more likely that the local distress may
create svmpatbhy with Irelaid. L'Erene-
ment, a paper whiclh has gone over to the
Governmuient on the question of Protection,
says that the distiess in Quebec is some-
thing extreme. In an article published
a short time ago on this very question-
relief for Ireland-L'Evenement pointed
out a parallel that existed between the
condition of the city of Quebec and the
condition of Ireland. Some time before
that, this paper had published a story about
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a poor wor t having had to kill an i roast
a cat to keep her children from starvation.
This story having been challenged by the
Chronicle o f Quebec, L'Evenenent returned
to the charge, and stated that the storv was
actually true. It proceeds:

"For three or four months we have called at
tention to ti destitution which desolates some
districts of our city, and have appealed to public
charity. And, we repeat it the destitution in
Quebec is griater this winter than it has ev3r
been. It has been given to.ours 4lves to enter
certain houses, and to see little children of a
year old and less dragging themselves aloag the
bare cold floor, naked. absouutely naked, whose
mnother tried to lidi their nakedriess by snatch-
ing them up and half c)vering thm with her
apron or a fold of lier dress. There was no fire
in the hiuse. In a corn.r stood a dirty bunk
serving iastesd of a bel. The night before, these
poor pa yle had supped on a imouthful of dry
bread, and that mirnang, the meagre provisions
of the evening before being exhaustel, nobody
hid bre Lkfastel. They would have ta go din
nerless and perhaps supperless.

"'One may be cernin that thera arc a large
number of people (foel de gens) who go without
food for days t >gether. These poor p-opIe have
seen better days when they disp.nsed charity
themselves. This is w1hy they do not and will
not be, and why it is hird to find thern out."

Here we find that in the City of Quebec,
one of the, most important nanufacturing
centres in the conm'tv. a paper supporting
the Proectoinist pliicv of the Goverament
-a palicy which w.ts to bring about re-
turning prosperity-states that people are
as necessitous and as deserving of assist-
ance as the peopie of Ireland. To show
this is no mere supposition, the sane
newspaper goes on to state:

"Th generous movement in favour of un-
happy Ireland meets with our most profound
sympatly. * * * There is destitution in
Quebec, there is the sanie in Ireland. * * *
The menmbers of the St. Vinceut de Paul
Society have done inposibilities hitherto, and
now their resources are nearly exhausted.
The number of poîr who have asked relief from
it this year is twice as large as last year

I infer froa the article that they based
their application fo' sympathy to Ireland
on the fact that the people in Quebec
know wiat starvation is tiemselves. I
think it would be much more correct, as
far as the people of Q nebec are concerned,
if this resolution would state that, in con-
sequence of the profound distress in many
parts of Canada, our sympathies are
warmly excited for people in the sane
condition in Ireland, and that we ought
to afford them some relief.

MR. CASEY.

MR. CARON : I am quite surprised
at trie deep interest which my hon. friend
takes in the famine-stricken people of the
city of Quebec. The hon. gentleman has
to'd us that his information came from a
ppar which formerly supported his party.
I have no doubt that the _ entleman who
wrote that article was simply intending to
crack a joke at the expense of the lion.

gentlematn who at present takes such a
deep interest in Quebec matters. I do
not represent the city of Quebec, but I live
within its walls. I an largely engaged in
business there, and I may say I have bet-
ter opportunities of observing what is
going on in our city than the hon. geatlc-
man, who gets his opinion from the news-
paper formerly supporting his party.
We alwavs have, of cuurse, in a large city
like Quebec, mor3 or less pDveruy at this
season of the year but I can say, and I
believe I will be borne out in my state-
ment by every gentleman acquainted with
tbe city, that in the city of Quebec this
winter we have not had to deplore as
great distress as last year or the year b3-
fore ; consequently my lion. friend is mis-
taken aboît the effects of the National
Policy in Quebuc, and I am sorry that he
should be disappointel in his endeavours to
ike a point against thc Giveriaant

about its aloption. As for aid to Ire-
land, I agree with what the hon. gentle-
mnan (Mr. Jones) has said. I balieve it is
our duty to help the peoule of Ireland in
their deep affliction and distress, and I
have no doubt that the Government will
take proper measures to render assistance
as quickly as possible. In extending a
helping hand across the waters to the
Irish, Canada should act in a manner
worthy of herself, and worthy of the posi-
tion she bolds as containing within her
borders so large a proportion of Irish peo-
ple who have helped to build up this
country.

MR. PLUMB: I had no intention of
taking part itthe discussion of the Ad-
dress which bas been so ably moved and
seconded, and which meets with the hearty
approval of the large majority of the
members present. I have been much
gratifed to observe that the proposition to
afford aid to the suffering people of Ire-
land lias been received with marked and
cordial approval by both sides of the
House, and that a consensus of feeline
and a generous spirit is manifest with ré'
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-gard to it. I was pained and disappointed
when the bon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) rose and brought into the discus-
sion the spirit of narrowness, illiberality,
-carping and prejudice, which we have
-seen him always ready to infuse into the
<lebates in this House in which lie takes
part. I thought this subject would ap-
peal t) more generous syimpathy in that
lion. gentleman's bosom than lie usually
evinces, but the moment lie began to
speak it was perceptible that ho interded
to drag down even this painiful subject to
the contemptible level of a low partisan
view, and to endeavour to chill the kindly
enthusiasin of the House by turning it
into an issue based upon an unworthy
quibble. The Address merelv affirms the
intention of aiding the sufferers. Tiere
is no definite resolution before the House
in respect to it, and there is no excuse for
the sneering cavil of the bon. member.
When the proposition comes up, as the
Finance Mmîister lias pronised it shall
speedily come up, it will doubtless be
nade acceptable to the whole House, and
vill then be a legitimate subject for ex-

amination and debate. I was pained
but scarcely surprised to observe the
position taken by the bon. member,
but, wlen lie vas followed by the hon.
meniber for West Elgin (Mr. Casey),
I felt sure that the hon. gentleman's ob-

jections were to be supplemented by
something still more illiberal and un-
worthy, tlhrough the flippancy of the hon.
member for West Elgin and his self-suffi-
ciency and incapacity for approaching any
subject without betraying his peculiar
-characteristies. The hon. member's re-
marks were utterly out of place, and I
mistake the temper of the House if they
met with the approval of either side, and
I feel warranted in expressing the belief
that the whole House will be found in
accord with the Government in affording
promptly such a measure of relief to the
poor sufferers as will be worthy of Can-
ada, and will signify that lier representa-
tives here are not unmindful of ber debt
to the country that has furnislied men to
subdue ber forests and open up ber
avenues of commerce and traffic. I have
listened with painful interest to the feel-
ing appeal of the hon. member for Glou-
.cester (Mr. Anglin), who was an eye-
witness of the terrible sufferings of his
fellow-countrymen in the famine of 1847,

and whose remarks should have elicited a
very different response fron that which
we have just heard from the gentlemen
near hii. I trust the tone of the lion.
memabers for Bothwell and West Elgin
will not be adopted by any other members
of this House, and that we will all shake
hands upon this question, laying aside
party differences in view of the harrowing
needs to whicli we are called upon to min-
ister, and I believe that the Government
will speedily bring forward a measure that
w'iIl be in full accord with the feeling of
the Hot se, and nicet with its unanimous
and entlusiastic support.

Motion agreed to.
Motion made and question proposed

" 4. That we are sensible that we have rea-
son to congratulate ourselves on the number
of settlers who have during the past year come
into our North-West from Great Britain and
the United States, as well as from the older
Provinces of the Dominion. That we are glad
to believe that the visit of two members of the
Royal Commission on the agricultural distress
in the Mother Country, and the favourable re-
port of the tenant farmers, who, at the in-
stance of His Excellency's Government have
examined into the farming capabilities of the
Dominion, will largely increase the number of
emigrants during the present year. That we
are aware that preparations must be made for
their reception, and that our best attention
will be willingly given to this subject."

MR. MILLS: I would ask the lion.
gentleman whether be would not strike
out the words "sensible that we have had
reason" in the first line and insert the
words "We are glad to be informed that
we have lad cause."

MR. ANGLIN : It is well that it
should be understood at once that several
gentleman on this side of the House object
very strongly to the wording of nearly
every one of these resolutions. Whether
the Government intended to force us into
moving amendments to the resolutions
and, by making use of their large
maajoritv, to give us several hearty thresh-
ings that we may appear in a every small
*inority on the Journals at the opening
of the Session, or whether it was merely
to annoy and worry us on this side of the
House, I will not pretend to say. The
wording of this resolution is highly ob-

jectionable. It must have been known
to those who prepared the Speech that
these words were objectionable to hon.
members on this side of the House. I
do not know that it is the intention of
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any one to propose an amendment. It is where in order to gain a livelihood. It is S
not, I presume, the intention of any one factthat many of oui miners haveleft the
to ask for a division on the Address or on Province of Nova Scotia. Is it to better
any particular paragraph,but I think it is their circumstances? I suppose it is-
our duty to let this go to the country that, their circumstances require bettering. I
while we allow the Address to pass with- see in that, however, no cause for congratu-
ont pressing amendments, we distinctly lation and I cannot allow this clause to
state that we object to several declara- pass without entering My protest.
tions made in the various paragraphs, and Motion agreed to.
that we do not consider ourselves bound Motion made and question proposed
by the expression of any opinions which 5. That we learn with great satisfaction
we are asked to express in this Address. that every effort ha* been made to hasten the
Entering that protest, perhaps it would be construction of the Canadian Pacific R9ilway
as well to allow the Address to pass para- from Lake Superior to Red River, and that no
graph by paragraph without making any doubt is entertained that the Railway will be
special objection to the expressions. It opened for traffic between those importantpoints within the time specifieel in t;ýe con-
seems to be the desire of all parties to get
through with the Address this evening. liament Iast session, nearly one hundred miles
We certainly could not do so if we were froi the Red River to the western boundary
merely to point out how objectionable of Manitoba bas been piaced under contract,
manyand tenders are about being asked for for the

inn otes argali read oZteD construction of another hunclred miles from the
are calculated to bind us to the expression boundary westward ; and that the completion
of opinions which are not our opinions, of these two sectioas will, at an early day,
and how they are perhaps de- afford railway facilities through two hundred

liberately calculated to place us in a false Mest That w e ]an i cee or
position before this House and the coun- informing uq, that after an expioratory survey
try. Perhaps we shall relieve ourselves of the une from Port Simpson to the Pine
froin any responsibility by declaring once River Pass, and through he Peace River cun-

forailtha weregrd he ho c try, it lias been decided to adopt the location
for all that we regard the whole forma of of the une to Burrard Inlet ; that contracts
this Address, and many of the expressions have been awarded for one hundred and
it contains, and many declarations set twenty-seven miles of the railway between
forth ii it as highly objectionable and Lmory's Bar, on the Fraser River, and Sax oua's
contrary to our views of what is right, rry ; that this work will be vigorously pro.n ceeded. with so soon as the spring opens ; and
and contrary to our opinions of what are that its construction will complete the Most
the facts and what the circumstances of difficuit portion of the Canadian Pacific -ail-
the countrv are. way, and secure the conuection by steam of the

MR. MAcDONNELL I cannot fertile district of Kamloops with the capital of
allow a clause to pass unnoticed, and
particularly that part of it which asks MR. BARNARD: I would not -nder-
us to congratulate ourselves upon the take tosayanything on this question at pre-
fact that a part of the North-West has sent, were I not given to understand that
been built up by persons removing from the speech of the lion. member for Victoria
the older Provinces. I cannot under- (à1r. DeCosmos> was calculated to mislead
stand how the hon. the Minister of the House and create the impression that
Railways and Canals can support such a the people of British Columbia were not
clause as that. I cannot understand how satisfied with the selection of the rail-
the hon. mover of the answer to the way route made-the 130 miles section

Speech froîn the Throne can bring himselj referred to in the Speech. I was in that on.
to support that clause. Is it possible gentleman's constituency when the news
that representatives of the Province of arrived that the Goverument lad adopted
Nova Scotia, from which thousands of i the Burrard Inlet route, and have no
persons have departed for the United hesitation in saying that if was gladly re-

States and Manitoba and the North-West, ceived by almost every individual. I can
can congratuîlate themselves upon the fact, fairly challenge that hon. gentleman to
when that Province is in such a state of find a baker's dozen of his supporters to
want of prosperity, that there is such dis- say the route chosen je not the proper
tress there, that the farmers have had to one. With regard to his complaint of
leave the country and seek a home else- the delay last year, I would sinpiy say

Mwo. ANGLIh.
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that, on all occasions, when delays were
sought, he assisted in obtaining them in
the hope that a route more consonant
with his views would be adopted. It ill
becomes any hon. gentleman from Vic-
toria or British Columbia to take ground
against the present location. It was
decided upon after mature consideration,
by both Governments, and met the views
of the people of British Columbia. The
reason for the present selectibn is well
understood there, as there exists between
the frontier of British Columbia and the
interior, or grain, growing portion of the
country, the great canon of the Frazer,
where the cost of transport is so
great that I believe there bas not
been transported a bushel of grain
for export or consumptionat the seaboard.
The whole frontier is being supplied with
flour made in the State of Oregon. Nay,
the farmers of Vancouver Island and the
lower Mainland are using Oregon flour,
while there is abundance of the home-
made article in the interior. The com-
pletion of this section of the Railwav will
bring the two sections of country referred
to in the Speech together, and enable the
farmers of the interior to supply the in-
creasing demand which is being created at
the seaboard. The bon. gentleman speaks
of the small number of farmers settled near
Kamloops. Is it any wonder that there
are so few farmers in that section, or that
people hesitate to settle on lands so
situated, or that little or no grain is
grown in the interior ? The reasons are
obvions. There is no market whatever.
The remarks of the hon. gentleman
astonished me the more because the first
speech I ever heard him make in refer-
ence to the railway was one in which he
extolled this route, selected it as the only
one that would be of any service to
British Columbia. He was eloquent in
his advocacy of this route and of the con-
nection of the rich districts of the in-
terior with the seaboard of British
Columbia. I regret exceedingly that any
British Columbia representative should
have spoken as he bas to-night. I do not
think that we ought to regard this as a
purely British Columbia question. The
Pacific Railway was not designed for
British Co.umbia, any more than British
Columbia was made for that Railway. It
Îs part and parcel of the great political
scheme chalked out at Confederation-the

great transcontinental railway is to be
built in the interest of the Dominion,
and not in that of British Columbia alone.

Motion agreed to on a division.
Motion made and question proposed:

" 6. That it gives us much pleasure to know
that the adoption of a rigid system of economy
in the management of the Intercolonial Rail-
way has, without impairing the efficiency of its
working, effected such a diminution of ex-
penses as to warrant the belief that the coun-
try will in future be relieved from any consid-
erable burden in connection with its operation."

Motion agreed to.
Motion made and question proposed:

"7. That we are aware that, in consequence of
the entire failure of the usual food supply of
the Indians in the North-West, a large ex-
penditure must have been necessarily incurred
to save them from starvation ; and that we
share the hope expressed by His Excellency,
that the efforts which are now being made to
settle the several bands en the reserves, and to
induce them to betake themselves to the cul-
tivation of the soil, may prevent the necessity
of similar calls for relief in the future."

MRt. MILLS : I have not the plea--
sure of knowing, like the hon. gentleman
at the head of the Department to which this
paragraph refers, that the Intercolonial
iRailway lias been managed with a great
deal of economy. The general impression
abroad is that the facts would not bear out
this statement. The hon. gentleman miglit
insert, instead of the word "know " the
words " we are informed " ; that is the
usual course adopted. Hon. gentlemen on
the Treasury Benches, when on this side
of the House, frequently asked to have the
phraseology of the Address changed, that
it might be unobjectionable. J think that
we must either insist on a change of this
resolution, or upon its being carried on a
division. The change I propooe would
make the paragraph more acceptable to
this side of the House.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I am quite
certain that no alteration would meet
the hon. gentleman's views, but one
substituting for the words "much plea-
sure " as regards the effecting of econo-
mies the word "displeasure."

MR. MILLS: We do not know any-
thing about your economy; on the con-
trary, we know it is not the fact.

Motion agreed to on a division.
Motion made and question proposed

"8. That we thank His Excellency for the
assurance that the Estimates for the ensuing
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.yaar wili be laid before us, and that they have
been prepared with all due regard to eciony."

MR. MILLS : This is a not less
objectionable paragraph. We are not
aware that in consequence of the "entire
.failure" of the food of the Indians, an un-
.usual supply was required. I believe
there was not an entire failure of the food
supply, but that there was a very con-
siderable number of buff'alo, and the usual
supply of fish on which the Indians par-
tially subsisted. If there had been an
entire failure, tiese gentlemen would have
been obliged to feed the Indians the whole
year at the public expense. Will bon.
gentlemen opposite say this was done l
We are certainly not aware of the fact
asserted, and we do not believe that Min-
isters are. It seems inost extraordinary
to call on the House to state as a fact in
reply to the Speech something known to
be contrary to the fact. I would suggest
in place of the word "aware", the words
'that we regret to learn" in the first line
'lias" instead of "must have" in the
second line, and "we trust that the hope
expressed by Your Excellency mav be re-
alised", instead of "we share the hope ex-
piessed by Your Excellency" in the third
line.

Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I think
there is certainly something in what the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
says, that the failure was not entire; but
there was a large failure, and there is a
very large amount of distress.

MR. MILLS : A partial failure would
cause that.

Motion agreed to on a division.
Motion made and question proposed:

"9. That we shall be well pleased to find that
the effect of the tariff of last Session in the
development of the varied industries of the
country, bas on the whole been very satisfac-
tory, and that ve shall willingly give our atten-
tion to any amendments of which the experience
acquired since it came into operation in March
last, may have suggested the expediency."

Sip RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: If
a paragraph had been desired, calcul ited to
make it impossible for the Opposition to
concur in the Address, this would have
been the one that would have suggested
itself to the Finance Minister. I am
willing to make a compromise with him,
and to leave the entire resolution as it
stands, with the addition of three or four
words like these :-"The effect of the

MR. MILLs.

Tariff bas been very satisfactory to
Messrs. Redpath, Drummond and certain
cotton manufacturers."

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: We are
not astonished that the bon. gentleman
who bas just spoken, and those who sit
near him, cannot conmfortably vote for this
paragrapli. They are not pleased that the
effect of the Tariff on our industries has
been satisfactory-that is the trouble.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
We question your facts.

MR. GAULT: I am very happy to say
that not only sugar refining, but cotton
manufacturing and the whole trade of the
country has been benefited by the Tariff.
We have hundreds of bouses now occu-
pied in Montreal, as a consequence of the
Tariff, that were formerly untenanted.
Coming from my own bouse in the west-
ern suburbs of Montreal the day before
yesterday, of 83 bouses formerly idle, I
could find but 27. In St. Antoine Ward
and Point St. Charles, two very important
suburbs, many bouses used to be unoccu-
pied, and many people were unable to pay
rent. Now, I am happy to say, the
people are fully occupied, and all the
manufactories are working. One gentle-
man told me Le was making castings for
400 railway cars for the Grand Trunk.
Every industry in Montreal is fully occu-
pied. No man stands higher to-day in
Montreal than the Finance Minister; be
is the most popular man in the city. I
hope the policy Le has inaugurated will be
continued ten years, when we will see this
country prosperous.

MR. MACIKENZIE: It is very clear
that the hon. gentleman who bas just
spoken has the best possible reason for
cottoqing te the Government.

MR. GAULT : I have stock in every
industry in Montreal, besides the cotton,
that yields a profit. I am not like bon.
gentlemen on the Opposition side, many
of whom boast that they do not hold a
share of stock in the Dominion.

Motion agreed to on a division.
Motion made and question proposed

" 10. That any Bills for the better organi-
sation of the Civil Service, for the consoli-
dation of the Inland Revenue laws, and for the
amendment of the Act3 relating to the Dom-
inion lands, to the Public W orks, to the In-
dians of the North-West, and to the \opnted
Police Force, which His Excellency may cause
to be laid before us, shall receive our most
careful consideration.
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" 11 That we are aware that the Acts in- S. L. Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, Mr. Langevin,
corporating the Banks of the Dominion will and Messrs. Lichey and Houde, to draft an Ad-
expir, next year, and that we agree with His dress pursuant thereto.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)
Excellency that the present would seem a
favourable tiine for a full consideration of our SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY, fron the
Banking system and of the subject of the cur- Committee, reported the draft of an ad-
rency as connected with that system." dress which was read the second time and

Motiens agreed to on a division. agreed to. (To be presented by Privy
Motion made and question proposed: Councillors.)

" 12. That the subject of the laws relating SUPPLY.
to Inisolvency -will undoubtedly engage our
ttnionc Resolved That this House will, on Fridaynext,

resolve itself into a Connittee, to consider of a

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) : I
desire to say a word in reference to that
point. It seemns evident from the re-
marks of the mover of these r-solutions-
I suppose those rem-arks were in a measure
sonewhat inspired; and the allusion in the
Speech being verv vague, we are forced
to accept his renarks as to the probable
action of the Government and wait-from
that it would appear that the intention is
to allow a Repeal Bill to pass. All I have
to suggest or ask in the interests of the
country is that they will facilitate in
every way the passing of the Repeal Bill,
if such is their intention, as it is very da-
sirable, if that course is deternined upon,
that it should be done as quickly as pos-
sible, in order that we may not have a
verv large crop of insolvencies before it
takes place.

Motion agreed to.
Motion made and question proposed:

'13. That we know that the increasing foreign
trade of Canada and the prospect that Her Ma-
jesty's Government will enter ere long into ne-
gotiations with foreign nations on the subjec of
their trade and commercial relations, demand
our closest attention and watchfulness, while
the rapid development of the Dominion is con-
tinually giving rise to important matters requir-
ing the support and action of the Imperial Gov-
ernment, and that we are therefore ready to
consider the recommendation of His Excellency,
with the concurrence of Her Majesty, to sanc-
tion -the appointinent of a permanent representa-
tive of Canada in London to guard her various
interests."

Motion agreed to on a division.
Motion made and question proposed:

14. That we feel deeply the great importance
of the subjects His Excellency bas mentioned,
and are grateful to him for the full confidence
an our wisdon and patriotism with which he is
pleased to say that he commends them to our
best consideration."

Motion agreed to.

Ordered, That the said Resolution be refer-
red to a Select Commtttee, composed of Sir

Supply to be granted oHrMjsy-xt
Samuel L. Tilley.)

WAYS AND MEANS.

Reso!v'd, That this House will, on Friday
next, resolve itself into a Committee, to consider
of the Wavs and Means for raising the Supply
to be granted to ler Majesty.-(Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

REPORTS.

SlR SAMIUEL L. TILLEY laid before
the House,-The Public Accounts of
Canada, for the fiscal year, ended 30th
June, 1879; also,-Report of the Auditor-
General on Appropriation Accounts for
the year ended 30th June, 1879; also,
-Statement of expenditure charged to
Unforeseen Expenses, under Orders in
Council, from the ist July, 1879, to
date, in aceordance with the Act 42
Victoria, Chapter 1, Schedule B; also,
-Statenent of Governor-General's war-
rants issued in fiscal year, 1879-80, under
authority of the Act 41 Victoria, Chapter
7, Section 32.

MR. BOWELL laid before the House,
-Tables of the Trade and Navigation
of the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal
year ended 30th June, 1879.

Ilouse adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Ten o'clock.

HOUSE 0F COMMONS.

3fonday, 16th February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

REPORTS.

MR. O'CONN OR laid before the House,
-Report of the Postmaster General, for
the year ended 30th June, 1879.
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MR. LANGEVIN laid before the
House,-Annual Report of the Minister of
Public Works of the Dominion of Canada,
for the fiscal year 1st July, 1878, to the
30th June, 1879.

MR. MASSON laid before the House,
-Report on the state of the Militia of
the Dominion of Canada, for the year
1879.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) laid
before the House,-Twelfth Annual Re-
port of the Department of Marine and
Fisheries, being for the fiscal year ended
30th June, 1879.

MR. MACDONALD (Pictou), laid be-
fore the House,-Report of the Minister
of Justice as to Penitentiaries in Canada,
for the vear ended 30th June, 1879.

MR. BABY laid before the House,-
Report, Returns and Statisties of the
Inland Revenues of the Dominion of
Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th
June, 1879.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the first time:

Bill (No. 2) To repeal the Acts respecting In-
solvency now in force in Canada.-(JIr.
Colby.)

Bill (No. ) To repeal the Acts respecting
Insolvency nowin force in the Dominion.-(Mr.
Bechard.)

Bill (No. 5) to legalise the marriage with the
sister of a deceased wife.-(Ir. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

PETROLEUM INSPECTION LAW AMEND-
MENT BILL.

(Mr. Colby.)

FIRsT READING.

MR. COLBY introduced a Bill (No. 4)
To amend the law regulating the inspec-
tion of petroleum and the products
thereof.

MR. MACKENZIE : Will the hon.
member explain what he proposes in this
Bill ?

MR. COLBY: The object of the
amendment is simply to change that por-
tion of the law which affects the "f oreign"
test of petroleun. In the law as it now
stands, there are two tests, one for domes-
tic, and the other for foreign oil. It is
touching that point.

MR. ANGLIN : The hon. member
does not say in what direction.

Ma. LANGEVIN.

MR. COLBY : In the direction of uni-
formity and safety.

Bill read thefirst time.

CONTROVERTED ELECTION.

JUDGE'S REPORT.

MR. SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received from one of the
Judges selected for the trial of Election
Petitions, pursuant to the Controverted
Elections Act, 1874, a judginent in the
matter of the Controverted Election for
the Electoral District of Richelieu,declar
ing the sitting Member duly elected.

PR.IVILEGES OF THE HOUSE-JOHN A.
MACDONELL.

ORDER FOR ATTENDANCE MADE.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD moved
that the Journals of the l2th and 13th
May, 1879, be read.

Motion agreed to and Journals read
accordingly.

MR. SPEAKER inforned the House
that, in obedience to the order passed on
the 12th May, 1879, he had issued his
summons for the attendance of John A.
Macdonell at the Bar of this House, and
that lie had received fron H. V1icent
Green, an affidavit, setting forth that, on
the 15th May, 1879, be personally served
the said John A. Macdonell, with a copy
of the said summons.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Mr.
Speaker, we remember that last Session
the motion which I made was made on
May 12th, the House was prorogued two
days atterwards-the l5th-on which day
you, Mr. Speaker, acquainted the House
that you in obedience with the order of
the House had issued a summons for the
attendance of Mr. John A. Macdonell at
the bar of this House, and that you had
received an affidavit that a copy of the
summons had been personally served on
Mr. Macdonell. Now, Sir, I move that
Mr. John A. Macdonell be summoned to.
attend at the bar of this House on to-mor-
row week.

Motion agreed to.

REMOVAL OF THE L 4TE LIEUTENANT-
GOVERNOR OF QUEBEC.

MESSAGE PROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD deliv-
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ered a Message from His Excellency the
Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
it is as follows

1 LoRNE.

" The Governor General transmits to the
House of Commons under the provisions of the
59th Clause of the British North America Act,
1867, a copy of an order of the Honourable the
Privy Council, dated the 25th July, 1879, con-
taining the cause assigned for the removal of
the Hon. Lue Letellier de St. Just, froin his
ottice of Lieutenant-Goverinor of the Province of
Quebec.

"GovERN MENT HoUSE,
"O'rrwA, 16ti February, 18S0."

MR. MACKENZIE : I would like to

ask the hon. gentleman at the head of the

Government if lie will bring down, with-

out anyv motion, all the papers relating to
Mr. Letellier's case. There was a des-

patch published during the recess, one
from here and one fron England, which
I think have not yet appeared among our
papers.

Sm, JOHN A. MACDOiNALD: Cer-
tainly. There is no necessity for a motion.
I will have all the papers brought d own

connected with the case.

NEW MEMBER INTRODUCED.

MR. SPEAKER inforned the House,
that lie had received a certiticate of the
Returning Oflicer at the last election for
the Electoral District of Argenteuil, that
the Hon. John J. C. Abbott was duly
elected for the said Electoral District.

The Ilon. Jors J. C. ABBOTT, mem-
ber for the Electoral District of Argen-
teuil, having previously taken the oath
according to law, and subscribed the roll
containing the sanie, took his seat in the
House.

SIR JOH' A. MACDONALD : I
ought to move at this moment that this
shall not be taken as a precedent as the
return has net yet arrived.

MR. M A CKE NZIE: Has the hon.
gentleman brought his indenture, or the
certificate of the Returning Offlcer with
him ?

SIR JOHN A MACDONALD: There
is ne indenture now. le has the certifi-
oate of the returning-officer.

MR. MACKENZIE: le must have
one or the other.

Resolved, That, in admitting the Hon. John J.
C. Abbott, elected to represent the Electoral
District of Argenteuil, to take his seat upon the
certificate of the Returning Officer; this House
still recommends a strict adherence te the
practice of requiring the production of the usual
certificate of the Clerk of the Crown in Chan.
cery of the return to the writ of election.- (S;r
John A. Macdonald.)

AID TO TUE ONTARIO PACIFIC JUNC.
TION RAILWAY.

QUESTION.

MR. COCKBURN (ÇMuskoka) enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the
Government t.o aid, by way of a subsidy
or otherwise, the construction of the
Ontario Pacific Junction Rai!way between
Gravenhurst and some point on the line
of the Canada Central or Canada Pacifie
Railways.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I an very
much afraid it will not be in the. power
of the Government to give the desired
aid to the railway in question.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE TEMPER.
ANCE AC r, 1878.

QUESTION.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) enquired,
Whether the Government have engaged
counsel to argue the constitutionality of
the Temperance Act of 1878 before the
Supreme Court ; and if so, when.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): The Gov-
ernment here engaged counsel in that case.
Counsel were retained on 17th January
last.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : I
desire permission to add the words " and
whom."

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): Mr. Chris-
topher Robinson on the one hand, and
Mr. Lash, Deputy Minister of Justice, on
the other.

CANADIA N PACIFIC RAI LWAY-BRITISH
COLUMBIA CONTRACTS.

QUESTION.

MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether the
contracts for the construction of 127
miles of Railway in British Columbia have
been executed by both the Government
and the contractors: and, if so, on what
day : whether such contracts will be laid
on the Table at an early day; and whether
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they or any of them are made subject to
the sanction of the House.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I beg to
say, in reply, that contracts have been en-
tered into for the construction of the 127
miles of Railway in British Columbia.
They have been executed both by the
Government and the contractors. I do not
remember for the moment the day on
which they were executed, but that will
appear upon the copies of the contracts
themselves, that will be laid on the Table,
I presume before the bouse rises to-day.
They are not made subject to the sanction
of the Ilouse, but are executed under the
authority given last Session.

PERMANENT REPEESENTATIVE
CANADA IN LONDON.

OF|

QUESTION.

MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether there
is any correspondence with the Imperial
Government on the subject of the appoint-
ment of a permanent representative of
Canada in London; and whether any such
correspondence will te laid on the Table
at an early day.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
is correspondence on this subject. That
correspondence is not yet completed, but
I believe it will be completed at an early
date. As soon as it is completed, it will be
Laid before the House.

PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING CON-
TRACTS.

QUESTION.

MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether, in
view of the recent developments as to the
practices by which the contract for the
printing of Parliament was procured, the
Government intend to propose to Parlia-
ment any steps to remedy the injurious
consequences to the public of such prac-
tices in the present instance, and to pre-
vent their repetition in the future.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
the intention of the Government to ask
for the reappointment of the House of
Commons members of the Printing Com-
mittee of last year ; and a motion will be
made in this House instructing them to
press upon the Joint Committee the ne-
cessity of enquiring into the recent devel-
opments-to use the language of the
question-and report upon the best means

Mi. ÉLÂaE

of avoiding a repetition of such develop-
ments in the future.

BOUNDARY BETWEEN CANADA AND
ONTARIO.

QUESTION.

MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Covernment during
the present Session to propose a measure
ratifving the award on the subject of the
boundary between Canada and Ontario.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
not the intention of the Government to
propose any such measure.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-GEOR-
GIAN BAY BRANCH.

MOTION FOR ORDERS IN COUNCIL.

MR. COCKBURN (Muskoka): Mr.
Speaker, the change of policy on the part
of the Government since last Session with
reference to the Georgian Bay Branch of
the Pacific Railway must be my justifica-
tion for proposing the motion which I am
about to make. This change of policy I
believe has entailed serious consequences
not only upon the country at large, but
upon my constituency in particular, a
county which embraces a territory nearly
one hundred and twenty miles in length
by nearly sixty miles in breadth. It will
be in the recollection of most hon. gentle-
men that a contract was let to Messrs. Char-
lebois and Company, on the 2nd August,
1878, for the construction of fifty miles of
railway on the south-west side of Lake
Nipissing, forming a link between the
western terminus of the Canada Central
Railway and a point on French River. The
road was to be completed on the lst
July, 1880. The contract price for all
the work, including track-laying, was
$809,813, or a the rate of $16,180 per
mile, a very moderate price indeed. With
the accession to power of the present
Government, it was feared by many that
this project would be discontinued, par-
ticularly as the chief organ of the Govern-
ment foresbadowed some sucli policy; but,
as the present Government took a vote of
$800,000 last Session and allowed the
contractors to put up store-houses along
he line, and to f£Il them with supplies
nd appliances at an enormous cost, and
o employ a large force in clearing out
he entire line, to purchase railway ties,

Georgian Bay Branch.
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etc., it was not to be wondered then that

parties placed full reliance upon the faith

of the Government to carry out the

scheme. The consequence was that large
numbers of people, at much inconvenience
and expense to themselves, emigrated to

the country adjacent to the proposed line,
bringing with them their wives and

children, expecting to derive a subsistence
either directly or indirectly from the con-

struction of this work, only to be disap-
pointed by the untimely and abrupt
stoppage of the construction of the
road by the Government. It may
be urged that these circumstances are
Of little importance to the public in-
terest, but I propose to go further and
show that a great waste of money must
have inevitably taken place, in recom-
pensing the contractors for their losses for
work done, and for transportiug their
supplies to and from the work. It may be
that the claims of the contractors will
amount to nearly sufficient to have com-
pleted the work, and, on the score of
policy alone, I fear a grave errdr has
been committed, and I -believe further
that an error of judgment bas also been
comitted in the abandonment of this
project and the substitution of another.
To those who object to the building of
branch lines as part of the Canadian Paci-
fic Railway, I can show that the Geor-

gian Bay Branci would have served as
part of the main line to Sault Ste. Marie
or on to Lake Superior. The crossing of
the French River according to the en-
gineers' reports presented no great dif-
ficulties; as by one route the widest
channel or branch is 250 feet, and by the
other the widest place is only 200 feet,
and it has already been shown that the
fifty miles of railway was not costly or
the gradients heavy. I have noticed in
one of the reports that asumof,$1,900,000
would secure the construction of the rail-
way fully equipped with rolling stock,
and navigation to Lake Huron. I think
this ought to have been a matter worthy
of more consideration than it appears
to have received at the hands of the Gov-
ernment. I have observed a suggestion
in another report as to the advisableness
Of constructing a territorial road from.
South-East. Bay of Lake Nipissing, which
is supposed to be the terminus of the
Canada Central Railway, to the head of
Lake Superior, and that such a road might

be constructed f rom the funds originally
intended for the construction of the Geor-
gian Bay Branch. I strongly protest
against this scheme for two good reasons
first, I have no faith in the utility of the
territorial or wagon road ; experience bas
shown that roads constructed through a
wilderness are speedily covered with a
thick growth of tall young trees; and, in the
second place, I protest against the grant
of the money for the Georgian Bay
Branci being used for purposes other
than for the original scheme. or to aid the•
construction of the Ontario Pacific June-

1 tion Railway or some such scheme. I arn
sorry to hear the Minister of Railways and
Canals say that the Government do not
intend to assist the Ontario system of
railways to connect with the Pacifie Rail-
way. I now beg to move tiat a hum-
ble Address be presented to His Lxcel-
lency the Governor-General, for copies of
Orders in Council and corresponderice
which led to the postponement or
abandonment of the Georgian Bay-
Branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
and copies of all claims preferred by the
late contractors for compensation in con-
nection with the suspension of their
work, and a statement showing what
settlement or arrangement, if any, has,
been made with the contractors ; also,
copies of reports of engineers respecting
the several routes in the vicinity of Lake
Nipissing.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: There is
no objection to the motion of the hon.
member for Muskoka. The papers will,
all of thein I expect, be laid upon the
Table of the House in a short time, and
probably it would be more con-
venient to take any discussion in relation
to the papers when the papers are brought
forward. They will be given at an
early day.

Motion agreed to.

COTEAU DU LAC RAILWAY BRIDGE..

MOTION FoR REPORTS.

MR. MACKENZIE nioved : that an
Address be presented to His Excellency
the Governor-General for copies of the
repoi ts of C. S. Gzowski, Esquire, or
other engineers on the subject of bridging
the River St. Lawrence near Coteau du
Lac ; and also for all correspondence be-
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tween the Government and any parties ous thing, to afford facilities for railway
relating to sucb bridge; and also for al traffic. I a satisfied, fron ry local
Orders in Council and other papers concern- kno 1edge and otherwise, that it would
ing the same. He said : this question was not be any serious obstruction in this
brought before the Railway Comittee last place, and 1 hoped the resuit of enquiry
Session, and also before this House, and would show that the Governrent would
there was a very strong opinion expressed se decide. It was proposed to connect the
in favour of bridging the river at the point Ottawa and Coteau Railroad with the rail-
referred to. The evidence of several en- roads now buîit or being censtructed in
gineers was then taken upon the subject, the Ottawa Valley and througb the e3ntre
notably the opinion of Mr. Walter Shanly. of Ontario, and a large proportion of the
The Government promised to have the opposition to it care frorn the Grand
matter examined into anid reported on im- Trunk Railway Company, an institution
mediately ; but I an not aware that any witb which Mr. Gzowski is in intimate
decision has yet been given on the subject. connection. I movo for the papers in or-
It appears, however, from the newspapers der that we may as soon as possible have
that a gentleman was appointed to make the views of the Governrent expressed,
the examination. I refer to Mr. Gzowski, ant I hope that any Order in Council that
whose engineering qualifications cannot, may . adopted and any document not
1 am. inclinet to tbink, k placenw nearly expressg called for by this motion but
so bigli as those of Mr. Sianly andi whic beay relate to this question will not
Mr. Paga. H1e is not a Civil Engineer be obýjecteti to be producetid by the hion. the
of celebrity s far as I arn aware Minister, and will be laid upon hen Table
ofs; de has been entrusteed witt the con- of the Houe.
structien of no great works, except that S d C CHARLES RirUPoER: The papers
ie lad thte building of the Intercolonial are not vobminous, an they will be laid
Bridge at Buffalo, as, a contractor ; ani I on Table of the ouse at an early day. I
do nlot think that there is anythinýg in bis 1may say that there was a ver- great di-
enineering qualities that places hini in versity of opinion on the question under
advance of te gentlem-en I have rnen- consideration not cnly among the nern-
tioniet. My oTvn conviction last year bers of the Railway Conynittee, but also
wvas, ant i-my oxn conviction now is, that aiong engineers of very high standing,
there is no valid objection to building who were called to give evidence before
the britg-e across the St. Ltwrence at the that Cornittee. The lion, gentleman
place mentioned. I have to or.ct to the opposite knows vary well that a gentleman
report micle, as it overlooks man im- in hom h as verv great confidence, a
portant facts that have a great bearing on gentleman in who I myseif place grnat
tiis question. soe kfa w, for instance, confidence, and in who the flouse would
that there are no less than eleven bridges be disposed to place great confidence, Mr.
across the MHississippi-at least I arn so P ige, the C hiet Enagineer of Canada, e nter-
inforctin-te greatest river hig way on taineI an opinion adverse to the construc-
the continent ; we know that the sarne tion of the bridge. On the other bead, Mr.
gentleuan, Cclonel Gzowski, built a Walter Shanly, a gentleman of high sIand-
bridge over the St. Lawrence at Buffalo ing, entertained a strong opinion in ppe-
where there is ton times the traffic that sition to that of r. Page; anti, in counse-

vill pass below the proposed bridge at quence of tiis coufli t cf opinion-
Coteau du Lac. The evidences are ahl ini their opinions being- all entitled te
favour of the construction of that work great weigt-it was finally resolveta,
As a Canadian, I would net pQrsonally and the Goverment founi it necessary,
desire to place any serions obstruction on to obtain further assistance in the soi-
the St. Lawrence by bridging but I feel tion cf thi question. The Government,
boun m to sav that transportation in fact, plehgee itself te the Coin-
by rail has beernme as great as 1 mittee that the y would obtain the services
bv water, railwe-ys have se gaineti of senie other able engineer, andi, after due
upon pnblic esteem anti public utility i- exarination and investigation of this ques-
the transportation cf merchandise thot we tu, decide wbat the interests cf tne
cannot ock upon a possible obstruction, t c ntry deranded. Now a goot deal cf
sene extent, cf the St. Lawrence as a seri- difficulty was found in fixing upon, au

MR. MACKENZIE.
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engineer who possessed the confidence of
the Government, and wbo would be at the
sanie tinie acceptable to the pronoters of
this enterprise ; and Col. Gzowski was
selected, not only because lie would be
able to give an independent and impartial
opinion, but because lie was found to be
acceptable to the promoters of the enter-
prise. The matter was referred to hini,
and I have heard with sone little surprise
from the leader of the Opposition that
Col. Gzowski is not an engineer. But I
believe that the people of this country
have regarded Col. Gzowski as an engi-
neer possessing qualifications of a higli
degiee. The very fact that lie was equal to
the work of constructing the International
Bridge at Buffalo, to which the hon. meni-
ber lias referred, is a proof of his capacity
as a liyltraulic engineer of high standing.
At ail events, the selection vas made in
the belief that lie vas able t3 give a valu-
able opinion in relation to the matter.
The hon. gentleman must remember that,
in the main, on the important point con-
nected with this question, Col. Gzovski
concurred with Mr. Page, for whose
opinion the hon. member expresses the
greatest respect. Under the circui-
stances, the Government felt it impossible
to disregard the statements contained in
Col. Gzowski's report, which con-
mended themselves to their judgment as
judicious, and no time was lost in adopt-
ing the report and placing it in the hands
of the promoters of this enterprise. The
Government lad less hesitation in adopt-
ing the report of Col. Gzowski, because lie
pointed out that the construction of such
a bridge as alone, was admissible across
the St. Lawrence at the point in question
could not but be attended with such great
expense as to prevent it being carried out.
He stated it as his opinion that the addi-
tional cost of constructing a high
level bridge would be very insignifi-
cant if any at all, taking into accouit
the maintenance of a draw, and
there would be no difficulty in avoid-
ing all the principal objections to the
bridging of the St. Lawrence at that
point by adopting that course. Under
these circumstances, the Government
adopted the report and the opinions
which Colonel Gzowski arrived at in con-
nection with this question, and at once
cornmunicated with the pr3moters of this
that work, under the circunstances, they

4

could not permit the construction of a
swing bridge at that point, but that a
bridge such as vas indicated would be
allowed to be constructed, the plans and
location first liaving received the approval
of the Governor-General in Council.

Mn. ANGLIN : It seenis to be admit-
ted that what the papers all tlr:mgh the
Dominion have publislhed is a correct copy
of the report of Colonel Gzowski in this
matter. If so, I nay say that it contains
some verv curious statements. It seemîs
to me to go the length of condeming
the construction of a bridge of any char-
acter at that particular place, althoiugh,
after having proved to his entire satisfac-
tion, apparently, that no bridge ought to
be constructed there, Colonel Gzowsdi
comes, strangely enough, to the con-
clusion that it will be safe to erect a high-
level bridge. He states, amongst
other things, that one objection to the
proposed bridge is that the piers comle
close upon the steamboat channel, wlere
that clannel is tortuous, that the stream
is very rapid and steamers passing down
are consequently managed with difliculty.
He further states tiat the line of the
current at that particular spot does not
run according to the line of the piers of
the bridge and his whole argument leads
inevitably to the conclusion that a steamer
going down througi the bridge-whether
it be a higli or a low level bridge-
must be in great danger, indeed, of con-
ing into collision with the piers. As it
must be necessary to make the piers for a
higli level bridge much wider and stronger
thlan the piers for a low level bridge, the
danger of such a collision must be materi-
ally increased if the bridgebe built at a high
level. Notwithstanding all that, Colonel
Gzowski comes to what seems to be a
strange and extraordinary conclusion-
that a higi level bridge mîay be built
there. The chief objection to the
low level bridge is that, fronm Coteau
Landing, where steamers touch, the dis-
tance is but four thousand feet, and that,
while a steamer is making tIat short dis-
tance, where the current runs at the rate
of six knots an hour and the steamer herself
must be running at a higlh rate of speed,
it vill be difficult or almogt impossible for
those in charge of the bridge to have the
swing open in tine. But it seems to me
that it would be a very easy matter indeed
to make regulations that the swing must
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be open before the steamer leaves Coteau affected by the rising of the water as to
Landing at all. From Coteau Landing impose a large amount of damages upon
she could very easily signal those in the country in consequence. Now, Mr.
charge of the bridge, and those in charge Gzowski has carefully avoided, as far as I
may be bound to open the swing immedi- can sc, any reference to that point. I
atelv, under pain of a severe penalty for only received bis report lf an hour ago,
neglecting to open it within a proper but, from my hurried reading of it, there
time. But there is no necessity whatever i is nothing in it that contradiets or is
that a steamer should leave Coteau Land- opposec to Mr. Shanly's conclusions in
ing at all for the purpose of passing that respect.
thirougl the b)ridge unitil the swing is flrst SmR CHARLES TTPiPER : Buit Le
opeed. The delay in any ca-se muse bc lias not touched that point at ail.
very trifling. Colonel Gzowski, I thinli, MR. MACKENZIE: No, but that is
in th.t strange report of bis igoes into the the sole point whic i t as to decide the
commercial question, a matter with which policy of building a bridge lie had nothing
lie hadi nothing whaatever to do, unless in- rpto do with. He leait simply witl the
deed lie acted in this according to the in- engineering dificulties, and the reat
structons sent to iai. But lie does under- point of controversy between Mr. Page
take to deal wit it, and his conclusions on and Mr. Shanl, and I thik Mr.
this matter are asameas thoie on theother. Keefer was wliether the water would
I derstand lie is a rentlean of hig rise in consequence of the piers being
reputation as an englkeer and otherwise, built in a certain position. deaere is no
and I do not prctend to say that lie did mhan in America in wose judgtaent I
not report exactly wiat Le believes. I have more confidence than Mbr. age, but
eonfess I do not think it is a report I was compelled to di r from him on
sufficient at ail events to jpustify either the that occasion, as I could not sc that there
Governiaent or this Parliamient, iii refus- was evidence enougli to j ustify us in
ing a charter to those who ask for the believing that the water would be seriously
construction of the bridge if there is raised in consequence of piers beingr
nothing else to prevent the grantia e of it. built in the siallow part of the river or
Thiere are other questions raised of great that the flood of water ould b seriously
importance and it is not necessarv now to affected tohereb. There is another point
say whieth er they should induce us to re- tluat Col. G-zowski fails to touch, and a.
fuse the carter or not, but I must say that, very important point. le says a hig
having read over the report carefully, and level bridge will not be so serous an iu-
given it nmcl consideration, 1 was forced convethenc as to cost, wheu compared
to theconclusion that it did not justify with a low level bridge, after deducting
the Government in refusing permission the expense f maintenance of a bridge
for tle construction of a low level bridge. whic is to be opened or shut wlen ves-

Mi. eACKENZIE: The lou. the sels or trains approac. But there is
Minister of Publie Works refers to Mr. another point lie lias not toucled upon-
Pae's report, and ca s my attention to it would necessitate a very serious grade,
the fact, as the says, that Mr. Page s and hat we have to contend witl rin-
opinion and Colonel Gzowski's coincide. cipally iii the con.struction of our

Sm CHARLES TUPPER : On the roads is the dificulty of obtain-
main point. iug a proper grade. Now, as an

MR. MACKENrZIE: No, I think not. i cstance of what a grade wil effect
I think the lion. gentleman is bnder a in promoting the prosperity of roads

istake. Mr. Page's wliole objection to let mie mention one fact, tliat te largest
it was not the igli or the low level, but train that can be talien rby the Most
that tue piers would cause a risc in the poxverfal engine on the Intercolonial Rail-
water. Mr. Gzowski neyer touches that way is twenty loaded cars, whle, on the
point, and that was the sole point t bat Canada Southern, where the grades are
caused tlie Railway Committee any diffi- extremely favourable, every engine takes
culty in giving an opinion. It was not from 40 to 45 loaded car over it, thus re-
wliether traffic would be serionsly im- ducing the cost of transportation i-
peled, but whetaer the channel would be mensely. Now, if the construction of a
hi affected, and the adjacent country 0 high level bridge at this point neessittes,

M. AKGLIN.
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as it must necessitate, a very steep grade,
probably not less than from 50 ft. to 60 ft.
per mile, it would be a most serious ob-
struction, and one that, apart from all
other considerations, must so prejudici-
ally affect the flow of traflie on the road
as to niake it non-paying, when otherwise
it woulid yield some revenue. Now, we
are not, in this House, or in the Railway
Committee, to be controlled in such mat-
ters by the agency, or influence, or in-
terests of another railway corporation.
There is no doubt of this, that the Grand
Trunk Railway Company have been great
opponents of this scheme. I believe that,
vhen our means of communication are
completed throughout the vest, there
will be abundance of roomn for two great
Jines running eastward. Another objec-
tion was urged in comittee by certain
gentlemen, that this line would pass into
the United States, but that need not be
dwelt upon, because the Grand Trunk
also passes into the United States, and
the bulk of its traflic goes to a United
States port. All we have to consider is
simply what is best for the interests of
Canada. What are the interests which will
be sacrificed by the Government insisting
upon a high level bridge, when one is not
necessary, and what will be most profit-
able to those vho seek another highway
to the sea by the easiest and best pos-
sible route ? I have to complain of this
report being somewhat disingenuous also.
Mir. Gzowski quotes the authority of
Major-General Warren, United States
Topographical Engineer, upon the ques-
tion of bridging the Mississippi, but lie
forgets to tells us that General Warren's
opinion did not prevail, that other en-
gineering opinions were wholly against
bis, and that, at this moment, there are no
less than eleven low level bridges sus-
pended across the Mississippi, antd that
there are charters in existence for bridges
over the St. Lawrence at several other
points. and that one ½ridge is actually
built. While every public convenience
seems to point to the necessity of having
this bridge, it is objected to wholly in the
interests of the Grand Trunk Railway
and all those who are interested in seeing
the trafic continue to follow that route.
That is what I seriously object to. The
thing has not been treated upon its
merits. There is no man in Canada who
personally commands more respect from

myself, as from every person else, I think,
than Mr. Gzowski, but I maintain that
there is no reason to believe that his
engineering abilities are such as would
qualify hin in being selected to give an
opinion which would be superior to others
mentioned, or justify the Governnient in
selecting hini os an arbiter to decide upon
this point, upon which Mr. Shanly gives
such decided evidence, and which Mr
Page did not oppose.

Motion agreed to.

CARILLON WORKS CONTRACT.

MOTION TO PRINT.

Mn. MACKENZIE moved that the
return of last Session relative to the Con-
tract of R. P. Cook and Co., on the Carillon
Works be printed. He said : Last Session
a return was brought down, and two
small papers containing a report of two
engineers upon a part of the contract
were not printed. As there is no Coi-
mittee at present appointed, I make this
motion.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I am
afraid it is hardly competent for this
House to pass the motion. I think the
hon. member will bear me out in my re-
collection that the practice has been not
to press a motion, the printing of WhicIL
involves public expenditure, until the
matter has been reported to the Printing
Committee.

MR. MACKENZIE : But there is no
Printing Committee to send it to, and
there will not be for some days.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I am ex-
trenely anxious that these papers should
be printed, but I do not see how we can
depart from the precedent, and to pass
the motion involves expenditire.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawn.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY ROUTE.

MOTION FOR REPORTS.

MR. MACKENZIE moved for an Ad-
dress to His Excellenîcy the Governor
General for copies of all reports made since
the first day of March, 1879, respecting
any portion of the route or proposed route
of the Pacific Railway; also, reports of
explorations of any portion of the country
between the neighbourhood of Fort Pelly
and the Pacifie Ocean via the Peace River
Valley or Pine River Pass, with copies of
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all Orders in Council respecting such ex-
plorations or the adoption of the route of
the said Pacifie Railway ; and also, copies
of all correspondence relating to the same.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I have no
objection to the adoption of this motion, but
it will take some little time to lay before
the House all that is mentioned in this
motion but no time will be lost.

IR. MACKENZIE: I would observe,
in regard to time, that it took very little
tine for the lion. gentleman to change
his opinion in regard to adopting ny
route, the Burrard Inlet route, and
I cannot conceive that the documents
can be long when he was able to read
them in so short a time.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I an sorry
to find tie menory of the hon. iember so
defective. I should like him to indicate
when he learned that I changed my
opinion as to the adoption of the Burrard
Inlet route. The lion. gentleman's im-
pression is entirely erroneous. Last
Session, I frankly stated that, if compelled
to adopt any one of the routes for the Canada
Pacifie Railway, in the light of all the in-
formation I then possessed, I would adopt
the Burrard Inlet. The lon. gentleman is
therefore quite under a misapprehension
in saying I changed my mind on the sub-

ject. With reference to the intimation
that some little time would be required, a
considerable portion of information was
covered by those papers that does not
necessary require to come under the
observation of the Government,inthe deter-
mination of the route through the Rocky
Mountains; and the reports of those explor-
ations that have been somewhat extended
are now in course of preparation. It was
because we wanted to present them as
fully and carefully as possible that I said
some little time would pass before the
House would receive all that is covered by
this resolution. I shall be very glad to give
the additional information in the Report
of Mr. Marcus Smith upon the recent
explorations, surveys and locations from
the western boundary of Manitoba to the
valley of-

MiR. MACKENZIE : I was under the
impression that the hon, gentleman had
asked this House to vote that to select
the Burrard Inlet route would be pre-
mature.

S1R CHARLES TUPPER: I did not
do so.

MR. MACKENZIE.

MR. MACKENZIE : He was very
anxious to condemn our selection of it.

SIR CH ARLES TUPPER : I was not.
MR. MACKENZIE:The hon. gentleman

could not have been in possession of very
detailed information at the time lie gave
expression to a new opinion--though lie
savs he did not change it. He could only
have had a telegraphic message fron Ed-
monton. It was impossible, whien the
change took place, when our policy was re-
verted to, that lie could have hiad detailed
reports of the engineers, or thev showed
an expedition never known to me in
traversing that country. The hon. mem-
ber for Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos) lias sug-
gested to nie that it would be desirable to
add the following words:-"A lso, copies
of all reports made by Capt.Briindage, up-
on Port Simpson, and the navigation of
Dixon's Entrance."

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I shall be
very glad to furnish the additional in-
formation desired. I wanted it declared
last Session that the location was pre-
mature, giving as a reason the desirability
of further information touching the Pine
River Pass and the more northerly route.
The location of the route which 1, upon
all the information possessed, approved of,
was adopted after we received sufficient
detailed information from the engineering
party which had come through from Fort
Simpson to Edmonton. I do not mean to
say that, if we had not been bound by the
pledge given to the House to take action
during the past season, we would not
have awaited still more detailed informa-
tion. But that information was suffici-
ently accurate to remove any doubt in the
minds of the Government as to the advis-
ableness of adopting ihe Burrard Inlet
route. When in possession of it, we lost
no time in endeavouring to keep faith
with the House in relation to the ques-
tion.

MR. DECOSMOS: I asked the hon.
menmber for Lambton to amend his motion
as proposed. If it produces no better re-
sult than the publication of the report of
a special and most careful survey of that
part of Port Simpson and the adjacent
waters to the entrance, I believe it willbe
of great advantage ; for, hitherto, there bas
been no survey of that locality. It will
be of material advantage. True, Port
Simpson lias been surveyed, but, beyond
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the headland, nothing whatever has been
done.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: This sub-
ject will be embraced in the reports, all
of which will be brought down.

MR. ANGLIN : If I understand the
Minister of Railways rightly, I have been
labouring under a misapprehension. I
understood, from reports in the public
papers, that a special surveying party was
sent out to examine the country in the
Peace River District, and ascertain
whether that would be the better route for
the Railway. I think I now understand
that lie has received its report. I was
under the impression that, if lie had re-
ceived any report, when the Government
decided in favour of the Burrard Inlet
route it was a report froin a number of
gentlemen who, starting from the Pacifie
coast, made their way through the western
country, and arrived in this part of the
Dominion long before I supposed it
wouhl be possible to receive anything
like a valuable report from a surveving
party sent out to make an examination.
I would like to know if one of the reports
was received froin a party of tourists, in-
cluding a reverend gentlemen of this city
-if in faet that party was not sent out
to make a report.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : The bon.
gentleman is entirely under a misappre-
hension in this matter. Our information
is not froi a party of tourists, but frou
some of the ablest engineerJ in the Gov-
ernmlent service, Messrs. Cambie and Mc-
Leod. Rev. Mr. Gordon accompanied
them, being anxious to visit the country
in the capacity of a tourist. I dare say
lie acted to some extent as secretary for
those gentlemen, but the report was that
of Messrs. Cambie and McLeod. We had
their opinions and report before us before
the adoption of the Burrard Inlet Route.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

NEGOTIATIONS WITH FRANCE AND
SPAIN.

MOTION FOR INSTRUCTIONS.

MR. MACKENZIE moved for an
Address to His Excellency the Governor-
General for copies of all instructions
given to Canadian Commissioners respect-
ing negotiations with France and Spain,
with copies of documents conveying Her
Majesty's anction of such negotiations,

and all correspondence with the Imuperial
Government on the subject. Also, for a
statement showing in detail the several
amounts paid to Canadian Commissioners
or others in connection with such negotia-
tions, with the names of the recipients and
the nature of the services rendered. Also,
for copies of all reports made by sucli
Commissioners, or any other docu-
ments which will show the pro-
gress made with such negotiations.
lie said: We are informed in the Speech
froni the Throne that the negotiations in
question hIad the sanction of Her Majesty.
We were informed last Session that we
would have the first report of the Con-
missioners down before the House rose
last spring, and I hope the hon. gentleian
at the head of the Government will sec
that it is laid on the Table at as early a
date as possible. These are papers which
will be essential to our discussion of
financial and trade questions when they
come up.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: There
can be no objection to bringing down
these papers, and they will be submitted
ut a very early date. The corresponldence
relative to the trade with France was pre-
pared, and we hoped to have been in a
position to have laid it before the House
ut the close of last Session, but there was
some confidential correspondenîce whici
forned a part of it, between the Minister
at Paris and the British Governent,
which His Excellencv the Governor-Gene-
ral was anxious to get permission to iake
public. It was delayed for that purpose.
I think I laid the papers before the hon.
the leader of the Opposition the last day
of the Session in order that he niight have
an opportunity of perusing them. There
will, however, be no delay in the niatter.

MR. MACKENZIE: I desire to sey a
word in reference to the change of opinion
upon this matter of the bon. the leader
ot the Government. The proposal that
Canada should send envoys to foreign
countries was denounced in this House.
I ventured at that tin:e to vote with Sir
Alexander Galt, and whea lie was con-
demned by his associates on the other side
of the House. I congratulate the bon.
gentleman in coming thus far and in ad-
mitting that Canadians may possibly
manage their own affairs, even in forcigu
trade.

Motion agreed to.

Franc and SpaiirN7egotiationis with
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DEPARTMENTAL PRINTING.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

3IR. RLOSS (West Middlesex) noved for
an Address to His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General, for a return showing copies
of all advertisements calling for tenders
for the Departmental printing, printing
paper, and binding; the names of the news-
papers in which sucE advertisemnuts ap-
peared, the specifications and quantities of
the work to be perforned, and copies of all
tenders, correspondence and Orders in
Council relating thereto, and contracts
entered into.

MR. iBOWELL : All the information
asked for by this motion with the excep-
tion of the namnes of the newspapers in
vhich the advertisements were inserted,

wil[ appear in the report of the Secretary
of State, wlhich, if not laid on the Table of
the House to-day, can be at any time; and,
if the information in regard to the names
of the newspapers containing the adver-
tisements is desired, that will be broughît
down also.

MR. ROSS : It is not material to have
the names of the newspapers.

Motion, with leave of the louse, with-
drawn.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES-IMPORTA-
TION OF CATTLE.

RESOLUTION PROPOSED.

MuR. MILLS moved: That in the opin-
ion of this House, it is desirable that the
people of Manitoba and the North-West
Territories be permitted to import cows
and oxen from the Inited States. He
said : \Ve are all more or less interested in
the progress of emigration, and hon.
gentlemen opposite have expressed a
'desire to correct any mistakes that have
been made. I amt not asking for any
change in the fiscal policy of the country
by this motion, but an Order in Council
was passed, prohibiting cattle being
brought into Canada from the United
Btates, and a similar order has been made
by the American Government, in retalia-
tion, thus preventing settlers in Manitoba
and the North-West fron carrying on
their farming operations. I have had this
matter brought before my notice by per-
sons locatedthere, both by correspondence,
and by being personally called upon, and
they have expressed their intention of
going out next spring to Dakotah and

MR. Ross.

Minnesota, unless they are allowed to go
into the adjoining States to purchase their
necessary supplies of oxen and cows to
enable them to subsist. In a large imea-
sure they must subsist on their cattle
until their crops are produced.

Mr. POPE (Compton): I quite agree
wti the bon. gentleman that it is most
important for the people of Manitoba
-and the North-West and British Columbia
to be allowed to import fron the -United
States, not only oxen and cows but bulls,
and, looking at it ia that light, when we
passed the Order in Council, it was so
fraied that it did not apply to 'Manitoba,
or British Columbia. or the Northî-\West.
Therefore, the people of those parts can
import as many as they like, and conse-
quently I presume that this motion may
be withdrawn.

AlR. MILLS; I nierely stated the fact
that persons have communicated this to
me, both orally and in writing.

MR. POPE : If the officers of the Gov-
ernment have misrepresented this Order
in Council, it is very much to be regret-
ted.

MR. MILLS : It wouHl be Mr. Brad-
ley, of Emerson who made the misre-
presentations.

MR. POPE : What lie has represented
is, that it is important that eattle fronm the
United States should be allowed to go into
the North-Wrest free of dutv. The hon.
gentleman is mistaken as to the opinion
Mr. Bradley entertains about this mat-
ter.

MR. RYAN (Marquette) : The hon.
member for 3othwell (Mr. Mills) said he
did not desire that the Government should
alter its fiscal policy. I thinik it would be
as well if the Government could alter
its fiscal policy. It would advance the
interests of the emigrants to the North-
West if they could be allowed to import
cattle duty free ; and I hope they will be
allowed to do so.

Mr. MILLS: If the Order in Council
does not prohibit the importation of cattle
into Manitoba and the North-West, I do
not wish to press the motion, but repre-
sentations Lave been made to me that
tbey have been prohibited.

MR. POPE (Compton) : If the hon.
gentleman has information of that
kind, the mistake shall not occur again;
but I am sure, from my information from
Mr. Bradley, that it is not so. If, however,
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this has really taken place, he should be
censured for it.

Motion, vith leave of the House, ith-
drairn.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
The following motions for Returns

were severally tgreed to
Address-Copies of all papers and Correspon-

dence exchanged between the Government of
Canada and the Imperial Government, in re-
ference to the admission of cattle from the
United States into Canada and from Canada
into England, be laid upon the Table of The
House.-(ilr.-Ca<ron.)

Address-Coies of all tenders for works
on the Pacific Railway since January, 1879 ;
copies of all tenders receired, showing the
naines af all sureties, the nature of the deposit
made as collateral security ; and the
names of the parties to allow any contracts
have been awarded ; also, copies of all
Departmental reports respecting such tenders ;
Orders in Council and correspondonce, not
heretofore brouglit down.-((Mr. Jfachen-e)

Address-Copies ot all tenders received in
1878, and subsequently, for the works on the
Carillon Canal and Dam ; also, for all Orders
in Council awarding the contracts for such
works ; also, all Reports respeeting such works
from the Minister of Railways and Canais, or
tie Departmental Engineers, made since the
Return brouzht down last Session ; also, for
copies of all Correspondence respecting the
lettiing of such contracts as are now existing.-
(Mr. Jac"î nzte.)

Order of the House-Return showing the
expenses, in detaïl, incurred by the several
Members of the Government, and any
other person or persons in the service
of the Government, or paid by the
Government, sent to England or else-where, on
behalf of the Government, or in the service of
the G overnment, from the 1st day of November,
1878, to date.-(r. Camoeron, South Huron.)

Address-Detailed statements showing : 1.
AIl judgments rendered by the Supreme
and Exchequer Courts in suits, fron
Sth October, 1875, to lst January, 1880 ; 2. The
names of all parties to each of such suits ; 3.
The amounts of debt or claim in each of such
suits ; 4. The amount of costs in each of such
suits ; 5. The date of commencement and ter-
mination of each of such suits ; 6. The amount
of fees paid to the Registrar of said Courts,
from 8th October, 1875, to date of stateinent.

-(M.Keeler.)
Order of the House--Return of the employés

on that portion of the Intercolonial Railway ex-
tending from Rivière du Loup to Chaudiere -
also, the salaries they receive and the nation-
ality to which they belong.-(fr. GrondboiS.)

Order of the House-Return showing the ex-
ports and imports, in detail, from and into the
Dominion of Canada, during the six months
ending the 1st day of January, 1880, and also
for those during the six months ending the
1st day of January, 18 7 9 .- (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright. )

Order of the Honse--Return showing the re-ceipts and expenditure, in detail, of the DO-

minion of Canada, during the six months ending
the Ist day of January, 1880 ; and also during
the six months ending the 1st day of January,
1879.-(Sir Richard J. C«rr;yht.)

Order of the House-Return of all vessels
carrying cargoes of tea direct from China and
Japan, entered at any port of the Dominion of
Canada, and at any port in the United States
in transitu to Canada.-(Sir ichard J. Cari-

rihit.)
Order of the House-Return showing a state

ment of the several suns of money on deposit
ta the credit of the Dominion of Canada, to-
gether with a list of the several banks in which
the sarne are deposited ; also, of all sums on de-
posit with the agents of the Dominion or any
other parties in England, on the lst day of De-
cember, 1879, and on the 1st day of February,
1880, shoaing the rate of interest then payable
in each case.-(Sir Riclrd J. Cartwri:h.)

Order of the House-Return showiig wlat
drawback was allowed on goods mnansufactured
in Canada in 1879, and exported ; to whom
paid, and description of goods.-(fr. F/miny.)

Order of the House-Statcment showing:
1. Abstract of expenditures conpared with
Estimates for the year 1878-9; 2. Unprovided
items for the same period ; 3. Balances of ap-
propriations lapsed for the sarne period; 4. Bal-
ances carried forward for the same period ; 5,
General abstract of expenditure for the same
period ; to be prepared in the sane form in which
they have been formerly placed in the Public Ac-
cousnts for several years past.-(Sir Lichard J.
Cart<cright.)

Order of the House-Statement showing
the principal classes of exports and imports, in
detail, by Provinces, for the six months ending
on the Jst January, 1880, and for the same
period of 1879 ; showing also, the several coun-
tries to which and whence the said exports and
imports have been exported or received ; also,
showing the several rates of duty levied thereon,
and, in the case of non-dutiable goods, the
several classes of goods composing the saie.-

Order of the House-Statement showing
the quantities of sugar entered at the principal
ports of entry of Canada for the six msonths
ending on Jst Januury, 1880, and for tlhe saine
period of 1879.--(,Sr Richa rd J. rtwright.)

Order of the House-Statement showing
the amount of securities bearing six per cent.
payable in Canada outstanding on the 1st day
of Fchruary,1880-(Sir Rchard J. Cartwrigt.)

Order of the House-Returs showing the
terms on which the Dominion Loans, including
the last loan of £3,000,000 stg., were negotiated
in London; together with the prospectus and
form of tenders, the rates obtained for the said
Loans, the commissions and all other expenses
incurred in negotiating the same ; and all cor-
respondence between the Minister of Finance
and the Agents of the Dominion, or any other
parties respecting the same.--(Sir Richard J.
Cartwrigyht.)

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

CONTRACTS PRESENTED.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER laid before
the House-the several articles of agree-

General Business.
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ment entered into between the con-
tractors and Her Majesty Queen Vic-
toria, represented by the Minister of Rail-

Bill (No. 7) To consolidate and amend the
Acts respecting the Inland Revenue.-(O1r'.

ways and Canals, in connection with the CANADIAN PACIFIC RAI LWAY-
Canadian Pacific Railway. IMPERIAL AID.

SELECT STANDING COMMITTEES. QUESTION.

SPECIAL COMMITTEE APPOINTED. MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether there
is any c orresponidence between the Cana-

]?esolred, That a Special Committee of seven and iperial G-oernments, or any
members be appointed to prepare and report,
with all convenient speed, lists of miembers to
compose the Select Standing Commit-
tees ordered by the House on the was authorised anl di-ectûd to use its best
12th instant, said Committee to be efforts to secure the cooperatien of the
composed of Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir Jnmeriaa
Leonard Tilley, Sir Charles Tupper, and
Messrs. Masson, Mackenzie, Holton and ther aid, by guarantee or otherwise, n the
Laurier.-(à;ir John A. Mfacdonald.) construction of the Pacifie Railway, and

RELIEFwhether any such correspondence or report
RELIF 0 THEDISRES IX RELND.will, at an early day, ho laid before Par-

QUESTION. hament.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I bogMR. MACKENZIE : I would like to lea-e to state that there las been à Conti-

ask wvhether the Government have taken dential communication inade to the Right
the steps they proposed to take to send Hon. the Secretary of State for the Colo-
whatever contribution is to be made to n in writing, on the subject of Imperial
the Irish Relief Fund. I suggested on aid for the construction of the Canadian
Friday evening that whatever is sent should Pacifie Railway, which it is not in the in-
be sent quickly, so that it may do the terest of the public to lay before Parlia-
greatest amount of good. ment at present. But there is no report

S1R JOHN A. MACDONA LD : It on the subject, and no aid lias beon pro-
is the intention of the Governrnent to iised by the Imperial Gover-nment.
adopt the precedent of the grant made by
Parliament to the sufferers froni the
Criniean War. There will be a Messag
from the Governor-General calling the at-
tention of the House to the matter, and
specifyinig the sum. I shal] then niove for an
Address from this House, and that will be
communicated to the other House when
adopted ; it will be a joint Address.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes before

Five o'clock.

HOTSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 17th February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read thefirst time

Bill (No. 6) To amend the Act respecting the
Election of Members of the House of Commons.
-(Mr. Bolduc.)

SIR CHARLES TUPPER!

A QUESTION OF PROCEDURE.

Mn. MACKENZIE : Mr. Speaker, I
desire again to call your aftention to the
matter to which I called it the other
evening. You stated in vour remarks
then, that a Bill in a printed shape was
put into your hands.

MR. SPEAKER: Not when I put the
motion.

MR. MACKENZIE : No, but after-
wards. The title of the Bill reads :
"Act to repeal the Insolvency Laws now
in force in the Dominion of Canada. Re-
eeived and read the first time, Monday,
3rd March, 1879. Second reading, 17th
March, 1879." Singularly enough, the
naie of Mr. Béchard is scored out and
that of Mr. Colby put in its place.

MR. SPEAKER: It is not the same
copv, I am sure, because someone called my
attention to it. The hon. member asked
me if it was a Bill of last Session. I
looked at the back of the Bill and saw it
was dated for this year, 1880.

MR. MACKENZIE: If you received
a copy, of a reprinted Bill, it ought to have

[COM-NMONS.] of Procedure.
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been marked as printed in the Minutes,
as the Clerk assures me that this Bill was
sent to him.

MR. SPEAKER: Theremust be some
misunderstanding. I know very well the
Bill whicl was put into my hands bore
upon its back the date of the present
year.

Mn. HOLTON : I presume that was
the manuscript, the covering of the Bill.
The copy vas sent up afterwards probably.

Mi. SPEAKER: Not at all; I looked
at it.

Mr. COLBY: I think the lion. mem-
ber is in error in saying that this is a copy
of the Bill that was placed in your hands.
The Bill that was placed in your hands is
a duplicate form of the Bill, which will be
printed for the second reading without
any change whatever. I had an individ-
ual memorandum upon the Bill which was
placed i., your hands, whicb does not ap-
pear upon this Bill. It may refresh your
memory, Mr. Speaker, when I re-
mark that, after you had passed that to
the Clerk, and the Clerk had returned it
to you, I saw an lion. member of this
House request you for a copy of the Bill
whicl vou had in your hands, which was
the saie Bill that I handed to you, -which
you passed to the Clerk, and which the
Clerk returned to you afterwards. That
hon. member may now have in his poss-
ession, and nay have inadvertently onitted
to return to yon or to the Clerk the orig-
inal which I presented to you, which you
passed to the Clerk, and which the Clerk
afterwards returned to you.

Mît. SPEAKER: I remember very
well I gave a French copy of the same Bill
to two hon. gentlemen of this House.

MR. HOLTON: If the hon. member
for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) presented a
Bill to this House printed with his own
name, there eould be no doubt whatever
as to the legality of his proceedings, but
there must be other copies of this Bill,
and, in view of the misunderstanding and
confusion which seems to have arisen, it
would no doubt be very satisfactory if my
hon. friend from Stanstead would favour
us with another copy of his Bill of this
year.

Mn. SPEAKER : The Clerk has just
handed me the manuscript which was put
into the hauds of the Law Clerk, received
Monday, February 16th, 1880, reading :
" Mr. Colby, Act to repeal the Acts res-

pecting Insolvency now in force in the
Dominion of Canada." This copy I am
sure is not the copy I had in my hands
yesterday. It would be easy to ascertain
all about the matter if I had the French
copy which I saw, because I handed the
French copy to a member of this House

M. COLBY : I will say, in order to
be more explicit, and that the House may
see that I am not in error, in stating that
it is not the Bill which I placed in your
hands, that the Bill which I placed in
your hands yesterday was a Bill which,
beforo doing so, I referred to my hon.
friend from Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girou-
ard) for his revision, and lie, in his own
handwriting, noted what he conceived
would be the proper addition of the Bill.
That -was before the presentation of the
Bill, which was placed in your bands
with niy name on the back of it ; and
that is certainly not the Bill. The Clerk
has, erroneously perhaps, had another
copy which was used as a draft. I think
vou will recollect that, while the Bill was
upon your desk, after it was sent to
the Clerk, an hon. member of this
House requested the privilege of taking,
the Bill, and that he took the Bill wlich
should have been handed to the Clerk.

Mn. SPEAKER: Here is the Frenclr
copy exactly. I had two copies in my
hand: an English version, and a French
version, and here is the French version I
handed to the hon. gentleman from Iber-
ville (Mr. Béchard).

MR. GIROUARD : I recollect perfect-
ly well that yesterday, wyhen the hon. mem-
ber for Stanstead, (Mr. Colby) showed me
the Bill printed, as the seconder of the
Bil, I made a little amendment in my own
handwriting. Most assuredly the Bill,
which was a few moments ago in the
hands of the hon. member for Stanstead
is not the one I saw vesterday.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would never
have dreamed of doubting the statement
of the hon. gentleman himself that he
presented the Bill, but I was not aware of
it. I asked the Clerk for the Bill which
was presented after you stated that you
saw it in French, and I got a copy of the
Bill of the hon. member for Iberville (Mr.
Béchard) of last year from the Clerk, and
it was my duty in this instance to point
out to the House that there had been some
mistake about it, and that the hon. gentle-
man's Bill was not entitled to precedence.

of Proceditr6. 57Question
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The moment he stated that lie did present
the Bill, I would never have dreamt of
disputing his word.

THE MURRAY CANAL.

MOTION FOR REPORTS.

Mr. KEELER moved for an Order of
the House for copies of all reports of
Engineers of the Departient of Rail-
ways and Canals since 1878, upon the
Murray Canal, by way of the original
Canal Reserve. in the township of
Murray.

MRt. McCTAIG moved in amend-
ment that the following words be added
to the motion :-" And also of all other
surveys iade at any time for the site of
the Murray Canal, not already laid be-
fore Pa rliament."

Motion, as amenied, agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY ACOIDENTS.

MOTION FoR RETURN.

Mn. MAcDONNELL (Inverness) moved
for an Order of the House for a return of
the number of accidents which have oc-
curred on the Intercolonial Railroad since
the first day of January last, with the
date, nature, and extent of each. He
said : I am prompted to make this enq uiry
owing to the fact that, during my j ourney
to this city a few days ago, which journey
occupied three davs on the railway, three
accidents occurred, two upon the Inter-
colonial Railway and one upon the
brancìi line between Rivière du Loup
and Point Lévis. The first of these ac-
cilents occnrred near New Glasgow, and
this House and the country have heard
with regret that that accident resulted in
the death of the enginer then on the train.
I heard the news of that accident im-
mediately after my arrival at Pictou. On
the following day, the 11 th inst., I heard
that the engine had left the track in a
dangerous locality on the road between
Truro and Halifax, and the accident,
thouglh not resulting in a loss of life, re-
sulted in a great loss of property. The
next day another accident occurred to the
train upon which I was travelling, when
two wheels of the tender got off the track,
and the train ran several hundred yards
in that position. This was very disquiet-
ing to the passengers. We were al much
pleased when we arrived at the end of the
jouraey. When I heard the Govern-

MR. MACKENZIE.

ment inform this House that they had
observed the strictest economy in the
management of our railroads, and coupled
this with the circumstances I have
just mentioned, I was struck with
the necessity of an enquiry of the kind f
now make. I think it is the duty of this
House to see that economv, which in
itself is nost laudable, does not iniperil
the lives of persons travelling on the rail-
road, and does not doter the public gene-
rally from using it as inuch as they other-
wise would. No person vil! be more
happy than myself if, when the informa-
tion comes down, it is found that there is
no cause for alarm, notwithstanding that
these several accidents occurred in such
quick succession. I hope that such ex-
perience as mine is not comnion, and that,
when the information comes down, it will
prove that this economy which bas been
introduced in the management of the
railroad is quite consistent with the
safety of those travelling .over the road,
and with the general utility of the road.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I am ex-
trenely glad the hon. member for Inver-
ness lias made this motion, because it willi
afford an opportunity of disabusing the
House and the public mind of an impres-
sion which is laboriously endeavoured to be
circulated throughout the country, that
the economy which bas been practised in
connection with the Intercolonial Railroad
lias been effected at the expense of the per-
manent way and the rolling stock. I am
prepared to invite the most exhaustive
examination into that question. I am free
to say that a more mistaken economy-it
would not be economy but extravagance
-could not be practised than a diminu-
tion of the expenditure at the cost of the
permanent way, or the efficiency of the
rolling stock. I can only assure the
House that I have taken the utmost
pains to satisfy myself that neither the
one nor the other lias been made in the
slightest degree to suffer in this way. I
am satisfied that it can be well established
that the permanent way and the rolling
stock never were in a state of greater
efficiency than at this moment. The
road never has been operated in a more
thoroughly efficient manner than during
the past year, as regards speed, regularity
of trains or safety from accidents. While
the Government lias been obliged in for-
mer years to pay large sums for accidents

Railwcay Accidents.(COMMONB.]
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to passengers and loss of life upon the j LMR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
road, I an happy to say that, during the it is as follows

past year, no accident to a passenger has L 'p,
occurred in the operation of this railway. "The Governor-General transmits to the

As regards accidents to employés, the road House of Conmons an approved Minute in
will compare very favourably with the Council, appointing the Right Hon. Sir

past history of the road or the experience John A. Macdonald, Minister of the Interior,

Imuc the the Hon. Sir Leonard Tilley, Minister of
of other roads. I deplore very mFinance, the Hon. Sir Charles Tupper, Min-
loss of the life of an employé the other day ister of Railways and Canals, and the Hon.
on this railway, in consequence of a loco- G. Baby. Minister of Inland Levenue, to
motive going over an embankment ; it act with the Speaker of the House of Com-

e e CI yc ruons as Cominissioners for the purposes and
was notcasdbanay under the provisions of the Act 31 ictoria,
the rolling stock, or anv defective wheel, Chapter 27, intituled 'An Act respecting the
but by a newv frog, which showed Internal Economy of the House of Cdnunons,
no indication of any weakness at and for other purposes.'

the point where the fracture occur- "GOvERNMEM HoUsE,

red. The fracture may have been "OTTAwA, 17th February, 1880."
due to the changes and severity of the House adjourned at
weatber-, and could not have been fore- Pive minutes after
seen or prevented by any possible care. Four o'clook.
No doubt, the rolling s tock of the road has
been taxed to its utmost capacity, owing
to the impossibility, up to the present,
of obtaining the requisite rolling stock for
the Rivière î.u Loup section, acquired in
August iast, notwithstanding our obtain-

ing of ail the rolling stock procurable
from the Grand Trunk Railway; and our IRAYERS.
rolling stock will continue to be over-
taxed until our new supply for that section
is completed. The rougli condition of a Te following Bis we
portion of that section, which must so re- duced, andrec'd t/te Ji-8t time
main till we are able in spring to relay it Bil (No. S) To arnend the Ac' respecting
with steel, must involve a great pressure Joint Stock Companies to construci works to

tUerolin stck fiilitate the transmission of timiber clown
upon the rol1ling, stock.UpOnZ Plivers and Strearns.-(.Mr jl/,Nï-

Motion agreed to.

RELIEF OF THE DISTRESS IN IRELAND. Bil (No. 9) RespQctigthe Boundary between
the Province of untaro, and te Territorics of

MESSAGE FRO31 RIS EXCELLEN1ICY. Caniada.-(Jfr-. lZ.

Sim JOH-N Aý . MCDO NALD de- BOUNDAPSY BETWEEN ONTAIIIO1 AND
livcred a Message front His Excellency UNORGA-NISED TERRITORIES OF
the GoveFnor-Gemueral. THEaf

M1n. SPEAKER read the Message, and MTO O Oî:E DOiND
iO is as followsON

"ORWeeE. saR. tFaSON r Speaker, 
"Te Governor-General reconmends to the brin forward this motion becanse I be-

econsicleration of the Ilouse of Conions the pro- ie-ve the time Las arrivcd -w-ien somerety of granting 100, 000 for the relief of te olli i e intro

In a~~dcedn anod e tefra tme :atrt

iresent great distres in Ireland. Bwhich it refers. I assunid the te initiative
"Orr a ~in drawing attention to te subject last

iSession, because te debateable round of

FOR0F ( 9)ReNspctn the boundaries wasin my constwtuency.OF TE OUSE 0F ECO ONS j If the recent award should be carried ouf,OF TE HOSE F CO1U0_1ý I the district wbich 1 have the honourMESSAGE FROM MIS EXCELLENCY. to represent, ill be as large as ail the
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD de- B Naritime Provinces combinedvith New-

livered a Message f rom His Excellency the foundland a d Gaspé added. It would have
G overnor-Ge GreraL the great lakes of the Dominion for ite
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boundaries on the south; on the north it
would cover some hundreds of miles on the
shores of HEudson's Bay, and reach on the
west, it to the borders of the great
prairies. There would, in that case, be
something like half a continent in one
constituency. Before the award can take
effect, however, it requires the sanction of
Parliament, but any action on the part of
this House cannot reasonablv be asked for
without the fullest possible information and
I know of no way in which that informa-
tion can be so readily obtained as by
means of a Committee empowered to ex-
amine witnesses, and send for persons and
papers. There lias besn a great deal of
writing about the extent of French
Canada, and the claims of the Merchant
Adventurers of England trading to Hud-
son's Bay, but much of it, however valu-
able in a historical view, is irrelevant as
regards the question at issue, and docu-
ments, which are of great intrinsie value,
are buried in what I may call mountain
masses of foreign matter. Only one side
of the case lias received any considerable
degree of attention, and the advocates on
that side have culled from these volumin-.
ous writings such documents as seem to
support their views. They have acted,
not as statesmen dealing with a great
national question, which, from their high
position they might have been expected
to do, and should have done, but like
retained advocates who do not besitate to
exaggerate the strong and conceal the weak
points of their case. They have gone so
far as to ignore and sct aside Acts of the
Imperial Parliament, to d stort the evi-
dence afforded by Imperial Proclamations
and Commissions to Governors, and, being
practically unopposed, have in this way
succeeded in obtaining a verdict of which
I would say that, however much it might
be to their own individual liking is
certainly not in the best interests of
Ontario or the Dominion at large. This
is a case in which all the Provinces
are greatly, I may say, equally inter-
ested, and in which whatever should
conduce most to the general advantage
wvould be most in the interests of Ontario.
It is not a case into which party politics
should, or I believe can, enter at all. I
will not go largely into the merits of the
award at present, but I would point out
several reasons why I believe it is desir-
able that this House should be in posses-

MR. DAWSoN.

ion of more information than it now has,
before being called upon to legislate in a
matter in reference to which the action
to be taken must have a lasting influence
for good or ill on the Dominion. In the
first place, T would call attention to the
fact that, in dealing with the Western
Boundaries, the advocates, vho alone
seem to have had anything to say in
the matter, have utterly ignored two Acts
of the Imperial Parliament, which, taken
in connection with the ImperialProclama-
tion of 1763, are tolerably clear as to the
matter of boundary. I allude io the Act
of 1803 (43 Geo. III, cap. 138) antd the
Act of 1821 (1 and 2 Geo. IV, cap.
66). The first of these Acts describes
the Indian Territories as being " not
within the limits of the Provinces of
Lower or Upper Canada or either of
them; " and the next refers to these sanie
territories as being "to the Northward
and Westward of the Provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada." The position
of the Indian Territories so decidedly
specified in these Imperial Acts, as being
beyond the linits of Lower or Upper
Canada, should have been clearly ascer-
tained and submitted to the Arbitrators
before asking them to make an award, as
theylhad no power togo beyond or interfere
with lines fixed by Acts of the Inperial
Parliament. lt may be said that the
limits of these Indian Territories were
never defined, but the Imperial Proclama-
tion of 1763, to which 1 have already re-
ferred, vill throw some light on the
subject. It is as follows :-

" And we do further declare it to be our
Royal will and pleasure to receive under our
Sovereignty, protection and dominion, for the
use of the said Indians, all the lands and terri-
tories not included within the limits of our
three new Governments, or within the limits of
the territory granted to the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, as also al the land and territories lying
to the westward of the sources of the rivers
which fall into the sea from the west and north-
west, as aforesaid."

The lines produced by the Arbitrators
are drawn without the slightest regard
to these Indian Territories or the Imperial
Acts of 1803 and 1821 ; therefore, I be-
lieve that their award-if for no other
reason-should be received witk caution
by this House. But there are many
other reasons why it should be carefully
considered before being accepted, and
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among these is the fact that, on the north-
east and north, it gives to Ontario a
large extent of territorv which she does
not want, bas never claimed, and has no
earthly right to. If any territory at al
lad ever belonged to the Hudson's Bay
Companv, it was surely that on the con-
fines of Hludson's Bay. That Company,
as was well known, held but a
troubled tenure for the first forty years of
its existence, but, after the Treaty
of Utrecht (1713), there never lias
been a question as to its riglts to the
territory bordering on Hudson's Bay. The
Company lias been in undisturbed pos-
session fron the date of the Treaty of
Utrecht, up to the time at which they
transferred their taritorial rights in virtue,
of a payment of a million and a half
of dollars to the Dominion. Surely a pos-
session practically undisturbed for a hun-
dred and fifty years should of itself consti-
tute some claim, and yet the award utterly
ignores all claims anîd rights whatever in
the direction of Hudson's Bay. Again, as
regards the Western Boundary, the Act
of 1774 (14 Geo. III, cap. 83) commonly
known as the Quebec Act, had fixed the
western limit of the Province of Quebec,
as bounded by a line drawn " northward "
fron the point of junction of the Ohio and
Mississippi to the territories of the Mer-
chant Adventurers trading to Hudson's
Bay. Now, the territories of the Mer-
chant Adventurers are, in the maps of
those days, exhibited as extending inland
for a hundred miles or two from the
shores of Hudson's Bay, and the advocates
opposing the Dominion bave striven hard
to show that they came no further inland,
so that, admitting that these térritories
are delineated with some degree of ac-
curacy, a line drawn northward from the
point indicated in the Act would have
rather been to the eastward than to the
westward of north ; yet it is claimed that
northward meant north-westward along
the banks of the Mississippi. How absurd
this contention is, a single glance at the
admirable map compiled by the Gov-
ernment of Ontario will show. On
reference to that map, it will be seen
that such a line would not have gone to
ile territories of the Merchant Adven-
turers, as then known, at all, but on the
contrary, would have run far to the west
of them, among the slopes of the Rocky
Mountains ; therefore, I consider that

the integrity of an award which ignores
this northward line, established, as it was
by Act of the Iniperial Parliament,
should be regarded with extreme caution.
Another reason why the House should
not be asked to confirm the award with-
ont investigation exists in the fact that
the advocates opposing the Dominion have
suggested no less than eleven different
western boundaries for Ontario, and as
many as ten northern boundaries with
not one of which does the award agree,
so that, on the showing of the counsel for
Ontario, the Arbitrators are decidedly in
error. No one could be more anxious to
advance the interests of Ontario than I
arn, but I doubt very much wlether it
vould be to lier acvantage tiat this

award should be confirmed. Ontario lias
no means of dealing adequately with these
distant territories, and whatever policy
would lead to their most speedy develop-
ment would be the most in lier interest.
The land, until the Indian title was
extinguished, belonged in fact to the
Indians. The Dominion Government
had purchased it from them or at least a
portion of it-sone 50,000 square miles,
or so-in lieu of which the Indians had
annuities paid to them which, with other
allowances, amounted annually to
about $25,000 or $30,000. The resi-
due of the territory within the
liuits designated by the award mnight
cost as much more, so that it would
eventually involve Indian paynents to
the tune of some $50,000 or $60,000 an-
nually. Of course, the payments t o the
Indians form in fact a lien on the land,
and Ontario is in no position to assume
such burdens, more especially, as the
opening up, organisation and develop-
ment of these vast regions would cost lier
millions more. In this territory, slie
would have a white elephant which nmight
amuse the people at first, but the older
districts would soon becorne weary of so
costly a pet. The truc policy, in my
opinion, would be to come to some are
rangement with Ontario by which the
whole of Algona, including the new terri-
tory, could be forned into a separate
Province. It is witl the cities and the
settlements of Ontario that the trade of
these new regions must always be. As a
Province, their great natural resources
would become sooner developed, and
therefore it is in the interest of Ontario
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that a new Province should be formed.
It should never be forgotten that the
claims of Quebec to, and interest in, all
the territories of Old Canada beyond the
limits of the Provinces were equal to
those of Upper Canada. Quebec and
LUpper Canada, for a long period,
exercised concurrent jurisdiction in these
territories, and previous to the Union,
Quebec had issued writs for execution at
Lake Superior, in the vicinity of Fort
William, as Tpper Canada had also done.
There is one other question connected
with this matter which I think deserving of
the gravest consideration. It is this: when
the scheme of Confederation, which was so
happily carried out, was under considera-
tion, the part of the then Province of
Canada known as Canada West, had cer-
tain well defined limits. In general estima-
tion, itwas considered tohave beenbounded
north and west by the Height of Land.
Had it then been suggested that its area
would, in the near future, be more than
doubled by the addition of the fairest
portion of the vast territories at that time
claimed by, and afterwards purchased
f rom, the Hudson's Bay Company, would
the other Provinces have consented to an
arrangeinent which they must have be-
lieved would ultimately give to Ontario a
vastly preponderating influence in the Con-
federacy. It will not be out of place I con-
ceive to refer to documents which have
been called for and laid before another
Legislature. Among these is a letter
bearing date the 23rd September last,
addressed to the Secretary of State, in
which the Government of Canada is called
on to confirm the award. The reasons for
making this demand arc set forth at some
length, and, in arguing the case, the
following passage occurs :-

" If the merits of the award have bcen con-
sidered by the Government of Canada,they will
have observed certain preliminary things in
connection with the question which were and
are beyond controversy. Among these are the
facts that Oatario is entitled to the same iinits
as Upper Canada had, whatever these were ;
that these limits embrace ad much of the
British Territory, west of the division line be-
tween Ontario and Quebec, as belonged to
France before the Cession of 1763, and (what
is the same thing) as much as belonged to the
Province of Ganada before Confederation."

Before the Cession of 1763, the whole
continent, west of the Ohio, belonged to
France,or was at least claimed by France,
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[ and, if Ontario had now all that re-
mained to Britain after the War of Inde-

i pendence, her boundaries would extend to
the Arctic Sea on the north, and to the
Rocky Mountains or Pacific Ocean on
the west. But the Province of
Upper Canada never did embrace
as much of the British Territory
west of tho division line as belonged to
France before the Cession of 1763, and
what belonged to Canada before Confeder-
ation, is not by any means the same thing.
The Province of Quebec was limited to
the west and north by the Proclamation of
1763, which reserved all lands west and
north of the St. Lawrence water-shed for
the use of the Indians, and the Iniperial
Act of 1803, as well as the Imperial Act
of 1821, clearly specifies the Indian terri-
tories as being beyond the Provinces of
Upper and Lower Canada, or either of
them, and these Indian telTitories are part
of the territory which belonged to France
before the Cession of 1763. A little fur-
ther on in the same document, a great deal
is attempted to be made of the expressions
used in Commissions to Governors, but
surely a Commission issued eighl y orninety
years ago should have no more weight
than a Commissionissued forty or forty-five
years ago; and the Commissions of the lat-
ter time, although they extended the juris-
diction of the Governors to the shores of
the Hudson's Bay on the north, restricted
it to Lake Superior on the west, so that,
admitting for the moment all that the ad
vocates of a vast westward extension claim
in -virtue of Commissions to Governors,
the same authority which gave those ex-
tensions can curtail them, and, according
to the Commissions to the several Govern-
ors from 1838 up to the Union, the
western boundary of Upper Canada was
limited to Lake Snpcrior. The same
authority which carried the boundary to
the shores of Hudson's Bay on the north
confined it to Lake Superior on the west,
so that, if the argument made use of in
this document were carried to its logical
conclusion, it would, in fact, tell against
the claims of Ontario, and that very
seriously. Commissions to Governors
might extend jurisdiction, but they
could not alter boundaries established by
Imperial Aebs. I believe the jurisdiction
of the Governors of the old Province of
Quebeo extended to the point at which the
due western line from the Lake of the
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Woods touches the waters of the Missis- jurisdiction of Upper Canada to Lake
sippi, but this does not alter the boundaries Superior. In claiming so much for these
as established by the Quebec Aet ; and Commissions, which are often contradic-
the Act of 1803, giving concurrent tory the one of the other, they seem to

jurisdiction to Upper Canada and Quebec, have forgotten that the rie might work
in the Indian Territories, effectually bti ways. The paper goes on to &),v
settled the matter. The document goes "De Reinhard though clearly guilty, was
on to say not executed, and the only know or sup-

"Further, the Terr.itory so awarded to Ontari posed reason for pardoning hin is that
is les3 than was conprised in Upper Canada, the British Government were advised that
according to the true intent and meaning of the the conclusion of the Court was not
Quebec Act, 1774, as shown by its recitals and tainable.' This is begging the que4ion
by its known objects and its history, including
the proceedings theroon in the House of Com-
mons, as reported in the ' Cavendish Debates,' perdon was that the case was considered
and as set forth in the letter of the Right Hon. by the iperialauthorities tohavebeen one
Edmund Burke, dated 2nd August, 1774, to his oC homicide or manslaughter rather than
constituents, the Province of New York, whose
agent he was at the time."

c of the time, the country is describeti as
The letter of the Right Hon. Edmund being in a state of Iprivate warfarc" and
Burke refers solely to the boundaries of the in faut a war in which many lives -vere
then Province of Ne w York of which he was losi had been for a long tere going on be-
the agent, and the true intent and mnean- tween two powerful rival corporations-
ing of the Quebec Act, 1774, as explained the Hudson's Bay Company and the old
in the judgment given by the highest North-West Comp-ny of Canada. The
Court existing in Canada in 1818, is very document goes on t. refer to what the
different froi that claimed for it in this Hudson's Bay Company were content

paper. The advocates opposing the Dom- with in 1701, thirty years after the date
inion always try to make little of the unani- of their Charter, but every one knows that
mous decision of the Judges in the De they had thon very powerful opposition,
Reinhard case, but let any unprejudiced that France w" at that time able to cope
person read the report of that trial, and he with Englani on the high ses.
will see that the whole case hinges on the The true date from whlch te estimate

aatter of the boundaries. He vi1 see the va ue of the rivali ain s waa 17 1 3-the
that the case was most ably argued on date of the Troeaty of Utrecht-when toer e
both sides, that there was no want of in- was some sort of a detinition of bound-
formation, and that those taking the Up- aries agree on, in a measure, botk

ber Canada view argued the matter with nations. But, if the award were far less
a pow-er and an eloquence which contrast objectionable than it is, if it i not n
very strongly with the feeble arguments into territories the size of Enropean
put forth in the sape direction nowa- kingdoms, whih the country purchaset
days. The Juties Wtho gave their deci- froi the Hudson's Bay Company, to
sion on that occasion, as to the western which until that purchase was effecte ,

toundary of Upper Canada were as high Canada liaTi clearly no aim, will
in position, and as able to cone to a reason- repeat that it deman s a trost thorougli
able decision, as, tp Arbitrators who matie investigation by this louse. s niseless
the late award, and they lad eviiently to say that the territory is not valuable.
studied the case, which the latter do not It lias rivers navigable for hundrets of
seemt to have done. But it is saii in this miles from the sea inlant, foresti of great
paper tha ù-othe decision wah come to with- commercial importance, agricultural ands
out the Cour. being aware of the terns of of vast extent, fisheries susceptible of

ine fac al warmi inwicCayieswr

teoya Cmisions to the Governors." great development, and it is ail within
On this point, the Court ruled that thc the habitable parts of the cDntinent, much
Crown couli ectend the jurisdlition or of it having a flimate equal, at least, to
withdraw it again witi narrower limit ween. that of Ottawa. This isc prover by a very
This is admittei by tho present advocates able pamphlet isset by the Ontario Gov-
of the westward extension of Ontario, ani ernment. and by the roent reports of
'what would they- make of the later the eolonical Surey. I now beg to,
-Royal Commissions liniting the western move that a Select Committee to ai
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pointed to enquire into, and report tc
this House upon all matters connected
with the Boundaries between the Pro-
vince of Ontario, and the unorganisecd
Territories of the Dominion, with power
to send for persons and papers ; said
Comnmittee be composed of Messrs. Daw-
ton, Robinson, Geoffrion, DeCosmos,
Brecken Royal, Trow, Mousseau, Caron,
McDonald (Cape Breton), and Weldon,
of whomn five to form a quorum.

MR. MILLS: Is this in order? I in-
troduced a Bill whicli was read the first
time a few moments ago asking this
House to affirm the award made by the
Arbitrators. I think this motion is not
consistent with the action of the House
upon that Bill. At all events, whether it
is in order or not, it will be extremely in-
convenient to appoint a Committee to en-
quire into the matter until the Bill I have
introduced is either carried on the second
reading or defeated.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : There
can be no doubt about the motion being in
order. The lion. gentleman has
certainly introduced the Bill re-
ferred to confirming the LAct of the
Province of Ontario. The hon. meni-
ber for Algoma moved for a Com-
mittee to enquire into matters connected
with that award, which I regard as per-
fectlv in order.

MR. HOLTON : I think the point of
order is not quite so simple as my riglit
Lon. friend would intimate. The House
has not merely permitted the introduction
of the Bill, but it lias ordered the second
reading of the Bill to confirm the award
of the Arbitrators in respect to the point
under consideration. The hon. member
for Algoma brings a proposition counter to
that-in reversal, in point of fact, of the
Order of the House. He is opposed to
the confirmation of this award, and he-
proposes that a Committee should Le ap.
pointed to establish reasons for the
non-confirmation thereof. I simply submit
it as a p:aint of order; it is not a question I
am prepared to discuss or to consider on
its merits at this stage. The House Las
ordered a second reading.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It
bas ordered that it should be set down
for a second reading.

MR. HOLTON: The Order of the House
is that it should be read a second time to-
morrow. When that Order is called, it

Ma. DAWSON.

will be competent for my lion. friend fromi
Algoma to negative that motion by a
proposal that, instead of the Bill being
read the second time,the Committe@ should
be struck, or, the Bill having been
read the second time in pursuance of
the Order of the House, it will be in
order for the hon. gentleman to propose
the reference of the Bill to a Select Com-
mittee. I have my doubts whether, the
House having ordered a second reading of
the Bill for a given ptarpose to-morrow, itis
strictly in order to admit a distinctly counter
proposition as shown by the argument of
the hon. gentlemen who makes this
motion.

MR. SPEAKER: I do not see that
the motion of the hon. menber is out of
Order. It is true that the lion. member
for Bothwell presented a Bill which was
read the first time and ordered to be read
the second time to-morrow, but the House
las not pledged itself to any policy or to
anything with relation to the Bill. I
think the House ought to see that it is
required to give a most, liberal interpret-
ation of this matter, and that enquiries
of such a nature are far from being
objectionable. I hold the motion is in
order.

MR. MILLS : I am opposed to the
appointment of the Committee for which
the hon. gentleman asks in his motion. I
think, Sir, that the Parliament of
Canada, or at all events, the Government
of Canada, are in honour and in good faith
bound by the award made by the Arbi-
trators appointed to decide this question
of boundary. My objection to the ap-
pointment of a Committee, if the
question were still open, is that
a Committee is a very inconven-
ient means of obtaining the informa-
tion of the sort required. The Gov-
ernment of the First Minister, I think, in
1871 or 1872, appointed Mr. Ramsay,
now Judge Ramsay, to investigate this
subject and report upon it to the Govern-
ment. Mr. Ramsay did so, and I presume
obtained all the information he was able
to obtain on the subject, and lie made a
report embracing that information. Sub-
sequently Mr., now Judge, Armour, was
also appointed as agent and counsel of
the Government of Canada, to investigate
the subject, and to argue the question
before the Arbitrators that had been
agreed upon. He carried on this investi-
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gation for sonie tinie. The information
which lie acquirej, at his elevation to the

bench was comiîunicated to Mr. McMahon
of London, and to Mr. Monck, a
gentleman of Montreal, vho w ere

appointed agents and counsel of the Gov-
ernient of Canada, to inforni themselves
upon this question, and to argue the ease,
on beh.alf of Canada, before the Arbitra-
tors. Mr. McMahon collected ail the in-
formation lie could get, and the inforna-
tion so obtained is embraced in the case
that \vas subnitted to the Arbitrators on
belalf of the Government of Canada. I
was mvself appointed bv the Government
of Ontario to report uîpon the subject in
1s2, and again in 1875 to prepare the
case. Mv instructions were to iake an
exhaustive enquiry into this subject, to
collect all the information bearing upon
the case, whbether it favoured the conten-
tion of Ontario or the contention of
Canadi. That report and case vere sub-
nitted to the Government of Ontario,
and I believe have been put in the pos-
session of the m oebers, at all events, a
large number ofthe nenmbers of this House.
The archives of Paris were searched at
the instance of both Governments for in-
formation, the public records anùd. state
papers at London and other places vere
exained for information, both on behalf
of the Governnient of Canada, and of the
Government of Ontario, and all the know-
ledge it was possible to glean, vas obtain-
ed at tbat tinie. There were a few doeu-
ments referred to in various communica-
tions, as, for instance, the map i-eferred to
in a communication to Lord Bol ingbroke, ot
Mr. Prior, who was ActingBritish Minister
at Paris. This mnap wvas searched for both at
Paris and London, but could not be found.
Now, Sir, I do iot believe that a Coin-
mittee sucb as the one asked for would
be a proper instrument for obtaining
additional information. I do not
believe there is any additional in-
formation to be obtained. If you take
tUe cases of the Government of Ontario
and the Government of Canada, they will
give vou all the information vou want on
the subject. If the gentlemen on the
Treasury Benches believe that further in-
formation can be obtained, and that it is
necessary to get it, they should appoint
competent gentlemen who must be sent to
Lonidon and to Paris to get what further
information, if any, can be obtained.

5

But there is one thing certain that, there
is no information which the Cominiittee
can get that is not already in the posses-
sion of the House, or whiclh the House
cannot have if the case for the Goverunient
of Ontario and the case for the (overn-
ment of Canada are brought down to the
Honse. I do not wislh to discuss this
question on its nerits. I urpose doing
so when the Bill which I intend to sub-
mit is brought before the House for
the second reading. That will le a more
convenient time. The hon. member for
Algoia has alluded to soie Acts of Par-

liment and certain other niatters which
he savs have been overlooked v the Arbi-
trators. Amlong these Arbitrators, there
was Sir Francis Hincks, a gentlenan of
rank, onie well versed in public affatirs
there was Chief Justice Harrison, a dis-
tinguislied jurist, and Sir E'dward Thorn-
ton. These gentlemen were ouite able to
appreciate the facts to wlicih the hon.
gentleman las referred. The Acts of
1803 and 1821 have n1o bearing on this
question. The hon. gentleman bas also
referred to the King's Proclamation of
1763, and lie says that certain territories
are there spoken of as Indian territories.
These words aie perfectly intelligible; no
difference of opinion could exist in refer-
ence to them. The King, in the exercise
of his prerogative, agreed witb France in
the Treaty of 1763 that the Mississippi
river shiould be the boundary on the west,
and the King, in further exercise of his

prerogative, parcelled out of the ceded
territory a Province called tle Province
of Quebec. which correspon ded very much
to the present Province of Quebee. All
the territory iying west of that Pravince
was nd ian territory-ineluding Michigan,
WX'isconsin, Ohio, Illinois, an Indiana,-
and the Indians in it vere placed under
the supervision of Sir William Johnston.
The ion. gentleman has stid that the
western boundary of the Province of On-
tario or tUpper Canada was the neridian
line froi the junction of the Ohiio
and Mississippi rivers. I do nlot believe
it is possible, after looking into the facts
of this question, to cone to that conclusion
-either from the gramnati cil construc-
tion of the preamble of the Act of 1774, or
from the circunstances iwhich led to that
Act. If the hon. gentleman will refer
to the Act of 1î74, he will find that it
refers to the portion of New Franco
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which England had ceded to ber in 1763
In the Act it is declared that the Pro-
vince of Quebec shall embrace all those
settlements which were then east of the
Mississippi river. There was one
settlement on the Wabash river,
another at Detroit; but four-fifths of the
population proposed to be embraced in the
Province of Quebec would be found on
the banks of the Mississippi in tie
western part of the Indian territory.
Well, when this Bill was introduced, the
description of boundaries was iu this
form : that the Province should embrace
all these territories, countries and islands
southward to the Ohio, westward to the
Mississippi, andi northward to the posses-
sions of the M3erchant Adventurers of the
Hudsons's Bay. These were the words--

An IoHN. MEMBER : The boundary
line was to follow the banks of the Ohiio
until it reached the Mississippi.

MRt. MILLS : The Act as it carne down
from the House of Lords mentions dis-
tinctly all these territories, countries and
ishnds southward to the Ohio, westward
to the Mississippi, and northward to the
territories of the Hudson's Bay Merchant
Adveuturers. That vas the forni iii
which the Act was introduced in the .
House of Lords, and in which it was in-
troduced into the House of Commons. The

south of the St. Lawrence and Lake
Ontario, no English settlements, and he
believed there were some Frencli settle-
inents, and that it was desirable that they
shold be included in the Province of
Quebec. After some discussion it was
agreed that thse southern boundary should
be defined throughout its whole ex-
tent ; and Mr. Burke and some other
gentlemen retired for half an hour
upstairs to alter the Bill; and Lord
North said lie would have no objection if
they eould make the line satisfactory. He
undertook to detine the southern bound-
ary, but defined io other. Any hon.
gentleman taking the Act of 1774 will sec
that the countries, territories and islands
bounded on the south by a line running
fron the Baie des Chaleurs westward to
the Mississippi, and northward to the
territories of the Hudson's Bay Company
are embraced in the Provinc3 of Quebec.
Lord Thurlow, one of the law oflicers of
the Crown at that tinie, pointed out that
the gentlemen were conifounding Canada,
a province of France, with the Province
of Quebec. I am not going to discuss
this question minutely, or upon its merits,
but I nerely oall the attention of hon,
gentlemen to these facts, in opposition tO
what the lion. gentleman has said wlho in-
troduced this motion. For this House to

French hiad alwavs claimtied the country grant a Conmittee of Enquirv for
to the southern watershed of the St. the purpose of attacking the award
Lawrence; they claimed to go south of of the Arbitratori in this
the St. Lawrence river, and soutih of Lake instead of canfirming it. wouid be
Ontario ; but the Province of New acting jLst as our so n eiebu
York clained that their territory extended would have done hat tley refused to
to the St. Lavrence river and Lake abide by the ialiftx award. It Would
Ontario, on the north; and wvhat Mr. be just as flagrant a breach of gooci faitlt
Buke-who was acting as agent for the as if Great Britain hat refuset to pay the
Province of New York-complained of, nsoney awarded by the Geneva Arbitra-
was that encroachients mîglit be made tion. Tie Governrnent of Canada is cn.
southlward under tie Bill. He said: tinuons. Its obligations are iiot ended by

a change of Ministry, and Ministers are
"You have not stated what tle boundary is solesniy bound by any action of a pre-

to be ; and it would be possible to press downvions Goverurnent. Woii it be ploper
your boundary to the very gates of the city of

~\'~Wbh.die Halifax Commissioni as ani oiiý,atioR
These vere, in effect, tle words of Mr. undertaken by lus predecessor, Mr. Grant ý
Burke, ad ie insisted on the boundary WTouid tiat be a riglit ani proper mode
being laid down iii the Act itseif. Lord of proceeding Aud yet that miglit
North, who took charge of tihe Bill in te e don
House of Cominons, and who, I thinl, these Arbitrators. The gentlemen coi-
vas Prime Minister at the time, stated p the Board of Arbitration heU a full

that it was desirable to fix the houndary opportunity of considering tie case, and
between the French and English settle- they gave iL their fullest consideration.
ments, upon the ground that there were Sir Eward Thorton, I ay say, came

MR. MILLS.
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to consult the Government in reference to great learning of the gentlemen wlose
the matter, long before the Arbitrators award will probably be under review of
sat; and I know that the othér gentle- the Committee sought for by this resolu-
men, the late Chief Justice Harrison and tion. But it does appear to nie that this
Sir Francis Hincks, also considered House would be wanting in its dutv to
this subject very fully. To sanction the country if it al1oved any decision,
the appointmenft of this Committee coming froin men lowever eminent, to
to seek to set aside the award of these gen- control the interests of the country and
tleien would be as great a wrong, as gross to deprive the Dominion of its territory,
breacli of faith, as if one Administration if in their opinion tle decision arrived at
of this country were to repudiate the pub- was erroneous-not wilfully erroneous,
lie debt incurred by another Administra- for no one would imagine tor a moment
tion, or do anything which, in the public that either of tho einent men vho com-
estimation, it is derogatory for a Govern- pcsed this tribunal, could come to any
ment to do. I think the House ought decision that was fot dictated by the
not to grant this Conmittee ; such a purest motives and, I have no doubt, by
Committee cannot without dishonour and the most searching enquiry. But, on a
bad faith be appointed. If the Govern- question of this character, I think there is
ment think that the Arbitrauors were nothing derogatory to the position which
bribed, or that they were wholly incom- thev occupy, to order ai enquiry-and
petent men, then they ouglit to assume the fullest enquiry-before this House, or
the responsibility of opening up the ques- before any tribunal that this buse May
tion only witlh the consent of the other think proper to appoint, for the purpose
party, and by obtaining information of reconsidering the decision at which
through the proper channels, instead of these gentlemen have arrived. It may be,
appointing a Cormittee, a course which as the on. rinover of the resolution has
can lead to niothing, but delay in the con- stated, that, on that occasion, the case
firmation of the award which lias been of the Dominion was not fully put.
made. It may be, as the hon. mover of this re-

MR. McDONALD (Picto): I do not solution sas, that f urther information
intend to oecupy thp House at present has been obtained, which it is desirable
wvith any discussion on the merits of the soruld e considered, in cotnection with
imp)ortant question raised by the motion the adjudication on this important sub-
of the lion. member for Algoma; and I ject; and, if I recolle t arigt, in the able
trust, in saying so, I shall fulwil my promise report of the hon. member for Bothwell
better tha the hon. gentleman wo lias (Mr. Milis), made at the instance of the
just sat down, and who began by saying Ontario Gover ment, lie challenged the
lie did not intend to discuss the merits of validity tnd force of a judgment bearing
the question. 0f course, I will not con- on this question given in the Supreme
tradict him, but the bouse must judge as Court of Quebec, on the round that, at
to whether my hon. friend -qas not, during the time fe judgment as given, n l the
the tie h bas occupied, fully disussed facts and circumstances which have since
the moits, in fact has madle to my m td become availabie-largeoly through the
a case wnichb imperatively demands the industry of the bon. gentleman houself-
enquiry which the lionk gentleman for wer not put before the Court. Very
Algona (Mr. Dawson) seksth w as it is stated on the authorit of

Ck.NN, the gentee hv rivd t a e

antl i embarrassment, if enubarrassient the hon. member for Algoma, that such.
should o feit on thesuject-a subject so information is stilh open forconsideration,
important to the w-hole Dominion and to I do ot roalv think that the aditted
the Gotornuont aving charge of the in- authority of the Arbitrators ought to
twre.sts of the Dominion, when we are re- induce this bouse to abstain fro furthr
quird to abandon a tract of teritory enquiry and investigation. The lion.
large enough to constitute a Province equal, member, I thin, very unfairly insinuates
as was rmarked by the lion. nember that the action of the right on. gente-
for Algoma, to the teritory of ail the mnn who lead the Govrnrent is die-
Lowerrovinces, I say, if any embarrass- tated by the circumstance that the Arbi-
ment should be ft, it would o from tle tration was initiated by the gentleman
higli standing, tlie higI character, and the awo preceded him in power. I ar quite
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certain that is not the case, nor has territories of the Dominion of Canada.
the Government been impelled by These gentlemen were authorised to de-
any such consideration. If I recollect termine, not the une starting from any
aright, when the hon. the leader of the particular point which was to be fixed as
Opposition assumed the reins of Govern- the boundary 1etween the two countries,
ment, there was a proposition by the but they were to determine wvbether, On-
Government of Ontario, a fair and reason- tario should o-n three or four bundred
ale and proper proposition, to determine, thousand square miles of territory, that
to use the words of the Minute of Council the Dominion of Canada, tbrough its Gov-
on which this Arbitration was appointed, ornaient, had claimed that Ontario did
the boundaiy between the Dominion of not own. Now, I think that on that
Canada and the Province of Ontario. It yround it is perfectly right aud just that
was not to inake a boundary, it was not this Ifouse, eithcr tbrough a Comrnittee,
to authorise two or three persons to ram- or by some other mode of cnquiry, should
ble over that immense extent of territory, have the opportunity ot determîmng
and fix the boundary wherever in their wlether they vill adopt the conclusions at
judgment the boundary should be, but it whicl that tribunal arrived, conclusions
was to determine, from a fixed, known taking from the Dominion of Canada an
point of departure, what the line was immense extent of valuable tcrritory.
which should determine the respective There is another reason wlby I think
terrtories of the Dominion on the east the Committee ougbt to be granted, and
and Ontario on the west. Now that, for that is that manv of us think that the
the reason that the Province claimed a conclusion at which that Commission ar-
larger and undefined extent of territory, rived was iiot justifiable by the evidence.
was objected to by Ontario. The Gov- I say this with the greatest possible
ernment of Ontario put it on the ground diflidence, but I am bound to express the
that they claimed a territory further to opinion which I ontertain, and entertain
the west than the line defined by the verv strongly, thougl I do so witl diffi-
correspondence on that occasion would dence as indeed every lawyer vould, who
give them, that is the line running due felt himself obliged to diflèr frona the
north fron the junction of the Ohie and opinion of so eminent an authority as
Mississippi Rivers, and they declined to Chief Justice Harrison. But, without
appoint a Commission. They went further, further discussing the nurits of the quos-
.and, if I recollect rightly, they instructed tion, I am quite sure that sore of the
the Commissioners who lad been ap- eminent lawyers on the other side of the
pointed not to proceed wvith the investi- buse would core to the sane conclusion,
gation. - I think that was the position of if they were to consider the meaning of
matters when a reply was received from the Act of 1774. If that Act of Parlia-
the Governient of Ontario that, as they ment vas passed to-day in the light of the
claimed a line further to the westward than judicial decisions and the construction
could evidently be given to then by the line wich those words have already received
running north from the junction of the in the Courts, I do not tbinl there could
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, they de- be auy doubt or ditliculty. Nor do I con-
clined to proceedor to instruct their Coi- ceive that, in view of thejudicial decision
missioners to proceed. Now, it does which took place some time atter thc pas-
appeir to nie that the lion. gentleman has sage of that Act, we covld doubt what
n3 reason to complain that we object to the intention of the Act was. Ibere
the pro2eedings thereafter, not that the is no doubt whatever, as cverybod- must
Government were not influenced by the kaow, that, at that early date, in Engianc
very best motives, but that, after the particularly and among Englisli I)ople,
Governient of Ontario had made a there was not a very profound knowledge
claim for territory which the Government of localitics in Western America. I do
of the Dominion at that time expressed iîot know that Nve -vould slander oui
their belief they were not entitled to E glish fellov-sukjects if we stated that
the Governinent ought to have had the everi at this date, vhen they can travel
authority of Parliament before author- by steai to the extrenie west, they could
izing any Commission or any body of not make a plan that could be relied
men to determine as to the rights and upon as to thc boundaries of the territory

M.MCDONÀL,1D.
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which we occupy now. There was one
point clear and distinct which was easily
perceptible to anyone who took the
trouble to investigate it, and which was
clearly nderstood by the eminent men
who took part in the discussion in the
Imperial Parlianent, when the Act of
1774 was under discussion. That Act
was watched,*as the hon. member for
Bothwell says, very carefully, and with
great jealousy, by Mr. Burke and other
eninent menbers of Parliament who
were interested in the old English Col-
onies. They appeared to take little inter-
est in the territory lying west, but they
took the extremest interest in the
western boundaries of the Colonies
which they ,represented. As niembers of
the House know, some of these older
Colonies had Charters which granted them
an extension westward to the South
Sea, now called the Pacific Ocean, and
that at that very tinie there was a ques-
tion as to whether Pennsylvania and New
York and the British Colonies lying along
the sea coast should extend westward be-
yond Éhe Alleghanies or not ; therefore it
was that this Act -was watched during its
passage through Parliament with the
greatest jealousy and care. These
intelligent men, having naps of the
country before theni, knew that in 1763
the western boundary of the British
possessions extended to the River Missis-
sippi. It was declared by the Treaty of
1763 that the boundaries between the
territories of His Britannic Miajesty and
the King of the French, west, should
be the River Mississippi from its source
to its mouth. That was the boundary
recognised on the maps of the tiine ;
and, with this nap before them, these
eminent statesmen and lawyers, evincing
the care and anxiety with which they
watched the progress of the Bill, and the
intelligence and ability with which they
defined the boundary in which their own
Colonies were interested, declared that, in-
stead of following the banks of the Missis
sippi, the line, when it reached the confli-
ence of the Ohioandthe Mississippi, should
run northwards to the territory of the
Hudson's Bav Company. The only
question whicih appears tc me for discus-
sion is, not what the preamble of the Act
would indicate, but what the intention of
Parliament was, as indicated by the words
employed; because it may be said that the

intention of the British Parlianient was
not to annex this large stretch of territorv
in the North-West Territory, between the
due north line and the banks of the Mis-
sissippi, a territory so large as to embrace,
at the present day, portions of two or
three of the largest and most prosperous
States in the United States. I say
it might have been the intention
of Parliament to establish there
another Government for the manage-
ment and control of the territories in
that stretcl of country. The Act was
deliberately passed ly Parlianent, not
under circunstauces which would indicate
that they were misled, or that it was
hastily done, because the Act was for
several days under the closest scrutiny;
and by it Parlianent declared that the
line vhieh should bound the new Pro-
vince of Quebec, or the territory
added to the then Province of Quebec in
1774, should be a line running northward
froin the point at which the Ohio and
Mississippi united. Now what does
the word nortlhward mean ? What
was the construction at that tiie put upon
it ? I say frankly that I have not
been able to find any judicial decision on
that point in England, at about the time
the Act was passed. But so early as
1805 or 1806 the Supreme Court of New
York, a body recognised as a very able
and learned one, held directly and in the
strongest terms, that the word northward,.
without further words to direct the incli-
nation of the course, in charters or grants
of the time, neant due north ; and the
Judges who decided two of these cises,
one in 1805 and one in 1806, de-
clared in the strongest language, not
only that such was the true construc-
tion, but that it was then settled
law. In 1818, we find the judicial
construction of the Supreme Court in the
Province of Quebec, on the first action on
whicl the question aroFe, declaring that
the line running due north from the june-
tion of these two rivers was to be the
true dividing line. With reference to the
question put by my hon. friend froi
Algona so strongly-and I think it is a
most pertinent question--whether the
Provinces ofthe Dominion which consented
to enter into the Confederation, would
have so readily entered had they supposed
that the great Province of Ontario, which
certainly, at that time, was not supposed
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to have her limits so far to the west, was
to be by the acquisition of this territory
enlarged to nearly twice, if iot altogether
twice, her supposed area, at the same time
I quite admit that, if, in point of law, if,
.in point of fact, if, in point of justice, she
is entitled to the territory, she should not
be excluded from its attainment simply
because of such a misapprehension.
Another view may be taken of the ques-
tion, which fully justifies the request of
the mover of this resolution, and that is
why is it that we never heard of
this claim on the part of Ontario white
tie Dominion of Canada was assuming,
with lier consent, very large and exten-
sive liabilities in connection with the pur-
chase of that great territory from the Hud-
son's Bay Company. One argument forcibly
used by my hon. friend from Bothwell in
his report was that Ministers of the
Crown, while negotiating with the
ludson's Bay Comipany for the purchase of
their property-

Mi.. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.
gentleman say how mucli of this disputed
territory belonging to the Hudson's Bay
Coinpany was purchased

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) : A great
,deal of it. I cannot say how much, but,
loaking at the map, I should say there was
a verylargeareaindeed. But, if the conten-
tion of the hon. mniember for Bothwell be
correct, then the Arbitrators, have done
the greatest possible injury to Ontario.
They have not given Ontario the terri-
tory to whiclh she is entitled, and that is
another reason wvhy I think the hon.
gentlemen opposite who advocate the
cause of Ontario ought to be very glad
that this discussion bas arisen, in order
that Ontario might, if sie is so entitled,
obtain lier rights in this particular. The
contention of the lion. inember for Both-
well is that, running up the banks of the
M ississippi river and running north untilit
strikes the territory uf the Hudson's Bay
Comprnv,asanvonecinsee who looksat the
nap, the line would never strike the ter-
ritory of the Hudson's Bay Company, and
therefore, by running to the west of it,
would give tle whole of North America,
with the exception of what the Hudson's 1
Bay Company could hold, to Ontario. So
much in reference to the line on the
westward, which I think is at any rate of
a sufficiently uncertain character to entitle
this House to the fullest information on

MR. MCDONALD.

the subject before it ratifies that award.
I have only to say, with reference to the
line on the north,and the claim of the Hud-
son's Bay Company, that, so early as 1703 or
1704, a discussion took place in reference
to the boundaries between themnselves and
the British Government. It was then
shown, upon the map prepared by them-
selves, that the boundary should coincide
with the height of the land beginning at
Cape Griîmington and going, as the hon.
mover of the resolution said, to Lake
Mistassini, running thence south-westerly,
striking parallel 49°, and thence west.
It appears to me that, looking at the map,
it will be seen that, rightly or wrongly,
whether the claim can be sustained or not,
the Company at that time, before the dis-
pute arose witlh reference to any other
boundary tian their own, claimed by that
new boundary up the height of
land of the waters running into
Hudson's Bay. On these grounds,
I think that the House wIll be
justified in adopting the resolution for an
enquiry. If the case of Ontario be so
strong as it is said to be, no harmr can be
done, and the territory will be given to
that great Province with the entire con-
currence of this House, and the people of
this country ; but, on the other hand, if,
tlhrough mistake or otherwise, territory
has been assigued to her which beloigs
to the Dominion, then I do not think
that the Province of Ontario,or the fricnds
of that Provincs in this House, would de-
sire the ratification of the award.

MR. BLAKE: I di not propose to
trouble the House with any observations
upon the qutstion as to the true boundary
line between Ontario and the unorganis-
ed territories of Canada. There are, how-
ever, one or two considerations with
reference to the proposal now before the
House, which, I think, should receive
attention. It may be convenient, before
proceeding to discuss those considerations,
to refer to a suggestion made by the hon.
gentleman who ias just sat down, who
argued that, in consequence of some
action taken by the Provincial Govern-
ment of Ontario, at a time when I hap-
pened to be responsible for the conductof
its affairs, this House would be
justified in taking the course it
is now proposed to adopt. The
ion. gentleman stated that, upon a
former ocasion, after a Commission for
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the establishrment of the boundary line
had been appoiuted, in consequence of
instructions given by the Government of
Canada to tleir Comnissioner, to start
fromt a defined point and froua that point
to ascertain the boundary, the Govern-
ment of Ontario had ordered their Com-
missioner to desist froi acting under the
Co-mrmission.

\a. McDONALD (Pictou): I said
they lad started fron a defined point,
givilg the course due north fromt that
point.

M . BLAKE : The hon. gentleman
thinks there is only one line. There was a
good deal more in the instructions than lie
lias stated. It will be found that, wiereas,
up to the timne to which I refer, it hiad been.
assumed that that Commission w-as for the
purpose of ascertaining and establishing
the boundary line, the instructions to
the Commissioner, which I have before
mle. limnited his functions to marking upon
the ground, to the location upon the
ground, of a boundary northernly and west-
ernl y according to certain defined lines
laid dovn in the instructions. A tra cing
was given to the Commissioner showing
the point of commencemnent and indicat-
ing the due north lne to which the hon.
gentleman refers; and thus disposing of
one part of the boundary. But the Co.in-
missioner vas to run a line due north until
he struck the southern boundaries of the
HIudson's Bay Territory, and the Instruc-
tions thon )roceed to state what that
southern boundary is. They state

" This is weli understood to beý the height of
land dividing the waters wbich ilow into
Hudson's Bay from tbose empyting into thîe
Talleys of the great lakes, aod forning the
Northera boundary of Ontario; and the sane is 1
to be traced and surveyed, following its various
windings till you arrive at the angle thereinoetween the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec,as the latt-r is at present bounded, havnir ac-
conplished which the same will have ýbeen
completed."

Therefore, it is plain that the instruc-
tions to that Comnissioner were simuply to
lay down on the ground the whole of the
boundary according to certain directions
which are contained in the instructions.
These directions involved the cession by
tfle Province of Ontario of territory which
it had long before occupied, settled and
organised, and in respect to vhich it was
then exercising jurisdiction, in respect to

which claims for ioney therein expended
had been advanced by the Canadian Gov-
ernment and conceded by the Provincial
Government on the ground tiat th.ey were
moneys spent within the Province of
Ontario. Those who were responsible
for the conduct of affairs in Ontario
were not able to accede to the view
that that vas the true boundarv line be-
tween Ontario and Quebec, and, because
they were not able to do so, they declined
to permit the prosecution of that Com-
mission. In response to a communication
announcing that decision, regret was in-
timated that tihe Province of Ontario Lad
not on its part declared1 what it believed
to be the true boundary line, and a coiii-
munication was made in reply statingwbat
the Province ;f Ontario thought was the
boundary line ; subsequently, a suggestion
was imade for a reference of the whole
matter to the Judicial Conm ittee of tihe
Privy Council. That the natter should
be referred to some tribunal was agreed
to be reasonable, but it was tiought by
Ontario that the tribunal might better be
constituted on this side of the Atlantic,
and that suggestion was made on behalf
of the Province, aid the negotiations
for some time stood at that point. ln
the year 1875, if I rightly remnember,
the Governmuent of ny hion. friend the
member for Lambton acceeded to the pro-

posal that the tribunal for the disposal of
the matter should be formed up>on this,
instead cf the other side ot the Atlantic,
and with that view a Commission cou-
posed of eninesnt persons was nmised.
Now, that Commission w-as formed for the
ascertainmnent of the boundary, not for the
mnarking, upon the ground, of a bouud'ary
line according to directions and instruc-
tions to be given to the Comissioners, but
for the purpose of determining wtat the
boundary line was, its mîarking being a
process to be reached subsequentIy. Par-
iament was informed during the ensuing
Se-sion of the policy of the Governmsent,
and of what Lad actually been done-that
the Government had agreed to the reference
of this matter to a Coinmission-and no
exception was taken so far as I remember
-none, I am confident, by vote-to that
policy and .action. Then passed before
the Commission sat-its operations being
delayed by the acceptance by one of its
mnembers of an office, thouglit incom-
patible with the execution of its dluties-
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no less than three Sessions of Parliament
after this announcement of the Commis-
sion, during which there was no proposa!
or suggestion to reverse that policy-té
decide that it was unsafe or inexpedient
that this question should be entrusted to
a Commission or to this particular Com-
mission. The matter so proceeded, and
three years after the formation of the
Commission, the Conmissioners met and
decided the question, and the mernbers of
the present Governnent, understanding
the question, had lot, even last Session,
decided what course they would take--
whether the award should be repudiated,
or acted upon and confirmed. It is un-
fortunate that the papers in relation to
this question were lost-they were not to
be found in the pigeon-holes. Duplicates
could not be obtained, and it was utterly
impossible for the Government to come
to a conclusion on the subject. Since
that time, we have had no announce-
aient, except that of the Government
the other day of its intention on the sub-
ject. That announcement was that it
was not the intention of the Government
this Session to bring down a Bill for the
confirmation of the award. Now, I think
thepoint before us is more serious and grave
than a merc territorial question, more
important than the question whether the
award be strictly right or wrong, than
whether there be a mistake, error of judg-
ment, or anvthing else in this matter. I
think the question is one of nuch greater
importance than those suggested. The
Ministeû of Justice says that this award
is of no consequence; that the arrange-
ments made four or five years ago for the
disposition of this imatter by per-
sons high in the confidence of the
people of Canada are of no con-
sequence, and that it is fit and proper
that the whole question be now thrown
open and discussed by a Comrmittee
selected by the hon. mermber for Algoma
(Mr. Dawson); that fourteen or fifteea
membersshoulddiscuss the legaland consti-
tutional questions, questions of fact, ques-
tions ofinterpretationarisinginthis matter,
and that their report should dispose of it.
Now, I admit there may be cases in which
an individual or a nation may be justified
in breaking a bargain, or refusing to be
bound by an award; but they are, and
must be, cases of a wholly exceptional
character. A very great responsibility

MR. 13LAKE.

is assumed by that country, whatever iît,
rank in the scale of nations, which declares
it will not be bound by the result of a
solemn convention. I esteem this in the
same light as a convention between two
different countries, for, as between Canada
and Ontario, thev are separate and dis-
tinct in this matter. The rights of the
one and of the other are, it is said, in con-
fliet. The question, what was the true
boundary, was the question for resolution.
I do not pretend we are absolutely bound
by this award, nor does any man sitting
on this side of the House. It is certain
we are not so bound, and that the Act
made by which this country can be
formally bound by anv award is an Act
of Parliamnent, and that the power to
deeide questions of this kind, even by A.ct
of Parlianent, was given us not very long
ago by an amendment of the British
North America Act. But, while that
power exists, the question of international
morality subsists also, and what we have
to consider is whether a case is here
made out clearly sufficient to justify th e
procedure suggested to-day, based as that
procedure is on a disregard of the award
as a cogent instrument. Now, the first
proposition I shall advance is that, as the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
well observed, there is a continuity in
Government, and that observation ap-
plies with still greater foree to a question
of policy submitted to and practically dis-
posed of by a Parliament, which Parlia-
ment had the power and free opportunity,
during several Sessions, of pronouncing
upon, and which never pronounced, ior
was even asked to pronounce, adversely to
that policy. I maintain that Parlia-
nient lias assented to that policy.
I say this question rests, with re-
spect to the Government of the day,
just in the sane position as if the
Government of the day had been re-
sponsible for the original Commission.
No lion. gentleman opposite can cay that
the present Government. or any of its
supporters, are any the less bound
than was the Government of the
hon. memb-r for Lambton in reference-
to the issue of this Co mmission,
or its consequences. My second proposi-
tion is that. if it be proposed not to ratify
the award, but to open the question
again, and throw that instrument aside,
such a proposai as that should be made-
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upon the responsibility of the Govern- country requires-teps tending to the
ment of the day, and with all the gravity disturbance aiid upsetting of this award,
which such a course of action demands. -so to state, frankly, itsAf, to propose
I niaintain that it is for the Government those steps 01 its own responsibility, and
which feels that there lias been sucli a to juEtify its course. Ho!ding those
serious misearriage of justice, such a gross views, I object to the appoîntment of the
mistake, such a dreadful error or worse Comnittee, and I hope the Ho-se will be
as to render it necessary that an interna- divired on the motion. t also object to
tional award-usiug the niodt convenient, the cobnosition op the Committe, awich,
thougi flot a strictlv accurate phrase- I think, should be chosen by the propse.
shonlI le discredited and cast aside-it is But ey main position is that the responsi-
for th e Govern nt which reaches that bility proerly devolves on the Govern-
painful conclusion to corne down and say ment of dealing ith the question which
so to the Hose, and to brving for- 1, as a residentd of, and a iember from,
wavd its justification for such a tho Province of Onitario, 1 do not hesitate
hue, and to propose its solution. t decare, I rgad as intinitelo
I naantain that no question of this descrip- wore importint in itg moral than in its
tion should be pitchforked into the -anis utitrial aspect.
of a Select Conmite at the instance of a s dl JOHN i A. qMACDONALD : The
private ieniber. I do believe the appoint- ion. inesiber for West mha i (Mr.
ment of a Select Conîittee to discuss a Blak;-e), iin bis concluding remarlis, says
question agitated so aany years, in refer- the Provirncfent desioes to escape the e-
ence to w phich it is said there is so nucli spowibility of adjudicating or deciding on
eviderie before the country and the this question, by illowin g the hon. mei-
Ionse,ud so iuch more to cote, would ber for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) to present
be aiothing but a farce. I do not think this motion. I neer have understood
that, with the otIer duties vbich te that the sbniission of any subject to a
members of the Couse are called on to Conrnittee is an avoidance of any responsi-
perform, it is other than farcical and - bility that constittionally is tefrowe o
eiculous to suppose that eny great ad- the Government of the day. A Cominittee
ditionce ligbt would be thrown, during of this kind may assit the Government,
our brief Session, on this question. sot but can in no wy deprive the of, or
the proceedinc, pîoposed is an eagy modeB, shield theis fron, any responsibility the
perhaps, for tte Governmndeents to escape Constitution imposes on the. But the
rasponsibility and to procure soe lson. gentleman jent on to say that this
opiniori fromn a Commniittee, that the Coumittee, if struck, should stand on te
boundaries are diffcrent froin those responsibility of the aovernment, and
laid down, and, having procured that not appear the resuit of the act of a more
opinion, and fortifiod thereby, the Gov- private member. WelI, if it be true that
ernment ofa take courage, some other a private member cannot introduce a reo-
time, to enter upon more active procaed- solution on this subject, how can a private
ings to r spudiato more fully the award. menber introduce a Ai? I midersttd
What I obje t to in their condurt is the that the ion. mmb r for Bothwell (M.
skirthig of r psponsibility involved in thishield)themfrommany resposibiliyt-
procedure. I should not have yet made ing withi the Goveramient, I suppose
this objection if a embor of the Goveen- fortesie purpose of helping the Govern-
ment liad not suppor d the proposition ent t escape or avoid its proper respon-
that à private member shouid move for sibility,-has taken upon hiniseif to relîeve
a Committee of Enquiry in this matter the Governefnt in the niatter, by the
Wat a novel and entirely indefensibie irs on of a the Jet

aid don, andhavin prcue thatoutio aa th Brsl o the ctof mere

proposai it is th t a private member vThe ho . member for West Durhat
should take charge of this great material seems resolved to help us too. We are
and moral question-moral as to whether very much obliged to the hon. gentlemanp
a national award should ie set asidei and but we will take the responsibility of any
material as to the extensive erritory in- ultimate action on this subject. TLe
volved. It is the bounden duty of the manner i which the discussion arose bas
Government itelf, if disposed, to take steps been eorrectly stated by the mober for
which, in its opinion, the iterest of the West Durham. It is quite true that the
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instructions given by the Dominion Gov-
ernment were limited to the ascertain-
ment of the true line according to
the law. It was not the desire or inten-
tion of the Dominion Government to pass by
the Commission, or act of the Commission,
to decide that question. The great ques-
tion was-what was, bv law, the legal
boundary between Ontario and the west-
ern country ? This question, the members
of the present Government thought then,
and think now, should only be decided
by a legal tribunal. The British North
America Act of 1867 provides that the
western boundaries of Ontario and Quebec
shall be the western boundaties of the old
Province of Canada, as provided under
the Acts constituting the Province of
Canada. The proposition was made that
the question should be left to the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. And
vhy? Because it was a question of law,
of the construction of a Statute, as to the
boundaries of the old Province of Canada,
according to the Imperial Statute ; and
no other tribunal could satisfactorily set-
tle that question but a court of the high-
.est resort. We should aIl have been
obliged to submit to that perforce. The
enlargement of Ontario, or the diminution
of its bounds, was not a matter that could
be raised or decided befoie any ordinary
tribunal. If the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, or court of highest
resort, had solemny declared that, by the
law of the land, the boundary between
Ontario and the North-West was so and
so, it would have been satisfactory. But
the Government, without the previous
consent of Parliament, left the question to
three Arbitrators, only one of whom was
a lawvyer, the other two being laymen,
and provided that the decision of the nia-
jority should be final. So that we miglit
have had the two laymen differing from
the legal Arbitrator, and deciding as
to thQ construction of a Statute, upon
the question of the boundary ac-
cording to that Statute. It seems
to me it was a most unwise thing
to assume so great a power without the
previous solemn deliberation of Parlia-
ment. It is well enough to say it was
afterwards nientioned in Parliament, after
the good faith of the Government was
pledged, and that no objection was taken
by Parliament. That is not the way in
which Parliament ought to have been

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD.

treated by the Government, its servants,
who ought to have taken it into their
confidence. The right to submit the
question in this inanner ought to have
been given by Parliament, instead of its
being assumed to be within the proper
jurisdiction of any Government, which I
deny. No Governiment could thus decide
to give away hundreds of miles of coun-
try, or millions of acres of land, without
the authority of Parliament. The memt-
ber for Bothwell says that this Govern-
ment is continuous. Yes, but Govern-
ments are not despotic; and this act far
exceeded the right of any Constitutional
Governiiment. Fancy the Government of
England leaving it to be decided by a
Commission whether France or England
should have the Channel I'anids, which
formierly belonged to the Duchy of Nor-
nandy, without the previous submnission

of the question to Parliament ? In the
present case, it was aiwavs believed that
the reference was to be: what w'as the
true boundarv according to law, and the
nature of the respective titles of the Do-
minion and Ontario ? Does the member
for Bothwell mean to say that this is the
true line ? Has he not written a book to
show that Ontario bas a right to infinitely
iorc land? Has he not declared that

this Arbitration is not an award of what
the real line, according to lawv, is i But
they have settled a boundary and maide a
mistake similar to that of the King of
the Netherlands, with respect to the
boundary between New Brunswick and
the Uinited States. le made the imistake
of running a compromise line. They did
not commit any breacli of faith-such
,vas never charged by the British Gov-
ernment.

ýi'a. BLAKE : Neither the United
States nor the British Governient assent-
ed to it.

Sma JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
British Government would have been
pleased to accept that award if the Unitted
States had accepted it as a compromise
line. Both parties deciared it was not the
line-that it was beyond the reference.
There was no breach of faith there ;
and, if the British Government had assent-
ed, there would have been no breach of
faith in regard to the award, which far
exceeded the powers given to the Arbi-
trators. So it is in this case. The Bill
declares that it is not the true line.
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MR. MILLS: No.
Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: It

declares distinctly that it is not the true
line.

Ma. MILLS: The Act of the Ontario
Government claims more ; and the Gov-
ernment of Canada maintained that it was
less.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD
Exactly ; the lion. gentleman will not
argue that in a Statute tbe Legislature of
Ontario would assert a claim which they
do not believe to be a just one. The Act
states that they would claim a larger
line and a mnuch larger proportion of
country.

MR. MILLS : They say that they have
done so.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD : You
must remembei, Mr. Speaker, that the two
questions are quite distinct. The first is
what is the true line between the coun-
tries, and the next, what is the expedient
line between the countries? To meet
cases such as this, an Act of the Imperial
Government was passed stating that no
Province of the Dominion, or the Do-
minion, could enter into an arrangement

yiv which any Province may be enlarged
or diminished. It was under this Im-
perLal Act that the Ontario Gov-
ernment agreed to diminish their boun-
daries ; therefore, this is altogether a con-
ventional line, and the great mistake in
that matter is in the Act assuming a
power and leaving it to any three Arbi-
trators to decide what was the best line
between the Dominion and the Province
of Canada. The Constitution gave them
no such power. It is an uncoustitutional
assumption ; and, in making this reference,
they mistake the consequence of an un-
constitutional course.

MR. BLAKE: I beg the hon. gentle-
nan's pardon; if I rightly remember. the

Commission did not empower the Arbitra-
tors to define vhat was the best line. It
empowered then to ascertain what was
the best line.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : No;
to determine the line, not to ascertain the
line. Moreover, we know that the Arbi.
trators did not decide it as being the true
line. We know that beyond doubt ; the
hon. menber for Bothwell will admit that.

Mr. MILLS : No.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Then

I will bring you three elaborate articles

written in the Monetary Review by
Sir Francis Hinchs, giving the whole
ground for a decision, and in which it is
distinctly stated that they reached the

1 best hine they could under the circum-
stances. The tribunal to whiclh the
matter %vas referred was a bad tribuna,
because it was not a tribunal of experts
in the construction of Statutes. No
one lias a greater respect for the
general and political ability of Sir
Francis Hincks than myself :no
one has a greater respect for the higli
standing and diplomatic weight of Sir
Edward Thornton ; but neither of them
is a lawyer competent to decide upon the
consideration of these Statutes. This is a
fair and proper subject for discussion in
Parliament, met, as we are, to protect
the rights of Canada and the rights of
the Dominion ; and I an quite sure
that the hon. nember for Bothwell,
although formerly a paid agent of the
Ontario Government will, as a member of
Parliament, feel and assert bis independ-
ence, and disregard the fact that the Gov-
ernient of Ontario were formerly his
client.,. I ar confident that le will
think only of what is just in the imatter,
as affecting the varions Provinces of
the Dominion. While the Government
of Ontario claini that it is a conven-
tional line, the Government actually
decided, without the provision being left
to Parliament, that these three men
minght give away territory equal to any
great European Kingdom hy a vote of a
majority; and, although the hon. gentlemen
opposite, when on this side of the House,
were bound to protect the interests of
Canada, that Government never thought
of securing a right of way for the Can-
adian Pacifie Railway froni Thunder
Bay to Red River. They ought, pre-
vious to this arrangement, to have
made a bargain, for 20,000,000 acres
of land on each side of that road
is one of the conditions under which the
conventional bargain should have been
made. They should have made sorne ar-
rangement bv which the country which
was to be opened up at the expense of the
older Provinces of the Dominion, should
have contributed at all events by land, if
not by money, in the construction of
the road. They have not only neglected
to do that but they did not even procure a
right of way, and we have an application
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made to Arbitrators to decide how much Committee, ve wi1l get ail the information
will have to be paid for every aci e we require.
of land that is absorbed in that country. MR. 1\i ILLS: What about There is
The utter disregard of the interests of the nothing to enquiro into, according to vour
Dominion vhich are involved in this matter views.
is one that calls for the most serious con- Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD The
sideration of this House, as well as for the hon. gentleman says tiere is nothing to
most serions consideration of the people of enquire about there is a great deal to
this country. The Province of Ontario enquire about. I say i is a eonventional
after all, perhaps, will not get as muchline, andthe Province of Ontario says
as it expected, because a great portion it is a conventional une.
of the Indian title to the land is not ex- Mu. MACKENZIE No.
tinguished; while, in regard to those por- SI JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
tions that are extinguished, if the award Statute bears out mv statement. The
was consistent, they have the right of Imperial Act allowed the Province, and
sovereignty, and the title belongs either allowed the Dominion to alter, diminis,
to the Indians or to the assignee of the or increase the bounlary upon the terms
Indians, which is the Dominion G-overn- and conditions mentioned. The award
ment. But, if that is the case, then mas made without any terms or condi-
there should have beenl a provision tions, anci without Parliament bein g con-
in the conventional lne that, before sultd about it. Therefore, u e have a
that colmtry -was handed, oven, the right, anqd we shod be wanting in our
Ontario Treasurv should repay, or. igree duty to t e people of this Dominion if ve
to rcpay, to th6 Dominion Treasury the did not ascertain whether Hie award was
amounits that bed been paid to Indians, satisfactory to this country and the people
or agreed to be paid to tlîem in future for of Canada.
ail tiee, for the surrender of these lands. a ouse adjourned at
W at is the consequence of this recklessine
conduct on the part of the gentlemen opot myi stee.o
positeI Tmat AHe Dominion Goverlment oc
are oblihede under Treaty obligations, to
pay nooney for ail tiee to cobe for the ex-ts
tinguishment of tities -vthout the Pro-
vince of LOntario bring asked. to contribute .3urday, l9th Fe7lruary, i880.
directly a single dollar.

M . MACKENZIE: No, no. The Speaker took the Chair at Tlree

Sip JOHN A. 1I\IACDONALD: It is PRAYE RS.
not too muc for the Govern ent, atine
in the iterest of the Dominion as a PRIVILEE-INhOLeENCY ACS
whole. to saydiat this nater must ,e REPEAL.
sifted to the botton. It is clear that it is EMARKS.
a conventional hne, and, beingh a conven-
tional une, I do not think we can do bet - BÉCHARD: Before the Orders
ter than to have it lookedi n r of the Day are càlod I desire to cal the
to ascertain whether it is a good or a bad
bargain. If it be a bad bargain, there is
no question of good or bad faith in the
matter. It is a question for Parliament
to decide, whether they will agree to di-
minish the eastern boundary and give -p
a certain tract of land which is claimed to
belong to the Dominion or not. The lion.
mover of the resolution and the lion. meni-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) have both
made themselves familiar with this su bject
andmay beregarded as experts in this great
question. By leaving the matter to a

SIR JoHN A. MACDONALD.

attention of the Honse to a matter vhich
is personal to myself. I vas iot in the
House when the lion. member for Limb-

ton referred to the Bill introduced
by my hon., friend froni Stanstead, or
I might have given such explanation
as would have prevented further
misunderstanding in the matter. I
see, however, that the insinuation lias
been made that T received from the Clerk
the Bill introduced by my hon. friend,
and that I kept it hidden in my desk, and
sent back to the Clerk a copy of the Bill

Acts Repeal.
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introduced last year, with a view to giving
my Bill precedence over that of my hon.
friend. With the permission of the
House, I will relate the facts con-
nected with the case. After mv lion.
friend froni Stanstead lad introduced his
Bill, and I had also introdueed mine,
I went to the Clerk to see my hon.
friend's Bill, with a view of comparing it
with mine, and ascertaining whether his
Bill was for a repeal pure and simple, and
wliether it contained other dispositions re-
specting insolvency. The answer of the
Clerk was that ,ny hon. friend had sent
no Bill, but a blank. I returned o my seat
and in a few minutes afterwards you, Mr.
Speaker, intimated to me by a sign of your
liand tliat you wanted to see nie. I went to
vou, and, while standing by your Chair, you
showed nie a couple of copies of Mr. Colby's
Bill, and offered them to me. I told you
one would be suflicient. Then you told
nie to take the French copy, and that I
could keep it, whilsc vou kept the English
copy. These are the facts exactly as I
know tlem, and as they were ii this
matter. 1 never lad any idea of keeping my
lion. friend's Bill froin the Clerk, or of
keeping it in my desk for the purpose of
giving my Bill precedence. I would scorns
such cond net as unworthy of a gentleman.
I desire now to read a fev ines which are
entitled "Parliamentary Notes," and which
were published in the Montreal Gazette:

OTTAWA, February 17th.

To-day's was short and sweet, the House
rising at 4 o'clock. After clearing off a very
scanty order paper. the probable discussion
on the second reading of Mr. Colby's Insol-
vency Repeal Bill being struck off by some un-
accountable difference between the one as
handed to the Speaker and that produced by
the Clerk, the latter turning ont to be a copy
of Mr. béchard's ineasure of last year. The
little foundlings lad been changed by soine-
one, and eventually it turned up in Mr. Béch-
ard's desk, this exactly completing the paral-
lel to the thrilling adventures of the true heir
who, notwithstanding all machinations, comes
to his own at last. To say ile least, it is
curious that this episode should occur just
when there is.such rivalry between the two
sides of the House as to who should introduce
he ineasure, and Mr. M ackenzie's attempt to

rale ont Mr. Colby's Bill, on the strongth of
the alleged discrepancy, tallied oddly with the
place where it was discovered."

I thougit, these insinuations having
been made. that it was due both to thc
House and myself, that I should offer

these explanations, to vindicate my
character against slanderous iisinuations.

MRs. COLBY : I extrenielxy regret that
these insinuations should have been made
against my hon. friend, wlio, I amn quite
sure, never contenplated the act of de-
liberately appropriating the Bill which I
subnitted, for the purpose of getting pre-
cedence. I regret that any misapprehen-
sion should liave arisen out of the circum-
stances connected witli it, for I am sure
my hon. friend, whoma I have known ever
since I entered this House, is quite
incapable of conduet of that kind. But,
while my lion. friend bas been a martyr
to the newspapers, I wisli also to take this
opportunity to do what I have never had
occasion to do before, to bring a little
matter which is persorial to mvself, and
arose out of the sane question, before
the attention of the House. I see by a
recent newspaper published iii this Do-
minion thsat, in connection with the very
sane matter, I have been charged with
having perpetrated a trick, in order to
gain petty applause. The concluding
paragrapli of the article referred to is as
follows :-

" It may be so, but Mr. Colby's course is
very unlike that usually pursued Iy the mem-
ber for Stanstead, and resembles rather a
specimen of Yankee smartness and trickery,
which might be expected in the United States
Congress but not in a British flouse of lepre-
sentatives.''

The article is headed an I Un-British
Trick." I also have observed, in
two other newspapers, par graphs of
a similar purport, although not
couched in precisely the same lan-

guage. I think it but fair to the I on

gentleman who las just taken bis seat,
and to myself, that any misapprehensions
which have arisen out of this natter
should be disproved by a clear statement
of the facts, for, while I should extrenely
regret that mv lion. friend shsould rest
under an unjust imputation, Le would, I
an sure, equally regret that I siould be
niisrepresented in the same wav. I took
the opportunity ofgiving notice, upon the
first day of the meeting of Parliament, of
the introduction of two Bills on subjects
in which I have takens a very great inter-
est in former vears: one concernig the
Insolvency Act, and the other in reference
to petroleum. These notices went upon
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the Order Paper before that my hon.
friend from Iberville, who also gave notice
on the same day of a Bill in reference
to insolvency. At the proper stage, I
iade my motion. and you, Mr. Speaker,
asked me to send you a copy of the Bill.
I sent you a copy which was a proof-sheet
of the Bill, precisely as it is now distri-
buted, both in English and in French, to
all the memubers of this House. By some
unaccountable means-by some bliunder
that Bill was not in the Clerk's posses-
sion at the timie my lion. friend the mem-
ber for Lambton made an enquiry in re-
ference to it. My bon. friend from Lanb-
ton stated his entire satisfaction with
the explanation I had given that
the Bill had been placed in the Speaker's
bands the day before. My hon. friend
froi Chateauguay, I believe, also expressed
his entire satisfaction with it, and that the
proceedings were entirely regular. On
one other point, I desire sinply to make a
brief reference. It has been intimated in
these newspapers that I was guilty of some
discourtesy in taking the initiative in the
introduction of a Bill for the repeal of the
Insolveney Law. Now, I a:n quite sure
that, having been a member of this Ilouse
for many years, the members of this HIouse
do not consider me as one who is in the
habit of infringinîg u1pon rights or wound
ing the feelings of other members,
and, if I took an early opportunity of in-
troducing that Bill, I was not under the im-
pression that there was any impropriety in
mv so doing, after having introduced a Bill
in 1871 'against the Insolvency Laws, and
carried itagrainstthe Government I wasthen
supporting. I also introduced a timilar
Bill in 1872, and carried it by a most
persistent and laborious effort against the
Governmîent I was then supporting, and I
have, from time to tine, in season and out
of season, and on all occasions, endeavoured
either to effect an entire abolition of
what to ny constituents and myself, is an
obnoxious law, or its thorough amend-
ment. It seemed to nie that there was 110
unfitness in mv coming forward at this
early stage and introducing the Bill,
which was likely to be effectual in re-
pealing the Insolveney Laws, and if, by so
doing, I have w ounded the feelings of any
neLber of the House, I sincerely regret
it.

MR. COLBY.

PROCEDURE-PREMATURE PRINTING
OF PUBLIC BILLS.

REMARKs.

MR. BLAKE: I desire to call the
attention of the House to a practice which
is now being pursued, and which, unless
some new practice bas been established
during last Session, is irregular. I refer
to the practice of -Public Bills going to the
Parliamentary Printer and being printed
anterior to their introduction. I iever
beard before that any member had
the righît to have his productions
of that description printed. We know
that Government Bills are sometimes
printed before the commencement of the
Session, and introduced in that way. I
always understood that private members'
Bills had to pass the first reading before
they reached the bands of the Queen's
Printer. While on this subject, I ma v
refer to another proceeding which seen
to be also irregular. We have found on
our desks, during the last few davs, slips
printed by the Queen's Printer intimat-
ing the intention of two private members
to propose amendments to the Bill for a
repeal of the Insolvency Law. While it
it competent and very convenient to give
notice on the Notice Paper in the usual
way of such amendments, it is contrary
to our practice, that there should be
separate fly-sheets printed and distributed
in this manner.

MR. SPEAKER: It is my intention to
call the attention of the Clerk to the rule
and I will see that it is not disregarded
agan.

MR. BLAKE: You will observe that
the early printing of the Bill gives to a
member who is allowed the privilege the
advantage over one who is not, and,
in the present case, lad the member for
Iberville been fortunate enough to catch
your eye, he would still have been post-
poned at the second reading by virtue of
the earlier despatch in printing accorded
to the member for Stanstead.

MR. COLBY: It would have made no
difference in ny case.

MR. BLAKE: If the hon. gentleman
will look at the Notice Paper of the last
few days, he will find that it might have
made a difference.

Business.[ C OM1MON S. ]
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PROCEDURE-NOTICES FOR PUBLIC
BILLS.

RE3IARKS.

Mn. HOLTON : While on the sub-
ject of a procedure of the House, I might
remarkz that there is another irregularity
not of recent origin, but which has led to
inconvenience on this occasion. It is that
notices for the introduction of Public Bills
-I refer to the two days' notice-do not
appear upon the Orders of the Day, as well
as upon the Votes and Proceedings. Then
the question arises whether the gentleman
presenting or introducing a Bill has given
the regular notice, and it is necessary to
refer back to the Votes to settle the ques-
tion. If the notice should appear in the
Votes and Proceedings and on the Order
Paper as well, the question of prece-
dence could readily be determined, and
such difficulties as have just arisen could
hardly occur.

MR. SPEAKER : As the bon. gentle-
man froni Chateauguay is aware, notices of
motions for the introduction of Bills, in
accordance with the practice of many
years, are never put upon the routine
papers. If it is the desire of the House-
and I think a change might be made very
properly--we might alter our procedurc
in the direction suggested.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
is no settled practice of the House in this
regard. Some settled practice should be
adopted. I think that motions for the in-
troduction of Bills should appear amongst
the notices of motion.

MR. HOLTON : There is a manifest
inconvenience in allowing Bills to be in-
troduced as at present. Their appearance
on the Notice Paper would establish their
precedence.

Mn. SPEAKER : In that case it
woIld be necessary to insert a paragraph
at the head of the Orders of the Day, and
give the Bills in the order in which they
should be presented each day. If the
House desire such shouild be done, I will
give the necessary orders.

COMMITTEES APPOINTED.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD re-
ported lists of mnembers to compose the
Select Standing Comniittees of the House,
frorm the Special Committee appointed to
prepare said lists.

Ordered, That the said R ýport bc concurred
in.-(hir John A. Macdonald.)

The following Committees were also
appointed

Select Committee to assist Mr. Speaker in the
direction of the Library of Parlianent so far
as the interests of this House are concerned, and
to act as members of a Joint Comnittee of beth
bouies on the Library.-(Sir John A. 1ar-
donald.)

Select Committee to supervise the Official Re-
port of the Debates of this House during the
present Session, with power to report from time
to time.-(Mr. Borell.)

Ordered, That a Message be sent to the Senate
requesting that their Honours will unite witi
this House, in the formation of a Joint Com-
mittee of both Houses, on the subject of the
Printing of Parliamient, and that the mmînbers
of the Select Standing Committee on Printing
will act as members of the said Joint Comniittee
on Printing.-(Sir John A. Mlacdonald.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read thte first ime :

Bill (No. 10) To regulate the employment of
children, young persons and women i the
workshops and factories of the Dominion of
Canada. -(Mfr. Bcrgin.)

Bill (No. 11) To regulate the encmmbering of
real estate, by loans of money, er otherwise.-
(Mr. Orton.)

Bill (No. 12) To encourage the sale of farm
produce.-(Mr. Vallee.)

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
ACTS REPEAL BILL.

(Mr. Keeler.)

FIRST READING.

MR. KEELER introduced a Bill (No.
13) To repeal the Supreme and Excecquer
Courts A-ct, and the Acts amending the
same.

MR. ANGLIN : Opposition was offer-
ed last Session to the introduction of a
similar Bill. In my opinion it is due to
the people of the country that the Gov-
ernment should take upon itself to oppose
the introduction of a measure vhich
must be looked upon as an attack on the
valuable institutions of this country. This
is a very serious question, and I think
it is scarcely right to allow the intro-
duction of this mneasure, unless the Gov-
ernment believe that suchi a question
should be seriously discussed. I have
a very strong feeling that they should
take the initiative and resist a motion of
this kind.

Gener-al Buisiness. i9
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Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: Per-
}haps my opinion may not be of much
weight on this question; but I do not
think it at all necessary to oppose a Bill
of this kind. I think a Court of Justice
or an institution of any kind which canno-
stand investigation cannot stand very
hiigh in the estimation of the country.
I shall be glad to lear any discussion on
this or any other mùatter, and I do not
think that allowing the Bill to bc intro-
duced cau be objected to. I think to ob-
ject would be an act of discourtesy to the
lion. gentleman who proposes to introduce
it. The Suprene Court, I admit, is a
high tribunal, and one which should receive
the protection of the Governnient and the
Country ; but the Senate and other insti-
tutions have been attacked before now;
and, alioughi I do not believe in the ex-
pediency of abolishing the Senate, still I
should not object to the introduction of a
Bill to do away with it altogether, if any
hon. niember should think proper to in-
troduce su ch a Bill.

Bill read the jfirst time.

SABLE ISLAND-TELEGRAPHIC COM-
MUNICATION.

QUESTION.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Wlether it is the intention of the
Governmient to connect Sable Island
with the mainland of the Province of
Nova Scotia by marine telegraph, during
the present year.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONAILD: That
is under the consideration of the Govern-
ment.

STRATFORD POS-OFFICE AND CUS-
TOM-HOUSE.

QUESTION.

MR. HESSON enquired, Whether the
Glovernment have decided to accept the
vailuable lands proposed to be donated by
the town of Stratford for the purpose of
.erecting a post-office and Custoin-house
thereon; and, if so, is it the intention of
the Govermnent to erect said post-office
and Customn-house at an early date ?

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: In
the absence of the Postmaster-General,
I may state that we do not find that there
has been any sucli offier made to the Gov-
,ernment.

Sir Jorn A. MACDONALD.

MANITOBA-ALLOTMENT TO MINORS.
QUESTION.

Mr. SCHULTZ enquired, Wbether it
is the intention of the GOvernment to pro-
ceed with the allotment to milors in the
unallotted parishes of Manitoba.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD stated
that the allotments had taken place in St.
Boniface and several other parishes, and
were received on the 17th instant, and the
Agent of the Dominion reported that the
allotment in St. François Xavier and the
remaining parishes would be sent in a few
days.

BOUNDARY BETWEEN ONTARIO AND
U.NORGANISED TEPRITORIES OF

THE DOMINION.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned debate on Mr.
Dawson's motion :-" That a Select Committee
be appointed to enquire into, and report to this
House upon alil inatteih connected with the
Boundaries between the Province of Ontario,
and the unorganis, d Territories of the Dominion
with power t:> send for persons and papers
said Conmittee to be comnposed of Messrs.
Dawson, Robinson, Geoffrion, DeCosmos, Breck-
eu, Royal, Trow, Mousseau, Caron, M cDonald
(Cape Breton), and Weldon, of whon five to
form a quorum."

MR. MACKENZIE: Before the vote
is taken, I desire to notiee very briefly
some arguments and statements made by
hon. gentlemen opposite in the debate
yesterday. I regret that the bon. the
Minister of Justice is not in his place, as
I desire to allude to some of his renarks,
but I will defer doing so until later on.
The hon. gentleman at the head of the
Government strongly objected to the
mode of settlement, and devoted renarks
yesterday to showing that the course pur-
sued by the late Government vas not one
which should have been taken ; but there
are some reasons wvhy we may fairly
doubt whether his own opinion vas
always in that direction. When the mat-
ter vas first bronght under discussion,
under the late Sandfield Macdonald,
that gentleman employed the hon.
memiber for Halton (Mr. Macdougall)
to iake some preliminary examinations
by inspection of maps, plans, books,
papers, Acts of Parlianient, and other
documents. I do not propose to iliscuss
the report of that hon. gentleman at all ;
but he was the one who, in the first
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place, suggested an arbitration for the
settlement of this question. He reported
officially on the 9th of March, 1872, (that
was in his second report) that lie " sug-
gested in a friendly unofficial way, to
members of the Dominion Government,
and of the Government of Ontario, the ex-
pediency of appointing, before the Com-
missioners begin their discussion, a third
person of ability and position unconnected
ýwith Canada,to act as umpire in case of dis
pute, subject of course to the approval of
Parliament ; and then lie says, so far as

lie could j udge, Sir John A. Macdonald
and Sir George E. Cartier, to whom lie
made the suggestion, viewed it favour-
ably." I do not present this as any argu-
ment to prove wbether tle proposal once
made by hon. gentlemen opposite, namely,
to refer the matter to the 1rivy Council, or
that proposed by the late Administration,
to have Arbitrators named on this side
of the Atlantic to decide the ques-
tion was the best, but I mention it as
showing that at one time our scheme
was favourably entertained by the lion.
gentleman at the iead of the Government.
We conceived it to be the best, because
we believed that access to such documents
as could only be obtained in England and'
France could as well be obtained for use.
here in this country, and a larger amout of
evidence could be obtained on this side of
the water, where the whole question was
better understood than in England; andÇ
we believed, that people on this side were
much better acquainted with the history
of, and all matters connected with, the
subject than any Judges of the Privy
Council could possibly be. This, I .dmit,
is a matter of opinion; but we liad no
doubt upon the question; and we in-
formed Parliament when the Arbitrators
were appointed. The hon. gentleman at
the head of the Government took ex-
ception yesterdav because only one legal
gentleman sat as an Arbitrator, althongh
that one occupied the highest position
that could be attained at the Bar of the
Province of Ontario. The late Judge
Wilmot, of New Brunswick, was named
by the Dominion Government; but, before
the Arbitrators could meet, he died. It
then became the duty of the Administra-
tion to select someone in his place, some
one of position, and possessed of high
abilities; and their selection fell u.on ,
Sir Francis Hincks. I think no one will

6

venture to say that that gentleman was
not eminently fitted to undertake the
office. He had been Prime Minister of
Canada for years, and subsequently acted
as Governor of another Colony; had spent
most of a long life in the country, and
-was well qualified, from his natural
abilities, to fulfil a duty of this kind. No
objection was taken to him at the time;
and only now is the objection taken, be-
cause lie vas not a member of the legal
profession. It bas been the custom in
appointing Arbitrators to select one legal
gentleman, while the other two are laymen,
so that no real exception can be taken on
that ground to the Arbitrators. The hon.
the Minister of Justice yesterday, and
the mover of the motion before the House,
iade some remarks. I ami not quite sure
that the Minister of Justice said mucli on
the point, but the mover of the motion,
did say that the parties who were
appointed by the Dominion Governient
to conduct the case before the Arbitrators
were not able to conduct the proceedings.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I said
nothing of the kind.

Mn. MACKENZIE: That was cer-
tainly implied. The gentleman who
moved the resolution, however, did not
hesitate at all in saying so.

MR. DAWSON: The hon. gentleman
will pardon me, but I did not say so.

Mn. MACKENZIE : The bon. gentle-
man even impugned the integrity of the
award, and statel- that the proceedings
were not properly conducted. The award
might be wrong, but, at the same time, no-
thing can be alleged against its integrity.
The hon. gentleman who moved the re-
solution reflected upon all those who were
managing it. He said the case on the part of
Ontario was admirably conducted and was
altogether better managed than that of the
Dominion. Now, Sir, in the first place, the
hon. gentlemen opposite appointed a
very emninent lawyer in Montreal, Mr.
Ramsay, and lie prepared the case. A
pamphlet, which was published and was
before the Arbitration, contained Mr.
Ramsay's case. That gentleman became a
Judge, if I recollect aright, before the pro-
ceedings had gone very far. I do not say
that Mr. Ramsay was appointed to appear
before the Arbitrators, but he was ap-
pointed to prepare the case before the
Government of the hon. gentlemen oppe-
site left office, and they had, of course,
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the advantage of that gentleman's investi- waived that right by not making a claim
gations. The late Administration after- during the negotiations.
wards appointed Mr. John Armour, one of MR. M ACKENZIE: I do not know
the present Judges of the Court of Queen's what claim she could possibly have to
Bench in Ontario. No one can allege make; there vas no claim whatever in
that Mr. Armour was incapable of con- the matter. The question was, where
ducting a case of that kind, or that he was the boundary? The hon. the Minis-
was not amongst the ablest men of On- ter of Justice spoke as if Ontario was
tario to whom such a case could be sub- claiming part of the Hudson's Bay Com-
mitted. He was succeeded, after giving pany's territory. Ontario claimed nothing
considerable attention to the case, by Mr. of the kind. I asked the question across
Monk and Mr. McMahon, of London, the fouse, if the hon. gentleman eould tell
who spent months studying the question, me how much of the Hudson's Bay Com-
gentlemen who finally conducted the case panys territory Ontario was claiming, and
to conclusion before the Arbitrators, as- lie was not able to tell nie.
sisted always by the Deputy Minister of MR. McDONALD (Picton): Yes, I
Justice; and no one who vas present at did ; saidt ail that was west and north
any of the meetings of the Arbitrators of the true Iane.
could doubt that the very greatest possible MR. IMACKENZIE: And that is what
attention was given by all the parties who the hon. gentleman considers the Hud-
were engaged by the Dominion hovern- s mn's Bay Company's territory; and lie
ment in the settlement of the cape. Now, asks if Ontario was simply claiming what
Sir, the on. the Minister of Justice was was Ontario's. Ontarlo wanted nothin
not able yesterday, apparently, to confine but lier own true bondaries, and what-
himself te the argument upon the merits ever was within those boundaries the Hud-
of the case. He vent ont of is way to son's Bay Company had nothing to eo
allege that the Governmen of the Pro- with; and, when the hon. gentleman made
itnce of Ontario took good care not to an attempt yesterday to cast imputations

mention anything about the aount of of selfishness an impropriety on the
money which the movernment had to pay Ontario Government and people, e for-
i 1870 to the Hudson's Bay Company. got the vry basis of the aim. Why,

They were wiling, lie said, to take the Ontari could not, and dared not, daim
territory, but they took care to make ne before any Arbitration a portion of thie
haim to it until the Government had ex- Hudson's Bay Companys territor, and it
pended a large sum in paying the Hudsons was for that territory that the money was
Bay Company for their territory. paid by the Dominion Government-

MR. McDONAL (Pictou): I a n £300,000 sterling. Now, the ques-
sure th hon. gentleman des not wish th tidn to be deciaed by the Arbitrators
misconstrue what I sid. J said that it was simply, what were the true bound-
was a subject of eniquiry why Ontario aries of Ontario, and, in order to ascertain
did not rase the question o the boundary that, it became necessary to examine
at the time of the neGotiations with the maps, treaties, Acts of Parliament,
Budson's Bay Company. Governors' Commissions, ud aet corres-

MR. MACK on. gentlem The n. wh- pondence, and even the speeches of publi
man spoke at the time of money that liad men in the Imperial Parliament. Sucli
to be paid. were the documents presented by the re-

MR. McDONALD (Pictou I mens spective parties to the contest, before the
tioned payment incidentally, but that was Arbitrators, and it was upon the careful
the argument. perusal of ail such documents, maps, and

MR. MACKEnNoZIEt Both the argu- treaties and the natural wording of the
ment and the implication were that Act of 1774, thatthe decision was ulti-
Ontari wished to obtain possession of mately given. The on. gentleman, if I
some territory for ihich money was paid recolleet aright, then-if not himself then
to the piudson's Bay Company. it was is leader-ridiculed the idea of

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : On the Governors' Commissions being at a re-
contrary, the very point raised was ferred to, as overriding in anv respect
raised in the case by Mr. McMahon him- other evidence or constituting evidence in
self, that Ontario, if she ad a right, themselves. Governors' Commissions

MR. MACKENZIE.
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were simply cited as evidence that what-
ever territory was covered by them and
the accompanying Instructions must neces-
sarily have been included in the old Pro-
vince-; that that would be not only very
strong corroborative evidence, but would
be actually positive evidence that the ter-
ritory was so defined and appointed. The
hon. the Minister of Tustice also referred
to the language of the Act of 1774. Now
I am quite sure that the hon. gentleman,
if he looks at the lauguage employed in
that Act, will think that it entirely goes
against the interpretation that he put
upon it. I do not intend at the present
moment to enter upon an argument as to
what the boundaries were or were not,
nor would I refer to this at all for a mo-
ment but for the remarks of the hon.
gentleman himself, who took it for grant-
ed that northwards from the junction
of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers
must mean due north. Now if you
were to make such application of
the words westward on the Ohio River,
you would never reach the junction of
the two rivers at all, because it is not due
west, but a very long way off due west,
and, if the term westward means along
the banks of the Ohio in a westerly direc-
tion, it is clearly the case at the same time
that the word northward along the banks
of the Mississippi must maean the same
thing. You cannot interpret the two
words in a different way.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
"Northward along the banks of the Mis-
sissippi " is not in the Act.

Mr. MACKENZIE: I am speaking of
the word "northward."

Sia SAMUEL L. TILLEY : And
"along the banks of the Ohio " is not in
the Act.

Mu. MACKENZIE: But that makes
no difference as to the interpretation of
the two words, because, if it was meant to
be due north the words would be used
" due north" not " northward." Why
should the word northward be used ?
Simply because the word westward was
used in the sentence immediately preced-
ing ? The word northward indicat 3d the
line to be taken, and, besides that, the
banks of the Mississippi were used in
other documents as the boundary which
was there described in the Act of 3774
showing that there was no ground what-
ever for the contention that due north

was the direction intended to be indicat-
ed. Another point which the hon. gentle-
man at the head of the Goveranment made
was this. Hle said : What was to be-
come of the Indian land i The Domin-
ion Government had extinguished the
title to lands in a part of this very
country covered by these negotiations;
were these lands to become the property of
Ontario at the expense of the Dominion ?
he asked. Well, I may ask the hon.
gentleman if this is the first case of the
kind that has occurred in which lands so
situated were dealt with. The hon. gentle-
ment knows it is not. The hon. gentle-
man has only to search the public docu-
ments and he will find that the lands
covered by the Robinson Treaty next to
the lands lie now speaks of, many years
ago, are embraced in the definition of the
boundaries of Ontario by himself. He
knows also that the Dominion of Canada
treated these Indian subsidies under the
Robinson Treaty as a mere matter of
account chargeable against the Province
of Ontario, and all the money that the
Dominion Government pays out for sub-
sidies to Indians upon land within the
territory of Ontario, is to be repaid to the
Dominion Government by Ontario. Now,
I recollect very well calling Mr.
Mowat's attention to this very thing.
I have no strong impression, however, of
that territory, and I told him that, so far
as my personal opinion was concerned,
I would rather have the Indian money
paid back than have possession of the
territory. According to the plan pursued
with the land held under the Robinson
Treaty, the Dominion Government could
have the right to claim the sum of over
$100,000, already paid to the Indians, un-
der Treaty No. 3, that is for the Indian
lands east of the line through the centre
of the Lake of the Woods; nearly the
whole of the lands embraced under that
Treaty were embraced also in the territory
declared by the Arbitrators to be within
the boundaries of Ontario, and we would
be entitled for all time to the amount of
the annual annuities payable to the In-
dians, which was something between
$17,000, and $18,000. The argument, there-
fore, of the hon. gentleman at the head of
Government was withoutaparticle of force
in this respect, as we had no difficulty
whatever in regard to the transference of
claims for the Indian lands. The hon.
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gentleman at the head of the Government
based a long argument, mixed with a good
deal of declamation upon the fact that the
word "determine," which was theword used
in the Ontario Act, did not convey the
idea of a final definition of the true
boundary line but of a conventional line.
It so happens that the word " determine "
does not bear the meaning that the hon.
gentleman attached to it, and that it was
used through all the correspondence and
negotiations-in the first Order in Coun-
cil passed by the Dominion Government
on l2th Nov., 1874, appointing Mr.
Wilmot to represent the interests of that
Governnent ; in the Ontario Order in
Council, appointing the Hon. Mr. Rich-
ards, late Chief Justice of Ontario and of
':he Dominion ; and the award of the
Arbitrators proceeds in this way:-

" The undersigned having been appointed by
the Governments of Canada and Ontario as Ar-
bitrators to ' determine' the Northerly and
Westerly Boundaries of Ontario, do hereby
'determine' and decide that the following are

* * such boundaries."

Then comes the specification of the
boundaries, followed by a description of
the true boundaries as there ascertained.
The word "determine" is not only in itself a
perfectly proper word, but it happens to
be a word that was used throughout all
those documents, where the object was
to ascertain the true boundary. The pre-
amble of the Ontario Act of 1879, con-
taining the foregoing, then proceeds as
follows

"l Whereas, the effect of the said award is to
give to this Province less territory than had
been claimed on behalf of the Province, and
more territory than the Government of Canada
had contended to be within the limits of the
Province, or than was contained within the
Provincial boundaries aforesaid."

After which follows an extract from Cap.
28 of 34 and 35 Vict. giving the
authority to define and alter boundaries.
This language in the preamble, and in the
recital of the above Act, was assumed by
the bon. gentleman opposite to be in it-
self an acknowledgment that Ontario re-
ceivel more than she was entitled to,
whereas the language was simply used as
a recital of the authority by which the
Legislature was empowered to declare in
conjunction with the Dominion Govern-
2nent the boundary ascertained. The

Mr. MACKENZIE.

claim of Ontario was one which the Ar-
bitrators had no difficulty in coming to a
conclusion upon. The hon. gentleman,
therefore, cannot claim that the mere reci-
tal of the words which were used in the Im-
perial Act could be used to vitiate the claim
of the Province of Ontario, or to imply that
the Ontario Government conceded that it
was obtaining territory it vas not
entitled to or expected. It was in
fact using the language of the Imnperial
Act. The language of the first sec-
tion of the Ontario Act was sufficiently
extensive to put beyond dispute any claim
in the future which might be brought up
in the Courts of Justice, as to whether
this was or was not the true boundary.
Assuming that it is possible that the
Arbitrators have made a mistake, even if
a tr istake has been made in any particu-
lar, the award nevertheless remains as a
final award, and the boundaries so declared
will be for all future time the true
boundaries of the Province of Ontario.
The hon. gentleman at the head of the
Governinent seems to think it is a very
light thing to set aside an Arbitration
of this kind; he seems to think that
because a iew Administration is in
office, it is quite competent for it to
treat the old Government and all their
Acts very much as the Stuarts after the
Restoration treated all the administrative
acts and legislation of Oliver Cromwell.
Our Administration would appear to
have been treated as a usurpation of
authority, and the hon. gentleman himself
and bis friends to be the true rulers, by
divine right, of this country. That ap-
pears to be the hon. gentleman's doctrine,
and it is his doctrine in relation to many
things beside the case under discussion.
I have no objection whatever to the hon.
gentleman using his power in this House
to set aside the legislation of the last
Government if he thinks it wrong, but I
fear that, if he were living in another
country, he would find some difficulty in
setting aside solemn treaties that have
been entered upon, such as the Treaty for
the settlement of the San Juan question.
If the decision on tbat occasion of the
Emperor William were to be set aside, it
would be as justifiable from an International,
point of view as the setting aside of the
award in the present case. The hon. gentle-
man would have no more right to set aside
the award than he would have to set aside
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the Treaty of Washington. I therefore in any way whatever failed to perform
protest, with all the earnestness possible, ail that was expected or required of him.
against the conclusion at which the hon. MR. DAWSON I beg to say that, in
gentleman as arrived in this matter, referriig to the gentlemen who acted for
and in the meantime all the evils which the Dominion, I meant to cast no reflec-
could possibly arise from the non-settle- tion upon the whatever. I believe that
ment of this difficulty continue to exist. they were very capable, and I know Mr.
No doubt the Government of Ontario can McMahon, a peisonal friend of my own,.
assume, as they have the right to assume, to be an able lawyer, but I wil say that
jurisdiction within what they have they were placed in a false position, that
believed to be their boundaries, and any suflicient time was not afforded them to
question of jurisdiction which may arise look into the volumes produced by On-
can be determined in another way. In tario, which would take any man a year
the meantime, we know that Justices ef to wade throgh. As to the awarl itself,
the Peace were appointed by the two I pointed out the extraordinary manner
Governments, and that a conventional in which vast territories had been deait
line vas drawn from Hunter's Island due with, but I certainly did not reflect on
north, beyond which the Dominion Gov- the gentlemen who acted for the Domin-
ernment could give deeds for land and ion Government.
timber limits, and within which, to the MR. BLAKE: If it would take a year
eastward, Ontario exercises sole jurisdio- to look into those books, as the hon. cen-
tion and authority. Apart from this ar- tieman stated, how does lie exlect the
rangement about the lands, the incon- Committec to do it in six weeks.
venience which will arise froin such astate MR. DAWSON: That remains to be
of aflairs was pointed ont by the hon. seen.
gentleman himself in several Minutes of MR. MACDOUGALL: The hon. gen-
Council, which still exist. Now, I think tleman who has just addressed the buse
we have reason to complain of wa3 good enough to make some reference
the course the hon. gentleman took to a recoramendation of mine, when I was
in another particular. IUnless he as- employed as a Commissioner for t'e Pro-
sumes that it was desirable that vince of Ontario, to investigate this ques-
this unfortunate state of things should tion of its western and northern bound-
continue, why did he not take some action aries, and to report to that Government
during the late Session of this Parliament; the facts, evidence, views and opinions
how is it that some eighteen months have resulting from that investigation. Isup-
elapsed since the hon. gentleman assumed pose the lion, gentleman gives me some
office, and he has taken no steps of any credit-I took it in a complimentary
kind in order to reach a settlement. I sense-that, on that occasion I recoin-
could understand why he delayed last mended the appoinent of a third person
spring ; I have no doubt whatever that he to act with the two Cominissioners ap-
delayed it in order to aid himself and his pointed bv the respective Governments,
friends in electioneering in the Province of whose report might take the form of an
Ontario,hoping to be able to fill certain offi- award. That is quite true, but in at-
ces. Itdid not, however, do him much good, tempting to make that recommenda-
and I venture to say, apart from all sectional tion a cover for, or to commit rue in
considerations whatever, which I trust any way to the approvat of the award
will find no place in this debate, that pub- which bas been made, the hon. gen-
lie opinion throughout the Dominion will tieman compels me to say that, if the
condemn the course that the hon. gentle- members of tbis bouse viii refer to the
man has taken, and which is so unjustifi- correspondence publisbed in the Journals
able upon general principles, as well as of the Local Legisiature, they wi1i sec
being against the evidence which we pos- that it was not intended, nor did it enter
sess to the fact that the Arbitration was into my mmd, that the report oL the Com-
conducted impartially and justly, and that missioners sbould be a definitive award
no one can claim that either of the Arbi- likethatvwhichwearenowconsidering. It
trators who were appointed by the Do- was te be an exanination of the history of
minion to conduct the case, has in any the question, a collection of material facta
way ,whatever negleted bis duti, or a whicb might be found pertinet to a
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decision of the question, Is there a
western or northern boundary line of On-
tario ? If we found it, we were to report
the fact. We had no authority to make
or declare a boundary. With the indul-
gence of the House, I will take the oppor-
tunity to make a few remarks upon the
gravity of the question we have to deal
with, and upon the objections which have
been made to the proposition of the hon.
gentleman opposite (Mr. Dawson) to refer
to a Committee of this House the duty of
examining and reporting upon this award.
In the first place, the extent of territory
that is involved, the material interests
that are at stake--or rather the control
and jurisdiction over these material in-
terests-as well as the political questions
involved in the action which this House
is invited to take by the hon. gentleman
opposite, when lie asked us to approve of
the award, are too important for off-hand
or summary treatment. I have in my
hand a report prepared by the Ontario
Governnent, accompanied by a map
illustrating the extent of territory,
and the importance of the interests
from a Provincial point of view
that are involved in t is question. I
will take the liberty of reading a single
paragraph which will enable the House
to see how important, in the estimation
of the Local Government of Ontario, at
least, is the question we are now
discussing. In mentioning the area of
country involved, the compiler of this
official document states :

" The district included within these boun-
daries is of equal if not greater area than the
whole of the rest of Ontario, exclusive of the
Lakes Ontario, Superior, Huron, and Erie.
Omitting those Lakes the Province, within
the limits embraced in the proposition of the
Dominion, contained about 64,000,000 acres,
or 101,000 square miles of territory. From
the Quebec boundary line--rom Lake Tenis-
camingue to James Bay-to the LaLe of the
Woods, the distance cannot be niuch les than
seven hundred miles; while measured from
north to south the new territory covers a
breadth of country varying froin over three
hundred to one hundred miles; the Province of
Ontario will consequently in future possess an
area of fully 200,000 square miles. This is
80,000 square miles greater than the area of
the United Kingdom; only 12,000 square
miles less than the whole German Empire ;
only 2,000 square miles less than France, and
equal to the combined areas of Holland, Por-
tugal, United Italy, Switzerland and Belgium.
The awarded terrtory alone possesses an area
greater by 20,000 squrç miles than the group
of coutries .mst nained. excepting Italy."

MR. MACDOUGALL.

So it will be seen from this short state-
ment, that a very large portion of the
earth's surface is waiting the decision of
this Parliament with respect to its future
municipal and territorial jurisdiction. It
cannot be said that such a question ought
to be disposed of per saltun, by a new
Parliament. A large number of the mem-
bers are new to this question-at least
they have not dealt with it as legislators
hitherto, or been called upon to investi-
gate or discuss it. I have already found
hon. members, well informed on most
questions, who say they have not had an
opportanity of perusing those documents
and voluminous reports, one by the late
Minister of the Interior, and another by a
distinguished literateur of Toronto, Mr.
Lindsey, and another published by the
Ontario Government. which deal with the
history of the question. If members
desire to inform themselves as to the truth
and cogency of the statements made by
the advocates of the different boundaries
proposed, and to pronounce intelligently
upon the merits of the case, it will be
necessary that some means be adopted to
furnish the House with information, and
that time be given it to decide. I am
not quite convinced that it is not the duty
of the Government, in a matter of such
gravity as the present, to take the matter
into their own hands. I confess I felt
the force of the objections made on the
other side of the House, against handing
over a question like this to a private
member, allowing him to take the control
of it, and to name the Committee, of
which he is to be Chairman. So far as I
can judge froni the speech of the Minister
of Justice, yesterday, and from what has
since transpired, the Government do not
object to this Committee. If appointed,
I think it will be necessary for its
members to go over the whole ground al-
ready traversed by those concerned in the
previous discussions. I think that, the
question having remained for nine years
since the first Conmissioners were ap-
pointed, without friendlysettlementor final
adjudication, it may properly remain a few
weeks, or even a few months longer,
under investigation, before the Parlia-
ment of the Dominion is called upon to
make its final judgment in the case. As
one of those concerned in the earlier en-
quiries into the question of our north-
western boundaries, and having been
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charged with the duty of examining and
reporting upon them, I have always felt
anxious for, and have urged a speedy set-
tlement. The Government of the Domin-
ion in 1871, as well as the Local Govern-
ment of that day, felt the importance, in
view of the administration of justice in
the disputed territory, of having it clearly
established what authority had jurisdic-
tion in it. The Local Government of
Ontario in 1872-a change having taken
place, and the member for West Durham
having acceded to the Premiership-
thought proper to take this question into
their own hands, in a spirit wholly differ-
ent from that which moved those who
first undertook to settle it. The case was
being investigated, Commissioners had
been appointed, one by the Dominion and
the other by Ontario ; but final instrue-
tions had not been given them, and they
had never met. It had been part of ny
duty in connection with the negotiations
for the acquisition of the Hudson's Bav
Territory, to examine the niaps and
authorities bearing on this subject. On
the resignation of Mr. Sandfield Mac-
donald, and the assumption of office by
the hon. nember for West Durham, I was
called on suddenly to report as to the pro-
gress of the Commission. After some cor-
respondence between- the Local and Do-
minion Governments, I was called upon
to report my views, opinions and con-
clusions, with reference to the whole
case. In obedience to this pressing
demand, I prepared a Report, which you
will find in the Sessional Papers of the
Local Legislature for 1873, Part 3. It is
merely a preliminary paper, setting
forth the difficulties of the question, and
the different constructions which might
be put on the Act of 1774, and referring
to the Commissions and Instructions given
to the Governors of the Province of Que-
bec, with other authorities. It states also
the conclusions at which 1, as an indi-
vidual, had arrived, after reviewing all
those authorities. As soon as that paper
came into the possession of the Local
Government, I was instructed to cease all
operations or proceedings as a Commis-
sioner. In fact, I was very civilly, or,
perhaps, I should say, uncivilly, dismissed.
I was discharged, at al events, from
any further duty or concern in the mat-
ter. The member for West Durham took
the case into his own hands, as head of

the Local Government, and, after some
correspondence, which 3 ou will find in the
papers published by the Local Legislature,
a change of Goverunment took place in the
Dominion, the hon. gentleman's political
friends acceding to office, and he himself
becoming a Minister ; and for five years
from that period hon. gentlemen opposite,
with their political friends in the Local
Government, had the question under
their control. They had the Dominion
Parliament and the On tario Legislature at
their back ; the case had reached a cer-
tain stage of progress when it fell into
their hands, and upon them rests the
responsibility for its non-settlement while
thev remained in power. They did not
settle it, although it had been urged pre-
viously, on both sides, that a speedy set-
tlement was very desirable, in view of the
possible commission of crimes in the dis-
puted territory. Public works were coin-
menced there, under the Administration
of the hon. gentleman who now complains
of a few weeks delay. The Arbitrators
were appointed years ago, and some of
them died without having accomplished
their mission. In view of these
facts, it does not come with very
good grace from lion. gentlemen opposite,
to presFa new Parliament, dealing with
this question for the first time, to dispose
of it per saltum, by a vote, witlout any
enquiry or examination of the different
questions connected with it. I believe the
majority of the House will take this view,
and that the people of Canada will con-
sider that, from the importance of the
case, as stated by representatives of On-
tario, we ouglit to enquire into, and care-
fully consider the question in all its
aspects. I have no hesitation in express-
ing my own opinion that the right of On-
tario to claim her boundary in the West,
as far as the'North-West Angle of the Lake
of the Woods, is capable of conclusive
demonstration. I do not agree with the
Minister of Justice in his strict construc-
tion of the Act of 1774. We know now
under what circumstances that Act was
introduced and ho.v it was dealt with.
lu 1839 the Report of the Debates on the
Quebec Bill was discovered among the
Egerton Manuscripts in the British Mu-
seum. That report is a very interesting
document to the historical student of this
country, for it shows the views that pre-
vailed in England as well as in America
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with regard to many of the political ques- ing to Hudson's Bay, etc., and they are hereby
fin hnatisebtee1h w during Ris Majesty's pleasure, made part andtions then at issue between the two coun- aclothPrvnefQue, t.

tries. The Cavendish Debates, as they are
called, were reported by a skilful steno- Ail the territories, etc., lying within
grapher, and werenot published until 1839. the bounds mentioned, east of the Miss-
From them it appears that, when Lord issippi river, were annexed to Quebec,
North introduced the Quebec Act of 1774, and, except the portion afterwards surren-
in which the boundaries of Canada were dered to the United States, became part
defined, he submitted it to the House of of Upper Canada, wbeu that Province
Lords on the responsibility of the Govern- was created. The description in the Act
ment, and in that Act the Mississippi as finally passed, after defining a une on
river was distinctly declared to be the the south to the north-west angle of
Western Boundary of Canada. Pennsylvania, is in these words:-

A1R. MILLS: Of Quebec.
Ma. MACDOULGALL : 0f Quebec of ndtecalgtewserbunryoMR. ý1.-CDO-TGLL :Of uebe ofthe said Province until if strikes the River

course, that being the name of the Province Ohio, and along the bank of the said river
then. While the A et was under considera- westword te thenbanks of the Mississippi, and
tion in the Commons, Mr. Burke, then a northward to the southern boundnry of the
distinguished member of that House, and territory granted to the Merchant Adventurers
the paid agent of New York, in dis- o
charging his duty to his eimployers, as Now, of course, the whole argument furns
well as to his constituents, felt it his duty upon the proper interpretation of fuis word,
to object to the loose way in which the Inorhward," as used in the Act. We
boundary was declared in the preamble to have the Acf before us, and, according to a
the Bill. The House suspended proceed- rule of construction whieh I remember to
ings, the report observes, during half an have read a good many years ago you
hon, whule Burke and other meiibers cannot look at the surrounding circum-
%vent up stairs te consudt the maps ; they stances in interpreting an Ac of Parlia-
came dowu with an aleration inp the de- ment. Youcannotreadthe speehesofmem-
scription. In the Bi, Quebec was declared bers of Parliamentwhen the Act was under
t be bounded on the south by the Ohi discussion todiscoverthe meanig of obscure
river, on ie west by the Mississippi, on passages. But in more modem fimes I find
the north by the ludson's Bay territories. that, in the United States, and aise in Eng-
In toe amended description, a limitary land,the Judges have found it necessary, in

wne is laid down. The description was deliverig their j udgments, te consuit the
altered se far in eder te avoid interference rfacords of Parliament, and even te consut
with the then Colony ef New -York on the sotans htd. There are cases in our own
south. With this object Mr. PBurke rau a Courts in which the Judges have referred
ine unt il ho came te the expression "lnorth- te what took place in Parliament as a
ward, in the original description. Hie mean s of ascertaining and explaining the
had geot down te the jufetion of flie Ohio meaning of ambiguus expressions. And
with the Mississippi, and, having ne I think that. in a great political question
further interest in the matter, he did net of this sort, we arejustified in looking int e
interfere witi flie Bill any further. But the its history. A brief exploration enables
new description was inapplicable and in- rus t ascertain the objecr of the Imperial
congmueus, because the words Iothe left Goverlment in adding these territories te
bank of the Mississippi" were omaifted. I the old Province of Quebec. The object as
shahl read fhe description of the counury stated by Lord North was toinclude certain
adlded te fhe Province of Quebec, by the j trading posfs nef then within fhe juris-
Act of 17î 74, as if was expressed in fIe diction of the Province of Quebec, in order
Bill when if passed the flouse of Lords:- te give fhem the advautages of an organ-

"Be if enacted, that all the said territries ised Goverment. These posts, as wc well
iglands and ceuntries, (referred te in the pre- know, were beyond hihe boundarv whic
amble), heretofore part of the territorey f would have been assigned te Quebec if the
Canada in North Anerica. extending seuthward ue were te run due nerthp feom the june-
to the bandk of the River Ohio; westward t tion of the Ohi witl the Mississippi.
the bank w of the Mississippi, and n ortnward T e
the southern boundary of the territory granted
te the Merchant Adventrers of England trad- been defeawad by su a construction.

MR. MABeOUGALu.
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There is enougli doubt in the case, at all
events, to justify its reference to a Com-
mittee of the ablest men in Parliament.
If the members of this House representing
the other Provinces are under the appre-
hension that, by agreeing to this conven-
tional boundary, they will be giving to
Ontario great additional territory and
political power, which in thefuture might
be used adverselv to their interests, then
they have a right to demand that this
question shall be judicially determined by
the highest judicial authority in the Em-
pire. In that case, I apprehend all parties and
all Provinces will acquiesce in "the decision.
The people of the other Provinces do not, I
belie ve, desire to deprive Ontario of her just
rights. If entitled to this territory, she will
getit andnoone willhavearighttocomplain.
The people expect at our hands that we
shall defend, not only Dominion, but Pro-
vincial rights, and I doubt if any Ontario
member on either side of the House will
hesitate to exercise the authority given
him by bis constituents, to defend the
rights of the people of that Province to
the last. We want the true boundary, so
far as it can be ascertained, nothing more,
nothing less. Now, let me cail
the attention of the louse for a few
moments to the difficulties connected with
that question. It is a boundary that can
only be ascertained by reference to certain
points mentioned in tihe Act of 1774, and
in Roval Proclamations and Commissions
to Goverinors. So long as you are on the
Mississippi, you have a natural boundary
on the west, but when you get to Lake
Itaska, the most northern source of that
river, you are left on the prairie, and
then, having nothing to explain the course
intended by the word northward, I sup-
pose you must go due north. Then on
the north we have the limit " to the
southern boundary of the territory grant-
ed to the Hudson's Bay Comapany." The
Minister of Justice is under the impression
that we did not make any attempt to
claim or define boundaries in the discus-
sion with the iHudson's Bay authorities.
That question, Sir, was very thoroughly
discussed, and Mr. Mowat adopts the
argument we used on that occasion, and
makes it a part of bis case.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I did not
say that my hon. friend did not raise the
question of boundary at all; but I said

thatOntario did not, antecedent to that
discussion.

MR. MACDOUGALL : The question
had not arisen until Confederation, as re-
gards Ontario, and, in every controversy
with the Hudson's Bay Company, we
always contended that our boundary went
very far west of the Height of Land. The
Government of Canada, on every publie
occasion, disputed the right of the Hud-
son's Bay Company to territory outside of
the undefined circle about Hudsox's Bav.
They took that ground upon the fmnal
settlement of the question, when Sir
George Cartier and myself represented the
Government, and I never heard any com-
plaint about our argument, except my
right hon. friend said on our return : " You
used pretty sharp language." 1, for one,
felt very warm upon that question, when
I found that an ex-member of the Imperial
Government had been appointed Governor
of the Hudson's Bay Company, and that,
before our negotiations were concluded,
we had to meet the arguments of a gentle-
nan to whom we had shown our hand when
the statement of our rights as against the
Hudson's Bay Company wsa confidential-
ly laid before the Imperial Cabinet.
Our territorial claims as against the
Hudson's Bay Company are set forth at
length in the correspondence between the
Canadian Delegates and the Colonial
Office, and our arguments are quoted by
Mr. Mowat in his statement of the case
for Ontario, as being cogent and in accord-
ance with facts. We were acting of the
name and on behalf of Canada. We felt
that we were reiterating the views
entertained and expressed by the Gov-
ernment of Canada on all occasions since
the question was first raised in Parlia.
ment, and I am not aware that the con-
tention of the Canadian Government that
the proprietary rights of the Hudson's
Bay Company were restricted to the coun-
try they occupied prior to the Treaty cf
Paris cf 1763, bas ever been officially
withdrawn or denied. If the Hudson's
Bay Company had no legal right to the
territory beyond the line laid down on
the maps of that period-one or two hun-
dred miles, perhaps, south of Hudson
Bav-if that was the extreme extent
southward to which they had laid clain,
we have now to find, and the Judical
Committee of the Privy Council, if the
question be rt ferred to them, wil have to
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find, the southern limit of the territory of
the Hudson's Bay Company as laiddown by
themselves. That will be as very difficult
proposition-a very dificult question todis-
pose of by metes and bounds. The Hudson's
Bay Company at different periods extend-
ed their claims. The French Govern-
ment on the other hand, on behalf of their
citizens and traders, pushed the boun-
daries of the French territory as near to
Hudson's Bay as possible. Commissioners
were appointed on bebalf of the two
countries, who met and discussed the
matter, and maps were submitted. I do
not know that a Court of Law could
find any rule or precedent applicable to
such a case, that would justify it in fixing
a boundary outside of the limits laid down
by these Commissioners. I think it
probable that a line must be found some-
where between these two. It will be im-
possible to mark it upon the ground by re-
ference to any known landmarks or natural
objects. It will bea matter of reasoning and
conjecture, and therefore, in regard to that
part of the case, it seems to me the ques-
tion is one that can very well be disposed
of by the authority of Parliament. The
country between the southern boundary
of the HUdson's Bay territory as claimed
either by the English or French Com-
missioners before the Cession in 1783, and
James's Bay, which is given to Ontario
by this Award, is of little value
for any purpose. It is said to be
frozen within a few inches of the surface
all the year round. There is no timber
there of any consequence, as cxplorers
tell us. It may be rich in minerals, but our
country is full of mineral deposits in regions
much more accessible. I do not agree
with the hon, member for Algoma, that
the country is too far distant, to be prop-
erly administered by Ontario. I think
our Local Government is quite capable of
administering justice or doing whatever
isnecessary for this territory up to James's
Bay. The hon. gentleman proposes to
establish a new Province in this rocky,
treeless, and frozen region-I think we
have Provinces enough of that description.
I do not find that the Dominion is at all
helped, or its financial burdens lessened
by establishing new Provinces under such
circumstances. We are expending a
great deal for Manitoba-a fertile Prov-
ince-and for the territory beyond and we
are about to pay, if this House approves of

MR. MACDOUGALL.

the contracts the Government have given
out, a good many millions for the con-
struction of a Railway in British Colum-
bia, one of these newly acquired Pro-
vinces. I think Sir, in view of these
facts, there is not much inducement to
the taxpayers of this Dominion to create
new Provinces unnecessarily. I see no
necessity for it in this case. Ontario
numbers nearly two millions-one half
the population of this Dominion. It is
the richest Province-the most produc-
tive Province-of this Dominion. It is
the only Province that to-day pays a
surplus into the Dominion Treasury.
The other Provinces take more out of the
Dominion Treasury than they contribute
to it.

Several HoN. GENTLEMEN: No no.
MR. MACDOUGALL : Hon. gentle-

men say no-they ought to move for the
publication of the report made by Mr.
Langton, in answer to an Address of this
House, of the income from, and the ex-
penditure in, the several Provinces, for
the first six years of Confederation. I
think it will be seen from that report
that a very considerable portion ofthe
revenue and all the surplus came from
Ontario. I am not blaming the other
Provinces, nor do I regard it as a reason
for changing our liberal policy towards
them. The people of Ontario are more
numerous, they occupy a richer
soil and enjoy a finer climate,
their productive energies are greater,
and they can afford to pay more, but,
when we are told that they cannot con-
trol or govern a certain portion of terri-
tory, because it is too distant, and would
prove too burdensome, I think my hon.
friend will have to find some better argu-
ment to justify the creation of a new Pro-
vince in the North. Upon the whole
case, it appears to me there is no occasion
for dispute-no reason for exciting sec-
tional feeling, in this matter. The people
of Ontario will be satisfied with an adju-
dication which is legal and conclusive,
and they will accept whatever territory
is awarded to them by a properly consti-
tuted tribunal. I believe they will accept
what the Arbitrators have given them if
confirmed by this House. It is less than
many of their public writers and advocates
claim, but still, if this award is not con-
firmed by Parliament, the question must
be determined by the highest judicial
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authority in the Empire. I hope, Sir,
that, if a Committee be app9inted, it will
be composed of members from different
Provinces, who will give their closest at-
tention to the history, as well as the
legal and constitutional aspects of the
question. It will soon be discovered
that it is not capable of mathematical or
astronomical solution. It cannot be
finally disposed of by any report or
recommendation of a Select Committee.
The Government will be responsible for
the action of this House, and no Commit-
tee can relieve them of that responsibility.
A Committee will be able to collect the
material facts and the evidence bearing on
the case. They will be able to report
upon it more easily now than at any for-
mer time, and Parliament will, after such
examination and report, be in a better
position to determine either to confirm
the award or remit the question to a legal
tribunal.

31R. CASEY : I do not feel, Sir, that
this motion can be allowed to pass without
some protest from even the less prominent
members from Ontario. I consider, Sir,
that this is the most important question
relating to Ontario that has come before
this House since Confederation. The hon.
member for Halton has ably observed that,
dealing with a question involving so great
an interest as the possession of 64,000,000
acres of land we should proceed with
the utmost gravity, solemnity and deliber-
ation. The hon. mover of this motion,
the hon. the Minister of Justice and the
leader of the Government, have asked us
to practically settle this question now.
They ask us to utterly disregard the
award. I think I am borne out by the
resolution, whicl shows no reference to
the award at all. You would never know
from the wording of it that there had
been an award made. You would sup-
pose that the question was still as open as
it was during the period before the Arbi-
trators decided the question. Now, Sir,
this is something the people of Ontario
will not endure in silence. I doubt if
even the Conservative members from On-
tario in this House will tolerate it in
silence, or even after the use of vigorous
language. At any rate, they cannot vote
for this resolution without destroying the
title deeds of Ontario, to this enormous
extent of teri-itory. The people of On-
tario .would object to anything in

the slightest degree calculated to injure
the authority of this award. They will
object still more strongly to the ignoring
of that award in a spirit which is
eventually hostile to their Province. We
have no difficulty in discovering from the
speech of the right hon. gentleman opposite,
and by his sneering remark that " Ontario
would, perhaps, get as much as she
expected by the award," his hostile feel.
ing to the Province. Perhaps, sir, lie is
aware that, althougli lie has a majority in
this House from Ontario, lie has not the
people of that Province at his back. and
is hostile to her because lie knows lier
hostility to him. Perhaps the hon. gen-
tleman is calculating on the profit he
would make, in a political sence, by favour-
ing the sister Province of Quebec, but I
am quite sure, from what I know of the
members of the French race who sit in
this House, that they would not counten-
ance the perpetration of an injustice upon,
or a breach of faith with, the larger Pro-
vince. The lion. gentleman may fiiid
himself amiss in the calculations he has
made. What are the grounds on which
the right hon. gentleman has attacked the
award ? Was it because of the peronnel
of the Board who made it ? No. Be-
cause of a defective presentation of the
case before then î No. Because of any
suspicion of foul play by themi No. It
was on the sole ground that the mode of
appointing those Arbitrators was irregu-
lar - that they should not have
been appointed by the Executives
of the Dominion and the Pro-
vince without the consent of Parliament.
He says tragically : " Fancy an English
Government appointing a Commission
of that sort by an Order in Council -with-
out authority from Parlianent." The
lion. gentleman's memory must be very
short if lie forgets lie himself was ap-
pointed by the English Government, with-
out authority from Parliament, a member
of the Joint High Commission that sat at
Washington to conclude the Treaty which
concerned the boundary line between the
Dominion of Car.ada and the United
States, along with other matters. It was
this Commission, appointed without the
assent of Parliament, that concluded the
Treaty by which we lost the Island of San
Juan on the Pacific coast. When the
Emperor of Germany decided, under the
Treaty made by my right hon. friend,
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that that island did not belong to us, did
we hear that decision questioned on the
ground that the English Government
should have asked the assent of Parlia-
ment before appointing the Commission î
There was no such argument as that.
When we were awarded five millions
of dôllars under the provisions of the same
Treaty, did we hear the objection from the
right lon. gentleman that the Joint High
Cominission was appointed without the
consent of Parliament I Not at all.
Why, when the American Government
agreed to institute an enquiry, similar
to the one now proposed, to make ob-
jections to the award of the Geneva
Arbitratiors, and when they raised objec-
tions on the same grounds urged by the
mover of this Coinmittee, or similar on es,
did not Canada rise in indignation at the
thought that they should seek to question
a tribunal to which they had agreed to
sulbmit the case ? The American Govern-
ment confined themselves te making re-
presentations to that of England. When
these were not entertained, without any
further haggling, they honestly paid the
money awarded by the Arbitrators. We
have instances in England of important
steps beimg taken without the express
consent of Parliament. The noble lord
at the head of the Government in England,
to whom the head of our Government bere
is said to bear so strong a resemblance took
over the island of Cyprus without asking
Parliament; lie assumed the protectorate
of Asia Minor, and made wars without
asking the assent of Parliament. Now,
Sir, what is the decision come to by the
right hon. gentleman as to the course to
be pursued? He says the Arbitration was
informally appointed, although I cannot
see who could have the right to make a
binding agreement in the matter, if the
Executives of both the Dominion and On-
tario could not do so. We are told that
a Committee appointed by this House!
would be better able to consult the inter-
ests of Ontario and the Dominion than
the Arbitrators to whom the question has
been submitted. If Ontario were likely
to gain a few thousand square miles by this
step being taken,what would be thought of
us if we advocated it I Why, the other
parts of the Dominion would bn entitled
to reprobate us for such conduct. It is
evident, however, that, if the hon. gentle-
mian who makes the motion wishes the

MR. CASEY.

award to be broken, it is in orderto take from
Ontario what she has got. It would be
very difficult for Ontario to retain what
belongs to her under the findings of that
Committee ; for only two of the gentlemen
who are proposed to form that Conmittee
are from Ontario-only two out of twelve
composing the proposed Committee.

MR. DAWSON: There are three
from Ontario, and the Committee is to con-
sist of eleven, not twelve.

MR. CASEY : Oh, yes, I see, I was
mistaken. But even that proportion
must weigh unfavourably against the in-
terest ot Ontario: besides, the hon. mover
of this motion is included in the three
nominally from Ontario. He -wishes to
be the representative of a new Province,
and could hardly be trusted to look after
the interests of Ontario, since he is the
very party seeking to abrogate the award.
I wish to refer to some remarks of the hon.
member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall).
He said very properly that this was a
matter of the gravest importance, and he
gave figures to show its gravity and solem-
nity, one which a new Parliament should
hesitate te deal with. Yet the appoint-
ment of this Committee which lie favours
will have the effect of breaking up the
award and so virtually settle the m atter
offhand.

An HON. MEMBER: The Committee,
for anything we know, may confirn the
awai d.

MR. CASEY: But, until the Committee
does confirm it, the award is virtually
done away with. They will have to go
into the whole affair de novo. Their very
appcintment will break it up. They may
make another award in the same terms
or in different terms altogether. He says,
further, that we should consider the award
carefully before confirming it. Now,
when an individual submits to an ar-
bitration, all that lie has to consider
afterwards is whether the trial has been
fairly conducted, - and, if it has, he
has nothing to do but to submit, unless
there is a provision for obtaining a new
trial elsewhere in a higher Court. The
same rule applies to International arbitra-
tions. If a party to an arbitration is to
have the right of complaining against and
breaking up an award, because that party
does not like it, the possibility of arbitra-
tion between Provinces and between
nations is gene forever. It bas been said
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this is a new House, and should not con-
sider this matter hurriedly. Now, Sir,
this House is in its second Session; the
same parties as were here last year are
here now. If notice had been given of
intention to discuss the question, we would
have been ready to pass upon it now,
althougli, for my part, I hold that we
should not pass upon the justice of the
award at al. The lion. member for Hal-
ton (Mr. Macdougall) says that the people
of Ontario will be satisfied with a legal
and judicial decision. This they have
had already, and the people of Ontario have
show'n their satisfaction with it. It would
be a gross breach of faith to attempt to in-
terfere with the award. Thehon. gentleman
says further that the award should be final
and of the higliest authority. I suppose
there is a way of appealing to the Privy
Council, if it is not final. I do not sup-
pose that a Committee of eleven mem-
bers of this House-of gentlemen whe
have not been noted for any legal or Con-
stitutional acquaintance with the ques-
tion of these boundaries-is a higher and
final authority-or would give any more
authoritative decision than that of the
Arbitrators whose award is in question.
The people of Ontario will look upon the
appointment of this Comiittee, not as in
furtberance of a desire to secure a higher
decision, but as being done with a view
to break up the award, and to substitute
for that the decision of a partisan Com-
mittee. If the riglit hou. gentleman at
the head of the Government thinks lie
could face the country after such a course,
we on this side should have some reason
to congratulate oirselves on the manner in
which lie would be received after such con-
duct by the people of Ontario.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) :
As a Conservative member for Ontario, I
desire to say a few words, in consequence
of the tone and line of argument of the
hon. gentleman who has just sat down.
He ias taken upon himself to threaten
the Conservative majority of this House,
and to dare them to go to the people of
Ontario, after the course being now pur-
sued in regard to this boundary question.
This, however, is only a reiteration of
what we read in the Globe of yesterday.
We were warned by that mighty orgain
of the dire consequences, which would fol-
low if we did not contirm this award, and
give to Ontario the whole of this disputed

territory. The lion. gentleman, how-
ever, who has taken up the language of
the Globe is too gentle, too amiable, and,
may I add, too weak, to adopt the role of
threatener and intimidator, ald crack the
whip over the heads even of such an insig-
nificant body as the Conservatives of Ont-
ario. When we read the article in the Globe,
weknew a mighty power was talking to
us; but, when we listen to the lion. neiaber
for West Elgin (Mr. Casey), we know he
is too good-natured to mean what lie says.
But, to discuss the matter seriously, I
think, Sir, if there ever was a motion
which ouglit to be adopted, it is the one
now beforethe House. We have before us a
question of a iost difficult and intricate
character, and one which involves matters
upon which the majority of the members
of this House are entirely ignorant. We
have a large tract of territory in dispute ;
we have an award that has been made on
that question, the validity whereof is dis-
puted; the jurisdictien of the Arbitrators
who made that award is questioned ; and
the award itself is of such a peculiar
character that it reqnires the assent of
this House before it is binding. It is
therefore very reasonable that we should
have the matter referred to a Committee,
as a more convenient body to consider and
ascertain the true facts of the case
than the whole House, and so that
time could be allowed for members
of this House to form an opinion with the
report of the Cominittee before them.
The House is adopting the most proper
and coavenient means of obtaining inform.
ation to guide it in pronouncing an
opinion upon the question. Speaking as
a representative from Ontario, I can safely
say that Ontario wants nothing but lier
true boundary. That is the real feeling
of the Province of Ontario. Ontario is
rich and large enough not to wvant to steal
these few acres of land. If this territory
belonets to Ontario, she wants it, but
not by any snap j udgment of an unauthor-
ised tribunal. It wants a careful and
full investigation ; it does not want this
disputed territory perfas aut nefas. The
good feeling of our constituents the
people of Ontario will prompt them to
say: " Let us have it if it belongs to us,
butnototherwise. Investigate the question
in every way, and we will be content to
abide by the result."

MR. HOLTON : I think, Sir, t'at we
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had better postpone our decision. We gained by the appointment of the Com-
have heard that this is a question of great mittee now proposed. Is it supposed
importance, a question involving sover- that the Committee will gather inform-
eignty over an Empire; and surely, there- ation that it may be useful to submit
fore, it ought to receive the amplest con- to the Judicial Committee of the Privy
sideration. I do not know what the Couneil ? The hon. member who has
intention of the parties may be as to a just sat down contends that, in a matter
division ; but I think that the discussion on this importance, the Government should
upon the merits of the award has come up not allow any private member of this
very irregularly. I ventured to think, buse to take contrel of the proceedings.
yesterday, that the introduction of such The hon. member for Algoma (Mr. Daw-
a motion was out of order, but I son> is within bis right in meving h;s
bowed to yeur decision then, and I do resolution, but the leader of the Govern-
not intend to dispute it now. I have, ment would only be doing is duty to
however, ne esitation-whatever may this oouse and the country in stating
be my views, whidh I do not intend that he would nt consent to a Com-
now to explain, as to the merits of the mittee of this kind being appoînted, un-
award, on the policy of confirming or less some good could be accomplisbed by
rejecting it-I can have no hesitation, I it; and what good can be done by it I
say, in voting against referring the subject can bardiy imagine. It would have to
to a Committee of the House, because I enter into abstruse questions about
consider that it is a most ebjectionabie which there is be udh difference of
preceeding. It is an abnegation of the opinion b ween gentlemen who have
duty of the Administration of the day to studied the sub ecntse thoroughly. T c
allow a private member to move for a hon. member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall)
Committee, to raise a question upon which informed us that it wonld be impossible
it was their own duty to advise the louse for the Judicial Committee of the Privy
as to the proper course toi be pursued. Counil te say positivel what is the
They have had ample time to do thatsince boundary ine, as defined In any existing
the award was given, they have had the Act of iParliament, or other document of
whole Recess to gather information to an authoritative character. e described
guide them to a correct decision, and to the vast territory under dispute as equa
enable them now o et the views of the to an area comprising many nations
liuse thereon. i shat vote without con- of Europe; but the bon, gentleman
sidering the merits; for the consideration subsequently stated that the portion
of themerits wi l come up morelegiti- about the proprietorshipof whichthere
mately on the Bi of my hon. friend from eau be auy reasonable doubt is within
Bothwe (Mr. Milis). I sha vote against comparatively narrow boundaries, and is
this motion: first, as being irregular, and, treeless, barren, and worthless, except
w the second place, as being impaoper to for the minerais it may possibly Contain.
originate with a private member of the I think the question is one of se rntricate
House, at ail events, until the Goveru- a nature, Sir, that it cannot be considered
ment had submitted the question, which thoroughly by a large Committee f this
bas been se properly described by thc hon. flouse, unless it sit from day to day, and
mentber for West Durham (Mr. Blake) devote its whoe time te the subject. The
as being of the nature of a international hon. member for Algema has stated that
question. very important Acts of Parliament were

MR. ANGLIN Comina from a Pro- neyer taken inte censideration by the
vince which bas ne special or direct inter- Commissioners. I regard that as a mere
est in the matter, I have istened te the assertion on the part of the hon. gentoe-
debate se as te form a opinion ast howI man. Re believes that such was the case,
shousd vote. But I a n stili somewhat at ne doubt but there is nthing t show
a loss. If I understood him correctly, the that the Arbitrators did net consuit these
position taken by the leader of the documents.
Governent was that this is a question
which must be submitted te the MR. DAWSON I said that they were
Privy Council in Engiand, for settiement. net brougt forward b the advocates who
If tes be se, I cannot sec what can be appeared before the Arbitrators: I did

MR. NLTON.
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not say they had not been considered by
the Arbitrators.

Ma. ANGLIN : I do not know whether
those Acts of Parliament are of import-
ance or not, but I do not see that a Com
mittee of the House would be competent
to decide this question, or that any-
thing could be gained by appointing
such a Committee. I have no iu-
terest L the matter, and only desire to
do my duty as a mnember of this
House'; and, really, I do not yet feel com-
petent to pronounce upon this question; I
must, however, vote to the best of my
knowledge, although that knowledge is
certainly not such as to enable me to vote
to mv own entire satisfaction.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
MI. MAcDONNELL (Inverness): I

propose to ask the attention of the House
to a few remarks on the subject before it.
The hon. member for North Victoria (Mr.
Cameron) stated what is very true, when
he said that few members of this House
understood this question thoroughly. For
my own part, I scarcely knew that such a
question was in existence, until the ion.
member for Algoma (Mr. Dawson) moved
his resolution. I have, however, paid the
strictest attention to the remarks of the
hon. gentleman, and to the arguments
which have been adduced for and against his
motion. In the course of the debate,I have
learned that this question has been under
consideration for many years past: I have
learned that both the Government of the
Dominion and the Legislature of Ontario
appointed an Arbitration to consider and
report upon this important question. The
selection of the Arbitrators made by these
two Governments has been accepted as
unexceptionable. The three gentlemen
chosen for the performance of the task en-
trusted to them were men of most emi-
nent and distinguisied character, that is
to sav, the late Chief Justice Harrison,
Sir Francis Hincks, and Sir Edward
Thornton. Against Sir Francis Hincks,
I should think the hon. gentlemen oppo-
site could raise no objection, since he was
a colleague of the members of the present
GoverUment, when they were last pre-
viously in power. I have been given to
understand that objection bas been taken
to the validity of this award, owing to

the fact that no legislation was had in
this Parliament, authorising the Govern-
ment to submit the question to arbitra-
tion; that such legislation was had in the
Legislature of Ontario, and this is advanc-
ed as a ground for nullifying that award.
Although there may be some validity in
this objection-if the award made by these
gentlemen is a proper one, if they gave
the fullest and most careful consideration
to the question, if learned counsel appear-
ed on each side, if they had before them
all the documents and the information
necessary to enable them to arrive at a
just decision in the premises-I think this
House would be committing a great
wrong to object to that award, on the
ground of the simple technical objection
advanced by the right hon. the leader of the
Government. The award must be attacked
on one of two grounds. If itisjust and
rightin itself, it shouldnot be attacked, and
the time of this Legislature should not be
taken up in promoting another enquiry,
in having another tribunal constituted, to
take into consideration the same question,
and, for aught we know, to arrive at the
same conclusion at which the Arbitrators
arrived. This award bas cost the country
something already. I am told that a high
fee was paid to each of these Arbitrators,
that the eminent counseli who appeared
on behalf of the Dominion were also
paid high fees for their services. This
award must be set aside, as I have said,
on one of two grounds, either that there
has been an irregularity-and that irregu-
larity must be other than the one taken
exception to, that there was no legis-
lation on the part of this Dominion pre-
vious to entering into that arbitration-
some irregularity in the making of it, or
that the Arbitrators have been guilty of
some misconduct whereby that award
should not receive the sanction of this
House. The hon. gentleman from North
Victoria arose in his place, and attempted
to administer, in the shape of sarcasm,
a castigation to the hon. member for
West Elgin (Mr. Casey). I am not aware
that it lies in the mouth of that hon.
gentleman to taunt my hon. friend from
West Elgin with being a weak member
of this honourable body; I am not aware
that the hon. gentleman who thus attacked
my hon. friend stands himself in a much
more powerful, in a much higher, in a
much more respected position, than does
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my bon. friend from West Elgin. The lion.
gentleman from North Victoria says it is
,ali right to submit the award to a Commit
tee to secure a report; lie could not then
have read the resolution of the hon. member
for Algoma, in which no reference whatso-
ever is made to the award. That award is
ignored, to use the language of the hon.
member for West Elgin, and is treated
ontemptuously-not only the award, but

the Arbitrators who made the award.
The award is not referred to, even in the
way of recital, in the motion before the
House. The Order before the House is :
"tbat a Select Committee be appointed, to
enquire into and report to this flouse upon
all matters connected with the boundaries
between the Province of Ontario and the
unorganised territories of the Dominion."
What can be the object, I would ask, of
having this matter reconsidered ? Does
the Governumeut, does the bon. gentleman
who moved the resolution, pretend to say,
that better Arbitrators can be chosen than
the lion. gentlemen who have already
acted as such ? Does the hon. gentleman
pretend to say that a better tribunal could
be obtained, one better calculated to de-
cide this question, than the one we have
had? Can it be said that any Committee
of this lion. House is so well calculated to
consider and decide this question as the
Commissioners who have doune so? Those
chosen by the Dominion and by Ontario,
were disinterested and able men, and Sir
Edward Thornton held the balance of
justice evenly in his hands between them.
The right hon. gentleman at the head of
the Government, says there vas but one
lawyer upon that Commission. WLy, if
this House should decide against the
award upon that ground, it will be the
first time that I have known an assembly
of this kind to pay such a tribute of
.respect to lawyers. If the resolution
before the House asked us to set aside
the award on some specified ground,
I could understand it ; but it seeins to
me that the award is impregnable, and its
enemies have not attempted to attack it
in any particular. Now, it has been said
that we are endeavouring to take terri-
tory from the Province of Ontario. Sir,
I can understand that, but the statement
is not made that any undue territory has
been given to Ontario by the Arbitrators.
I believe the award is a just and correct
one, and, if so, any tribunal capable of

MR. MACDONNELL.

discharging their duty, which may here-
after be appointed, must arrive at the
same conclusion, and, therefore, no injus-
tice can arise from sustaining it. This
award has been arrived at after the most

1 searching investigation and deliberation
bv competent men, and I feel it my duty
until that award is impeached successfully
to vote against the resolution before the
House.

MR. McCARTHY : I do not desire to
give a silent vote on this important ques-
tion, representing, as I do, an Ontario
constituency; and, while I think we must
disregard in the consideration of this
matter, the locality that we may happen
to represent, yet, as representations have
been made upon the floor of this House,
as threats have been uttered as to what
miglit be done to representatives of On-
tario constituencies, if they did not sup-
port the award which has been made, it is
well, I think, in our own interest, at all
events, if not in the interest of the Do-
minion, that those who intend to support
the resolution of my lion. friend from
Algoma (Mr. Dawson) should give the
grounds for the conclusion at which they
have arrived. I agree that when the
award bas been made it ought to be ad-
hered to by the parties who have agreed
to the subm ission, and that strong grounds
should be shown by either party who does
not propose to submit to it. I have to say,
however, that I do not understand, in tbe
first place, that the reference of this matter
to a Committee to make an enquiry and de-
termine upon the various matters-which,
to a great number, at all events, of the
members of this House, will be very de-
sirable information, before we express a
decided opinion upon the validity of the
award-I do not conceive, I say, that such
a reference as that is at all improper. I
admit, at the same time, that some ground
ought to be shown, and for my part I have
made up my mind that there is good ground
why, before we adopt that award, we ought
to have some more information on the
subject than we possess at the present
time. Let me recal to the attention of
the House the position in which this case
stands. By the British North America
Act, the limits of the various Provinces
were defined. S.) far as the Province of
Ontario was concerned, they were to be
those of the Province of Upper Canada
before the Union of Canada in 1841.

and Unorganised Territories.
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That was not to be increased. No power
was given either to this Parliament or to
the Local Legislature to alter or change
the li.nits of that boundary. There was
a boundary line on the north-west as well
as upon the north, although it may have
been dillicult, perhaps, to determine where
that boundary line was. Still, that line
had an existence, just to the same extent
as the boundary line between two men's
farms, although they may dispute as
to its precise locality, Now, then, a dis-
pute arose between the Province of
Ontario and this Dominion, as to where
that boundary line was. It was proposed
in the first place, as I understand the
papers, that the question as to where the
boundary line was should be referred to the
Judicial Committee ot the Privy Council,
the highest tribunal to which the people
of this country can appeal. That
proposition met with a counter proposition,
and it vas determined and agreed upon
to constitute the tribunal who made the
award. The hon. the leader of the Opposi-
tion concurs in my understandingofthe pur-
pose of the reference, and, as he has told
us, it was finally arranged that, this
tribunal thus constituted, one Arbitrator
having been selected by the Dominion,
another by Ontario, and a third having been
appointed by the consent of all parties,
this Court thus created should meet
and do-What i Were they to settle a
conventional line, or were they to ascer-
tain where the true boundary line was?
Now, it strikes me that this is the pivot
of this disenssion. I doubt much if many
of us have been able from the perusal of
the papers that have been brought down
-and we have to go to the Ontario Legis-
lature for an inspection of Sessional Papers
-- I doubt much if we are able to sav now,
except from the statements that have
been made upon the floor of this House
uiring the debate. what it was that was

submitted to this tribunal. I understood
the hon. member fo)r Bothwell ( Mr.
Mills), who has been engaged in this
mstter for many years past, and who,
perhaps, knows more about it than the
great majority of the members of this
Iouse, to say, and lie was cor-

roborated by the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, (Mr. Mackenzie),that the questionthat
was submitted to the Arbitrators was not
the power to determine a conventional line,
but to ascertain where the true line was,

7

and that only. Well, now, I have looked
at the Act of Parliament passed by the
Ontario Legislature, and I am surprised
to find that a matter of this grave impor-
tance, affecting this Dominion, was not
thought worthy of even a written docu-
ment, as far as I can ascertain from any
of the papers I have seen, empowering
the Arbitrators to act. No Act of this
Parliament is to be found on the Statute-
book, by which it was so agreed to refer
this question to arbitration. TheOntario
Legislature acted in a widely different
manner, in a much more careful manner,
and one much more becoming the im-
portance of the question. We find
that in 1874 it passed an Act expressly
empowering the Governor-General-in-
Council to name an Arbitrator, or rather
it namned an Arbitrator, and empowered
him to name a substitute. But when I
look through the Statutes of the Domin-
ion, although I find an Order in Council,
passed in 1874, upon the recommendation
of the leader of the Opposition, that legis-
lation should be had, in order to give the
Governor-General-in-Council power to ap-
point an Arbitrator, I look in vain for
any Act of this Parliainent, by which the
Government was empowered to submit
this question to Arbitration. I look in
vain for a-y record of any kind, by which
it may be seen what was the question
submitted, and we are unable to find from
the proceedings of Parliament what it
was that the Governor-General of this
Dominion, acting under the advice
of the hon. gentlemen opposite, thought
proper to submit. These are certainly
circumstances which, one would say, ren-
der it more than usually necessary that
the proceedings of this Arbitration should
be investigated by this Committee. We
do, however, find that, whatever that
Arbitration decided upon was to be sub-
jected to the approval of this House, as
well as subject to the approval of
the Local Legislature. Before that
award obtains any validity, before that
award is of the slightest value, it is to
receive the sanction of the Parliament of
Canada. Well, are we to be told that in
the absence of all information in our own
Sessional Papers, knowing that this matter
was treated so carelessly by the hon.
gentlemen who had charge of it that they
did not think proper to submit a Bill to
Parliament, seeing that they never even
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thought proper to have a form of deed, were referring to one subject, the late
or document, or reference, are we to be Government thought they were sul-
told that it is improper, in the absence of iitting another matter to the Arbitrators,
information on this subject, that the ques- and no wonder that, under such circum-
tion should be referred to a Committee to stances, the award was as we lind it to be.
take evidence and inform the sonscience M& MILLS: Not at ail.
of this Ilouse, as to what we should do Mxi. McCARTHY: INot at ail," says
and how we should discharge our duty. the bon. gentleman. He must remember
I understood from the hon. gentleman that lie is mucli biassed in this matter.
who conducted the matter, the hon. gentle-
man from Bothwell (Mr. Mills), that the
question wvhich vas submitted was as to
the true boundary line between the Pro-
vince of Ontario and the Dominion Terri-
tories, and yet, looking at this Act of
1874 passed by the Local Legislature, I
think most lawyers would come to an op-
posite conclusion. In this Act of 1874, it
is recited that in 1871 an Imperial Statute
authorised the Parliament of Canada to in-
crease, diminish or otherwise alter the bo un-
daries of any Province. It is further recited
that, subject to the approval of the Parlia-
ment of Canada, and the Legislature of On-
tario, it bas been agreed by the GovernmAnts
of the Dominion of Canada and the Pro-
vince of Ontario, that the questions which
have arisen concerning such boundaries,
should be determined by reference to Ar-
bitration, and further that certain
gentlemen were named as Arbitrators, and
that the determination of a majority of
the said Arbitrators should be final and
conclusive, as to the limits to be taken
as and for such boundaries. It goes on to
enact that the Province of Ontario con-
sents that this Parliament may declare
th9t the boundaries the Arbitrators may
decide on shall be the boundaries. And
that this Parliament " may thereby in-
crease, diminish or otherwise alter the
northerly and westerly limits of the Pro-
vince of Ontario."

MR. MILLS : Mear, hear.
Mr. McCAPTIIY: The hon. gentle-

man from Bothwell says "lHear, hear." By
that cheer, if I may so call it, lie con-
demns bis own casa, because he stated to
the House yesterday that the reference
made by the Dominion was to ascertain
the true line, wherever it was. We find,
on the contrary, that the Ontario Legis-
lature was acting on a different principle,
and they were going in for a conventional
line; so that the matter bas been treated
in one way by one party, and in another
way by the other party, and that, while
the Ontario Legislature thought they

MR. M3CCARTIIY.

It as an unfortunate circumstance for the
Dominion that the hon. gentleman hap-
pened to be the paid agent of the Ontario
Government, when he received his first
impressions on this subject. That was
quite proper ; I make no objection to it.
It was quite proper that the hon. gentle-
man should be engaged, he is skilled in
this matter, and his knowledge as a
public man pointed him out as a fit per-
son to assume that charge, but it was un-
fortunate that, when Le became a member
of the Government of this Dominion, and
took charge of bis Department, le had also
to present the other side of the case. I
say that, under these circumstances, this
is another ground why, perhaps, we
should scrutinise with care the result of
this reference.

MR. MILLS: After I became a mem-
ber of the Government, I took no part in
the discussion of this question. The
matter was dealt with entirely by the
First Minister and by the Minister of
Justice.

MR. McCARTIY: I supposed the
Government was a unit; we have been
told about the continuity -of the Govern-
ment, and now the hon. gentleman tells
us that lie took no part in the discussion
of this question. I suppose, then, lie
takes no part in it now, and takes no
interest in the case because, if Le was in-
competent to do it as the Minister of the
Interior, lie must be equally incompetent,
as a member of this House, to take any
part in the discussion. E owever, this is
a reason, in my judgment, that we should
scrutinise with considerable care, the re-
sult of this reference, and, when we are told
by the bon. member for Algoma, who has
taken a great interest, as it was natural
lie should take, this being bis contituency
and containing the principal portion,
if not ail, the territory in question,
that the case was inadequately pre-
sented before the Arbitrators, there
is still further ground for enquiry,
still further reason why we should
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not "go it blind," to use, perhaps,
a vulgar but an expressive term-I say
that we must go to the foundation of this
whole question. If we determine that
our Arbitrators were authorised simply
and solely to ascertain the true boundary
line, and that they ought to have deter-
mined the true boundary line, there would
be very strong reason, indeed, for our sub-
mitting to their award, even though we
did not think it to be proper or right.
But if it turns out that we really did not
know what we had agreed to submit to
our Arbitrators, then I- say, it is manifest
that the award cannot stand; it is mani-
fest under these circumstances, that the
whole matter is open to review, and must
be reviewed by some other tribunal. But
here is another view to be taken of this
question. It appears to me that, rightly
or wrongly, the Arbitrators did establish
a conventional line. Every gentleman
who bas spoken on this subject, and who
lias any knowledge of it, including even
the hon. member for Bothwell-if not, I
am open for correction-all agreed that
no person pretended, prior to the pro-
nouncing of this award, that the,
line which the Arbitrators established,
was the line which any person ever
contended or believe to be the true line.
I have failed to find any evidence, even to
show that the line established by the
Arbitrators, was contended for by any
politician or public man prior to the pre-
nouncing of this award. It is contended
on the one side, that the true boundary
is a line. north, from the junction of the
Ohio with the Mississippi-in behalf of
the Dominion. On the part of Ontario,
it was contended that the true boundary
line was on the east bank of the Missis-
sippi. If you look at the Act of 1774,
there is no difficulty in tracing the bound-
ary down to the confluence of the Forks
of the Ohio ; but when you reach that
point the dispute commences. One party
says " northward " means-and I must
say there is great force in that contention
-the most direct line north, to the Hud-
son's Bay Territory. Another side con-
tends that that is not the meaning, among
them being the hon. member for Halton
(Mr. Macdougall). He thinks the proper
meaning of the Act,read by the light cast by
the debate, and by contemporaneous docii-
ments, is, that the boundary should be by
the Mississippi River. But, whether bis

view be correct or not, the Arbitrators
have adopted another, which is not either
of the lines as contended for under the
Act of 1774, if it be admitted to be, as I
believe it is, the foundation of the whole
controversy in this matter. Again, what
warrant is there for the eastern boundary
established by the Arbitrators? They
have chosen to project au eastein bound-
ary-

MR. MACKENZIE: An eastern
boundary?

MR. McCARTHY : An eastern bound-
arv in effect it is-the line north of Lake
Temiscamingue.

MR. MACKENZIE: They had nothing
to do with it.

MR. McCARTHY : Who had nothingr
to do with it i

Mi. MACKENZIE : The Arbitra-
tors.

Mi. McCARTHY: The award dis-
tinctly says, north of the ludson's
Bay.

MR. MACKENZIE : That line was
settled by Quebec and Ontario before.

MR. McCARTHY : If that be so, I
have misread the Act. On looking at its
language again, I find the hon. gentleman
is right. I took that to be the line, which
is only a point from which it starts. The
main point, however, is still this : they
have established, as a part of the Territory
of Ontario, this line running to Hudson's
Bay. No person ever contended for that
view prior to this award. From the
document itself there is plain evidence
that this is a oonventional line, and is
only to be upheld, if upheld at all, under
the Act of 1871, which gives power to
Parliament, with the consent of the Leg-
islature, to alter the boundaries of any
Province. If this is a true conclusion,
then every hon. member of this House,
who was a member of the last Parliament,
knows that it never was in the contempla-
tion of that House to delegate to these
Arbitrators our powers of legislation with
a view to altering the boundaries of On-
tario. That all we supposed was being
done, was the establishment of the means
of ascertaining the true boundary line;
but none of us ever dreamt that an attempt
was being made to give Ontario more
territory or take any from her. If that
has to be done, we have got to kn.ow
what we are doing, and to proceed with
more caution and deliberation, and with
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ýdifferent facts from those brought before Icase for an enquiry, and before we
the Arbitrators. So that it is proper that vote to sustain the award we ought to
this matter should be referred to a Com- know on what ground it is based, what
mittee, upon the report of which only was referred to the Arbitrators, and
could the House properly and fairly dis- whether they acted within the scope of
charge its duty, in this important matter, their authority. I do not pretend to Say
both to Ontario and the Dominion. My that they were actuated by any improper
hon. friend from West Durham. motives. No hon. member las ventured
t3ok higli ground on this subjet. to as8ail their conduot; butalthough they
He argued, k think, that it was immoral may have been perfectly honest, a w may
for us now to attempt in any way to re- have acted onourably, as have ndo
pudiate this award, the resut of this Inter- doubt f it, they may have misunderstood
provincial Treaty. Why, we have our the powers delegated to them by the Gov-
duties here to disclarge to he Dominion; ernor in Couneil and by the Lieutenant-
and it cannot be called immoral, if Governor of Ontario; and, if that be so, the
we discIarge themh fairly and honestly. award must necessarily oe set aside, leav-
We do not corne here as representatves ina matters as before, I do not think
of Ontaro as distinuished from the re- that this ouse would delegate to arbi-
presentatives of Quebec, or representatives trators, knowingly, the power of determin-
of New Brunswick as distinguihed from ing boundaries in a conventional manner
tlie members for Nova Scotia, but as repre- lke the present. I do not think that it
sntatives of the Dominion, to which be- was ever intended when the I tperial
longs our first duty. We are bound to s we Parliament, by the Act of 1871, gave this
that its rights are properly protected; and I nouse the power to alter the boundaries
mst say, that the whole dealing of hon. of Provincs, that we were to delegate that
gentlemen opposite with this matter, and power to arbitrators. That is a atter
of the late Administration, bas shown, to f legisation and no of administration.
say the least, very great carelessness. I Parliament ias not the power to delegate
say advisedly that, when we find here its authority to arbitrators, no matter
that, although my lon. friend the member pwhow hig their authority. On that ground
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) suggested the also this award must le treated as void.
propriety of legislating on this subject, On the merits of the question itsef, it
they never su mitted a Bi-that there is does appear there is a good deal to le said
no Act on the Statute-book authorising from the view of the Minister (f Justice.
this reference-that the hon. gentleman 1 cannot aecept the construction whicli
(Mr. Mackenzie) is hardly yet able to say the member for Halton (Mr. Macdougall)
what the arrangement agreed. upon was. places upon the -Statute. Hie reads the
[ say that when the iPatter was conducted contemporaneous documents and discus-
with such carelessness,' it behoves us now sisa when the Bi was introduced, and
to take the matter into our own hands frowi themi assumes that it does not ex-
and deal with it broadly, fairly and pres what was intended; but there is no
honestly, both as regards Ontario and the principle of the construction of Acts better
Dominion. Comparison las been made established than this-that within t e
of the Geneva and Fishery Awards. I do four corners of an Act, of Parliament
net thiuk that our Anerican frîends would must be found the meaning of the Act;
have hesitated to rejettheFishcriesAard anId that we are noV at liberty to depart
if they had rad any loop-hole; but as the froe that meaning for the purpose of
reference was simply to ascertain the value showing that languagre, perfectly plain, was
of the wisheries to the Americans, it was intended to meau somnething different.
simpy a matter of dollars and cents. We A ainusing illustration this principle
know quite well that everything in the occurred in the Supreme Court herelately.
Treaty that affected us had to be ratified The Attorney-Generd l f Ontaro was
by tis Parliament. do not, for a arguing a question of insurance legist-
moment, pretend to express any positive tion, which had given rise to a contro-
opinion about this award - to say versy. ie o stated tbat the Bil was intro.
t it it is not a fair and just dibpo. duced into the Local Legisature y the
sition of the controversy between Ontario Government, with the intention that it
and the Dominion; but do say it is a should ffirm the principle le was con-

MR. MCCARTIIY.
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tending for, when the counsel on the other
side, aiso a member of the Legislature at
the time, declared he had voted for that
Bill understanding it in quite a different
snse, and that, had lie thought it meant
what the Attorney-Genera! asserted, lie
n9ver would have voted for it. It is bet-
ter to confine ourselves to the language of
the Act, and disregard the expressions
used in the debate, in order to arrive at
the true meaning of the law.

MR. MACKENZIE: And not trust
much to the lawyers.

MR. McCARTHY: Not much to the
lawvers, nor to laymen, if we take the con-
duct of the hon. member for Lambton, in
dealing with the matter, as an example.
It appears to me, from what we have
heard to-day, that the members of this
House, or the late Government, meant
oae thing, and the Ontario Legislature
aaother. It is quite clear those two con-
tracting parties, Ontario and the Do-
minion, never had a common understand-
ing on this subject-the consensus neces-
sary to the formation of a contract; they
were driving at different points. The
Dominion Government were endeavour-
ing to appoint an arbitration to fix and
determine the true boundary of Ontario,
while its Legislature was driving at some-
thing else. Under these circumstances
this award cannot stand. If, on the
other hand, it was intended to delegate to
arbitrators the powers of this House, it
would not be legal. On this ground also,
the award should not be allowed to
stand. Let me refer to the words of
the Act of 1871. After giving the
authority already referred to, to increase,
diminish, or otherwise alter the limits of
a Province, the clause reads: " Upon such
terms and conditions as may be agreed to
by the said Legislature, etc". Evidently
it was contemplated that, if the limits of
the Province were altered, a bargain
should be made, just to all parties. The
hon. member for Lambton, I am quite
sure, never intended to make any such
new agreement, or conventional line; but
the Arbitrators appear to have thought
there was such an intention, and dealt
with the subject on that understanding.
On these grounds, I think; the matter
ouglit to go to a Committee ; aud that we
should have the fullest information on the
whole subject, before being called on to
swallow this award and assume its correct-

ness, when all the circumatances point in
an opposite direction.

Motion nude and question proposed:

'• That a Select Committee be appointed: to
enquire¡into, and report to this House upon, al
matters connected with the boundaries be-
tween the Province of Ontario and the unor-
ganised territories of the Dominion, with
power to send for persons and papers ; said
Committee to be composed of Messrs. Dawson,
Robinson, Geoffrion, DeCosmos, Brecken,
Royal, Trow, Mousseau, Caron, McDonald
(Cape Breton), and Weldon, of whom five to
forni a quorum."

The House divided:-Yeas, 123; nays,
52.

YEs:
Messieurs

Abbott Langevin
Allison Lantier
Arkell Little
Baby Longley
Barnard Macdonald (Kings,PEl),
Beauchesne Macdonald(VictoriaBC)
Benoit McDonald(Cape Breton)
Bergeron McDonald (Pictou)
Bergin Macmillan
Bill McCarthy
Bolduc McCuaig
Boultbee McDougall
Bourbeau McInnes
Bowell McKay
Brecken Mc Lennan
Brooks McLeod
Bunster McQuade
Burnham McRory
Cameren (N.Victoria, 0, Masson
Caron Massue
Cimon Merner
Colby Méthot
Connell Montplaisir
Costigan Mousseau
Coughlin Muttart
Coupal Ogden
Currier Ouimet
Cuthbert Perrault
Daly Pinsoaneault
Daoust Plumb
Dawson Platt
DeCosmos Pope (Compton)
Desaulniers Pope (Queens,P.E.I.)
Desjardins Poupore
Domville Richey
Drew Robertson (Hamiltonj
Dugas Robinson
Farrow Rochester
Ferguson Ross (Dundas)
Fitzsimmons Rouleau
Fortin Routhier
Fulton Ryan (Marquette)
Gigault Rykert
Girouard(JacquesCart.)Schultz
Girouard (Keat, N. B.)Shaw
Grandbois Sproule
Hackett Stephenson
Haggart Tassé
Hay Tellier
Hesson Thompson (Cariboo)
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Hilliard
Hooper
Houde
Hurteau
Ives
Jackson
Kaulbach
Keller
*Kilvert
Kirkpatrick
Kranz
Landry

Tilley
Tupper
Vallée
Vanasse
Wade
Wallace(South Norfolk)
White (Cardwell)
White (East Hastings)
White (North Renfrew)
Williams
Wright.-123

NAYs:

Messieurs

Anglin Holton
Bain Huntington
Bannerinan King
Béchard LaiRue
Blake Laurier
Borden Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Bourassa MacDonnell (Inverness)
Brown Mackenzie
Burpee (St. John) McIsaac
Burpee (Sunbury) Mills
Caieron (South Huron)Oliver
Cartwright Olivier
Casey Paterson (South Brant)
Casgrain Pickard
Chandler Rinfret
Chariton to2ers
Cockburn (Muskoka) Ross (West Middlesex)
DImont Rvmal
Fiset Scriver
Fleming Skinner
Flynn Smith (Westmoreland)
Gillies Snowball
Gillimor Thoinpson (Haldimand)
Gunn Trow
Guthrie Weldon
Haddow Wiser.-52

MR. CASEY : I desire to call attention
to the rule that members named on a
Committee of this kind, who vote against
such a motion, cannot serve on that Coni.
mittee. I ask, Mr. Speaker, for your
ruling on that point.

Mn. SPEAKER: Of course a member
opposed to a question cannot serve on a
Committee appointed to consider that
question.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
objection ought to have been taken be-
fore the vote was recorded.

MR. CASEY : But these gentlemen
had not declared theinselves in any way
before they voted. I think Mr. Speaker
will have to give directions to strike them
off according to his ruling.

MR. SPEAKER: What I meant by
the ruling I gave was this : That any
iember speaking against the question to

be investigated by a committee, cannot
serve upon that committee. I had, how-
ever, declared the motion carried, and it

MR. CASEY.

was too late for my hon. friend to call my
attention to the subject. The hon. mem-
ber lor Chateauguay, while he stated the
committee was inopportune, did not de-
elare himself against the question to be
considered.
INSOLVENCY ACTS REPEAL BILL.-

'[BILL 2.]
(Mr. Colby.)

SECOND RKADING.

Order for second reading read.
MR. COLBY : It is not muy intention

to detain the House but a moment by
any remarks which I shall make on the
second readingr of this Bill. The subject
of the Insolvency laws is one which has
been so often and so thoroughly and so
exhaustively discussed in Parliament,
in the press and on the hustings, that
nothing reniains to be said. I an sure
that no words of mine would influence the
vote or opinions of any menber of this
House. Whatever nay have been the
necessity for this law when it -was passed,
I think that now it is unquestionably a
fact that it has outlived its usefulness
and that public opinion is definitely
settled and bas declared itself in a way
that is unmistakeable, in favour of an imi-
mediate and summary repeal of the Act.
Now, Sir, I amn not nor have I ever been
one of those who believe that a Bill for
the relief of honest and unfortunate
debtors was under all circumstances an
unmitigated evil. On the contrary, I can
quite understand that after period s of
great commercial disaster, at periods when
men through no fault of their own-
through no dishonesty, extravagance or
inattention to business, but solely through
the fault of others-have been over-
whelmed in the common ruin, a tem-
porary law which shall give relief to that
unfortunate ,class, mnay be a public ad-
vantage, as it is certainly hunane in its
spirit. That by the continuance of that
law, when it came to be understood that
it -was a permanent law on the Statute-
book, it became rather a means of( scape
for the dishonest and designing debtor
than a mere means of relief for the honest
and unfortunate debtor. Another featui e
of the law, which has always commended
itself to the favourable consideration of
the creditor class, has been the principle,
which is certainly most excellent in
theory, of placing the administration

.Acts Repeal.[COMMONS.]



of insolvent estates in the hands of are to be distributed in the other Prov-
the creditors, to be administered by inces. If there is to be ân abrogation of
agents of their own selection. It would this law I think, perhaps, the present is
seem, theoretically, that nothing wouild more timely for action than an former
more tend to secure the proper and econ- occasion upon wbich the proposai bas been
omical administration and distribution, made*before this buse. It is an un-
of an insolvent estate, than that system. deniable faet that many, anticipating
But, Sir, experience bas also shown in this action during this Session of Parliament,
country, and in other countries J believe, bave prepared tbemselves for it, and the
that the rapacity of assignees, the dis- great rush during the past year into the
honesty of debtors, the greed of some Insolvency Court is clearly an evidence
creditors, the inattention of others, have of this. The effect of a repeal at the
thwarted the beneficent intentions of the present time on tbe debtor class viil not
law ; and instead of there being an econ- be as enbarrassing as if it had been en-
omical and honest administration of acted with lesa notice. Again, Sir, J
assets, the practical operation of the law think that we are ail agreed that the
has been characterised by a wasteful ex- country is cxhibiting a degree of com-
travagance, and too often by a dishonest mercial and industrial prosperity which
administration. I think it is unmistake- unhappiiy bas not existed for many years
ably the case in this country, where the past, whatever may bethe occasion of it.
law bas been a long time on the Statute- e will not discuss that point now. I
book, that it lias tended to the demoral- think there us a unanimous feeling of rè-
isation of trade, and to lower the standard newed confidence, that we are on the eve
of connmercial morality. It has tended of a greater degree of business prosperity
to recklessness in trading, and in living than ve have enjoyed for many yeurs put.
to extravagance. It lias tempted many I tlink, under these circumstances, if the
persons, wholly unsuited for business, to law is ever to be -brogated the preseuit is
risk their fortune in business enterprises a tünely opportunity C
that were little understood by them. The peal. With regard to the details of Ihe
whole effect of the law in recent years Bil which I bave the bonour of submit-
bas been unfortunate and disastrous. I tin- to the buse, I would invite the at-
think, Sir, that it is the sentiment of the tention of the legal members of the bouse,
people of this country, generally, that it and particularly the Minister of Justice,
has tended, in some considerable degree, to any necessary suggestions or modifica-
if not to create,at all events to aggaa-ifno t ceaeat ai eettoagravate, tions which may be properly considered
the commercial distress which bas unhap- when the bouse is in Committee on the
pily prevailed in this countrv. But there Bil. No reference has been made in the
bave always been objections to the total Bill to Banks or incorporated Companies,
repeal of this law. There is no doubt, and I would suggest to the legal gentie-
however, that when it is repealed, there men of this bouse, that they would con-
will be inconvenience; but I am happy to sider what would be proper to ennet in
believe that that inconvenience is likely to this regard. With these, J hope not too
be lessenedbytheactionwhichI understand lengthv remarks, I bave the honour to
is to be taken by the Government of move that the Bil be new read a second
Ontario in'the introduction of a Bill, which 1 time
I have not seen, but which I believe is to Ma. GIROUARD (Jacques C4rtier)
be brought down and passed this Session, I do net desire, Sir, to repent the remarks
introducing a law similar in principle to I made last year in reference to the Insol-
that prevailing in the Province of Quebec, vency lav. I only desire to say one or
for the just and equitable distribution of two words, giving my reasons for second-
estates. Should that be done in Ontario I ing the Bil of the hon. member for
have no doubt the example will be follow- Stanst6ad. It will be recollected that last
ed by the other Provinces of the Domin- year, several insolvent Bils were referred
ion; and if we do not have a law in ail to a Special Committe. One of the first
respects uniform in procedure, we will proeeedings of that Committee, was to
have laws uniform in principle, so that consider wbether the Jnsolvency Laws
creditors in every Province can under- 8hould be repealed purely and simply, or
-stand the principle upon wich the aasuts whether a new Act htould be framed. I
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voted on that occasion for a repeal, pure
and simple. The motion for a repeal was
lost, and a sub-Committee was struck and
instructed to prepare a Bill for the appro-
bation of the House. I was on that
Committee, and a Bill was reported.
This Bill was proposed by the bon. mem-
ber for Stanstead and seconded by myself.
We all know the result of that Bill. The
House voted a repeal, pure and simple, by
a majority of 24. I was in favour of the
Bill of the Committee, because great con-
cessions had been made in favour of non-
traders generally, and more particularly
in favour of farmers. It was further re-
presented at that time, that the country
was not prepared for a repeal, pure and
simple. But I desire to submit to the
will of the people. I believe the people
of this country are tired of the Insolvent
Law and the regime of Official Assignees,
under which they have suffered for some
years past. I now second the motion for
the second reading of the Bill, to repeal
the Insolvency Laws, pure and simple. If
the second reading of the Bill is carried,
and I have no doubt it will be, I intend
when the Bill is in Committee to propose
an amendment to the follo wing effect:-

" All insolvents under the provisions of the
Insolvent Acts of 1864, 1869 or 1875, or Acts
amending the same, who have not yet obtained
a discharge under the said Acts, and who have
delivered up the whole of their estate, and have
net been guilty of any fraud aithri the raean-
ing of any of the said Acts, shall henceforth
and forever be discharged from their liabilities
to the extent provided by the said Acts. But
all remedies now existing may be enforeed by
any creditor who shall prove any such fraud or
want of dehrvery of the estate of his debtor.

"2. This Act shall not apply to any case
where a discharge has been refused by the
court or iudge for f raud or want of delivery of
any portion of the assets of the insolvent."
It is well known, Sir, that, under the Act
of 1876, a debtor was not entitled to bis
discharge unless bis estate realised
33c. on the dollar ; a discretion being
left with the Judge to grant the dis-
charge or not. By a subsequent Act this
discretion was removed, and the amount
increased from 33c. to 50c. We
know that tiaere are unfortunate insol-
vents who have acted honestly, but who
have not been able to get a discharge. It
seems to me that wo should start with a
clean sheet ; and therefore I propose that
a jubilee should be extended to unfor-
tunate traders and merchants who have

MR. GIROUARD.

given up everything and have been guilty
of no fraud.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew): In
the discussions upon this question upon
former occasions, I have expressed an
opinion that the Insolvent Laws ought
not to be repealed pure and simple. I do
not now propose to advance any argu-
ments in support of that view, because I
believe that the House is prepared to vote,
by a large majority, for the repeal of the
Insolvent Laws, as they stand on the
Statute-book at present. Nothing I
cau say will alter the determination
which I am convinced the House bas
corne to in this matter. One of the
principal objections to the repeal
of the Bill, is that in many ]Provinces no
law exists for the distribution of the
assets of insolvent debtors. It is said, and
I believe truly said, that the Ontario
Legislature are likely to pass a law which
will have the effect of allowing the credi-
tors of an insolvent debtor to participate
in the assets of bis estate. But I would
like to draw the attention of legal mem-
bers of the House to one phase of the
question, which I think bas not presented
itselfvery forcibly to most of the bon.
members of this House. If I understand
the case aright, there is no provision in
the Province of Ontario by which execu-
tion debtors may be punished for the
concealment of any portion of their assets.
I think, in repealing this law, some pro-
vision ought to be made by which the
penalties imposed by the Insolvent Laws
on insolvent debtors for the concealment
of their assets, should be imposed on the
person whose assets may be seized under
a writ of execution. That is al I propose
to suggest to the House in reference to
this matter-

MR. BECHARD : I do not rise with
the intention of discussing the question of
insolvency at large, it bas been a subject
that bas been exhausted in the discussion
which took place last year, as was said by
my bon. friend from Stanstead ; but, Sir,
allow me to congratulate my hon. friends
from Stanstead and Jacques Cartier for
the attitude which they have taken this
year :respecting this question of insol-
vency. I am sure, Sir, that the course
followed by my bon. friends this year will -
meet with a better reward than that which
they at first adopted last year with respect
to the same question. When my hon.
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friend from Stanstead introduced his Bill,
I feared it might poshibly be the same
voluninous Bankruptcy Bill which lie,
seconded by the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier, moved last year, with a view to
have it substituted for the existing law,
and which was defeated upon my motion
in amendment for unconditional repeal.
But, Sir, upon examination of that pro-
posed measure, it was gratifying to me to
find that it was exactly the same
Repeal Bill which I had the honour
of introducing last year, and which was car-
ried in this House. It will he remembered
by everyone that this Bill, after it had
been carried in this House by a majority
of 57, was rejected in the Senate by a
slight majority of only four votes, after an
activecanvassof thathonourablebody. Not-
withstanding that check, the friends of
repeal were not discouraged; they felt that
defeat was temporary, and that my Re-
peal Bill was a knife sunk deeply in the
throat of the Insolvency Law, which was
bound to expire this session. I repeat, it
is gratifying to see my hon. friends from
Stanstead and Jacques Cartier, who last
Session endeavored to impart new life and
vigour to the moribund Bill, hagtening to-
day, in order to be on time, toreceive its last
breath and piously close its eyes. That
Repeal Bill of last year, althougk rejected
by the Senate, I venture to say, was so
welcomed by public opinion, so well re-
ceived by the people, that it was thought
Of since in high quarters, and be-
came a general conclusion, amongst
politicians, that nothing less could
satisfy the people but the absolute repeal
of the Insolvency Law. I consider it to
be a foregone conclusion, that this Bill
will be successfully passed through Parlia-
ment this Session. I am sure it will
receive new supporters in this House; and
from what I learned about the dispositions
of some of those hon. Senators who
opposed it last year, I am certain that
it will also be carried there. Therefore,
Sir, the Insolvency Law will be repealed.
We will get rid of it, and the people will
receive full and entire satisfaction upon
that question. The will of the people is,
I think, manifest. They abhor a law,
which, in the course of its existence, has
given rise to so many abuses, and which
they consider as contributing, in a bigh
degree, to delay the restoration of that
confidence amongst business men, which

is so essential to the commercial pros-
perity of any nation. It is true, Sir, that
we hear in some quarters some voices
clamoring in favour of an Insolvency
Law, or of amendments to the existing
law; but I believe they constitute but a
amall portion of our people. Their num-
ber is confined to some wholesale mer-
chants, who would like to have, very
likely, an Insolvency Law framed, as that
which was introduced last Session
by my hon. friend from Stanstead-
a law altogether in favour of credit-
ors and which placed debtors at their
feet. But the large majority of the
people do not want any Insolvency Law ;
and I venture to say that no publie man to-
day would assume the responsibility ot mov-
ing any such law. Sir, I need hardly say
that I will vote for this Bill; it is my
Bill; it is precisely, word for word, the
Bill which I introduced last year, and
which I introduced again this Session. I
was the father of the Bill last year ; and
when I look at the Bill to-day it is im-
possible for me to disown the child.
But it appears that thatlittleindividual has
attractive powers ; for it was taken from
me, and is now appearing before you under
the care and patronage of an adoptive
father. The measure, or a similar one, was
originated in Parliament by Mr. Barthe,
formerly member for the county of Riche-
lieu. It was introduced twice, and every
time I voted for it. But last year-Mr.
Barthe being no longer a member of Par-
liament, and my hon. friend froin Stan-
stead, who, in former years was the
champion of repeal, having abandoned
that course, and adopted, last Session, a
course antagonistic to repeal-I took that
cause in hand and introduced this Bill.
By acting in that way, I am sure I was
not trespassing on those rules of courtesy
which good education impels me to observe
towards every one of my colleagues in
Parliament.

Ma. MACKENZIE: I think, before
discussing the present measure further,
that it would be desirable to know when
the Government propose to introduce the
measure respecting insolvency, referred to
in the Speech from the Throne.

An HoN. MEMBER: That will de-
pend upon the result of this Bill.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): In answer
to the hon. the leader of the Opposition,
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I may say that the subject is under the
consideration of the Government.

MR. MACKENZIE: I think thal is
not a satisfactory answer to the question.
A measure relating to insolvency vas pro-
mised in the Speech from the Throne, and
I think we have a right to ask the Gov-
ernment when that measure is likelv to be
introduced, because it might materially
change the views of the House. Last
vear the Governinent had not the courage
eitier to promise or propose a measure
and the lion. the Minister of Justice be-
came a champion in opposition to the Bill
brougit in to repeal the Insolvent Laws.
Now, when we have a distinct measure
promised in the Speech from the Throne,
it is strange that there is not a gentleman
prepared, on behalf of the Government,
to ans wer my question. I see that the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Government
is now coming into the House. I would
suggest that whenever he leaves the H ouse
h3 should leave some one in authority.
He keeps his family under too great sub-
jection. I nay now tell the lion. leader
of the Government, that I wish to ask
when they intend to introduce the mea-
sure, relating to insolvency, promised by
the Speech from the Throne.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
is a most laudable curiosity on the part
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie). He says, I keep my family
in too great subjection. Well, Sir, we
are a unit perhaps. The hon. gentleman
who leads the Opposition bas not been so
successful as myself, in that respect. He
says we have proinised a Bill on the
subject of insolvency. If, however, the
hon. gentleman will examine the
vording of the Speech from the

Throne, he will find that what is
there said is, that the subject of
Insolvency will "engage the attention" of
the House. Now, Sir, I think that sub-
ject is engaging the attention of the House
now. When we ventured to prophecy this
we were so certain of the truth of the pre-
mises that we placed the language in the
mouth of His Excellency the Governor-
General. It has engaged the attention of
the House-on both sides-at the invita-
tion of the Crown, at the very beginning
of the Session. But, seriously, Mr. Speaker,
the Government of the day have a duty to
perform. As leaders of the House they
have to submit such measures as theythink

MaL McDONALD.

proper and expedient for the good of the
country. This subject was announced as
one of importance, by the Speech from the
Throne, and it really makes no difference
whether the measure is in the hands of
one member or another, or whether
it is in the hands of a member of
the Government or in the hands of
a member who is not a member of the
Government of the day. If the hon. gen-
tleman who lias the Bill in charge had
not brought it forward, the Government
would certainly have introduced a
measure. Had he failed to do so, or had
hon. members opposite failed to do so,
the Governnent would have felt it their
duty to introduce a measure for the repeal
of the Insolvency Laws. The measure,
however, is before the House, and will re-
c-ive due consideration.

MR. MACKENZIE: That means that
the Government have no measure, but
pick up one wherever they can find it.

Mn. CASEY : It is gratifying to hear
the hon. the leader of the Government
state that it makes no difference who
brings in a measure. He says that the
Government simply prophesied that such a
measure would be brought forward. I
vas not aware that we had sucli a rival of
Vennor. I suppose wc may hope to see
it in the almanac for next year that on such
a day in February you nay expect a Bill
to repeal the Insolvent Act.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : There
is one thing we will not find in the
almanac ; we shall not find it recorded
that we were favoured with an
eloquent speech from the hon.
member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey).

MR. SPROULE : It must be a matter
of satisfaction to those gentlemen who
took part, a year ago, in the argu-
ments urging the repeal of the Insolvent
Laws, to know that they have, at last,
succeeded in convincing gentlemen who
took so strong a stand against the
measure. At the same time it seems
almost incredible that it should have
taken such a length of time, and such an
amount of argument, to satisfy intelligent
men of the uselessness of the Insolvent
Laws, all their amendments made from
year to year are only, to-day, standing
monuments of folly and unstatesmanship.
If this Insolvent Law had been repealed
a year ago, there would not now have
been those arguments hon, gentlemen
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opposite have been pleased to use so
strongly against the National Policy. I
mean the large number of insolvencies
they cite as having occurred since last
vear. But if lion. gentlemen opposite had
been honest, they would have attributed
them to their natural cause, namely, the an-
ticipation of the repeal of the Act, and
not to the depression brought about by
the introduction of the National Policy.
But public opinion has been too strong
against the continuance of these laws,
which apply to one class of the community
only, to prevent their continuance upon
the Statutes of our country. They have
only held out inducements for parties so
disposed, to shape thoir affairs in such a
wav, even to change from one line to an-
other, so as to enable theni to take advant-
age of the Act, and pay their debts with
twenty, thir ty or forty cents on the dollar.
I believe it is generaily recognised that
there is not more thanl one honest trader
out of every three or four who have taken
the benefit of that Act since it was placed
upon the Statute-book. It seems strange
that, if the law was so beneficial, it should
have been made applicable only to con-
mercial people; and that all professional
ien, labourers and mechanics, and all

the agricultural classes of the community
should be entirely left out fron the bene-
fits supposed to accrue from that law. It
seems strange to me also, in view of these
facts, that the law should continue so long,
and that we find those who ought o be
the leaders of public opinion, and who took
such strong grounds a year ago in favour
of the continuance of that law, whose judg-
ment and experience should have enabled
then to understand the feeling of the
country, are to-day retreating from their
position of last year. It must be humili-
ating to these men to-day, to sit in their
seats and not have one word to say-
in favour of the continuance of that law.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria):
While I am prepared to admit that a
majority of the people,certfainly of Ontario,
are opposed to the existing Insolvency
Law, and while I know that a majority
of the members of this louse are in
favour Of its total repeal, I am not pre-
pared to assent to the large terns of the
proposition Of the hon. member for Stan-
stead (Mr. Colby) who stated that t.re
was an almost universal consensus of
public opinion in favour of the total re-

peal of the law. For my part, I have
always felt that a well considered and
well administered Insolvency Law, was
necessary for the proper carrying on of
the affairs of an extensive commercial
community. That opinion I still retain.
I also am of opinion that the evils of our
existing law are evils of administration,
and not evils inherent in the principle on
which the law is based ; and tkose faults
arise almost entirely from the mercantile
community itself, which is most largely
interested in the matter. I believe it is
owing to the laxity and the want of
attention on the part of creditors, that the
Insolvency Law has been so badly admi-
nistered ; and that if they had paid more
attention to their own affairs and had
looked more carefully after the admi-
nistration of insolvent estates, we would
not have had that general feeling of
objection to the Insolvent Law which
now exists. They have tried the experi-
ment in the United States of a total re-
peal of the law, as you are aware ; and
within a very short tine after it was
totally repealed, we find a large number
of the Boards of Trade in the most im-
portant commercial cities, petitioning
Congress at this very Session in favour of
the re-enactment of a Bankruptcy Law.
So we find that after a large experience in
the United States, in a very short time,
a feeling arose, and petitions began to
pour in, in favour of a re-enactnent of
such a law. I had hoped that some mema-
ber of the mercantile community in this
House would have had something to say
on this subject, because, really, it is one
that interests then more than anv one
else. No doabt it will be found that the
wholesale trade, at any rate, throughout
the country, both in Montreal as well as
in the western Province, are, as a body,
opposed to the abolition of the Insolvency
Laws. The Board of Trade of Toronto,
certainly, a. d I think of Hamilton and
other cities in Canada, have passed vari-
ous resolutions within the last few months
against the total repeal, and in favour of
certain specific modifications and improve-
ments which ought to be introduced
into an Insolvency Law. For my part I
would have preferredto see a judicious series
of amendments to the law rather than its
total repeal. The hon. member for Stan-
stead says, it is now unimportant, so far as
Ontario isconcerned,-from which Province
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the objection cane most strongly last
Session-because the Ontario Legislature
are about passing a law which will
remedy those crying evils which would
have arisen if, in that Province, they had
no Insolvency Law and no provision
such as is contemplated in their proposed
Act. I am not aware what these pro-
visions are, but I do think it is pre-
mature for us to legislate for the total
abolition of.the Insolvency Laws, because
the Legislature of Ontario is about to
legislate in some way that we do not under-
stand, by a measure which they have not
yet passed. I think it would be better for
us to wait and see what they do, and see
whether the measure they propose to pass
as a substitute for the Insolvent Law, wil
meet the case and satisfy the wants of the
mercantile community in Ontario, before
we totally repeal the law. I am aware
it would be quite useless in this House to
force to a division opposition to a re-
peal of the law. I, therefore, content
myself with entering my humble pro-
test against too rapid action in that di-
rection. I should be glad if one who has
given so much attention to the matter as
my hon. friend from West Durham (Mr.
Blake) did, when he introduced a series
of amendments to the Insolvent Law,
which were then represented as likely to
make it almost perfect, would favour the
Flouse with bis views on the question, and
let us know whether he is prepared to
assent to the total repeal cf the Law';
whether he thinks ià is incapable of
amendment so as to make it work satis-
factorily, because any opinion on that sub-
ject from one of his experience, would be
valuable to the House. While I dissent
from the action the House is taking, I feel
that the opinion here is so generally in
favour of repeal that it would be useless
to divide the House on the question.

MR. McCUAIG: I have been informed
that a Bill is now before the Ontario
Legislature to protect creditors generally
against the first execution creditor sacri-
ficing the debtor's property to the injury
of his other creditors for his own exclusive
benefit; and though I have doubts, by
reason of the power beld by the Dominion
Parliament over all legislation on matters
of insolvency, ;of the constitutionality of
the proceeding of the Ontario Pailiament,
I,nevertheless, hope it may meet the wants
and expectations of its promoters, and be

Mn. CAMERON.

found to work satisfactorily. I shall
vote for the repeal of the Insolvency Law.

MR. WELDON: I am fully alive to the
evils of the present Insolvency Law, but I
quite agree with the member for North
Victoria (Mr. Cameron) that, these come
from the administration of the law rather
than from its principles. In dealing with
this matter we should look to the example
of the Mother Country, where the prin-
ciple of the Bankruptcy Act has never
been repealed or departed from since it was
first introduced into British legislation.
While alterations have been made, from
time to time, to endeavour to carry out the
principle which was intended to be carried
out, they have never departed from that
principle or attempted to repeal the legis-
lation. I consider it is essential to
any community, where people are engaged
in commerce, that there should be some
means to protect the unfortunate debtor
from the rapacity of his creditors, as well
as to protect creditors from dishonest
debtors. The objection has been urged
against the Bankruptcy Law, that it
enables persons to be dishonest in trade.
I think, however, that if the Bankruptcy
Law bas fallen into disrepute, it is due
rather to the system of credit, than to
the law itself; and, further, tbat if the
Sheriff, by e-xecution upon judgment, or
other process of law, puts the property on
the market by a forced sale, to the detri-
ment of the honest trader, it is no more
than is complained is done by the Bank-
ruptcy Law, with this difference, that the
creditor who happens to be in first will
get the benefit, and the others will go
without anything. That would be the
effect. The debtor's property is swept
away to pay one of the creditors, and he
is left to the mercy of the others, who,
without regard to his family, may pre-
vent him froi going into business again.
I am satisfied that parties in many cases
go through, who have no right to get a
discharge ; but I cannot agree with the
hon. member who has just taken his seat,
that no one should be discharged. The
difficulty has been among creditors them-
selves, who have not taken the trouble to.
ascertain whether a man w as entitled to a
discharge or not. One of the features of
the Bill introduced last year, was to throw
upon the debtor the necessity of getting
the consent of his creditors to his dis-
charge; and the debtor, if he could prove
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that he had fully, honestly and fairly
dealt with them, and that it was by
misfortune, and not by fraud, that he had
beconie insolvent, he would have no diffi-
culty in obtaining that consent. With
regard to the legislation to be introduced
into the Ontario Legislature, I have not
seen the Bill yet, but I understand it is a
Bill to do away with priority of execu-
tions. I am not aware of the nature of
the Bill, but if it is of that kind. it is
very questionable whether any Bill intro-
duced into any Local Legislature, for the
distribution of the assets, w ay not trench
upon the jurisdiction of this Parliament.
With regard to New Brunswick, after the
Bill was first introduced, and 'when it was
shown that attempts to repeal it were
made, and a new Bill was introduced in
1873, the legislation of that Province
inaterially changed. I have no hesitation
in saying that if this Bill should be
repealed and the legislation remain as it
is in that Province, it will cause serious
embarrassment and loss. It would, to a
certain extent, destroy our trade, which is
to sone extent subjected tothe Attachment
and Garnishee Laws now in force there,
by which parties are enabled to take
priority, and which we can only get rid of
through the Insolvent Act ; and unless
those laws are repealed it will seriously
enibarrass trade in that Province. A
Bill like this involving matters of so much
importance, it seems is a matter which
the Government should take charge of,
i 1stead of leaving it in the hands of
private parties. While I feel that
the disposition of the House, as
announced by the vote of last
year, is to repeal the Bill, I wish to
rise merely to state that I entertain the
same opinion I then expressed, and feel
that in repealing that Bill we may be only
getting deeper into difficulties and embar-
rassments, and probably in a few years
this Legislature will be called upon to
give again some relief to the unfortunate
creditors.

MR. HESSON: 1 desire to explain
briefly my views as to the vote I am
about to give on this question. It is now
about a year since c similar measure was
brought before this louse, and several
amendments were brought in by the hon.
Member from Stanstead (Mr. Colby), and
also by the hon. member for Jacques Car-
tier (Mr. Girouard). It will be remem-

bered that the Committee appointed to
make some amendments that would meet
the wishes of the community at large, did
not meet, at all events, with the support
of the majority of the members of this
House. I was satisfied that some change
was required by the country, whilst I
was loathe to see the Insolvent Act
totally repealed without some amendment
to meet the emergency that would at once
fall upon the trade of the country, and I
voted against the repeal of the Insolvency
Law then, but I also voted for the amend-
ment, as I felt that it would be some re-
lief if any improvement could be made.
I find the year passed away, and that no
measureýhas been submitted to the con-
sideration of this House, and that we are
now called upon to consider the repeal of
the Act. I must say, that the effect of
that law as it exists, is mostdisastrous to
the mercantile morals of the country, and
I feel that as the Ministry have not seen
it their duty to introduce an amendment
to the present Act, it is now the duty of
this House, and the country calls upon
this Parliament, to repeal that law entirely.
I have no hesitation in saying here,
that I am prepared to vote for the repeal
of the Act, in view of the fact that no
amendment has been submitted to this
House ; and that the trade of the country
cannot be worse in consequence of this
repeal fron any change that may ensue.
As a trader myself, of over twenty years
standing in the country, I feel that the
wholesale merchants may, perhaps, be
the greatest sufferers for a time ; and in
their interests I voted for a continuance
of that law last year, in the hope that
something better would be introduced.
That not having been done, I now feel
myself called upon to support the Bill,
introduced by my hon. friend fron Stan-
stead.
MR. McLENNAN: Before this ques.

tion is disposed of, as 1 do not see any
members representing Montreal in the
House, and reference has been made
to the relation of the commercial interests
to this question, I beg to say that I quite
agree with my hon. friend froi North
Victoria (Mr. Cameron), and also with
the hon. gentleman from St. John, (Mr.
Weldon), that no commercial community
can carry on business for a long time
satisfactorily, without some provision of
an Insolvency Law ; and if there is no
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movement made in this Parliament to re-
tard the absolute repeal of that law, I
may say that in my opinion, it is not be-
cause the great commercial community is
a party to this Act, but because the
opinion of the country at large has been
expressed so strongly, that it appears to
bethe wisest course, at the present moment,
to allow this law to go by the board,:and so
let the evil that will follow work the
necessary cure. Speaking with some
knowledge of the large commercial inter-
ests of the country, I believe that the im-
pression is quite in favour of an Insolvency
Law; and I believe that after the experi-
ment of its abrogation has been tried, we
will have another law. I may say
that a provision in the Law of Lower
Canada, for the distribution of our estate
in execution, is not regarded as of so sat-
isfactory a nature as would be implied
from what has been said to-day. I be-
lieve that mercantile men and others have
found that law to be inadequate in Lower
Canada, and I have no doubt at all that
if a law is passed in Ontario, such as is
now contemplated, it will be found to be
quite inadequate also. I do not look for
any good to corne from the passing of
such a law. I merely make these remarks
to prevent the idea fron going abroad
that the repeal of the Insolvency Law is
carried with the approbation of the large
commercial interests of the country. I
believe that these interests will be found
to be in favour of an Insolvency Law, and
that they are simply acquiescing for a
moment in its repeal until the evil
shall work its own cure.

Mi. ROBERTSON (Hamilton): I
cannot allow the measure, which is now
before the House, to be voted upon with-
out expressing my view in reference to it.
During the last Session, I had an oppor-
tunity of doing so, and as I continue to
hold the same opinions, I wish to state
them by way of protest to this Bill becom-
ing .aw. I am perfectly satisfied the
commercial community, at all events, of
Ontario, and, I believe, of Quebec, are
fully confirmed in the idea that it is abso-
lutely necessary that a well considered
Insolvency Law should be on the Statute-
book of our Dominion. a considering
the views expressed in tis House and
the votes given, it is quite apparent that
those' constituencies which may be
regarded as commercial constituencies,

MR. MCLENNAN.

have always, by their representatives,
voted in favour of the continuance of the
law. No doubt, the opinion is very strong
that the law may be beneficially amended;
but I agree entirely with the hon. mem-
ber for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron)
and the hon. member for St. John (Mr.
Weldon), that the law as it new exists is
really, in its principles, all that can be
desired, unless it be capable of amend-
ment in reference to the Official Assignee.
It is strange, that where a cornmunity, like
the commercial community of this coun-
try, is so much interested in this very
question, that they do not interest them-
selves more in the winding up of insol-
vent estates. Experience has taught us
that they leave their interests in the hands
of one or two Inspectors, and of the
Official Assignee, and the consequence is
that instead of getting, in many cases, fifty
to seventy-five cents in the dollar, they
generally came out with but ten or fifteen
cents. That has given great *dissatisfac-
tion; but the property should be managed
by those % hose claims upon it stand
strongest. I think it would be a great
calamity to dispose of the Insolvent Law
in the manner proposed by the hon. mem-
ber for Stanstead (Mr. Colby). That
would leave us in the same state we were
in preceding the enactment of the Insol-
vent Law. I understand that hon. mem-
bers are willing, so far as Ontario is
concerned, to allow the Bill now before the
House to go, because it has been announced
that the Ontario Government is about in-
troducing a measuwe that will afford some
kind of relief in that direction. I believe
that that is the intention of that Govern-
ment; but this is a very early part of the
Session of Parliament, and we do not yet
know the purport of the Ontario measure,
and, therefore, I would suggest to the hon.
member who introduced this Bil, that he
allow it to stand over for a week or ten
days, in order to give us an opportunity of
seeing what will be proposed for Ontario.
If this be not done, I think it would be
worth while to consider whether it would
not be wise, in the interest of the bonest
traders, to introduce some amendment to
the Bill which would do away with the
advantage which the sharp creditor would
have, and which the dishonest debtor-
would give him, by allowing the first exe-
cution to comue in and sweep off all the
assets. Such a measure was proposed last
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Session, but was rejected; when, fortun-
ately, the Senate came to the relief of the
country, and rejected the Bill then passed.
The delay I recommend can certainly not
jeopardise the fate of the Bill, because I
feel there is no doubt whatever that the
House is determined to repeal the pre-
sent law ; but, at the same time, I can-
not understand that there should be no
provision whatever for the protection of
creditors. We have in Ontario an Ab-
sconding Debtors' Act, which may be
beneficially used to work out something
for the creditors ; and I understand this
is the idea to be carried out by the
Ontario Legislation ; that is, that when a
debtor absconds, a writ is issued, and all
his estate is taken into the possession of
the Sheriff, and held for the general bene-
fit of all the creditors who may get judg-
ment within a certain time. Something
like this might be done now; and, in case
anything should happen so as to prevent
any Bill of that nature passing in Ontario,
1 certainly think it would be well, if the
member for Stanstead would consent to
allow his measure to stand oveir ten days
or a fortnight, in order that we may ascer-
tain the fact.

Bill read the second time.

REPORT.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER laid before
the House,-Annual Report of the Min-
ister of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal
year 1st July, 1878, to 30th June, 1879,
on the works under his control.

flouse adjourned at
Twenty-five minutes before

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 2oth February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

NEW MEMBER INTRODUCED.

M. SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received a certificate from the
Returning Officer at the last election for
the Electoral District of Montmorency,
that Aguste Réal Angers, Esq., was duly
elected for the said Electoral District.

AGUSTE RÉAL ANGERS, Esq., member
for the Electoral District of Montmorency,
having previously taken the oath, accord-
ing to law, and subscribed the roll con-
taining the same, took his seat in the
House.

MR. LANGEVIN: As ithe return
made to you, Sir, is on the oertificate only,
I beg to move the ordinary resolution in
such a case.

MR. MACKENZIE: If this motion is
a proper one to make at all, it should be
made before the member is intrcduced.

MR. LANGEVIN: I think this is the
ordinary course which has been followed
in similar cases since I have been in Par-
lianent.

MR. HOLTON: I think my bon. friend
will find that the motion is generally made
before the admission of the member, who
is not entitled to admission, except as a
matter of courtesy on the part of the
HlouFe, until the regular return is
received. We have been in the habit of
admitting members formerly on indentures
and then passing a resolution analogous
to this; but the authority for the newly
elected member to claim his seat is
founded upon the return to the writ made
by the Returning Officer. As it fre-
quently occurs that the member arrives in
advance of the return, the uniform prac-
tice has been to admit members upon pre-
sentation of the indenture or certificate,
but by a resolution of the House before
they took their seat. No member has a
primd facie right to a seat here when the
return bas not been received, unless a
motion bas been previously made.

MR. LANGEVIN : In 1877, after my
second election, when I came to the Bar
of the House and claimed my seat, I was
admitted, and then a motion was made by
the hon. member for Lambton, similar to
the one now before the House. I have
no doubt the hon. member for Lambton
will consider that a very good prece-
dent.

MR. MACKENZIE: I think the
authority seems to be indisputable.

MR. HOLTON : I am quite sure it
was not the former practice, and I am
equally sure that, by whatever authority
it is sustained, it is a faulty practice, be-
cause the right to a seat reposes primarily
on the return of the writ. I cannot, in
view of what my hon. friend has just
stated, say that it has been the unifori
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practice to make the motion before the
intrr duction, but it is the proper practice,
and I am quite sure it was the practice in
the earlier years of ny experience.

MR. MACKENZIE : My recollection
is that, when the hon. gentleman (Mr.
Langevin) was introduced, I called atten-
tion to the irregularity, and moved the
resolution in order to get over that irregu-
larity as well as possible.

M. MASSON : By reference to the
Journals of the House, the hon. gentle-
man would see that this was almost the
invariable practice when he held office.

Resoired, That, in admitting A. R. Angers,
Esq., elected to represent the Electoral Dis-
trict of Montmorency, to take his seat upon the
certificate of the Returning Officer, this House
still recommends a strict adherence to the prac-
tice of requiring the production of the usual
certificate of the Clerk of the Crown in Chan-
.cery of the return tothe writ of election.-(Jfr.
L angevin.)

THE LATE ACCIDENT TO THE VICE-
REGAL PARTY.

REMARKS.

MR. MACKENZIE : I wish to caIl the
attention of the hon. the leaderof the Govern-
ment to a matter which I think should
engage the attention of the two Houses.
Last Saturday, a dangerous accident hap-
pened to bis Excellency the Governor-
General and Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise : an accident which might
have resulted seriously, if not fatally, to
both of them. Several municipalities
have tendered their sympathy with these
illustrions personages, and congratulated
them on their escape, and I think it would
have 'Oeen only proper that this House
should express its sympathy with these
illustrious personages under the circum-
stances, and express its congratulations
that they escaped from the much more
serious injury to which they were exposed.
Everything is of interest to this House,
and to the people generally, which con-
cerns bis Excellency the Governor
General, and his Royal Consort, the
dear daughter of our beloved Queen,
-who, since she has come to Canada,
has made herself so beloved by all. I
would suggest the propriety of Parlia-
ment giving expression to the sympathy
which is universally felt. I have allowed
the matter to rest for several days, think-
ing the matter would be proceeded with
by the Government. I have no doubt

MR. HOLTON.

that the members generally will concur
in the propriety of such a proceeding.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Every
member of the House will, I hardly need
say, agree with the hon. gentleman as to
the propriety of expressing our sympathy
with regard to the unfortunate accident
which happened the other day to the Re-
presentative of the Sovereign, and the
daughter of our beloved Queen.
It has not escaped the attention
of myself and colleagues that
it is expedient to express the regret wbich
we all feel in reference to that unfortun-
ate occurrence. The reason why it has
not been subnitted to this House before,
and why, no doubt, it has not been sub,
mitted to the other House is-as the hon.-
gentleman can quite understand-that, at
such a distance from England, it was of
importance, and it was the desire of His
Excellency the Governor - General, that
no alarn should be given to our beloved
Sovereigu, the Mother of Her Royal
Highness, by attaching, perhaps, undue
importance to this unfortunate accident;
as it might have had the effect of increas-
in2 alarm in England. I am happy to be
able to state, that, though they have
had an accident in which they had a very
narrow escape from the most serious con-
sequences, the Vice-Regal party have
nearly overcome the consequences. I
would here take the opportunity
of calling the attention of the House to
the remarks in one of the newspape: s to
the effect that the accident resulted
through the refusal of the Departnent of
Militia to send an escort to the Vice-
Regal party on the occasion. The hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
will see how absurd such a statement is.
An escort is ready at any time at the re-
quest of His Excellency ; and any escort
that might have been asked for or re-
quired would have been granted in this
e ise ; but none was requested. bis Ex-
cellency was not desirous, on such a
night, of exposing the Dragoon Guards,
who, however, if desired, would have only
been too glad to form an escort. But, as
bis Excellency wished to spare them, the
usual requisition was not made.

INTRODUCTION OF PUBLIC BILLS.

NEW RULE.

MR. SPEAKER announced that a new
rule had been adopted by which in future

Business.[COMMONS.]
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a place would be given, to Bills for in-

troduction, in the printed list of Votes
and Proceedings of the House.

THE ADDRESS IN ANSWER TO HIS
EXCELLENCY'S SPEECH.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

Sim JOHN A. MACDONALD de-
livered a Message froin His Excellency
the Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
it is as follows:-
-LORNE.

" Gentlenen of the iouse of Commons:
"I acknowledge with thanks the Address

you have loyally adopted in answer to the
Speech with which I opened the Session, and
I rely with confidence on the assurance that the
important measures submitted to you, will re-

ceive your careful and full consideration.
"GovEIRNMENT HOUsE,

" OTrAwA, 22th February, 1880."

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LAW AMIEND.
MENT BILL.

(Mr. Roberton, Ilamilton.)

FIRST READING.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) intro-
duced a Bill (No. 14) To amend the law
with reference to procedure in crininal
cases, and the duties of Justices of the
Peace out of Sessions, in relation to per-
sons charged with indictable offences. He
said: The object of the Bill is to declare,
as part of the law of this country, two
sections of the Imperial Act, 30 and 31
Vict., cap. 35, commonly known as
Russell Gurney's Act. By that Statute,
in England, when a person is charged
with a crime, lie lias a right to ask the
macristrate who is investigating the charge,
previous to his committal or dismissal,
as the case may be, that his witnessem
may be examined ; so that if he is
too poor to compel their attendance
by subpæena, they may be bound over to
give evidence at his trial. Section 3 of
the Bill now introduced proposes to
amend the 32 and 33 Vic., cap. 30, sec.
30, of the Dominion by striking out the
words " or is absent from Canada." This
Section proposed to be amended enables
evidence taken before a Magistrate on the
mvestigation of a charge against a person
accused, where the depositions of the wit-
nesses are properly signed by the wit-
neses and by the Magistrate taking it, to
be used at the trial, in case of the absence

8

by death or illness, of the witness, or if
absent from Canada; but, by this auend-
ment, it is intended that the deposition
shall be read against the accused only
when the witness is absent, through death
or by illness, but not when he is simply
absent from Canada. My experience lias
taught me that that section of the Dominion
Statute goes too far. In England, the law
on this point only extends to ccses where
the witness has died or is too ill to travel.
Two or three cases within my own
knowledge have demonstrated that the
law as it stands is capable of being en-
forced most prejndicially to the accused.
It is proposed, therefore, to strike ont
that part of the clause whici makes this
practice applicable to cases where a wit-
ness, having left Canada, is not present
at the trial. Section 4 of the new Bill pro-
poses to amend the 35th Section of the
32 and 33 Vict., Cap. 30, vhich enables
a Justice or Magistrate,-if lie thinks it
in the interests of justice,-to expel, all
persons from the room where the exami-
nation is going on. Now, on several
occasions, in my own experience, Justices
have thought it allowable to inform
counsel, in attenda.nce on behalf of the
accused, that thev were there on sufferance,
and that, if it was not the pleasure of
the presiding Magistrate, they could
not be there at all. I propose, therefore, to
add a proviso that, while it shall be in the
power of the Magistrate to exclude the
public, the prisoner shall not be deprived
of counsel learned in the law, to watch
the case, and both cross-examine witnesses
against the accused, and examine witnesses
on behalf of the accused; in fact to make
it quite clear that prisoners may retain
and employ counsel and attorneys at
their prelitminary examination. Section
5 of the proposed Bill has reference to the
exclusion of witnesses at the trial in crim-
inal cases. In Ontario, witnesses can bo
excluded in civil cases, but not in criminal
cases. This new proviso proposes to give
either the Crown or the prisoner the right
to require all wvitnesses, not under exam-
ination, to be exeluded fron the Court-
room during the trial. Section 6 pro-
poses to repeal sub-section 2 of section 45,
chap. 29, of 32 & 33 Vic., the Domin-
ion Act, and to substitute a new section;
the difference between the twoisverv slight.
The law, as it is now, declares that, on
the trial of any persons for an indictable

Criminal Procedure
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offence, the reply of counsel shall be so
regulated that, whether the accused calls
witnesses or not, the A ttorney or Solicitor-
General, or any Queen's counsel repre-
senting the Crown, shall be entitled to re-
ply. 1 propose to anend that by confining
the right of reply to the Attorney-General
or Solicitor-General, when prosecuting in
person. lI England there is no statutory
provision ou tie point, but it is the
practiec there that, in ail cases wvhere
the Attorney-General prosecutes, he
shall have the right of reply, but
here iii Canada, it bas been extended
to a Queen's counsel acting on behalf of
the Crown. As this H1ouse is aware, a
questionî has arien as to who are Queen's
counsel ; and I propose to settie the
muatter, so far as this particular part of
the criminal procedure is concerned, by
asking that the Statute way be amended
by confining the right of reply to the
Attorney-General, or Solicitor-General,

Vhen prosecuting ii person. These are
the aiendments which I propose to maike
to the present Bill.

MR. HAcDONNELL (Inverness) : In
my opinion that riglit to reply is given to
the public pro3ecutor by virtue of his
acting on behalf of the Crown, not simIply
as beng Attorney-Ceneral. I think this
right is allowed to the Crown and not to
the Attorne7-General in his individual
capacity, and that, therefore, it should be
allowed to all public prosecutors acting foi
the Crown.

Bill read thteJßrst timre.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read the fi-st time :-

Bill (No. 15) To fix tie rata of interest, and
to pl ohibit us-ry in the Province of Quebec.-
(Mr,. Aie!hot.)

BRITISH COLUMBIA-ADDITIONAL SU-
PREML COURT JUDGES.

RESOLUTIONS CoNSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Hoie resolved itself into Committee, to con-
sider certain proposed Resolutions, respecting
the better Administration of Justice Act, 1878,
of British Columbia, and to make provision for
the salaries of two additional Judges of the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.

(In the Comniittee.)

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : It will
be in the recollection of this Committee
that at the last Session a similar
resolution was adopted by this IHpuse,

Ma. ROBERTSON.

and a Bill founded thereon and
passed through the House. For some
reason the Bill failed to pass through
the other branch of the Legislature. The
Act for the better administration of justice
in British Columbia not having been re-
pealed, I ask the House to adopt this
resolution, on which to fouid a Bill, pro-
viding for the salaries of two additional
Judges. Tie subject was discussed dur-
ing the debate on the Bill last Session. I
wil], therefore, only inake one or two
observations, showing.r the n ecessity whichi,
in the opinion of the Legislature of
British Columbia, exists for the addition
which they ask to their Judicial staff. At
present that Province has three Judges
ofthe Supremue Court, with five County
Court Judges, or Stipendiary Magistrates,
who reside in different sections of the
country and who were appointed at the
union of that Province with the Dominion.
It is the opinion of tie first officer of the
Crown in that Province that the mode of
administration of justice, at present, is
neitier eflicient nor effective, and it is
proposed to add two Judges to the
Supreme Court, making it five instead of
three, who should be County Court Judges
as well as Judges of the Supreme Court.
The judicial strength of the Province,
will then consist of five Judges of the
Supreme Court who will exercise all the
duties pertaining to their functions as
Judges of the Supreme Court, and who
will also be County Court Judges, within
their several jucicial districts, which
are defined and set forth by another Act.
The Act also provides that three of these
Judges shall reside on1 the mainland, two
residing in the city of Victoria in Van-
couver Island. Tihe question suggested
last Session, on the discussion, was as to
the expense incurred, the additional cost,
as it was said, in the administration of
justice in that Colony. I need scarcely
repeat whatl said then, in reference to
that subject. The members of the Coi-
mittee, who recollect that discussion, and
were familiar with the history of that
colony during 1870 and 1871, will recol-
lect that the present Stipendiary Magis-
trates held office as Indian Agents, before
the union of British Columbia with the
Dominion. They were contirued in
office on terms specified in the Ternis of
Union, and on condition of being entitled
to receive a superannuation, or retiring
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allowance, in the event of their ceasing to
hold office. They were~on retiring to re-
ceive two-thirds of their salaries. There
were six Stipendiary Magistrates at the
timueof the Union. The Magistrate resident
at New Westminster at that time has since
died, and his place has not been flled, al-
though at presentthere are five Stipendiary
Magistrates receiving salaries. A compari-
son which has been submitted to me of the
saving hich the change would make shows
a balance in its favor of $2.042. So that,
as far as I am able to judge, the change
would not entail any additional expense
upon the Dominion, in the administration of

justice in that Province. I am informed,
however, and Ihave no doubt correctly, that
the change would really occasion a very
large saving in the travelling fees payable
to the Judges of the Supreme Court, who
go on circuit. As to the exact amount
which would be saved, it was stated during
last Session by sonie gentlemen opposite,
and perhaps with some truth, that the
Judges residing in the mainland districts

Vould also be entitled to trifling fees in
attending Courts. That niay be, and still
I fancy the saving which they would
make in the ordinary administration of
justice as County Court Judges would
make avery mateial diflrence. Thetravel-
ling expenses of the Judges in that Pro-
vince for the last four or five years
according to the memorandum I have
received from the Auditor-General are as
follows :-1875, $12,400; 1876, ?11,836;
1877, $8,996 ; 1878, $8,900; 1879,
$7,034. So that the expenses appear to
be gradually decreasing, and,if the inform-
ation on which I make the statement.
be correct, there could be little doubt that,
so far as expense is concerned, the change
is a desirable one. I presume the House
will feel that the Legislature of British
Columbia is more competent to determine
the judicial requirements of that Province
in the ordinarv administration of justice
than this loiuse could possibly be. I
therefore move the resolutions.

MR. BLAKE : I think we ought to
consider the subject a little more fully
before coming to the conclusion proposed
by the hon. gentleman. The question
w-as before the House last Session, and
also before the other branch of the Legis-
lature, and it roceived a long discussion
in both branches. I suppose the hon.
gentleman has perused the report of the

views that were unanimously expressed
in the Senate, by the members represent-
ing British Columbia, on the working of
the judicial system in that country and its
peculiar needs. They made remarks of
extreme consequence to us in deciding
whether we ought to take the course now
proposed. I have always maintained,
vhile I had the honour of sitting here,

that we are not bound, simply because a
Provincial Legisi ature proposes the appoint-
ment of a Judge, to provide a salary. I
think anv other view of our duties would
result, in the nature of things, iii a very
expansive notion, on the part of the Local
Legislature, as to what the judicial re-
quirements were. When you find one
body creating judgeships, whose occupants
are to be paid, not by their creators, but
by another body altogether, it is natural
that the creating body, not being checked
by the consideration of expense,
should be extremely liberal ; and
it is necessary that the scale of
judicial requirements should be care-
fully scanned by those who are to
bear the burden of paying the officers.
Therefore, I regard it as important that in
every case we should assert our right
to consider what the general scale of ex-
penses for the administration of justice
should be in the Province, and to decide
whether, upon the whole, there are
reasonable grounds for the addition pro-
posed. At the same time, I cordially
concur in some part of the remarks which
were made, as I see by the report, by the
hon. gentleman who leads the Govern-
ment, and by the leader of the Govern-
ment in the Senate last Session. I quite
agree that, as a general rule, unless there
are good reasons the other way, great
weight ought to be attached to a proposi-
tion deliberately made by a Provincial
Legislature. But this subject is one of
peculiar significance. It has been pointed
out before, and I repeat, that the exjenses
for the administration of justice in British
Columbia are, relatively to its population,
enormous and utterly disproportionate to
those of any other Province ; and I say
that, even when due regard is had to the
circumstances that a reduction in numbers
does not proportionately reduce the cost,
and that the area of British Columbia is
large, and the difficulty of access to some
portions of that Province are great, never-
theless, all said and done, it is a most
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serious thing that the expense we are hon. gentleman then holding the office of
.called upon to provide in British Colum- Minister of Justice, and now leading the
bia, for a judicial staff for a population Governnient, and who thought that ter-
of between 10,000 and 15,000 whites rible consequences would ensue if there
approximates nearly to that for the were only two Judges in any Province,
judicial staffs in the Maritime Provinces, an additional Judge was given to British
in each of which there is relatively an Columbia, and also to Manitoba, so that
infinitely larger population. Now, the in case of a division of opinion there
comparison of cost the hon. gentleman might be a decision. The staff, then, is
has made, if it were indeed a fair coin- left at its original point as at Confedera-
parison, would entirely break the force tion, though at an increased cost. Now,
ýof what I have just been saying, because I maintain, no strong reasons have been
the hon. gentleman contends that the given to induce us to agree to this change.
true result of this change will -be, The hon. gentleman has alluded to the
to effect a considerable saving. But difficulty arising from the extended area
the process by which the hon. gentle- of the Province. In the interior of the
man has reached that result is very pecu- Province, to which it is difficult to obtain
liar. It was conceded, last Session, that access, there are comparatively small
there would be an increase in salary, fluctuating and changing populations en-
though it would be but a moderate increase gaged in mining industries, and it is, of
of between $3,000 and $4,000, but the course, necessary that there should be
hon. gentleman, for the purposes of his some means of administering justice
argument, and in order to produce this amongst those people. But I do not
saving, has been pleased to raise the ghost think the proposed measure, which is on e

ýof the deceased Judge Bushby, who de- partly of centralisation, because a fewer
parted this life five or six years ago, who number of Judges is proposed, is ca'cu-
has never been replaced, and for a successor lated to grapple with the difficulty. I
for whom no need was found until it was think that to have Judges of an inferior
required in order to found an argument grade who can travel cheaper, and who
before the Conmittee this afternoon. It will reside nearer th centres of action,
is net J)retended, se far as I know, that will be found te be more satisfactory te
there will be any necessity for replacing the people, and more economical te the
that County Court Judge supposing this i country. I think that the three Supree
ineasure does not pass. It was duaring my Court Judges and the five County Court
tenure of office that the subject firt came Judges are, if properly placed, aiequate,
under consideration. I was not able to notwithstanding the distanes which they

rdvise Parliament that a case r nad been are obliged te travel, eficiently to admin-
made ont for the replacement of that Judge. ster justice in British Colubia. The
It appeared te me, f on the best consider- relatively small increase-for I admit that
ation I conld give the subject, that there the increase is relatively small- ill net
was do occasion for it, and urat vien was e prodgctive of icreased efficieny.
teuopted o and, although during one or two You are pensioning five Judges a plo ha e
years a vote was asked, it was only askect administered such justice as is required
ccnditionaliy, l t case it should be necessary satsfactorily i the remoter parts of that
to replace the Judge, but fe neyer was re- i community in the s haller classes cf cases;
Ilacer. In the coparison that the on. e u are replacing trese five iith t a tew

gentlenn lias made, Idesire to introduce cnes, and I do net believe this will give
nother element which think is cnly equal satisfaction, on the covttrarv, ye
reasonable. Wcile it is to be admitted will soon be called on for more Jedaes.
tat, in reference to Count Court Judges, It ay be censidered rather impertinent
there as been a diminution in salaries, fer a inember of tiis buse te be setting
th ugh not in travelling expenses, owing 1 up bis wisdom against that of the Legis-
to the death of this Judge, it is to be re- latare of British Columbia, but I ara net
mernbered that, upon the occasion of speaking on ny own judgment alone,
Confederation, there was an addition thou-h I gave the general question much
to the Supreme Court. That was consideration when in office; I am stating
,comiposed of two Judges, but upon the very shortly the view that wa% unani-
sugestis, if a trsrthtly, of the y itken by the representatives of

MF. BLAKE.
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British Columbia in the other branch of
Parliament. The Hon. Senator Cornwall,
and two other gentlemen from British
Columbia, discussed this question there,
and they pointed out that the proposed
changes would not give equal satisfaction
to the present system, that there would
be greater difficulty than now in getting
justice administered expeditiously, and
they insinuated what I, for one, should
never have dared to insinuate, that the
object of this Bill, which was based upon
a request of the Legislature of British
Columbia, was to make two places which
must be necessarily filled by Provinciel
politicians. Such was the view which
was taken by the representatives of that
Province in the Senate, of the objects and
motives which had inspired that legisla-
tion. With reference to the tra-
velling expenses, they have been
cut down. I found, when in office,
that a course had been adopted
which I thought peculiar. First of ail,
according to the old system, the Judges,
lhad been paid travelling allowances, which
covered all their travelling expenses. and
a per diem allowance besides. But, shortly
after the accession to office of a learned
Judge, appointed by the hon. gentleman
opposite, it was suggested that the Judges,
as in the older Provinces, should receive
a fixed circuit allowance of $100, but not
as in these Provinces in a substitutionary
sense. The arrangement was that they
should be paid the old travelling expenses
and allowance, and that they should re-
ceive, in addition, that which represented
the travelling expenses in the older Prov-
inces. By that process the expenses, al-
ways too large, -were considerably increased.
Another example of the samne mischief to
which I have referred, as flowing from the
creation by one Legislature of expenses to
be provided by another Legislature, was
in reference to the circuits ordered by the
Local body. We found an Act of the
Legislature ordering a circuit in a remote
part of the country the travelling expenses
of which, judging from- experience, would
reach $2,500, and on which there would be
perhaps one, perhaps no case tried. We re-
sisted as far as we could such legislation as
that, and indicated in very clear language
that it was impossible that the administra-
tion Of justice should be conducted <n such
an expensaive scale. I mention these things
in order te show how it happens that the

travelling expenses of 1878 were so much
less than they hiad been in former years,
and why it is that we are not to expect
that it will continue so low if we reduce
the number of Judges, and consequently
increase the amount of travelling they will
have to do. Believing that this measure
is not in the true interests of the people
of British Columbia, or of Canada ; and
agreeing with the observations made by
the representatives from that Province
in the other branch of the Legislature,
having formed the opinion that the
supposed increased expenditure will not
really represent the measure of the in-
crease, both by reason of the anount of
travelling expenses, and because we will
presently be called on to appoint men to
fill the places of those whom we are dis-
placing to-day, I have thought it right
to make this statement to the House. I
do not propose personally to ask tbe
House to divide at this stage of the reso-
lutions, but I did not think it was fit that
they should pass through Coimittee
without reference to the considerations
which were cogent enough to induce the
other House last year to reject this Bill
and, in my opinion, are sufficiently cogent
to require us to pause before we paîs
it this year.

MR. ANGLIN : I was one of those
who last year opposed this measure, be-
cause I could not see, nor could I be satis-
fied by any arguments produced on the
other side, that this increase in the
Judiciary was necessary to British
Columbia. I was rather inclined to regard
with suspicion the theory then pro-
pounded, that, because the Local Legisla-
ture chose to provide for an increase in
the Judiciary, we must supplement their
action in this House. The older members
of this House must recollect that, when
the Union with British Columbia took
place, there was some discussion with re-
gard to a number of gentlemen then
known, I believe, as Police Magistrates.
It was shown then that it would be better
to retain those gentlemen in the positions
they occupied, althotigh it was said some
of them were not lawyers at ail, than to
pension theni off, as was provided for by
the Resolutions of Union. It is now pro-
posed to have two additional Supremo
Court Judges. If it is necessary to have
five Judges now, because of the extent of
territory, it will be found difficult by-and-
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bye to have those duties discharged by ML DECOSMOS: Will the hon. mem-
means of'only two additional Judges. The ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) explain
-territory is a very extensive one, and htheplcduismybhate
requires a larger number of Judges, in Judges may have to perform?
proportion to its population, than any of MR. ANGLIN: 1 understand that
the older Provinces. My impression last those were Police Magistrates who tried
year was, and it is the same this year, ordinary cases of crime, sucl as theft,
that the present staff, in that Province, assault and batterv, and the use of abusive
should be amply sufficient for all the work language. if that is a criminal offence in
it is possible they may be called upon to British Columbia, and prosecuted prelimi-
do. ' Last year I spoke of the extraordi- nary enquiries in cases of a more serious
nary amount which was paid to Judges character. These are merely the duties
in that Province for travelling expenses, performed by Police Magistrates in van-
and, without having consulted the books, ous parts of the country. Whether these
I ventured to say that they were about as Police Magistrates in British Columbia
large as the salaries. That was then have a right to try men charged with
laughed at on the other side of the House, higher offences, not capital, and questions
as entirely unwarranted by the facts, but affecting property, 1 ar not prepared to
1 think the statement read this afternoon say. I have no doubt the lion gentleman
bv the hon. the Minister of Justice, proves can enlighten us on this point. 0f these
that I was nearly correct. A few years Police Magistrates some were not even
ago those charges amounted to a great lawyers. Nevertheless they performed
many thousand dollars every year. How their duties to the general satisfaction cf
thev have been redGced in t(rese later te,

wh th policey adutima , tha thpoe

years, whether it is that the Judges for- a rough, even-handcd justice. It is as a
nerlv overcharged, or made jeurneMs en- Asubstitution for these gentleman that

tirely unnece3sary, or whether it is that Iare asked to create additional Judges cf
the amount of work in the Province hias jthe Supreme Court. M do not think it is
been reduced, and, therefore, that they desirable tha we sbould require the
are ne longer called uponi to hold Court. Judges of that Court to discargce duties
so freqiently in the rernote districts, as in of this kind. J do not believe that, if they
former times, we are left entirely to, con- 1 were called upon to disc arge those duties,
jecture. Now, p do not believe that they would be discharged very eficiently.

nde: the provisions of this Bill aoy sav- The argument that we are to save any
ing will be effected. Thh Judges to be money by this proceeding I think, lias
superseded will descend into pivate life, .been proved by the ion. member for West
upon large retiring allowances. They are Durham to be delusive. The Bi a as
a number of gentlemen, who, for some passed last ear, notwithstandingsome
vears past, have been rendering services opposition from this side cf the leuse.
of more or less value, and you are endeav- I presume the resolutions will now pass
ouring te suppîy their places by appoint but, having opposed the s aheme ast iear,
ine a number of Suprem e Court Judges, ecase I believed it incalled for, I feel
who will have to disoharge in that coen- it my duty to repeat biefly the objection
trv, not only such daties as the Judges cf I then made.
that rank perforni in the other Provinces, Sjt JOHN A. MACDO2NALD : I
but alsoe te soane extent, the duties f; acknowldge there is a great deal ii the
Police Magistrates. 1 do net know why argumnents used by the hion. meniber for
we shoildprovide for the performance of Woest Durha u ar by the hon. niember
the duties of Police Magistrates in that who, bas just spoken. >But, as lias been
Provincee any more than in any other said before, it is very difficut indeed for
Province of the Dominion. The other the Federal Paiament t decide, when a
Provinces are required te provide the wish is expressed by the Legishature
salaries for Police Magistrates. J believe, cf any Province, thtt it should be disre-
bn and by, the Judges will therselves garded. The constitution, organisation
desire to be relieved of the divcharge of and maintenance of the Courts are left to
those daties, and that a measure will be the Provincial LeTeislatre. The costs
brought into this Parliament for that pur- and responsibility for the adâinistration
pose. nof justie, excepting the salaries of the

of or or LIaue n yuae nev
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Superior Court Judges, are thrown upon
the different Provinces, whose Govern-
ments are responsible for their peace and
good government. So that, when a Pro-
vincial Legislature passes an Act, declaring
that an additional number of Judges is re-
quired for the due administration ofjustice,
it is incurring a great responsibility for
the Federal Parliament and Government
to say : You do not want them; you can
administer justice and keep the peace of
the land without them, and therefore we
refuse to appoint them. As a general
rule, I think we may safely trust to the
discretion of the Provincial Legislatures
in this regard. They have their own
responsibility, and must know that, in
putting additional burdens on the Treasury
of the Dominion, they aie increasing the
burdens of their own people. Of course,
I quite understand the answer that will
be given is, that the immediate advantage
there of the salaries of the appointees will
overcome, perhaps, the reluctance of the
people in the Province, to pay their share
of the burden.

MR. BLAKE: Some of the Provinces
do not pay into, in the same proportion
as they receive from, the general Treas-
ury.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
may be; but I do not know that, every
time a question arises as to whether an ad-
ditional Judge should be appointed in any
Province, we can enter into the question
of the amount of its contributions to the
Treasurv of the Dominion. I do not think.
we ought to import that question into
this discussion.

MR. BLA KE : I was not importing it
mn that sense, but as giving an additional
reason why some Local Legislatures should
be more careful in regard to expenditures
of this kind. The right hon. gentleman
said the people of British Columbia, would
be putting their hands into their own
pockets ; but sometir"es people put them
into other people's pockets.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No
doubt such considerations should not be
overlooked. The burden of the adminis-
tration of justice is thrown on the Pro-
vincial Legislatures ; and' when such
powers are given them exclusively, we
having no right to interfere with their
powers, it is assuming a very great re-
sponsibility for us to say : Although you
declare certain Judges are wanted, and

have passed an Act constituting a par-
ticular Court, we refuse you the means
required to carry that policy into
effect. I quite understand we are not
obliged to grant the salaries ; and, if it
was proved to the consciousness of
the House that, beyond a doubt, the
Legislature of any Province had made
appointments solely for the purpose of
creating new offices, and getting the ad-
vantage of them in the expenditure of the
salaries, wve should be justified, on reason-
able evidence that that was the design of
the Legislature, in refusing to gratify that
wish and motive. But it is not suggested
here that that is the case. It is quite
true that the white population in British
Columbia is not very large as yet; but
there is a large Indian population, some
50,000 souls.

MR. MILLS: About 30,000.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That

is also a disputed point ; but say 30,000
besides whites. They are scattered
over that "Sea of Mountains "-
I beg the pardon of the hon.
member for Vancouver for using that
expression-living at isolated points, and
the administration must extend to theu,
as well as to the white population. The
Indian criminal must be tried exactly in
the sane way as the white. It is a
country of niagnificent distances, and
therefore it may be necessary for the
Judges to make long and difficult journeys;
and I presume the Legislature of British
Columbia thought it was necessary to in-
crease the number of Superior Court
Judges, and scatter them over that country,
for the purpose of more conveniently and
speedily bringing offenders ýo justice.
The hon. member for Gloucester thinks
that Superior Court Judges would not
effliciently perforn their duty in small
cases. I do not think there is any fear of
that, but that they would perform smalland
great with equal zeal and efficiency. In
Manitoba, the Judges hold small as well as
large Courts in the administration of
sunmary justice. The reason why the
Government bas brought this proposal
down again. is this : The Act is on the
Statute-book, and we think it is our
bounden duty, as there is no evidence that
the Legislature of British Columbia acted
through any improper motive, or any
other motive than duty to the Province,
in the organisation of Courts of Justice,
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nt to refuse it, by saying they were al-
together mistaken,and thereuponrefusing
the salaries required. I would have been
well pleased had that Legislature post-
poned this legislation. I might personally
think that, with the present number of
Superior Court and County Court Judges,
the demands of justice in that Province
might be fairly met; but I do not know
that I have a right, in the absence of all
evidence that the Legislature was wrong,
t a assume the responsibilizy o saying that,
although in the exercise of its Constitu-
tional right it declared two additional
Judges were wanted, it should not be
granted the means for the payment of
their salaries.

MR. MILLS: The right hon. gentle-
man has taken a somewhat differenu view
on this from that which he expressed on
another question lately. He thinks the
House must assume that the British
Columbia Government acted properly,
unless it can be shown it acted impro-
perly in this matter; I think the burden
of proof lies the other way. I think tlie
House is exercising an independent
power; it has undertaken to vote this
money, and when the hon. gentleman asks
us to provide for the paynent of ad-
ditional Judges, on him devolves the re-
snonsibility of showing that additional
Judges are necessary. Certainly, when
County Courts were wanted in Nova
Scotia, lie did not take exactly the saine
view as to the functions and duty of the
House in the appointment of Judges, and
in providing for their salaries, as on the
present occasion. I remember that, then,
the friends of the hon. gentleman in the
other Flouse rejected the proposal to
provide for the payment of the Judges in
a Court which the people of Nova Scotia
thouglit necessary for the due administra-
tion of justice. Before the House is
called upou to provide for the payaient
of two additional Judges for a Province
containing less than 40,000 people, all
told-a population which, in Ontario, has
justice administered by a single Judge, in
nearly all civil cases-the hon gentleman
should prove conclusively to the House
that the Judges of the present Courts are
inadequate to the discharge of the duties
devolving upon them. Thathas not been
attempted. He should have called upon
theProvincial authorities for proof that the
Judges were overworked and needed help.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

There should have been no difficulty in
getting information to convince the
Hoiuse that this provision is necessary.
But the right hon. gentleman said he,
himself. was not convinced, but was rather
inclined to think that the appointments are
not necessary, and that the only
protection which the country had, and
has against unnecessary demands is that
the. cost of such Courts would devolve ex-
clusively upon the people of the Province.
He has not undertaken to show that the
appointment of these Judges would im-
pose any additional burdens on the peo-
ple of British Columbia or what amount
of the existing burdens in the administra-
tion of justice they bear in connection
with their Courts. Al this would have
been useful and proper, and would have
enabled members to deal intelligently
with this question. The hon. gentleman
should give us this information before
asking us to vote the money required.
He has been anxious, of late, to send
matters of this sort to Committees. It
seems to me, therefore, that the hon.
gentleman should appoint a Committee to
investigate this question and so obtain
the information necessary to enable the
Ho use to arrive at an intelligent conclu-
sion on this proposition.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo) : When
this subject came before the House last
year, I gave the reasons which I thought
justified me in supporting the Bill. I
then stated that the County Court Judges,
to the best of my knowledge, had given
satisfaction-at least in the portions of
the country with which I am acquainted -
by their conduct, but that the general
opinion of the people of British Columbia
was in favour of the proposed change. I
thought it my duty to support the Bill,
more especially as it would have the effect
of more expeditiously administeringjustice
throughout the country, at the saine time
lessening its expense, as regards the de-
tention of prisoners before trial, and the
travelling expenses of J udges, constables
and witnesses. The long periods during
which prisoners have been detained,
awaiting trial, have proved a seri-
ous detriment to the Province, and
I think the House will agree with me
that this evil should be remedied. Prit-
oners have been kept from nine to-
twelve months in jail, awaiting trial, and
afterwards acquitted. Why were they-
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detained so long? Simply to economise 1 ment, who made the duties of the Gold
the operations of the Supreme Court, Comnissioners part of those of the Judges
which was limited to the holding of one oftheCountyCourt. Ithink,SirtheHouse
circuit per annum, instead of two, in the will seethat thiameasurewillgreatlyreduce
country parts. If an offence was com- the expenditure of the Province in main-
mitted in the month of November, prison- taining prisoners, paying the expenses of
ers accused thereof were obliged to be the witnesses, constables, etc. I objected
in jail, sometimes fettered on account of to the Bil last Session because no provision
there not being officers to watch them, for was made, stating the particular localities
ten or eleven months, until the Chief in which these new Judges should reside,
Justice, or one of the other Judges, came but an additional law having been passcd
around to hold the Court of Assize, and by the Legisiature of British Columbia
this was done at the expense of the Pro- defining those localities, I think that it
vince. In one case five prisoners were will be a benefit, not only to the Domin-
imprisoned for nearly a year, and at the ion at large, but also to British Columbia,
end of that time three of them were if we accede to the request of the people
acquitted. The hon. member for Glouces- of that Province, and provide the salaries
ter has made some statements, which inmy which are requisite for the payient of
opinion need correction. He has said, the proposed new Judges.
for one thing, that County Court Judges, MR. BLAKE: The hon. member for
whom it is now intended to supersede, ]Bothwell (Mr. Milîs) bas askec r inform-
performed the duties of Magistrates. It ation from the hon. the Minister of
is true they did perform that duty before Justice. I am aware that arrangements
Confederation, but since then they have were made some years ago for obtaining
refused to perform such duties, in cases returns of the cases tried, and theamounts
where Justices of the Peace were within involved in the British Columbia circuits.
a distance of a hundred miles, who could I suppose the hon. gentleman wl1 have
be brought to adjudicate upon them. In no objection to bring these returns down
soine cases it was impossible for the before the second stage of the measure, so
County Court Judges to adjudicate upon that we may see what work is donc by
them. In cases of infringement of the these Judges. I have reason to believe
law prohibiting the sale of liquor to our position will be strengthened by these
Indians, an appeal is provided for from papers.
two Justices of the Peace to a County MR. McDONALD (Pictou): We shal
Court Judge. The County Court Judges be very glad to brin, down the informa
cannot, consequently, hear cases of that tion the lon. gentleman desires.
sort. The hiou. member for Gloucester MR. DECOSMOS: Whienever this
lias also stated that tme expenses of question has comae up before this House
travelling of our Judges are nearly equal -te making provision for improving the
to their sttlario. It is true, lie stated judicial machinery of our iovince-some
that -lie made that statemnent without embers have taken occasion to question
haviug looked into the natter closely, but the propriety of it. Ths as usually pro-
when lie cones to take an assertion ceeded fro i certain blo. gentlemen on
of that kind lie shou]d first scrutinis w the the opposite side of the pouse. It m lit
Public Accouints, which show that, out of be -,vel,> I take it, if certain hon. gentlemen
$3i5,n ce paid to our Judges only who are not acquainted wits the judicial
$7,000 is chargred to travelling b ex- syste of Britisi Columbia, would devote
penses. The member for West Durham a tew moments to the matter in order that
lias laid great stressuponi the argument they migt understand the judicial system
wliich 'vas brouglt forward ii the Sonate of our Province. an the first place, before
hast year, that the County Court Judges the creation of tlie colony of Vancouver
were acting as Indian Commissioners, as Island, Civil and Criminal cases \vere to
GOld Commissioners, and as Police Magis- be tried before the Courts of pay pper
trates. As I said before, they have abso- CanadLA under c:rin Acts passed in the
lutely refused to attend to any of these reig s of George th Third and George
duties with the excption of that of Gold the Fourth. When on.thcouver Isla d
CommiJioner, which was thrust upon them was creaed a Colony, an Imperial Act
against their will by the Local Govern u was passed, making proviion for the
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administration of justice within it. Sub- the Province would have justice dene them
sequently, an Order in Council was promptly, cheaply, and in accoriance with
passed, creating a Supreme Court of the law. It is their belief, and 1 speak
Civil Justice in Vancouver Island; from personal knowledge and personal in-
and in connection with that Order a Court tercourse with them, that the judicial
of Inferior Jurisdiction was established, system in British Columbia does not secure
which in some degree was like the County justice to the people in Civil cases. And
Court systems of England. That system as far as Criminal cases are concerned,
continued from the year 1849, the date of they maintain that there is great delay
the organisation of the Colony, down to in the administration of Justice.
1806. The present Chief Justice of But there is no wish that the Provincial
Trinidad was at one time Chief Justice of Government should impose undue burdens
Vancouver Island, and also administered on the Dominion Government. The lon.
in all caes in the Court of Inferior Juris- member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
diction. On the mainland of the Pro- las said that one body may impose bur-
vince, however, in 1858, another Colony, dens that another las to pay; in other
known as British Columbia, was created; words, that no Province should change the
and in that other Colony a Supreme Court constitution of its Courts, and entail in-
with Civil and Criminal jurisdiction was creased expense on the Dominion. fliere
established. Later the County Court is another side to this question, and it is
system of England was adopted with such this: The Dominion, by refusing reciprocal
modifications as were necessary to make legisiation, may entail heavy and inordi-
it adaptable to the circumstances of the nate expen-e on a Proviuce, with the loss
new Province. The Supreme Court of of prompt and equal justice. Now, I ask
British Columbia on the mainland existed whether the Dominion Governuent-ifit
for a long time afterwards. In 1866, refused to agree to the Act which is here
Vancouver Island and British Columbia proposed as a corollary to the Better
were united into one Colony bearing the Administration of Justice Act of
name of the latter. After the Union, the Columbia, and as a remedy for the evil of
Supreme Courts of the united Colonies prisoners lying a twelve-month in jail-
were merged into one. The County Courts wonld not, by that means, be imposing
through the country have continued from additional expense on the Province? I
the time they were started down to the will cite a singular instance in illustration
present moment. The necessity of chang- of my argument, In Cariboo, a year or so
ing the existing judicial machinery did ago, there vere four prisoners charged
not grow, as the hon. member for West with felony and after remaining, se I am
Durham (Mr. Blake) intimated, out of the informed, in jai] twelve months. tbree of
desire to provide judgeships for two law- them. were acquitted as innocent men.
yers in the Legislative Assembly. At Whereas, if a Supreme Court Judgc had
the time the Act for the better Adminis- been located there, no such evii could
tration of Justice was passed, only one have occurred. Another reonarkable in-
lawyer held a seat in the Assembly, and stance of flic evils ýf our present judicial
he is the only one now in that body. Hence system arose recently. IJnfortunately,
the statement of the hon. member for late last autumn, a number of young men
West Durham that there were two law- in the southern section of British Colunm
vers in the Provincial Huse i4 a tistake. bia comitted several murders. I pow,

believe also, in relation to one gentleman fhat had the Provincial Goverment to
in the Local Assembly, that hie ba, t no do in this matter? It had to send a posse
wish ever to sit upon the Becls n British to capture these men and, as there was
Columbia. That sets at rest for once, and uuo Judge of Assize within 3.50 miles of
I hope for ever and ail tje, the state- the place othere these men were captured,
-ments made by the bon. member for West these five or six youiig men had to be
Durhamu (Mr'. Blake). The real olject af conducted by a posse of guards ail the
the members cf the Lew Society in tritish way down to New Westminster, which is
Columbia, in asking for a change in the about 250 miles froni the scene of the
judicial machinery was this: the-y wished murders. When wiu take into considera-

hto see new machinery established in order tion that, in the trials of these young men,
that litigants before the Courts through the witnesses have to be brought 250 miles

Mn. DECosmos.
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also. there will be a large additional ex-
pense. When the whole expense attend-
ant upon the capture, the pay of the guards,
the cost of transportation, the expenses
of witnesses, and charges at the trial shall
bave been settled, then, in all probability,
Columbia will have to pay about $7,000
for the expenses of this single case alone.
Had the proposed judicial machinery
been in existence, there would have been
a Judge at Kamloops, and the expenses of
carrying these men to New Westminster,
and the other heavy expenses connected
with the trial would not have been ren-
dered necessary. They would have been
carried to the jail at Kamloops and speedy
justice would have been done. One of
the sources of expense in British Colum-
bia, in connection with criminal justice,
is the Indian population. One year, I
recollect the expenses amounted to
some 870,000. The hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake) has said that
the expenses of the administration of
justice in Columbia were, relatively,
enormous in proportion to the population,
as compared with the other Provinces.
The hon. member for West Dur-
ham is always clanouring about
the small population of Columbia.
Allow me to state to this House that, if
Ontario, with its admitted population of
two millions, paid the sanie rate per
capita as the Province of British Colum-
bia does, the Dominion Treasury would
receive from Ontario $40,000,000 a year.
I ask, therefore, whether such language as
that used by the hon. member can be re-
garded as becoming in him or as refleet-
ing honour on this country ý But to re-
turn to our judicial machinery. We re-
quire judicial machinery adapted to the
great extent of the Province. A few
years ago, I emploved an engineer to esti-
mate its area in square miles, and he
made the Province contain 357,000 square
miles. Victoria is situated a little south
of the 49th parallel. On the 59th
parallel, we have a settlement composed
of miners and traders and some County
Court machinery, and that is 10 degrees,
or about 700 miles nearly, north of Vic-
toria, without considering the sinuosities
of the route. that makes the travelled
route about 1,100 miles. We have a

mnining settlement there that is paying a,
very considerable sum directly or indirect-
ly into the Treasiury of this Dominion.

Now, is it a supposable case that two or
three Justioes living in Victoria can
attend to the Civil and Criminal
duties of such a remote portion
of the Province as that ? It would
be something like Judges located at Sarnia,
discharging their ordinary civil and crim-
inal duties at Cape Breton, without such
rap"d facilities of transportation. And this
has to be done where there is no railway
by which they can approach that ettle-
ment. Take again the case of Cariboo:
Tiere is no railway connecting Cariboo
with Victoria, from which it is distant
some 600 miles. Is it to be supposed
that a Judge in Victoria could attend to
the legal business in Cariboo ? or that
annual circuits is all that is required?
Then there is Kootenay at the extreme
south-eastern boundarv, 600 miles away
in another direction. We miglit just as
well take the Judges from Ottawa
here to hold Court at Fort William,
as to require them to go from
Victoria to that remote settlement.
We now come to the question of expense.
I am one of those who believe that ex-
pense ought not to be regarded as the
chief point. I believe that the securing of
the proper administration of justice in the
Province is the main point. I state frankly
that I believe that it will cost more to
pay for the new machinery than it does
for that now existing. The increased
cost, however, will not in my j udgment
exceed a few thousand dollars, if the
Government employ the five Stipendiary
Magistrates, who act as County Court
Judges, in other branches of public ser-
vices. I can scarcely imagine how the
Government overlooked, in the appoint-
ment last yaar of a gentleman to the
North-West as Indian Conmissioner,
the pressing necessity of providing employ-
ment for Stipendiary Magistrates so as to
make pensions unnecessary. The Gov-
ernment knew that a change must shortly
take nlace in the Province, and here was an
appointment that might have been filled by
one of the Magistrates whohad had a large
experience in governing Indians. Mr.
O'Rielly, one of the Stipendiary Magis-
trates, has been 20 years in the public
kervice of the country and his large ex-
perience in the administration of the law
renders him a more suitable person tosend
to the North-West to discharge the
duties of that office than a member
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of this House. In that case, a pension
might have been saved. Then, there is
Mr. Ball, another Stipendiary Magistrate
who would have been a suitable person to
fill the office to which Mr. Trutch has
been appointed, so far as it may be con-
nected with Dominion lands in Columbia.
If such were done, another pension might
be saved. There are three others who
might be provided for in connection with
the Indian Departnent of the Province or
elsewhere. If such were the policy of the
Government, the increased expense of the
proposed machinery would be very small.
The hon. member for Gloucester alluded
to the Judges doing police duty. 1
believe, however, the hon. member for
Cariboo (Mr. Thompson) has satisfied the
hon. gentleman's qualms of conscience on
that point. I have only to state that
the prevailing feeling, I believe, in the
Province is largely in favour of the pro-
posed change in thejudicial system. There
may be those who honestly entertain
a different view, but the prevailing feel-
ing in the Province is that we
must have a change. I trust there
will be no failure in connection with this
measure when it is sent to the Upper
House. The hon. member for West
Durham (Mir. Blake) laid great stress on
the speeches of three hon. gentlemen in
the Upper House. Now, with respect to
one of those gentlemen, it is alleged that
he preferred a County Court judgeship
to his seat in the Senate, and that that
may have influenced, in some measure,
bis opposition to the Bill last Session.
From the high character of that hon.
gentleman, one might conclude that his
opposition to the Bill last Session may be
attributable to his unbiassed belief that a
change in our judicial machinery was un-
desirable. Another hon. gentleman in
that body may have, from a personal feel-
ing in favour of the present Justices, op-
posed the Bill. Of the third Senator, it
is unnecessary now to enquire why he
opposed the measure. I hope that this
fouse will see that the Bill is pushed

through, and that the Government
will see that competent lawyers are sent
to the Province of Columbia, or, what I
would prefer, that some of our own Bar
be taken to fill the two seats on the
Supreme Court Bench. But, if otherwise,
let them be lawyers of the highest legai
traning.

Ma. DECOSMOS.

M. BUNSTEIR: This is one of the
most important measures, in so far as
British Columbia is concerned, that has
come before this House, always excepting
that for the construction of the Pacifie
Railway and I'will try to disabuse the
impression with regard to it tried to
be made on this House by the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake).
The cause of the hon. gentleman's op-
position to the Bill is as plain to me as A B
C. When he looks at the Treasury
Benches, and sees who now sit there,
he knows very well that he has no chance
hiimjelf to be one of the new Judges-
hence his disgust and opposition. Do you
suppose that we would have him as one
of our Judges ? No, Mr. Chairman;
and I hope that the Government
of the day will never cause British
Columbia to suffer under such an infliction.
We do not want men of his calibre.
Under the new system there are to
be two additional .Judges at a small
salary of $4,000 each ; and, if we take
into consideration the saving of expense
on the existing system we shall find that
the actual facts and figures will show a
saving of $2,245 in favour of the proposed
change. These facts and figures cannot
be disputed. And then take into con-
sideration the injustice done to our citizens
for want of a proper Judiciary, particularly
at Nanaimo and in remote districts. Not
many years ago a riot was reported to bave
taken place in one of the mining districts,
but it appears that no riot had taken
place at all, the miners had made no
threats, nor had they assumed a riotous
character ;however the incapable Magis-
trate--a Mr. Spalding - actually wrote a
demand for a man-of-war to come to his
assistance. The miners who were said
to have been rioting never disobeyed
the officers of the law, but one of them
that had a sick child in the house asked for
further time, so as not to take his child
and the mother out into the streets,which
was refused, and they were dragged
down like slaves to Victoria, and, if they
had not had respectable men to bail them
out, they would have been consigned to a
dungeon. Do you call that human ? Is
that justice ï I think not. The sooner
we have a change the better; we have
wanted a change for years, and at last thé
Government has given us a hearing, not-
withstanding the opposition of the hon.

Supreme Court Judges.[COM MONS.]



member for West Durham. The hon. him. Although the Government would
member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) spoke be uorry to loxe the benefit ot his legal
of British Columbia in an abusive way. knowledge and general ability here, yet it

An HoN. MEMBER: No, no. is possible that he ruiglt have the ap-
MR. BUNSTER: I have so got it pointment, if le wishes to be appointed a

down in my notes. He said very dis- Judge in British Columbia, and, 1 night
tinctly that we were in the habit of using say, to bas able men it might be an objeot
strong language. I claim that, notwith- to be made a Judge in that land. Per-
standing constant annoyance and irrita- laps it would be an objeet of ambition to
tion, the people of British Columbia do many a member of the Bar to be made a
not use abusive language-they have been Judge in British Columbia, especially
very mild. when their enlarged views as to mileage

AlR. ANGLIN : The hon. gentleman in that Province are considered. C
bas misunderstood me entirely. In may say that, perhaps, in consider.
enumerating the offences coming under ing the position of British Colum-
the jurisdiction of the Police Magistrate, bia, members of the Opposition have
I spoke of abusive language, and I added treated the question too much in a pecu-
"if abusive language is criminal in British niary light. If British Columbia is to be
Columbia." I did not say that anyone a respectable and important part of tbe
from British Columbia was abusive in Confederation, there is nothing more im-
this House or anywhere else. portant than to provide lier with an

Mn. BUNSTER: Oh, well, that is a cient Judiciary. British Columbia,
different thing. I wish I could only find thougb smail in population, is an impor-
language to put this case properly ; but, tant portion of this Confederation, and it
as I feel it will be done best by the i
present Government, I leave it in their for discussion in this fouse, that we
hands. It bas been said that gentlemen should deprecate the arount of money to
in our Local Legislature are anxious to he be spent on her, because ber population is
made Judges. All I can say is that the small. We cannot expect to see ber
gentlemen connected with our Local Population increase and become more
Legislature have all been highly intelligent, wealthy and great, and thus
honourable men. I may say that, more and more influential as a part of
if our citizens had not been peace- this Confederation, unlese we afford them

abe C) goace o u ugs proper means for the due execution of theable, the ignorance of our Judges.
might have caused bloodshed. There is laws.
therefore all the more reason for a change. 1 Resolved, That whereas, by an Act
The hon. the Minister of Justice, however, passed by the Legisiative ABssmbly of the
bas taken hold of ithis inatter in the Province of British Columbia, in the year 1878,and known as the Better Administration of
right spirit, and I shall be perfectly satis- Justice Act, 1878, provision is made for the
fied with the result. appointnent of two Judqes of the Supreme

Mi. BOULTBEE : I rise with some Court of British Columbia in addition to the
little reluctance ; but I think that the number of Judges now authorized to be

appointed to that Court, it is expedient to
renarks of the hon. member for Van- inakt provision for the salaries of Eucl aidi-
couver (Mr. Bunster) should scarcelv tional Judge;.
have a place in this House, unless wv 2. Reso'ved, That the salary of each of the
consider that he comes fr->m that far-off said two additîonal Judges of the SupremeCourt of British Columbia shall be $4,000,land in the west, where thoughts break payable out of any moneys forming part of the
out in language more plain than polite. 1 Consolidated Revenue Fund of Canada.-(1fr.
think that the hon. gentleman should 3lcDonald, Pietou.)
scarcely have attributed the oppo- Resolutions ordered to be reported.
sition and remarks of the hon. member fouse resmed.
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) to disap- (la tàe fouse.)
pointed ambition, and I scarcely think Resolutions reported.
that the renarks of the hon. member for RELIEF 0F THE JISTRESS IN IRELAND.
Vancouver were founded on truth, for I
believe that, if the hon. member for West VOTE 0F CREDIT.
Durham were desirous of being appointed, House reolved itueif into Committee, to takethe present Government woulld appoint into cdnsideration the gracions Message of Hi
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Excellency the Governor-General on the subject
of the relief of the distress in Ireland.

(In the Committee.)

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: After
the discussion which took place on the Ad-
dress, I do not think it necessary to oc-
cupy the Committee with many remarks.
We all know, and we are sorry to know,
that our fellow-countrymen in Ireland
are suffering great distress, and, in the
language of His Excellency, we ought to
show our sympathy with them on account
of that distress, by contributing towards
its relief. In submitting this matter to
Parliament, and this Conmittee, the Gov-
crnment Lad to consider in the first place
the suni which ought to be contributed, and,
after due consideration, >100,000, it was
thouglt, wuuld be a substantial evidence
of our sympathy and at the same time not
unduly press upon our own people or in
any way obstruct or diminish the private
charity which is happily going onithrough-
out the Dominion. If we gave a much
larger sum, the charity of private persons
might be stopped, for they mîight very
reasonably say that the Government of the
Dominionhad given sufficient without any-
thing beinîg necessary froi themselves. I
nove-and I would ask the hon. member
for Lanbton to second the motion-that
there be granted to Her Majesty $100,000,
to enable her to aid, to that extent, in the
relief of the distress under which so many
of Her Majesty's subjects in Ireland are
now suffering.

M. MACKENZIE : Before seconding
the resolution, I desire to ask the hon.
gentleman in what way the money is to be
applied '?

Sma JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
would state that the intention of the Gov-
ernment i- to do as we did with regard to
our contribution in 1854, to relieve the
wounded in the Crimean War : that is, to
transmit the money to the hon. the Secre-
tary of State for the Colonies, to be ap-
plied by Her Majesty's Imperial Govern-
ment for the purpose for which it was
voted.

MR. ANGLIN : I was led, by the lan-
guage of the Speech, to expect that a
larger amount than this would have been
voted for the relief of Ireland by this
Parliament. We are asked to give, not
out of our poverty, but out of our abund-
ance, for the relief of people, hundreds of

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

thousands of whom have, for many weeks,
been on the very verge of starvation, and
who are to-day suffering from the want of
food. It was to be the gift of a great
nation, stretching from the Atlantic to the
Pacifie, to another nation forming part of
the same Empire, whose people are the kith
and kin of a large number of the people of
this Dominion, and for whom we feel all
the sympathy ve possibly could feel for a
kindred suffering people. I had hoped
that the amount mentioned by the hon.
member for Leeds (Mr. Jones) of £50,000
sterling-would possibly have been the
amount proposed by the Government-an
amount not too great for this Dominion
to subscribe, and not too large for sucli a
purpose; scarcely commensurate, indeed,
with the extent of the distress which it is
intended to relieve. The amount now
proposed is iandsome enough in itself but
it is small for so great a country, being
only two and a half cents per head of
the population of Canada. I did not
rise to complain of the amount ; it
would be ungratious to complain of it.
As one who, though a Canadian, still re-
gards himself as an Irishman, it would be
ungrateful to complain of any gift that is
graciously offered, under the circum-
stances, to the sufferers in Ireland. It ;s
a handsome gift and it is intended to
be, no doubt, a generous gift. But more
even for the sake of Canada itself, than
for the sake of the suffering in Ireland, I
regret the amount is not larger. I would
like it to be an amount of which I could
boast, and to which 1 sould point as an
evidence not ofthe merc kindlyfeeling, but
of generosity and noble munificence of the
people of Canada, as represented in this
Parliament. Witl regard to the proposed
mode of disposing of this amount, perhaps
it is scarcely to be objected to. The
Government perhaps think that the only
course open to them is to send the amount
to Her Majesty's Secretary of State. I
must, however, express my own regret
that the right hon. the Premier did
not see his way to send this amount, sav
to the Mansion House Comnmittee in the
city of Dublin. Thore are jealousies,
there are suspicions, there are some doubts
expressed as to the mode and manner in
which funds already subscribed to-
various committees in Ireland have been
listributed. I do not pretend to say that
there is any foundation in fact for any of

.Distress tn Ireland.(COMMONS.]
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these doubts, but I think it would have
reudered this contribution all the more
acceptable, and have shown more consider-
ation for the feelings and wishes of the
people, if we had resolved to send the sub-
scription to the body -which possesses the
entire confidence of a very large number
of the people of that country, composed
as it is of some of the first men in Ireland.
Uniortunately the British Govern-
ment has not shown nmuch alacritv in
dealing vith this -terrible famine
they have not shown, at all events,
any very great cagerness to save the
people fron hunger andi from deatl. They
talked of unclertaking somie publie works.
They have talked of nmaking other provi-
sions which by and-bye may relieve somie
thousands of people, but months have
paissed away since it first becane known
that the people were starving to deati
and up to this day I doubt if one thou-
sand, at all events if tent thousand, of all
the suifering people have received the
sligitest relief, because of any action taLen
bv the Britisl Goverunient. -Misunder-
standing as to the state of the facts in the
first instance stood in the way, and also
an unwillingness to admit even to them-
selves the horrible fact that large numbers
of people were dying of hunger in a
country so near that the cries of the
famine-stricken must almost reach the
Throne. When the existence of wide-
spread famine too large to be denied
covered the land, the trammels of red tape
caused delay. Whatever the reasons
were, ve know that the people of
Ireland, and Irishmen everywhere
throughout the world, are complaining Vo-
day, because the British Government
bave not shown the promptitude in deal-
ing with this terrible affliction which it
was their duty to exhibit. They have
been slow and remiss. It is for this
reason, amongst others, that I regret to
find the right hon. gentleman has thought
it bis duty to follow what is perhaps
strictly the official course in this matter.
and to transmit this suM. to the Secretary
Of State for the Colonies. But I may
venture to suggest, perhaps without ir-
propriety, that it should be accompanied,
at ail events, by the suggestion that it
should be paid over at once to the Man-
siOn Hlouse Committce, which has the
machinery now actually in existence for
the purpose of distributing relief, and

with respect to whose distribution of
contributions already made, there is, I
believe, no well founded cause of com-
plaint. As an Irishman, I return my
thanks, on behalf of my suffering fellow
countrymen, to the gentlemen of other
nationalities in this House, for their
generosity and kind feeling. If the First
Mlinister had proposed a larger anount,
I am sure there would have been no
objection, and I believe lie would have
given more satisfaction to the great
majority of the meimbers of this
House, and the great majorlty
oi the people of this country, but
for what is now proposed, I again offer
ni heart-felt thanks, and the thanhs of all
my fellow-countrymïen.

Mn. WRIGH T: I think many mein-
bers of this House will join in the ex-
pressions of regret of the lion. nienmber
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin), that the
Governient did not see its way clear to
give a larger sum in aid of our suflerinO
friends in Ireland; but one must remem-
ber that we have a great many poor in
our own midst, and that in Canada gener-
ally, and in the larger cities especially,
there is a considerable amount of sufféring.
I think, under the circumstances, the
Government have done a wise, graceful,
and generous act, which will be fully
appreciated by the Irish, and, indeed, by
ail people throughont the length and
breadth of Canada. England's great
dranatist tells us that "One touch of
nature makes the whole world kin," and
the fact of there being starving people
anywhere would induce the Canadian
people to do their best to relieve that
suffering. But, when it comes to the
sufferings of a kindly and generous race
like the Irish, I think under the circum-
stances we should do the very best we
can to relieve them. I think the ion.
the Premier expressed the feelinggenerally
that perhaps the granting of a large sum
would prevent private contribution. It
possibly might have that result, but I
trust that, aside from this gift, the people
of Canada will manifest those generous in-
stincts which have distinguished themu in
the past.

Resolved, That there be granted to Her
Ma jesty the sum of One hundred thousand
dollars, to enable her to aid to that extent, in
the relief of the distress under which so many
of Her Majesty's subjects in Ireland are now
suffering.-(Sir John A. Macdonakl.)

Relief of the [FEBRU-ARY 20, 1880.]
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Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolution reported, read the second

tine, and agreed to.

.Resolved, That a humble Address be present-
ed to His Excellency the Governor-General, to
thank His Exeellency for his gracious Message
of the l7th instant, recommending to the con-
sideration of this House the propriety of grant-
ing $100,000 for the relief of the present great
distress in Ireland, and to informIis Excellency
that this House has passed a Resolution, grant-
ing tg Her Majesty the sum of $100,000 for
such purpose ; and further to pray His Excel-
lency to cause the issue of the sum so granted
from the Consolidated Revenue Fund, and to
assure His Excellency that this House will
make good the same. -(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

MR. BLAKE: I think there was a
good deal of force in the observations of
the hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin), though I quite agree myself in
the course the Government proposes to
take as to the channel through which this
fund shouldbe forwarded ; but it appears to
me that, having regard to the purpose
which animates us, it would be well that
it sbould be indicated in the communi-
cation in some way, that, while we send
it through the Secretary of State, the de-
sign is that it should be intrusted for dis-
tribution to such persons as they
think proper, to aid in those
efforts which are being made in
Ireland. We know the Imperial
Government is taking certain measures of
its own whichin their nature, cannot pro-
duce results so rapidly as this contribution
may, if promptly used, and, if the circum-
stances of the case require that it should
be immediately used' I hope the intention
I have indicated will be made clearly to
appear ; and that our contribution will
not be made part of any scheme for in-
direct relief propounded by the Imperial
Government.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONAL D : I
quite agree with the remarks of the hon.
gentlemtan, and it is the intention of the
Government, having obtained the sanc-
tion of this House, to use the cable im-
mediately for the purpose of informing
Her Majesty of this grant, and requesting
that it should be applied for the im-
mediate relief of the poor in Ireland.
The Government had thought of the sug-
gestion of the hon. member for Glouces-
ter, that we should indicate the fund.

MR. BLAKE.

We think it is better that we should not
indicate the fund. There are several funds,
and there are somejealousies, and we have
no means of judging as to the justice
or injustice of those jealousies, but we are
quite satisfied Her Majesty will apply this
money as requested, to carry out the ex-
pressed wish of the Parliament of Canada,
that the money be applied for the imme-
diate relief of the poor in Ireland. It is
the intention of the Government to ask
the Upper House to join in this matter.

Address read the second time and agreed
to. (To Le presented by Privy Coun-
cillors.)

IL being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the
chair.

After Recess.
THE CEN SUS.

QUESTION.

Mn. FARROW enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
take the Census this year ; if so, at what
time of the year.

SlR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The pro-
vision of the Act is that a Census shall be
taken in 1881 ; it will not, therefore, be
taken this year.

HARBOUR OF REFUGE, TWO CREEKS,
KENT, ONT.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. STEPHENSON moved for an
Order of the House for a return of copies
of all officiail reports and plans of surveys
made under the authority of the Canadian
Government, relating to the improvement
of the outlet of Two Creeks, in the
county of Kent, Ont., and the construc-
tion of a harbour of refuge for vessels at
that point. fie said: A number of years
ago, a project was started for the purpose
of constructing a ship canal across the
peninsula, from Lake St. Clair to some
point on Lake Erie, at or near the mouth
of what is known as Two Creeks, near the
boundary line between the counties of
Kent and Essex. This project has now
been revived, but on a smaller scale. It is
contemplated by the present plan to
construct a ship canal from the waters
of Lake St. Clair, commencing at or
near the mouth of the River Thames,
andý continuing across the townships
of Tilbury East and Romney, to
Lake Erie, to the locality already men-
tioned. The plans of the old surveys

of Refuigs.[COMMONS.]
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made of Two Creeks Harbour, being in the
possession of the Government, it is deemed
requisite, in the interests of the promoters
of this new project, that they should be

produced, and I, therefore, move for these
reports, plans and notes, of all Govern-
ment surveys made, and now in the Gov-

ernment's possession.
Motion agreed to.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND-CLAISI ON
FISHERY AWARD.

MR. BRECKEN moved for an Address
to His Excellency the Governor-Goneral,
for copies of all papers and correspond-
ence between the Government of Prince
Edward Island and the Dominion Gov-
ernment, from the 24th of March, 1879,
to the present date, relative to the claims
of Prince Edward Island to a portion of
the Fishery Award. He said : I am
aware that a delegation from the Govern-
ment of Prince Edward Island waited
upon the Dominion Cabinet, during
Recess, on the subject of the Fishery
Award. I wish, at the commencement,
to draw the attention of the House to the
position that PrinceEdwa rd Island occu-
pies, in relation to this very important
question. To give this House some idea
of the value of the fisheries around the
coast of the Province that I come from, I
may state that the evidence taken before
the Commission at Halifax proved, and it
was admitted by Mr. Foster, the United
States Agent, and one of the leading coun-
sel before that Commission, and I here
quote his very words, "that the three
mile limit of the bend of Prince Edward
Island, and down by Margeree were the
two points to which almost all the eviden:e
of insbore fishing in this case related."
The mackerel constitute sixty per cent. of
the whole catch taken by the United
States fishermen in British waters ; their
great value must have contributed con-
siderably in arriving at the amount of the
award in favour of Great Britain. I be-
lieve that from two-thirds to three-fourths
of the mackerel caught by American fisher-
men were taken around the eoast of Prince
Edward Island. I may further state that
the two principal sources of wealth now
left to us are agriculture and fisheries.
The Treaty of Washington was signed in
May, 1871. On the sane day, Mr. Fish,
Secretary of State for the United States,
addressed to the British Minister at

Washington a despateh in which, by di-
rection of the President, he proposed
"that as the Treaty could not come into
effect until after the legislation contem-
plated for its ratification should have taken
place, it seemed to him (Mr. Fish)
to be in accordance with the interests of
the Governinent of Great Britain
and the United States, and in the
furtherance of the object and spirit of
the Treaty, that the citizens of the
United States should have the enjoynent
of the Treaty to fish within the three
mile limit." Earl Kimberley, in his
despatch of 17th June, 1871, to the
Lieutenant-Governor of Prince Edward
Island, strongly urges upon the Govern-
ment of that Province that, for reasons
stated in his despatch of the sane date to
Lord Lisgar, the application made by
Mr. Secretary Fish should be acceded to
by Prince Edward Island. The people of
that Province have always looked upon
the fisheries as of very great value; they
then believed that the principal market
for their agricultural produce and fish was
to be found in the United States. The
advantage of the American market was
sensibly felt and appreciated during the
continuance of the Reciprocity Treaty.
The fisheries of the Island are, perhaps,
for their extent, the most productive and
valuable in America, and are very much
frequented by American fishermen. We
have always looked upon those fisheries
as of such value in the eyes of the
Americans that they would, in case of
negotiations, have gone far to bring about
another Reciprocity Treaty, or, at any
rate, such trade concessions as would
admit the produce of our farmers and
fishermen, duty free, into the United
States markets. The inhabitants of our
Island were very unwilling to yield up
such a rich mine of wealth without receiv-
ing a just and substantial equivalent
therefor. But the Government of the Is-
land, while feeling that a commercial
arrangement with the United States would
have been more acceptable than a money
compensation, and finding that the British
Commissioners at Washington failed to
induce the American Government to
change its policy, the people of the Island
being loyal and much attached to the in-
stitutions of their Mother Country, in
deference to the strongly expressed wish
of Her Majesty's Government, recom-
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mended that the application mi.de through
Mr. Secretary Fish should be granted, so
that American fishermen might be al-
lowed, during the year 1871, the pro-
visional use of the privileges they would
be entitled to enjoy after the ratification
of the Treaty. Our people were glad that
the prospect of an amicable settlement of
the disputes, which thenunhappily existed
between England and the United States,
should be arrived at. They yielded, as I
have already said, to the request of Earl
Kimberley, Secretary of State for the
Colonies, and expressed their willingness
to accept any reasonable money compen-
sation in addition to the privileges sccured
by Treaty, but at the same time stated
that nothing of the kind had been guar-
anteed to them. The Customs oflicers of
the Island were, in July, 1871, instructed
to discontinue, for the season of that
year, and until further orders, the
observance of the Fishery Laws affecting
American fishermen. Subsequently, the
Treaty of Washington, so far as it
affected the Island, were ratified by Act
35 and 36 Victoria Cap. 3, passed in
June. 1872, which provided for' the ad-
mission of fish and fish oil, the produce of
the fisheries of the Tnited States, duty
free, into Prince Edward Island. From
that date the Americans have secured the
right to fish within the three-mile limit
for the term of the Treaty. In making
the concession asked for by Mr. Fish the
Colonists, who were engaged in fishing
and were exporters to the United States,
stistained a loss. Since the abrogation of
the Reciprocity Treaty, the duty on
Colonial caught maekerel was $2 per
barrel. I may here state that the macke-
rel fishery is the only one that Ameri-
cans take an int-erest in around our coast.
When Mr. Fish asked for Americans to
be allowed to fish within the three-mile
limit between the signing and ratification
of the Treaty, the American Governnent
pronised to recomniend to Congress that
the duty on fish and fish oil should be re-
mitted from July, 1871. After the con-
cesion asked for Lad been made, and the
Americans had received the very proStable
advantage of fishing in common witlh our
fishernen within the three-mile limit, and
when the refusal of the duty promised
was asked for,the President of the United
States declined to recommend to Congress
to make such refund, stating that the pro-

MR. BRECKEN.

posal made through Mr. Fish contem-
plated the united action of all the British
Colonies, and that it would not be prac-
ticable to separate them, or carry into
effect for one what the President was
willing to recommend for all the
Colonies. This refund of duties
has never been made, although the Amer-
ican fishermen have reaped the profit from
their side of the bargain. Prince Edward
Island entered Confederation in 1873.
Had the Commission which sat at Hali-
fax been appointed and organised within
a reasonable time, we would have occu-
pied the same position as the Colony of
Newfoundland, and would have been
entitled to receive our share of the award,
upon the saine basis as a n- illion of dollars
have been apportioned to that Province.
When we yielded to the request of Earl
Kimberley, we entertained the reasonable
expectation that we would have been
dealt with, as Newfoundland bas been,
and I submit most strongly that the acci-
dental delay, which post)oned the Fishery
Commission at Halifax, to the year 1878,
ought not to prejudice the claims of
Prince Edward Island, so evidently based
upon the principles of justice. Had that
award been made before we entered Con-
federation, no one would deny our right
to be considered in the saie way as New-
foundland has been. I believe that the
right bon. the leader of the Govern-
ment bas a warm side for Prince
Edward Island, and that he will
not overlook our claim on account
of a technical objection, that, since we
have entered Confederation, the fisheries
have been a Dominion right. They are
practically and substantially a territorial
and Provincial interest. What, I would
ask, has the prosperous and wealthy Pro-
vince of Ontario, the great North-West
Territories, about whose illimitable and
undefined boundaries, we have heard
so much these last few days, what
have thev in coinmon with the fisheries of
the Maritime Provinces? The destrue-
tion of the fishing industry in no
way affects them, and here, I may
state, that the extravagantly des-
tructive manner by which A merican
fishermen follow that occupation in
British waters, through the use of
nets and seines, has very much injured
and depressed fishing as an occupation in
the Maritime Provinces,and is fast render-
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ing it a profitless occupation for our owu not nerely resuit in bringing down the
fishermen. I have said that we have a corepondence between the Dominion
strong equitable claim for a share of the Government and the Government of
Fishery Award, and one strong point I Prince Edward Island, but that the
urge is that, we are an island during five Goverament will give this matter their
winter months, we are eut off fron ail serius consideration, and make som
trade communications with our more- substantial recompense to the Island of
favoured Provinces of the mainland, and Prince Edward for the serious injury
completely deprived of participating in which ler fishing interests have sustained
the advantages of those great and costly by allowing foreigners to compete with
works, such as railways, locks and canals, them in vlat bas hitherto been a
which are so necessary for developing the valuable and paying business.
resources of this Dominion of ours. We Mr.. HACKETT: The motion before
Islanders do not allude to this subject in a the Ilouse is not altogetier a new one; a
narrow or sectional feeling. We believe similar motion having a similar obiect in
the great outlay for these costly works is view was discussed bere during the last
absolutely necessary, and we cherish the Session, and sucl motions will be i-
hope, in common with other parts of the troluced and discussed until Prince
Dominion, that they will tend to build Up Edvard Island reccives justice i
this country. At the same tine the Gov- thîs matter, or at ru events until a de-
ernment must not forget that, while we finite answer is given. Vhen it became
bear our share of the cost, we directly known that the Imperial Gevernment bad
receive no equivalent. And even, during paid over te the Geverument cf Canada
the sunimer mionths, when communication the amount cf the award under the
is open, the advantages to us, forming as Washin-ton Treaty, the people cf Prince
we do part of the selvage, are very im- Edward Island presented their elaims te
perceptibly felt. On that ground, I a portion cf this awarl. They did se
strongly urge upon the Cabinet led by believing they had a just daim, frem the
my right hon. fiiend that we have strong fact that at the tini this Treaty was
claims to have the application that I now entered into, Prince Edward Island was
make favourable entertained. There is an independent Colony, baving ne connec-
one other subject to which I wish to tien whatever with the Dominion cf
allude; last Session a new trade policy Canada. They were called upon te ratif
was inaugurated, known as the National this Treaty se far as the Island was con-
Policy. I have been a supporter of that cerned, wbicb they did at the urgent re-
policy, and have, as yet, seen ne reason to quest cf the Imperial Gevernint who
change my opinion. I believe it was were rnost desirous cf having this Treaty
necessary to build up the industries cf concluded with the United States as it
the country generally, and that already would remove sericus international coi-
good results are beginning to show them- 1)içatiofls. The Goyernment cf the Island,
selves. In my humble opinion, it will be hewever, only consented te ratify the
well that this policy should have a fair Treaty on conditions and with the under-
trial, and, under the control of our able standing that the Island would receive a
Finance Minister, we have reasonable meney compensation for the privileges
grounds for expecting a revival of trade thus surrendered. They expresse('
and employment of the people. Bt the opinion that, in the intersts cf
while tihis is ail true with respect to thé the Island, they bat hoped te ho able te
mainland and those portions of the ebtain some trade concessi frei the
Dominion that possess facilities for estab- Vnited States in rcturn fer the ishery
lishing manufactories,th Naioa Poiccee anfcoisthe National Policy privileges granteti tbcm, but, being an ex-
does not dircetlvbenefit the little Provine tremeir loyal peopie, they tid. net want te
that sends me here. We have neither throw any obstacles in theway cf a peace-
mines, nor minerais, nor a surplus popu- fal seiement betwceuiLe MotberCountrv
lation, and, while well ofîfand independent, and the Luited States, and would wil-
no great accumulation of capital, nor any lingly take an equivalent in cash. It will
inducements to warrant the people to en- thus he secu that the people of the Island
gage extensively in manufactures. In most reluctantly abandonet what was temakPing this application, I hope it Edviw them a valuableprivilege, ant it would be
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great injustice to withhold from them a
portion of this money that bas found its
way into the coffers of Canada, in conse-
quence of their giving up so dear a right.
It is a well-known fact that this award
would not be so large had not the Island
been included in the provisions of the
Treaty. It is admitted, by every practical
man, that thG inshore mackerel fisheries
around the coasts of Prince Edward Island
are the most valuable of our Gulf fisheries.
Mr. Foster, the able American Counsel,
stated before the Halifax Commissioners,
when about closing the American case,
that the principal advantage received by
them, according to the evidence submitted,
was in fishing inside the three-mile limit
around the coast of Prince Edward Island.
Wliat I want to discuss now is : were
these waters the property of Prince Ed-
ward Island before Confederation. On
this pointj do not think there can be two
opinions; it is a wellestablished fact that the
Imperial Government recognised the right
of the Colonies to the waters around their
coasts. We see this in the case of New-
foundland, which Colony bas been paid a
large amount of this award. We also
know that, previous to Confederation, the
Island Government issaed fishery licenses
to foreign vessels coming into the Island
waters to fish, and that the moneys aris-
ing from the sale of those licenses went
into the Island Treasury, showing clearly
that those waters were Colonial posses-
sions. The next point is: did the Island,
on going into Confederation, surrender
to the Federal Government, any claims
that she had te a portion of this award ?
I contend she did not ; not one word
written or implied can be produced, hav-
ing reference to it. The Terms of Con-
federation are silent with regard to it,
and tiere is nothing to show that the
Island surrendered in anyway to the
Dominion of Canada rights which she
held by treaty before she became a part of
the Dominion. It nust be apparent, then,
to every fair minded man that the Island's
claim stands as good to-day as it would
if she had remained out of Confeder-
ation. The fact of her entering Confeder-
ation, p)revious to the award being made,
should not prejudice the claim. Had the,
Commission sat and the award been
made as it should have been, before
she entered the Union, lier share
would have been paid over without a

3IR. HACKETT.

word. I cannot see how tbe mere
accident of ber since becoming a
member of this Confederation can operate
against ber interests in connect ion with
this matter. The payment of this money
to Prince Edward Island at the present
time, would be a great relief to ber people.
For some years past, the revenue of the
Island from all sources bas fallen much
below the expenditure, and the Govern-
ment have been compelled to resort to
direct taxation to meet the requirements
of the Province, and, as the people believe
they have an equitable claim to a
portion of this award, and that, like New-
foundland, they would have re-
ceived a share of it, had they
remained out of Confederation,
and should their 'claim 'now not be
reDognised and paid, it will have the
effect of rendering them very dissatisfied
and discontented, and I should not be
surprised te see them, like their compa-
triots in British Columbia, openly dis-
cussing cecession. The people of the
Island do not lo.k for their share of this
award; from any narrow or sectional
standpoint, they look for it believing it
to be tbeir right on all principles of
equity and fair play, and I hope that our
friends froim the older and larger Pro-
vinces will be honest and generous enough
to give us our rights in this matter. The
people of Prince Edward Island have
not been benefitted by the present system
of Protection to such an exteut as the
other Provinces of this Dominion. Our
principal industries are fishing and farm-
ing; we have no manufactures worthy of
the nane, and it was not expected that
the National Policv would do as much for
us as it would for the larger Provinces,
with their large populations, their exten-
sive manufacturing industries, and their
large undeveloped resources. Nevertheless,
the people of the Island supported the
policy, believing that it would benefit
the whole Dominion, that it was required
in the interests of the whole people. And
now, when we find that this policy is
realising our most sanguine expectations,
when we see confidence restored amongst
our enterprising business men, when we
see Canada enjoying a season of pros-

perity, we trust we are not asking for
anything unreasonable if we ask them to
give, out of this abundance, to small
Prince Edward Island, what properly and
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jiustly belongs to her-a share of this
Fishery Award.

Motion agreed to.

FREI ADMISSION OF COAL.

MOTION FOR STAIEMENT.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) moved
for an Order of the House for a detailed
statement of coal admitted free into the
Dominion, during the past year, for the
use of steamers, steamtugs, etc., on the
lakes and rivers of Ontario and Quebec;
the persons to whom such privileges were
granted, the ports where such entries
were made, and all correspondence and
Orders respecting the same.

MAR. BOWELL: I observe that the
hion. gentleman bas added the word "free,"
which materiallv changes the motion.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) : The
word was in the original manuscript. The
omission is the fault of the printer or

down the statement asked for in the
motioni when it will be found that
the amount of coal adnitted free is
nil.

MR. MACKENZIE : My bon. friend
the member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
made a mistake in saying that these
steamers were deprived of the advantages
of the National Policy; it is disadvantages
of the National Policy that they were
deprived of, inasmuch as they got their
coal free ; but the hon. the Minister of
Customs says it is a mistake that the coal
is allowed to come in without paying
duty, and that it was merely admitted
in bond, until some American,
and afterwards Canadian, steamers took it
for the purpose of ooaling. He tells the
House that it was only done for Ameri-
can and Canadian steamers.

MR. BOWELL : I did not say only.
The bon. gentleman should not put words
in mv mouth. I said American steaners,

c'erk. and àftervards it was taken
MR. BOWELL : I do not take any by Candian steamers.

objection to the change, I merely wish to
point out that there bas been no coal ad- what I said. The privilege was given
nitted in the sense in which this resolu- Irst to Amcricaa steaneis, then te ad-
tion would indicate, that is, f ree. There -antage was extended to Canadian
bas been coal admitted in a similar man- steamers, and afterwards it was given to
ner to that in which it vas admited some ail who chose to appiy for it.
years ago, in bond, for the use of steame-s Mn. BOWELL
plying from one port in the United
States to another. The came concessions partiality shown, was there ; but we vill
have been made to Canadian steamers, know when we get the 1apers dowa, who
when plying between a Canadian and lie fav-)ured in bis inagnaniit, 1ut wc
foreign port, so that they- should not be have the fact before us tbat a certniii class
under any disadvantage. as compared U
with American steamers. afford to pay the duty, wure allowed to

MR. ANGLIN I am surprised to hear .ct their coal in without paying duty,
that the steamers should profit by being whi1st th
deprived of the advantages of the Nation- were conDelled to pay the exactions of
al Policv. this Governnt, and that is cnied a

MR. BOWELL: I am not at all surprised paternal Government.
that the hon. gentleman is " surprised" at Motion agreed to.
this. I sbould be very much surprised indeed
if any explanation given in reference to this MARITIME PROVINCES LOBSTER
matter would satisfy him. The steamers
have not been deprived of any of the MOTION FOR RETURN.
advantaaes that would tk derived fromf
the 'National IPolicy. It wiw be shown, M. ROBERTSON (Shelgurne) moved
sbould a discussion grow out of this mat- for an Order of the use for a return of
ter, that the G-ovement lias acted in the copies of ail petitions and coresondenc
interest of the trade of the country and witbi the Department of Marine and
i accord wit h ita poliv, without injuring Fisheries, regarding the Crder in Counil
any one> and at the same time aiding the regulating the prosecution of the Lobster
shipping interests of the country. The Fihery in the Maritime Provinces, wHe
Governient u iasno objection to bring said : This subje t s one of considerable
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interest to a large section of the Maritime
Provinces. For my own part, I an quite
willing to assist the Government in any
regulation they may deem necessary for
the preservation of these fisheries. And
whilst the Government may have been
actuated by the desire to preserve
the lobster fisheries, by the Order
in Council passed last year, I do
not believe the persons who fur-
nished the information upon which
that Order was passed 'were actuated by
any such patriotic motives. Speaking
more particularly for that section from
which I come, I may say that the Order in
Council hastily passed last yea-, vas the
cause of much destitution in that part of
Nova Scotia. The matter is one of great
importance, and I trust the Governnent
will look upon it as such and do all in
their power to remove the evil coin-
plained of.

Mit. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) : There
is no objection to furnish the louse, with
the petitions and correspondence which
have been received in reference to this
matter. The hon. gentleman seems to
think that this Order in Council, which was
passed last year, limiting the lobster fish-
inug to certain seasons, bas been injurious.
Ail I ca i say is, that if ever an Order in
Council was necessary to regulate our
fisheries an Order was necessary in this
case. We find that those engaged in
this flshery, who were rost strongly op-
posed to the passage of this Order at the
timue. have since changed their minds, and
have come to entertain the belief that, if
the' lobster were alowed to be taken all
the year round, in two or three
vears the value of that fishery would be
gone. The largest quantity of fish was
cauglt by Ameticans, and, if they vere
allowed to fish, without being controlled
they would soon deprive the fishery of any
value. It is the duty of the Government
to protect the Fisheries, and not allow
theim to be destioyed. Formerly, Orders
in Council were passed, and never
enforced, but we have endeavoured to have
theu strictly adhered to as far as lay in our
power. If the Order in question is wrong,
it should be amended, but, at the same
tinie, a certain amount of protection was
required, and that amount should be
given. If there is any class of fishing,
who have reason to complain, it is those
within the Gulf, who are often prevented

MP. ROBERTSON.

from fishing all the month of April, and
part of the month of May, owing to the
accumulation of ice. Those outside the
Gulf cannot so complain ; they have four
full months for fishing, every season, for
lobster.

lin. ANGLIN: As a representative of
a county very largely interested in the
lobster fishery, I think it my duty to
say, in reference to the remarks of the
hon. the Minis ter of Marine and Fisheries,
that, as far as I am aware, the regulations
made from time to time with regard to
the lobster fisheries have, as far as I
know, been always duly enforced in that
county. There may be districts in which
they are not enforced, but I have never
heard that, in the county I represent,
the regulations were not enforced. The
question is one that is surrounded with
very great difficulty. I am not, for my own
part, disposed to hold the Minister very
strictly responsible for anything more
than an honest endeavour to do what is best
and right in theinterests of this country. It
is exceedingly necessary todetermine what
are the best seasons in the different waters
of theDominion. The hon. the Minister has
stated that, in the Culf of St. Lawrence,
and more particularly in the Bay of Chal-
eurs, the ice renains until a late period.
After the ice disappears, the water
remains so cold that the fish do
not come inihore, and the fisberies are
not profitable if comnenced in the early
part of the season. Therefore, the per-
sons engaged there in fishing complain
that their season is unreasonably short;
that it is impossible for those engaged in
catching or canning the fish to realise a
fair amount of profit within that period.
I think an application bas been made
from my county, very recently, to the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, on this
point, an d I trust he will give the appli-
cation his most serious attention. If the
hon. gentleman has not always, from facts
submitted to him, cnme to conclusions
satisfactory to all, he has, I think, come
to such conclusions as he believed his duty
required him to draw. There bas been a
long conflict amongst those engaged in the
fisheries as to whether there is any
season which should be a close season.
Of course, I would like to see tho 3e en
gaged in our fisheries accorded all the
liberty possible, consistent with th3 due
preservation of our fisheries; there-
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fore, I endeavour, season after season,
to ascertain exactly what should be
done. Some, I find, are in favour
of preventing the prosecution of fish-
ing during certain months in any but a
water of a certain depth, in which they
say spawning lobsters are never found.
iHow much truth there is in that allega-
tion I am not, from a personal acquaint-
ance with the matter, prepared to say; but
that has been urged upon me by many
engaged in this fishery, and particularly
those fishing in deep water themselves. It
is very necessary, perhaps, and very desir-
able, that there should be a long close
season, so that the lobster fishing may not
be destroyed in a few years. Neverthe-
less, it is also of very great importance,
that the very large number of people en-
gaged in that industry should not be pre-
vented unnecessarily from pursuing their
occupation as long as possible. I hope
the hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisli-
eries, will continue to devote his attention
to this subject-gathering all the infor-
mation possible-and that lie will deal as
leniently and considerably as possible,
with those engaged in this branch of the
fisheries, which of late years has become
of s ich very great importance.

Motion agree< to.

COAL OIL TESTS.

MOTION FOR REPORTS.

MR. CASEY moved for an Order of
the flouse for copies of all reports made by
Government Analysts as to the examina-
tion made by them of any samoles of
Canadian coal oil submitted to them;
also, of aIl report by officers of the Cus-
toms, as to the fire-test to which coal oils
have been subjectel when entered at the
Canadian Customs, and how high a test
such oils have been found to bear. He
said : It is notorious that explosive Cana-
dian coal oil is used which will flush to
90° or less, thouglh the law requires it
to bear a fire-test of 105. I wish to find
out how such inferior oil can have evaded
the Gbvernment officers and be allowed to
be sold.

MR. BABY: I would suggest that the
words " Officers of Excise" should be sub-
stituted in the motion for " Government
Analysts."
=;MR. CASEY : I understood that
samples of coal oil had been submitted to

Government Analysts, and been found
defective; and I was under the impression
that these Analysts were required to re-
port to the Government the result of their
examination.

MR. BABY : No, they are not.
MR. CASEY : Very well, then, I will

substitute " Revenue Officers" for " Gov-
ernment Analysts." As to the second
part of the motion relating to American
coal oils, the hon. member for Stanstead
(Mr. Colby) has a Bill on the
Notice Paper with regard to the admis-
sion of American coal oil, and
it is for use in the debate on that Bill
that this information is required. I
would like to know, therefore, if the infor-
mation can be quickly obtained.

AIR. BABY : The Department will
furnish the House with the information
with the greatest possible speed, but we
have to send for it to Halifax and other
distant ports.

MR. CASEY: But you will send it
down as fast as returns come in without
waiting for ail?

3R. BABY: Yes.
Motion agreed to.

PORT STANLEY HARBOUR TOLLS.

MOTION FOR RETURNS.

M1R. CASEY moved for an Order of
the House for copies of all Returns made
by the Great Western Railvay Company
of tolls and other receipts from Port
Stanley Harbour, showing on what class
of imports the tolls have been collected,
and the expenditure made by the said
Railway Company in connection with the
said harbour. He said : This iRailway
Company is, so to speak, the trustee of the
harbour receiving the tolls under a lease,
and bound to expend them on the main-
tenance of the harbour. The returns
asked are those which the Company is
bound to make annually to the Govern-
ment. It is the feeling of my constitu-
ents that a reduction should be made in
the tolls, especially in those charged on
coal. Coal is imported by way if Sarnia,
with London, for instance-about 24
miles frem Port Stanley-for the
reason that tolls are not charged at
that port (Sarnia), and it is considered
that a discrimination of that sort is un-
fair, and that some modification should be
made in the tolla charged at Port Stanley
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-the deficiency in revenue being made
up by this Government.

MR. LANGE VIN: I am not awareof
any complaint having been made. There
is, however, no objection to this motion.

Motion agreed to.

FINANCIAL RETURNS.

MOTION FOR STANDING ORDER.

he proposed on that occasion passed this
House, and would now have been a fixed
regulation if the Senate had not rejected
it.

Mn. MACKENZIE: Well, I think I
will sce if the motion can be altered ; I
will see what shape it can be put in
by Monday.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes,
MR. MACKENZIE, moved : think that would be as welI. It is a
" That it be a Standing Order of this House very serious thing te change the Standing

that immediately on the commencement of any Orders.
Session there be laid upon the Table of the Mn. MACKENZIE : I admit that.
House (unless previously printed in the Canada
Gazette, Returns in detail showing:

" 1st. The receipts and expenditure of the scarcely necensary te make it one of 1he
Dominion of Canada from the commencement Stan
of the fiscal year to the first day of January in ding Oers, because inbtwo the
each year, or in case the said House should ays Ihe t n uo the able ofthe
meet before the first day of January in any
year, then to such other convenient date, net from the st July te the 1st Januar, that
being more than six weeks previous to the were asked for a fewdays ago. There can be
opening of the said House, as may be found ne dif)Ïculty in that respect; but the diffi-
convenient.

"2nd. A return, in detail, showing the u
several rates of duty paid thereon, and in the is, I repeat, scarcely necessary te make it
case of free goods, the several classes of goods, one of the Standing Orders, because ne
of all articles exported and imported into the delay can take place beyond two or three
Dominion of Canada [during the same perioJ, days.
with the sane proviso.

" 3rd. The same, by Provinces, showing also Mn. MILLS : That weuld be a reasen
the countries whence and to which the said ex- fer making it a Standing Order, because
ports and imports were received or exported." the metion is made every Session.

MR. BOWELL: The bon. leader the of Information of this nature is always
the Opposition cannot surely have re- required frem whatever Goverument
flected upon the effect of this motion. To may be in pewer, and it weuld save
the tirst portion of the motion there the necessity of making this metion if it
can be no objection, except as to were made a Standing Order,
making it a Standing Order. The Si JOHN A. MACDONALD : Of
returns of receipts and expenditure can course if this reselution is regularly made
easily be brought down, but to bring down and granted, it may as vell be a Standing
a detailed statemuent of the imports and Order. But I understand this metion
exports of the Dominion, as well as for caîls fer particulars that vill make a large
the Provinces, would be utterly impossible volume of 950 pages.
in the time required by the motion. Mr. MACKENZIE : The only diffi-

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : If I re- culty in making it a Standing Order is
member aright, the bon. the leader of the tbat, perhaps, it will almost necessar
Opposition, when he was at the head of affect, net only the Rules and Gev-
the late Administration, brought down a ernment of this Heuse, but the general
proposition to make a retrogade movement business of the ceuntry. There mny ho
in the returns. He proposed that the seruething in that. I would much
Public Accounts should be made, and the rather the matter should stand over as a
fiscal year commenced, on the 1st cf notice.
March,; or the lst of April, I think, MR. ANGLIN moved the adjourument
instead of the lst of July or the end of cf the debate.
June, and it is a little extraordinary that Motion agreed to and Debate adjourned.
he should now seek to require the returns IINTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-DISMIS.
so far ahead in a particular branch of the SALS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Government. I think I am not mistaken MOTION FOR RETURN.
in reference to the proposition which the
hon. gentlemen made as to the Public MR. ANGLIN mored for an Order of
Accounts; and I believe that the measure the fouse for a return giving the names

MR. CASEMI.
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of the men who were employed in any
capacity on the Intercolonial Railroad, or
in connection therewith, on the 1st day of
October, 1878, and who were subsequently
disnissed; also, the namesof any of the men
so dismissed, who wore subsequently em-
ployed, and the date of employment; also,
the occupations in which the men were
engaged -at the time of their discharge;
also, the names of all not previously em-
ployed, who were employed in any capa-
city on the Intercolonial Railroad, or in
connection therewith, after the Ist of
October, 1878, and before February 1st,
1880; the date of the appointment of
eaci, and the salary or rate of wages paid
to each of the persons so employed. He
said: I desire to be perfectly frank with
the hon. the Minister who now bas control
of the railways of the country. I think it
riglit to say that I make this motion be-
cause rumours are widesoread in the
Lower Provinces, with regard to the
mianner in which these dismissals, ap-
pointments, and re-appointments have
been made during the past season. To-
wards the close of last Session, the
hon. the Minister of Railways was
kind enough to lay before the House
a statenent showing the number of
persons, in a general way, employed
before that time on the railroad, who were
then dismissed. I think it also showed
the reductions made in the salaries and
the rates of wages. It was rumoured in
in the Lower Provinces-perhaps the
rumour was entirely void of foundation-
that, after those men bad been dismissed,
several of them were re-employed. and
that, in the selection of the staff so em-
ployed, care -was taken that none suspected
of Liberal tendencies should be aaongst
them. It was further rumoured that other
persons who had never been employed on
the road in any capacity, were employed
afterwards, one or two of them in high
positions on the road. It was rumoured,
that a gentleman, whose name was used
here last Session as authority for the
statement that a large reduction was
made in the staff of the Railroad without
any diminution in its efficency, was sub-
sequently employed in an important
position on that road. Mr. Black, also,
was employed as a travelling agent on the
road, and, as far as I am aware, he still
continues in that employment. It is for
the purpose of ascertaining what found-

ation there is for these rurmours, and to
affordthe hon. :he Minister anopportunity
of dispelling them if they are without
foundation, that I move this resolution.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I would
suggest to the hon. gentleman fron
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) that he change
the ternis of his motion and add the
words " dispensed with or dismissed." I
draw a great distinction between those
terms. If be asks me to inake a return
of the number of persons dismissed, I am
happy to say the return will be a very
small one; but if he asks me to make a
return of the nunber of persoris whose
services have been dispensed with, it will
be a very large one. I can state to the
hon. gentleman that I am prepared to lay
upon the Table of the House a return of
all the persons in the employ of the In-
tercolonial Railway in September, 1878,
and a corresponding return, c)vering the
same portion of the road that was in the
possession of the Government, in 1878,
that is to Rivière du Loup, showing 400
less persons on the staff as oflicers or
employés. The hon. gentleman will,
therefore, see that the number of persons
whom he would cover by the word l' dis-
missed" would be a large one. I am happy
to say the number of persons who have
been dismissed is not largo, and I do not
think the hon. gentleman would consider
it right that we should put in the sanie
category persons who have been dismissed
from the service for misconduct or neglect
of duty, and men against vhom there
was no charge wlatever, but whose ser-
vices were dispensed with, because the
road could be operated with equal
efficiency and, at the sanie time, effect
the saving of a large amount of money.
I would, therefore, suggest that the lion.
gentleman use the term "dispensed with
or dismissed," because I would mark
those who have been discharged for
failure in duty or misconduct, and draw
a distinction between them and persons
whose services have been dispensed with
to save cost. There will be a very con-
siderable number of persons covered by
the return the hon. gentleman has asked
for; the number of those whose services
were dispensed with and who were sub-
sequently employed, because as far as I
was able, I was extremely anxious, in dis-
pensing with the servicus of parties for
the purpose of reducing the staff, to have
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it in my power to employ them. I am
glad the motion is made, becise it will
enable me to place before the House, in
the most specific form, a statement that
will enable the House to examine closely
into the mode in which this large
economy has been effected. I am glad
for another reason : because it will satisfy
the hon. gentleman himself that the
rumours which he says he has heard, and
which have attributed to me partiality
towards political friends and supporters,
are unfounded. The rumour which has
reached my eais, and which comes to me
day after day, is that I dispensed with
the services (of political supporters of
the Government, or those who
regarded themselves as having
clains upon the Government, and
retained im the service men who
had been opposed to the Government,
and who had no claims upon it. That is
a runour which reaches me from friends,
and in correspondence that J open every
day. It has not been because I was
desirous of favouring political opponents,
but because I called upon a gentleman
upon whose information and knowledge
of the subject I relied, to make me a return
of how many officers were required for
the purpose of operating efficiently, and
maintaining, the Intercolonial Railway,
without reference to who those officers
were, and without means of knowing
their polities; and the staff was reduced
accordingly. When vacancies have occur-
red, and I have had an opportunity of
placing persons in the service, I do not
hesitate to say that I preferred those who
had claims upon the Government to those
who were opposed to it. In so doing, I
think I am only acting fairly and
properly, as any gentleman on the other
side of the House, in my position, would
act, in preferring those who are political.
friends, when there is an opportunity of
filling a vacancy. But I think I may say
with safety that, in the administration of
the Intercolonial Railway, I have fairly
subjected myself to the charge of retain-
ing persons in office, regardless of the fact
that they were strong political opponents,
where I found them able to do their duties
efficiently.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon gentle-
man has endeavoured to create the im.
pression, from his remarks, that the staff
now working the Railway,is 400 lessethan

SIR CHARLEs TUPPER

when he obtained possession. He knows
that it is not a correct impression ; he
knows that most of the people were en-
gaged in, building or in repairing rolling
stock at the Government workshop ; and
the return of the dismissals, when it
comes, will, I presume, show what par-
ticular enployment the persons were
engaged in, and then we will be able to
compare the different classes and the
different kinds of work, as they existed
then, and as they exist now.

SIn CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
gentleman is accurate to this extent, and
I have so stated on a former occasion:
Three locomotives were built at the
Moncton shops per annum, and the labour
required for that purpose amouted to some-
thing like $17,000, and the $220,000
saved in the expenditure upon the em-
plovès of the Intercolonial Railway may
be subjected to a deduction of something
like $17,000 or $20,000 at the outside.
The only work to maintain the rolling
stock of the Intercolonial Railway, that
is asked for by tendering or contract is
the construction of locomotives, the rest
being done in the shops. I found I could
effect a large saving by asking for the
construction of locomotives by tender and
contract, instead of building them in the
shops, because it costs a much larger
amount to construct then of tie same
character ourselves than to obtain them
froin companies who make it their sole
business to build locomotives. But there
is still, outside and independent of all
labour that is required for the construction
of that work, which is now given out by
tender and contract, a reduction
of over 400 in the working staff of the
Intercolonial Railway.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gen-
tleman should know that the cost of the
various works of mounting the three
engines and the postal car, and the other
works upon which the men were em-
ployed, such as that connected with the
water supply, reached, net only $17,000,
but over $57,000, in 1877-8.

Mi. ANGLIN : I did not intend, in
using the word "dismissed," to attach
any stigma to the men who were dis-
charged, or to say more than that their
services were dispensed with. If the hon.
the Minister of RIailways thinka that this
would imply that the men were dis-
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charged for misconduct, I have not the
slightest objection to change the resolu-
tion in the way he suggests, and we will
see then who were those whose services
were dispensed with and who were dis-
missed for cause.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY - EM-
PLOYÉS AT MONCTON.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. ANGLIN moved for an Order of
the House for a raturn showing the num-
ber of men employed on the first day of
October, 1878, on the first of December,
1878, and on the first day of February,
1880, in the workshops cf the Inter.
colonial Railway at Moncton, N.B., at
Canipbellton, N.B., at Richmond, N.S.,
and in the workshops of the Province of
Quebec. He said: This may seem to be
in part a repetition of the previous return,
but it aims at obtaining information
somewhat different in its character. It is
notorious tlhat a great many men em-
ployed in the workshops at Moncton were
discharged ; the other return will show
whether any of these men were re-
employed. It is asserted that while the
number of men employed at Moncton
was se reduced, the number of men em-
ployed at Richmond station, near
Halifax, was considerably increased.
Tiere may be a justification for this
course on the part of the Minister, but
at all events, I think the public are en-
titled to know whether the statements of
that kind are correct or not. There was
a wVork.shop of a small class at Campbellton,
New Brunswick, and there, I believe, the
services of all the men were dispensed
with. I desire to know how far the hon.
gentleman at the head of the Railway
Departient, whose sympathies are strongly
Nova Scotian, lias allowed those svm-
pathies to influence him in the manage-
ment of the road. It is said that a large
number of men were employed during the
last year coming from the hon. gentle-
man's own Povince. It is said tlat
a very large proportion indeed of the
best positions on the road are filled by
Nova Scotians. There is considerable
feeling in New Brunswick on this point.
The people in New Brunswick, even
those who are not opposed to the Govern-
ment, are naturally much excited by the

belief that Nova Scotians are supplanting
New Brunswickers, even in New Bruns-
wick, and they condemn this part of the
hon.gentleman'smanagement'veryheartily.
There is a great deal of feeling on this
point, and perhaps the hon. the Minister
may take this opportunity of contradicting
those rumours, if they are without
foundation.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I an in-
debted to the hon. gentleman for making
this motion because it will enable me
again to eonvinoe tim, as well as any
other person who has been misled by the
unfounded rumours to which he lias given
expression, that they are entirely at fault.
It is quite true that a large number of the
prominent officials in connection with the
management of the Intercolonial Railway
are from Nova Scotia, but the lion. gentle-
man -will hardly, I think, expect from me
that I should dismiss persons who I
found had been for years serviig the
country in that capacity under mv hon.
predecessor; and that was the state of the
case. He will find, after a close examina-
tion, that no favouritism has been ex-
hibited by me towards persons from my
own Province, but that quite as many
persons have been sent by me from New
Brunswick into Nova Scotia, as have been
brought out of Nova Scotia into New
Brunswick. I shall be glad to give the
hon. gentleman the means of investi-
gating that point himself, and ho will be
convinced that no favouritism lias been
exercised. In fact, the circamnstance that
I have alluded to, the reduction in the
number of oflicers and employés on the
road, kas prevented there being any con-
siderable patronage in conneetion with
the work at all. But, where vacancies
occurred, they have been filled, so far as
possible, by persons previously in the ser-
vice, and I think I may state that there
is not at this moment in that service a
single officer of any importance that was
not previously ià the employment of the
Government when I assumed charge of
that road.

MR. MeKAY: With respect to the
complaint of the hon. member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin), I may say that there
is a general feeling in Nova Scotia that
New Brunswickers are taking all the
pla.es. I shall be glad when this return
comes down to have a look at it and see
who is correct. In Nova Scotia, there is
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a general feeling that, when a vacancy night until about seven o'clock the next
occurs, a New Brunswicker fills it up. morning, before the train arrived. News

Motion agreed Io. came from time to time, that the train
was on the road, detained by some acci-

1NTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-ROLLING dent, but that it would arrive shortly.
STOCK AWAITING REPAIR. He and others were detained all night

MOTION FOR RETURN. at the station, waiting for the train.
Wben the train arrived in the morning,

\R. ANGLIN moved for an Order of he was compelled to take passage from
the House for a return showing what Bathurst to Moncton in a smoking car,
locomotives, first-class passenger cars, box because the first-class car had given out
and platform freight cars, snow ploughs, on the way. This was one of many
and other rolling stock were awaiting re- accounts of accidents on that road.
pairs in the workshops of the Intercolonial Sometimes it was the track that vas torn
.Railroad, or at any station, or any place up, sometimes a wheel of one of the
along the line of the Railroad on the first cars that gave way, sometimes the locomo-
day of February, 1880. 11e said: I make tive itself had broken down, and so delay
this motion because I have heard it stated, 1 was occasioned until some other locomo-
on vhat I believe to be very good tive came to the rescue. On more than
authority, that a very large number of one occasion, I think, passengers have
accidents have occurred on the Inter- been compelled to travel long distances in
colonial Lailway, within the last few second-class cars. I have seen it stated
montlis. and that the rolling stock of in the newspapers that, on one occasion, a
that road has been reduced to a very de- car gave out and the passengers were
plorable condition. It has been stated in divided, the women and children being put
this Fouse, that the efficiency of the into the Pulhnan car, and the men into
road is thoroughly maintained, and that the smoking car. I have heard a gentle-
the plant and rolling stock were never in man sitting on the other side of the
better condition than at present. ouse state that,inthe first place, he was
Any number of repetitions of a statement delayed becanse theregular passenger train
of that kind will not convince the public did not arrive in tîme ; the mail train,
of its truth, unless it is supported by evi- however, made its way to the station
dence of a strong and satisfactory char- where he was waitin; aftcr much diffi-
acter. I think it would be necessarv only crilty he forced his way into that train
to appeai to the experience of the hon. despite the conductor ; at Campbellton
niembers of this House, coming from the this train vas step)ed because one cf the
Maritime Provinces to throw tke strong- car wheels gave way ; at Chaudiere,
est doubt upon the accuracy of that state- Quebec, the sane train vas again stopped
ment. Accidents have been verv nure- because another Iheel had hroken dewne
rous. To my omn knowledge, the arrival and se they mae their way along this
of the northern mail from the Hpper road. I hae heard an ion. me ber
Provinces te St. John, during, somie veeks lron Prince Edward Isand state that lie
past, la been very irregular-soe days was four daYs on the road froein Moncton
two or three hours late, and some davs
seven or eight hours late. The report
alwavs was that the mail train was de-
layed, either because of some freight train
having broken down, or because the mail
train itself had suffered a calamity of
some kind. I heard a few days before I
came up here, from a respectable gentle-
man from my own county, a touching
account of the hardships he had had to
endure. He drove in the first place,
sixty miles, to take the train at Bathurst,
and arrived there au hour before the train
was due. He went to the railway station
and remained there from ten o'clock at

MR. MCKAY.

or Pictou. One day he was detained at
Campbellton, that being on Sunday, but
three days were occupied in doing the
work of two days. There are many other
members in this fouse who eould recount
experiences of a similar kind. These ac-
cidents have occurred so frequently, that
the impression is general that the road
and rolling stock have been allowed to fall
into a very bad condition indeed. I heard,
as I was coming up, of a rather character-
istie accident, in which the whole bottom
of a cr had all but fallen out of it. I
have not made any effort to gather up a
large number of cases, as I might have
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done, but I do assure the hon. the Minis-
ter of Railways that lie is entirely mis-
taken if he supposes that any assertions
or assurances of his, no matter how sincere
he may be, no matter how earnestly they
are made-he is always earnest in mak-
ing these statements,-will satisfv the
public that the road is effciently managed,
and that the economiy he is pursuing there
is a true economy. Many of us in the
Lower Provinces werc inclined rather to
laugh at one specimen of this economy.
The rumour spread that, in order to save
the expense of polishing the brasswork
on a number of locomotives, ail the brass
was covered with paint, and this we now
know to be true. However. I an not
disposed to quarrel with any saving
which will not impair the efficiency of the
road, or deteriorate the character of the
rolling stock. In a country such as this,
where we cannot afford to -waste any
money, I would be rather disposed to
commend the extraordinary economy of
painting the brasswork of the locomo-
tives, for the sake of saving the expense
of polishing them. The rumours of which
I have spoken reached me in such a way
that I cai scarcely doubt their truthful-
ness, but I wish the Minister to under-
stand that I have obtained none of my in-
formation froni parties connected with the
road; I never put a question to anyone
connected with the read, nor have I ever
spokea in regard to the condition of the
road, to any of the employés who were
appointed on my recommendation, or who
were appointed by the Liberal Govern-
ment, and indeed I have always been care-
ful to abstain from affording the slightest
pretext for treating any gentleman so
situated as an eneny of the Government.
Perhaps, if I did seek information by that
means, I could submit to this House a
much stronger case than I have now sub-
mitted. But the matters I have stated
are matters of notoriety, and are discussed
freely amongst the people of the Lower
Provinces. They are matters which have
been discussed very freely amongst the
members on botl sides of this House since
we began this Session. The rumour I
refer to is that, sone two or three weeks
ago, there were no less than thirteen loco-
motives waiting for repairs at Moncton, in
a condition whieh rendered them entirely
unfit to be used on the road. If tLis is
true, it can scarcely be contended that

the rolling-stock of the Intercolonial has,
during the past year, been maintained in
the excellent condition in which it was
found when hon. gentleman opposite took
office. At that time we could all point to
the Intercolonial with pride as being in-
ferior to no railway, and superior to nearly
all, on the continent. I hope and trust
sincerely that the Minister of Raihvays
will be able, not merely to assert that the
road is in as good a condition now as
formerly, but prove conclusively suc is
the fact.

Si CHARLES TUPPER : I am
quite aware that the hon. gentleman who
has just given such a graphie and deplor-
able account of the Intercolonial Rail-
way is only re-echoing in the House those
statements which a party press has been
generally diffusing througlout the coun-
try. But I ara consoled by the reflection
that it is nothing new to see a great
organ of public opinion sacrificing, as far
as it can, the' interests of the country, to
misrepresent the conduct of its political
opponents. The people for ten or twelve
years could not take up this paper, the
leading organ of hon. gentlemen opposite,
without noticing a column of " smash-
ups and crash-ups" on the Grand Trunk
Railway. Generally, it has been inserted
from Monday morning to Saturday
night, with denunciations of the gentle-
man in charge of that road, who, if the
organ of the party of lion. gentlemen
opposite is to be believed, was the most
unfit man in the world to be entrusted
with the lives and property of the people.
Yet, we are all familiar with the fact
that, wlen a personal or party object -was
no longer to be gained by continuing that
style of abuse and denunciation, the
same organ was prepared to sustain that
same gentleman as the best to be found,
in the interest of the country, to take
charge of this great public work, the In-
tercolonial Railway. I an consoled by
the reflection that the past conduct of that
party organ has rendered the public mincd
familiar with its tactiesand the unreliable
character of the statements prepared,
echoed and re-echoed by it for party
purposes. When did the hue and
cry as to the deterioration of
the Intercolonial R)ailway commence
At the very moment wvhen those
hon, gentlemen were brought face to
face with the fact that, under their
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management of this road, the public
had suffered an enormous loss of money,
through the greatest possible extrava-
gance in the conduct of its operations.
When that fact came out, that organ and
its satellites, great and small, threw them-
selves into battle array to de-
nounce the management of the Inter-
colonial. They ought to remember
that every man that endeavours to
excite alarm in reference to travelling
on that Road, or strike a blow at the
trafflic and business it requires, in order to
prevent the public exchequer from suffer-
ing by paying half a million a year, in the
future as in the past, for the carrying on
of its operations, is acting unpatriotically,
and sacrifieing the interests of the public
for party and unworthy purposes. It
would be idle for me to make statements
here as to the condition of that Road,
from personal knowledge, as I am not
competent to express a trustworthy opinion
on the subject. I must be guided and
governed by the testimony of profesional
men. I have, in the first instance, the
testimony of a gentleman referred to by
tho hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin), the late Mr. Tandy, respecting
whon that hon. gentleman threw out the
insinuation that the person who recoin-
m.ended these reductions was found, sub-
sequently, holding a position of emolu-
ment under the Government. I knew
nothing, of that gentleman. I enquired
for the ablest and most efficient man to
assist me by examination of the Inter-
colonial, and as to the number of persons
employed in connection with it-as to how
far economy could be practised, while
maintainmg the efficiency of the road and
rolling-stock-and I was told that, iii Mr.
Tandv, a gentleman of whom I had never
heard and whom Mr. Schreiber had never
seen, of whom lie knew nothing but that
he iad been recommended as the best and
ablest man for that purpose, I should find a
suitable officer. I was largIy influenced
in the reductions made in the staff by Mr.
Tandy's statements as to how great an
econuomy could be effected while yet main-
tainiig, tle Road and its rolling-stock in
the highest efficiency. I believed I had
sufficient knowledge of his reputation and
character to warrant me in placing confi-
dence ii his statements. I subsequently
asked him if lie would, as Inspector of
the rolling-stock, undertake to carry out

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

those economies and yet maintain the
efficiency of the Railway. I was fortunate
thus to retain his services. I regret
he has since passed away, and I believe
that, in his death, the country has sus-
tained a very serious loss, because I
scarcely know where to find a man equally
efficient for the purpose. Those economies
were not made as a matter of experiment,
but were cautiously and carefully pro-
ceeded with in the light of knowledge,
experience, and practical informetion of
the highest character I could obtain. The
chief management of the Intercolonial is
in the hands of Mr. Schreiber, whom I
found holding a high position under my
predecessor, and who was placed in the
Intercolonial Department, in connection
with the operations of this Railway be-
fore we went out of power, after our sat-
isfying ourselves that he was eminently
qualified, professionally and in every way,
for the discharge of such duties. The
leader of the Opposition, last Session,
bore testimony to the higli character he
considered Mr. Schreiber was entitled to,
and to the confidence he had placed in
him. His report has been laid on
the table and, after carefully investigat-
ing this matter, Mr. Schreiber coimits
himself to the declaration that the effi-
ciency of the road and the rolling-stock
vas never superior to the present. I ask

what has the hon, member for Gloucester
to place against that statement. Is he
prepared to. dispute it from the few idle
stories he lears from one person or
another ? Everyone knows from the
public papers that there has been, during
the last two or three weeks, an unusual
number of nishaps of no great import-
ance on the Intercolonial. Why ? Does
lie not know that the storni that occurred,
while His Excellency was coming up
fron Halifax, blocked up, stopped and
paralysed a great number of railroads;
that the great and sudden changes of
weather have tried the rolling-stock of the
Intercolonial in a very un usual nianier?
But, notwithstanding this fact, and that
the purchase of the Rivière du Loup
Branich, 124 miles of additional road,
without time to obtain rolling-stock
to operate it, has severely taxed
the rolling-stock of the Intercolonial, we
obtained from the Grand Trunk Railway
all the locomotives we could, but we
could not obtain what were necessary to
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operate the road. We are n
locomotives manufactured for
Thus, the managers of the road

placed in very great difficulties
stock could not be ordered uit
of the Rivière du Loup Road w
by the Government, which wî
August last. It was not poss
wards, to procure the necessa
stock for the demands of the
the principal officers of the In
were in the service of the la
ment, and I have the utmost
in themn. I have already said-
econony obtained by allowing
and rolling-stock to deteriorate
the greatest extravagance.
pared to show that all those a
alarm the public mind, to pr

ple travelling on the road, and
its success, are unworthy, and
on misrepresentations, and tha
agemllent lias been so successful
enabled the Government, with
ing traffic to show, instead of
mous deficit, the previous defici
a comparatively insignificant fE
glad to be able to assure the
withstanding all detraction, th
dition of the rolling-stock is all
be expected, and -will com
favourably, with that of any
Hon. gentlemen opposite ough
that, down to last year, the r
of the Intercolonial was charg
tal account, and cost $125,00
years 1877-8. How much r
does the hon. member for Glou
pose that, with the exceptio
locomaotives, was put on as
to revenue ? One postal
have maintained the road and r
and reduced, something like $5
deficieney in their time, to
$100,000, whicl I confidently
year to extinguish altogether.
revenue will suffice for its
unless hon, gentlemen opposit
such unpatriotic speeches as
made to-night, based on idle r
alarm the public mind as to
road performing the duty ex
bv the country. I put it to
whether the fact that not a p
the Intercolonial lost his life la
not a proof of the falseness of
as to its improper condition.
tacking the .Road, people are

ow having ing the most maliclous and unfounded
the road. sianders puhlished by the party organ of
have been hon. gentlemen opposite-an organ which,

Rolling- as 1 have said, after devoting twelve
il the title years to the work of breaking down the
as obtained character of and holding up to execration,
as only in the Manager of the Grand Trunk, proved
ible, after- ready to take it all back, and sustain
ry rolling- the same man as the ablest public man
road. All for a iRailway Manager to be found in
tercolonial this country, when it suited the purpose

te Govern- of its party to take that course.
confidence MR. MACKENZIE : I have no in-
that any tion of entering on any discussion of
the road the condition of the Intercolonial Rail-
would be way, until 1 have examined the documents

I am pre- brought or to be brought lefore the
ttempts to fouse. I asked the hon, gentleman not
event peo- to continue such gross attacks upon
to prevent members on this side of the fouse, with-

are founded out a particie of justification for them.
t the man- I defy the lon. gentleman to point out a
as to have word I ever said, anywhere, since I left
a decreas- office, about the Intercolonial, cidher to

an enor- its dîsparagement or injury.
t reducedto SI CHARLES TUPPER: I do not
gure. I am think the hon. gentleman understaicls
Hlouse, not- me to make any reference to him.
at the con- MR. MACKENZIE: Ion said the
that could words-the entlemen opposite and their

pare, most Organ.
other road. SIR CHARLES TTJPPER: I referred
t to know to the Globe as the organ of the party,

olling-stock and the remarks of the hon. member for
ed to capi- Gloucester (Mr, Anglin) and the hon.
0 for the member for Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell).
)lling-stock MR. MACKENZ1E : To what they
cester sup- said in the fouse?
i of three S ir ofARLES TItPPEr: Yes.

ucharge M . MACKENZIE : The hon. gente-
car. We man alluded to political gentlemen hnre

tling stock oanking disparauin and untrue renarks
00,000 of a about the Intercoloniai Railway, ai d
iess tlîan ilow it appears [hat hie is miot able to lav
expect in a! his finiger on any such olbservation. Bie

expect its 1charges us, besides, with doiug reat i-
expenses, Custice and injury to a public work.

e, by just Are we nevhr to say a wrd a out any
have been 1Goyerniment work for fear of injurin, it
umiours, " Ae we nyt to e ale to expose

Rrevent the i:ismana.em'Ln of this hoad for fear
ecIeedof it people shall ce--se to travel 1-) it

the people The hon. gentlemn owans to shut every
Lssenger on man's miouth and prevent a free discussion
st vear is it this louse in order that he inay, ,
the stories able to continue his mihnmaagement of
ln so at- this work. There is no member of thi
only echo- flouse who as travelled over this road to
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take his seat, to whom I have spoken,
who lias not told the same story. Some
of then have met with three accidents in
the course of one journey, and the pre-
vailing opinion is that the rolling stock
bas run down to such an extent that it
has really become unsafe.

SIR CHARLES TTPPER: No.
MR. MACKENZIE : Why, the hon.

gentleman lias admitted that, owing to a
train of circuistances, a very large
number of accidents has taken place
within the last three months. He does
not deny that an unusual number of
accidents lias taken place, but. lie says
that they were caused by snow storms.
Why, a large number occurred when there
was no snow. The hon. gentleman
makes an attack upon the Globe.
I dare say the Globe is able to
defend itself, but I would like the hon.
gentleman to point out any passage in that
newspaper that will justify his extraord-
inary statement. That paper very pro-
perly denounced the mismanagement which
existed for many years in the direction of
the Grand Trunk Railroad, where much
public money was sunk. It is the busi-
ness of every newspaper to denounce mis-
management of this character. Every-
one knows the hon. gentleman's friends
made the Grand Trunk a political machine
in the past, as they are making the
Intercolonial a political machine in the
present time. The hon. gentleman's
puny attack upon a great newspaper
is one only to be laugbed at. We will
be able to see, from the statements to be
laid before the House, in what condition
the traffic of the road is. We will be able
to see how much traffic bas been carried
over the road. The hon. gentleman speaks
of the decrease of the traffic. Has the
traffic, then, really decreased? The traffic
vas rapidly increasing at the tirme I left

office, and everything was in excellent
order. Now we are told, by every person
that travels over tlhat road, that not only
the rolling-stock, but the road-bed is get-
ting into a dilapidated condition. It is
the duty of every member of this House
to see that, even for economie reasons, this
great national highway, which cost so
much to build, shall be maint-cined in a
proper state of efficiency. The hon. gen-
tleman was never slow in attacking the
policy of the late Gcvernment in reference
to the road. At the time of the Gene-

MR. MACKENZIE.

ral Election he got a Mr. Black to
grossly misrepresent stateients made in
my office and elsewhere, and he came
out with false statements in the
Halifax papers in order to influence
the elections against us. That man
was afterwards rewarded by being ap-
pointed to a position on the road which
he was not capable of filling. This road
bas been used as a political machine, and
the bon. gentleman will find that lie will
not be able to prevent a free discussion
of the mismanagement of this road of
which he has been guilty.

MR. DOMVILLE : The hon. member
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) says that
there is not a single member who has
passed over the road who has not met
with an accident.

MR. MACKENZIE : That I spoke to,
I said.

Mn. DOMVILLE: There is the hon.
member for St. John (Mr. Weldon).

MR. WELDON: But we were delayed
a little by a break down.

MR. MACKENZIE : There is another
testimony.

Mu. DOMVILLE: Well, we did
break down on the road. The engine
which took us to Metapedia got out of
order, and we were detained there for an
hour, but we got into Montreal on time.
With reference to the remarks of passen-
gers, about the dilapidated condition of
the rolling-stock, I cannot understand
how a first-class passenger can obtain
much information about the rolling-stock
on his journey over a road coverbd with
snow, or about the road-bed. The hon.
gentleman would hold a member of the
Cabinet responsible for acts of bis subor-
dinates. I have no doubt that there are
faults to be found with the road, as with
all roads, but I think to throw discredit
on that road, is not fair to the Lower
Provinces. I think the hon. gentleman
should have made a specific charge. He
should have stated the real grievance, and
have explained how the rolling-stock was
diminished. I have not observed the
depreciated condition of the road, and I
should be loath to accept it as a fact, until
I kne w it to be so, until I was assured of
it from a more reliable source than mere
rumour, as it is most unjust to the opera-
tives of the line to complain in general
terms, without being able to substantiate
such precarious charges.
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MR. MAcDONNELL (Inverness): I
am sorry that the hon. the Minis-
ter of Railways should have charged
me with trying to create an alarm
as to the efficiency of the road in question.
I simply, in as few words as I con-
siderednecessary, asked for information,
a fewdays ago, in regard to the number of
accidents which have occurred on the road
since the first day of January last. I did so,
as I stated at the time, for the purpose of
dissipating any alarin that existed in the
mind of the public as to the state of the
road-if such alarn was not well founded.
The hon. gentleman said, in reply, that he
washappy to be in a positionto bring before
this Houise a statement of efficiency.
Now, however, the hon. gentleman admits
that the road is not in an efficient con-
dition. He says that the purchase of that
section of the road from Rivière du Loup
to Point Lévis, was a great strain on the
road, and he apologises on that account
for the inefficient state of the road-bed.

MR. SNOWBALL: I have had oppor-
tunity of ascertaining some particulars in
regard to the management of the Inter-
colonial. I can assure the hon. the Minister
that there are portions of the country in
which complaints are numerous in refer-
ence to the management of the road. The
section of the country in which I live is
deeply interested in the Intercolonial, and
it would be a great loss to us if anything
should occur that would interfere with
the usefulness of that road. But I must
say, in support of what has been said in
this House, that the complaints made
against the management of the road are
very strong. Person from all sections of
the country who have occasion to pass
over it complain strongly in reference to
the condition of the road. In travelling
over it, a few months since, to Halifax,
the train at the way station at which I
embarked was four hours behind time. I
know of no reason why the train should
have been behind time on that occasion.
We arrived in Halifax three hours be-
hind time. It was quite a serious matter
for the steamer that should have got away
at 2 o'clock, but did not in consequence
of the train being late, get away until
dark. The complaints were general
amongst the passengers, on account of
this delay, and 1 understand that this
detention of the steamers in this way is
not an uncommon thing. The passengers

10

who came down on that train complained
of the road being rough. On my return
from England we experienced undue
delay in getting away from Halifax. I
do not blame the Minister for this be-
cause he could not control it. We ar-
rived at 8 o'clock in the morning and
were informed that we would get away
immediately, but, instead of that, we had
to wait in Halifax four hours-until 12
o'clock-and only' two hours before the
departure of the regulur express. After
getting under way, we commenced to lose
time, and did not arrive at Moncton until
the time the regular train was due there.
It was a clear, cold day, and this further
delay should not have occurred. We
left Moncton and partly ascended the
grade, when, to our surprise, we came
down again. This they kept up for a
considerable time. I had been away
from home for some months, and, being
so near home, I was naturally uneasy at
this detention. I got off the train to
ascertain the trouble, and found we had
to go back to Moncton for assistance. At
Moncton an engine was obtained, which
shoved us up the grade. Further on, the
train continued stopping. Jpon naking
enquiries in regard to this stoppage, 1
was told the axles of the engine, which
had just come out of the machine shop,
had not been previously tried, were red
hot, and that they were in danger of being
twisted off. After a great many delays,
we got as far as Barnaby River. The
next mishap we met vith was the break-
ing of the flanges of the wvheels of one of
the postal cars, which, in consequence,
got off the track, cutting up the track for
some distance, and doing other damage.
It was said that this accident would not
occasion more than a couple of hours de-
lay, but, being only two miles from the
junction, and being alsoin a hurry I started
to wal'. I was told subsequently that
the train was delayed from Il o'clock,
the time at which the accident took place,
to one o'clock the next morning, and, as
the ordinary express vas coming up be-
hind, that train also must have been de-
tained. After they started in the morn-
ing, I understand that other mishaps oc-
curred, but these, as I was not then on
the train, I will not refer to. Now, theer
seems to be cause for complaints, and I
am surprised that more has not been said
than has been. The hon. member for
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Gloucester has said that there are a large very heavy, and, before we got to the
number of locomotives in the round-house Junction, something did happen, and we
at Moncton under repair. I know that, got off the track. We were there some
about the first of January, there were two hours instead of being from seven
eight locomotives at Richmond, some of o'clock to eleven o'clock the next morn-
which had been there for nearly twelve ing.
months. I think that, in view of these MR. BOTLTBEE : I only rise to take
facts, an inspector should be sent over the exception to some remarks that were
road, and something should unquestion- made by the hon. meniber for Northum-
ably be done in the matter. The public berland (Mr. Snowball). He said the
complain that locomotives are hired from condition of this road was made the sub-
other railways, as the Minister of Rail- ject of a grievance, and that the country
wavs admits, to do the work of the road, was calling upon us to take a stand in the
whilst a large number of our own loco- matter. Now, J take exception to those
motives are lying in the shops, and the remarks altogether. I think the country
shops almost idle and without mechanics is not calling on us to take any such
to repair them. I do not think the Gov- stand. I am snrpriscd that snch charges
ernment are justified in discharging em- should have been made as these--ali,
ployés and in reducing the time of those with one exception, made on the tangue
employcd when there are eighteen of rumour. It does seex to ie xtraor-
locomotives lying in the machine dinary, that hon embers should get unp
shops at Moncton and eigbl-t at iRichmond and mnake charges wvhich. they are unable
for repair. Lt is stated that, under the to substantiate, except by sayiny that
late management, each locomotive they heard that such and such vas the
was required to take so many loaded cars, case. That is not the way our business
and 1 believe the minimum was sho d be donec, and, if charges of this kind
fourteen or fifteeii. Tt is now as- are to be broght forward, the publie will
srted that it is hari to find a expect to have thm supported by some
locomotive that can draw more than six 1sort of proof. With regard to the refer-
or seven cars, and there is only one or ence of the hon. member for Gloucester
two locomotives that can take twelve full (.Mr' Anglin) to the alleged reports circu-
cars, instead of being able to take about lated against tis railroad, I am sure
twenty. If these facts are truc, this, I that neither you, Sir, uor any manun p this

sider, is the place to ventilate the ouse, ever travelled over a long reach of
grievance. I know that my constituents railroad, ithont hearing every man, and
would not excuse my negleTt of duty if every woman, and especially the old
I did not raise my voice upon this question, women, begin to talk of the evils of
and o do so in a friendl t manner. My the road, how the train shook how
experience f the road is that it is a very it bmped on the track, hov, many
rough one. Jnured by constant travel- accidents had occurred on it, and so on;
lin to hardships, I can sleep almost upon and that is the sort of information the
any railroad, but t m ist confess my in- hon. gentleman formulates against thîs
ability to sleep upon the Intercolonial. Railroadupon which the presentMinister
These things undoubtedly requirc investi- of Railways has effected such a satis-
gation, and, unless something is donc factory reduction in the expenditure of
energetically and quickly, the road will the country. I have not heard such
get a reputation it will take a long time to rumours against the IntercolonialRailway
renove. as have been rferrrd tias being made in

MRi. McKAY If the storv told by the newspapers. have not seen any of
the hon. member for Northumberland these attacks upon it in the public press
(Mr. Snowball)and aIl the incidents arc as but se that an hon. Senator, the other
greatly xnagnified as one portion of it, day. ini his seat in IParliament, stated that
then it is a prctty good story. was the Intercolonial Railway, with its rolling
aboard that train as far as Trro. After stock and ail its appurtenances, was in a
we left Moncton, we got stuck in a eut- very good condition, and that gentleman
ting, and, as soon as we returned, an was one of the Commissioners Who built
engine was procured which puhed up the road. There was a man who migt
through that cuttig The road was be said to have authority on the subjet,

MR. SNOWBALL.
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stating that the Intercolonial Railway
is in a very satisfactory condition. There
is one gentleman, the member for North-
umberland (Mr. Snowball), who goes
further than the other gentleman. He
gives his own experience, and, if one,
while listening to him, had his eyes shut,
lie would have imagined that the hon.
gentleman was one of those ancient per-
sonages to whom I have alludedjust now.
I never heard such an amusing accountof
railroad travel; but, the hon. gentleman
so mixed up matters that it was impossi-
ble to tell whether the incidents occurred
on that one night that lie was kept away
from the bosom of his family, whether
they occurred in one night, or one day,
or one trip, or during a period of four
months; and we do not know whether
Le vas suffering from his own absurd im-
aginations, or fron the effects of the
absurd stories of those with whom
lie was travelling; and bow it is
possible that Le lived, suffering from
hunger and the bumping about of this
train, unable to sleep by night, and, I
presume, unable to sleep by day, if lie
could not sleep by night, I am at a loss to
divine. But I understand the lion.
gentleman is an expert in those cases.
He has a railroad of his own; lie has
been the 'President or Manager of a rail-
road,-not one, however, stretching over
a distance of 800 miles, and passing
through districts, in which, especially in
winter, delays in the arrival and de-
parture of trains are unavoidable ; but
his railroad is only 5 or 6 miles long;
he can survey his own railway very
easily from the top of any high stump in
the vicinity. His experience as a railroad
proprietor Las not been successful,
though his line is only five miles long.
It went wrong somehow, and the
lion. gentleman desires to get a portion of
the rolling-stock from this already
depletedý Intercolonial Railway and the
aid of its staff, to assist him in working
Lis gigantic undertaking. There is an
expert for you. If the Intercolonial
Railway is in the terrible state which Le
says it is, then the country calls upon him,
it demands that he shall not assist in its
depletion by taking away its rolling-stock
to supply his own road. It wants its
stock and staff as much as his road
does.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) : At

the risk of incurring the displeasure of the
hon. the Minister of Railways, I may say
that I was a passenger on the train with
the hon. member for Northumberland
(Mr, Snowball), and I can confirm his
statements. The hon. member for Col-
chester, (Mr. McKay), was also a pas-
senger and one of the principal grum-
blers at the delays which occur-
red. Reports are current in the
Lower Provinces against the manage-
ment of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, and you may take up any
of the newspapers, whether Conservative
or Liberal, and fLud almost every week,
and sometimes two or three times a week,
reports of accidents on that road. AI-
most every train carrying the mail fron
falifax to Montreal is delayed ten hours
at least. The rolling- stock is not in
complete repair, and along the line of the
Intercolonial much dissatisfaction prevails
in reference to its present management.

MR. ANGLIN . The House must have
remarked that the tone and manner of
the lion. the Minister of Railways, when
he replied to the remarks I made when
introducing this resolution, were the tone
of one who was deeply hurt, and the man-
ner of one who felt that the charges made
against the management of the Inter-
colonial Railway are very serious, and that
it is impossible for him to answer these
charges satisfactorily. He charged me with
having denounced theIntercolonialRailwav,
and then lie attacked the Globe, and lie so
mixed myself and with the Globe that it
was impossible to tell when lie was attack-
ing me, and when lie was attacking the
Globe. Il e charged me with being unpa-
triotic, and lie spoke of the introduction
of this resolution as part of a system of
attacks commenced by the Globe for
partizan purposes; and lie said that we
sought, by throwing discredit on the
road, to prevent its doing the work it
would otherwise do, and deter persons
from travelling over it. I contend that
my course is truly patriotic ; I am simply
discharging one of my duties to the coun-
try, as one of the people's representatives,
when I submit for the consideration of
the House of Commons the statements I
have made. All I desire is that this rail-
road shall be put into proper condition,
that its rolling-stock shall be safe and
sound, and that it shall have restored to
it the high character it once bore, and
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which has been destroyed within the last
few months. It is too well known to the
people of the Dominion, and to many in
the United States, that, of late, the mails
are frequently delayed on this road, and
that accidents are continually happening
on it. Quite recently, a man was killed
on that railway. We cannot hide these
facts; and, even if we could, would it be
our duty to conceal them, and allow the
management to go on from bad to worse,
until the road become impassable I No,
Sir, it is our patriotic duty to raise our
voice against such a management, and
to warn those in charge that the road
must be put in a better condition. In
.stating that in some respects there had
been an increase of expenditure, I did
not mean to make an insinuation, as the
hon. the Minister of Railways ingeniously
puts it; I merely made a plain and simple
statement of facts. The hon. gentleman
contracted himself with regard to the
,condition of the rolling-stock, for
he maintained in the first place,
- in fact lie stated more than
once,-that the road and rolling-stock
were in a state of the highest efficiency;
and afterwards lie said the rolling-stock
was over taxed, because the Government
has been in possession of the road from
Rivière du Loup to Point Lévis for the
last few months. I think it was the
general impression, some two years ago,
that the Intercolonial Railway was
thoroughly equipped, indeed that there
was an excess of rolling-stock of all kinds;
and the addition of some 120 miles of
road qught not to have overtaxed the
rolling-stock as the hon. gentleman has
.said. They were unable, he says, to find
a sufficient number of locomotives to do
the additional work. Why did they
not keep the locomotives they had in
repair? Several of the men who were
discharged from the workshops at Mone-
ton, were still at that place waiting for
employment, and there need have been no
difliculty in keeping the locomotives in
proper repair. When the rolling-stock was
falling into such a condition, why were so
many men discharged I Why were the
hours eut down to eight hours a day at
Moncton, while at Richmond the men
were working ten hours a day ? What-
ever the reason was, there were plenty of
men to do the work, and ample means for
doing it; yet, for some reason unexplained,

MR. ANGLIN.

these locomotives-thirtéen, it is said-
were allowed to remain out of repair at
Moncton. We have the statement of the
hon. member for Northumberland that
there were eight locomotives waiting
at Richmond to be repaired, and one
of these bas been waiting for twelve

i months. Why were not these repaired ?
It was not for want of workmen or work-
shops. It was not my intention to work
up a case. If I had wished to do so, I
could have worked up a case of a much
more serious character. Somebodycharged
me with not having sustained my state-
ment by evidence. I have stated what I
knew personally. The hon. members for
Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell), Northum-
berland (Mr. Snowball), Shelburne (Mr.
Robertson), and even the hon. member
for Colchester (Mr. McKay) himself, have
furnished most conclusive proofs of break-
downs, delays and accidents, which fully
sustain the charges made by me. As I
have said, I did not attempt to
make out such a serious case, as
might have been made up. I have brought
forward a simple statement of what
I believe to be facts, in order that they
might be fully investigated, and that the
hon. the Minister of Railways might have
an opportunity of disproving them if they
are not facts. J think, Mr. Speaker, that
after what has passed this evening, the
hon. the Minister must be convinced that
there is somethimg in the management
of this Railway which requires careful
supervision on his part. The country
holds the hon. Minister and his
colleagues directly responsible for
the management of this great public
work, and it will not be suffici-
ent for him to say, when anything
goes wrong, that not himself but those
concerned in the actual working of the
Road, should be blamed. When
the statements made here to-night go to
the country, the public will have before
them more than those newspaper articles,
which have so stirred up the indignation
of the lion. the Minister of Railways,
and they will observe that these state-
inents have not even been fully contra-
dicted. The hon. Minister did not, I
think, if my nemory serves me aright,
attempt to contradict any one of the
statements which I made. He did not
say that there were not thirteen locoino-
tives lying at Moncton some time ago
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.waiting for repairs ; and h. will not, I
think, pretend to say that, while these
were unrepaired, while no special effort
was made to repair them, it was the addi-
tion of this 124 miles of railway that
caused all the damage to the rolling-stock
and the consequent delays and accidents.
I do not care to follow this matter much
further. I had no desire, either to de-
nounce the management of the road, or
to make any special attack on the hon.
gentleman or bis colleagues. But, coming
myself from the Maritime Provinces, and
having heard much, from what I believe
to be good authority, with regard to the
condition of the road, and having found
myself, on the way up, that the road in
some places had become very rough in-
deed, I felt it my duty to bring this sub-
ject before the flouse, in order that the
hon. the Ministermight ascertainby an ex-
pression of opinion of the House, what
the feeling of the country is, and in order
that lie migiht modify his system of eco-
nomy, so as to secure hereafter to the
people travelling over that road, at all
events, such immunity from accidents as
it is possible to secure. If only two or
three accidents had occurred, it would
have been wrong to have made such a
motion. Accidents will occur on rail-
roads despite all the vigilance that
can be exercised, although, in most
cases, what are called accidents
are the result of negligence or careless-
ness on the part of the oflicials. If there
had been but one, or two, or three acci-
dents on that road during the last month
or two, I would have refrained from mak-
ing this motion, but the accidents have
been so numerous and so serious,-fortun-
ately there has been no loss of life, with
one exception, though there has been
greatdestruction of public property, -that
it certainly was the duty of someone to
bring the matter before the House. i
shall be much pleased if it can be shown
that the hon. gentleman at the head of
this great work has really laboured to
keep itinthe state:of efficiency in which lie
fancies it now is. Others do not think it
in such a state of efficiency, and no
attempt to conceal the truth, no bold
repetition of the assertion that the road
and rolling-stock are in the highest state
of efficiency will serve to remove the im-
pression that the road is now in a much
worse condition than it was when the

present Minister of Railways assumed
control of it-an impression which, I once
more assure him, prevails far and wide.

Mi. LONGLEY : I am not going to
take upon myself to pronounce upon the
condition of the Intercolonial Railway, or
upon the accuracy or inaccuracy of the
statements which have been made by the
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin).
I happened to travel in the same train
with that lion. gentleman, in making my
way to Ottawa, and I should like to ask
him a question or two. Did we not
arrive at Montreal on time i Now, I can
state that, in travelling from Halifax here,
we left Halifax at sixteen minutes past
one o'clock on Tuesday, and we arrived
at Montreal athalf-past six o'clock on Thurs-
day morning, being not one minute
behind time.

MR. ANGLIN: We travelled up
pleasantly on the road. We heard of
accidents that had happened, but we met
with no accident, though we lost two
hours on the way. We did arrive on time
next morning at Montreal, having made
up the lost time.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I would
ask the hon. gentleman whether he tra-
velled more rapidly on the Grand Trunk,
if he came over that line, than over the
Intercolonial?

MR. ANGLIN: I cannot answer, for
I was fast asleep on the Grand Trunk.

MR. LONGLEY: I do not think the
lion. member has much broken the force
of my remarks. Facts are stubbornî
things, and I am simply stating a fact in
regard to the tine we made between
Halifax and Montreal. There was a
slight detention in two or three places on
the road coming up, I am ready to admit,
but they were slight, and the fact of our
arriving at Montreal on time, proves
that we fully made up the delay.
Now, I do not thîink it should be
a matter of great surprise that,
about the Metapedia Valley, where the
snow is three feet deep and the frost in-
tense, the road should be a littile rough.
I imagine it is seldom indeed that at this
season of the year, and in our clinate, a
road of 800 o1 900 miles long is smooth
over its entire length, and that vould be
a sufficient excuse in regard to the defi-
ciency of rolling-stock, as has been alleged,.
Surely the addition of 124 miles to the
length of the road, with the increased de-
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'mand upon the rolling-stock which this
addition would necessarily entail, ahould
-be taken as sufficient excuse for some mere
delay, and greater uncertainty about get-
ting over the road, than if it were fully
sapplied with the necessary rolling-stock,
or than would have been the case had not
the length of the road been increased.
Now, I do not for a moment wish to un-
dervalue the testimony that bas been given
here to-night, if testimony it can be
called ; I would rather sav, the statements
that have been made, either pro or con,
for or against, the management of the In-
tercolonial Railway, should be regarded
as much more reliable than official reports.
But what i think we have a right to at-
tach importance to is the report of an
efficient engineer, and one whose reputa-
tion in not confined to a narrow space,
<me who is recognised wherever he
is known, as thoroughly competent to
<discharge the duties he bas been
appointed to f ulfil. Now, I think the
report of such a gentleman as that, the
Chief Engineer of the Intercolonial Rail-
way, will pass for more than the private
statements of members of this House,
however intelligent they mnay be. I think
my hon. friend who spoke f rom one of the
s'ats near the Treasury Benches hit the
nail on the head. There has been no ap-
proval expressed in regard to the result of
the reduction of cost of management in
connection with the Railway, but what is
now attempted to be done is to bring
down the credit acquired by those who
reduced the expenses. There, it seems to
nie, is the secret of the ebullition of feel-
ing we have had on the part of those gen-
tlemen who had such a deplorable time
in travelling over the Railway. I think
that every gentleman present who
travelled in the train with my lion.
friend from Gloucester could give test»-
mony entirely coinciding with that
which I have given, and, 1 might add, if
they had not a purpose to serve, they
would have done so.

MR. SNOWBALL: The hon gentle-
man from North York (Mr. Boultbee)
said lie did not understand what I said.
Well, I certainly did not expect that he
would. When he said that I am Presi-
dent of a railroad, and the road I am
connected with is not more than
five or six milesin length. I wish to tell
the hon. gentleman that I am not Presi-

MR. LONGLEY.

dent of any railroad, and the road I am
connected with is not five or six miles
in length, and possibly the hon. gentleman
knew that his statement was not correct.
I certainly did not blame the hon. the
Minister of Railways for not assisting, at
that time, the road with which I am con-
cerned. The hon. the Minister treated me
on that occasion, as he has always treated
me, with the utmost courtesy. I.was
willing, and am still willing, to accept the
answer received in good faith. I might
have made use of the information I re-
ceived from that enquiry, and, as I did not
do so, I think the hon. the Minister should
not have put the words in the mouth of
the hon. gentleman that I applied for
assistance.

Motion agreed to.

MOTION FOR RETURNS.

The following Motions for Returns were
severally agreed lo:-

Address-Copies of all reports and correspon-
dence relating to the dismissal of Mr. A.
Cauchon, a clerk in the Canal Office in Mon.
treal, in June, 1879.-(Mr. Holton.)

Address-Copies of all correspondence be-
t ween the Government and the promoters of the
Credit Valley Railway, relative to the right
of way from the western limits of the city of
Toronto, to its terminus in said city.-(Mr.
Oliver.)

Address-Copies of all Orders in Council,
regulations, correspondence, etc , between any
person anl the Governtment, since the last
Session of Parliament, respecting the draw-
back promised on ship materials; also, a state.
ment showing the naies of all applicants, the
particulars of the applications made, the
amount applied for, the amount allowed and
paid in each caqe, with the dates of su ch pay-
ments.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Order of the House- Return of the amounts
expended on the repairs done to the Negro
Point Breakwater, in St. John, since the
damage, Fall of 1878 ; also, the money rea-
lised from the sale of any lumber which was a
part of the said Breakwater; also, the amount
paid to Mr. D. W. Clrk for his services in
connection with the saine, from the time of its
damage to the present.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Order of the House-Return of aU wheat-
flour, rye-flour, oatmeal, cornmeal, wheat, bar-
ley, Indian corn .and oats, imported into each
of the Provinces (exclusive of British Columbia),
since March 14th, 1879, up to lst day of Febru-
ary, 1880, and the duty eollected thereon.-
(Air. Weldon.)

Order of the House-Return of all coal and
coke (distinguishing kinds) imported into each
Province of the Dominion (exclusive of British
Columbia), since March 14th, 1879, up te
February lat, 1880, and the duty cillected
thereon.-(Mr. Weldon )
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Order of the House-Return f all teas im- [ UsE 0F COMMONS.
ported from the United States in each of the
Provinces of the Dominion, since the 14th ]towday, 25rd FJru«ry. 1880.
March, 1879, up to February lst, 1880, on
on which an additional duty of 10 per cent. has The Speaker took the Chair at Three
been collected; the weight and value thereof, oyCI oc
and the amount collected thereon. -(,Mr. Wel-
don.) PRAYERS.

Order of the House-Return of all old rails
sold by the Government or their order since
first of January, 1874, up to present time ; the
quantity sold, the dates of delivery, the prices
sold for, the parties sold to, and the dates of
payment for same, and what portion sold for
shipment to the United States or shipped to
United States on Government account; also a
similar return of all scrap iron sold during same
period.-(Mr. Weldon.)

Order of the House-Retura of copies of all
letters addressed to the Government by the
Official Assignee of the District of Shelburne,
Nova Scotia, dnring the years 1877, 1878 and'79,
uesigning said office, together with the replies
thereto, containing the reasons (if any) for the
non-acceptance of his resignation, and also a copy
of the bond filed by that officer, and any infor-
mation the Department may have as to the
financial position of his sureties.-(Mr. Robert-
son, Shelburne.)

Order of the House -Return showng the
names, residence, occupation and date of ap-
pointment of all Official Assignees appointed
between the 8th day of April, 1875, and the
18th Octiber, 1878, andi between the 18th
October, 1878. and the 16th day of February,
1880.-(Ofr. Cameron, South Huron.)

Order of the House-Return showing re-
ceipts and expenditures under the Weights and
Measures Act for the last six months of 1879.
-(Mr. Ross, West Middlesex.)

Order of the House-Return showing the
sums of money expended for confidential print.
ing during the years 1877-8 and 1878-9, and the
last six months of 1879; also, the names of the
persons or firms to whomi such moneys have
been paid.-(Mr. Ross, West Middlesex.)

Order of the House-Copy of any claims
made by Messrs. MacLean, Roger & Co., against
the Governm ent for damages, for breach of their
contract for the Public Printing, and for all
petitions, papers, and correspondence relating
thereto.-t Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

Address-Copies of all rules, regalations and
Orders in Council affecting the importation of
grain of any kmd in bond, together with a state-
ment of the quantities of the several classes of
grain so im-nported and the amounts so imported
at the princiDal ports of entry of the Dominion.
-(Mr. Mackenzie.)

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes before

Twelve o'clock.

RECEPTION OF PRIVATE BILLS
PETITIONS.

Resolved, That the time for receiving petitions
for Private Bills be extended for ten days.-
(Mr. Robinson.)

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS-REFERRED.

Ordered, That the Public Accounts of Canada,
for the fiscal year, ended 30th June, 1879, and
the report of the Auditor-General on appropri-
ation accounts for the same year, be referred
to the Select Standing Committee on Public
Accounts.-( Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

BILLS INTROI)UCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the firsi tùne

Bill (No. 16) To authorise and irovide for the
winding up of the Stadicona Bank.-(Mjr.
Vallee.)

Bill (No 17) To incorporate the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada.-(M.Ir. Kilvert.)

Bill (N. 18) To make provision for the wind-
ing up of insolvent incorporate 1 Fire or Marine
Insurance Companies.-(Afr. Ives.)

PREVENTION OF CRIME BILL.

(Mr. Blake.)

FIRST READING.

MR. BLAKE introduced a Bill (No.
19) For the more effectual Prevention of
Crime. He said : Some years ago, when
it was the duty of the late Government to
call attention to this subject, statements
were made which indicated that the rate
of increase of crime in Canada was of a
very extraordinary and alarming character.
I have not, upon the present occasion,
taken steps to ascertain the general rate
of increase of crime since that period. I
had hoped that there would have been ere
now presented to us the report of criminal
statistics authorised bythe Act then passed,
which would have enabled us more ac-
curately to trace the rate of increase, but
it is sufficient for the purpose, I think, to
refer to such statistics as we have in our
possession of the graver classes of crime
as evidenced by the number of convicts
remaining in the Penitentiaries. I do not
propose to go far back, but I will give
you the statements from December, 1876,
at which time, according to the reports,
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there were 1,048 persons in the Peniten-
tiaries ; in June, 1877, there were 1,081 ;
in June, 1878, 1,159, and in June last,
1,318 ; showing that there has been an
increase in two years and a half of not
less than 270 or at the rate of twenty-
five per cent. But that even does not
represent the true state of the case,
because the ratio of increase is unfortun-
ately progressive. The rate of increase
for the fiscal year 1878 is about seven
per cent., while for the next fiscal year
it is almost fourteen per cent., or very
nearly double. There is something radi-
cally wrong in such a state of affairs. Our
population has certainly been increasing
during these two or three years, at a very
slow rate, while there has been this
increase in the graver classas of crime of
at least twenty-five per cent., which is
certainly extremiely disheartening ; nor do
I believe that the increase, as repre
sented by the Penitentiary prisoners,
at all equals the truc rate of in-
crease in the serions classes of crime,
or the increase of crimes committed by
hardened or habitual offenders; and it is
in order, to some extent, to remedy the
latter evil that I venture to submit to the
Ilouse themeasure I am now asking leave
to introduce. I believe that, in the larger
proportion of cases, old offenders, persons
wio have been subjected to one or more
prior convictions, have escaped the con-
sequences of these prior convictions, by
reason of there being no proper means of
identifying them as old offenders, and I
believe that the Act for the Summary
Administration of Justice, an Act under
which speedy trials take place, has,
amongst some good consequences, pro-
duced evil consequp.nces in this particular,
from the shortness of the interval between
arrest and trial, and from the comparative
privacy of the trial. Now, this is a
serious business ; because I think it may
be fairly laid down that, whatever
opinions may be held with regard to
the first offence, whatever principle,
amongst the divers and opposite princi-
*ples of treatment, you may adopt with
reference to the first offence, there is a
tolerably general concurrence of senti-
ment amongst those who have looked into
the matter that, after several convictions,
we must, as a rule, treat the offender as
an, enemy to society, as one whom the
interests of society require to be impris-

Ma. BLAEz.

oned for a very long term of years, and
that, if there be, as I should be loath to say
there is not, a chance for his reform, that
chance depends on his having a long
period of imprisonment and of the discip-
line, if it be improving discipline, of
the Reformatory and Penitentiary. So
that, whether you regard the interests of
society and adopt the view that the re-
form of the criminal is almost hopeless, or
whether yo regard the interest of the
criminal himself, I maintain it is absc-
lutely necessary that long terms of dis-
ciplinary imprisonment should follow re-
peated convictions. It is then essential
that we should provide greater facilities
for identifying persons who have already
been convicted, and one purpose of this
Bill is to provide that there shall be kept
in each Province of Canada a register of
convicted criminals, the particulars being
supplied by the Wardens of the Peniten-
tiaries or Reformatories, and the Sheriffs
of the various districts, pursuant to in-
structions to be prescribed. There is also
a provision authorising the Governoi-
General in Council to make an Order for
the photographing of convicts. That is
one set of provisions of this Bill. The
second set of provisions enacts, with
reference to persons proved to be for the
second time convicted that, for a term of
years after the expiration of their sen-
tences on the second conviction, they shall
under special circumstance be guilty of
an offence punishable by imprisonment.
The first circumstance is if, being
charged with gaining his livelihood by
dishonest means, it appears to the Court
that there are reasonable grounds for be-
lieving that the convict is so gaining his
livelihood. The second is if, being
charged with any crime, and being re-
quired by the Court to give his name and
address, he refuses to do so. The third
is if he be found in any place under
suspicious circumstances, such as may lead
to the presumption that he was there for
the purpose of committing a crime, or
was waiting for an opportunity of doing
so ; and the fourth is if, being found in
any dwelling-house, warehouse, or adjoin-
ing premises, lie is unable to give any
reasonable grounds for his being so found.
The last provision of the series is one
authorising the Court, in the case of per-
sons more than once convicted, and
against whom the previous conviction or
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convictions are proved, if the Court thinks
fit, to award, in addition to the sentence
for the crime last committed, a sentence
of police supervision for a certain period
of years. Every such person is required
to give notice of his place of residence to
the Chief of Police of his own district, to
report each change of residence to that
officer, and thereafter to report himself
monthly-failure to complete with this
provision being made a punishable of-
fence. None of these provisions are novel.
They have all been introduced into the
Imperial Criminal Law; first by the Act
of 1869, amended and modified by an Act
passed in 1871. I bring this measure be-
fore the House as, in my opinion,
calculated, I will not say to remedy the
very serious evils which at present exist,
and under which the number of our crim-
inal population is so largely increasing,
but to go some length towards remedying
some of those evils. It appears to me im-
perative that we should, in the first place,
provide better machinery for the identifica-
tion of old offenders, with a view to their
appropriate punishment, and that we
should, in the second place, give greater
facilities for the confinement of those who,
having been more than once convicted,
are found under suspicious circumstances,
and are unable to explain to the Court in
any reasonable manner the reason for their
being so found, and, in the third place,
that we should provide for hardened crim-
inals a system of police supervision which
will enable the authorities to keep watch
over them to a certain extent. I entirely
recognise the view that legislation gener-
ally on the Criminal Law is more fitly to
be carried on under the responsibility of
the Government. I have taken this step,
which seemed to me to be the most con-
venient for bringing the subject under
the notice of the House, but I shall be
only too glad if my lion. friend the Min-
ister of Justice will take charge of the
measure, with such modifications
be thought proper to propose.

Bill read theftrst tine.

RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS'

as may

COURT
BILL

(Mr. McCarthy.)

FIRsT READING.

Mi. McCARTIUY introduced a Bill
(No. 20) For instituting a Court of Rail-

way Commissioners for Canada, and to
amend the Consolidated ]Railway Act,
1879. He said : The object of this Bill
is, in the first place, to constitute a tribu-
nal with power to determine disputes
arising between railway companies as to
their crossings, the arrangement of their
traffic, the adjustment of rates for passen-
gers and trade, and matters of that char-
acter. It also proposes to give power to
this tribunal to determine matters in dis-
pute between railway corporations and
municipal corporations, as to the align-
ments of their tracks, and places where the
companies may use the streets and public
highways within the limits of their res-
pective corporations; and lastly, to trans-
fer to this Commission the power which
the Railway Committee of the Privy
Council now exercise with regard to mat-
ters under the head of " powers " in the
General R ailway A et, including " high-
ways and bridges," " traffic arrange-
ments," and " tolls," transferring, in a
measure, all those powers, except that
with regard to the opening of roads
which I propose still to leave to the Gov-
ernor in Council. The amendments pro-
posed to be made in the General Railway
Law are of a character to place the
arrangements made by the railway com-
panies, and the tolls, from time to time,
proposed to be charged by them under
the control of this Commission. But
there is one special grievance which
I propose to strike out, one about
which I feel warmly, and fron
which my constituents have suffered
greatly, and that is the power which the
railway companies think they have, and
perhaps have according to law-there
is one case, at all events, deciding that
they have that power, virtually-to amal-
gamate with other companies. Rival
companies have chosen to amalgamate
and can do so without coming to the
Legislature, and without getting any
express power in that direction. I do
not think that should be permitted. î do
not think it ever was intended that a
corporation empowered by Parliament to
build and run a road in one section has a
right, without express power from Par-
liament, to go and amalgamate with
another line, which perhaps it was con-
structed and designed to compete with.
The case to which I allude is one of
great hardship. The municipalities of
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the county of Simcoe granted a sum of duced into our Statute-books. There are
nearly half a million dollars for the con- one or two other provisions in the Bil
struction of the Hamilton and North- but I may say there is nothing very novel
Western Railway. It was established to in it. It proposes to be practically
be a competing line, to a certain extent, an enactment in this country of the
with the Northern Railway. This English Statute of 1873, the history of
Hamilton and North-Western road, having which will be found in the Report of the
been aided by the Ontario Government, Joint Commitee of the Bouse of Lords
was constructed ; it went into operation and the buse of Commons of the pre-
and continued to run for six or seven ceding Session of Parliament.
months, when, without any power on the MR. MACKENZIE: 1 would ask
part of the municipalities to interfere, what arrangement the hon. gentleman
they made an arrangement with the proposes for the payment of such Rail-
Northern Railway, so that the competing way Commissioners.
line which the people had subscribed this MR. McCARTIY: With regard to
large sum of money to construct virtually that, the Bil is, of course, in a great
fell under -the control of the old road. mensure, suent. That matter must be
That was done under the general power deait with by the Government. There is
given in the Railwav A ct, and it has no provision for their paynent out of the
been decided by the Court of Chancery Consolidated Revenue Fund, and, of
in Ontario that that arrangement was legal course, there could not be b a private
and could notbeprevented. Idesiretohave member. I propose that the Railway
it expressed, for the future at all events, Commissioners nay have authority, under
that no such power can exist without an the Covernor in Council, to impose fees,
appeal to Parliament. I also propose to and that out of the fees se imposed upon
introduce what is known in England as the litigating parties, there shah be paid
the "Equality Clause." such sum as the Governor-General thinks

MR. MACKENZIE: I would like to proper.
a3k the hon. gentleman whether lie pro- MR. MACKENZIE: My reason for
poses by his Bill to repeal the powers asking about the payment is this: I think
which various companies now possess the lion, gentleman, if he proposes to mi-
to make precisely the sanie arrangements pose tofls at ail upon any of the com-
that was between the Northern and the palies must introduce resolutions in
HIamilton and North-Western Railways. Committee of the Whole, upon which a
That is not an analganation, properly Bil may be founded. 0f course, it wil
speaking. net be competent for hini to deal with the

31R. dcCARTceY: No, I do net Consoaidated Fund.
propose to interfere wvitho any private MoR. McCARTHY : I have nt over-
Charter. I propose that, under the gen- looked that, but I take it that the power
rai Railway Aict, there should not be to impose these fees may be granted, sub-

pewer, as it were by aside issue and under ject to the approval ef the Governor-
olour cf making a trafaic arrangement, Goneral in Council. At ah events, if

for companies to make an amalgamation, there is any objection cf that kind, I wil
and that, if they desire te arnalgaiate, withdraw iose clauses of the Bil .
tey should be obliged to corne t Paria- Billread tie firs tine.
medt and get leave, and then
it would be for Parhiament te say RIMOU KI PiER.
whether it shauld ee given them or not.
I was going on te say that I propose to QUESTION.

introduce what is known in Lngland as MR. FISET enquired, Whether it is the
the "Equality Clause," which gives ailway intention of the Government te restore
companies power t alter their tarif and widen the pier at Rimouski, and
from time te time but they must do se unake other improvements in the harbeur
se as net te impose greater burdens upon of that locaoity.
one person than uponanother, 0 that there Mb. LANGEVIN: I have the honoy
can be ne monopoly resutting. Although to infor i the hon, gentleman that the
that has been the law for many years in subjet is under the consideration of the
England, .it ha neer s yet been intro- Geovernment.

MM. MCM:RTHY.
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PACIFIC RAILWAY - LAND COMMIS- it isà the intention of the Govérnment to
SION. widen the Beauhanois Canal

QUESTION. SiR CRLES TUPPER: It is not

MR. BLAKE enquired, Whether the the itention of the Governnent at
Commission authorised last Session, on present to widen the Beauharnois Canal.
which the Imperial Government is to be CUSTJMS CONFISCATION 0F
represented, and in which are to be vested KEFLOSENE O0L
100,000,000 acres of land and ail the
minerais they contain, for the purpose of QUESTION.

constructing the Pacific Railway, has
been appointed; if not, is it intended to
appoint the Commission, and when?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
Commission has not beei appointed, and
the appointment has been deferred for the
present.

PORT HOOD WHARF REPAIRS.

QUESTION.

MR. MAcDONNELL (Inverness) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to repair the public wharf at
Port Hood, in the county of Inverness, or
to build a new wharf at that place, and
when ?

MR. LANGEVIN: The matter lias
not escaped the attention of my Depart-
ment, but no decision has yet been ar-
rived at.

POST OFFIC E DISMJSS A L-D. H. W ATER.
BUnY.

QUESTION.

i\IR. DOMVILLE enquired, Wlether it
is the intention cf the Governiment to pay
Mr. D. H. Waterbury, late clerk in the
post - office in St. John, the damages
awarded him by a St. John jury, for
improper dismissal and defaimation of
character.

MR. McDONA LD (Pictou) : Mr.
Waterbury, a clerk in the post-office at
St. John,was dismissed, and he brought
an action against Mr. Dewe, the Post-
Office Inspector. There is now an appeal
pending from the Suprenie Court
of New Brunswick to the Supreme
Court of Canada. It was inscribed
for hearing, but vas allowed to
stand over the present term at the in-
stance of Mr. Waterbury. As soon as
the litigation is determined, the Govern-
ment will consider the matter, and decide
what shall be given him.

BEAURARNOIS C4NAL.

QUESTION.

M. BERGERON enquired, Whether

MR. BORDEN enquired, Whether the
Government permits kerosene oil which
has. been confiscated for violation of the
Customs, to be sold or disposed of for
public use, without being first subjected
to the fire-test required by law, and
vhether the Governament is aware of a

sale having been so made by an official or
officials of the Customs.

MR. BOWELL: The Government does
not permit kerosene oil introduced in
violation of the Customs to be sold or dis-
posed of for public use. One case caine
under the notice of the Government in
which the Collector»had sold sucli oil. As
soon as it was brought to their notice,
the Collector was severely reprimandcd
for having done so.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES INSPECTORS
-- REFUND OF SUPERANNUATION

MONEY.

QUESTION.

MR. OLIVER enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to re-
fund to the Inspectors of Weights and
Measures the amounts paid by them into
the Superannuation Fund, previous to 1 st
October, 1879.

MR. BABY: Yes, it is the intention
of the Government to do so-those
who have acted as such, and who are
proved not to be defaulters.

FRASER RIVER, B. C.-LIGHT-SHIPS ON
THE SAND HEADS.

QUESTION.

MR. McINNES enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
place, this spring, a lightship or lighthouse
on the Sand Heads of the Fraser River,
B. C., to take the place of the lightship
removed therefrom, last August.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.): It is
the intention of the Government to place
a lightship in that place. The lightship
that was there has been found unfit for
use, and, in fact, is entirely ruined. The
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Government has in contemplation to erect
a lighthouse there, to be placed on iron
piles.

CASCUMPEC HARBOUR IMPROVEMENT.
QUESTION.

MR. HACKETT enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to ex-
pend a sum of money, this year, in im-
proving the navigation of Cascumpec
Harbour.

MR. LANGEVIN: 1 have the honour
to inform the hon. gentleman that the
reports in this case have been laid before
me, and they are now engaging my atten-
tion. I expect to come to a decision on
the matter, and submit my report before
the Estimates are brought down.
RIVER TRENT NAVIGATION WORKS.

MOTION FOR ORDERS IN COUNCIL

MR. KEELER moved for an Address
for copies of all Orders in Council passed
since the 1st day of May last, relating to
the River Trent Navigation and Canal
Works; also, copies of all reports of D.
Stark, Esquire, Civil Engineer upon his re-
cent surveys, examinations or enquiries res-
pecting said Navigation and Canal Works.
He said he had brought the matter of the
Trent _Navigation before this House last
year in consequence of these works having
been transferred by the last A dminis-
tration to the Ontario Government, and
he had obtained a special Committee
to examine into the whole question
and to take evidence respecting it.
The Government had during the last
summer sent engineers to make a
thorough inspection of the Trent Navi-
gation with the view of coming to a proper
knowledge of the capabilities of this very
important line of inland navigation. The
object of this motion was to have the
reports of the engineers upon the feasi-
bility of the construction of the proposed
communication and more particularly as
to the supply of water for the Canal.
brought down for public information and
to take further action to promote the
interests of the work.

Motion agreed to.
MANITOBA AND NORTH-WEST TERRI-

TORIES LAND SALES.
MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. ANGLIN moved for an Order of
the House for a return showing the

MR. POPE.

quantities of lands sold by the Govern-
ment of Canada in the Province of Mani-
toba and the North-West Territories,
distinguishing the lands within each of
the belts along the line of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad, the prices at which the
lands were sold, and the total amount of
money received on account of such sales,
up to December 31st, 1879; also, the
cost of surveying these lands and prepar-
ing them for sale, and the cost of manage-
ment generally ; also, the quantity of
lands in the Province and in the Terri-
tories, disposed of by free grant or other-
wise, to the same date. He said : My
object in moving for this return, is that
the public may be enabled to learn how
much money bas actually been received
for lands sold in the North-West Terri-
tories, from the day we became owners of
that part of Canada, up to the end of
last year, and so to be enabled to form
some opinion as to the amount we mav
probably obtain in future by the sale cf
those lands, to be devoted to the paynient
of the cost of the construction of the
Pacific Railway. Great pains have been
taken, from time to time, to create the
impression tbroughout the country, and
indeed in this House, that a very large
proportion of the cost of that Railway
will be obtained from the sale of those
lands. We had, last year, a proposal
submitted to us almost dazzling by its
magnificence. We were to apply to the
Imperial Government for its cooperation
in the management of those lands, asking
it, in the first instance, to guarantee the
loans we may require to negotiate from
time to time, the money obtained by the
Commissioners from the sale of the iands
to be devoted to recouping the Imperial
Government, or securing it against loss by
reason of its liability on its guarantee.
We have just learned that that project
bas not been carried out ; that the ap-
pointment of a Commission has been
deferred-I think we may safely conclude
it bas been indefinitely postponed;-that
some other mode must have been devised,
of raising the money for the construction
of this vast undertaking. When we were
invited to pass the resolutions for the
admission of British Columbia into the
Union, I and a good many other membprs
thought' that the conditions we were
asked to accept were exceedingly
onerous. We were asked to pledge
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ourselves solemnly to commence that
enormous work within two and
complete it within twelve years. The
resolutions proposed were adopted by the
House, and afterwards embodied in the
Royal Proclamation, and they so became
part of our Constitution. Subse-
quently, a resolution was submitted to the
House, I think by the late Sir George
Cartier, declaring that, in accepting those
terms, we did not mean to pledge our-
selves to prosecute the work at any such
speed as would impose undue burdens on
the people of Canada, or increase the rate
of taxation. But, when Mr. Dorionthen
sitting on this side of the House, pro-
posed, as an amendment, that an Address
should be presented to Her Majesty, ask-
ing lier to incorporate that proposition in
Her Proclamation, hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the House voted that
amendment down, and the original
bargain remained unchanged, binding us,
so far as words could, to carry out its ex-
traordinary terms. It has been said, this
Session, that the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, when lie acquiesced in what we know
as the Canadian Terms, for the first time
bound the Dominion to construct the
Railroad, or a portion of it, within a
fixed period. I confess that, although I
knew such a statement had been made in
various parts of the country, I was not
prepared to hear it repeated in this
flouse, so absolutely and plainly con-
trary to the facts of the case is it. When
the resolution stating the Terms of Union
was passed, i said that we were solemnly
binding ourselves to carry out terms far
too onerous; but, when the other resolu-
tion was proposed, I argued that we could
not, by any subsequent resolutions of
this House, or Acts of this Parliament,
modify in the slightest degree the terms
of the Royal Proclamation-that we could
in no way release ourselves from the
bargain we had made. My views, with
regard to the expediency, the policy of
constructing that Railway so speedily,
never changed ; but I felt that, if this
Parliament and Government chose to
undertake certain obligations, they should
be carried out in spirit and to the letter,
if possible, and that we should not
endeavour to avoid-indeed, that we
could not modify-that obligation by any
subsequent resolution. But, in every bar-
gain made, there are some implied con-

ditions which must always be observed,
and the implied condition in that case is
that we have the power to do what we
promised. I think the people are now
satisfied, that we have not the power to
carry out the original bargain, made
under the direction of the hon. gentle-
men opposite, as the bargain which the
hon. member for Lambton assented to,
when, I suppose, under the pressure of
the Imperial Government, lie accepted
what are known as the Carnarvon Terms.
We are not in a condition to carry out
the one bargain or the other. I think it
is time-with enormous burdens already
upon us, and an enormous deficit staring
us in the face, and with the vast contracts
entered into lately, with the rate of expendi-
ture on the Railway rapidly increasing-to
enquire seriously into our circumstances,
and ask ourselves what means we have
at our disposal for carrying the great
burdens we are now incurring. Looking
at the Public Accounts, I find that, be-
fore the 30th June last, we had spent
about $12,500,000 on that work ; in
that amount, I presume, no interest is
included. I think the interest on all the
money borrowed has been charged to
our ordinary expenditure ; and we have
gone ou from time to time, instead of
charging interest to the work andsoascer-
taining what it really costs us, paying
that interest out of revenue. Five per
cent. is about as low a rate as we now
get money for ; at that rate the interest
on $12,500,000 would reach the enor-
mous figure, for interest alone, $625,000
a year, paid by the people of the older
Provinces. The interest on the amount
spent on this Railway from the beginning
would reach, if the accounts were pro-
perly made up, to at least $2,000,000 or
$3,0O,00, . How. much of this have
the lands of the North-West fur-
nished during all this time ? I
am afraid that, when the returns
come down, it will be found that the ex-
penditure on surveys and management
has almcst swallowed the total amount
we have received from the sale of the
North-West lands. Last year, the influx
of emigrants to the North-West was un-
usually large, and, perhaps, it would be
as well if the amounts received in that
year were distinguished from those of the
preceding years. I find that last year

1 nearly 2,000,000 acres were disposed of,
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but I failed to find from the Report how
much money was actually received. I
notice, also, that the expenditure on ac-
count of those lands, for surveys, man-
agement, and so forth, was last year
$91,000. I think the people should have
an opportunity of judging how much of
the cost of the Pacific Railway they may
expect as the product of the sale of the
lands in the -North-West. Rapid pro-
gress will never probably be made in por-
tions of the West. Two large sections,
completing the portion of the road be-
tween Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, have
been put under contract, and the other
two sections are far advanced ; besides,
100 miles on the prairie, west of Winni-
peg, are under contract. I think it will
be found that, by the time the prairie
portion is completed and equipped with
rolling-stock, even that will have cost us
a very large amount indeed ; and there is
talk of another 100 miles beyond being
put under contract very soon. We also
find another extensive portion of the Bail-
way in the mountains put under contract.
We have found that the actual expendi-
ture on various sections far exceeds the
original estimats, and we cannot, looking
merely at the contracts, ascertain, with
any degree of certainty, what the actual
cost of these sections will be. Pro-
bably we shall have to add 25 to 50
per cent. to the estimated cost. We also
have learned that a large amount has been
spent on steel rails. The member for
Lambton was charged with having
purchased 50,000 tons of steel rails before
they were wanted, and somehon. gentlemen
who were too cautious to allege, as others
did, that he was actuated by any improper
motive, nevertheless objected that the
rails were purchased when not wanted.
I think the hon. member for Niagara(Mr.
Plumb) laid down briefly and emphatically
the doctrine that, however prudent it
might seem, Governments should make
no purchases which it was not absolutely
necessary to make at the time.

MR. PLVMB: I said, in other words
that Governments ought not to make
speculations.

MR. ANGLIN : Yes, that puts the
whole case in a few words; but we find
that, within a short time past, the present
Government has purchased some 50,000
to 60,000 tons more. These were pur-
chased at a very low rate, and it was to

MR. ANGLIN.

the public advantage that this purchase was
made, but, nevertheless, it was made
on speculation quite as much as
that made by the late Minister. The
Finance Minister borrowed last year some
$15,000,000; part of this was used to pay
off old bonds, but some $8,000,000 or
$9,000,000 is to be used in making pay-
ments on the Pacific Railroad. This is
added to our present debt and for this we
are paying interest, how much as yet I do
not know, as I presume a portion of that
loan is still in deposit, and bears interest.
Our debts and liabilities are growving with
extreme rapidity. Our gross debt on
June 30th, 1879, reached $184,000,000,
and, even if we deduct $36,000,000
of available assets, we have still
left about $150,000,000 of public
debt. This debt has been in-
creased by millions since June, and our
liabilities have been increased enormously
and yet, at this moment, I doubt if there
is any hon. member on this, or on the
other side, who has any clear idea as to
the means by which we are to raise money
sufficient to meet those obligations, as
they accrue. We shall have to face a
deficit, and the time is come when we
should have some means of forming an
accurate opinion as to the amounb we
are likely to receive from the sale of those
lands in the North-West.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
can be no objection to the motion being
adopted. The resolution covers a consid-
erable quantity of work which will appear
in the report of the Department of the In-
terior; however, a return will be brought
down with ail convenient speed. The hon.
gentleman has entered into a discussion of
the general policy of the Government in
regard to the Pacific Railway. I do not
think it would be convenient that we
should on this motion enter into a dis-
cussion 'which will more properly arise
hereafter.

Motion agreed to.

IMPORTATION OF TEA.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) moved for an
Order of the fHouse for a statement of the
quantity of tea imported into Canada di-
rect from the countries of productiorr,
either by the St. Lawrence or in tran8itu
through the United States, for each six
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months, between Tst January, 1874, caùs in New York, or through the instru
and 31st December, 1879, specifying by rentality of Canadians doing business i1
which route the imports were made. He New York. Thus the monopoly of the
said : I desire, Mr. Speaker, to amend the trade has been secured. The resuit of the
return so as to extend it back to the 1st present differential duty las been to fix
of January, 1872, for these reasons: It the monopoly in one or two large centres
will be remembered that, in 1872, I think of Canada, while smaller merchants in
it was, the Governmnent introduced a différent parts of the country cannot go
measure naking tea free. Subsequently, to ew York and purchase their tea in
it wvas discovered that a measure had bond without paying the additional dutv
passed the Congress of the United States, of ten per cet. It is a direct protection to
placing a differential duty of 10 per cent. a few merchants doing a large trade, as
on all products east of the Cape of Good against a large mass of traders in the
Hope, when imported from countries west saller towns of the Dominion, and I ven-
to the Cape of Good Hope; the effect of ture to say that not one box of tea las
which was to make tea sent from Cana-a core to Canada fror China or Japan by
to the United States, chargeable with 10 way of the St. Lawrence, as was the in-
per cent. more than if it had been im- tention when the law vas passed in 1879,
ported fron the countries of production. imposing an additional 10 per cent. duty on
Sir Francis -lincks, then Finance Minis- jtea importew froron the nnited States.
ter, introduced a special easure applying Sn SAl MUi L L. TILLEY The hon.
the saine principle, in so far as the iYo- gentleman is sonewhat mistaken as to
ports of tea and coffee frorn the United the object of te Governrent in passing
States were concerned. That law repained this law. It was not simply to bring tea
in force until 187î4, wlen it was r tpealed by way of the St. Lawrence. It was to
by the late Government. At the last 1 transfer the trade from the united States
Session of IParliarnent, it was re-enacted to Canada. Under tue operation of the
by this Ibouse under the advice of the law from 1874 to 188 the wholesale
present Adminisration. As to the object trade was trasferred to New York and
of the law, it was uîot so mucli to in- Boston, and it was for the purpose of giv-
ducedirectirnportationby theaSt. Lawrence ing the merchants of Canada a portion of
as to place in the hands of Canadian 1 that trade that that law was enacted.
nerchants, as distinguished from New I Motion, as arnended, agreed to.

York merchants, the Canadian distribut-
ing business in tea and coffee. Tofe INVEINESS - DISMISSAL 0F FISHERY
tendency of the legislation of the last five OFFICERS.
years, I arn informed, lias been to destroy MOTION FOR RETURN.
that trade to a large extent. By carry-
ing the motion back to the year 1872, we MR. fMACDONNELL (Inverness
will be able to determine pretty accurately moved for an Order of the Tuse for a re-
the effe t of the legisation in regard to tur showing the number of dismissals
the tea trade, and 1 have reason to think and appointments of fishery overseers and
from the information whieh I have re- wardens, in the county of Invcrness, dur-
ceived, not from the Governmnent, but ing the year 1879, with the naies of the
fro nierchants, that the resut ril prove sarne. e saider I ar inforned that,
that the legislation of last Session was within the period specified in my motion,
einently in the interest of the trade of not less than eleven or twelve removals or
this country, a boon conferred upon the dismissals of fishery overseers and war-
direct trade with countries of production. dens have been made in the county of In-

'N. BURIPEE (St. John) - We have! verness. Three overseers were removed
always understood that the objet of the for causes which know not, and at ,
differential duty on tea was to divert also, were sorne eight or nine Wardens
the trade, if possible, to the River St. Why this slaughtering of the innocents"
Lawrence direct from its place of growth. took place in that particular county, I
I venture to say that not one box of te& cannot understand, and I would be ost
which ias co e into the country during the happy if the Government, in making the
past year lias cone by the St Lawrence. return to the ouse, would show the
This trade ias been done entireglyby A meri- number of dismissals, as well as of thoEe
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appointed within the period -mentioned, been caused by these dismissals have
and also, inform the House of the reasons been filled up entirely froru the Conser
why these dismissals were made. No doubt, vative ranks. In the constituency 1 repre-
Sir, some charges have been made against sent, the principal fishery officer las been
some of these officers. Mr. Rogers, the removed, and a strong Conservative ap-
Inspector of Fisheries for the Province of pointed in his place, having no experiene
Nova Scotia, visited that county, and, i1 the management of the fisheries or any
shortly afterwards, these changes were other recommendation than bis politics.
made in the ital of the fishery over- The Inspector referred to niay be regarded
seers. I am told, Sir, that that gentleman as a travelling missionary, cruising
went through the county f rom officer to around as he does, preaching Pro-
officer, and fron house to house, making ection in the interest of the Government.
enquiries as to the particular side of M. iDALY e can assure the Couse
p9litics to which these men belonged- that, in each case here a disissal has
not whethcr thes were inefficient, but taken place, it as been necessitated bv
whether they voted for myseif at the rast inefficiency on the part of the officia.
General Election. This shows that the We know that the Inspector who lias
rernovals were made on account of the been referred to by the hon. member
political complexion of the officers in for Sheiburne (Mr. Robertson), has been
question. I think that the louse will be performing a good work this season.
axious to know from the Government He lias visited one county after other,
what the grounds are upon which these and lias attended to the duties of lis
removals and appointments uere made. office in such a way as to refiect credit oi.
I have no doubt, as I have said, that cer- himself, and to present a favourable con-
tain charges sill be made against them, trast to the conduct of the oficer who
but I cannot conceive that al these offi- occupied that position before hima, and
cers, some eleven or twelve in number, who distinauished himself only by the
can be guilty of miscondut, unlesa it e fivay in which le neglected his duties.
sufficient miscondct in the eyes of the I think if the Government were to dis-
Government that they voted for myseif. miss the oficers who occupy the positions

MR. POPE (Quee's, P.E.I.) oiThere of river wardens more generally than
is no objection to furnish ail the papers they do, the service would be more satis-
asked for. k may say that there are a factorily performed. There are men oc-
large number of fishery officers throughout cupying these positions-I care not
the Dominion, most of whom receive salar- whether Grits or Tories-who do not
ies varying front twenty to forty dollars a discharge their duties efficiently ; and J
year. This is not sufficient to pay theen to think, when their delinquences.are brought
devote mucl of their tine to the protec- to the notice of the (overn ent, they
tion of the fisheries, and many of them shouid be visited with instaont
do not take the slightest trouble or inter- dismissal. I for one would very
est in the matter, consequently tha river sgadiy commend the Government for
fisheries in many places have been ai- dismissing a Conservative who hoids sudh
most entirely destroyed. Instructionswere a position, if he fais to perform the duties
gIven to td t Inspectors, more particuarly devoving upon him. I think, in this in-
to those of Nova Scotia and New Bruns- stance, the Minister of Marine and
w'ick, to make a thorougli inspection Fisheries has doue a good service, prose-
tbrougout these Provinces, and to report cuting, to the utmost extent, and visiting
to the Department, it being distinctly with severe condemnation those fishery
understood that every officer who would overseers in the Province of Nova Scotia
not attend to the proper disctarge of his ho have negiected their duties. The
duty shoulci be dismîssed, but that no oniy mistake is that they have not gone
removals should be made on political far enoug in that direction. J may say
grounds. Ail the dismissals in the hon. that the county of tnverness is not ess
member's county were roade on the recom- remarkable for the way in which the

endation of the Inspectr of eFisheries fisheries have been encroached upon by
for Nova Scotia. the inabitants than other countes.

MR. ROBERTSON (Sheiburne): So Under these circumstances, we should
iw as I know, the vacancies whice have ook for the appointent of fishery

MR. MAýcDONNELL.
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,wardens and Inspectors who will per- KAMINI
forn their duties without favour or fear of
the inhabitants of the counties where the
laws are disregarded.

MR. MACDONNELL (Inverness) : I MR. PL
am glad to find that the hon. gentleman the bm
has paid such attention to the fishery in- of water
terests of Inverness County as to be able of the X
to refer to theni as he has done. He soundings
seenis to possess a personal knowledge as taken
that the people of that county persist- He said:
ently violate the Fishery Laws. I am not i tleir m
aware that Inverness County is peculiar
in this respect. I am certainly, however, works to
at a loss to know whence the hon. gentle- namely, tl
man gets his information. We have a
very valuable river in the county of In- present eas
verness called the Margarie, upon which of discussi
the officers of that county are chiefly took place
located. I would ask the hon. gentleman men on
who gives so much credit to the Govern- part in t
ment for their conduct in this matter if taken as t
he is aware of any Tory overseers being sucl a ter
dismissed in the county of Inverness, or by the the
in the Province of Nova Scotia, under the fit place.
present Government. He says they were not only n
dismissed on account of their not perform- press and

election c
ing their duties. I will say, without fear insisted on
of contradiction, that it is purely on ac-
count of politics that these dismissals have ernment a
been made, and that there was not a single was t
man who voted for me that was not dis-
missed. That is the fact, and I reiterate tended tha
that the Inspector, Mr. Rogers, an indi- ascend foi
vidual from Cumberland County, went tlree hu
through the county of Inverness and made shifting sa
the most particular enquiries as to the continuai
political complexion of those officers. He culty of a(
is not the only officer from the county of sooner in t
Cumberland who goes through the Pro- olide
vince as a political agent. The people of
that county cumber the whole Province for tle ter
of Nova Scotiawith officials. Wefind them that it was
in all situations. The hon. member in this upon a pal
House for that county cumbers both the rail- thelnemo
ways and canals of the Dominion. It may down a
well be called the county of Cumberland. aon the
The Government is also chargeable with t
appointing several officers in Inverness in evidenc
County, and that purely in order to re- appointed
ward friends of the Government. I was was equal
often asked to appoint officers on some of itout li
the same streams, but I invariably refused
to recommend the appointments, owing to proprietorsb Messrs. 011
the faet that it was a useless expenditure ignap
of public money. hlig

Motion agreed to. hoTis ta

as tken

Depth of Water.

STIQUIA RIVER-DEPTH OF
WATER.

MOTION FOR REPORT.

U-TMB moved for an Order of
e for a report of depth
on the bar at the mouth
aministiquia, and return of
from thence to Neebing Hotel,
during the present winter.
It will be remembered that,
isdom, the late Governiment

or one of the most important
be built in this Dominion,

e Pacific Railway in the North-
Kaministiquia River as its

stern terminus. A great deal
)n in regard to the selection
at the time, and many gentle-
both sides of the House took
lie discussion. Evidence was
o the fitness of that place for
minus, and it was contended
n Opposition that it was not a
That discussion was carried on,
this House, but in the public

)n the hustings during the late
ampaigns, but it was always
by the head of the late Gov-
nd his party that that place
st possible one that could be
It was, on the other hand, con-
t a place where a vessel had to
ur miles a stream from two to
idred feet wide, with a
nd-bar at its entrance, requiring
dredging, having great diffi-

ccess, and being closed by ice
lie fall, and opening in spring
ly later, than adjacent parts
r Bay, was a very unfit place
minus. It was also contended
proper to erect this terminus
er city-the town plot of Fort
that it was proper to deflect
f this Railway, and bring it
g the front of this town plot,
banks of the river, when it is
e taken under the Commission
for enquiring into it, that there
y good land to be had where
got a great deal cheaper, and
ving to deal with fifty or sixty
, who were associated with
ver, Davidson and Company or-
rietors of thetownplot, andthen
large proportion of the lots.

plot of Fort William was that
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of a town whicih existed only in the vivid 1 observed, five or six miles from the curve
imagination of certain acute speculators, of the north-west shore, a cluster or
except that it was distinguished by three group of low, small isiands. Behind these
or four structures, rendered iistorical islands and quite concealec by tbem, is a
througlh the public press, for, after it was dip of marsby ground, through which tie
decided to select that terminus, a mag- Kaministiquia debouches into the Bay-
nificent hotel was constructed immedi- shifting sand-bars obstruct its entrance
ately upon the line to be occupied by the and render constant dredging indispein-
Railway, for which the Goverinment was able, for is availability even for
obliged to pay S5,200-the celebrated vessels of moderate draught. The bmks
Neebing Hotel-only rivalled by the of the river, composed of alluvial sou, are
Windsor at Montreal, for accommodation caving in witl the pressure of tie enor-
to the travelling public. Well, Sir, there mously thick ice formed upon its surface,
was a little doubt upon that side of the and tie whole course of the stream from
House whicl I had the honour to sit the townplot downwards, is constantly
upon wlether it iniglit not have filling up. Why the terminus of the
beei well to secure the land for the Pacific Iailway is there, the gentlemen
terminus before it was given out that on the other side of the buse know
the terminus was absolutely fixed better than we do. Tie land forming
upon. Persons in their individual and adjoîning tie town plot belonged
capacity, having their own personal largely to an influential brm, one of whom
interest in view, would have taken was a suenber of the Ontario Legisiature,
previous good care not to have given out until he resigned lus seat to give place to
that the site of the terminus had been a certain gentleman in Ontario, a
determined upon before they had secured mensber of the Local Government, vho was
the land. By this omission, our late is search of one, having beei
rulers committed the country to a pur- defeated is East Toronto. 1 do not
chase, the cost of wliclh has swelled to mean to attribute anytbing vrong to Mr.
nearly $75,000 for some 90 acres of land Oliver, Mr. Davidson or Mr Brown.
in a wilderness, where the same quantity They did but what they had a right
of land on either side could have been to do: they owned a property, and
obtained for a tenth part of the sum. they drove a profitable trade. When I
But the ways of Governments are strange sought an investigation into this matter,
and mysterious-particularly of Reform in the Committee of Publie Accounts,
Governments. We never have been able years ago, I was informed by the then
to fathoo the depth of the inducements leader of te Goxernrent that I had
which occasioned the selection; although taken a very violent partizan stand on
it was easy enougli to fathom the depth this and other questions.
of the river in front of it, which is every Sio JOHN A. MACDONALD That
year lessened byKthe wash frot its alluvial is impossible.
banks, and will require constant dredging Mr PLMB: Certainly-i tried tn
every year, as wevl as the bar at the bar- do my duty fairly, upon publie grounds,
bour's nouto. It is most unfortunate and to make no personal attacks. I said
that tbat place, of ail others, bas been that that terminus had been selected by
selected for the great work in question. itbe Government. I charged tbat that par-
It is nsiost unfortunate that aniy possible ticular spot had been selected. I cbarged
induensent, or any errer of engineer- that M . Sandford Fleming, in his sworc
ing, if it can be calied an error Jevidence before the Select Committee of
of engineerang - and I do not the Senatehadstated that the rovernment
sec sow it can be se called-bas induced selected tbat place, and tbat be, Mr th
the selection of suclb a place, a selection Fleming, did not select it. The late First
that has already caused se large an ont- Minister saw fit, as he ,as then at the
lay, tisat its very cost seriously embar- ead of the Government, whic gave kni
rasses those upon wbom tUe construction of a large majority, and as he was then at-
the Railway now rests, in consderissg tbe teded in Committee by a large number
question of canging it. 1 remenwber, on of his obsequious supporters and claqueum,
visiting Thunder iBay, entering it from to read me a lecture, in a roay
tUe east, tbat, on roumding the cape, we that seensed very unbecomin, and

MRs. PLU31B.
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unprovoked, a way which he fre-
quently adopts when he rises in this
House to reply to or rebuke those who
differ with him. I was discharging my
duty on the Committee as a member of
the Opposition, as I had a right to do.
The hon. gentleman flatly contradicted
my assertion as to who selected the
terminus, and said that Mr. Fleming
never said the Government had selected
the Fort William Town Plot. I said he
had said so, and I brought the sworn evi-
dence of Mr. Fleming in entire corrob-
oration of the stateinent I made. But I
regret to say that the hon. gentleman,
after reading me a severe lecture, had not
the candour to acknowledge that I had
made my point correctly, but took care to
have his denial carefully reported and
published. This question is of great im-
portance to the country. The construc-
tion of the Pacific Railway under the
present Government is perfectly certain.
The work is to be pushed forward as vig-
orously as it can be, commensurate with
due consideration for the resources of the
country. The line is now rapidly ap-
proaching completion between Kaminis-
tiquia and Red River, and will soon be
extended far towards the eastern slopes of
the Rocky Mountains. It will soon be
in a condition to test, to a certain extent,
the capabilities of the country through
which it is to pass; that gap which was to
have been left while the notorious water-
stretches were to be utilised is now to be
Alled by a sontinuous line from English
River to Rat Portage. The water-stretches
and the Fort Frances Locks, as to which
the late Minister of Public Works so
thoroughly committed himself and his
Government, had been wholly abandoned
by the late Government, long before it
went out of power. When the railway
line to Red River is completed, the em-
barrassment connected with this terminus
will probably be more apparent than it is
at present, but I do not know but that it
inay not be found, after all, that it is the
right selection. It may be found, after all,
that those who have criticised it may be
in the wrong, and my object in moving
this resolution now is to ascertain whether
the enormous expense which has been in-
curred in dredging the mouth of the bar-
bour and the river, in attempting to make
both navigable for vessels such as will be
required for the trade, has been successful.

I am anxious that it should be shown
what are the capacities of this river for the
great traffic whichis sure to spring up at the
terminus of the Pacific Railway. I hope
also that we shall get from the Govern-
ment during this Session a detailed ac-
count of the expenditure connected with
the acquisition of land upon the town
plot of Fort William, which Itwice moved
for when the late Government was iii
power, and failed to get. And I may say
in this connection that, having sold all the
river frontage of their paper city to the
Government at town lot prices, the in-
genious projectors, finding that possibly
more might be got out of the rigid econo-
mists at Ottawa, extended the town plot
and made a large addition to it in the
adjoining township of Neebing, and sold
hundred foot lots in that wilderness at
fabulous city prices, as if there had not
been enough pocketed in saddling an in-
nocent Ministry with half of the lots in
the town of Fort William. I bave
been informed that the traffic of
this year, which has been confined to
vessels carrying freight and supplies for
the Government, and for Government
contractors, small as it necessarily is, has
been impeded by the want of depth of
water on the bar and in the stream suf-
ficient for those vessels that have been
compelled to go up to, and deliver their
cargoes at, Fort William. I under-
stand that, on the 5th of November of
this year, there was so much ice in the
river, while all the bay about it was quite
free, that it was impossible for vessels to
go up to Fort William, or to get within
hailing distance of that magnificent struc-
ture, the Neebing Hotel, whose attrac-
tions were thus offered in vain to the
impeded and anxious traveller who was
tantalised by the sight of the single stove
pipe that towered and smoked an invita-
tion from its lofty though unshingled
roof. In a discussion here between the late
First Minister and the present Minister
of Railways and Canals, the former
angrily disputed the statement that there
was a difference in the closing of the har-
bour at the mouth of the Kaministiquia,
and the closing of the adjacent harbours
of the Bay by ice in the autumn, and its
opening in the spring. I remember well
when that discussion took place, and the
manner in which the hon. gentleman
opposite disputed the position of the
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hon. the Minister of Railways, and that
he produced a register sbowing the
periods at which this river closed and
opened, and sho ving that there was a
difference of from ten days to three
weeks between the opening and closing of
the river and the harbour outside of it
in favour of the harbour. Without
dwelling further upon this matter, I
desire to move for the informa-
tion called for in my resolution,
seconded by Mr. Dawson, who has a per-
sonal knowledge of the locality, and, from
his long experience in the neighbourhood,
and his knowledge as a practical engineer,
will be enabled to give a much more per-
fect 'statement of the necessity for
the information sought than I have
been able to give. I know that
the hon. member will be able to give
this House more valuable information
with respect to the transaction connected
with the location, and in respect to the
location itself, which I think has been
characterised either by unnecessary haste
or by needless waste, or by some other
motive which I do not think it would be
quite Parliamentary to specify by its true
designation upon the floor of this House.

MR. MACKENZIE: I have no objec-
tion that the hon. gentleman should dis-
tinguish himself every Session, if he likes,
by repeating pitiable slanders and false-
hoods, which have been retailed in con-
nection with this matter.

Some HON. MEMBERS: Order.
MR. MACKENZIE: I ara in order. I

say the hon. member has revived pitiable
slanders and falsehoods. I am in order
in saving so. I did not say the hon. gen-
tleman himself tells any falsehoods.

Mn. SPEAKER: I think it is not ex-
actly Parliamentary.

MR. MACKENZIE: I cannot char-
acterise the statement in any other way.

Mn. SPEAKER : Does the hon. mem-
ber believe that of the hon. member for
Niagara.

Mn. MACKENZIE: I do not, but I
say he retails them. In the first place I
am not to discuss the subject at length,
or to follow the hon. gentleman. I would
simply say this: that the site was selected
by the Chief Engineer, that I agreed in
the selection, that J concur now in the
selection. I believe it was the best that
could have been made, that the harbour
and the river are the best, on the whole,

MR. PLUMB.

of the barbours on the lakes of that class.
The creek at Buffalo, the river at Cleve-
land, the river at Chicago, and the river
at Milwaukee are all of that class, the
largest harbours on the lakes; and. curi-
ously enough, I had a visit to-day here
from a gentleman who sails the largest
steamer on the lakes, the Peerless of
Chicago, a vessel very much larger than
the largest of the Canadian vessels, and
she has been in that harbour repeatedly.
Hie was in it this year when the water
was 18 inches lower than its normal level,
as every man must know who bas any
knowledge of the lakes, and even this year
he was able to go in with his large ship,
drawing eleven feet and three inches,
showing that the stories about want of
water are altogether untrue. I have seen
captains of other vessels who told the
same story. All this was fully known
and understood at the time the selection
was made. I believe it was made fully
in the public interest. But the hon. gen-
tleman says that he has not been able to
fathom the inducements. Well, I chal-
lenge him to try and fathom any induce-
ments that ever led me to do anything
but wbat was in the public interest. I
believe this was in the public interest,
and I believe the present Minister will
find himself confined to that selection if
he consults, as I trust he will solely con-
sult, the public interest also.

Ma. DAWSON : J had no intention of
taking part in this discussion, but I may
remark that I believe the plaçing of our
great railway on the Kaministiqua River
was a mistake. It is a narrow and com-
paratively shallow stream, and the terminus
is placed about five or six miles inland
from the deep water of the lake. At the
mouth of that stream there is a wide bay,
across which a narrow channel has been
eut. Au to the Peerless entering there,
she was not loaded at the time.

MR. MACKENZIE: She was drawing
eleven feet three inches.

Ma. DAWSON: That may be the re-
port but I have heard a different report.
I heard that she drew less than ten feet,
but, if the hon. gentleman asserts, from
better information, that she drew more, I
do not wish to contradict him.

MR. MACKENZIE : The captain of a
sailing vessel told me so.

Ma. DAWSON : The report I heard
was that she drew only len feet, if so
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much, and that, although so light, she
stuck in the river and had to be towed
through by a tug. There can be no
question that it is a very narrow
stream and the system of dredging that
was pursued upon it is not one that will
render it navigable. I believe the mouth
pf the river can be rendered accessible to
vessels, but it will be on an entirely
different scheme to that which has been
followed hitherto in dredging it. It is
inconvenient in many ways. Two vessels
would hardly have room to pass in such a
narrow stream ; but what was the neces-
sity of deepening it ? There is an ex-
cellent harbour near it. A great deal has
been said about Thunder Bay by the rival
parties, one supporting the river, and the
other Prince Arthur's Landing. It is
said by interested parties that Thunder
Bay is exposed to storms. We have,
however, the best proof that it is not, in
the fact that, within the last ten years, the
oficial returns show that 2,200 vessels
have visited Thunder Bay. They have
come and gone in weather of all kinds,
in the storms of the fall and in the ice of
spring, and not so much as a single acci-
dent has occurred ; not a single vessel has
been damaged. Now, as the proverb
hath it, " the proof of the pudding is
in the eating of it," and a harbour
which shows such a record as that must
certainly be a good harbour. As to the
reports of engineers, the only one who
ever reported in favour of the Kaministi-
quia was Mr. Kingsford. After the mis-
chief was done, long after the improvident
selection had been made, he went up and
made a sort of report, but I believe the
Chief Engineer of the Canadian Pacific
Railway utterly denied that he recom-
mended it.

MR. MACKENZIE : He did not.
MR. DAWSON: But I have been

told that he stated before a Committee of
the other House that he was not re-
sponsible for the selection.

MR. MACKENZIE: He did not.
MR. DAWSON : I think, in a letter

which is now published, he says he was not
responsible himself, or something tan-
tamount to that, and he says also that
Mr. Hazlewood, who was then iResident
Engineer was not responsible for the
selection. I know that none of the other
Engineers will assume the responsibility

of placing the terminus there ; they ail
consider it inexpedient.

Ma. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.
gentleman allow me to ask who were the
Engineers that said this.

Mi. DAWSON: Every Engineer of
any standing who has been there.

MR. MACKENZIE : Tell us the
name.

MR. DAWSON: I do not know that
I should name the gentlemen in this
House. I sav that, of ail the Engineers
who have been there in charge, none
would assume the responsibility of the
selection.

MR. MACKENZIE: Did they say
they would not?

MR. DAWSON: I wish to reflect upon
no one, nor to say anything harsh in re-
gard to any person, but merely to con-
vince the House that a very great mis-
take has been committed in placing the
terminus there, and one which if, it is perse-
vered in, will involve the countrv in a
very large and unnecessary expenditure.
This harbour closes up early in the fal].
It is not the water of Lake Superior, but
the water of a mountain stream, which in
the first place runs over rapids, where in
frosty weather it becomes chilled, and
then it subsides into a sluggish stream,
and freezes with the first hard frost ;
whereas, in Thunder Bay, there are cur-
rents, and even tides, from the great open
lake, and it does not freeze until winter
is far advanced. On the 7th of January
last, Thunder Bay was frozen only to the
distance of one mile from shore, and that
is an important matter as regards the
navigation of Lake Superior. That lake
can be navigated during a great part of
the winter, for it is always open outside the
headlands, and terminal harbours could
be kept open by means of steam vessels
adapted to passing through ice of moder
ate thickness. In view of a railroad t6
Sault Ste. Marie, and the practicability of
navigating Lake Superior, for at least
a part of the winter, the absurdity of
placing the terminus of our great Railway
five miles inland, on a narrow shoal-locked
stream, which closes with the first hard
frost, must be apparent to anyone who
bestows the least attention on the
subject.

MR. PLUMB: Since the question has
arisen, with respect to the selection of the
Kaministiquia River and Fort William
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town plot, I have procured the Journals
of the Senate for 1877. There was a
Special Committee appointed to enquire
into the purchase of the property at Fort
William, for the terminus of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway. I find that Mr. Flem-
ing was the first witness examined, and I
will read now a portion of his evidence

" Question. When Fort William was fixed
upon as the terminus, did you expect the
ground would cost any considerable sum? You
saw what itis said to have cost-over $51,000-
did it strike you as being an extravagant price?
Answer. I was very much surprised to see it.

" Question. Who selected the terminus point;
who located it ? Answer. The Government
selected it.

"Question. But who located that particular
point? Answer. The Government selected the
terminus of the Pacifie Railway on Lake
Superior.

"Question. Who selected the particular
piece of ground ? Answer. I did. I recom-
mended that particular piece of land shown on
the plan before the Committee, coloured red, as
the land required for the Pacifie Railway.

" Question. Did you do that under the in-
structions from the Government? Answer.
No. The Government selected the spot where
the Railway should terminate, and I recom-
mended that all this land (pninting to the ma p
where it was coloured red)should be secured for
railway purposes. The Goverument selected
the spot where the land should be secured.

"Question. Who staked it out ? Ans ver.
I do not know ; the land was marked out be-
fore these lots had already been in existence
The plan.of survey had been previously made
by the Ontario Government.

" Question. The towr. plot was surveyed and
laid down on the map; the Government fixed
upon the town plot as the terminus; and Mr.
Fleming recommended a certain portion of the
town that should be taken for the terminus ?
Anst-er. Quite so."

I would say now, once for ail, that the
hon. gentleman on the other side, always,
and everywhere, makes the same state-
ment that he has been making now,
sometimes with more temper and some-
times more calmly, but he usually flies
into a temper whenever lie is in the
wrong. I think I have now proved to
the satisfaction of every man in this
House that my hon. friend opposite was
a little mistaken in his statements, in
what he pleases to call facts. I trust that
I shall not be compelled, as I have been
twice before, to bring this book to cor-
roborate statements, which I knew per-
fectly I was right in making, when the
hon. gentleman chose to brow-beat me in
the Conmittee of Public Accounts on a
previous occasion, and a time when he

MR. PLUX.
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swayed this Government in a manner
much more tyrannical than courteous.

MR. MACKENZIE: I am quite sure
I may leave it to every fair-minded man
in this House, if the hon. gentleman has
made out his point. Mr. Fleming very
deliberately states that he selected the
land; indeed, I recommended, in the first
place, going higher up the river, going
above this point several miles, because I
believed the river would ultimately-as I
still believe it will,-be the great harbour
of Lake Superior, and I saw no necessity
for bringing the railway so far down as the
points located by Mr. Fleming. I believe
we could reach the river higher up and
save some miles of railway; making it even
where we did saved five miles by not
going to Prince Arthur's Landing. The
whole evidence will show, if read care-
fully, that what I state is absolutely cor-
rect. The Engineers reported that the
banks were high above the point selected,
and it was necessary to come down to
this point in order to obtain the neces-
sary rock elevation, and the evidence the
lion. gentleman has read entirely bears out
what I have stated.

MR. DAWSON: No distance would
have been saved by going further up the
Kaministiquia, but to the eastward of
where the railroad now is the Ontario
Goveriment has recently run a colonisa-
tion road through a level country. Had
the Railway been located near the same
ground, the costly bridging and enbank-
ments at gullies on the borders of the
Kaministiquia would have been avoided,
and the lake would have been reached in
about the same distance that had to be
overcome in reaching the present inland
terminus. There are other good harbours
on Thunder Bay to the eastward of Prinoe
Arthur, any or all of which are far
preferable to the Kaministiquia

Mn. TROW: The member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) should have been satisfied
with the evidence given before the Coin-
mittee of the Senate, on this subject, last
Session. We had the evidence of several
captains or masters of vessels, who had
sailed over that line, several of them, for
a quarter of a century, and who stated
that the place chosen was the best pos-
sible harbour that could have been
selected. Not only did Canadian lake-
captains give such testimony, but
United States sailors and masters of
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vessels, corroborated that assertion.
I am surprised that the member for
Niagara does not treat the House to
some little variation when discussing this
subject, instead of a continuous rehash
about the defects of the Kaministiquia
harbour. The river I know, from personal
examination, is not as narrow as repre-
sented by the hon. member. It is true
it is a sluggish stream three or four hlun-
dred feet in width, and deposits but
little, if any, débris at its mouth, as stated
by that hon. gentleman. I have seen
the place with parties who understand
the nature of the soil on the bar ; in-
stead of its being a moving sand, as
stated by the hon. member for Niagara,
it is blue clay, and, if taken out, will re-
main so ; nothing scarcely has filled in
since the dredging was made. All it re-
quires is more extensive dredging. The
bar which the hon. member represents as
moving sand is as old as the Falls of
Niagara, and will remain permanently if
only sufficiently enlarged. It is too nar-
row at present to enter with safety
during rougli weather. The harbour of
Prince Arthur's Landing is dangerous,
being an open lake of twenty-four or
twenty-five miles in length, by twelve
or fifteen in width, having no shelter,
and getting the whole swell from
the lake when winds from the
south prevail, through the wide gap
or entrance at Thunder Cape. It is often
so rough as to be dangerous to enter tke
harbour. I was in a vessel on one oc-
casion, when the Captain had to keep the
vessel three hours in the open Bay, be-
fore venturing to enter the harbour. I
am satisfied that the Kaministiquia Har-
bour is by far the safest and best selec-
tion that could be made.

MR. BOWELL: If that is the case,
if the hon. gentleman could not enter the
harbour for three hours, how could he
have entered the mouth of the IKaminis-
tiquia River?

MR. TROW: The approach to the
river is very much sheltered by
Pie Island, and not subject to
the enormous swells that flow through
the gap of six or seven miles in width
between Thunder Cape and Pie Island.

MR. MACKENZIE: It was not I in
the first instance who sent an engineer to
survey that route. It was the late Ad-
ministration. When I came into office

I found that Mr. Murdock had gone
there, and had at first surveyed the line
as nearly as possible in the present di-
rection, and it was from his survey that
Mr. Fleming made the map in the winter
of 1874, that was sent up to the proper
office to have the lands registered as re-
quired under the Railway Act.

Motion aqreed to.
It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the

Chair.

After Recess.
QUEBEC AND LAKE ST. JOHN RAILWAY

UOMPANY.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MF. VALLÉE moved for an Address
for copies of the documents and corres-
pondence which have passed between the
Government of Canada and the Directors
of the Quebec and Lake St. John Railway
Company. He said: I shall avail myself,
Mr. Speaker, of the opportunity which
this motion affords me to raise my voice
once again in favour of the opening up
and colonisation of the Lake St. John
Valley. I amn aware that it is difficult to
deal with this matter in this honourable
House, for, at the first sight, the question
appears to be one rather of local than of
general interest; and I have in this re-
spect to contend, I will not say with pre-
judices, but with opinions which have
been formed too hîastily and without suffi-
cient exanmination of the subject. If the
House will kindly grant me a few moments
attention, I shall briefly submit some re-
marks which will show that it is a right,
I will even say the duty of the Govern-
ment, to contribute largely to the develop-
ments of the Lake St. John Valley. That
tract includes a vast territory, but access
to that territory is difficult to a degree.
True it is that the Local Government has
under its control the colonisation of Crown
Lands'in the Province of Quebec, but it
is also true that it is the duty of the
Federal Government to direct its attention
to immigration, with a view to populating
the territoris of Canada. The Lake St.
John tract may be regarded as the granary
of the east. We constantly hear of the
peopling of the west, it being regarded as
the future grain producer, destined to
yield, not only to Canada but also to
foreign countries, a wonderful quantity of
wheat and grain of other description. It
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is well to encourage and to promote the
colonisation of these new territories
whicli we have acquired, but there is a
danger to be avoided. It must be
remembered that, from the earliest days
of the settlement of the Red River coun-
try, and of Manitoba, the harvests have
on occasion, been completely destroyed by
disastrous scourges. Should a large tide
of emigration be directed towards the
west, it is to be feared that the early
resources of that country will prove insuf-
ficient, and that if similar, disasters to that
already experienced, in the shape of a
failure of crops, should occur, the popula-
tion would suffer from famine. Now it
seems to me that we may provide against
this peril by taking steps to develop the
Lake St. John territory. It may appear
strange that I should bring forward this
circumstance in support of my argument
but, if I do so, I do it with the oIject of
promoting the colonisation of our wild and
uninhabited, but fertile lands, and thereby
of providing food for the population, not
of Canada only, but of Europe, where
similar disastrous failures of crops from
time to time occur. At the present time
we learn from European newspapers that
the wheat crop has completely failed in
the most fertile districts of Russia, and
that a famine is now raging there. Sir,
the same thing may occur in Canada; it
may be that that great development
which is being encouraged in the west, at
the cost of the east, may later be fraught
with disappointment. And, should a
famine occur in the west, what means
have we at our disposal with which to
meet the evil ? I feel it, therefore, my
duty to call the attention of the Govern-
ment to the matter, with the view of pre-
venting the lamentable results of such
occurrences, and the means to be adopted
is to provide as much as possible the colo-
nis)tion of territory in the east. I need
not, Sir, point out that this question is
within the jurisdiction of the Federal
Government, for, in fact, it comes within
the scope of the powers of both Govern-
ments, and should engage the atten-
tion of both the Federal and Local
authorities. But the Local Government
of the Province of Quebec has exhausted
its resources in the construction of great
railways, which facilitate the travel of
emigrants and the exportation of the
produce of our country. The Lake St.

MR. VALLÉE.

John Railway Company, a private com-
pany founded by earnest persons, has
undertaken the opening up of the mag-
nificent and fertile territory of the Lake
St. John Valley. A part of that railway
has been built, and the works are at a
standstill, for want of means to carry
them to completion. Financial difficulties,
from which the Local Government has
suffered, has prevented it from extending
aid to the undertaking. Let it be here
remarked that that Government has ex-
pended large sums in order to place the
Province of Quebec in communication
with the rest of Canada, and, in so doing,
has rendered great services to the whole
Dominion. While the Federal Govern
ment yearly devotes considerable sums to
the improvement of communication
between the west and other parts of our
country, should we not, at the same time,
apply a reasonable sum to drawing to our
midst that French Canadian population
which has emigrated to the United States
and which has there undergone the suffer-
ing which lias been common to all? Some
years ago a sum for the repatriation of
Canadians in the UJnited States was voted,
but, unfortunately, that sum no longer
appears in our Estimates, and, Sir, I think
it right to call the attention of the
Dominion Government to this question,
and to request them, on behalf of my
Province, to promote that repatriation by
granting a sum for the development of
the Lake St. John Valley. The means
by which that district is to be opened up
and brought into communication with our
great centres is the construction of a rail-
way. I will adduce a further argument, a
wider one : I mean one more plainly
bearing on the case from a Dominion
point of view, and one which will, I
think, convince the House. It is this :
large sums have been expended for the
construction of the Intercolonial Railway,
which extends to Quebec. and which is
connected with the great system of west-
ern railways by the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa, and Occidental Railway built at
the expense of the Government of
Quebec. The Lake St. John Railway,
when completed, will connect with the
Intercolonial, and will, therefore, in ac-
cordance with the principle laid down by
the Mackenzie Government, have a right
to claim assistance from the Dominion
Government. We have seen local lines

Railway Company.
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in the Maritime Provinces encouraged by
the Government, because they connected
with that great national work, the Inter-
colonial Railway. I may now adduce the
same'argument in favour of the building of
the Lake St. John Valley Railway.
Strong in that precedent, I say to the Gov-
ernment: If, for the time being, you can-
not directly giveusa sum of money toassist
us in building this railway, you can aid us
indirectly by placing on the Estimates a
sum of $50,000 for the repatriation of our
countrymen, and the Lake St. John
Railway Company will undertake in each
year to settle a certain number of
Canadians, who have been restored to
their country, on the lands in the district
of Lake St. John. This is a work which
I may well suggest and recommend to
the Federal Government. I am well
aware that a question of money is one
beset with difficulty for any Adminis-
tration, but I think I am fairly entitled,
on behalf of this Railway, to ask at least
for the favours which have been granted
to the Nova Scotia Railways. You
have still old rails removed from the
Intercolonial Railway at your disposal.
Well, grant us a portion of them, and I
promise you that we shall carry out our
engagements towards the Government,
and return them or pay you the price or
value as faithfully as Nova Scotia. If
there is no possibility of our getting
direct aid in money from the Govern-
ment for this object, we ask to be
helped in the manner I have just sug-
gested. Last summer, we were honoured
by a visit from the hon. the Prime
Minister and the hon. the Minister
of Railways. They came to examine our
works and to judge and see for them-
selves as to our efforts to open up that
district. They saw a portion of the
country and greatly admired it. They
then promised to assist us so far as the
Dominion Government would permit
them to do so. Mr. Speaker, a favour-
able opportunity is now offered, and, if
the Government desire to give effect to
the project I now submit to them for the
repatriation of our fellow-countrymen,
let them give us some little aid towards
completing the Lake St. John Railway.
If I am blamed for asking aid for purely
local work, I answer without hesitation
or fear, that, when we grant money for
buildings in any particular locality, or

for particular railways-say the Canada
Central, or for the improvement of cer-
tain rivers in Ontario-no doubt such
works are carried out only in one Pro-
vince, but we vote the money because it
will produce good results for the country
generally. This is the fact as regards
the Lake St. John Railway. It will
be of great use, in the first place,
to the Intercolonial Railway, and
then, in a general sense, to the Do-
minion of Canada, inasmuch as it will
open up for settlement a vast tract of
territory, capable of ,supporting a large
population, a territory which will one
day become a vast granary and serve to
shield us from famine in the event of a
failure of the crops in the west. I shall
say nothing more on this point at present,
as I shall have occasion to refer to it
again during the course of the Session,
but I have confidence in the generosity
of the Government, and I hope the hon.
the Minister of Railways vill see that this
understanding is destined to be of great
service to the Dominion and that
it is, therefore, entitled to receive aid and
support.

MR. CIMON: The hon. member for
Portneuf (Mr. Vallée) deserves the thanks
of this House for having brouglit before
us this important question of the railway
from Quebec to Lake St. John. The
hon. gentleman has already for several
years agitated that question, which is a
deeply interesting one, both for the whole
Dominion and for the Province of Quebec.
In the capacity of editor of one of the
most important newspapers of the city of
Quebec, he has made the public aware of
the great importance of building the rail-
way. If any subject in relation to the
Province of Quebec deserves the special
attention of the Dominion Government it
is surely the question of this ]Railway;
for it is destined to open up for settlement
one of the largest territories in the Do-
minion of Canada. The Lake St. John
district, considered in relation to its ex-
tent, is far larger than the Province of
Manitoba itself ; it is a territory capable
of containing and supporting a much
larger population than Manitoba. One
of the great objections urged against the
construction of this Railway, and specially
against the Lake St. John territory, is
that that part of the country can never
bring any contributions to the Dominion
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Treasury. Now, that objection is per-
fectly futile, and was simply raised as a
motive for refusing aid to the undertaking.
If we look at the statisties and at the
returns of the Customs at Quebec, we
shall find that that territory deserves the
consideration of this House. A reference
to the statistics shows that the number of
vessels, transatlantic and home trade,
entered at the various ports of the Sague-
nay represents a tonnage of 1,577,760.
These returns show, therefore, that the
ports on the Saguenay river stand in the
third rank in the Province of Quebec.
First we have Montreal, then Quebec
and next the Saguenay River, classed as
to their respective importance in this
sense. This fact is conclusive and de-
serves the special attention of the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion. If so large a
nunber of vessels have traded with the
Saguenay district, it is evident that a
large amount of revenue must have ac-
crued to the Dominion Treasury. Last
summer, the public heard with pleasure
the remarks made by the hon. the Prime
Minister and the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways when they visited the city of Que-
bec and travelled over that portion
of the Railway which is in operation
Those hon. gentlemen expressed them-
selves as favourably disposed in relation
to the construction of the road. Those
words were read with satisfaction through-
out the Province of Quebec ; the hon.
gentlemen were thanked for them, and we
trust they will carry out what the people
expect of them. I shall not detain the
House any longer in relation to this
natter and I shall in conclusion again
thank the hon. member for having this
evening placed this question before the
Government of the Dominion. I thank
him sincerely for the active part he has
taken as to this question.

MR. LANDRY: I desire to give the
support of my feeble tongue to the elo-
quent remarks made by my hon. friends
the members for Portneuf (Mr. Vallée)
and Chicoutimi (Mr. Cimon), and, together
with them, to plead before the Government
for the construction of the Lake St. John
Railway, and for the settlement of that
immense and fertile valley, destined by
nature to become the well-filled granary
of the Province of Quebec-truly a noble
cause to advocate. Nevertheless, if I may
be permitted, I will at once correct an

MR. CIMON.

error into which my friend the member
Chicoutimi has fallen: quite involun-
tarily I am willing to believe. Statistics
in hand he has sought to prove to the House
that the Saguenay ports' held the third
place in respect to commercial importance,
ranking immediately after the ports of
Quebec and Montreal. Such is the
allegation of the hon. member ; but what
has he to say about the port of Mont-
magny I He has evidently overlooked it
in his researches, otherwise he would have
given to the harbour of Montmagny the
importance it deserves, and the Saguenay
ports would only have held the fourth
place. But the question before us con-
cerns more important interests, to which
special interests must naturally give place.
I unreservedly adopt the view taken by
the two members who have just spoken, and
I hope the Government will understand
the full importance of the question now
submitted for debate. There is a con-
sideration which my hon. friends have
not treated of at length, -which ought, as
it seems to me, to have its justification
here, and that it should not be lost sight
of. It places the question on a much
wider basis, by giving it all the impor-
tance of a matter which no longer
concerns a single Province, but the whole
Confederation. Now this consideration,
Mr. Speaker, may be stated as follows:
The North Shore Railway is des-
tined inevitably to become a por-
tion of the Pacific, an indispensable
link in this great iron highway. From
the various surveys which have been made
up to the present day in order to run a
line and locate the Lake St. John Rail-
way, the fact has been ascertained that it
is possible, if I mistake not, to construct
a branch starting from some point near
Batiscan, reaching the head of Lake St.
John, encircling this Lake with its girdle
of steel, crossing the immense valley
which surrounds it, and coming south by
way of the Ste. Marguerite River Valley as
far as Tadousac. The last named place
would become the terminus of the
Pacific, and, nature having made it a
winter port, we should have at every sea-
son of the year the most direct and short-
est line from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
In this aspect, Mr. Speaker, I think that
it is the interest, not only of the county
of Chicoutimi, but of the Province, of the
whole Confederation to support the
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scheme proposed by the hon. member for
Portneuf. It is also my hope-I might
say, further, that it is my convic-
tion-that not only will the members of
the Province of Quebec, but also the mem-
bers of the other Provinces, friends of
their country and of its prosperity, unite in
a common effort, to exercise for its benefit
their salutary influence upon the Govern-
ment of the present day, so as to cause it
to make accurate surveys, in order to de-
termine to the satisfaction of all the im-
portant question now submitted for our
consideration.

SiR CHARLES TTJPPER: I have a
lively recollection of a pleasant visit to
the locality indicated by the hon. gentle-]
men who have just addreseed the House ;
and I think I have a clear recollection of
guarding myself, as I would be in duty
bound to guard myself, under any circum-
stances, from making any very positive
pledge in relation to any aid to this im-
portant line of railway. I am the more in-
clined to think that I was tolerably careful,
because, if I had committed myself to the
extent that the gentlemen who have so
eloquently addressed the House in favour
of this railway would seem to indicate,
they, being masters, as they are, of
the English language, as well as the
French, would have been apt to
remind me of my promise in lan-
guage I could understand. I need not
say that any person who knows anything
of the section of country that is indicated
between the city of Quebec and Lake St.
John must be quite aware of the great
importance of such a line of road in the
development of, perhaps, one of the finest
portions of the Province of Quebec, and, I
think I may safely say, one of the finest
sections of country to
the older Provinces.
such a road would be,
general development
but as opening up
field for emigration
in the Province of
portance of such a

be found in any of
The advantage of
not only in the
of the country,
a most inviting
and colonisation

Quebec ; the im-
line of railway

would be adding greatly to the volume
of trade of Quebec Harbour, and pro-
moting business over the Intercolonial
Railway, of which it would form a most
important feeder by the connection by
the ferry, with the terminus at Point
Lévis. This would, no doubt, make this
line of communication one of great im-

portance to the whole country, and one
which it would be greatly in the interest of
the country to promote by every means
in our power. I am afraid, however, that
the large claims upon the Government for
railway construction, claims that press
more immediately upon it, and that are
of a character that cannot well be post-
poned, will make it extremely diflicult for
the Government to give such aid asit would
be really in the interests of the country
to give to the line under consideration. I
can only say that the communications
that have been made to me, and to the
Government, in relation to this import-
ant work, have engaged my attention,and
that I shall, at an early day, bring it for-
mally under the notice of my colleagues,
with the view of giving a definite answer
to the communications which we have
received on the subject.

Motion agreed to.

CIVIL SERVICE-INSIDE DIVISION.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. MUTTART moved for an Address
for a return of the Inside Division of the
Civil Service, by Departments, showing :-

lst. A list of employés appointed from the
several Provinces composing the Dominion,
from July 1st, 1873, to the present date ; also,
showing the proportion in which these Pro-
vinces are now represented in the Service.

2nd. A list of employés appointed from
countries other than Canada, since Confedera-
tion, showing the nationality of each, how long
resident in Canada previous to appointment,
and present salary, if now in the Service.

He said: My object in making this mo-
tion is that, when the Civil Service Bill
comes up for discussion, I may be in pos-
session of such information as will enable
me, as a representative of Prince Edward
Island, to discover whether certain com-
plaints respecting the Inside Civil Service
are eorrect or not. I am of opinion that
the Island Province is not represented in
this Service as she ought to be. As the
Island now forms part of the Dominion,
it is nothing but fair that she should be
represented in the Inside Civil Service
accordingto her population. If we put
down the population of Canada at four
millions, and the population of Prince Ed-
ward Island at 120,000, then the popula-
tion of the Island is about one thirty-third
part of the Dominion. There are, I be-
lieve, over 600 positions in the several
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Departments in Ottawa. The one thirty-
third part of 600 would be about eighteen,
and this number would represent the share
to which the Island is entitled in a fair
distribution of the offices in the Inside
Civil Service. Another object which I
have in view in asking for these returns
is this : it is stated that a great many of
our best offices with the largest salaries
are filled by those who are not Canadians.
It is stated that in some of the Depart-
ments more than half the employés are
imported from abroad. If this be true, it
is surely time for us as Canadians to know
the fact, and to take some measures that
will prevent this injustice to our own
people. We do not expect the Govern-
ment to dismiss worthy and efficient offi-
cials of the present staff, but we hope, in
the future, in the working of the new
Civil Service Bill, the foreign element will
be dispensed with. While we are trying
to protect our native industries it is no-
thing but fair that we should endeavour to
protect our native talent. It is hoped
that in the new Civil Service Bill the motto
"Canada for the Canadians" will be
duly considered.

Motion agreed to.

GRAIN IMPORTS FROM THE UNITED
STATES.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) moved
for an Order of the House for areturn show-
ing the quantity of wheat, oats, peas, bar-
ley and corn, imported from the United
States from the 15th March, 1879, to the
1st day of February, 1880, together with
the duty actually collected on each kind
of grain, and the quantity of wheat and
oats in bond on the lst day of January,
1880; and also a copy of all bonds now
existing and held by the Government in
respect to wheat and oats. He said : I
should like the ý Minister of Customs to
make the return by Provinces. It was
suggested by several hon. members that
this would be more satisfactory than an
aggregate return for the whole of the
Provinces. I may also say that I do
not want a copy of all the bonds, because,
if there are many of them, it would make
the return too voluminous, and prevent
its being laid on the Table in time to be
of any service in the discussion that will
undoubtedly take place this Session, on
the proposed amendments to the Tarif.

MR. MUTTART.

If the hon. gentleman will make
a copy of any one bond-if thei e
is such a thing in existence. I
do not know whether there is or
not-and furnish me with the naines of
the obligors to the other bonds, all the
purposes I require will be served. All I
know about the matter is that which Isaw
in a newspaper last August. One of the
journals in Western Ontario, published a
letter signed by "A Miller," drawing the
attention of the public to the fact that
some Orders in Council had been
passed by the Government, under
which certain large millers were en-
titled to import into Canada from
the United States, wheat free of duty
or in bond, and also allowed a year in
which to make their returns. At the end
of the year, they either had to pay the
duty on the wheat so imported, or account
for its equivalent in flour that had been
exported. The two firms alluded to in
the letter in question, as having had some
understanding or agreement with the Gov-
ernment, with respect to the matter,
emphatically, distinctly and positively,
over their own signatures, denied that
such an understanding or agreement ex-
isted. A few days afterwards, I saw in
the same paper what purported to be a
copy of the Order in Council under which
millers were permitted to import wheat
as originally charged by the correspondent.
This Order was dated the 10th July, 1879,
and it confirmed the statement that was
made by the person who wrote the letter
signed "Miller." It is, of course, desirable
that the informatian in reference to this
mattershouldbeobtainedbeforeadiscussion
takes place upon other questions that will
undoubtedly come up before the House,
in connection with the discussion that
must follow the proposed amendments of
the Government to the Tarif. I therefore
desire that these returns be brou ght down
at an early day.

MR. BOWELL,: There is no objec-
tion to change this motion as suggested
by the hon member for South Huron
(Mr. Cameron). If he looks at the motion
carried, moved by the hon. member for
St. John, N. B., (Mr. Burpee), he will
find that gentleman asks for a return of
the different grades of wheat, peas and
barley and that too by Provinces. I shonld
like it to be understood that we should
take [these two returns and combine
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them in one, as there is scarcely any
necessity for duplicating them. The
Government is most anxious to give the
hon. gentleman all the information he
requires, and I am quite'satisfied that, if
he had paid a little attention to and read
the Official Gazette, lie would have seen
the Order in Council to which he refers.
The hon. gentleman lias based his state-
ment on articles published in newspapers
opposed to the whole policy of the Gov-
ernment. I am well aware that a charge
was made that the rules had been relaxed
so as to admit grain from the west into
this country free. The names of the
millers were also indicated, who it was
alleged were the favoured parties, and
these gentlemen, over their own signa-
tures, denied at the time the charge
was made, that they had imported
a bushel of wheat since the new
Tariff came into force. The hon.
gentleman will remember that, during
the discussion on the question of
the Tariff last year, it was distinctly
stated by the Finance Minister, on be-
half of the Government, that every facil-
ity would be afforded to millers in differ-I
ent sections of the country to import
grain from the west, and grind it in bond,
and subsequently export it. I will also,
in bringing down this return, attach the
affidavits in reference to the exportation
of the wheat so bonded, or its equivalent
in flour. The bonding system was
also discussed very freely for a long time,
when the question of the Tariff was under
consideration. It seems tome that, after the
party opposed to the policy of the Gov-
ernment had found that the mills in the
western section of the country were not
shut up, they made an attempt to con-
vince the farmers, particularly those in
the west, that the Government had prac-
tically so relaxed the Tariff as to repeal
the duty that had been placed on wheat,
without indicating to Parliament the fact
that they intended to allow grain to be
imported and manufactured in bond for
exportation, even if there were reasons
for opposing the bonding system. I re-
peat, it was distinctly understood when
the Tariff was under discussion, that, in
order to encourage the manufacturer of
flour and meal in this country, grain
would be permitted to be entered and
manufactured in bond on the parties
giving bonds that that grain, or its equiv-

alent in flour or meal, should be exported
from the country, or duty paid upon
it. The Government lias no objec-
tion to this motion passing; and the
House will find, when the return is
brought down, that the Government lias
not exceeded, in any one particular, the
promises made when this question was
under discussion last year.

MR. ANGLIN : This matter attracted
my attention at the time there was so
much discussion about it in the new-s-
paper press, and I think I read the Order in
Council also; and, unless I am mistaken,
the hon. the Minister of Customs lias not
put the matter fairly before the House in
the statement he lias just made. The
objection is not that American wheat is
allowed ro come into this country to
be ground. The complaint is this:
that just at the time when the
Canadian farmer, who happened to hold
any wheat on speculation, had a right to ex-
pect that lie would get a larger price for
his wheat-because of the insufficiency of
Canadian wheat and flour in the country

'for the home demand - at that very
time, some large millers were allowed to
introduce American wheat into this coun-
try, and place the flour made of it on the
Canadian markets without having paid
any duty thereon. They were permitted,
by the terms of their bond, to grind other
wheat when the new harvest had come in,
and the price of wheat had fallen. They
derived an advantage from being allowed
to grind wheat of the new crop, for that
which they imported, when there was a
scarcity of the wheat of the old crop, and
farmers would have obtained higher prices
had no flour made of American
wheat been allowed to enter the
Canadian market without paying
duty. Now that is an entirely
ditlrent state of things from what we
were led to expect last year. The
Premier, in reply to some observations
made at that time on this side of the
House, stated most emphatically and in
the strongest language, that while the
Canadian farmers had a bushel of Cana-
dian wheat to sell no other wheat would
be allowed to be consumed in Canada, un-
less it paid duty. The whole spirit of
the National Policy as propounded last
Session, as far as it affects the farmers of
this country, has been deliberately disre-
garded and violated by the very men
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who claim the credit of having protected
the farmers and the farmers' interests.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Oh.
MR. ANGLIN: The hon. the Finance

Minister may laugh, but that will not
alter the matter in the least.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

ONTARIO NORTH - WEST BOJNDARY.

MOTION FOR COPY OF AWAID.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron)
moved for a duplicate or copy of the
award respecting the North-West bound-
ary of Ontario, and all documents and
papers relating to such boundary, and all
correspondence between the Government
of Ontario and the Dominion Government
on the subject of such boundary. He
said. At the closeof the last Sessionof Par-
liament, I enquired of the First Minister
whether lie was prepared or not to lay on
une Table of the House a copy of the
Award respecting the North-West bound-
ary, and any Order in Council or papers
in the possession of the Government in
relation thereto. The answer he then
made was, that the original Award, or the
duplicate itself transmitted to him and
all the papers connected therewith were
lost or mislaid in his office, and that he
would cause an enquiry to be made for
those papers and bring them down at the
earliest moment. Some days afterwards
the enquiry was renewed by me, and a
similar answer was again returned.
I am aware that before the
House rose a copy of the Award
and papers bearing on the ques-
tion were transmitted to the First Min-
ister, and were in his possession; but, so
far as I know, lie never brought them
down to the House. Now, it is abso-
lutely necessary that the papers connected
with the north-western boundary should
be submitted to the House before any
further discussion takes place on this im-
portant question; and had they been sub-
maitted at the close of last Session-as the
First Minister, I think, led the House to
understand they would be submitted-they
would have aided the gentlemen who took
part in the discussion which took place on
this question the other day. The papers
were not submitted to Parliament; and I
now ask that they be laid on the Table of
the House.

MR. ANGLIN.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : There is
no objection to the motion.

Motion agreed to.

WILLIAMSBURGH CANAL -DEPTH OF
WATER.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. ROSS (Duridas) moved for an
Order of the House for a return skowing
the depth of water on mitre sills in each
lock on the Williamsburgh Canals during
the season of navigation for the past six
years, giving the highest and lowest points
of water on sills each month for the
period asked; also, showing the number
of vessels or steamers detained in said
canals each year for same period, in con-
sequence of insufficiency of water in said
canals, and the length of tinie so delayed,
and copies of all correspondence in rela-
tion thereto. He said : My reason for
asking for this return is in order to show
the House, and particularly my hon.
friend the Minister of Railways and
Canals, the pressing necessity there is that
we should have our canal system perfected,
as we all, I hope, desire it shall be, sooner
or later. The great difficulty experienced
in the Williamsburgh Canal is the great
deficiency of water, in consequence of
which vessels with large cargoes are fre-
quently detained for a day or two when
proceeding westward. It is very well
understood that vessels do not generally
use the canal on their downward trip, but
undoubtedly they do use them on their
upward trips; and frequently many vessels,
heavily laden ; are detained and sustain a
loss which is calculated to throw discredit
on our canal system-a system in regard
to which we have in this country tàken a
great deal of credit to ourselves. In the
Chief Engineer's report for 1875 I find
lie says :

" In October, 1872, the river was so low that
there was only six feet seven inches of , water
on the sills of the guard lock Rapide Plat;
clearly establishing the fact that the bottom
will have to be lowered about five and a half
feet to secure a depth of twelve feet at low
water."

There is a great difference of opinion, I
believe, as to what the depth of those
canals should be. Last year when this
matter was before the House, I took the
ground-and I have seen no reason t&
change my opinion since-that six feet at
what we call extreme low water, would
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be found quite sufficient depth for all
necessary purposes. I mentioned that,
because the variation of the river at this
point is very peculiar. That depth would
give all the water required for the trans-
portation of the country. It is settled
upon, I understand, that we should have
at least a twelve f eet canal system through-
out. We shall have that in the Welland
Canal, which is to be shortly opened, and
we have it inthe Lachine Canal. That being
the case, there can be no two opinions
that the intermediate canals should be of
a corresponding depth. I think these two
extremes point to what the general depth
should be. The Chief Engineer further
remarks :

" The variation of the water is arrived at
fron the daily register kept at the different
stations, the result of which is shown in the
following table : (Extract) Galops Lock No. 27,
variations between high and low water, 4 feet
11 inches ; Lower Entrance Lock No 25, 7 feet
7 inches ; Rapide Plat, variation ; Lock No.
24, 6 feet 9 inches ; Lock No. 23, 6 feet 4
inches."

This corroborates what I said last year,
that the water varies fron four to six
feet in twenty-four hours. My object
now is to press upon the House and the
hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals,
that the people in our section of the
country, believe there is a pressing neces-
sity that this work should be proceeded
with at once. I hope the hon. gentleman
will place in the Estimates this year, a
sum that will assure us that the Williams-
burg Canal will be proceeded with and
enlarged. The Beauharnois Canal has a
depth of ten feet, the Cornwall Canal
from aiine to ten feet, whereas the
Williamsburgh Canal, in the fall of the
vear, when there is a great amount of
business to be done, frequently has a
depth of not more than sevenfeet. There-
fore, it will be easily seen, that the next
appropriation for the enlargement of the
St. Lawrence canalsshouldbe expended on
the Williamsburgh section of these canals.
Mien the return comes down it will
show that, in 1872, and in the various
years si nce, this difficulty arose in regard
to the Williamsburgh Canal. Every
Canadian ought to take an interest and a
pride in having our canals perfect; and
forwarders prepared, by meais of pro-
per steamers and barges, etc., to compete
with any rival that may be carrying to

the seaboard. Both Governments have
been committed to the enlargement
scheme, and I think there -an be no sound
reason why we should longer delay; and
the country will, I an sure, bear out the
Governmnent in any expenditure that may
be incurred in widening this canal.
While it may be advisable to proceed to
that magnificent country onthe Pacifie slope
other interests should not be sacrificed. We
can well afford to rest and take our timne
to get to the great Pacifie slope, but it is
important that we should increase the
communication by water with the St.
Lawrence. But this question will, k
hope, be further discussed when it cornes
up at a later time, and when I have the
pleasure of hearing from the Government
that they have placed in the Estimates
half a million of dollars for the improve-
ments of the Williamsburgh Canal.

Motion agreed to.

WELLAND CANAL - SUPPLY OF
LUMBER.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. TROW moved for an Order of
the House for a copy of the advertisement
asking for tenders, and for copies of allten-
ders, for the supply of timber and lumber
for the Welland Canal, submitted in
answer to advertisement of January 1 2th,
1880, marking the one accepted; with
statement showing the hour at which
each tender was delivered at the office of
Mr. Ellis, Canal Superintendent, and, in
case the lowest tender was not accepted,
the reasons for the selection made; also,
for copies of all tenders submitted for the
supply of iron or ironwork for the said
canal, and a statement of all circum-
stances connected with the letting of the
contract for such ironwork; also, for
copies of all correspondence in
reference to the cancellation of con-
tracts for supplies on the said canal,
which were in force previous to April,
1879 ; and in reference to the purchase of
supplies for the canal since that time,
whether by contract or otherwise ; and in
reference to the employment of men on
the said canal since 10th October, 1878 ;
also the names of all parties furnishing
supplies and performing blacksmith or
other work without tender, and the
amount paid to each such person during
the said last mentioned period.
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He said : The reason for naking this
motion is; that it is alleged by sorse con-
tractors that the contract was not let to
the lowest tender, and that the tender of
the successful party was not put in until
after the hour mentioned in the advertise-
ment.

MR. DREW moved that the followincg
wordsbeaddedatthe end thereof :-" Also,
copies of all advertisements asking for
tenders for blacksmithing, iron, ironwork,
lumber and timber, between January,
1874, and September, 1878-the names
of the papers in which said advertise-
nents were published-copies of all ten-
ders for the said work and supplies-dis-
tinguishing those accepted; also the
names of all parties furnishing supplies
and performing blacksmith work without
tender, and the amount paid to each such
persons aniually during the said last
mentioned period."

S1R CHARLES TUPPER: I do not
see any objection to the motion or the
amendment. I can only say that I
directed that tenders should be invited
in the usual manner; that, having received
a report from the Superintendent recom-
mending the acceptance of the lowest ten-
ders for the work, I directed that that
should be done; and I can only say that I
am not aware of any complaint being
received by the Department, or of any
coming to the knowledge of the Depart-
ment, in reference to anything unfair or
irregular. If anything of the kind did
take place, I should like to know of it.
We shall furnish the information asked
for as closely as possible in the form
moved for.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

TORONTO CUSTOM-HOUSE DEFALCA-
TIONS.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant) moved
for an Address for a statement showing
the amount of the defalcations in the
Custom-house at Toronto, together with
all reports, correspondence, Orders in
Council, and other papers respecting the
saie.

MR. BOWELL : There is no objec-
tion to the production of the papers asked
for, from which, when brouglit down, the
House will see, that a defalcation
existed at that port in 1874. This
fact was brought under the notice of the

MR. TROW.

late Governiment by one of the Inspectors.
Had the facts then been investigated, the
present large defalcation would not, in all
probability, have occurred.

MR. BUIRPEE (St. John) : That is the
first intimation that I ever received of
any such defalcation at that time.

MR. BOWELL: Inspector Kava-
nagh reported the fact to the De-
partinent that one of the officers
now dismissed was in detault in 1875.
If the lion. gentleman did not know
what was doing in his own Departient
it is not ny fault.

Motion agreed to.

INSOLVENCIES IN 1878 AND 1879.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. CAMERON (8outh Huron) moved
for an Order of the House for a state-
ment showing the number of insolvencies
in the several Provinces, and the whole
number in the Dominion, in the years
1878 and 1879 separately; the amount
of liabilities as furnished by the insolv-
ents, or otherwise obtained, the average
for each estate; the claims proven, the
average for each estate ; the receipts upon
all the estates, the amounts paid by way
of dividend, the amounts paid for costs,
commission, etc.; the average percentago
paid by way of dividend upon the aggre-
gate amount of such furnished liabilities,
and the average percentage paid by way
of costs, commission, and other disburse-
ments upon the assets realised. He said:
Similar returns were brought down in
the year 1874. I find that in 1879 re-
turns were submitted to Parliament con-
taining information similar to that called
for by this motion, for 1876 and 1877. I
now move for returns down to 1878 and
1879. I am quite sure the information
thus obtained will well repay the trouble
in making them out: because the infor.
mation in the two returns brought down
is exceedingly interesting and valuable.
I have no doubt those for 1878 and
1879 will be still more interesting and
valuable. I an quite sure the Govern-
ment can have no objection to the re-
turns, because if the statements of the
Government are correct, that the country
is prosperous, and trade has revived since
their advent to office, the returns must
show that 'the number of insolvents has
largely decreased.
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SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY: It was
stated by the leader of the Opposition
the other night, that the amount of fail-
ures the last year exceeded that of the
previous. A similar statement was made
in the leading organ of our friends
opposite, and also the announcement that
the largest number of failures took place
in the United States in 1878, just before
the good change in that country appeared,
and it is very probable that here, also, the
worst year is the precursor of bettertimes,
so, as last year was the worst, the next
year may be the better.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron): How
does the hon. gentleman get that infor-
mation, as there is no Insolvency Law in
the United States 2

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: That
is just the position we are to be in also.

Motion agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY EMPLOYÉS.

MOTION FOR RETURNS.

MR. LANDRY moved for an Order
of the House for: 1 st. A statement show-
ing, in separate columns, the names of the
several persons employed on the Inter-
colonial Railway, in the Province of
Quebec, their ages, their nationalities, the
religious faith to which they belong, their
places of residence, the nature of their
employment, the present amount of their
yearly salaries, the date at which they
entered the service, and the amount of
their salary on entering such service;
2nd. A similar statement for the Province
of New Brunswick ; 3rd. A similar state-
ment for the Province of Nova Scotia ;
4th. A statement showing, in separate
columns, the names of the several superior
employés in the service of the Intercolonial
Railway, their ages, their nationality,
their religious belief, their place of resi-
dence, the nature of their employment,
the present amount of their annual salary,
the date of their entering the service,
and the amount of their salary on entering
the said service; 5th. A statementshowing,
in so many separate columns, the names
of the several employés of the Intercolonial
Railway who have ceased to be employed
on the Railway since the 18th October,
1878, their nationality, their religious
belief, the nature of the post they held,
the salary attached to such post, the cause
of discharge or resignation, by whom they

12

were replaced, the names of their suc-
cessors, the nationality and religious belief
of such successors, their salaries, their
place of residence, the name of the Province
to which such discharged employés be-
longed, and of the Province to which their
successors belong.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: I think a
motion has already passed this House
asking for a return somewhat similar, so
far as applied to the Rivière du Loup
branch. I only desire to say that it is
not desirable to multiply these returns;
and, if the information asked for in this
return covers that asked for in the pre-
vious motion, it would be desirable to
drop the previous motion. The hon.
gentleman, in the motion now before the
House, does not state whether he requires
the dates upon which the officials upon the
Rivière du Loup branch entered the ser-
vice of the Grand Trunk Railroad Company
or the Government. The great bulk of
the officials upon that branch of the road
entered the service of the Government
when they became owners of the road. I
would like the hon. gentleman to state
whether he means when they entered the
service of the Government, or whether he
wishes to know how long they have been
in the employment of the road.

MR. LANDRY: The hon. the Minister
of Railways and Canals wishes to know
whether by " the date at which they
entered the service," spoken of in my
motion, is meant the entry into the ser-
vice of the Government, or, in a more
general way-at least in so far as regards
the Province of Quebec, that part of the
Railway which extends from Rivière du
Loup-the entry into the service of the
Company which owned that part of the
road before the Government purchased it,
is to be understood. It is the latter
interpretation I give to my motion, and,
if the thing is possible, I ask the Gov-
ernment to interpret it in that sense.
At the period of the transfer to the Gov-
vernment, important changes took place;
salaries were reduced. I wish to know
and I wish the public to know, all that
occurred at that time. In support of
the motion I have just made, it will not,
I think, be out of place to say a few
words as to a rumour which is generally
current and which is perhaps well
founded. I trust, nevertheless, that
such is not the case, and this House will

Intercolonial
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be gratified should the Government in MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.
general, and the hou. the Minister of Rail- The following motions for ReLurns were
ways n particular, take the necessary severally agreed to:
steps to renove the feeling of uneasiness
which exists in the Province of Quebec. Address-Statement of amount paid in de-
But wvhat is the rumour I What is this fraying the expenses of the tenant farmers who
feeling of uneasiness ? It is useless to visited this country during the last year, at the

P c , nstance of Bis Excellency the Covernor-
conceali it, Mr. Speaker, the Prov eo General-(3r. Oer.)
Quebec, or at least, that part of the Pro- Address--Copy of the Commission appoint-
vince which is traversed b.y the Intcr- ing the present Chief of the River Police, at
colonial Railwav complains as to the IIontreal ; aiso a return showing the number of

ofieers acting under the said Chief of Police,
distribution of patronage on the Railway. the number of men composing the whole Force,
Are t'hese coiplaints well founded ? I the naine of each man, tieir respective yearly
am quite willino to believe that they are or daily salaries, the nature of their duties, the
not, but special instances are spoken o, nuinber of hours of service required froin each

. tof tuem ech day ; also, a ïetailed statement of
and, to mention but one, it bas been the expenses of the said Police Force, of the
asserted of late that te superior em- aniounts allowed for the clothing of the ofhcers

ploys o lieEaiway ad akendieand men respectivcly, and of ahl expenses in-ployés of the Railway had takenl the
trouble to bring curred in cennection with the maintenance of

ID the 'Force. (3r. De,ýjarihr.)
Provinces a certain number of carpen- Order of the Rouse-Return of expenses in
ters to work at the Chaudière Station, in detail, incurred by members ef the Governoient
your own county, Mr. Speaker, which and persons in the service et the Government,
you represent with so much honour. Now sent te England, or elsewhere, on behalf cf the
everb)ody knows that the county of Lévis,O 'Oteber, 1878.-(ifr. Rotberf son, Haînéton.)
or the couniy of Montmagny can fur- Order et the House-Statement, in detail, et
nisli in abundance all the labour re- all suns paid eut over and ahore the contract
quired, for the construction of public price, for the building ot the Examining Ware-
I)uildings erecteduse at Montreal, shwing t the sane ti

erete w8ln hi ms the value of the additional works, as well as
without seeking unnecessary aid at ail the difference between the quantities specified
events fro distant Provinces. I arn in the tenders and those aound in tle works as
not aware as to the truth or falsehood f executed. -(r. Desjardins.)
this charge, but, truc or false, it is tise Order of the House-Return of naines et per-

lsons disnuissed, reymoved, or whose services have
interest of the Goverment te renioave been dispesed with for any cause, sud the rea-
front the public ind the effect which sucli sons fr uch dimissals or removals, or who
statements may produce. It is the have cased te be in the service or employnsent
interest cf thc Goveriment te protect the of the Gover met, or wo have been superan-

nuated or transferred tro boe office or employ
ient tf anther, since 3th Febriiary, 1W79;

hon. the Mi cf hailways has already together with the reaons for supterannuation or
taken eue great step in tkat direction, transfierence, the names and residences, and the

r Donal position or emp ydient or occupation cf suchperson or persons n the enpluyment or service
cf Kamouraska t the post cf Assistant et the Goverument, whther permanent or tam-
Superintendent of tho Intercoienial Rail- perary, the amount cf supcrannuation or alew-
w ay has been rece vd by the public with anc paid or te be paid te sc perscnsu; aDse,
a feeling cf wel grou ded satisfaction. the naines, rsidence and occupation of a y per-

muteesti of the G m ent rmeust son or persons appointed to any c ice, occupa-
from the pui min the eret htion or emloyment under the Govermeut, or

isot stop there, and I trust that every ini the service cf the Governuseit, since that
tinte promnotions are to take place in the date, and the office, occupation or employment
Proince of Quebc, the selctions may to whieh sc persons have been se appointed,

Sbe made frc persons residong and whether paid by salary, allowaece or tees,
nariahts o P cn the amount cf such srbary or allowace.-

in the Province. By se acting, tay Gev- (t.O er i.)
truent will meet with genral approba- Order of the Honse-List cf ail vessels that
ind an1 the have carried carges te the Fort William ter-SKad the chare os ta aet of tant minus cf the Pacifie Railway, their tonnage,

tice, dnd the Inter al Rail- oraft cf water, and description and iuantity of
present Administration, while they iay argo.-(ir. Puob.)
have been well founded in the past, will Order cf the House-Retur an f ail remuner-
fal te the around of themserves and be ation, whether in the shape cf fees or otherwise,
nttop f teend Itreceived respectively, during the year e 13,

utel erbtn 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878 and 1879, by the
tMotion agree to. postasters at St. Ctherines, Guepon , Brant-

MRt. LANDiRY.
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ford, Belleville, Chatham, Windsor and all in-
corporated towns, together with an account of
the rents and other expenses incurred and al-
lowed in connection with the post-offices at
those places during the years above mentioned,
-( Mr. Stephenson.)

Address-All correspondence with the Gov-
ernment concerning the dangerous cliff in
Champlain-street, on the Citadel property, in
the city of Quebec.-(Mr. Laurier.)

Order of the louse-Copy of the Report of
the Engineer who made the survey of Trois
Pistoles, in the county of Temiscouata, in view
of the proposed construction of a wharf at that
place.-( :1fr. Grandbois.)

Order of the House-Return showing the,
amounis of money in the hands of the Agents
of the Dominion, or any other parties in Lon-
don, on the first day of each month, in the years
1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879, with a statement of
the rate of interest allowed on such sums upon
each of the said periods, and of the total
amount allowed as interest.-(Sir Richard J.
Cartwright.)

Order of the House--Copies of the Report of
E, Bender, Civil Engineer, on the survey of
River St. Francis, made during last summer.-
(Mr. Vallee.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the
names and salaries of all persons engaged during
the year 1879, as engineers and assistants in the
field on the Canada Pacific Railway, and other
employés out of the Departments at Ottawa;
also, the expenditure for supplies, and the
names of the parties supplying the saffie, and
whether procured by ordinary purchase or by
tender.-(Mr. Trow.)

Address-Covy of any Order or Orders in
Council of the Privy Council, approving of the
Treaties made with the Indian Tibes at Forts
Carlton and Pitt, in the year 1876, and of all
Despatches from the Minister of the Interior, or
his Deputy, to the Commissioners, or any of
them, communicating the same to them, and
h aving reference to the terms embodied in such
Treaties, together with the replies of the said
Commissioners, or any of them, to such Des-
patches.-(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

Address-Copies of all despatches from the
Lieutenant-Governer of Manitoba relating to
the Reserve promised under the provisions of
Treaty number one, relating to the Reserve
stipulated thereby to be assigned to the Band
of Indians in Manitoba, of whom Yellow Quill
was C hief ; &nd of all correspondence and des-
patches from the Secretary of State, the Minis-
ter of the Interior, or Deputy Minister of the
Interior, addressed t. the said Lieutenant-
Governors, in reply or in relation thereto ; also,
all correspondence between the Government of
Canada, and the Hudson's Bay Company on the
subject.-(Mr. White. Cardwell.)

Order of the House-Return showing:
1. The total number of acres of Pub-
lic Lands .sold in Manitoba and in the
North-West Territory, during the year
A.D. 1879. 2. The total number of purchasers
of the same. 3. The number of acres sold in
quantities of 640 acres, or more, to each indivi-
dual purchaser at one or more times during the
year. 4. The 'number of purchasers whose
aggregate purchases during the year 1879 ex.

ceed 960 acres each. 5. A list of those whose
aggregate purchases of Public Land, auring the
year 1879, amount to or exoeed 2,000 acres
with the aggregate number of acres pur-
chased by each. 6. ý The total number
of acres sold, where the aggregate pur-
chases during the year amount to over
960 acres to each purchaser; upon which
a portion of the purchase money remains un-
paid, and payable in annual instalments.-(Mr.
Charlton.)

Order of the H[ouse-Statement of the ex-
penditure incurred for advertising the Regula-.
tions relating to the Public Lands in Manitoba
and the North- West Territory, since the first of
June last.-(Mr. Aills.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the
time appointed for the payment of the Indians
last year under Treaty No. 7 ; the time when
payment was made ; through what agencies
was , money paid, and the rate of exchange ;
also the amount expended for food, and the
amount for other supplies.-(Mr. Mills.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the
value of undressed skins imported into Canada
cluring the ten years now last past, ending the
first day of January last (Mr. Landry.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the
number of cords of hemlock bark exported to
the United States daring the ten years now
last past, ending the first day of January last-
(Mr. Landry.)

Order of the House-Return of copies of all
Official Reports since lst January, 1879, relat-
ing to the repairing of the Blarbour of Refuge
at Rondeau, and the construction of a telegraph
line çonnecting with that point .- (Mr. Stephen-
son.)

Order of the House-Return of all corres-
pondence in possession of the Government, re-
lating to the appointment of and performance
of duties.by the Lighthouse Keeper at Rondeau
Harbour; also, all Correspondence received
from the Collector of Castoms and Lighthouse
Keeper, relating to the trade of that port, giv-
ing the number and names of the vessels that
have arrived and departed during the past year,
together with a detailed Statement of the fees
realized from harbour dues and other sources.
-(Mr. Stephenson.)'

Order of the louse-Detailed statement of
expenditures, under the head of UaforAean Ex-
penses, amounting to $2,282, as given in the
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements of
the Accountant of the House of Commons, for
the year ending 30th June, 1879, and the names
ofp arties receiving suchpayment., -(Mr. Charl-
ton.)

Address-Copies of Instructions issued to
Postmasters in Cities, Towns, and Villages, by
the Postmaster-General, under authority of
Section 39 of the Act 38 Victoria Chapter 7,
with reference to dutiable goods brought into
the Dominion through the Post-Office -(Mr.
Fleming.)

Order of the House-Detailed monthly state-
ment of the amount expended during the year
1878 and 1879, in advertising on behalf of the
Government, or any public service, in the
public journals of the Dominion, the amount
paid each journal respectively, and the purpose
for which such money was paid ; also, the
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amount paid in subscriptions, for what papers
paid, and whether such papers were orderec
for the use of the Public Depaments or other-
wise.-(Mr. Fleming.)

Order of the House-Return of all expenses,
in detail, paid to Law Agents and Counsel for
professional services in reference to the Ontario
Boundary Commission, and the Arbitration and
Award between the Dominion and Ontario,
giving naies of persons to whom paid and dates
of payment, and of all claims for professional
services (if any) still remaining unpaid.-
(Mr. White, Cardwell.)

Order of the House.-Statement showing
the quantity of sugar imported into the Domin-
ion for eacli six months, namely : from let of
January to3Oth June, and from Ist of July to
30th December, respectively, between lst Jan-
nary, 1872, and 31st December, 1879 ; specify-
ing the country from which it was imported,
the quantity im ported by vessel, and the port
at which the latter was enterd.-(Jfr. White,
Cardwell.)

Order of the House-A copy of the Report
of Engineer upon Petition asking for the erec-
tion of a Breakwater or the making of a Harbour
at Stony Island, Shelburne County, Nova
Scotia.-(Mr. Robertson, Shelburne.)

Order of the House-Return showing the
names of all Insurance Companies licensed on
and since the first day of April, 1879 ; Licenses
since that date cancelled, nature and amount
of securities held in each case, the value at
which such securities have been accepted,
whether at par value or above or below par
value; statement of any additional deposits
which since that time have been required to be
made by reason of depreciation of value of
securities or increase of business ; atatement
of deposits made with Trustecs under Section
7 of the Consolidated Insurance Act of 1877,
and a return of Companies ceasing to do busi-
ness since that date ; also, a return of claims
contested by the different Companies with the
cause of contestation in each case-(Mr.
Colby.)

House adjourned at
Ten minutes after

Ten o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 24th February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in
troduced and read the first time:-

Bill (No. 21) To empower the Stadacona Fire
and Life Insurance Company. to relinquish
their Charter, and to provide for the winding
up of their affairs.-(Yr. Casgrain.)

Bill (No. 22) Further to amend the Act there-
in citei, incorporating the Canada Guarantee
Company.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

MR. FLEMING.

Bill (No. 23) To incorporate the French At-
lantic Cable Company.-(MIr. Cameron, North
Victoria.)

Bill (No. 24) To incorporate the Dominion
Commercial Travellers' Association. -(fr.
Gault.)

Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment
of Superannuation, Provident and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany.-(Mfr. Robertson. Ranilton.)

Bill (No.26) To incorporate the Emerson and
Turtle Mountain Railway Company.-(M1r.
Royal.)

Bill (No. 27) To incorporate the Baptist
Union of Canada.--(Mfr. Mackenzie.)

Bill (No. 28) Further to amend anAct respec-
ting the security te be given by officers of Can-
ada.-(Sir Samuel L. 2 illey.)

RELIEF OFf THE DISTRESS IN IRELAND.

ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCY.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
move for the adoption of an Address of
this House, concurring in the recoin-
mendation in His Excellency's Speech,
in relation to the distressed people of Ire-
land.

MR. MACKENZIE : I do not desire
to say a word in seconding the motion,
except this : I observe from some of the
telegraphic despatches that an amend-
ment has been made to the Government
Bill in England, providing for relief of
the sufferers from famine in Ireland, to
the effect that every person who receives
relief shall be disfranchised. It seems
unaccountable to me that there should be
such a provision. Still, the despatches
seem to say so. I have merely to suggest
to the hon. gentleman that, when the
money is sent to the Secretary of State, it
should be accompanied by the request
that no Canadian contribution should be
used for the purpose or with the result of
disfranchising the Irish sufferers.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think the hon. gentleman is not under a
misapprehension in merely reading the
telegraphic reports. The hon. gentleman
is quite correct in supposing the existence
of a provision in the law disfranchising
certain recipients of relief. But such
would not be the case as regards this
Canadian contribution. There is a pro-
vision in the Poor Law of England and
Ireland-the ordinary Poor Law-that
the acceptance of relief from the parish is,
of itself, a disqualification.

MR. HOLTON: What is the effect of
this change7

Distress in Ireland.(COMMONS.]
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SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Any MR. ANGLIN : It is very difficult to
sum of money, any grant of indoor or
outdoor relief by the Poor Law Guardian,
to a voter, disqualifies him-I do not
know for how long- from the exercise of
the franchise.

MR. HOLTON: Does the amendment
made to this Bill place the beneficiaries
from this fund in the category of those
receiving relief under the Poor Laws of
the country, working their disqualification
-that is the point?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No
voluntary contributions, any more than an
ordinary gift, can bave that effect. The
policy of tie law is that a party who is a
pauper, according to the construction of
the Poor Laws, by getting parish relief
out of the fund provided by law, should
be disfranchised. This merely voluntary
contribution of the people os Conada can
not have any effect in law in f hat way.

MIR. HOLTON : in view of the state-
ment that a Bill has passed the British
House of Commons, under the auspices
of the Imperial Government, causing the
disfranchisement of all who participate
in the benefits of fhe relief appropriated
by that Bill, my hon. friend the member
for Lambton has properly suggested that
we should take care that such direction is
given to our contribution as will not
make us parties to the disfranchisement
of the temporarily poor, by placing them
in the category of those who are burdens
upon the parish.

MR. MILLS : That would seem to be
the burden of the Bill now before the lm-
perial Parliament. It places the recipients of
any relief exactly inthe position of those-who
receive relief under the Poor Law, and, of
course, that being the case, all who re-
ceive relief from the Imperial Treasury
will be classed as paupers and disfran-
chised as such. Great care should be
taken that we be no parties in any way to
any measure of that sort.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: By no
possibility can our contribution have sich
effect, any more than the subscriptions of
private individuals or corporations.

MR. HOLTON : Every care should be
taken that our contribution be not made
to work towards the disfranchisement of
the suffering Irish.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
shall take care it will not.

Relief of the

understand what the telegrams mean.
We know that some time ago the lm-
perial Government authorised Boards of
Guardians in Ireland, in several Poor
Law Unions, to extend relief to the
suffering in some way not very well de-
fined. I think now that this Bill is
introduced to legalise that course-to
authorise those Boards to extend relief
outside of the ordinary poor-rate relief.
The effect of the amendinent proposed
would probably be to extend to persons
relieved under this Aet the operation of
those clauses of the Poor Law which dis-
franchise those who receive relief fromu
the poor rates. The difficulty, then, is
that if our noney be by the Imuperial
Government handed over to the Poor
Law Guardians for distribution, it May
be so employed as to destroy the rights
as electors of those receiving such
relief, and we know that a gen-
eral election is approaching, and
every neans will be used by one side or
other to disfranchise those supposed to be
hostile to the Tory or Liberal candidates.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
shall take every care to guard againt such
results.

Resolved, That the following Address Le pre-
sented to His Excellency the Governor-Gen-
eral -

" To His Excellency the Right Honourable Sir
JOHN DOUGLAS SUTIIERLAND CAMPBELL,
(commonly called the Marquis of Lorne)
Knight of the Most Ancient and M4ost Noble
Order of the Thistle, Knight Grand Cross of
the Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and St. Georze, Governor-General of
Canada, and Vice-Admiral of the same, etc.,
et:., etc.

" MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY

" We, Her Majesty's dutiful and loyal sub-
jects, the Commons of Canada, in Parlianent
assembled, beg leave to approach Your Excel-
lency with the expression of our deep sympathy
on behalf of our fellow-subjects in Ireland, who,
on account of the f ailure of the crops and the
prevailing destitution amonest the labouring
classes in that part of the United Kingdom,
have been subjected to grievous want and
destitution.

" We have, upon the invitation of Your Ex-
cellency, cordially and unanimously concurred.
in a proposal to grant to Her Majesty the sum
of one hundred thousand dollars for the relief
of the present great distress in Ireland ; We
pray Your Excellency to cause the issue of
this amount out of the Consolidated Fund for
this purpose ; and we assure Your Excellency
that we will hereafter cheerfully agree to the
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necessary propositions for making good this ap-
propriation, according to law."

Ordered, That the said Address be communi-
cated to the Senate for their concurrence.

VENTILATION OF THE CHAMBER.

REMARKS.

MR. CHARLTON: I desire the in-
dulgence of the House for a moment,
while I refer to a matter of personal
interest to us all. It is believed to be the
function of an Opposition to find fault,
and every member should find fault with
whatever may be wrong. Acting on that
belief in the past, I have taken occasion
many times to find fault with the ventila-
tion of this Chamber, and, as I have been
somewhat conspicuous in finding fault,
personally, it may not be deemed an as-
sumption on my part, if I take the initiative
in making some complimentary acknow-
ledgement to the Ministerof Public Works
on the great success with which he has
grappled with this difficult question. For
this Chamber, from the day it was first
used, has been unfit for- the Legislature
to assemble in. To secure its proper
ventilationseemedto be a problem impossi-
ble te grapple with, until it has been suc-
cessfully solved by the Minister of Publie
Works. We sit to-day in a Chamber
which I venture to say is the best venti-
lated legislative hall in America. I
therefore feel I can do no less than rise
in my place and compliment the Minister
of Public Works on his success in this im-
portant work. We sit here now in
comfort, without the risk of contracting
disease from bad ventilation, and, if that
lion. Minister succeed as admirable in the
discharge of all his duties as he has in
the ventilation of this Chamber, he will
leave behind him a very enviable record in-
deed. I hope it will not be deemed un-
gratious if I refer to the only remaining
grievance, with respect to the lighting of
the gas. It is allowed to escape at times
to such an extent as to pervade the
Chamber with an offensive odour. I
throw out the suggestion whether it would
not be possible to ignite the gas so that
it may not pervade the Chamber.

MR. PLUMB:. Having cooperated
withi my hon. friend opposite (Mr. Charl-
ton) in bringing before the House the no
slight grievance of its imperfect ventila-
tion, I am quite happy to join with him
in congratulating the Minister of Public

' Sm JOHN A. MAcDONAa.

Works upon the perfect success he has
attained in removing what seemed to all
the members a very great inconvenience,
and very great source of ill health to those
compelled, night after night, to sit in this
House as ventilated up to this time. I
think also I may say that the Minister of
Public Works has thus contributed to the
good, the perfect ventilation of public
questions; because, when members are
sitting in this flouse, overcome by the
heavy atmosphere, they are not able to
attend to their duties with that vigour
and efmciency which they ought to evince,
and, as our friends on the opposite side
are small in numbers, we will be very
.happy to give them every possible facility
to make the best use of their powers. I
wish to add my personal thanks to those
expressed to the Minister of Public
Works for the most eficient manner in
wbich he bas brought about this improve-
ment. I trust that some improved me-
thod of lighting the gas may be devised,
so as to prevent escape and diffusion
throughout the House, at the moment be-
fore ignition.

Ma. LANGEVIN: I thank both hon.
gentlemen who have just spoken for the
way in which they have noticed the
change in the ventilation of the House.
Of course it was my duty to attend to the
representations made on the subject. I
am not so selfish as to take to myself the
compliments just passed upon the ventila-
tion. If it has proved a success, the
credit is due to the officers who have
performed the work under my orders.
As to the gas, I know there is a defect
to remedy ; I hoped to be able this year
to substitute for it the electric light, but
have been disappointed. lowever, I
hope that, the next time we meet, we shall
have the electric light substituted for the
present gas, which will dispose of the
grievance now felt.

PRIVILEGES OF THE HOUSE - JOHN
A. MACDONELL.

HEARING AND DETERMINATION OF THE

CASE.

Order for the attendance of Mr. John A.
Macdonell at the Bar of the House, read.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD moved
that John A. Macdonell be called in.

Motion agreed to.

Case.[COMMONS.]
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Mr. SPEAKER directed the Sergeant-
at-Arms to call John A. Macdonell to
the Bar of the House.

MR. McLENNAN: Before Mr Mac-
donell is called in, I wish to be allowed to
read an apology he has placed in my
hands.

MR. MACKENZIE: I rise to a point
of order. The motion that John A. Mac-
donell be brought to the Bar is put and
carried.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: It is not
carried.

MR. SPEAKER: It has been carried.
John A. Macdonell now appeared

at the Bar of the House.
The CLERK read the statement made by

Mr. Mackenzio on Monday, the 12th of
May, 1879, which is as follows:-

" That on Saturday last, a person named John
A. Macdoneil, while sitting inside the House,
made offensive remarks towards a member of
this flouse, aramely, the member for Shefford,
who at the time was sitting in bis place in the
flouse, viz.:--that the said member was a cheat
and swindler ; that the offending person was
ordered by the Speaker to withdraw from the
House, but that he nevertheless again returned,
when he was again expelled by the Sergeant-at-
Arms. That immediately afterwarda a letter
was received by the member for Shefford in the
foilowing terms, presumably written by this
same person :-

To the lon. L. S. Huntington, II.P.
'SIR,-I desire to state out of the House,

what I stated in it. You are a cheat and a
swindler.

"J. A. MACDONELL."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD then
examined the said John A. Macdonell, as
follows :-

(uestion :--Have you anything to say with
respect to the charge just read ?

Answer ;-I desire to apologise to this bon-
ourable House for the remarks made by me to
the hon. member for Shefford.

He was then directed to withdraw, and
remain in attendance.

MR. McCARTHY movcd that leave be
granted to Mr. John A. Macdonell to made
the apology and explanation that he de-
sires to make.

Motion agreed to.
Mr. John A. Macdonell was called in,

and leave was granted him to make the
explanation he desired.

Mr. John A. Macdonell said:

To thte Speaker of the House of Commons of
Canada.

MR. SrEAKER,-I desire to express to you, as
Speaker of this honourable House, my sincere re-

gret for having, on the evening of the eleventh
day of May last, while admitted by the courtesy
of the House to a seat on the floor of the flouse.
committed a bre.Ach of the privileges of this hon-
ourable body by referring to one of the members
of this House in terms which should not have
been used within the walls of this Chamber.
I desire to state that my language was not ad-
dressed to the member in question, nor to any
member of the House, but to a gentleman
sitting beside me at the time on the seat which
is allotted to strangers.

I did not intend to speak in a voice which
would be audible to the member for Shefford, or
to any member of this flouse, for I had no de-
sire to commit any breach of the privileges of
this House of Commons, for which I entertain
the highest possible respect, but the words
unguardedly used by me having been heard by
the member with reference to whom they were
used, or having been meNtioned to him as hav-
ing been spoke by me with reference to him,
and the matter having been brought to the at-
tention of this House, and as I arn advised and
believe that my language constituted a breach
of the privileges of the louse, I now apologise
to this flouse for the offence to the House, and
to assure you that I most deeply regret that 1
should in any way have infringed upon the
privileges of the Houe of Comrnons ot Canada.

With reference to the note addressed by me
to Mr. Lucius Seth Huntington, I an advised
and believe that that act did not constitute a
breach of the privileges of this House, not hav-
ing been committed within the House, and the
words used not referring to any action of Mr.
Huntington in his Parliamentary capacitY ; but
if you, Mr. Speaker, and this honourable House,
think otherwise, and that it did constitute a
breach of your privileges, I arn prepared to
offer, and do offer to this House, my apology.
for the same, and to express to this House my
sincere regret therefor.

He -was again directed to withdraw,
and remain in attendance.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : I think, Sir,
that, when first the conduet of Miýir. Mac-
donell was complained of by the hon.
member for Lanbten (Mr. Mackenzie),
he should htve followed it up by a
resolution affirning that such conduct
was a breach of the privileges of this
House, but, that motion iot having been
made, I consider it necessary now, bef ore
we take any further action in the natter,
to declare that this conduct was a breach
of the privileges of this House, or we
should declare that it was not. I assume
that, by the action of this House in suim-
moning this person to attend here, it is
virtually admitted, or I should say virtu-
ally resolved that it was a breach of the
privileges of this House, but before we
go further I think we should put such a
resolution upon the Journals of the House.
I think that should have been done in
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>rder that you might have informed Mr.
Macdonell as lie stood at the Bar that his
conduct, or the conduct of the person who
has transgressed, had been adjudged a
breach of the privileges of this House, but,
that having been omitted, it is better that
it should be done now than left undone.
Therefore I move :

That Mr. John A. Macdonell having, as he
admits, used the offensive words towards the
hon. member for Shefford, complained of by the
Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, member for Lambton, in
his place on the 12th of May, last, was, by his
said conduct, guilty of a breach of the privileges
of this House.

1 members of this House, that the second
offence would not be such as we would
have a right to commit him on. I would
suggest to the hon. member, that the
proper shape in which to put this matter
before the House would be to make the
addition that the offence was committed
on the floor of the House, or within the
precinct of the House.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: That is
stated in the complaint made. My reso-
lution refers to the complaint made on
the 12th of May last.

MR. CASGRAIN: I think that my
suggestion is a good one, and that the

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. mem- charge must appear specificaliy on the
ber for Frontenac's resolution is not what paper if you want to proceed hereafter.
it purports to be. It is there stated that At any rate, I think I may fairly lay this
this man (Mr. Macdonell), having admitted proposition before the hon. the Premier,
etc., is thereby guilty. It is not his ad- who may understand better than auyone
mission that makes bim guilty. He is else in the fouse the value of the sugges-
quite as guilty whether he admitted it or tion now rade.
not. The question is whether he did MR. MACKENZIE: I would suggest
commit the offensive act. If he denies that the hou. gentleman should alter the
that lie committed it, we would have had preliminary part of lis motion in this
to consider the proof which was convenient. way. At present it reads ina continnous
The resolution of the hon. gentleman sentence
makes the admission the basis of the "Mr John A. Macdonell, having admitted
motion, not the commitment of the of- that he used offensive words towards the hon.
fence itself. I would ask him to alter it memhr for Shefford complained of by the lon.
so as to remove that objection. Mr. Mackenzie, member for Lambton. in his

MR. KIR KPATRICK: I think the place on the l2th of May last, was, by such
hon. gentleman misinterprets my motion. conduct, guilty of a breacl of the privilegesof
The words "vas by said conduct guilty" the ouse."
I think meet the points raised by the hon. I would suggcst that lie slid change
gentleman. We cannot find Mr. Mac- the motion to read in this way
donell guilty of a breech of the privil- "Mr. John A. Macdoncll, as lie admits
eges of this [House until either "lie has at the Bar of this fouse laving used,"
been- guilty on proof, or until he lias ad- and so on.
mitted his guilt." In this case he lias MR. McCARTIY: That is the saine
admitted it, and we must take into thing.
consideration that no proof is necessary. MR. MACKENZIE: No it is not, be-

MR. MACKENZIE: You use confes- cause you put these words in brackets:
sion as a proof. "having as le admits."

MR. CASGRA1N: You cannot do MR. KJRKPATRJCK: There is no
that. I think there is a little mistake in harm in tlat.
this, if I may be allowed to say so. If MR. McCARTIY: I flnd in Mr.
you find a man guilty, and you want to Hope's case a motion in these terns. Mr.
punish him, you must take a legal and Courtney moved: "Mr. Hope, having cou-
proper means to do so. In this instance, fessed huxseif to be the author of the
the person who is at the Bar is guilty of letter, is guilty of a breaci of the privileges
two offences-the first offence is that of this fouse." The wholc matter, tle
committed on the floor of the House; hon. member will sec, appears on our
and that offence the House must take Journals. The Speaker lias rcad to Mr.
cognizance of. The second offence he Macdoncll the complaint which the hcn.
admits to a certain extent, if it be an member for Lambton made i May last;
offence. I do not see for my part, and I that shows the clargeMr. Macdonell hav-
believe I shall be sustained by the legal ing been brouglt to the Bar to answer

Ma. KIRKPATRICK.
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both charges. The first he admits isa member of this ouse wouldgofor nothing.
breach of the privileges of the House, and It seems to me, looking at these cases,
apologises for his conduct. In regard to that this fact is established: that
the second, lie is advised that it is not a the testimony of the hon. member
breach of the privileges of the House, but is itseif conclusive in regard to the
says that, if the House considers it also fact. We do not require further testi-
a breach of the privilege, lie also mony. You do not r@quire to bring the
apologises for that one. My hon. friend accused to the Bar of the fouse with aview
moves that he, having confessed the truth to establisl the fact that a breacl of pri-
of the charge which the lion. member for vilege had been committed. The fouse
Lambton made against him, is guilty was cognizant of that before le vas
of a breach of the privileges of this flouse. brought to the Bar.

MR. CASGRAIN: In regard to MR. McCARTHY: The only thing that
which? appears on thc Journals of th fouse was

MR. McCARTHY: In regard to the a statement made by the hon. member for
first of the two charges. I doubt whether Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie). 0f course that
we have any power to deal with the is what we are dealing vitl.
second charge. Perhaps, if Mr. Mac- Mn. MILLS: Prior to that, the hon.
donell had not appeared at the Bar, we inember for Shefford (Mr. Huntington)
would have felt ourselves in rather a called the attention of the louse to the
ridiculous position. fact of the breacl of privilege, and subse-

MR. CASEY: Do I understand the quently the hon. iember for Lanubton
lion. mover of this resolution, which pro- (Mr. Mackenzie) made bis motion. I
fesses to define the offences committed by think that the ouse, aithough it was
Mr. Macdonell, to say that lie wishes to reportcd only ia the De<ates of the fouse,
confine that ofmnce to the use of the lias tlie statement before it.
words verbally uttered within the louse, MR. MACDOUGALL : I hope the ho .
to the exclusion of the letter which was gentleman who lias made this motion will
afterwards vritten Because, if that is adopt the stiggestion of the lion. gentle-
te case, it would sustain the contention man opposite wlth regard to the condition
made by Mr. Macdolfell at the Bar that that the ofènce was committed ithin the
tiat letter mas not a breacy of the privi- preYincts of the fouse. It appears te me
leges of the ause. t toat this is necesary eorder to hive us

Mt. MILLS: I do sot think that the jurisdiction.
motion read by the hon. member for N orth SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Simcoe (Mr. McCarth) in reference to lon. gentleman wi i see that the complaint
the letter of Mr. Hope, is a case strictly amade by the lion. member for Larbton
ini point. In thLt case, lt order to deter- (Mr. Mackenzie) was that the offence had
mine who had committed a breach of priv been ruade within the precinets of this
ilege, it was necessary to establish by flouse. The person, taving been brougt
whoni the lettdr was written, and the to the Bar of the fouse, admits the charge
party himself admitted that the letter that the language was used within the
was written by hlm. Then (e was recog- precincts of t mae flouse. It sees to ne
nised as the party by wvhom the breacli of that ie Was lu fult possession of the Coa-
privilege w-as comnmitted. The lion. meru- plaint that improper language lad been
ber for Shefford (Mr. Huiitingtonr stood used within the precincts of the House.
up in his place, and ttade a statement that The party admits that le used this ian-
the person who uas brougit to the Bar of guage, ad apologises for it. It is true
this aouse to-day lad used certain words the hon. member for Shefford (Mr. un-
which were a breacd of priviege. Now, tington) stated in lis place that thathad
the fact that a breach of privilege been insulted by a person near hlm, but, if
lias been comniitted in no way rests upon I remember rightly, h e specified no ian-
the confession or testlmony of the per- guage.
son accused. That fact ias before esta- Mn. MtLLSh Yes, o did.
blished by the statement of the hon. gen- S JOHN A. ACDONALD: Per-
gentleman. The hon. gentleman wcll see laps te did. At ail events it does not
that, by adopting that resolution in its appear on the Journals of the ouse. The
present form, the testiony of the hon. motion I ruade last Session to brng Mr.
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John A. Macdonell to the Bar of the ThatMr. Speakerdo comninicate thesaid
House was repeated this Session, and that Resolution to Mr. John A Macdonell, and dofurther inform bim that, under ail the circum-
motion vas based on the motion of my stances of this case, this buse, taking into con-
hon. friend from Lambton. It seems to sideration the regret and apology made by him
me that we have the case before us now. at the Bar of this House, does not fcol itîuîf

MR. CASGR AIN : The case isbefore us called upon to proceed further i the said
certainly, but we are creating a precedent,
and, in doing so, I think the offence should Mr. MACKENZIE: If it is tbe in-
be specified. tentien of the fouse to apolgise to ir.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There Macdouell for the inconvenience he bas
can be no objection, it seems to me, to the bcen put to, the language bnc better be
course proposed by the hon. gentleinan. It slightly changed. A very sligbt alteration
might he weil, therefore, to state in this will do it.
resolution that this language was used MR. MILLS: The bon. gentleman at
witbin the preciucts of this HLouse. the beac of the Goverinent bas expressed

MR. KIRKPATRICK: I bave made ne opinion as to the letter written te
the alteration as suggested and inserted luntngton, while in the disclarge of bis
the words, "b aving used, as lie admits, dutieS as a member of this Ytouse, written
the offensive -ords within the precincts of witbin the precincts of the Yiouse,
this House, as complained of." n tLe ifleading Recm, and celivered

MR. HOLTON: It seems te me that to Mr. fLntingi witbiu the fouse
it is muclih stronger as it is. The com- itself while the fouse was in session.
plaint is that it was made on the floor of Wben 3r. Macdenell was brougbt te the
the House. Where are the precincts cf Bar of the ofouse, be decared that be
the Hlouse ? In my opinion the charge is did not think lie liad comnîitted a breaeh
specifie on the floor of the House, while cf the priviieges cf tlis fouse when lie
the House was sitting. I do not think wrote the letter, and we ougbt te know
that there can be anything more specific fr n the riglt bon. gentleman at tbe
as to the locale of the offence. bead cf tbe Goverîiment v- bctber tllat is

MR. GEOFFRION : We have a pre- te bc laid down as precedent in this inat-
cedent whici was established in the first ter cf Pariiantary privilege. Tt 'vas
Session we had in Ottawa. A person important, befere the motion was put into

insulted. a-lnircfte fl-ouse outside your bauds, Mir. Speaker, te know wblatinsulted a member of th Hos outid
of the Chamber. He was brought to the views tbe Goverument beld upon that let-
Bar of the Flouse, and condenned to be t  as te whetler they consider tbat a
kept under guard by the Sergeant at letter centaining offensive language and
Arms, during the rest of the Session. ritten within tle precinets ofthis liuse,
ln tie case now before the House, as I and sent te hir while in bis place in this
understand the matter, it is proposed fouse, is a breacb cf its privilees, and
to make it an offence to insult a member whether it is net as much se
within the walls of this Chamber. Is it as the offensive language lied
the intention of the House to declare that here. This fouse will be dereliet
a menber can be insulted in the lobby or in the discharge cf its duty if it should
in front of the House without a breach permit sncb an apolog as the one read
of its privileges II am opposed to such te be received, and if it sheuld allow Mr.
a declaration, which would virtually be Macdeuell te be discharged without fur-
an inducement to outsiders to insult ther notice. The liuse bas a rigbt te
members when going or passing along the eau upon the leader et the Gerument te
lobby. I think we should, at least, de- deal with this question fully, the right
clare that no one can insult a member hon. gentleman having brouglit the
witbin the hall, in the lobby, or on the offender to the Bar cf the liuse.
grounds of the buildings, without a breach SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
of the privileges of the flouse. hon. gentleman says that the fouse is

Motion, as amended, agreed to. entitled te know what is the opinion cf
MiR. McCARTHY : I propose to follow the Go-vernment in this matter. It is

up the resolution which has just been de- not a matter merely for the Govern-
clared carried by the following resolu- ment, but for the Houe-for the youfg-
tien est member and for the oldest member in

SIR JOHN AM MACDON:LD.
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the House equally-and the Govern-
ment have no right to obtrude their
opinion in a matter of privilege. Every
member in the House, whether on the
Treasury Benches or in any other part of
the Hlouse-the hon. gentleman who has
just sat down, and every other member
whatever-has an interest and an equal
right in such a matter as this. With
respect to this letter, the hon. gentleman
says he believes it was written witbin the
precints of the House. I do not know
whether it was ornot, nor do i care where
it was written, but I know that Mr. Mac-
doniell states that he is advised that that
letter is not a breach of the privileges of
this House, but he says further that, if
this Hlouse should say it was, lie would
apologise, and in fact did apologise with
many manifestations of regret.

Mi. MACKENZIE: No, no; notunless
it should be declared a breacli of privi-
lege.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
vas a resolution adopted that it was a

breach cf privilege.
2MRn. CASEY: The hon. the leader of

the Government says that every member
--the youngest as well as the oldest-bas

an equal right to interest hinself in up-
holding the dignity of this House; but it
is not to be supposed that these junior
members have the same powers as himself
toperformthat task. The hon. leader of the
Government is expec[ed to take the fore-
most part in protecting our privileges,
since lie has the power at his back te
do so; and we are entitled to require
some distinct opinion from the Gov-
ernnent on the matter. The hon.
the leader of the Government, how-
ever, has not only not given us
his opinion, but lie has declared that it is
not his business to state whether he
thought it was a breach of the privileges
of this House or not.

Some Ho. MEIMBERS: No, nO.
Mt. CASEY: He said distinctly that

it was as much the business of the
youngest member in the House as his.
We ought to have a motion to decide
whether it was a breach of privilege, or at
least a declaration of the hon. the leader
of the Government, as to his own indivi-
dual opinion. This is specially re-
quired, since it has been stated by the
mover of the last resolution (Mr. Kirk-
patrick) that he wishes to declare that

the spoken words only and not the letter
are a breach of privilege.

MR. ANGLIN: I think there can be no
doubt that the sending of this letter te the
hon. member for Shefford (Mr. Hunting-
ton) was a gross violation of the privileges
of this House. It matters little as to the
extent of such punishment as we have
tenderlyinflicted on the gentleman brou gh-t
to the Bar of the louse. It matters little
whether we shall require him to alter his
apology, and, as far as the hon. menber for
Shefford is concernsed, I do not suppose lie
cares in what form the apclogy is made;
but it natters to this House for the future
whether we shall allow a charge of this
kind to pass unnoticed-a charge, Mr.
Speaker, fi baving written to a member of
this flouse a letter which you, 1 ani sure,
are convinced is a breach cf the privileges
of this House. The fact having been
brosuglht before the flouse it behoves us-
all of us- without reseitment towardsany-
boiy, but upholding the dignity and privi-
leges of this Parliament. to deal witlh the
matter as the laws of Parliament reqire,
and not to set a precedent which may be
made use of hereafter to the prejudice of
the dignity and rights of this Parliament.
I think we shouid declare that the sending
of that letter was a breach of tihe privi-
leges cf Parliament. The letter was sent
in to the nember for Shefford immediately
after the insuling words had been used].
After the insulting words lad been used,
Mr. Macdonell was hurriedl out by some
friends; then lie came in at the door on

the Speaker's riglit with a very defiant
and threatening attitude, and, hurried

away from that, he again appeared at the
door in front of the chair. A few mo-
ients after he had made these defian-

demonstrations, the note complained of
camie to the hon. membher for Shefford.
We ought to distinctly declare this to be
a violation of the privileges of the House,
and to require a distinct and unqualified
apology-no conditional apology, such as
the gentleman has been advised to make,
but a complete, distinct and unconditional
apology. I do not think that gentlemen
on the other side of the House, that
gentlemen on either side of the House,
can conscientiously come to the conclusion
that we ought to be satisfied with the
conditional and incomplete apology that
has been offered. I feel reluctant to
annoy or offend Mr. Macdonell in any
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way, but, when the dignity and rights of
the House are in question, I have to put
aside all private feelings, and say that I re-
gard this proceeding on his part as a gross
offence against the privileges of this
House, and I urge that it should be dealt
with so that there may be no doubt here-
after, and so that nobody should have an
opportunity of drawing into a precedent
for misconduct the decision of the House
in this case.

MR. MACKENZIE: As I said last
year, I threw upon the hon. gentleman at
the head of the Government the responsi-
bility of deciding what action should be
taken in reference to so gross a breach of
the privileges of this House. He seemed
reluctant to assume the responsibility;
but he did assume it, and I have left it in
his hands, because, in the first place, le
the proper person to deal with it; and be-
cause, in the second place, he lias the
votes behind him to enable hini to carry
into effect anything le may decide to do.
No one could help noticing that the hon.
members opposite took a very great in-
terest in this offender against the House
and a prominent member of it. There
seemed to be a disposition to consider the
offence a trivial one. The hon. member
for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan) was pre-
pared with a written explanation to read
for him, and, but for your declaring the
motion to bring him to the Bar carried, le
would have been spared any appearance at
our Bar. Every effort was made to prevent
his being brouglit before the Bar of the
House. The hon. gentleman at the head
of the Government tells us this is none of
his business any more than it is the busi-
ness of the youngest member of the
House. The ion. gentleman will not find
that doctrine accepted, where Parlia-
mentary Government exists, or its usage
are of any value. What do we find
in the English Parliament î There,
during the present Session, a mem-
ber made use of offensive language,
imputing improper motives to another
member, whom the offending mein-
ber satisfied by apologising; but the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, as the
leader of the House, was not willing that
it should rest there ; he determined to
vindieate the privileges of Parliament.
But here we have an utter stranger,
allowed to ait on the left hand side of the
Speaker of this House, who afforded him

MI. ANGLIN.

a seat there-a privilege only accorded to
distinguished persons-a seat of honour,
the highest to which a stranger can be
brought-and, whilst sitting there, he
utters the most offensive language pos-
sible to a member of this House. If a
political friend of mine had made use of
such language in the House towards, say
the late Minister of Militia, who occupies
the corresponding seat on the Ministerial
Benches, a very different course would
have been taken with regard to him.
But the person now before the House
was connected with the Ontario Conser-
vative Association, as its Secretary and
organiser. Through him all the manipu-
lations of the Tory party were carried on,
and we cannot avoid seeing a determina-
tion on the part of lion. gentlemen oppo-
site to save him from the opprobrium le
so justly merits. But, if the hon. gentle-
man at the head of the Government
thinks fit to take the responsibility of
establishing suc a scandalous precedent
as this motion establishes for future refer-
ence and guidance in the Parlianient of
Canada, we, on this side of the House,
protest most strongly against any breach
of the privileges of Parliament, and shall
throw the entire odium upon gentlemen
opposite.

SIR JOIIN A. MACDONALD : There
is no necessity for the hon. gentleman to
speak se warmly on this subject. A reso-
lution was moved, and the hon. gentleman
proposed an amendaient, in order to meet
the views of gentlemen opposite, and it
was generally adopted by the whole
House. The motion was amended and
the conduct conplained of was unani-
mously declared to be a breach of privi-
lege. Therefore, the hon. gentleman says
he throw the responsibility on me. Why,
le lias assumed the responsibility himself,
and so has every member in the House.
In dîscussing the matter, there was no
necessity for the hon. gentleman to travel
out of the record. It does not at all
strengthen the privileges of this House to
make the matter a matter of political
party feeling. To declare any conduct a
breach of privilege is the most grievous
censure that can be passed, either in Eng-
land or anywhere else. A breach of its
privileges is the only offence that the
House of Commons in England can,
take notice of. Some hon. member
has made a remark about the letter sent
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into this House by Mr. Macdonell.
Well, I have grave doubts whether that
letter-most offensive and improper as it
was, most libellous and defamatory as it
might be-was a breach of privilege.
No language could be strong enough in
censure of that letter. But the question
is whether that letter, written beyond
the precincts of this House-no matter
how criminal, no matter how improper,
or how offensive--is such a breach of
privilege as we can deal with as a House
of Commons. Thus, having a grave
doubt in my own mind, there was not
any necessity for me to do anything.
Anything that I might do would, being
thus doubtful, only weaken the action
of this House respecting its privileges,
and the protection of those clear privileges
about which there can be no doubt.

MR. MILLS: The letter was sent into
this House.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Itake it
that the hon. gentleman will not say that
all the letters he bas received have Lad
regard to his dignity as a member of this
House, as such, but only as an individual.
If the hon. gentleman will look at the pre-
cedents, he will see that, for an offence of
this kind to be a breach of the privileges
of Parliament, it must be respecting the
dignity of a member as a member, and
not as an individual. Having this grave
doubt, I thought it better to leave the
matter where it was, namely: that there
had been a gross breach of privilege in the
language used in the House, without im-
porting into the matter the very doubt-
ful breach, if it was a breach, involved in
the letter; but to take the feeling of the
Hïouse with respect to the letter. There-
fore, it seems to me that I was exercising
only due discretion, in not giving undue
importance to that letter, but in asking
the House to, or agreeing that the -House
should, censurel as a breach of privilege
what was beyond mistake a breach of pri-
vilege.

MR. HOLTON: I quite agree with the
right hon. gentleman that the motion now
before the House is one that is of im-
portance. The previous motion, unani-
mously carried, with some verbal altera-
tions, does charge Mr. Macdonell with
being guilty of having violated the privi-
leges of this House. We are now dealing
with what purports to be an apology for
that, and with a proposal that we should

accept it as final. Well, I think that
opology is not complete. I doubt whether
it ought to be accepted. I do not think
the right hon. gentleman evinces a proper
appreciation of the duties of his position.
Notwithstanding what he has said, as to
the equality of rights among members, he
is, in a special manner, charged with the
care of the privileges of this flouse. Now,
I doubc much whether this pretended
apology ought to be accepted without its
including, and without the House insist-
ing on its including, an apology to the
member who was insulted in his place in
this House and in respect to whom, this
wanton outrage has been coaÈnitted. The
hon. gentlemen who have looked through
cases to-day to prepare themselves for this
discussion need not be told (for, although
I have not referred to any book to-day, I
have read something on this question be-
fore), they will not dispute that an apology
to the member insulted is insisted upon
by the House of Commons; it is laid down
clearlyin May that it must be done. It was
done only the other day, as we read, in the
case of Mr. Plimsoll. Of course that case
is not parallel with this, except in this
regard, to establish the fact that an apol-
ogy to the members who had been libelled,
and against whom the charges Lad been
improperly brought, was exacted; and that
the vindication of the privileges of the
House, apart rfrom that, was insisted
upon by Sir Stafford Northcote as leader
of the House. But, apart altogether from
precedent, I put it to the hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House whether
it is to be tolerated, that a stranger should
abuse his position on the floor of this
House, abuse the courtesy of the House,
and address offensive language, grossly
insulting language, to a member of the
House, sitting in his place in Parlia-
ment, with whom he has no relations
whatever, except the relations subsisting
between a member of the House and an
ordinary stranger admitted here in cour-
tesy; whether it should be permitted;
whether the House is prepared to take
the responsibility of affirming, that this
matter should be dismissed without an
apology to the member insulted-in a
manner that may occur to any of us any
day-being insisted upon as a condition
to his release from the penalties to which
Le is subjected, by having been guilty of
a breach of the privileges of this House ;
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and this brings me to the masterly universal respect in this lius e, bas yen-
declaration made by my honoured and tured perhqps to go a littie beyond the
learned friend from North Simcoe (Mr. sphere which ho travels on ordinary occa-
McCarthy), when he doubts whether this sions and te indulge in a lecture upon
Parliament be either a Parliament or a Constitutional Law. Fcr my part,
simple corporation, or is empowered to while 1 ar quite willing to accept that
vindicate its owin privileges. I was as- lecture upon an ordinary question of

te Iîc tehuatht dctie cniunc,ýfted Iprincile, I do venture te entertai, lpontoishelid to hear that doctrine onnnae

byv im. One thing that I rejoiced to find ti ictter an opinion different froni his
n t lB I h Anuerinca iAct vswas own. ie ny lion. friend eold hoat

sion ande toindulge i in aaetreuo

1t fto- the Bnitih NortaLw America pat,

tish ,a iPaliament xas establisiei. hie will finc tqere that t paicti-
Tii Le slature of the Dominion as cde- leges and imunities enioned by

cla to Piien. Tini cilper tinis plIaontare soenl as tis Par-
tht, î i ieanOL I from tihine te tiftet by oAuit of Pa r-
tihIlnds, fat ourPjurarliCamenoa , W liament era stblshe te dive to itself.
hlave al! the p sthat the Hlouse of nover, - casi ve
Counons possess. We can vindicate our ourselves privileze or 1n1rnu11t-,

privileges, we cau commit for aiiy oIence are therefore in fhe saie

against our privileges, and I wouid like to though perhaps if may Le humiliating to
see that righi called iii question before any friend and th use, to
Court of Superior Jurisdiction in this to say so-we are n the
countrv. I simply desire to express that of any other Colonial Assembly. We
as ny opinion, and not to enlarge the have not fhe or te l)nivile.ýes, fie
discussion beyond a protest, as emiphatic
as I can make it, against what I believe to Ilouse of Coininens possesses, an' bas
be not only a false, but a dangerous doc- possesseýl from time iimemorial. If nîy
trine--dangerous as belittling our position
as a Parliamont, and making light in our own Supreme Court onl two years
our privileges. On the other question, ago,cominufrom Nova Swotiahe will find
I do hope that the bon. gentleman who that te law laid down there net sinîply
must, perforce, take the responsibility of as to our Local Legisiatures, but aise as
the decision to be arrivedat to-day, will con- te the power of this House, that until
sider well whether we ought not, whether we give ourselves fhe ri-hts wieh the
it is net due to a member of this House liuse of Conîmons in England enjeys
who has been insulted, or to any member and wvich we bave the power te de by
who may be in the future insulted, to tbe i th Se2tion cf the Act, we have ne
declare, that bofore we acquit a person inierent right te interfere wif bfc liberty
guilty of a breach of.the privileges of tiLs cf the subject. The isti Section cf the
Hlouse, who had grossly offended him- Acf says:
-whether we will not, at least, demand "The privileges, inmunities and powers te
that he should apologise te the offended he beld, enjoyed, and exercised by the Seate
member before lie obtain such release. and by the House of Commonc, and by the
I should hope, therefore, that the lion. members thereof, respectively, shaH bc such as
mover of this resolution would be advised are rom time te time defined by Act of the

Parliaxuent of Canada, but so that the saine
to insert words to the purport that I have shah never exceed those at the passing of this
now indicated, providing that the dis- Act, held, enjeyed and exercised by the Cein-
charge of Mr. Macdonell sliould be con- mens buse of Parliameat cf the United King-

Itnaluo i on Itwihla dem cf Great Britain and Ireland, and by theditionial upon his doing that which hie, as ebr eef
a gentleman, is bound to do, which the m
House is bound, by its duty to its own Now, my bon. friend must know that we
members to insist upon, that is, that his have nover defined the word "privileges,"
apology should include a specific apology fiat we bave te deai sinply with the
to the offended member. powers which that section gives te us,

MR. McCARTHY : My hon. friend and, until we do define our powers,
whose remarks upon questions of order wbich ougli te ho defined and placed
and practice are always listened to with beyond doubt, we bad better ho carefu7

hthe greatest attention, and with almos ow we interfere with the liberty f any

MR. HOLTON.
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man, who is caused to be taken into cus-
tody, even if we think he has committed
a breach of the privileges of this House.
The hon. gentleman says that, before we
disciarge Mr. Macdonell, we should cause
him to apologise to the lion. member for
Shefford (Mr. Huntington). He is now
not in custody ; lie does not require to be
discharged ; lie has been suimmoned here,
and Le is not in the custody of the Ser-
geant at Armus.

Mr. HOLTON: Do not let us discuss
the techinicai question as to whether lie is
in custody or not. Of course he is within
call, and can be ordered to the B.-r of the
House to receive any sentence that this
House may decide upon.

clu. Mr CARTHY: I do not desire to
discuss any technicai question. My hon.
friend is sometimes exceedingly technical
himself, and keeps us strictly to the Rules
of this louse, if we do net know all the
Rules which lie has inbibed in the course
of many years Parliamentary experience.
Iaving said so muci with regard to that
question, IL refer my hon. friend to the case
of Landers and Woodsworth, which of
course le has read, where that principle is
clearly laid down. Let us pass now to
the other branci of the question. My
hon. friend, perhaps, is the only member
on the other side of the House who has
properly drawn attention to this point,
that we are all agreed as to what, of that
imputed, constitutes a breach of privilege.
A twofold complaint was made. One was
that Mr.Macdonell, while occupying a seat
upon the floor of this House, used the lan-
guage which bas been referredto ; the other
isthathe Lad written the note to a menber
sitting in his place in this House. The
lion. gentleman who spoke froin the other
side said Le was desirous that we should not
overstep our limits. We have already
said that this was a breach of privilege, and
IL tale it that the onily breach is in the
words that were uttered on the floor of the
House. It is too late for us to be going
back now to enquire whether the sending
of this letter was or was not a breach of
privilege. In my humble opinion, it was
not a breach of privilege, for this reason
that it was addressed to a niember sitting
in the House. If my hon. friend vill
look at 3fay, lie will find that a libel
committed against a member of the
House, is only a breach of privilege when
it reflects upon him in his capacity as a

member of this House. Libels on mem-
bers have always been punished, and con-
stitute a breach of privilege. They must,
however, concern the character or conduct
of members in that capacity. Now, the
charge in this letter did not concern the
conduct of the hon. mnemnber for Shefford
in his capacity as a mnmber of the Louse.
We are to determine that tie utterance
on the floor of this House was a Lreach of
privilege, and I thini ve hae made it
equally clear what is meant by the wods
"breachf privi ee" Well, havin got
to that pointb, what are Ve to do now?
We ought noct to allow political feelings
to actuate us in tne discharge of eur
dutis. We ought not to allow ourselves
Vo swerve froim the position of a quasi
judicial claracter which we occupy, but
I nust say that the speech made
by the leader of the Opposition iad
a tendencv to do that. The hon.
gentleman stated tiat Mr. Macdonell
was the naniipulao3r of the Tory party.
I would ask him whether his im is to
make political capital, beeause the gentle-
man who conmmitted this offence against
our privileges happened to be a prominent
member of the Conservative Party ? I
think that now, that gentleman having
come forward and apologised to this
House for the breach of privilege, having
ma de the most ample apology in his power,
an apology as complete as any gentleman
could make, I would ask whether lie
ouglit not to be relieved from further
penalty. My hon. friend will reflect that
this language complained of was not
made to the hon. member for Shefford.
It is only a breach of privilege of the
House, and nothing more. Now let us,
if we can recal for a mone:t the position
we occupy. We are not merely here to
assert our privileges. We are here also
as the representatives of the people, and
we must take good care that, sitting here
as prosecutors and judges, without appeal,
we do not go beyond what the law lias
declared to be the privileges of Parlia-
ment. I thinl: that, as the gentleman bas
made that apology, we ouglit to accept it,
and to say tlat the matter should there
rest. If not, what are we to do ? Will
bon. members on the other side move any
amendment enbodying their opinions of
what we ought to do? The privileges of
this bouse are as much in the keeping of
every member as of the leader of the
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House. What, then, in the alternative of are consistent with, and not repugnant to the
the proposition I have made ? What does said Act."

the hon. gentleman want us to do ? Is it The second section provides that
to commit the offender, as a penalty? Then
why not place an amendment in the "Such privileges, immunities and powers

Speaker's hands to that effect ? Is it to shall," (although the hon. member did
P h . not know it) " be deemed to be and shall be

admonish Is it to reprimand ?What i part of the General and Public Law of Canada ;
proposed to be done with Mr. Macdonell ? and it shall not be necessary to plead the same,
Do hon. gentlemen want him to go upon but the same shall in all Courts in Canada and

his knees, as in the olden time? I think, by, and before, all Judges, be taken notice of
if the House will reflect calmly for a ju
moment, they will see that.perhaps we wvill Therefore, Sir, we n"ed not be alarmed
best discharge our duties, and assert our as to our competence to do anything that
privileges, in accepting the manly apol- the Imperial House of Commons might do
ogy made in a manly form to this under like circumstances. Nor have we
BHouse. We know that the offence was been so neglectful in the exercise of the
not an intentional one, we know quite powers we possess as representatives of
well that that liappened when a very ex- the people, au the hon. member for North
cited debate took place, when words were Simcoe supposed,when lie charged us with
bandied across the floor of the House having allowed thirteen years to pass
which were perhaps jnst as strong as those without defming our rights and privi-
used by Mr. Macdonell, and for which we leges.
ought to be ashamed also. Now, nine MR. CASGRAIN : I am glad the hon.
months afterwards, this gentleman is sum- member who bas just spoken on this sub-
moned to our Bar, and I think we will ject has made exactly the remark I was
best discharge our duties if we accept that about to make when I rose. I am ex-
apology and jet this be the end of the I tremely sorry at the tone with which this
matter. | debate is being conducted at the present

MR. BLAKE : It had not been my in- moment. As the hon. member for North
tention to trouble the House with any ob- Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) has said, we are
servations during the discussion of this sitting here, in respect to this matter,
painful matter, which occurred when I more in the character of a Judicial Com-
was not a member of this House, but the mittee than otherwise, and I am sorry to
argument of the hon. member for North see that the hon.the Premier, as well as the
Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy) as to our position other leaders of opinion in this House, do
as a Parliament, is so extraordinary, that not take a more prominent part in this
I think it well to direct the attention of discussion.
the Housejto the facts. If the hon. member Ma. BUNSTER : I rise to a point of
would permit me to make a suggestion, order. The hon. gentleman has already
it would be that he should for the future addressed the House two or three times.
take care that he*is, himself, quite right MR. SPEAKER : He spoke on a pre-
before he charges any other members, vious motion, but not on this.
and particularly my friend from Chateau- Ma. CASGRAIN: I was about to
guay (Mr. Holton) with error in his remark that I regret that the apology
statements. The hon. gentlemen af- which has been made by Mr. Macdonell
firmed that Parliament had not de- is insufficient, in my opinion. In one
fiRed its privileges. Now, Sir, I would sense, it is no apology at all, but rather
refer him to the Canadian Act of an aggravation of the first offence. The
1868, 31 Vict., cap. 23, which enacts as words used were retracted, but net the
follows :-writing. More tlan that, I se a lie i

"The Senate and the House of ommons re-andtel Th e and th m se thof o n rese- delibcrately, lic gocs and writes, te repeat
spectively, and the members thereof respec-
tively, shall hold, enjoy and exercise such and
the like privileges, immunities and powers as wlin in that apology lie cores in and
at the time of the passing of the B N. A Act, says, "I did net say that te the lon.
1867, were held, enjoyed and exercised by the meniber for Shefford, 1 said it te a friend
Commons House of Parliament of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and ry neighbour,' I say there is a lown-'
b' the wembers thereof, se far as the same right lie in that apology, and neo ne can

Mn. MOCARTHY.
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look at it as anything else. For my part I
do not accept it as an apology. And, since
the hon. member for North Simcoe
(Mr. McCarthy) lias taunted the members
on this side with not daring to propose an
amendment, and as I have vainly waited
for some other lion. gentleman to do so,
I now beg leave, according to precedents
and practice of Parliament to move the
following amendnent:-

That all thc words after " that " in the main
motion be struck out and that the following
words be substituted:-- This House considers
that an apology is due by Mr. Macdonell to the
hon. member for Shefford, as well as to this
House."

And I have discharged ny duty and je
m'en lave les mains.

MR. MACDONELL (North Lanark):
IProbably no one regrets more than myself
the occasion on which I rise to address
this House for the first tine. But, when
I hear such harsh language used against
my friend and relative, I feel it my duty
to say something in his defence. Mr.
Macdonell states in his apology that lie
used the words unguardedly to a friend of
his on his right, and that he did not ad-
dress them personally to the hon. gentle-
man referred to in the motion before the
Flouse. I believe that his statement is
true. I cannot believe that he stated a
deliberate lie, as bas been broadly affirmed
on the floor of this House, because, know-
ing the gentleman as I do, having
been brought up with him-and the
blood which flows through his veins and
througihmine comesfromanearancestor-it
is impossible for me to believe that what he
kas stated in his apology is not the truth.
When he was ignominiously expelled from
this House, he, doubtless, felt injured at
such treatment, and, then and there,
whether within the walls of this'House or
not Ido not know,he wrote the letterwhich
it complained of. I do not think this mat-
ter should be looked at from a political
standpoint. When I consider how gross-
ly I have been slandered in the contest
which I have lately passed through, I am,
nevertheless, glad to think that the people
of this country do not always believe
what is said against political opponents,
and I do not think the hon. gentleman to
whom this letter was addressed feels that
it was meant as a personal insult to him-
self. I think we have nothing to do with
the letter, for we have no evidence that it

13

was written within the precincts of this
House. If we decline to accept as
sufficient the apology he lias made to this
House, and to exact another apology froin
him to the hon. member for Shefford, it
will have no value under the circum-
stances. for lie may at once go out an d
publish in the newspapers that it was a
forced apology, and did not express his
real sentiments. Looking at this matter
as I do, I think it ny duty to vote for
the original motion, and I would there-
fore ask my bon. friend who last spoke to
withdraw his amendnent.

MR. RYMAL: I rise reluctantly to
say a word or two in reference to this
matter. From the position where my
seat is I was able to hear a great deal of
what was passing when Mr. Macdonell
abused the courtesy of this House. The
hon. member for Shefford (Mr. Hunting-
ton) was making a speech in reply to
the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White), and a very bitter discussion was
going on. Whether Macdonell meant
the language for Mr. Huntington, or
whether he did not, it reached my ear
very plainly. It also reached the hon.
member for Shefford, while le was stand-
ing on his feet and addressing this House,
for you must recollect very well, Mr.
Speaker, that le called your attention to
the fact that h could not answer two of
those assailants at the same time-one of
them being a stranger on the floor of the
House by permission. He does not
deserve the name of gentleman credited to
him, as he lias abused the confidence of
Parliament, and, if treated by it as I think
he should be, he should be excluded for
this Parliament from the precincts of the
House. I do not think that the words
used by him in his apology were the
only ones employed in attacking the hon.
member for Shefford. They were repeated,
however, in tones loud enough for me to
hear. I regret this offence should have
been committed, or that anyone should
have been admitted to the flouse capable
of abusing its privileges. You may say
there is no political feeling in the treat-
ment of this offence, but you would have
to say so a good many times, and in tones
louder than thunder, to make me believe
it.

MR. BOULTBEE: While giving al
attention and care to the protection of the
privileges of Parliament, I think that we
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ouglit not to attach too much importance
to this matter. After all, I do not know
whether the country feels as keenly about
it as we do. Naturally, we all feel very

proid of being members of Parliament.
It is a very important position, and we
do not want outsiders to cheapen us in
any shape; we keep up our privileges as
we best may, whicl is quite proper. But
it is a matter of grave consideration
whether we are adding to the dignity of
this House, by attaching too much impor-
tance to this matter, by a lengthy debate,
and showing over much feeling in discuss-
ing this resolution. It appears to me
there is a very grave question as to how
far the privileges of Parliament were in-
vaded bv the remarks made by John A.
Macdonell, whon I have known for many
years, and ofwhom i can satisfactorily say-
and I am not ashamed, but I am glad to
be able to say-that he is nost decidedly
what the member for South Wentworth
(Mr. Rymal) says lie is not, a gentleman.
I think I am as good a judge as lie is of
-what constitutes a gentleman. Rash and
impetuous Mr. Macdonell is sometimes,
with the hot blood of his race flowing
through his veins, and feeling on this oc-
casion that terms and accusations had
been used in the debate, in regard
to a gentleman here with whom lie has
peculiar relations, and for whom lie
lias great respect, lie gave expression to
the language complained of; but there was
nothing premeditated in it. It was
only the utterance of a youth who
thought his best friend was being in-
sulted and aggrieved. It is not as to
him, altogether, that we ought to be
ashamed, but partly of those who, on
that occasion, led him in the wrong direc-
tion, by using language they should have
avoided. But I maintain lie was in his
rights, sitting at vour left, and, I think
tha t, when a man is in his rights sitting
there, admitted by you, although lie
is on the floor of the louse, bis tongue is
not altogether tied, so that lie cannot
talk quietly to any gentleman who may
be sitting with him. Now, lie did not
address, and does not state lie addressed
those words to the member for Shefford.
He was, unfortunately, overbeard by some
gentlemen who sat near, and who, pr o-
Lably, communicated the matter to the
member for Shefford. Had he only
spoken those words in a tone one or two

MR. BOULTBEE

degrees, or notes, lower, so as not to have
been overheard, there would bave been
no breach of privilege. So, after al], the
offence lay in the tone of the voice at the
moment. At any rate, Mr. Macdonell,
summoned to the Bar, comes here and
makes a fair, square, and, I think, ample
apology to this House, whose dignity lias
been trenched upon, and we have passed
a resolution to that effect. Surely it is
not to our own dignity to pursiue the
matter further, ar.d try to cover this gen-
tleman with disgrace to his injury. It is
not manly for us to attempt to use our
power in that way. It is not advisable
to exercise our great powers too string-
ently and harshly, and, after a voung man
like Mr. Macdonell has made a prompt
and ample apology, to endeavour to
humiliate him further is neither manly
nor prudent.

MR. ANGLIN : I think it must be
clear to every hon. gentleman that the
House bas not been insulted nor its privi-
leges violated, unless the member for
Shefford bas been insulted. The bon.
gentleman who bas j ust sat down thinks
we are dealing harshly or wish to deal
harshly with Mr. Macdonell in urging
this amendment. I think in passing the
first resolution we all showed a disposi-
tion to deal very leniently with that gen-
tleman. So long ago as 1733, the British
House of Commons unanimously passed
a resolution to the following effect

"That the assaulting, insulting, or menacing
any member of this House, in his coming to or
going from the House, or upon the account of
his behaviour ii Parliament, is an high infringe-
ment of the privilege of this House, a most
outrageous ald dangerous violation of the right
of Parliament, and an high crime and nisde-
meanour."

Now, if to insult a member on the way
to or from the House, is as grave an
offence as is here described, how much
more grave and serious an offence is it to
insult a member while in his place and
addressing you, and, through you, the
H ouse, in the discharge of bis- duty as a
menber ? A more serious offence it is
scarcly possible to imagine. My own feel-
ing is thlat, if M-\r. Malcdoniell, istead of
uttering those wvords, Lad risen
and struck the member for Shefford a
violent blow, he would not have committed-
a more serious violation of the privileges
of Parliament. I think lie is correct in
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saying that he did not address those in urging this question with such earnest-
words directly to that hon. ienber, but ness, they at least have givein us some
I think, fromi what I heard at the tiie, plieasure in their exhibition of unusual
that there would be no diflicultv in prov- cleverness in performing iat delicate
ing they were used for the purpose of operation of hair -splitting. But the coun-
their being heard by that hon. gentleman. îry is expecting sonewlat more profitable
I believe Mr. Macdoneil was labouring o at our liands, and I hardiy thurik it
unrer excitement at the time. As I have is wîling to lîsten to the of lion.
sai before, I have none but the kindliest gentiemen on tiis question sucl great
feeling towards himi ; heisanold acquaint- lengtb.
ance but, as a miember of the Hiouse, I Motion made and question p)oposed:
have a duty to discharge which I cannot
shirk. I amn satisfied that Mr. Macdoneil That the following words b addel at the
used those words repeately, with the inmain iotio-"That is ose con-usedthoe ri)cte(ly, itbthemc iders that an iipology is dc7c bv M!r. John A.
tention that they should reach the ears of s tf
the nienber for Shefford. That is a veryvell as to tiis
gr'ave offence. I believe that the hon.
meniber for Shefford does not attach muach iont
importance to the offence against hinself,
and I do not know whv hie should. But MoinJCCaniuetn 'pocl
it is of very great imiportance that we That Mr. Speaker do comiunicte the said
shoul take suc a course in thws instance resolution to Mr. John A. Iadl and do

frther inforr lien that, tnder ail tho circum-

as,~ha thel following wordsI beie1 adde atethe

stances of this case, this House takinginto con-
sideration the regret and aplogy made by hm,

aily vinclicate the righits andi privile-es at the Bar of this House, do2s not f eei itself
of tbe flouse, and leave no doubt on the caled upon to proced further in the said mat-
public aHinc as to what those rights andi ter.
privileges are. It is our duty, without Motion ayreed to, on a division.
any regard to party feeling, to mnaintain
tie Mortvileges and the ignite of tis an 1adiv in.
aouse. I d d not expeet that the motion
made by te siunber for Liset woulid be by te SE t c a e to oute

rade, but, as it fas been made, it should fully anesoduin

be carriedi. The eniber for Shefford, I

presume, eiter expeets nor desires that That hving, as le admits, used the offin
any apology should be made to iiiuself sire words towards the hon. member for

as th to hs Shefford, complaneI of by the Hon. Mr.
directly. But, Mackenzie, meber for Labton, in bis place
raised, w~e shoulti deal wvith it as the law on the i2th of May last, was, by his said con-
of Parliament plainly requires. Siniar duet, guilty f a breach of the privileges of this
cases havearise in thelraperial Parlianient bouse, but that under ail the tirhunistances of

here an apolog offered the aouse this case, the bouse, taking into consideration
atde regret and apoloy made by him at the Bar

rejected, unti acco panied by an ample of the louse, does not fel itself caled upon to
apology to the menmber insulted. One of proceed further in this atter."
the iatest cases, I think, is that of Wilks, Mr John A. Macdonell was then
whio, i. 1857 or 1858, haviug published a diet( owtir-,addshre
a on a should was ad fo to hef
libel an detaieuld in eusltiocly, the flouse

oefusig to accept lis apolog to itself INSOLENCY ACTS EPEAL BILL.-
until he apoiogised to lie inclividual alrime2nt
wer iaasull. gien lie thas lioberte. This
cec is thorougly in point. If tc ni- an a
ber for L'islèet presses fis Inf sorm hO1SimseD ith Conmithee.
vote for it. s hope the laodersne o i ase into 

Sides wili combine to put this case on (th the Cooyitmae.)
such a footing- as -vial render it a soutih anBa M. COLBY: There is a ontinui g
wiolesome precedent for ail unie, clause ipn tis Bic uith reference to pend-

M.. ORlON: I may be allowed to so iny causes. J would draw te attention
that, whatever objet hion. gentlemen had of the Committee ta the phraseology of
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the clause. It continues any cases where
an assignee bas been appointed before
the passing of the Act. That maay, per-
haps, make a little anbiguity and doubt
as to whether the assignee referred to is
the official assignee or the creditors, as-
signee. In compliance with a suggestion
made to nie, I desire to have that clause
anended by the changing of the phrase-
ology " assignee lias been appointed" in
the 14th and 15th lines, to " the estate
of an insolvent bas been invested in an
official assignee."

Progress ordered to be reported.
HIouse resumed.

(In the House.)
Progress reported.

BILLS WITHDRAWN.

The Orders for the second reading of
the following Bills were severally dis-
charged, and the Bills withdrawn :--

Bill (No. 5) To legalise the marriage with the
sister of a deccased wife.-(Mir. Gi;ouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

Bil (No. S) To ainend the Act respeeting
Joint Stock Companies to construct works to
facilitate the transniission of timber down
Rivers and Streams.-(3Mr. Wite, North Ren-
frew.)

House adjourned at
Five minutes before

Six o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 25th February, 1880.

The Speaker
o'clock.

took the Chair at Three

PRAYEPRS.

CONTROVERTED ELECTION.
JUDGE's CERTIFICATE.

MR. SPEAKER informed the House,
that lie had received from the Hon. Mr.
Justice Caron, one of the Jidges selected
for the trial of Election Petitions, pur-
suant to the Dominion Controverted
Elections Act, 1874, a certificate in the
matter of the Controverted Election for
the Electoral District of Portneuf, declar-
iug the sitting memiber duly elected.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the first time:-

Bill (No. 29) To amend the Act intituled an
Act to incorporate the Anchor Marine In-
surance Company. -- (1r. Cameron, Soutkh
Huron.)

MR. Coore.

Bill (No. 30) To legalise marriage with the
sister of a deceased wife.--Mr. (Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

PRIVILEGE-THE MEMBER FOR
LENNOX.

MOTION TO REFER PETITION.

Mn. CASEY: I rise to discharge a
painful duty connected witih the privi-
leges of this House. I rise to move:

That the petition of Thomas lenderson and
others, praving that Edmund Hooper, Esq.,
member for the Electoral Division of Lennox,
le declared an unfit and impropor person to re-
present that Electorai iDivision in this House.
and for other and further relief, be referred to,
the Select Standing Committee on Privileges and
Elections, with instructions to that Committee
to encuire into the allegations contained in
the said petition, and report thereon to this
House.

In making this motion, I think I an not
only follo wing the best precedents which
I could find, but also the course best cal-
culated to insure a fair and judicial consi-
deration of the charges made in the peti-
tion. The gravanen of the charge is
that this gentleman, Mr. Hooper, who
was the Treasurer of the United Counties
of Lennox and Addington, misapplied
certain sums belonging to the United
Counties, and afterwards suis belonging
to the county of Lennox. The petition
goes on to state, in support of these charges,
that a Commission was issued by the
Governinent of Ontario under the Statute
in that case provided, to examine into the
Treasurer's accounts and report to the
Provincial Government. That Commis-
sion reported that Mr. Hooper had mis-
applied certain sums of money, amounting
in all to over $32,000-that in fact he
was a defaulter to that extent, and had
defrauded the county to the extent of
those $32,000. I mention these facts, not
with any intention of prejudicing the case,
or of arguing wiether these grounds are
sufficient cause for his expulsion, or any
thing of that sort, but simply to show that
here is a primd facie case against this
aenber wio is attacked such
is will requira further examination
before a Coiumittee of the House. In al-
eging that the report of certain Commis-
sioners is primd facie evidence, I may
refer to a case that took place in England,
where one James Hunt, a member of the
English House of Commons, was charged

tith financial misbehaviour in the Ord-
aance Department, on the report of a

Mfember for Lennox.(COMMONS.]
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Commission which had been appointed to the petition itself, but I have seen the
enquire into the matter, and Mr. Hunt petition that vas published in the news-
was summoned to attend in his place inpapers.
the House. He did not, bowever, re- Mn. CASEY: That is the sanie peti-
spond to the summons, and the case was tion.
proceeded with. A letter was put in by MR. BLXE: 1 think it will be ex-
him in which he made a defence, and not- tvemely inconvenient that the debate
withstanding this defence, and without should proceed now. I think, as on
further enquiry, the House decided to ex- former occasions, that the petition shoulc
pel the member in question. Now, I am be printec in the Votes and Proceedings,
not arguing for the immediate expulsion for the use of the liuse, in order that we
of this member at present. I am only may know wbat we are called upon te
arguing for an enquiry, and basing my re- dea with.
quest on the report of this Commission. SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Then
We have a precedent nearer home for r- 1 wiIl move tbat the debate be ajourne,
ferring cases, which seem to require ex- and tbat the petition mentioned be printed
amination, to the Conmittee on Privi- in the Votes and Proceedings.
leges and Elections. I allude to the case o
which came up in the Session of 187', in
vhich the hon. member for Gloucester DRAWBACK ON iDIAN COEN.
(Mr. Anglin), then Speaker of this Ilouse,
was charged with having taken contracts
that a member of Parliament should not MR. CASEY enquired, Wbetbev the
have taken. This charge was made on the
basis of certain documents before the on rn indt aor a dace bak
House; and, on mv own motion, it ws te equal to that allowel on Indian cern
agreed that these documents should be
referred to the Committee ou Privi- 3pot fO1 the a os .
leges and Elections, with instructions to
enquire into die case. The enquiry gs

was ade nd he (ommiteerepotelber, or anyone else, cau prove to tbe Gov--was made and the Commnittee repor-ted]
accordingly. The Commission in the erment tbat the residue left over forc ~~~~~~~~~fertilisi-o ihrproe unutpresent case was regularly constituted ,and In
had power to compel the attendance of to 2 c ot

'vinesesan tae eideceon oatL. Tt païd on the corn, tliat being tbe iu'opov-witnesses, and tak,ýe evidence on oat. I
sut for two montis, comp elled the attend- tion alloved on that impovted into the
ance of witnesses, took evidence on oath, co I
and made this report in due formi. I 0* cori starch, the Covernmeut wiil con-
hold that the report of that Commission sîcer the question
furnishes a good prmfacie case, and one,
wLich will require further investigation
before this House can allow the matter to
pass. I submîit my motion now, witliout QUESTION.
further amendmuent.furthw aniedriiet. M1. ROBERTSO-N (Shelburnie) on-

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD :d, Wlether it is the intention cf the
was not aware that the hon. gentlemanqiýD ~ Govevumient te accept any cf thie tenders
was going to make this motion to-day, or
to move in the matter at all ; therefore, I and Fishories, for the erection cf fle Har-
would ask hin to allow the matter to bour Liglt upon the spit at Sand Point,
stand over until a future day, in order to
give us an opportunity of considering it. ebe ommence and omte b uling

MR. CASEY: Well, will the hon. gen- the ceming season.
tieman fix a day on which he would be MR. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) It is
willing to go on with this matter, which the intention cf the Governnîent te accept
is one of some urgency. o of fie tenders for the erection cf a

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: I ligithouse at Sand Point, Sheiburne Har-
<le net see the urgency. I have nIt read bour.

General .Busiess.197
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INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-CONNEC-
TION AT QUEBEC.

QUESTION.

Mn. VALLÉE enquired, Whetber it is
the intention of the G-overiment to con-
struct, during the coming summer, a
branch of the Intercolonial Railway be-
tween St. Michel and St. Joseph deLévis,
and to connect the Intercolonial Railway
with the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and
Occidental Railway, by means of a ferry
running regularly between St. Joseph de
Lèvis and Çuebec.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The sub-
ject is now engaging the attention of the
Government.

LUNENBURG COUNTY-BREAKWATER
AT CHERRY POINT.

QUESTION.

Mn. KAULBACH enquired, Whetber
it is the intention of the Government to
provide a breakwater at Cherry Point,
Petit Rivière, County Lunenburg, and if
so, whether they intend proceeding with
the work the coming summer.

MR. LANGEVIN : A survey has been
made at another point on that coast, but
we have not yet made up our mind
whether that is the proper point or not;
therefore, an additional survey will be re-
quired, in order to determine whether the
point at wbich the survey was made last
year is the proper point, or whether this
one is.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY-UNIFORM
FREIGHT RATES.

QUESTION.

Mn. MEIRNER enquired, Whether the
Governmnent have it in their power to
conipel the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany to charge one uniforn rate for con-
veying freight over their entire line, be
the distance short or long.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I believe
the Government has not the power.

RED RIVER---DREDGING AT THE
MNOUTH.

QUESTION.

MR. SCHULTZ enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
dredge the bar at the principal mouth of
the Red River.

MR. LANGEVIN: This matter is en-
gaging the attention of my Department,
but I am not yet in a position to give a
positive answer to the hon. gentleman.

Mi. VALLÉE.

S COTT'S BAY H ARBOUR WORKS.

QUESTION.

MR. BORDEN enquired, Whether the
Government will provide in the Estimates
for the construction of a small additional
breakwater, to complete the Harbour
Works at Scott's Bay, and render useful
the expenditure already made thereon.

MR. LANGEVIN: The matter lias
been looked into, but I am under the im-
pression, after looking into the whole
case, that the works at present existing
may be considered sufficient, at all events
for the present; therefore I cannot make
any additional promise.

NEW BRUNSWICK-CLAIMS AGAINST
THE DOMINION.

QUESTION.

MR. IBURPEE (Sunbury) enquired,
Whether the Government have decided to
pay the several claims, or any one of the
claims, made by the Government of Nw
Brunswick against the Government of
this Dominion; if so, the amounts allowed
on each such claim.

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY: An Order
in Council has recently been passed deal-
ing with the various claims that have been
presented by the Government of New
Brunswick; and I would suggest to the
hon. gentleman, if lie would allow me to
do so, that he should move for the Order
in Council to be brought down.
find it would be more complete.

He would

NEW BRUNSWICK CONVICTS FOR DOR-
CHESTER PENITENTIARY.

QUESTION.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH enquired,
Wbether the Government have fixed the
time for sending the convicts to the
Penitentiary, Dorchester, N. B., and if so,
what is the time.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) : The tine
bas not yet come for the renoval of the
conviets to the Penitentiary, but I trust
in a few weeks to be able to give the
information to my hon. friend.

PROHIBITION OF THE LANDING OF
E 3 IGRANTS.

MOTION FOR ORDER IN COUNCIL.

MR. FLEMING moved for anAddress
for a copy of the Ordwr in Council prohibit-
ing the landing of emigrants at the port
of Halifax, who are not possessed of the

Business.[COMMONS.]
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sum of twenty dollars. He said : in Patrirk's, St. Andrew's and other'chari-
making the motion, I may say that the table Societies in the large cities, and that
Order in Council, respecting emigrants a stop shoulc be put to them coming into
seenis to me to be at variance with the the country unless they have the means
practice heretofore pursued. In the old to pay for their support. In reply to this,
Province of Canada, as well as in the I would say that the proper course to pur-
Dominion since Confederation, it lias sue is to check the evil at the commence-
always been the policy, or at least the ment, at the places of embarkation. Grant
professed policy of those at the head of the no passenger warrants at redaced rates
Emigration Department to aid and unless to parties who are really wanted in
assist the poor emigrant when he camp the countrv. The form of passenger
to our shores. No stipulation was made warrants in use last ycar left the door
that they should have so many dollars in open for the admission of a class of per-
their possession. If lie did not belong to sons to whoin no encouragement should
the class whose labour was required in be given to core to the country. Any
this country, no inducement was held out one could obtain a warrant vho could say
to himu to come; but when lie did so come "lie intended to follow the occupation of
lie was not turned back, lie was at least a farmer." 0f course almost every one could
kndly treated and a chance given him to say that without any great corpunction
better his position. There is one class of of conscience, and the result lad been just
emigrants, namely, agricultural labourers, as bas been described; and now, by this
whose services always have been in de- Order in Council, we fly to the other ex-
mand; and I do not tbink any evil lias treme; weprohibiteverybody from comîng
resulted from the admission of this class into the country, be he agricultural a-
up to last year. In the hon. the Minister bourer or not, unless le is able to show
of Agriculture's Report for last year, we that lie lias $20 in his pocket. The effeet
have the testimony of several of the E mi- of this policy will be to drive away niany
gration Agents on that point. Mr. Donald- an excellent man froin the Dominion.
son, Toronto Agent, reports: " Notwith- We must remember that if we are indif-
standing all reports to the contrary, all ferent about emigrants there are other
enigrants seeking employment werereadily countries who are ready to receive thm.
placed iimediately oa arrival." Mr. Out of the eight millions OF enigrants
Smith, Hamilton Agent, states that "lie who have gone to the United States, six
had no difficulty in obtaining work for ail millions have landed at the ort of New
classes of both farm and common York. A considerable portion of tiese
labourers." Mr. Smyth,the London, Ont., have been in indigent circumstances, but
Agenît, reports that " he had no difficulty the Commissioners of Eaigration of thàt
in pîoviding enployment for agricultural State see that their wants are attendel to,
labourers, and that in many cases the de- work provided for them, or they are for-
mand of farniers. could not be supplied." warded into he country. In some cases
I ani aware ihat by the Immigration Act the ioney expcnded is, by the emigrant,
of 1869 power is given to the Governor refunded vhen he lias secured work; in
in Council, when deemed necessary, to issue others it is taken out of a fuad kept for
a Proclamation prohibiting the landing of tîat purpose, supported by a tax ou c
pauper or destitute immigrants until a emigrant of two dollars per head.
sum of money suflicient for their support -a tax sinîil to what we ourseives
and transport to their places of destination impose. Tle Australian Colonies are
was provided; but this power was not exer- also our competitors in the denand lor
cised, it remained in abeyance, and only emigrants. TIey have ail c ntributed
last nontlh was put in force. The ques- very liberally of theii ieans to encourage
tion nay be asked, what necessity is there emýration. la 1876, 38,628 laaded
for it now ? It is said that last season in New South Wales ;-6018 of these
there was a much larger emigration than were assorted; 22,596 eatered Queensland,
usual by way of the St. Lawrence, that aid -as given to 5,785; 14,161 went to
the persons who came were not of the South Australia, 4,947 were helped. In
proper class, that there was no employ- the sanie year, New Zealand received
ment for them, that the emigrants are 12,987; out of these 5,344 received aid

a burden upon the St. GeorgeP's, St. from the Goverment of the Colony.

Prohibition of thie
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New Zealand with a territory less than
half the size of Quebec, and with less
than a fourth of the population of the
Dominion, appropriated in the year
named no less a sum than $595,500 for the
introduction and location of emigrants.
The question of emigration, so far as it
relates to agricultural labour, is a very
important one from a farmer's point of
view. The fariers in the older portions
of Ontario, such as those in the con-
stituency I bave the honour to re-
present, cannot shut their eyes to the
prospect before them, as presented by the
opening up of the Great North-West.
They are contributing their share of the
taxes necessary to develop that country,
and build a railway to carry its produce
to market; at the same time it is plain
and obvious that that great territory will
soon be their most powerful rival. In
order that the farmers of Ontario may
be able to compete with any degree of
success two things are necessary-Ist,
better cultivation of the soil ; 2nd, a
more liberal application of manure. With
regard to the latter the farmers in myv
neighbourhood have turned theirattention
to feeding cattle in winter in order to
get manure to enrich the ground. The
demand for beef cattle in the Old
Country bias added an additional stimulus;
however, I cannot help noticing that the
duty imposed upon corn forms a very
obnoxious tax, and greatly diminishes the
farmer's profit. With regard to the
better cultivation of the soil, the question
of Emigration bas an important bearing.
Labour of the right kind at a reasonable
rateis j ust what is; required and here the
agricultural labourer willing to work,
no matter how poor, is the man in the

right place. I have here a letter received
from one of my constituents the other day,
in which the writer says, alluding to this
subject: "I have a man w orking for
me now who came from the North
of Ireland last fall. When he
lan(ded at Quebec all lie ad was
half a crown (60c.) I got him from the
Emigration Agent in Toronto. He is a
good farma hand, and likes the country."
Had the Order in Council been passed at
the time this emigrant came, he would
not have been allowed to come into the
country, and the farnier would have been
deprived of a good ha4d. This is a fair
illustration of how this prohibitory enact-

MR. FLEMING.

ment will work. It is generally acknow-
ledged that poverty is a misfortune, but it
does not follow that it is a crime ; but to
prohibit a poor man from coming into the
country is to treat him as a criminal. In-
deed,. looking at the action of the -ovein-
ment in this matter, he is considered a
more dangerous person than a criminal.
By the Immigration Amendment Act of
1872, power is given to the Governor in
Council, by Proclamation, when deemed
necessary, to prohibit the landing in
Canada of any criminal or other vicious
class of enigrants. Yet, no sucb
proclamation has ever been issued;
so that in reality the poor emi-
grant is put in a worse condition than the
criminnal. Surely the able-bodied emi-
grant, whose capital consists of a willing
hand and a strong arm, who asks only for
leave to earn his bread by the sweat of
his brow, is entitled to butter treatnent.
I do not say that we ought to admit, in-
discriniinately, all persons. There ought
to be some discrimination, certainlv; but
surely soine scheme can be devised that
will do away with the necessity for this
indiscriminate prohibition of suitable and
unsuitable emigrants. We must not de-
cline to accept the wheat because there is
some chaff in it. It is better to devise
some innuring process by which what is
good may be retained, and what is worth-
less rejected.

MR. POPE (Compton) : I am sorry
that I could not hear exactly wlat the
hon. gentleman said. I did, however,
catch a little at the end of his remarks. I
zhink he said there should be a discrimi-
nation with regard to the emigrants
coming here. le is ready to admit that
all classes should not be allowed to come
in. But who is to discriminate if there
is to be a discrimination ? He says this
should be done at the port where the emi-
grants are embarked. Let me tell mv
hon. friend, that before the month of
December, I had tried in every way I
could to stop the emigration of people
that were without means, and could not
be supplied with work. The answers I
received from the emigration agents at
the ports of embarkation were, that thev
had warned unsuitable emigrants not
to cone, that they had told them
that during the wintei there were
labourers running around the streets
here without work; and that the

Landing of Emigrante.(COMMONB.]
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emigrants had replied that they could not paying the remainder, if I recollect
be any worse off than they were in the aright. I have se"n some discussion
Old Country, and that they would run intended to show that the Dominion
their chance of coming, whether they Government had forced this upon
could find work or not. Undoubtedly the people of Ontario, who, let me say,
there has been a larger emigration this had their ageut in Quebec, who does the
winter than there has ever been before sane tbin to every man who gees to To-
at this time of the year. But the cause ronto, that is, issues a ticket wvhich en-
of this is easilp explained. The tenant titnes him to receive a passage west from
farners w1o had corne to this country our agent. We are not at ail responsible
had told of the iucreased prosperity for the Ontario agent. Th at gentleminn
of Canada, and hiad G placed Canada in o himself nsks for ante pass for each eoi-
more favourable light in Great Britain grant and gets it. I will read o e or two
thanh she had ever been before, one evi- extracts fron the Toronto Globe ie refer-
dence of which is the enhanced value ence to this question a w
of al Canadin securities in the British " Canada bas been suffering for wnths past,
mney market. Seeing this state of feel- is suWfring keenly just now, an. will continue
ing, I recoomended the passing of tiis to sufer for rnnths to cene, fro the disas-
Order, because whe complaints were trous emigration policy of the present De.
made of our having ieople landed t minion Governet. Fro aill quarters-Hali-

fax, St. John, Quebec, Me1ntreal, Ottawa,Halifax who had been sent west, ane were Kingstn, Port Hope, arnilton, St. Catha-
walking the streets in Ontario and Que- nes and rany other places-cores the wail of
bec, as ell as in the Lower iProvinces, the poor people who have been brougt eut tn
and who come not be provide owith the false representationeof agents, at a tire of
Ord, I had no other course to pursue. year when even tl emigrauts the country re-
mek oqires and can absf should cease te eek urThe lion. hentlenia's organ , the Toronto sares. Fer years pa-t the regulations guiding
Globe, said that we were allwin our an restraining agents have been bene-icialiy
cities to be flooded \vith poor peop)le, n-ho, stringent, but under the pressure of steainship
bewners, whse wish in the matter the Govern-ormeet dared nt inore, these regulatins were
the country; and from London, St. relaxe, the result being the granting cf
Catharines. and other towns, we found assisted passages te theusands who shouid
the saine crv coimig. I thought it neer have been brought eut here at ai.

Erenii i the case of these whese passages weremy duty, when I found the agents net assisted, steps sheuld have been taken te
on the other side could not stop put a stop te the eperatiens cf steambeat
these emigrants, to sto) tleir being ad- agents ii Enrope, wli have undeubtedly been
mitted here, and for that reason the Order geit c
in Coun2il was passed. Fer the meonti cf ewn andi their employers' intercits"
Nevember andi up te tIse middle cf De- Sne tar froin the regulations bein:- relaxed
cember, when the Order in Council -,vas they were beade mucli more strinent.
passesi, the expenses of Tringi' these At tie time I fjrst assuned office, I in-
peopie west amounte te1 - augurate te plicy cf aiding emigration,
more than we -vere willing te pay. We there bcing then a scarcity cf inen in the
coulsi net find crnpleyment for these nc country iant ini prof of that, seuld
arrivais, and it was my bmunden duty, in cite the Act then passed, enabling erigra-
tihe iiîterests cf the country and cf the tien aid soc7ieties te be fermies, and these
ergrants thernselves, as well as in the centributes tisousanss cf dollars te brin,
interest of our own werkingmLien, of wlses laburers bere. Although that Act lias
there are many eut cf eýnsplyient anri been on tise Statute-book ever silice, no
unable te obtain it, net te allow mien te one cf these societies is iiow ifl opera-

ake the situation worse cf those whe tien. I dis estpploy passenger brokers
were here already. In 1872, at the te induce labourin men to come te this
urgenît request of thse 0evernyent cf country. But when resunted office in
Ontari, we ade arranements, which 1878,what sd Ifind s founds tse labour
have been carried eut ever since, thdat the sarket depressers an overstocked; I feunp
Government of tise Dominion shoild pay toat we c ld noet fuiy emrploy the men
one-third of the whole of thse cost of pri- we already had in this country, ani con-
viding passages for etigrants coming sequenty I told these shipowners that we
te Ontario ; the Goverment of OntariE could ne longer give thoeir agents any cer-
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mission whatever, and that no assistance
could continue to be given to emigrants
coming to this country other than those
following agricultural pursuits. It is folly
for the Globe or anybody else to maintain
the contrary, but here is what the Globe
says of it :-

" The Mail and Montreal Gazette both attempt
to remove from the Dom nion Government all
responsibility for the recent influx of undesir-
able emigrant, It is worthy of notice that
neither of them has a word to say, either of de-
nial or defence, of the change made in the speci-
fication of the class of persons invited to come
over on assisted passages. If, as the Mail and
Gazetre say, no money bas been paid to the
steamship companie4, except for such emi-
grants as have actually settled on land, and are
engaged in its Qultivation, so much the better.
It will be interesting to hear from the local
agents, who are expected to certify to the settle-
ment, what steps they have taken to guarantee
the country against frauds, and whether they
pretend to be able to trace to their destination
all the emigrants who pass through their
bands."

Now, as I said before, the Toronto Govern-
ment paid two-thirds of the expense of
passengers from Quebec to Ontario, the
balance being paid by this Government.
And if the Globe found, at that time, that
fron every city the cry went up that they
were being filled with people of the class
of which it comiplained, it was not due to
the changed system. But to show more
clearly how the Globe felt, I will read an
article written a little later :

" A new Order in Council of the Dominion
Government prohibits the landing of any eni-
grant who lias not twenty dollars in bis pocket
on reaching a Canadian port. The steamship
companies are required to pay to the enigra-
tion agent twenty dollars for the transport of
each immigrant to his place of destination.
That the order is well intended we do not doubt.
But it proceeds from a total miscenception of
the object sought. No one wants to keep poor
men out of the country. If good men have
nothing at the beginning they will not long be
penniless."

Now, we find the organ of these gentle-
men, within ten days from the time of its
declaring that no more poor people should
be brought into this country, when, as it
alleged, the streets of all the principal
cities of Canada vere already filled with
them, and when they were a burden upon
this country-we find it declaring that
these are the very men we want, whether
they have any money or not, whether
they were penniless or not. How are you

MR. POPE.

going to meet these gentlemen ? How
are you going to satisfy people that will
be satisfied with nothing ? I admit that
this cry of dissatisfactionhad an influence
upon the Government since the public
press has an influence upon every public
man, and like representations were made
by otherjournals supporting the Adminis-
tration. We ought not to stop emigra-
tion to this country. But people are now
coming here who can support themselves
through the winter that are not going to
be a burden upon the people of this coun-
try, and these are the kind of people that
we want. My hon. friend said there
never was a tax before. Well, I have
this to say: Previous to 1872 there was
always a tax; every emigrant that came
to the country, whether he stopped here
or whether lie passed through, paid a tax
of two dollars.

Mr. MACKENZIE : This is not a tax;
it is a fine.

MR. POPE (Compton): It is not a
fine, it is a precaution during a time of
the year when we cannot employ our o wn
people, against those coming into this
country who have no means ; in order that
our own people may not be taxed to pay
their expenses from the port where they
land to their destination and support
them afterwards. It is meant to protect
the labouring men of this country from
outside labour, which would be brought
here to add to the glut of the labour mar-
ket during the winter months. When
spring opens, and the steamers begin to
arrive in Quebec, this regulation will
cease. It was to meet the demands of the
country, and to meet the emergency whicli
was upon us. This Order in Council; the
Government will not repeal but it will
expire of itself about the lst of April
next. We feel that it has worked well.
We know that we are going to get a con-
siderable amount of emigration next
month, and we believe that this arrange-
ment will not keep a single man away
whom it is desirable to have in this coun-
try. But that is not the only thing which
is complained of. We are told that we
are asking people to come to this country
who are iot farners, who were only in-
tending to become so. Well, Sir, I
admit we did ask them to come to this
country, because we had many examples
before us of men who had never ben
farmers, coming here and becoming most
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successful farmers. Perth and its neigh
bourhood, for instance, are settied by thal
class, and there are many other places ir
which blacksmithsand othermechanics have
settled and have become the best farmen
in the country. Those are some of tht
classes of people that we want, and I hope
we shall get them in the future. The in.
terests of the country require that wE
should encourage the emigration of such
men in every possible way, but not to pay
large sums for that purpose. The Govern-
ments of Australia and New Zealand
pay very large sums on that account.
In the latter colony, I find that emigrants
cost the Government $65 a bead to bring
them there. But we are prepared to give
such encouragement to emigrants as we
believe the circumstances of this country
require ; and when we think that we are
better without them, and that the people
themselves are better off not to come here,
we will not shrink from taking the respon-
sibility of saying so.

MR. MILLS: The hon. gentleman has
informed us that the National Policy has
not produced those great advantages
which the Government expected of it.
He informs us that there are poor people
scattered abroad over the country, that in
every town and city there is a large num-
ber of people out of employment. I be-
lieve that is'a fact. I have no doubt
whatever, that inany of these people have
left the country. I have been informed
that in the City of Ottawa, there are 732
vacant dwellings, representing with the
lodgers, a population of between 4,000
and 5,000, who have withdrawn from
the city, and who have gone to the
neighbouring Republic to seek the
means of sustenance which they could not
obtain liere. One would suppose that
this large removal of the poorer classes
would leave those behind in better cir-
cumstances, but this does not seem to be
the case. The day before yesterday a
large number of people out of employment
voluntarily cane to the doors of this
House, and asked the Government to
fulfil those pledges which it had made to
the workingmen on the eve of the last
Dominion elections ; when the gentlemen
now in power promised the workingmen,
that if they succeeded in regaining pos-
session of the Treasury Benches, every
labouring man should have work. This
pi omise reminds me much of the prospec-

- tus of the Land Sale in the story of
Martin Chuzzlewit. We are all aware,

i from the description given in that story,
of the place called Eden, on the Mis-
souri River. We know the difficulties
that Martin Chuzzlewit and Mark Topley
encountered, after they got there. The
promises of the hon. gentlemen upon the
Treasury Benches during the late elec-

i tion, were very much of the same class.
They said : " We are not flies on the
wheel. We are not incapable men. We
do not belong to the class of incapable
politicians to which the hon. gentlemen
belong, who eccupy the Tieasury Benches.
We are statesmen. Permit us to get
into power and get hold of the Gov-
crnWent, and then we will show you
what statesmen can do. There will not be
one labourer out of employment ;
people will everywhere have plenty
to subsist upon. The labourer will
get a good day's pay for a good day's
work." These were, in effect, the words
used by the right hon. gentleman at the
head of the Government. These predic-
tions have been realised precisely as were
those made to Martin Chuzzlewit about
the advantages of Eden. Now, Sir,
the hon. the Minister of Agriculture has
told the House that we have poor enough
at home, that we do not wish our market
to be crowded with people from abroad:
why then invite any person to come
here? The hon. gentleman has been act-
ing on the principle of protection to home
maaufacture. He feels that, in order to
have the poor in this country and to give
them a fair chance to subsist upon the
charity of the rest of the population, it is
absolutely necessary that those who come
here from abroad and without means shall
be compelled to return 'to the country
whence they came. Now, Sir, we see
how helpless the hon. gentlemen are to
remove the depression which exists in
this country; how helpless they are to take
the first step towards restoring that pres-
perity which they predicted would meet
them on their return to power, and
which they led the people to expect would
instantly revive if they came back to the
Treasuiy Benches. These gentlemen have
practically advertised that this shop is
closed to the poor; that those who wish to
leave their native land in Europe, must
seek a home somewhere else, and that if
they come to this country without a cer-
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tain sum of money, it will be impossible
for them to subsist, even if permitted to
land, and that the Government will re-
quire to put forth ail its efforts, and to
call into play all the resources that exist
in the fertile brain of the First Minister
and of the gentlemen with whom lie lias
surrounded himself to prevent all classes
from rapidly reaching the conclusion that
the elections were won by false pretences.

M\IR. THOMPSON (Cariboo) : The lion.
gentleman lias been speaking much about
the surplus population of Europe com-
ing here without sufficient means to
enable then to subsist after their arrivail.
That is ail very well; but this is a matter
affecting not only that portion of the Do-
minion bordering upon the Atlantic, but
that portion bordering upon the Pacifie.
When we are talking of this matter, we
must consider, not only einigrants land-
ing at Halifax without twenty dollars in
their pockets, but we must also take into
account the emigration into British
Columbia of the overflowing pauper popu-
lation of China. If we should look at
the resources of emigrants landing at
Halifax, in order to prevent then froni
becoming a burden upon the people of this
country, we should also look into the
resources of emigrants landing upon the
Pacifie coast, for the sane reason. The
flood of Chinese emigrarion is constantly
increasing, imposing a leavy burden upon
the people of British Columbia, filling our
prisons, our hospitals, and our asylums.
In every one, they are a serious burden
upon public resources. Regulations even
more stringent than those at present exist-
ing, if possible. siould be enacted, in
order to protect the people of the Pacifie
coast froni the evils attendant on the
ermigration of Cinese paupers.

MR. BAIN: The lion. the Minister of
Agriculture is under a debt of gratitude
to the hon. menber for North Brant (Mr.
Fleming) for nmoving in this matter to
enable him to iake these explanations
to the House which lie lias given. These
explanations indicate that a class of emi-
grants that have become a burden on the
cities, were not receiving aid in the shape
of reduced passenger warrants through
our Government or were in any way
facilitated by the Govarnment agents in
coming here from the Old Country. I
think that this must go a long way to
exonerate the hon. the Minister of

MR. MILLS.

Agriculture for the steps he has taken.
But I listened with considerable amuse-
ment to his statement, as indicating that
that prosperity we were promised under
the National Policy, certainly, had not
reached our shores, or else the influx of
a few destitute emigrants certainly
would not have been placed in the position
of having to seek aid where they should
have found remunerative employment, if
the manufacturing "huiii" had its advent.
If there is one thing more than another
of a nature to convince us that ail the
talk we have had about reviving pros-
perity is nothing but talk, it is the
statements that have been made to-day
by the lion. the Minister of Agriculture and
the member for Cariboo, who has just sat
down. They proved that after ahl the
" booni" we have heard so mucli about
exists chiefly in their imagination.
It has been my lot to take a good deal of
interest in this emigration questionand,
notwithstandiing that the Minister of
Agriculture feels so sensitive with respect
to the attacks of the Globe upon his policy,
I beg to assure him that the Globe does not
represent the whole sentiment of Ontarios
but the annoyance lie feels at the attack
of that journal goes to indicate that i
wields a strong influence, and that peopl
attach a good deal of credence to state
ments made by that paper, and that is
more than I can sav with reference to
some other newspapers published in
Ontario that supports the hon. gentlenan's
policy. Wliat we particularly need for
the future prosperity of our country is an
increase of population. If they coine to
our country witli money, so mucli the
better, but if they come with strong hands
and a determined resolution to purl their
way through, we are very glad to welcome
them. We have heard much about the
American systen of enigration, and the
economy with which they expend the
public funds for this object, but I find, in
looking over their reports, that the State
of New York alone lias, for several years,
voted $150,000 per annum, which is
expended for the care of emiigrants after
reaching thbeir shores. As the niember
for North Brant correctly remarked, seven
out of every eight emigrants reaching
the shores of the United States for
many years back have landed at the
port of New York. They have seen fit
to impose certain restrictions, and Ithink
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I may say that there is not a member duringtbewintermonths. My experience
within the bearing of my voice who will is that there are a certain class that are
not say that they are just and proper re-
strictions. They object to receiving the
pauper or the criminal popu!ation of other
countries, or those who are idiotie or
imbecile, or likely to be a burden upon
the people of the country, unless ac-
companied by friends able and willing to
maintain thema. I think that one reason
why this diliculty bas occurred in our
own emigration policy has been that the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture has joined
with his friends in the cry that was macle
when thev were so anxious to get back
into power at the last General Elections,
and bitterly attacked the emigration
policy of their predecessors, that
everything was going to ruin and decay,
and that - e had no need or employment
for emigrants; and one result of that policy
was to reduce the number of the agents
of the Government in the Mother Coun-
try, who were charged with the duty of
promoting and directing emigration. I
remember that, in the Emigration Coin-
mittee of 1878, such a cry asis now com-
plained of was raised against the Govern-
ment of that day by the Conservative
press of this city, and the Gov-
ernment and their agents were charged with
bringing masses of people from the Old
Country that were a burden upon our
resources, and were crowding our cities
with idlers during the winters. The emi-
gration agent of this city took the matter
in hand, and announced in the public
prints of this city that he would receive
applications from labourers who were out
of employment, and who were either
willing to go to work, or wished aid to
remove to other parts of the Dominion,
whero they could help theiselves. After
this notice had been out several days,
what was the result? Simply this:
that, out of the whole of that exaggerated
statement of the great numbers who were
out of employment at that time, there
were less than six+y applicants, and some
of theim were born in the country, and
not one of them but had been a resident
of this country for the five years previous.
That was the nost convincing proof that
could be offered that the emigration sys-
tem of the present Opposition, who were
then in power, had been a successful one,
and that it did not fill our cities with a
population that was a burden to them
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everywhere found lingering about the
cities, and are unwilling to go into the
country among the farmers to earn an
honest livelihood. I think that the sys-
tem which bas been in existence for some
years, under the former Gover'nment,
has been found to work well, w-here
the Governient Agents in the Old Coun-
try have exercisel proper care not to grant
certificates for reduced rate passenger
warrants, except to those that were bon ct
fde agricultural labourers, or likely to
make useful settlers, instead of as now,
only asking them to sign a declaration to
that effect, under inducements from steain-
ship agents, who thus secure a bonus on
each one they induce to emigrate. In the
Province of Ontario, it has been found
that a successful agricultural labourer,
after a few years' employment with a
farmer, becomes anxious to secure a piece
of land for himself, and, with a reasonable
amount of success, lie is in a position to
work on to a free-grant section or to go
to the prairies of the North-West. The
consequence is that the farmers in On-
tario are placed in that position; that the
very men they desire to keep are just the
men that move off into the new settle-
ments, and become, in a few years, em-
ployers of labour in their turn. UJnder
these circumstances, and aside from
any question of party politics, I hope
that the hon. the Minister of Agri-
culture will not relax his efforts to
secure for us, during the coming
season,that class of agricultural labourers.
If we are ever to build up our Dominion
and make it a success, and to develop the
great North-West, it is necessary that we
should have a sufficient number of strong
and willing hands for the purpose; and
if we do not get a large influx of popula-
tion to aid in building up our country and
creating a consuming population for those
great manufactures that the National
Policy is going to establish, as we have
been promised by the hon. the Finance
Ministei, our public burdens will become-
intolerable, and in a few years we shall
find ourselves seriously encumbered with
our liabilities; and I think the thanks of
the House are due to the member for
North Brant (Mr. Fleming) for his pre-
sent motion, since he has given the bon.
the Minister of Agriculturean opportunity
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of squaring accounts with the Globe and furn-
ishing the House with additional inform-
ation, respecting an Order in Council that
certainly should not have been issued
without the gravest reasons for so doing.

MR. SPROULE; 1. think that it is
of the utnost importance that the Minis-
ter in charge of this Department should
ascertain carefully what class of emi-
grants is most suited to this country,
and then direct expenditure in the line
calculated to attract those best fitted to
advance the interests of Canada. It was
generally coneeded, for several years past,
that the Emigration Department wras
spending large amounts to attract eii-

grants, while we lad large numbers of
our own people out of employment ; that
people were being brought here not
likely to find employmeut. The history
of emigration in the past showed that
somothing like twenty-seven dollars a
head was paid for emnigrants, a sum out
of all proportion to the benefits derived
fron that class. Four years ago,
eniigrants could not find work in Canada;
but, through the change since brouglit
about, there has been employment for
all the emigrants, and at much higher
wages than were paid a year ago. Only
last summier, I had applications from
several farmers in my constituency to
apply to the emigration agent in Toronto
for extra hands, wheu I found it impos-
sible to procure as many a. were wanted.
ln his answer to me, the agent said that
it was essentially necessary, before invit-
ing those hands, to have situations await-
ing them, and that they should get re-
munerative wages, if they remained
through the summer-for good hands at
least eighteen dollars a month. I wrote
back that I understood, the summer be-
fore, emigrants were being sent out for
twelve dollars a month. He replied
that the increased demand for that
class of labour had raised the
wages muchi higher, and that now
they bad applications for a larger number
of bands than could be supplied. I be-
lieve that the change is due to the policy
of the hon. gentlemen who now wield the
destinies of the country of discouraging
the unsuitable class of emigrants. He
intimated that it would be well, as there
was a considerable number of idle people
in the towns and cities, to communicate
with them in order to send as many of
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then as would be useful to the country.
Unfortunately, a large number were unfit
for farm work. I consider it the duty
of the Government on finding a surplus
of labour in the country, in any particular
line, to try. if possible, to find work for
thent. I believe this is the olject and
tendency of the National Policy. It is
generally found that, in small villages,
towns and cities, manufacturers, artisans
and labourers are out of employmeînt,
but not farm labourers, generally, in the
country. If we cannot induce the idle
in the towns and cities to settle upon
farms, then it should be the object of the
Government to build up establishments
wlere they nay find steady emtploymîent.
I think, by all means, that the Order in
Council passed by the Government ran in
the very line the country would feel in-
clined to endorse, with the object of bring-
ing into the country only such classes as
it requires, and then, in time, as the
National Policy builds up the industries
of the country, and good tines return,
should there be an opening for all classes
of emigrants, the order might be abolished.
One of the strangest confirmations of the
National Policy is the readiness with
which emigrants now find employnent in
almîost every part of lhe country, con-
trasted with their difficulty in 1878. Not
only that, but thousands out of work two
years ago are now employed at remuner-
ative prices, and are able to support them-
selves and families.

MR. MACKENZIE: I desire to say a
few words in connection with this miatter
befoi e it closes. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site have not acted as the gentleman who
spoke last believes. He seens to think
that this Order in Council -was passed a
year ago; it was only passed a few weeks
ago, and had no influence whatever on the
emigration of the past season. Hon. gen-
tlemen opposite affected to believe that
their policy would procure an abundance
of enploynent for all classes; but now
it is admitted that in this city there is an
amount of idleness never before witnessed.
I know that in Toronto verv large nunbers
are out of work-that the clarity of the
public was called upon frequently during
the last few mtonths to suppleient the
action of the charitable societies, in order
to sustain those not able to fihnd emiploy-
ment. There lias been nothing like it
that I remember in my time. But let us
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look at the prospects the hon. the Minister
of Railways held out to the suffering
millions of Europe, in his speech in this
louse last Session. A year ago, in a de-
bate in this House, speeches were made
by the hon. gentlemen opposite, which
must have led all the suffering poor, not
only in Great Britain, but tbroughout
Europe, to look to this country as a land
of promise. The Minister of Railways
used the following language, in discussing
his resolutions regaiding the Pacifie Rail-
vay:-

" Withthese new and increascd facilities, and
with the cooperation of the Imperial Govern-
ment, we may rapidly fill up the country with
an industrious population, wbich will prove a
s jurce of wealth, and provide a substantial
basis for the construction of the railway. I
have adverted in these resolutions to the
national character of the work, and the ground
Canada has for asking further substantial aid
froi the Imperial Government in régard to it.
1 have pointed to the fact that it will open up
the nearest means of access between Great
Britain and ber dependencies in the Pacifie.
It will bring the Imperial authorities 1,200
miles nearer ta China and Japan than by any
other route across this continent, and it will
provide comfortable and happy homes for the
suffering millions of the United Kingdom in
our North-West Territories. Hon. gentlemen
are aware of the f act that, on a comparatively
recent occasion, a large deputation brought
before the attention of Lord Derby the unpre-
cedented extent of distress existing anong the
working classes, whereupon that eminent
nobleman, who bas devoted much attention to
the imprevement of the condition of the labour-
ing peuple, stated that he looked forward to a
well devised and systematic system of emigra-
tion from the British les is theionly substan-
tial means of affording relief to that over-
peopled and suffering country. I believe, when
we present this policy, and say that, while
thousands of people in the United Kingdom
are in a state of forced idleness, the construc-
tion of the Pac.fic Rallway would afford then
immediate employment, and, at the saine time,
develop on this continent a great British power,
we will present a scheme which will not be
regarded with disfavour. It has long been the
prde of every Eritishsubject that, whenever a
s:ave touches British soil, in any part of the
world, his shackles fall away. Se 1 say we in
Canada have greater pride in knowing that the
moment the feet of the most discontented
British subjects tonch Canadian soil, that dis-
content disappears, and no sooner do they
realise the fact that they are in possession of
the fullest freedoni and the means of successful
employment, than they become truly loyal to
the British Crown.

" It cannot be an object of indifferenc to
Great Britain that th s country presents an op-
portunity,not only of thinning the over-populat-
ecd district3 of the British Islands, but of attract-
ing Frenchren from France, Germans froin Ger-

many, and, in fact, people of aIl nationalities
from the over-crowded population of Europe,
to settle on British soil, and become loyal and
devoted supporters of the British Crown and of
British institutions."

When those British subjects referred to
landed on our shores lately, instead of
meeting with the fullest freedoi and the
ineans cof successful employment, they
were met by the bailiff on the wha.rf,
warning thei off froin our shores, and
told that they must possess twenty dollars
in cash to be permitted to put a foot on
this land which was to furnish an avylum
to the suffering millions of Great Britain
and Ireland. After holding out these
magnificent prospects, we have now the
pitiable spectacle of the Government de-
claring that no person is fit to land who
does not possess twenty dollars. The
leader of the Governieit also indulged in
the saine style of speech. He said

" But I believe that, when the scheme is
presented to ler Majesty's Government, and
they have seen the Imperial importance of this
work-when they see the enormous adrantage
it will be to relieve the over-crowded portions
of the Mother Country,by removing the surplus
population into the new Britain in the far
West. they will grant a guarantee where they
have granted it before, with this additional
security which, without obliging England to
pay a single sixpence, will enable us to push on
the work and obtain all the money required for
this great work on as advantageous terms as if
it were a direct liability of ber own."

Now the suffering thousands and over-
crowded population of Great Britain and
Ireland are now, only one year after those
glowing speeches were made, and those
magnificent prospects held out, warned off,
by authority, from touching our shores for
fear that in any way their po-verty might
infringe upon our means. TheŽ late Ad-
ministration advertised in the English
papers, in 1874-5, that ordinary artisans
and clerical classes were already too nu-
merous in this country, and warned them
from emigrating to it, while we held out
that there was abundant rooin for the
agricultural labourer and agriculturists of
every class--they alone were to obtain as-
sisted passages. The very publication of
such an Order as that passed a few weeks
ago lias a tendency to prevent any class
coming te Canada; it is eagerly grasped
at by the agents of foreign and competing
countries, to show that such is the dis-
astrous condition cf commercial, Manu-
faciuring and mercantile life in Canada
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that its Government was obliged to put up
a fence at its main seaports to prevent any
people coming into the country, paralysed
already by the natural disasters occasioned
by the commercial policy of the Govern-
ment.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): The question
of emigration, as introduced by the hon.
member for North Brant (Mr. Fleming),
appears to have widened into a general
discussion of the questions of National
Policv and the Pacific Railway. If the
argument upon which the original motion
is based be the correct one-that there
should be no objection to all classes of Her
Majesty's subjects coming into this country
at all times,-I cannot understand how it
lies in the mouths of gentlemen who take
that ground to declare that the people of
Canada are so impoverished that, in our
large cities and towns, the numbers who
have nothing to eat and no work to per-
form are so great as to severely tax the
resources of their more fortunate fellow-
citizens. Either the people of those cen-
tres are well off or ill off. If they are
well off, there might be serious objection
to the Government's Order in Council;
but in that case it does not become hon.
gentlemen opposite to taunt us with the
failure of that policy which is bringing
in a better state of things. If we are ill-
off-if there are paupers in our cities as,
unfortunately, there always will be, what-
ever policy be adopted-then I think the
people ought to thank the hon, the Minister
of Agriculture and the Government for
having adopted a plan for excluding per-
sons during a season when they could
not find work, unless they
have means to enable them to
proceed to where employment may be
found for them. That, it seems to me, is
the only question at issue in this motion.
No one will pretend that it is desirable
to bring agripultural labourers into
Canada in mid-winter, or that our farmers
could then employ fresh hands. The hon.
the Minister of Agriculture inadoptingtihs
policy has simply declared that the far-
mers at this season do not need labourers,
that our cities and towns are already suffi-
ciently supplied with citizens, and that
emigrants should not come here unless
they have the means of proceeding to
places where employnent is available.
The policy of the late Government was to
advertise in the British papers, warning
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all but agricultural labourers from
coming to Canada at all, while the pre-
sent Order simply warns them against
coming unless they had some small means
in their pocket on landing to keep them
while they looked for work, or to convey
thei to where it could be found. This
Order expires in the spring, when the
agricultural labourer can find wock in
this country, and therefore it in no way
affects the question of the introduction
of this class into Canada at suitable times.
We have had not only now, but since the
Session commenced, upon almost every
question that has come up, statements
by hon. gentlemen opposite of the
utter failure of the National Policy.
Do they seriously mean what they say?
Did they really expect the mere passage
of an Act of Parliament was going to re-
store prosperity and improve a sad state
of things, brought about by their laxity
and indifference to the commercial inter-
ests of the country? What was the lead-
ing issue between the two parties ? It was
the declaration of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, when they occupied this side of
the House, that they had no powerand no
will to improve the commercial and in-
dustrial interests of the country, while the
position of the hon. gentlemen now on
the Treasury Benches was that they be-
lieved that, in many respects, legislation
might promote those important interests
-that an honest and fair effort should be
made with that object, and they pledged
themselves that they would make that
effort, and they fulfilled that pledge dur-
ing the last Session of Parliament. What
has been the result ? Commerce is not
built up in an hour. The astonishment
is that anyone invested a dollar on the
strength of the National Policy, in view of
the efforts of hon. gentlemen opposite to
prevent its being done. No sooner had
the Policy been adopted than a gentle-
man, described in an English newspaper
as a prominent member of the Opposition
-who I think I am not wrong in describ-
ing as the leader of the Opposition-
wrote to an English journal to warn
people against investing money in this
country on the strength of the National
Policy, because, as he alleged, it would be
impossible for that policy to be in exist-
ence for any length of time. The writer
of that letter referred to the election
which took place in June last for the
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Ontario Legislature, and he specially re- to the importers of the city of Montreal,
ferred to that in the city of Toronto, to to the ordinary merchants. There is not
prove that the feeling of reaction one of them who will not admit that a
against the National Policy was not greater confidence has prevailed in the
confined to the rural population, but was country during the last six months than
participated in by the urban population as has existed during five or six years pre-
well. viouasly. That is the position in which

MR. MACKENZIE: HIear, hear. So the commerce of this country is to-day.
it is. MR. ANGLIN: Montreal is not Ca-

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) : The hon. nada.
gentleman says " Hear, hear." I wonder he MR. WHITE The hon gentleman
is not ashamed to repeat the statement in probably refera to St. John. What is the
the presence of gentlemen who know fact with regard to St. John? Af ter the
differently. Both the nominator of Mr. terrible fire which destroyed that city, a
Mowat and his seconder at the Local few years ago, an abnormal condition of
election in Toronto declared that, if the things sprang up. In the rebuilding of
National Policy was in issue, if it was a that large city, a number of men were em-
question of Dominion politics and not of ployed, and, when their labour was accom-
Local politics, they would be support- plished, there was no more work for al
ing Mr. Morris with as much energy as those who had emigrated thore. Apart
they were then devoting to the support from this, the position of St. John bas be-
of Mr. Mowat. In the face of that state- come materially changed. It is suffering
ment, the bon, gentleman, and M presume to-day from changes from which many
it was he wo wfrote to the Manchester cities have suffered. Everywhere are to
-Examiner, declared that the urban, as be found cities which were formerly pro-
well as the rural population, were par- minent as commercial centres, today occu-
ticipants in the reaction of feeling againat pying aminor position, the business hav-
the National Policy that lie declared b.d ing lntransferred, throuh the con-
taken place. struction of raitways, or other changes,

MR. MACKENZIE: So say we ail. to other centres. Many of my Toronto
Mt. WHITE: The hon, gentleman friends are inclined to believe, thougee A

acknowledges te wrote the letter. do not share in the opinion, that Montreal
MRt. MACKENZIE: I acknowledre lias seen its best days; that, owing to the

nothing. construction of railways, and general
M . WHITE: It was not at least a changes in the commerce of the country,

patriotic thing for a Canadian, in regard business is becoming centred in Toronto
to a policy the succesa of which largely instead cf Montreal. cQuebec, some few
depends on the confidence of the people as years ago, was the great commercial
to its permanence, it is not patriotic for a metropolis of Canada; what is it to-day ?
public man to endeavour to undermine Ita decadence is not due to any question
the success of that policy, by creating a of policy, but to the changed relations in
want of confidence in its peranance, commerce. St. John is suffering in the
through letters addressed to English newa- saoe way as Quebec, and as some of My
papers, warnIng capitalits aganst invest- on. friendsa, thougl I do not share i
ingmoney in, or coming to the country, their opinion, say Montreal is suffering
as they miglit be induced to do in conse- also. The hon. member for Lambton lias
quence of that policy. But, Sir, have we quoted two passages from the speeches de-
not benefitted since that time 1 There is livered from. the Treasury Benches of laat
hardly a merchant to-day, there is flot a Session in relation to the Pacitic IRail-
*commercial traveller who has returned to way, to the effeet that our great North-
his bouse within the last few montbs. who Wet, traversed as it will be in the future
does not speak of the increased confidence by railways, will ofasr a home for count-
which prevails in Canada to-day, as com- less millions from the Mother Country.
pared with the feeling which as existed Ia that hon. gentleman, who is equally
for the last five or six year. I do not reasponsible with gentlemen on this hide
refer to mianufacturera, who migct be sup- for impoaing on this country the burdens
posed to be pecially benefitted by the entailed by the assumption of the iNorth-
operation of the present Tarif. I refer West, prepared to say such will not he
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the result? Does lie mean to say that
that country, when opened up by the
Pacifie Railway, will not offer homes to
countless millions of our fellow-subjects
in other parts of the world ? If
that was his pretension, how could he
justify the imposition of the burden for
the maintenance of that large territory,
and the construction of the Pacifie Rail-
way, for which latter, as far as expendi-
ture lias already taken place, he is cer-
tainly as responsible as hon. gentlemen on
this side of the House. The statements
made in those speeches are every one true;
and it requires a confidence in the gulli-
bility of human nature and of the public
at large simply astonishing to induce the
lion. gentleman to tell us that, because
within one year after these statements
were made, the results predicted had not
been accomplished, they were therefore
iunfounded. This is the kind of argument
with which the House is insulted by the
leader of the Opposition. Every statement
quoted by the hon. member for Lambton
from these speeches will be realised. But,un-
fortunately, hon. gentlemen opposite will
not say a kind word for their country
unless bribed by office. From one end to
the other, to believe them, tkis country
is in a state of hopeless depression, bank-
ruptcy, and commercial ruin, with no
confidence in the present, with no hope
for the future. It is thus that those
gentlemen appeal to the patriotic feeling
of theý country to sustain them. They ap-
pealed before and they got their answer.
They have been pursuing the same policy
since the Session opened. They are deter-
mined not to see the silver lining in the
cloud which has for so Jong overhung our
commerce and industries, but preferr to
present this country as one in a hopeless
.condition. It is their gloomy forebodings
which has decided the people that they
.shall not come back to power, and has
caused every constituency which has been
opened since 1878, and which then sup-
ported the Conservatives, to renew that
support.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant): I in-
tend only to offer a few remarks on this
subject. I do not intend going into the
question properly before the House. The
hon. gentleman who has just resumed his
seat, has invited us to look at the benefi-
cial resuits that have followed from the
policy inaugurated by the hon. gentlemen

MR. WHITE.

opposite, and there is no doubt that, if what
the hon. gentleman has said, in reference
to the city of which lie is a citizen, with
reference to its prosperity, with refer-
ence to the extraordinary manner in which
that city is amassing wealth under the
benefical influence of this Policy, be
correct, we, as patriotic Canadians, should
rejoice ; but one city does not constitute
the Dominion. The hon. gentleman, how-
ever, is candid enough to admit that
there are other cities in this Dominion,
and that they have not been benefitted in a
like manner. The hon. gentleman was
almost candid enough to admit that there
were other cities that could not be bene-
fitted as much by this Policy as the city of
Montreal. The hon. gentleman points to
the distress of St. John, and states that it
was iot because the National Policy had
operated disastrously, Hestatesthatit was
because of the immense destruction of pro-
perty during the fire that took place there.
Can that be true, Sir? Can the hon.
gentleman from Cardwell, as a citizen of
Montreal, whose interests lie there, who
wields the influence of a mighty paperthere
and glocts over his gains and the
gains of his fellow-citizens admit
that they never ventured to pay
their contribution towards that distress,
which was almost a famine? Would not
that be the proper thing to do? It seems
to me that, if the hon. gentleman cannot
induce the citizens of that city to furnish
relief to St. John, lie could, at any rate,
forward his individual subscription in
order to alleviate their wants. I do not
intend to enter into the question gener-
ally, because Ianticipate that,when the hon.
the Minister of Finance introduceshis pro-
posed amendments to the Tariff fore-
shadowed in the Speech from the Throne,
we may have a discussion at that
time, but 1 cannot hide from myself the
fact that while there is a good deal of
misery in the country, and while there
will be a great daal of misery
on the part of some of the mem-
bers opposite, when their speeches are
criticised by their constituents, we
may anticipate some little pleasure in
seeinghowour worthy friend from Cardwell,
who has alluded to this National Policy,
and declared it is the thing the country de-
manded, will receive the amendments that
are proposed to this Tariff, which lie
says, has worked so admirabjy. Until

Landing of Emigrants.(COMMONS.)
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then I will say no more on this subject. in Ontario and Quebec. At any rate,
MR. PLUMB: My hon. friend the whateverImyseif mayhavesaid onthe

Minister of Agriculture is, undoubtedly, subject, 1 had the honourof hearing a
under great obligation to the mover of the great number of speeches that were made
resolution now under discussion, and my by the leaders of the party Vo which I be-
hon. friend is also largely the debtor of my long, in respect to that pocy, and what
-hon. friend the member for North Oxford tley ciaimed for it. It was stated by us
(Mr. Oliver) for the resolution lie intro- that-whereas gentlemen on the opposite
duced into the Houise a few days ago-but side of the buse had said that
upon which. no debate took place-in re- they were only "fies upon the
gard to the expenses wvhich were incurred wheei"; that they were entireiy incom-
for the tenant farmers' deputation, who petent Vo do anything by legisiation for
were invited into this country to examine the advantage of te country; that no
into its capabilities. I was very nuch Government could, by any possibility, re-
surprised at the position taken by my hon. lieve or palliate the prevailing distress, or
friend from North Wentworth (Mr. Bain), ouglit to attempt Vo sustain or encourage
upon the motion of the hon. member for the struggling iudustries of the country
North Brant. He seemed desirous to in- -we at least wouid try to do
press upon us the great liberality of the something in that direction. We neyer
State of New York in making a yearly utdertook to promise that there would be
grant of $150,000 for the benefit of emi- an immedinte increase in the prosperity of
grants landing upon its shore. My hon. the country; but we pledged ourselves Vo
friend neglected to say tbat the State of do something, in case we secured a major-
New York bas a population of about ity here, which wouid make the despon-
4,750,000, a larger population than the dent people hopeful, and Vo hold out to
Dominion of Canada. He neglected Vo those who had been strugging for years
say that the city of New York was the a helping hand. We were scouted by the
great port at which nearly aIl the emi- laading organ of Ontario, because, in the
grants who came into the United States very week after Vhs Government came
landed. He might have stated that Castle into power, it did not increase the Tariff.
Garden in that city is the property of We were told that there ivas no excuse
the State, and is kept up at a large ex- for delay, that it was so simple a inatter
pense for the purpose of receiving emi- that one of the Government clerks could
grants and providing them with quarters easily make up the schadule and fix the
while they remain in the city 'and having rates; that it did not need careful exami-
neglected to say that: lie gave the House, nation and great discussion or considera-
undoubtedly unintentionally on his part, tion. It wouid certainly not have re-
a false impression in respect to the libera- quirad any great discussion or considera-
lity and the purposes of that grant. He tion on our part, if tiis Governrnent had
also neglected to state that a per capita been content to make out a horizontal
tax, as a further means of defraying those scale, adding per cent. on averytling
expenses, was levid upon the emigrant included i1 the fifteen per cent. list, in
when he landed there, which everybody imitation of the late Minister of Fittance.
knows who knows anything about the But m e had a very great and dificuit
question at all. My hon. friend was duty to perform, and that duty bas been
also pleased to speak of the National performed Vhoroughly and successfuily,
Policy in connection with the subject and I cannot believe that gentiLen on
which has been under discussion to-day. the opposite side of the buse are sincera
These gentlemen would seem to have wben they taunt ns with want of sucess
iaagined that we promised that the Na- in a policy, the deveiopment and effeet of
tional Policy would have its fruition upon which cannot be seen un a month, or six
the next morning after the election, that months, or a year. These gentlemen had
took place in 1878, and which the hon. ieft the countîy in a siough of despond,
gentlemen on the other side of the House froui which it wud take years Vo ascape.
have good reason to remember. I took We endeavoured Vo rcscue a struggling
some little part in the discussions which people from the abyss into which the
were held in public meetings in respect to precading Government had plunged us,
ths National Policy, during the campaign and froI the fatal results of the growing
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deficits which no attempts had been made land in the United States for no-
on the other side to make good. We have thing. He promptly replied that there
never beard what these gentleman pro- could be no question about it. I ventured
posed to do to meet the growing and ex- to say that there was room for question.
travagant expenditures in every Depart- The hon. gentleman then retorted thus
ment, and the draft upon the Treasury
for great undertakings in railway build- "My hon. friend may be very wise, but if he

ing. They did nothing to cut down the will examine the conditions upon which land is
cnsettled u on in Texas he will find that that

expenditure of the country, and nothing
to inerease its revenues. Upon every
question that bas come up we have been
treated to a rehash of the stale arguments
of last yerr against the National Policy.
I had been in hopes that I would hear
something new when I heard that the
leader of the Opposition had been indulg-
ing in light literature. When the hon.
member for Lambton condescended to
allude to light literature, and my hon.
friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills) began
to quote from ilartin C&huzezlwit, I hoped
the hon. gentlemen had been passing the
Recess in the kind of study
which would enable them to bring
forward somtehing new and origi-
nal, amusing or instructive. But they tell
us the same old story, which is neither
new nor amusing nor instructive. They
have harped on a single string till tired
of the monotonous performance. They
are like Sterne's caged starling, which
could only repeat, "I can't get out."

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: "Can't
get in."

MR. PLUMB: Amendment aocepted.
I an very glad that the late First Minis-
ter thought fit to take part in the discus-
sion, because it reminded me of a little
incident that took place in the debate of
last year upon the railway policy and the
sale of land inthe North-West, upon which
I thought, at the time, I should have an
opportunity of saying something more
upon a suitable occasion. That hon.
gentleman, notwithstanding the fact that
lie had, by a measure hurried through at
3 o'clock in the morning, in the first
Session in which I bad the honour of sit-
ting in this House, proposed to make
public lands to a large extent subsidiary
to the construction of the Pacifie Railway,
whilst speaking last year said :

"Does the hon. gentleman imagine that
settlers will go to the North-West to take up
land at $2 an acre when there are millions of
acres to be had for nothing in the United
States ? "

I ventured to ask where they gave

MR. PLUMB.
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State will furniah any quantity of land free."

MR. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.
gentleman read on'? I ask him in fair-
ness to read on.

MR. PL UMB: The hon. gentleman has
the right of reply if he likes.

MR. MACKENZIE : Then I say that
I never made such a statement.

MR. PLU MB: The hon. gentleman bas
a bad habit of constantly interpolating a
speech, whenever I ha ve the floor, and he
thinks proper to contradict my statements.
With bis old majority to back him, lie
could do so without check, but 1 do not
intend to allow him to do so on this oc-
casion, uniess the House insists that I
must give way. Well, then, not quite
convinced by the ready assertionof the hon.
member for Laimbton, I was led to make
further enquiry as to lands which settlers
could obtain by free grant in the State of
Texas. I entered into correspondence with
my friend, Mr. Seward, then Assistant
Secretary of State in Washington, and
received from him the circular of the.
General Land Office, containing the laws
and regulations relative to the grant or
sale of public lands to settlers, and the list
of States and Territories in which such
lands were situated. The State of Texas
was not upon the list. Upon further
enquiry, I learned that there were no lands
in Texas belonging to the United States
Government. I wrote then to the
Commissioner of the Land Office of
Texas, at Austin, the capital of the State,
and I have his reply in my hand, which,
with the permission of the House, I will
read, in order to show how easy it is to
make off-hand statements, and for gentle-
men, in making auch statements, to be
mistaken, notwithstanding that they arro-
gate to themselves an amount of wisdom
and information which they imagine war-
rants them in lecturing members who ven-
ture to quostion their absolute infalli-
bility. The letter, in answer to my en-
quiries, is dated the 14th of February,
1880, and reads as follows:-
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"1. There are about ten million acres of vacant been able to find, but form a part of thesunappropriated public domain, subject to loca- extensive plain lying far vest of the
tion by valid certificates isued by the State of setted portions of the State, and not
Texas, and to pre-emptien.

" 2. 14 etual settiers upon vacant domain can upon unes of railway or projected rail-
acquire title to 160 acres, if the settler is the way communication. It is difficuit to see
head of a family, and to 80 acres if a single how they are preferable, either in cost or
person, by a residence upon and ctltivation of avaiîability, to ours in the North-West.
the land for three consecutive years.

"3. There is very little vacant land lying There on the map, is marked Young Ter-
upon lines of railways, or upon projected lines. ritory, and I note that it contains
Nearly all the land in the State that is sub- "extensive table lands, elevated sone
ject to location or pre-emption is far out upon ,
the frontier of the State."

" 4. There are about ten or fifteen millions of both wood and water," and 'sand coun-
acres, which lie in the organised parts of the try, with coarse grass, but no water.' If
State, for sale, at prices ranging from one dollar this land is ot free for settlers, who have
to three dollars per acre-one dollar being the
minimum price fixed by law. Some of these c
lands are valuable, and may be purchased in bable that the State bas any bet-
quantities of 160 acres up to 1,920 acres, upon ter tracts to grant without purchase.
ten years credit, by yearly instalments, with ten 1 notice tbat in the general regulations,
per cent interest."per ent nterst."both of the UJnited States and Texas,

Mr. Walsh also sends me a copy of a there are large fees to be paid before
printed letter, which he addressed to the settiers can enter upon the land, and most
Hon. O. M. Roberts, the Governbor of the of the regulations require that the intend
State, on the l6th of September last, in ing settler shan become a citizen of the
which se makes a succinct statement of United States. If there were any lands
the classes of lands subjeut to sale, the of the United States open for eceaper
price fixed by law, the quantity which settlement on or near railway ulnes, the
can be bought by one person, the region railay companies could not get the high
of country in ahich each class can be prices for wi b tey ar sellin their
found, and to whom a purchaser must rlands. A the most available onds of
apply. He says: the United States Government have been

"There "re 12,800,000 acres of school lands, either granted to railways, or are held y

the0 Goenet bov athre sedetinstetf

minimum price, a dollar an acre-(prices rangeth oen n ialraescinsvýti
from, one to three dollars) ; 219,906 acres, the railways, and the G-overnniient are
minimum price a dollar and fifty cents an acre; bound not to se l below a certain ini-
407,615 acres, minimum sate as above. n wum price. I have shown that there are
3,050,000 will hi offered in January of this no free lands in Texas, except in the un-
year. They are for sale an acre isuch quan-
tities as may be desired. l vacant lands i e organised districts, wiere the amiable
the territory bounded north by the Indibn Cotanche stUil wields bis scalping knife,
Territory, on the east by the hundreth degree and were the settler iust take with 1fm,

sof longitude, ou the soth by the thirty-second
degree of latitude, on the west by the hundred o the shape of a revolver. the only
and th rd degree of longitude, arm for sale, in law that is reconised. The lion.
640 acre tracts, or les, at fifty cents an acre. meniber for South Brant ( r. Paterson)
The purchaser must apply to the Surveyor of has seized the occasion also as one on
the cofity or distrhc in which the land is mnch to orve usn ear rly lies th
situated. e will survey the land, return rield abis get es on
notes to the General Land Office, at the expense the National Policy, views with which ah
of the purchaser Witbin sixty days from the those who have istened ta is oratory
filing of the field notes to ttie General Land here, or nt the hustings, during the past
Office, the purchaser must pay into the State three or four ears, are extremely faini-
Treasurer ifty cents per acre, or forfeit all liar But be, perhaps, lias forgotten, ini-

3,050t,0 wheln. beofrdiàaur fti ofe ad nTxs xeti h n

SThe a deed he always forgets, but we remember,

It will be seen that the low-priced that, not miany years ago, he stood up
lands are in the unorganised districts of a here and begged, in plaintive toes, that
vast and unprotected country, and that efficient protective mensures should be
the regulation in respect to surveys and brought forward by the then Finance
field notes, practically renders thdem un- Minister, who, if I am not mistaken, at
available for einigrants. The counties present sits before me; and; altheoug lie
in which they are situated are not named lias compied on the first opportunity with
on the latest map of Texas, thhich I have the oon. gentleman's request, is the object
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of his especial denunciation. Perhaps it
would not be using unparliamentary lan-
guage if one were to characterise the
speech of our consistent and critical friend
as "full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing." However, to return to the
resolution, it may truly be said that our
congratulations are due to my good friend
the hon. the Minister of Agriculture, for
the manner in which he met the attack
intended to be made upon him by this
resolution. It must commend itself to
the mind of everyone in this House, and
convince him that he is, and has been,
the right man in the right place in direct-
ing a Department, which had baen so
badly managed during the time that he
was not in office. It is not long-only
about three or four years-since both the
Premier of Ontario and Mr. Jenkins
issued circulars and warnings to emigrants
coming to our shores. They were not at
that time condemned by the great organ
which, it may be admitted, does not, as
my hon. friend fromt North Wentworth
very frankly acknowledges, represent pub-
lie opinion in Ontario, because evervthing
lias gone entirely contrary to the desires
and views of that great newspaper. It bas
converted Ontario from its own faitlh to
ours. Anyone taking up the arguments
of the Gle, for the last five vears, oannot
fail to see that the policy which it
has advocated so persistently has been
directly opposite to that adopted, not
only by tie Liberal Conservatives, but
by thousands of its former friends;
and that, through it i utter inabilityto meet
the wants of the hour, and through that
of its principal followers, it cannot be
denied a great party has been hopelossly
wrecked, and that these who have wrecked
it have determined to learn nothing by
their misfortune. I hope and I know that
the National Policy will vindicate itself,
and that, under the able mianagement of
thé hon. the Minister of Agriculture, we
shall see a great and rising tide of
emigration sweeping into Canada. The
most thoughtful minds in England to-day
are carefully and anxiously considering
what is to be the future of the condition
of the population of the United Kingdom,
wbich, last year, produced only one-lialf the
food necessary to support its people. In
a country which has a constantly growing
manufacturing population, andaconstantly
decreasing agricultural population, emigra-

MI?. PLUMI.

tion is not a question for the Colonies
alone to deal with, but it will be forced
upon the Mother Country to consider most
seriously how best to provide homes -for
its people, homes for them in its grand
and fertile Colonies,ratherthan allowthem
to go into foreign lands, and form con-

1 nections antagonistic to the Mother
Country. I have in my possession elab-
orate statistics, showing the annual pro-
duction and importation for Great Britain
of food and its cost, and proving that at
present the exports of the Kingdom fall
far short of the amount necessary to pay
for the produce which it imports, nouwith-
standing the contention of hon. gentle-
men opposite that the imports mnst
neessarily be paid for by the exports, year
by year, and that our arguments drawn
from the balance of trade are fallacious.
I have statisties to show that the balance
of trade has been against England for
several years past, and, notwithstanding
the contention cf gentlemen opposite,
that the balance of trade is not the balance
of trade, the people of England have
been drawing largely upon the hoarded
savings of more prosperous times. There
has been some allusion, in this discussion,
te the starving population here at Ottawa,
and the poor men who were assembling
the other day at the entrance of this
building, but does not the hon. gentleman
who referred to it (Mr. Mackenzie) re-
member that, when lie was at the head of
the Government, there were ten times as
many gathered here in the purlieus of the
capital as were here yesterday or the day
before, and that they forced their way into
the building itself, and compelled him, in
rather an undignified manner, to retreat
by a basement exit in order to avoid
them. We have all the sincerest sym-
pathy for these poor men; we have en-
deavoured to afford them help, and, I have
no doubt, we shall. Their numbers con-
tinue rapidly to decrease under better
times, which will give them employment,
as we have seen them already decrease dur-
ing the past year. I an told by my hon.
friend the memberfor Carleton(Mr. Roches-
ter) that last year three soup kitchens were
required here to relieve those who were
suffering for food, whilst now none are
found necessary. That is a striking
fact, in contradiction of the argument
of the lion. member for Lambton. A few-
men came here quietly the other day-I
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do not know under what circumstances- time, he said he had written to friends, to
and they dispersed as quietly. I did not inform them that it was a happy day for
see amongst them any haggard faces or him when he left England. I have kept
any traces of want or suffering. If it track of him since, and I am glad to say
was intended to get up a demonstration that he is doing well. I am satisfied that
for the purpose of pourtraying the distress it was chiefly on account of the National
in Ottawa, and, by implication, to attack Policy that we were enabled to find em-
the Government and its policy-which I ployment for those men.
do not assert--the effort was a failure. MR. ANGLIN: In reference to the
I hope upon another opportunity to be statement made by the hon. member for
permitted to produce some of the exhaus- Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), in regard to
tive statistical tables to which I have re- the State of Texas, I think it my duty,
ferred. I will only now say that I am as I remember distinctly what took place
very well pleased that this discussion has on that occasion, to say there is no justi-
taken so wide a range, and that we have fication whatever, no foundationwhatever,
discovered by it that our friends on the for the allegations made to-day by the
other side, while they have not learned hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb),
anything in the interim between last Ses- and made so repeatedly througlhout the
sion and this, have certainly not forgotten Dominion, by gentlemen who addressed
anything. public meetings in the iuterests of the

MR. MACKENZIE : I do not rise for party on the other side of the House, and
the purpose of making an explanation. in the organs of that party. The hon.
The hon. gentleman who has just sat member for Lambton, (Mr. Mackenzie),
down refused me that privilege at the I remember, took exception to the
time when lie was speaking. The hon. manner in which the present Adninis-
gentleman proceeded to speak of my re- tration were managing the lands
marks in regard to the State of Texas, in the North-West, and one of
first quoting some words of my speech, the reasons why le regarded that mauage-
and then asserting that I then proceeded to ment as injudiclous ani likely to be in-
praise Texas as a country for emigrants; jurious to the country was that persons
and I called upon him to read any passage could not be lnduced to go into or to re-
in any s peech of mine which would warrant main ln the country north of tle boundary
his statement, and lie declined to do so. line, wlere they were required to pay
I here state that it is utterly untrue. I prices for lands and subniit to reiulations
also notice that the Governmnent organ, whicb they had not to pay nor submit to
in this city, asserted, a few days ago, that in other parts of the continent. That
I had passed gloving eulogiums on the statement was challenged, and be asked
State of Texas as a field for emigration, were lands could be Lad uponiore
and I call upon that journal either to pro- reasonable terns tlan lu the Canadian
duce that eulogium or to make a suitable Nort-West. He meraly said ln the Siate
apology. of Texas. Not another word did e sa

MR. GAULT: During the present witl regard to thc State of Texit. The
winter some ten emigrants arrived at lion. member for Niagara (Mr. PIunit) lias
Halifax without means. They were for- taken pains to show tîat there is Very
warded from thence by the Governnent littie land to be obtained on Free Grants
to Montreal, where they remained some in the State of Texas. That does not
three or four days. In the course of that affect the question. The charge made
time, there was found employment for against tle lon. member for Libton
every one of them. They were artisans (Mr. Mackenzie), and I have seen it pub-
from the manufacturing districts of lished fifty tues, if I have seen it once,
England, who had worked in the mills of was that le had eulogised the State of
Lancashire and Yorkshirp. They were Texas and pointed to it as a plce to which
men of great respectability and intelli- emigrants should go rather than go to the
gence, who had characters from the North-West. I do think that it is not only
Mayor of the place they left. One of a mistake on the part of the hon. gentle-
these men stated to me that lie bitterly men on tle other side of the fouse, ?nd
felt how deeply he lad been deceived in their organs, to make and repeat go entirely
being sent to Canada, but, aftjer a short unfounded a c onargeathat madeagainst the
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bon. memberforLambton (Mr. Mackenzie), to follow the lon. member for Cardwell
but that it must, by-and-bye, prove injuri- 1(Mr. White) in the extraordinary asser-
ous to their party. I believe there is a tions which he made; no doubt he be-
spirit of fair play in the country which Iievos in their accuraey. But this very
will not allow ideas to be attributed te proclamation itself, and the speech of the
any public man which he never enter- hon. the Minister of Agriculture are the
tained, or 'words whioh lie never uttered. strongest evidence possible that, to-day,
With regard te the question before tle there is a large number of people unem-
House, 1 may, perhaps, briefly say that I ployed in the cities and towns of the Do-
think tlie Order in Council was, for many minion, and that we are not in want, to-day,
reasons, exceedingly injudicius. J hthink of any more agricultural labourers. The
it was the firt time the Government of lton. gentleman says trade bas greatly inm-
Canada proclaimed to the world at large proved in Montreal. I have been in the
that they did net want emigrants who, habit of watching the Customs returns
over and above the cost of their passage, closely, and my impression is that, on a
did not possess the sum of $20 each. My fair calculation, it will be found that the
impression is that, if this House were value of the goods imported into Montreal,
canvassed to-day, and we were to state during the year ending 31st iDecember
honestly what we ourselves, our fathers, last, was very much smaller than the
or our grandfathers had in their pockets value cf goods imported during thc year
when they landed in Canada, I doubt ending 3 ist December, 1877.
whether we would find many hon. mem- MR. WHITE (Cardwell): Surely the
bers who could say that they or their bon. gentleman dees net estimate tie
ancestors had for each memnber of their prosperity cf tic merciants by the extent
family the sum of $20. Some of the cf their imports?
best and most valued inhabitants of this MR. ANGLJN I do, to a very great
country were-aye-and are men who extent; our whole trade is a trade in un-
landed here with less in their pockets than ports, experts and domestic manufac-
$20. The number excluded by that Order, turcs. If tie-ion. member could show
se far, lias not been very large. I think that we have produced in this country a
that there were only two or three steamers largerquantity cf manufactures, and that
that had half a dozen emigrants each who those we have produced at home are
were net permitted to land at Halifax. taking tic place cf those tiat formerly
We should net encourage the emigra- were imported, and that tic reduction cf
tion of paupers, but only of those who imports is only a consequeuce cf that
are likely to render sorue service in de- charge, tien he might establiýh lis case.
veloping the resources of this eountry. J will, hiwever, venture te asscrt that
Everything should be done on the other tic number cf men emploveJ in manu-
side of the Atlantic to deter those from factures, during the year 1879, was
coming to this country for whom we can- smaller-tiat the number cf das work
not find employment. But things have doue by tiose employed was smaller tian
corne to a dreadful pass, indeed, when any the number cf days' work doue in 1877,
subject of Her Majesty, coming from any and tiat, cousequently, the production cf
part of the Empire, is te be prevented manufactures must have been much less
from entering into this Dominion, whentbe in 1879 than in thee previos year. I
doors of this country are te be shut in hi speak now from the resnît cf careful
face, if lie cannot prove that he is in pos- observations that I have made, and parti-
session of a few dollars. It does look hard, cularly made in the city frein which I
and, if it becomes known in Europe that corne, and from sucli accounts as I have
such an Order has been issued, it will in- rcad in the newspapers cf the different
flict a serious injury on this country. It cities and towns cf tus Dominion. J
will be difficult te satisfy " the suffering allege, further, that the wages paid te
millions," or the more comfortable thon- mechanie and te persens employed in
sands, in the old world, who learn that manufactures tiroughout Canada, during
such a ukase has been issued, that Canada the year 1877, was frei ten te twenty-
is a desirable place te emigrate tu, that five per cent. less than the wagcs paid te
Canada offers abundant employment to all the sane classes cf people during 1879.
who are willing te work. I do net care And, speakng cf my 8wn city cf St.

MM. AAGLIN.Go
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John, I say that the wages paid the
year before the great fire amounted to
twice as much as the wages paid in 1879.
The hon. gentleman says that the de-
cline in the trade of St. John is entirely
due to the disastrous effects of the fire.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): The hon.
gentleman has misconstrued what I
said. It was this : that the pre-
sent depression is due, to a large extent,
to the fact that large numbers of mechan-
ics engaged in rebuilding the city are
now out of employment and cannot leave
it.

MR. ANGLIN: That is another part
of the case stated by the hon. member, and
I shall come to that. I understood the
hon. gentleman to say that it was to the
effects of the fire he attributed the depres-
sion. But he spoke also as if the decline
in our population was merely owing to
the outgo of the mechanics and labourers
who came to the city to help to build it
up again. I admit that thousands came
for that purpose, and, when the work was
done, went away again, but, over and
above those, thousands of other people,
who were residents of St. John for years
and years, have gone away and perma-
nently abandoned this country, because
they could no longer obtain a living in it.
In some cases, they could not earn food
to put into the mouths of their children,
and they left their children dependent
upon the charity of their neighbours, and
went to seek employment in another
land, and then, when they had scraped
togcther a few dollars in the United
States, they sent for their families. Seve-
ral thousands must have left St. John in
that way, and the population of that city
is to-day less by many thousands thai it
was at the time of the fire. The want of
employment arises from the general im-
poverishment of the country, and from the
increasing depression in the trade of the
country. We may be told that the
National Policy has nothing to do with
this, that it did not bring down the price
of deals, nor prevent our population from
successfully carrying on shipbuilding.
But, before the National Policy passed,
the people were told a different story.
Wherever business was unremurerative,
the National Policy was to make it profit-
able ; wherever men were in want of
-work, it was to provide abundant

employment at good wages. Then
we were told that the sun of
prosperity was to burst forth the very
morning after the triumph of this Policy
at the polls. But a different tale is told
now. Now, they deny, on the other side,
that they ever made such a promise. They
made such promises, and did persuade ail
whom thoy were able to dupe-and I am
sorry to say that the number of such was
much too large, that it was so large as to
convert their minorities in many con-
stituencies into majorities-that the
National Policy would bring prosperity
to all classes of the people, and to every
branch of business. We are now told
that we must wait. Wait how long I
Last Session we were told that the Na-
tional Policy was not in operation yet, but
that, as soon as it came into force, business
would be restored, money would be in-
vested, industries would revive, manu-
factories would commence at once to go
up, and that the " hum " would be heard
all over the land. But the "hum"
was not heard all over the land when
the change of Government took place,and
then we were told by the hon. the Finance
Minister that we must give him time to
frame his policy. He had to hunt for
information from one end of the Domin-
ion to the other, not such information as
a man of great intelligen:e and extensive
knowledge might be supposed to require,
in regard to a delicate subject, but the
merest elementary information. And so
he went to the shoemaker, to see what
he wanted, then to the tailor, to see what
he wanted. and then to the manufactu-
rer and the farmer, and thus the process
of readjustment went on for month after
month, until, finally, the Policy was
launched. Then we were told we would
soon hear the "hum; " but, though a year
has passed, we have heard nothing of it
yet. Since that, we have been told that
it was unreasonable to suppose that pros-
perity could be created in a day, and
latterly, by way of change, it has been
frequently declared that the delay is all
the fault of the late Government, who had
plunged the country into a slough of
despond, from which, even all the talents
and abilities and patriotism of the great
Tory party could not raise it up in a day,
in a week, in a month, or in a year.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.
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After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time :-

Bill (No. 16) To authorise and provide for
the winding up of the Stadacona Bank -
(Mr. Vallee.)

Bill (No. 17) To incorporate the Bell Tele-
phone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Kilvert.)

Bill (No. 21) To empower the Stadacona Fire
and Life Insurance Company to relinquish their
charter and to provide for the winding up of
their affairs.-(fr. Casgrain.)

Bill (No. 22) Further to amend the Act
therein cited, incorporating the Canada Guar-
antee Company.- (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

Bill (No. 23) To incorporate the French
Atlantic Cable Company-(A1r. Caneron, North
Victoria.)

Bill (No 24) To incorporate the Dominion
Commercial Travellers' Association.- (Mr.
Gault.)

Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment
of Superannuation, Provident and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany.- ( Mfr. Robertson, Hamiltgn.)

Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the Emerson and
Turtle Mountain Railway Company.-(.Jr.
Royal.)

Bill (1No. 27) To incorporate the Baptist
Union of Canada.--(Mr. Mackenzie.)

INSOLVENCY ACTS REPEAL
[BILL 2.]

(.Mr. Colby.)

BILL.-

FURTHER CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House again resolved itself into Committee to
consider the said Bill.

(In the Com1iittee.)
MR. COLBY: The Committee has now

under consideration the amendment pro-

posed by myself, last evening, which
provides that all proceedings under the
Insolvent Act of 1875 and the amend-
ing Acts, in any case where the
estate of an insolvent bas beAn vested in
an official assignee before the prosent
Act, may be continued, changing the
phraseology so as to leave no doubt as to
whether the assignee intended is the
official assignee or the creditors' assignee.
It provides that, where the estate bas
reached that stage, and is veeted in the
official assignee, it shall be carried on
under the provisions of tke Act, which are
in all other respects prevailing.

MR. HOLTON: Leaving, of course,
the same freedom to creditors to appoint
au assignee that they enjoy now.

MR. COLBY.

Repeal BW.

MR. COLBY: Precisely; the Act is
intended to be undisturbed in its operation
for that class of cases which have reached
the official assignee.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): It reserves
any powers of the Aet for all cases where
the inception of the proceedings in Insol-
vency takes place before the Act becomss
law.

MR. ANGERS: I do not believe that
the amendment proposed is sufficiently ex-
plicit to cover all cases. It might lead to
misunderstanding, because proceedings
under the Act may be commenced,
although the assignee is not ap-
pointed. As it reads, the law would re-
main in force only in cases where the
official assignee would have been ap-
pointed.

MR. HOLTON: Where the assign-
ment bas been made.

MR. ANGERS: But suppose the case
of an insolvent refusing to make an as-
sigament, you have to issue the writ, and,
after the writ is issued, the insolvent has
so many days to present a petition to
have that writ quashed. If the law
should come into force between the date
of the issuing of the 'writ and the delay to
present the petition, I think the amend-
ment would not cover that case. There
fore, I would sggest that.the bon. mem-
ber for Stanstead (Mr. Colby) should
adopt an amendment to meet such a case
as I have mentioned.

MR. COLBY: If this Bill passes at
all, it will be because this Parliament
deems it undesirable that the Insolvent
Law should continue longer upon the
Statute-book ; that it is an evil, and, con-
sequently, we should make the Bill cover
all the cases that can be properly brought
under it. Now, after an estate bas
reached an official assignee, there are
great difficulties in getting it out of his
hands. I do not know that Parliament
bas pover enough to wrest it from his
hands. If we should attenpt to do that,
if all that has been said of an official
assignee be true, it is doubtful if even an
Act of Parliament could wrest the estate
f rom him, once be bas got hold of it.
But, at any stage pior to its being in his
possession, I think the proceedings may
properly be interrupted, and ought to be,
if the prinoiple of this Bill is correct. I
think it logically follows that we should
stop the procedure, under this Act, at as
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early a stage as we can do it, without evade'any such proceedings. if sucb an
serious inconvenience. Another reason, application le made, and it le successful,
which should incline us not to stretch of course the estate will revert to the
this point too far, is this : many have debtor, and will in no way be subject to
grave apprehensions, which seem te ho the provisions of the Act. Thé beend-
warranted by intelligence which has core ment of the hon. member, therefore,
to us through the newspapers, that there covers every possible case, and 1 would
is likely to be an extraordinary rush into recomnend the bon. member for Mont-
insolvency of persons desirous of placing morency te withdraw hie amendment, as
theinselves under the operation of the it le wholly uselese. The Bi, as
law. If it is desirable to repeal the Act, it stands, makes ample provison for the
we should not encourage that condition of difficulties he suggests
things, and make the evil greater than it R. B

likely te be. I have consulted the hion. like to cal the attention of the House to
the Manister of Justice, and other leading the position of New Brunswick with re-
nerobers of the House, and the feeling is, garc to this Bi. They have an Attach-

debtor and wille innowatbusbjctt

that ~ L a esae acaly vested in an ment and Garnishee Act there now, which,
officiai assignee should be wound up if this law cornes into force before the
according to the provisions tf the law Local Legislature has had time te lgis-
as it nolw s, but that the Act shmuld be late, will place the business part cf the
totally repealed as regards those estates commnunity there in a very awkward
whiclbave not becorne vested iu an position. I would scest, therefore,
officiai assignee, and that will be the that the hon. moner shuld fix a delay
effeet cf the -amendment which I bav of, say, several weeks, before this coes
proposed. into force, te give the Local Legislature

MR. CAMIERON (Xorth Victoria): I tiR.e to legisEate ( J this matter.
do nof know whether the hon. member 3MR. COLIBY: Since the Local Logis-
fer Stanstead (Mr. Colby) proposes teo lature of New Brunswick te meet to-
accept the aneudment oflred oy the lion. MOrow, there will be, undoubtedly,
:eniber for Mont oreny (Mr. Angers). ample tie for them te dispose cf any

tht COLBY: No, I wal s explining obJectionable law that anay b upon thwir
oiy own amedment. Statute-book, and that miht ho revived.

M . CAM ERON: I understand neither 0f course, I think it is the intrest cf
the force nor the object cf the hon. mem- the cuntr that this cit should go
ber's aredment. It appears to me that through its stage as rapidly as possle.
the anandvent cf the lion. viiember for It net the custoni except in rare in-
Stanistoad covers every imaginable and stances, I beliçve, for His IExcellency te
possible case that could arise. As I cone down tesanction laws beforethe
-rndorstand the arnendmnent cf the hon, ulose of the Session, se, un'oss the public
member for Stanstead, it is this: that the interest should irnperatively reqluire it,
repeal sha l net apply te any case in whie it is net te hopresumed, I suppose, that
tbe estate as passed into the hand cf this law wilI core into force beforo a
the official assigee, whether by virtue cf couple cf menths hence. Consequently,
a writ cf attachment, or by virtue of a the wisb of my hon. friend (Mr. Burpee)
depnand of assignment; and an assig ent will, in the nature cf thingh, onite natural-
made lu pursuance cf that demand, or by ly be carried out. I de net see the
reason cf the issue cf an attachraent, necessity cf introducing auy extraerdinary
because the debtor bas net asigned in clause te meet a condition of aAnages
pursuance of such demand. Now, it is which I do not tink likely te arise.
manifest undr the Statute that the very Mi. DOMVILLE: Wbat the hon.
moment the assigoment le made, or the gentlem- an frei St.John says maybh
procesa cernes into the bads of the officiai true, but we have ne guarantee that
assignee, that moment the estate becomes the New Brunswick Legisature wil re-
vested by him. Sueh l the law, and, if it je peal thoir Attachment and Garnishee law.
veeted ln the assimee in either of these If, as the bon. membor for Stanstead say,
cases, thon it le of ne kind cf consequence they wish te do se, they eau in three
rhether or not an application wichade days. That Legllaturo meets to-morrew,
within the five day allowed by law, to and, if diposed, can tak that course.
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MR. WELDON: I think the proposed
.legislation could hardly pass in three days.
The attachment and garnishee laws have
to be modified if not entirely repealed.
The dissolution of attachments depends on
proceedings in bankruptcy against a party.
The Provincial Legislature may not en-
tirely do away with those laws, but
may merely modify them to meet
the changes in the Dominion legis-
lation. In regard to a Bill involv-
ing such changes, a time affording a
reasonable season for preparation should
be fixed before its coming into operation.
When Congress repealed the Bankruptcy
Act, a considerable time was allowed to
-elapse before it took effect. It is objected
that parties might rush into bankruptcy;
but, under the present law, a man cannot
go in voluntarily, but can only assign on
demand made. The amendment of the
member for Montmorency (Mr. Angers)
would prevent voluntary assignments. I
suggest whether it would not be better to
fix a day, say May 1st next, for the com-
mencement of the operation of the Act.
If parties intended rushing into bank-
ruptcy in consequence of the Bill, after it
passed this House, they would enter as
fast as tbey could. I do not think the
delay of a couple of months would materi-
ally alter the position of parties, and
meantime New Brunswick would have
time to legislate to meet the exigencies of
the case. With the complicated law of
Ontario it might be some time before that
Province, either, could legislate to meet
the altered circumstances of the case.

MR. COLBY: It must be obvious to
the hon. members for St. John (Mr. Burpee
and Mr. Weldon) that, even if the law
passed, it would not take effect before the
1st of May next; should it take effect earlier,
it would be only on account of the appre-
hension of some great abuse, flowing from
the continuance of the actual law. My
hon. friends ask that Parliament should
tie its hands, and put it out of its own
power to bring the Act int operation
before a certain period; that, no matter
what might be the dishonest rush into in-
solveney, Parliament should have no
power to check it. They are asking too
much. I am certain the new Act will
not come into effect immediately, unless
there be excellent reasons for it.

MR. HOLTON : There can be nothing
clearer than that, if the House is of the

MIR. WELDON.

opinion it is expedient to repeal the law,
it is expedient to repeal it at the earliest
possible moment. The repeal is only
founded on the assumption that the Act
is working injuriously to the interests of
the country, and, therefore, ought to cease
as speedily as possible. I think that the
fixation of the date would be exceedingly
unwise. For myself, I remain of the
opinion that it is unwise to repeal the
law at all, and the best possible proof of
its unwisdom comes from the mover of the
Bill. He admits that we must have
Provincial legislation to take the place of
this in respect of insolvency, thus sub-
stituting a series of Provincial jurispru-
dences, differing from each other in many
respects, for a uniform jurisprudence, co-
extensive with the boundaries of the Do-
minion. This proposed new systeni
must prove very unintelligible and
inconvenient to the whole trading class
throughout the country. A strong cur-
rent of public opinion has set in so
strongly in favour of the present law that
I do not propose to endeavour to resist it,
and I do not blame the Government for
yielding to it. I venture to predict, how-
ever, that within a very few years-not
more than two or three-the clamour
among the trading community will be as
strong as it was, first, in 1864, for an Act
applicable to the old Province of Canada,
and, in 1869, for its extension to the Pro-
vinces that joined it at Confederation. I
lay down the proposition broadly, that
the policy that urges us to repeal the law
should lead us to give effect to the
repeal at the earliest possible moment.

MR. COLBY: The hon. gentleman
who has just taken his seat has not only
expressed his own opinion, and that of the
merchants of Montreal, but that of a very
influential petition sent here from Toronto.
If the Board of Trade of that city, as well
as that of Montreal,suggests, as the mem-
ber for Chateauguay suggests, that the
present. law should be repealed, until a
uniform law is enacted for the division of
estates, applicable to the whole Dominion,
there inust be good reason for such a
course. Those influential bodies say, with
that hon. gentleman, that, if this law is to
be enacted, the sooner the better. The
mercantile feeling of the country has ex-
pressed itself in favour of the immediate
enactment of the proposed law, if the old
law is to be repealed at all.

Repeal BWM.(COMMONS.]
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MR. BURPEE (St. John): The posi-
tion of New Brunswick in regard to this
matter is somewhat exceptional, this Pro-
vince being unprepared for the proposed
change of the law. My only desire is that
repeal shall not take effect until New
Brunswick has had time to legislate too,
in a manner to meet the exigencies of the
case.

MR. ANGLIN: If the majority of the
House is decided that the Bill shall become
law as early as possible, it would be well
to know it. But, if there is anything in
the reasons for delay put forth by the
members3 for St. John, they should receive
due consideration. I do not think we
should be tying our hands by fixing a
tinie for the coming into operation of this
Act. But I think we should be deliver-
ing ourselves, hand and foot, into the
hands of the Administration, if we left the
time at their discretion. We should have
a distinct understanding on this point, and
probably, also, the opinion or pledge of
the leader of the Government. If we do
not ask his opinion, we divest ourselves,
in case we pass the Bill, of all further
power of interference in the matter.

MR. GAULT : I regret very much, as a
representative of the commercial commu-
nity of Montreal, to see this Bill for the
repeal of the Insolvent Act pushed
through the House with so much haste,
and that is the feeling of all merchants,
not only in Montreal, but throughout the
Dominion. The merchants of Toronto have
taken the same stand, and pronounced in
favour of the existing law, because no
other bas been introduced to supersede it ;
if another had been brought in that
would have proposed an equal dis-
tribution of the assets of an insolvent,
the merchants of Montreal would have
been satisfied. I have presented a very
strong petition to this House, signed by
seventy-five leading merchants, and all
the banks in Montreal, against the repeal
of this Act, and I hope the hon. nem-
bers of this liouse will consider seriously
their duty before voting for its re-
peal.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
do not think it is a proper corse-I
might say not a constitutional course-
for the G overnment to enter into any
arrangement across the floor of the House
with regard to the time, after a Bill'
passes, when the Crown should give its

assent to it. If the House desires, it
can be postponed. There is only one
way of securing suah a delay-inserting
a clause in the Bill providing it should
take effect only after such a time.

MR. WELDON : My only desire is
that New Brunswick shall have time to
amend her laws before this Bill goes into
force, so as to meet the altered state of
affairs, in the interests of the commercial
conmmunity. The member for Stanstead
says it will not come into operation for
two months ; but we could avoid all dan-
ger by declaring the law shall not have
force till after the present Session.

-MR. COLBY : I would like, while
this subject is before the House, to report
what is said by the inerchants of Toronto.
The petition is as follows

"If, however, it is decided by your Execu.
tive that it is expedient and desirable the exist-
ing Act should be repealed, your petitioners
pray no notice of such repeal be given, but
that it may be brought into force forthwith,
otherwise the effect must be most disastrous to
the whole community."

Here are fifty leF ding merchants in one of
themost influentialcities of this Dominion,
who prefer that the law should remain as
it is, but they ask, if it is to be repealed,
that it should be brought into operation
forthwith. I have beenapproached by many
influential persons, asking that a clause be
introduced to bring the whole Act into
operation from the commencement of the
Session, or from the day of the introduc-
tion of the Bill. Here are two requests
made to this House from influential
sources, one asking that the repeal of the
Act may take effect immediately; the
other, that the repeal shall not take effect
for a period of two months. I do not be-
lieve that the House can do better than
allow the measure to take its legitimate
course, by doing nothing exceptional in
the case.

MR. BRECKEN: I voted against the
repeal of the Bill last Session, butJ must
admit that, between that time and the
present, my opinion has undergone a
change. It is my intention now to sup-
port the Bill of my bon. friend from
Stanstead. In Prince Edward Island,
however, we have no law which provides
for the equitable distribution of the estates
of insolvents, and, while I feel that,
if the time at which this Bill is to
come into operation is to be postponed,
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there will be a great rush into the In- the great majority of our merchants are
solvent Courts, I feel that it is due to against the repeal of the Act. They are
the Lower Provinces that this point of opinion that it should be amended, but
should be taken into consideration. I not repealed, and I think we should com-
hope my hon. friend from Stanstead will ply with their wishes if, by doing so, we
see his way clear to adopt the suggestion do not encroach on the rights of the other
of my hon. friend from St. John, and classes of the community. The Bill pre-
name a time for this Bill to corne into sented last year by the hon. member for
operation. In Prince Edward Island, if Stanstead would have donc full justice to
this law is repealed, the creditor who is both traders and non-traders. We do
successful in obtaining the first judg- not know that the Senate wil not reject
ment can issue an execution against the the measure, as it did last year, and, if it
property of the debtor, and he may sweep does, we shaH have to keep the Insolvent
it ail away. ThSt is exactly how we Act of 1875, with ail its defects, on the
stand. To use a common phrase, it will Statute-book. If we cannot do away
be a gaine of grab. Our Legisature kwith the defects of the Iaw of 1875, I will
meets on the foui-th of text month, atd, vote for its repeal.
I have no doubt they will sec the n@ces- (MR. cCUdAIGo: I arn tre to admit
sity of following the example of the other that dissatisfaction prevails with many
Provinces, and naking some provision for of the clauses of the lnsolvency Act.
the equitable distribution of an insol- First, it is alleged that a discharge is too
vent's estate. I agree with the remarks easily obtained, and reckless trading is
that have fallen from the hon. member the result, producing, by the sacrifice of
for Chateauguay that it is a misfortune the stock of the insolvent, often by the
that we do not possess a uniform law on insolvent himself selling far below cost
the subject. I also think it is a matter before failure, and through the assignee,
of regret that the Bill introduced by the selling en bloc after entering into posses-
hon. member for Stanstead did not receive session, thus creating a ruinous competi-
the attention of the House until late tion with the honest merchant, en-
last Session. I am satisfied that not more dcavouring by economy, and careful and
than two or three years will transpire prudent management, to pay bis pur-
before the merchants of the Dominion chases in full. Again, instances of great
will be asking for a law to regulate the hardship can be cited where farmers,
affairs of insolvent debtors, and I doubt from a kind and generous motive, have
whether such a law, when it is placed be- endorsed bilIs for merchants or traders; be
fore the House, will be found to differ forc the maturity of the bil, the drawcr,
much, either in principle or in detail, a merchant or trader, from some unfore-
from that submitted last year. It is a difli- soen disaster, is forced into insolvency by
cult question to deal with. No subjecthas biB creditors; in a few months, at Most,
come before the Legislature of this country lie obtains bis dischare under the In-
more frequently than that of insolvency, solvent Act; and the farmer, even after
and no subject has more puzzled statesmen bis home and his property are sold by the
in various countries. In considera- sheriff to satisfy the dcmand, if it proves
tion of the peculiar position in whieh the insufficient to diseharge the debt in full
Lower Provinces stand, I hope the hon. with costs, is icit with the balance bang-
gentleman will see his way clear to sus- ing over him, whioh a lifetime of
pend the operation of this measure for a his industry and snal] savings wouid not
definite time. If there is a rush into the pay. Such a state of things, which the
Insolvenoy Court, the affairs of insol- present Insolvent Actpcrmits, israpugnaut
vents will still be regulated and controlled to public policy, and ail clauses of the Act
by the provisions of the law. upholding it should certainly be repealed

MR. ROSS (Dundas): This subject is or amended, so asto place the farner and
one of so great importance that I think the merchant, in ail such cases, on an
we ought to very carefully consider the equal footing. The unconditional repeal
matter before taking action in regard to of the law places the trader and the far-
it. We have plenty of time, and I, for mer on an equahity, certainly, thongl it
one, am prepared to sustain that course. opens the door for preferential judgments,

Md. GIGAULT: I understand that securing thereby priority to one credit r

Mai. BREOKEN.
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over all the others. It will not be con-
tended by hon. members of this House
that such a state of things is desirable,
which an unconditiona Irepeal would bring
about; and, if it be admitted that, in all
cases where a debtor is unable to meet his
engagements in full, his estate should be
divided equally with all his creditors,
then it follows that only those objection-
able clauses, relating more parti-
cularly to the conduct of assignees
and discharges, to which I have already
called the attention of the House, should
be repealed, and those clauses preserved of
the present Bill that secure a proper divi-
sion of the estate of an insolvent, share
and share alike, or fairly and equitably
with all the creditors. I am informed a
Bill is now before the Ontario Legislatnre
which would secure this most desirable
object. I have now before me the Bill
introduced by the Attorney-General of
that Province, and, for the information of
hon. members, I will read the clauses
bearing on those points. Clause five
reads:

"In case a sheriff levies any money upen an
execution against the property of a debtor, he
shall forthwith post up in his office, and until
such money is distributed shall keep so posted,
a notice stating that such levy has been made,
and. the amount thereof ; and such money shall
thereafter be distributed, ratably, amongst all
execution creditors and other creditors whose
writs, or certificates, given under this Act, were
in the sheriff's hands at the time of such levy,
or who shall deliver their writs or certificates to
the said sheriff within one calendar month from
the first pasting of such notice."

Then clause seven is as follows:-

"No creditor shall be entitled to share in the
distribution of monev levied out of the property
of a debtor unless either by the delivery of a
writ of execution, or otherwise, under this Act,
such creditor bas established a cla m against
such debtor either alone or jointly with some
other person or persons."

The latter clause it will be observed,
makes it imperative for a creditor,
before he can demand from the Sheriff a
proportion of bis claim, to institute pro-
ceedings, through the Courts of Law of that
Province, to establish it, and finally ob-
tain judgment and execution against the
debtor. It requires but little exami-
nation of this proposed Bill to be
convinced that the results of such
proceedings, practically, -will not divide
the estate with the creditors, but with

the members of the legal profession ; in
short, a small estate would certainly be
all absorbed in law costs. Aside from
this objectionable feature in this proposed
Bill of the Legislature of Ontario, I am
of opinion that Ontario, with the other
Provinces of the Dominion, by the British
North America Act, was deprived of all
authority to deal with insolvenoy; and, as
long as this doubt exists, appeals to the
Supreme Court will unavoidably follow,
and, of necessity, thereby lessen, still more,
the assets of the insolvent. I have re-
ceived a petition, this morning, from the
principal Banks of the Dominion, and from
the most influential of the merchants of the
city of Montreal, and I have also noticed
that the Boards of Trade, of nearly all
the cities, are opposed to the unconditional
repeal of the Insolvency Law, introduced
by the hon. member for Stanstead. I am
of opinion that representations from such
influential sources, should receive at the
hands of the hon. members of this House
every consideration to which they are
fairly entitled, before accepting so sweep-
ing a measure as this, which, among many
other objections to it, would do away also
with that uniformity of commercial law
extending over the whole Dominion,
which it is certainly in the interests of
the country to preserve. I would say to
the hon. member for Stanstead, that it is
not for him to speak of inconsistency.
Last Session, that hon. gentleman proposed
to save the country by an amended Act,
which, being unceremoniously rejected by
the House, this season he proposes to
accomplish the same object by the exactly
opposite course, of repealing the Bill
altogether.

MR. COLBY: With reference to the
law introduced by the Ontario Govern-
ment, if there are any defects in it, I have
no doubt they will be carefully considered,
and remedied by the Local Legislature.
It is not for us to take that measure into
consideration. With regard to the hon.
gentleman's proposition, I think he comes
rather late in the day to expect the House
will entertain it favourably.

Section agreed to.
MR. GIROUJARD (Jacques Cartier),

moved the amendment of which he gave no-
tice onFriday last. [Vide p. 104.] He said: I
think that, while on the one hand we are
going to repeal the Insolvency Laws, we
ought to free honest debtors from their lia..
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bilities. Those debtors, who have given up to grantthe discharge of the debtorwho bas
the whole of their estates, and who have not paidfifty cents in the dollar. Formerly,
not been guilty of any fraud or fraudulent there was a certain discretion left te the
preferences, within the meaning of the Judge to grant the diseharge; but, by
Act, should be able to receive their dis- the law of 1877, it was not made a mat-
charge. No doubt, soma fraudulent ter of discretion with the Judge; it was
debtors will take advantage of such a the imperative duty of the Judge, where
provision, but the great principle of the a debtor's estate did not realise the fifty
British Constitution, which is also a cents, to refuse it, and any crediter had a
Christian principle, is, that it is better that riglt to object. In a recent case at Mon-
ninety-nine guilty persons should escape treal His Honour Mr Justice Jetté ex-
than that one innocent person should be im- pressed much regret that there was such
properly punislied. I have no feeling at a provision in our Insolvent Laws. 11e
ail in the maatter. 1 beleve that the stated that. if there had not bew sucli a
amendinent I propose is a fair one, and provision, ae shouid crtainly have oranted
therefere submit it to the consideration of thei debtor, in this particular case,, bis
the leuse. discbarge. The amendment now proposd

Motion îegatived. by the hon. member for Caaeton (Mr.

MBn. LANE : I voted against the re- IRochester) is absolutely necessary in order
peal of this Act ]ast Session, and, I think te grant relief te unfortunate inselvents,

thhv imeie duity of he Jud, wher

that, altheugh the lieuse was in faveur of ,h aebe uiyo efad n
a eave given up their estates te theirc to refuse it, and an creditorhcreditoas.

strongly in faveur of a repeal at the pre-setealHisHonourMr MR. BLAKE: Why should we repeal

sent~~~~~ ~ ~~ provsio in our t ol b ah h Insolvent Laws. ll f n Hoe

unfortunate, if we were te repeal thts Act, the Insent he hat nao eny hoscs
as it is propesed te do now. W. have cinan , shole ese dsha gene tebi
very strenI petitions from mercantile

threor submi ite ton thelma considerationof

men oppsing the repeal of the Act
Hon. gentlemen rpresting farming second this Bia to repeal thc Inselvent

MR.LANE have net the same intcrest Law We have, frem time te time, in
paon.enem accordance with publi opinion, been in-

cities. It would seem that this measure f t
would invelve a great deal of di t charge without consent. was thought

e te thik mi wob rtr that debtors should se easily
Therefor, I ilmota the comrilemuitye get their disoharge. Il- is truc, as the bon.efore, entleman bas said, tht the Judge bas

net now the absolute discretion he had
Motion negatived. under the former law. It was found that
M. ROCHESTER desire th move the restriction, under the fermer law, was

an amendmcnt whieh is intended te practically inoperative. The kindly fefa-
rcmedy that part of the law which ren- ling or weakness f the Judge, whe he
dcrs it necessary fer insolvents t pay had such a discrtien, resulted in almst
fifty cents on each dollar of their liabili- universal dischargc. But the inslvent is
tics before a Judge has power td grant net in the difficulty thatthe hon. member
thm a disharge. There are, doubtless, f r Ca.eton (Mn. .Rchester) suppeses.
many instances i whieh inselvents cea- Althugh the clause referrcd te by the
net pay fifty cents in the dollar-often hon. mnember for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
through ne fault of their own-and, in Girouard) prevents the Judge frem ex-
many cases, thcir inabiity te do se must crciuing the unlimited discretion he ferm-
be ascribed te the assignees whe wind ery had, the demand fer a payment of
up their estates. This amendent is, fifty cents is net inexorable ; it does noet
therefore, simply te give an honest insol- apply te those cases in which the estate
vent a dlaim te bis discbarge after giving, weuld have preduced fifty cents iii the
up al he is possessed of. dollar, but for default, aftecr the estate

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier) passes eut of the hands of the insolvent.
Allow me te say one word hin answer t The section is this
the hon.gcntleman who bas jut sat down. "Provided always, that the Judge sha ei net
No discretion is left with the Judge 10W grant any discharge under this section in any

Md. GttouhnD.
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case, unless some one of the follow-ing condi-
tions be established by proof, that is to say:-

"1. That a dividend of not less than fifty
cents in the dollar on the unsecured claims has
been, or will be, paid out of the insolvent's pro-
perty ; or,

"2. That such a dividend might have been
paid but fcr the negligence or fraud of the
assignee or inspectors."

So that, if, as the hon. member for Car-
leton says, there are many whose estates
would have produced fifty cents in the
dollar but for the negligence of the
assignee, these are entitled to their
discharge under the law, as it stands.

MR. ROCHESTER: The attempt to
make assignees responsible for cases in
which estates do not realise anything like
their value would be a very unecessary
and useless task ; since it is well known
that assignees, in nine cases out of ten,
wind the greater part of the proceeds of
insolvent estates into their own pockets.
I am certainly in favour of repealing the
present Insolvent Laws; but, at the same
time, would wish to see every insolvent
to whose charge nothing dishonest can be
laid entitled to a discharge, even should
his estate not realise fifty cents in the
dollar; and my amendment is simply to
give to such a claim to a discharge.

Mit. STEPHENSON : I agree with
the hon. member who has just
spoken. I have a case in paint. A
person was thrown into insolvency, in
consequence of his saw-mill being burnt
down, and his lumber being destroyed by
fire. His estate would have paid a good
deal more than fifty cents in the dollar,
but for this loss. The assignee did not
eat up his estate, but the fire did ; and he
could not get his discharge.

MR. BLAKE: Suppose the loss had
taken place after the passing of this
Bill ; how would he get his discharge 1

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) : Until
I heard the discussion to-night, I thought
there was a wish to repeal the Insolvent
Laws; but, when I hear hon. gentlemen
discussing the effect of affording relief to
insolvent debtors, it seems to me that the
growth of opinion in favour of the repeal
of Insolvent Laws, which prevailed in this
House, and which prevails throughout the
country, instead of strengthening, is wan-
ing. The House ought, therefore, to con-
sider whether we should not go back a
step, and think seriously whether, after
all, the Insolvent Law ought to be repealed.

It seems inconsistent that those who are
in favour of repealing the Insolvent
Laws should now be anxious to incorpor-
ate a clause giving relief to insolvent
debtors.

Mn. ROCHESTER: If the hon. gen-
tleman alludes to me, Iý may say that, if
he paid attention to what I said, he would
find I declared in favour of repeal of the
Insolvent Law; but that I wished that
those who are now in insolvency should
get their discharge.

Ma. WHITE (Cardwell): That means
that a number of persons are going to be
better off in consequence of the passing of
this Act than if the Act were not passed.
The great objection to the Insolvent Act
is the too great facility it affords debtors of
obtaining their discharge. Notwithstand-
ing that clause in the Aet providing that
unless a debtor pays fifty cents in the
dollar he shall not be discharged,
the average paid has been about
twenty-seven cents in the dollar, composi-
tions being made by voluntary arrange-
ment. So that, in reality, the clause has
not operated very seriously in the past.
There has been too goreat a facility for in-
solvent debtors to receive their discharge,
and we ought to be careful not to in-
crease that facility. We sbould not
grant discharges in opposition to the law
now in the Statute-book.

MR. MAcDONNELL (Inverness)
When the clause of the Act of 1877, which
provides that the estate should pay fifty
cents in the dollar, was before the House, it
had a great deal of opposition. The
House was pretty e- enly divided, and
several members now present, among
them myself, took objections to
that clause. It was most tyran-
nical to give power to the creditors
to put a man into insolvency, and yet
have the power to withhold his discharge.
I consider it a most tyrannical clause,
and I do not see what ends it can serve.
I cannot see why insolvents who are
honest, not even charged with fraud,
and who are not blameable for having
become insolvent, should be prevented
from getting their discharge and re-enter-
ing trade.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier)
It has been said that it is inconsistent
for gentlemen in favour of repealing the
Insolvent Laws to support this amend-
ment. I am in favour of repealing those
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laws entirely; but this amendment of the
hon. member for Carleton (Mr. Rochester)
deals with debtors inthe past,who have been
dispossessed of their estates under pre-
vious laws, and who should be entitled to
their discharge, when it is proved, to the
satisfaction of the Judge, that they have
given up everything, and done nothing
wrong. This is nothing but the conse-
quence of the repeal of the Act pure and
simple.

MR. WALLACE (South Norfolk):
In answer to the charge of inconsistency,
I may say that I voted for the repeal of
the Insolvent Law last year, with the dis-
tinct understanding, and on the assurance
of one of the members of this House, that
a law would be introduced, providing for
the winding-up of insolvent estates; and,
when I found that such a Bill was not to
be introduced, I refused to vote a second
time.

MR. MACKENZIE : Who gave the
promise ?

MR. WALLACE: The hon. member
for Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard).

MR. BLAKE : I wish to point out that
the present law, referring to. the debtor's
discharge, is not so tyrannical as has been
contended. The third sub-section of the
clause, from which I have already read,
adds this other condition:-

" 3. That the insolvent had, on some day
prior to the institution of the proceedings in
insolvency, mailed, prepared and registered, to
the address of each of his creditors, so far as
known to him, a declaration acknowledging his
insolvency, and that no proceedings in insol-
vency hatd been instituted against the insolvent
for morè than one month after the mailing of
sucýh notices, and that such a dividend would
have been paid, but for the circumstances for
which the insolvent cannot justly be held res-
ponsible arising more than one month after the
mailing of such declaration."

So that, if any man sees his estate so
diminished that it will not pay much more
than fifty cents, he can inform his credit-
ors; and, if they do not tike speedy steps
to put him into insolvency, and during
their delay the estate has got worse,
he can obtain his discharge, even
though it does not realise five cents.
With reference to the suggestion of the
hon. member for Jaccues Cartier (Mr.
Girouard) as to there being no inconsis-
tency between this amendment and the
Bil, it seems to me the proposal is only
like one other bit of legislation that I

MR. GIROUARD.

1 remember, a law of the Imperial Parlia-
ment, on a subject to which the hon.
member is to direct the attention of the
House at some future day. I refer to
the vexed question of inarriage with a
deceased wife's sister. It is well known
that, up to a certain point, in England,
marriage with a deceased wife's sister was
voidable during the life of both the par-
ties, but was not void ; but at a certain
period Parliament changed the law.
First of all, it declared that marriage with
a deceased wife's sister for the time to
come should be not merely voidable, but
absolutely null and void ; secondly, it
declared that, for the time past, all such
marriages should be, not merely voidable,
but absolutely good.

Amendment negatired.
Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported.
Motion made and question proposed:

That the amendment made to the said Bill
in Committee of the Whole be now read the
second time and concurred in.-(Mr. Colby.)

MR. HOLTON: We ought not to
hasten this Bill unduly. We have two
remaining stages-receiving the report of
Committee and the third reading. My
impression is that the report of the Com-
mittee should be received on the first
Private Bill day of next week, say Mon-
day, and the third reading should be set
down for the Wednesday following, which
will give hon. gentlemen an opportunity
of formulating their opinions in the shape
of amendments, on which the sense of the
House, no doubt, will be taken.

MR. COLBY : I have no desire to
push this with undue haste, but I think
it would be well if the opinion of the
House with regard to this Bill should be
declared at an early day, and that the
whole question should be settled, so that
the business men of the country may
understand what their position is. But I
do not propose to urge the third reading
of this Bill to-night, but my impression
now is that no disadvantage could result
if we are permitted to take concurrence
to-niglit, and then, at some future day, the
whole question may be decided upon the
third reading.

(COMMONB.] Repeal Bill.
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MR. HOLTON : I think I have accur-
ately interpreted the feeling of many
members who sit round me in desiring
that the two opportunities of offering
amendments should be given. Therefore,
I repeat the suggestion, to fix the recep-
tion of the report for Monday next.

MR. COLBY : We will receive the re-
port of the Committee to-morrow.

MR. BLAKE : I observe that an hon.
member has given notice of some amend-
ments to continue the Insolvency Law so
far as it affects the privileges of Banks
and Insurance Companies, but no motions
hitherto have been proposed on that
subject.

MR. COLBY: The hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives),who had
given that notice, does not now intend to
press these amendnents to this Bill, but
to propose a substentive Bill, of which he
has given notice.

MR. BLAKE: That, of course, ren-
ders it all the more necessary that those
hon. members who are disposed to believe
that the Insolvent Act should not be re-
pealed, and trust to the fate of some other
measure for reviving it, with reference to
Banks and Insurance, should have a suffi-
cient opportunity for formulating their
views on this subject.

Ordered, That the Bill, as anended, be
taken into conideration on Friday next.-(Mr.
Colby.)

ELECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.-
[BILL 6.]

(31r. Bolduc.)

SECOND READING NEGATIVED.

Order for second reading read.
Mn. BOLDUC : The object of this

measure is to alter the amount of the
deposit required from eaeh candidate at
an election, so as te prevent, as far as
possible, the practice often resorted to
in constituencies, of putting up bogus can-
idates, with a view of preventing an
election by acclamation. The real pro-
perty qualification having been abolished
by the Act of 1874, any person, however
poor lie may be, who enjoys the con-
fidence of his fellow-citizens, may be
a candidate at an election, but the author
of that law required from the candidate
a cornpliance with certain formalities.
Thus, before being nominated, he inust
furnish to the Returning Officer himself,
0-r through some other person on his

behalf, a nomination paper signed by at
least twenty-five electors, and deposit at
the saine time a suma of fifty dollars in the
hands of the said oflicer, the object of
such formalities being, undoubtedly, to
prevent useless contests. But is the de-
posit of fifty dollars suflicient to prevent
certain persons fromn raising factious oppo-
sition to a bonà fde candidate in a con-
stituency, in order to give him trouble
and compel iim to undergo the expense of
an election contest? I do not believe it,
Mr. Speaker, and I an convinced that,
without the adoption of the measure now
submitted to the consideration of the
House, it will be impossible to do away
with the abuses. An exanination of the
report of the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery, in relation to the
last elecl ions, will soon convince anyone
of the importance of this niatter. I may
mention, amongst other counties, Dorches-
ter, Champlain and the county I have the
bonour to represent. In those counties
there would have been no contest, if the
deposit had been higher. By the Bill
now submitted, I propose that the deposit
to be made by a candidate shall be $300
in place of $50, and that such deposit be
returned to the candidate elected, as well
as to the other candidates who shall have
obtained at least one-half the number of
votes polled in favour of the candidate
elected. I think this amendment will
have the effect of doing away with useless
contests ; for a candidate who cannot
secure the support of a respectable number
of electors will stay at home, rather than
run the risk of forfeiting his deposit. On
the other hand, the bonai fide candidate
will not hesitate to deposit that amount,
being convinced, beforehand, that le will
be in a position to recover it after the
election. A similar law already exists in
the Province of Quebec, and gives univer-
sal satisfaction, and I trust that hon.
members of this House will feel bound to
support this measure.

MR. LANDRY: The object aimed at
by my hon. friend the member for Beauce
(Mr. Bolduc) is one which will naturally
meet with the approval of all the men-
bers of this Hlouse. The proposition
which is now before us calls for two
things : first, the abolition of the absurd
tax to which the present law subjects
every candidate; and secondly, the creation
of a sufficient deposit to prevent candida-
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tures which are not seriously meant. appear in the newspapers as candidates,
As the law now stands, no one can be and who, for the sake of a littie notoriety,
a candidate, no one can solioit the votes force a contest on a ccnstituency. Fifty
of the people, no one can be nominated dollars is a saiall sum, whicl, I think,
unless lie deposits with the Returning most candidates would be willing to pay.
Officer the sum of fifty dollars. That That was the general feeling at the time
amount, let the result of the election con- this matter was discussed before. I an
test be what it nay, is not returned to inclined to think, however, that fifty dol-
the candidate; it is, therefore, a tax and lars is Dot suficient for the purpose.
a direct tax on every candidate who Those lion. members who were in Parlia-
desires to present hirself, and lie wio ment at the time tis principle was
wishes to labour for bis countr's good, fdopted may remenber that there was.a
lie who wishes to assume the resposibility, strong pressure to increase the amount-
always aT onerous one, of working for It lias been tried in Quebec, were $200
his country and. representing in this is exacted, and it has been found to

ouse the many and multitudinous in-a ice I

inclined toinka hoevere tat ify ol

terests of bis constitutents, is inuicte in i would not prevent any candidate from
a certain sun. There is no reason for the coming forward wlo lias any reasonable
existence of that tax, and congratulate hope of success, whole it would prevent

y sho. friend upon his calling upon this the worry and demoralisation resulting
h harliaoient to do awa with it, and i fron a score of unnecessary contests.
rely upon the practical disposition of al M. HOLTON : In Quebee, $200
thi on. aiembers of this fouse, wien I must b deposited, but, think, the w tole
express the hope that tliat proposition amount is returned.
will meet ith their warmest support. Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: I ain
And let it not be said that, in future, if in favour of $150 beingreturned,
this proposition be adopted, trifling can- MR. HOLTON : The whole amount is
didatures will arise on the day of nomi- returned in Quebec, in the event of the
nation. No such apprehension need be losing candidate getting one-third the
entertained in view of the second pro- votes pelled, when there are only two can-
vision of iy lion. friend's Bill, which re- didates; but I think the exaction of any
quires that a deposit of $300 be made deposit involves a restriction upon the
with the Returning Officer, such deposit freedom of choice among the electors. I
to be returned to the candidate elected, regard it, therefore, as objectionable in
and to the defeated candidates, provided principle. I remember well the discus-
the latter have polled in each case at sions we had, when the Election Act was
least one half the number of votes given before the fouse. It was proposed, if I
for the elected candidate. These are the pro- remember rightly, by the gentleman il
visions which are now law in the Province charge of the ]Bill, now Chef Justice
of Quebec, except that the sum in that Dorion, to make the deposit larger, but,
Province is $200. That provision of our after a gooc deal of discussion, it was
Provincial law works well, in no way in- fixed at tifty dollars. Perlaps a provision
terferes with the liberty of the subject, for a smaîl deposit of that kind, as evi-
and assists greatly in preventing trifling dence of good faith to prevent merely
candidatures. I should gladly see it bogus candidates, may b. acquiesced in.
adopted by the House, and for these rea- Lt is hardly worth while, perbaps, to move
sons shall feel it to be my duty to sup- for its repeal, but the thing itself I regard
port the measure suggested by the mover as very objectionable indeed. The old doc-
of the Bill. trine wasand think it wassound doctrine,

Sis JOHN A. MACDONALD : I that it was for the electors to determine
approve of this Bic, to a certain extent, whom tey would put in nomination. Lt
but I think it would be better to reduce was not necessary for a candidate to,
the suf to $200, and to provide that, ix solicit the suffrages of a county. pt ougit
the case of a party succeeding in podling to be competent for the electors, twenty-
one-half the votes of tlie successful candi- ive or fifty in number, to fix upon and
date, lie should have $150 back. I an noninate sucl candidate.
strongly in favour of keeping off bogus cases i which the deposit of
candidates, wbo desire to have their names really tend to defeat the

MR. LANDRY.

There are
$200 might
freedom of
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choice among the electors. I think it is of nomination. The election might go on
.hardly worth while making any change. suddenly. There might be some difficulty
Perhaps, before another general election about raising a fund in a remote part of
comes around, the whole Election Law the country, there might be some miscar-
m ay come under review. There may be riage of a money letter, a suma of $300
other changes, perhaps more important might not be available at the place of
than these, called for during the lifetime nomination, and the electors might thus
of this Parliament. be deprived of the opportunity of taking

Mn. BLAKE: I recollect the motives the sense of the constituency, by reason of
which induced this change. It was con- this money qualification. Therefore,
sequent on the novel provision with refer- while I should agree to all that part of
ence to putting men in nomination. We the hon. gentleman's Bill which proposes
were adopting the new principle of the to remove, as far as nay be, the pecuniary
ballot, and a new principle of avoiding loss consequent on the demand of a de-
public nominations, and it was suggested posit of any amount, I, for my part, differ
that, while under the old system the from his view when he proposes to in-
manifest sense of the electors assembled crease to such a large figure as $300
at the public nominations tended to pre- the amount of the deposit.
vent abortive or vexatious nominations, MR. DESJARDINS: The working of
the new proposa], that a candidate should the existing law in relation to Local
be put in nomination without any public elections in the Province of Quebec bas
meeting whatever, would give greater not resulted as pointed out by the hon.
facilities for abortive or absurd nom- member for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton).
inations, and useless contests. It Tho sum of $200, which that law requires
was thought that some check on this to be deposited, lias not, in any vay, pre-
should be created, in place of that effected vented candidates from presenting them-
by the presence of the electors at the selves in the several counties in that Pro-
nomination. - Two things were proposed: vince. A proof of this presents itself at
first of all, that the nomination papers the present moment. In the county of
should be signed by a substantial number Rimouski, three or four candidates are
of electors, and that was agreed to;: presenting themselves at the samie time,
secondly, that a certain sum should be notwithstanding that each of them is com-
paid in as a deposit. There was talk of a pelled to deposit $200 on the day of
larger sum, and there was serions objec nomination; and this proves that the de-
tion, Ly some persons, to the exaction of posit of sucli a sum in no way provents
any sum as the price of putting a man in candidates froi entering into the con-
nomination. But the smaller sum was test.
agreed upon, as one that would not seri- Mn. HOLTON: The nomination bas
ously affect the freedom of election, and not taken place as yet.
which might, at the same time, have the MR. DESJARDINS: My informa-
desired effect of checking frivolous nomi- 1 tion is that it took place to-day, and, as
nations. I think, if there be any change four or five candidates were noninated,
in the law at all, it should be a change we see that the deposit of $200 does not
not to increase the aniount paid in, but as prevent any serious candidate from com-
to the application of the payment. I think ing forward, at least in that Province. It
it would be reasonable to provide that the is a false principle to impose a tax on a
.successful candidate should receive his candidature, as the Federal Law now h
fifty dollars back, and that the unsuc- force does. That a deposit should be
cessful cadidate, who has proved, by required for the prevention of factitious
the vote, that there was even the candidatures, on the part of certain mdi-
smallest chance for a reasonable con- viduals, whose only object is to cause
test, should receive back his ; but trouble and embarrassment to bond fide
the sum itself is, perbaps, so unimportant candidates, and that that deposit should
as to render a Bill for that purpose un- be forfeited if the person by whom it is
necessary. I agree with the hon. gentle- made does xîot receive at the poil a reason-
man from Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) that able proportion of votes, is right; but
there are serious objections to the exact- that the impost should remain as a tax

ing of an important sum as the condition, upon the candidature itaelf is, in ay
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opinion, opposed to all proper ideas in
relation to the Election Law, and to the
standing of a man called upon to enter
into political life. I therefore hope that
the Bill introduced by the hon. member
for Beauce (Mr. Bolduc), will receive from
the House the consideration which it
deserves, and that it will become law.

MR. LANGEVIN : I do not see that
there can be any objection to the increase
of the deposit to $200. As has just been
stated by my hon. friend, $200 are re-
quired to be deposited by candidates in
Quebec, and yet there is no diffieulty in
finding bond ide candidates to come for-
ward. More than that, I will cite the
case of the county of Chicoutimi, where
the candidate for whom the people were
most generally in favour was absent from
the Province, but, nevertheless, they con-
tributed readily of themselves the sum of
S200, and deposited it in bis name in
order that the electors theiselves night
put him in nomination. Therefore, when
the people themselves are desirous of put-
ting forward any man as a candidate,
they can fnd $200 just as easily as $50.
But the real object of the measure, as I
understand it, is to prevent a man coming
forward sinply that he may be bought by
the opposing candidates in order to clear
the way for an election by acclamation.
Men of that class are somnetimes brought
forward bv those interested in having a
contest in the county. If such men were
obliged to deposit $200 as a condition of
their candidature, and knew that they
would lose it unles; they polled one-third
of the whole vote, we would find very
few bogus candidatures. In the county of
Rimouski, four candidates have been nom-
inated for the Local Legislature, and each
one of theni must have deposited bis $200.
That does no+., therefore, prevent candi-
dates, or all the candidates, froni coming
forward. The object of the measure,
thus being only to prevent bogus candi-
datures, I will vote for the Bill, because I
approve of its principle. I hope, how-
ever, the hon. mover will reduce the
amount to $200. I agree, also, with the
First Minister, as to the amount to be re-
turned, because I think'it a fair provision
that the successful candidate should have
three-fourths of his deposit returned to
him.

• Somle Hox. MEMBERS: Return the
whole.

MR. DESJARDINS.

1 MR. LANGEVIN: I think the suc-
cessful candidate should contribute some-
thing towards the cost of the elections.
The fifty dollars are now retained ; why
should they not continue to be paid into
the Public Treasury?

MR. MILLS: I do not think the
principle of the Bill is one we should sup-
port. I think that such legislation tends
to restrict the electors' freedon of choice.
The proposed deposit might prevent the
candidature of a person absent. If any
person becomes a candidate, witlh the ex-
pectation of compelling some other can-
didate to buy him out of the way, the
$200 mentioned would not stand in bis
way. He would be selling himself very
cheap if $200 would deter him from being
a candidate. The law already is sufficient
to prevent bribery. A candidate with a
fair chance of election is not likely to
bribe anybody to quit the field. The re-
quiring a nomination paper at all is
scarcely consistent with the principle of
the ballot, which is the principle of
secresv. Nomination papers may pro-
claim the preferences of large numbers of
electors. We should, if we do anything,
dim inish the number required to sign
nomination papers, and, as to deposits,
abolish them altogether.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : We
have had only one election since the law
was passed requiring a deposit of $50. I
think the mover of this Bill bas not
represented that, under its piovisions, a
plurality or superabundance of candid-
ates was found in any constituency. If
it appeared there were more candidates
than usual, a larger deposit than $50
might seem desirable. It does not appear
that the present arrangement is at all un-
suitable to the general interests of the
country, so i see no necessity for this
proposed change. It seems in the opposite
direction to the existing law, as regards
the qualifications of members of this
House. The property qualification was
abolished in 1874. I think that the
freedom of choice on the part of the
electors should be left as wide as possible.
For that reasin, the Bill appears retro-
grade and undesirable, and should not, in
my opinion, receive the support of the
Iouse. The Government that at one

time' vaunted itself on being the poor
man's friend has not given us a very
strong illustration of that policy lately.
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We have had an Order in Council im- pretending that those seeking for the
posing a tax of twenty dollars on the eni- honour of becoming the representatives of
grant coming into the country, or requir- of the people in this House cannot find
ing he should possess that sum before money enough to make a deposit of $200
being allowed to place his foot on our or $300, which they will recover back if
favoured soil, and now the same they obtain a reasonable number of votes i
Government favours a Bill, inter- I suppose a candidate wbo could not
fering with the electors' freedom afford to make such a small deposit 'would
of choice of members to this House, be only a candidate expecting to make
furnishing another indication oi its money in becoming a member of Parlia-
abandonment of that policy, beneficial to ment, a business not much paying, how-
the poor man, by Ministers who have ever, as we all know by experience. If
pretended to be the poor man's friend. he cannot, at least, have that moderate
I hope we shall live to see the abandon- amount advanced by the constituents
ment of all its policy, in a similar way. whose votes he solicits,it is clearhe does not
I enter my protest against this proposed enjoy much their confidence, and that he
retrograde movement, and more especially bas no chance of being elected. I think,
as we have not had a superabundance of nevertheless, that the sum of $200 would
candidates in Ontario. be a sufficient deposit to prevent futile

tMn. THOMPSON (Cariboo): I think candidatures. It seens to have given gen-
the hon. member for West Middlesex eral satisfaction for the Local elections in
(Mr. Ross), in his eloquent speech, took the Province of Quebec.
a retrograde step in opposing this Bill, Mn. BOULTBEE: The feeling of the
which the hon. member for Beauce (Mr. mover of the Bil seern to arise from the
Bolduc) is entitled to credit for bringing fact tbat, in Quebec, they bave had, or
forward. I opposed the imposition of the contemplate, much difiiculty froni bogus
tax of iifty dollars, placed on all of us, candidates. We have not had the saine
which is more unfair than requiring cificulty in Ontario, so far as I an aware,
twenty dollars to be possessed by an eni- and it doos not seem to ho necessary with
grant. I think the member for West us that ti. deposit shouid ho made. The
Middlesex miigbt be glad to see the re- principle of our representativo institutions
turn of $200 to the person elected, instead is that the people select a cand'date to
of a tax of fifty dollars upon him to go represent thet, and it does not seein ex
permanently into the public exchequer. I actly rigbt that the candidate should ho
should be willing to see a deposit of practicaily bound to pay $200 or $300 for
$1,000 by each of four or five candidates, having had the bonour cf being their
and the successful niin to receive the choice. Our on. friends froof QQeeec
vhole. If tlhat principle, iii accordanc3 talk very lightly about putting up $200
vithi the National Policy, ho advocated, or $300. They are wealthier than we, I

I shial choerfully vote for an amendient dare say. I eau assure tnt hI tow one
to that effect. instance of an Ontario candidate finding

Mit. OIRTON. I eau hardly seo why a great deal of trouble to get the nces-
the choice of the )eOffle should ho taxed sary fifty dollars, and wbere the deman
ho dollars, or anv sum. There seenps to of $200 woud have caused serious

a favourable law on the subject in the finanial annoyance. With our iack
Province of Quebec. If anything further of capital in Ontario, it would n t be Col-
Npere needed to prevent bogus candidates venient to lock up $200 or $300. We
fron running, it might, perhaps, ho 'wise prefer to use our capital to the best ad-
to increase the numiber, and, instead ot vantage. That larg~e sumn roqtiried would
one-haîf, make it necessary for the unsue- check many ambitio s candidates, in the
cessful candidate to poli two-thirds of the burning deire wo experienc to serve Our
votes polled by the succesful candidate, country at $1,000 a year. Lt woi, I
in order to secre the return of bis say, nip tha ambition frequently in the
dposit. efbudf because, especially o ith the liard-

MR. HOTDE: Do t e hon. members headed dnd cautioub AnogeSaxon, there
who have pronounced themselves agxainst a theory strongly prvaent that, when
ie Bill of my hon. friend from Beauce a. mao pay out hi Iavoey, le does not
epreciate their country to th extent of get it back. Ad, moreover, as ias been
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suggested by a gentleman on a different
side of the House from the one I referred
to just now, it will take money out of a
man's pocket at a crisis when it is emi-
nently necessary in an election. Alto-
gether, I am sure, despite the opinion of
our leader, and various other heavy men,
that it will be an unpopular measure in
Ontario.

Motion made and question proposed:

That the said Bill be now read the
time.-(Mr. Bolduc,)

second

The House divided :-Yeas, 69; nays,
71.

YEAS:
Messieurs

Angers Lane
Baker Langevin
Barnard Littie
Bergeron Macdonald (Kings,PEI)
Bolduc Macdonald(VictoriaBC)
Bourassa McDonald(Cape Breton)
Bourbeau McDonald (Pictou)
Bowell McGreevy
Brecken McInnes
Brooks McLeod
Caron McRory
Cockburn (West North-Masson

umberland) Massue
Colby Méthot
Connell Montplaisir
Cuthbert Mousseau
Dawson Orton
Desauluiers Ouimet
Desjardins Patterson (Essex)
Domville Pope (Compton)
Drew Rinfret
Ferguson Ross (Dundas)
Fiset Routhier
Gault Royal
Gigault Ryan (Marquette)
Girouard(Jacques Cart.)Rykert
Grandbois Skinner
Houde Snowball
Eurteau Thompson (Cariboo)
Jones Tilley
Kaulbach Vallée
Kilvert Vanasse
Kirkpatrick White (Cardwell)
Kranz White (North Renfrew)
Landry Wiser.--69

NAYs :

Messieurs

Allison
Anglin
Arkell
Bannerman
Beauchesne
Béchard
Bergin
Bill
Blake
Boultbee
Brown
bumater

LaRue
Laurier
Longley
MeDonald

S.)
Macdonell
Mackenzie
McCallum
lN cCarthy
McCuaig
McKay
McLennan

(Victoria, N.

(N. Inark)

Burpee (St. John) McQuade
Burpes (Suabury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Merner
Cameren (N.Victoria,O. Mills
Cartwright Muttart
Casey Oliver
Cimon Olivier
Cockburn (Muskoka) Paterson (South Brant)
Coupal Pickard
Dumont Robertson (Shelburne)
Elliott Robinson
Farrow Rogers
Fleming Ross (West Middlesex)
Geoffrion Rymal
Gunn Scriver
Guthrie Sproule
Hackett Stephenson
Hay Tassé
Hesson Thompson (Hlaldimand)
Hilliard Trow
Holton Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Huntington Wallace (West York)
Keeler Weldon
King White (E.lasting})-71

Question resolved in the negative.

House adjourned at
Twenty minutes before

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tlursday, 26th February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS-RECEPTION.

TIME EXTENDED.

MR. ]ROBINSON moved that the time
for receiving Private Bills be extended ten
days.

MR. HOLTON : Does not that reqnire
the concurrence of another Committee ?

MR. SPEAKER : Yes; according to
the Rules.

MR. HOLTON: I believe it would re-
quire the the recommendation of one of
the other Coi mittees.

MR. ROBINSON: The Clerk assured
me that this is the practice of the House.

MR. SPEAKER: The Rule says :

" Except in cases of urgent and pressing ne-
cessity, no motion for the suspension or modifi-
cation of any rule applying to Private Bills or
petitions for Private Bills, shali be entertained

y the House natil after reference is made to
the several Standing Committees charged with
the consideration of Private Bills, and a report
made theroon by one or mort of such C)m-
imittee."

MR. BOULTBEE.

Business.General232
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MR. HOLTON: That is, one Committee
in addition to the Standing Orders Com-
mittee. I do not wish to press this.
I merely desire to call attention to the
fact that we are again extending the time,
and practically ignoring the rule adopted
a few years ago by a Committee of the
House, of which the leader of the House
was a member-a rule providing that all
Private Bills should be introduced within
the first ten days of the Session. The exten-
sion the other day wasnecessary, but Ithink
now we ought to understand whether we
should ignore-in effect repeal-this rule,
and fall back into the practice of extend-
ing the tine to the end of the Session, or
whether the rules are to be observed. I
do not wish it to be understood that I ob-
ject to the motion of the hon. member for
West Toronto (Mr. Robinson), but we seem
to be drifting into the old practice which

,obtained before the adoption of the
rule made with so mucli care some
three years ago. I have no objection
to the motion going to-day, but ten
days hence I may invoke the rule.

Mn. LANGEVIN: The extension has
been made with regard to the receiving of
-petitions, and, therefore, it sbould extend
to the receiving of Bills.

MR. HOLTON: I thought this was
the second extension. I thought this was
the same motion as was made the other
day.

MR. ROBINSON : It is not the second
extension.

Motion agreed to.
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced, and read the first tine:-

Bill (No. 31) To incorporate the St. Clair
.and Lake Erie Navigation Company.-(Mr. Ste-
phenson.)

Bill (No. 32) Respecting the Montreal Assur-
ance Company.- (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier.)

1 PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING CON-
TRACT.

INSTRUCTION TO ENQUIRE.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD moved:

That the Select Standing Committee
of this House on the Printing be in-
structed to urge on the Joint Committee of
both Houses on that subject, the necessity of
making rigid enquiry into all the circumstances
connected with the opening of tenders for the
Parliamentary Printing, and the withdrawal of
any tenders ; and, also, with the award of the
contract for such Printing, made during last
Session.

Mn. BLAKE: When I made the en-
quiries, sometime ago, the hon. gentleman
stated that the Government was about to
urge upon the Committee, not merely to
make the enquiries, which, I presume, are
intended to be of an extensive character,
and not be confined to the formal words of
this motion, but, also, to urge upon it to
consider and report to the House what
steps would be necessary to prevent a
repetition of those practices.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No,
the developments.

MR. BLAKE : Yes.
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I

beg to move, in amendment, that the fol-
lowing words be added to the motion:-

With instructions also to enquire and report
on the best means of preventing any irregular
or improper practices, with respect tothe gran-
ting of such contracts.

Motion, as amenied, agreed to.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

-(21r."MfcCarthyg.)

FIRST READING.

MR. McCARTHY introduced a Bill
(No. 37) Further to amend the Supreme
and Exchequer Court Act. He said: The
Bill has but three sections in it, and is for

Bill (No. 33) To amend and consolidate the the purpose of giving to the Supreme
Act incorporating the Dominion Grange of the Court the power of amendment which it
Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.-(Mr. McCal- does not possess now. At present, if there

Bill (No. 34) To incorporate the Farmers and happens to be, in the judgment of that

Real Property Bank of Canada.-(Mr. Cameron, Court, any error in the proceedings, they
North Victoria.) must necessarily be quashed; whereas, if

Bill (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand they had the power of amendment, they
Island Bridge Company.-(Mr. JdcCarthy.) t amend as is done now in the On-Bill (No. 36) To authorise the Corporation of mig
Emerson, in the Province of Manitoba, to con- tario Court of Appeal, which would further
struct a Free Traffic bridge across the River at the ends of justice, and prevent the ne-
Emerson.-(Mr. Royal) . cessity of the whole case being recomn-

Bill,(N.. 38) To amend the Act respecting inenced in the lower courts. It further
Procedre in Criminal Cases, and other matters
irelating to Criminal Law.-(Mr. kcCarthy.) provides that if, i the, judgment of that
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Court, it be thought advisable that evi- fer a copy of the Order in Concil prohibiting
dence be taken-any hon. and learned th, landing of enigrants at the port of Halifax
friends from Ontario will understand me who are not possessed of the sum of tweIty-
when I say that it is just proposing to dollars.

give the power to the Supreme Court
which the Court of Appeal in Ontario now SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
possess-the Court may take such evidence. ACTS ÈEPEAL BILL.--[BILL 13.]
There have already been two cases, one (Mr. K&er.)
certainly, where the whole proceedings SECOND READING PROPOSED.
had to be commeinced de novo,because the
Supreme Court had not this power to Order for second reading recd.
amend.

Bill read the first time.

PRINCE EDWAID ISLAND - BREAK-
WATER AT BAY FORTUNE.

QUESTION.

MR. MUTTART enquired, Whether,
in compliance with a petition, presented
last Session, it is the intention of the
Goveriment to construct a breakwater at
Bay Fortune, in Prince Edward Island.

MR. LANGEVIN : That petition has
been received, asking for the building of
a breakwater at Fortune Bay, in Prince
Edward Island, but the Departnent of
Public Works has not as yet obtained the
information required to enable it to decide
whether the breakwater should be built
there or not. The intention is to have an
examination made next season.
PRLNCE EDWARD ISLAND-WORKS AT

SOURIS.
QUESTION.

MR. MACDONALD (King's, P.E.I.)
enquired, Wlhether it is the intention of
the G overnment to rebuild the breastwork
on the east side of Souris River, and con-
struct the breakwater at Lobster Point,
Souris West, Prince Edward Island.

MR. LANGEVIN : There has been a
breakwater undertaken on the other side
of the bay, and that is not yet completed.
The breakwater mentioned in this ques-
tion would be at about 4,000 feet fron the
first, but on the other side of the bay. It
would cost a very large sun of mor.ey,
and the Government is not in a position
to promise to undertake the work. To
build the breastworks on the same side
of the bay would cost $20,000, and the
Government do not see their way, just
now, to undertake such a work.

PROHIBITION OF THE LA.NDING OF
EMIGRANTS.

MOTION FOR ORDER IN COUNCIL.

House resumed the further consideration of
Mr. Fleming's proposed îNotion for an Addreas

MR. MCCARTHY.

Courts R-epeal Bill.

MR. KEELER: About this fime last
year, I introduced a Bill for the repeal of
the Supreme and Exchequer Court Act of
Canada. I met, on that occasion, with
the determined opposition of hon. gentle-
men on the other side of the House, of
course, and it was attempted to pre-
vent my Bill going to the second read-
ing on that occasion. After the discus-
sion on the matter, however, I was
granted the courtesy of a second reading,
although at the end of the Session. it
was slaughtered with other innocents.
Some of the members on this side of the
House, among others the hon. the Minis-
ter of Justice, saw fit to accuse me of
endeavouring to waste uselessly the time
of the House. I beg now, hovever, to
assure that lion. gentleman, that I did not
intend to take up any of the valuable
tinie of this House for the mere purpose
of amusement. I never have done
that. and never inte:nd to do it. I
brought up that measure, on the last occa-
sion, with the sincere desire to promote
economy and retrenchient in this country.
I believe that great necessity for retrench-
ment exists in every Department, and, if
any hon. gentleman secs any way by which
econoniy can be exercised, it is his duty
to endeavour to secure economiv in that
particular. I believe, myself, that we
are expending a large amount of money
every year unnecessarily. A nyone who
goes through the annual Estimates, must
be convinced tlat there are a great num-
ber of items which might well be dis-
pensed with, and an immense amount of
money might be saved in this Dominion,
each year, if we were all disposed to en-
deavour heartily to eut down useless and
unnecessary expenditures. My constitu-
ents, of course, sent me here to represent
their views. In doing so, I think it is my
duty-I think I am only doing a small
portion of my duty--at the sme time,
to endeavour, in my humble way, to pro-
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mote economy. I think this Supreme
Court was established, in the first place,
'thout any public opinion in its favour.
It seems to me that it is quite soon
enough for any Government in this Do-
minion to undertake so very expensive
an affair as the Supreme Court, when it is
evident that there is some desire on the

part of the public for such a course. I
fail to discover that there was any de-
mand, from any quarter of the Dominion,
in favour of this Court being established
at the time it was. I cannot say that I
have ever seen, anywhere, either in print
or otherwise, any opinion in favour of the
establishment of that Court. I do not
think it was established in obedience to
public opinion. I stated, on the last oc-
casion, that I thought it had been estab-
lished for the purpose of affording a refuge
for political supporters of the late Ad-
ministration. Perhaps I said it without
sufficient reason. If I did, I am sorry
for it ; still, I only expressed the general
opinion prevailing in my part of the
country. It looked very much as if com-
fortable berths had been established, at
high salaries, for the friends of the late
Administration. I hope, however, that
thev did not establish the Court for
that purpose. I did not say they did ;
however, I say that that was the opinion
of the country. The next objection I
urged, on the last occasion, was that this
Court was accessible only to the rich. I
do not think anyone cen say that the
poor man is anxious of obtaining justice
inside of that Court. The costs are so
immense, that I do think the poor man
would soon find that there was no chance
for him, if once he took his case into that
Court. It has been charged against nie
that hon. gentlemen on this side of the
House have instructed me to move on
the subject. I introduced this measure
simply because I believed I had a right,
as a humble representative of the people
in this House, to ask for anything that I
thought in the interests of the country.
On that occasion, I thought it was my
duty to take the sense of the House on
that measure, and the large vote on the
firstreadingwhichthemeasurethensecured
flatters me that I may receive the same
number in favour of the second reading,
on this occasion. I know well, of course,
that many hon. gentlemen voted on that,
occasion, because they thought the

Bill would never pass to the next stage.
I hope that, on this occasion, I may re-
ceive the votes of all Lon. gentlemen
who really have the good ofthe country at
heart. I do not wish this to be
regarded as a class measure, and that,
because some of the memibers here are
lawyers, and others are laymen, it
should be regarded as an attack upon the
former class. Before this Court was
established, we did very well without it.
I can find nothing to shov that we are
better off now than we were before. I
believe that the Court, so far as its pro-
ceedings are understood, in the country,
is very unpopular. In the Province of
Quebec, in particular, I believe this Court
is extremely unpopular. From the con-
versation I have had with gentlemen from
that Province, they cousider it an invasion
of the riglits secured t. the Province of
Quebec; and, I believe, that in the other
Provinces, it is looked upon much in the
saie way, and as a useless expense, that
we might very well do without. On the
last occasion, a great many remarks vere
made on both sides of the House, that I
believe I may properly takealittle notice of.
The hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr.
loltoi) for whon I have the very highest
personal respect, I think, said in bis re-
marks, that it was very deimoralising to
the Court itself to have such a motion
brought up. My ideasi mnay be wrong, but
I cannot see where there can be any
demoralisation fron thisi matter being
intigated. It seemns to me that, if

.e are any institutions in the Dominion
that cannot bear scrutinv of the closest char-
acter,there must be something wrong about
them, and it is quite time that sueh should
be investigated. There are many other
hon. members, also, who lashed nie severely
for what I have said. One hon. gentle-
man said we might as well abolish this
Parliament as the Supreme Court. Prob-
ably that hon. gentleman cen see further
than I can, but I can see no connection
between abolishing that Court and abolish-
ing this Parliainent. Another hon.
gentleman, I think it was the hon. gentle-
man from Shefford (Mr. Huntington), said
that I was opposed to this Court because
the late Goverament had established it. I
beg to assure that hon. gentleman, and
this House, that I had not the remotesr
idea of the sort. I was aware, ail
the while, of oourse, that my hon.



friend was in favour of that Court. practicable by the abolition of this &urt
Seeing no necessity for this Court, I think would permit of the construction of
that my right hon. friend the leader of works of more consequence to the coun-
the Government, would not, except for try than such Courts. I have taken
the settlement of the constitutional from the Public Accounts the figures for
question, have favoured its establishment. Administration of Justice for the period
I think this High Court of Parliament is since 1872, and find the increase some-
quite sufficient for all purposes, without thing astonishing. Lu 1872, it was
the Supreme Court. As to the history $318)259 ; in 1873, $398,966 ; in 1874,
of the Court, and its decisions, I do not $459,037; in 1875, $497,405; in 1876,
believe it has rendered any decisions that $544,09 ; in 1877, $565,597; in 1878,
command the respect of the Provinces at $564,920; and in 1879, $577,896, be-
large. I will only refer to one case in sides the amounts spent by the Provincial
support of this view-that of Berlinguet Governments for the Administration of
et al .versus the Queen. It is said that the Justice. I have not the amount for each
costs of the suppliants were $35,000, and Province, but, in the Estimates for On-
the costs of the Government were $16,000, tario for this ycar, I find $287,000.
which had also to be paid, making a total of These figures are quite enough to set us
$5 1,000, for the trial of a simple case. ail thinking, at any rate. The cost of
There is no reason for a Court so expen- justice, in a country of only four millions,
sive. With reference to the cases of is altogether disproportionate. As to
railway contractors, I believe they would the actual expenses of this Supreme Court,
be more honestly and righteously settled 1 had a return sent down last year givmg
by arbitration. I believe that one such them up to 1879, and adding the saie
lias been referred to Mr. Shanly or Mr. amount for the current year as last, 1
Keefer, as sole arbitrator-Murray versus make the total cost of this useless, but
the Queen-and that judgment has been expensive luxury, to be $243,927. In
rendered for $100,000 against the Gov- addition the cost of fltting up Chambers,
ernment. I have not the slightest doubt etc., would not amount to less than
that that case was much more honestly $10,000, making a total of over a quarter
and righteously judged, and more cor- of a million of dollars thrown away, or
rectly, too, than it could have been by vasted, in this useless Court, for four and
gentlemen simply learned in the law, and a haîf years. So far as the Dominion is
not civil engineers. I believe that all concered, I think there is only a smal
cases of breacli of contract would have party that has any interest in the continu-
been much better settled bv arbitration. ance of the existence of this Court. Lt is
I have no feeling in the matter, but raise said that over $250,000 per annum are
this question in the interest of the coun- spent in Ottawa by suitors, witnesses and
try. If we are to prosper, we should ail others, brought here in connection with
put our shoulders to the wheel, and econo- cases in this Court, and suppose, therefore,
mise in eveiy possible way. If we the people who are benefltted so much
have a useless Court, we ought to abolish mav think it a good thing And I heard
it, putting our prejudices aside, in the in- it stated the hon. the Minister of Public
terest of the country, and to further Works had been appealed to with regard
its advancement. It seems to be the dis- to erecting buildings for the Suprene
position of legal gentlemen in the House Court, but J sincerely hope that nit an-
to introduce measures for the'establish- other penny will be expended in Ottawa
ment of too many Courts, while we have or elsewhere on this piece of folly. I en-
.several we could do without. This ten- deavoured to get returus of the number
dency to legislation increasing ou r ex- of cases tried, and the cost of each, but
penses should be repressed. My Bill they have not come down. Perhaps the
being passed would save the country, I hon. the Minipter of Justice can tell us
believe, about $60,000 a year. On calling when they will be produced. I conclude
upon the Government for the construction by moving the second reding of theBill.
of certain most necessary public works, MR. McDONALD (Pictou>: I wish,
such as the Murray Canal,which would bene- personally, to express my regret that, on
fit the country, the answer lias been-we the introduction of this Bil last Session,
cannot spare the funds. The saving 1 made use of an observation which ap-

MM. KEEFLEL-
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pears to have given offence to my hon.
friend the mover of this measure. I re-
gret extremely that I should have, even
unintentionally, given cause of offence to
a gentleman for whom I entertain, both
personally and politically, so high respect.
I assure him that the observation was
made under the impression that a gentle-
manof the experience and high intelligence
of my hon. friend would not have hastily
attemipted to disturb so essential a feature
of our Constitution as the Supreme Court
by proposing its abolition. However, I amu
quite surehe will accept thisexpression ofre-
gret at having unintentionally used any
wordsat which lie could reasonablytake mn-
brage. I am also glad to observe that,
in noving his Bill to-day, my lion. friend
has not given expression to his dissatis-
faction with this Court in language quite
so strong as lie thought it his duty to
make use of last Session. 1 think it a
great pity-I am obliged to say, now, it
is to be regretted extremely-that my
hon. friend should think it his duty, even
by the introduction of this Bill, to cause
any discussion with reference to the
stability of so important an institution,
and with regard to the position it occupies
in the public mind of this country. I
need not tell him, or the House, that the
most essential characteristic of a Court,
and more particularly, of a great Court
like the Supreme Court of the Dominion,
is that it should rest firmly and securely
in the confidence of the people ; and, if
that, or any other Court, fails, after due
experiment and trial, to obtain that con-
fidence, then, of course, we should come
to the conclusion that its usefulness was
gone, and, therefore, that a Bill like that
of my lion. friend "should be the legiti-
mate result of that conviction in the pub-
lic mind. But I entirely dissent from
his view, which, I hear, is entertained by
many of my bon. friends on both sides of
the House, with reference to that Court.
In the first place, it was one of the re-
quirements of the Constitution under
which the several Provinces were united
into this Dominion. It was an obligation
which the Parliament owed to the smaller
Provinces, that surrendered their own
rights, to some extent, and their control
over their Judiciary. It was an obliga-
tion made incumbeint on the Dominion
Parliament, to those Provinces, to estab-
lish that General Court of Appeal, and

was an obligation Parliament was bound
to fulfil. It was, also, an obligation para-
mountly pressing on Parliament to pro-
vide a Court, which, irrespective entirely
of Courts more particularly concerned
with Provincial interests and liea nings,
should have power to give effect and exe-
cutive force to the laws of Canada. So,
that,on every ground, whether of obligation
or of con venience,for the interests and rights
of the people of Canada, the establishment
of this Court was desirable if not essential.
Its continuance is essential, as I think, to
the interests and welfare of this people.
Therefore, on that ground, I shail have to
differ strongly with my hon. friend the
mnover of this Bill. I go further, and say
that the personnel of the Court, and the
character of its decisions since its creation,
have not been such as to warrant the as-
persions we sometimes hear with regard
toit. Of course, itwould be very improper
for me to refer, even incidentally, tothe
personnel of the Court. I do not desire to
do so ; but, in view of the discussions that
have taken place in this House, and, par-
tially outside, I may be permitted to say,
that even in that respect the Court appears
tome to challenge the confidence of the peo-
ple of this country. In that Court sit to-day,
Judges who, when they were elevated to
the Bench of the Supreme Court, had for
a long period of years, performed high
judicial functions in the several Provinces
from which they were called, and, of the
six Judges now in that Court, two only
have not been Judges in their respective
Provinces before their appointment.
These gentlemen not only sat as Judges
in their several Provinces, but, I am in-
formed, acquired in an eminent degree, in
their respective Provinces, the confidence
of their profession and of the public ;
therefore, it does appear to me, that
the learning and capacity of these emi-
nentJudgesis notto belightly challengedin
this House. In reference to one gentle-
man, who occupies the highest seat in
that Court, lie was selected to fill a seat on
the Bench by a gentleman so eminent in his
profession as the bon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), and, when the
vacancy of Chief Justice occurred, the
wisdom of the selection of my hon.
friend opposite was endorsed by my
right hon. friend the leader ef the Gov-
ernment elevating that gentleman to the
highest seat in that Court. Therefore, as-
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far as the selection of the Judges of the the Bench and the Bar, as well as
Court is concerned, it is not open to the the people of the Lower Provinces,
strictures we sometimes hear inside and would consider it a great calamity, were
outside of this House. But I go further; they deprived of the right of appeal to
I think, without at all pressing my argu- this Court. My lion. friend says the
ment beyond the ground of fair consider- Court is expensive. I do not think that,
ation of that Court as a public body, I taking into consideration the mode of
may say that, under all the difficulties precedure, and the necessity for having
which are naturally incident to the for- before the Court the fullest possible in-
mation of any new Court, and which formation, the expense can be called
ditticulties are very greatly enhanced largé. I think, so far as my linited ex-
in this particular instanee, that perience is concerned, that it is the
Court lias performed its functions, cheapest Court of Appeal that we can
and lias disclharged its duty. in a mnanner hope for in the Dominion-certainly,
which, at any rate, entitles it to the fair less expensive than an appeal to the
consideration of the country. It must be Privv Council, the only C)urt of Ap.
remembered that this Court was created peal we had in the Lower Provinces be-
to review the decisions of Courts of long fore the establishment of this Court. As
standing in the several Provinces-Courts I pass along, I may refer to the cas
eminent for the character of their Judges, mentioned by my lon. friend which came
distinguished for the character of the men from Quebec. I do not know what the ex-
practising before those Judges, and, there- penses ofthat case wQre, but. at any rate,
fore, naturally sensitive and jealous as to the expenses must have been those mci-
the decisions of the Court appointed to dental to the trial of the cause. Where
review their judgments. My hon. friend the Judge sat for a great length of time,
savs that in the Province of Quebec and where a great number of witnesses
the Court is unpopular. Now, I regret were examined, I can easily understand
that extremely, but I quite undersiand that a large amount of costs were incurred;
that it arises from causes entirely beyond but the question of coss is a matter o
our control. Perhaps it is a natural detail, for which, by rule of Court or by
feeling that the members of the Bar from amendments to the Act, an easy renedy
that Province, and the people of that can ho found. That, however, does not
iProvince, should not entertaiu s, strong aouch, in the slightest degree, the main
a feeling of confidence in the decisions of question, as to whether the Court lias so
ttis Court, on questions of law arising far performed its functions, perhaps vith
under a system of jurisprudence different the highest degree of perfection, perhaps
from that of the other Provinces, and in they have made mistakes, perhaps there
which they are oiiîy represented by two are reasons for some litt e disontent, but,
Judges. cannot appreciate the objectionf a g n ,

i~nd whexere ageatne of witmny ease

because w think two able lawyers, sitting I neyer knew of a Court that satisfied
as Judges on that Bench, vould cot- everybody who appeared before it as
pletely and fully meet ail requirements, either suitor or counsel. Somebody
and protect, in eveay particular, the must lose and he disappointed; somebody
rights and intereats of litigants and must be foistaken, but I am quite sure
suitors comin from that Province. But there is not a lawyer from the Province
so far as other Provinces are concerned, of Ontario that, taking into considera-
this particular ground of complaint can- tion the requirements of this Court,
not prevail. I can speak for ny own as a Dominion Court, and the necessity

Province, and, I think, for the adj oining which arises, sometimes, for referring to
Provinces of the lower part of the Do- It great questions, which cannot in any

uinion. I think that 1 can say that the other way be aptly and opportunely
Bar and the people of these Provinces, as settled-I do not believe there is a lawyer
well thik, as the Bench-and everyJudge or layman from thatProvince, or from the
who appreciates the responsibiities of bis Province of Quebec, that would like to,
position is always pleased to know lay bis bad on th Court hastily or
that any unintentional or accidentai recklessly and destroyaninstitutionwhich,
error may ie rectfied by an ap- ianthe opinion of a great man people, is
peal from is judgment - say essential intheinterests of he country.

MR. McDONaLD.
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I state, Sir, that, in my opinion, it has ister of Justice, 1 do not intend to occupy
not only performed material service to the time of the buse upon the principles
the country, but, in every way, it is of the Bil. I agree with my bon. friend
essential to retain the services of that in bis opposition to the abolition oflthe
Court. I may, in this regard, refer to Court I think it is a retrograde step.
the question of the Election Law. The 1 think it is going back very consideraldy
construction of the Statutes relating to in our onwarl progress, and 1 should be
contestecd elections, was, we all know, as sorry to see that step taken. I must ad-
various as the several Provi:cial Courts mit that I do not think there is any ad-
before whom the question arose through- vantage to be gained in shutticg our eyes
out the Dominion. By the appeal to to the fact that the Court, by some acci-
the Supreme Court, one uniform rule dent or rnisfortune, lias not otained that
of construction was obtained, and confidence which sucb a tribunal ought to
by the judgment of that Court, have succeeded in obtaining. What May
the decisions of some of the Provincial be the causes of this it is bootless just
Courts were not sustained. 0f course now to discus. But it is a net Court-
there was a good deal of dissatisfaction, a Court estabished early in our history as
so great, indeed, in one Province, that an a Dominion. I do inot say that it was
appeal was takei from the judgment of established so early as a similar Court
this Court to the Privy Council. 1 was establisled in te United States, wten
was very glad, indeed, to hear it, because they were severed fromi Great Britain ;
it is most desirable thatevery opportunity but still, it ias established very early in
should be granted. witl reféreace to this our history. I bave no doubt that, as
High Court that niay tend to illustrate to the Court grows older, the people of the
the people the fact that we have men on country will become more accustomed to
the B3ench whose judicial ability is un- consider it as o ue of the tribunals of hich
questionable. In the case I refer to, the they should be proud, and of wich they
question was raised in the only way in would not willingly be deprived. Tbe
which it could be done, by application to hion. gentleman bas expressed himself
the Privy Counil for leave to appeal. The very strongly on the question of expense.
resut was that the Privy Counceil, on a The expense of the maintenance of the
ful, though tx parte argument, sustained Court is principally ade up, I suppose,
the decision of the Supreme Court of by the salaries of the Judges and oficers,
Canada as srnd law. That e a certifi- and the cost of the maintenance of the
cate of the hihefst character and of much Court itself and the building in whic
consequence this discussion. I have tbey meet. The costs of the suitors in
just one more observation to make. Ques- litigation is a different affair. I fancy, if
tions are constantly arising under our the Supreme Court were abolised, that
Constitution, and in connection with the the number of suits appealed would still
administration of affaira between tbe Do- be the same, but they would go to Eng-

Pinion and Che Provinces, that are referaed. land instead of being rought before the
most coaveniently, as they ouglit to be, to Supreme Court here. As regards the
the decision of this Court. It does ap- salaries of the Judges, there would be no
pear to me that, upon that ground alone- ixmediate saving if the Bill were passed
the keeping of the macbinery of Govern- and tbe Court abolished to-morrow.

bent running, as between the Dominion Tht abolition of the Court will not de-
and the respective Provinces-it would be prive the Judges of the vested rigt they
very ill-advised to lay unholy hand c upon have possessed from the moment they re-
this institution. I trust, tberefore, the ceived their commissions. They must
flouse will not read the Bill of cy hon. either draw their full salaries or receive
friend a second tme, and that the vote fhll compensation by the capitalisation
may be of such a decisive character as to of their salaries at once. But, tbat some
assure the people of this couatry, at any dissatigfaction exists. cannot ignore, and
rate so far as this fouse i concerned, that I ar aware that the greatest amount of
the Supreme Court deserves the confidence dissatisfaction arises fromin the Province of
of thb country. Quebec. That of easily to be understood,

SC a JOHN A- MACDONALD: After when you consider that the Courts in the
what las been said by the hon. the Min- Province of Qubec are composed of
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Judges learned in the special law of Lower
Canada, and specially fitted to adjudicate
on all questions under that law ; and the
feeling is that they have more confidence
in the judgments of the ordinary
Superior Courts than in the Court of
Appeal froni the judgments of these
Courts. The Court here is prin-
cipally composed of Judges who
have been educated under the sys-
tem based on the laws of England,
and the majority of these Judges are not
specially trained in the system of law
which forms the basis of Lower Canada
jurisprudence. Of the six Judges, only
two are f rom Lower Canada. We do not
know what mode is adopted by the Judges
among themselves, in discussing their
judgments, or in what mode they ap-
proach the examination of the cases sub-
mitted to them, but it is alleged that the
Judges, coming from the other Provinces,
leave very much to the two Judges com-
ing from Quebec the appealsfromthat Pro-
vince. Hence, it is argued, that to these
two Judges is left substantially the de-
cision of the cases from Quebec. It is
felt that the decisions of the Courts
below have greater weight than the
opinion of the two Judges, who may re-
verse the judgment of the Courts below.
The consideration of this difficulty is not
a new one to any member of the last Par-
liament, or of this Parliament. The
difficulties connected with establishing
a Court satisfactory to the Province of
Quebec was one of the great reasons that
made me hesitate so long in presenting a
measure for the establishment of the
Supreme Court, which I twice submitted
to the Parliament of Canada, and that
hesitation induced me to postpone
pressing the measure while I held the
office of Minister of Justice. But we
now have it, and, I think, we ought to try 1
to make the best of it as a Dominion
Court. We have given it very considerable î
powers as a Court of Exchequer, and t
very large powers as a Court ot
Appeal. My hon. friend who introduced i
the Bill must have misapprehended some
remark of mine, when he understood that e
I had said that this was not a Court fitted
to settle constitutional questions. I cer- c
tainly did not mean to convey that im-
pression iq any opinion I may have enun- s
ciated. It is a Court calculated to de- j
vide ail questions within its juisdiction t

SIR JOhIN A. MACDONALD.

coming before it, whether it may be in
regard to the construction of the Consti-
tution, as to what the Constitution is, or in
regard to any other matter arising out of
constitutional questions. I may have said
in some discussion, though I do not
remember having done so, that a summary
reference, at the instance of the Crown, of
any particular question would have
weight as ajudiical decision. Imày have said
something of that kind. I think we ougiht
not to repeal this Court. We ought not
to wipe it out of existence. We ought to
face the question, however, and enquire
into the cause of the dissatisfaction
which is so prevalent. It seems to
me there must be a remedy. There
must be some means of meeting the
objections which experience has verified.
The Government desires to press this seri-
ously to that extent, and, individually,
I may say that I am disappointed that a
more enlarged discussion has not been en-
tered upon on this occasion by members
of the Bar, in, order that the House and
the country may, from their lips, know
what the strong objections are to this
Court. I have no doubt that there are
very many gentlemen in this House who,
if they would, would not only be able to
state the objections that have arisen, but
state their own opinions as to the best
means to remove these objections. I had
hoped this discussion would have brought
out a great many of the points to which I
have alluded; however, the Government
desire to address themselves earnestly to
this matter, and to make a full and ex-
haustive enquiry into the best means to-
remove the objections, and into the best
means of making the Court, in every sense,
efficient and satisfactory. If the House
will be satisfied with a statemenit of this
kind, and will not wipe out of existence
this Court, I think the country will be
satisfied, and that this Parliament will be
able to remove the objections which have
aken possession of the public mind, and
nake it a satisfactory and efficiently work-
ng Court.

MR. KAULBACH: With all due def-
rence to the remarks of our right hon.
riend the leader of the Government, in
pposition to the Bill now before the
House, for the repeal of the Supreme
nd Exchequer Courts Act, I feel bound, in
ustice to the county and Province I have
ie honour to represent, to support my
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hon. friend from East Northumberland
(Mr. Keeler) and endorse the senti-
ments by him expressed. I feel that
there was no necessity for the late Admin-
istration establishing a Court of this de-
scription; that it would have been pru-
dence and economy on their part, had the
creation of this Court been deferred till a
time when the country was in a better
position to meet the expenditure. We
are living in an age of economy, and have
a rig'i t to exercise prudence, economy and
discretion in every possible way. The
cost to this country, at present, for the
Administration of Justice, is enormous,
and is increasing every year, as will appear
by the figures in detail, advanced by our
hon. friend the mover of this Bill, except
for the year ending June, 1878, and then
it was, as our lion. friend stated, $51,277,
which was not their fault that it was less,
but was owing to a casualty by death of
one of the Judges, who did not receive
his full year's salary, and the vacancy for
a time not having been filled up. I
feel satisfied, Mr. Speaker, that the
late Administration did wrong in creating
this Court, and now is the time to redress
the error by a repeal of the Act. I feel
it is a luxury we can very well dispense
-with, and thus save so much to the coun-
try. Our hon. friend the Minister of
Justice congratulated the country on our
having this Court of Appeal, but, Mr.
Speaker, I have a stronger, and, I consider,
a better cause for congratulation, and
that is, that we have a higher Court of
Appeal, without a superior in the world,
which costs the country nothing, and why
should we not enjoy it, if need be. We
have in the Province from whence I come,
and have the honour to represent, seven
Judges, men of ability, of deep research,
and well able to cope with the knotty
questions of the day, and why should we
have, I ask, this useless appendage, when
we can so readily dispense with it entîre-
ly l My objection is that we have too
many Courts. When, perchance, a poor
suitor is driven, by an unscrupulous oppo-
nent, to the Court of Queen's Bench, in
any of the Provinces, and an appeal is
made to this Appeal Court of Canada, is
it final ? No, lie has the chance of still
being driven by another appeal to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
in England, so that, if the suitor wins the

enormous costs of merciless attorneys. In
my opinion, the remedy is worse than the
disease. Considering this Court, there-
fore, injurious as well as useless, and ex-
pensive to the Dominion, I have much
pleasure in supporting this Bill for a re-
peal of the Act.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron): I
was very glad to bear the speech of the
hon. the Minister of Justice on the pro-
posal of the hon. member for East North-
umberland. I was glad to hear his
observations, last year, and still better
pleased to hear them this Session, because
the tone and manner were quite unexcep-
tionable. There were no attacks on
either the merit or constitution of the
Court. I believe, of all the lion. gentle-
men, on the other side of the House, who
addressed the House on this subject, he
was the only gentleman who addressed it
in a fair and proper spirit, and the only
one who did not take occasion, when the
question was before the House, last Ses-
sion, to attack, in a violent manner, the
constitution of this Court. I am glad to
find that, the hon. the Minister of Justice
has discharged his duty, as in fact it washis
duty to do as the leader of the profession
in the Dominion, of upholding, as far as
possible, the constitution and the usefiil-
ness of the Supreme Court of Canada I
am not quite sure but that the man-
ner in' which lie treated the question
last Session was the most effective,
both in the House and in the
country. On that occasion, the hon.
gentleman treated the proposition to re-
peal the Act creating a Supreme Court as
a huge practical joke on the part of
the mover of this Bill, and especially so,
in view of the fact that the Court has
only been in existence three or four years.
If the confidence of litigants and the
people of the country in the decisions of
the Supreme Court, and in its usefulness
an our highest Appellate Court in the
Dominion is to be established, clearly,
the, best way to deal with such propositions
as that now before the House. is the
course pursued by the hon. gentleman on
a former occasion, rather than in a grave
and argumentative way. No man can
naturally desire, at this period of our
history, to lay violent hands on a Court
calculated to be of essential service to the
country. The mover of the present Bill,

s'ait, he is ruined in flic process by fe se fan as I could hear his observations
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and understand his propositions, for his
voice was very indistinct on this side of
the House, based his proposition for the
repeal of the Act upon the ground of the
extreme expensiveness of the Supreme
Court; and, in order to support his propo-
sition, he quoted a case, in which the
expenses were $6,000 on one side, and
some $16,000 on the other side, and re-
ferred to one or two other cases where the
costs appeared to him to be high. From
what I know of the case to which I
believe the hon. gentleman refers, I am
satistied that the Supreme Court saved
the country,in that case alone, over a mil-
lion dollars. Before the establishment of
the Supreme Court, such a case would
necessarily have been disposed of before
the Dominion Arbitrators. I am not
going to say anything now of these Arbi.
trators or of their honesty and integrity.
For all I know, they may be able and
competent enough to decide many ques-
tions, and the ordinary class of cases that
come before them, involving questions of
account and questions of fact but,I think
the Judges of the Supreme Court much
more competent to decide cases in which
many complicated and important legal
questions necessarily arise. We all know,as
a matter of fact that, in nearly all cases
thit came before these Arbitrators in days
gone by, damages were awarded against
the Crown. On the other hand, since the
ereation of this Court, in cases in which the
interests of the Dominion were involved
and determined by the Exchequer Court
-in nearly every case-the judgment of
the Court has been pronounced in favour
of the Dominion Government, andin this
respect alone, I believe the Court
bas saved to the country one
hundred times as much as the
cost of supporting and maintaining
this Court. For that reason alone, there-
fore, and that is the lowest ground on
which the mover's proposition may be re-
sisted, it would be unwise and injudicious
to repeal the Supreme and Exchequer
Court Act. The hon. the Minister of
Justice stated that the usefulness of a
Court like this largely depended upon the
confidence reposed in it by suitors and the
public, and to that proposition I readily
assent. His leader, who sits before him,
laid down a proposition to which I am
not prepared to assent -that there was
a general feeling of discontent and dis-

MR. CÂMERON.

satisfaction in the public mind in regard
to the Suureme Court. I have not heard
anything of that kind out of the precincts
of this Chamber, but I have heard it over
and over again here, and that from the
hon. gentlenian's hon. friends and sup-
porters. If dissatisfaction and a want of
confidence does prevail, the hon. gentle-
man and his friends are alone responsible
for that feeling, and then, singularly
enough, the hon. gentleman wishes to
know why such discontent prevailed
throughout the length and breadth of
the country with respect to the work-
ing and usefulness of the Supreme
Court. I think the hon. gentleman's
curiosity and enquiry can readily be
answered, and that with very little difli-
culty. If the hon. gentleman will only
carry his memory back to what took place
in this Chamber one year ago, when dis-
cussing a similar question to that now before
the House, and analyse the speeches then
made by several members of the Govern-
ment on the subject, he will find a
cogent and sufficient answer to the
enquiry he lias suggested, namely,
why there should be dissatisfaction
with the Supreme Court so very
soon after its creation. When this
question was under discussion last year,
one member after another on the other
side of the House, and on the other side
alone, in clear, distinct, and unmistake-
able language pronounced against the
usefulness, as well as the constitution of
this Court. And yet the hon. gentleman
wants to know why there is discontent,
and why the Court is unpopular in the
country. If the hon. gentleman's sup-
porters will rise in their place from day
to day, whenever this question is before
the House, without any justification, and
declarethe Court useless, its judgment un-
atisfactory, and its constitution defective,
is it any wonder that, to someextent,
throughout the length and breadth of the
country, there should be a feeling of dis-
content with that Court. The only won-
der is that the Court has stood the test
of these continual and reiterated attacks
so well, and that to-day, it is as popular
as it undoubtedly is. If hon. gentlemen
will persi t in this wholesale system of
attack against the constitution and per-
sonnel of the Court, there will certainly
be a feeling of uneasiness in the country
with respect to it. The people, to a large
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extent, draw their inspirations from the
proceedings in Parliament, and, when the
voice of the people's representatives is de-
.cidedly antagonistic to any institution,
that voice will be echoed in the country.
If hon. gentlemen desire to make the
Court popular in the cauntry, they must
cease attacking it in the House. To my
mind, it is the most unpatriotic course
hon. gentlemen canî take-abusing and
belittling this Court. It is only four or
five years since this Court was established,
but, so far as it lias been tried, it bas
given general satisfaction. Of course,
everyone is not satisfied with the Courtor
its judgments; it would be a miracle if
they were. People who are engaged in
litigation, and who lose their suit, will be
dissatisfied. Both litigants cannot suc-
ceed, and the loser is sure to put the blame
somewhere, and that somewhere is never
the weakness of his own case ; lie is sure
to attribute the loss to some blun-
der or mistake, and, as the lawyers
never blunder, of course the blame
is shifted to the shoulders of the
Judges, or to the incompetency and ineffi-
-ciency of the Court. I believe the alleged
dissatisfaction is confined to this class, and
this alone. I regret the tone of the
discussions last year. I regret that there
should be any discussion ot' the kind to
which I have referred this Session. It
will accomplish nothing, and serve no
good purpose. It will only tend to create
dissatisfaction and promote discontent.
Stili, I have no doubt the Court and its
Judges will stand any amount of discus-
sion, and any fair and honest criticism.
The Supreme Court Act may require
aiendment in matters of detail ; that is
to be expected in creating a new Court,
with new powers and new jurisdictions ;
but the ground on which the Court was
established is wholly unassailable, and,
the sooner the gentlemen opposite cease
assailing this Court, the better for the
Court aud the better for the country. I
deny that the Court is not serving the
purpose for which it was created. I
,deny that it is unpopular, or that its con-
stitution is sulbstantially defective; and I
say that, in the necessary details, the
people and the profession are a unit in
favour of the Court.

MR. PLUMB: As this Bill has been
introduced by a layman, and as nany
ýof the niembers of this House, also lay-

men, must judge of it, and vote upon it,
if it cones to a vote, it is quite in order
for one wlho is not a lawyer to speak on
the subject. As a non-professional, I
approach it witlh some diflidence. It will
be unwise, I think, to adopt the Bill
introduced. It was contemplated by the
promoters of Confederation, that there
should be a Supreme Court to adjust
differences that might arise between the
Provinces united in Confederation. It was
felt that questions of that kind would
arise, and such questions have arisen,
requiring to be adjudicated upon some-
where, either within our own Dominion
or in England. It lias bcen said that
the Court bas not fuhlilled the expect-
ations of the country. That may or
may not be. We have had an earnest
appeal in its favour from a gentleman
on the other side, who has just sat down,
the member for Centre Huron (Mr.
Cameron), and who exhibited a strong
party feeling, as is usual with him when-
ever he discusses any question ; but I do
not think such argument as he has used
will have any weight in leading to a discus-
sion of this important question. I believe

i that, in a matter like this, much deference
should be given to the deliberate
opinion, clearly and forcibly expressed
by the right bon. the leader of the Gov-
ernment, who, considering his connection
with thepassing of the Confederation Act,
is more competent probably than any other
gentleman on the floor of this House to
advise and instruct its members. I would
prefer to follow his advice on such a mat-
ter as this, whether I were supporting or in
opposition to him, politically, rather than
to follow the lead of those who, however
entitled to respect and consideration, can-
not be nearly so well qualified to advise
upon it. I have listened attentively to
the arguments, pro and con. There are,
certainly, reasons for dissatisfaction with
the working of the Court ; but, as has
been fairly urged, it is a new Court ; it is
not in three or Sve vears that we can
judge of the proper working of a Court
like this. We must not come to a hasty
conclusion adverse to it, and, although
there may be reason for criticism, I wish
to say that I feel the utmost respect for
the gentlemen sitting on that Bench, and
they ought to receive the utnost consider-
ation from the people of Canada. I do
not think it is desirable, under any
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circumstances, except those of the very
gravest character, to bring up for discus-
sion the personal or the official auts of our
Judiciary; one that, I am proud to say, for
learning, ability, dignity, and purity, may
challenge comparison with any inthe world.
Having heard all the arginents, pro
and con, I feel entirely confident that
the honour of the riglt bon. the Pre-
mier will be sustainel by a vast ma-
jority of this House on both sides, for it
is not, and cannot be, a party question.
If I were in any doubt-and I am not-
I -would deem it safe to defer my judg-
ment to his, as I would in all cases ex-
cept where strong personal convictions
might compel me tu differ with him. I
trust my hon. friend from East Northum-
berland (Mr. Keeler), whose sincerity and
earnestness in moving this Bill entitles
him to the highest consideration, will not
decide to press it to a vote, but if he does
so, I have full confidence that the Court
will be upheld, and that on this occasion
the Conservative members of this House
will show theniselves truly conservative,
both in name and principle, by setting
their judgment against an attack upon a
valuable and necessary institution, which,
no matter by whom establisbed, no matter
by what party established, should be pro-
tected against the violent and revolution-
arv measure now under consideration.

MR. MAcDONNELL : I merely rise
to answer some of the remarks of the
bon. member for Lunenburg (Mr. Kaul-
bach). I was not able to hear all he
said, but I understood him to say that
the peoplé ' of the Province of Nova
Scotia were dissatisfied with the Supreme
and Exchequer Courts. My opportuni-
ty of knowing the feelings of the
people of the Province of Nova Scotia in
regard to that Court, is as large as his,
and certainly I am not aware of any
feeling in that Province adverse to
this Court. On the contrary I say
that the existence of this Court bas
given a great deal of satisfaction to the
people in that Province. I believe the
manner in which it bas discharged its
duties has a'so given great satisfaction.
I know that there have been many ap-
peals from the Supreme Court of Nova
Scotia, and, I am sorry to say, that many
of those appEais have resulted in a re-
versalof the decisiongivenin thelocalCourt.
I feel satisfied that the Supreme Court

MR. PLUMB.

has had the effect of making the Supreme
Court of Nova Scotia much more care-
fuil, and that already there is an improve-
ment in that Court, and its decisions are
now giving more satisfaction, and com-
manding more respect than formerly. I
rose to repudiate the assertion that there
is a feeling of dissatisfaction in Nova
Scotia with this Court. I say there is no
such feeling, but, on the contrary, one of
strong approbation and satisfaction.

Mr. CAMERON (North Victoria)
I only rise for the purpose of denying the
statement made in the House to-day by
my hon. friend and namesake from
South Huron (Mr. Cameron), who stated
that I attacked the constitution of the
Court last year, in common with other
Conservative lawyers. For my part, I
say most decidedly that that is not a
correct stateient of my remarks last year.
I stated then, what I state now, that in
my opinion the existence of the Supreme
Court is necessary for the completion of
our system of Confederation, and that
it is as necessary that we should have a
Supreme Court as that we should have a
Parliament. I am not prepared to say
that the Court is, in all respects, perfect,
or that it has given entire satisfaction in
Ontario, but that there is any general
widespread dissatisfaction with it in
Ontario I deny. Every Court has its
opponents, of course. There are always
a certain number of disappointed suitors,
who complain of the Court, and no doubt
it bas not worked with the freedom, bar-
money, and promptitude that is desirable
in Courts. There may have been delays,.
perhaps inexcusable in some instances, in
giving judgments. I am not prepared to
say that the Court gives entire satisfaction,
or that it is popular in Ontario ; but I do
certainly deny that it is open to the
wholesale denunciation that has been
uttered in respect to it. But, while
I depreciate this discussion, repeat-
ed year after year in Parliament,
1 feel that it is, perhaps, not
unaccompanied by some little good,
in tending to produce the removal of
some of those defects which, to some ex-
tent, mar the harmony and usefulness of
Court. But I do not wish it to go
abroad to the country that, in the words
of the hon. gentleman for South Huron,
we, on this side of the House, have

indulged in a wholesale denunciation of
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-the Court. We did nothing of the kind,
and, while we have not given unqualified
praise to the Court or its workings, I cer-
tainly deny, for my part, as far as I rec-
collect the observations made in the House,
that we indulged in a universal deunucia-
tion of it. It is perfectly true that the
Court lias been objected to as not giving
satisfaction to some people in Ontario.
There have been some complaints, but I
think the general foundation of the com-
plaints has rather been delay in giving
judgment, which may be remedied. In
some cases thejudgment has not givensatis-
faction. We think that, perhaps, to some
extent, the Supreme Court has been a
little too ready to overrule the decisions
of the Judges in Ontario, especially those
in the Court of Chancery. But, for my
part, I feel the necessity of this Court,
and regret that there should be any faults
or defects in the manner in, which justice
is administered there. I think the at-
tacks upon it are calculated to impair its
usefulness, and I trust that the Bill of the
hon. member for East Northumberland
<Mr. Keeler), will meet with the con-
demnation of this louse.

Ma. CAMERON (South Huron) : I
rise to explain a remark that I made in
regard to the hon. gentleman who hasjust
taken his seat. I find, in the Debates of
last year, as a portion of the remarks of
Mr. Cameron, of North Victoria, the fol-
lowing words:-

"That among the public and the profession
there was a good deal of dissatisfaction in regard
to the constitution of the Court. It was abso-
lutely necessary that the constitution of the
Court should be altered and greater strength
given tu it."

That was the language the hon. gentle-
man then made use of, and it very clearly
sustains my contention that the support-
ers of the Government did attack, in a
violent manner, the usefulness and consti-
tution of the Court.

Ma. CAMERON (North Victoria):
In reply, I say that I repeat the observa-
tion I then made. I think the constitu-
tion of the Court, using the words in that
sense, might be improved. I have always
felt that it was necessary to strengthen
the Supreme Court, and thereby, perhaps,
Tender unnecessary intermediate Courts
-of Appeal in the Provinces. I have
thought that, if the Supreme Cour. had
been composed of the Chief Justices in

the several Provinces, with, perhaps, a
certain number of other permanent Judges,
it would have been a much stronger Court
than it is to-day ; but to say that I made
a general attack upon its constitution is
an error.

MR. BRECKEN: I agree with the
remarks that have fallen from the hon.
the Minister of Justice with respect to
this Court. I think it is much to be
regretted that year after year this Bill
should be introduced, and that remarks
should be made with respect to the per-
sonnel of this Court and its constitution,
which would tend, in any way, to lessen
its usefulness. There is no doubt that
the chief cause of dissatisfaction with
this Court is owing to the circumstances
that there are two different systems
of law prevailing in the Dominion. No
doubt this difficulty presented itself to
the Government who promoted and
passed this Act. The existence of these
two svstems of law must have rendered
it a difficult task to constitute this Court
in such a way as to give entire satisfac-
tion to all parts of the Dominion. I
listened, last year, to the views expressed
ou this subjeet in this House, and I must
say that I did not agree with the hon.
member for South Huroa (Mr. M. C.
Cameron) in his strictures upon the lion.
member for North Victoria (Mr. H.
Cameron). I did not understand that the
latter gentleman in any way attacked
the personnel of the Court, but only
spoke of its constitution; but, from the
circumstance that one portion of the
Bench represented one system of law,
and another portion represented the
other system, it is not strange that some
difficulties have arisen. Speaking for my
little Province, I have never heard of any
dissatisfaction. We hold it as a matter
of congratulation that this micurt was con-
stituted. The hon. memb.cr for Lunen-
burg (Mr. Kaulbach), in addressing the
Hlouse, took up the question of expense.
Why, the expense of appealing to this
Court is but a bagatelle as compared
with the expense of going to the other
aide of the Atlantic, to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council. While
agreeing with the remark that this latter
is one of the most learned Benches in the
world, we must not lose aight of the faet
that, in appealing to that Court, we appeal
to Judges who have been taken from the
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Bar of England, who are acquainted with make that one cannot, in this Dominion,
the English law chiefly. You have very flnd the naterial to constitute a Court
learned lawyers there, but you have no that will command the respect, not only
member of the Judicial Committee who is of litigants, but of the people throughout
learned in the system of law which pr- the country. 1 hope the Bil introduced.
vails in Quebec, although I have no doubt by the hon. mover wil1 meet with very
that, when that Court is called upon to littie support in this buse.
decide a case from any Province, its mem- MR. HAGGART: I think the bon.
bers endeavour to make themselves ac- member for East Northumberland (Mr.
quainted with the system of law prevailing Keeler) deserves the thanls of this buse
there. We must bear in mind that in for the introduction of this matter. I be-
England the legal profession is differ- lieve, however, that the dissatisfaction
ently dealt with than it is here. Here, with this Court is not se much against
we are " Jacks of all Trades;" we do its personnel as against the multitude of
a little in every branch of law. In Eng- Courts which exist throughout the
land there is a division of labour, and, per- country. There is a feeling that it re-
haps, that is one reason why practitioners quires a person with a very long purse to-
there rise to such eminence in particular conduct a law-suit at present. The costs
branches of the law. When these gentle- of litigation are se heavy that it requires
men find themselves on the Bench, and a a very large expenditure before a person
case comes before them, from Quebec for cax obtain anything like justice. The
instance, they undoubtedly endeavour to feeling is that the Courts are too
acquaint thenselves with the system of numerous in this country-not se
law in that Province. I think that our much against the Supreme Court,
Supreme Court is a necessary institution, the success of which is doubtful. boa to
now that we have been confederated, and differ from the opinion cf the hon. tho
we have learned men, both in Quebec and Minister of Justice that the British
Ontario, capable of conducting that Court North America Act made that Court obli-
worthily. I have been given to under- gatery on the country. I think the
stand, and I believe it is true, that the clause under which the Court has been
legal lore attained by the Bench and the constituted is a permissive clause only, al-
legal practitioners hi these two Provinces, lowing us te constitute sucb a Court. I
particularly in Ontario, as far as the Eng- am farfror thinking that the usefulness
lish law is concerned,will compare favour- cf a Court is interfered with at ail by a
ably with the Bench and Bar of England. public discussion like thig in the bouse.
Therefore, I do not see why we should be I think a discussion cf this kind tends te
obliged to go to the other side of the improve the Court. Kow, why is iù that
Atlantic to find a Court of ultimate the feeling is se general against the large
appeal, wheni we have the material for it oxpenditure for judicial purposes through-
here. Owing to these two systems of law, eut the country 3 In 18,73, the expendi-
the Court may require some modification, ture was $318,000; it is now about
but, in any case, the members of the Bar $577,000, which is a most extraoidinary
in the Dominion will find a greater neces- inereaso in the expenditure for judicial
sity now to make themselves acquainted purposes in this country. We are told
with both systems of law. I think it is that the costs of an appeal te the Supreme
a matter of regret that hon. members cf Court are far less than te the Privy Coun-
this House should attempt to depreciate cil cf England. But we must remember
the value of that Court. and lessen the con- that we can carry an appeal from the
fidence of the people of this Dominion in itm Supremo Court te England, and, in that,,
efficiency. I have not heard one word I beg te differ from the view cf the hon.
said about the integrity of the gentle- gentlemen who have spoken. As te the
men composing this Co-art, and I think usefulness cf this Court, lot uslook at the
they are above reproach. For myself, I number of cases adjudicated upon. By
have never had more than one case be- the returns which bave just been brought
fore the Court, but I believe justice is down, we find that seventy-nine cases3
there fairly administered, and at a com- have been appealed te the Bupreme Court.
paratively small cost. I think it is an of the Dominion, and that they havoat
admission that we are not called upon o suitors 2,WO for each Sm wlch the
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Court has passed an opinion upon. I be-
lieve I am correct in stating that the feel-
ing which is almost universal throuhout
the country is not particularly against
the Supreme Court or the Judges. I be-
lieve they command the respect of the
country as much as the Judges of any
other Court, but the feeling is against the
multitude of tribunals that a person has
to pass through before his case is finally
adjudicated upon. I think the hon. mem-
ber for East Northumberland is merely
doing his duty to his constituents in bring-
ing that fact before the House; neverthe-
less, I do not feel that I should be justi-
fied in voting at present for the second
reading of the Bill for doing away with
the Court, but I simply desire to draw
the attention of the House to the fact
that there is great dissatisfaction against
the multitude of Courts at present exist-
ng.

MR. FISET : I feel, Mr. Speaker, that
I am bound to offer soie explanations
before voting on the question which is
now engaging our attention. When the
Bill for establishing the Supreme Court
vas submitted to us, I voted for that

measure, in the belief that it would prove
useful and acceptable to the electors;
snce then, elections have taken place, the
question has been submitted to the people,
and, although I was elected by my friends,
they, nevertheless, reproached me for hav-
ing voted for that neasure. One hon.
Minister, in view of the position assumed
by the Government of which ho forms
part, must feel very uncomfortable, for lie
it was who, in the county which I have
the honour to represent, spoke most
strongly against the establishment of th-
Supreme Court. On the hustings, he
incessantly attacked me for having voted
for the Bill for its establishment. Accord-
ing to him, it had been established fifty
years too soon; it entailed enormous ex-
pense; the people had no need of such
a Court ; in a word, it was one of the
extravagances of the Mackenzie Govern-
ment. After such protestations, his vote
on the question will be watched with
interest. For my part, Sir, as I am here
to represent the feeling of my electors,
and as that feeling was openly manifested
at the last election, I consider that I must
vote for the Bill of the hon. member for
East Northuniberland. If the vote be. a
bad one, the responsibility must rest on

the hon. member who influenced my
electors against the important measure in
question, and who is now absent f rom this
House. The hon. the Minister of Public
Works, having declared in the course of
his observations 'that he was or had been
always ready to meet me, I replied to
him: "No, you got out of the way more
than once."

MR. MASSON: The hon. member
must know that it was much easier to
establish the Supreme Court than to
abolish it when once established.

Ma. LANGEVIN: I am told that the
hon. member for Rimouski (Mr. Fiset)
spoke of me a short time ago, and said
that I had escaped from the House ; the
fact is that I was engaged in writing a
telegram, and, therefore, could not have
the honour of listening to hirm at the
time. Further, it is not my habit to
escape from the Chamber, either on this
occasion or when voting is going on. The
hon. member is well aware of that ; he is
well aware that, when I have occasion to
meet him, I do not get out of the way.
In relation to the Supreme Court, I shall
not recommence the discussion with the
hon. member. The discussion was too
agreeable in the county of Rimou'ki for
us to recommence it. But, in any case,
so far as this important question is con-
cerned, I am now a Minister of the Crown,
and, as such, have ny responsibility, as
the hon. member has his. As the policy
of the Government in relation to this
measure bas been announced by the lion.
the Prime Minister, it is unnecessary for
me to speak on the subject at any greater
length at present.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker lef t
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. MOUSSEAU : The question now
before the House is a very momentous one,
and should be approached with a deep
sense of its gravity. We have to deal
with the Judiciary. A pure Judiciatry has
always been considered to be the bulwark
of English liberties. So, when we are
dealing with Courts and Judges we must
always be respectful. The measure -which
is now before the House I second with a
great deal of pleasure. I deny that it is a
revolutionary measure, as har been stated
by one of the hon. members opposed to the
BIl. It is only a demand made by a re-
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spectable portion of this House, and by
the greater portion of the whole public,
for the repeal of a law which, at the time
it was passed, had a majority of the people
against it. The experiment has been tried,
the Court has been in existence five years,
and now we find that many of those who
were formerly in favour of it have to con-
fess that, so far, it has been productive of
no good. Now, I will not deal with this
questien as a lawyer; I am not here as an
advocate, or as a professional man; but
I am here as a public man, representing
the mass of the people. and being bound
thereby to work for the welfare of the
the greatest number. I do not speak
of the Supreme Court as a party man,
not even as a Conservative. An evi-
dence that I shall attempt to deal
impartially with this question is the fact,
and a painf ul fact it is, that I am com-
pelled to differ from my illustrious leader.
When I was in Opposition, in 1875, I
strongly opposed the Bill establishing that
Court, from beginning to end. In every
election since, wherever I have spoken-
and I have spoken in many rural con-
stituencies--I have always spoken against
that Act, and reproached the Liberal
party for having imposed upon the people
that costly and entirely useless measure.
Now ny friends have come into power,
and I pursue the same course. I think
that the hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment bas set me a good example of con-
sistency; he has always been in favour of a
Supreme Court, and I have always been
opposed to it. I still maintain ny own
ground, as he still maintains his. Now, I
wish to repeat what has already been
said by many hon. members, that I have
the greatest respect, if not the higheet
admiration, for the personnel of the
Court. Everybody admits that the
learned Judges who sit in that Court have
given general satisfaction, with respect to
the manner in which they have performed
their duties. I now beg to read a short
quotation from a speech I made in 1875,
in order to show that I was correct in the
views I then took :-

" It was always an important matter to create
a new tribunal, but it wae a still more so to
establish a Court under cireumstances so
peculiar as the present. The first question
which every member-he might say *very
citizen of thi ountry-weuld naturally put
to himuslf, weuld be- whether is the law
neosary or otharwis ? It is asked for by

MIL MOUSSEAU.

British Columbia, a Province which has but,
recently entered the Condederation. He did
not think so. Was it asked for by Ontario,
which prided itself upon the constitution of
its Courts, and the general administration of
justice within its jurisdiction ? Certainly not.
Was it asked for by Quebec? On the con-
trary, it was because Quebec always strongly
opposed the creation of a course ot this nature
that it had not been consummated before. It
was not from the Maritime Provinces the request
came. The press, moreover had never urged
that this course was necessary. Public opin-
ion did not ask for it, nor did it give expres-
sions to any desire in that direction, through
the usual channels. To him it appeared that
public men and statesmen, before entering
upon a great enterpriie, before spending many
thouFands of dollars, in short before passing
any important law, ought always first to study
whether such a law was wante d by the country.
Public men and statesmen usually watched very
closely and very attentively what was called
the tide of public opinion, before imposing
upon the country such an expenditure as this,
for it'was, after all, a very doubtful boon. It
seemed to hii that thelmembers of the Gov-
ernment should have enquired, when bringing
this measure down, whether it was demanded
by the country. If such" an enquiry had been
madé, he felt certain that the proposition to
pass this Bill would never have been laid be-
fore the Hlouse."

Those, Mr. Speaker, were my opinions in
1875, and everything which bas since
taken place bas only tended to confirm
me in those views, and in the belief that
nobody has asked for that Court, and no
one desires it now. It has been seen,
since the beginning of this debate, that
the usefulness of the Supreme Court was
gone, since so many persons have lost con-
fidence in it. I contend that its useful-
has not gone, because it never existed. It
was always a useless institution, which no
Province, no constituency, and no portion
of the press have ever demanded. Many
hon. gentlemen then, as now, have spoken
of the necessity of the Court. On what
ground do they proclaim that necessitv?
They say it was necessary to complete
Confederation, to put the keystone to the
arch of Confederation. We all recollect
that in 1875, after the organisation of
that Court, there ws a grand demonstra-
tion and banquet at Rideau Hall, where
those worthy gentlemen, the Judges of
the Court. were dressed in red, where fine
speeches were delivered upon the necess-
ity of that Court, in order to complete
Confederation, and place the crown upon
the work. People say that, without that
Court, the keystone would be wanting to
the arch. But, where can we find the
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evidence of that necessity 1 I eau see but
one section in the Federal Act of 1867
which may be invoked for the creation of
that Court, or for its maintenance now.
By, this Act, Canada " might, notwith-
standing this Act, f rom time to time,
provide for the constitution, maintenance
and organisation of a General Court of
Appeal for Canada, and for the establish-
ment of any additional Courts for the bet-
ter administration of the laws of Canada."
'There are two distinct provisions in that
clause. -This Parliament xmay, whenever
it likes, establish a General Court of
Appeal for Canada, to which appeal may
be brought from all the Provinces. The
second clause gives another power to
establish additional Courts for the better
administration of the law of Canada, that
is, the Courts of original jurisdiction.
Now, wlen lion. gentlemen state that the
Supreme Court was necessary to crown
the work of Confederation, they can base
their assertions on no other ground than
this very section. When was ever
demonstrated the necessity of a Court of
Appeal from the judgments of all the
Provincial Judges ? Nobody ever asked
for it-never did any Provincial con-
stituency, or newspaper, demonstrate
that the Provinces wanted their Judges
improved upon by a Supreme Court; nor
did anybody ask for a better administra-
tion of the laws of Canada. But, if
no reasons whatever were given to
prove the necessity of this Court, a great
many were given to show its utter
uselessness. I understand the necess-
ity for a Supreme Court that arose
in the United States after they
establislhed their independence. Fed-
eral laws were administered in that
country by State Judgeswho, sometimes,
might be hostile to the Federal Govern-
ment. But, in Canada, there is only one
State for judicial purposes. We estab-
lished a General Supreme Court, and took
precautions to render it useless for fifty
years or a century. Because our Provin-
cial Courts are virtually Federal Courts;
the Judges are appointed and paid by us,
and on misbehavingare impeachable by the
House. So, in reality, there are no
grounds whatever for the maintenance of
the Supreme Court, as our Provincial
Courts are Federal Courts, and our Pro-
vincial Judges Federal officers. That
Court entais a useless heavy expense.

My view is supported by the brightest
and mo*t respected of all our judicial
authorities-I mean the Supreme Court
itself. You recollect some of the late
decisions in election trials. In some
cases the respondents, the'sitting members,
including the member for Richelieu (Mr.
Massue), pleaded want cf jurisdiction.
They pleaded that the Provincial Judges
have no right to take cognisance of an
Act passed by the Federal Parliament,
because it has no right whatever to impose
a new jurisdiction, with new duties, on the
Provincial Judges, and, instead of having
constituted our Provincial Judges Federal
officers, the Bill of 1874 delegated elec-
tion trials to the Judges of the Superior
Courts, as Judges of the Superior Courts,
and not as Federal Courts. Soine of the
Provincial Judges said the objection held
good; others that it did not. The ques-
tion came before the Supreme Court,
whose Judges declared that the Judges of
the Provincial Courts were appointed by
the Federal Government and paid by it,
and were impeachable before the Federal
Parliament, and they overruled all ob-
jections to this viev, the Judges of the
Supreme Court deciding unanimously that
the Provincial Courts and Judges were
Federal so far as the laws of this Parlia-
ment were concerned. Some of the hon.
gentlemen who preceded me tried to
change the field of the debate, stating that
the greatest dissatisfaction came from
Quebec. That is not a correct assertion.
As for myself, I have come only once to
that Court, when 1 gained my case. I
know other Quebec lawyers who have ap-
peared beforeit, whohave beengenerally sat-
isfied with its judgments. But there is
something worse than the erroneous charac-
ter of that statement. Thougli we are not
dissatisfied with the Court, we have a deep-
rooted feeling against it, on the belief that
it is useless. We have in Quebec a com-
plete organisation of Judges, in whom we
have full confidence. Were we not satis-
fied, we should prefer going to England
to coming to Ottawa. Quebec lawyers
very seldom come here. The right hon.
leader of the Government says that to
render this Court more acceptable more
Judges Éhould be appointed-it ought to
be more costly. I go farther, and say it
ought to be put in a more dignified posi-
tion; but it should not be held in these
Parliament buildings, because that ex-
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poses it to the «suspicion, with some, of
acting at the bidding of Parliament and
the Government, so the Court ought to
have a new building or Court-house. So
this is a new ground of opposition to the
maintenance of that Court. There is no
dissatisfaction with our Provincial Courts
in Quebec, and, I think, none in Ontario
with its Courts. Bu, there is the same
admission on all sides. You hear hon.
members opposing the repeal of this law,
saying, as I say, that they have the
highest respect for the Court and its
Judges ; howeyer, the public opinion of
five years is unanimous on the point, in-
cluding that of the leader of the Govern-
ment, that, so far, it gives no satisfaction.
This seems a strange and illogical posi-
tion ; the Court is not bad afterall, sincethe
Judges were so good, and so people ought
to say nothing against it. But how is it
then that it gives no satisfaction whatever?
If the fault is not with the Judges, it
must be with the system. We saw by
the speeches of the Ontario members who
took part in the long debate on this Bill
last year that the feeling in that Pro-
vince towards the Supreme Court was not
better than that of Quebec-perhaps it was
more adverse. There is no bad feeling
in Quebec, but a conviction that the Court
is useless-that is the whole case explain-
ed. The member for South Lanark (Mr.
Haggart) said, in the debate on the motion
in favor of this Bill " I am in favour of
the motion, and my feeling is nothing but
an echo of the feeling of a large portion
of the population of Ontario, who are
strongly opposed to having a great multi-
plication of tribunals. That opinion bas
been inanifested everywhere, and we re-
gard, in Ontario, the Supreme Court as
entirely useless, and too costlv." Members
of influence, ,in Ontario, such as the mem-
ber for North Sincoe (Mr. McCarthy)
did not say tbey were against that Court,
but, four years after its establishment, he
says that, so far, in Ontario, it gives no
satisfaction. This language. has come
from nearly all the speakers on this sub-
ject; first, that, so far, it gives no satis-
faction, after which come great eulogiums
on the Judges. Let us call things by
their proper names. It is better to say
the Judges are respectable--ap to the
mark-but they are not wanted. The
member for North Victona (Mr Cameron)
had spoken to the an efoct. Another
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Ontario member declared the Supreme
Court is the most unpopular Court in that
Province. Representatives of Ontario
have gone much further than Quebeonen
in this respect. The remarks of the hon.
member for Lunenburg (Mr. Kaulbach)
show a similar feeling in Nova Scotia-
all parties agreeing that, however clever
and respectable the Judges of the Supreme
Court, it is not popular-not wanted.
We are driven to the conclusion, therefore,
that the Court is useless. The objection
that, without this Court, we could not
have the Exchequer Court, is unfounded.
We have, in all our Provinces, Courts for
the execution of the Federal Laws-
the Supreme Court itself so decided-
and for the establishment of any ad-
ditional Courts for the administration of
the laws of Canada. If the Government
had felt the necessity of adding special
Courts for the carrying out of some of its
laws, especially the revenue laws, and the
difficulties which may arise between
private citizens and the Government, it
could find a very proper renedy by estab-
lishing a special Court, with one or two
Judges. But from 1867 to 1875 we
were without any such Courta, we were
without the Supreme or Exchequer
Courts, and I ask anybody in this House
if ever any complaint was sent to the
Government of this country, or if any
petition was preeented to this Parliament
complaining that either the revenue
laws, or any other Federal laws were not
well executed, were not well carried
out by the Judges of our Provincial
Court. No; during eight years, no com-
plaint was made to this Parliament against
the Provincial Courts, or to say that the
establishment of a Suprerme or Exchequer
Court was necessary. As I said, when I
opened my remarks, the duty which I
fulfil now is a painful one for me to
perform. It is a painful thing for me to
differ from my leader, but there is some-
thing in what we call political honour and
political dignity. In 1875, I was strongly
against that law. I was strongly against
the establishment of the Supreme Court,
but that Court has been establidhed, that
Court has had its test, and, after
five years of existence, we fid everybody
and every Pro, 'rce saying that, while the
Judges are w ithy men, fulfiming their-
duties splen dly, the Cout gives nc
satisfaotion what.eier. The conclusion is
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that my hon. friend the mover of this practical result is that only about
Bill before the House is correct, and I one and two-thirds of one per cent. of the
hope the repeal of this law will be carried decisions are appealed, at all. to any
out by this House. Court, and only about one-half of one per

MR. BLAKE: To one of the proposi- cent. of the decisions are appealed to the
tions advanced by the hon. member for Supreme Court. The extent to which the
South Lanark (Mr. Haggart), the House, mass of suitors throughout Ontario suffer,
I think, will not be disposed to assent. from delay or expense, by reason of the
The hon. gentleman states that the objec- existence of the appellate tribunals, is as
tion which the people of Ontario have to shown conclusively by these figures,
this Court is not due to its constitution, infinitessimal. Almost the whole oftheliti-
or to the mode in which justice is admin- gation is disposed of finally by the Court
istered in it, but to the circuoestance of first instance. The hon. member for
that it is so diflicult and expensive to North Simcoe(Mr. McCarthy),and the hon.
reach the end of litigation, in consequence meniberforNorth Victoria (Mr. Cameron)
of the very great number of appellate will be able to speak witb authority with
tribunals through which the suitor is reference to the number and disposition
dragged before the case is closed. Now, of the cases in the other Superior Courts
that observation is theoretically applicable 1 of first instance. I have no reason,
with greater force to the Province of however. to suppose the result vill vary
Ontario, and to the Province of Quebec, materially fron that which I have already
than it is to the other Provinces of the stated. Whether this result arises fron
Dominion, because,in these two Provinces, the circumstance that our suitors and law-
there is a possibility of resorting to an in- yers are not unduly litigious, or because
termediate appellate tribunal, always in they are thoroughly satistied ivith the
Ontario, and sometimes in Quebec, before Courts of first instance, or from both
the Supreme Court is reached. The ob- causes, is immaterial. Practical]y, al-
servation does not at all apply to the Mari- most everthing is settled by the first
time Provinces, to British Columbia or to Court. It is, as a rule, on]y very import-
Manitoba, where they have but their ant, or very doubtful, cases that corne to
Supreme Courts, from which alone appeals the Courts of Appeal. Thus the general
can be taken to the Supreme Court, With grievance alleged is dissipated, but I do
reference to these two Provinces, I quite nor conceive that this circumstance de-
agree, situated as the Supreme Court is, tracts fron the importance of an Appel-
geographically, to both of them, that wo late Court. On the controry, my opinion
may hope for the arrival of the day when is that no small part of the eficiency of
Local Legisiatures shall abolish their in- Courts of first instance is due
termediate Courts of Appeal. But I wih tis the fact that their decisons
to point out that, in the ineantime, the ob- are subject to supervision ad ap-
jection taken by the hion. member is not peal. Men are apt, i ail positions,
one of practical or general conseqUence, to, be arbitra-y. Men are apt, in ail! posi-
as the existing systemg is, in fact, worked. tions, to grow carlees and indolent; and
I will refer to the general scope of the a Judge, who sits as the Rsole and fal
transactions of that great Court in, Ontario aibiter of a cause, i loa likely to be satis-
with whose business I happen to be aost factory, than one who knows that his deci-
familiar-the Court of Equity. In that sions are subjet to review. The efficient
Court, the number of decisionsfor the ast ivorking of a Court f first instance is
five years bas averaged 1,500 a year. As thus increased by the consideration that
to the number of appeals to the Ontario its judgments are subject to review, and
Court of Appeal, a not able to give the thus the very existeno of an Applate,
fgures accurately, but I think I rni Court renders heess ential the resort to,

within the mark when I say that there that tribunal. an quite sure that My
are from twenty-five to thirty in t wyear. hon. friendo from the Maritime ProvincS,
The number of apeage fnral the Ontario who have iaboures uder the serious dis-
Court to the Sapr6me Court win, I dare advantae of having, ithi their Pro-
say-ad agni I have non asfoertaied the vince only a Court of first istance nd
exact figures, but t Irn geneam of having drsly a Qurt 'hit wr pra -
information-run fiOm »Ve to tn. The ca.lly the final, tas hel as the original,
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tribunal, will agree in the view I take; they should accept the books and printed
will agree with me-I do not speak from papersof the Court below, without re-
knowledge, or from experience in their quiring any reprinting at ail. That
Courts, but I speak from what I know wouid invoive a very considerabie saving.
of my own Province and of human nature I regret that the Court has not been as
-that the working of their Pro- responsive to public opinion, and to the
vincial Courts has been more satis- opinion of the profession on several points
factory since the establishment of the of convenience, as 1 think it ought to
Supreme Court than it was before their have been. For instance, the suggestion
decisions were subject to review. I have was made, long ago, that there should be
said that the Provincial Courts were separate lists of the cases to be heard from
practically, for the mass of suitors, the the different Provinces, sothat the conven-
final Courts. To establish that proposi- ience and economv of the profession,
tion, I desire to refer to figures which I whicb means the convenience and ecofomy
gave in 1878, in this flouse, upon the dis- of the suitor, in point of attendance here
cussion of the Supreme Court. I shall might be secured. The suggestion fel to
not trouble the House with the the ground, and you had to pass an Act of
details by which I proved to the Parliament to effect an obvious improve-
satisfaction of the House-for my ment, which might have been accon-
figures were not controverted that plished long before by a rule of Court.
the average cost, on both sides, of So again wîth regard to the ternis. It
an appeal to the Privy Council was was perfectly obvicus that an additional
no less a sum than $5,O00. It is terni was in the public interest. But no
urged that the costs of an appeal to the step was taken, aithough the Court had
Supreme Court are too great. This may power to fix such a terni, and the action
be so, but no one will pretend that the of Parliament -vas invoked for this pur-
average cost of an appeal to the Supreme pose. These are instances in which I
Court is to be mentioned in the same think it may be fairly said that the Court
breath with the sum I have named. That 'as not been sufficiently responsive, as I
is not all, There is the question of delay. have said, to public opinion and to the
I believe that the judigments of the Su- opinion of the profession, i regard to
preme Court have not been given as expe- what the interests of justice required, and
ditiously as they might have been given, it is this defect which lias given rise to a
but, if you calculate the time from which good deal of the dissatisfaction among the
you commence an appeal, until you receive profession to which the First Minister al-
judgment in the Supreme Court, infiniteiy luded this evening. But, while you
less time is involved than in an appeal to may rightiy cal for iiprovement in sucl
the Privy Council, which is practically particulars, you must remeniber that the
beyond the suitor's reach. This I also Court was constituted and proceeded to
proved in detail in the speech to which I exercise its fuctions under circuistances
have alluded, so that in regard to economy of some difficuity. We thought it was
of time, and to economy of money, as it high]y important that the Judges shouid
stands to reason, so alac it stands the test reside ot the seat of the Court, because we
of experience that an appellate tribunal believed it te he of the essence of the
within the country must be more satis- efficient working of such a tribunal con-
factory to suitors than an appeal to the cerned with the laws of the different Pro-
Privy Council. If the expenses of an appeal vinces, and with at least two systens of
are higher than they ought to be, Par- jurisprudence, that the Judges Bhould
liament lias power to discuss that subject, have constant opportunites cf consultation
and to take steps for their diminution. aud mutuai debileration. IV is Obvious
There are some points, in regard to which that the domestication here of gentlemen
discussion lias been had formerly in this drawn fron differentProvinces must take
flouse, in which the expense might be some Vue. IV did take some Vime, and,
reduced. I believe, for -example, that it during that period, it was quite clear that
would be a proper thing to provide, in all the view of Parliameat could not be fully
eaSes in which the procedure of the carried out. But that diffculty, I under-
Court below requires that the proceedinga stand, has been entirely settlod. Ibe.
should be printed, that the Supreme Court lieve it would be of very great adyantage
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to adopt, to a large extent, the rule of the
Privy Council, as the mode of delivering
judgment. The opinion of an Appellate
Court which is practically a Court of
Final Appeal, should be confined to the
precise matter in hand, and any judicial
divergence of opinion, or subject not
necessary to be decided, sbould be abso-
lutely eliminated. The course pursued
in the Privy Council is well known, I
presune, to all lawyers. The Judges,
after hearing argument, deliberate at
the earliest moment, and, having come to
general conclusions, it is arranged that
some one of then shall prepare and de-
liver the judgment in the particular case.
This Judge prepares a draft, conveying,
as well as lie can, the arguments which
have led to the agreed conclusion. The
draft is printed and laid before each of
the other Judges, who note on it any re-
marks which occur to them. If necessary,
there is another meeting for deliberation,
and the judgment in the end is the gen-
eral finding of all delivered by one. Thus,
instead of uncertainty and confusion
in matters which are not necessary for
decision being raised by obiter dicta, the
judgment is confined to the real question
in issue; and upon that question it pre-
sents the views which are common to the
event. I believe such a mode of deliver-
ing judgments would bave conduced
largely to the confidence which should be
reposed in the Supreme Court. But you
must not mix up any suggested defects in
the early working of an institution by
those who are charged with its manage-
ment, even were the defects much graver
than they are, with the question of the
merits and the principle of the institution
itself. I believe the establishment of a
Supreme Court rests upon an impregnable
foundation. I say that we cannot work
our Federal Constitution, unless we have,
within our bounds, a Court available for
the authoritative settlement of the vari-
ous questions which will always be arising
under a Federal Constitution. There are
conflicting opinions as to the character of
the Constitution, as to the absolute or
relative range of Provincial and Federal
powers, and as to the interpretation of
the laws. Are we to say that these
divergencies of opinion, formulated by
judicial decisions in the various Courts of
the various Provinces, froa Vancouver
Island to Halifax, are to remain unset-

tled until some suitor shall be found
rich enough, bold enough, and ven-
turous enough, to take the litiga-
tion across the -water, to the Queen
in Council, at the average expense to
which I have referred. And are we to
determine that there and there alone can
be obtained a satisfactory adjustment of
these questions. I altogether deny it, Sir.
I maintain that, if you are not able,within
the limits of Canada, to find Judges com-
petent to expound your Constitution and
to declare the meaning of your laws, you
are not fit to make the laws. I want to
know by what rule it is that you, who so
jealously hold to your exclusive power of
making laws, who so loudly proclain
that you are not merely the best fitted,
but the only ones fitted to judge by what
laws you shall be governed, come to the
conclusion that you cannot find among
yourselves men competent to interpret
satisfactorily the laws you make. You
are condemning us as unfit to be a self-
governing people, you are denouncing us
as persons who ought to be in a state of
dependence, minority and tutelage, when
you declare that one should look abroad
for persons to decide the meaning of
the laws we made. But, looking
abroad, where do you look ? You
look to Judges whose lives have been
passed, whose modes of thought, and feel-
ing, and action, have been formed, in a
wholly different constitutional atmosphere
from this. The whole British system is
in contradiction to the Federal systcm.
Their system is one of legislative union;
it is based upon the omnipotence of the
sole and central Parliament. The ques-
tion neyer arose, never could arise, to
British statesmen or a British Judge,
whether an Act of the British Parliament,
affecting British subjects, is within the
competence of that Parliament or not.
Such a notion is to them preposterous. It
is to them incredible that such a
question could be raised. Now, a
Constitution like ours, complicated and
delicate in its adjustments,requires for its
interpretation that measure of learning,
experience and practice which those who
live underit, who work it, and who are prac-
tically engaged in its are operation all
their lives acquiring. The British North
America Act is a skeleton. The truc form
and proportions, the true spirit of
our Constitution, can be made mani-
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fest only to the men of the soil. I deny sation with an eminent member of the
that it can be well expounded by men Quebec Bar, who told me : " We generally
whose whole lives have been passed, not manage to have our appeals tried during
merely in another, but in an opposite the summer vacation. It is a very plea-
sphere of practice ; and these men must sant trip across the Atlantic, and we get
come to the consideration of these topics, it not at our own expense. I do not see
at the greatest disadvantage and from any particular reason why we should
the wrong point of view. Therefore, I favour the Supreme Court." I do not
maintain that, freely granting the correct- know whether the hon. member shares
ness of the views of hon. gentlemen who these views, and thus prefers the old shop.
maintain that we cannot find, within our His clients may have long purses, and, al-
bounds, as able men as those sitting in the though perfectly satisfied, as the hon.
Judicial Committee, still the atmosphere member says, with the Judges and the
in which our inferior men have lived, their decisions of the Supreme Court, they may
general local knowledge, learning, train- prefer three or four years'delay and $5,000
ing, and experience, give them a much costs, to a few months' delay and a few
greater capacity for the proper apprehen- hundred dollars costs. If so, 1 cm only
sion of these important subjects than can congratulate the hon. gentleman on his
be obtained by even the most eminent clientèle. I trust, for lis sake, they may

jurists, sitting as close as you please to be long-enduring and that he may be often
Westminster Hall, who, for a few hours, sent across the water on sucl pleasaut
bestow their best attention on the discus- ters. For us who beleved, and
Sion of such subjects, as a general stil believe, that the peope of
rulec by counsel equally uninformed, Quebec have recognised, and will more
equall; unimbued with the federbl spirit. fully recognise, the ability f this Court,
Yes, Sir, I maintain that, in theory and we take another view. Montreal and
principle, the Supreme Court rests upon Ottawa being within four hours' journey,
an unpregnble foundation, and that we they have an opportunity of litigating
shall be unworthy of ourselves; we their causes here before a tribunal coin-
Shall be writing down our own condemn- petent to determine them-not by the
ation if we declare that that tribunal Privy Council, whose ouly knowledge of
established to secure a satisfactory and the Quebec laws is based on their general
unifori interpretation of our laws agreement with the Civil or Roman Law,
.and Constitution, situated at a con- but a tribunal conposed, as to one-third
venient point, as far as the two greater of their number, of men vho hailino
Provinces are concerned, and at a point from the Province of Quebec, haviug
as convenient as is practicable with re- practised in the Courts there, having sat
gard to the other Provinces-is a useless upon the Bench there, are well versed in
institution. The hon. member for Bagot the peculiar laws of Quebec; a tribunal
says that with the decisions of the Court not corposed-as is the case of the
of Queen's Bench the people of Quebec Privy Council-of men who, as I know,
are satisfied. I believe that Court is now iu some cases, bave sent to Paris, to a
worthy of their confidence, but I remem- French jurist, to find out what the old
ber the day when it was far otherwise. French law -as, and who have then de-
I remember the day, not long ago, when cided, according to that opinion, Quebec
there were loud and well-founded com- appeals. The people of Quebec can have
plaints against that Court, and those questions promptly, and compara-
this I know, whether they be satisfied tively inexpensively brought up here
or not, Quebec has always had an unhappy and argued, noV by foreign coun-
pre-eninence as to the number of appeale sel, but by their ovn best lawyers,
to the Queen in Council. The curious who have had the conduct of the
mode in which they have always signified cases lu the Courts below. I have
their satifaction with the decision of the a confident beliefthat the people of Quebec
Local Courts bas been to bring more ap- must realise the advantage of having suck
peals than any other Province. The hon. a Court of Appeal as the Supreme Court
gentlemansaid. when they, were dissatisfied at their own doors, placed as it is in s0 -
they knew where to go, to "the old shop favourable a position, geographically, for
across the water." I once had a couver- that Province. Its situation, el that
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respect, is the most favourable of any Pro-
vince in the Dominion. The other Pro-
vinces will also find a great advantage
from having such a Court of Appeal with-
in the Dominion. I do not know what
the recent statistics are. The statistics,
up to 1878, show that the greatest number
of appeals came from the Province of
Quebec-twenty-three from Quebec as
against nineteen frora Ontario-although
Ontario bas a larger amount of litigation
than Quebec. The abuse, from party
motives, lieaped upon this Court, in the
press and from the hustings, has created a
considerable amount of feeling and of pre-
judice. It is very easy to deery and
hound down an institution of this kind.
The gentlemen who sit on these Benches
of Justice cannot be heard here. There
is no one to speak for them. They
cannot appeal to the public through
the press. The Court is in a very
difficult position, having regard to
the settled system of attack made upon it.
But I believe it will survive. But, Sir,
there is another function for which, in my
opinion, this Court is essential. I refer
to the final decision of controverted elec-
ions. In this respect, we have a law
which is susceptible, as we know, of
various interpretation, and there is
nothing more important than that we
should reach the true interpretation of
that law, in order to its uniform interpret-
ation in each of the Provinces, and by
the various Judges in every Province.
There is nothing more calculated t. pro-
mote discontent and uneasiness, both in
the minds of the candidates and in the
minds of the constituents, than to have
such questions decided one way by one
Judge, and another way by another
Judge, or to have them decided
one way im one Province, and an-
other way in another Province. But,
in the Supreme Court, we have a ma-
chinery for the correction of these discre-
pancies of opinion. We have a ma-
chinery by which we shall know the true
interpretation of the law, and, when once
that high tribunal bas pronounced, it is
the bounden duty of ail the Provincial
Judges to follow their interpretation ; and,
if the law' as thus expounded does not
meet with the views of Parliament, .Par-
liament bas the power in its own hands
to correct any error by altering the law
qntil it be comformable to the views

of the Legislature. But it is essentially
necessary that there should be some one
power for coordinating these various
Provincial decisions, and determining,
finally, the meaning of the Election Law.
The services which the Supreme Court has
rendered to the country in this particular
are surely of the last importance. There
is a decision on this subject which is
familiar to aH of us. I need not particu-
larise the case. But I will say that this
case alone is sufficient to enlist the sup-
port of ail true lovers of liberty
throughout Canada in the maintenance
of this Court, even if it had no
other title to our respect and esteem.
But it has yet as an Exchequer Coort,
in its capacity another important function.
It has been called upon to deal
with those numerous cases-numerous
and very important in a pecuniary sense
-in which claims are made against the
Crown. I recollect when this additional
jurisdiction was given to the Exchequer
Court that hon. gentlemen opposite took
a very earnest part in maintaining the
propriety of introducing machinery of
this description; and they wanted us then
and there to abolish the institution of the
Dominion Arbitrators, to whom certain
demands made against the Crown might
be referred. The Government suggested
that it would be well to look first at the
various Acts under which references
might be made to the Arbitrators, to put
the new jurisdiction into operation, and
see how the Court worked for a year,
before proposing the abolition of the Ar-
bitrators. But they did not pronounce
against their abolition. Provision was
made in the constitution of the Court for
referring to Registrars, to experts, and
others, all questions which might be re-
ferred to them. It is, however, true, that
lately one or more cases which were before
the Exchequer Court have been sent or
transferred to the Dominion Arbitrators.
This is a remarkable change of policy.
Something was said by the hon. member
for East Northumberland with reference
to ceferring cases to engineers. He said
he was an engineer, and he knew ail about
it. Well, I am a lawver, and I know ail
about it. What decision can an engineer
giveupon the legal construction ofacontract,
and the different nice questions of an ex-
clusively legal nature arising ? A n engi-
neer is competent to determine matters
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of measurement, or calculation involved ir
a contract; but the knowledge required
to decide the meaning of a contract is
another matter altogether; and it would
be found that the course the hon. gente-
mai suggests would involve the country
in a loss, in one year, which would be
sufticient to support the Supreme Court
for years to corne. It is of the first con-
sequence that we should preserve a tribu-
nal of this description to dispose of these
cases -where the legal rights and liabil-
ities of the parties can be decided by
the proper legal machinery, which can
refer to the proper persons-Regis-
trars, Engineers, etc.,-matters involv-
ing the amount of damages sustained,
it there is a case for damages.
There were, I believe, from three to three
and a half millions of money claiied
against the Crown in the Exchequer, up
to 1878, and only a trifle was recovered,
instead of the large sums which would
have been recovered under other circum-
stances. The saving to the country
would maintain the Court forever. Now,
Sir, I say that this institution was estab-
lished only a few years ago, by the con-
mon consent of the leaders of public
opinion in this House and in the country.
It is not to be forgotten that a Supreme
Court Bill was introduced twice in two
different Sessions of the first Parliament.
Itreceivedthesupport ofthe hon. the leader
of this House, on one side of politics, and
of the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie), on the other side of politics.
It was a third time introduced by the Gov-
ernment of the hon. member for Lambton;
and it then received the most earnest
support of the hon. the First Minister,
at that time leader of the Opposition ; to
one clause alone, introduced during the
progress of the Bill, did he object ; as to
the rest, he facilitated the progress, and
improved the machinery, of the Bill as
much as possible. It is not to be forgot-
ten that this is an institution conten-
plated by the Act of Confederation, an
institution, the necessity for which had
been proved, and was recognised by both
political parties for years, against, as I
admit, the remonstrances of the hon.
member for Bagot, but with the unani-
mous consent of the weightiest men in
the Chamber. The hon. member for
East Northumberland said the sense of
the people had not been taken upon it

MR. BLAKE.

Why, the election of 1874, took place-
after an express declaration of the Minis-
try that they contemplated the erection of
a Supreme Court of Appeal. Upon that
they went to the country. The electors
vere aware that that was part of the

Ministerial programme. It is not to be
forgotten that in this sort was the
Supreme Court established. Whatever
defects of administration have existed, or
may exist, exaggerated as they have been,
they are not such as are inherent in the
constitution of the Court, or such as to
justify its demolition. I think we do
it a great injustice. I agree that this is
the place in which the weaknesses and
defects of public institutions and their
management should be discussed, but we
prevent the Court from exercising that
authority and influence, which are sucli
essential elements to its success, as the
highest tribunal in the Dominion,
by even seriously discussing the proposai
for its abolition, especially so soon
after its establishment. We are like
children. who plant seeds in their garden
in the morning, and pluck them up in
the evening, to see if they are growing,
when we pluck up an institution which
bas hardly had time to germinate. It
would be extremely unwise to shake the
confidence of the people in the stability of
this Court, by the vote to-night. I im-
plore Parliament to accept the view of the
hon. the Minister of Justice that
there should be no vote calculated in the
slightest degree to show that this Court
is not to remain an essential and impor-
tant constituent part of our settled sys-
tem, but by decisive and overwhelming
numbers to regret the proposai. And I
therefore move that the Bill be read a
second time this day six months.

Motion made and question proposed.:

That the said Bill be not now read the
second time, but that it be read the second
time this day six months.-(Mr. Blake.)

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
I did not intend to speak on this impor-
tant question ; but it is my duty, as a
member of the Bar, of the Province of
Quebec, to state why I shall vote against
the Bill for the repeal of the Supreme
Court. I do not entirely agree with the
remarks of the hon. gentleman who has
iust sat down, nor with the remarks of
the hon. member for Bagot (Mr. Mous.
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seau). I believe that it is true that some
good can be obtained from the Superme
Court. I believe that this Court. is a
necessity, for the decision of constitution-
al questions, and that the Exchequer
Court is an essential Court for deciding
questions between the Crown and the citi-
zens of this country. I believe, also, that the
said Court isa usef altribunal, as a Court of
Appealfrom the decisions of the Dominion
Arbitrators, but I doubt if that Court is
not a source of ruination in election cases.
When we look at the two contested
election cases of Charlevoix and Jacques
Cartier; when we consider the two
enormous volumes of printed evidence,
containing some 400 or 500 pages each,
and the enormous expense connected with
these election appeals, amounting to from
$3,000 to $5,000, I say it is very doubt-
ful indeed whether that Court, sitting .as
an Appeal Court in election cases, is a
useful one. It appears to me that in
these cases the law being the same
throughout the whole Dominion, we can
obtain the desired uniformity of juris-
prudence by taking the law reports
of the various Provinces. It is
not, to-day, as it was twenty years
ago, when it was impossible to consult
the decisions of other Provinces. Now,
we have every day reports reaching us
from other Provinces, no matter where
situated ; we have reports bringing within
our reach decisions of the whole world,
and it is just as easy a matter for pro-
visional Judges to establish a uniformity
of jurisprudence in regard to Election
Acts as it is for the Supreme Court
I will now go to another point, which
concerna the Province of Quebec in
particular. Speaking of the jurisdic-
tion of the Supreme Court, I must
say, as a member of the legal pro-
fession in the Province of Quebec,
that that Court has not given satis-
faction in that respect, and for a
very obvious reason. I do not wish to
make ungenerous remarks of the Judges
of the Supreme Court. I believe that
some of them, very likely the majority of
them, are very able men. But we all
know that the Province of Quebec occu-
pies a very exceptional position, as far as
her system of Local jurisprudence is con-
cerned. We all know that it is the only
Province whicb is governed by the prin-
ciples of the Civil Law, as amended in old

17

France, while all the other Provinces are
governed by the principles of the English
Common Law. Let us look at the per-
sonnel of the six Judges composing the
Supreme Court. Four of them are
Judges of the English Common Law, and
only two of them are conversant with
the principles of the Civil Law, which
rule the Province of Quebec; only three
know the French language, in which all
or nearly all our law are written, and
so one half of the Court cannot even learn
our laTws. I ask is it possible that, under
these circunstances, the people of that
Province can be satisfied to see the decisions
of their Superior Court, presided over by
a Judge generally of long experience, re-
vised as they are often by the Court of Re-
view, composed of three Judges, and
finally examined by the Court of Appeal,
composed of five Judges, everyone of
then being lawyers of several years' stand-
ing, and familiar with the principles of our
own peculiar system of jurisprudence-,I
say is it to be expected that the people
of Quebec would be satisfied to see this
Supreme Court, where only two Judges
are supposed to know anything of our
Local laws and custoins, reverse the de-
cisions of all these Courts ? J say it is im-
possible that our people should be satis-
fied with this state of things, and that is
the reason our suitors prefer the Privy
Council, notwithstanding the remarks
made by the hon. member for West Dur-
ham, and more particularly the fact that
in one or two cases of extrema difficulty
the opinion of eminent French jurists has
been obtained. The members of the
Privy Council are all men versed in
French law, they speak fluently the lan-
guage of the French jurists, and can con-
sult and study their opinions, without
being reduced to the painful necessity of
having translations made for them, as
has often been done for the Judges of the
Supreme Court. The Privy Council is
almost in the daily habit of hearing what
I may term French cases, not only from
Quebec, but also from St. Lucia, the
British Channel Islands and other Colon-
ies where the same system of laws prevail.
I believe it would be almost impossible to
remodel the constitution of that Court,
so as to satisfy Quebec in ordinary appeal
cases. I believe, myself, that the Su-
preme Court should be preserved for the
purpose of dealing with constitutional
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questions and difficulties arising between We feel that this Court bas been a great
the Crown and the people-cases which boon to us. Although the number of ap-
now corne before the Exchequer Court. I peals might seem to be a reflection upon
believe the appellate jurisdiction of the the soundness of the decisions of our
Supreme Court ought to be repealed, at Judges, yet, when we look at the number
least in so far as the Province of Quebec of appeals and reversals of judgment in
it concerned, in ordinary civil cases. the Mother Country, we cannot say that
However, considering that the hon. it is any reflection upon our Judges. If
the leader of the Government has given us, we look to the experience in England,
this evening, the assurance that lie intends we find that, out of ninety-two appeals
during the vacation to remodel the con- taken from the Chancery Division to the
stitutior of the Supreme Court, so as to Court of Appeal, no less than forty-eight
give satisfaction, not only te the Pro- were reversed. Yet, no one can doubt
vinces governed by the principles of the for a moment the very higl legal attain-
English Common Law but also, and ments of the Master of the Bous and the
especially, to the Province of Quebec, it Vice-Chancelier, from whose decisiens
seems to me that it would be very hasty the appeals were taken. Another un-
on our part to refuse to give the Govern- portant advantage obtained is the uniform-
ment the time it requires maturely to ity of decisions secured in the different
consider this grave question. For that Provinces, as las been aiready peinted
reason I shall vote for the six months' out in the case of Election Acts, and we
hoist. know that the same advantage will ulti-

MR. WELDON: After the very able mately accrue respecttonsolvent Laws.
argument of the hon. member for West At present, in the Provinces havingjuris-
Durham (11r. Blake), I de net feel caled diction in this matter, we iind the Courts
upon teP make any remarks, except as in Ontarie giving one interpretation,
regards New Brunswick, where the work u and the Courts in the Leower Provinces,
of this Court as afforded great satis- perhaps, giving another interpretation of
faction. As stated by the hon. member the provisions of the Insolvent Act. By
for West Durham, we had previtusly Phaving some tribunal tju wich ail these
only a Court of firat instance, and ail the conficting decisions m ay be referred, we
inembers of the legai profession know how shall ultiinateiy arrive at uniform-
essentia k it is to have a Court et Revisien ity On the jurisprudence. With re-
te correct the errors of the inferior Courts gard ti the objections rade on be-
of first instance, and render them more hal of the Province of Quebec, it

facinteir stteyte hon almeircum- sees tio me that the people of t.at Pre-
stances et legal procedure, where the vine having the benefit of being rere-
Court of first instance is the only Court, sented by tw eut of the six Judges in that
it is likely te beceme careless in its judg- Court, have sufficient guarantees of
ments; and we have found, from experi- otaining justice under the provisions of
ence, that a Court of RRe eision is abso- their code. They must remember that,
Iutely necesary. Se far as New Bruns- in taking their cases across the water,
wick is concerned, we had, at the tise of they wll flind ne Judges earned n
the establishment ef the Supreme Court, French Law. In ging t e the English
only the riglt ef appeal te the Privy Privy Council, they are going te English
Council, at an expense, as I have known Common Law Judges, vhîo have neyer
from my own experience, of £rert or made a specia study of the doctrines of
carefu steling judgmensqInci asethe Code Civile. I observed the other
that, practicaily, appeal was denied te the day, in une of the Lower Canada Law
Province and during my experience at Journals, a very hostile criticism, del i-
the Bar net over tbree cases were carried vered by Mr. Justice Ramsay, of a deci-
te the Privy Couneil from New Bruns- sien of the Privy Ceuncil, in whicli be
wick. Since the establishment of the stated that the English Court was
Supreme Court, we have Fd soe fifteen entirely mistaken go its view of the
or twenty appeais from that Province. iaw in the Province of Quebec. We
Some bave been cnfirmed, anu ethers ouglt rather te devise means of strength-
have been reversed, but I thinkc as a enied our Supreme Court by, as ha
general rule, they have given satisfaction. been aiready remarked, cimpnsing it ef

MR. GIROUaRD.
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men -who have been trained under our Nvhat had taken place last Session in this
Constitution, who are members of our own Chamber, when the lon. mernber for East
Bar, and who have made a special study Northumberland (Mr. Keeler) introduced
of our Constitution and jurisprudence,and his Bil. I think he made an allusion to
then I have no doubt that all objections some observations which feu froin me, and
to this Court will disappear. 1 think it is only fair to my hon. friends

MR. McCARTHY: J listened with on this side, as wefl as to tiose on the
great pleasure to the observations which other, to remnrk that what we did say we
fell from my hon. friend from West said as a justification for giving the hon.
Durham (Mr. Blake), in many of which I gentleman's Bil the Order for a second
entirely concur. J think he furnished, reading. The Bil, it will b- rerem-
perhaps, a sufficient justification, if any bered, had been alrcady read once, aud
were wanted, for the course, the hon. it was rnoved in the ordinary way
member for East Northumberland (Mr. that it should be set down for a second
Keeler) has taken in introducing this reading. It wa8 upon that motion
iBill, in the very ample and full manner the discussion arose, and it was be-
with which he exposed some weaknesses, cause we thought the lon. member
which, in my humble judgment, that had a right to secure for lis Bil a place
Court possesses. The question of the upon the paper for a second reading that
Supreme Court, unfortunately for its ex- we spoke in that sense, and itwas on that
istence, has been looked upon in a double occasion the hon, gentleman from North
aspect. Some hon. gentlemen, perhaps, on Victoria made the remarks to which allu-
both sides of the House, have looked at sion las been made. I do not desire to
it from a political poiîit of view. I re- withdraw anything I said then, and I
member, when I first had the honour of a now repeat that, if we had to establish a
seat in this House, one of the questions Supreme Court at present, judging by the
upon which the party opposite to me liglt of the past, I think we should hesi-
plumed theinselves was the establishuent tate before we put the country to the
of this Supreme Court. I remember well enormous expense which that Court las
that, from every hustings, and on every imposed upon it, and postpone to a future
possible opportunity, it was urged as a occasion the establishment of that great
reason why the Administration of the hon. tribunal, as great tribunal it ouglit to be.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) I cordially agree with wlat my hon.
should be sustained that lie had suocess- friend from West Durham said with re-
fully introduced and passed the Bill gard to its importancee in deciding consti
which constituted the Suprenie Court. tutional questions and settling the Eleç-
The answer that was made then was the tion Law, and in regard to its improvemeet
same which has been re-echoed to-niglit by in other respects, but, after this Court las
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. been in existence for upwards of five
Blake), that that Bill had received the years, we find, so far as I recollect at the
assent of all shades ofopinionin thisHouse, moment, that there have been but tlree
and had been matured and made as perfect constitutional questions in the strict sense
as possible by the assistance of the hon. of the tern whidli have been decided. by
gentleman who now leads this House. tînt Court. One of these questions was
Now, the hon. member for West Durham in regard to the Election Law, ànd,
confirmas that answer in the fullest way. though it was very desirable that it
But still the old leaven exists. My hon. should be settled, it was not fin-
friend from South Huron (Mr. Cameron) ally settled until the matter was
rose in his place, and, while he attempted carried to the Privy Council, and there it
to make a defence for this Court, his ob- was flnaliy determined in favour of the
ject was apparently to have a slap at the constitutionality of the measure whidh
gentlemen on this side of the Chamber. was passed in this fouse in 1874. An-
It was not so much that the hon. gentle- other question was as to the riglt of the
man appeared to be desirous to say any- Provincial Government to issue licenses
thing in favour of the Court. He gave for hrewers; and a third question was
no reasons why we should desire the ex- with regard to the right of gentlemen of
istence of that Court or why we should the profession to which J have the honour
lot desire its abolition; but hepointed out to belong to wear silk robes after the
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honour of Queen's Counsel had been con-
ferred by a Provincial Government. But,
strange as it may appear, in not one of
these constitutional questions that the
Supreme Court has passed upon have the
people of this country been satisfied with
their decision. I have already pointed
out that the decision with regard to the
Controverted Elections Act, was carried
to the foot of the Throne, and now it is
well known that the Attorney-General of
Ontario is taking measures to test the
validity of the decision in the Supreme
Court with reference to the question of
Provincial Queen's Counsel. I think it
is known to the public men in this coun-
try that it was with great ditliculty
indeed that this sane Attorney-General
of the Province of Ontario, submitted to
the judgment of that Court, deciding that
the Provincial Government had no power
to issue licenses to brewers ; so that, on
these three Constitutional questions, I
think I am able to say that one of them has
been already carried to the Privy Council;
in the second, an appeal is threatened ;
and, in the third, the decision gave great
dissatisfaction. It was said, after the
great Reform Party of the Dominion es-
tablished this Court, that it was a great
measure of reform; and yet we find the
Reform Government in Ontario prepar-
ing an appeal against its very'first decision
upon a Constitutional question. That
may, perhaps, not be the case, yet I think
it is generally understood to have been
the reason why that appeal was not pressed.
I tl4ink, therefore, that these facts afford
ample justification for the ground I
took that. the measure establishing this
Court was premature, although I am, free
to confess, as well as the lion. gentlemen
opposite, that I could have concurred
in the passage of that measure.
With regard to the other point of my
hon. friend from West Durham (Mr.
Blake), T have this to say: the establish-
ment of the Supreme Court has facilitated
the right of appeal, and encouraged
appeal, while, in many years in the old
Province of Canada, and in Ontario, until
the establishrnent of the Supreme Court,
but very few cases were carried to the
Privy Council-I believe but one, suc-
cessfully. Yet we find the Supreme
Court does not only give rise to what the
member for South Lanark (Mr. Haggart)
observed-the delay and increase of ex

Ma. McCARTIIY.

pense in the ultimate decision of cases; it
produces delay before the case is finally
adjudicated upon, and entails on the
suitor in Ontario very heavy additional
costs. Although we cannot remedy the
evil here, and thougli the repeal of the
Bill would not wholly remedy it, the re-
marks of the member for South Lanark
are quite justified. How do we stand in
Ontario ? A case is broughft before a
Judge of first instance ; then there is an
appeal to a Court of three Judges, of
which lie is one ; then comes an appeal to
a Court of four Judges, our Court of
Appeal. One would think there was
here enough of law to decide any ordi-
nary case : it has been decided, at that
time, by eight Judges; when an appeal is
still available to this fourth Court at
Ottawa, and we know that, notwithstand-
ing the legislation of this Parliament,that
appeal is not final, and that, if the case
merits it, or the pocket of the litigant is
sufficiently long, the litigation is still
further protracted by an appeal to the
Privy Council. It certainly does not
diminish the profits of our legal profes-
sion to have a Supreme Court at Ottawa.
I am, however, prepared to say that,
the Court being an accomplished fact, it
is our duty to make the best of it.
I trust this is the last time the
question of its maintenance will come
up. We are bound to point out,
to the best of our ability, in what way
it is not giving satisfaction-as I think it
is not-and to show how it may be im-
proved and made more satisfactory. A
great deal has been said by thehon member
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron), and re-
echoed by the hon. member for West Dur-
ham, as to this Court dealing with very
large sums, and saving the country from
the excessive claims of contractors. I
think they are confounding the Supreme
and Exchequer Courts, which are not
necessarily united. It is in the Ex-
chequer Court, presided over by one
Judge, not by six, that those cases we tried,
and this Court might continue altogether
independent of the Supreme Court. It
has been said the people owe this Court
a debt of gratitude for its services, in
preventing the public contractors from
being overpaid. But it ought to be said,
what cases are meant ; the statement is
not complete until that information is
given. But, coming back to the real
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grievances connected with this Court, I from the Supreme Court; that one of the
have only, personally, to re-echo the re- Judges ho appointed specially to the
marks of the hon.member for West Dur- Exehequer Court, ieaving f1ve for the
hamto avery great extent; the delay of that Supreme Court, with appeal left to it still
Court is extraordinary, considering the The 6ve Judges vouid be ample to dis-
amount of business it transacts. Speak- pose of ail such business, and their atten-
ing of the Court with which he is most tion would not ho distracted by having
familiar, the hon. gentleman stated that to go on circuit, and hear and try cases
in the course of the year it disposed of in the Exchequer Court. This would,
no less than 1,500 cases. A story equally perhaps, solve sorne difficulties, and
creditable, I believe, can be told of the remove some dissatisfaction, with
Common Law Courts of that Province; regard to a Court in which we al
and I know that, in the terms, when ouglt to take a pride as the high-
questions of law are debated, they dispose, est in the land, possessing Judges
one year with another, of f ully 100 cases, to whom we ail should look witl confi-
and generally within thirty days of their dence. We should ail be able to say we
argument. Let us coutrast that with respect the Suprere Court ani it ouglt
the business the Judges of the Supreme to be maintained. Another objection I
Court perform. A return showing its have to make may not be very acceptable
business for, I think, the first three or four to my Lower Province friends, who have
years gives seventy-nine cases, of which no Court of Appeal a- w3 have in Ontario
fifty-three had been argued and decided, and Quebec, but who, as the lon. member
twenty-six standing for judgment, or the forWest Durhamsays, possess in theappeal
enormous percentage of thirty-three. I to the Supreme Court aIl the moral ad-
am happy to say that state of things is vantage to be derived of Judgesknowing
improved, possibly owing to the discus- that their decisions may ho appealed from.
sions in the Huse last Session and iii But ho'v is it with us? We suifer from
the press, and that there are now but the fact that cases of tbe nost trifhing
seven or eight standing for Judgment, character are brought to the Supreme
irrespective of those argued eight or ten Court from the sniler Provinces, cases
days ago. Delay in those cases lias been for sums no larger, I believe, iii some im-
to the suitors a very great grie\-ance. I staaces, than fifty dollars. If we want to
mav re-echo the remarks of my hon. respect tat Cort, we oglit to pro vide
frieud the mnember for West Durham , on that -cases involving smîll amnounits sbaîll
another point-the number of judgnents not be appealed to it. Tlat was the old
of this Court, vhich are delivered, produce law in Ontario, and is the law i Qetec,
confusion, as well as delay. If the wherethe sniallest adount is tracedbBut
course suggested by the bon. gentlemian the Lover Provinces have ano such lav,
%vere followed-and, i suppose, we have and their lavers corne te Ottaa, at gre t
the power to require it--that is, if the expense to litiants iii case l of the adost
decision was pronounced iii one judg- trifling iimport, and, iinstead of deteriningn
ument-we should ho now saved the neces- mveightv niters, the six Judges are de-
ity of haviug te wade through. thirty or tained decidin cases of itter indifference

forty pages ofjudgrents, which insteadof u except to the parties litigatinhg. y oh-
settlin, rather confuse the lawv. On the ject in speaking was mnore to niake another
question of Quieen's Counsel, we know sucestion tha to criticise anything said
there were two opinions proclaimed. I onDiter siwho of the Chamber. A goeat
have read in one paper, in Torornto, that it deal of litigation arises, and heavt costs
had been conclusively determined that it are e ntailed on the people, by questions of

oes noV reside with the Local Goveru- the constitutionality cf Provincial Acts.
ment to oreate Queeu's Counsel, while I suggest that the lion. the Minister of
another Judge read the law through an Justice should not ho asked te decide as
Other sEt of spectacles, showing it had net to the character of those Acts, and if they
been 8o deteriined at allv That is a are unoonstitutional, vo disallow theni.
matt'er which I thiuk may bo remedied We know that every disallowance, if by a
in tin tue. I woul suggest, to nake party not in unison with that reign-
the 9ettlemn± of this queston more easy, ing in the Province, is looked upon
that he Exsequer Court ho divided with great dfavour, and that there
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are sometimes very grave doubts as to
whether an Act is or is not constitutional.
Now, the Supreme Court ought to be
called upon to determine, before expense
is incurred, whether such Acts come
within the powers and rights of the Pro-
vincial Legislatures. It does not seem
fair that unfortunate ligitants, as in
certain insurance cases now before the
Supreme Court, should be compelled to
bear the whole expense of determining-
not as to the construction of a Statute-
but whether it is constitutional. If laws
are open to doubt, they ought to be deter-
mined before any steps are taken under
thern, or capital invested on the faith of
them. The cost of such decisions should
fall on the Provincial Governments in-
terested in them, and not upon private
litigants. I do not regret tbis discussion,
which, I trust, may be beneficial to the
Court and the public interest. I think,
with the lion. niemîber for West Durham
and the mover of the Bill, that there is no
grievance the people suffer under and feel
about but thlat ought to be discussed
openly. The most comIilete justification
is affoîrded to miy hon. friend who intro-
duced this Bill, and to those who assisted
him by the manner in wlieh the discus-
sion lias proceeded, and by the able,
eloquenit and learned address which we
have heard Lere to-night from the bon.
memiber for West Durham.

M. MILLS: I cannot concur in the
views expressed by the hon. gentlenan
who has jusŽt resumed his seat, with re-
gard to an iaprovement of the Supreme
Court, by tie entire separation of tie
work of the Exchequer Court from ithe
vork performed in the Appeal division.

In mv oinion, there would be no advant-

age in suchî a division. I think that the
views expressed by Daniel Webster, one
of the greatest men of his day, and one
wlho stoad very high at the Bar in the
United States, may possess considerable
value on this subject. Discussing the
Judicial Act, constituting the United
States Supreme Court, ho said that it
was of the utmost consequence that its
members should go ou circuit ; that they
would thus bo brought into contact with
the people, and learn the manner in which
the busine&s of the country is discharged,
and that they would read the law through
the eyes of the people, which would hê of
no inconsiderable consequence tu them,

Ma. McCAnTRY.

in the discharge of their duties. The
views of Webster are so pertinent that I
will read a few extracts from his speech in
the discussion of this subject. He said:

"In the first place, it appears to me that
such an intercourse as the Judges of the
Supreme Court are enabled to have with the
profession and with the people, in their re-
spective circuits, is itself an object of no incon-
siderable importance. It naturally inipires
respect and confidence, and it produces a re-
ciprocal communication of iniformation through
all the branches of the judicial department.
This leads to a harmony of opinion and action.
The Supreme Court, by itself, is in some
measure insulated ; it lias not frequent occasions
of contact with the community. The Bar that
attends it is neither pumerous nor regular in
its attendance. The gentlemen who appear
before it, in the characer of counsel, come for
the occasion and depart with the occasion. The
profession is occupied mainly inthe objects which
engage it in its own domestic form ; it be-
longs to the States, and their tribunal furnish
ibs constant and principal theatre. If the
Judges of the Supremne Court, therefore, are
wholly withdrawn from t e circuit, it appears
to me there is danger of leaving them without
the means of useful intercourse with other
j udicial characters, with the prof ession of whicli
they are members, and with the public.

"These observations are strictly i point
here, and they indicate one of the dangers to be
avoided here, and which would be greatly
increased whwre the suggestion of the hon.
menber for North Simcoe acted upon."

These observations are strictly in point
here, and they indicate one of the dangers
to be avoided here, and which would be
greatly increased wliere the sugges-
tion of the hon. nember for North
Simcoe acted upon. Mr. Webster further
observes :

"I think it useful that Judges should see in
practice the operation of their own decisions.
Thbis will prevent thecry froin running too far,
or refining too much."

Also further on he says:

" But I must take the liberty of saying, that in
regard to the j n dicial ofice, constancy of employ-
mentin of itself, in my judgment agood and agreat
good I appeal to the convictionof the whole pro-
frssion, if, as a general rule, they do not lind
that those Judges who decide most causes decide
them best. Exercise strengthens and sharpens
the faculties in this more than in almost any
other employment. I would have the judicial
office filled by him who is wholly a Judge,
always a Judge, and nothing but a Judge.

And, in a later speech, Mr. Webster goes
more fully into a disous8ion of this ques-
tion, and points out that it is not only
important that the Judges should be so
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employed, but that they should be subject,
by their intercourse with the community,
to opinions which prevailed in the popular
mind, and that they should prevent them-
selves from becoming rusty by the fre-
quency of the application of the principles
of the laWv they were called upon to ad-
minister. The hon. gentleman bas said
he would reduce the Supreme Court to
five Judges. That means that there
may be a judicial decision reversing the
decisions of the various Provincial Courts
by a majority of three to two. At the
present time, by the constitution of the
Court, you have four to two. The judg-
ment of the Court, as at present constituted,
is the same as if it were composed of
seven Judges.

MR. McCARTHY: But five constitute
a quorum.

MR. MILLS: That is true; but it is
not likely that a simple majority of the
quorum is going to decide a very impor-
tant question. It is barely possible, but
it will be absolutely certain, if the lion.
gentleman's views were carried out. I
think that is a strong objection to the
views stated by the hon. gentleman when
this Act vas under consideration in this
House. I was, myself, strongly of the
opinion that we bad given to this Court
an appellant , jurisdiction beyond our
powers. I think so still. When vou look
at the 107th Section of the British North
North America Act, you will find it peo-
vides as follows :-

" The Parliament of Canada may, notwith-
standing anything in this Act, froma time to
timc pro ide for the Con-titution, Maintenance
and Organisation of a Giieral ('ourt of Appeail
for Canada, and for thc establishment of any
additional Courts for tho better admistration of
the laws of Canada.'

I nover could understand how hop.
gentlemen, reading this Act, could assume
that the "General Court of Ap-
peal for Canada" meant- a general
Court of Appeal for the Provinces. It is
important that the laws of Canada should
receive a uniform interpretation through-
out the country, but the Act does not
show that a New Brunswick Statute
should be interpreted in the same way as
a similar Statute in Ontario, nor is it
necessarily of consaquence that it ahoulid.
It woutld, I think, be a great advantage if
the highest Court of euah Province were
the last Court of reaort for the decision

of all Provincial causes and of all ques-
tions, such as questions relating to real
property,ejectment and civil rights, grow-
ing up under Provincial legislation. It
seems to me a rule of common sense that
the Judicial Department of the Province
should be as competent to interpret the
law as a Legislative Department is to pass
the law. I think we have heard the same
principle laid down by the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake), with re-
gard to the importance of having a
Supreme Court as the final interpreter of
the laws of Canada, without going to the
other side of the Atlantic.

SiRa JOHN A. MACDONALD: Then
my bon. triend must vote for the repeal,
if it is unconstitutional.

AIa. MILLS : No ; that question
may be settled by the Court itself,
when it is raised before the Court, or by
an amendment to the Act. Apart from
the question of the constitutionality of
this Provincial appellate power, as a
question of political expediency, it is im-
portant that the ultiiate tribunal for the
decision of Provincial questions, in order
to prevent unnecessary litigation and use-
less expense, should be within the Pro-
vince. It is important that the highest
Court of each Province should be the last
Court of resort for the administration of
tei laws of that Province. The system
pursued in the United States would, I
think, be a safe and proper rule to adopt
here. I think, Sir, it will be a very great
mistake to deprive the Judges from ob-
taining the experience theŽy are consantly
acquiring, by the- decisions they are required
to give as a Court of Exnchequer. I do
not think that they are lihely to be over-
worked for sone time to come, and it will,
no doubt, be a very great advantage to
the public to have a judicial interpreta-
tion of contracts by this tribunal, rather
than have them interpreted by Boards of
Arbitration, which will Be always more
or less subject to p iitcal prm2,ýsure
I have no doubt the public have
already largely gained by the existence
of this Court as a Court of original juris-
diction. I have no doubt, also, that the
country ias largely gainedl by the estab-
lalshment of this Court as the last Court to
resort to for the interpretation of the
laws of Canada, and I believe that ex-
perience will point out the expediency of
confning the appsllant jariscliction to ita
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jurisdiction as a General Court of Appeal
for Canada, as the words of the Statute
imply, and not a general Court of A p-
peal for the Provinces, with which it has
no immediate connection. We are told,
in this Constitution, under which the Gov-
-ernment of this country is being carried
on, that it is established on a Federal
principle. Now, the very idea of federa-
tion is the Government in which all the
Departments of the Government are
-connected with each other; and that
one Department shall not be made broader
or more comprehensive than another, ex-
cept by express words in the Constitution,
too clear to admit of being questioned.
Judicial decisions upon Provincial matters,
in so far as they construe and interpret
the Local law, must be taken as a part of
the Provincial statute law, and the Par-
liament of Canada can no more create a
Court to alter that construction
than it can legislate upon the sub-
jects assigned to the Local Legislatures.

MR. BO ULTBEE : I had early in this
debate a conviction that I had for a long
while pressed upon me by my constitu-
ents, that this Court does not serve a pur-
pose sufficiently useful to counterbalance
the expense incurred. But anyone who
has sat here this evening, and heard able
members of the Bar defend it, and
listened to the arguments of bon. gentle-
men who wish to support the Court,
must bave become convinced that it ought
to be abolished at once. All the bon.
gentlemen who have spoken in favour of
the Court, hAve found new cases of com-
plaintagainst it, and, if wewere toentertain
all the arguments of the supporters of the
Court, we should be comitting a crime in
not abolishing it to-night. We ougLt
not to allow it to continue if it is as great
an evil as it is said to be. It is diflicuit
to understand the arguments of these
hon. gentlemen who support the Court.
The hcn. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) thinks it is full of evils, yet he
regards it as a better Court than the
Court of last resort in England, which
we have been taught to believe is
a pure fountain of the highest
law. Yet the bon. member for West
Durham bas got a low opinion
of the legal talent of England. Notwith-
standing, I think that in certain cases of
great importance it is worth while to go
to the expense of getting the best decis-

Ma. MILL.

ions that can be got in the world. What
the particular views of the last gentle-
man that spoke, the member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills), were, I cannot exactly
divine. They were too subtle for my
understanding. He expressed a desire to
keep the Judges in training, and he read
from some American author to show that
a Judge should always be a Judge. But,
at the same time, he wants to deprive the
Court of three-fourtbs of its work. He
desires to eliminate from it a jurisdiction
over matters pertaining to the various
Provinces. If the Court is of any use, it is
to decide these matters. But, perhaps, I
do not understand the hon. gentleman
clearly. uHs argument seemed to be, in
a measure, involved. But this I do
understand, and the House will have
to understand it, and the present
Government, and any Government
that follows the present Government
will have to understand, that the
people of this country, and especially
the people of Ontario, have a fixed convic-
tion, which is gaining strength every day,
that, in seeking to redress a wrong or en-
force a right, our system is needlessly
cumbersome, tedious and expensive. We
are depriving the poor man from getting
what every man under our system ought
to get, that is, justice. The hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) iakes
use, of the argument that but a small
number of cases are carried into these
Courts of Appeal. That, however, is not
the only matter to be considered in this
connection. In a country like this, where
the amount involved is generally small,
and where the litigants are generally of
small means, when a man is in litigation
with a railway or an insurance company,
or a rich mercantile bouse, lie is obliged
to give up half his rights and come to terms
of compromise for fear of being taken from
one of these Courts toanother. So a greater
evil permeates our whole business system
than is observable from the actual number
carried to the Courts of Appeal. I take
issue with the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), when he says that
the fact of having this Supreme Court
makes our Judges more careful in the ad-
mninistration of the law in their own Courts.
My experience is to the contrary. It is
not an uncommnon thing to hear in our
Courts, when a case of more than ordinary
interest is argued, one of the Judges in the
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Court sav : " Oh, we suppose this case will tht, whenthereisan appealfromtheCourts
be carried to appeal ; it is not worth while of the Province of Quebec to the Supreme
troubling more about it, and going to the Court, we find ourselves in this position:
labour of looking into the matter. It will that often a judgment rendered by a large
be taken to the Supreme Court, and there majority of the Court of Queen's Bencl
argued in extenso." To my mind, no nay te reversed by the Suprere Court;
matter whether there are the ad- that is Vo say, thàt a judgment may be
vantages which these gentlemen say rendered by four or five Judges of the
there are attached to the fact of having Court of Appeal of the Province of
a Supreme Court - and no man can Quebec, and yet that judgment may te
deny that there are these advantages- appealed Vo the Supreme Court, and there
yet, if the people of the country arrive at reversed by two Judges called from the
a fixed opinion that this higher Court of Province of Quebec. Two-Vhirds of the
Appeal does not serve a useful object, it Judges of the Supreme Court do not
wilI be the duLy of the Government to understand the laws of the Province of
give effeet to the wisoes of the people. of Quebec, and they are, therefore, pable to
will e their duty either to abolish the err in cases coming before the Court
Court, or make suci a change in it as will h fro that Province. Now, Mr. Speaker,
Suit the views of their constituents. is was to those inconveniences the
Though in favour of doing away with this lion. the Prime Minister referred when hie
Court, I do not think it could be %usefully stated that the Government would make
~done away with, or properly deait with, it their business, during the Recess, Vo en-
by the present Bil, whith provides no deavour to tind a remedy. The muse
means, after the Court is abolished, for must understand that, when the Covern-
deciding questions wlîich, must te Ieft Vo ment take that position, and make
some Court to decide, nor even of carry- so solenn a promise, it is their in-
ing on the cases now before the Court, tention to meet the objections which have
and beinQ fully satisfied that when such a been raised, and to corne down ne t
measure is brougbt in, the Government Session with a measure calculated to meet
must assume the responsibility of it, I the just coplaints of hon. members fro n
shah vote in favour of the amendment of the Province of Quebe, and Vo remove
the ton. niember for West Durham (Mr. the grievances enumerated by them this
iBlake). evening. I trust, therefore, under these

Mi. LAN yEVIN: do noV wish to circumstances, that eon. rembers Coil
prolon, th debate, but I desire that the feel that they must give tw Government
position Of the Government in relation Vo tinie for mature deliberation on the
this qluestion should te well understood. measuire they intend to prepare, in order
I fear that, when my ion. friend the Vo meet their views, and I feel sure they
Prime Minister explained the views of the wil not then have t e sanie rounds
Administration, bis voice was noV stron for voting against the measure which wil
byothptor e heard throughout the ouse. e presented Vo them, that but for that
m would say, therefore, that it is the in- promised measure, they would, this even-

tention of se Governfment, during te ing, have for voting against the Supreme
iRecess, Vo, examine this que£tion with Court A-et.
special reference Vo, the Province of M. DESJARDINS: it was tiv in-
Quebec, so as Vo ascertain what steps must tention Vo vote in favour of the Bill 0f Vihe
ie taken in order Vo meet the objections hon. member for East Northumberland
whic u have been raised, and the incon- (Mr. Keeler), for the rensons which n ex-
veniences resulting froni tte 'working of pressed on the subject in the course of
this Court. The flouse must understand hast Session. The Supreme Court, as now
that J, myseif, have neyer had reason o o onftituted, in no way meets the views of
entertain great love for the Supreme the population of the Province of Quebec
Court, and that, conequently, the posi- as a Courit of Appeal in civil matters. As
tion e takv hs eveing, in relation o as been rearked by the hon. Min-
that Court, is taken, not in the interest ister who lias jut spoken, that Court, as
Of t e Court ln personally oorposed, but nww constituted,'does not afford alh the
wth view Vo the general interests of the g antees whicl we are entitled to ex-
nouinio of Canada. ahro quite aware pe t from a Supreme Court. The Court
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of Queen's Bench (Appeal Side) which we
have in that Province is greatly superior
to it, and commands greater confidence
among suitors, because the five Judges
who compose that Court are thoroughly
conversant with our laws; wherein, the
majority of the six Judges of which the
Supreme Court is composed do not
possess the qualifications of our Court of
Appeal and of our Superior Court. Thus,
as I pointed out, last year, in order to be
qualified for a seat on the Bench in the
Province of Quebec, the aspirant must
first have studied our Civil Law for four
years, and then have practised as an
advocate for ten years; and, until those
two periods have elapsed, no advocate
can be called to a seat on the Bench. In
the Supreme Court, which bas the right
eith er to reverse or to confirm thej udgments
rendered by our Courts in the Province
of Quebec, only two of the six Judges
possess the qualifications required by our
Judges in civic jurisdiction. Still, Sir,
after the assurance which the hon. the
Prime Minister gave us this afternoon,
and which bas just been repeated by the
hon. the Minister of Public Works, I am
of opinion that members of this House
from the Province of Quebec should be
satisfied, and we have every reason
to believe that the Government, in
response to our expectation, will, next
Session, bring forward such a modi-
fication of the constitution of the
Supreme Court as will meet the wishes of
our constituents. If, therefore, Sir, the
bon. mover of the Bill now under con-
sideration, not contented with the as-
surances of the GovernmeLnt, continues to
urge its adoption, it will be my duty to
vote against the motion for the second
reading and to await the presentation of
the Government measure before taking
action.

MR. BÉCHARD: Before voting this
evening on the measure now under dis-
cussion by the House, I desire to offer a
few words in explanation of my motives
for the vote I shall give. When the Bill
organising the Supreme Court w! s
adopted by the Parliament of Canada, I
voted against the measure, not because I
was opposed to the establishment of a
Sapreme Court cases in appeal which had
clination whatever to support that pro-
vision of the Bill which aubmitted to the

Suprene Court casem in appeal which had
hin. DESJARDINS.

been adjudicated upon in the Courts of first
instance,in accordance with the provisions
of the Civil Code in the Province of
Quebec. That was my reason for voting
against the Bill when it was submitted to
the House. I would have voted for a
Supreme Court, taking cognisance only of
cases resulting from the operation of
Dominion Laws, and of cases involving
constitutional questions. Last year, I
voted for the first reading of the Bill in-
troduced by the hon. member for East
Northumberland (Mr. Keeler), but I
must say, after the explanations just
given by the bon. the Minister of Public
Works, who promises a reform in the
organisation of the Supreme Court, of
such a nature as to satisfy public opinion
in the Province of Quebec, I am disposed
to adopt the position taken by the Min-
istry-following the lead of my hon. friend
from West Durham-and vote against the
second reading of the Bill introduced by
the hon. member for East Northumberland.
The hon. merûber's Bill is a radical
measure, calculated to overthrow one of
the established institutions of the country.
I am not a Radical, but a Liberal of the
English School, and I am strongly op-
posed to his measure.

MR. LANDRY: The hon. member for
Iberville (Mr. Béchard) does not surprise
me when he says that the measure
brought forward for the abolition of the
Supreme Court is a radical one. I think
he recognises i. it one of bis progeny,
politically speaking; but what dces sur-
prise me is that, after such a declaration,
the hon. member has not the courage to
record bis vote in favour of the abolition
cf the Court. But, after al], in this
world we are liable every day to great
surprises, and, if the hon. member for Iber-
ville prepares one for us by saying that
he will to-day vote for the Government,
although the Government is net cou-
cerned in the question, you will not be
surprised, Sir, to see that I shall, to-night,
record an opposite vote. I must say, and
this is an explanation of the vote I am
about to record, that, when the general
elections took place-I allude especially
to the county of Montmagny-we had to
undergoaviolentstrugglewith thespeakers'
of the Liberal party, and, in that struggle,
asinthoao which took place at the timein all
the other oounties, we raised our voiees
strongly against the Supreme Court. We
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made promises to the electors, telling
them that we would vote against the
Supreme Court, and I think that, under
existing circumstances, it is our duty to
keep our word. The Government,
through the hon. the Minister of Public
Works, has just told us that they will,
during the Recess, consider as to the steps
to be adopted to ameliorate the position of
the Province of Quebec in relation to
that Court. Well, Sir, we wish to make
the Government work more easy in that
respect, and I think that, if we were all
now to vote for the abolition of the
Supreme Court, the Government, having
elbow-room, would be in a position to
inaugurate magnificent reforma. I think,
from that point of view, that we shall
quite as well assist the Government as
those who are about to vote for the amend-
ment proposed by the hon. member for
West Durham (Mr. Blake). We have no
wish to impute blame to the Government
for the position which it has assumed in
respect of this measure. On the contrary,
we merely wish to assist them, and to con-
tribute-in a negative way, it is true, but
in one not the less efficacious-to the re-
organisation of the Supreme Court, so that
the Province of Quebec, and the whole
Dominion, may experience the best results.
Ihadnot the pleasure of being present inthe

louse when the hon. member for Bagot
(Mr. Mousseau) delivered his speech,
His Excellency having required my pre-
sence at Rideau Hall. I have no doubt
that the hon. member adduced in favour
of the abolition of the Supreme Court
all the arguments which I could myself
have done, had I spoken in his stead. For
these reasons, it is not necessary for meto
make a long speech, and I shall confine
myself to saying that it is my intention
to vote for the Bill brought in by the hon.
member for East Northumberland, and,
that I may do so, I must vote against the
amendment proposed by the hon. member
for West Durham.

Motion made and question proposed:

That the said Bill be not now read the
second time,but that it be read the second time
this day six months.-(Mr.Blake.)

The House divided :-Yeas, 148 •

nays, 29.

Mesieurs
AIbott K ilvet

'uion King

Angers Xirkpatrick
Anglin Kranz
Arkell Lane
Baby Langevin
Bain Laurier
Baker Longley
Bannerman Macdonald(Kng@,P.E.I>
Barnard Macdonald,(Vict B.O.)
Beauchesne MeDonald (C. Breton>
Béchard McDonald (Pictou)
Benoit MeDonald (Vict. N. S.)
Bergin MacDonnell (Inverneus)
Bill Maékenzie
Blake Macmillan
Bolduc McCalJum
Boultbee McCarthy.
Bourbea McCuaig
Bowefl McGreevy
Brecken McLnnes
Brooks Mclsaac
Bunster McKay
Burnham. MeLennan
Burpee (St. John) McRory
Burpee (Sunbury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Mal.son
Cameron (N. ýictorîa)i\Méthot
Caron Mills
Cartwright Muttart
Casey Ogden
Casgrain Oliver
Chander Paterson (S. Brant)
Charlton iPerra t
Cion Pickard
Cockburn (Muskoka) Platt
Colby Plumb
Conneil Pope (Compton)
Costigan Pope (Queens,P.E.I.)
Coughin Poupore
Currier Richey
Daly Robertson (Hamilton)
Dawson Robertson (Sheburne>
DeCosmos Robinson
Desaulniers Rogers
Desjardins Ross (Dundas)
Doull Ross (West Middlesex)
Drew
I ngas
1liott
Farrow
Ferguson
Fitzsimm
Fleming
Flynn
Gault
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillmor
Girouard
Girouard
Gunn
Guthrie
Hackett
Hay
Ulesson
lliard

Bolton
Houde
Huntingt
Hurteau
Jaokson
JoneS
Kcillaà

Rouleau
Royal
Ryan (Marquette)
Rymal
Scriver

ons Shaw
Skinner
Smith (Selkirk)
Smith (Weskioroland)
Snowball
Sproule
Stephenson

(Jacq.'Cartier)Tassé
(Kent, N. B.)Thompson (Cariboo)

Thompson (Haldimand)
Tilley
Trow
Tupper
Vallée
Wallace(South Norfolk)
Weldon
White (Cardwell)

on White (North Renfrew>
Williams
Wfiser
Wright
Yeo-148.
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Bergeron
Bourassa
Coupal
Cuthbert
Daoust
Dumont
Fiset
Fortin
Gigault
Grandbois
Kaulbach
Kepler
Landry
LaRue
Little

For-
Domville

Messieurs
Massue
Merner
Montplaisir
Mousseau
Olivier
Ouimet
Pinsoaneault
Rinfret
Routhier
Rykert
Tellier
Vanasse
Wallace (West York)
White, (E. Hastings-29.

PAIRS :

Against-
McQuade

Question resolved in the afrmative.

SUPPLY-THE ESTIMATES.

QUESTION.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would like to
enquire when it is expected that the
Budget Speech will be made, and when
the Estimates will be brought down.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It is not
possible, at the present moment, to state
when the Budget Speech will be made.
Very much depends upon the returns
asked for by hon. members. As far as the
Budget Speech is concerned, it is very
important that both sides of the House
should have them before entering into any
discussion. They are being prepared
with all expedition. The Estimates vill
not be before the House until the middle
of next week.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
We would dispense with the returns in
order to get the Budget. During the four
or five years that we had the administra-
tion of affairs, on no occasion was the
Budget delayed beyond the present stage
of the Session. There is no possibility of
doing any real business until we get the
Estimates and the Budget. Expenses will
be unnecessarily increased by keeping us
in Session longer than we otherwise might
be, or the time for doing the real work of
the Session will be less, for no real busi-
ness @an be done until we get the Budget.

House adjourned at
Pfteen minutes after

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 27th February, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in
troduced and read thefi-st tine :-

Bill (No. 39) To incorporate the Montreal
and Province Line Railway Company.-(Mr.
Scriver.)

Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Mail Print-
ing Coipany.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

COMMON ASSAULTS DEFENDANTS
WITNESSES ACT AMEND-

MENT BILL.
(fMr. ZdcCarthy.)

FIRST READING.

MR. McCARTHY introduced a Bill
(No. 41) To amend an Act to provide that
persons charged with common assault
shall be competent as witnesses. He said:
Two years ago, an Act was passed permit-
ting defendants to be examined as wit-
nesses in cases of common assault, no
matter whether tried on information in a
summary manner or on indictment. So
long as the charge was one of common
assault, the parties to the proceeding were
entitled to be called as witnesses either by
the Crown or on their own behalf. By
some means or other, a proviso seems to
have slipped into the third clause of
the Act, to the effect that, where an in-
dictment includes a charge of a graver
nature, such as an aggravated assault, the
defendant may not be called as a witness,
even if the Judge, at the close of the case
for the Crown, thinks there is no graver
charge made out than one of common
assault. The first part of the clause indi-
cates that where the charge, in the
opinion of the Judge, is nothing more
than one of common assault, the defen-
dant may be called as a witness; but the
proviso says that this provision shall not
be applied to a case where a jury is em-
panelled. I am unable to understand
how that proviso ever came to be a part
of the section. I cannot understand the
reason therefor, and I know of one case
at least in which it worked a very great
hardahip. The practice is that, if a
case is being tried before a County
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Court Judge under the provisions for the
speedy trial of offences, and at the end of
the case for the Crown the Judge thinks
no greater charge can be sustained than
that of common assault, the defendant
may be called as a witness; but, if the
case is tried at the Sessions or Assizes be-
fore a jury, and the Judge is of that
opinion, the defendant's mouth is closed,
and he cannot be called as a witness in
his own behalf. I am unable to under-
stand the meaning of this difference. I
think it is unfair to the defendant, and I
therefore desire to repeal the proviso.

Mn. BLAKE: I cannot say, at the
moment, that I remember the ground that
was given in the House for the introduc-
tion of that proviso. The Bill was in the
hands of a private inember, and it was
referred to a Select Committee, composed
almost exclusively of lawyers. They re-
ported it with that proviso, and I have no
doubt they had some good reason for it.
I think we had better, as far as we can,
re-appoint the Committee and let them find
out what that reason was.

MR. McCARTHY: I think it was a
technical reason, probably that, while the
Judge trying the matter might make up
his mind, at the close of the case, that
there was no graver charge, still
the jury might not arrive at that con-
clusion. But I do not think we ought
any longer to allow that proviso to
remain.

Bill read thefirst time.

STOCK BROKERS REGULATION BILL.

(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

FIRST READING.

Mn. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier)
introduced a Bill (No. 42) To regulate
stock brokers and suppress gambling in
stocks. He said: I propose, by this Bill,
to introduce the same provisions which
are contained in the Bill which I had the
honour to introduce last Session. It is
well known that in this country very
few limitations exist regarding the trans-
actions of stock-brokers. It is well known,
also, that, for a couple of centuries at least,
i Great Britain, limitations have been
m existence, obliging stock-brokers to
give the names of their clients, when they
eithpr seil or purchase stock. At the
samne tine, regulations were made provid-
ing that stock-brokers were to be licensed

by the city corporation of London. The
same regulation exists all through Europe,
and among other places at the Stock
Exchange both at Paris and Berlin. I
propose, therefore, to introduce in this
Bill the samne provisions which are con-
tained in the Bill of last Session.

Bill read the flr8t time.

'PUBLIC SERVICE REFORM BILL.

(ÀMr. Casey.)

FIRST READING.

Ma. CASEY introduced a Bill (No.43)
To ensure the better qualification of pub-
lic servants, and the greater efficiency and
economy of the Public Service. He
said: I had not intended to introduce
this Bill this Session, in view of the fact
that the measure deals with the samne
subject which was promised to be dealt
with by the Government; but the
other night we were informed by the
leader of the Government that he
had no objection to seeing measures
that were mentioned in the Speech
from the Throne introduced by pri-
vate members on either side of the
House, so long as they were in general
agreement with those the Government
intended to introduce. As the hon.
gentleman who moved the Address gave
us to understand that the Government
measure would be in the direction of
remodelling our service upon that of Eng-
land, in regard to the introduction of
competitive examinations, and, as that is
the tendency of the Bill I have intro-
duced, I am sure the Government will
have no objection to my bringing in that
Bill. Of course, I do not ask those gen-
tlemen to take up the Bill exactly as it
stands, or authorise me to put it through,
but it may be useful for comparison with
any other they may choose to bring down.
On asking the right hon. gentleman the
leader of the Government, on Thursday,
when their measure might be expected to
come down, I received the answer that it
would be " ere long." We hope to be
away from this capital " ere long," and it
is quite possible that the Government
measure might not be down until
a late period in the Session, as
Government measures are sometimes
apt to be delayed in making
their appearance. I thought it better,
therefore, to secure the correctness of the
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prediction made by the right hon. the
Premier in the Speech from the Throne, to
the effect th at there would be a discussion
on this subject during the Session. Think-
ing it better to have that discussion at an
early period in the Session, I have con-
cluded to introduce this Bill.

Bill read the first time.

BRITISH COLUMBIA SUPREME COURT
JUDGES BILL.

(1fr. McDonald, Pictou.)

FIRST RKADING.

Order for receiving report of Committee of the
Whole on resolutions respecting the better Ad-
ministration of Justice Act, 1878, of British
Columbia, and to make pi ovision for the salaries
of two additiunal Judges of the Supreme Court
of British Columbia, read.

MR. BLAKE: My hon.friendthe Minis-
ter of Justice has been good enough to sup-
ply me with the statements promised at the
last stage, and I propose to make a few fur-
ther observations on the measure, founded
chiefly upon the considerations which are
to be derived from these documents. It
will be recollected that the First Minister,
while admitting the correctness in a gen-
eral sense of the views that were ex-
pressed from this side of the House,
pointed out that there was nothing but a
general statement, that there were no
details from which the House could satis-
factorily form an impression adverse to
the proposal, and he asked that almost
conclusive weight should be given to the
view of the Legislature. Since then some
additional evidence of the mischievous
tendency of the view which has been
repeatedly expressed by that hon. gentle-
man, as to the supreme weight to be

given to the opinions of Local authorities
upon these subjects, has come into my
possession. I observe that, in Nova
Scotia, with whose judicial system the
hon. the Minister of Justice must be
familiar, a Province which has received
considerable accessions within a short
space of time to the number of its Judges,
the Bar Society bas passed a ,resolu-
tion declaring that the interests of the
Province demand the further addition of
two members to the Supreme Court. I
have little doubt that, so long as we lay
down the principle that this Government
is to be guided by whatever the Local
Legislature decides to be necessary in the
matter of the creation of Judgeships, so

MR. 0£IZY.

long we will find them making extremely
liberal appropriations of our moneys. It
is probable, at any rate possible, that the
Legislature of Nova Scotia may follow
the views of the Bar in that Province, and
that you may soon be called upon to meet
this question, weakened in your position
by the reiteration of the doctrine to which
I have referred. Now, the case of Brit-
ish Columbia bas always been regarded
as exceptional, in considering the various
proposals which have been made during
the last few years past to remodel that
Judiciary. They have all been based upon
the preliminary assumption that the exist-
ing County Court Judges must be pen-
sioned off and replaced by professional
men. I am not, I think, asking the Govern-
ment to take any extreme unprecedented
course when I ask them to consider that
circumstance as very exceptional and
therefore demanding exceptional treat-
ment. It is to be remembered that no
less, I think, than four, certainly three,
Local Acts proposing changes in the ju-
dicial system, embracing the retirement
on pensions of the existing County Court
Judges, have been disallowed by the Ca-
nadian Executive. We have decided, year
after year, without adverse comment upon
our course in Parliament, that, where the
proposal of the Local Legislature was so
extreme as to require us, in order to in-
crease the Judiciary, to pension off those
whom they themselves, in their capacity
as an independent Province, had placed
upon the Bench, we should decline the
proposal. Now, from the papers, you will
find that the Bar Society of Nova Scotia
has not been singular in passing resolu-
tions upon such subjects. In 1875, the
Bar Society of British Columbia decided
" that the proposal to fill up vacancies in
the Bench of the County Court by ap-
pointees from any Bar other than the Bar
of British Columbia is not in accordance
with the opinions of this meeting, it being
considered that such appointments should
be made from the Local Bar; and further,
that the British North America Act con-
templates that the judicial department
should be so filled up." That was part of
the proceedings of a meeting favouring
the superannuation of the County Court
Judges, and their replacement by some
disinterested members of the societ;
which passed this disinterested resolution.
A report from the Department of Justice,

Suprneme Court Bill.[00MMONS.]
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ctober, 1876, in tion. One of tbem Points out that the
ce from British Executive of the Province had been
to not filling up éharged, for a long period, with the duty
y the decease of of fxing the time when circuits should be

held, and it was not unreasonable that
B3ritish Columbia, having a very migra-

ancouver's Island
and three County

areesciir ~ tributed itself in different localities, asare residing(, on
ty Court Judges." the mining interests might be prosperous

teor duli, there should be some elasticity in
opinion of the system. The check upon the Execu-

present j udi-presen judi tive used to be that they had te obtain
reduced, and from the Local Legislature the supplies

e as to a modifi-
s which would for the circuit which they ordered to be

s whch wuldheld, but it is obvious tbat after Con-
Judges to carry when it was for the Local Ex-
Sir, in 1877, a ecutive to order the Circuit, and for this
ondence ensued. Parliament te pay the cost, that whole-
the Government some check disappeared, and the matural
hat of Canada resulta followed. The letter says
ntroduced in the

for its object Since Confederation, however, other con-
urt jdicia dis siderations than those which would operate onourt judicial dis-forpo the mind of a Jndge have occasionally offerednt of four themsees t the Executive, and two or thre

in the County Circuit@ have been held which the Judgeswould
non-professional certainlynot have undertaken of their own
an Government accord, at leaet net at the times which seemed

egood t the Executive."

.or the superan-
Ôfficers. The

ed in a report,
hich concluded

The Judges were asked to advise with
reference to the County Court system,
and oompetency of those Judges, and
they expressed opinions on that subject
which seem to~ be~ extremelv inonrtant in

"Considering the enormous cost of the ad- considering the propriety of superannuat-
ministration of justice in British Columbia, 1 ing those gentlemen in the prime of lue,
think it would not be right to propose to Parlia- and in the fuiness of their vigour, for the
ment to pension the present Judges, with a purpose of replacing them with new men
view to making new appointments; and it ap- te be paid for out of the moneys of the
pears to me that the plan of the Local Govern- Canadian people. One Judge says
ment should embrace two main propositions :(I)
the continued utilisation of the existing staff; (2) The County Court Judges have been act-
such changes in the system as may increase the ing, ail of them since 1867, and, thongh not
utility of that staff. I cannot but think that legally trained, are ail men of sound intelli-
even less than five County Court Judges and geace, good common sense, and strict integ-
three Supreme Court Judges would, under a rity. They have always given satisfaction and
proper system, reasonably supply the wants of no word of complaint was heard tii after the
British Columbia." death of Mr. Bushby."

Now, Sir, there was a correspondence And lie proceeds te explain how
which took place with the learned Judges easily a re-arrangement would have
of the Supreme Court, with a view to ob- obviated this compiaint. He goes on to say:
tain some suggestions which might result "As to utiising the present staff, a more ex-
in concerted action between the Govern- cellent set of men, non-professional. coulc not
ments of Canada and British Columbia, be found. No doubt it would bu butter to have
by which the judicial staff might be more able professional men, but, if the question is
satisfactorily arranged, without involving directly put, do the necessities of te adminis-b Y 9 tration of juatice require that these 'Men should
the enormous relative expense to which I bepensioned and removed, it mu£t bc ans8wered
have referred. In the course of that in the negative."
correspondence, statements were made by Another Judge says
some of the Judges which are not im- 1 think thaù the present body of men better
material, I think, to the present considera- command publie respect, and do their work
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more efficiently, than any set of men you are Victoria, the capital city. The corres-
likely to be able to procure for the same sala. pondence shows the advantages of resid-
ries, or nearlv the same salaries ; and, cer- intere as com adwtan
tainly, are far better than any set of men y n t P c
can procure here. * * * All the present place in the Province, and particularly
men have had many years' schooling on the with the far interior of the mainland.
Bench, though none of them were trained to You will now be called upon to take at

te t n their youth ; hco e least one of the existing Judges from
from very early years up to 1871. Victoria and station him on the main-
They are all men of about forty or forty-five land. If you remove him to the least
years of age, highly honourable, of good sense inconvenient place, perhaps to New
and experence. Their d2cisions are very sel- Westminster ou cannot justl do so
dom appealed." .etintr yo cant jutl do

without adding to his salary. You
And the third Supreme Court Judge ex- have to find two other Judges to
pressed similar opinions as to the County reside inland, one of them in the
Court Judges. There is also in this cor- remote district of Cariboo at Barker-
respondence a statement which I repeat ville. For this you must pay the
from memory, pointing out the different extra allowance which has always been
condition of things in the interior of the considered necessary, in order Vo enable a
mainland as compared with Victoria. man Vo live there. Therefore, wbat the
This is of extreme importance, because, in British Columbia Legisiature now pro-
view of the Act of the last Session by the poses to us is a thing that cannot be ac-
Local Legislature, I see, and my hon. complished under the tenms of my hon.
friend, on , consideration will see, that it friend's Bil, and he wiil probably find it
will be impossible for him practically to necessary, if the resolutions become law,
carry out his plan. The fact that is, in Vo core down to us very soon, saying:
the remoter parts, the inconveniences of We are unabi. to work out the plan; we
situation, the absence of accommodation, must pay more in order Vo carry it out
the distance from all civilised society, the Vo the satisfaction of British Columbia.
climate, and the enormously enhanced My bon. friend must, sooner or later,
expense of living, will always render it take authority Vo rerove one of the
necessary that the Judge assigned to the Judges, and Vo pay more money than he
inland district should receive an extra now proposes for the service. I quite
allowance of at least one thousand dollars agree that there ehould be some local ad-
a year. The reasonableness of that view ministration of justice in the remotest
is proved by experience. The Judge who parts of that country, so far as, under its
now resides in the Cariboo district, is now, peculiar circumstances,Vhs can be secured.
as, that Judge always has been, in the If you to-day 'establish, with this Local
receipt of that extra allowance. Now, law before you, a Supreme Court, on the
you are called upon to provide for the theory that you are going Vo leave them
residence of several Judges, in various ail in Victoria, your Vheory will fait. If
parts of British Columbia, of whom three you substitute only two for the five ex-
are to be on the mainland, and of these istng Judges you remove, you are lessen-
two in the interior. I call my kon. ing the means of supplying Local Courts
friend's attention to this, because throughout the Province, and you will
it is obvious that British Columbia will soon be required Vo make more Judges in
not be satisfied, unless the provisions order Vo give the benefits of a local
of the last Act are executed. The added administration of justice, Vo the extent
responsibility which will thus devolve on possible with the present staff. The
Canada is of no small importance. While Kootenay and Cassiar circuits, the
my bon. friend was justified, last year, by most distant of ail, are, by the late
the Local legislation which had then Local Actpropprly assigned to the Victoria
taken place, in proposing to this House, district, Vo be served b the two Judges
as a measure which would meet the de- wlio reside there. As to that I have a
mands of British Columbia, Vo grant remark of a serious character Vo make.
$4)000 a year each, for the salary of two Hon, gentlemen have taken exception tw
Judges, the laVe Act makes ail the if- the i orequency of Asuizes in that country,
ference in the -vorld. You have three but it will be found, from the figures with
Supreme Court Juuges now residing in which I am about Vo trouble the iouse,

MR. ]BLAKE.
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that not much injustice has been suffered
by the people of British Columbia in that
regard. But there is a real difficulty
with regard to the transaction of business
involving the transport of prisoners from
Cassiar and Kootenay. To-day it is
practically impossible to transport pris-
oners from that part of the interior to
Victoria, the only place where they can be
imprisoned for any length of time, there
being no suitaMl'.3 jails or facilities in
Cassiar or Kcca nay. These are places in
which the t mate is rigorous, and the
population fluctuating. ln winter, those
mountain places are deserted, except by
forty orfifty persons whoremaintoguard the
store-houses and watch some of the mining
claims. So long as you are fortunate
enough to have a case that mav be dis-
posed of summarily, you may arrange it
on the spot; but, if you have a serious
case, it is impossible there to dispose of
it. There is, therefore, less reason for
holding Assizes in Cassiar and Kootenay,
until some means are provided by the Local
Government for the carrying out of sen-
tences of imprisonment, since it is
now impossible to transport prisoners
to Victoria, over the Stickeen and through
'United States Territory. When we re-
flect that the cost of an Assize is from
$2,000 to $3,000, we shall see that this,
under the circumstances I have stated, is
a comparatively large expense to incur
for a comparatively amall object. I shall
trouble the Flouse with some figures to
enable it to judge how far the judicial
business of British Columbia demands the
establishment of the proposed plan. The
amount of business performed on circuits
by the Supreme Court Judges is em-
braced in the returns furnished by the
Minister of Justice. The Victoria busi-
ness is not given. In 1870-71 the Su-
preme Court in British Columbia held on
circuit twelve Courts; at those twelve
Courts there were tried thirty-three mat-
ters, at an expense for travelling of the
Judge only of $2,514.03, or $76 for
every case tried. In 1871-2 thirteen
Courts were held, at which thirty-nine
cases were tried, or three for each, at a
travelling expense of $3,394.74, or $87
a case. In 1872-3 there were fifteen
Courts, which tried fifty-one cases, at an
expense of $2,565.18. In 1873-4: Courts,
eighteen; cases, forty-eight; expenses,
$8,417.92. This gives less than threeJ

18

cases a Court, and $179 a case. The new
régime had produced its fruits. In 1874-5
there were: Courts, fifteen; cases, thirty-
two; expenses, $7,250.77-just over two
cases a Court, and $226 a case, for the
travelling expenses. In 1875-6 the
Courts numbered sixteen ; cases, twenty-
nine-less than two a Court, with a total
expense of $5,578.60, or $192 a case.
Thus, while the business was diminishing,
the expenses were increasing. For 187 6-7,
and subsequent years, the returns are not
complete, but such as they are they fur-
nish no indication that the amount
of business had increased in those years.
But in 1876-7 we called attention to the
f rightf ul increase, and managed by
stringent measures to pull them up a bit,
and the expenses, I am glad to say, were
very considerably reduced. For 1876-7
it was $4;569 ; for 1877-8, $2,956 ; and
for 1878-9,$3,954. This reform was ac-
complished by very considerable redue-
tions in the cost of travelling, and by not
holding some circuits, which the hon.
member for Victoria (Mr. DeCosmos)
says was a great calamity, which he in-
sists shall never recur, so that, if your
proposed plan is to be adopted, you must
expect this travelling system to continue
to run up to a large amount. Let me
give you a statemenat of the travelling
expenses of the two Courts, the Supreme
and County Courts. ln 1870-71, their
total expenses for travelling were $5,428 ;
in 1871-2, the return is imperfet ; 1873-4
$10,472 ; 1874-5, $11,781 ; 1875-6,
$10,938; 1876-7, $7,278 ; 1877-8,
$5,672 ; 1878-9, $7,034. These figures
are given by the Deputy-Auditor of
British Columbia in the return the hon.
the Minister of Justice has furnished. If I
have gave the amounts as they appear in
the Public Accounts, they would stand
thus: 1871-2, $2,972 ; 1872-3, $6,720.61;
1873-4,. $11,722.30; 1874-5, $12,400;
1875-6, $11,826. With reference to the
amount of business done by those Courts,
we have not got a detailed return for
the later years. I have given you the
gross amount of circuit business trans-
acted by the Supreme Court in the earlier
years. The partial returns for the later
years show that in Nanaimo two Courts
were held in 1877, but there was no civil
business. There were but four criminal
cases, besides two indictments against one
of the parties not prosecuted. ln

British Columibia
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1878, two Courts were held ir
Nanaimo, there being no business at
all at one of them, and no civil business
at the other, and five criminal cases, al
against Chinese; and four for an offence
which the member for Vancouver (Mr.
Bunster) may not deem very heinoris-
gaming. The travelling expense was
eighty-one dollars and fifty cents per Court.
Thus in two years, in Nanaimo, there were
four Courts, with no civil business at any,
and criminal business of an extremely tri-
fling character. ln New Westminster
there were two Courts, at one no civil
case and but six criminal cases. Another
Court was held for Clinton and New
Westminster, at which there were no civil
and but six criminal cases, five against In-
dians and Chinamen. In Cassiar, a Court
was held in 1879, at a cost of over $1,000
for travelling. It tried eight County
Court inferior cases, the total value of all
the subject natter in dispute being $940,
and two criminal cases were tried and one
postponed. In the Cariboo Circuit, the
Court held in August, 1878, cost $1,601.25;
no civil cases were tried, one'appeal went
off ; one action on account was referred ;
there were six probate cases and sixteen
criminal èases. Those figures indicate that
the civil business on the mainland in these
circuits is nil, that tbere is no Superior
Court civil business at all; and one of the
Judges explains that by a circumstance
which, I admit, renders the mainland of
British Columbia a happy land indeed-
though it may not be complimuentary to
my profession to say so-he says there are
no lawyers on the whole mainland. How
are you to expect me, he asks, in a voice
of complaint, to provide you with cases
when I have not a lawyer I Re adds,
there is not business enough on which a
lawyer could live.

An HoN. MEMBER : There are two.
M. BLAKE : I do not know. I am

only repeating the Judge's statement.
With reference to the County Courts for
Yale and New Westminster, in the cir-
cuits from May, 1877, to July, 1878, the
expense for travelling was $2,168. The
Judge tried 128 cases, the total arnount
involved being $15,352, or an average of
less than $120 a case. There were but
twelve criminal appeals in the whole of
those Courts. From August, 1878, to
August, 1879, the travelling expense was
$2,378 ; cases tried, 181 ; amount in-

MR. BLAKE.

L volved, $20,008, or an average of less
than $111 a case; there were only seven
appeals. I wish to call special attention

l to Lillooet. For 1878, there were ten
circuits. The Judge travelled up ten
times, and held Court there at an expense
of $410. He tried thirty-two cases, or
on an average, three cases a Court, the
amount being under $148 a case. There
were but two criminal appeals. Now to
provide, practically, a monthly Court in
order to try in a whole year thirty-two-
cases of this trifling value, is wanton ex-
travagance. Lillooet was, as one of the
Judges says, once a very important place,
containing many people. It was quite
reasonable then, I dare say, to hold there
a monLhly Court; but the place has
dwindled to almost nothing. There are
few transactions there, but yet the sys-
tem of monthly Courts is maintained.
But Comox caps the climax. The County
Court system there entails a residence of
the Judge during each Court for fourteen
days ; the steamer touches only every
alternate week, and the Judge must
remain there for the whole period. In
March, 1877, he went to Comox, and
charged six dollars and fifty cents for the
steamer fare, and eighty dollars for tra-
velling allowance, being five dollars a day
for the sixteen days. He opened his
Court, and, thirteen days afterwards,
closed it with all due solemnity,
and how much business did lie
do ? Just nothing at all. In July,
1877, animated by a stern sense of duty,
and in obedience to the orders of the Ex-
ecutive, he held his next Court for four-
teen days, during which the business was
nil ; in September, 1877, the like. In
December, 1877, there were two cases to
try, involving, in the aggregate, the sum
of $250. In March, 1878, things re-
turned to their normal condition; one
fortnight was expended, and. so were
$86.50 ; the Court was, as usual, opened
and closed, but the business was niL In
June, and again in September, 1878,
there were similar results. In December,
1878, and again in March. 1879, the same
experience. In June, 1879, appeared one
case, involving $98.25, to try which the
usual sum of $86.50 was expended. In
September, 1879, nothing; but in Decein-
ber, 1879-a remarkable event for
Comox-there were two cases of the
aggregate value of $410. The practical
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result is that twelve Courts were held, for
a fortnight each, at a cost of $86.50 each,
or $1,038 in all. In nine Courts out of
the twelve, no business was done, and the
five cases tried in the other three Courts
involved only $758.55. It would have
been better for the Government to have
paid the claims out of the public funds
than to have tried those cases ; we should
have saved by it nearly $300, besides the
Judge's trips to and from Comox. When
you find the Local Legislature and the
Executive making such use of its powers,
as these figures indicate, we have a right
to cal! on those authorities to retrench
still further, and to call on this Govern-
ment, now proposing to enlarge those
expenses, by diminishing the number and
increasing the rank ot the Judges, for
some better reasons. I do not blame the
Government seriously for introducing this
Bill, in ignorance of those facts, asit took
me a good while to ferret them out of the
papers. But here are the facts before us,
and the Local Act of last Session involves
the necessity, if a new system is to be
created, of a still increased expenditure.
I ask the hon. the Minister of Justice to
consider the advisability of still recom-
mending to British Columbia what the
preceding Government recommended:
to say to it that-with a staff
of three Supreme Court Judges
of whom the Province does not complain,
and five County Court Judges, who are
shown to be able, honest, capable, inteli-
gent men, who have had a long training,
with a condition of things which involves
but little important work at any one
place, and great difficulty of communica-
tion-the true plan is that the large staff
of existing Judges should be used, instead
of being superannuated and replaced by
a smaller number. What I suggested is
the true view, and I have seen no ground
for departing from it. It is impossible to
justify the additional expense, an expense
not to be measured by the figures the hon.
the Minister gives for the proposed pur-
pose. I maintain, that diminishing the
number of judicial officers as proposed
will not really increase judicial facilities,
will not add to the efficiency of the ad-
ministration of justice, but rather dimin-
ish it, and will obviously add to the
present burdens on the people, with the
prospect, ere long, of a very much greater
mUcrease.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I have
listened, as I always do, with great pleas-
ure and interest to the observations made
by the hon. gentleman who has just
resumed his seat, but on this occasion,
unlike some other occasions, he has failed
entirely to show me in what way he has
effectually assailed the resolutions before
the House, or on what grounds he
suggests I should withdraw them.
If I understand the argument
of the hon. gentleman, it is that,
in view of the condition of British Colum-
bia, it is not reasonable or proper to in-
crease the expenses of the administiation
of justice in that country. If the hon.
gentleman will recollect, I am quite sure
the Hlouse will recollect, that when I
introduced the resolutions, I stated, as a
matter of fact, that the expenditure under
the new arrangement would not be
materially larger than the expenditure
under the existing system. He will also
remember that I put it to the House that,
inasmuch as the probable expenditure was
not as much as the current expenditure
for judicial purposes, it was only becom-
ing to assume that the Local Legislature
was better acquainted with the circum-
stances of the country, and with the best
mode of distributing their administrative
power and judicial functions throughout
the country. It was on that ground that
I laid the resolutions before the House,
and I take the liberty to assert that the
hon. gentleman, in the long and laboured
address which he has just made, ha@
entirely failed to shake that argument in
the slightest degree. I am willing to
admit that, had the hon. gentleman suc-
ceeded in proving that the proposed
change would impose large addi-
ional expense on the Dominion Trea-
sury, I should not have felt so
anxious to press forward the mea-
sure. It appears that, if we were
to attach any value wbatever to the
argument of the hon. gentleman, it is this,
that, British Columbia being a poor coun-
try, and the people scattered over hills
and in valleys, and secluded from
civilisation, they must be deprived of the
ordinary administration of justice.

MR. BLAKE : I beg the hon. gentle-
man's pardon. I did not say that British
Columbia was a poor country.

MR. McDONALD: The hon. gentle.
man said it was poor in everything that
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conduces to the material comfort and
happiness of the people.

MR. BLAKE: Not at all.

MR. McDONALD: The hon. gentle-
man said they were apart from civilisa-
tion and its comforts. I have always
understood that the district of Cariboo was
<>ne of the most prosperous ones outside of
Victoria. If I understood the hon. gen-
tleman aright, he deplored the condition
of a Judge who had to reside in Cariboo,
on the ground that he was outside the pale
of civilisation, but that his expenses
would be so great as to demand an addi-
tional income. Now, supposing that to
be true, that in Comox, Cassiar, Cariboo
and Clinton, throughout all that sea of
mountains, as I believe the hon. gentle-
man at one time characterised it, the con-
dition is as the hon. gentleman has
stated it, then there is the strongest
reason why it is incumbent on this
Parliament to provide for them the
ordinary administration of justice, to see
that, in their solitude, in their seclusion
from society, in their inability to obtain
the ordinary comforts of social life,
et any rate life and proper ty shall be safe
ao far as the administration of the law is
concerned. In my opinion, on account of
our inability to compare the modes of
travelling in British Columbia with the
comparatively luxurious mode of travel-
ling in Ontario, the hon. gentle-
man's argument with regard to ex-
pense was entirely thrown away,
and an unfair deduction from the pre-
mises which he himself advanced.
The main point on which I
asked this House to support this
Bill was that it does not ma-
terially increase the actual expense.
I desire again to refer to the figures I
submitted to the House on a former oc-
casion, and, in doing so, let me observe
that the hon. gentleman who has just sat
down misapprehended my argument on
that occasion. I will read the figures
.again for his satisfaction. The salaries of
the Stipendiary Magistrates, as I read
them, were as follows : Victoria, $2,250 ;
New Westminster, $2,425; Cariboo,
$3,400 ; Lillooet, $2,400 ; Nanaimo,
$2,250; making in all $1.5,725. I am
informed, on the best possible authority
which I can get from that country, the
£rst law officer of the Crown of that

Ma. MCDONÀLD.

country, that, in the event of this mea-
sure failing, it would be absolutely neces-
sary to re-appoint the magistrate at New
Westminster. I do not intend to base
my argument on that at present, but I
have this observation to make in refer-
ence to some of the correspondence read
by the hon. gentleman I do not think
it desirable, nor do I think it will conduce
to the interests of British Columbia, to
put the Judiciary of the country in
antagonism with the legislative power
of that Province. Therefore, I did not
refer in any sense, during this discussion,
to the opinions of the Judges of that
Province. I must say that some of the
Judges, if not all of them, are opposed to
this measure, and very naturally so. I
will undertake to say that the hon. meni-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake), were
he in their position, would be opposed to
it, because it interferes with their com-
fort and convenience. The Bill proposes
that, instead of the Supreme Court
Judges residing at Victoria and taking
their usual summer trip, surround-
ed with pack-horses and servants,
away into the interior of the country,
only two of them hereafter shall reside
in that delightful capital, and three
of them shall retire to the seclusion of
the wilds, so graphically described by the
hon. member for West Durham.
Without saying that the objections
of these learned Judges are not worthy of
consideration, I can only say, in dealing
with the matter officially, that I am bound
to accept the voice of the legislative power
of the country, when that legislative
power expresses itself so clearly. This
Bill, on which this resolution is founded,
is not a Bill hastily passed. It was
passed in 1878, and the Legislature, since
that time, in 1879, passed another Bill,
extending and enforcing the provisions of
the first measure, requesting the appoint-
ment of additional Judges. But to re-
turn to the figures again. I have stated
that the total amount of the salaries paid
to the Stipendiary Magistrates, whom it is
proposed to pension, is $15,725. Now,
let me just say that it appears to me that
the hon. gentleman has most conclusively
sustained my argument. In dealing with
this question, he referred to these men as
very able men. I have ne reason to be-
lieve that they are not men of very high
character, and no doubt they have been
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able to perform good service for the
Province; but my hon. friend states
that, while they did their duty, there is no
doubt that it would be better to have able
professional men. Now I propose to ap-
point able professional men to do prof es-
sional work, at an expense notgreater than
that now incurred in connection with non-
professional men. The amount of the
salaries of the five Judges, including the
vacancy, would be $15,725. The amount
now paid to the five Stipendiary Magis-
trates is 113,200. The cost of the two
Supreme Court circuits at about $2,600
increasesthecostto$18,325. Underthepro-
posed resolutions the salaries would be: Two
Judges, $4,000 each, $8,000 ; pensions to
Stipendiary Magistrates whom we retire,
$8,083, or a saving to the country of
$2,242. But I will make a present of
the ghost of New Westminster to my hon.
friend, and we have only then an addition
to the ordinary expenditure at this mo-
ment of $400 a year, and I will ask my
hon. friend if, with only an increased ex-
penditure of $400 a year, it is
not desirable, particularly in the interest
of British Columbia, and in the interest
of public justice, that we should have
professional men, and, as I hope they
will be, men of good character and stand-
ing. I have no doubt that we will be
able to find young, ambitions, and able
men who will undertake to undergo the
discomforts. which my hon. friend has so
vividly described, for the sake of the
future lying before them. Is it not bet-
ter, I would ask, that we should have the
Judiciary properly constituted of profes-
sional men, and distributed, as these will
be, throughout the country. By tiis
means we will have centres of civilisation,
around which the uncivilised inhabitants
of British Columbia can gather and re-
ceive faint rays of light. I do not pro-
pose to follow my hon. friend through the
array of figures with which lie regaled the
House in his address. They were very
interesting as historical sketches, delivered
in a very agreeable manner, but it does
not appear to me, for the reasons I have
given, that they at all bear on this sub-
ject. But my hon. friend went further,
and he gave us a very painful description
of the decrease of the population in that
country, or some parts of it. It is very
natural that in a mining country-where
the population depends largely upon the

success of the discovery of the precious
metal, gold-Lillooet, for instance, may
to-day be a place of great importance and
large population, and in a year
or two another part of British
Columbia may be blessed with the
same population, and Lillooet may be
left comparatively unpopulated, but my
hon. friend has, it appears to me, forgot-
ten one element of his calculations,
which, it appears to me, ought to haver
presented itself to his mind. The hon.
gentleman must know that that country
has taken a start for the better. My
hon. friend will appreciate the importance
of the fact that 125 miles of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway have been laid
within the confines of that country, and
that in the construction of that work a
large expenditure lias been incurred, an!
that, certainly, the result will be not,
only a large accession of population, but
a larze accession to the enterprise and to
the business activity, not only in the
neighbourhood of the railway itself, but
throughout the whole country. There-
fore, another additional reason exists
why men capable of rendering decisions
on difficult questions of contract and
otherwise should constantly ieside in
the region of the enterprise to which J
have referred. I will now leave the mat-
ter to the House. I trust I have made it
clear that we do not ask to add to the power
of the Judiciary, or increase the expense of
administering justice in British Colum-
bia,but to authorise such a re-distribution
of the judicial power and expenditure as
will make that power and expenditure
more effective. As lias been very pro-
perly said, the fact of these Judges being
on the mainland, within their own dis-
tricts, must largely reduce the travelling
expenses of these Judges in the discharge
of their duties ; and then we shall have,
instead of one circuit, several, and instead
of a man-not a crimuinal perhaps, as the
hon. nienber for Cariboo (Mr. Thompson)
hasremarked, but an innocent man-being
kept in jail awaiting bis trial for many
months, justice will be promptly and
effectively administered, and that by com-
petent persons. We shall have the ex-
penditure lessened by the fact that the
Judges, instead of baving to travel with
a large retinue long distances, will be
resident at the door of the Court-house,
where they have to administer justice,
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both in the district of Cariboo and in
every other district.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. gentleman,
I presume, is making this assertion in
a comparative sense.

Mn. McDONALD: Of course you must
speak comparatively in reference to a
country stretching over such a large ex-
tent of territory. I have just one word to
say upon the alari expressed with respect
to poor Nova Scotia. The solicitude ex-
pressed, on behalf of that ancient and very
desirable Colony and Province, is un-
founded. The hon. gentleman who ex-
pressed that solicitude need not be alarmed.
I had no knowledge that an in-
crease of the judiciary of that
Province is required. I saw in a
newspaper a statenient that a number of
gentlemen composing the Bar in the city
of Halifax had, for some reason -which
did not appear from the newspaper in
question, reprosented that it would be de-
sirable to appoint two more Judges. It
would not be for selfish purposes, perliaps,
but I suppose it would not be more
injurious there to some ofthose who wanted
Judgeships, than it would be in British
Columbia. I do not attribute any selfish
motive to British Columbia in seeking the
passage of a Bill to increase its Judiciary,
nor do I think any such motive actuates
Nova S:otia. I have had no proposal
during the Session to add to the Judiciary
of Nova Scotia.
. MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo): Having

already stated my approval of the pro-
position now before the House, I should
not have spoken again on the subject had
it not been for the many arguments used
against it by the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake). I am not prepared
to dispute the statistics brought forward
by that hon. gentleman. I presume they
are correct; but I do not admit that
these expenses which he lias alluded to
will be increased by the measure now
proposed. The hon. the Minister of Jus-
tice bas just read the statement of the
Attorney-General for British Columbia,
showing the reduction that will be made
in travelling expenses by the appointment
of the new Judges. I am sorry the hon.
member for Vancouver (Mr. Bunster) is
not here to retract his assertion that the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) was opposed to this measure for
the increase of the Judiciary of British

Me. McDoNALD.

Columbia because he could not obtain a
Judgeship in that Province. Nothing,
I believe, could be further from the
mind of the hon. member for West
Durham. From his contemptuous de-
scription of the country to-night, lie would
evidently consider it a hardship to be
sent out there as a Judge, even at
ten times the salary proposed, to bury
himself among those icebergs and glaciers
which lie has told us about. The lion.
gentleman bas given us an appalling pic-
ture of the country. We have been told,
that we British Columbians are a law-
less and disreputable people, guilty of
many violations of the law. I say that
we are the moat peaceable and law-abid-
ing people in the Dominion of Canada.
Most of the criminal cases are against
chinese. When he came to the expen§es
of County Court Judges, lie brought for-
ward au instance of a Judge in the
Lillooet district, and said there were ten
circuits held, in which thirty-two small
cases were decided, and the expenses of
the Judge for travelling forty-seven miles,
and going ten times each way, were $410.
It is quite true that Lillooet has fallen,
but in the early times, in the old palmy
gold-mining days, it was a place of great
importance. It is owing to the presence
of lawless Indians and Chinese that there
is a necessity for so many sessions being
held. The hon. gentleman shakes his
head; but I say it is so; the place is a
portion of the electoral district which I
represent, and, if it bas fallen off of late,
it is owing to the lawless conduct of the
Indians and Chinese.

MR. BLAKE: Will the hon. gentleman
permit me to say that, in the year referred
to, 1878, the whole of the thirty-two
cases were civil cases. Besides these, there
wereonly two criminal appeals.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo): I can
answer that. The criminial cases were
tried at Clinton, in the Lillooet district
and the jail at Clinton was filled with
Chinese and Indians upon charges of
murder and robbery. The fact lias been
brought forward by the lion. the Minister
of Justice that the building of the Pacifie
Railway, which will pass probably within
twenty or thirty miles of the southern.
boundary of that district, will increase the
population largely. It is time we had
facilities for making a market for our
cattle, by being enabled, as we will be
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when the Pacific Railway becomes a The hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
reality, to remove them to the seaboard. Blake), who appears to fear additional ex-
The district is teeming with cattle. pense, vil1 remember a case of mail rob-
That railroad will increase the popula- bery which occured while lie held the
tion rapidly and give full employment for office of Minister of Justice, in which the
a Judge. In the district lest year an prisoner was brouglt to Victoria for trial,
atrocious crime was committed, far away andin whicha bil of $1,800 vas incurred
from any place where there were any in moving the witnesses to and from a
officers, a crime which has been equalled point near Cariboo, and we have no guar-
in this very Province of Ontario, a crime antee that sucl cases will not occur again.
where arson and murder were combined, One reason why we are a law-abiding
and a crime which, in both instances, - people is that the law las been so
both in Ontario and in British Columbia- welI administered by the .Tudiciary we
has not yet been brought to light, possess. In the early settiement of the
but which might have been traced in country, when a large number of people
British Columbia if we had a better ad- were flying to and from British Columbia
ministration of justice there. I consider -men, in many cases, of the rougher
that the Legislature of British Columbia class-it was admitted by tlem tlat the
is best competent to judge what Judges law was weIl administeredand wlen diffi-
there should be in the Province. If the culties arose tley used to say that, were it
proposal now before the House would, if not for theexcellent administration ot jus-
carried ont, be an advantage to us in tice, they would have taken the lawintheir
British Columbia-as I am sure it would own hands. The very fact of there being
-if the Province itself woulci be a gainer so little crime shows that the people who
then the Dominion would, in proportion, administer the law know and understand
be also a gainer; and I think it has been thoroughly the requirements and peculiar
conclusively shown that there can be no circumstances of the country. I have no
real increase of expenditure involved. hesitation in voting for this Bil

MR. BARNARD: I would prefer not aithough there is one thing that I would
to give a silent vote on a Bill proposing like to caîl the attention of the Govern-
so complete an alteration of the system of ment to. I desire that they slould not
trying cases in British Columbia. Were do anything to give effect to tho Act of
I inclined to oppose this Bill, I should not the British Columbia Legisiature, whicl,
do so after the circumstances which have as I understand, gives tle Goverument of
come under my notice, namely, the recom- that Province extraordinary control over
mendation of the entire Bar of British tle Judges. It is, source of complaint
Columbia. If there are a number of men in on the part of the Judges that clause 25
the Dominion who are in a position to provides that the rules of the Court shah
decide on the best means of administering be made by the Local Ministry. The
justice in that Province, it ought to be Judges object to this, and I think tley
the men whose whole time has been de- have good ground for doing so.
voted to the question. We have the They wish to have the making of their
sympathy and support of the men who own rules of procedure, and not to leave
compose the Bar of British Columbia, them to be made by a Ministry supported
on a question which has been before the by the majority cf a body of legislators
Local Legislature on two or three oc- numbering twenty:five, among wlom there
casions ; and the Government of British is only one legal gentleman. Tbey do think
Columbia comes before this House to tbat a bouse elected as ours is, by universal
have the appointment of two more suffrage, should not assume the responsi-
Supreme Court Judges sanctioned, who bility of regulating the procedure of the
shall replace five gentlemen who hither- Court in any way vhatever. There is,
to have acted as County Court Judges, moreover, a certain want of harmony be-
they being laymen. As to the question of tween the present Court and the Bar. It
economy, I may say that the expense of is complained that very frequently the
travelling in that Province is some members of the Bar are not ac-
what excessive, and, I think, any measure corded that degree of courtesy which
which would have the effect of reducing should be extended by the Judges.
it would ie too the interest of the country. As I understand it, the members of the
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]Bar take the ground that changes are
required in the personne of the Bench, as
well as in other respects. They eontend
that there should be sent from here two
Judges well versed in the law, but who
must be compelled to reside at the seat of
Government, where the libraries are and
where the lawyers reside. It seems the
desire is that the Judges that now occupy
the Bench in Victoria shall be moved to
the interior, and that the gentlemen sent
from here should occupy their places in
Victoria. The present Judges, however,
maV object to this change, and the gentle-
men of the Bar may find themselves dis-
appointed in their desire of a change in
the personnel of the Bench, for, if travel-
ling expenses are to be saved, the Judges
from Cariboo and Clinton cannot be ex-
pected to visit Victoria. Now with regard
to the gentlemen who are to be superan-
nuated, I contend that their services in
the past ought to be regarded. They have
undergone a great deal of hardship; they
have been compelled to undergo privations
which very few gentlemen seated in this
House have any knowiedge of, and now
that they have surrounded themselves
with families, it would be an injustice to
remove them ; as was suggested by the
hon. gentleman from Victoria (Mr. De
Cosmos), who said, in effect, that one
gentleman, at least, might have been
sent out to the North-West Terri-
tory in place of the gentleman sent
to -take charge of the Indian tribes
there. That would be but a poor way of
repaying the faithful public services of
men of who have not only performed the
duties allottedto them with credit, but
who have undertaken the performance
of every other duty required of them, and
these have not been few. If the Gov-
ernment should find employment for
these gentleman, it would be a great ad-
vantage to the country and a great ad-
vantage to them as well. If they are
pensioned, the amiount to be paid to
them will be large, whereas, I believe
their services could be utilised in the
Province in positions % equal in im-
portance to those they now ' oc-
cupy, and it would effect a
saving instead of involving a loss.

MR. DECOSMOS : With respect to
some remarks that fell from the hon.
gentleman who has just taken his seat,
with relation to the Law Society being

MR. BARNARD.

I anxious that two gentlemen shall be sent
from this country te take their seats upon
the Bench of that Province, it appears to
me that he must be in error. I am toler-
ably well posted as to the views of the
members of the Law Society in British
Columbia, and I believe they are anxious
that two more Judges should be added to
those already in the Province; but they
would prefer that they should be taken
from the Bar of the Province, although,
in case the Government should decide
upon taking them from any other Pro-
vince, the Law Society will not complain.
The hon. gentleman also made a remark
about universal suffrage, and also in re-
lation to the orderly character of the
population, which he believed was due to
the Judges. I am persuaded that the
Judges of the Supreme Court and the
Stipendiary Magistrates have exercised a
wholesome influence throughout the
Province, but I am prepared to state this :
that the good order observed in that Pro-
vince is due to the character of the
people who have found their way to that
Province, to the intelligent class of men
that are to be found in the mines, on the
farms, and in the various pursuits followed
in that Province. It is to that fact that
we must attribute the smallness of the
criminal calendar. I saw 40,000 men
land in Victoria within three mfonths ;
we have had the whole route from Vic-
toril to Cariboo, 600 miles, lined with
them, and yet order prevailed everywhere.
Now, when we find that such is the case,
I think my hon. friend is not right in de-
precating universal suffrage, and saying
that a Legislature elected by universal
suffrage cannot be relied upon. I am one
of those who believe in universal
suffrage for the entire Dominion, and I
hope to live long enough to see universal
suffrage prevailing in this country, so that
the man who is bound to bear arms, and
who pays taxes, shall have the right
to vote as well as the man who merely
owns or rents an acre of ground. With
regard to the speech of my hon. friend
fron West Durham (Mr. Blake), I do
not wish to refer to it, except so far as it
refers to the expenses of the Courts in
British Columbia. All day yester:
day, until late in the evening, this
House; was occupied with a discussion on
the Supreme Court of the Dominion, and
an overwhelming vote was cast in favour

Supreme Court Bill.'(COMMONS.]
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of that Court, which was created by the CANADIAN OFFICERS SECURITY ACT
hon. gentleman when he was Minister of AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 28.1
Justice. (Sir Samuel L. Yilley.)

MR. BLAKE: No. SECOND READING.
MR. DECOSMOS: He had certainly a Bil read the second time.

large part in its creation.
MR. BLAKE : No. PR1VILEGE-TEIE MEMBER FOR
MR. DECOSMOS: He certainly, as a LENNOX.

member of this House, sanctioned it. REMÂRKS.
Mn. BLAKE : Yes.
MR. DECOSMOS: I take it then that M R. KIRKPATRICK: What has be-

lie helped in creating that C'ourt. Now, core of the motion made a few days ago
what do we find has been the cost of the with reference to the petition against the
Supreme Court of the Dominion of Ca- hon. memher for Lennox? When is it
nada. According to the returns, it has to be brouglt UP again ?
cost, up to the present time, $164,033. MR. MACKENZIE: It is adjourned
The total number of judgments rendered at the request of the Premier.
by that Court is fifty-three, and MR. KJRKPATRICK: 1 do not think
the average cost of each bas been $3,094. it is right that this matter should remain
I think we must admit that the hanging over the head of the hon. mem-
sumn of money expended in the cost of that ber. I have a statement here which. was
Court is utterly beyond ail reason, and handed to me by Mr, Hooper, which I
must astonish the people of this country. should ike to read to the house, and
iBut the question of the Judiciary in iBrit- have the niatter disposed of.
ish Columbia is not a question of a few Mr. MACKENZIE: I think it is a
thousand dollars here and there; it is a very irregular mode of procedure, atter
question of the proper administration of the hon. the First Minister as asked that
justice in civil and criminal cases. That it sbould be adj ourned until such time as
1i really the point. If we expend a few hie should find convenient.
thousand dollarsmore than at present, we SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: m
can get regularly trained men to occupy said I had not seen the petition. I had
the ienc and administer ail laws, civil seen a petition printed in the Globe, but
criminal an ecclesiastical. The hon. did not know whQther that was the
member for Yale (Mr. Barnard) alladed petition before the bouse or ilot. I said,
to the great consideration due to the Sti- of course, that we could not proceed to
pendiary Magistrates. I amn net one of disciss it until we had seen the petition,
those who wish to withhold the measure and therefore it was suggested by the
of praise that is due them, but I did sta- bon. member for West Durham (Mr.
that I believe niost of those gentlemen Blake) that it should be put in the Votes-
are in the full vigour of hife, and that they and Proceedings, that every member
are to-day as well able to discarge their might se it.
duties as they were at any former period MN. BLAKE: When the First Minis-
of their life, perhaps better, si;ice they ter moved that the debate should be ad-
have had a larger experience. If those journed, the debate was ordered to be
gentlemen, who will drawin the aggregate adjourned, and it was pubished i the
$8,083 in pensions, were employed by the Votes and Proceedings. But it has not
Grovernment in the diRcliarge of duties with appeared on the Notice Paper, as it ought
whic h thea are failiar. sucl as that of te have appeared, in its proper place. I
Indian agents, that sutlof money would noticed that it was not on the Votes and
be saved to the Dominion, and any exces Proceedings, and spoke to some of my
in the charge over and above what is niow 1friends about it yesterday.
paid would be o sinall that it would SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
amount te very ittle. I therefore ask will appear on the Orders of the Day for
the Goverme t to press the Bi, because Monday.

I believe it wil meet the views of the legal Me. MACKENZIE: It is probable
fraterity fi Britis Columbia, as we l as it will not be reached on Monday.
the views of the entire population. perio JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is -,

oBi read taefirschti e. matter of priviege, I suppose.
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MR. MACKENZIE: Not after the
notice is given. If the debate is ad-
journed, it must take its prope place.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It has
been suggested to me that that matter,
.being a matter of privilege, notwithstand-
ing the notice, ought to have precedence,
and ought to go on.

MR. MACKENZIE: It was not a
notice. The question was put and the
debate adjourned.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
was a debate on the question of privilege.

MR. MACKENZIE: But you an-
swered the -hon. member for North Nor-
folk that it was a question of privilege,
and vou cannot take action on a question
of privilege in an adjourned debate.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
has been brought up as a matter of privi-
lege, and hereafter must be continued as
a matter of privilege.

MR. BOWELL : The hon. member for
West Elgin (Mr. Casey) brought the
matter before the House as a question
of privilege. Then, if the debate was
adjourned, it stands in precisely the same
position as it did before.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I will
read fron May:

"When debates have been adjourned upon
urgent questions of privilege, similar pre-
.cedence has been given to the adjourned
debates Thus, on the 8th June, 1837, the.
adjourned debate on the petitions ouf the printers
of the House, relating to Stockdale's action,

Si1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
tbink I am bound to read the whole
passage, because it will bear out the hon.
gentleman's statements :- '

" So, aiso, on ruesday, 27th February, 1838,
the adjourned debate on the question o' privi-
lege, arising out of Mr. O'Connell's case, was
taken first, before all the notices whicl had
precedence on that day. And again on Tues-
day, 9th May, 1865, the adjourned debate on
the consideration of the report of the Commit-
tee, on the forgery of signatures, to the
petitions in favour of the claims of Azeem Jah,
which stood as the third Order of the Day, was
resumed before all the notices, and other Orders
of the Day. So also in Mr. Plimsoll's case, on
the 29th July, 1875."

MR. BLAKE: My hon. friend said
the other day it was not urgent, and he
did not see any reason why it should not
be placed on the Notice Paper.

SIm JOHN A. MACDONALD: I am
much of that opinion now. It is for the
House to say whether it is of urgency.

MR. ANGLIN: Some time or other it
will be well to come to some understand-
ing when this shall be disposed of. It is
a matter affecting seriously the character
of a member of this House. His right
to sit here is seriously impugned, and
we ouglit to deal with it as soon as pos-
sible.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : We
will take it up eariy on Monday.

BANKING AND CURRENCY.

QUESTION.

was resumed before all other business; and in MR. MACKENZIE: When is it likely
1840 adjourned debates upon the same impor- we will have the banking reasure
rant question of privilege were repeatedly
renewed at the commencement of public busi-
nes." now over a fortuiglt in Session, and no

measure frorn the Governuient bas yet
MR. MACKENZIE: As a question of made its appearance, except that bad one

urgency. concerning theJudges in BritishColumbia.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Not We ought to have sore of those very im-

as being a question of urgency, but as a portant Bis before us at as early a day
question of privilege. The debates spread as possible.
over manyweeks. Sir Robert Peel fought Sm SAMUEL L. TJLLEY: Fror
everybody in favour of the privilegesof the ry own experienae of eight years in this
Flouse of Commons, and therefore fouse, 1 have neyer known s0 ruch
the question of urgency could not have business transacted in the first fortnight,
arisen there. and the members sitting here so steadily,

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not wish to as in the present Session. The public
be understood as objecting at all, but the intereste have not suffered, and certainly,
hon. gentleman who presented the peti- if ry remory serves me aright, I do not
tion and made the motion is not in the think the Estimates were before theHous
louse. I have had no conversation with within the firat fortnight, for the last three

him on the subject, but it is quite clear or four years. In reference to the Bank-
the matter must stand on that account. ing masure, I purpose, in the first place,

Ma. MMIcA:sZIK.
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to have the Estimates before the House
and deal with the question of the Tariff,
and then to submit, at the earliest day
possible, the propositions with reference
to Currency and Banking.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
It gives me great pleasure to inforim the
hon. gentleman that the bad precedent
which, no doubt, was set during the seven
or eight years lie was in the House was
not followed in 18 75, 1876, 1877, or 1878.
In 1875, we met on the 4th of February,
and the Budget Speech was delivered onthe
16th of February. In 1876, we met
on the 10th of February, and the Budget
Speech vas delivered on the 25th.
In 1877, we met on the 11th Feb-
ruary, and the Budget Speech was
delivered on the 20th. In 1878, we
met on the 7th of February, and' the
Budget Speech was delivered on the
22nd. The hon. gentleman will
see that, in all these cases, within a
fortnight after the House met-and we
have been here more thana fortnightnow-
the Budget Speech was delivered, the
Estimates had been brought down, and
the information for which we asked and
which the hon. member for Cumberland
(Sir Charles Tupper) in former days used
to ask for from the place I now occupy,
was laid upon the Table and everything
was ready. I repeat what I said last
night, that, though it is perfectly fair and
right that a certain number of days should
be given at the. commencement of the
Session to enable th.e House to make
itself acquainted with those facts which it
can only learn after the reports come
down, further delay than that means two
things : first of al], it occasions consider-
able unnecessary expense, which, as I
judge, is much to be avoided by the hon.
the Minister of Finance at present. In
the next place, it means that important
measures like that to which he has allud-
ded, and than which no more important
measure can be brought before the con-
sideration of the House, must be inevi-
tably thrown over to a late period of the
Session, and will inevitably be indifferent-
ly discussed. Every man who bas had
any experience of the working of
this House knows perfectly well
that no business is attempted until
the financial statement is made, and
the longer that is put off so much the
more difficult will it be to give proper

attention to the important measures the
Government may have to bring down. It
is for that reason that in 1874 the Rules
of this House were amended in conformity
with those of the English House
of Commons, and a very simple form of
bringing in the Budget was introduced;
and it was for that reason that, while my
hon. friend beside me presided over the
Government,we deemed it our duty never
to allow more than a fortnight to elapse
before giving the House an opportunity
of knowing, at any rate, our financial
policy and discussing the measures we
had to produce. The Estimates have
always been down two or three days
before the Budget Speech was delivered.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I think
I may safely say that, in the experience of
the Dominion Parliament, there never
have been so many returns called for by
the leading members on both sides of the
House as in the present Session. But
I can quite understand why those hon.
gentlemen are anxious to have those re-
turns. It is impossible for us intelligently
to enter upon the discussion of the effect
of the recent Tariff unless they have
these returns, and, had I now been sitting
in the place now occupied by my pre-
decessor, I would also have asked for
them. It was but right for the late Min-
ister of Customs to ask for
certain returns. But these returns
must necessarily be very voluminous ;
some of them, for instance, ask
for a comparative statement of the im-
ports for the first six months of this year,
compared with the first six months of
last year. It requires not only some time
for these returns to reach the Customs De-
partment from various parts of the Do-
minion, but they have to be tabulated.
It required two months in that Depart-
ment to prepare the returns for the first
quarter of this year, to lay beforè the Gov-
ernment, in order to compare the effects
of the Tariff with the first quarter of last
year ; therefore, it is utterly impossible
for the staff in that Department to do the
work of months in the short time in which
they are asked to do it. If I had sub-
mitted the Estimates, and asked the House
to go into a consideration of the Tariff
without those figures, my hon. friend
would have been the first to object. We
are as anxious as they are to have thuse
returns, because we feel that they will be
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the vindication of the policy of the Gov-
ernment, whenever they are submitted to
this House.

Mn. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
man is suddenly very careful of the in-
terests of the Opposition. He makes
the complaint on our behalf that the re-
turns are not down, saying that it is im-
possible for the Opposition to consider the
Estimates before they come down. We do
not complain'; we are ready to go at the
work. The hon gentleman need not be
concerned on our account. But, if, as he
says, it is impossible to have those returns
yet, and that they were necessary, he
surely knew that before Parliament met,
and should have made the necessary pre-
paration. It would have been fair and
ingenuous in the hon. gentleman simply
to have admitted that the Government is
not ready. This is no new subject I
have brought up. We had the subject of
banking discussed some years ago, when
no very material change was then made
in the Banking Laws. At that time'
there was an understanding arrived at
across the floor of the House that the
debate which was then entered upon
should be carefully reported. It was
carefully reported, but was never pub-
lished. It could not be found by myself,
when I went into office, nor by any of
my colleagues. It was not even in that
famous pigeon-hole marked M. I., for
Masterly Inactivity. If this debate
were published for the sake of giving us
something to consider, we might have
subjects before us for a few days, without
feeling very seriously the want of some
Government matters to work upon.

MR. BLAKE: I desire to join in the
protest against the reiterated statements
of the Financial Minister, becausei
this is the second time that lie bas!
given the saine excuses for delay
in bringing down public business,
for the consideration of the House. For
the second time he has said that certain
information was essential to the prepar-
ation'of his Budget speech; but I hold,
it was the hon. gentleman's duty to have
prepared for these things in advance of
the meeting of Parliament. He should have
used his staff in the gathering of all
necessary information, and been in a posi-
tion to furnish a great deal at this
moment, without waiting for the Opposi-
tion to move for returns. le ought not

SiR SAmUEL L. TILLEY.

to try and let himself down, as if lie were
powerless to act till pushed by the Oppo-
sition.

gS1 SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I have
no desire to let myself down in any shape ;
nor could any hon. member have got any
information that I have not produced.
I can inform my lion. friends opposite
that, anticipating this matter, instruc-
tions were given to the Department to
have the information prepared and tabu-
lated in the form asked for by the late
Finance Minister, but it was utterly im-
possible to have the second return ready,
although the officers have been engaged
on it since the returns came in. That is
the explanation and not any desire to be
urged by hon. gentlemen opposite. Cer-
tain information as to the imports in the
six m.onths has been ordered without refer-
ence to any call fron the House; but other
matter asked for by the late Minister of
Customs, with regard to the different Pro-
vinces, required labour and will cause de-
lay. But the papers deemed absolutely
necessary for an intelligent consideration
of this subject vere ordered two months
ago, in order that they might facilitate
comparisons asregardstheexperience of the
six months. The preparation of the fur-
ther returns could only be commencec
in the latter part of January.

MR. BLAKE: When will these be
ready ?

Sia SAMUEL L. TILIEY : I do not
know. The officers are working on them
to have them ready without the least de-
lay.

Srn RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
It is quite clear that the hon. gentleman
will have reason for granting my
request that it be a Standing Order to
have these returns ready as soon as pos-
sible. I join my petition to that of the
hon. member for Lambton that the
speech made by the the Finance
Minister, who was then Minister of
Customs, on the Banking Law intro-
duced by Sir John Rose, should be re-
printed for the use of members It at-
tracted great interest' and attention at
the time, and it would be pleasant to
have it now.
INSOLVENCY ACTS REPEAL BILL.-

[BILL 2.]
(Mr. Colby.}

FURTHER CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.
Order for conaideration of the said Bill, as

amended, read.
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MR. BLAKE : It is highly important
to make provision for two classes of cases
not included inthe present Bill,-the wind-
ing up of Insolvent Banks and Insolvent
Fire and Marine Insurance Companies.
The objection which applies to the Insol-
vent Law,--the debtor's discharge,-does
not apply to the provisions for winding up
such companies. If I am not misinformed,
there is an instance of each class, at this
moment, being wound up under the Act.
At any rate, there may be cases which
would require some means of winding up.
My only purpose that, is if the Act does
pass, the application of the Act to these
corporations, thiough laws on the Statute-
book of a later date than the Act, shall
not be affected; and -with that object I
move :

That the Bill be re-committed to a Committee
of the Wllole, with instructions that they have
power to amend the said Bill by inserting after
the word " same " in line 5 of clause 1, the fol-
lowing words :-" Save in so far as any of the
said Acts do, by virtue of any Act of Canada,
apply to insolvent incorporated Banks or insol-
vent incorporated Life, Fire or Marine Insur-
ance Companies."

Experience, and the general opinion mani-
fested in the debates for some years past,
demonstrate that it is importanteto provide
for the winding up of those institutions.
My proposition is not in any sense hostile
to the general principle of the hon. gentle-
man's Bill.

MR. COLBY: I am not aware that the
operation of the Insolvent Law respecting
the winding up of Banks and Insurance
Companies bas been complained of, nor
am I aware that it is satisfactory. Perso-
nally, however, I bave not the slightest ob-
jection, if it be the sense of the House, that
thesuggestion of the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) be adopted.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I may
say to the member for West Durham that
I have settled with the member for Rich-
mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) upon a clause
similar in substance to the clause just
read; that was the clause of which that
hon. gentleman gave notice. He was
under the impression, however, that he
could more readily give the facilities
needed for the winding up of those cor.
porations by an amended Act. Therefore,
I fancy, so far as I have learned, the de-
sire of the whole House is that tkose com-
panies should be left in their present
Position. I do not see why the amend-

ment suggested by my hon. friend from
*West Durham should not be admitted,
because I do not see how it would affect
in any degree any measure my hon. friend
from Richmond and Wolfe is desirous to
introduce.

MR. BLAKE : Precisely; the hon.
gentleman could amend the law.

MR. BURPEE (St. John, N. B.) : Has
the Government or the hon. mover con-
sidered the propriety of fixing a time for
the coming into operation of the Bill'?

MR, COLBY: I see no reason to change
my views on this point. . On the contrary,
I have received a message from the
mercantile interest in Quebec urging the
immediate operation as well as the im-
mediate passage of the Bill.

MR. BURPEE: My previous rea-
sons for a delay are much stronger
now, as the Legislature of New Bruns-
wick bas postponed its meeting untilthe 9th
of March, and there will be the lapse of a
month or more between the passing of
this Act and any possible legislation in
that Province to meet the changes created
by it.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): I have
great diffidence in offering a suggestion
with regard to this clause, but I think it
would be a misfortune to adopt it. At
this moment there are in Montreal two
banks in difficulties; one has gone into
insolvency under the Act, and is now in
the hands of an officiali assignee, and the
other bas, I think, escaped that calamity
by arrangement with the creditors, and is
likely to be ultimately wound up in the
hands of its directors, probably by a
special Act of the Legislature. Another
Montreal Bank, the Ville Marie, is about
applying to Parliament for an Act to en-
able it to wind up its affairs. I consider
it a great misfortune when a bank gets
into the hands of an official assignee.
Those deeply interested in the Consoli-
dated Bank have felt that, had they gone
into the bands of the official assignee, not
only would all the stock have been wiped
out, but every shareholder would have had
to pay something under the double lia-
bility provision, whereas, wound up in
the ordinary way, the bank will ultimately
save or pay something to the shareholders
instead of inflicting further loss upon
them. As to Insurance Companies, we
should have special legislation for the
winding up of them. They always come
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here for, and get special Acts. The gene.
ral belief in regard to those large institu
tions is that they lose more heavily by
going into the hands of an official assigneE
than if wound up by those more immedi-
ately interested. I think it would be a
great misfortune if we passed this amend-
ment.

MR. BLAKE : It would not be right
te act under the impression that the ordi-
nary provisions of the Insolvent Act
apply to those large institutions. On the
contrary, each of the special Acts passed
gave a very extensive power to the
Judges, upon the representation of what
the true interest of all parties might re-
quire, to postpone, for a very long period,
the issue of an attachment, and to ap-
point an inspector, under whom the busi-
ness might be carried on. The real diffi-
culty, with reference to banks is that the
directors are, of course, interested in post-
poning, to the utmost, the enforcement of
the double liability. But it was con-
sidered by the Legislature that the direct-
ors, under the spur of the possible issue of
an attachment, within a limited period,
might act se promptly and energetically
in the winding up as to obviate that pro-
ceeding ; and I think that, for twelve
months after the application, it is com-
petent for the Judge to postpone the
attachment; that is as long as is neces-
sary, under ordinary circumstances, as
proved by actual experience.

House resolved itself into Committee.
(In the Committee.)

Bill, as amendei, ordered to be re-
ported.

House resumed.
(In the House.)

Bill, as amended, reported.
IL being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the

Chair.

After Recess.

PRIVATE BILLS.

SECOND READINGs.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time:-

Bill (No. 29) To amend the Act intituled an
Act to incorporate the Anchor Marine In-
surance Company.--(Mr. Cameron, South
Buron.)

Bill (No. 31) To incorporate the St. Clair and
Lake Erie Navigation Company.-(Mr. Stephen-
ion.)

MR. WHITE (Cardwell.)

- Bill (Nr. 32) Respecting the Montreal As.
- surance Company.--(Mr. Girouard, Jacques

Cartier.)
Bill (No. 33 ) To amend and consolidate the

Act incorporating the Dominion Grange of the
Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.-(Mr. Mc-
Callum.)

Bill (No. 34) To incorporate the Farmers and
Real Property Bank of Canada.-(Mr Cameron,
Northb Victoria.)

Bill (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand
Island Bridge Company.-(Mir. lcCarthy.)

Bill (No. 36) To authorise the Corporation of
Emerson, in the Province of Manitoba, to con-
struct a Free Traffic Bridge across the Red
River, at Emerson. -(Mr. Royal.)

INSOLVENCY ACTS REPEAL BILL. -
[BILL 2.]

( Mr. Colby,.)

FURTHEP' CONSIDERlED.

House resumed the consideration of the
amendment made this day in Committee of the
Whole on the said

MR. BLAKE : The House will recollect
that there is a certain class of corpor-
ations, which has always been embraced
in the operation of the existing Insolvent
Law, I mean incorporated trading com-
anies. My desire is to preserve the law as
applicable to incorporated trading com-
panies. I would therefore move :

That the said Bill be re-commited to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, with instructions that
they have power to amend it by inserting after
the word " Companies," in clause 1, the follow-
ing words :-" And also in se far as any of the
said Acts apply te incorporated Trading
Companies."

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: At
the time that the last motion was before
the Committee, it struck me, after hear-
ing the remarks of hon. gentlemen. that
there were no objections te it. I did not
see any objection at the time ; but since
then I find that there is an impression in
the minds of some of my hon. friends
that the matter has net received full con-
sideration, and that it would come up
more properly as a measure like that of
the hon. member. for Richmond and
Wolfe (Mr. Ives). We had better, there-
fore, leave the Bill as it was yesterday,
before the amendment of the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake) and
the resolution can stand for concurrence.
It is too important a matter te be
hurried as it has been.

MR. MILLS : There is one thing te bà
considered. If this measure is carried
repealing the Insolvency Laws, the
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House will not be in a position to deal
with the Bill of the hon. member for
Richmond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives). That
question being once decided by this
House, whether in the afflîmative or the
negative, it must stand as the judgment
of the Flouse for this Session.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No
such dimiculty can arise as that suggested
by the hon. gentleman.

MR. MILLS: It must arise, if this
Bill is carried at the third reading. If
the Bill is carried without the amendment
of the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake), the whole question will have
been dealt with in one particular manner,
by this Bih, and the House will not be
at liberty to deal with the same question
in another manner, by another Bill, dur-
ing the same Session.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: We
can repeal or otherwise deal with any
Bill passed in the- same Session. That
is provided for by the Interpretation
Act.

MR. HOLTON : I think the sugges-
tion of the right hon. the leader of the
House that this should stand over will
be a proper one to act upon. Before the
final judgment of the House is taken upon
one Bill or the other, the point raised by
my hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
eau be considered. We can guard against
falling into any trap of that kind. Mean-
while, the repeal of the Insolvency Laws,
as connected with these corporations,
should stand over for more consideration.

MR. BLAKE: I understand the sug-
gestion of the hon. the First Minister to
be that the House, before deciding
whether it should accept the anendment
now under discussion or not, should first see
the alternative proposal of the hon. mem-
ber for Richmond and Wolfe. I think it
a highly reasonable suggestion that the
House should see the proposal before
passing upon my amendment. I will
accede to that view, and let the whole
question stand.

Several HON. MEMBERS: No, no.
MR. BLAKE: I do not care which

mode is adopted. Let the third reading
of this Bill stand, until we have seen the
Bill of the hon. member for Richmond
and Wolfe (Mr. Ives).

Smi JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have no objection to that; and I may
say that there will be no delay. I am

quite aware of the importance of avoiding
delay in the matter. Persons are rushing
into the Courts so as to get white-washed
before the Act passes ; but there shall be
no delay in getting the Bill of the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
(Mr. Ives) in print. The hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) can with-
draw his motion and renew it afterwards.

MR. BLAKE : I am not particular
about the form; I only care for the sub-
stance.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): If the Bill
is allowed to stand as now befure the
House on this motion, we may probably
not reach it again for a week to come ;
and the effect will be that the whole
question will be postponed for an indefin-
ite time. People are rushing into insol
vency, and the injury being done to the
country at this moment, by the impres-
sion that this Bill is going to pass is
incalculaloe. We ought to determine at
once whether this Bill is to be Èassed or
not. If we could refuse concurrence in
the amendment moved kby the hon.
member for West Durham, we could
proceed with the third reading of
the Bill without any delay.

Ma. SHAW: The Bill of the hon.
member for ]Richmond (Mr. Ives) will not
interfere with the Act at all. The Insol..
vent Act does not apply to Insurance
Companies.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONAL D moved
that the consideration of the Bil, as
amended, be referred to Tuesday next, and
stand as the first Order of the Day.

Mi. COLBY: I presume the arrange..
ment arrived at the other day with the
hon. member for Chateauguay (Mr. Hol-
ton) for the third reading of the Bill on
Wednesday will be carried out.

MR. HOLTON : Provided always, that
the House put the Bill in a condition to
be ratified.

MR. ANGLIN: I have some doubts as
to whether that motion will put the Bill
in a proper condition. The Bill was, as
amended, taken into consideration. Then,
on the amendment of the hon. member
for West Durham (Mr. Blake), it was re-
ferred back to the Committee, who
reported the Bill as amended. Therefore,
the motion should be that the Bill, as
amended, stand for consideration.

An HON. MEMBER: Of course, the
Bill as amended.
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Mn. BLAKE: Of course, I am to be
in a position to renew my motion, having
withdrawn it on that understanding.

Motion (fr. Blake), with leave of the
House, vithdrawn.

Besolved, That the consideration of the said
Bill, as amended, be postponed until Tuesday
next, to be then the first item on the Orders of
the Day.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

FINANCIAL RETURNS.

MOTION FOR STANDING ORDER.

House resumed the adjourned debate on Mr.
Mackenzie's proposed motion. [ Vide p. 136.]

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT :
I wish to call the attention of the hon.
the Minister of Finance, and the hon. the
Minister of Customs to the fact that,
under the present mode of publishing our
Customs returns, the information given is
insufficient. Under the old system, the
rates of duty were clearly marked; all the
items were probably not much more
numerous than as now published. Thev
gave a good deal more information. It
would be very desirable, and a great con-
venience to the House, to have the
additional information brought down
at as early a date as possible.
I do not particularly care in what mode the
Ministry nay choose to f urnish the House
with this information. As the motion
shows, it is proposed only that it should
be an Order of the House in case this in-
formation was not previously printed in
the Canada Gazette. The first item it is
desired to have is a statement of the re-
ceipts and expenditures of the Dominion
of Canada from the commencement of the
fiscal year to the first day of January in
each year, or to some other day, not being
more than six weeks previous to the open-
ing of the House. That is a inatter, of
course, that there can be no sort of diffi-
culty in laying on the Table of the House
whenever we meet. The second item asks
for a return showing the several rates of
duty paid-and, in the case of free goods,
the severalclasses of goods--pn all articles
exported from or imported into the Domin-
ionof Canada during the same period
with the same proviso. Now, to
this, I understand that the hon. gen-
tleman, though admitting that it would
be very desirable, takes exception on the
ground of the voluminous character of the
return, and the same objection would
hold still more strongly to clause 3, which

MR. ANGLIN.

asks for the same information by Pro-
vinces. I am not aware exactly in what
state the Customs returns are now pre-
pared, but, I would say that, if the hon.
the Ministers of Finance and Customs
think that these returns, as asked for, will
be too voluminous, almost all the informa-
tionwhichis really of importance would be
furnished to us provided there were laid
on the Table of the House, or printed in
advance of the meeting of the House,
copies of the monthly statements, suppos-
ing that these are all made out in the same
manner that they were made out during
the time of my incumbency of office, and
during the time of the incumbency of
office of the hon. the Minister of Finance
when he was Minister of Customs. I
made the enquiry of the hon. the Minister
of Customs, the other day, as to whether
that practice still prevailed of having
monthly returns furnisbed to the Depart-
ments of Finance and Customs, and I
think two other branches of the Govern-
ment, showing, in considerably more detail
than the statements published in the
Gazette showed, what particular classes of
articles were brought in. Of course the
hon. gentleman will understand that the
main point is to ascertain what classes of
goods, what quantity of goods, and the
values, c:>me in under the several new
duties which he has inposed. Now I am
quite aware that there is always a certain
amount of delay attending the working of
so complicated a system as that the bon.
gentleman bas introduced. But I may
remind him that in the United States all
these returns are published quarterly, and
a great deal more besides. In England,
if my memory serves me aright, they are
published, either monthly or weekly, in
great detail; and, although a reasonable
time, of course must elapse before these
can be furnished, it doea appear to me
that as we rarely meet before the
middle of February, at any rate, all that
I ask for ,here, at least a reasonable
summary, showing the amount and classes
ofarticles, might be prepared. Of course,
it may make a little difference whether
the articles, say under $5,000 worth are
detailed, or whether they are placed as
usual under the head of articles not else-
where enumerated. But I think, after
the expression of opinion from the hon.
gentleman himself, as te the importance-
in fact he said the indispensability-of
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having information of this character fur-
nished to the House, he will himself,
without any further solicitation on my
part, see the importance of making an
arrangement, either for the publication
in the Gazette, which I think would be the
better mode, or by a rule of the House
laying on the Table of the House infor-
mation substantially such as here asked
for. Of course this is a mater which
rests entirely with the heads of
the Departments. My intention is mere-
ly to cali to their notice this matter,
mainly from the fact that, during the
first few days we are here, this infor-
mation can be better examined and better
digested than it is likely to be if it is laid
on the Table of the Honse at a later
period.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I dg
not rise at all in reference to the details
that are called for in the resolution, but I
rise to express a strong opinion against
summarily altering our Standing Rules.
These matters are surrounded with great
difficulty and are not to be altered with-
out the gravest consideration. The
mere convenience of having this return
early in the Session is not sufficient
ground for altering our ýStanding Orders.
That is a matter that can be taken up
and arranged from time to time.

SiRa SAMUEL L. TILLEY : So far
as the first proposition is concerned, very
little delay will necessarily arise in
reference to the returns of Receipts and
Expenditure. That can be given in a
day or two. I may remind the hon. gen-
tleman that one of the regulations of the
Customs Department is to have a
monthly return sent in by the Collectors
in the various ports of the Dominion,
stating the amount of imports and ex-
ports of certain leading articles ; while
there is a quarterly return giving the
particulars of the revenue collected, the
goods that are free, and the various
articles paying different rates of duty, and
the countries whence they are im-
ported. An abstract of these monthy re-
turns could be prepared and submitted
to Parliament at a short notice,
but the closing part of this motion asks
for returns by Provinces, showing also the
countries whence and to which said ex-
ports and imports were received or ex-
ported. That is, the returns, for instance,
of last quarter up to the first day of

19

January. But these quarterly returns
have to be prepared by the Collectors of
Customs and sent in, and then it requires
a good deal of time in order that they
may enter the different articles that were
imported under the different heads at the
different rates of duty, and the countries
whence inported. It is that portion ot
the return that must cause a great deal
of delay, but abstracts, not as complete,
could be submitted without much
delay.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
If the hon. gentleman would agree to the
plan, it would be a great public conveni-
ence, not merely to the members of this
House, but to the mercantile community
at large, if all official returns in the Gazette
were made, under our changed Tariff,
a good deal more extensive than they have
hitherto been. Under the old system, the
rates of duty were always discriminated,
and, substantially, all this information
was obtained. If he would agree to pub-
lish in the Canada Gazette, which I think
the preferable mode, the six monthly re-
turns, not showing -the countries whence
the goods are imported, and not showing
those details which occupy too long a
period in obtaining; that, together with the
statement of receipts and expenditure,
would meet all my purpose, and there
would be no occasion for pushing the mat-
ter further.

SiRa SAMUEL L. TILLEY : If the
hon. gentleman required this to be given,
under any circumstances, it would increase
the size of the Gazette very largely. Do
I understand my hon. friend to ask that
the rates of duties levied as well should be
published i

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Yes. Special heads are wanted, showing
what quantities of geods are imported un-
der twenty, thirty or forty per cent.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: That
would require a volume as large as the
Gazette itself.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
There is force, I am aware, inthe objection
to the alteration of the Standing Orders.
The motion was put in that shape mainly to
elicit an expression of opinion in the
House as to the desirability of having
this information laid on the table, which
desirability was very strongly confirmed
by the remarks of the hon. the Minister
of Finance himself, who pleaded that he
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was obliged to delay his Budget Speech! have not bad any long or profitless
until he could furnish the information. debates. The debates have been full,

Si1 SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Oh, no; concise, truthful, and to the point, and
I did not say that. we have worked as hard, and harder, than

Sir RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: I have ever known at the beginning
The difliculty of obtaining that informa- of the Session. You must know, from
tion prevented him fromn explaining to us your Parliamentary experience, Mr.
the results of bis National Policy. AI- Speaker, that it is not well for the House
though there may be difficulty even in to rush to work early in the Session, and
complying with the very moderate re- have too late sittings, otherwise, the niem-
quest I made as to the classes of goods, bers of the House will find that when the
there can be no difficulty in giving the real heavy business of the Session comes
monthly returns in the more extended on, thev have lost their energy, and ex-
shape l which I presume they are fur- hausted their physical systems. I will
nished the hon. the Minister of Finance assure the bon. gentleman, if he -will take
and the bon. the Minister of Customs. the assurance from me, that lie will find
That would be a great improvement on that the business of this House, as far as
the present classification published in the the Government is concerned, will be
Canada Gazette, which is most meagre, pressed with all convenient speed, all the
and affords, except as to the item of speed that is consistent with a full and
sugar, no information of much value. fair discussion of the subjects ; and this

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: The country will not be put to the additional
hon. gentleman is evidently spoiling for a expense of an unnecessary delay in
fight. He bas got bis speech ready on the Session. I an sure that, if the
the National Policy, and be thinks that House continues to be animated by the
everything else must be set aside, that same spirit as it las comnenced with, by
the business of Parliament in both the an earnest desire to go te work at once,
Upper and the Lower Houses should be and not do asperbaps we did last Session,
set aside-the legislation introduced by when we were ail coming fresh from our
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr. constitueucies, and were full of the discus-
Blake) evidently must be set aside, in sions that had taken place outside the
order that the hon, gentleman rnay de- Iouse. We bave ail got rid of that, and, if
liver himself aad free bis conscience and we wil continue to do as we have con-
bis min) d of this speech. We bave lîstened rnenced, an d keep oursebres earn estly on the
to similar speeches iu days of oid, and w sane course, this Session wll be a profitable
have listened to them with equal instruc- Session, and not an expeusive or tedious
tion and pleasure. tBut somepimes the one.
pleasure is not decreasedbv being deferred. MR. MAC KENZIE : The hou. gen-
o thik we a aliow the general teman compliments the ouse on the

business of the country to go readineas witl which it bas taken to its
on. I do not think the country proper business. I join with hia ie that
is going to suifer, or that there compliment. The private members have
will be ary failure in any of the public been conpelled to attend to the business
enterprises wich the National iPolicy bas of the country, se far as they are able,
been prosotug-tdere wi be no en- wîthout the aid of the Goverment. The
ous suifeing, cither l te house or out only unanimated portions ofate louse are
Of it, by the Ho-Lise going on -vith its the eleven gentlemen who sit on the row
business ass it bas doue. After beiug of seats opposite. Private members bave
thirty-four years in iParliament, 1 bave had sone business before the flouse, and
neyer in my life seen 9. Session in wbici the Govermment have been content, in
every member of the ouse seems to have their want of enterprise,'to take the credit
ad.resed himself at once to bis duties as of a Private Bi j introduced by an hon.
a legisiator tf the saine extent as in the member on that side, and to Say that that
present Session. The Speech from the as the Bi foreshadowed in the Speech.
Threue was answered the day after it vas They had n e Bi of their own on thet
deivered. The ihouse bas been fullyauJ subject, and i eaven o tly knows if they
profitably occupied in the diwcussion cf have a Bigl upon ay subjeet. We
matiers of great public interest, and we have been here for over two wHeks nw,

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.
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and the hon. gentleman quarrels with us
because we are anxious to have the
measures, in order to give them that full
consideration they ought to have. I have
asked for some of the more prominent
measures, some that affect the country
most seriously, and the reply is that they
will be down by-and-bye. Now, the hon.
gentleman thinks that the best plan is,
according to his speech, to allow private
members to proceed helter-skelter as they
like with the business, without putting in
an oar, and, when the House is wearied
out with long discussions about other sub-

jects, then the Government expects its
own measures will be rushed through in a
hurry. The most experienced members
of Parliament present have never before
experienced such a long delay in the
bringing down of measures that were pro-
mised in the Speech from the Throne.

Srm JOHN A. MACDONALD: I do
not think that at the end of the Session
we shall ask the House to give us six
days out of the seven.

Motion, with leave of the House, wit-
draivn.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S
SISTER LEGALISATION BILL -[BILL 30.]

(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

SECOND READING PROPOSED.

Order for second reading read.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
Some nine or ten months ago, a lady
came to me, and stated that she had mar-
ried the husband of her deceased sister,
according to the rites of the Catholic
Church. There were children from both
marriages. The father, although having
no property of his own, was in possession
of a considerable estate, which had been
entailed by his father in favour of his
legitimate children. The lady wished to
know whether the children of the second
marriage were excluded froi this succes-
sion. Her marriage being absolutely null
under our Civil Code, you may, Mr.
Speaker, easily imagine the effect which
the communication of this fact produced
on this lady, whohad committed no wrong
before her God and her friends, but who
was, however, guilty before the law of the
land. I then conceived the idea of pre-
senting to this House a Bill, to come to
the relief of that class of people, situated
as this lady was. The last Session having

been a long and arduous one, and being
far advanced, I thought it would be better
to defer the consideration of such an
important[ subject till the present
Session, and hence the present Bill.
This Bill, although brought for the first
time before this Parliament, is not newto
the Canadian public. A Bill to the same
effect received its first reading in 1860,
before the Legislative Council of the late
Province of Canada. Eight times it re-
ceived the sanction of the popular branch
of the British Parliament, and eight
times was rejected by its Upper House.
It has been passed by several of the
Colonial Legislatures; it forms part of the
laws of the greatest portion not only of
America, but also of the Continent of
Europe. Its subject matter is of the
greatest social importance, marriage with
the sister of a deceased wife being almost
of daily occurrence among all classes of
our community, irrespective of creed or
nationality. Therefore, this grave ques-
tion should be considered, not only apart
from all party motives, but also f rom all
prejudices and ill-feeling, religious or
otherwise; it should be regarded almost
as a national question affecting the mass
of the people of this Dominion. Before
the Reformation, as at present, in the
Catholic Church, the validity of the mar-
riage with a deceased wife's sister de-
pended upon the dispensation of the
ecclesiastical authorities. In 1533 it was
forbidden by Henry VIII. However, until
the year 1835, it was not void de jure,
but merely voidable by a legal process
taken before the Ecclesiastical Court. In
1835, Lord Lyndhurst's Act made past
marriages of affinity valid, but a prohibi-
tory clause, declaring all similar marriages
in the future " void," was consented to by
the Commons, with the understanding
that this limitation should be removed in
the ensuing Session, but it is still in force.
In 1841, the first effort was made
in the Lords by Lord Wharneliffe to re-
peal the prohibitory clause, but bis Bill
was lost without a division. In 1842, the
question was taken up by the Commons,
the Bill being, however, lost by 123 to
100. Five years later, in 1847, a Royal
Commission was appointed to examine the
Marriage Laws, and the result was the
bringing in of a Bill in the Commons by
Mr. Stuart Wortley. The second reading
was carried on the 20th June, 1849,
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by 177 to 143, but the Bill did not reach
the third reading. In 1850, Mr. Stuart
Wortley's Bill was again brought before
the Coinions and passed by 144 to 134.
In 1851, the question was raised in the
Lords by Lord St. Germans, but his Bill
was lost by 50 to 16. In 1855, the
saine Bill was presented to the Commons,
where it reached the second reading by
164 to 157 ; but in the following year it
was again rejected by the Lords, 43
to 19. lu 1858, Lord Bury intro-
duced the Bill before the Commons, where
it was passed by 100 to 70, but the
Lords rejected it, 46 to 22. In 1859,
the same resuit was obtained. During
the years 1861, 1862, 1866 and 1869,
the Commons sided with the Lords, and
in every instance rejected the Bill. Pub-
lie opinion, however, did not support the
action of the Parliament. Petitions from
the people, boreughs and corporations
poured in, and finally, in 1870, Mr.
Cham bers'sBill, which hadbeen withdrawn
in 1869, was carried unopposed, and in
Committee was adopted by 184 to 114.
The Lords rejected it, 77 to 73. In
1872 and 1873, the sanie course was fol-
lowed with the sanie result. But in 1875,
Sir T. Chambers's Bill received a check in
the Commons. The second reading was
negatived by 171 to 142. Finally, in
1879, the Bill was again introduced in
the Lords by Ris Royal Highness the
Prince of Wales, and was rejected by 101
to 81. The laws in England, therefore,
stand as they were laid down by
William IV in 1835, the marriage with
the sister of a deceased wife being not
only voîdable, but void, and such is the
law in all the British Colonies settled
since that time. I believe Manitoba and
British Columbia are among these. The
Statutes of Henry VIII which declares
such marriages only voidable, applied to
the Colonies settled before, as the Pro-
vinces of Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edward Island, etc.

no Ecclesiastical Court exists in Ontario.
However, this would only involve a diffi-
culty of procedure, which can be solved
by an Ontario attorney, and it remains
certain that under the laws of Ontario
the validity of the marriage with the
sister of a deceased wife may be ques-
tioned and set asile during the lifetime
of the parties; and it nay be a doubtful
point, not to say more, whether in Brit-
ish Columbia and Manitoba such validity
may notbe questioned evenafterdeath. In
the Province of Quebec, until the pro-
mulgation of the Civil Code, in 1866, these
inarriages were tolerated, and among
Catholics they were altogether left to the
discretion of the Church, which, as in
England before the Reformation, grants
dispensation from the impediment of
affinity. But article 125 of the Code
says :

"In the collateral line, marriage is' pro-
hibited between brother and sister, legitimate
or natural, and between those connected in
the same degree by alliance, whether they are
legitimate or natural."

It is not, therefore, surprising that the
question under consideration should have
attracted public attention, as well in the
Colonies as in the Mother Country.
South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania,
New South Wales, Queensland, and
Western Australia have passed Acts
legalising these marriages. A Bill of the
same nature has passed the Lower
House of New Zealand, and twice
that of Natal. At the Cape of Good
Hope such marriages are valid if cele-
brated under dispensation from the
Governor. When the Bill was moved in
the House of Lords last year by His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, the
progress it had made was reviewed. One
of its ablest advocates, Lord Houghton,
said

"At home the question has made great pro-
S l d I l d TI

grees., especi y IL Co an an rean1 .
remember the time when only three representa-

It cannot be doubted,' said Vice-Chan- tives from Scotland could be eounted in support
cellor Esten the Ontario Cae of Iod- of the Bill, but now you have the important
gins vs. MeNeil, " that the marriage in que&- petitions from the Convention of Royal Burghs,tion in this case was unlawful, and void at the representing sixty municipalities, which I pre-
time of its celebration, and could have been ment te-night, as well as many representative
annulled by the sentence of the Ecclesiastical petitions from other municipalities not ineluded
Court at any time during the lifetime of bath inthe Convention. Tbe Magistrates and Town
parties." Council of Edinburgh recently agreed by a ma-

We were told last Session during the jority of 24 to 12 to petition in support of the
measure, and the United Presbyterian Church

debate on the Campbell Relief Bill that have, through their Kirk Sessions and Presby-
MF. GIIoURD.
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teries, arrived at the conclusion that marriages
of the nature with which this Bill deals, ought
not to be a bar to Church membership. As to
ireland, I may state that the corporation of
Dublin have five times sent petitions to this
House, and that forty other corporations in
Ireland have petitioned in the same sense. I
may also mention that the late respected Car-
dinal Cullen authorised me to say that he had
no difficulty in acceding privately to the opinion
expressed by Cardinal Wiseman and other
dignitaries of that Church, altkough he declined
to sign any petition because of the difference
of views existing among hie clergy. In Eng-
land, the most important corporations, that of
the city of London being at the head of them,
have repeated their adhesions, and this even-
ing the petitions presented by BRis Royal High-
ness the Prince of Wales, and by the Prime
Minister, as well as that by myself from three
Bishops, and upwards of two hundred Roman
Catholic clergy, including the superiors of the
chief religions orders, confirm our opinion.

" It should not be forgotten that all the Non-
conformist bodies, without the exception of a,
single sect, are in favour of the Bill, and what
is the immense proportion they bear in the
Christian community of this country.

"And now, my Lords," continued Lord
Houghton, "I pray you to give a second reading
to this Bill. If you do so, you will relieve
thousands of your fellow-citizens, honest men
and honest women, frodm a deep sense of par-
tial legislation and cruel injustice ; if you reject
this Bill, you will force on them the conviction
that they might, like yourselves, enjoy the
great happiness of family life with those they
love best, without discomfort to themselves or
dishonour to their offspring, wers it not for the
intolerance of the Church of England, and the
social prejudices of the House of Lords."

ever, I cannot shut my eyes to the persis-
tent, and almost systematic opposition of
the majority of the prelates of the Epis-
copal Church. I cannot either ignore the
restrictions imposed by the Church of
Rome, and the Bill I have the honour to
submit to the consideration of the House,
is so framed as to meet the riews of all,
and respect the prejudices, scruples, and
sentiments of everyone. In a mixed
community like ours, it is important that
the conscience of no one should be dis-
turbed or hurt. In the preparation of
the Bill, I have been guided to a great
extent by the remarks made by Mr.
Gladstone, in 1869, when Mr. Chambers's
Bill was under consideration. This emi-
nent statesman said:

'' Some twelve or fourteen years ago, I formed
the opinion that the fairest e urse would be
to lcgalise the marriage contracts in question,
and legitimise their issue, leaving to each reli-
gious community the question of attaching to
such marriages a religions character."

This religious character will be kept by
making such marriages dependent upon
the regulations of the Church celebrating
the marriage. My bill reads as fol-
lows :-

''1. Marriage between a man and the sister
of his deceased wife, or the widow of his
deceased brrther, shall be legal and valid ;

I do not intend to consider the religious provici aiways, toat ii in any churcn or refi-
aspect of the question. It cannot be glous body whose ministers are anthoriscd to

celebrate marriages ainy previons dispe,.sat;on,
denied, however, that the law as it stands by reason of suri affinity between the parties,
at present hurts the conscience of the be requîred to give vahîdity to such marnage,
majority of the people of this Dominion, saidispenation h be firt obtaine
whose religion and faith do not forbid nCD ~churri or religious bodv Provided also, that
them to marry the sister of a deceased it shah not ho compuisory for any officiat-
vife. Again, it is equally certain ing minister to celebrate suri marriage.

that a large number of spiritual peers .tbf th hrcic inludh tracted as aforesaid are hereby der!ared vaiid.
of the Church of lngland have declared cases (if any) peding in courts of justice alone
their conviction of the spiritual lawful- exreptel.
ness of such marriages. More than 400
of the metropolitan clergy have petitioned Tic Bil lias no reference to the ce]ebration
the British Parliament for their legalisa- of tie marriage. We ail hnow thit
tion. I hold a long list of most eninent under the Constitutional Art that subJect
Protestant divines, and among them such is left to Provincial Legisiatures exclu-
names as Dr. Wliately, Dr. Cumming, sively. You vill permit me to close
Canon Pale, Dr. Dodd, Dr. Eadie, George these remarks, more lengthy than I
Gilfillan, Dr. N orman McLeod, Dr. anticipated, but not too long if we con-
Chalmers, Dr. Hook, Dr. Musgrave, Dr. sider the importance of the subject, by
Fair, vho are always high authorities on making a few quotations. The Royal
religious questions, and who strongly Commissioners, appointed June 28t1,advocate the passing of the Bill so often 1947, te enquire into the state of the law
rejected by the fouse of Lords. How- relating t marriages of affinity say:
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"Some persons contend that those marriages women in tlis cnntry, i the chief concern of
are forbidden expressly, or inforentially, by their lives, shah not be interfered with by a law
Scripture. If this opinion be admitted cadit of Parliament which han no foundation n
quæstio. But it does not appear from the evi- nature, and whicb, while pretending to sanc-
dence that this opinion la generally entertained. tion from revelation, is, in fact, contrary to its
* * * We do not find that the persons who dctates.
contract these marriages, and the relations and
friends approve them, have a less strong sense 1 move that the Bil be read the second
than others of religious and moral obligation, time.
or are marked by laxity of conduct. These
marriages will take place when a concurrence
of circumstances gives rise to mutual attach- In seconding the motion, I desire to say
ment ; they are not dependent on legislation." a few words in support of the princîple of

The report is signed by the Bishop of the Bih. There may be matters of detail
Lichfield, Mr. Stewart Wortley, D. Lash- connected with its phraseohogy which

ington, Mr. Blake, Mr. Justice Williams o
and Lord Advocate Rutherford. Lord presume that what we shah bave to
Palmerston savs determineat present is 

"It seems to me to be established and ad- by Parliament. I take it for granted
mitted, that the moral feeling oi the that, where a restriction upon marriage or
community at large is not with this law; therrigbt j
that the law, in fact, is not obeyed, and that a
great number of persons, not considering them- the onus of proving a foundation for
selves to commit any moral offence, do contract that restriction rests upon those Who are
marriages which the law prohibits." in faour of it. Now, upon what ground

Ear]iRuseli ays:is a restriction upon marriage justified?Earl Russell says : '
There are two classes of arguments ad-

"I must say that I have satisfied myself that vanced againat the Bill-one the rehigious,
there is not any religious prohibition of these and the other the social. The religious
marriages."CDrige. argument originally restod upon wliat is
Mr. John Bright, during the debate on n welh setthed on indisputable authority
Ir. Chambers's Bill, in16,si: to bean entire misconstruction and mis-

" wApart from the consideration of the freedon reaing of a passage in the Book of
of the man and wornan who propose to Leviticus. That, no doubt, originally
narry, this mtter in of the greatest importance formed the foundation upon which the re-
to the motherless children who are neft, and it striction was inserted in the Table of Con-
is notorifus beyond dispute, that there have
nunbers of cases-and there night have ben sanguinith in the Prayer-book of the
multitudes more if this law had not existed- Churchi of England. But it is well settled
where a dying mother hts hoped that bier sister now that that passage, instead of being
might becomie, in a nearer sense than a. their a prohibition, is no authority, no justifi-
aunt, the protector and friend of the chihdren *

whot she was about to leave behind 1Wr. Is it cation for the restriction. n support of
not a common thin_-I know it is cruel and this position, I do not know that it is
brutal -to represent in storits and on the stage necessary to, do more than refer to tho
taat step-mothers are not kind to the children authority of two or three Most eminent
they corne to taie care of. I believe that in the Hebrew cholars of modem ties. The
vast majoritr eoc cases bdo stateoent can be more
sanderous than that ; but if there b. amything 1rst I shah quote, is Dr. Alexander
in it, urely the wonau who cornes as a d aunt McCaul, formerly Pofessor of Hebrew in
to take charge of the household, and tare those Kiing's College, Loidon, under whom 
children to ber bosom, may h free from. any bad the honour of being a student, and
charge of the krind, aed the husband may loor
to her with the utmost coniaence to discharge who was recogisd in his time ans the
the officesi of a parent to 0 ose who have teen very oighest authorit on the Jewish

thatf retrcto ress uon hos wh ar

language and the construction of the
"I know men, I know wcmen, m2rried in vio- BibleinR re ofaypsm xcta

lation of the existina taw. who are looking for- ea
ward to the resuit of this debate wit Jew. tHe was a brother of Dr. MrCaul, of
an interest whzch it i. utterhy impossible IToronto. Dr. McCauI, of lKing's College,
that ail the debates of this Session u o i y
can exceed, or even ap proach, on a queition ao
grave to thom, and by your own showing ad- "iltbe again careflly examinedte question,-
mitting of so much doubt. I thih m I w ay ad connultwd home of the highest authorities in
entreat this mouae t h give, by an e phati Hebrewliterature, aa ta the meaningof theScrip.
vote, their m etion the thi principle-for it ture passages, I ar con6rmed in the opinion
anu m ask-that te com on lierty of men and formerly expressed-let. That marriage with
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a deceased wife's sister is not only not pro-
hibited, 'either expressly or by implication,' but
that, according to Leviticus xviii. 18 (concern-
ing the translation of which there is not the
least uncertainty), such marriage is plainly
allowed. 2ndly. That this has been the opinion
of the Jewish people, from the days of the
Septuagint translators, nearly three hundred
years before the Christian era, to the present
time, as is testified by their greatest authori-
ties, as Onkelos, probably contemporary with
our Lord, Rashi, Maimonides, &c. ; and, in our
own time, those distinguished scholars, Zunz,
Furst, Arnheim, Sachs, &c. This conclusion
is much strengthened by the fact that in the
New Testament there is nothing against it.
Our Lord, who strongly condemned the Jews,
where their tradition or practice was opposed
to the law of God, as in the matter of divorce,
has left no trace of disapproval of marriages of
this kind. Neither has St. Paul. who, being
brought up at the feet of Gamaliel, was inti-
mately acquainted with the laws and practices
of his brethren."

It must be admitted, that is very high au-
thority infavour of the position that marri-
ages of this kind are not prohibited by
the language of the Old Testament, and
that the passage in Leviticus bas been
misinterpreted. I would also refer, in
support of that, to the opinion of Dr.
.Adler, Chief Rabbi of the Jews, a very
eminent Hebrew scholar, who, speaking
of marriages of this kind, says :

"It is not only not considered as prohibited,
but it is distinctly understood to be permitted,
and on this point neither the Divine law, nor
the Rabbis, nor historical Judaism, leave room
for the least doubt ;" and "according to Rab-
binical authorities, such marriage is considered
proper and even laudable; and where young
children are left by the deceased wife, such
imarriage is allowed to take place within a
shorter period from the wife's death than would
otherwise be permitted."

Another authority I would refer to, is
Professor Max Muller, a distinguished
Oriental scholar, -who said it was a puz-
zle to him, how any critic could have sup-
posed the passage in question to prohibit
inarriage wvith a deceased wife's sister.
I think, therefore, Sir, that we may
fairly assume that it is not prohibited
by the Old Testament Scriptures, and that
the whole prohibition to it is contained in
in the Prayer-book of the Church of
England, or founded upon a misconcep-
tion that prevailed at the time the Prayer-
book was written, in regard to the pro-
per interpretation of that passage. But
there is even the very highest authority
amongst the Bishops of the Church of
England in favour of that same position

which I have advanced. No less than
twenty-six Bishops of the Church of Eng-
land, including two Archbishops, have
expres-ly declared that in their opinion
marriages of this kind are not prohibited
by Scripture. I think, therefore, that it
would be idle to further argue the ques-
tion that there is not any Scriptural prohibi-
tion against such marriages. If, then,
there is no Scriptural probibition, upon
what other grounds can objection possibly
be raised 1 The only other argument
that I have heard of as being advanced
against it is that there is some social
reason why marriages of this kind are not
to be favoured. When the opponents of
this Bill are compelled to fall back upon
social reasons of that kind, they must be
of an overwhelming character in order to
be entitled to any weight. They must
not be reasons as to which there is a strong
difference of opinion. When we remem-
ber the numerous authorities in favour of
the abolition of this restriction in Eng-
land; when we find on the roll of names
men distinguished for their high sense of
morality, and their high position in pub-
lic opinion, we may fairly assume that
there is not that strong social reason
against it which ought to sustain us in re-
taining a prohibition or restriction of this
kind. My bon. friend who bas moved
the second reading of this Bill bas dis-
somewhat the question of its social expedi-
ency. It would be idle perhaps, at this
period, after the discussion lias proceeded
in England for thirty or torty years, to
review the arguments upon that point. I
am content to rest the case in favour of
this Bill on the common sense of the
menbers of this House, who, I am quite
sure, in their own experience of life, in their
knowledge of human affairs, will not come
to the conclusion that there are those over-
whelming social reason's against marriages
of this kind which ought to justify them
in maintaining the restriction which is not
founded upon Scripture authority. My
hon. friend who has moved this Bill lias
referred to the state of the law in this
country upon it. We have only had one case
fore the Courts of Ontario, as far as I am
aware, in which the subject has been con-
sidered. It was the case of Hodgins vs.
McNeil, decided by Vice-Chancellor Esten,
in the year 1863, and shows the position
of the law as it stood, and still stands, in
Ontario. In that case it was decided that
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the Act of Lord Lyndhurst did not ter of that kind is, I think, a matter of
apply to the Colonies, and that, conse- detail, which can more properly be deter-
quently, marriages of this kind were only mined upon in a Select Committee than it
voidable, and not void, and, unless rendered can be in the House. I take it that we
void during lifetime, the children were have at present to decide whether the
legitimate. Inasmuch as the only tribunal principle of the Bil is one that ought to
by which they could be voided was an be accepted or not. In voting in favour
Ecclesiastical Court, and as we have no of the second reading, we determine
Ecclesiastical Court in Ontario, after death nothing more than the principle of the
such marriages were lawful and their issue Bil; unless there is something in the Bil
legitimate. Still, that is not the proper which is manifestly wrong, and then it
position in which the matter, I submit, should be rejected in toto. I have, there-
ought to be placed. If they are only void- fore, mucb pleasure in seconding the
able, if there is no Scriptural or moral law motion of my lin. friend frora Jacques
against them, I submit the prohibition Cartier (Mr. Girouard), for the second
which rests on no other authority than the reading of this Bil, and I trust that, if
Prayer-book of the Church of England any objection of the kind I have referred
ought to. be removed, and marriages of b is raised, it will Le disposed of else-
this kind ought to be legalised. I under- where, and Ihat this fouse will follow
stand that objections will be taken by the example set by the fouse of Coin-
some hon. members in this House to the mons of England, in soven or eiglt dif-
terins of the Bill, inasmuch as it contains ferent divisions, which bas by large
a clause referring to the necessity of ob- majorilies, usually of about 100, voted
taining a dispensation in any church in in favour of the removal of the prohibition
which a dispensation is necessary to the in England, which is centrary, I submit,
validity of such a marriage. If, by the to the enligblennent of the present age.
rules of any particular Church, marriages Ma. TIOMPSON (Yaldiamand):Every
of any particular kind require a dispensa- day, Mr. Speaker, when you open this
tion in order to make them valid accord- House, you invoke the Divine blessiDg
ing to the laws of the Church, I confess I upon ou' deliberations, and I propose te-
see no reason why we should interfere and night to follow Ihat course which to me
prevent that state of facts continuing. I seems most in accord wi h the Divine will.
understandthatsomeobjectionwill betaken I oppose Ibis Bil from a Scriptural point,
to the form of the Bill on the ground that on the Divine Law* as laid down in
there is, in fact, only one Church in which Leviticus, chaper 20, verse 21. We
a dispensation for marriage is known and are tola in the Great Book that we are
practised i:nely, the IRoman Catholi neither to take away from nor add o oe
Church, andi hat il will be paacing word of it. Notwithstanding the able
Roman Catholics in a different position to arguments of thehon. members forJacques
whiat the rest of the coimunitoy are in, and Cartier (Mr. Giroard) ani North Victoria
making their marriages subject to the winl (Mr. Cameron), I bet to move that Itis
of higher authorities. I dlo not knew Ihat Bill be not now reaci the second lime, but
there is any reason why we shoulin inter- that il be rea the second time IBis day
fwere, in any way, with thh pariicular reli- six montas.
gieus or ecclesiassical regulations of hLe M. MILLS: I desire ot Imake a few
Roman Catholic Church ii referefce observations on le merits of th Bill
to the question of marriages. Protestant before ohe motion is put. I arm rather
as I am, I confess I have no fear of any incliner (r support e Bi than the
harm resulting fromr the passage of the amendmen . I confess I do fot see the
Bill in is present ferra. But, inasmucl Scriptural objection that presents itself r
as I behieve my lion. frienc who bas iii- formidably te the minc of my hon. friend
troduceci the Bill intencis 10 move that il froa flaldimand (Mr. Thompson). I
be referrec te a Select Commit-ee, in order will juw t say a word or two on what ap-
thal is pro-visions may be detiberately pears te be the popular Scriptural o -
considerec and made acceptable te the jection. I have a very great deal of re
varieus remigious communities in the Do- spectforthosewho entertainthat view, and
minion, and te the various Provinces ani who profeas to be guidev by what they be-
their different marriage laws, any mat- hieve o be tou law of Moses in this par-

MR. Ct iEhaoe.
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ticular. I wouldjustmake an observation
or two in regard to what the Mosaic Law
upon this subject is, as a question of juris-
prudenceratherthanaquestion'of theology.
I have examined the subject with some
care, and it seems to me that very
mistaken notions arise by under-
taking to apply particular words and
phrases to the conceptions of modern so-
ciety. If we were to examine with care
the construction of ancient society in
Palestine, I tbink we would find that
some of the arguments that have been
founded on analogy have no applicability
in this case. The popular idea seems to
be this : because the law of Moses forbids,
except in certain cases, marriage with a
deceased brother's wife, the deceased
brother's wife stands in exactly the same
relation as a deceased wife's sister ; and
that therefore the prohibition which ap-
plies to the one case must also apply to
the other. Those who have given atten-
tion to the early conditions of society
know right well that, if you look at society
as it exists to-day in some parts of India,
or as it existed formerly in Palestine, or
in ancient Rome, there were other
customs existing and recognised by law
than those we recognise at this moment.
There was the house and the tribe inter-
posed between what we now call the
family and the State. The policy of the
law was to save them from obliteration.
There were gens or houses in Palestine
just as there were in Rome. The woman
was a member of the house to which ber
father belonged, until she married. When
two nembers of particular families were
married, the woman was transferred to the
house of ber husband, and, being so trans-
ferred, she was considered a sister
to all his brothers. Therefore, upon bis
death she was not allowed to marry those
who by law were ber own brothers,
members of the house of ber deceased
husband. This was not at all the case
with the deceased wife's sister. If the
man belonged to the house of A, and the
woman to the house of B, the moment
she married she becane a member of the
bouse of A, and was excluded upon ber
husband's death from marrying anyone
belonging to the house of A. But ber
sister remained in the house of B, she
was no relation to the house of her
deceased sister, and therefore the husband
could marryher without legal impediment,

there beingnolegalobjection. Now, gentle-
men who will pay any attention to the
origin of the prohibition that existed
under the English Common Law in
regard to the exciusion of balf-bloods by
the rules of inheritance, will find the law
was founded on this ancient distinction.
Half-brotheru by the sanie mother were
no relation to each other under the laws
of primitive society, while paternal half-
brothers were counted as full brothers
as in the case of Jacob's children, whether
of wives or servants. For further illus-
tration, let me take the case of a woman
in the bouse of A, who married into the
bouse of B her first husband ; ber children
by this marriage would be of the house of
B. For heritable purposes, their kinship
is confined to this house. She subse-
quently marries into the bouse of C. The
chiliren born in the house of C were by
law no relation to the bouse of A, or to
the half-bloods of the bouse of B. These
half-brothers were ý no relation to
each other, and one could not inherit from
the other. But, where they had a conmon
father, they were recognised as standing
in exactly the same relation as whole
bloods. It was on this ground that the
prohibition applied to the deceased bro-
ther's wife, but it had no application to
the deceased wife's sister. As long as
that condition of society existed, as long
as these houses were kept up, as long as
property could not pass from one house to
another bouse, or from one tribe to an-
other tribe, either in ancient Rome or in
Palestine, the inhibitions continued in
force, as in the case of the restrictions
upon themarriage of Zelophahad's daugh-
ter. They were founded on grounds of
public policy, and, when these tribal dis-
tinctions ceased to be a matter of public
policy, the prohibition ceased along with
them. It is therefore perfectly clear that
the prohibition which applied to a de-
ceased brother's wife never at any time
applied to a deceased wife's sister. The
prohibition as to the brotber's wife was
not based on moral grounds, but on the
law of property. It is expressly stated
that the man is not to marry the sister of
his wife so long as his wife is living, but
a brother was absolutely forbidden to
marry a deceased brother's wife, unless
there were no children born ofthe marriage.
Then the marriage was a matter of obliga-
tion, whether the party had a wife of
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his own or not; and the children born of
the marriage were accounted in law the
children of their uncle ; they inherited the
property of their imputed father, and not
of their real father. The whole theory of
the Mosaic Law, and, indeed, all ancient
law of which we have any knowledge, is
founded upon conceptions of society to
which we, under our western civilisation,
are total strangers; and therefore it is
absurd, it seems to me, to undertake to
make quotations from an ancient system
of jurisprudence, relating to a condition
of society that has, at this day, no exist-
ence, and make them a ground for object-
ing to a marriage which is perfectly right
and proper. If there be any objection to
the principle of the Bill, it is that it might
throw doubts upon marriages practically
valid at this moment. There is no Court
in Ontario in which objection can be taken
to such marriages as are now under con-
sideration, and they are practically valid;
but to remove the possibility of any doubt,
I an prepared to support the Bill. There
are some provisions in it, however, which
do not wholly meet my views. One
clause runs thus :

" Proviled there be no impt diment by affix-
ity between them, according to the rules and
customs' of the Church, congregation, priest.
minister, or officer, celebrating such marriage."
The form in which marriages are to be
solemnised is beyond our authority, and
therefore a question withwhich we ought
not to deal; but, as to the principle of the
14easure, I think it is founded in reason
and common sense, and so far as the
religious objection is concerned, it is one
founded on a total misapprehension of
a ncient law and the policy of the law, a
saisconception which Las arisen from-a
failure to study the structure of that
society upon which the law operated.

MR. ABBOTT : It is not my intention
to discuss marriages of this description
f rom the point of vie w taken this evening.
The Church of England lias taken a de-
cided stand against marriages of this kind.
The Church of England has taken one
side on this question, and the Noncon-
formists take the other, for the latter do
not raise any objection to marriage with a
deceased wife's sister. Similar differences
of opinion exist here in regard to the re-
ligious view of the subject. But no such
considerations should move us. As I see
no physical objection, and in fact no ob-

Ma. MILLs.

jection but one derived from a religious
source, I think it is better in a mixed com-
munity, such as ours, that people
should be left to the free exercise
of their opinions. The laws should
deal with it only as it concerns public
policy. It is impossible to assert that
there is any question of public policy op-
posed to the marriage of a man with bis
deceased wife's sister. Physically, there
can be no objection. Socially, objections
have been made; but these have been
rather of a character appealing to good
taste than to any important principle. In
that respect also, therefore, the question
whether a man may marry the sister of
his deceased wife should be left to him-
self, and the question should be decided
according to his conscience and his
good taste. And, there being no reason
of public policy against it, I would be dis-
posed to make such a marriage free, and
vote for the Bill. At the same time,
thouglh I understand this Bill is to be left
to a Committee, which will settle the de-
tails-it is not inappropriate to draw at-
tention to some of its provisions which
appear to be inconsistent with the general
principle of the measure, and the argu-
ments made use of in support of that
principle by my bon. friend from Jacques
Cartier (Mr. Girouard). If it be right and
proper that marriage with a deceased wife's
sister should be tree, then why place it
under the control of any Church to
say whether or not, in any particular
case, a member of that Church shall be
allowed to have the benefit of the proposed
Bill? In the Church of Eagland it is ab-
solutely prohibited, and in the Catholic
Church, although 1 do not know what
rule they have regarding it, I think it is
illegal as well as in the English Church.
The obvious effect of the clause will be
that the right to marry a deceased wife's
sister will not be free but left to the de-
cision of a Church or clergyman, and from
the way in which the Bill is frained it
would not only be impossible for a mem-
ber of a Church whose clergy were opposed
to a marriage of that kind to marry with-
out a dispensation, but it would be im-
possible for a man belonging to such a
Church to go to some other minister or
clergyman to be married. A man who
belongs to a Church which regards it
as au Fabsolute impediment will, by
the wording of the Bill, be debarred
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altogether from contracting such a inar-
riage. It is inconsistent with the argu-
ments in favour of the principle of
the Bill that the right should be re-
stricted by any authority. The marriage
should either be legal or illegal; and this
House should pronounce whether these
marriages should or should not be per-
mitted in future. There is another detail
to which it is important to call the at-
tention of the House or the Committee:
the second clause makes all such marriages,
in the past valid. That is an objection-
able provision; the principle involved -
the retroactive operation of the clause-
is objectionable. I do not think there
should be retroactive legislation in matters
of this kind or in fact in matters of any
other description. The hon. gentleman
has cited the English Act of 1835 as a
kind of precedent, but that Act does not
seem to me to establish any precedent for
the retroactive clause introduced into the
present Bill. Previously to 1835, as I
understand, the marriage of a man with
his decased wife's sister was voidable only
during the lives of both parties; but after
the death of either party it could not be
declared void; and the Act of 1835 sim
ply rendered such marriages valid, or
rather confirmed the validity of such mar-
riages, they being actually valid at the
time. The marriages affected by this
particular clause of the Act of 1835 being
merely voidable, my hon. friend will per-
caive that that provision could do noharn;
it could take away no vested rights; but
the clause now proposed by my hon.
friend might take away vested rights. It
might take away from the children of the
first wife some of the rights which had
become vested in them. and give them to
the children of the second wife. Up to
the tine of the passage of this Bill, any
rights that have vested in, or accrued to
the children of a deceased wife, by reason
of their legitimacy, should not be taken
away by retroactive legislation; and any
such retroaction should at least be re-
stricted to the cases where both the parties
ara alive. I presume these bubjects will
receive the attention of the Committee.
I shall vote for the second reading of the
Bill, and, when the report of the Comnittee
cornes up, these details can be fully dis
cussed.

..Ma. BLAKE: I coincide with the
view that the Scriptural argument is

based on a misconception of that passage
in the Bible which has given rise to it,
and to a mistaken application of the rule
supposed to be laid down to the modern
states and conditions of society, which are
different from those of that ancient date
I do not think any weight is to be attached
to that argument. The existence of
such an argutnent, however, seems to
have had some weight with the
hon. member for Jacques Cartier
(Mr. Girouard) who thinks that consider-
ation renders it proper that we should
create some restrictions upon the riglit to
marry in these cases. To the social argu-
ment I attach more importance. I do
not think it is reduced merely, as the
member for Argenteuil says, to a ques-
tion of taste. There is to my mind a
much more serious question growing out
of the relations between the husband and
his wife's sister domiciled in his family
during the lifetime of his wife. But,
though I have hesitated on this, I have
come to the conclusion that there is not
enough to render it right for us to forbid
such marriages. Therefore, had this Bill
been simply a Bill to authorise marriage
between a man and the sister of his
deceased wife, I should feel disposed to
give it my support. But I could not
support it beyond this stage in its pre-
sent shape ; and I think it not inoppor-
tune that a discussion is raised at this
time by some hon. gentlemen, not, per-
haps, to the principle of the Bill, but to
some of the provisions. We do not know
whether or not there will be a Select
Committee upon it. We do not know
what may be the report of such a Com-
inittee, or whether there will be a fair

opportunity of discussion here at the late
date at which the measure may return to
us ; and, at any rate, there should be, in a
matter of this kind, discussion on at least
two separate stages. I may say that I
concur in the objection of the hon. mern-
ber from Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott) to the
conditions proposed to be attached to this
Bill, on the ground he stated, and for the
additional reason that it is not within the
scope of the authority of this Parliament
to deal with the solemnisation of marriage
as is in effect proposed. We have within
the British North America Act two pro-
visions upon the subject of marriage.
" Marriage and Divorce " are left exclus-
ively to the Canadian Parliament ; the
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solemnisation of marriage is left exclus-
ively to the Provincial Legislatures.
When the Confederation Resolutions were
under discussion, in the old Canadian
Parliament, the language was not the
same; there was no grant of power to the
local Legislatures in reference to the
solemnisation of marriage. Some anxiety
being felt in reference to this subject, en-
quiries were made of the Government, and
the hon. the Minister of Public Works,
then Solicitor-General, gave, on behalf of
the Government, the following explana-
tions :-

"The word 'Marriage' has been placed in the
draft of the proposed Constitution, to invest the
Federal Parliament with the right of declaring
what marriages shall be held and deemed to be
valid throughout the whole extent of the Con-
federacy, without, however, interfering in any
particular with the doctrines or rights of the
relig ous creeds to which the contracting parties
may belong."

He proceeded to declare that the whole
effect of the clause was to give power to
decide that marriages contracted in any
one Province, according to the laws of
that Province, should be valid in the
other Provinces, though their laws might
be different, in case the parties came to
reside there; and again lie stated that
when a marriage is contracted in any Pro-
vince, contrary to its laws, though in con-
formity with the laws of another Province,
it will not be considered valid. He sub-
sequently assured the House that the
resolutions contained only the principle
of the Bill to be carried in the Imperial
Parliament, which would be drawn up in
accordance with the interpretation he had
already put upon the clause. Mr. Dorion
asked :

" Will a Local Legislature have the right of
declaring a marriage between parties not pro-
fessing the same religions belief invalid ?"

Attorney-General Cartier replied :

" Has not the Legislature of Canada
now the power of legislating in that mat-
ter, and yet has it ever thought of legislating
in that way ? "

Such was the explanation at that time
given, from which it is obvious that a
very limited power was intended to be
conferred on this Parliament. The Brit-
ish North America Act passed, and sub-
sequently, in the year 1869, with reference
to a Bill of one of the Local Legislatures,

Mn. BLAKB.

for conferring upon the Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor of the Province the power to issue
marriage licenses, in his report upon
that Bill, the then Minister of Justice
pointed out that two questions arose. The
first question is not very material ; as to
the second he says :

"The second question as to where the
power of legislation on the subject rests bas
excited much interest in Canada, and conflict-
ing opinions exist with respect to it. The
power given te the Local Legislatures to legis-
late en the solemnisation of marriage was, it is
understood, inserted in the Act at the instance
of the representatives of Lower Canada, who,
as Roman Catholics, desired to guard against
the passage of an Act legalising civil marriages
without the intervention of a clergyman and
the performance of the religions rite. They
therefore desired that the Legislature of each
Province should deal with this portion of the
law of marriage. The Act must, however, of
course, be construed according to its terms, and
not according to the assumed intention of its
framers. The undersigned is of opinion that
the right to legislate respecting the authority
to marry, whether by publication of banns, by
license, or by episcopal dispensation, is part of
the general law of marriage, respecting which
the Parliament of Canada bas exclusive juris-
diction. The publication of banns, or the
license, a% the case may be, is no part of the
solemnisation, it is merely the authority to
solemnise. The solemnisation i n t commenced
by the issue of the license or the publication of
the banns ; all the English Marriage Acts treat
the authority, and the solemnisation, under the
authority, as quite different matters. Thus, it
is provided, in Geo., IV. chap. 76, sections
9 and 19, that 'Whenever a marriage shall
not be had within three months after publica-
tion of banns, or the granting of license, no
minister shall proceed to the solemni-ation of
such marriage until a new license shall have
been obtained, or a new publication of banns
had,' and, by the 21st section, the solemnisa-
tion of marriages without due publication of
banns, or license of marriage, is made a felony.
In order to convict a person under this clause,
it must be alleged and proved that the solemris-
ation was not only commenced, but conpleted,
and, if the license or banns were a necessary
portion of the solemnisation, the offence would
never be completed without them. The sub-
sequent Marriage Acts seem to draw the same
distinction between the authority and the
solemnisation. The undersigned is therefore of
opinion tbat this reserved Act is beyond the
jurisdiction of the Local Legislature, and
should not receive the assent of Your Excel-
lency. As tLh subject is one of the very great-
est importance, affecting the vahdity of mar-
riages, past and future, the undersigned would
suggest that the Colonial Minister be requested
to submit the two questions above raised to tfie
Law Officers of the Crown for their opinion."

That opinion was given, and it is re-
ported, as follows:-
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" The Law Officers are disposed to concur
with the Minister in his views of the first ques-
fion stated by him, but they are unable to con-
cur in his opinion that the authority to grant
marriage licenses is now vested in the Gover-
nor-General of Canada, and that the power of
legislating on the subject of marriage licenses
is solely in the Parliament of the Dominion.
It appears to them that the power of legislating
upon the subject is conferred on the Provincial
Legislatures by 31 and 32 Vic., cap. 3, section
92, under the words ' the solemnisation
of marriage in the Province.' The phrase
'the laws respecting the solemnisation of
marriages in England' occurs in the preamble
of the Marriage Act, 4 Geo. IV, cap. 76, an
Act which is very largely conceraed with mat-
ters relating to banns and licenses, and this is
therefore a strong authority to show that the
same words used in the British North America
Act, 1867, were intended to have the ame
meaning. ' Marriage and Divorce' which by
the 91st section of the same Act are reserved
to the Parliament of the Dominion, signify, in
their opinion, all niatters relating to the status
of marriage, between what persons, and under
what circumstanoes it shall be created, and (if
at all) destroyed. There are many reasons of
convenience and sense, why one law as to the
status of marriage shall exist throughout the
Dominion, which have no application as regards
the uniformity of the procedure whereby that
status is created or evidenced. Convenience,
indeed, and reason would seem alike in favour
of a difference of procedure being allowable in
Provinces differing so widely in external and
internal circumstances, as those of which the
Dominion is composed, and of permitting the
Provinces to settle their own procedure for
themselves ; and they are of opinion that this
permission has been grauted to the Provinces
by the Imperial Parliament, and that the New
Brunswick Legislature was competent to pass
the Bill in question."

That opinion was acted upon, the Act
was not disallowed, and other similar
Acts have since been permitted to go
into operation. Now it appears to me
that the view taken by the law officers
was correct. I do not see any other intelli-
gible line. I do not see that we are
invested with anything more than the
power to decide the statu% of marriage,
and between what persons and under what
circumstances the contract of marriage
may be created. I presume that the
hon. the Minister of Public Works will
agree that this view of our powers, though
broader than what he indicated at Quebec,
is nearer to his view, and more reasonable
than that of the former Ministerof Justice.
AsI readthepassages towhich Ihaveallud-
ed, it was in contemplation at Quebec that
the Local Legislatires should have
anthority to deal with the bulk of the

matters here mentioned, and it was
simply reserved to this Parliament to de-
termine whether marriages good in one
Province should be good in all the Pro-
vinces. More is given by the Brit-
North America Act, more, miuch
more is given by the opinion
of the law oflicers to this Parlia-
ment, than the lion. the Minister of Pub-
lic Works expected, but not so much as
his colleague claimed. I believe, how-
ever, that the true line has been found.
Now, it is entirely inconsistent with the
existence of any such line to insert in
this Bill some of the provisions it contains.
We cannot provide as to banns, dispensa-
tions, or licenses, preliminaries to the
solemnisation of inarriage. Contrary to
the contention of the lion. the Minister of
Justice, the right to legislate on these
subjects was held in 1.869 to reside in the
Local Legislatures, and that view has
been accepted for eleven or twelve years.
We are now called upon to deal with the
question, because the question of expedi-
ency is another and a subsequent point.
If we have not the power to legislate as
the hon. gentleman proposes, then the
question of expediency will not arise. I
believe we have not the power, and that it
belongs to the Local Legislature to decide
by what means marriage between those
persons between whom marriage may,
under the general law, be lawfully con-
tracted, shall be contracted. Now, a
serious question may arise, should a Local
Legislature thwart the provisions of a
general law, by declining to provide ineans
for the solemnisation of marriages be-
tween particular classes of persons vho
are lawfully entitled to marry. It is ob-
vious that, if we have not, as in fact we
have not, any power to prescribe how
marriages shall be solemnised, we have no
power to give effect to our declaration
that it shall be lawful to contract mar-
riages between any two classes of persons.
It is for the Local Legislature, in some
shape, to render that possible which the
Federal Parliament has declared to be
lawful. And there may be a defect in our
system which mgy lead to serious diffi-
culties. But it is unnecessary, perhaps,
to deal with such a possibility before
the occasion arises. We are at pre-
sent concerned only with the question
as to where the power rests, and I
maintain that it is an infringement on
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the powers of the Local Legislatures to
attempt to make any provision connected
with the solemnisation of the marriage,
whether it be preliminary to or whether
it accompanies the act. Now there is
one oi these provisos that is clearly wrong,
that wbich provides that it shall not be
conpulsory on any officiating minister to
celebrate such a marriage. If the Local
Legislature alone is to determine who is
to celebrate marriage, it may determine
that marriage may be celebrated civilly ;
it nay not give power to any imiinister of
any church to celebrate any marriage; it
nay determine that marriages should be
celebrated by one class of ministers alone;
it nay declare that all marriages nay be
celebrated, n0o matter what the religion of
the contracting parties be, by any lawful
minister of any Christian denomination;
it may decide that it shall not be com-
pulsory on any minister of any faith to
celebrate any marriage ; it may make it
obligatory on al] authorised persons to
celebrate all marriages. It may make all
sorts of provisions. It îs able to meet
the difficulty raised by the hon. member
for Jacques Cartier, as to the objections
of a minister to celebrate marriage between
these classes. I believe, as he bas said,
that such objections are largely shared by
my spiritual pastors and masters. Now
the Local Legislature may, if it deems fit,
respect this scruple by such a clause as I
am discossing. But we have no such
right, and it would be eminently impru-
dent for us, in my opinion, to attempt to
interfere with the solemnisation of
marriage. If I have established that
it belongs to the Local Legislature
to say who shall solemnise mar-
riage, I have established also that it
belongs to the Local Legislature to say
whether that shall be a duty or a power,
imperative or obligatory, compulsory
or optional. Therefore 1 think we
have no power to pass this proviso,
which declares that, if, in any Church or
religious body, whose minister is author-
ised -to celebrate marriages, any dispen-
sation be required, for such a marriage,
the dispensation shall be first obtained.
I concur cordially in the viev of the hon.
member for Argenteuil (Mr. Abbott).
For my part I believe nothing is of greater
consequence with respect to this contract,
which is the foundation of law, of society,
and of the whole social fabric-nothing is

MR. BLAKE.

of greater consequence, than certainty. I
am wholly indisposed to any provision of
law which may make of doubtful validity
a mArriage which the Parliament of
Canada bas declared may be lawfully con-
tracted. But we are not called upon, in
my opinion, to do so, and I think this
subject is improperly intruded upon our
notice ; because, I say again, we should
be trenching, in passing this provision
on Local powers; though I agree that
the simple right to dechire whether the
marriage shall be gocd may embrace a
power in us to declare that it should be
good between some and bad between
others of the sanie class. But how in-
expedient is this. What a degree of
uncertainty -we would be introducing
into the law ? To re quire in the case of
every marriage a decision what is the re-
ligion of the parties ; whether ornot the
law or custom of the Church requires a
dispensation ; and, if so, whether the dis-
pensation has been properly obtained,
and to require proof of all these tbings in
order to make the marriages vahd. I
agree also with the view that this clause
is obscure. I cannot clearly construe it.
We know the questions that have arisen
under the Quebec Code; we know the
hon. gentleman's opinion of the meaning
of the Code; we know that the view
entertained by many in the Province of
Quebec is that, where the parties are of
one faith, it is lawful only for a minister
of the Church to which those parties be-
long to celebrate their marriage. Nay, more,
that this is lawful only for the curé of one or
other of the parties where both are Roman
Catholics. In the case of mixed marriages,
from the necessity of the case, a more
liberal interpretation bas been given, and
it is admitted that the marriage may be
celebrated by a minister of the Church to
which either of the parties belongs, but it
is contended that the marriage, for ex-
ample, of two Roman Catholics by a
minister of the Presbyterian, or of the
Anglican Church, is, according to the law of
Lower Canada, invalid. Then with refer-
ence to this particular Bill, as affecting the
Roman Catholies, we know that the Code
has placed upon them in this particular a
disability to which the hon, gentlenran
very much objects. There is no doubt,
I think, at all, that, under the Code, those
prohibitions, which are subject to dispens-
ations, do not include this particular pro-
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hibition, which is absolute. I think,
therefore, according to the laws of Quebec,
at this moment, notwithstanding a Papal
dispensation, which is, under the rules of
the Roman Catholic Church, essentialto the
validity of such a marriage, such a mar-
riage is absoliutely void. We know also
that the law of Quebec, as it has been in-
terpreted in sone cases, and as it is con-
tended for now, is of a character which I
think il v-ould be very diflicult to per-
suade this H-1ouse, or anv other
Legislature, to adopt. We know that it
has been decided in one case, at any rate,
in Quebec, that, upon any question as to
the validity of a marriage, there must be a
reference to the episcopal authority ; that,
uniess and until the episcopal authority
shall pronounce the marriage to be void,
the Civil Court cannot do so ; but it can
act oniy after the decision, and according
to the decision, of the episcopal authority.
So that, according to the law of that Pro-
vince, as it has been interpreted in one
case, and as it is contended for to-day, the
question whether a marriage celebrated
by a Presbyterian clergyman between two
Roman Catholics is valid is to be referred
to and decided by the Roman Catholie
Bishop, whose decree is to be necessarilv
followed and effectuated by the Civil Court.
It is contended that the decision of the
Civil Court on the construction of the
Statute with reference to the validity of
the marriage is dependent upon the deci-
sion of the Bishop. Now, that is a state
of things which it is not at all likely will be
introduced by Parliament throughout Ca-
nada. It is not easy to maintain that all
these questions should be raised, that all
these difficulties should be created by the
introduction of these provises, when an
easy mode of relieving the Legislature from
their consideration is to be found in elimi-
nating them from this Act, and leaving
the Local Legislatures to deal, so far as
they can, with the- subject, by making laws
as to the solemnisation of marriage. I
do not well understand the meaning of
this proviso. I do not know whether it
means that the parties are to be married
only by a minister of the Church to which
they may belong I do not know whether
it mueans that a dispensation is to be re-
quired vhere the faitl of the parties them-
selves requires it, or where the faith of the
minister who celebrates the marriage re-
quires it. I do not know what is to be

done when the faith of one party requires,
while that of the other does not require, a
dispensation. Supposing it were deter-
mined by the Anglican Church, in any
Province, that such marriages were not
permissible at all, no dispensations being
obtainable in that Church; consequently,
would it be possible for members of that
Church to marry '? I think that these
and other qucetions are best got rid of here
byeliminating these clauses. Else these
difficulties will, I venture to say, defeat
the hon. gentleman's attempt to procure
this legislation. Then the hon. gentleman
proposes that all such marriages hereto-
fore contracted are to be declared valid,
although these marriages nay be absolute-
ly void in the Province in which they
have been contracted. Now, under sucli
circumstances, either or both of the par-
ties may have contracted another mar-
riage. What is to be done in that case ?
Supposing a legal marriage bas beein con-
tracted by the so-called busband or the
so-called wife, what is their position after
the passage of the hon. gentleman's Pil ?
Why, by the law proposed by the hon.
gentleman, the void marriage being valdi-
ate d, the subsequent nuptials are made
vo id, of course, and the parties who had
formed new ties find these broken and the old
ones joined again. What ià to be the
course in a case which is not pending, but
has already been disposed of, such as that
to which I refer, one with which the hon.
gentleman is familiar, that of Vallain-
court and Lafontaine, in which the mar-
riage was adjudged to be void some years

ago J Is that marriage to be revived
again? It seems to me that these con-
siderations are to be added to those which
the hon. member for Argenteuil
suggested with reference to the rights of
property. I think it is a different thing to
declare these marriages valid, in cases
in which they are only voidable, from
declaring them valid in cases in which, by
the law as in Quebec, they are absolutely
void. I an then of the opinion that
these provisos are in large measure be-
yond our powers, and so far as they
may be within our powers are highly in-
expedient, and on both these grounds I
contend that this Bill should pass with
only the first part of the first clause, and
that all the rest of it should be struck
out,

M. ANGLIN : It is difficult for a
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body conposed as this is, of ProtestantE
and Catholics, to deal satisfactorily with
question of marriage. The principle,
upon whih Protestant opinions rest
with regard to this question, differ in
many respects very widely indeed froi
the principles by which Catholies are
governed. That very dispensing power
which sonie hon. gentlemen seen to re-
gard with so much disfavour is the great
protection which Catholics have in mat-
ters of this kind. The social feelings
are offended by such marriages as those of
a man with bis deceased wife's sister, or a
wonan with the brother of a deceased
husband. It cannot be denied
that the feeling is strong that
such marriages should be discounten-
anced as much as possible, that possibly
great social evils would arise, were the
impression to go abroad that such mar-
riages were notmerely toler.ated, but were,
under all circumstances, unobjectionable.
The Catholic Church regards them as
highly objectionable, and forbids them,
but not absolutely, reserving to its high-
est authority, and to that alone-I believe,
in most instances, to the Pope himself-
the power to issue a dispensation in such
cases, and such a dispensation is issued
only where circumstances seem absolutely
to require it. As a matter of fact, I sup-
pose it is known to all hon. members in
this House that, though such a dispens-
ing power does exist, it,has been but rarely
exercised in this country, and it is not
very frequently exercised in any other
country. Now, Protestants of the var-
ious Churches having no such balancing
power, so to speak, as this, are compelled
to find in the Statute Law of the country
that protection against social disorders
which they apprehend from the frequency
of such marriages. It therefore becomes
an exceedingly difficult question, one of
the most difficult it is possible to deal
with. The hon. member for Argenteuil
(Mr. Abbott) seemed to think that no such
dispensing power does exist in the Catholic
Church, and that Catholics do not regard
the Church as having any such
power, or think that it should not be ex-
ercised. In that he is mistaken. The
nower exists and has existed from
the first, but it is exercised only
under highly exceptional circumstances.
My impressions are that the hon.
member, for West Durham (Mr.

MR. A,%NGLIN.

; Blake) is mistaken in his views of
L the law relating to marriage, when he

argues that it is for the Local Legislatures
to say whether this proviso with regard
to dispensation should or should not be-
come the law of the land ; lie nisunder-
stInds, I think, what is meant by dispen,
sation in the cases to vhich lie referred.
He quoted to us the opinion of a former
Minister of Justice, and the opinion of the
Law Officers of the Crown with regard to
the riglits of the Dominion Parliament
and Local Legislatures in this matter. To
summarise that opinion, as I understood
him, it amounts to this : that we have
here, and that we alone, according to the
British North America Act, have the right
todeclare what persons may be married one
to the other; but in all that relates to the
mode and manner of the solemnisation of
marriage, and the conditions under which
it shall be soleunised, the Local Legisla-
tures alone have the power to legislate.
Well, Sir, taking that to be perfectly
correct, as I believe it is, we find that, in
speaking of dispensation, the hon. gentle-
man does not seem quite to understand it.
There the license issued by a Bishop in
the Catholie Church, by the proctors or
agents of Bishops of the Church of Eng-
land in the Old Country, and by the offi-
cers appointed under the power of the
Local Legislatures in this country, is
spoken of and regarded as a dispensation,
but it is a dispensation which relieves the
parties from one of the requirements of
the law, with regard to the solemnisation
of marriage, that of the publication of
banns, and, therefore, such dispen-
sation can only be granted and regu-
lated by the Local Legislatures. It
is a dispensation with regard to
the mode and manner of solemnisation.
On the other hand, the dispensation
mentioned in this Bill is a dispensation
whicb affects the position of the individ-
uals one towards the other. We claim
the right of saying what persons shall be
married one to another, such a dispensa-
tion as that which permits the brother of
a deceased husband to be married to the
widow, etc. we only can authorise or
grant according to law. Tiere is a wide
distinction between these two fornIs of
dispensation, which, I think, the
lion. member for West Durham has not
perceived. I was rather surprised that,
being always so clear and perspicuous, he
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didnot perceive this distinction. Per- bers of the fouse. The whole matter is
haps lie does not yet agree with me, and an exceedingly difficuit one to deal with.
then I am mistaken. My impression is I am satisfied many lon. gentlemen in
clear that the dispensation whicli affects this House feel a strong objection te
merely the relation of one person to the passing any Act of Parliament, the
other, which rernoves any objection operation of which wiii be mad.
as to the one person marrying the other, dependent on the decision of ecclesias-
is a dispensation with which we have tics of any particular Churcl or
a legal right to deal ; while any dispensa- denorination. Ne quite understand
tion as to the mode of solennisation,a how strong an objection tbey may
dispensation, for instance, from the juris- have to that, and I think that we ouglt
diction of Courts, is a dispensation with to discuss the matter in every point of
which the Local Legislatures have got to vîew in this fouse. The Bil is a very
deal. I think it is well that we have short one, but it is one of the rost impor-
had this discussion to-night,and it would be tant in its claracter and consequences that
well to have further discussion on this has been submitted to this Parliament
important matter before it is finally dis- since its creation.
posed of. Some suggestions have been AI. HOUDE moved the adjournment
made that this Bilb shoud be referred to of the debate.
a Speciai Committee to deal with. But SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
I think it would be better for the lion. think the ion. gentleman is quite right in
mover of the Bil, with the consent of the moving the adjournment of the dehate.
louse, to move the adjourniment of the It is a matter of great importance, and

debate, and let us, Nvien convenient, take our attention has been called te so many
it up for further consideration. So de intereting considerations that it is wel te
hon. members on botl sides of the louse take time to think them over and cou-

teem to think that there is no sider them on anotler occasion.
social objection whatever to the Motion
passage of sucli a measure. I am
satisfied that a great many other
hon. members differ widely from that
view ; fhat even those who do not think
the religious objection to be valid are, 0
notwithstanding, strongly of opinion on
other grounds that it is not desirable to M
encourage the formation of alliances of
this kind. The learned discussions re- The Sp
specting the meaning of that particular e'clock.
passage in the Scriptures I think the PRAyERs.
Catholics are willing to leave entirely
to the hon. gentlemen belonging to the
Church of England, and to others, to The fol
settle among themselves. For us, all that troduced
is simply a matter of literary curiosity. Bil (No.
We hear now that, for centuries, there has ern Teleg
been a great mistake as to the meaning of Bih MNo
that particular passage; that later com- and Hudsc
mentators, men who have acquired a Cempany
more profound knowledge of the Hebrew, Bill (No
or the Syriac, to-day declare that the old andpLake
translation, and consequently the inter-
pretation of that particular passage of the
Holy Scriptures, was founded on an erro-
neous idea of the meaning of the words The foll
used in the original. That may be quite the scond
correct, but that does not at all affect us
in arriving at a decision upon this subject. and (o'
I speak, of course, of the Catholic mem- rin

20

agreed to andDebate adjourned.
ouse adjourned at

Thirty-five minutes after
Ten o'elock.

SE OF COMMONS.

onday, lst Marck, 1880.

eaker took the Chair at Three

BILLS INTRODUCED.

lowing Bills were severally in-
and read thefirst time:-
45) To incorporate the Great West-
aph Company of Canada.--(Mr.
qluette.)

46) To incorporate the Winnipeg
on's Bay Railread and Steamship
( Mr. Bannerman.)
47) Respecting the Great Western
Ontario Shore Junction Railway
(Mr. Carling.)

PRIVATE BILLS.

SECOND READIN GS.

owing Bills were severally read
time :-
39) To incorporate the Montreal

ce Line Railway Company.-(Mr.
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Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Mail Priat-
ing Company.-(Ifr. McCarthty.)

INSPECTION OF SMOKED HERRING.

QUESTION.

Mi. LONGLEY enquired, Whether
the inspection of smoked herring is com-
pulsory; and, if so, whether it is the
intention of the Government to enforce
the law; what is the actual inspection fee
to be charged per box; what proportion
of the boxes are required to be inspected?

MR. BABY: It is compulsory wherever
there is an inspector. The party ag-
grieved can make complaint if he is not
satisfied. There is no inspection fee by
the box, but only by the barrel and half
barrel.

NOVA SUOTIA - WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES INSPECTORS.

QUESTION.

Mi. McDONNELL (Inverness) en-
quired, Whether Inspectors of Weights
and Measures have been appointed for
the different districts in the Province of
Nova Scotia, and who the inspectors for
the said districts respectively are?

Mn. BABY: The Province of Nova
Scotia has been divided into four districts,
Halifax, Pictou, Yarmouth, and Cape
Breton. The following gentlemen have
been appointed:-R. M. King, inspector
for Halifax, and P. Tompkins as his as-
sistant ; Charles Allison, for Yarmouth;
L. E. Lemain, for Cape Breton. The
inspector for Pictou has not yet been
appointed.

NEW BRUNSWICK-MILITIA
CAMPS.

DRILL

QUESTION.

Ma. CONNELL enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
establish Drill Camps this year, in New
Brunswick, for the Militia.

MR. MASSON : It is not the intention
of the Government to establish Brigade
Camps this year. The Government, how-
ever, will encourage the formation of
Battalion Camps, as they did last year.

SHELBURNE-HARBOUR AT STONY
ISLAND.

QUESTION.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to make any appropriation

Mi. LoNGLEY.

towards the erection of a breakwater, or
the making of a harbour at Stony Island,
Shelburne county, during the present
year.

Mi. LANGEVIN : There is no inten-
tion on the part of the Government to ex-
pend any money at present for that pur-
pose.

ROCHE BAY PIER.

QUESTION.

MR. ROGERS enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to ex-
pend a sum of money this year to com-
plete the building of the pier in Roche
Bay, at Anderson's Hollow.

Mr. LANGEVIN: This matter had
the attention of the Government last
year, but we were not in a position to do
anything then. The matter is still under
the consideration of the Goverument.

L'ASSOMPTION RIVER NAVIGATION.
QUESTION.

MR. HURTEAU enquired, Whether
the Government intend to complete, dur-
ing the course of next summer, the work
remaining to be done on the River L'As-
somption, so as to render it navi-
gable as far as the village of L'Assomp-
tion.

MR. LANGEVIN: The Government
intend to continue the work.

CODIFICATION OF CRIMINAL LAWS.
QUESTION.

MR. PERRAULT enquired, Whether
the Government intends to introduce,
during the present Session, measures re-
specting the codification of the Laws
and of the procedure in criminal mat-
ters.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou): It is net
the intention of the Government to
introduce any such measure this Ses-
sion.

PORT CREDIT HARBOUR REPA1R.

QUESTION.

Mn. ELLIOTT enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to place
a sum in the Estimates, this Session, to
repair the Port Credit Harbour.

MR. LANGEVIN: It does not appear
that this harbour is Government pro-
perty, and the Government do not
see their way clear to undertake the work
at present.

Businees.{COMMONS.]
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HALIFAX SUGAR REFINERY-FREE
ADMISSION OF MATERIAL.

QUESTION.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whether the Government have
made any promise to admit materials and
machinery for the construction of any
sugar refinery at Halifax free of duty;
and if so, whether such advantage will
be open to all similar establishments.

MR. BOWELL : The Government
has not made any promise to admit
material and machinery for the construc-
tion of a sugar refinery at Halifax free of
duty, and consequently no such advantage
will be open to others. Duty will have
to be paid upon all machinery imported
for such enterprises.

QUEBEC-NEW STATION HOUSES.

QUESTION

MR. LANDRY enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
cause to be erected, next spring, railway
station-houses at St. François, Rivière du
Sud; St. Pierre, Riviére du Sud; and Cap
St. Ignace, and to repair the station at
St. Thomas.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I have
made enquiry in reference to this matter,
and as soon as the information is received
I will inform the hon. gentleman what is
intended to be done.

RELIEF OF THE DISTRESS IN IRELAND.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.

A Message was received from the Senate,
aequainting this flouse that they have agreed
to the Address to His Excellency the Governor-
General on the subject of the relief of the pre-
sent great distress in Ireland, by filling up the
blank with the words " Senate and."

THE LATE ACCIDENT TO THE VICE.
REGAL PARTY.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE.

A Message was received from the Senate,
acquainting this House that they have passed
an Address to His Excellency the Governor-
General of congratulation on the escapa of Her
Royal Hlighness the Princess Louise and of His
Excellency from the serious danger occasioned
by the untoward accident which happened to
them on the evening of Saturday, the 14th of
February last.

Ordered, That the said Message and Address
he taken into consideration to-morrow.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND - BRANCH
RAILWAY TO CAMPBELLTON.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR. HACKETT moved for an Order
of the louse for all pe4titions and other
correspondence from the people of Camp-
bellton, Prince County, Prince Edward
Island, asking for the construction of a
branch line of railway to that place. He
said : About one year ago, the people of
Campbellton forwarded a petition to the
hon. the Minister of Railways asking for
increased railway accommodation. Persons
acquainted with the looality know that
Campbellton is situated on the west
side of the Island, and the people living
in that section are subject to great loss,
owing to their not possessing proper facili-
ties for getting the produet of their la-
bour to market. There is not a harbour
on that coast for a distance of thirty or
forty miles, and larmers and others are
compelled to haul their produce to mar-
ket, a distance of ten or fifteen miles.
This is due to the fact that the railway
did not afford them the accommodation
that it should. The railway was con-
structed at the proper cost of the people
of Prince Edward Island, the inhabitants
of Campbellton contributing their share,
but up to the present time it is of little
or no benefit to them. The proposed
branch would only require to be about
three miles in length. It would traverse
a level country and could be built very
cheaply. The old iron rails taken from
other parts of the line would do for this
branch, and no additional rolling stock
wouldberequired. The proper materialfor
ballasting can be had on the spot, so that
the only expense will be grading and
track laying. I hope the hon. the-
Minister of Railways will attend to the
prayer of this petition, and give the re
quired accomodation to these people. I
can congratulate the hon. the Minis-
ter of iRailways upon the success that
attended the working of the Island Rail-
way during the past year, under the able
superintendence of Mr. MacNab, who is
a diligent and painstaking official. The
road is progressing most favourably,
and, at the present time, is giving more
and better accommodation to the public
than it ever did before. I believe
there will be a large reduction in the
expenditure this year, and I hope that, in
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a short time, with good management and
proper economy, the large deficit we have
had for the last few years, in connection
with the Prince Edward Island Railway,
will entirely disappear. It is my opinion
that, if the rates for freight and pas-
sengers were reduced, the receipts from
the road would be much larger than they
are at present. Many of the Island pro-
ducts are bulky and heavy, and cannot
be noved over the railway under the pre-
sent Tariff. I trust that some action will
be taken with regard to this branch, and
that the people of Campbellton will have

justice done them.
MR. YEO: I agree with what my hon.

colleague from Prince County has said
about the branch line to Campbellton.
The harbour accommodation of that part
of the coast of the Island is very insuffi-
ent and capable of improvement. A rail-
way is the only convenience that can be
extended to the farmers and fishermen of
that part of Prince Edward Island. At
present, they are at a considerable dis-
tance from the railway, and at the shipping
seasons the highroads are so greatly cut
up with the traffic upon them as to be al-
nort impassable. Much is lost every year

by those engaged in the fisheries for want
of greater facilities of conveying their
fish to market. A branch road could be
easily and cheaply built to Campbellton.
It need not be longer than three
miles, and the country is so level
that it offers no engineering difficulties
whatever. The branch would also be
useful in supplying the main line of
railway with ballast, as it would lead to
one of the very few gravel beds to be
found on the Island. There is plenty
of good building stone in the neighbour-
iood required for railroad construction

and repairs, and timber for sleepers, which
is getting scarce in many parts of the
Province, is still to be had in abundance
in the district through which the road
would run. For that and other reasons
i believe that the Campbellton branch
line would be a good feeder to the main
line. and would be such an advantage to it
in other ways that in a short time it
would repay the expense of construction.
I hope that the Government will give the
matter their serious consideration, and
see their way clear to commence the work
at an earlyday. f

Motion agreed to.

MR. HACKETT.

INDIAN TREATIES FOUR AND SIX-
PAYMENT OF ANNUITIES.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. MILLS moved for an Order of
the House for a statement of the times
fixed for payment of annuities under
Treaties Nos. 4 and 6, during the current
year ; when payinent was actually made ;
amount paid for freighting ; amount
claimed by freighters still unpaid ; the
amount expended in feeding thp Indians
at the various places of pavment - and the
amount paid for supplies purchased from
the Hudson's Bay Company to feed the
Indians, before the ai-rival of the supplies
tendered for; and the amount paid for
supplies since, in consequence of famine
among the Indians. He said: I make
this motion because I observed that the
hon. gentleman, not many months before
the meeting of Parliament, attributed to
me an attitude of "meddlesome over-
sight " in regard to this matter, and that
he had conducted the business much more
wisely and efficiently since his accession
to power. I am informed on what I be-
lieve to be good authority-but at any
rate the returns will show whetber or not
I am misinformed-that the hon. gentle-
man exercised that "meddlesome over-
sight " which he attributed to me. At
any rate, there appears to have been a
case of mistaken identity in the state-
ment the hon. gentleman made. The re-
turns I believe will show that he inter-
fered with the letting of the contracts for
supplies and freighting; that the supplies
did not arrive in time ; that the Indians
assembled and had to be fed for days and
weeks; that supplies were bought in the
meantime at the Hudson's Bay Company's
posts and that this was the main cause of
expense attributed to famine. But the re-
turns will show who exercised the "med-
dlesome oversight."

Motion agreed to.

PARLIAMENT GROUNDS-CLAIM OF
CALVERT VAUX.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

Mn. DOMVILLE: I desire to get
before the House certain plans and .cor-
respondence in connection with the elaim
of Calvert Vaux,:who designed the grounds
in front of the public buildings, and from
which it will be seen that his ideas have
been carried out to the letter. Although

Business.[COMMONS.]
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his claims were presented in 1873, by
some mistake or difficulty nothing has
come of them yet. I move for an
Order of the louse for all plans, cor-
respondence, papers, and telegrams in
connection with the unpaid claim of
Calvert Vaux for services rendered in
respect to the grounds in front of the
Parliament Buildings.

MR. MACKENZIE : The term " un-
paid claims " is not quite correct. Mr.
Vaux gave a sketch of the plan upon
which he would lay out the grounds in!
front of the Parliament House to Mr.
Scott, the chief architect, who was not
authorised to enter into any arrangement
with him. But, having adopted the
general plan-not the whole of it and no
details-it was decided to pay him what
it was worth, and lie was paid the rather
large sum of $500, which I conEider a
liberal compensation. We declined to
pay him $1,500 on the ground that no
such amount was earned.

MR. DOMVILLE : I regret that in
the opinion of the hon. member for
Lambton my statements should always be
incorrect; but I believe they are correct
on this occasion also. L May, 1874,
Calvert Vaux received a letter from the
Department, stating his plans were re-
ceived, and enclosing him a cheque for
$500, aud stating the Goverment did
not intend to carry out his design. He
was paid that sum for his trouble, on the
understanding that his plans should not
be carried out, and had they not been, I
might perhaps agree with the hon. mnember
for Lanibton that Mr. Vaux had beenwell
paid. Later, Mr. Vaux addressed a
letter to the Public Work's Department,
stating be learned that bis plans had been
carried out in every detail, and that he
should be paid in full for his services, ac-
cording to the correspondence that bad
taken place, his claims and plans having been
sent to the Department with a schedule
of prices attached. The papers will prove
my assertions correct, notwithstanding the
contradiction of the hon. member for
Lambton. Mr. Vaux has a right to fair
remuneration for his services.

MR. MACKENZIE : I have simply
stated the facts as they occurred. It was
not I but my predecessor in the office who
had the communications with Mr. Vaux.

is so-called plan was a mere sketch for
approval, and nothing further was ever

asked from this New York architect, whom
we deemed it inadvisable to employ when
we had an able architect here in the De-
partment.

MR. LANGEVIN: I do not remember
having had anything to do with Mr. Vaux.
By allowing the motion to pass, we shall
not bind the Government, or say the
claim is good or bad. I know nothing of
the merits of the case, but think it only
fair to investigate the case, should such be.
desired.

Motion agreed to.

LOBSTER CANNING-DRAWBACKS ON
EXPORTED TIN PLATE.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. OGDEN, in moving for an Order
of the House for a return of all corres-
pondence between Isaac H. Mathers, of
Halifax, N.S., and the Government, upon
the subject of drawbacks on tin-plate used
in the canning of lobsters, and exported
from Canada, together with a statement
showing the amount clained and the
amount paid, said: There has been, for
some cause, a great deal of delay and difli-
culty in obtaining the drawback on those
exportations, and, as there is a large quan-
tity of tin-plates imported into the Domin-
ion, and used in the canning of fish,
having to pay a duty of ten per cent, it is
necessary, in order that this business may
be successful, and be allowed to compete
fairly with the same business in the United
States, that the dravback should be
promptly paid. I know one or two per-
sons entitled to fromt $300 to $400, who
have not received this year one cent. I
have been informed by the Department
that it is necessary to produce the original
bills of lading to receive the drawback.
There is a difficulty in regard to this
matter, as many engaged in this business
are obliged to draw very heavily against
their exports through the banks, which
require the bills of lading to be delivered
to them before they will advance. I
think that until last year it was necessary
to produce a landing certificate for Euro-
pean or foreign countries, when landed ;
but the Government have thought it more
desirable to settle matters by denanding
the original bills of lading, which, how-
ever, the banks require. When I speak
of canned goods being admitted into the
Dominion from the United States free of
duty, under the Washington Treaty, I
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mean that, if I wish to ship such goods to
the Upper Provinces, all I have to do is
to ship them to Portland or Boston, get-
ting some friend to send them here in
bond, where they enter free. If I wish
to ship directly from Nova Scotia to the
Upper Provinces, I have to pay ten
per cent. duty on the tin-plates and
about twenty-five per cent. duty on other
materials. But in order to compete
fairly with our neighbours, we must ex-
port to the United States in bond, and
have the goods come back again free of
duty. I hope the Government will seri-
ously consider and rectify this wrong.
Mr. Mathers is a gentleman of extensive
business capacity, who stands high in the
estimation of all business men, and, when
such a man fails to obtain the proper
amount of drawback, owing to some irre-
gularity in the Customs Department, men
of lesser ability would find it very difficult
to obtain anything at all.

MR. BOWELL: There can be no ob-
jection to bring down the papers referred
to, but I think that, if the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Ogden) were acquainted with
all the facts connected with the pay-
ment of these drawbacks, the House
would have been spared the remarks just
made. His first complaint is as to the
difficulty of obtaining those drawbacks.
Under the old system, no drawbacks were
paid to parties exporting canned lobsters
until they had obtained a certificate from
the consul in the foreign country to
which they were consigned. The result
was that it required very often from a
year to two years before they could pos-
sibly obtain the drawback to which they
were entitled. After looking into this
matter very carefully, the Department
adopted a system somewhat similar to
that in operation in the United States, of
paying the drawback on one of the original
bills of lading being presented to the De-
partment. Objection has been taken to
this on the ground that the banks which
make advances require all the original
bills of lading. Our answer to that is
that the Government desire the same pro-
tection as that required by the banks, and
it does seem to me that, if it were repre-
sented to the banks by parties exporting
lobsters that one of these original bills
was required for the purpose of obtaining
the drawback, if it were written across
the face of the bill by the bank or

MI. OGDEN.

the party making the advance, that
it was for that parpose alone, no diffi-
culty would be experienced in getting
it back, provided the claims were correct.
The House will readily understand how
easy it would be to manufacture copies of
bills of lading, if such were'accepted by
the Department; of course I do not lay
that to the charge of the gentleman refer-
red to by my hon. friend ; but, when I
inform the House some of the gentlemen
who are claiming drawbacks made
demands on a larger quantity of tin than
they imported, my hon. friend and the
House will see the necessity of the De-
partment adopting such rules as will pro-
tect the revenue of the country. I think
the explanation I have given will show
that the system which prevails at present
is much more liberal ; and that the resalt
will be that the drawbacks will be ob-
tained at an earlier day than was possible
under the old system. With reference to
the complaints of Mr. Mathers, of Hali-
fax, difficulties have arisen in the pay-
ment of his drawbacks. This gentle-
man has made claims for drawbacks
on tin, representing 200 boxes, when the
import entry upon which the demand was
made was for 100 boxes only. In another
instance, the import entry shows an im-
portation of 200 boxes, and the demand
for drawback upon the same entry was
for 241 boxes, being forty-one boxes in
excess of that which the entry represented.
On another entry of 150 boxes, the same
gentleman claimed a drawback for 2071
boxes, being fifty-seven and a half boxes
more than the entry represented. When
such claims are presented to the accountant,
he has, upon his finding of these discre-
pancies, to write to the party making the
claims, and point out the fact that he in
making a claim for drawback on more tis
than represented in the entries made. So,
if delays have occurred, under these cir-
cumstances, it will be seen it is not the
fault of the Department, but rather that
of those who attempt to get more than
they are entitled to. There is also
another difficulty which presents itself,
and which shows the necessity of our ex-
ercising a close surveillance over the pay-
ment of these drawbacks. Another
instance is that of a gentleman, in one
of the Lower Provinces, claiming draw-
back on tin, no which he represented he
paid six dollars and twenty cents per box,
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while the entry in the Department showed tentionally. I stated a facte and gave
that he only paid four dollars and sixty- two or three instances.
two cents and a half. I suppose the gen- MR. SNOWIALL I reference to
tleman in this instance would complain the statement of the hon. the Minister of
bitterly of the great delay which took Customs that certain parties have elaimed
place. I do not see how an exporter more drawback than was represented by
could cheat the revenue by sbipping their own Custons entry of tin imported,
lobsters ta the United States, and I think that can be easily explained. It
having them reshipped to the Domin. is a common thing for a person in this
ion without violating the oath business to import a quantity of tin,
he had taken, that the fish should which it is thought will be adequate for
not go into consumption in the Dominion. the business they intend doing. During
The only way that could be done would the season they llnd that they have not
be by shipping them to Boston, and then sufficient, and, consequently, they are
having them reshipped to this country, compelled to obtain frorn other sources
under the Washington Treaty, without the additional tin they require to carry on
the knowledge of the party in the Do- their business. I have no doubt that
minion who had shipped them to Boston- Mr. Mathers did export this increased
The question of duty upon the tin cans quantity of tin, and, if the duty was not
containing lobsters is one that must be paid by him, it was paid by some
considered when the Tariff comes up, and other party, and he vas entitled
in this connection. I think this ex- to the drawback. Many cases of
planation will show to the satisfaction of this kind have occurred in the Lower
the hon. gentleman and the House that Provinces. In fact, I have myself been
there has been no unnecessary delay in compelled to increase My purchase of tn
the matter. I understood the hon. gen- to the extent of 500 boxes in
tleman to say that Mr. Mathers had a season, and on which 1 daim
stated that he had received no drawbacks. I ar entitled to the drawback. If
I held in my hand a memorandum whicb the money was actually paid into the
shows that the following sums have been Treasury, the exporter of the fish is en-
paid to that gentleman as drawbacks titled to the refund, and some reasonable
since January 1st, 1879 :-February 5th, mode should be adopted for bis procur-
$303.30 ; April 14th, $280.40 ; June ing it. I think I can also satisfactorily
18th, $510.87; September 1lth, $157.53; explain how the party referred to claimed
December 13th,$222.87. Total, $1,474.95. a drawback ou $6.50 as the value of the
I can assure the hon. gentleman that the tin, whereas the eutry ouly showed that
Department, in the payment of draw- duty lad been paid on $4.50. It not
backs has, in every instance, paid them unfrequeRtly happens that a portion of our
as soon as they could obtain the papers in ranufactured tins bave to lay over from
such a position as would justify their year to year, exteuding perhaps to four
payment. or five years. Eventually we have a good

MR. OGDEN: I think there must be packing season and fll all up. We may,
some mistake in reference to the draw- under these circumstancesask for a draw-
backs claimed by Mr. Mathers, and the back on $8, the value of the tin at the
amounts showed by the entries of the time it was imported, whereas duty may
plates imported. Ib not have been paid on more than $4.
Mr. Mathers would n asuente fle for the tin imported the year the tin.

wouldu tervnotininal were filled. I thihk the exporter should
defraud tbe revenue. The hon. gentle- be entitled to the amount of dut actually
man has alluded to another claim made

by getlean xi he owe Prvinespaid on the tin used, not the amount ofby a gentleman in the Lower Provinces, duty on value at the time of exportation.
which was not in accord with the en The amount of drawback allowed lastI ad borryt tht these claimsha n en season was not an adequate return for themade, th i g e di o nentny duty paid into the Treasury. The syste that thse gentlemen di not intentionally dopted ws entirely diffrent to thatclaim a drawback twice on the same ship-De-
ment..

partment fixed the rate we ehould
M.BOW L I did ot ay i t- receive on each box of tin ex-
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ported. In some cases we received
back one-half and in others three-quar-
ters, but in no case did we receive any-
thing like the amount we paid into the
Treasury. If it is to be a drawback, I
do not see why we should not receive the
full amount paid into the Customs, and
not a portion of it only.

MR. DALY: There is one point re-
ferred to by the last speaker to which I de-
sire to call the attention of the hon. the
Minister of Customs. I allude to the in-
adequacy of the drawbacks allowed to
exporters of tinned lobsters. During the
last season the amount returned was
thirty-four cents, whereas the duty col-
leeled on the tin plates used in the canning
of lobsters amounted at ,times to seventy-
four cents, which, with soldering, would
make the whole duty about seventy-seven
cents. That amount, it is considered by
those engaged in the business, sbould be
fairly returned. I have no doubt that
the hon. the Minister of Customs will
take the steps necessary to remedy this
grievance, and give the whole subject
that consideration which its importance
deserves.

MR. DECOSMOS: I agree with the
hon. gentleman who has just sat down,
that the actual duty paid on tin ought to
be returned to the exporters of canned
fish. I hold in my hand a resolution
recently passed by the Board of Trade of
British Columbia, which is as follows:-

" That, in the opinion of the British Columbia
Board of Trade, it is desirable to foster the in-
dustry of canning and preserving salmon, now
carried on in this Province, and with that
view the Dominion Government be urged to
amend by Orders in Council the existing regu-
lations authorising the payment of drawback
on all sheet tin, or tin plates, and other ma-
terial used in the manufacture of the articles
exported ; and in lieu thereof to substitute
Orders authorising the payment of drawback
for the actual duties paid on tin, tin plates,
and all other materials (i. e. raw materials) used
in the manufacture of salmon cans exported, or
an allowance equivalent thereto."

During the last season some 60,000 cans
were exported, and it is a matter of com-
plaint amongst the canners that they did
not receive more than one-half of the
duties actually paid. One ground of ob-
jection by the Custois Department is the
price at which the tin is entered at the
Custon-house. It is claimed in Victoria,
however, that it is entered at the

MR. SNOWBALL.

actual cost in London. This, however,
is a matter that can be better attended to
in a departmental way. I, however, con-
gratulate my hon. friend from Halifax
upon bringing the matter to the attention
of the Goverument.

MR. BOWELL: The hon. member for
Northumberland (Mr. Snowball) is mis-
taken when he says it makes no differ-
ence how the claims are made out. I
wish to inform the hon. gentleman that at
present, as in the past, the person making
a claim for drawback is required to make
it out based upon some entry which has
been previously made. In the Depart-
ment, a record is kept of all entries, some-
what as follows: "Entry No. 14517,
Feb. 12th, 1879, 200 boxes, $-- per
box, duty paid $-." Hence, when a de-
mand is made for a drawback on forty-one
boxes more than the entry represents, is it
not'of importancebow the demand is madel
I ask also whether this is not a matter
that should receive the earnest and
careful attention of the Government.
The hon. gentleman saya it makes no
difference. How can, the Goveinment
tell how much drawback is to be allowed
or where the tin came from î It makes
no difference whether the person is the
purchaser or importer of the tin, so long
as it is represented by a proper entry.
It is the duty of the party claiming the
drawback to show what the tin cost, and
the amount of duty paid upon that upon
which lie claims the drawback. There
seems to be some force in the objection
taken at the present moment as to the
amount paid as drawback on the tin ex-
ported. All that the Department asks
is that the claim should represent the
sum paid when the tin was imported,
though it might have bten imported years
ago. The person claiming the drawback
would surely not expect to be paid upon
the price of tin at the present time. It
was imported when tin was much cheaper.
If the tin cost six dollars and twenty
cents, the drawback could be claimed
upon that, but, if the drawback be made
on that amount as the present price-
when it was imported some time since,
costing only four dollars and some cents,
under such circumstances lie could
not demand the drawback oi- the
larger amount. I will only add
that every facility has been made for the-
payment of these drawbacks, and the full
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amount will be allowed, less a small
tion to cover expenses.

Motion agreed to.

TIMBER TRANSMISSION-TARIFF
TOLLS.

REsoLUTION TO BE COMMITTED.

frac-

OF

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) moved
that the House go into Committee of the
Whole to consider the following resolu-
tion :-

Resolved, That it is expedient to substitute for
the proportional Tariff of Toils fixed by section
59 of chapter 68 of the Consolidated Statutes
of the late Province of Canada, respecting Joint
Stock Companies to construct works to facili-
tate the transmission of timber down rivers and
streams, the following proportional Tariff
Red and white pine, square or fiatted,

per piece............, ............ 1 c.
Oak, elm and other hard wood, square or

flatted, per piece............... l
Spars, per piece.................. 3
M asts, per piece...................... 5
Sawlogs, 17ft. and under, in length per

piece..........................3
Sawlogs over 17 ft. and under 25 feet

long, per piece,.................
Sawlogs, over 25 feet long, per piece.... 1
Sawed lumber, per 1,C00 ft. board mea-

sure ......................... 3
Staves, per 1,000 ................. 15
Firewood, shingle boits, and other um-

ber, per cord..................... 2
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I

would suggest that the hon. gentleman
should explain to the House the object of
making an alteration in the Tariff of
Tolls referred to by him, and, after his
explanation, that the motion should be
put dov n to be discussed to-morrow.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) : The
reason why I ask that the House should go
intoa Comnmittee of the Whole on the ques-
tion of these Tolls, is that the Tariff, as it
stands upon the Statute-book under the
Joint Stock Companies Act, appears to
be unfairly proportioned. The charge
upon timber is one cent, and on sawn
logs one-twelfth of a cent. What I pro-
pose, if this resolution passes the louse,
is to substitute a rate which will bear
upon different kinds of timber in more
equitable proportions. I have no objec-
tion to allow the motion, as the hon. the
leader of the Government suggests, to
stand over for discussion tomorrow if it
be deemed desirable. I have communi-
cations from gentlemen engaged in the
trade, and who are likely to be affected
by the proposed change, and they have
agreed to a certain propertional tariff to

be substituted for that fixed by the
Statute referred to in the motion I have
put into your hands.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

INSPECTORS OF WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

Mu. CASEY moved for an Order of
the House for a return showing the
names of all Inspeetors and Assistant In-
spectors of Weights-and Measures, ap-
pointed under the existing Weights and
Measures Act, who have been subjected
to examination previous to or since their
appointment, notingthose who havepassed
and those who have failed, and showing
whether failure to submit to examination,
or to pass sucli examination, has led to dis-
missal in the caseof the parties concerned;
also, for such papers as will show the na-
ture of any such examninations as have
been held. He said : My reason for
moving for this return is simply because
there bas been such a tremendous change
in this Department, experienced officers
appointed under that Act having been
dismissed and new ones put in their place.
I want to give the Government an oppor-
tunity of showing how careful they have
been to make those who have been placed
in the position from which the old officers
have beendismissed make up in acquire-
ments for what they lack in experience.

SiR RICHARD J. CARTWiRIGHT:1I
would like to call the attention of the
hon. the Ministerof Inland Revenue toone
point. If I am correctly informed, these
officers all paid certain sums into the
superannuation allowance, and never-
theless, did not receive any gratuity
of any kind at the time of their dismissal.
I am aware that this is in the discretion
of the Government, but, without entering
into the proprietyorimpropriety ofit,I con-
siderthatitis agreat grievance and a hard
ship upon these inen, if they have paid into
the superannuation allowance, and have
received no gratuity at the time of their
dismissal.

MR. BABY: In answer to the hon.
gentleman, I would state that it is the
intention of the Government to reim-
bui se in the manner stated by me, a few
days ago, in answer to a question put by
an hon. member, those officers who have
not been continued in the service the
money they have paid into the Superan-

inspection of
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nuation Fand. As to granting them a
gratuity, it is not the intention of the
Government to de so. Under the old
law, a very large number of officers ex-
isted, and the number has been reduced
under the new system adopted. Among
those also have beenfoundincompetent men,
who in one way or the other will have
to be disposed of. As all could not be
retained, we chose the best men among
the number.

MR. MILLS: May I ask did the hon.
gentleman choose the best west of Hamil-
ton ?

Ma. BABY: YeA, one.
MR. MILLS: How many naw ones

were appointed I
MR. BABY : Four were appointed.
MR. MILLS : It seems very remarkable

that out of those who were required, they
only found one competent to be retained.

Mit. BABY: In that section.

MR. MILLS: And the rest were all
dispensed with on the ground of incom-
petency, were they I

MR. BABY: If the hon. gentleman
will put his question on the paper, it will
be attended to.

MR. MILLS: I am discussing a ques-
tion before the House, and of course as it
relates to the hon. member's Department,
I have a right to put a question in refer-
ence to the subject. The hon. gentleman
lias seen proper under the authority of an
Act of Parliament to dispense with a
large number of officials, engaged as In-
spectors of Weights and Measures, against
whom no charge has been brought. We
were assured, last year, that the only
reason for introducing the Bill was to
diminish the expenses of this particular
branch of the Public Service. At that
time, I stated that it was my impression
that it was designed to get rid of a large
number of persons whom they had made
up their minds to dismiss. The hon. the
Frst Minister thought it was an unfair
allegation to make, and the result which
would ensue in giving effect to the Act
would show that my suspicions were un-
founded. We have now a state of afairs
ahowing how well-founded those suspicions
were, that the real object was to put
these men out of office in order to make
room for others who were their own
friends.
&MR. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.

Ma. BABY.

gentleman name the one retained west of
Hamilton I

MR. BABY: Mr. Young.
MR. MACKENZIE: And he would

have been dismissed if the Conservative
members for Waterloo had felt safe in
recommending his dismissal. Half the
population of Ontario is west of Hamilton,
and one man was retained in that half.
It was not for incompetency that the
others were dismissed, for no charge was
ever brought against them. It was a
cruel dismissal. The whole proceeding
was one of the most infamous that any
Government could be guilty of.

Ma. BURPEE (St. John) : I would
call the attention of the Minister of In-
land Revenue to a case of dismissal in
the city of St. John. I think the Inspec-
tor, Mr. McFarland, there was suffici-
ently competent. He had the repu-
tation of being a thoroughly efficient
officer, and had given great attention to
the carrying out of the details of the
Weights and Measures Act. I think in
his case the charge of incompetency is
entirely unfounded.

MR. ANGLIN: The statement of the
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue has
taken me oompletely by surprise and
must have taken many gentlemen by sur-
prise. If the cause of dismissal was in-
competency, then we in New Brunswick
must be very incompetent people, for
not one has been retained there. Mr.
McFarland, who was amongst those who
were dismissed, was perhaps as competent
an officer as could be found. I think it
would be impossible to find one more
competent. He made it his busi-
ness, whenever I passed, to ask
me to examine what he was doing,
and he showed a considerable amount of
zeal. No fault could be found with him;
his competency was entirely beyond
question. As far as competency goes, I
may speak of some other inspectors who,
under the late Government, and up to the
time of their dismissal, never did much ser-
vice and never had an opportunity of doing
a great deal, because of the want of stan-
dards, or something of that kind. One
of those gentlemen, Mr. Cutler, was a
former member of this Hous% and
thoroughly competent to discharge any
duty of that kind. He had been a member
of the New Brunswick Legislature for a
great many years; and yet he was dis-
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missed because of incompetency. I recom-
mended another gentleman, who was also at
the time a member of the LocalLegislature,
and he was appointed. He never got much
to do, but he was quite competent. It is
well that these things should be brought
before the country. I stated last year
when the Bill was introduced that its
main purpose was not so much to econo-
mise as to sweep out of existence a num-
ber of officials appointed under the Liberal
Administration for the purpose of replaG.
ing them with Tories bearing the standard
mark. As far as the city of St. John is
concerned, there is not so much work done
as there was before. I have sometimes
enquired as to what the principal officers
were doing, and I could not learn that they
were doing much, if anything. The gen-
eral impression is that, if less money is
spent in that part of the Dominion, at
any rate less serviee is' rendered. The
returns made by those officials in various
parts of the Dominion do not indicate
that there has been a large amount
of work done in any part of the
country. I never did approve of this
Weights and Measures Act. I approve
of it less and less every day since it has
gone into operation, and less of it now
when it is proved that it has been enacted
for the purpose of creating patronage. I
do not think it is worth the cost it in-
volves to the country. It is a great
hardship that those men who were turned
out of office were dismissed without any
reason from the Public Service, and that
they did not receive the miserable
gratuities usually paid to persons dis-
missed of office. The hon. the Minister
of Railways objects to the word dis-
missed ; he says their services were dis-
pensed with. In this case the services of
the inspectors were dispensed with by
force of special legislation. They were
not dismissed, their services were not
dispensed with in the ordinary way, but
they were legislated out of office. They
were led to regard the office as perman-
ent when they were appointed. It was
the greatest injustice to these men to turn
them out of office, and that injustice was
aggravated much by the refusal to pay
them this miserable gratuity. To this
day soine of them have not been paid
,even the amount that was deducted firom
their pay as their contribution towards
the Superannuation Fund. I think the

lon. the Minister, if he intends to pay that
amount, should refund it as soon as pos-
sible, and so relieve himself and his col-
leagues from the odium that must, for all
time, attach to this extraordinary, and I
had almost said disgraceful, series of pro-
ceedings.

Mi. ROSS (West Middlesex): I think
it ungenerous on the part of the hon. the
Minister of Inland Revenue, after dis-
missing these Inspectors of Weights and
Measures, to insult them with the charge
of incompetency.

MR. BABY : I did not say that. The
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
tried unsuccessfully to get those words out
of my mouth. I stated I had selected
those I thought most competent, and that,
out of the forty officers whom I appointed
in place of the one hundred and twenty-
five, I selected twelve whom I found most
competent.

MR. ROSS: The hon. gentleman says
he selected those who were the most com-
patent, and the inevitable conclusion L
that the others were incompetent. I know
as a matter of fact that some of the men
he has appointed to do the work of those
who had had three or four years training
are not, in my opinion, as competent as
many of those he had discharged. I can
speak for the inspector of the district I
represent, who held the rank of a second
class teacher and a diploma from a com-
mercial college, and who had filled the
position of returning officer in the ad-
joining county, and who was nevertheless
unceremoniously dismissed and deprived
of the means of earning his livelihood.
Not only was that done, but the annuity
he had paid into the Superannuation Fund
has been retained likewise, so that the
Government retains money that does
not belong to them. Now if the hon.
gentleman had wished to deal fairly with
those whose services he dispensed with, the
least he could do was to have stated to
them the reason why he dismissed them.
It is unfortunate that those men who
now have to look to some other calling
should be branded before the country as
incompetent. The only conclusion that
can be drawn from their dismissal, as well
as the effect upon the public mind, will
be that they were incapable in their for-
mer positions, and consequently much
eannot be expected of them in positions
elsewhere. I hope my hon. friend will
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takethe earliest opportunityto putthis mat-
ter right, so that the large number of mon
who rendered public service, and that not
at a high salary, will not remain under
this stigma which has been cast upon
them to-day. Besides, I think my hon.
friend will find that the chargeshe has made
in the Weights and MeasuresActwill be as
great a charge upon the revenue as the
Act was originally. I notice that in six
months the revenue was only $3,000,
while the expenses connected with this
Department were $17,450. Where is
the economy going to be ? Under the
old system there was certainly a large
expenditure, but there was also a large
revenue, and I fancy the hon. gentleman
will find, when he compares accounts at
the end of the year, that the charges under
the new system are equal to, if not
greater than, under the old system, while
the inspection is practically nil. Under
the new system I fancy that there is not
a county in Ontario that would be
thoroughly visited once in two years.
The inspection is a mere sham, and
the country is going to pay for this
system, for this palpable sham, some
$30,000 or $40,000 with a comparatively
small revenue. Under the old system
there was an inspection; under the new
system there will be a heavy expense and
no inspection. I would recomnend io the
hon. gentleman, since amendment of the
measures of the old Government is the
order of the day, that he should go on
with the good work, and either amend this
Bill out of existence or give us something
sub3tantial and not a mere shadow.

MR. VALLÉE : The Inspection of
Weights and Measures Law is a law
which, in itself, is veryunpopular, although
it was created for the protection of the
great body of consumers. The putting it
into operation by the late inspectors ex-
cited great discontent among the people,
and even greatly contributed to the defeat
of the Liberal Government in the last
Dominion Elections of 1878. The putting
of this law into execution was quite un-
popular, and certainly, if the Liberal party
had remained in power, they would them-
selves have been constrained to admit
that a great number of the Inspectors of
Weights and Measures, appointed by the
preceding Government, were ineapable of
fulfilling the cuties they were expected to
perform. The present Government has
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slightly modified this law in such a way
as to render its working more satisfactory.
As regards the newly appointed
Inspectors of Weights and Meas-
ures, I must congratulate the present
Minister of Inland Revenue upon the ap.
pointments which he has made in the
district of Quebec and in the surrounding
districts. From the position I hold, I am
enabled to state that the information
which I have received from the neighbour-
ing districts establishes the fact that the
public is satisfied, not only with the work-
ing of the law, but also with the In-
spectors of Weights and Measures who
perform their duties in an obliging and
decorous manner. Those who were for-
merly charged with the execution of this
law-a law which in certain respects re-
strains the liberty of sellers-did not per-
form their duties in the considerate man-
ner called for by the public. I may at
this point be permitted to make another
remark. In the month of May next, the
Inspection of Measures Law will come into
force, that is to say, the substitution of
measures will then become obligatory. I
hope the Goverument will in this case
give the same instructions which it issued
respecting the inspection of weights, and
that it will take precautions to prevent
as much as possible the inconveniences
which such a radical change in the usages
of the people may give rise to. If the
employés entrusted with the execution of
this law will endeavour to lessen its
severity while carrying out their duty,
before long this law will work to the
great satisfaction of both sellers and
buyers.

MR. KIILM : I desire to ask the
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue if
he can allege any cause for leaving the
inspector of the county of Yarmouth out
in the cold. I understand that gentle-
man, who I consider was an eflicient
inspector, was about the only one in
Nova Scotia who did anything at all to
earn his salary. I believe he collected
half the revenues collected in the Pro-
vince, and that, while the other gentlemen
drew their salaries, they did very little
to .vards providing a revenue. So far as I
know, the business was efficiently done in
that county. In going out of the -county
to appoint a person who had apparently
no experience in the business the hon.
gentleman pursued a course for which I
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can see no reason, unless he wanted to
reward a political supporter.

Mr. KRANZ: Reference having been
made to the appointment of Mr. Young
as Assistant Inspector of Weights and
Measures, I beg to state that this appoint-
ment gives general satisfaction, and was
not made for political reasons. Mr. Young
is an old Reformer, but bas been ap-
pointed by the present Government
because lie is a most efficient officer, and
had given full satisfaction to everyone in
the district, both to Liberals and Conserv-
atives. He lias been a teacher-the
Head Master of the Berlin Central School
-for many years, and holds a first-elass
certificate from the County Board. I
received a letter the other day from a
business man, who said that, if the
Weights and Measures Act was earried
out by all officers as it was done by Mr.
Young, and some others newly appointed,
there would be very little fault to be
found with the Act. It is not so much
the Act itself that gives dissatisfaction as
the way in which it has been carried out
by some officers.

MR. PLUMB: One ean readily see
that there was an intention on the part of
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
to impute language to the hon. the Min-
ister of Inland Revenue which that
gentleman had not the slightest idea of
using. I think, if, during this discussion,
some persons have been stigmatised as in-
competent, they may thank the hon.
gentleman fron Bothwell and the hon.
gentleman from West Middlesex (Mr.
RosS). I think no one would have deemed
that any such imputation had been made
had it not been thrust upon our attention
by the course of those hon. gentlemen. I
understand that, when the presentGovern-
ment came into power there was a very
large staff in this Department, that the
Government reduced this staff, and it
must be remembered, in this connection,
that the Weights and Measures Act was
put into operation by the late Govern-
ment. It was not something which they
had inherited from their predecessors,
who, they would lead us to believe, had
been guilty of all the crimes in the deca-
logue. They chose to adopt with this Act
machinery which was cumbrous and
which was often made irritating. It has
been in some degree modified,and a great
number of officers thereby rendered un-

necessary have been dismissed. The Act
afforded the hon. gentlemen on the other
side the opportunity of appointing 120 of
their friends, whose clamours for office they
could not resist. But, when the new Gov-
ernment came into power, instead of ex-
tending that patronage, they had the
courage to reduce it, and there bas been a
saving in that respect of about $40,000,
a saving which I suppose hon. gentlemen
on the other side will scout and criticise
in the saie way that they scout and cri-
ticise all the doings of the present Govern-
ment. But we do not expect that any-
thing that can be done on this side will
please those hon. gentlemen, and they are
very hard to please. When we extend
the patronage we are blamed, and when
we reduce it we are blamed. They are
very much like the soldier who was being
flogged, and first cried to the man who
was flogging him to strike a little higher,
and then strike a little lower, and at last he
who wielded the whip grumbled : " There
is no pleasing you anyway." I congratu-
late my hon. friend (Mr. Baby) upon
having made the reduction which he has
made. I believe I am safe in saying
that the service is as efficient now as it
was before that enormous reduction, not-
withstanding the great saving that ias
been secured. The hon. member for
West Middlessex (Mr. Ross), whose
views are probably somewhat narrowed by
his estimation of the position that he
holds as a paid official of the Ontario
Government, cannot see auy merit in an
appointee, who does not hold a second
class certificate from the Board of Ontario
School Examiners, with which I am told
he has an intimate connection. He thinks
all such persons have a sort of exclusive
right to appointment under the Weights
and Measures Act. I trust he is satisfied
with the statement just given by the hon.
member for North Waterloo (Mr. Kranz),
namely: that the inspector of his district,
which includes that of the hon. member
for West Middlesex, who has been ap-
pointed by the Conservative Minister,
holds a first-class certificate, is a most
efficient officer, and, not least of all
I doubt not in the lion. gentleman's
opinion, is a sound,thorough and consistent
Reformer. I am perfectly willing that
any discussion of this kind shall be
pressed to its utmost. I know that this
Government must expect to receive the
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closest scrutiny. I think they will be
able to bear it, and I think, moreover,
that, the closer their acts are cxamined,
the better they will appear before the
country.

MR. MAcDONNELL (Inverness) : I
think there was a great deal of useless ex-
penditure in connection with this Act.
In the large county of Pictou, which lias
within it the second town of the Province
of Nova Scotia, there lias been no officer
appointed. I infer from that that the
employment of such an officer is a need-
less expenditure, and is so considered by
the Government.

MR. ALLISON: I may repeat what I
said on this subject last Session that, to
the bestof my knowledge and belief after
careful enquiry, the Inspector who lived in
King's County, and had charge also of the
countylrepresent,never entered that county
in his official capacity. I therefore consider
the Government justified in discharging
that officer on the ground of neglect of
duty, and I do not deny that they mav have
been influenced by political considerations
in the appointment of his successor. The
hon. member for West Middlesex appears
to think that it was a case of great lard-
ship that the officials whose services were
dispensed with were not notified of the
cause of their dismissal. If it will be any
gratification to the hon. gentleman to
have a satisfactory precedent, I can give
him the names of half a dozen officials in
the county I represent who were dis-
missed by the Government he so cordially
supported, without an hour's notice, and
with no cause assigned for their dismissal.

MR. BOURBEAU : I cannot coincide
with the views of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, who declare their dissatisfaction with
the change effected by the Government in
relation to the Inspectors of Weights and
Measures. The largenumberof complaints
formulated in this H >use during the last
two Sessions are sufficient to justify the
action of the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue. In the county I have the
honour to represent, we had a Deputy-In-
spector of Weights and Measures, who
received a larger salary than the Inspector
we nov have, and yet the latter lias a
larger district to attend to. But a strong
ground of complaint in our division during
the term of office of the former Inspector
was the fact that le often failed to act in
acoordance with the law requiring him, on

MR. PLUMB.

each inspection, to give a certificate set-
ting out that such and such weights and
measures have been duly inspected, and
to attach thereto stamps for an amount
equal to that charged by the Inspector for
fees levied. Now, I have received from
all parts of our division complaints
as to the non-delivery of such certificates,
and I should be glad to learn why and for
what reason the certificates were not
given. When I had occasion to speak on
this subject during last Session, I men-
tioned complaints made against the mode
of inspection under the Administration of
the hon. gentlemen who now sit on the
left hand of the Speaker; it is therefore
nnnecessary to repeat those charges, but
I think we may well rejoice at the im-
provement granted us by the present Gov-
ernment in the new law for the Inspec-
tion of Weights and Measures.

MR. RYMAL: I have no doubt in my
mind that this is part of the policy of
Protection. One of the great principles
attached to that policy is that "to the
victors belong the spoils." I believe in
that doctrine, and I made up my mind
that, whenthis Bill was repealed and a new
one enacted, it would be carried out.
I am not going to speak of the qualifica-
tions of those officials who were dismissed
or appointed, but I believe that the dis-
missals were made more for the purpose
of placing friends of the Administra-
tion into positions than to promote any
great economy in the Public Service. That
is a lesson which politicians should ponder
over, and I believe it would be well if it
were understood from one end of the
Dominion to the other, that, in the
case of a change of Government, there
should be a change from the top to the
bottom in the Public Departments. It has
been said that we should not have politi-
cians in the Public Service, and we tben
deny those men their political rights. I
believe the officers in that Department
carefully abstained from taking part in
political affairs, but it was on account of
their political leanings that they were
dismissed. In other words, they were,
robbed of their political rights because
they were in public offices, and then turned
out of their offices because they were ap-
pointed by a former Government, and for
no other cause. I think it would be well
if the principle "to the victors belong the
spoils" were understood to be the rule
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throughout the Dominion, and that ail
should govern themselves accordingly. It
looks very much as if the bread had been
taken from the children and given to the
dogs.

SIR JOHN A. IiACDONALD: I do:
not know whether the hon. member for
South Wentworth (Mr. Rymal) seriously
intended that we should believe that he
endorses the doctrine that "to the victors
belong the spoils." If I had as imuch
confidence in him as he lias in nie, per-
haps I would take his advice in that re-
spect. But, although we have great
confidence in bis judgment, I do not think
we will take bis advice; and I can assure
the hon. gentleman that it is not for the
want of pressure on the part of some of
our friends. We have been obliged to
resist the pressure of some of our friends
who are Conservative in their leanings.

MR. MACKENZIE : How?
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Tho

hon. gentleman knows what the pressure
was on bis side of the House, and lie can
judge of the somewhat similar pressure
that bas been brought to bear on us.
The present Government bave tried as
much as possible to carry out the
principle of not removing any man for
lis political leanings. We have tried to
avoid the imputation even of removing a
man without ,cause. When there are
vacancies in the Departments, I take it
that the Government have a right to £Il
them from among their friends, providing
that they select persons who are capable
to fulfil those positions. Indeed, that
was the principle on which the late
Government acted. It is the one on which
the present Government acts, and that
which must actuate ail Governments.
Before Confederation, when the American
principle prevailed, one of the most con-
tinuous charges brought against the Gov-
ernment was that Conservatives were
turned out of office body and bones, and
that they were not replaced when we
came in. So particular are the present
Government on this point that, although
the last Adminsistration occasion-
ally . removed men who ouglit not
to have been removed, and who
looked to us to replace them, we have
refused to do so. Of course the late Ad-
ministration will not admit having re-
moved persons except for good cause,
but it is our firm impression that such

was the case. We think every Govern-
ment is responsible for their appointments
and dismissals, and that no one should be
removed except for good cause. That is
the principle on which we have en-
deavoured to act; and I will say dis-
tinctly that, should any given case be
brought up-it is easy to deal in gener-
alities and make charges of that kind,-
we will be quite ready to defend and
justify our actions both to the House and
country. I may say that I believe the
lien. gentleman opposite (Mr. Mackenzie),
when lie was leader of the Government,
resisted as strongly as he well could the
pressure brouglit to bear upon hiim in re-
gard to the appointments and dismissals.
He nay have yielded sometimes when lie
ought not to have done so-and perhaps
I bave done the same thing, but I am not
aware of any case at this moment-but he
undoubtedly tried to resist the undue
pressure, and carried out the British
principle, except on one point. 1 think
he frequently brought in outsiders and
placed them over the beads of men ai-
ready in the Service, and who were fully
competent for promotion. That was the
worst kind of action in the way of ap-
pointments, insomuch as it tended to de
moralise the Department.

MR. MACKENZIE: I suppose that is
the reason the hon. gentleman took an
outsider in making a late appointment in
the Privy Council 1

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : In
that case, we simply transferred a man
from one Department to another. I
think the hon. gentleman, for very many
reasons that we need not discuss,
will fully sympathise with the reason
which indueedthe Government to promote
a man of the name of McGee. With
regard to the Weights and Measures Act,
the hon. gentlemen opposite are not re-
sponsible for it. We passed that Act
when we were in before. They might
have repealed it if they chose. They did
not choose to do so, but they put it in
operation, and, without wishing to impute
any blame to the hon. gentlemen opposite,
they must admit that the Act bas worked
great dissatisfaction. Perhaps the pro-
visions were too rigidly enforced by the
Department, and perhaps the system, in
its newness, operated hardly and to the
great inconvenience of the retail traders.
At ail events there was a howl of dis-
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approbation against the Bill, and it has
proved expensive in operation. The pre-
sent Goverinment upheld the necessity of
having such an Act-the necessity for
having a just balance and just weight for
every man in the country. By the intro
duction of the amended Act, and grouping
the counties, a great saving has been
effected; and, moreover, I am glad to be
able to inform the Ilouse that the causes
of irritation tbroughout the country have
been so greatly removed that, even in the
city of Hamilton, which was the great
centre of dissatisfaction, the traders and
manufacturers are now quite satisfied with
the Act. There were no dismissals; the
services of men were dispensed with by
the grouping of'the different counties, be-
cause not so many officers were wanted,
and therefore, as the Government had
to dispense with a certain number, it had
to use its discretion as to the dismissals.
I am satisfied that very great care was
taken by the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue and his deputy that the
officers retained were the best found
under the circumstances in the different
localities. Sometunes efficient men were
dispensed with, because they could not
all be employed. Sometimes counties
were grouped, the principal man having
to be near the centre, and occasionally a
competent man, in a-remote portion of
the district, would have to be dispensed
with as between the others, and one
equally competent, or perhaps more com-
petent, living near the centre, would be
preferred. The whole system was care-
fully carried out, and with a good deal of
pains and trouble and to the satisfaction
of the country, a great saving having
been effected without impairing the effi-
ciency of the Department.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I sheould like to ask the hon. the First Min-
ister why he has departed from the usual
custom of giving a gratuity to officers
whose services have been dispensed with.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
eau answer that question. The original
Act wau brought into force only a short
time before. The gratuity claimable, 1
therefore, could not be verylarge-it t
must be insignificant.

SiR RICHAIRD J. CARTWRIGHT :
A gratuity would mitigate the hardship
of those dismissed.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

MR. BABY: But very few applied
for reimbursement from the Superanua-
tion Fund-I think no more than three
or four. Very few had been in
office more than one, two or three
years, and they were told six
months in advance that their services,
after the passage of the new Act, would
not be required. In answer to the com-
plaints made by the Opposition, I would
say that, when I came to office, above 100
officers were employed under the
Weight and Measures Act, and out of
tbese about twelve were selected and re-
appointed under the new law. The selec-
tions were made among the old and most
efficient officers. The different divisions
were formed of different counties grouped
together, Government harîng to select an
officer for each division. Many dismissals
were therefore imperative. I did not ex-
pect fromn any hon. member of the Opposi-
tion the accusation of dismissals on
account of political proclivities. I tell
the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
that in my place he would not have
acted as I did. I retained in my Depart-
ment two officers, employed temporarily,
one of whom for years in my county gave
me determined opposition. I do not think
that hon. gentleman would have been so
generous. My intention was not thus to
thank those officers for their political
proclivities. I acted for the good of the ser-
vice. The member for East Middlesex (Mr.
Rtoss) said that the law was a dead letter;
that the expenses for the last six months
of 1879 reached $17,000, while the re-
ceipts were only $2,000. Now, the law
was a newone, the officers being appointed
only in August and September last, and
he must see, from the return laid on the
Table of the flouse, a few days ago, that
the revenue was increasing monthly, and
it will continue so, no doubt, now thatthe
Act is in full operation through a staff of
mostefficient officers. There is no doubt
that, by the carrying out of the law, it
will be, if not quite a success, very nearly
so. I have not heard one hon. member
)n the opposite side say they are not per-
fectly satisfied with the working of the
aw. The best testimony rendered as to
he proper action of the Department was
nanifested in Montreal, TorontD and
Elamilton, where I had the honour of
meeting bodies of manufacturers and mer-
,hants, al of whom told me they were
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perfectly satisfied with the rules now in
force. I could not expect, of course, the
approval of the hon. gentlemen opposite.
Probably, now that we have effected these
economies, they will say the law is not
carried out, just as was said of the savings
made by the hon. member for
Cumberland on the Intercolonial Rail-
way ; they were not worth having,
according to the gentlemen opposite.
The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Ang-
lin) com 1 lained that in his county a
verv enicient officer had been dis-
missed, like many of those whose services
have been dispensed with. That officer
had iever, however, performed any duty
except the drawing et his salary ; he had
absolutely nothing to do. I hope this
time twelvemonth I shall be able to put
before the hon. gentleman statements
that, if not entirely satisfactory, will be
as satisfactory as possible.

MR. BRECKEN: If I understand the
charge preferred by hon. members opposite
against the Minister of Inland Revenue,
it is this : ý that the former Act re-
specting Weights and Measures was re-
pealed, and last Session substantially re-
enacted, not with the object of improving
the law, but simply of giving the Govern-
ment an opportunity of getting rid of
officials politically opposed to them and
putting their friends in their places. I
am not aware of the manner in which
appointments under the new Act were
made, and therefore I cannot speak to
them, but the explanations in this respect
made by the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue appear satisfactory. I think I
heard the hon. member from Gloucester
chaaacterise the Act, and the way in
which. the appointments are made under it,
as infamous.

Ma. ANGLIN: I said disgraceful.
Ma. BRECKEN : There is not much

difference between the terns ; what is
politically disgraceful is next door to being
politically infamous. But, Sir, speaking for
Prince Edward Island and the contiguous
portions of Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick, I venture to say that the feeling
of the Liberal Conservative party in that
part of the Dominion is that the right
hon. the leader of the Governinent and
hiS colleagues have been much too mag-
nanimous in their treatment of political
opponents. It would look as though the
present Government are neglecting the
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claims of their friends and supporters and
propitiating their enemies. If there is any
defection from the ranks of the Liberal
Conservatives in the Maritime Provinces,
it is chiefly, and I may say entirely,
owing to the fact that violent and ener-
getic opponents of the present party have
beei retained in office, and the claims of
our friends overlooked. I agree with the
right lion. the leader that the interests of
the country require that the Civil Service
should be permanent, but contend that
officials who are politically opposed to the
Government vho retained them should
at least have some decency about them,
and at any rate abstain from attempting
to undermine the Government that gives
them bread. With us in Prince Edward
Island, many of these Grit officials, feel-
ing that they are secure under the mag-
nanimous and over-generous rule of the
present Government, do not take the
trouble to conceal their animosity towards
their political opponents, but throw the
taunt in their faces that at the time of
the elections the Conservative candi-
dates assured them that, if returned, and
in a majority, their claims would not be
overlooked, and that, though returned and
in a majority, they are powerless to do
an.ything for their friends or redeem their
pledges in this respect-that to get
office they should turn Grits. I am
ashamed to admit that, when the late
Government, lead by the hou. member
for Lambton, was in power, one or two
active supporters of his party, who were
not in the positions of representatives,
could do more to have opponents disis-
sed from office, and to have his friends
appointed, than all the present representa-
tion of the Island can bring about. This
ought not so to be. I do not believe that
this policy will wear Under the former
Government the chief qualification for an
officer was to be a supporter of that Gov-
ernment, and the incurable disqualifica-
tion was to be a Liberal Conservative.
When I heard the charge of political par-
tiality hinted against the present Admin-
istration fron the other side of the House,
I thought of the many instances of dis-
missal of old, well-tried and efficient offi-
cers in my Province, at the time the hon.
member for Lambton came into office,
simply to make way for his political
friends. There are many instances-one
or two just now occur to me. There was
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the case of the Surveyor of Shipping; ho
was removed from office without any
charge being preferred against him; the
hoad and front of hie offending was that
le was a Conservative. Another instance
was that of an old and tried public servant,
one of the political pioneers of the coun-
try, who filled the office of Provincial
Treasurer, and had charge of the Savings
Bank Department before Confederation,
when Prince Edward Island entered the
Unin. Had the spirit and intention of the
British North Amerioa Act been res-
pected, that officer should have been
retained in charge of the Savings Bank;
but he, aIthough no charge was attempted
to be brought against him, was also dis-
missed. There are many other cases, but
I instance these two because they were
not among the appointments made
by my right hon. friend on the eve of his
retirement from office, in 1873. On the
other hand, no Grit official with us has
suffered for hie political opinions. I have
no doubt that, if the political wheel should
turn, a prospect which I believe is at
present very remote, you will not find
the Grits following the very generous
policy of the present Government. They
will be true t> their friends, and let their
opponents look after themselves. It is
rather trying to hear hon. members on
the Opposition Benches accusing the Gov-
ernment of cruel and disgraceful conduot
in dismissing men fron office to the detri-
ment of the Publice Service, simply on
account of their politics. From my ex-
perience there is no foundation for the
charge ; on the contrary, every obstacle
has been thrown in the way of removals
by the Government. I wish, se far as
the Lower Provinces are concerned, that
there was some truth in the charge. I do
not wish to be vindictive or punish any
man for his political opinions ; this is a
free country ; but at the same time I do
not think it either well or just to foster
opponents who spend their leisure time in
endeavouring to weaken and destroy
the influence of the party who keep them
in office. I hope the rigbt hon. the
leader of the Government will modify
his too generous and magnaninous policy,
and not forget tie claims of bis old
friends and supporturs. I believe in
looking after one's friends, and letting
your oppoatmt lock after themselves.

M1 ANGLIN : Wàen th hon. the
M-i. BRECKEN.

Minister of Inland Revenue stated there
were only forty persons employed, did he
mean inspectors or sub-inspectors ?

MR. BABY : The forty officers com-
prise all inspectors and assistant inspec-
tors. In Ontario there are only four
inspectors ; in Quebec, four; two in Nova
Scotia and three in New Brunswick ; one
in Prince Edward Island; one in Mani-
toba and one in British Columbia.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.

MR. YEO said that he had never been
an admirer of the Weights and Measures
Act, and had therefore nothing to say in
its favour, but, when that Act'was applied
to his Province, he considered that the
county he represented might as well have
an inspector as not. Three inspectors
were appointed, one for each of the
counties of the Island. They were all
respectable and intelligent men, and had
gone to considerable pains and expense to
qualify themselves for the position. As one
of the three late inspecter* was not re-
appointed when the new law came inio
force, it is evident that the appointment
that was made was a political one. In
reference to what the members for Queen's
had said regarding the dismissals that had
taken place in Prince Edward Island, he
could not agree with him. He (Mr. Yeo)
was well satisfied that the dismissals were
made on purely political grounds. The
late superintendent engineer and stor e
keeper on the Island Railway were good
men, who had done their duty faithfully.
Mr. McKechnie had taken charge of the
road when it waz only half built ; ho
organised it and put it in excellent work-
ing order; no accident had happened on
the read. Just as he had get the road in
good running order, and would have
reduced his staff, he was summarily dis-
missed, without a single charge heingmade
against him. The Government had sent
aR inspector to investigate the books and
everything in connection with the road.
His report had not been made publie
but not a single charge had been
made against any officer of the road. I
have seen a letter written by the hoi the
Minister of Railtvays, commending in the
highest terms the superintendent whom

.he dismissed. I am not surprised
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at these dismissals, or at the position in ernment to one of the bcst offices in its
which hon. members now find themselves, gift, wbich he stifl holds.
on account of the diâappointmuent of those MR. ROBERTSON (Sheiburne): 1
who have applied for offices. It is what think I may say in reference to the state-
was to be expected, as they in their can- ment made by tho bon. member for
vass promised to make a clean sweep Queen's, P. E. 1. (Mr. Brecken),
of the employés of the road, from the this afternoon, that the reason the
pen to the shovel. I have beeii Goverment have not made more re-
credibly informed by supporters of movals of Liberais in Nova Scotia is be-
hon. members that some of the offices were cause ofthe judicious selectionsmadebythe
promised to as many as twenty dif- late Government. I confess I hardly
ferent applicants. Complaint has been find in the statemeut of the hon. the
made about the dismissals in Prince Ed- Minister of Inland Revenue any excuse
-ward Island by the late Government, but for turning ont nine Deputy-Inspectors in
I consider that those dismissals Noya Scotia, and the selection of only
were justifiable. Nearly the whole one of the old officers, amongst whoni
staff of Dominion officials, from the there were men as capable of efficiently
highest to the lowest, in that Pro- performing their duties as those selected
vince, were appointed by Sir John A. by the present Government. We are
Macdonald's Government, in 1873, when toid that there have been no dismissals
it was going out of power, when in fact for politicai purposes in Nova Scotia. The
its members had their resignations in first thing the Goverument did was to
their pockets. These offices were all filled dismiss Mr. Elliott, Dominion Arbitrator,
by Conservatives, in direct violation of an and appoint in bis stead Mr. William
agreement previously made between two Compton. It is true that they gave as
members of the Cabinet andtheleading men an excuse that this was a re-appointment,
of both parties in the Island. After the but the reason of his dismissal by the late
change of Government, the Liberals in- Government was that, after the resigna-
sisted on this arrangement being carried tien of the Conservative Governrnent, ho
out, and this patronage fairly divided be- conducted a newapaper in direct opposi-
tween Conservatives and Liberals. This tion to the Mackenzie Administration,
necessitated the dismissal of some of the and of course lie took bis office in bis
officials appointed by the dying Govern- hand wben ho did so. No sucl charge,
ment. The Liberals, even then, did not however, could be made against
get their fair share of the patronage, and Mr. Elitt, who was simply dis-
the only fault I have to find with the charged because of bis political predi-
Liberal Government is that they did lections. Thon tbey took another plan to
not make more dismissals. The " old provide for their friends. They superan-
gentleman," so pathetically alluded to by nuated the Post Office Inspector of Nova
the hon. member for Queen's, as being Scotia, and put in bis place a man without
forty years in the Pulic Service, couldnot any experience in Post Office work, and
be considered a civil servant for that wbose only recommeDdatien was that he
length of time. He, no doubt, held was a pelitical supporter of tbe present
high positions in the Local Legislature for Administration. Charges were made
a number of years, and managed to against Capt. Purdy of tbe S. S. Newfield,
be in office for the greater part of the and Capt. O'Brien was put in bis place.
time. He found it convenient to leave Tbe chief Fishery Warden of the county
the Island, and went to reside to England, of Sheîburne, Mr. à nir, vas dismis sod,
where he remained some seventeen or and Mr. McGili appointed in bis stead,
eighteen years. He returned to the Pro- because le was a solid supporter of the
vince shortly before the Island entered present Government. The oniy charge
the Confederation. After that event took
place, lie, by the influence of his Conser- gintMr. Mir the a 
vative friends, was appointed Dominion Black they created an office iiever beard
Auditor, a position to which he had ne of before for him upon tbe Intercolonial
right, and was properly dismissed when Railway. I think that the less said about
the Liberals came into power. Not long dismissals in Nova Scotia by the support-
at-r, b- was appeiated by the'Local. Gov- ers tf the present Goversment the botter.
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The history of the Civil Service of Nova any more temporary than the one he
Scotia, since Confederation, is that four- held.
fifths of the service was made up of strong MR. MACKENZIE: The one le held
Conservatives; and, prior to the passage of was not a temporary one.
the present election law in Nova Scotia, a SIR CHARLES TUPPEI: The hon.
verv large number of officials were used as gentleman does not niean te say that le
engines to keep the Conservatives in power. was a member of the Civil Service

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I didnot MR. MACKENZIE: No, but the
intend to take any part in this debate , as hon. gentleman must seethat the Engineer
my lion. friend the Minister of Inland of the Prince Edward Island Railway
Revenue bas, I think, very fairly stated to is in a different position to a man sent
the House the grounds of the changes that out on the Pacific Railroad in the spring
have been made in the Department of and dismissed in the autumn.
Weights and Measures, and amply justi- SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I intended
fied the course he has taken. The desire the position to be a permanent one. I
was to endeavour to lessen the large ex- felt that it was due to an officer Who lad
penditure that was incurredin putting the disclarged lis duby faithfully, and whose
Weights and Measures Act into opera- services I feit it necessary in the public
tion. 1 desire, however, to refer to the interest to dispense with, that I should
remarks of the hon. member for Prince offer him a position of equal emolument
County (Mr. Yeo), who stated that certain to that frcm vlich le lad been removed.
dismissals had been made in connection I think tle hon. gentleman will see that
with the Prince Edward Island Railway. this is hardly a case upon whicl to base a
So far as I am aware, not a single officer great grievance. Witl reference to the
connected with the Intercolonial or the restoration of Mr. Compton to the posi-
Prince Edward Island Railway has been tion of Dominion Arbitrator, I would say
removed on political grounds. I am pre- that Mr. Compton was appointed to that
pared to have the subject investigated in position when the present Goyernment
the closest manner in relation to that was in power before. He discharged ha
point, and to justify, irrespective of any duties with great lldelity and ability,
political question, any removal or change and, wlen the change of Government took
that has taken place. The hon. gentle- place, le was restored to the office le had
man says the engineer of the Prince been disclarged from by the late Govern-
Edward Island Railway was dismissed on ment, without their assigning any sucl
political grounds. That officer was not reason as that whicl was assigned by the
dismissed on political grounds, but the lon. member for Shelburne (Mr. Robert-
offices of superintendent and engineer son). I need net detain the Heuse in
were consolidated into one, with the dealing with the question of Capt. Purdy,
view of effecting a saving of public money. wlose services were net dispensed witl
I am happy to say that the change ias until le kncked the bottom out cf the
justified itself without in the slightest ship le commanded, and until le exhib-
degree impa;ring the efficiency of the road ited lis incompetency and unfitnesa
or the rolling stock. I shall; by this change for the position. In regard te the
in the management, be able to effect a appointment cf Post Office inspecter, the
saving of at least $40,000 a yearin the ad- gentleman who filled that office was at too
ministration of the Prince Edward Island advanced an age te enable him te per-
Railway,for the maintenance of which the form the duties thoroughly, which were cf
people of this country have been taxed a laborieus character. Therefore le was
to the extent of nearly $100,000 annually superannuated, and a gentleman Who then
for many years in succession. The hon. represented the city and county cf Hali-
gentleman could not have been aware of fax in the Local Legislature, and who
the fact that, when I dispensed with the was a man cf great abiity, was appointed
services of the Engineer of this road, I te disciarge the duties cf that office. I
offered him a position of equal emolument think it will require a rather labeured
on the Canadian Pacific Railway. effort te make a grievance eut cf £bat.

MR. MACKENZIE : A temporary As te the appointment cf Mr. Black, 1
position. wouldsay that, for some time, an effort las

SIR CHARLES TfPPER: No, n et been made te make Haifax a winter

Ms. eROBERTSON.
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grain port, and it attracted the attention
of the late Government and the country
to a large degree. We felt that it would
conduce to the prosperity of the
country if we could possibly make Hali-
fax a winter grain port, if it were possible
to do so. A grain rate was offered much
lower than our predecessors were willing
to offer, and a gentleman was selected as
travelling agent who was held in
high repute by the Chamber of
Commerce, being selected by them on two
different occasions to deal specially with
this question. ]le had also been em-
ployed as agent of the Grand Trunk
IRailway, and his selection was looked
upon by all parties as a good one.
He was thought to be the proper man
to further our efforts in finding out
thoroughly and effectually whether Hali-
fax could be made a winter grain port.
These efforts have not resulted so favour-
ablv as we had hoped, but we felt it our
duty to use every effort in that direction.
Mr. Black was a gentleman of highest
character in the City of Halifax, widely
known in connection with commercial
matters, and had received the endorsation
of the Chamber of Commerce on more
than one occasion; and therefore the
fact of our efforts being unsuccessful did
not detract from the propriety of the ap-
pointment. I do not remember any other
reference that the hon. gentleman made,
but, so far as the Department connected
with the Intercolonial Railway is con-
cerned, I am prepared to state again that
one of the strongest censures I have had
to encounter was on account of the tender
regard that seemed to be given to our
strongest and most obnoxious political
opponents. I thought it was not right
that politieal considerations should enter
into these matters, and there is not one
instance of our having dispensed with
these officers for political reasons.

MR. MACKENZIE : Perhaps you
will allow me one word, although I have
spoken on this question before. I think
it is perfectly clear that some of these
gentlemen have been dismissed for politi-
cal reasons. The hon. the Minister of
Inland Revenue says not, but his state-
ments go to show that they were dismissed
in order that others might be appointed
in their places.

Some HON. GENTLEMEN: No, ne.
Ma. MACKENZIE: Mr. McKechnie

was treated in a most infamous manner.
His books were taken from him and he was
dealt with as if he had been a common
crimiial; and, after such steps had been
taken with a view to criminate him, the
combination broke down, and they were
obliged to give him a certificate that
there was no charge against him. Two
men were dismissed without any charge
against their competency or otherwise;
one of them ought to have had the op-
portunity to take the position to which
Mr. MacNab was appointed. The hon.
gentleman stands convicted on his own
showing of dismissing two meritorious
officers to put friends in their place.

MR. BABY : That is another way of
stating it.

MR. MACKENZIE: It is the way
the hon. gentleman ought to have stated
it if he meant to give a fair statement of
the case. I have stated exactly what
happened, as I always do. Now the hon.
the Minister of Railways also led the
House to believe-althougli not in
6xact terms-that Mr. Black, of Halifax,
was appointed to the position he held by
the recommendation of the Chamber of
Commerce. The Chamber of Commercc
never recommended hin for that position
or any other position, but Mr. Black was
introduced in a traitorous manner, im-
mediately after the elections; and, after
circulating direct falsehoods against the
existing Government regardingits traffic,
placed in this position, although not com-
petent to fulfil the duties of it. I only
rise at the present moment to call at-
tention to these facts, as they were not
exactly stated by the hon. gentleman.

MR. HACKETT: It appears to me
that, with regard to these Inspectors of
Weights and Measures, they are quite
unnecessary, more especially in the rural
districts. In the centres of trade it is
possible that they may be required, but I
believe that the enactment of so stringent
a law was not called for. The present
Government, however, found the law in
operation, and, as it would be very diffi-
cult to totally repeal it, they did the next
best thing in the public interest, and that
was to reduce the expenditure as much as
possible. In doing this, a number of
gentlemen, who were provided for by the
late Government at the public expense,
had to be dismissed, and their friends in
this House, as a matter of course, raise a
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great cry about dismissals for political
reasons, and charged the Government
with having introduced the American
system of "to the victors belong the
spoils." I ani quite surprised at theviews
expressed by hon. gentlemen opposite. If
they look back on their own course of
proceeding during their own tenure of office
they will find no room to blame the pre-
sent Administration on the score of mak-
ing dismissals for political reasons. In
Prince Edward Island their conduct is
well known in connection with this mat-
ter. When the late Government came
into power, in 1873, they dismissed almost
*very official in the Civil Service in that
Island without cause, and for no reason
other than that they were known to be
friends of the then Opposition. All were
served alike; no distinction was made,
from the chief Collector of Customs down
to the country postmaster, and, in the face
of all this, we find these gentlemen rise
in this House and charge the present
Administration with having introduced
the American system. I know they have
said, in extenuation of their misconduct,
that these officials were not regularly ap-
pointed and had not their commissions.
But I hold in mv hand the commission of
one of those gentlemen who was dismissed
in the Island, who was rerularly and
properly appointed by the Dominion Gov-
erniment, a gentleman against whom not
one word can be said, and a most efficient
officer. Still, he was dismissed for no
other reason than that he was known to
be a Liberal Conservative. I refer to Mr.
John Costin, late Preventive Officer for
the port of Summerside. This man was
regularly appointed ; his commission, as
can be seen, is signed by Lord Dufferin;
lie held the same position for five vears
under the Local Government, before Con-
federation, discharged his duties honour-
ably and well ; but all would not do ; he
was sacrificed to make room for one of
their political partisans, and still they
talk of dismissals for political reasons.
This, however, is only one case out of
dozens which can be shown in Prince
Edward Island. With regard to the
Prince Edward Island Railway, a great
deal has been said by my hon.
colleague (Mr. Yeo) about the re-
moval of Messrs McKechnie and
Cunningham, and the appointing of Mr.
McNab to take their places. This was

MR. HAcKEr.

done on the score of economy. But he-
says, why not have appointed Mr. Cun-
ningham. Now I say it would be inconsis-
tent for Mr. Cunningham to take this
position, as it would imply that for the
five years he had been there he had little
or nothing to do. It is a well known fact
that Mr. McNab now performs duties
that occupied the whole time and atten-
tion of five men under the late Adminis-
tration. In those good old days the
Prince Edward Island Railway was a
happy retreat for political iavourites from
all parts of the Dominion. No road of
its length on the continent had such a
staff of officials-a Superintendent, an
Engineer, an assistant engineer, a deputy
assistant engineer, a sub-deputy assistant
engineer-all men cleaned out, and now
Mr. McNab performs the duties of the
whole lot. These men were all paid
large salaries out of the revenues of the
road, and it was utterly impossible that
we could have anything else but deficits
with regard to it. I know the road is
now worked with much less expensethan it
was under the late management, while
its efficiency ha.s not been in the least
impaired ; in fact it is affording more
accommodation to the general public
than it ever did before. I am aware that
Mr. McNab is very hard-worked, that
his duties are both onerous and re-
sponsible, and I trust that the hon. the
Minister of Railways will shortly be in a
position to increase his salary, as at
present the amount lie receives is not at
all adequate to the duties he is called upon
to perform. I approve of the action of
the Government in dismissing all superflu-
ous and unnecessary officiais; but it is only
fair and just that the men who are retained
and have to do the work should receive
salaries upon which they can live. There
are other officials on the Island Railway
who are not sufficiently paid for the
duties they have to perform, notably the
paymaster and auditor, who have to per-
form very responsible duties, and whose
salary is very small. I hope that another
readjustment will take place shortly,
and that all the officials who are
now underpaid will have their salaries
increased. The hon. gentleman frQm
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has stated that
Mr. Cunningham had to take charge of
the harbour works on the Island in addi-
tion to his duties on the railway. This.
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is a fact, but it was an unfortunate arrange- MP. CAMERON (South Huron): I
ment, as Mr. Cunningham was incom- think the hon. the Minister of Railwaye
petent or neglected this part of his duties. and the hon. th&First Minister are responsi-
I know, in one instance at least, the ble to a large extent for the divergence
country has suffered severe loss owing to which las been made from thereai subject
the manner in which Mr. Cunningham matter of the motion before the fouse. The
failed to perform his duties properly hon. the First Minister stated, in hie
as a harbour engineer. At Miminigosh, usual calm, collected, and emphatic man-
Prince Edward Island, he laid off ner, that the Government had dismissed
the work for the construction of a break- no person from the Public Service for
water, and, owing to the careless and political reasons; and lie went further-
slovenly manner in which it was done, le defied any person to show that anyone
the fall storm swept it almost wholly lad been dismissed for political reasens.
away, and it will now take $2,000 to The hon. the Minister of Railways, how-
repair it. In referring again to this ever, was more moderate and not 50 cm-
question of dismissals, I may say I have phatie in the language he made use of.
great fault to find with the present He denied that anyone lad been dis-
Government for the way they have used missed from the service for political rea-
their friends. I believe in the perma- sons, but he admitted that the Goveru-
nency of the Civil Service, but, if we are ment lad dispensed with the services of
to have our Civil Service permanent, if some persons, and he did not venture on
we are to have it able and efficient, and if the assertion that ne one's services had
we wish to have it h:>ld the confidence of been dispensed with for political reasons.
the country, the servants of the people The lion. gent1'ýman could not, in face of
should not take part in politics. When the facts, venture on that denial. Nov 1
we see our civil servants, as was the case have the very best reason te believe that
in Prince Edward Island during the last many person's services have been dis-
campaign, leave their offices, neglect their ensed with, withut any apparent reason,
duties, and travel through the country, except a political one. There was George
making political speeches, and inixing up Brown, whose services as postmaster of
in the turmoil and squabbles of party Baltimore were dispensed witl without
politics, reforn becomes necessary. and J ny reason i
those parties should be dismissed. I was net knew of it; certainly ne information
told that, when parties neglected their jvas given tue fouse tlat would warrant
duties, they would be dismissed. I have Lisren val; and there was James Maclean.
proved charges against several parties for iMit. LANGEVIN: Perhaps the hon.
neglect of duty, but I stili find that the gentleman would net go so fast, and then
Governîment retain them intheir positions, we should have an oppertunity of getting
and will not discharge them, being, I these names.
presume, afraid that the Opposition will Ma. CAMERON: I mentioned George
say they have been disinissed for political Brown, of Baltinore, who was disuissed
reasens. This is not the way the friends for ne reasen, except that le was a
of the present Government were used by Liberal and aise Mr. James Maclean
the Opposition whenî they were in power the postmaster at Mount Picasant.
in 1873 ? They disimissed almost all our I held in my land a letter from in
friends wlio were appointed by the which lie says lie vas disnissed soiely
Government of the right lion. gentleman because he lad been a Liberal. Anether
who leads the present Governient, and person, whese name I de net know,
I would ask my right lion. friend were vas the postmaster at Hiliside. This
not those appointments made in good faith persen's services were dispensed witl for
in 1873? I am sure lie will say they were, ne other reasen than that he was un-
and that they were unjustly and im- friendly te the hon. gentlemen opposite.
properly cancelled. This being the case, The postmaster of Molesworth was dis-
I hope that he will now consider the nissed, and, if for other than a purely
claims of those that were dismissed, and political reason, ne one ever heard of the
have justice done them either by reinsta- reason. It is singular that ail these
ting then in their former positions or by men were Liherals. That, lowever, isconinsatmng them. ini sane other way. e ht ail I at aware that the person for
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some time in the service of the Govern-
ment as captain of theGovernment dredge
on Lake Jluron was dismissed. There
never was any charge preferred against
this man, and there was no ground of
complaint against him. le was dismissed
by the present Government without a
single notice, and solely because lie was a
political opponent of hon. gentlemen on the
other side of the House. No charge was
made against him, no complaint was laid
with the Government. He was sum-
marly and without cause removed, and
the first intimation lie had of it was that
his services were no longer required by
the Government. And who was ap-
pointed in his place ? A violent political
partisan and supporter of the hon. gentle-
men now in power ; a man who -was form-
erly in the service of the Government, but
who had been dismissed by the late Gov-
ernment for wilfully and persistently dis-
obaying the orders of the Department. In
addition to this, bis habits were not such
as would make it perfectly safe to entrust
him with Government property. Captain
Fraser had always been a Liberal, but
after lie became an employé of the Gov-
ernment lie took no active part in politics.
He was dismissed without cause, and in
defiance of the strong remonstrances from
the leading men in that section of the
country of all shades of politics, who
asked that lie should be retained in his
position ; but a pressure was brought to
bear upon the Government. The Gov-
ernment weakly yielded to the measure,
and the resuit was that Captain Fraser
was dismissed and this otherman appointed
in bis place. Still another case. I am
credibly informed that the postmaster
of the village of Hillsborough was dis-
missed without complaint and with no
other intimation except that bis services
were no longer required by the Govern-
ment. Yes, the unfortunate postmaster
of Hillsbourgh had another notice-a
very explicit and very emphatic intima-
tion of what was in store for him. One
day after the general elections, there was
found posted up on the door of the post-
office a notice in these words :-" Poor old
man, your Government is dead; prepare
to meet your doom." And the poor old
man, who had been twenty years in the
Government service, in pursuance of the
intimation thus promptly given him, did
meet lis doom. Very shortly after the

MI. CAMERON.

elections, he got a letter froma the Post
Office Inspector, as follows:-

" Wednesday, 4th inst. - My assistant
will be at Hillsborough for the purpose of
transferring the post-office to the charge of
Wm. Donaldson Please. as far as you can,
have things in proper shape for removal."

That was the first official intimation he
got that his services were no longer re-
quired-curt notice and scandalous treat-
ment for a man twenty years in the
service. Still another instance of the
treatment received by Liberal employés at
the hands of hon. gentlemen opposite.
For once the gallant gentleman who then
presided over the Post Office Department
forgot the national characteristic of his
race, chivalry, and what did he do ? He
uniertook to lay violent hands politically
upon an unfortunate postmistress in the
village of Lefroy, and dismissed ber, for no
reasonthatshe ever heard of. The husband
of this lady, Mrs. Fraser, had been post-
master for many years. At his death she
was appointed, and beld the position for-
merly held by lier husband, and gave
general satisfaction to the public. She
had the misfortune, according to gentle-
men opposite, of being the widow of a
Reformer, and so she had to go. I had a
letter last year, complaining in the
strongest possible language of the manner
in which she had been treated by the
Post Office Department. There nay
have been some other reasons for the dis-
missal, but, if so, they have not'been sub-
mitted to Parliament. I am only speak-
ing of what was communicated to me.
But it is perfect nonsense for hon. gentle-
men to say that they have not. dis
missed, or, using the milder language of
the hon. the Minister of Canals and Rail-
ways, dispensed with the services of, a
great many public employés of Liberal
proclivities, and appointed their own
political friends in their places. Of
the latter I do not complain; of the
first I do complain. If there is a
vacancy properly created, I do not expect
them to appoint their opponents to the
office. I believe it is the worst tbing
that can happen to the country, and to
the Public Service of the country, to have
those who are in the Public Service dis-
missed with every change of Government.
J do not believe, with my hon. friend from
South Wentwerth (Mr. Rymal), that such
a rule should prevail in this country.
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" To the victors belong the spoils" may not help it. But we desire to address
do well under other forms of Government, ourselves in the statements we make to
but it will not do under this. But hon. the candid consideration of the House,
gentlemen may rest assured that, if they who, we hope, wil view our statements
go on dispensing with the services of Gov- with some degree of consideration, and
erniment officials without reason, except not be led altogether by political preju-
political ones, the American system will dices, which evidently cloud my hon.
ultimately prevail. If our friends are to friend'e usually clear j udgment.
be dismissed f rom office because they MR. ANGLIN: You will, 1 hope, look
happen to be our friends, when our into the case of the postmaster, for in-
friends come into power, as undoubtedly stance.
they will ere long, the same measure they SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD. We
mete to us shall be meted out to them will be glad Vo take that Up.
again. Ma. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.): 1

MR. McCALLUM: The hon. gentle- should not have taken part in this dis-
men on the other side appointed so many cussion were it not that reference has
men to office that they sent three men to been made to dismissals in Prince Edward
do two men's work, and sometimes to do Island. Our people iu Prince Edward
one man's work. It was in the interest Island are not unreasonable and are quite
of the country that some of these men willing to recognisethe principle of per-
should be discharged. The hon. gentle- ranency in the Civil Service, but what
man from South Huron (Mr. Cameron) they do complain of, however, is thie:
brings the charge against the Government When that Province entered into the
that it discharged the captain of a steam Confederation uncer the British North
dredge. Well, it is not a very important America Act, ail persons then holding
office to be captain of a steam dredge. 1 office becane as much officers of the Civil
know that, as regards the part of the Service of the Dominion as if they were
country I come from, there are some men appointed twenty years before. When the
that ought to be dismissed in the interests change of Government took place in 1873,
of the country. I know that this 0-0v- almosr, every mnan who lad assisted in
ernment is s generous that it wil w not carrying Confederation, was turned out of
rerove good public servants until their office and thus faith was broken wit 
service is requirdd in some other part of thes, since they supposed themselves
the country in the public service. I hope secure Ln their positions under the ar-
they will continue Vo do that, but not io rangements made a the time of Con-
disrniss any deserving men without just federation. That is the way these mnen
cause. So far as I know they have not were rewarded for their loyal serviceg in
doue so. Thie only charge that bas yet bringing about Confederation. 1V is true
been made against the G~overnment 'is that many of them were appointed by
tliat they have dismissed the occupants of Order in Council before the preceding
a few paltry post-offices and a steam Gover.ment went out, but they were
dredge captain. appointed ior the purpose of fixing the

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD I salaries under the separate Govern:ent
repeat what I said already, that I amn of the Province. Before Confederation the
very -lad Vo receive the niawes of any salaries were necessarily small, and it was
pereons who are said to bave been removed Vo fix their salaries under the new order
political causes, and we will pledge our- of things and to confir then in their
selves to give an answr to the fbouse. I appointments that the Orders in CounEil
do not say it will be satisfactory Vo the were passed. The dismissal of these
hon. member for South Huron (Mr. offioers, ten, was not only a breach of
Cameron). 1 do not beliove that any faith but it was a violation of tbe Britishi
answer will be eatisfactory to him. lie North Amnerica Act. What olir people
is a desperate unbeliever, and, no matter say is ths uWe do net waut
what we say, lie thinks there ie soie o interfere Ln the peranency of the
secret r3ason which induces -u om remove Civil Service, but we ask that, whenever
a vaan; that the complainte are fatse and one of our friend, who was Lu offi e
the reasons miserable. If the hon. gen- at the inie of Confederation, and per-
tleman is a believer of that kind we cau- formed hie duties well, waes yet div
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missed in 1873 he should be man filling the position of Customs
reinstated in this office. That is the Collector. He wanted to enter the Local
principle they have recognised and con- Legislature, and ran contrary to law, for
tended for. As to the dismissals in under the Local Act a man cannot occupy
Prince Edward Island by the present a seat in the House of Commons and hold
Government, there have been none that I an official position in the Province. Ie
am aware of. In the Department over did nob send in his letter of resignatioa,
which I have the honour to preside, in- but the hon. member for Prince County
structions were given everywhere by me carried itto thebead of theCustomsDepart-
to the Fishery Inspectors that no man ment and said: "iere is Mr. Wbite's re-
should be discharged without good cuaseand signation; he is running for the Local
none for political reasons alone, although Legisiature. But 1 intend to keep it,
I have had scores of persons coming to me only I want you to take notice that I have
and asking for the appo ntment of their shown it to you." If be were elected, lis
friends. But instructions were given to resignation wou]d be in the hands of the
examine and report on the service, and, Department, but in the event of defeat it
wherever a man would not attend to the was to be handed back to im.
duties of his office properly, be was to be MR. YEO: I deny that in toto. I can
dismissed. I challenge any member of take an oath that I neyer saw his resigna-
the bouse to show that any dismissal hias tion up to this day. It was tord
taken place in that Departuent for politi- me that he sent his resignation in,
cal reasons. Last year, a great outcry and that e saw the bon. the Minister
was made in this fouse about the dis- of Customs last summer, at Summer-

iessal of the master of a steamer. I said side, and that hon, gentleman rebuked
then that any master of a steamer w o im for running for the Local Legisiature.
knocks the bottom out of lis ship should be The former said hie br sent in hi,
dismissd. The dismissal of Captain resignation, and asked why someone had
Purdy lias saved thousan of dollars to not been appointe m in is place. For my
this country. The steamer this year ias part, I deny that I ever saw the resigna-
done mch more work at a much less cost. tion. I think it is wrong for the hon.
I say it is necessary to the Public Service gentleman to get up in this ouse nd
that efficient ofdicers should be appointed, state tînt without having some proof. I
andi, if they perform their duties 1properly, do not sec wbere hoecau get bis proof.
they should b kept in their pos tions and . POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.) : cal
rewarded. As regards the dismissal of upon the bon. the Minister of Custom to
Mr. McKechnie, on the Prince Edward Is- state wat occurred.
land iRilway, tbe hon. the Minister of M. BOELL I 1 as in Summer-
Railways, after a carefal examin- side last summer, and hnd an interview
ation, conceîTed that a large amnnt -with the gentleman to whom reference
tf money might be saved by dis- bas been made. e had positiveiy deniec
pensang with bis services. But to the Inspector of Customs in Nova
he was not the Chef Engineer; e Scoti wbo ws then on an inspectin
was the Superintendent of the road tour through Prince Edward Isand, tha
Mr. Cunninghiami was sent there as en- hie had run an eletion at ail. Then I met
gineer, and there was not work for both ohim in presence of the Inspector, an
of them. However, we do not deny that, asked him how he expected to perform hi
when appointments are to be made, we do auties as Collector if be was eected to the
not usualiy choose tbemi from amolig Legisiature of Prince Edward Island. I
our political opponents. A large [mny say also that thiere were charges-
amount of money hias been saved ngainst tt gentleman which it is un-
in salaries on that road, and its necessa y to refer to now. The hon. gen-
working now gives general satisfac- teman knows that his accounts were i
tion. The hon. member for Prince su a state as-to justify is non-retention
County (Mr. Yeo) bas referred to some in office. When asked how he expecte
officiais that were disnissed, to whieh I to perform is duties whie running an
dR not think ntessary to reply. But election, partieuxarly if electe, le replied
there was another dismis l that took that he had sent in bis resignation, en-
place in hiS owu county, of a gentie- truating it to the lon, gentleman fron

MR. POPE.
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Prince County, who has demanded this
explanation. I told him I had heard
nothing of it, but would enquire. I asked
Mr. Johnson, the Commissioner, about
it, and I think his word is to be relied
upon as well as that of any man in the
country, and he told me distinctly that the
hon. gentleman from Prince County (Mr.
Yeo) brought the resignation into the
office. The Commissioner asked that the
resignation be left with him, but the hon.
gentleman (Mr. Yeo) said "No," but
wished him to take note of the fact that
he had been in the office and showed it to
him. That is the au thority upon which
my hon. colleague made the statement. I
leave it to my predecessor in office, or to
any gentleman who ias had any transac-
tion with the Commissioner of Customs,
to judge of the correctness of any state-
ment he would make.

MR. CASEY: I rise to a point of
order. It is against the Rules of the
House to dispute the credibility of any
hon. member.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think the hon. member for Prince County
invited this and insisted on the proof.

MR. CASEY : I press my point of order.
It is not right for any member to state
that lie will leave it to the Bouse whether
or not the word of Coimissioner John-
son is not as good as that of any hon.
member.

MR. BOWELL: The hon. member for
Prince County challenged my hon. friend
for bis authority, and the demand was ac
ceded to.

MR. MILLS: The hon. gentleman went
f urther than that. He impeached the
word of the hon. member for Prince
County. He said the word of Commis-
sioner Johnson should be preferred.

MR. BOWELL: I did not. I
said that anyone who knew Commissioner
Johnson would not dispute his veracity.

MR. MILLS: And the hon. gentleman
appealed to his predecessor in office to
substantiate bis statement, that the word
of Mr. Johnson should be taken and that
of the hon. member for Prince County
should be rejected.

Ma. YEO: 1 did not see the Deputy
Minister last winter, and I have no re-
collection of being in the office since the
late Minister went out. I will go before
a magistrate to-morrow and testify to that
effect. I do not dispute Mr. Johnson's

word, but let him do the same, and we
will have the matter properly before the
]ouse.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): Whether
the hon. gentleman doubts the word of the
Commissioner of Customs or not, I was
correct in the statement I made.

Ma. CASE Y: I ask for the ruling of
the Speaker on my point of order.

Ma. SPEAKER : I think the whole
discussion is out of order.

MR. CASEY: The point is, whether
any hon. member, who has made a state-
ment with regard to his personal conduct,
can be impeached by any other gentle-
man.

MR. SPEAKER: Not at all. When
a member states a fact, or gives an opinion
in the House, bis word ought to be be-
lieved.

Ma. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): Ihavebeen
challenged myself during the course of this
debate. Referenee has been made to the
dismissals in Prince Edward Island, and
it was stated that they were made in vio-
lation of the law. I will go a great deal
further, and show how far the late Gov-
ernment went. Two or three of those
dismissed by Order in Council were re-
appointed. Our friends were dismissed
and paid off. Those men who were rein-
stated on account of the support they
gave to the Government were paid at the
salary fixed; but our men were paid at
the salary which they were in the habit of
receiving before Confederation. I went
one day every week to try and get justice
doine, but failed. I was told the men had
never been paid. The amount stands
charged to-day against Collector Currie,
who is dead, while our men were turned
out and paid a smaller salary than they
were in the habit of receiving. Those
who were guilty of that conduct are the
same persons who charge the Government
with wrongful dismissals.

Mr. COCKBURN : Late in 1878 the
post-office in Hillside was closed and the
postmaster dismissed. The man was
doing well, and I am sure that, if the case
had been investigated, justice would have
been done to the locality. There is no
doubt but that some rival, actuated by
malice, sent in an adverse report
and the office was closed. I think if the
hon. the Postmaster-General investigated
the matter the office would be reopened.

Ma. CASEY : Before the motion is
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put, I wish o say a few words to recali
the debate to Lhe point at which it started.
We began by discussing how the Gov-
ernment could justify the placing of in-
experienced men in office and the dis-
charge of competent officials. I find
fromi the discussion that my motion was
fully j ustified. The remarks of the hon.
the Minister of Inlaid Revenue gave an
entirely new aspect to the question. His
statement, which was backed up by the
right hon. the leader of the Government,
was that the Weights and Measures Act was
intended chiefly to secure economy. They
reduced the number of men employed
from 125 to 40 and the question arose
as to who should be retained. The hon.
gentleman, it appears, did his best to
secure the retention of all who were effi-
cient, and the reason why ho only re-
tained twelve of the old men was that
the rest was not fit for the duties to be
entrusted to them.

MR. BABY : I never said anything of
the kind.

MR. CASEY: The hon. gentleman
stated distinctly that he wished to secure
efficiency, and that he only retained
twelve, and the inference was that the
twenty-eight were dismissed on account of
inefficiency. If not, why were they
turned out ?

MR. BABY : Somebody had to be
turned out.

Mi. CASEY: That is what I thought.
They were turned out to make room for
friends of the Administration. The hon.
gentleman takes another ground now.
He says they were not discharged on po-
litical grounds or on account of inefficiency,
but because "somebody had to be turned
out." But I take the most favourable
view to the Government, namely, that the
men were dismissed because it was
thought better men could be got in their
stead. The burden of proof, therefore,
rests with the Government, to shew by
this return that the men they appointed
are more efficient than those they sus-
pended. If that cannot be done. it stands
confessed that the men were turned out
for political reasons, pure and simple. In
my own county (Elgin), it would be con-
sidered ridiculous by all who know the
parties to assert that the reason for mak-
ing the change was the greater efficiency
of the new officer. But another reason
has been given for the changes. The hon.

M. OASET.

gentleman opposite stated that the group-
ing of the counties necessitated the choice
of men in central places, so that they
could cover the whole group. In the
town of St. Thomas, however, the gentle-
man dismissed and the one appointed
both lived in the same town. That change
certainly could not be on account of the
grouping system. I am also informed by
the hon. member who sits behind me that
the new Inspector at Brantford was sent
up from Quebec. That can scarcely be
the effect of centralisation. We have, it
appears, got done with the word "dis-
missed," which is too rough and vigorous.
It is something like the Captain of H. M.
S. Pinafore, whowasnot allowedto use the
"big, big D." I suppose the word "dispensed"
" a particularly gentlemanly tone im-
plants" in the minds of those
who have the disagreeable duty of
turning out Reformers and putting
Conservatives in their places. Many of
themen wereturned out without having re-
turned to them the sums paid to the
Superannuation Fund. The right hon. the
leader of the Government has told us that
it was his principle not to dismiss anyone
for political reasons. I believe he has
really resisted a great deal of pressure.
The hon. member for Niagara (Mr.
Plumb) explained how the resistance was
made, and he took credit for the patriot-
ism of the Conservative party. He said :
"When we came into power, we did not
set to work to make appointments for the
mass of offices ; in the Weights and
Measures Department in the hands of the
Government we reduced the number of
officials to fortv." That is all very nice.
It means that, instead of filling an occas-
ional vacancy, they cleared the field and
created forty new vacancies. I wish to
call the attention of the hon. the Minister
of Inland Revenue to what appears to be
a mistake, perhaps on my part, however,
in regard to the number of inspectors. I
think the hon. gentleman gave the number
as 125. I have by me the report for the
fiscal year 1878-9, and I can only find
that ninety-seven inspectors received pay.
The right hon. the leader of the Govern-
nient says that all cause of dissatisfaction
has been removed under the present ad-
ministration of the law. He states that
Hamilton has become pleased with the
working of the Act. It does not appear,
however, that Montreal is satisfied.
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MR. GAULT: The traders are
quite satisfied now.

MR. CASEY : A great part of the
official report I have in hand is
taken up with the argument
against the dissatisfaction expressed by
the manufacturers. The head of the De-
partment said the manufacturers would
object to anything like official supervision.
If this is a correct official report-that
this dissatisfaction is groundless-I must
now infer, from the statements of the
hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue, that
all checks upon the makers of weighing
machines have ceased. That is the point
of difference between them.

Motion agreed to.

SHELBURNE HARBOUR-EXPENDI-
TURE ON LIGHTHOUSES.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) moved
for an Order of the House for a detailed
statement of expenditure incurred during
the years 1878 and 1879 in repairing
lighthouse, and erection of new buildings
at the light station, McNutt's Island,
Shelburne Harbour, Nova Scotia, and a
similar statement of expense incurred
during the same years at Cape Sable light
station, in the sanie county. He said
that a large portion of the lumber and
other materials used for those works, and
the carpenters required, were brought
from Halifax by steamer, when they
could have been more cheaply procured in
Shelburne itself, where there was a large
number of mechanics out of employment.
In future the residents of the county or
locality chiefly interested in such works
should receive the preference.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): I have
no objection to send down the papers
asked for. The old building had to be
torn down, and others repaired, but a
steamer was not specially sent from
Halifax with materials and carpen-
ters as represented. The Governnent
steamer had to be sent to all the
the stations at regular periods, and on
this occasion we found it better and safer
to send to our agent at Halifax,andhave the
matter put in his hands with instructions
to adopt the best and chcapest means of
performing the work. It was well
done, which justifies) the course followed.
I do not think any extravagance was per-

mitted, the whole expenditure on the
Island being only $900.

Motion agreed to.

DRAWBACK ON INDIAN CORN.
MOTION FOR ORDER IN COUNCIL.

MR. CASEY moved for an Address
for a copy of Order in Council authorising
a drawback of five cents per bushel on
Indian corn inported for the manufac-
ture of starch ; also copy of any Minute
of Council or other document -which ex-
plains the grounds on which this Order
was issued. He said: The operation of
the duty on Indian corn has been watched
with the greatest care by the farmers,
because it is one of those taxes supposed
to compensate them for the burdens laid
on them in order to encourage home manu-
factures. However doubtful a boon this
protective tax might appear to the farmers,
even if it accomplished all claimed for it,
namely, the raising of the price ofcorn, it ap-
pears in a different light when the discrimin-
ation appears in favour of the manu-
facturers as against the farmers who im-
port this corn, and that is what they
complain of in the Order in Council to
which my motion bas reference. That
Order provides that a drawback of five
cents per bushel on corn be allowed when
imported for the manufacture of starch to
be exported. A large number of farmers
import corn for the manufacture of beef,
to be exported to England, and rightly
complain of being charged 7½ per cent. on
it, while the starch-makers pay
but 2e. per bushel. The hon. the
Minister of Customs stated that he
calculated the refuse from corn
used in starch-making as worth 2e.
per bushel for fertilising purposes, and
that, if it could be shown the refuse after
the feeding of cattle with corn was worth as
much, he would consent to the same draw-
back. We all know that the land is
greatly fertilised by the manure from corn-
fed cattle-that their manure is richer
than any guano. This manure is left in
the country, thoughthe cattle are exported,
making, with the profit realised on the
beef, a double gain. Stock-raising l a
necessary accompaniment of good farm-
ing, the presence of cattle being necessary
to the maintenance of the fertility of the
land; and cattle cannot be profitably fed
here on a large scale -without American
corn. Injury is done to the large cattle
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raising and exporting interest, while a
preference is shown to the small starcli
manufacture. Such a discrimination
amounts to an insult to the larger interest.
I desire to obtain by my motion the real
reasons of the drawback in question. If
the argument for a drawback on account
of the good feeding properties of the
refuse of corn from starch be sound, it is
stronger still as regards the refuse from
whiskey, though, of course, the favour will
be shown to that interest by the hon.
the Finance Minister; but Iam concerned
only with our farmers, who are placed at
a disadvantage compared with the English
farmers, who can have American corn
laid down in Britain as cheaply as in
Canada, the ocean freight only equaling
the discriminating duty against Cana-
dians. Yet this discriminating duty is
defended as a tax in the Canadian
farmer's interest. It will be the duty of
the hon. the Minister of Finance and the
hon. the Minister of Customs, hereafter,
to explain how they have overlooked this
point.

Motion, agreed to.

EXCHEQUER COURT-PETITIONS OF
RIGHT.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. GUTHRIE moved for an Address
for a statement showing:

1. The names of all suppliants who have filed
Petitions of Right in the Exchequer
Court, and whose claims have afterwards been
compromised or submitted to arbitration, or
in any way withdrawn from the Court or dis-
posed of otherwise than by the Judges.

2. The stage the proceedings had reached be.
fore such compromise or submission.

3. The terms of compromise or submission.
4. The results of any such arbitration.
5. Also for copies of any report or statement

in writing made at the time, showing the
reasons for withdrawing such cases from the
Court.

6. Also for copies of the petition, answer and
other proceedings, and the judgment ou de.
murrer in the case, in the Exchequer Court, of
Marshall Wood versus the Queen.

He said: In asking for this Address, I do
so for the purpose of ascertaining the
extent to which this system of arbitration
has been adopted by the Goverument in
dealing with claims against the Crown-
claims that have been first preferred in
the Exchequer Court. It will be remem-
bered that that Oourt was establisbed
some four years ago, and it was clothed

MR. CASEY.

with jurisdiction to try issues both of law
and of fact, and to try legal and equitable
issues without a jury, to hold trial in any
part of the Dominion, and to hold trial
partly in one place and partly in another,
as might be convenient. The Court had
also ample powers to refer any question
of damages to the Registrar or a referee,
and so completely possessed was the Court
of jurisdiction te try thoroughly all sorts
of claims against the Crown, that I find
the present leader of the Government on
that occasion actually advocated very
strenuously the abolition of the official
Board of Arbitrators. I find it is reported
that Sir John A. Macdonald said:

" As the hon. gentleman had restricted the
right of petitioners with regard to tribunals
before which -their cases should be tried, he
might as well go still further and abolish the
official Arbitrators altogether."

And again :

"fHe therefore thoroughly approved of the
limitation proposed by this Bill, under which
the Court should judge of fact as well as of law,
and if this were provided, what was the use of
a refereuce to a Court of Arbitrators ?"

And then, after explaining and ap-
proving of the system in operation in the
United States, that is, the trial of claims
against the Governmentby trained Judges,
the right hon. gentleman proceeded :

" Under the circumstances, he would press
on-the Government the advisability of doing
away with the official Arbitrators, and leaving
all these matters to be tried by the Supreme
Court and the Court of Exchequer."

Mr. Cameron, then member for Card-
well, also took very strong ground in
favour of doing away with Arbitrators and
leaving the whole matter to be tried by
the Exchequer Court, and the present
Minister of Railways took the
same ground. It is a matter of surprise,
therefore, these being the views of the
gentlemen now composing the Govern-
ment, to find, as it is reported, that several
very important claims have been re-
ferred to arbitrators, have been taken
out of Court, as we understand it,
where they could be dealt with in a
thoroughly efficient manner, where justice
would be done and where the interests of
the Crown and suppliants would equally
be well guarded, and placed under the
control of gentlemen whose functions, in
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the opinion of the leader of the Gov-
ernment, ought to cesse. I think, there-
fore, the House and the country are en-
titled to the information this Address asks
for.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman is mistaken in supposing
that there are a number of cases of the
kind mentioned which have been with-
drawn from the Court and left to arbi-
tration. However we will not discuss
that until the return comes down. It
will speak for itself. The hon. gentleman
quotes the remarks I made when the
Supreme and Exchequer Court Bill was
before the House. I then thought it
would be quite as well to have given the
Court of Exchequer complete jurisdiction
over such matters, and that the Official
Arbitrators need not be any longer em-
ployed. We were, however, overborne
by the wisdom of hon. gentlemen op-
posite, and I have no doubt the hon.
gentleman who has just spoken was as
strongly in favour of retaining theservices
of these Official Arbitrators as those with
whom he acts. The suggestion, however,
was not assented to by gentleman opposite,
and the Official Arbitrators were retained;
and, if I am not much mistaken, they
were employed systematically and con-
tinuously by the hon. member for Lamb-
ton (Mr. Mackenzie) during the time he
was at the head of the Department of
Public Works and at the head of the
Government. It does not lie well with
the bon. gentleman who thwarted us in
our praiseworthy attempt, as it would ap-
pear from his remarks, to invest the sole
jurisdiction in the Court of Exchequer,
to cross the floor now.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle-
man at the head of the Government has a
very short memory when he says no case
has been withdrawn. I objected very
strongly last Session to the withdrawal of
the case of Murray.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
was not withdrawn.

MR. MACKENZIE : Yes; there was
an interlocutory judgment delivered, and
the case was then referred to the Regis-
trar of the Court, to takeevidence on cer-
tain points and report to the Court. The
result of this, I believe, was a loss of over
$100,000. There was another case, which
one of the Arbitrators told me had been
submitted to him for enquiry and report.

I do not know what the result has been,
although it is stated in the papers that he
has given his decision. The hon. gentle-
man will search in vain for any act of
mine that looked in the direction of sub-
mitting a case to arbitrators that had
been submitted to the Court of Exchequer
or any other judicial tribunal. My idea
was, and now is, that no case
of magnitude should be settled by
any arbitrator, but should be sent to
the Court of Exchequer. It was with
that view that the Petition of Rights
Act was passed. It was a gross outrage
to submit such a case as that to one man,
whose capacity was not such as to justify
any referenee of such an important
case. I am very glad my hon. friend has
brouht the matter up, in order that I may
discover the exact facts as to the other
cases.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I am as-
tonished by the statements that have been
made by the leader of the Opposition.
The case he refers to of Murray v8. the
Queen was tried before Mr. Justice
Fournier, in June, 1877. He took a year
to consider the question, and in June,
1878, he gave judgment on all the legal
points raised by the defence against the
Government, and he declared that an ex-
amination should be taken by the Regis-
trar into themeasurements,whichlhe stated
was necessary in order to establish the
position of the case. It was obvious that
the Registrar would not be as well quali-
fied as an expert for the purpose of taking
measurements, and that the interests of
the Government could not be protected by
this evidence being taken before a person
who was not a professional engineer. The
services of Mr. Keefer were obtained for
the purpose of discharging the duty
assigned to the Registrar. Mr.
Justice Fournier decided the case against
the Government, who were bound to appeal
if they thought the judgment wrong.
They did not do so. The plaintiff, who
had obtainedjudgmentin his favour, called
upon the then Minister of Public
Works, who has now brought this ques-
tion up. In his letter he says:

" About the 1st of August last, I called on
the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie in reference to the
matter, when he told me that if it conid be
arranged in any way speedier than by the tedi-
ous proceas of taking on accour t befo re the
Registrar, he wculd be happy te do dsc, and he
requested me to have the Hon. John O'Connor,
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one of my counsel, come and see him on the
subject. Mr. O'Connor and I went before him,
when after some consultation together, Mr.
Mackenzie said he would procure a copy of the
judgment, and would let us hear fronm him in
a few days. Nothing has since been heard
from Mr. Mackenzie on the subject, nor has
anything further been done."

I suppose the hon. gentleman was other-
wise engaged. He never let them hear
from hiim. That was the position in which
the matter came before as. The applica-
tion was referred to Mr. Lash, Deputy
Minister of Justice. Mr. Lash says in his
reply:

"Mr. Justice Fournier held that, as a mat-
ter of fact, changes had taken place in the
grades aud lines of location, which entitled the
contractor to a decision by the Commissioners
(or the Ministers as representing then) as to
whether such changes subjected the contractor
to a deduction for diminution of work, or en.
titled him to an allowance fer increased work.
He held further that, as a matter of fact, such
decision had never been come to by the Com-
missioners or by the Minister. That, there-
fore, it was impossible te sair what amount (if
any) the contractor was entitled to on account
of these changes, and he referred it to the Regis-
trar of the Court, to obtain such legal evidence
as could be adduced by the parties for the pur-
pose of getting the number and quantity of
alterations of the location, and of the grades
which either increased or diminished (as the
case might be) the work under contract, and of
ascertaining the value of such increase or dimi-
nution, and the balance which might be due to
either party after these calculations were made.
The Registrar bas not yet taken any proceed-
ingu under this order, and Mr. Oakes now asks
that the Department of Public Works should
do what the learned Judge has referred to be
done by the Registrar of the Court. I seo no
legal objection to the Department undertaking
to settle the matter, and to make the necessary
measurements and calculations, etc.; but it
should be doue by the Department only upon
the parties entering into an agreement to abide
by the decision which may be come to, leaving
nothing for the Court to do in the case, except
to make the necessary order or decree to carry
out such agreement, and to decide upon the
question of the costs of the legal proceedings."

So that, under Judge Fournier's judg-
ment, Mr. Lash declared that the only

thing to do was to have the measurement
ascertained as directed. It was decided
to substitute Mr. Keefer, a professiona]
man, for the purpose of protecting the in-
terests of the Government in relation to
this question, which it would be impossi-
ble for the Registrar to do. Mr. Lash
was called upon to prepare an agreement.
He did so, and enclosedit inthese terms

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

"MURRAY V. TUE QUEEN.

"My DE"R SIR,-The enclosed agreement, re-
ferring to the award of Mr. S. Keefer, the claim
in this case is correct in forim. The effect is as
follows :-

" 1. The petitioner's whole claim is referred.
"2. The Crown abandons any claim for pen-

alties on account of delay in prosecuting thé
work.

" 3. The costs of the proceedings in Court
are to abide the event ; that is, the successful
party gets them, and the costs of the reference
are to be fixed by the Arbitrator. If Council
approves of the agreement, an Order should be
passed in the form of report enclosed.

" Yours truly,
"(Signed)" Z. A. LASII.

"The Hon. C. TuPPEn."

The testimony was taken. The gentle-
man who was appointed by the leader of
the Opposition, then Minister of Public
Works, was familiar with the
whole case, and had tried it in the
Court before Judge Fournier.

MR. MACKENZIE: Who was that?
SIR CHARLES TUPPER: Mr.

McIntyre ; he -was employed by the Gov-
ernment as the most competent person to
protect the interests of the Government,
and I believe that gentleman has very
efficiently discharged his duty. After
the evidence had been taken and the
award made, I referred the matter to Mr.
Lash, to know if we had power to appeal
against that award. Here is his answer:

" OrrAwA, 3rd May, 1879.
"MURRAY VS. REGINA.

"Sra,-You have asked my opinion as te
the correctness of the award made by the
Arbitrator in this case.

" The evidence, which was reported in short-
hand, in exceedingly lengthy. I have feund it
impossible in the time at my disposa to peruse
and consider it. I doubt my ability to properly
understand it, or te form an opinion from it as
to the correctness, or otherwise, of the Arbitra-
tor's finding, as from the nature of the case, no
one but an Engineer, or person having the
knowledge of an Engineer, could properly deal
with it.

"I have, however, read Mr. Keefer's state
ment, giving the particulars, etc., of his award
I think he has dealt with the case upon proper
principles, and with the exception of one item
referred to below, the amount he has allowed to
or deducted f rom the petitioners claim are, he
states, found to be the result of changes of
grade or location, or had been admitted by the
Government Engineer to be extras. This is
exactly what the Court ordered the Registrar
to do, and what I fear the Registrar, not hay-
ing the necessary technical knowledge,
could not himself have properly done without
being assisted by an Engineer.
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" As Mr, McIntyre, the counsel employed but considering the award as if it had been in
by the Crown, had attended both the trial the case of a daim between a subject and a sub-
before Judge Fournier and the reference before jeet, I ar of opinion that any application to
the Arbitrator, and was therefore familiar with set aside the award would be unsuccessful.
all the evidence, I wrote him the letter, of "The proceedings before the Arbitrator
which copy is enclosed, asking his opinion on were regularly conducted, the award regularly
the award. I enclose copy of bis reply, by made, and the evidence before him, in ry
which you will see that he thinks the evidence opinion, fully warranted his finding.
fully warranted the finding. 'I have the honour to be, Sir,

" The item I referred to above is No. 36 in Your obedient servant.
Mr. Keefer's statement, consisting of $1,000 "(Signed) A. F. McINTYRE.
allowed for loss sustained by the contractor in "Z. A. LAsn, Esq.,
not getting a borrow-pit for nearly a year after Deputy Minister Justice,
he should have got it. This item does not, of Ottawa."
course, depend on change of grade or location,
and so would not have come within the refer-
ence to the Registrar made by the Judge. The
Court, however, on receiving the Registrar's
report on the other items, could have dealt with
this, and I am not prepared to say that the c·m-
tractors are not entitled to an allowance for the
loss sustained.

" On the whole, I think substantial justice
to all parties has been done by the award, and
that it would be useless to move against it.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"(Signed) Z. A. LASIH,
"D.M.J.

"The Hon. C. TUPPER,
"Minister of Publie Worka."

"DEPARTMENT oF JUsTICE,
" Orrmw, 15th April, 1879.

Mu-RRAY v8. REGINA.
"Sra,-I find it laid down in Morse on Arbi-

tration and Award, thati An agreement, simply
that the award shall be final and conclusive, is
powerless to take away the right to assail its
validity in the ordinary way and upon the ordi-
nary grounds.'

" The awards are commonly used to express
the intention of the parties to be bound by the
award; but they are not of greater force.

" The submission in this case contains the
usual clause that the award is to be final and
nothing more; therefore, the case eomes within
the rule above defined.

" As you acted as counsel for the Crown in
the case, and are familiar with the proceedings
before the Arbitrator and the evidence, I have
the honour to request your opinion upon the
award, and whether it could be successfully
moved against,

"I am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"(Signed) Z. A. LASH,
" D. K. J.

"A. F. McINTYRE, Esq.,
"Ottawa."

" OrrAwA, 26th April, 1879.
"MURRAY vs. REGINA.

" DEAR SIR,-In reply to your letter re-
questing my opinion upon the award of Mr.
Samuel Keefer in this matter, and whether it
could be successfully moved against.

"1 beg to say, that without considering any
technical difficulties in consequence of the mat-
ter referred being a claim against Her Majesty,

22

This is Mr. McIntyre's reply, and, after
this statement of the gentleman
whom the hon. the leader of
the Opposition selected, I think the hon.
gentleman will not venture upon a
repetition of the statement lie has made
here to-night.

MR. MACKENZIE : Yes, lie will.
SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Then lie

will discredit his own counsel. Hie will
stand in the position of having failed in
his duty to the Crown by having failed
to appoint a person competent to protect
the interests of the Crown. Here is the
statement made by a gentleman appointed
by the hon. the Minister of Public Works
at that time to protect the interests of
the Crown, and that statement was one of
a gentleman who had before him all the
evidence. There is the opinion of Mr.
MeIntyre himself, that the finding of Mr.
Keefer was correct. Mr. Mclntyre sus-
tains the finding of the award as being
supported by the evidence. If anything
would induce the hon. gentleman to
withdraw the statement lie has made, it
would be this. I have read the opinion
of his counsel, and now what Mr. Lash
said, both of whom did own that the evi-
dence .varranted the finding and that
juetice has been done. Now, I am sure
the lion. gentleman could not have read
this, or if lie has' read it lie must have
forgotten it, or lie would not have made
the statement he has made against the
authority of his own trusted ofdicers, who
have justified, to the fullest extent, the
award in that case, and have stated dis-
tinctly that it would be useless to move
against it.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
man was in the habit, during our Admin-
istration, of accusing me of shielding
myself behind some officer, but now lie
does it systematically. He has referred
to the opinion of the Deputy-Minister of
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Justice and the attorney for the Crown.
But, Sir, the Deputy-Minister of Justice
was not responsible for the case. I con-
tend that the case should not have been
withdrawn from the Court. It is the
withdrawal of the case from the Court
that I charge the hon. gentleman with.
There was Lno difficulty whatever in the
way of the District Registrar taking the
evidence with the assistance of Messrs.
Fleming and Schreiber; but it was taken
wholly out of the Court by the Govern-
ment, who relegated it to one gentleman,
long ago removed from the Public Service,
and they left it to him to say what the
evidence would justify ; and whatever his
interpretation of the evidence was. It was
the sole ground upon which the verdict
was given. It sbould not has been
taken out of the Court at all ; the taking
of the evidence required by the Judge,
before giving his final decision, has been
done there properly by the Registrar,
with the assistance of the Engineers of the
Department. I did not see the printed
paper until the hon. gentleman was read-
ing it.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: It was in
the Sessional Papers.

MR. MACKENZIE: Well, I was not
aware ofit. IfIrecollectaright, neitherMr.
Fleming nor Mr. Schreiber were before the
Arbitrators to give evidence or direct the
taking of evidence. I think not. That
is my recollection, and they were not
called upon to make special reports to the
Arbitrator on the matter. Everything
seems to have been arranged in the loosest
fashion. I do not accuse the Government
of having purposely put the case in the
worst possible light, but if they had pur-
posely done so, it could not have been done
more loosely. As to bringing up the
opinion of a young lawyer, Mr. MeIntyre,
he is not responsible for withdrawing the
case. As to his opinion, that the case was
not appealable, his judgment on that point
may be right; I leave that to legal gentle-
men understanding the technicalities of
the law.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I just
have one word to say with reference to
this matter. I am glad to do so and to
find that I am free to do so. I was en-
gaged in many of these cases at the Bar
before I took office, and during the Session
I was under the impression that I was
engaged in this one, but on enquiry I find

MR. MACKENZIE.

that I was under a wrong impression, and
therefore I feel at liberty to make an ob-
servation or two to the House. The reason
why I did not take part during the pro-
gress of the investigation before the Arbi-.
trator was in consequence, of course, of
being under the impression that I was the
counsel in the case, and that, therefore, I
had no right to act. I am now able to
discuss the point which the hon. the leader
of the Opposition has raised. If I under-
stand the hon. gentleman, he says that
wrong was done only in one- particular,
namely, taking the case out of Court and
leaving it to the Engineer.

MR. MACKENZIE: No; the hon.
gentleman misinterprets me if be says I
said that was the only point. What I
say is that the great blunder was in witlh-
drawing it from the Court.

MR. McDONALD : It was the same
thing. The only withdrawal was the sub-
stitution of Mr. Keefer for the Registrar.

MR. MACKENZIE : It should have
been left to the Registrar, who could have
taken Mr. Fleming, or Mr. Schreiber, or
other experts, and made the examination;
and from him au appeal would lie, but
that was not only not done, but the
whole thing was left to Mr. Keefer, as
sole Arbitrator, without any appeal what-
ever. It was so arranged that there could
be no appeal.

MR. McDONALD: Practically there
is no misunderstanding between us. The
hon. gentleman says the wrong was done
in making Mr. Keefer the Arbitrator in-
stead of the Registrar, and, by so
doing, depriving the parties of any appeal.
In reality,the argument does not apply in
the slightest particular, as a very short
summary of the proceeding will show.
The action was brought in the usual
course, by Petition of Right. Judgment
was given by Judge Fournier, in which
be states that the claim for compensation
for change of grade and the change of
location was well founded, and, further,
that, by the action of the hon. the Minister
of Public Works, any objection arising
from the clause in the Statute had been
waived. He held on the evidence of
Fleming and Schreiber-on the evidence
of engineers engaged on the work-that in
point of law andin point of fa2t it was clear
thata great wrong had been done to these
contractors, and that that wrong ought to
be redressed. Againsttbatjudgment, there
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was an appeal in the Supreme Court, they were putting it into the hands of a
because he had decided by that judgment man highly competent to perfora suel a
every point of a legal character raised on duty. 1 need not ask any gentleman of
the record, every legal objection that could candour in this fouse whether it was pos-
be taken, and that the only point that sible that a gentleman of no technical
was to be deternined was ascertaining the knowledge, of no engineering skill, could
amount due, if any. It was clear that a take the evidence as well as it could be
gross wrong had been done these people. taken before a competent enginecr, upon
The manner in which the surveys were points involving teclnical natters of this
taken was of a character simply disgrace-- kind, and give satisfaction to the publie or
ful to the men who performed the work. to the Governnient, or whether it oulc
If my hon. friend will refresh his mernory, be possible, on any analysis of evidence
lie will sec that the ]District Engineer, who taken before the Iiegistrarto ascertainthe
macle te survtys, and the assistant en- hnount of work done and the amount
gineers by wvbom reports wvcre made w mre duc. My hon. friend says the evidence
guilty. according to their own admission, should have been taken by the iRegistrar
of conduct which was not only careless but with the assistance of Mr. Schriber and
disgraceful to thein as professional mca. Mr. Fleming. I a surprised to hear the
My hon. friend will sec that it is provcd h aon t gentleman put forward such a thcory
that the mode of management as this ka as that parties in a case should select their
young lad incompetent for his work, oponents to tako the evidence and help
instead of mcasuring the wor- in the to decide their case. I ahn surprised to
ordinary way, went, as he adkits, to the hear my hon. friend tako exception that
side of a hill and guessed a whole month's Mr. Fleming had been examined as
work, without attcmpting measurements a witness before Judge Fournier.

bxcept by the eye; and it is in evidence It was bis duty to prote et the publie inter-
that lie did not on some occasions even ests; ho relied upon these sub-engineers for
take that trouble; lie gussed the amount the information which uided him; and my
of work that ought to be done by a certain hon. friend, I presume, rclied upon hi
number of men, and gave these worthless for the information by which lie was
rcturns to theEngineers upon such a basis. guided, and therefore it was that the
Can it be wondered atthat suci a decision whole question got back to the cor-
should be arrived at by the Departinent, petency of the District Engineer and his
founded on the certificate of the Chief assistants, and the character of their work.
Engineer, who in turn was misled by the oery well, my hon. friend would not ask
mcompetency and recklessness of the men surely that the rigts of these contractors
who made the reports, on which the right shouhd be determined, not by the Court,
of these individuals were to be determined. but by Mr. Cassel@, with the assistance
The judgm nt of the Court, which could of Mr. Fleming and Mr. Selireiber. If
be appeal d from, having thus found that Mr. Cassels was competent, e did not
the surveys were unreliable, and of a want Mr. Fleming's assistance; if not
character rendring it impossible that competent, then undoubtedly le was not
justice could be done, and that these the man that my hon. friend ougaot t
surveys could not be accepted as desire to Bit down and arbitrate, or d-
the basis of calculation-Judge Fournier termine, or calculate the amount which
Caving found, in fact, that an inves- was due to those contractors, if any
tigation should be made by the nRegis amount was due. My on. friend asks
trar of the Court, or some other person, why was not Mr. Fleming called and
as to whether, on a re-measurement, on a 1examincd i That I do not know. Mr.
strict and carefua re-measurement and in- Fleming was here in Fis office; the Court
vestiationI there was anything due to was held by Mr. Keefer in Ottawa, in
these people, for change of location or the sae building, for augtet I know, i
grade-it was thoughtmore proper to with- which Mr. Flat ing's office is. If the
draw it from the Registrar, Mr. Cassefs, counsel for the Crown desired Mr.
and put it in the hands of a competent Fleming's evidence, instructed as they
emriucr. 1 have neyer heard Mr. wre, it was easily forthcoming. But
Eefer's ability or integrity doubted. In the reason is plain, they did not

selecting linthe Government thought desire it because lie had been examined-
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not before Mr. Keefer or Mr. Cassels
but before Judge Fournier himself; an(
it was on the evidence of Mr. Fleming
together with that of the engineers, tha
Judge Fournier had arrived at the con
clusion that in a legal and equitabl
point of view these people should not b
precluded from the investigation thej
sought. The only argument my hon
friend can put forth is that Mr. Cassels
should have done it instead of Mr. Keefer
Now, why should that be so I Why is
Mr. Cassels more competent to deal witl
a question like this? Mr. Keefer is ar
engineer ofhigh standing and entirely
competent to detect inaccuracies, if any
were committed by the engineers on both
sides. It must be remembered that
these men sought to establish their claims,
not by their personal testimony, but by
competent engineers employed by them
to make a careful survey of the work
done and a careful investigation into the
allegations of the contractors as well as into
those of the Government Engineers, and,
therefore, the Arbitrator, whoever he
may be, or the examiner, whoever he may
be, not only must be competent to take
and transcribe testimony, but also be able to
report, if his report was to be of any
value, upon the character and nature of the
testimony given before him. Now, we
will take it in another point of view.
Supposing Mr. Cassels had transcribed the
testimony; supposing that, adopting the
suggestion of my hon. friend, he had got
Mr. Fleming and Mr. Schreiber to assist
him in taking the testimony, and that it
had gone before Judge Fournier. My im-
pression is that the first step of Judge
Fournier would have been a reference to
a competent technical authority, a pro-
fessional authority, to determine the alle-
gations of the respective engineers ex-
amined on both sides. This testimony was
submitted to Mr. Keefer, not only the
testimony taken before himself, but the
testimony taken at full length before the
Judge charged with the investigation and
I hold, that lie was the most competent
judge to decide this question. The
award was of such a character,
as my hon. friend has just stated,
as not only to approve itself to a
professional man of the standing of the
Deputy Minister of Justice, but to the
cotnsel acting for the Crown, who had
been appointed to conduct the case from

MR. McDONALD.

, its inception before the Exchequer Court,
d and, who was I believe, entirely competent

to deal with that matter. It ap-
t pears to me, therefore, from these

facts, both as to the law and to
the evidence adjudicated upon, that
only simple justice was done to these
people, .and I believe that this House and
this country desire that, while we protect
carefully and scrupulously the public in-

. terest in dealing with matters of this kind,
and in every way observe those guards and

i checks which the law imposes at the
i same time when a case appears as clear

as the sun at mid-day, men who have
spent their substance in the public in!
terest should not be deprived of their
rights by a mere technicality.

Mr. CAMERON (South Huron) : The
hon. gentleman who has just sat down
has not in any way touched upon or
answered the complaint made by the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
as to the way in which the case of Murray
versus the Queen was disposed of. The
House must remember that we are not
discussing whether the engineers in
charge of these works were competent or
otherwise. It is of no consequence, so far as
my hon. friend's complaint is concerned,
whether they were skilled engineers or
not-understood their business or not-
sat, as the hon. the Minister of Justice
says they did, on the hill sides or on the
mountain tops, or for that matter, upon a
tree top and took their observations there-
from. That is not the question we are
now discussing. The hon. gentleman has
sought to lead the House away from the
real complaint made by the hon. member
for Lambton and others on this
side of the House. What we com-
plained of last Session, and what we
now complain of, is that the Government-
did wrong and were not justified in
removing the case from the Courts
at all and handing it over to
the judgment of a sole A rbitrator.
The ground the hon. member for Lamb-
ton put it on was perfectly clear.
In the first place, by removing
the case from the jurisdiction of the
Court and placing it inthe hands of an Arbi-
trator, and making the Arbitrator a judge
of the law and of the facts, you have*de-
prived yourselves of the right of appeal.
do not say whether the award was right
or wrong; that is not an element that
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should enter into the consideration of this Minister of Public Works is' that the
question. What I do say is that, by your Registrar was not competent to deal with
interference with the ordinary procecd- the case, because it involved some matters
ings of the case in Court, you effectually which could only properly be dealt with
cut yourselves out from an appeal alto- by an expert. The hon. the Minister of
gether. In making Mr. Keefer sole Arbi- Justice says that, if the matter had gone
trator in the case, you have constituted back to Judge Fournier, lie would have
him a judge of the law and of the fact, referred it te experts, because there were
and you cannot appeal from his judgment, questions involved in it that do not
and the only way you eau get rid of the usually core before the Courts, and that
award is that the Arbitrator was guilty of could be more satisfactorily dispensed with
fraud, and that fraud you would require by an expert. The hon. gentlemen know
to establish clearly before the Courts well that every day in the Courts Judges
would interfere. No ground of that kin dispose of cases involving professional and
is suggested by anyone. If my memory scientifie questions of the most compli-
serves me right, that is the qnly ground cated kind with the help of the evidenc
upon which the cunsel for the Crown based ef men skilled in such questions. There

is opinions, as appears by the papers was ne reason why the Registrar of the
brouglt down last Session, that ne appeal Court should net take the whole of the
would lie from this award and that the evidence-professienal and otherwse-
Goverument had ne redress unless it and then with the aid of such professional
could be shown that the Arbitrator had evidence dispose of the whole case him-
been guilty of fraud. self, or, as contemplated by Judge Four-

Sin s CHARLES TUPPER: Mr. nier's judgment, submitt the evidence
Lash's opinion was that an appeal would te the Court fer hinal adjudication. But by
lie. the iniprofper csndut of the (and overnment

M en. CAMERON: But upen what the rig wt of the Crawn te obtain the judg
ground? You cannot appeal frein the ment of the Court of last resert is gene.
award. You move the Courts to set it The iegistrar is a professional ma i
aside, but the application te set it aside standing and quite competent te decide any
must be upon some ground, and the only legal questions that migt arise in this case,
groun s upon which such.. an application and no one kn ws better than the hon.
would succeed would he either that the the Minister of Justice that legal questions
Arbitrator exceeded is autherity or was would necessarily arise, su as the construe-
guilty of fraud. reference te theo tien of the contract; theieaning of it as
papers subitted te Parliarnent will show read by the surronding circumstances;
that Judge Fournier decided certain legal the question as te whether the extrase
propositions subitted te him in faveur r of claimed by the suppliants should be al-
the suppliants. But that by ne means lowed t therni under the peculiar wording
disposed of the case. rn the subte- o of the contracts sued on; and the restri-
quent investigation, other and more cn- tiens and condiaions set up in the con-
plicated questions of law and of fact nust tracts. The right of the suppliants de-
necessarily arise before the Arbitrator, in pended upon the construction you put
the construction of the contract, and in upon the contract and upon the evidence
dealing with the question of extras under admissible under the contract, as read by
the contract. And with this position of Judge Fournier. Now, all these ques-
affairs staring you in the face, you with- tions were withdrawn, without reason,
draw the case from the proper tribunal from the jurisdiction of the Court, and
and hand it over to an irresponsible person, placed in the hands of a man utterly in-
a man who is not a lawyer. You not only capable of dealing with them. It does
make him the judge of the law an.d of the seem to me that the hon. member for
facts, but, in the event of the award being* Lambton has well-founded ground of com-
clearly, in your own judgment, wrong, plaint, and that it has been in no way
you effectually deprive yourselves of the answered by gentlemen opposite. I do
riight Of appeal on either the law or the not know whether the award was right or
facts, and this is what we properly com- wrong. I do not care to enquire whether
plain of. The ground taken by the hon. the facts and the law justify the award-
the Miigter of Justice and the hon. the that is not the ground of complaint. The
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evidence and the law may justify the
award or they may not-but nothing that
has been said to-night would justify the
Government in withdrawing this case
from the Courts-cutting off the right of
appeal and depriving yourselves of the
power of obtaining the judgment of the
Court of last resort; and this is what we
complain of, and what bas not been
answered in the slightest degree. There
is one point in the motion my hon. friend
has made that I think scarcely covers the
whole of the ground, and I dare say the
hon. the Minister of Public Works would
have no objection to its being amended;
it ougit to ask, not only for the returns
of cases already submitted to arbitration,
but of cases that have been withdrawn
from the Court and submitted to Arbitra-
tors, or referred to experts or others. I
would suggest that the motion be made to
embrace those cases.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: The bon.
gentleman who bas just spoken seems to
think it a snall matter to come here and
speak upon a question before this House
involving a large sum of money. He
says lie does not care whether the award
made was right or wrong. He is here
to guard the public interests, to see that
the public money is not misspent or mis-
applied, yet be says, although these
papers were brought down a year ago,
although lie bas had time to read them,
yet he does not care whether the award is
right or wrong.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) : I
did not say any such thing.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Thatis the way
I understood him, and I believe that is
the way his speech will read. The hon.
gentleman has been trying to make the
country believe that the award of up-
wards of $100,000 has been made to the
suppliant in this case, when there was
nothing due him, and that the Govern-
ment ought to be made responsible for
that sum. But if the hon. members will
study the award that bas been made, and
will read the judgment of Mr. Justice
Fournier, they will find that the hon.
gentleman is entirely mistaken, when he
affirms that there were legal points that
might arise which Mr. Keefer could not
decide ; for instance, as to whether the
extras should be allowed, or whether the
suppliant had any rights at all in the case
or not. He ought to have told the House

Mm CAMBRoN.

that all those points had been decided by
Mr. Justice Fournier ; that the case had
not been referred to arbitration until it
had gone before the Supreme Court,
and a learned Judge of that Court had
decided that the Government had no
defence upon legal grounds ; that the con-
tractor had claims against the Govern-
ment, and that these extras should be
paid for. Time was given to appeal from
the judgment, and the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), who was then
Minister of Public Works, did not appeal
from it ; and does it now lie in his mouth
to upbraid this Government for having
likewise submitted to that judgment ?
The Judge said the officer most available
for the purpose of making the investiga-
tion into the details was the Registrar of
the Court. Now, with all due deference
to the Registrar of the Court, I submit
that lie was not the person to take the
evidence, and to decide technical points as
to the proper measurements and the pro-
per quantities of the work which this
contractor had done. and for which he
should be paid. The Government, it
seems to me, took a wise and proper
course, in appointing one of the most
eminent civil engineers in the country for
that purpose. Notwithstanding the insinu-
ations of the kn. member for Lambton
about his capacity, I say that Mr. Keefer
stands pre-eminent in this country as one
of the first engineers in it, one whose in-
tegrity and capacity alike are above
reproach. He took this evidence in a
skilful and painstaking manner, and
made a report which even the counsel for
the Crown, appointed by the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton, characterised as
fully warranted by the evidence
and facts of the case. What
more can be said to justify the
reference and the award? The hon. mem-
ber for South Huron, speaking from the
standpoint of a lawyer, bas, no doubt,
made out a case. He speaks as a lawyer
when he says no Government should with-
draw such cases from the Courts. because
they prevent appeals. Speaking as a
lawyer simply, I commend him, because
it diminishes our work and our fees. The
hon. gentleman says a thousand legal
points might have arisen. Of course
they might ; hundreds of legal points were
bristling up aIl around, points that bring
fees to the lawyers. That is what we
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want. We must live as well as the rest'
of the country, and the Governnent is a
good fat client to have. But the hon.
gentleman's leader does not agree with
him, because he did not ask for an appeal
from Mr. Justice Fournier's judgment.
But now, as soon as the case is taken
where it can be decided on its merits, up
rises my hon. friend and says : 0, you
Government, you are not fit to be en-
trusted with the affairs of this country,
because you removed this case from the
Courts. You removed it from the place
where we lawyers can make money, and
if you do not please the lawyers you can-
not please the people of this country.

MR. GUTJTHRIE : The hon. gentleman
from Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick) has
succeeded in making a speech that tends
to draw off the attention of the House
from the points at issue. He indulges in
what people outside the Housecall a little
cheap popularity talk against the legal
profession, of which he is one of the
ornaments.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Onein favour
of it.

Ma. GUTHRIE : I supposed my hon.
friend was joking. Nothing at all in the
course of the discussion has justified the
slightest referenee to lawyers' fees. The
real point is that here was a case in the
hands of the Court which had given a
decision on certain legal principles, and
that case is taken out of the hands of the
Court in such a way that the Court after-
wards cannot touch it in any shape or
way. Now, let us see what the judgment
of Justice Fournier really says:

" Being persuaded, after a careful perusal of
the evidence, that it is impossible to render
justice to the parties without this meamrement,
I consider it my duty, reservfng to myself the
right of adjudging afterwards on the merits of
the case, to order that this case be referred to
the Registrar of this Court."

He says further what was to be referred
to the Registrar of the Court :

" To obtain such legal evidence as can be ad-
duced by the parties, for the purpose of getting
the number and quantity of alterations of the
location."

The Government, then, instead of leaving
it in the hands of the Registrar and the
Court to judge of the merits of the case,
transferred it to an Arbitrator and left
themselves practically helplass, no matter
what the decision might be. When a case

of this kind is referred by the Court of
Chancery, the reference is to the Master
in Chancery. Sometimes a dozen impor-
tant questions corne up before the Master
on different points, and sometimes it is
necessary to have the Court pass on the
findings of the Master, on questions of
law as well as of fact. The Judge here
expected the case to come back to him to
be decided on its merits, and he left it to
the Registrar, who is a lawyer, to hear
the evidence and report. This case was,
however, transferred to a gentleman vho
is not a lawyer, and is, consequently, not
as capable of taking the evidence and
deciding on the merits of the case. My
hon. friend from South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) did not say that he did not care
for the interests of the country in this
matter. He did care, and it is because
he feels a great wrong has been done to
the country that be speaks so warmly on
the subject. He might well say that
perhaps, by accident or good luck the
decision is according to the evidence; but
that does not affect the point that these
gentlemen who had insisted on the aboli-
tion of Arbitrators turned round and put
an enormous claim into the hands of an
Arbitrator, taking the matter out of the
hands of the Court altogether. The
Deputy Minister of Justice does not say
that he recommends leaving the case to
Mr. Keefer, or the Arbitrator ; he says
that may be done if the Government see
fit, and that is the extent of the opinion
lie gives on the subject. In answer to
what I said in making the motion, the
bon. the leader of the Government re-
marked that the late Government did not
accept thesuggestionofhimself and thehon.
member for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tup-
per) and the then member for Cardwell
(Mr. Cameron) to abolish all arbitrations
and leave the claims in the Court. The
Government of that day said : We will
not abolish them at once; we will see how
the new system works, and we will abolish
them if we find it unsatisfactory. I will
undertake to show that in no instance did
the late Government do what the present
Administration has done, take a case
partially adjudicated and put it in the
hands of a layman. The country had a
right to expect that these gentlemen, who
insisted, when in Opposition, that cases
should not be given into the hands of
Arbitrators who were not competent,
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would, when they had the opportunity, and I would not now had I not been
put in practice their opinions instead of pointedly alluded to by the last speaker.
doing violence to them. I was counsel for the suppliant in the

Sin ALBERT J. SMITHU: I must say case now under discussion, but when I
that I am at a loss to discover the real became a member of the Government I
reason for taking those cases from the relinquished my as;ociatiou 'witl the case.
Court and leaving them to the decision of With regard to the reference of the case,
one Arbitrator. We are told that Mr. I had nothmg to say or do. I cannot but
Cassels is not competent to deal with the feel somewbat astonished, or to use the
cases. Judge Fournier thought him per- classic language one sometimes hears froin
fectly competent, since be was frequently the other side of the ]use, amazed at
delegated to take sworn testimony in a the learning and wisdom displayed by
case, and report back to the Court. If hon. members on this subject. The hon.
the Government thought Mr. Cassels was gentleman who last addressed the fonse
not competent to deal with the case, they said the Judge chose to refer this matter
should have applied to the Court to ap- to the iegistrar of the Court. I presume
point another person to take the evidence. to tell the hon. member that the Judge in
There was nothing to prevent the appoint- the exercise of his judicial discretion
ment of another man to take evidence could do nothing else, if he made a refer-
precisely in the same manner as the Regis- ence at ail. The Judge could refer to
trar of the Court would take it, and re- none but the Registrarof the Court. Then
port back to the Judge. Why was it we are told that removing the case
necessary that this matter should be from the jurisdiction of the Registrar and
taken entirely out of the hands of the referring it to an Arbitrator deprived the
Court and left to the decision of one man? Crown of ail its rights of appeal. I must
In referring to such cases, many important say that that is a piece of rhodomontade
points of law will arise as to the admis- of a similar character to another piece
sion of evidence. Why give Mr. Keefer which eas been expressed in this case.
more power than Mr. Cassels would have? Every lawyer knows, and I presume
Is it to be understood that in ail cases- several hon, gentlemen on the other side
and there have been a great mauy pend- of the louse know, that on mauy
ing in the Court, and there ray be some points there can be a reference back to
now, involving hundreds of thousands of the Court. It is only on points of law
dollars-if the Judge decides the party that the report of the iRegistrar or the
has a daim and refers that daim to the award of an Arbitrator can bec appealed
Registrar, to enable him to decide the case against, or rather the report of the one or
on its monits, au engineer has to h s ap- the award of the other can be brougt
pointed with the power of deciding witk- before the Court on legal grouds. The
out ayappeal being allowed. Mr.Keefer award ofan Arbitrator may he attacked
might have been appoited tstead of erin more waystha the report of the iRegis-
Mr. Cassels, and ho would thon have been trar of the Court, because the Court i8
au offwcer of the Court, and subject tc its disposed lu ah cases to sustain the report
supervision afd direction. It seems to me of its oflicers. The Courts are, on the
to be laying dowu a dan gerous precedent, i other hand, extremely watchful of the pro-
that any man who has a daim agairst ceedings of Arbitrators, and they will
the Crown, the Judge refers which upset au award on points of law l arbi-
to the Registrar may bave it taken o st trated cases twhih they will not apply to
of the hands of the Court, and refcrred to the report of one of their onicers, lu the
sonie Arbitrator. It was doue lu the case under discussion there vwas nothing to
case of Mr. Murray and may be doue prevent the counsel for the Crown watch-.
again. I think that this case, lu which a ing the points of law and raising any
large amount was involved, should have point before the Arbitrator, and, if le
gone to the Court. The country would decided wrongly, they had the right t
have 'oeen better satisfied if the decision take exception. But it was bemause the
had cone from the Judge mstead of M. gentleman who was chosen by the
deefer. tl ate Minister of Public Works to

Mn O'CONNOR : I had not intended conduct cases on behaf of the
to take any partin this present discussion, Crown saw no legal grounds of objeo

MP. GUTHRIS.
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tion in this instance that they submitted
there was no cause to apply to the Court
to set aside the award. I cannot see why
there should be so much astonishment
about the matter. In a portion of his re-
marks, my hon. friend from Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) said he was astonished that
Mr. Fleming and Mr. Schreiber had not
been examined. I presume that he knows
they were examined to a great extent be-
fore the Court, and on the reference of the
case byagreement between the attorneys on
both sides-for neither my hon. friend who
was Minister of Justice at the time nor
myself took any part in the proceedings-
it was agreed that the Arbitrator should
read the evidence taken before the Court;
and all the parties mentioned had been
examined. But what does the evidence of
Messrs. Fleming and Schreiber amount to?
Simply this. That they, in succession,
passed their reports to the head of the
Department upon the reports of the divi-
sion engineer, who showed, on his exami-
nation, that lie had paid no properattention
to the work in his division ; that lie had
not made measurements from time to time
in a proper manner, and that lie had never
made a final measurement. Therefore, the
other parties, Messrs. Schreiber, Fleming
and Brydges, who based their reports on
his reports. and who were all examined,
were misled, and reported erroneously.
This was all admitted and brought out
clearly. It was admitted by my hon. friend
from Lambton, in his letter of December,
1875, when he directed a re-measurement
of the whole work.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, no.
MR. O'CONNOR : I beg pardon; such

a remeasurement was ordered in that
letter. The Judge held that to be a
waiver of the claim of the Crown, based
upon a report purporting to be a final
settlement of the contract. It is clear
there had never been a final measurement
of the work, and therefore there could
not have been a final settlement. The
letter admitted that.

MR. MACKENZIE: It was not my
letter; it was a departmental letter in
which directions were given that the
work should be remeasured, wherever
deviations were made-not the whole
work, as lie says. I am sure the hon.
gentleman cannot have read the letter, or
lie would not have made that statement.
In that letter I said :

" I am to state that Mr. S. Fleming has been
instructed to have a remeasurement made of
the work done on the portions of the railway
where lipes or gradients originally contracted
for have been deviated from."

MR. O'CONNOR: Not your letter, but
a letter written by your direction. Very
well, I accept the correction.

MR. MACKENZIE: That was not a
remeasurement of the whole work, but of
a very small portion.

Mr. O'CONNOR : It was of all that
was in dispute.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
man should not let his zeal as an advocate
carry him away. Let him forget that lie
was the advocate, and become the legisla-
tor. His responsibility at present is not
to his client, but to the Crown, the
Legislature and people of this country,
and it is in that capacity I desire him to
address me and myself him. The letter
from the Departmentof Public Works was
with reference to the portion of land
where the division had taken place. Now,
the real weakness in the point -with the
hon. gentlemen opposite is this : tbey for-
got all the time the ground that Mr. Sand-
ford Fleming took with regard to the
deviation. On contracts on the Pacifie
Railway and the Canals the -work is done
by schedule prices, and measurement is
the only way of obtaining the price of the
contract. It was not so on the Inter-
colonial. A lump sum was wanted, for
which the work was to be finished, no
matter whether the measurements given
were right or wrong, the contractor being
bound to finish, whether the section was
right or wrong. Mr. Sandford Fleming
denied there was any deviation from the
contract line. Much as was said, I
think by the hon. the Minister of Justice,
about rough measurements, they were of
no practical account except that they
might give more or less at the moment
on the progress estimates. The engineer
was only required to give the results as
closely as lie could to keep the Crown
safe. The measurement was for those
places where any deviation had been
made from the original line ; but in all
others it was proximate, for the purpose
of giving the contiactor the ninety per
cent. to which he was entitled, and so
soon as the entire work was com-
pleted the total amount was to be paid
him. Now this man could have got the
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entire amount, but he refused, saying he
had done a good deal of extra work. My
engineer denied that extra work was done ;
and the Arbitrator to whom was referred
the whole question-matter of law as well
as fact-taking it out of the Court and
placing it in the hands of laymen-
never asked any evidence on the point,
whether there was extra work done or
not. The contractors had an Engineer,
one Odell, who measured the work for
them, and I said to Mr. Murray. If you
give me his measurements I will submit
them to the Engineer of the Department ;
but they refused. They insisted on keeping
them themselves on the advice of their
counsel, and Odell was examined at length
before the Arbitrator, and his evidence
taken as conclusive. Mr. Fleming, Mr.
Schreiber, and other authorities who could
have given evidence as regards any
alleged deviation from the original line
were never called, and a decision is given
upon such proceedings adverse to the
Government. The case is first taken out
of the hands of the Court improperly,
forming a dangerous precedent; then
evidence is taken improperly, and the
decision is made so binding that there
can be no appeal from the award. It is
one series of blunders from first to last,
which may have the effect, bythe evidence
of the Engineer-in-Chief, of causing the
country to lose $100,000.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou): The hon.
member for Lambton has spoken of the
measurements. The claim was for work
done caused by achange in the location or
in the grade; and Judge Fournier found
the difficulty was that, under the contract,
they could recover for nothing unless
they had the certificate of the Chief En-
gineer; the Judge, however, held that the
letter of my hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie),
admitting in writing that new surveys
ought to be made, was a waiver of this
objection by the Government. It would be
disgraceful to the Judiciary and thepublic
service, if men could airly and properly
go before the people and declare that,
after having proved their case in Court,
they could get no redress. This is why my
hon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie) wrote the
letter authorising a re-survey, not of the
whole road, but the portion meeting the
two points raised by the Judge. He said
to Mr. Fleming or Mr. Schreiber: Make a
survey, and tell me what the character of

M. MAoswZUR,

the road is ; are these men entitled to any-
thing for the alterations in the grade or in
the line of location? That survey was never
made ; these men came before Judge
Fournier, and the Arbitrator, and said :
Under the authority granted, we ask that
competent engineers verify the survey we
have made; we have obtained competent
men; they have madethe survey admitted
to be necessary by the Judge and the hon.
the Minister of Public Works, and we
challenge an investigation of the survey
made by these men, and ask for an oppor-
tunity to introduce the proof that the
survey is correct. And my hon. friend
accepted the challenge, and wrote a letter
authorising his engineers to make the
survey. If the engineer had obeyed my
hon. friend's instructions, and sent com-
petent engineers to the ground, we should
not have had this investigation. I am
quite satisfied that the moment his Chief
Engineer had made the surveys, he would
have said : Pay the'money, because it is

justly due. But my hon. friends oppo-
site did not do their own duty as
recognised by the member for Lambton
himself. Weeks and months went by,
the contractors asserting they possessed
proof of the justice of their claims, not
being able to get even an attempt on the
part of the Government to ascertain
whether those claims were well founded
or not.

MR. BLAKE: I simply rise to correct
a misapprehension into which the Post-
master-General bas fallen in this question.
He said it was imperative on the Court
of Exchequer to refer this matter to the
Registrar of the Court; that they had no
power to refer it to any other person, and
that, consequently, no inference could be
drawn from the fact of its reference to
the Registrar. If the learned gentleman
would refer to the Act of 1876, he would
find the clause.

Ma. O'CONNOR: Will the hon. gen-
tleman give the meaning of the phrase-
"or any other referee."

Mi. BLAKE: Yes-or any other will
do.

Ma. ANGLIN: There are some very
important considerations involved in this
question. I think by this time that the
hon. the Minister of Railways and Canais
must have come to the conclusion that
the case, as stated on this side of the
House, has a second leg to stand on ;
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whether that is sound or not, it will be
for the House to say. It certainly seems
now to stand on two good, substantial
legs. The charge is that a case sub-
mitted to the highest tribunal in the
country-created expressly for the trial
of just such cases as this, and clothed with
all the powers necessary to the determina-
tion of the law and the fact-after having
reached a certain stage, was withdrawn
from the control of the Court, the whole
power of deciding upon the merits of the
case, finally and conclusively, being placed
in the hands of a gentleman, described by
the hon. member for Lambton as an
engineer dismissed from the Public
Service, although it is said on the other
side Mr. Keefer is a gentleman of great
respectability and high standing in the
profession, and of undoubted fitness for
the position in which he was so placed.
That is a very serious charge to make
against the present Administration. But
we are told that, after the legal points
had been determined by the Judge, it was
highly proper, instead of allowing the
Registrar to take the evidence, to refer
the whole matter to a person competent
to understand the evidence and judge of
its value, and who was not merely to dis-
charge the duty assigned by the Judge to
the Registrar, but in fact to become him-
self Judge and jury, Engineer and expert
Arbitrator, and final disposer of the whole
affair. To clothe any man, under those
circum stances, with such powers, would
have been highly objectionable, but to
declare, as the hon. the Minister of
Justice lias declared, that that was the
proper, prudent, wise course, the course
which the interests of the Crown and the
people required the Government to take,
is still more extraordinary. It amounts
to this declaration : that the Exchequer
Court is improperly constituted, and that
we ought, forthwith, to alter its constitu-
tion and provide that, in all suits of this
importance hereafter, that Court should
only determine the legal questions raised,
all questions of fact to be submitted to
the decision of some such person as Mr.
Keefer. This would be very convenient
in dealing with the cases of friendly con-
tractors, but the people in this case would
have much preferred its being left to the
Court. Much has been said of the right
of appeal from the award, but there
can be no doubt that, if these spe-

cial proceedings were otherwise entirely
unobjectionable, no Government could
have refused, on merely legal and technical
grounds, to pay the amount of any award
of Mr. Keefer's-such a refusal would
have been regarded as a great injustice to
the suppliants. There is an entire misap-
prehension on the part of some hon. gen-
tlemen opposite of the facts of the case.
It lias been stated that two of the Minis-
ters who spoke on the question were at
one time employed as counsel for the
suppliants.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : It is not
said I was employed as counsel. I said
that, being engaged in several railway
cases in My own Province, before I took
office, I was under the impression I was
engaged in this one, but afterwards found
I was mistaken.

MR. ANGLIN : A most extraordinary
statement-that the hon. gentleman did
not know, when this question came up,
that lie was not employed in the case.
Yet I entirely accept it.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I really
do not care whether the hon. gentleman
accepts it or not.

Ma. ANGLIN: The hon. gentleman
may not care what I accept, but lie ought
to care about what the public accepts. We
expect our voices to echo through this
country, and, if the hon. gentleman
possessed the feeling that ought to actuate
members of this House and of the Gov-
ernment, lie would care much how the
people regard his conduct and that of his
colleagues in this important matter. It
is alleged that the late Minister of
Public Works, by his letter, destroyed the
effect of that provision in the contract,
which would have excluded the suppliants
from making any claim under any circum-
stances. I do not think anybody would
approve of refusing the suppliants all
they were justly entitled to. The hon.
the Minister of Justice states that, this
waiver having been made, they were en-
titled, under the contract, to any addi-
tional expenditure caused by a deviation
from the location, or by a change of grade.
This is correct, but then the question
comes up-was there any change of loca-
tion or of grade? That was the first
point to be determined. How could it be
determined 1 Was it to be determined
solely by the evidence of the engineer
employed by the suppliants I When the
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question came before the Arbitrator, what
position did he hold? Was he to hold
the balance evenly between the parties in
the case, or was he to rely solely on
the evidence of the parties in whose
favour the judgment was to be given?
And yet it seems that the Arbitrator
heard little or no evidence on the part of
the Government. Why were not Mr.
Fleming and Mr. Schreiber examined be-
fore the Arbitrator? The hon. the Min-
ister of Railways said it was for the
counsel acting on behalf of the Crown to
say what witnesses it was necessary to
call. But the Ministers thus sought to
divest themselves of all responsibility in
this case, as far as the evidence submitted
was concerned. Should it not have oc-
curred to the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals that it was due to the
public interests that the Chief Engineer
should have gone before the Arbitrator,
and, by his evidence, helped him to deter-
mine whether there was any deviation
from the line as originally laid down, or
any change of grade. We are told that
Judge Fournier settled that point. I
think he did not settle it at all. I think,
if his judgment is read carefully, it will
be seen that this was one of the points to
be settled by the evidence to be taken be-
fore the Registrar, and that question
should not have been settled by the Arbi-
trator without hearing the evidence of the
engineers employed by the Government.
Much stress lias been laid upon the
manner in which some engineers made
their progress estimates. As the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
said, that does not affect the case now
under consideration in the slightest degree
The contractors were to be paid a lump
sum for building the road according to
plan and specification, from a certain point
to a certain point, and -when the work
was properly completed no more money
than that specified in the contract could
be paid. So far, the public interest was
sufficiently guarded. It would appear
that the Chief Engineer of Railways is
regarded by the hon. the Minister of
Justice as the opponent of any contractor
who chooses to make an extravagant claim
and demands the payment of it. Is that
to be the position of the Chief Engineer i
If it is, where is the security to the public
and what protection have the public,
against the rapacious contractors of whom

Mi. ANGLIN.

we have heard so much lately i As a
public officer, the Chief Engineer is bound
to faithfully protect the interests of the
public on the one hand, and to do ample
justice on the other to all contractors
and others under his supervision. I
cannot imagine where the difficulty
existed in regard to the taking of this
evidence. Any man of ordinary in-
telligenoe could easily determine from
sufficient evidence whether the line or
plan had been departed from or not, in
regard to the line or the grade. Contra-
dictory evidence no doubt might be given
with regard to that question. One en-
gineer might have measured it in one way
and another in another, but the rules for
making such measurements are by no
means so difficult of comprehension that
a gentleman fit to be the Registrar of the
Supreme Court of this Dominion could
not have taken down that evidence intelli-
gently, and that a Judge of the unques-
tionable ability and acumen of Judge
Fournier could not have given a decision
in the case. There was no difficulty in
the case that any intelligent man could
not easily surmount. At al events, the
fact that this case was taken away from
the Court and put into the hands of Mr.
Keefer, to be settled by him on his sole
responsibility, was one which has caused,
as it ought to have caused, a strong feel-
ing from one end of the Dominion to the
other.

Motion agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following Motions for Returns were
severally agreed to :-

Address-Copies of the Orders in Council ap-
pointing Instructors to the Indians in the Terri-
tories of Canada.-(Mr. Mills.)

Order of the House-Statement showing the-
number of farm instructors and assistants ap-
pointed to teach the Indians agriculture; the
amount expended for outfit ; amount paid for
travelling expenses, and the yearly salary paid
or to be paid each person appointed or employed;
also the names and former residence of the per-
sons Bo appointed.-(Mr. Milis.)

Address-Return of a copy of the by-laws of
the Northern Railway Company of Canada, im-
posing, fixing, regulating or allowing the tolls of
the said Company passed since the first day of
June, A.D. 1879, forwarded by said Company
for the approval of His Excellency the Governor-
General iii Council, and the Orders in Council
approving or revising the same.-(Mr. Haggart.)

Order of the House-Statement of the
amounts paid into the Superannuation Fund by
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each of the Inspectors of Weights and Measures,
previous to lst October, 1879.-(Mr. Oliver.)

Order of the Hlouse-Returu of the names,
residences, occupations and salaries, or rate of
payment of all otiicers and employés of the Inter-
colonial Railway, in the months of September,
1878 and 1879 respectively, excepting the sec-
tion from Rivière du Loup to Lévis.-(Mr.
Costigan.)

Address--Return of tenders received for
Sections 33 and 34, Welland Canal, showing all
extensions of time for depositng security, to.
gether with copies of contracts, and all cor-
respondence and Orders in Council connected
therewith.-(Mr. Ross, West Middlesex.)

Address-Return showing tendersreceivedýfDr
construction of works recently letat St. Anne's,
on the Ottawa River, showing all extensions
of time for receiving deposits of security, copies
of contracts and all correqpondence and Orders
in Council relating thereto.-( àfr. Ross, West
Middlesex.)

Address-Copies of all Orders in Council
affecting the Inland Revenue which have net
been printed. -(Mr. Paterson, South Brant.)

Order of the Houso--Copies of the statements
furnished from British Columbia of the cases
and matters tried before the several Judges of
that Province.-(Mr. Blake.)

Address-Return showing the names of
persons in Manitoba who are squatters on the
first Canada Pacifie Railway Reserve; all
Orders in Council affecting the said occapants,
together with copies of all Petitions from such
holders of land in the said Reserve.-(Mr. Ryan,
Marquette.)

House adjourned at
Thirty-five minutes after

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 2nd March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

?RAYERs.

IRIVILEGE-MR. SPROULE'S SEAT IN
THE HOUSE.

REMARKs.

MR. SPROULE : Before the Orders of
the Day are called, I wish to say a few
words with reference to an item that ap-
pears in one of the newspapers, and from
which may be drawn an unfair inference.
It appears in the Hamilton Evening
Time8, of Feb. 17, as follows:-

" Last Session Mr. Sproule, the very windy
inember for East Grey, occupied a seat right
in the midst of the Opposition, and directly be-
hind our old friend, Mr. Rymal. The position
wa a decidedly uncomfortable one, and Mr.
Sproule was generally regarded as a spy. He
was frequently given plain hints that lie had

better move, but he failed to budge. This
Session Mr. Rymal told him (Mr. Sproule) that
one of them would have to move, and that one
would not be him (Mr. Rymal). The result was
that Mr. Sproule effected an exchange of seats,
and harmony has been once more restored in
the camp."

Now, I have only to say that the infer-
ence that might be drawn from this item
is entirely misleading. When I came
here last Session, I found the seat al-
lotted to me was in the back row on
this side of the House, which I did not
wish to take if I could better my-
self. I was informed by one of the mes-
sengers that seat 130 was taken and had
been occupied by a member now a sup-
porter of the Government, who would
not be likely to occupy it this Session.
I was advised to accept that seat that
Session, as, being in a favourable locality,
I could make a favourable exchange with
some member of the Opposition. On this
account I accepted it, and shortly after-
wards intimated to an Opposition mem-
ber, and one of the whips, that I would
like to make an exchange with some mem-
ber of that party. One offer was made
me which I did not feel inclined to accept,
it being no more favourable than the first
seat. I was unable to make an exchange,
therefore, the first Session. Early this
Session, I attempted to make an exchange
again, thinking that my presence might
be embarrassing to Opposition members.
I finally succeeded in doing so; but, I
was not, as might be inferred from the
paragraph, intimidated into this course by
the member for South Wentworth (Mr.
Rymal). If we bring before the
Bar of this House parties guilty of im-
propriety or breaches of etiquette, and
punish them according to the deserts of
the crime, why should we allow men, whom
we give the privilege of sitting in the gal-
lery of the House, to report its proceed-
ings, to disseminate through the press
such trash as I have read, and go un-
punished. Any remarks between the hon.
miember for South Wentworth and myself
were courteous and pleasant. If it was
through him that this item was published,
he must feel compelled to resort to that
kind of procedure to strengthen bis claims
on his constituency, and he must draw on
the gullibility of his constituents very
largely. If he desires to indicate to them
that he is entitled to be dubbed the
bruiser of the House, as well as the joker,
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or exchange the one for the other capacity, pect I must ho doing something wrong
I am willing to allow him the credit of it. when I become the object of even the
But, if lie wishes to create the impression faint praise of the Opposition press, but,
that I acted through intimidation byhim, after saying I was very courteous, intelli-
I can assure him that, if he undertook gent, agreeable, etc., out of the House,
such a task Le would find on bis bands a the article recommended me not to say
contract of much larger proportions, more anything in it, as J was not capable of
difficult to execute, and less remunerative doing so acceptably, adding, that Jftounced
than some that bis party and the late out of the buse a day or two ago in the
Government indulged in during the last debateonMr. Fleming'sresolution iarage,
five years. because my hon. friend who bas just spoken

Mu. PLUMB: J am well pleased that took the floor wben J wanted to speak. It
my lion. friend from East Grey (Mr. is not difficult for any member to find a
Sproule) has brought this matter before suitable opportunity to speak, and I ar
the House. He has made his statement sure that nobody in the bouse would
in a very clear, calm and dignified man- accuse me of ever attempting to dispiace
ner. He certainly bas been very grossly any other hon. gentleman. I am always
insulted in the paragraph in question, in willing to wait my turn. On this occasion
an affair in which he bas been entirely certainly J bad not the slightest idea of
innocent. The newspaper item quoted taking the floor, but I got up and walked
shows that we are again to be subjected across the bouse, when my bon. friend
to the kind of espionage we have often rose, in order to meet in the Library
complained of, by those who are permitted somebody wbo bad sent for me, and, not
by the courtesy of the House to sit in the finding bim at the moment, I stepped in
Reporters' Gallery. It is not the first outside the Bar and listened to the very
time we have been misrepresented by per- able remarks of tbe hon. member (Mr.
sons in the Reporters' Gallery. I cer- Sproule). We did not come in tocollision
tainly, for one, have as little care about at all But this report, trifling as it is, is
what is put into the Grit newspapers as the most innocent and trutbful kind of
anybody who sits in this House. I have information which those ingenious gentle-
been so accustomed to see myself mis- mon, permitted to sit in the Gal-
representedand lampooned in those prints, lery by our courtesy and kindness, sent
that I have long since ceased to regard it, off for the amusement or instruction of
and, if it pleases the writers, and is in ac- their readers; it is about on a par with
cordance with the policy and good taste of the slip-slop dished up by them in the
those who control those papers, it makes leading Grit papers of this country.
very little difference to me. But it The silly gobemouches who take the
is perfectly absurd to notice the way rôle of special correspondents here for
in which those intelligent gentlemen who the leading Grit press are so notorious
look down upon us catch up trifling things, for the credulous avidity with which
which they serve out to their readers, they swallow any story, however impro-
doubtlessly because they think to please bable, about the doings of the Government,
them by the petty, dirty little gossips that they are constantly made the butts
which they daily retain; and I of mischievous and unmerciful wags, who
do not now speak of the press fool them to the top of their bent, and
upon one side, but particularly refer laugh to see their hoaxes duly paraded
to the character of three or four well and greatly commented upon. J think
known newspapers which have taken the my hon. friend was quite right in saying
lead and initiative in this mean and diry what we have listened to, and I was sur-
work. J do not know whether we are prised to see tbe temper with which it was
bound to sit here and allow ourselves to received on the other side of the fouse.
be lampooned by those gentlemen. If, He bad no desire to hear or sec anytbirg
however, the House and those members private going on among bon. gentlemen
subject to it muay like it, I care nothing opposite, among whom ho lad lis seat,
about it. I was amused the other day and for this reason wished to change 1t as
when a certain leading newspaper pub- soon as he could get a reasonably eligible
lished au article upon my humble self, one in oxchange. One of tbe insinuations
extolling me very highly. I always sus- thrown out was tînt the hon, gentleman

MR. SPROtIE.
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wished to sit with the Opposition to hear
their counsels. Well, there is nothing
very mysterious or valuable in those
counsels that he could desire to know, and
their projects are plain enough; and it is
not necessary to sit among those bon.
gentlemen to learn their nature. The
hon. member for East Grey got out of the
position as soon as he could, and I con-
gratulate hii on finding a more com-
fortable place, where he will not bave
unpleasant and uncongenial surroundings,
and not be suhject to gross imputations
and unmanlv threats.

Mu. RYiAL: After the opening of
last Session, in the course of a few days,
I found that my neighbour from East
Grey (Mr. Sproule) was a very promin-
ent member of the opposite party,
when I intimated to him, in a joking way,
as he says I am a joker, but still with a
certain degree of earnestness, notwith-
standing, that I thought his place was
not very comfortable, as his presence was
not very comfortable for us, opposed to
his policy. I said that, I think, two or
three times during the Session, suggesting
that if he approved of it, he could procure a
seat among his political friends. As to
the newspaper remarks lie bas read, I
knew nothing about them till printed. I
can appeal to bon. members of this House,
who have known me twenty years to say
if it is my practice to play the bully. I
wish to have no dispute or misunderstand-
ing with any hon. member. What would
have been thought of me if I had persist-
ed in retaining the seat on the Ministerial
side which 1 occupied in days gonie by,
and against the wisbes of members of
that party? What would Ministers bave
thought had I kept my seat behind them
in a position to overhear their remarks
I would have been stigmatised as a scoun-
drel, and the whole power of the House
would have been exerted to remove me
from that place. I would have taken the
most distant seat in the House sooner
than rest under the imputation of sitting
among my political opponents for the pur-
pose of overhearing their remarks. That
notion did not suit the hon. member for
East Grey, who was too big a man, tooim-
portant a personage, to take anything but
a prominent seat. He must have a seat
among his political opponents, for what
cause I leave the House to judge. As tothe
imputation that I had the article dissemin-

ated throughout my county, to show the
people how powerful I was in the House,
I scorn it. My constituents know me too
well for that course. I tell the hon. gen-
tleman I have not the name of a bully
there, but of a fair, manly, outspoken per-
son; and I said to him before exactly
vhat I told him the other day, that I
thought one or other of us would have to
leave this particular locality, and it should
not be me. He took the hint, and suc-
ceeded in getting another seat, which ie
might have had last Session if he had
wished. I do not wish to have any dis-
pute with him or submit to any of his
sneers either. As to my hon. and poetical
friend from Niagara (Mr. Plumb), who
talks contemptuously about the society
surrounding the bon. member for East Grey
-if he refers to me, I may tell him I have
as much contempt for him as he lias for
me. While I am not a Chesterfield in my
manners, nor a Beau Brummell in my
appearance, I am just as good as the next
man as long as I behave myself as well.
When anyone can fairly accuse me of im-
proper conduct on the floor of the House,
or of any insult towards my fellow mem-
bers, I shall rest under the imputations of
the hon. member for East Grey, but not
till then.

INSOLVENCY ACTS REPEAL BILL.
[B1LL 2.]

(Mr. Colby.)

FURTHER CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Order for the consideration of the said Bill, as
amended in Committee of the Whole, read.

Motion macle and question proposed.

That the amendments be now read the second
time and concurred in.-(Mr. Colby.)

MR. BLAKE moved in amendment:

That the said Bill be re-committed to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, with instructions that they
have power tofadd after the word " Companies,"
in clause 1, the following words:-" and save
also in so far as the said Acta apply to any in-
corporated Trading Company."

MR. Mc DONALD (Pictou): I entirely
recognise the importance of the subject
to which the amendrnent of the bon.
gentleman relates, and the desirability of
having the incorporated companies re-
ferred to, as well as banks and insurance
companies, so placed as to enable them to
wind up their affairs under a provision
similar to that in the Insolvent Act now
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before the House. The Government re-
cognise the importance of submitting such
a resolution as this to the House, and it
would have, perhaps, engaged the intention
of the Government or the hon. gentleman
who introduced the Bill had not the hon.
member for Richmondand Wolfe (Mr. Ives)
intimated that he had an amendment
similar to the one moved by the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake).

MR. BLAKE : Not on this subject.
MR. McDONALD: He intended it to

embrace generally the whole subject, but
he informed me that it seemed desirable
that he should withdraw the amendment
and embrace the whole subject in different
Bills, relating to the several subjects. I
.see the hon. gentleman has introduced a
Bill relating to insurance companies, and
he assured me he proposed to introduce a
Bill also in relation to Banks and Bank-
ing. I think it would be more convenient
if the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) would allow that subject to
be dealt with separately. It will remove
.any tendency to confusion, and I can
state that I will see ,that the matter) is
dealt with in the sense of his amend-
ment.

MR. BLKAKE: On that statement I
withdraw my amendment.

Amendment (Mr. Blake), with leave of
the House, withdrawn.

Mr. COLBY: I suppose my hon.
friend from West Durham (Mr. Blake)
will have no objection to have the Bill
sent back to the Committee, with instruc-
tions to strike out the other amendment,
which was added a few evenings ago.

MR. BLAKE: I shall have no objec-
tion if the undertaking of the hon. the
Minister is also to apply to the class of
subjects included in that amendment.

Mn. McDONALD (Pietou): That will
be dealt with. In the Insolvent Law
there are several sections providing for the
payment of money into the bank by
assignees, and after retaining it for a
specified time, and the amount not being
called for, its being paid into the Con-
solidated Fund. I think a provision should
be made to compel the rendering of an
account from the assignee after the Act
is repealed. I therefore move :

That the Bill be recommitted to a Com-
mittee of the Whole, for the purpose of making
further amendments thereto.

Motion agreed to.

MR. McDONALD.

House again resolved itself into Committee of
of the Whole.

(In the Committee.)
Bill, as amended, ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

( In the House.)
Bill, as amended, reported.

CANADIAN OFFICERS SECURITY ACT
AMENDMENT BILL. - [BILL 28.]

(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

THIRD READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : This

Bill is for the purpose of providing that
all bonds, sureties, etc., instead of being
scattered throughout the different Depart-
ments, some of which have not sufficient
means of protecting them against fire and
lossshallbe duly attested andrecordedatfull
length in the Department of the Secretary
of State, as the proper custodian of such
documents, and one who has the means of
properly protecting them from fire, etc.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the bouse.)
Bill reported, read the third time, and

passed.

THE LATE ACCIDENT TO THE VICE.
REGAL PARTY.

ADDRESS TO HIS EXCELLENCT.

House proceeded to the consideration of a
Message from the Senate, acquainting this
Rouse that their Honours have passed an
Address to His Excellency the Gevernor-
General of congratulation on the escape of Her
Royal Highness the Princess Louise and of His
Excellency, from the serious danger threatened
by the untoward accident which happened to
them on the evening of Saturday, the 14th of
February.

The said A.ddress was read, and it is as
follows :-

" To His Excellency the Right Honourable
Sir John Douglas Sutherland Campbell, (com-
monly called the Marquis of Lorne), Knight of
the Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the
Thistle, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Dis-
tinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Governor-General of Canada, and Vice-
Admiral of the same, &c., &c.
"MAY IT PLIASE YOUR EXCELLENcY:

" We, HerMajesty's faithful subjects, the Sen-
ate of Canada, in Parliament assembled,
desire to approach you with our heartjy congra-
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tulations on the escape of Her Royal Highness
the Princess Louise and yourself, from the
serious danger threatened by the untoward acci-
dent which happened on the evening of Satur-
day, the 14th instant.

" Unwilling to increase the general alarm
ocecasioned by the news of the injuries received
by Her Royal Highness, we have forborne to
address Your Excellency until, in the Provi-
dence of God, we are happily permitted to do
so in language of congratulation.

" Her Royal Highness' life and health are de ar
to the Canadian people, and the intelligence of
the danger in which she has been placed, and
of her narrow escape, was everywhere received
with profound interest and sympathy.

" We but give utterance to the feeling of the
country, wheu we assure Your Excellency of
the deep gratitude with which the intelligence
of her gradual recovery is day by day received,
and we earnestly trust that her Royal Highness
may shortly be restored to her wonted health
and strength, and will, hereafter, only suffer
the memory of the accident to recall to her the
universal joy which hails her recovery."

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: I rise
for the purpose of asking the House to
concur in the Address justread, and which
has been passed unanimously in the
Senate. The Address expresses the feel-
ings of that body, and, I am sure, of this
body, in such apt and fitting teims thatit
is not requisite for me to dwell at any
length upon the feelings aroused in the
country by the sad accident which hap-
pened to His Excellency the Governor-
General and Her Royal Highness the
Princess Louise, on the evening of the
14th of February last, and the necessity
and expediency of expressing our regret
at the accident, and our hearty congratu-
lations at the escape of His Excellency
the Governor-General and his Royal Con-
sort from the serious danger to which they
were exposed. Those who were present
here on the evening of that day, assembled
for the purpose of paying their respectful
duty to His Excellency and Her Royal
Highness, will remember the shock given
to all present on the receipt of intelli-
gence of the accident, and the serious
danger to which his Excellency and Her
Royal Highness were exposed. At first
it was naturally imagined that they had
escaped frorn an accident of not unfrequent
occurrence in this elimate at that season
of the year ; but, next day it was found,
to our deep regret-to our horror-that
theVice-Regalpartyhadbeen exposedtothe
very greatest danger, and that it was only
by God's Providence that the accident
had not ended fatally. We were alarmed

23

by the suddenness and fatal nature of the
accident, and had a dread that the serious
injuries under which Her Royal High-
ness had suffered might have had most
disastrous consequences. The injury
sustained by ler Royal Highness
was of the gravest character, and
the consequences are not yet altogether
removed. I have reason to believe that
Her Royal Highness's life was, for a time,
in great danger, and the injuries she bas
sustained were at one time thought to be
of a lasting nature. Happily, the immi-
nent danger bas passed away; and I
hope and believe that the recovery of Her
Royal Highness will be complete. While
the feeling of regret was general through,
out the country, the relief that has been
felt by the representatives of the people
in both branches of the Legislature at
the recovery of the Vice-Regal party bas
been responded to by the whole Dominion,
every part of which will unite with the
two bodies in congratulations on the
escape of Her Royal Highness the Prin-
cess Louise and His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General. It is to be hoped that the
consequences of the accident will not be
serious or of a lasting nature. It would
be a matter of great sorrow to us all if
Her Royal Highness the Princess Louise,

1 who has already by ber demeanour won
the hearts of all those with whom she bas
come in contact, should leave this country
with any result from injuries received while
our guest in Canada. I trust that this will
not be the case, and that, long after the con-
sequences of the accident have passed away,
she will, in the words of the Address,
have forgotten the injury, and only re-
member the sincere sympathy of the
people of Canada and their congratula-
tions on ber recovery. With these re-
marks, I shall more that this House con-
cur in the Address.

MR. MACKENZIE: I have verygreat
pleasure in seconding the motion which
the hon. the First Minister bas made,
to concur in the Address to His Excel-
lency the Governor-General and Her
Royal Highness the Princess Louise. It
is most fitting that both Houses should
send such an Address to these illustrious
personages. This is the first time that a
Royal Princess has been sent to act the
part that a Governor-General's wife has
to act in a Colony, and I am sure she bas
favourably impressed all with the admir-
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able manner in which she has diseharged Canadians have ever been distinguished
the duties that have devolved upon her in fortheir loyalty and for their respect for
that capacity. It is not the first time that their Sovereign, and never has that feeling
members of the Royal Family have been been more frequently expressed than it
received in this Colony, and I know has been with regard to our Most Gracious
personally how much Her Majesty was Sovereign for whoin they feel especial
gratified by their reception; and I have no affection. That feeling of affection bas,
doubt that Her Majesty, in committing if an increase of it be possible, perceptibly
her dear daughter to our care, felt that increased since Her Majesty sent to us
she might entrust her, with confidence, one of her family, Her Royal Highness
to the care of a people whose affections the Princess Louise, and, to add strength
would cluster around her and ber Royal to our great affection for the Royal Family,
Mother; and it becomes us as we had but to see ber, we had but to
Canadiansubjects of Her Majesty, as well listen to ber voice. And, Sir, I do not
as the special guardians of ber daughter, exaggerate when I say that, from the
to remember the duty cast upon us in moment when it was known that an acci-
that respect. It is only a very short time dent had happened to Ris Excellency the
since lier Majesty lost another daugliter Governor-General and to Her Royal
by death, and it would bave been a very Highness, there reigned throughout the
sad thing if this accident should have re land mourning, and a dread lest fatal con-
sulted fatallyin Canada to this one. No- sequences might be the result. But, on
thing could better express the feelings of the other hand, from the instant that it be-
this House than the words of the Address, came known that no evil consequences
when it gives utterance to the hope that would follow the accident, and that
Her Royal Highness will only have, as knowledge was assured by authoritative
the memory of the accident, the sympathy announcement, rejoicing throughout the
of the people of Canada in ber sufferings country was universal. And I am certain
and the congratulations that surrounded that the Address which has been proposed
her on her happy escape from injuries by the hon. the Prime Minister, and second-
which might have fallen with more serious ed by the leader of the Opposition, willmeet
effect on her and her husband. I believe witl the full approval of the whole people
Her Majesty will appreciate the -riews and especially of that portion of it in wlise
expressed in the Address. Aiything re- name, wîth the consent of my French
specting the person of Her Majesty and Canadian colleagues lu this fouse, I am
the members of the Royal Family will now, Sir, addressing you. We should
always be of deep interest to the people have greatly preferred that ler Royal
of this country as aiding in maintaining Higbnesss stay among us should have
the relations which happily exist between been constantly a pleasant one, and free
the Colony and Great Britain. And I frorn inconvenience on ler part. But we
trust that Her Majesty will believe she trust that the pain to whicl she has been
did not err in committing lier daughter recently subjected will berapidly followed
to our care, and that she will find that by complete restoration to lealtl, and
everything will be done that Canadian that the affection whicli is felt for ler iu
affection can do to surround Her Royal every part of the country wil repay ler
Highness the Princess Louise and for the sufferirg she las undergone, and
His Excellency the Governor-General cause lier to forget it, leaving behind only
with everything that is calculated a recollection of our Ieyalty te ler
to make them happy and comfort- Majesty and of our affectionate feeling
able in this country. I beg to toward lerself.
second the motion of the hon. gentleman. MR. CASGRAIN: I listened with

Mr. LANGEVIN: I trust, Mr. pleasure to the lion. the Minister of
Speaker, that my hon. friend the Prime Public Works when lie rose and ex-
Minister will not take it ill that I ad- pressedinthe French language the feel-
dress this hon. House in the language iugs of lon. members on botl sides of the
spoken by a million and a half of French House in relation to the serlous acuident
Canadians, for the purpose of declaring which recently befel ler Royal Higl-
that tbey fully concur in the observations ness and lis Excellency the Governor-
which have just fallen from him. Frenc i theneral. I wila gly concur l the ex-
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pressions which have fallen from the hon.
Minister in regard to the lamentable
consequences which might have resulted
from the accident, andin so doing I feel
that I am expressing the views of my
French Canadian colleagues on this side of
the House. I thank the hon. the Prime
Minister for moving, and the leader of the
Opposition for seconding this Address,
and I entirely concur in the expressions
of sympathy uttered by them in the Eng-
lish language.

Resolved, That this Hlouse do concur in the
Address of the Senate to His Excellency the
Governor-General of congratulation on the
escape of Her Royal Highness the Princess
Louise and Ris Excellency, from the serions
danger threatened by the untoward accident
which happened to them on the evening of
Saturdav, the 14th of February, last, by filling
up the blank with the words " and Commons."
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

Ordered, That a Message be sent to the
Senate to acquaint them that this House hath
agreed to their said Address,-that they have
filled up the blank with the words " and Com-
mons,"-and also that the said Address will be
presented to His Excellency the Governor-
General, on the part of this House, by such
Members of this House as are of the Honour-
able the Privy Counil.-(Sir John A. Mac-
donald.)

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE LAW AMEND-
MENT BILL.-(BILL 14,)
(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

SECOND READING PROPOSED.

Order for second reading read.

Mr. ROBERTSON (Hamilton): In
moving the second reading of the Bill, I
think I need not take up the time of the
louse in explaining its object, inasmuch

as I have already, in introducing the Bill,
explained the purport of it; but, as it may
be that some hon. members have not con-
sidered the Bill, I will ask the House to
indulge me while I make a few further
remarks with reference to it. According
to the laws of England, a person accused
of crime may, after the examination of
witnesses by the magistrate, on behalf of
the Crown, and after the niagistrate has
made up his mind that there is sufficient
evidence to commit, or to bind the accused
over to stand his trial, require the magis-
trate to call any witness that he
may have, take down his evidence,
and bind such witness over to give
evidence on the part of the accused at the
trial, the magistrate-being satisfied that the
accused, by reason of poverty, is not able to
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secure the'attendance of such witness at his
trial. This law was introduced by Mr.
Russell Gurney, for a longtime Recorder of
London, and it became the law of England
in 1867. It was after years of experience
as Recorder that Mr. Gurney became
satisfied that there was a defect in the
administration of the Criminal Law; and
through his exertions the defect was
removed by the Parliament of England.
That law has been found to work bene-
ficially in England, and I submit that
there is reason for making it the law of this
country, and I therefore propose in this Bill
which is now before the House for a second
reading, to extend it to this Dominion.
The Bill also seeks to amend the 30th sec-
tion of the Act 32 and 33 Vic., cal>. 30,
by striking out the words " is absent from
Canada," in the seventh and eighth lines.
That clause enables the evidence taken on
the examination before a magistrate,
against a person charged with any crime,
to be read at the trial, if the witness is
dead, too ill to travel, or has left Canada.
It is proposed by this Bill to strike out
that part of the clause which refers to the
witness being absent from Canada. It
bas been found that that portion of the
clause has operated most unjustly towards
persons accused, for parties have been.
charged witli crime, witnesses have givea
their evidence before a magistrate, and
then found it convenient afterwards te
leave the country. As a matter of prin-
ciple, this statutory provision is bad-it is
contrary to the first principles of the Crim
inal Law, namely, that a man bas a right.
be brought face to face with his accusers
that the Court and jury have the right te
see the witness, and hear him give his
evidence, so that they can judge of his
truthfulness and credibility, not only by
the words uttered, but by his manner and
demeanour in the witness-box ; and, most
important of all, that he should be subject
to a rigid cross-examination by counsel for
the prisoner, or by the prisoner himself.
It is well known that nine out of every
ten magistrates in this country are but
indifferently qualified to take down evi-
dence, and a great deal depends upon that.
Then again, the accused is often placed in
a position, at the preliminary examina-
tion, not to have counsel present, and a
proper cross-examination of the witness is
therefore not had. Now, if this perpetu-
ation of testimony is an infringement, a
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I contend it is, of the law, and it must be
in some cases, why should we go further
in this country than they go in England ?
It is j ust as easy for a witness to leave
Great Britain and go to a foreign country
as it is for him to leave Canada. I there-
fore submit, that in this respect we
should go back to the law as it was
under the Consolidated Statutes of
Canada, section 31 of cap. 102, which
enacted the law as it is in England.
The 4th section of the Bill proposes to
add a proviso to the 35th section of the
last mentioned Act, which enables the
magistrate, if he thinks it in the interest
of justice to do so, to clear the room in
which a preliminary examination of a
person accused of crime is taking place.
This proviso is in these words :-

" Provided always that nothing herein con-
tained shall be construed to empower the
Justice or Justices to exclude from such room
or building any counsel or attorney who is
tmployed by or appears for, or asks permission
to appear for or on behalf of the person
accused ; and the accused person shall as of
right le allowed to retain one or more counsel
learned in the law, or attorney or attorneys, to
be present at such examination, to watch the
case on his or her behalf, to cross-examine the
witnesses adduced on behalf of the prosecution,
and to examine and re-examine the witnesses

lled on behalf of the accused."
This I consider a most necessary amend-
ment of the law, as no person should, in
this enlightened, intelligent country, be
liable to be deprived of the aid and assist-
ance of counsel, at the will and caprice
of a magistrate, who may be induced, be-
cause of his "little brief authority," to
exercise a power which is now given him
by the law. I propose, therefore, to add
the proviso set out in the Bill,which gives
accused persons the right to have their
eounsel present on all occasions, not only
to examine witnesses for the defence, but
to cross-examine the witnesses broughtfor-
ward against the prisoner, it being still
left in the power of the magistrates to
clear the room, so far as the general public
are concerned. I think it will be con-
ceded that that amendment should be
now made and that it should be made
clear that every person has a right to
have counsel present at the hearing of
any charge that is being made against
him. Then the next clause proposes to
make it quite clear that the Judge on the
occasion of the trial shall have the power
to exclude witnesses from the Court-room.

MR. RoBERTSON.

Law Amendment Bill.

It is the practice in England now that
either party can request the Judge to re-
quire the witnesses to be withdrawn, and
the Judge almost invariably does exclude
the witnesses if requested; but there is
a question as to whether a prisoner has
that right, even in England. The request
has been refused in this country-when
objected to by the Crown Prosecutor-be-
cause the Judge has felt that he has
not the power to do so, unless by consent.
I propose that it should be made the law
of the land in this respect; it is the law
in civil cases, and I cannot see why it
should not be so in criminal cses. The last
section of my Bill proposes to amend the
law with reference to the right of reply
by counsel who are prosecuting persons
accused of crime. Sub-section 2 of section
45 of chap. 26, 32 and 33 Viet.,
regulates the reply of counsel, and under
that section there is a proviso that " the
right of reply shall be always allowed to
the attorney or solicitor or to any Queen's
counsel acting on behalf of the Crown."
I propose to amend the law so as to apply
it in Ontario to the County Judges of
Criminal Courts. Hon. gentlemen know
that we have in Ontario a Criminal Court,
for the purpose of trying persons accused of
crime, who may elect to be tried by the
County Judge, without the intervention
of a jury. In that case the Statute, as it
now is, does not appear to apply. I pro-
pose to amend or extend it in that par-
ticular, and to limit the right of reply in
all cases to the Attorney or Solicitor-
General when he is prosecuting, but not
otherwise. I do so because I think it is
not a fair thing to persons who are ac-
cused, and who give no evidence on their
own behalf, and who are disqualified from
entering into the witness-box and giving
their statement upon oath in reference to
the charge made against them. If the
Crown was always represented by coun-
sel of experience and judgment, by
gentlemen who well understood and
appreciated the position which they
occupied, as standing between the
people and the prisoner, it would be
perfectly safe to leave the right of reply
in their hands ; but, when the fact is that
Crown prosecutors are often young
members of the Bar, who, it is true, of late
years have been appointed to be of Her
Majesty's Counsel, but who seem to think
in the prosecution of criminal charges
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that their reputation is somewhat com- frei the country. In the case of he
promised if they do not succeed in con- death of the witness, or where the witness
victing every prisoner against whom is too iii to attend the Court, he stidi re-
they appear, I think it very desirable tains, by this Bil, the right of using
that a change should take place. In the depositions of any witness properly
England the right of reply is not con- taken under he Statute, and subject te
ceeded to any one unless the Attorney- the limitations in the law as it now stands.
General, and in criminal cases he has been But, where the witness has left the coui-
refused the right ; and there is no reason, try, voluntarily or otherwise, or where
in my humble judgment, why it should in the interest of the prisoner he has been
be extended beyond that in Canada. 1 spiiited out of the country, the hon. gea-
therefore propose to repeal the clause of tleran's Bill proposes to deprive the
the Act above referred to, and to sub- Crown cf the riglt cf reading the depoi-
stitute the ffllowing therefor tions, and that proposition I entirely ob-

"And upen any trial the addreses te the ject to. The second proposition cf the
jury, or, a in case the trial ie before the County lion. gentleman's Bih deals with the riglt
Judge's Criminal Court in Ontario, te the cf reply and desires te prevet tho Cruwn,
Court, shall be regilated as follows :-The when represented by counsel other than the
counsel for the prosecution, in the event cf the
defendant or his counsel net anneuncing, at the Attorney or Solicitor-I;eneral, frein having
close cf the case for the prosecution, iis in- the rigit of a general reply. I an entirely
tention te adduce evidence, shall be allowed te opposed te these proposed ainendments. IaddresB the jury or Court a second time at the think neither of tess is in the interesta
close cf suoa case for the purposeo f sumowint
up the evidence ; and the accused or bis counel cf justice, or should becorne law. As
shaHl then be allowed to open bis case, and te the first section of the thon gentleman's
aise te sum up the evidence if any be adduced Bih, I make no special ob Jection to it,
for the defeuce, and the right cf reply shah though in this country I do net see the
be according t the practice of the Court o nf
England; provided always, that the right cf necessity or the utility of the amend-
reply shail be always al]owed te the Attorney ments suggested. No practical difficulty
orySoicitor-Genera in persan, but net other- has arisen under the law as it stands.
Wise."' The magistrate, as a matter cf strict law,

u. CR CAME ON (South euron): I bas ne riglt te allow witnesses for the
think it is mu h o be regretted that Bils defence te be called. us powers are
cof this caracter, dealing wit the Ciminal restricted to he enquiry as te wletler
Law and proposing a innd ents te the a primd acie case las been made eut,
law as it stands, should be left in the and if so, ho is bound te commit; but I
hands cf private members. I think that know tnt in uany cases the magistrate
where arend ents are required te the before wlir the preliminary investigation
Criminal La w suc aendients slould be is taken alows the right te the prisner
made on the motion of the Crown, and the of call ing witnesses in his ewn behaîf. I
responsibilito should rest upon the Minister know in practce that this mie prevails,
cf Justice. I do net know was ether the and I a net aware that the exercise cf
hlon. shver cf this Billo as the sanction of this pwer bas been aused or that injury
the Son. the Minister of Justice for the te the Crown or the accused ias resulted.
amendments lie proposes te make by ths The first clause cf the Bill is now word for
Bil. I doubt very much if he las, be- word a transfer fre the Imperial Statute,
cause Icannot see, ftoi the statementsjust 21 Vit., chap. 35. But the lonl gentle
made by he lien. mover cf the Bii, any man must renember that the circur-
substantial reasn whlatever for the stances cf England are very diflèrent frei
proposed changes. Only two or thiree f those cf Canada. England has te first
Vhe amendments lie proposes are at ail mon in hc land in the Commission cf
material. The first of these propositions the Peace, men cf property, intelligence,
is te deprive te Crown cf tle riglt te use education, in fact trained mtn. h fear
at the trial the depositions cf a witness we cannot uay that for the magistracy cf
legaily and properly tken under the Act Canada; se Vnt a systeni that wuld
before a magistrate in the presence of the work welI in England miglt net suit us at
proner, and after lie lias ad an pper- ail. The hon. gentleman proposes to have
tunitY through bis counsel cf creas-exa o- the depositiens returned to the Court of

Sa wituess, whwn the withess is absent ntrial. What dos le meaun by that t Does
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he, mean that the depositions shall be verdict i8 given as the balance pre-
returned by the " Court of trial" to the ponderates in favour of one side or the
Judge of Assize or the Clerk of Assize. other; while in the former case, the
The mover of the Bill has adopted the testimony must be so clear as to hring the
English form of expression without at ail guilt home to the prisoner beyond a rea-
considering our system of administration. sonable doubt. In addition to tus,
We know that these cases of a grave criminals are generally defended by the
character are tried before the Judge of ablest counsel at the Bar, and they have,
Assize. We know that the depositions in fact, everything lu their favour. Now,
could not well be returned to him. He if this provision of the hon. gentleman's
is in no way the guardian of such papers, Bil is adopted, it will havethiseffect, that
and in no sense their custodian. By our where a material witness is called and ex-
Ontario law, depositions of this kind are amined before a magistrate, and gives im-
returned by the committing Magistrate to portant testimony against the accused-
the Clerk of the Peace, deposited with testimony without which a conviction
such officer, and are obtained from him could not be obtained-if the prisoner
by the prosecuting counsel when required, happens to be wealthy, or bas influential
and are used at the trial when the friends, ail he bas to do in order to
circumstances of the case warrant it. It deprive the Crown of this evidence is to
appears to me, therefore, that the first spirit that witness out of the country be-
clause of the Bill is inartstically framed, fore the day of trial, and the Crown is
and is open to objection on botp the deprive of bis evidence, and the prisoner
grounds I have suggested. Sub-section 9 escapes. le fact this Bifm is one
of Section No. 6 proposes to abolish the that, if passed, wil aid the escape
right of reply by the Crown and of this of prisoners. It should neot become
1 shal speîk bereafter. Now I submit law. le my own experience as counsel
to the hon. the Minister of Justice for the Crown ln criminal cases, I
that the nover of this Bile bas made know two cases where the witnesses
out no case for the interference of for the Crown were spirited out of
I>arliament, and that there is no reason if the country ; the depositions were not
the world why the depositions of witnesses taken in strict compliance with the Act,
taken at the prelimiiary investigation b i- and could not be used, and of course the
fore a magistrate, whera tte witness bas case had to be traversed until the next
left the country subsequently, and before ter b. Now, if this provision of the Bim
the day fixed for the trial of the prisoner, is carried, i any case wbere the Crown
should not be read ct the trial. We know relies for a convicton on the evidence of a
well, at aha events those of us who have witness who bas been examined before a
had any experience l. the administration magistrate, all the prisoner wiln have to
of the Crininal Law, that as a general rule, do is to spirit the witness out of th e coun-
it is a difficult matter to obtain the con- tr before the day of trial, and of course
viction of accused parties now, and we the prisoner escapes. I ask the ion. the
should not, by experimental legislation, inister of Justice if it is desirable tat
enhance the difCiculties of obtaining con- facisities should be afforded criminals to
victions. The sympathy of the jury is escape the consequences of their crimes.
usually in favour of the accused. We There does not appear to me to be any
know that u most cases the jury is im- reason advanced why that clause in our
pannelled from the county in whicb the Statute, 32 and 33 Vict., proposed to be
prisoner lives, and their syinpathy is lu.- aveended by this B3ill, should be struck
tenslified by that fact. We know that he out; o more reason than to prevent the
has an almostunlimited rigot of challenge, Crown from using the depositions of a
and that the clearest possible testimony man wbo bas died after bis examination
must be adduced by the Crown l order to and before the trial, and not so much
estabyish the gult of the prisoner. We reason for striking out that clause as there
know that a different ruhe prevails in re- is for strikig ot the clause allowing the
spect to evidence ts criminal caues to that use of the deposition of a witness whois
ha civil cases. In the latter case it is a too i l to attend tii trial. The hon.
simple question: a wthose favour does the mover of the Bico nig-t have introduced
wetght of evidence preponderate? and the a provision iuchma there is m- the Englial

MpL G&MERON.
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Act, enabling the prisoner or the Crown to argument is a great deal more in fa'our
examine a witness too ill to attend Court of abolishing the right of the Attorney-
either before or pending the trial. If you General to reply. The hon. nover of
can use the deposition of a sick witness ths Bil daims that the prosecutors for
examined before a magistrate, there is no the Crown are not actuated by the same
reason why you should exclude or deprive motives as the Attorney-General; that his
the Crown of the right of using the de- object would simply be to stand between
position of a witness who, perhaps, through the Crown and the people, and see that
the instrumentality of the prisoner, has right and justice was done, and not to
been spirited out of the country before press unnecessarily the case against the
the trial. I hope that the hon. the Minister criminal, but Vo state the facts fairly to the
of Justice will take care that that provision jury. I do not think the hon. gentie-
does not become law. The next provision man can point out in lis own practice
to which I object is that which deprives any case in which a Crown counsel lias
the Crown of the right to reply. In civil noV taken that course.' If any sucli
cases, the general rule is that, if the defend- officer bas doue so, lie ouglt not to be
ant calls no witnesses, the defendant's coun- Crown Prosecutor an longer. It ig no
sel has the right to reply; but, whether part of bis duty to press unnecessarily
the defendant calls witnesses or not, the the charge against the prisoner. It is as
Crown has the right to reply when repre- much his duty to endeavour to establish the
sented by the Attorney or Solicitor-Gen- innocence of the innocent as Vo bring
eral or any Queen's Counsel. That right the home guilt to the guilty. The observa-
hon. gentleman proposes to abolish, but I tions that I made witli respect to the
do not think that urovision should be riglt of the Crown to use the deposition
changed unless for good and substantial of a witness who has gone ont of the
reasons. In my opinion it is impossible country, voluntarily or otherwise, wil
to show a case in which real injury lias apply equally well to the riglit of the
been done to the prisoner on account of Crown to reply. It is well known to
the Crown's right to reply; and I think the practitioners in Criminal Courts, that
we ought not to amend the Criminal Law the chances are all in favour of the prisoner,
in that direction, unless there is serious and that foi one innocent man convicted
objection to the present practice, unless nine bundred and ninety-nine guilty
a grievance of some serious character bas men escape. As a general thing,
arisen on this point in the administra- the prisoner is Vried by his peers,
tion of Criminal Law. I submit that not and he lias the advantage of every tech-
a single case bas arisen to justify the hon. nicality of the law that is open w him.
the Minister of Justice in lending the He lias the advantage of being zealously
sanction of his authority to an alteration defeuded by the ablest men of the Bar.
of that kind. In England, although He las the right of challenge and lie
there is no legislation on the subject, a almost always lias the sympathy of the
doubt exists as to whetlier the Crown has people. If you do not give the riglt of
the right to reply in any case where it is reply to the Crown, the case goes to the
prosecutor and is not represented by the juryon the statement of the prisouer's
Attorney-General. In two cases, at all counsel ; and, after the usually able and
events, the criminal prosecutor, who was impassioned appeals that are made Vo
not the Attorney-General, was refused juries by prisoner's counsel on bebalf of
the right to reply because the right is their client, it is ouly fair that the Crown
said to be only vested in the Attornev- should bave a chance of calmly, deliber-
General. It is a moot point, however, ately, fairly and lonestlystating the facts
whether the Crown bas the right to reply and of analising the testimony submitted
unless represented by the Attorney- to VIe jury-Vlat VIe Crown slould have
General or not, but the question lias VIe opportunity of shortly and simply
been put beyond peradventure in this- answering the argument made by the pris-
country by the Statute. That Statute oner's counsel J, therefore, see no
gives the right to reply to the Crown in reason for the amendment the hon. mover
certain cases. No reason has been as- of the Bill las introduced, If any
signed for the ab6lition of that right, and change is made, I should say it slould ho
1V seema to me that if any existo the that ihe Attotney-General should no
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have the right to reply. The hon. gen-
tleman objects to the right of a
Queen's Counsel to reply, because his
position and abilities might unfairly
influence the jury against the prisoner;
but, if there is anything in that view of
the case, it applies with greater force
against the right reserved by the Bill to
the Attorney-General. It is quite natural
that the appearance of a man of the
abilities and standing of the Attorney-
General, appearing in the conduct of a
case, would have more weight with the
jury than the efforts of any ordinary
counsel practising at the Bar; and it might
be argued thatit would unfairly prejudice
the mind of the jury. As applied to Queen's
Counsel, the argument has no force what-
ever. The hon. gentleman bases his pro-'
position to abolish the right of Crown
Counsel to reply on another ground and
I must say an extraordinary one. The
hon. gentleman wants to settle the con-
stitutitional question that bas arisen re-
specting the right to appoint Queen's
Counsel by this Bill. That, however, is
no reason for the change proposed, and I
think the hon. gentleman would fail in
accomplishing his object even if the Bill
did pass. The difference of opinion that
does exist among the Judges and mem-
bers of the Bar, as to the appointing of
Queen's Counsel, should not be made the
foundation for the repeal of a useful
clause in the Criminal Law. If any
difference of opinion exists as to the r ight
of the Government of Ontario to appoint
Queen's Counsel, it is not desirable
that that right should be settled through
the instrumentality of the Criminal Law,
but in some more open and satisfactory
way. The Bill appears to me to be a
retrograde step, a step in the wrong direc-
tion, and not in the interests of justice. I
have no objection to one or two pro-
visions of the Bill, but in my judgment the
unobjectionable clauses are useless, and
will serve no good purpose, and changes
in the law should not be made unless to
right somLe wrong, or unless it can be
shown to be in the interests of justice.
Upon the whole, I submit that the two
provisions to whieh I have directed the
attention of the House should, in no case,
be repealed, and that the mover of the
Bill has made out no case on any inter-
ference with the law as it stands, and that
li Bill should not become law.

Ma. CAMERON.

Ma. SHAW: I think there are several
objections to the Bill that have not been
referred to. If we commit ourselves to
the principle of taking evidence for
the defence, the administration of
justice in criminal cases will become
much more expensive. The first sec-
tion makes provision for the taking
of depositions that may be favourable to
the prisoner or the party accused. If
that were donc, the magistrate who lias
taken the deposition will be placed some
what in the position of a Judge, and it is
questionable if magistrates, selected as
they are throughout the Dominion, ought
to be placed in that position-whether
it would be of advantage to the public and
to the proper administration of justice
that they should possess the power
indicated by that section. In my opinion,
there is considerable objection to this sec-
tion of the Bill. In remote sections of the
country, I can see that a large amount of
expense would be imposed on the Crown
in obtaining the attendance of witnesses.
In fact, an accused party would take good
care that the evidence which he intended
to use on his trial was given before the
magistrates, so that afterwards his wit-
nesses might be produced at the expense
of the Crown. We ought to be careful
in adopting a principle of a character that
would be followed by such results, and
these results would necessarily follow the
adoption of this Bill. With our scat-
tered population, and the great distances
which witnesses have to travel in order to
attend Court, I think the expenses of
criminal trials would be vastly increased.
I can scarcely see that the fifth clause,
regarding the exclusion of witnesses f rom
Court in cases of felony and misdemeanor,
is necessary, because, if it is, I do not
understand why it should not be extended
to other criminal charges. There may be
some question in regard to the amendment
proposed by the sixth section, with respect
to reserving the ricrht of reply only to the
Attorney or Solicitor-General in person.
Difficulties appear to have arisen in several
Courts on this question, and I have no
doubt that the proviso introduced by
the hon. member for Hamilton has the
object in view of settling those differences.
I would suggest that it might be, per-
haps, in the interest of justice, if that sec-
tion were preserved. I agree with the
hon. member for South Huron (Mr.
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Cameron) that in the case of parties own experienoe goes, and that of my hon.
having left the country it would friends in the buse, no injury or incon-
be important that their depositions should venience whatever las arisen in this coun-
be made evidence in Court. Persons try under the present law. I ean fancy
might leave the country and prevent a very many inconveniences arising from
conviction, and return shortly after the the anendrent proposed by my hon. friend
sittings of the Court. I think the section from Hamilton. The law at present con-
of the Act sought to be amended templates that a man accused of a crime
should remain on the Statute-book, should appear before a magistrate, and
since the amendment is convenient should not be committed for trial or suifer
for persons wishing to remove to further imprisonment unless the Crown be
the United States. Until some case able to establish against him a yrimd.facis
arises ini which evil has resulted from case. 1 concur with the hon. member for
that section it ouglit to be preserved. It South Huron that i moat cases, if not
no doubt was placed there witli the objeft always, the accused obtains the benefit of
of preserving evidence i case the witness any doubt arising under the testimony
absent ed hinselffrom the country, and it is and therefore, as a rule, we may be sure
i the public intorest it slivld remain. that, in the early stages at arn rate, an

IMR. McDONALD (lPictou): 1 amn accused party is not likely to be cornmitted
sorry that J cannot agree witl my Lon. unless the evidence be of sucm a character
friend from Hamilton (Mr. fRobertson) in as to make it almost copulsory uon the
the view ie takes on the desirability of the conscience of the magistrate to put him on
amendment proposed to the buse. 1 lis trial. Therefore it appears to me that
listened with great attention to the obser- the present systent meets in every ay
vations the lion. member made i movîng al te requirerents of justice, and affords
the second reading of the Bi, but fail every aid and protection to a person
to see tlie pressing necessity for its carged with crime. It is not tie pooicy
adoption. It is not proposed to object to of the law that the magistrate siould try
read the hisl a second time, should iy the question of guilt or innocence. Suc
lion. friend desire to press it, as tliere would be an infringenient of the authority
may be one or two points the h use may of the iigler Courts. It is because tle
desire to consider in Comr ittee; and proposed amendment of y lion. friend
therefore if, after tie few observations J the member for iamilton goes to a certain
have to hmake, the lion. gentleman should extent i1 that direction that I think its
tliink it n6cessary or advisable that lis adoption undesirable; it is undesirable
Bill slould go as far as the Committee, I even in the interest of the party on is
would be sorry to ask the Huse to refuse trial. The duty proposed to be laid upon
to attend to tlat request. The lon. the magistrate is somewliat arduoas; lie
member for South Huron (Mr, Cameron) las not only to take the evidence of the
made an observation whicl I cannot assent vitnesses in awayto bringhom tohisind
to in its cntirety-that a private member a conviction of the probable guilt of the ac-
siould not propose an amendent to the cused, butgofurtherand attlerequestof the
Criminal Law, but that suc siould cone prisoner to admit bis witnesses, take down
fron the hon. tle Minister of Justice. To tleir evidence, cross-examine the on the
some extent that view is reasonable ; but part of tie Crown, in order that tie ac-
thatrulecouldnotbe insisteduponunderal cused may have the benefit of their evi-
circumstances. Because every meberlas dence on his trial- other words, it is
a rigit to propose to the iuse and asking the Crown to provide at the expense
country any amendment of any lawwhicli of the country ama the tethony tle ac-
hejudges wouldbe beneficial to tlecountry. cused ma think requires on is trial.

ar sorry I cannot concur wit the ion. I do not think tînt is desirable, nor do J
member for eamilton (Mr. obertson) see tlat the amendment proposed would
that iis amedment is desirable. It is give any additional protection wlatever
true the Bi is merely a transcript of an to t e accused. In Crown cases, the
Englis Statute, but it is fot necessarily Crown is properly expected to produce
a recommendation of a law that it has its own witnesses; but 1 do ot see how,
worked well bi England, or that we should on any priciple of justice, the Crown
adopt it on that account. So far as my visould produce witnesses on the part of
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the defence. With reference to some of
the other amendments-I entirely agree
with the hon. member for South Huron,
touching that in the third clause, with
regard to the reading of depositions. In
this country, as that hon. gentleman has
observed, situated as we are, if a party
was either himself desirous of escaping
the responsibility of giving testimony, or
was a man who could be tampered with,
the facility for such a process is so great
that I think it very desirable that, where
the testimony of such a person is taken,
if he should leave the country either
through accident or design, and be absent
at the time of trial, the deposition should
be read. I do not think the last clause of
very much importance, whether the reply
be left with a Queen's Counsel or not.
There is no reason why it should not be.
The distinction of a silk gown is generally
iupposed to be conferred on members of
the profession, who have distinguished
themselves as men of superior
ability and learning ; and there-
fore, as a matter of professional eti-
quette as well as a matter of special in-
terest, I would prefer the right should
remain. But my learned friend from
Hamilton gives another reason for doing
away with that precedence which would
rather incline me to retain it-he says
there is a difficulty about the Queen's
Counsel in Ontario. It appears to me
this presents an admirable opportunity for
the solution of that difficulty. If the recent
judgments of the highest Court of the
land have left any doubts as to the
status of Queen's Counsel, the ques-
tion can be settled at once by a simple
proceeding before the Courts of Ontario
on a question which can easily be raised
at the first Criminal Term where a
Queen's Counsel is engaged. I do not see
that the amendment could be of any ser-
vice whatever in the matter ; I do not
know that it would do any harm either.
I can easily conceive the provi-
sion in the first clause having a result
not at all desirable, and therefore I hope
that my learned friend, if he finds the
opinion of the profession in the House
adverse to his views, will reconsider the
.advisability of pushing his Bill any
further.

Ma. MOUSSEAU: I congratulate the
Government upon having, through the
Minister of Justice, opposed the Bull sub-

MI. MCDONÀLD.

mitted for our consideration. The mea-
sure is simply one calculated to effect a
revolution in some of the essential parts of
our criminal legislation. In the first
place, I object to the first section. It is
there proposed that, at the preliminary
examination before one or two Justices
of the Peace, who often in country parts
barely know how to read, and do not
compreliend a single word of Criminal
Law, witnesses should be called, not
only to prove what they know of the
facts, but also to prove the innocence and
to testify to the good character of the
person accused. Now the theory, the
doctrine which is the basis of the
Criminal Law, springs from sacred prin-
ciples. It is the place of the Sovereign
authority, the Queen, to protect the pro-
perty, the person, and the life of the sub-
ject. It is understood that in order to
watch over these precious rights
there is, first of all, the right
of preliminary enquiry, either before
a Justice of the Peace in a county, or a
Police Magistrate in a city. The com-
plaint may be made by one witness. In
cases of felony, no confirmation is
necessary; in the case of forgery or per-
jury, confirmation is necessary. The
law requires that, in the first case, there
shall be at least one witness, and that in the
other case there shall be more. What is
required is purely and simply a prelim-
inary examination before a Justice cf the
Peace or before a Police Magistrate ; and
then, if the prisoner appears to have
broken thelawoftheland,inrespectofeither
the person or property of Her Majesty's sub-
j ects, and if the evidence is sufficiently strong
against him, primd facie, to send him for
trial to another and higher tribunal,
where he will be tried before bis peers, lie
is imprisoned or admitted to bail. He
will then be brought before the grand
jury, and subsequently before a petit
jury if a true Bill be found. Now, if
the section in question were in force, we
would have two full trials; the first
would be an investigation before the
magistrate, a preliminary examination at
which the accused would undergo bis trial
as before a petit jury ; there is the strange
anomaly, the monstrous anomaly, of an
individual who has been fully tried befbre
a Police Magistrate in a city, and who
has subsequently to go before the grand
jury. It appears to me that the first re-
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sult of the Bill of the hon. member for
Hamilton (Mr. Robertson) will be to
abolish both the grand and petit jury. In
fact that first section implies that there
should be but one trial, and that that
should take place before a magistrate.
Another most important objection to this
section is that, at the preliminary examin-
ation, an accused person, who bas but the
slightest grounds of defence, may easily
escape. Complaint is made that only the
witnesses for the prosecution are called to
appear at the preliminary examination to
support the complaint and information
against the person accused. That is
true, but the accused person still bas
a good means of protection. There is a
most wise rule, a sacred principle of
Criminal Law, which provides that, if the
evidence on behalf of the Crown reveals
new facts, or facts that show the examin-
ing magistrate that persons other than
those who have given evidence might be
called to throw light on the case, the
magistrate himself, of his own accord,
or at the instance of the advocate for the
defence, may call those witnesses. In
this country, as in England, we have a
certain guarantee and perfect security that
no injustice will be done us before the
Police Magistrate in a city or before a
Justice of the Peace in the country parts.
There recEntly appeared in the leading
London papers some correspondence on
this subject, tending to show that in
England-it may be added in this
country-preliminary examinations before
Police Magistrates in cities, or before
Justices of the Peace in the country, are
really actual trials. It is well known
that the accused person can always com-
mand the assistance of an advocate, if he
has the means ofpaying him, to defend him
at these preliminary examinations. Now
that advocate cross-examines the witnesses
to the best of his ability to prove the
innocence of his client, or to unearth ex-
tenuating circumstances, or it may be to
extract from the witnesses for the Crown
the names of other witnesses who migh-
depose to facts in favour of the person act
cused or in mitigation of his offence. It
was stated in England that these pro-
ceedings before the magistrate at the pre-
liminary examinations have now become
actual trials, which are almost as impor-
tant and are carried on almost as much
for and against as trials before petit

jurors. I therefore consider that thiz
first section is perfectly useless, and not
only useless, but that it tends to an up-
setting of the Criminal Law, and that ulti-
mately it will lay an enormous burden
upon the people by allowing the defence
to call, not once only, but twice, witnesses
who are generally paid by the Crown.
For let it not be imagined that before
a petit jury the defendant is without
resources and without means. It is
sufficient for the accused to make oath,
supported by one or two other persons, to
the effect that he bas not the means of
summoning his witnesses and pay-
ing them, and thereupon the Crown
meets his wishes. It very frequently
happens that those witnesses, if sum-
moned, are paid by the Crown at the
public cost. Thus, from every point of
view, this first section is perfectly use-
less. The third section reads as fol-
lows:-

" The thirtieth section of the said Act of the
thirth-second and thirty-third Victoria, chapter
thirty. is hereby amended by striking out the
words 'or is absent from Canada' in the seventh
and eighth lines thereof."

I really cannot see the object of the mover
of the Bill in wishing to strike out the
words " or is absent from Canada."
Section 30, cap. 30, 32 and 33 Vic., is as
follows :

" The Justice or Justices shall, before any
witness is exanined, administer to such witness
the usual oath or affirmation, which such Justice
or Justices are empowered to do; and upon the
trial of the person accused, it be proved upon
the oath or affirmation of any credible witness,
that any person whose deposition has been
taken as aforesaid, is dead, or is so ill as not to
be able te travel, or is absent from Canada, and
if it be also proved that such deposition was
taken in presence of the person accused, and
that be, his counsel or attorney, had a full
opportunity of cross-examining the witness,
then if the deposition purports to be signed
by the Justice by or before whom the same
purports to have been taken, it shal be read ai
evidence in such prosecution without further
proof thereof, unless it be proved that such
deposition was not in fact s gned by the Justice
purporting to have signed the same."

This provision is borrowed from the
English Criminal Law, and bas the effect
of preventing the defendant from occa-
sionally sending the Crown witnesses on
a journey to the four principal points of
the compass, to the end that they may
not be produoed at the trial. This bas
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happened in my own practice, when en-
trusted with the conducting of the Crown
business in the judicial district of Mon-
treal; it was a serious case, involving a
charge of perjury, and the defendant, who
had means, sent the principal witness for
the Crown on a trip to the United States.
Fortunately, his deposition had been pre-
viously taken, and he liad been regularly
cross-examined before a Police Magistrate,
who testified to it ; so that the spiriting
away of that principal witness did not
prevent the Crown from obtaining a con-
viction of perjury against the prisoner.
Now, if the House should adopt this sec-
tion, striking out the words " or is absent
from Canada," the result will be to inter-
fere with trials before petit juries, and the
reading of the depositions of witnesses
for the Crown summoned to appear
against the prisoner, and whom lie may
have sent on a trip to the United States.
Thus we have a graver and more import-
ant reason for rejecting this section of the
Bili, which, in the manner I have pointed
out, will prove prejudicial to the most
sacred interests of society. With refer-
ence to the fourth section, I have not had
time to examine it in all its bearings. I
am really not aware that there exists in
this country any law which prevents a
defendant froma being represented by an
attorney. I know that in England, as in
this country, persons accused, let the case
be what it may, let the accusation be
.what it nay, have always a riglit at
the preliminary examination to be assisted
by counsel. The thirtieth section, which
I have just read, in reality corroborates
this provision of the Criminal Law, be-
cause it says that a deposition which is
read at the trial before the petit jury
shall be evidence if the accused or
his attorney bas had an opportunity of
cross-examining the witness. We have
therefore in our Canadian legislation a re-
cognition of the absolute right which the
accused has of being represented at the
preliminary examination. This fourtLh
section is therefore perfectly useless. As
to the provisions of the fifth section, it is
already admitted in certain civil cases, in
which the presence of a witness during
the examination of other witnesses may
entitle the opposite party to prevent that
witness from giving evidence. But in
criminal cases the principle requires that.
at the instance of either party, all the
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witnesses must retire. And this is in
accordance with law. I now corne to the
last section of the Bill'of my hon. friend,
which reads as follows-

" Sub-section two of section forty-five of
chapter twenty-nine,of thirty-second and thirty-
third Victoria is hereby repealed, and the fol-
lowing substituted theref or :-

" 2. And upon any trial the addresses to the
jury, or in case the trial is before the County
Judge's Criminal Court in Ontario, to the Court,
shall be regulated as follows : The counsel for
the prosecution, in the event of the defendant
or his counsel not announcing, at the close of
the case for the prosecution, his intention to
adduce evidence, shall be allowed to address
the jury or Court a second time at the close of
such case for the purpose of summing up the
evidence; and the accused or his counsel shall
then be allowed to opon his case, and also to
sum up the evidence, if any be adduced, for
the defence, and the right of reply shall be
according to the practice of the Courts of
England; Provided always, that the right of
reply shall be always allowed to the Attorney
or Solicitor-General in person, but not other-
wise. "

I hardly like to say it, but is not this a
subterfuge te prevent the Crown from
having the last word? For it is not
necessary to say that the Attorney or
Solicitor-General in person only shall have
the right of reply; for it is well known
that generally in this country, as in Eng-
land, those gentlemen have seldom, if
ever, an opportunity of conducting the
business of the Crown in Criminal Courts.
Therefore, I am opposed to the Bill, and
request my lion. friend to withdraw it ;
otherwise, I will be obliged te move the
six months' hoist. In my opinion, the
Bill trenches upon all the most sacred and
fundamental principles of English Crimi-
nal Law. It is subversive of our legisla-
tien, and introduces provisions which are
contrary to the spirit and to the admirable
principles of English Criminal Law, which
have gained for it so great renown
throughout the world. In a word, the
Bill introduces provisions which are most
dangerous to society, such as that which I
have just pointed out in section three, by
which the Crown is prevented from ob-
taining the evidence of witnesses whom
a rich defendant may have bought up and
sent to foreign parts. I therefore move
that the Bill be read a second time this
day six months.

Motion made and question proposed:
That the said Bill be not nowread the second

time, but that it be read the second time this-
day six months. -(Mr. Vousseau.)
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MR. McCARTHY moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and Debate adjourned.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left
the Chair.

After Recess.
TIMBER TRANSMISSION COMPANIES

ACT AMENDMENT BILL. - [BlLL 48.]

(Mr. White, North Renfrew.)

FIRST READING.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider a certain proposed resolu-
tion to alter the proportional tariff of tolle, fixed
by Section 59 of Chapter 68 of the Consolidated
Statutes of the late Province of Canada.-[ Vide
p. 313.]

(In the Committee.)

Mn. WHITE (North Renfrew) : I have
been actuated by a desire to make the pro-
portion of tolls for the particular articles
referred to in the resolution, bear a more
equitable ratio than they do under the
Act as it stands at present on the Statute-
book. My own idea is embodied in the
resolution before you, but, after consulta-
tion with parties interested, I have to
propose amendments to the tariff which
have been agreed upon, and will meet the
views of those interested.

Ma. MACKENZIE : But who are
interested 1

MR. WHITE : Those who are in-
terested in the Bill are, 1st, those who
are proprietors in joint stock companies
of such works as are referred to in the
resolution ; and, 2nd, those who are
interested in the passage of timber
through these works.

MR. MACKENZIE: Was there any
notice given of intention to apply for this.
Are the public aware of it, except through
our Minutes ?

Mn. WHITE: I believe not; it is a
Public Bill, and I think the hon. gentle-
man does not understand the motion I am
making. This does not refer to any com-
pany organised under a special Act ; it
refers to the Joint Stock Companies Act
generallv. It does not refer to any par-
ticular association of individuals except
that it will affect generally such as may
have associated themselves under the Joint
Stock Companies Act.

MR. MACKENZIE : Oh, yes, I see.
How does the present tariff compare with
that proposed I

MR. WHITE: The companies incor-
porated under special Acts submit their
own tariff to the Governor in Council for
revision and adjustment, and there is a
great discrepancy in the tariff of tolls
enforced by the Upper and Lower
Ottawa Boom Companies on timber as
compared with saw-logs, and the reply that
these companies make in answer to objec-
tions to the existing tariff is that they
are unable to alter it, because the Governor
refuses to agree to any tariff except one
based on the provisions laid down in the
Joint Stock Companies Act, although they
see the injustice of the present tariff.
Negotiations have been entered into with
a view to agreeing upon a tariff more
equitable than the one laid down by the
Joint Stock Companies Act, and the
different Boom Companies have agreed
upon a tariff, which I propose to substitute
for the tariff referred to in the resolution.

Resolution ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolution reported, read the second

tine, and aqreed to.
MR. WHITE (North Renfrew) intro-

duced a Bill (No. 48) To amend the Act
respecting Joint Stock Companies to con-
struct works to facilitate the transmission
of timber down rivers and streams.

Bill read tie first time.

STRATFORD POST-OFFICE.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

Mi. HESSON moved fbr an Address
for copies of all correspondence and
papers between the Government and the
corporation of the town of Stratford, res-
pecting the proposal of said corporation to
donate a site for the purpose of erecting a
post-office thereon. He said : In con-
nection with this matter I desire to say
that a proposition has been made by the
Council of the town of Stratford to the
Government to donate a site, worth some-
thing like $6,000, for a post-office. A plot
very desirably situated if generously
offered to the Government for the purpose.
I need not say how much sueh a public
building is required in the town of Strat-
ford. I have had my attention called to
the erection of post-offices and Custom-
houses in different towns in Ontario, and
inlooking over them I find that the late
Government adopted a system, which I
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am not disposed to condemn but rather to St. Thomas, withitsrevenueof $83,586.54,
approve, that of erecting post-offices in and other thriving towns of Canada,
large towns and cities. I think this whore, no doubt, it is the intention of the
course is in the intereat of the country. Government to erect such buildings; but
I have looked over the Post Office and I have yet to learu that any other town
Customs revenue returns for Guelph and or city bas made such a grant as that now
Windsor, and find that these two places, proposed to be made by the corporation
to which sucli large grants were made by of Stratford, as a site worth, I releat,
the late Government for public buildings, $6,000. The land offered is surrounded
do not stand in a better position with re- y streets on ah sides, aud is now used as
gard to these revenues than Stratford. a public park, in the centre of the town,
I shall have to draw the attention of the and altogether most conveniently situated
Government to the fact that the city of for the erection of Government buildings.
Guelph does not give a larger revenue 1 bave no fault to find with the coin-
than Stratford. It produces $45,526.85 mencement of this noble work by the
nett, including Post Office and Cus- late Administration, only tbat they
toms revenue for the past year, should have begun tbese erections in
according to the Public Accounts ; Stratford in advance of Guelphor Windsor.
the late Government erected a post-office If the Government omit to accept this
in that city at a cost of $13,900, includ- proposition now, they may find thenselves
ing the cost of land-$4,000. Now, if obliged to pay a large sum for a site i
the revenues of towns are to be taken future ; but I have reason to hope and be-
into consideration in matters of this lieve that the will continue the policy of
kind, then I submit that the town of erecting builings in the large towns and
Stratford is well entitled to be taken into cities for the accommodation of the publie.
consideration. The town of Windsor bas I may draw the attention of the Govern-
also had a post-office erected under the men to another fact: that in Guelph it
late Governraent. Now, the nett revenue cests 13 per cent. to collect their
of that town is only $40,425.52. The revenue, in Windsor 25 per cent.,
city of Belleville, I arn told, las also a and Statford only 10 per cent., I presune
dpaim for a post-office and Custom- because the officials there are paid a
bouse. WelI, I find that their revenue for starving salary. I couldgive other points
Post Office and Customs is $50,13 on ttis subject, but I do not desire to
for the past year, whilst the town of occupy the timne of the twuse. arn
Stratford, for which I prefer this laim, aware that other communities have made
although not so widely known, perbaps, similar demands on the Government, but
as these older places, mas, nevertheless, I would remind them, if they wish to
made rapid advances during the last few osucceed, that they should make as libera
years, and I fînd it provided a revenue sf a grant as the corporation of Stratford ias
$47.815.74. INow the arrangements in proposed to make.
Stratford, with respect to Customs and
Post Office, are very inadequate. The MR. ARKELL: If the Governent
amount granted by the Government for jtakes into conideration the aim of Strat
rent of a post-office is the insignificant ford, I trust they will also pay attention
sum of $240 (and this includes ight and to the requirements of another town in
fuel). This sum cannot secure respectable ithe West, which is a great railway centre,
accommodation for ier Majesty s post- St. Thomas. I doubt whether the
office, in a large and prosperous town, authorities there would give anything
when a decent store rents for $600per year. towards the erection of a building, but I
Its revenue exceeds that of either Wind- think it will be recognised before long that
sor or Guelpb, one a town, and the other a a building should be erected. We only
city, being $9,2 78.69 inexcess of the city of ask, however, that tbe Government should
Guelph, and $p7,390.22 in excess of Wind- have a sufficient amount of funds in the
sor. I a f dealind with the nett revenue. Treasury before commencing such work,
I right paso point to the city of St. and I have no doubt that under th
Catharines, with a revenue of $52,076.37, National Policy it will not be longbefore

here, I ar told, the Govern eent intend that result is reached. When that tite
to erect similar buildings; also the town of does arrive, I think all towns, like St.

MR. HESSON.
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Thomas and Stratford, will be attended to
in respect to public buildings.

MR. FARROW: I am glad that the
hon. member for North Perth (Mr.
Hesson) has brought this question before
the House. I have looked carefully over
the reports, and I find several subjects
worthy of being brought before the notice
of the House. I should have no objec-
tions to a new post-offce building being
erected in Stratford, but in our part of
the country some of the people have such
good salaries that they are enabled to
erect such buildings at their own expense,
in which to keep the post office. 1 would
advise Stratford and St. Thomas to do
likewise until the Government can get a
sufficient quantity of money on band to
undertake sucli works. I find that there
is something wrong about paying the
officials connected with the post-office in
Ontario. In a little incorporated village in
Huron County, called illytli, the revenue is
$1,1 2 0a year,andthe postmasterisonly paid
$180. At Bobcaygeon, the revenue is
$1,090, and the postmaster is paid $404,
besides forty-eight dollars for forwarding,
and forty dollars for rent, light and fuel;
now why this great differance? It is
wrong. Take the post-office of Moore,
the revenue is only $281, and the post-
master is paid $192, while Moorefield
post-office yields a revenue of $600 a year,
and the postmaster is paid the sum of
$136. The Wroxeter post-office yields a
revenue of $691, and the postmaster gets
$282, besides fifty dollars for forwarding.
Gorrie post-office yields a revenue of
$450, and the postmaster gets only $118.
Were lie paid in proportion to Wroxeter,
his salary ought to be over $200. It is
a good study to go over the Postmaster-
General's Report, 'for it is full of such
inequalitiesof payment such as mentioned.
I am sorry to notice that the revenue of
the Post Office does not come up to the
expenditure. But where is the loss ?
Our friends from the Lower Provinces
claim that they have not got their rights.
The Prince Edward Islanders want
a part of the Fishery Award; the Nova
Scotians want an extra subsidy; and
the New Brunswickers want better
terms. Now let us look at the Post Office
Returns, compared with Ontario. The
postal revenue of Ontario, compared with
its expenditure, is 90 per cent.; it only
lacks 10 per cent. of paying its way.

Quebec lacks 40 per cent. ; Nova Scotia,
lacks 46 per cent.; New Brunswick
lacks 47 per cent., and Prince Ed-
ward Island lacks 59 per cent.
Then we come to this " great sea of moun-
tains," as it is called, British Columbia,
and we find that it only figures at
26, lacking 74 per cent. of pay-
ing expenses. Our new territory,
the North-West, makes a better sbowing,
its Post Office revenue being 60 per
cent. Another complaint that I wish to
make is, that the Ontario postmasters are
not paid equal to those of Quebec or the
Lower Provinces. I think if the sala-
ries in these Provinces were clipped down
on a par with the Ontario salaries, in a
few years the revenue would be brouglit
more on a level with the expenditure. I
would also suggest another improvement.
We now pay two cents for registering let-
ters. What is the use of that ? It is
simply throwing money away. If a
registered letter is lost the postmaster
tries to hunt it up. Some scoundrel may
have stolen the money, and he is sent to
jail ; but what good is that to the poor
man who lost the money ? I think the
registration fee should be regulated
according to the amount of money placed
in the letter, and the Government respon-
sible for the money sent. It might be as
well to charge two cents for a letter con-
taining ten dollars ; four cents for one
containing twenty-five dollars,and so on in
proportion up to $100. One year's ex-
perience on such a plan would not only
augment the revenue, but would be of
great benefit to the public. Then there
is another matter to which I wish to call
attention. The Post Office now per-
forms a very good service by carrying
small parcels. Would it not be well for
the Department to undertake the express
business of the country. The express
companies charge enormously,and are mak-
ing thousands and tens of thousands
of dollars. As the Post Office now
carries small parcels, I do not see
why it should not undertake the
whole business and so swell the revenue.

MR. FITZSIMMONS : It is very true
that the late Government built a great
many public buildings, and I think that
they took a step in the right direction. I
wish to call attention to the requirements
of Brockville. I find that the Post Office
and Customs receipts in that town
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amounted to $59,109.33, leaving a depending upon the false promises of
balance of .$52,242 infavour of the Depart- Canada. I consider it unstatesmanlike to
ments, exceeding Belleville by $2,105; characterise our Province as an inhospi-
Stratford by $4,426 ; Guelph, $6,715 ; table one. It is as false as false can be.
Chatham, $28,022 ; and the*town of St. If hon. gentlemen would only visit that
Thomas by $8,656. Under those con- Province, and live in it as I have done,
siderations, I think the town of they would render a different verdict.
Brockville is entïtled to some considera- Can there be anything gained by vilifying
tion. The receipts from Inland Revenue the Province as some members have
for the year ending June 80, 1878, was done? Even the gallant knight at the
$14,597.42 ; for the year ending June head of the Government, speaking of it
30, 1879, $15,627.95; and for the half the other day, copied the language of the
year ending December 31, 1879, $9,796. hon. memberforWest Durham, ungenerous
This shows a considerable increase each and uncalled for. I was astonished to
year, and there is no doubt, from all the hear him use it. Before we united with
indications, that there will be a more Canada wc had our emigration agents in
rapid increase in future. I would suggest San Francisco, Austr%1ia and Engiand, to
that Brockville bo separated from the direct attention and emigrants to our
Prescott division fer Excise purposes, and shores ; but we have no agents now, and
placed, as it formerly was, in the Leeds the Province is cried down, though it pro-
division. That would include Gananoque, duces more and does better than all the
which is in the same county, as an out- rest of the Dominion. They talk about
post. For the division the collections our "sea of mountains.' This same
would then amount to nearly $25,000, I sea of mountains" turns out more gold
which would be considerably larger than than ail the mountains of the other Pro-
the collections of several of the revenue vinces. We beat them also in exporting
divisions in Ontario. Brockville fre- more than we import. J would asi,
quently suffers inconveniences bybeing an once for all, in behaif of British Col-
outpost. For instance, when goods come umbia, that hon. gentlemen wouid leave
in bond, the removal papers are invariably off abusing ler, and try to carry out
sent to Prescott, and the goods cannot be the promises mace at the Union, which,
obtained until the papers are returned so far, have been left unfuifilled.
from that place, sometimes causing great MR. HESSON: I have listened to hon.
detriment to business. All the entries gentlemen who have spoken ail round,
for warehous. and ex-warehouse, and ail but none of them coud say their towns
returns, have to be made in triplicate, had macle as liberal a proposition as the
whereas if business was Jane directly hon. member for North Perth had mae for
with the Department in Ottawa, the re- Stratford. J askl the attention of the
turus woud be macle in duplicate, and be iGovernment te another matter, and it
a great convenience to traders. J think deserves careful consideration at their
that the requirements of Brockvilme hands. Stratford port-office yields a larger
shouid not be overiooked whcn the Gov- revenue to the Government than Ottawa,
erument takes this question under con- b300 percent. g find a most remark-
zoderation. able decline ir the Post Office revenue of

MR. BUNSTER : While the motion of jOttawa City. 1 know the present Post-
the hon. member for North Perth (Mr. master-General lias not had time yet to,
lesson) is before the House, J may say deal with this question, and it wi c take

that J think lis remarks disparaging to long to ean out the horde of useles
British Columbia were uncaied, for. The officiais maintained here at the expense
language uttered by the member for West of the country towns throughout Canada.
Durham, a few days ago, in regard te Brit- Appeals to Ministers here are no doubt
ish Columbia, was aso unnecessary and lard to resist, but in the interest of other
derogatory. Our bProvinee does not places in Canada they mut be resisted.
deserve sucl treatment. It wouid have I fnd no less than forty able-bodied men
been far better for British Columbia had and boys empioyed in the iPost Office De-
she not entered Confederation; our peo- partment at Ottawa, exclusive of those
pie would feel far more confidence in in the post-office about these buildings.
working eut their own destiny, than The revenue in 1874 was $20,988;
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1875, $24,498 ; in 1876, $14,297.14, or Ottawa alluded to in such touehing and
a decline of $10,000 or more ; in 1877, f
$6,947.47 ; 1878, $4,489.99 ; and, I an Perth (Mr. Hessol>,can boast of a magnifi-
sorry to say, the revenue for 1879 declined cent post-office and postal service, irv owîi
to $1,531.36. Just fancy, Mr. Speaker, county, so near, las been conparatively
the sum of $1,531.36 as the nett revenue neglected. On tie opposite side of the
from the city of Ottawa, the capital of river there is a large citv, which com-
Canada, the total cost of running the city pares favouraly with other cities of thi
post-office is no less a sum than $26,493.82, Dominion, and yet it is wvthout a post-
and I find that this decline is to be traced ioffice at ail. I call the attention of the
througlîout the period of the late Admin- Postnaster-Geleral to is lches in that
istration in office. At this rate, another direction. I hope le n vill see to our
jear would leave the Ottawa post-office wants in this respect, and that ion. y m-
unable to mieet its expenditure. Thirteen bers will enforce on the overnment the
well-paid letter-carriers arc ernployed ini propriety of giving to the rural conistitit-
this city, and one well-paid superintendent encies their riglts in this iatter, and that
letter-carrier receiving $600 a year. The thev il receive due attention when the
wpole force of letter-carriers get over Estimates core down.
$7,000 to deliver lettrs in this city. MIR. ALLISON As J have been en-
For what are the other twenty- deavouring to impress upon some hon.
three well - paid clerks and oficials nienbers of the Government the inport-
employe ; is it to draw their salaries ance of erecting a public building in the
This state of things is not creditable to shire town of the couny J represent,
the management of the postoffice of the I take the opportunity of impressing its
city of Ottawa, and I hopethe Posmaster- importance upon the Government as a
General will see to it, iin order t the cut- whole. It would be difficut, I think, to
ting down of the expenses here as s00f find in the Dominion a town in which
as possible. the post-offce work is so large, and the

Ma KRANZ: With regard to North accommodation so limited. Untilthis dis-
Waterloo, J wiln draw the attention of the cussion arose, I hoped that I stood almost
toernment to the advisability of alone in my application, but as the appli-
erecting public buildings in every country cations for sucli buildings appear to be
town needing a Customs and Interna so general, I think the only satisfactory
Revenue, and postdoffice. Forty per cent. solution will be for the Government to

of the Customs collected in the Guelph erect such buildings in ah the important
district in got from B3erpin. That amount towns where they are required. If this
is received in a room. six feet by, twelte cannot be done at one, I particularly
feet. I hope that as soon au the Gov- commend to the favourable consideration
ernment can make the revenue and ex- ot the Government the urgent claims of
penditure meet it will not forget Berlin, the town of Windsor in the county I
but erect a good building in it. We want represent.
a Customs and post-office. It is not SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: There
necessary that a large sum, $20,000 seems to be quite a consensus of opinion,
or $30,00,should be spent. almost amounting to enthusiasm, on the

MR. WRIGHT: I sympathise sinceîely part of hon. members from cities and
with the sorrows of the hon. gentlemen towns in favour of the erection of hand-
who have spoken on this subject. The some public buildings in their constituen-
truth is that the large cities havemanaged cies for post-offices and other purposes.
to swallow up the grand apprupriations, J do not see that the same enthusiasm
while the small towns and small cities exists among the representatives of the
and rural sections have been compara- rural constituencies; and I think that
tively neglected. I sympathise with the the Government, which is an economical
statements made by the hon. gentlemen Goveinment, will have to throw itself
who have preceded me, with regard to upon its rural friends to resist this great
their own grievances and sorrows in other pressure from the towns. Seriously, it is
regions, but I tell them that I have suf- of importance in the Administration of
fered too-that rny constituency has been the affairs of the Government, and in the
sadiy overlooked. While tkis city of transaction of its buness, suci as In-
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land Revenue, Post Office, and so forth,
that there should be a respectable build-
ing for such in every important district ;
and I believe that if such buildings were
made suitable, and erected economically,
they would effect a very considerable
saving in interest, and exempt us from
the payment of high rent in nany
places. This improvement ean only
proceed by degrees. The late Govern-
ment very properly erected several post-
offices and other public buildings, and the
present will initate it in putting up such
structures where they are clearly wanted.
But of course, with so many demands on
the Exchequer, Government has to think
twice before incurring a large expenditure
in this way ; we eau only go on gradu-
ally. Perhaps not in my time
but in the time of some of the younger
members of this House, all the towns vill
have suitable buildings erected for the
convenience of the public.

MR. McCUAIG: The policy of the
Government of the Dominion hitherto has
been to create post-offices at the public
expense in cities only, and I am opposed
to any grant of money being made in the
present state of our finances, in violation
to this excellent and well-established rule.
It might be worthy the consideration of
the Government, in cases where rentals
are paid bythem for Customs, Inland Reve-
nue and post-offices in towns, amounting
to a sum not less than $300 per annum,
whether it would not be advisable to
capitalise this amount, which, at six per
cent., would pay the interest on a loan of
nearly $5,000, buy a site and build a sub-
stantial suitable building for the post-
office, Customs and Inland Revenue
offices. This policy, if adopted, would
add no additional expense to the Govern-
ment on what they at present pay, and
would, withoutdoubt,, enable themto secure
the land at a much cheaper rate at pre-
sent than after the town has assumed the
importance of a city. On the general
question of the management of the Post
Office Department, I have pleasure in
bearing a willing testimony to the care
and efficiency with which it has been ad-
ministered. It is quite true, througlh the
urgencv of the inhabitants of inav
localities, and the influence of mem-
bers in connection with a desire on
behalf of the officers of the Depart-
ment, to give every possible accom-

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD.

modation within their power, many
country offices have been opened through-
out the whole Dominion, and to such an
extent has this liberal and considerate
policy been carried that the expenditure
over receipts has reached so large a sum
that Government may be constrained in
the future to curtiil. There is no De-
partment of the Public Service brought
more in daily contact with the

people. and it is a fact that can-
not be disputed tlat its management com-
mands the confidence of the country.
I notice with surprise the remarks of an
lion. gentleman ii the direction of fault-
finding with the expenses of the post-
offices of this city. I beg to remind him
and hon. members of this House of the
enorinous increase of work imposed on this
office during the Session of Parliament,
and I have every confidence, if the matter
is carefully examined by him, he will
find the same economy, care and pru-
dence in the conducting of this office that
distinguishes the management of the
Post Office Department generally.

MR. VALLÉE: As the Province of
Ontario has this evening united with
Britislh Columbia in asking money from
the Government, I cannot abstain from
claiming on behalf of my own Province a
very small share in the generous con-
cessions which the Government may be
induced to make, after such warm and
eloquent appeals. I consider tkat, if our
friends on the other side of the House
are entitled to claim anvthing for the
Province of Ontario, on this side we
have a right to claim something fer the
Province of Quebec. We have in that
Province several important towns, which
have no far received nothing from the
Government for the construction of Post-
offices. A few moments ago, an hon.
member from Ontario, in order to arouse
the generosity of the Postmaster-General
in favour of his Province, stated that it
was entitled to concessions, as it contri-
buted so large a share to the revenue of
the Dominion. I desire to point out to
my friends from Ontario that, according
to the report of the Customs De-
partment for this year, the Province
of Quebec contributed to the Customs
R'evenue at the rate of $3.97 per soul,
while the Province of Ontario only coñ-
tributed $3.06 per soul. Consequently,
if our claims are to be based on the pro-
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portion of the revenue contributed by each
Province, I consider that the towns of the
Province of Quebec, and especially the
town of Lévis, on whose behalf I make
this appli' ation, are entitled to receive
assistance from the Government. I admit,
however, that this question should not rest
upon so narrow a basis ; we ask grants
from the Government in the general in-
terest of the Dominion of Canada. The
good naine of the country requires that
the Governient should, as far as possible,
build a suitable post-office in eaci im-
portant town in the Dominion ; I hope,
therefore, that, when the present Govern-
ment takes this question into consideration,
it will not forget the town of Lévis, nor
those of St. Hyacinthe and Sorel, which
have no post-oflces built at the cost of the
state.

MR. MÉTHOT : As I observe hcn.
members from the different Provinces
of the Dominion rise one after another,
to point out in turn the merits of the
towns which they represent, respectively,
I feel that I should be truly deserving of
blame if I did not raise my voice to call
upon the Government not to forget, in
the distribution of the favours which, so
far as I can see, it is disposed to grant to
the different towns in the Province,
to grant a share of those favours
to the town of Three Rivers. It
is one of the oldest towns, the
second in age in the country, and the
third in population. At Three Rivers, we
suffer considerable inconvenienee from
the fact that we are unprovided with a
suitable post-office. The Government has
indeed put up a sort of a building, which
is buried in a sand bank, for use as a
Custom-house. But I do not consider
that a separate building would be asked
for as a post-office, but only that an
addition should be built to the Custom-
house, so as to provide a suitable building
for the accommodation of aIl the public
offices. It would then be unnecessary
to hire a special building for post-office
purposes, a course which places us at tho
mercy of a private individual. I trust
then that the Government will kindly
bear the town of Three Rivers in mind,
and grant us a small share of the public
monev, so as to provide us, if not with a
separate post-office, at least with a suit-
able buildimg for the accommodation of

the post-office, the Custom-house and the
other public offices.

MR. McINNES : I desire the indulg-
ence of the House for a few moments,
while referring to a statement made by
the hon. member for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron). The hon. gentleman, in giv-
ing the amount of revenue derived from
the mail service of each Province, as coin-
pared with the expenditure, stated that
British Columbia stood the lowest; that
she only coatributed twenty-six per cent.
of the amount spent ; and then he went
on to land the Province of Manitoba
for the large revenue she yielded to the
Department of the Postmaster-General.
Well, I am not surprised that Manitoba
yielded a large, and British Columbia
a small revenue to that De partment. I
would like to know wlat amount the
prairie Province yielided prior to rail-
way construction being commenced. I
have not the figures at band, but venture
the opinion that it was a very imall one
inideed. Now, it must be taken into con-
sideration that British Columbia has
been kept for the last six years in a con-
stant state of uncertainty with respect to
the location of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway in that Province, and the lack of
faith engendered by the vacillating policy
of the late Administration had anything
but a tendency to inspire confidence in
the country, and to attmot capital-
ists and immigration to the Province.
It therefore cannot be wondered at that
we have a small population, and yielded
enly a small revenue to the Post Office
Department. The late Government being
more favourably disposed to Manitoba
than British Columbia, began railway
construction in that Province some four
or five years ago, and as a natural con-
sequence attracted capitalists and thous-
ands of immigrants annually. I contend
the same happy result would have been
attained in British Columbia had an
equally liberal and just policy been
pursued by the late Administration. It
has been left to the present Government,
and I am happy that it bas been left to
them, to carry out the terms of Union with
British Columbia. This considerate and
just policy bas been adopted by the Gov-
ernment who, on coming into power, resol-
ved to give British Columbia that measure
of justice to which she was entitled, and so
long desired by the hon. member for West
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Durham and bis associates. A contract of
127 miles of railway bas been awarded,
and construction will be begun next
month, and I will only mention one of
the many inimediate benefits to be derived
from railway construction. Since British
Columbia became part of the Dominion,
the Government lias been paying a steam-
boat company an annual subsidy of no less
than $54,000 for carryingthemails between
Victoria and San Francisco. Now in
view of railway construction in British
Columbia, a contract for the same mail ser-
vice has been awarded a few days ago for
a considerable sum less than one-third the
original amount. By the influx of popu-
lation, the impetus that thus will be given
to every industry now in the Province, and
the new ones that will spring into
existence, I have no hesitation in
predicting a bright future for British
Columbia, and that she will contribute as
large a percentage on the money expended
in postal service as any Province in the
Dominion.

MR. MOUSSEAU: Ihavehadoccasion
to witness a splendid proof of the anxiety
.of the Government to practice economy.
I have in my county a tolerably large vil-
lage which asks, not for a post-office, but
simply for a box at the railway station.
Now, these boxes cost a large sum of
money. Some of them cost three dollars
and fifty cents, others four, five and even
ten dollars. But our people are not ex-
travagant-we are country people-and
we only ask for a box of the cheapest
kind. After a most humble and moderate
petition, addressed by me as member for
-the county to the Post Office Depart-
ment, then controlled by Sir Alexander
Campbell, I received a reply, covering
four pages of foolscap, informing me that
I was altogether wrong; that I wanted to
waste the public money; that four dollars
for a small village in Quebec was too great
an outlay. But $50,000 can be spent in
a single large city in Ontario. I was
shown as clearly as that two and two
makes four that, in my little village, the
distance from the post-office to the rail-
way station was but fifty yards, whereas,
in the villages of Ontario and of the east-
ern townships of the Province of Quebec,
the distance was from 100 to 200 yards
between the railway stations and the
post-offices. It is quite clear, therefore,
that I have good reason to stand by the

MR. MCINNES.

policy of the Government as regards
economy in the matter of post-offices,
since they have refused to grant me for
my county a box worth three dollars and
fifty cents.

MR. DESJARDINS: I avail myself
of this opportunity to say a word or two
in relation to the administration of the
Post Office. In the county of Hochelaga,
we have also several towns whose interests
deserve the attention of the Postmaster-
General. I shall not go so far as to ask
for post-office buildings, such as those
required for a certain number of other
towns, but I desire that the service, in the
municipalities of my .county should be
such as to meet the requirements of the
public, and proportioned to the amount of
business transacted between them and
great central point, Montreal. The
principle suggested by the bon. member
for North Huron (Mr. Farrow), that the
question of postal service should be
treated solely as a matter of direct
revenue, is not a principle which can be
adopted generally, especially in this
country. If, as he maintains, the Govern-
ment should consider the organisation as
a matter of pure speculation, it were
botter to leave the service to private
enterprise. But it is evident that, in a
country such as ours, where the distances
are so great and where the service cannot
be carried out without great expense, we
should be left in a very backward con-
dition if the postal facilities were to be
limited in proportion to the amount of
revenue each locality is capable of yield-
ing. The wants of the people would in
no way be met, and the development ot
the country would be greatly retarded.
We all know quite well that since the
Government of this country lias adopted
the policy of rendering the postal service
as complete as possible, and endeavoured
to combine cheapness with an effectual
mail service, the revenue derived has been
coniparatively greater than when the
postage on letters and newspapers was
very much higher. In my county com-
plaint is justly made that in important
centres, such as St. Henri, with a popu-
lation of 15,000 to 20,000 souls, St. Jean
Baptiste, St. Cunegonde, St. Gabriel and
others, the service is not such as to meet
the requirements of the population. To
refuse to those important localities a
suitable service, in order to effect a saving,
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is false economy. If those municipalities bon. gentleman will look at the returns
were afforded all the benefits of a cheap, that be will flnd that they are about
more regular and more frequent service, as follows: Post Office, about $8,000 or
the revenue derived from them would $9,000, and Customs from $25,000 to
certainly suffice to indennify the Govern- $30,000; Inland revenue about $25,000.
ment for the increased expenditure re- MR. O'CONNOR: I am very tlank-
quired. I would therefore ask the hon. fui for the many suggestions that bave
the Postmaster-General to grant favour- been thrown out by hon. members. Many
able consideration to the petitions 1 bave of them are very valuable suggestions
recently presented to him in relation to which will not be lost sight of when the
this matter. proper time cores to take them into

MR. STEPHENSON: A number of consideration. Perhaps one of the most
years ago-about the year 1873- I was valuable suggestions is that whi.I advises
given to understand that the Government the Governrent not to proceed with
proposed to erect post-offices in the five these improvements until the revenue of
leadingtownsofOntario, namely: Belleville, the country warrants it. That I fear
Brantford, Guelph, St. Catharines and will have to be attended to for
Chatham. Four of those towns bave some time, although in soe places
since then been incorporated as cities, I have no doubt we shah bc able,
and Chatham, I believe, stands on the list from time to time, to do sorne-
as the next to be, incorporated, and ap- thing towards meeting tbe wishies of hon.
plication with that end in view will gentlemen who have spokea upon tis
probably be made to the Local Legisiature question. But there is no doubt that in
at its next Session. Not only is the the present state of affairs but lile can
revenue from fltceaPost Office Department be don for a while in that way, and I
i Chathain as mu-tch as, if not moreý than, trust that hon. members will so instruct

that of any other town in Ontario, but the th eir constituents thiat they will not expect
revenu,?, derived fror the Custors De- nuch at the hands of the Government un-
partment, and the Inland Revenue De- j tii the finances of the country are in a
partmMent is also very large. Taking the better condition than they are at the pre-
revenue from these three sources--Cus- sent tinie. There is, however, no objection
toms, Post Office andi Iniand Revenue- in the meantie to the motion passing.
Chatham, I believe, pays into the Treasurv Mii,. MACKENZIE: 1 arn very sorry
soethingp like $64,000 in round figures, to hear froin the bon. the Pohtmaster-
for the collection of whiclî the G-ovcrn- C encrai that the country is in such a de-
ment pay out sornetbing like .88,000 or' plorable state. We were led to believe,
$9,000. Therefore I think it will be seen two years go, that, as soon as lie and vis
that Chatham shoulti receive the flrst con- colleagues ol>tained office, everythng would
sideration ut the lands of the Goverament uat once e lourishin, nd there would be
in making tbese appropriationts. prosuerity on every iand. TNow, one

MR. HESSON :I did not intent to 1member fter aother riss up on the
refer to the town of Chatham or its MinisterialBeches and deplores the want
revenue, though I Lad the figures before of funds to build even a shall country
me, but the bon. member fro n Kent (M .ipost-office.
Steenson) has made an unfair coinpai- MR. O'CONNOR: Not a post-office
son atainst Stratford, he having includ- but a seriesof post-ofices.
ed the Inland Revenue receipts, and not Mit. MACKEiNZIE : A serie% of post-
having deducted the charges or collection. offices; very well, we will take it tht way,
The figures, as taken from. the Public though wbat a series of poât-offlees is I
Accounts are these: Post-office andt Cus- really do not know.
toms returns from Chatham gave a nett M . O'CONNOR : A number then.
revenue of $24,219.22, and from the Mn. MACKENZIE: I was about to
town of Stratford $47,8 15.74, or nearly say, with regard to the buildings that
two dollars to one. I daim that Strat-, have been erected, that it was not
ford stands only second to the town of solely for the purpose of affording
Brockvile iv is revenue from these two post-office accommodation that buildings
srenue fowere eteby the he Adminiteration

M . STEVENSON : I think if the in Windsor, Brantford and Guelph.
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These were three great centres of revenue
collection. I am not quite certain about
the amount received at present in Wind-
sor. It is about $650,000, J believe,
within the last year, like everything else
under hon. gentlemen opposite. Formerly
it was about $750,000. In Guelph, about
the time that we commenced to build
there, the collections of the Inland
Revenue Department was somewhere
about $300,000. It has now gone down
to $125,000. In Brantford-the revenue
district itself is named Paris, althoug the
real revenue collection is done in Brant-
ford-between the Customs and Excise
the revenue collected is about $231,000.
The ground I took myself in regard to
such building% was this : it is a mistake
to imagine that in ordinary towns of a
few thousand people it would be cheaper
to build than to reit. You will rent one
in almost all these cases eheaper than you
can build. But, whîere there is a large
number of officers-as in Windsor-and
the collections of Windsor are not much
over half thRt collected in Sarnia, but
owing to the large aiount of travel to
and fron the United States, a large num-
ber of ofiicers are requîirec-a building is
absolutely indispensable. The groun d we
took was, that wherever it becane neces-
sary to have larger accommodation than
could be procured at a reasonable rent, we
should build. We therefore selected
these three towns to erect buildings
in, with the intention of proceed-
ing as events developed theniselves
in other quarters, a; .d not with
the view some hon. gentlemen have sug-
gested, not with the view of distributing
the revenue in building paltry structures
in little towns here and there over the
country. The expenditure of $10,000 to
$20,000 in a place like Stratford, would
be of comparatively small importance
compared with the expenditures made ly
private persons in the construction of
buildings. The expense to the Govern-
ment would be large, while the benefits to
the localities would be very smadl The
true plan is to endeavour to do as a Gov-
ernment as a private individual would do
for himself. When it is best to rent
rent, when it is best to build build, but
avoid building as long as you can possibly
rent on fair terms.

M. BOURBEAU: The Govern-
ment cannot be -charged with having

Ma. MAOKENKU,

failed to practice economy to a sufficient
extent in the division to which 1 belong,
as regards the Post Office Department.
In the Three Rivers division, as it is
well-known, the population is almost ex-
clusively French Canadian, and most of
the postmasters do not understaud the
English language. It is very desirable
that the notifications for postinasters who
are French Canadians should be printed
in their language. They complain of re-
ceiving circulars printed only in English,
and the postmasters cannot understand
the purport of such circu lars. The same
complaint is made as to the headings of
accounts, which are printed for the most
part in English. I would therefore re-
quest the Postmaster-General to direct
that circulars, headings of accounts, and
other matters relating to post-offices, be
printed also in French. It is asserted
that the expenditure in the Province of
Quebec does not bear so satisfactory a
proportion to the revenue as in the Pro-
vince of Ontario, and this Icads me to
mention the difference in salary between
the Post Office Inspectors. I think that
in the Three Rivers division the Inspector
receives a nuch smaller salary than that
paid in the other divisi>ns. His salary,
if I am not mistaken, is $1,200, while the
salaries of the other Inspectors amount to
82,000 and even $2,400. Now, I am not
one of those who dcsire to increase the
cost of the PiubliC Service; on the con-
trary, I shall always strive to reduce it
as much as possible. What I want is
that there sbould be less difference be-
tween the salaries of the Inspectors.
Now, if 81,200 is enough for one Inspec-
tor, $2,-400 must be too much for an-
other. If the latter sum is not too much,
the first cannot be enougih. It cannot
he said that, in the county I have the
honour to represent, the carrying ot the
mails cos-s too much. I have ascertained
that most of those w'ho carry the mails
perform the service very cheaply. Thanks
to the late Postmaster-General, we have
cffected every possible saving in our
county. We had in that county two
mail conductors on the railway from
Three Rivers to Arthabaska. These two
conductors having been dispensed with,-
a saving of about $3,000has been effected.
I desire also to call the attention of the
Postmaster-General to the fact that one
of the mail conductors was placed on the
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retired list, without having asked for it. promotion of the emigration likely to
He had done his duty well during four- take that course in the spring and next
teen years, and was fully capable of con- 1 season, and the cost would be trifling.
tinuing to do so. That worthy officer, Just now, there is only a fortnightly
Mr. Beaudet, had reached the position of mail between Winnipeg and Battleford.
a first-class clerk in the Public Service. I am of opinion that deviations should be
After lie was placed on the retired list, made from the main line to such settle-
he applied again for work, and was ments as Qu'Appelle, Wood Mountain
given employment, but I regret to state, and St. Laurent and other ports, where
for the sake of my friRnd Mr. Beaudet, | there are already very large and flourish-
that he has been placed in the position of ing settlements. Mr. Speaker, while I
a second-classclerk. Now, inasmuch as no 'ive just credit to the hon. the Postmas-
complaint was ever made or filed against ter-General, for the energy and unceasing
him in the Department, I think it is the ¡ attention given by Lis officers to the
duty of the hon. the Postnmaster-General 1 estalishment of post-offices in Manitoba,
to reinstate that gentleman to the position I yet something more is to be done. A fit
of a first-class clerkpreviously held by him. and competent person should be appointed

MR. ROYAL : Several Lon. gentlemen Inspector for the Province and the North-
have addressed the House asking to have West Territories, wlo could, no doubt,
public buildings erected in their localities keep puce with the rapid settlement of
for use as post-offices. We in the North- the country, in the increase of postal faci-
West do not demand any such thing. lities.
Our people would be well pleased with Motion ogreed to.
shanties, provided the enigrants received SIELBUUNE HARBOTJRLIGHT AT
their letters as soon as possible. It lias SURF POIN '.
been said that twte revenue drprived fros
Manitoba it not to be compated with MoTION r FOR RETURN.

some of the other Provinces. WeIl, 'S ir, I M1R. ROBE RTSON (Shelburne) moved
arn iîîformied that proportionately Moifor an Order of the bouse for a return of
toba contributes more thannau)y of lier ail tenders forwarded to the Department
elder sisters to the revenue of tie i)epat- of Marine and Fisheries for the erection
ment. Besidesr in my humWble opinion, of a liliouse at Surf Point, Shelburne
the North-West is the place for invest- barbour; naines of successfnl contractors
ment for the Dominion, and froin that and their b'jiidsmeîî moneys paid for
point of view I think that by increasing advertising for tenders; amount paid con-
the postal facilities in Manitoba as well tractors and vorkmcn, and for what
as the North-West Territories, thev will purpose; wli(a construction of said light-
be creating a large number of emigration louse was postponed aiso, the report of
agents. Emigrants, as soon as they are Inspector or Arbitrator upon which said
settled in their new home, write to their monevs were paid, and anount of salary
friends telling them of what thev have awarded him. He said: The iglt at the
seen in Manitoba and the North-West. larbour cf Shelburne was destroyed b
They therefore are the most disinterested fire two years ago this month. Almost
and faithful emigration agents. There is immediately afterwards the Mackenzie
no doubt that a great deal of energy has Administration appropriated te Sum of
been displayed by the Postmaster-General $2,0OO towards the ro-building of the
in spreading postal facilities all over light. The site of the old light vas Sand
Manitoba, and establishing and maintain- Point and petitions were presented to the
ing a trunk line in the North-West. Goverument asking that the liglit should
Further efforts, however, in this direction be placed at Surf Point. The iatter wu
may be made with advantage. For in- brotiglt to the attention of the Govoru-
stance, it has recently been made known ment.last Session, and the answer given
that the Turtle Mountain district, is one was that the light would bo erected at
<f the best districts in Manitoba, and it Surf Point. 1 believe the docision the
is urged that by extending the line hon. the Minister of Marine and Fisheries
of the post-offices, from a certain point arrived at 1at year was based upon the
near Mountain City, once a week, that advice of his officers in Nova Scotia, whom
verY material benefit would rosuit ini the he consulted. Th work wat proceedod
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with and a certain sum of money expended.
Subsequently the work was postponed,
and I am credibly informed that a con-
siderable sum of money has been paid to
contractors because of their discontinuance
of the contract. The object I have in
making this motion is to ascertain the
actual amount paid up to the present time
in connection with the work.

Mn. POPE (Queen's P. E. I.) : There
is no objection to furnish the information
asked for. The statement of facts made
by the hon. gentleman is entirely correct.
I endeavoured to obtain the best infor-
mation I could upon the subject, and the
reports froin our officers were in favour of
having the light constructed at Sand
Point. The contract was let for the
building of the light there. Subsequently,
petition after petition came in, signed by
masters of coasting steamers and vessels,
asking that the construction might be
stopped and the work erected at Sand
Point, not at the samne place it was before
but at the spit at Sand Point. After
this I referred again to our own officers
in Halifax, and they, after making en-
quiries, reported in favour of the spit at
Sand Point. So far as I myself ain con-
cerned, I have never been at Shelburne,
and I had to trust to the petitions re-
ceived and the information I obtained
froi our own oflicers and others.
I think I am saf e in saying
that the greater portion of the
vessels trading there are small coasting
vessels and traders, and for these vessels
Sand Point is very much to be preferred
to the other. Of course when the Govern-
ment undertakes to stop public works
it must pay for the work. A valuation
of the work and material was made, and
the contractor was paid accordinglv.
Tenders were then asked for the construe-
tion of a liglit on the spit at Sand Point.
These tenders have been received, and
there the matter stands. I think the hon.
the Minister of Railways and Canals, who
cornes fron Nova Scotia, is perhaps per-
sonally acquainted with the locality, and
can better satisfy the House as to the
reasons -which actuated the Department of
Marine and Fisheries in stopping the
works. So far as the Department is con-
cerned, we have only one desire, to put
the light in the best place possible to suit
the convenience of the yessele tiading
there.

MI. ROBBRTSON.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelbarne): I rise
to correct a wrong impression under which
the hon. the Minister of Marine and
Fisheries seems to be labouring. He says
that only a small class of coasting vessels
frequent Shelburne Harbour. I can
assure him, however, that Shelburne is
one of the most important ports in Nova,
Scotia, and in 1878 nearly 100,000 tons
of shipping made use of it as a
port of cal 1. I think the tonnage
last year showed an increase over the
year 1878. Again, from the remarks of
the hon. Minister, it would be sup-
posed that the petitions received asked
simply for the erection of the light
at Sand Point. Petitions were also fer-
warded to the Department, signed by
between 700 and 1,000 electors of that
county, asking that the light should be
erected at Surf Point, on the western side
of the harbour.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I was in-
duced to take a very deep interest in this
subject, by the representations of a large
number of persons who were in the habit
of frequenting the harbour of Shelburne.
It is quite true that the officers of the
Marine and Fisheries Department reported
in the first place in favour of Surf Point;
but upon investigation it was found that
the strong representations in favour of
Surf Point were based upon a misappre-
hension, owing to the fact that it was
supposed that the question was as between
Sand Point, the site of the former ligit-
bouse, and Surf Point, whereas it was not
intended nor desired by any person to
build it on the old site, but to bring it
down to the spit of land at the remote
end, where the greatest danger is encoun-
tered in going in or out of the harbour.
When this matter came to be considered
it was found that the spit at Sand Point
w-ould best subserve the interests of all of
those who had occasion to frequent the
port. It is well known to this House
that the former member for Shelburne
(Cap ain Coffin) always boro the reputation
of being an able sea captain. Captain
Coffin, who was for some years Receiver-
General of this Government, Captain Coffin
who was a ship-builder, Captain Coffin
who was a ship-owner, and Captain Coffin.
who had been personally engaged for
years going in and out of the harbour as a,
navigator, took the warmest interest in
this question, and insisted that a greater

Lighit at Surf Point.(COMMONS.]
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mistake could not be made than to re-build
this light house at Surf Point instead of
Sand Point. Although I did not on all
questions agree with the hon. gentleman
in the course he took ix this House, I
may say that on that question I feel his
opinion is of the greatest possible weight,
as the sound opinion of a practical man
who had the best means of forming an
accurate judgment on that point. The
captains of the Cunard Company, a large
number of captains belonging to the ports
of Shelburne and Yarmouth, as well as
Captain Doan, who had occasion to go into
that harbour every week of his life,
were strongly of opinion that a very
great mistake was being made, and one
that would be attended with the
greatest possible danger if the lighthouse
were built on Surf Point instead of Sand
Point. I had occasion to visit the town
of Shelburne a short time ago, and in re-
turning to the city of Halifax on board
the steamer, we were in a state of con-
siderable anxiety as to where we were.
The night was very foggy, and my ex-
periences on that occasion induced me to
take a lively interest in the sulject. Had
the light been on the spit at Sand Point
we should not have experienced any
danger. The matter is one of great im-
portance, and I offer these observations
with a view of showing to the House the
reasons which induced me to represent
strongly to my hon. colleagues the pro-
priety of re-building at Sand Point.

Motion agreed to.

NOVA SCOTIA-PROPOSED BREAK-
WATER AT PETIT RIVIERE.

MOTION FOR REPORT.

MR. KAULBACH, in moving for an
Order of the House for a retura of all
reports and plans of surveys made at
Petit Riviére, County of Lunenburg,
Nova Scotia, in view of the proposed con-
struction of a breakwater there, said:
The necessity for the construction of a
breakwater in this locality does not admit
of a doubt, and will not be disputed by
anyone who will undertaketo inform him-
self of the locality, and the unfortunate
position the inhabitants of Petit
Riviére have been subjected to for many
years, from the want of a harbour of
safety for their vessels and the con-
venience of a market and place of ship-
ment for their produce. Petit Riviére

forms a noble section or part of the
eounty of Lunenburg, which I have the
honour to represent, with asoiltheuplands
of which are quite equal to any inthe Pro-
vince, abounding in timber of the most
valuable description, stretching from the
interior of the Province to the location of
this contemplated breakwater, interspersed.
with farms and forests in every direction.
The village or settlement of Petit Riviére
is situated at the head of a large open
bay, exposed to the violence of the storms
the Atlantic Ocean, without any proteo-
tion from easterly or southerly storms ;
the northern side and head of the said
bay having shallow water with flats and
sandbanks, the western side only offering
chances for anchoraga for shipping and
the construction of a breakwater. At the
western side of this bay several sites
have been chosen, but none offering the
advantages for cheapness of construction
and advisability as a harbour of safety,
equal that of "Cherry Point," this
point being a promontory j utting out from
the direct line of coast and forming, in
part, a breakwater in itself. Application
lias been made on previous occasions, for
a break wator on the western side of this
bay, but private prejudices and sectional
interests combined, interposing each time,
have offered delays and prevented a survey
being made in the most desirable location,
hence the delay in the construction of the
worç up to the present moment. Quite a
number of vessels engaged in the coasting
trade and fisheries are owned in Petit
RivMére, the owners of which have been
for many years, and still are, subjected to
the risk of the loss of their vessels and
lives by remaining in the bay when
the wind is in from the sea, aIl
being compelled to weigh anchor
and seek refuge in the nearest harbour,
which means at times to run to sea and
make a harbour miles distant. The ex-
ports of fish, lumber and farm prodinoe
from this place form a very considerable
item, which, in consequence of the want of
a place of shipment for these commodities,
the inhabitants have boeen compelled, in
many instances, to sell at a sacrifice to the
merchants and traders of the place. Most
of the shipments in seagoing vessels are
made in lighters which are not only dan-
gerous and inconvenient, but expensive,
and moSt necessarily be borne by the
poor yeomanry and fishermen of the place.
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'This contemplated breakwater will not
only be a harbour of refuge and conveni-
-ence for vessels, but to fishing boats as well,
which now must be drawn up on tke bank
or suffer the risk of being driven to pieces
by the sea. A great additional inconveni-
ence has existed, and still exists, to fisher-
men engaged in boat fishing for the want
-of a harbour of shelter for their boats,
they being comipelled after a severe storm
to remain days tegether deprived of fishing,
in cousequence of the surf on the shore
and their inability to launch their boats,
although the water in the bay may be
smooth and offering at the time good
fishing. Now that the National Policy is
beginning to show beneficial results in
this country, and the Province of Nova
Scotia generally, I am very desirous that
this particular section of my county shall
suffer no longer for the want of a harbour
for the exports of their manufactures and
products, but that this long expected,
much desired and necessary public struc-
ture may be built, and th at au engineer
may be sent as early as practicable the
-coming summer to make the survey of
this particular point and report the sanie
as early as convenient.

Motion agrecd to.

KINGSTON DRY DOCK.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. KIRKPATRICK, in moving for
an Order of the House for a return of all
reports made by Government Engineers,
and all letters and correspondence relating
to the construction of a dry dock at
Kingston, and as to the necessity for the
same, consequent upon the enlargemeut
of the Welland Canal, said : In making
this motion, perhaps I may be allowed to
state the reasons why I ask for this
report, which I believe has been made.
.For some years we have been expending
large sums of money in enlarging the
canals, and especially the Welland Canal,
so as to pass vessels of large capacity-up
to 60,000 bushels of grain-through it,
and going down into Lake Ontario, thus
maaking Lake Ontario the foot of lake
navigation. As the means for repairing
vessels, in vogue for some time past, will
be utterly incapable of accommodating
vessels of this capacity, it is necessary to
provide come better means of repairing
them, if these repairs are to be done in
Cariada. In the lat few years the aver-

MR. KAURLjACH.

age number of vessels for repairs, for
dockage, was fifty or sixty a year. These
vessels were too large to be hauled up;
and it has been usual for such vessels to
go down to Ogdensburg, to be docked
and have the necessary repairs done,
Canada thus losing the hundreds and
thousands of dollars spent upon sucl
repairs, because we had no dockage in a
Canadian port. It is of the utmost con-
sequence, now that Lake Ontario is to be
made the foot of lake navigation, that
there should be some place to take in
vessels of this class. It is just as neces-
sary as that there should be one at
Quebec for ocean-going vessels. We are
expending large sums of money to en-
courage the carrying of grain down the
River St. Lawrence, and in order to do
so. we nust give owners and captains of
vessels, if they comne down these Lakes,
the means to do any repairs that may be
necessary ; if not they will not come to
Canadian ports, they will prefer to go to
American ports-even at a lower
rate-where they know their repairs
can be made. A report has been
made to the Governient; they sent
an Engineer to inspect the place and re-
port as to the construction of such a dock,
and the country ought to sec that report.
I do not believe that this dry dock will
in the end cost the Government anything
at all, but will pay for itself. Either the
Government should construct the dock
and lease it-and in such a case they will
get an ample anount to pay thei inter-
est on any outlay-or they may lend a
suin of noney to a company of persons
interested in shipping and marine. There
are persons ready to undertake the con-
struction of the dock and pay four per cent.
interest on the noney lent to them. It is a
necessary work consequent on the large sum
of money invested in the Welland Canal;
at the sane tine it willbe an encourage-
ment to shipping, and further, it can be
done without costing the country any
money beyond a well secured loan. If
these three reasons exist, the Govern-
ment ought to undertake this work.

Motion agreed to.

QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA AND
OCCIDENTAL RAILWAY.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. MACKENZIE moved for an Ad-
dress for a copy of all correspondence
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between the Government and the Quebec
Government concerning the purchase by
the Dominion Government of the Quebec
Provincial Railway, known as the Quebec,
Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Rail-
way.

Ma. MASSON: There is no such cor-
respondence in existence. I think there-
fore the hon. gentleman had better with-
draw the motion.

MR. MACKENZIE: Then I with-
draw it ; but will there be any such corres-
pondence?

,MR. MASSCN: It will perhaps be as
well to ask the Local Government about
that.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawn.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following Motions for Returns
were severaily aqreed to:-

Order of the House-Return of aIl corres-
pondence and petitions asking for the erection
of the harbour light at Surf Point, and also at
Sand Point, Shelburne Harbour, and any re-
ports made during the past tvo years by the
officers of the Government in Nova Scotia as to
the proper position of said light.-(Mr. Robert
son, Shelburne.)

Order of the House--Return of all Deputy-
Inspectors of Weights and Measures removed
since the lst of July, 1879; of all persons ap-
pointed as Inspectors and Deputy-Inspectors
of Weights and Measures since the same date.-
(Mr. Mackenzie )

Order of the House-Copies of correspon-
dence and the report of the Engineer en-
ployed by the Government to examine into,
and report upon a petition for the opening of
a channel from Porter's Lake to the sea.-(Mr.
Kaulbach.)

Order of the House-Copies of correspon-
dence and the reports of the Engineer em-
ployed by the Government to examine into
and report upon a petition for the extension of
a breakwater commenced in the year 1878 at
Three Fathom Harbour.-( Mr. Kaulbach.1

Order of the House-Copies of correspon-
dence and the report of the Engineer employed
by the Government to examine into and report
upon a petition for the dredging of a channel
in the harbour of Jeddore, in the county of
Halifax.--(Mr. Kaulbach.)

House adjourned at

Twenty minutes before

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 3rd March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PAyErs.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read tte first time:-

Bill (No. 49) To incorporate the Red River
and Assiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr. White,
Cardwell.)

Bill (No. 50) To amend the Act to incorporate
the Ontario and Pacifie Junction R ailway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Willams.)

Bill (No. 51) To amend the Act 36 Vie.,
chap. 108, intituled an Act to grant additional
powers to the Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship
Company.-(Mr. ifcGreen-f.)

MARITIME JU RISDICTION ACT A MEND-
IMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

(Mlr. Shaw.)

FIRST READING.

Ma. SHAKW introduced a Bill (No. 52)
To repeal section 2 of a certain Act, in-
tituled an Act to amend the Maritime
Jurisdiction Act, 1877. le said : There
was an Act )a.sed by this Parliarment in
1877 to establish a Court of Maritime
Jurisdiction in the Province of Ontario.
That Act provided, by the first section,
that :

"Save as by this Act excepted, all persons
shal 1, after this Act shall come into force, bave
in the Province of Ontario, the like rights and
remedies in all niatters (including cases of con-
tracts and tort, and proceedings in r-Tî and in
personam) arising out of or connected with
navigation, shippinug, trade or commerce on
any river, lake, canal or in land water, of which
the whole or part is in the Province of Ontario,
as sudh persons would have in any existing
British Vice Admiralty Court, if the process of
such Court extended to the said Province."

The following section of the Act provided
for the establishment of a Máritime
Court. By the fourti Sub-section of the
second section., it ià provided :

" That no right or remedy in rem given by
this Act only shall be enforced as against
any su bsequent bona fide purchaser or mort-
gagee of a ship, unless the proceedings for the
entorcement thereof be be-gun within ninety
days from the time when the same accrued."

During the last Session of this House a
Bill was passed entitled an Act to amend
the Maritime Jurisdiction Act of 1877.
In the second section of that Act it was
provided that :
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" No right or remedy in rem given by the
said Act in respect of claims for tonnage, or
claims for damage done by collisions by any
ship, shall be enforced as against anv bond fide
nortgagee, whose mortgage is duly executed
and registered at a port of either of the Pro-
vinces of Ontario or Quebec."

This Bill asks for the repeal of that sec-
tion. I ar of opinion that no greater
remedy should be given to the mortgagee
than is given to the bond fide purchaser.
The mortgagee should not be placed in a
better position than a person who owned
the ship. The object of this Bill is to
place them on a par.

Bill read the first time.

PORT STANLEY LIGHTHOUSE.
QUESTION.

MR. ARKELL enquired, Whetber it is
the intention of the Government to place
a suni in the Estimates, this Session, to
build a new lighthouse at Port Stanley.

MR. POPE (Queen's P. E. 1.) : It is
the intention to place such a sum in the
Estimates.

TORONTO HARBOUR IMPROVEMENT.
QUESTION.

MR. HAY enquired, Whether the Gov-
ernment have considered the petition of
the citizens, ctptains and vessel-owners of
Toronto, presented last Session, in refer-
ence to the Toronto Harbour, and what
measures they intend to adopt, if any, for
its improvement and preservation.

MR. LANGEVIN: This question of the
harbour of Toronto has occupied the atten-
tion of the Government for some years.
My predecessor in the Public Works
Department, not my immediate prede-
cessor, but the previous one, proposed to
obtain from Parliament votes of money
for dredging the harbour. However, it
appears froin the engineers and others
that the work so performed, though
intended to relieve the harbour to a great
extent, does not entirely meet the expecta-
tions. Under these circumstanoes the
matter is now receiving the most serious
attention of the Government. At a future
day most likely I will be able to give a
more definite answer to the hon. gentle-
man.

MISSISQUOI-PHILIPSBURGH
WATER

BREAK-

QUESTION.
Mi. BAKER enquired, Whether' it is

the intention of the Government to place

MI. SA&w.

in the Estimates, this Session, an appro-
priation for the construction of a break-
water at Philipsburgh, in the County of
Missisquoi.

MR. LANGEVIN: It is not the inten-
tion of the Government to ask for an ap-
propriation for the construction of a
breakwater at Philipsburgh, but it is their
intention to have an examination of this
locality made.

PRIVILEGE-THE MEMBER FOR
LENNOX.

REMARKS.

MR. CASEY: I presented a second
petition, yesterday, referring to the case of
the hon. member for Lennox, and Ithought
it would serve the purpose of convenience
if that petition were allowed to be read
and received now, so that both petitions
might be considered during the same
debate, otherwise it will involve a second
debate and a considerable loss of time.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think it is too serious a matter to be dealt
with in that way. We have taken the
grave responsibility of receiving the first
petition, and we must deal with that
before we take up another.

MR. CASEY: I merely made the sug-
gestion, and I do not desire to make a
motion.

PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. McLENNANmoved for an Order of
the House for a statement of each contract
let up to the 3lst December, 1879, on the
Pacifie Railway, showing the estimated
cost of the work on such contract accord-
ing to the tender accepted, the amount
paid to the contractor or contractors in
respect thereof, and the amount yet
required to complete the contract, so far
as the same is known or approximately
estimated; also, a statement of the
decision, if any, arrived at by the Govern-
ment as to the bridging of Red River, and
the junction of the line west of Red River
with the part of the road under construc-
tion from Thunder Bay and with the city
of Winnipeg. He said : Mr. Speaker, I
desire to call the attention of the House,
and the Government to these matters
connected with the expenditure on the
Pacific Railway, at this stage of the Session
for two reasons, In the first place, it
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appears to me that it has become a habit contract-the cost of that portion of the
of the Government to bring down the road when completed, including the cost
statement on this important question at a of survey, erection of stations, and sup-
very late period of the Session, when it plying it with rollin-stock for a heavy
becomes difficult to discuss fully the traffic-would be about $24,52
matters involved, questions that are of Some credit was taken by the Govern-
the first importance in respect to every ment that that portion of the oai was to
interest in this country. Again, it is well ho built for haif the cost of the Intercol-
known that the Public Accounts Cer- onial Railway. It was cosidered that
mittee sat last year upon the items of to complete the link from Thunder Bay
expenditure upon the Pacifie Railwav, and to Red River-a lengtb of 183 miles, it
the questions involved in that expenditure. being remote and difficuit of access-
The report of the Committee was pub- would cost more; as thirty or forty
lished after Parliament had risen, miles of that road would be found to be
and I think that gentlemen 'who have of a very heavy character to construct.
read the report and looked with any care No estimate was given then of the pro-
into it must admit that it contains matter able cost of the 183 miles, but the state-
altogether too imoportant to be consigned ments made in the following year ap-
to the oblivion of the IBlue-book. I shaîl peared to give a littie nerer estimate for
endeavour toshow to the iouse and the the entire length of four hundred and some
Goverment that there are resuits brougSt odd miles. It was said that this portion of
out in that investigation tmat prove great the road could be fairly estihated notto
laxity in the method of carrying on this exceed from $30,O0O to $32,O0O per mile.
expenditure, and chiefy in connection I muist add that the hon. Minister stated
with the engineering service by that this was bis own estimate and net
which it is accomplished. In the state- that of the engineer. It was his estimate
ment that was made, in 1877, to this, that the country had to dem wito . The
louse-I may state firsthowever, in cob- estimate, made at the close of another

nection witw this whole question, that it year (1879), came to tis: that the oost of
is a question of so muel importance that thatsection of the road would ameunt to
it was the cause of overturning the Gev- about eighteen millions of dollars-wthin
ernment, under whose auspices the under- a little cof $44, 0 per mile. This h get-
taking was first presented to the country, ting up very fat in our expenditure, and
I do not think by their fault, because I I think we sha require the assistance of
think a great mistake was made in ob- this report to explain the methods by

vtructing and overturning the first projet which this great increase of cost was
leading to subsiay of money and public reached. I believe that that Sub-Com-
lands, and that we shall nover be able to, mittee of Publie Accounts is entitled to a
retrieve the loss eaused b that obstrue- great deal of credit for the pains it devoted
tion. The affect, howevor, was to over- to thé investigation of tlie subject, and 1
turni the Government. I beieve, and regret exceedingly to find that a great
think the fouse agrees with nie, that the any Members of the louse have not
late Gover ment woud have corn to its read that report. I commend it to the
end by the sae means, had it not Members of the buse as very instructive
done ti o soy a more rap d disease, reading, as it is very important to know
that of bad finance. I believe that the how that expenditure is carried on ; and as
systemi inaugurated by that Government is, I cati only give, briefly, sudh facts from.
as I think I shal e able to show, not the report as may confina the statements
one consistent with a proper method of make, I would repeat that it i necessar
conducting the work. I think that so far to read the report in full in order to fully
as these sane yethods are continued by appreciate it. Members of the Engineer-
the present Government, an entire mis- ing Staff were brouglt before the Com-
take is made, and my chief object is to mittee, and someof the rejîults are hareillus-
cal the attention of the house and the trated. On contract 25 the quantity
Governient to those methods that ougt of money expended in excess of the
to be corrected. In the statement made estimate reached 32 per cent., or a
iev 1877, we were told that the entire cost difference f $347,578. On No. 14
tf the 228 miles of railway then under the increase over the shedule was
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80 per cent., amounting to $319,724; bu,
the most extraordinary addition was in
contract No. 15, reaching 40 per cent. of ai
increase, and amounting to the large sun
of $930,915. But the curious part of thiý
case is the fact, stated by the Districi
Engineer in charge of the work, that this
increase was carried on and resulted froi
a change in the charaeter of the work, for
which he had no authority f rom the De
partment, nor froi his Chief. Now ii
seems almost incredible, but I repeat that
it is shown, that the increase. on this ex-
penditure, amouiting to nearly a million
of dollars, resulted from a change in the
character of the work, to make which the
District Engineer had no authority from
his Department or bis Chief. It would
be tedions to read here the questions and
answers illustrating this point. The re-
port brings out some other very strange
features. The Chief Engineer of this
work appears to have taken a very long
holiday during the year that this expen-
diture was carried on, and there seems to
have been a singular want of harmony
between the Chief and the subordinates
who were entrusted with carrying out
this great work. The report brings out
the fact that whilst this work was going
on the Chief Engineer in charge of it left
the country for several months, without
the slightest communication with the next
officer who was to take charge in his
absence. It also reveals the fact that the
next officer in charge left for the field of
operations witbout any communication
with his Chief, even after the return of
that gentleman. The Assistant Engineer
visited the field where this great amount
of money was expended, and the result
comes out that nobody is responsible for
the increased expenditure.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: Perhaps
the hon. geutleman would allow me to ex-
plain that I think le is labouring under
a misapprehension in reference to the Chief
having left the country without any com-
munication with the Assistant Engineer,
who left for the field of operatiois. The
fact is that Mr. Marcus Smith went to
the field of operations before the return
of the Chief Engineer from England.

Ma. McLENNAN: It would take up
too much time to look up these questions
and answers, but gentlemen can read them
for themselves. They are to be found in
the report in Volume No. 13 of the Jour-

MR. McLENNAN.

t nals of the House : and I think it will be
i found that the facts are substantially

what I have stated. There is no disputing
the particular fact that this expenditure
was made without authority, and that the

part of the time without giving instruc-
i tions to the engineer in charge under

him. There is another feature to which I
- would wish to call attention, and I think

all the facts brought out in this report
will confirm what I an about to state, that
there appears to be no responsibility, but
on the contrary a great deal of insubordi-
nation, and the most reckless extrava-
gance in the Engineering Staff to -whom
such important trusts were left. The
Engineer in Chief, among other facts
brought out in this report, states that he
is not under a salary ; and the Committee
was left to judge for themselves what his
relations to the Government were, beyond
this fact that he expected to be rewarded
for the work lie performed. Now he
must have occupied one of two positions.
The natural and proper position, I think
this House -would say, should be that of
a paid servant of the Government. I can
hardly conceive any other position that a
Chief Engineer could occupy with advan-
tage to the country. The Chief Engineer
states he had drawn no salary, that no
salary was fixei, but that lie expected to
be rewarded for his work. This, I think,
may be assumed to indicate a want of
control. I can hardly conceive how a
Government could control an engineer,
who was merely an amateur at his work.
The only other position that could be
assumed is that lie occupied the position
which an architect occupies and with
which I dare say many hon. members of
this louse are familiar, the position
which an architect occupies who leads
one on in an expenditure, beginning very
moderately and going higher and higher.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Led
on bv a towering ambition.

MR. McLENNAN : By a towering
ambition, as my hon. friend says, by a
far spreading ambition I should think,
ending in a commission to be paid by the
unfortunate victiin upon the ultimate
expenditure. There was a simpler method
in vogue in former times, when a monarch
or some potentate commanded a man of
genius to build a palace or a tower, or
a cathedral, and rewarded the builder
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at his own sweet will, but we are past honour of having succumbed to this great
that method of doing things now, power behind the Throne. He claims to
and the only alternative that I can see is have acted in harmony with him, even
the one to which I have referred. I think ul)f questions of policy, bld the hon.
the House will agree with me that if the member for Lanibton invoke this great
expenditure goes on in the manner it lias spirit into yonder towev of bis building
been conducted so far, that the victim will to settie questions of policy with hlm?
have a grim vengeance over the architect We have to deal with another Go-ern-
in this instance ; there will be no funds ment to-day, and I think this Iouse will
out of which to pay his commission. I agree with me that the proper advîser of
hope we are not coming to that, however. the Goverument upon ail questions of
We were told last year, and I gave great polievin connection witli that und<rtaking
credit for it to my hon. friend the Minister is not the Chief Engineer, or any body
of Railways, that we were to adopt a of engineers, but this buse. This, 1 hope,
wiser method of proceeding in the exten- will be conceded by tho present Govern-
sion of this railway. I do not know that ment, otherwise I could hardly support
it will be possible to reduce the expendi- them. But a new departure was an-
ture upon the 400 miles from Thunder nounced lest vear by my hon. friend the
Bay to Red River. It is very near com- Minister of iailways--a change with
pletion, but I fear there are yet some which I concurred in coinimon with
mythical figures of expenditure, even upon the majoritv of tbis bouse. His state-
that portion of the road, that may result ment reads:
in serious realities; because there seems "I think we must deviate from our original
to be little control over it. The estimate plan, and, in order to secure the rapid con-
of last year of $18,000,000 may, for ought struction of this work, combine to a greater
we know, grow to any further number of extent than originally intended. our progres
millions, and we can see no end to it. In acroes the great prairie country of the North.
this connection I would only state that West, with a system of colonisation; andthîs onnetionthongh that may add a few miles here or there
the country bas made a great mistake in to the length of the ne to be constructed, it
undertaking to build what engineers cau will carry it through the districts that will best
a first-class road, when the object was to afford a basis for rapid colonisation, upon which

th moat rapi rotet woun we eau rest, and to which 1 look as the onlyreach, by the most rapid route, the coun-ucessfully, our time at al
try that it was so desirable should b ovents, one nay ho able to achieve the construc-
occupied and turned to account. There tion of this railway."
can be no doubt at all that a wise be- Now, Sir, we have from the Chief En-
ginning of this work would have taken
us to Red River for a very much smaller nee pome a id o upon this
su than the amount that is nowconnection with
estimated, and that that would have been the report to wbich I have referred. Ii
the true policy. But I think . there are a report dated Gth January, 1880, ap-
some features in this method of engineer- pended to the report to the hon. the
ing and the manner in which this work Minister of Railways, we rend:
is placed beyond the control of the Gov-
ernment that require a little more con- The Goverment having determined to
sideration. The hon. member for Lamb- change the location of the railway, west of Red

River, so as to mun south of Lake Manitoba,ton (Mr. Mackenzie),in his last statement surv.ys were commenced early in the summer,
under this head, stated as follows, which starting froin the western end of contract No.
I find in the Hansard of 1878 14, at Selkirk; the ne was run in a south-

"It is a gratification for me to be able towesterly direction, until it reached the fourthtiat era tpaloctatio w e eae te base line near to the penitentiary, thence alongsay that every step almost that we have takenboundary of
in this gigantic enterprise has been taken with the Province.
the concurrence of the Chief Engineer. We
have so seldom differed in our opinions, even Again, in a supplementary report of the
upon matters of policy, upon any course to be
pursued, that 1 may fairly claim to have acted
in harmony with his office throughout." An -Order in Council has been passed
Now, for a gentleman in the position of <22nd January adopting the lino surveys from
the hon. member for Lambton, these areection nowtein. words. fe atr cie a me eunder contract (No. 48), and running ina northvery th westerly direction to a point in tthe neighbour
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bood of Bird-tail Creek. This completes the
adoption of the line of railway for a distance of
two hundred miles west of Red River."

Now, I would like much to know if we
are going back to cross the Red River at
Selkirk. The policy of carrying the road
in a direct line westward from Rat Port-
age to reach the narrows of Lake Mani-
toba by crossing at Selkirk, bas been dis-
cussed exhaustively, and I think this
Ilouse was given to understand last year
that project was to be abandoned; but I
find a portion of it is cropping up here,
and it is in the form of still crossing at
$elkirk, and deflecting a little further
soutb. Now, gentlemen who are familiar
with this subject know the points involved
in crossing at Selkirk. It involves an
expenditure which has never been well
defined, but has been spoken of as possibly
from $300,000 to $500,000. It involves
crossing Red River at one of the most
.difficult points at which it could be crossed,
in the great breadth of the river and in
the character of the ground. If it were
necessary to cross the Red River at that
point this might do. But the fact is that
twenty miles of railway are now con-
structed from that point to the city of
Winnipeg (part of the Pembia branch).
The city of Winnipeg has set to work to
build a railway bridge. In all the schemes
oif the Government, I believe there has
been no ide& of abandoning connection
with Winnipeg, and the question now
.arises whether the Government is to
undertake now this large expenditure of
crossing at Selkirk, in order to make a
straight line of a few miles of that road
when it already has a road constructed
to Winnipeg; and the city of Winni-
peg has set about the construction of
a bridge, I believe under the direction of
the Government. Thequestion is whether
it is meant, as one reads it between the
lines of the Engineer's Report, to return
back to this systen of taking a much in-
creased time for the construction of an
enormous bridge and a few miles of road,
instead of adopting the more speedy
method of going into the North-West
and connecting with Winnipeg at the
same time. I met some people in the
North-West who are acquainted with this
section of the country and I saw part of
it myself. I maet but one man in the
North-West who advocated the crossing
at Selkirk. The same engineer who is

Mia. McLENNAN.

responsible for the expenditure of
$9 30,915 without authority, is the only
individual whom I met who advocated
crossing at that place, and that gentle-
man still maintains that the true course
for the Pacifie Railway is by the Nar-
rows of Lake Manitoba. Another pas-
sage in this report of 6th January, 1880,
challenges our attention

"Tenders were received on the 1st of August
for the construction of 100 miles west from
Winnipeg, and the contract (No. 48) was signed
on the 19th of August. By the terms of the con-
tract, fifty miles of the line are to be completed
by the end of April, and the whole distance by
the 19th of August next. The grading over
this section will be very light, and the work
will, for the most part, consist of track-laying
and ballasting."

This report is dated 6th January. I know
that that contract was let in August. I
heard it was let before I returned from
that country, and I heard afterwards that
the contractor had gone up there to com-
mence work. I was sorry to hear, how-
ever, that the Chief Engineer was sent after
him to prevent him from going to work
until after he had made a survey. The
work stopped accordingly, and we are pre-
sented with this report of the Chief En-
gineer, under date of 6tk January, and I
am told that not a sod has yet been turned
on that portion of the road. Now, it may
have been necessary to stop this work,
but I do not believe it. Some gentlemen
who had not been upon the ground
might think it necessary that the
Chief Engineer should make a survey of
this portion of the road before the work
was finally let. I think it would have
been an act of courtesy towards this
House to have said in presenting this
report that no work was done upon that
road, and no work could be done before
the end of April. Now, there was a little
incident presented itself te me in going
f urther westward. I stopped, as many
other people do, at Portage Laprairie,
which is a thriving little town on the
Assiniboine, about sixty miles beyond
Winnipeg. The Assiniboine has been
navigated by steamers up to that point,
and, for a portion of the season, for 200
miles beyond that, to Fort Ellice, con-
nection is made by the river with a very
extensive country southwards from fhe
Assiniboine. A little town like the
Portage, the seoond town in the North-
West, does not grow up in a day any-
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where. It has grown up there with in-
finite toil and labour, and is very favour-
ably situated for growth, and there is niot
the least doubt that in the future it will
become a place of considerable importance.
The neck of land lying betweeen the
Portage and Lake Manitoba is about
twelve miles in breadth. There is no
doubt that at some future day Lake
Manitoba will be navigated, and a railway
running between the Assiniboine and
Lake Manitoba will have to make con-
nections with both these systems of navi-
gation. In the meantime, one of these
systems is established; that at the Port-
age, for the Assiniboine is now navigated,
and if the connection must ultimately be
formed with these two systems ofnavigation
it would appear to the mind of a practical
man who is no engineer that it would be
a wise thing to run a railway as near as
possible to one side of this neck of the
land, that it might obviate the necessity
of two branches. I was told there that a
survey had been made, and that it would
add two miles to the length of the road
to make a deflection to the Portage. I
think there were some concessions offered
by the people of the Portage, but whether
that was so or not it seems to me that
true wisdom would decide at once that it
would be wise to add two miles to the
length of the railway and five minutes to
the time of express trains, and thus deflect
to this growing town and not put the
inhabitants to the inconvenience of having
to reach the railway six miles off, and
ultimately the people of that section of
country to the expense and continued
inconvenience of keeping up two branches,
one from each side, to connect with this
railway. Now, as a question of engineer-
ing, of course the matter is very simple.
Given these twelve miles between these
two systems of navigation andit isa simple
tbing for an engineer to build this railway
midway between these two bodies of water.
It is a very easy thing. No great skill in
engineering is required in making a
straiglit line, with six miles on each side,
to run over a perfect plain. The general
question of a deflection (which is not a
question of engineering) was settled by the
hon. Minister last year, when he told us
he would get into that country by the
-most rapid method possible, for the pur-
pose of colonisation. The hon. Minister
did not lay too much stress on that point.

25

Persons who have visited that country
know that settlers going to the North.
West are beset by many hindrances.
Often they are stopped in their progress
by the want of railroad ficilities, and
turned aside into Minnesota or Dakota.
But, after the settler bas been depleted in
pocket on his way over the roads, if he
succeeds in getting into Winnipeg, lie
finds himself in a wet country, and he is
beset with great difficulties if he wants to
go further. I know of one case in which
an intelligent fariner from my own
county, who, having fought through all
the obstructions, found himself lodged in
the mud in Winnipeg, and then turned
back in despair to Minnesota. The lion.
Minister did not overstate the case in the
policy laid down last year. It is neces-
sary to assist colonisation by the nost
rapid means possible. When the poor
emigrant is inextricably plunged in the
mud, and like the waggoner in the fable,
appealing for help to get outis he to wait
while the engineer indulges in theories
about the quickest route across the
continent and the construction of a first-
class railway. What the settler wants
is to get into the country by any
railway. It is much the same as if
the starving population of Ireland were
asked to endure hunger patiently until some
gastronomic artist invented some dish toe
tickle the palate. But, with a difference,
we may smile at the pedantry of the kitchen,
but the pedantry of the theodolite and the
drawing-board should make us tremble.
I have no acquaintance with the engineers.
I met one last summer, who told me that
he considered the route up the Narrows
of Lake Manitoba the best, the same
whose extravaganceand want of judgment
is accountable for the outlay on Section
15 I do not want to say a word against
a respectable profession, but I think that a
false positionhas beengiven to the engineers
in connection with this work. I will
venture to make one suggestion to the
Government. We are, I think, agreed
that no strength of arm or power of brain
will enable four millions of people to build
that road and utilise the country, and that
the object can only be accomplished by
some means that will help to introduce a
great number of people into the territory.
The hon. the Minister of Agriculture ap-
pears to recognise his duty in this con-
nection. He believes that those great
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fields of the West are something more than
a fabled elysium, and he adopted the course
of asking farmers from the old country to
come out and judge of their fertility. A
number responded to the invitation; they
came and went, and spoke well of the
country. 1 think, and I hope the Gov-
ernment will excuse me if I suggest, that
it would be a wise thing if the hon. the
Ministers of Agriculture and Railways,
who are responsible for the enormous ex-
penditure necessary in connection with
the system of getting into that country,
would put themselves on a footing with
those tenant farmers, by visiting the
country themselves. It would not be all
a work of pleasure. I dare say that they
could take many summer trips more agree
able and convenient. They would have to
travel over the roads traversed by the
settlers, and they will hear a great deal
that they cannot learn at home.
They may hear mutterings of discon-
tent that are never heard here. I
am sorry that I cannot ask the
right hon. the Minister of the Interior to
.accompany them, but if he did he would
learn of a great deal of dissatisfaction.
But those things are perhaps inevitable
where officers of the Government are so
far renioved froni control. I believe, how-
ever, that a great many faults could be
remedied by the suggested visits of res-
ponsible Ministers of the Croirn, who
would be able to grapple with the diffi-
*ulties which present themselves. Be-
sides they would have their reward; for
when the hon. gentlemen got beyond the
mud of Red River Vallev they would find
not only a country of great wealth, but
one of surpassing beauty, possessing every
feature to make it a desirable residence
for intending settlers of whatever degree
or class. And I think that one result
would be that, in carrying out this great
undertaking of the Pacific Railway, we
should no longer find engineers in the
character of erratic advisers. I think we »
should find, if the practical observation of
the hon. the Minister of Railways was
brought to bear on this subject, those gen-
tlemen would not be the advisers of the
Government, but its useful servants.

Si CHARLES TUPPER: No person
can be surprised that in relation to a
question of such importance as the con-
struction of the Canadian Pacifie Railway,
in-volving, as it does, under any circum-

Mi. McLi& m.

stances, the expenditure of an enormous
amount of public money, gentlemen who
are interested in the progress and pro-
sperity of the country should at all times
evince the most lively interest in the
mode in which that work is being carried
on, and the character of the expenditure
being made upon it. I am extremely
glad to find that an hon. gentleman so
well qualified to bring a dispassionate
judgment to bear on any public question,
has had his attention drawn to this very
important subject. My own practice,
when sitting on the other side of the
House, as hon. members will remember,
has been to avpid raising, asfar as I could,
a number of questions upon the same
subject, and I think the practice of the
House has been to postpone the discussion
of questions connect.ed with the Canadian
Pacific Railway until the Estimates were
brouglit down, and the time of the louse
could be thus economised. I anticipated
that that course would be followed this
Session, and of course I would have been
prepared, when the Estimates came before
the House, to present a full statement of
the views and intentions of the Govern-
ment. But I am not at all surprised that
the hon. gentleman felt it judicious, as it
is undoubtedly his right, zo anticipate the
production of the Estimates by farouring
the Government with Lis criticisms in
advance. I may say that we will at all
times be ready to receive suggestions on
this question from any side of the House,
so that we may be enabled to deal with it
in the best manner for the general
interests of the country. But I cannot
go as far as the hon. gentleman has gone
in intimating that the hon. Minister should
accept the advice of any hon. gentleman
in this Chamber as more entitled to con-
sideration on this subject than that of the
Chief Engineer. If that were done I am
afraid we would not make rapid progress
with the construction of the Canadian
Pacifie Railway.

Ma. McLENNAN : I referred to the
fact that the hon. Minister had been
guided by the Engineer on questions of
policy.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : Then I
am entirely in accord with the hon. mem-
ber. The policy of the Government
should rest on the mature judgment -of
the majority of the members of Parlia-
ment. I think, however, that the state-
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ment made by my hon. predecessor mus
be understood, not in regard to the polic
of the work itself, but with respect to thi
mode in which it should be carried for
ward.

MR. MACKENZIE : That was witl
reference to the policy of the routes.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : In th
absence of a gentleman who has been s<
severely censured by the hon. membei
who has just taken bis seat (Mr. McLen
nan), perhaps the House will allow m
to make a few observations in referencv
to the position of the Chief Engineer
The employment of that officer, I believe
arose in this way. In 1862, if I remem
ber right, a delegation, representing the
Governments of Canada, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, reocommended to the
Imperial Government a mode for the con
struction of the Intercolonial Railway,
and also arranged that the survey should
be made by an engineer appointed by the
Imperial Government, assisted by
one appointed by the Governiment
of Canada, and one appointed
by the Province cf New Brunswick.
UJnder that arrangement it became my
duty as leader of tho Government
of Nova Scotia to resist the
Government of Canada with my present
colleague, the hon. the Minister of
Finance, who was Prime Minister of the
Province. At that time the Government
of the late John Sandfield Macdonald was
in power; and Mr. Tilley and myself
were to confer with the Government of
Canada in reference to the appointment of
engineers for the survey. Mr. Macdonald
told us he would name Mr. Sandford
Fleming as his engineer. Being much
better acquainted with the leader of the
Opposition at that time (Sir Alexander
«alt) and the late Sir George E. Cartier,
Mr. Tilley and I consulted with them in
regard to the efficiency of the gentleman
named by the Government of Canada to
preside over this important work; and the
answer that we received from them was
that if -they had been in power they
would have named the same gentletnan.
Mr. Tilley and myself, under those cir-
cumstanoes, decided that we would ap-
point Mr. Fleming ourselves, he being so
highly reconimended by both the great
parties .as a gentleman possessing their
-confidence to so great an extent. That
resolution was communicated by Lord

t Monk to the Imperial Government, with
y the request that they should name an en-
e gineer to act with Mr. Fleming, repre-

senting the Governments of Canada, New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia. The answer

i cf the Secretary of State wus, that as
those Provinces had selected a gentleman
cf sucli high attainments, and possessing

)se largely the confidence cf the Imperial
rGovernment, tliey were quite willing te

- entrust their interests te bis liands. Mr.
3Fleming was therefore engaged te conduet
3the survey andthe workof the Intercolonial

. Railway. After Confedieratien, the con-
>struction cf that railway was taken
-up, when the CGoy,3rnment naturally

selected Mr. Fleming, who had been en-
gaged in raaking the survey and location cf
the road, as iLhe Ohief Engineer. When the

*question cf entering uapen the construction
cf the Canada Pacifie Railway arese, my.

1hon. colleague, the present Minister cf
Public Works, then Minister cf Public

*Works, with the assent cf the Goveru-
ment, asked Mr. Fleming te undertake the

*duties cf Chief Engineer cf thatRailway as
well. The question cf salary then natur-
alslyarose. Mr. Fleming, as Chief Engineer
cf the Intercolonial, was receiving $4,800
a year, the salaries cf the Ministers then
being only $5,000; and it was net thouglit
appropriate that a calary largely in excess
cf what the Premier was receiving should

* le given te a subordinate officer, where-
upon Mfr. Fleming undertopk the addi-
ticnal duties, besides those connected with
the Intercolonial, without any increase cf
salary. Rle continued te receive the salary
cf $4,800 down te 1876, when that road
waB opened for -traffi, and when, if My
memory serves me, he resigned the effi*~
cf its Chief Engineer. IReference lias net
unnaturally been made by my hon. friend
the member for Glengaxry (Mr. McLennan)
te the fact' that a gentleman dealing wit-h
such vital and important questions should
have been a long time absent from the
scene cf bis duties. I believe that under
the weight cf bis duties, as Chief Engineer
of the hIntercolonial and Canada Pacific
R.ailways, Mr. Fleming's hcalth had broken
down, when he asked froni the then Min-
isterof PublicWorks leave cf -absence for a
year, which was granted, and the question cf
$Saarywasin thatwaypeStpened. Itwould
have entailed on this gentleman a great deal
cf mental aniety,hlad heolntinued du:ring
bis ab>sence te Charge huiseif with those
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important questions connected with those ber for Glengarry has referred to a matter
railways. He therefore left in his place for which the Chief Engineer seems re-
as his representative a gentleman with sponsible, the great disparity between the
whom lie had been associated and in estimates and expenditures actually ùi-
whom he Lad confidence, admLitted to be a curred. I do not iyself understand, and
good engineer, Mr. Marcus Simith, who do not think my predecessor the hon. Mem-
practically became Chief Engineer while berforLambtonunderstands Mr. Fleming
Mr. Fleming remiined absent. Mr. to be responsible for the statements nade
Flemnig was recalled once-or twice by the by that hon. gentleman to the buse, in
then Minister of Public Works, (the hon. relation to the estimated cost of the
member for Lambton) in connection with railway for the 228 miles under contract
questions requiring solution at his hands; when those estimates were framed. As
but le did not returu and resune the'I nderstand it, the decision to push for-
duties connected with bis office until about ward the work, and the difficulty of
the time I beetme Minister of Publie getting careful and reliable surveys
Works. That is the reason wby the ques- through that country, rendered it Hard to
tion of sary remained in abeyance, ai-id form an approximate estimate of the ex-
it Lad become somewbat complicated by penditure. Immediately after 1 succeed-
the question-how mucl of the period of e to office, I called upon Mr. Fleming
bis absence was to be deducted from the for a full and careful estimate of the
tie for which lie should receive salary. outside expenditure for the construction
The ion. meber for Glengarry bas of the road from Thunder Bay to Red
taken up the question of great extrava- River. A good deal of additional infor-
gance. Well, 1 have no donbt there bas been mnation. was obtained. I was obliged
great extravagance. believe that any twice to postpone the time for the recep-
gentleman finilar with the expenditures tion of tenders, because we had not su£-
in the North-West Territory, reaching away ficient information to warrant us in mak-
from the Rocky Mountains, and the enor- ing a close and careful estimate of the
mous breadth of country and distances amount of work that might be necessary.
fromn Fort Simpson to, Victoria that re- I state this fact as relieving Mr. Fleming
quired to be covered, and the years of toil from the responsibility of ever hav-
and labour involved in the decision of that in r committed himself ta the state-
Most difilculIt of questions, the proper ments which the Minister of Pub-
route for the railway through the Rocky lice Works of that day made t
Mountains and the other regions to be the ouse as to whate believed anud
traversed. Any gentleman acquainted hoped tb ose 228 miles of railway would
with the surveys and explorations, abso- be accomplished for, and also the 105
lutely indispensable through 3,000 miles ointervening miles. If the hon. gentleman
of country previously a terra incoqnita, had an estimate from Mr. Fleming i
and extending over a great breadth as relation to the probables cost, 1 ar not
well as length of country, will understand aware of it; I stace the natter as 
the enormous amount of expenditure abso- found it. I may say now that J think
lutely necessary under these circumstances. 1 have some reason ta complain of the
It bas been just that class of expenditure somewhat severe strictures of the lon.
which every gentleman familiar with nesber for Glengarry in reference t
suca expenditure knows to be almost be- the administration of the Department,
yond the control of the Minister or Chief since I have aa the honour mf acting as
Engineer. Necssarilya good deal of expen - Minister f Railways. I did flatter
diture has taken place that it eas been myself, that having devoted mysef with
extremely difficalt to check or follow; but the utmost assiduity to my work-having
considering the enorinous distances dealt struggled since the first hour I entered
with, including that between Thunder office to accomplish everything in my
Bay and Red River, the difficulty of power in the interest of the country in
finding a route at all through one of the the most expeditious and economical
most forbidding and impracticable regions, manner-and I did hope that the worc
it will be understood that a vast expendi- till the present achieved would have ex-
ture had to be incurred--it could not well empted me from such strictures on this
have been avoided. But the hon. mem- occasion. But I will first deal with the

SIR CIIARLEs TUPPER.
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question of the great increase of expen- Sm CHARLES TUPPER: fIe was
diture on Section 15, of which the hon. appointed Engineer of the Department by
member spoke as an indication of evident the former Minister of Public Works, my
want of ability on the part of the Chief hon. colleague; and was subsequently
Engineer. As I understand it, my pie- transferred from it, 1 have no douht,
decessorthehon. memberfor Lambton, long under the advice of Mr. Fleming and
ago perceiving the importance, if this placed in charge of that part of
work was undertaken at all, of pushing the road. As to Mr. Rowan's course, he
it rapidly to completion, asked for con- made a report to the Minister of
tracts. I believe the returns he obtained Publie Works, or to Mr. Marcus Smith,
showed the road would be of a character recommending that certain trestle-work
somewhat similar to that now undeq con- provided in the contract Rhould be
struction; and that the responsibility as abandoned and solid embankments sub-
to this application for tenders was so stitutedgiving as a reason the very in-
enormous, the amount asked for the work ferior character of the wood in that
being se great, that hie 'vas reluctalntly section, which would soon becoine rotten-
compelled to abandon it, and modify very stating that by the tie the road was
largcly the ternis on which it was pro- fairly completed the trestle-work would
posd to construct that section. While I htave te be renewed, if nt burned up by
agree with the mover of this resolution, the ires te whiceh itwould be exposd. My
that we should not undertake to construt hion. predecessor gie monf ber for Lanb-
the road with any view to the ton iAself entertained the opinion that
construction of a monument of en- it ould h sound economy te have tat
gineering skill> or unnePessarily change accomplished. Mr. Fleming, who
inereasing the cost of the Pacifie Railway, vas here at ie tiae entirely concurrd
while that is the policy of the Government, in the opinion of Mir. Jtolwan as to the
I believe that the true interest of the avntage of the change reconended,
country and the eeonorny of the public and the thon Minister of ublie Works
noney was proserly aimed at by makin t reeived Mr. Fleareng's oneport. Mr.
the road from Thunder Bay to ed River, riowau ent bacek to the service on tha
if not a first-class road, a thoroughly sub- road and Mr. Fleinig wont to England
stantial one, and with grades of a very undertheijîressionthat tbe proposai cer-
easy character, and for this reason it was mended itself to he Minister as was to be
to be an outet to the whole Noth-West caaried ot. The Minister of Publi Work
region for a great many years, the greater reported it to the Couonil, but no action
portion of it for ever, and the channel for was taken on it. But dow to the hur
ail the traffi and travel between the of my assuming charge of the Départ-
North-West and the east ; and in order ment, ael tne offn-ers supposed the sug-
that the work sheuld be cheaply donc, and, gestÉion had been adopted, and Mr.
a line of railway through one of the ,ost liowan assumed he vas carrying out a

itractable railway lins in the world- policy authrised by the Departnent, and
that between ted River and Thunder therciore Le is not respouïiWe to the ex-
Bay secured-it was 'leemed truc esonomy tent the member for Glencarry supposes
to construst the road of easy grades of a for this inbreased expenditure. When
substantial character. Mr. Iowan is, I J took up this question during the past
presume, the gentleman to whom the ,eason, I fore nd that i t only the en-
mover referred to as the engineer who had pgineer but the contractr e ad been led
gibbeted himself as insuborlinate, and to believe that this change liad to be
reoklessly extravagvnt in the discbarge of carried out. We ourseves were satisfied
his duty. I do ot intend, or think it to belieee that the opinion of the Chef
necessary to defend him; but I do net Engineer was right, that it was a ttesir-
think it fair to place a larger amount of able improvement, and an order was
responsibiity on his shoulders tban ap- passed that it should be carried out; and
pears just. Whatever his qualifications, although there would be a large mocrease

he wa appointed by the late dovernment of tb expenditure, I beieve the change
n charge r the work exteding frin i s ini the public interest, and that it will
Red River te Cro Lake, mean economy and not extravagance in

Mi. MACKENZE: aIe wc appointed the end. I feel it my duty to say iu re-
Nbefore our timed e lief of a subordinate ofpcer, Mr. Rowa ,
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that he supposed he was carrying out the
instructions of those in authority over him.
I may state that before the return of Mr.
Fleming from England, Mr. Marcus
Smith was sent out by my predecessor to
go over the whole of this work. He went
over it with Mr. Rowan, and they both
assumed that embankment was to be
substituted for trestle-v7ork. Now I
came to a point on which I think my hon.
friend has hardly done justice to myself.
I was under the impression that if this
Government was able to boast of anything
that would entitle them to favourable
consideration not only on the part of their
friends in this House, but to both sides of
the House and the people of the country,
it was the energy with which thev had
pushed forward the most important work
in connection with the Canadian Pacifie
Railway. We believed that it was of the
most vital importance to the public
interest that not an hour should be lost in

lling up this gap of 185 miles between
English River and Keewatin. Without
this, the money expended upon this road
was entirely thrown away. We did not
expect our estimates to be exceeded. I
may state that I believe that in the pro-
gress of thework we shall be able to make
large reductions, and that both the contracts
will be completed within the specified
time, and largely within the amounts at
which the contracts have been taken.
The lion. gentleman severely critios Mr.
Rowan for his want of judgment in still
adhering to the declaration that the loca-
tion of the road to the Narrows of Lake
Manitoba was the most judicious one. I
think the lion. gentleman can hardly deal
so severely with an officer in Mr. iRowan's
position when lie knows that my prede-
cessor holds that opinion now. The hon.
gentleman, I suppose, felt pleased that
this Goverument, in the public interest,
determined to bring the line of railwav
south of Lake Manitoba, instead of car-
rying it out according to the original line.
There was a great deal of reason why the
original line should be preferred. It was
stated to be thirty miles shorter than any1
line we could obtain by coming south of
Lake Manitoba. I hope, however, to be
able to shorten that to twenty instead of
thirty miles. We believed it to be neces-
sary in the public interest to push forward
this work rapidly to completion for the
purpose of accomplishing the end

SIR CHARru S TUPPER.

my hon. friend has mentioned,
that of building up this great North-West
Territory with a great body of enterpris-
ing and industrious people, who can assist
the four millions in the other sectionsof the
Dominion in the payment for the con-
struction of this great work. It would be
madness ani folly for the present popula-
tion of Ca-nd, in addition to the burdens
it is compelled to bear, to undertake such
an enormous expenditure unless v,'e be-
lieved that by that expenditure- we could
obtain an accession of population that
would help to remove the liability so i-
curred ; and, in the second place, that, by
the construction of that road, we could
throw an enormous body of industrious
people into that ccuntry for the purpose
of buidig it up and developing the great
resourcas of the Creat ITorth-West. If
My hon. friend understood me to commit
myself to the policy of bringing the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway twenty miles from
Selkirk to Winnipeg, and seventeen miles
back to the main line, I must tell
ïny hon. friend that lie entirely mis-
understood me. We never proposed
to bring the line round by Winnipeg.
The proposal I made to the House
was utterly inconsistent with such a view.
If that had been our object, we would not
have had a branch line to Winnipeg. It
would have been the main lino there, and
we would have gone off in a north-westerly
direction from Winnipeg. It is only
necessary to glance at the map in order to
show that such a project could not have
been entertained. Winnipeg offered, if
we would give them a brauch line, that
they would find means of bridging the
river at Winnipeg. The terms of the
agreement to use that bridge for the pur-
pose of the Canadian Pacifie Railway will
enable us to postpone for some time, not
indefinitely, the expenditure that will be
involved by building a bridge on the
Canadian Pacific Railway at Selkirk, or at
whatever point may be considered best. I
do not agree with the view the lion. gen-
tleman takes as to the unwisdom of
bridging the river at Selkirk. I have
gone into this question very exhaustively,
and it is very doubtful whether it would
not be in the interest of the country to
run across there and take the lino some,
sixteen miles, running a little southerly
from that point to connect with the main
line. It is a very convemient point
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for the connection with the navigation
with the lakes and it is a point at which
no question can arise as to any obstruc-
tion which can be given to the river.
The Government possess at that point
1,000 acres of land which we believe
would become very valuable if we were to
cross the river there. It wou'd be of much
less value if we were to cross it at a
point higher up ; at the same time we
may say this is an open question. The
stone required for the construction of a
bridge at Winnipeg is to be found on the
land owned by the Government at this
point, and therefore a great expense
would be saved in finding the material
required for the construction of the
bridge on the spot. It is an open ques-
tion as to where the Red River shall be
bridged, and we feel that we may post-
pone for a time the construction of the
bridge and expend our resources in con-
structing the road where the expenditure
required would be the smallest, and
where the greatest amount of
good would be done in opening
up the North-West Territory. I did
plume myself upon the belief
that for a Government that had only been
a few months in power to have changed
the policy of the late Government in re-
spect to the location of the Canada Pacific
Railway by the Narrows of Lake Mani-
toba; to have received the assent of this
House to that policy; to have a hundred
miles of this road now under contract, and
which we have every reason to believe will
be completed and in running order before
twelve months are over ; to have another
hundred miles surveyed and tenders wanted
for its construction ; to have had all this
done, not at the enormous figures which
alarmed the hon. gentleman, but at a cost
of a little over $10,000 a mile for the first
100 miles, a sain not greatly in excess
of that for the additional 100 miles-I
did hope we should have received the
plaudits and encouragement of my hon.
friend instead of having it intimated that
we have been laggards in our duty. My
hon. friend lias pointed out that in regard
to the contract let to Mr. Ryan, west of
Red River, the first sod has not been
turned. That is not the fault of the Gov-
ernment; Mr. Ryan has never been delayed
onehour bythe wantof a location or asurvey
of that route. The first moment that he
came upon the ground he had the place

pointed out where we proposed to commence
the construction of the branch. He was
instructed where to commence, but he was
not prepared to do so. My hon. friend's
remarks would give the House an impres-
sion that nothing has been done; but a
great deal has been accomplished. The
Red liver bas been bridged on the ice
for the purpose of getting locomotives
over. That is one of the first necessities
in tie construction of the road. Then
Mr. Ryan could not obtain any ties, but
the Government furnished what were
necessary. There was not only no deten-
tion as far as the Government was con-
cerned, but we assisted hin in every way
in our power. We have reason to believe
that, if we accomplibh what we think we
can accomplish, we will be able to make a
very fair contrast with anything that has
been done by our predecessors; and, as to
his complaint that the information is not
brought down earlier, I may state that it
is unavoidable. In the system we pro-
posed to the House, we asked for an
appropriation of 100,000,000 acres of
land to this work. One of the most
importantfeatures cennected with that was
to obtain as rapidly as possible information,
which informatian was not in the
possession of the Governnent or any man
in this country, information in reference
to the character of those railway lands in
the North-West. Parties were sent out
for the purpose of exploration. They
bave returned, and are now making up
their reports in a shape to be submitted
to the House. I believe that information
will be found to be of a very satisfactory
and assuring character. It will be found
that, instead of having overrated the
character of the country, the most sanguine
views in relation to the fertility of
the Great North-West will be more than
borne out by the positive information we
vill be able to lay before the louse on

the subject. I do not intend to detain
the louse further than to thank my
hon. friend for his friendly criticism, and
to invite suggestions from hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House, although
thev may not be offered in the same
kindly spirit as those that have been
offered ; and, if any suggestions are made
by which we can more rapidly execute
this work or perform it with a greater
economy of public money, I can only say,
as one member of the Government and as
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Minister of the Department, that I shall Srn CHARLES TUPPER: But the
be exceedingly gratified. difliculty was removed before; for the

MR. MACKENZIE: I desire to refer salary of the Prime Minister was increased.
for a few minutes to some matters men- Mn. MACKENZIE- Yes, that is quite
tioned by the hon. gentleman who moved true. I did not feel myseif capable of
for these papers. I concur with that hon. gauging the capacity of Mr. Fleming as a
gentleman in speaking as he did of the civil engineer; he was possessed of the
reFult of the engineering, and in regard to qualities of an author as well as those of
the expense in carrying out the works. an engineer, and there was a great degree
No one was more disappointed than I was of importance te be attached te the abiity,
to find that the estimates of the engineers, which as an auther he possessed, in îre-
upon which contracts were let, were so parmg and presenting reports, so as te
far froin an approximation to the truth. make bis views sufficiently known te the
No one ini my position could have Government and the public. Looking
doubted that the estimates presented of back on my five years' terni of office, I
,the quantities would approximate to the would be prepared at this moment te en-
truth. It was as likely that the ultimate dorse nearly ah that was doue under Mr.
quantities reached in some cases should be Fleming's direction, making allowance for
over the estimated amount as that sore difRiculties which could nest be foresqen.
rihould be under the amount ; and, in mak- I agn bound te say that during ail these
ing the estirnate, I assumed that the five vears there was very rarely, if ever,

quantities given by the engineer would any serio s difference of opinion betoeen
net, on the averaea be exceeded; and, if us. e judged as far as a layman could
net exccedcd, the expenses -would be ex- judge on engineering points ; matters of
actly what I stated in that speech te policy referred to by the hon. tember for
which the lion. gentleman refes. I need Gleigarry had, n reference te the man-
net say anything f urther with regard te uer of building the rond or the question fo
this. 11e thilnks everm Minister vugiet te completikg it within a specifiedo ime,
have strong suspicions of the character but solely te the sc]ectien of a route.
and ability of the eiieers lie cmloys. It was long a matter of conutroversy
ain net an engineer iniyseif. and I feAt con- wliether thiat rend should pass South of
strailie1 te confine uïyseif te the advice of Lake Manitoba a d thein ce towards Fort
those the whenic heovernient had en- Ellicesr Fort eldo, or whether it sheuld
trusted their interests in that capacitv, take a more ertlierly rente; and upen
with this reservation aswas that if I that I discussed the policy freeiy with
found any stci egineers unbyeiable frein Mi. Fleming and ail the other wugineers
careless habits, or soething worse, who had been there. Now y own
ne tie should s lsst in dispe ecsig vith views have neer chnged in that matter
their services. Soniesucli eg-in.eers' ser- since our decision was made. I wnrs at
vices were dispensed with, and tey were frst lre-)ossessed in faveur of passiug
inmmedintely re-employed b.y our successors threughl that part ef the country most
when they took office. With regard to likely te be settled first. Many arguments
Mr. Fleing's position, I have per- could he vsed that it would be difficut te
honaly vesy littie te add te controvert in reference te that course.
wat blias been stated by the lo. We were building a great National hig-
gentleman olposite. I felt that it wns way, net expectiug it te be completed for
an erroneous position for himn t serve the mnny yers, but excrcising a great in-
Governmeut witbout a fixed salary. I fluence on that country through which it
believe I fixed nis salary at the rate ho was te pass as well as on Canada gener-
tra on the Intercoloial Railway. It was allyt; asd thought it best that a direc-
then stated, as a reason for fxing it at tien should be taken consistent with its
$4,800, that the Premier ad said that te passng through the largest amout of
give more would be making it higher than arable land, and with the view of its ulti-
thePremier'ssalary ($5, 000); but, knowing mately reaching the Pafic Ocean in the
Mr. Fheing's abiity as an engineer, best place. Tbe route chosen by Mr.
M wished t fix it at what I conceived te Sandferd Fleming passed by the Narrows

be a reasonale amount i view of that of Lake Manitoba and on te Livingst.n,
wabity. and thence by the sortet route toward

SIR CeuRLEs TuPPE s e
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the pass in the Rocky Mountains. It road even thirty miles so to avoid such
was the best route ; I have ne steep grades. If it should go in that
doubt about that now. The hon. the direction, the grades will operate seriously
Minister of Public Works referred to a against every part of the road, making the
statement in one of my speeches, that if traffic dearer to the Government or to the
we went south of Lake Manitoba we people sending freight over it. Take an
would have to expend about a million illustration. You will observe by a care-
dollars more, while the road would be i fui analysis of the Governnxent reports
thirty miles longer. The hon. gentleman that the Intercolonial Railway engines
expects to find a route only twenty miles take ffteen or sixteen cars to the train
longer. Mr. Fleming gives various figures, sometimes when the road was in its best
according to the particular route to be condition they took twenty. Th@ Canada
adopted, on the south of Lake Manitoba, Southern Railway, on the other hand, las
varying from twenty to forty miles ; but no grade exceeding fifteen or eighteen feet
if the most direct route were chosen, it to the mile, and that a very short ene,
would only be about twenty miles longer.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: And it
has been adopted.

MR. MACKENZIE: It has been
adopted the hon. gentleman says ; but it
has been adopted without very exact mea-
surements Laving been taken. It is im-
possible that durinz the last season exact
measurements can have been taken, for
the purpose of getting the exact distances
ascendingand descending declivities,which
in this particular part are of sucli a
nature as will necessarily lengthen thei
line to a considerable extent-how nuch
I do not know-but this induced Mr.
Marcus Smith, in the original survey iii
that quarter, in 1877, to report its im-
practicability. That lne crossed one deep
valley at such an angle as resulted in
lengthening the line nine miles in order
to reach reasonable grades. In order to
determine the results that the hon. gen-
tleman refers to as probable, there must
be a minute survey of at least thirty-three
or thirty-five milesof land abounding with
curves, and with grades averaging froma
thirty-two to fifty-three feet to the mile.
An engine going over it will be ascending
and descending the whole of the dis-
tance. If built upon this plan of having
steep grades, it will prove a great obstacle
to the traffic, the great bulk of which is
towards the east. We may presume
that an engine will easily carry as much
traffic as can be found going west, as can
be carried on cars fully loaded going east-
ward; but if we attempt, for the sake of
cheapness, to take this route with grades
froin forty to fifty-three feet to the mile-
there is one coming eastward of fifty-
three-I look upon it as a very
serious matter, and I think it
would be better to lengthen the

and the engines are able to take forty to
forty-five cars to the load. Last summer
I took the trouble to count the cars on
three trains; I counted on one forty-one
cars, on another forty-four, and on a third
forty-three. Now, if we have steep grades
such as those I have referred to on the
Pacifie Railway, it would cost nearly twice
as much as it would with more favourable
grades. The late Government adopted
Mr. Flening's views, because as the route
he recommended from Lake Superior to
Lake Manitoba there were no grades
exceeding twenty-six feet to the mile
coming eastward, and forty feet going
westward. So far as policy is concerned,
I do not think I need say anything
further. The country is committed to the
southern route, for weal or for woe; and,
whetlier wise or unwise, the thing appears
to be fixed upon. I was struck with a
renark in Mr. Fleming's last report on
this part of the Une, which seems to indi-
cate that this road is to be a temporary
one--a colonization road-and sbadows
out the idea that it is only a loop line, and
that the original line is not entirely
abandoned. Mr. Fleming says

"I would advise that the latter line be located
as a cheap service line; that deep excavations,
high embankments and heavy work with the
view of securing low gradients, be
avoided. That the great aim be to
have the rails laid through the district with
any reasonable gradients and curves that
can be worked by light trains-of course taking
care" that the best alignment and gradients,
which the peeuliar features of the country will
admit of, be secured without unnecessarily in-
creasing the expense. I would aim at havfing as
useful a line as can be had, and as cheap as
it ia possible to make it."
It is simply impossible to make a good
line a cheap line in a rough country. Mr.
Fleming proceeds :
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" The length of this line woull be somewhat
increased by taking the course suggested.
This would be a disadvantage more than com-
pensated, it is considered, by the greater breadth
of fine country rendered available for successful
settlement. The line, besides answering colo-
nisation purposes, would connect west of Liv-
ingstone with the hne located to Yellowhead
Pass, and would afford facilities for construction
and settle:nent, in the direction of Edmonton,
and as far as the prairie region extends."
If this is simply intended as a colonisation
line; if buildingitwiththesehighgradesand
sharp curves is to be carried out, then a
great mistake has been made, unless the
Government have determined to build two
lines, to -which I would take very serious
objections. In regard to the Pacifie Rail-
way, what hampered the late Administra-
tion was a determination not to expend the
money of the great mass of the people in
the east simply to secure a compliance
with a foolish engagement with a few
people in the west. This caused a hesi-
tancy in many things. The hon. gentleman
opposite, the present Minister of Public
Works, has very properly relieved me in
regardto thematter ofextraexpenditure on
Contract 15. The facts are simply these:
On thse 22nd of May, Mr. Fleming sent
in a report--he left for England next
morning-recommending that Mr. White-
head's proposal for replacing the trestle-
work with solid embankments should
be adopted, at an extra expense of about
$260,000. That was considered by my-
self and colleagues informal. We had
some discussion on the subject, and I de-
cided at last to refer the matter formally
to counsel. So I signed the following
submission : -

" The undersigned submits the acconipany-
ing Report of the Engineer-in-Chief of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, upon the proposal of
the contractor for section No. 15 of tiat Rail-
way, to complete the roadway with permanent
rock and earth embankments throughout, in
lieu of the wooden trestle-work originally
proposed for portions of the line."
The coursel did fully consider the matter,
and determined to adhere to the original
plan for the works. I was quite surprised
when I heard of thework being proceeded
with on the new plan. It may be the
best, as the hon. gentleman says, but our
object was to build the road as cheaply as
possible in that extremely difficult part
of the countrv, and to use the timber for
the structures which would be suffi cient
to carry the traffic for ten or twelve years
at all events, and fill it up with earth
afterwards. One strong reason why Mr.

Mr. MAcKENZIE.

Fleming recommended a change was the
great danger of fire, and that was a very
serious consideration no doubt. A very
large proportion of the expenditure im-
curred recently was in filling up the lake
at the west end on Contract No. 15, and
at the east end on Contract No. 14. I
have been informed by parties on the
spot that it would have been quite easy
to have obtained a passage round the side
of the lake at a small cost. I may, how-
ever, be misinformed. Circumstances
have arisen in the course of the construe-
tion making it impossible to avoid certain
heavy expenses. For instance, in cross-
ing one of the swamps or muskegs on
Section No. 14, it was not foreseen that it
would spread out a great deal, and was be-
sides subj ect to the action of water and frost.
This caused an enormous expense in the
filling up of the roadway on Section 14.
Now, with regard to the statement as to
the quality of the road. It will be
observed in the speech which the hon.
gentleman has quoted, I think it is in
other speeches of mine, that I never
stated that the road was equal to the
Intercolonial Railway. I stated that it
was equal to the Intercolonial Railway in
all but bridge structures; that in the
Pacifie Railway, in order to obtain the
construction as cheaply as possible, in the
first instance, I thought it advisable, and
the engineers concurred in that opinion,
that we should make the bridges of wood,
to be renewed gradually after they had
served the original purpose. But the
quantity of bridging is so very small
compared with the length of the road,
that, after all, it will not be a serious
matter in the future. The bridge across
the Winnipeg River it was always my
own intention, and I presume it is the
intention of the present Administration,
to have it constructed of iron. The hon.
the Minister of Public Works says that
he took good care not to let the 185 miles
in the centre district, between Thunder
Bay and Selkirk, until he had caused an
exhaustive survey to be made.

Si CHARLES TUPPER : I did not
say exhaustive.

MR. MACKENZIE : I was about to
say that there is some misapprehension
about that, as the hon. gentleman came
into office about Ist November, and
tenders were received in January, and it
was quite impossible for him even to send
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the directions and get the answer back, part that would have te b. re-examined
much less to get any surveys made. before it was lez out for contract, to

Sni CH ARLES TUPPER : I said I obtaining the most accurate information
postponed it twice for the purpose of on the subject. The late Govarnment did
having the most accurate statement of not contemplate proceeding further with
work to be done. that or any other portion of the lino west

hn. MACKENZIE :I have no of pRt t ivha until Parliament had been
doubt tlat is qnite crrect. I was about conslted afor ut the policy of rapid exten-
te eal the attenrtion cf the flouse to the sion at the expense f the Government.
fact that in addibion to the original TLey were rather disposed ta conider the
location survey of this portion of the tne propriety o h rigidly adering to the policy
frob Englis River to Rat Portage, Kee- of uilding at sch a rate as th resources
watin as it is now callied, I caused four o2 the country worid afford, at the same
parties, if I recollect right, to be sent out affording fcilities for the formation
ini ordeiz to mr.ke another more carefu ai c colonisa-ton roads in oth2r directions,
and more accura-t3 srvey, with a view which wauld be indertakhee l to a great ex-
at once cf shrtening the line, lessening tent by the Inhabitants who were passing
the work aT much as possible and cor- idipe the ccuntry.
rectirg We know that ip It bein Six o'clock, the Speaker left the
passing thrbiug a woody country like Chair.
that it is extremýýIy diffcult for engineers .AtrR3CeeB.
i one senson or twc seasens te examine
the country senas te obtain at once the t uRVATE BIL LS.
best 1inoi One caar have ne idef cf a S CiND READINoS.

country lieo that, it being a1mos-t impos- The following Bills were severally read
sible rde see anything of it exceptu what the second tineo
one vrack u over. 1 hav been in parts of Bih (No. 45) To inrporate the reat West-
these woods mysef and know the diffi- ern telegra h Ccmpany of Canada.-(Mr. oyun,
culty. There are ne eminiences te eiimb VarqMette.)
retinge quaie is. e bsknowte y t s in Bit (No. 46) To incorporate the Winnipeg

andfil viw i soobsruced y teesand Hudson's Bay Itailread andi Steatnship
and shrubberv that it is a matter f the Cmpany.-(Mr. Bawierman.)
greatet ifiuity te obtain a careful an Bi (No. 47) the Great Western
accurate view of the country. Parties and Lake Ontario Sihore Junction Ilailway
were sent ont early in 18 8 in order te Coxnpany.-(r. Carling.)

re-survey the ae which hat previously PRIVILEGE-THE MEMBER FOR
been located. heports were maeae by LENNOX.
these parties and the on. the Minister of thouse reumed the adjouLned Iebate on the
Public Works before letting the contract prpee I mto fM.C~
in the january follve in. I have nodoubt That the ptition o Thomas Anderson and
but what these reportswerecomparatively others, praying that Edmund Hooper, Esq.,

ber forthe Electoral Division uf Lennox,much more accurate than any that hai be declare an mufia r ath improper erson te re-
been previously received. WTe have even peettaEltelDisonn i loeana
reason te beli2-ve- thaktfle work on the for oth er ;ïnd f urýhz. relieî, 1-e roi arrad te the
eastern Select dfandiclyg toaon Preivfullga andra ie ofthe countrywth i.ucns L tht Cmmitteebe exe;eed;ùIly !i*git-L, that it would be tc enqlire into Uhe a11ozawtions cen.'aineed in tlhe
exceed.Bgly light in mist places in the (a o petition, nd report thereon te this
western Part. Copy ane routo orCgin-and.(r.
ally determuinet, -the work would be re- MF. ROCIPER : Before unything is
marka'hly ]ight te the crossing of the said i reference te thir-, 1 bcg leave to
Saskatclewar. 14 v-il net be o Bhen i real to tho incrpruse t e t following tate-
the southern Hnu is adopted; ann n mentSa
doubt Qther duhculties would arise be- 1. A Commienin wao imsued, under the
tween Selkirk ani flic Nerrows, anti tbe Statte of Ontari, t einvestigat the financial
portion of the country near Coernarvon, affaira of the County of Lennoex and Addington,
'west Uf the iNarrows, as we founti that of which 1 was th3n tha Treurer, and hî;ed
there were eoeflating accounts about the bee since 186to. Said Commiaia.% eammenced

Cs f sopa on 2 r Ce li 79. T t pettionre- fre the ln e which eviousty PRI t be ugned by thirty-two rateon tht part of the ne. Thet was one payers, m provided by Statuted of Oteto.
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2. A copy of said petition was obtained by
the Warden of the County. The Warden and
Council having been totally ignorant, prior to
this, of anything as regards the Commission
having taken place. On enquiry it was found
that several of the parties whose names were on
the petition stated that they had never heard of
said petition, nor had they signed it, and six or
seven of them made their solemn declaration
under the Statute to that effect. Those declar-
ations were, by the Warden, sent to the
Attorney-General, with a notice that the County
would refuse to pay the costs of said Com-
mission.

3. I am satisfied that the report of the
Commission is untrue in point of fact. The
Commissioners also made quarterly - rests "
en yearly balances and compounded the inter-
est on balances (and on all other items they
report upen) at the rate of fourteen per cent.
per annum, over $20,000 of the sum mentioned
in the report being interest.

4. I am personally not aware of any de-
ficiency in my acceunts, they having been duly
audited every year by competent auditors ap,
pointed by the County Council and accepted by
said Council.

5. The said report was rejected by the
County Council by a vote of fifteen to six, and
a resolution was passed giving mv sureties and
myself time to make a thorough and complete
investigation of the whole of the accounts from
1863 to Decomber, 1879. A gain, the Commis-
sioners did not investigate all ny accounts,
leaving over $20,000 of receipts and expendi-
tures out of the report, so that it was impos-
sible for them to report correctly.

The above investigation, as authorised by the
Council, is new in progress and progre;sing,
and it is unfair to make this charge until the
investigation is accepted or refused by the
County Council.

6. The County cannot under zny circumstances
incur any loss, as it is amply secured, and fur-
ther my sureties were present at the last meet-
ing of the Council, and notified them that if, on
the final investigation, there was any deficiency,
that they would at once pay it ; in short, that
the County would not be at any loss. This
was accepted by the Council.

7. This being a local affair, and still being
an open account, I cannot understand what this
Parliament has to do with it, or how it can be
within its jurisdiction.

8. I am satisfied this attack on me bad its
origin in political malice, and from the date
of my nomination as a candidate to the present
I have been persistently and ruthlessly perse-
cuted, not only as a business man, but also as
a private individual. In short, the whole affair
is purely and simply political spite.

Mr. Hooper then withdrew from the
House.

Ma. CASEY : As the hon. gentleman
at the head of the Goverument does not
seem inclined to proceed and to make the
elaborate defence, which I am aware the
Government, or some other friends, have
prepared in this case, I may be permitted

MR. HOOPER.

to add some remarks to those I made on a
former occasion. I have not had time to
carefully study the document which has
just been read to the House, as it hasjust
been put in my hands ; but so far as I
can see there is nothing in it to affect the
charges made. I must first recapitulate
briefly my former statements of the case.
It was to this effect : That the hon. mem-
ber for Lennox was sometime Treasurer of
the county he represents, and that sus-
picions having arisen as to whether his
accounts were exactly straight, a Commis-
sion was applied for under the Statute of
Ontario applicable to the case, to examine
into his accounts. That Commission was
appointed, and had the authority to com-
pel the attendance of witnesses, and ex-
amine them under oath. The Commission-
ers appointed a tine for the enquiry. Mr.
Hooper asked for an adjournment, in order
to prepare for his case. An adjournment
for a month was granted; but when the
Commission sat, Mr. Hooper refused to
attend its sittings, and challenged its
legality. For two months the Commis-
sion was in session. They were furnished
with such books and papers as the Treas-
urer saw fit to lay before them. Many
books, which a County Treasurer
ought to have, were found missing, and
lie could not supply them. The audi-
tors who should have examined the
books, and other witnesses, were called.
Mr. Hooper was requested to explain cer-
tain matters, but he refused. The Com-
missioner deduced from the evidence that
Mr. Hooper had misapplied the funds of
the county to the extent of over $32,000.
The balance against him was $50,000, but
the Commission thought the difference
might be accounted for by circumstances in
Mr. Hooper's favour, which were probable,
but were not proved. The Commission re-
ported this to the Government which
appointed them. In order to show what
credit the report received, I may note
the fact that one at least of the sureties
of Mr. Hooper, as 1 am informed, offered
to pa.y up the amount of his suretyship in
full to the county. Mr. Hooper, however,
applied to the County Council for the op-
portunity to go over the books again, and
to have the matter re-opened before them-
selves. Having refused to appear before
the Commission, he asked to be examined
by a friendly tribunal, composed chiefly of
his own friends, who could not send for
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witnesses or examine them under oath. I
understand that this permission bas been
granted, and we are now asked to pause
on the ground that the question is still
sub juclice. I think, however, that the
maj ority of the House, in view of the fact
that the Commission made its report after
the proper examination of witnesses, will
be inclined to think that the inatter was
sub judice while the Commission was iii
session, and that that was the time for him
to make his defence. I do not contend
that Mr. Hooper is in the same position
as if he had been convicted before a Court,
but I contend that the report of the Com-
mission makes a strong prim facie case
against him-sufficient, at all events, to
warrant the Committee on Privileges and
Elections enquiring into the law, and
deciding what proceedings should be
taken in the case. Such an enquiry
does not involve the expulsion of the
hon. member for Lennox. The Con-
mittee might report that the charge
was not made out, and that such
and such a course should be taken.
That, Sir, is the charge. If anything else
is advanced by bon. gentlemen opposite,
I will hare the opportunity to reply, but
it would be rather unfair to expect me to
reply to this statement without having
read it. During the brief time I have
had to examine it, however, I noticed
several inaccuracies, or statements con-
trary to facts. The hon. member opens
his statement by a reiteration of his con-
tention, that the Commission was not
legally appointed. I believe he made
that protest to the Attorney-General, and
I think that the report of the Attorney-
General as to the legality of the Commis-
sion, would be worth more than that of
the late Treasurer of the County of Len-
nox. The hon. member also states that
some of the signers of the petition disallow
their signatures. Row true that may be,
of course, we cannot decide here. He
states, further, that he is satisfied the
report of the Commission is untrue in
point of fact. That is a strange statement
for a man who refused to appear before
it, and who expects the louse to believe
such a charge on his own ex parte state-
ment. Hie says that he is personally not
aware of there being any deficiency in the
accounts, sinoe they were duy audited by
the proper officials every year. One point
of the report virtually contradicts this.

It declares that the accounts were not
duly audited each year; that the auditors
did not take the books and compare them
with the vouchers. The statement that
the " report was rejected by the County
Council " has nothing to do with its truth
or correctness. "The investigation, as
authorised by the County Council, is now
in progress, and it would be unfair to
make this charge until the investigation
is accepted or refused by the County
Council." That is to say while the friends
of the gentleman are conducting
an ex parte investigation, we must
pay no atttention to the report of
a quasijudicial tribunal which bas already
sat on the case. There is one point here
which I must notice. The statement
says : " This being a local affair, I cannot
understand what this Parliament bas to
do with it." That is perhaps the only
point of any consequence. It implies
what maybe called a constitutional heresy.
The right of this House rests on the in-
herent right of the Parliament of Great
Britain, all of whose privileges we possess,
to expel any person whom they consider
unfit to sit amongst them. There need
not have been any formal conviction of
the member ; they expel him on moral
and not on legal grounds. It does not
matter whether the gentleman bas sinned
against the County Council or against an
individual. If he is found guilty of
fraud, it is the duty of Parliament to
cleanse its skirts by expelling him if they
are satisfied that he bas so sinned. Al
that Parliament requires is some satisfac-
tory proof that the crime Las been con-
mitted. I do not pretend that in laying
this motion before the House I am sub-
mitting any crushing proof of the hon.
member's guilt, but I think I am present-
ing such a primd facie case as the House,
if it has any respect for its own dignity,
cannot disregard.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: The hon.
gentleman (Mr. Casey) is taking a course
which affects most seriously the standing
of an hon. member, and it becomes us to
consider very carefully the proceeding
we are asked to take. Whatever we do
to-night we must remember that we are
acting in a judicial capacity and creating
a precedent one way or the other. It be-
hooves us to consider carefully whether
the evidence will warrant us in sending
this case to the Committee on Privileges
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and Elections for investigation, and whom a petition miglt be presented, per-
whether it is a proper case to be so re- haps by thirty persons, alleging that they
ferred. The hon. member has said lie are indebted, and claiming that they bave
would not send a case for enquiry unless defrauded their creditors. Are we geing
on sworn testimony. to put the wlole of the machinery of this

MR. CASEY : I said that when a case liuse into motion in this case, to enquire
was backed up by sworn testimonyIwould into the financial conaitionof the counties
send it. of Lennox and Addington simply on the

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Oh, then the allegation that these people have been ad-
hon. member would not send it ualess it vised and believe what thea shert. If
were backed up by sworn tedtimony. The we do that, we siall be eAercsng the
present case affects an hon. gentleman great power cornniitt".ed te us in thea Most
voting with the majority and the r ta- tyrannical manier. Let S f thember
jority ought te b carefil to et ina calm, that s It is a great ting to have a giant's
impartial, judicial -way, and te remember power, but it is tyrarnon th use It ike a
wloatever is done, if we act harshly or in giant." We mut b careful that we do
a manner inconsistent with Parlimentary not strain our pewer to render more un-
principles, we establisl a precedent comfortable the gnositmn af any on. mem-
which. might semetimes act zgainst a menm- ber ag-iinst wvlim such charge-s àave been
ber of the iority. The )etition is a made. Let Mr. ooper'i aacusners mpresent
very siople one, nd ane that mig t ai- an indictment agaicmt him i he Courts,
wateesened iet any merber cf and if le does not appear 'or trial, let the

pni epleswed esainshv a prceen

this ouse. It states that until lately indimtement be brought to House; and
Mr. Hooper as Treasurer of the County I do not think here ie ?ny hon. eber
of Lennox. There is ne arin that. on this side, any me than the opapolte-
That is not a cause for re-ference. who will defend hi b or say le siould re-

An ]Ei;. MIMBEPg It is the cause tain pis seat. W at is the course pur-
of dispute. sued in England e e are uot witout

MR. KJBKPAT_3JCK: An lion. precedents. Many years %go ther3 was a
gentleman says it is. It i- nt bectuse case against Lord Cocar rane, n a motion
ie was treasurpr but because, perhaps, lo made to expel him. ord Cstlereaga

is member for Lernox, and defeated a said neer lsd been celd tht w ex-
prominent member cf tne Opposition, that pltsrion eould pert cn any other moround
there is such an anx;iety to probeed in than that the member accused la not de-
this matter. The petition does not say livered himself legally fýrcm the legal
that Mr. Heoper asm been guilty of any charge, and that, therre, he s pnt a
criminal effence, or of any fraud or mis- fit person te remain. r te presaent the
conduot, but simply that ie is indebted ne complaint ias been brouglt into Court.
te the county in tre sum of th32,eo and Mr. Ioper ias net fled fro jun.ice;ber
upwards; and subsequentiy, it is stated, is here in the flocuse. 1 coaae now te the
ie has become an insovent. That is Englis case of Hunt, against wlom, in

nt a case for the expulsion ef a member, 1811, a Commission cnnected with the
because thc Statute requires ne prepe-ý-rty Ordnance hall reported lie was indebted
qualification in a member; and se long as te His Majesty. He wrote a letter,
a man is sent liere by lis censtituents, partially admitting bis guilt, did net
bears an bonourable cliaracter, and is net attend in bis place, and was expeI1ed. Hie
found guilty by any tribunal of fraud or had net been found guilty, but confessed
misconduct, le is a fit and prper person bis guit. I the present case there is ne
te represent it. The mere fact of his suc confession. Te case of S&diier, in
being an insolvent, or lias been forced 1856, was one in wbici lie was dliarged
into the Insolvent Cout, is ne reasen for withi fraud and miscoendut and brea of
referring bis case te a Committee witl trust, whic rendered him hable to crim-
a view of expelling bim from. this lieuse. mnal presecutien. An iniictment was
Taking the people of this country gene- found against him at the Clonmel Assises.
rally, a man wlie faits te pay a debt is e did net attend te take bis trial, ad a
usually described by piscreditor as having motion was made h the omeons by Mr.

him. I bave ne doubt there Roebuck to expel him, on the greund
are hon. gentlemen in this Ieuse against that tley wisled te free themselves from

M . KIRKP eTRICK.
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the companionship of a man who had dis- to enquire into the whole financial affairs
graced himself in the eye of the nation. Of Lennox and Addington. It would
A Judge had, moreover, declared him be a nice state of things were the afihirs

guilty of gigantic frauds ; it had been of every hon. gentleman similarly accused
stated in a judicial judgment that those hable to investigation by a Parliamentary
frauds had resulted from a conspiracy; Committee. Some bank uight allege that
that the charge had been embodied in in- an hon. meniber had defrauded it, be-
formation; that warrants had been issued; cause le had not paîd bis note, when
that indictments had been f 9und by the there would be an enquiry into its affairs.
Grand Jury which Sadiier did not appear Wk t would be the consequence Should
to answer; and lie bad neglected to attend a constituency With this charge hangirg
in his place in the Housse when ordered to over its member remain quite unrepre-
do so. Did the louse of Conimons of gented' Mr. ilooper would recinire to be

lEngland act on that occasion? No, they raprsented by counsel before the Coa-
even then said they -were taking a grave mittee. The Assizes might be sittig i
proceeding, and notwith"tanlng that the cis own town, wpere some of t he
indictmentm was on the Tablad an before signer3 of the petition migt presnt a
the buse, thiey said they should allow Bill against hlmn to the G rand Jury. He
hlm ample tim3 to appear and answer the would have ta defend himself in both
charges and the motion was actually laid places. Is that a fair popation to put an
over until the next Session. No prced- accused mem ber in'k I say no. We
ings were taken; the Hose refused to ex- oug.t not to go further until we hzve on
pel hm, and by an utnhmous vot left tha Table of the bouse some ofttcr infor-
the matter over. Jn the next Session, the mation that there actualy is juzt groand
case was agan 'brouglit up, evidence was for believing Mr. bUIooper lias been guilty
gven to show tînt Sadiere hrd been aerved of fraud or embezzlem nt. We have no
with an order to attend in his place and evîdence of thnt kind before us now, and
make answer, and that lie 'as a fugitive I ask the bouse to rejet tuce motiuln w
fromojustice'; and le was expeeled on the befiore it.
ground that an indictment lad been fund Mt. CA'MERON (Sout Huron):
against him, and that lie liar fled froby There are oun fcts before the Couse that
justice. Was tbcre any sucli feature i I tr aware of in regard to ts motion,
this case? Why tien try to prejudice; ani en hihthe Honse' can base any
this case at this time h The member for pcwceedntgs, except thrsom et forth in the
East Elgin (Mr. Casey) road somne docu- petition assuming t«he tatements theirein
ments not on the Table, and bohich we Sgn ed can be deait ith s fpcts, and
know nothing about. We have no sworn therefor I do not propose entering upon
testimony l this petition. any discussion of the mrits of the case n

Mag CAEY: The paper la here. that sense, eaicept suc as may fairly be
M . KIRKPATRICK: The hon. drawn from the petition. p e dealing

gentleman knows we cannot take notie with tus matter we have a very import-
of it ln that fcrm. We are acting in a iant point ta consider. I think thus in
judicial capacity, and should proceed in a the first case in the history of the Cana-
calm, dispassionate manner. dian IParliament where a petition of this

MRp. CASEY : Here is the paper. kind lias been presented to Parliament
Mn. CAMERON (North Victoria):, asking for an investigation on the grounde

The hon, gentleman knows we can take no i set out in ts petition, and now that we
notice of it in ttht for-m. 1are asked to lay down a precedent,it is of

Ma. KIRKPATRICK: A week lias ithe s.rt consequence that it should be
elapsed sluce this proceeding commenced, correct, and based on reason, comnmon
and yet we have not seen this report, and sense, and on the precedents of countries
know nothing about it. I ask the ouse to T of larger experience than our own. In
pause before ordering an enquiry. What fact we mu t be guided by the action of
would it result bu? Suppose in Committee the Mother ParHiament when dealtug
we found the allegations true- that we with questions of a similar character to
ae advised and believe that Mr. fooper this. I think as the hon gentleman
is gulty of faud "-that would not enable who last spoke as said, tbat we should
hus te aat as proposed. We should have discugs the question with cal and judi-
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cial minds, wholly irrespective of politics.
I fear, however, the hon. gentleman did
not exactly set us an example in this re-
spect worthy of imitation, and I shall not
follow his example. On the rule laid down
by him and in the principle thus
invoked, there was no necessity for re-
minding thelHouse that the hon miember for
Lennox votes with the majority, and had
defeated a prominent statesman, who sits
on this side of the House. That observa-
tion was unworthy of the hon. gentle-
man, and does not indicate the possession
of " a cahin and judicial mind"
in dealing with the question. To
my mind it is of no kind of conse-
quence, in so far as the honour of Parlia-
ment and the duty of Parliament is con-
cerned, whether the hon. member impli-
cated sits on the Ministerial or on the
Opposition side of the House; that is not
the point we are asked to dispose of. We
should deal with it irrespective of parties
and irrespective of position in the House.
What to-day concerus a member of
the majority may to-morrow concern
a member of the minority. Hence
the necessity for deliberation and
calm consideration. Now, the member
implicated supports the Government. On
some future occasion the member whose
conduct is complained of may be occupy-
ing a place on the left of the Speaker.
If the majority in Parliament, resting on
their numerical power, should, without
just cause, enter upon an improper investi-
gation touching the conduct of a member
of this House, then the rights of a member
who sits with the minority would never
be safe. In support of this argument the
member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
has tited several precedents now under
consideration, but it will be found on
examination that these precedents have
no application whatever to the case. I do
not mean to say that this is a proper case
for reference to the Committee on Privi-
leges and Elections, or to a Committee of
this House. At present I pronounce no
opinion on that point; that is a matter
for future consideration and that I may
deal with before I am done. The petition-
ers do not ask for Mr. Hooper's expulsion,
all they ask for is that the matter be
referred to a Committee of the House for
investigation. Clearly there is nothing
before the House that would justify such
an extreme course as a motion for the

MR. CAMERON.

expulsion of the hon. member implicated.
The petitioners do not ask for that on
the facts set out in the petition, that
course could not be taken. The petition,
Iadmit, is vague, but notsufficiently strong
and clear for extreme action. It may be
conceded that the allegations and its state-
ments do no more than bring the case
within the Parliamentary rule, for a
reference to the Committee on Privileges
and Elections, if they go far enough for
even that action. It may well be argued on
English precedents that paragraph six
would justify the House in dealing
with the case in the sense and way I
have indicated. That paragraph states as
follows :-

" That your petitioners are advised and
believe that the said Uounty of Lennox and
Addington, and the ratepayers and electors
thereof, have been defrauded of a large sum of
money by the said Edmund Hooper."

The first five clauses of the petition have
no practical bearing on the point I am dis-
cussing, except as introductory to the
sixth, and the allegations in that para-
graph would seem to justify the reference
asked for. In discussing this painful
case, we are not without English prece-
dents to guide us, and if I refer to these
precedents at length, it is not with a
view of pressingon the House the necessity
of referring this petition, but rather to
lay down a rule for future guidance in
dealing with questions of this kind, a
rule by which in similar cases the Im-
perial Parliament has been guided.
It may be conceded at once that Mr.
Hooper's financial position has nothing to
do with the case. He may be insolvent
or he may not, that is no concern of ours ;
what we have to deal with is the point
whether or not the allegations made by
the petitioners, in the sixth paragraph
of their petition, that Mr. Hooper has de-
frauded the electors and county of Lennox
of large sums of money, is sufficient to jus-
tify Parliament referring the matter to a
Committee for an investigation, whether
or not a direct and express allegation of
fraud against a member of Parliament
warrants an enquiry before a Committee
of the House. You will find by reference
to the Parliamentary practice, that in al-
most every case of a similar character khat
has arisen in England,that the course taken
by the hon. member implicated was the
course taken by the hon. member, except

Member for Lennox.(COM MON8.]
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that the hon. member for Lennox resists
any enquiry and denies the competency of
Parliament to deal with such a case. In
England, the petition complaining of the
conduct of a member is presented, read,
and laid on the Table of the House, and
the member implicated, on a day agreed
upon, makes his statement from his place
in Parliament and then retires. You will
find still further, that in every case that
has arisen in England, especially in the
more modern times, the member whose
conduct is complained of, after making his
statement and before retiring, courts the
strictest investigation into the charges
made against him. In this respect the con-
duct of the hon. member for Lennox is not
in .accordance with the English rule. Mr.
Hooper has not courted an investigation.
In fact he resists it, and denies our power
to deal with the charges preferred. The
hon. member who justifies his conduct
takes the same ground, and lie also resists
an investigation.

Mn. KIRKPATRICK : No, I have not.
I have courted the utmost enquiry ; I
asked them to present their bill of indiot-
ment.

MR. CAMERON: I am nez talking
about a Bill of indictment. I know it is
open to the County Council or any elector
of the county to file his bill in Chancery
or commence a criminal prosecution
against the hon. member for Lennox onany
charge that would bring him within the
scope and purview of the Criminal Law.
That is not the point. What I say is that
in almost every case in England the
member implicated, the moment lie con-
cluded his statement, at once promptly
courted the strictest investigation into
his conduct, not through the machinery of
the law of the land, but by a Select
Committee of the flouse, or by the
Parlianment itself, or by the Committee on
]Privileges and Elections. In no single case
was anything else done, and I regret that
inthisrespecttheconductof thehon.member
for Lennox is in marked contrast to the
practice elsewhere. ln the case against
Mr. Lever, Parliament did nothing, but
that was for other and entirely
different reasons, not because the
hon. member concerned did not court an
investigation, but because Parliament
in that case saw no ground for an investi-
gation, and the petitioner was a convict
and therefore incompetent to set the

26

proceedings of Parliament in motion. I
regret that Mr. Hooper has not taken
what would have been the more open and
manly course, and have said, from his
place in Parliament : " If I am guilty of
fraud, if I have defrauded my fellow-
electors, I am not fit to sit in Parliament.
I deny the charge in toto, and court the
strictest investigationandscrutiny into my
conduct either before I became a member
of Parliament, or since I became a member
of Parliament, and I submit myself to the
judgment of my fellow-representatives."
But Mr. Hooper lias not been advised to
take this course, and lie bas seen fit not
to take it. Mr. Hooper, however, is of
age, and he knows his own business, and
must therefore take his own course, and
we must deal with the complaint entirely
on its merits. Had the hon. member
taken what appears to me to be the open
and manly course, and sought the investi-
gation himself, it would have saved the
House the disagreeable necessity of deal-
ing with the points any further. My
lion. friend who lias just taken his seat,
appears to attach some importance to
what lie calls the uncertain statement
contained in the petition, namely, that
the petitioners only allege that they are
" advised and believed " that Mr. Hooper
lias been guilty of fraud. There is
nothing in this objection. If the hon.
gentleman will take the trouble to refer
to the Journals of the Imperial Parlia-
ment or to any work on Parliamentary
practice, hewillfindthatinseveral cases that
came before the Imperial Parliament the
language made use of in the petition was no
stronger than the language made use of
in the petition with which we are now
dealing. The general allegations are
made by the petitioners on their advice and
belief. He will fmid this form of expres-
sion in the petitions against Mr. Lever
in 1861, and against Daniel O'Connell in
1836; and in fact no stronger or differ-
ent language could be made in a peti-
tion. All the petitioners against Mr.
Hooper could say was, that from the
information they had obtained they were
advised and believed that Mr. Hooper
was guilty of some misconduct that
would render him unfit to occupy a seat
on the floor of Parliament-conduct that
called for an investigation by Parliament.
In so far as this petition is concerned,
and relying on the authorities in the
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Imperial Parliament there is nothing in
which the hon. gentleman has stated
or in the objection on that point that
lie has raised. The lien. gentleman has, in
resisting this motion, relied on a case of
Lord Cochrane, in the English House of
Commons, and has quoted the opinion of
some of those who took part in the dis-
cussion that took place on the motion to
expel Lord Cochrane. But this precedent
and these quotations have no bearing on
this case; that was a motion for the ex-
pulsion of Lord Cochrane, and not for an
investigation into the conduct of the
member iinplicated. Besides, in that case
the iHouse did resort to the extreme mea-
sure of expulsion. The hon. member has
also referred to the case of Mr. Hunt, the
Treasurer of the Imperial Ordnance, but
that also was a motion to expel the imem-
ber implicated, and not for an investiga-
tion, and therefore bas no bearing on
this case. While Mr. Hunt was
Treasurer of the Imperial Ordnance,
complaints were made against him
that lie had embezzled a large portion of
the Imperial funds entrusted to his care
as Treasurer of the Ordnance. A Commis-
sion was issued by Government to examine
into the state of his accounts. There was
no trial by jury; there was no conviction
before the Courts; there was no investi-
gation before Parliament; there was
simply a Commission issued by the Crown
to investigate the condition of Mr. ]Hunt's
accounts. Upon that investigation it
turned out that he was a defaulter to the
extent of £83,000 sterling, and upon the
report of that Commission a motion was
made to expel Mr. Hunt, and lie was ac-
cordingly expelled. Now, this precedent
does not in the slightest sustain the posi-
tion taken by Mr. Hooper nor the argu-
ment of the hon. member for Frontenac; on
the contrary, it seems to me to fully sus-
tain the position taken by the mover of
the motion before the Chair, asking for an
investigation. That was an application
to expel Mr. Hunt, becaqse, after an in-
vestigation before a Commission of En-
quiry issued by the Government, he was
a defaulter to the extent of £83,000, and
upon the report of that Commission
alone, a motion was made to expel him,
and lie was expelled from Parliament.
This is simply an application for an in-
vestigation and not for expulsion. When
Mr. Hunt's case is thoroughly investi-

Ma. CAMERON.

gated, instead of it being an authority in
favour of the position taken by Mr.
Hooper, it will be found a direct authority
against him. In that case Parliament
did what Parliament should do only in
the clearest possible case-expel a member
of Parliament on the report of a Com-
mission. Here, on the report of a Com-
mission, an in-vestigation only is sought.
The Sadlier case was also relied on by
the bon. member for Frontenac, but on
investigation that case will also be found
not to sustain the position taken by Mr.
Hooper ; there also the motion was to
expel. Mr. Sadlier was a fugitive from
justice. He fled to a foreign land. A
motion was made to expel him for several
frauds that he had committed. When
a motion was first made, several members
of Parlianient objected to proceeding
with the motion, as sufficient notice had
not been given to the member impli-
cated, and accordingly the motion was
allowed to stand over until he was served
with a notice of the motion to expel. The
notice was given to Sadlier, but lie did
not attend in his place in Parliament. In
fact lie had absconded from the justice of
his country. He was outlawed, and at
the next Session of Parliament he was
accordingly expelled. My lion. friend
has clearly not examined with any de-
gree of care the precedents he has cited,
as they in no sense fortify his argument ;
on the contrary they are authorities for
the investigation sought for at the hands
of Parliament. I now propose drawing
the attention of the House to a few of
the cases that have arisen in the English
House of Commons, and which appear to
me to fully warrant this investigation.
In July, 1836, a petition from the elec-
tors of Carlow was presented to the
House of Commuons complaining of the
conduct of Daniel O'Connell in cer-
tain transactions alleged to have
taken place between himself and
Alexander Raphael respecting the
representation of the County Carlow.
The petition complained of the conduct of
Daniel O'Connell in certain transactions
alleged to have taken place between him
and Raphael for procuring the return of
the latter as the member for the county.
How was that petition couched, in- al-
most identical language with that now
before this House, dealt with, and what
did Mr. O'Connell do? i Did he do as Mr.
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Hooper has done here ? Did he say te stitueny 4 wu aise the President and
the Imperial Flouse of Commons as Mr. Mangerof thoPoyaiÀtlanticMailSteam-
Hooper has said to the Canadian House ship Company. The petition against hlm
of Commons: I do not want an investi- was presented by Edward O'Malley Irwm,
gation ; you have no power to investigate and complained of bis conduct in respect
the charge levelled against me; it is none to bis dealings with the corpany, and
of your concern whether I am guilty or charged him with certain frauduient prac-
not guilty; you can't try me. On the tices as President of the Company and in
contrary, Daniel O'Connell stood up in his dealings with the company. He was
his place in Parliament and denied in the not charged with any misconduct as a
strongest possible way the charges made member of Parliament. The charge was
against him from beginning to end, and made against him in bis private and idi-
courted the strictest investigation on the vidual capacity, and not as a member of
floor of Parliament or by a Committee of the House. The charge was based by
Parliament. A Select Committee was Jrwin -the petitioner-on Lever's alleged
appointed, the strictest investigation took fraudulent dealings with the rest
place before the Committee, and the Cor- of the shareholders of the Copany and
mittee reoorted that Daniel O'Connell against the intercsts of the sharebolders.
had committed no offence contrary to the The petition was presented, read aid laid
laws of the land or the strictest rules of on the Table of the House, ant on a
Parliamentawy honour, and Daniel O'Con- motion that it be printed, Mr. Lever
nel escaped without a stain on his higl denied the charge in the mos empatic
character. Hon. gentlemen will find in lauguage. A debate took place on the
the Journals and the Debates of Parlia- subject of the niotion-the mode of deal-
ment another case in which, a petition ing with such potitons, and the course
was presented agrains another eminent iParliament should take. Ater a long
Jrishmah, Mr. Butt. In that case the discussion the matter was allowed to
petitioner complained that Isaac B ntt drop and no f irther action was taken-
had agreed with the Rajalpoor of Scinde, not because Parliament had ne power to
an Indian Prince, to prosecute a dlaim deal with it or because Parliament should
that he had against the English overv- not deal with charges against a member
ment before the Tlouse of Commons, and of Parliament in bis private capacity,
that in that respect his conduet was unIe- but for two other r-asons. One reason
coming a member of Parliament, a man wau that the charge against Mr. Lever
of honour and a gentleman. What did and oomplained of by the petitioner, took
Isaac Butt do under the circunistance- place when Mr. Lever was net a member
resist an investigation and deny the co- of the Imprial Parliament. The other
petency of Parliament to deal with him ground was that the petitioner was an in-
Nothing of the kind. Mr. Butt got up in famous person, that be had been convicted
cis place and denied withl l the lmphasis of forgery and perjury, and according to
he possibly could that ho was not guilty the Rules of Parliaent, ne convct oe
of the charges laid against him, and heo infamous person could present a petition
courted she strictest investigation. A to Parliament. Afer the discussion that
Select Committee was appoint*d; that I have referred to took place the petition
Coimittee enquired inta the charges was allowed to drop; but in the dis-
alleged in the petition, and, after the most cussion which took place on the motion
thorough investigation, reported that Mr to print the petition, we fn the opinion
Butt mas guilty of n ofsence contrary to f able and experienced Paramentarians
the law f the land or to the lihonour of as to t proper course to pursue -not
Parliament. I now beg to draw the at- a unanious-but ai %greeing as to what
tention of the flouse to still another case was the proper course and the facts in
-a case the hon. member las not referred that and kindIred cases. But the general
te, and which is, perhaps, more on ail current of opinion was that were grave
fours with this case than any other case I criminal. charges were levelled against a

mave been able to lav my lands on. 1 member of the flouse, Parliament, if it
refer te anhat is known in dPariamentary saw fit could and should direct an enquiry
Law as the dLever Case." Mr. Lever without the forinality of a bil of indict-
wlio, Wile e represented an Iri con- ment or without am a proeedings having
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been tnken before the Criminal Courts. are read at the Table of the liuse, and,
And in tho Lever case, which was a com- after the niber implicated has had an

plaint based on frauds alleged to have opportunity of answering, they are refer
taken place bef ore he became a red to the Committee on Privileges and
member of Parliament and solely in his Elections, or to a Select Committee of the
private capacity. Some of the oldest iouse or are investigated b- the Heuse
and most experienced members of the lm- itseif. The Iouse will find this view
perial Parliainent were of opinion that it confirmed by another case thab arose in
was a proper subj ect for enquiry. I viii the Englisb buse of Commons. wl the
read you what Sir George Grey said on year 1826, a petition was presented on the
the subject. He says: part of the shareholders of a Coal and

" I find that charges made against a mlember Mining Company, containing charges of
of this Heuse, whether in his capacity of mem- uisconduct against certain prsons, one
ber or in his indiridual capacity, have, as a of whom at that time ocoupiud the posi-
general rule, been received by the House ; but tion of Chairman of Coinmittees of the
not until after the meniber accused has been
afforded an opportunity of reading the petition
and of knowing distinotly -what the charges Committee to enquire into the manage-
contained in it against him are, and until ho ment of that Company, with a special
ha% had an opportunity of leing in his place direction thât they should report on the
and of replying to them." c of oertain members of the flouse

This appears to be a very distinct enuncia- in reference to thst Company. Nov the
tion of the rule that appears to have course thus taken in the Imperial Parli-
guided the Imperial Parliament, and ao- ment iB exaetly the course which the hon.
oording to that rule the investigation is member for West Elgin (Mr. Casey) ask
not limited to eharges affecting the me&- thislloujetoakeinthicaaeandhiemotion
ber implicated in hie character as a is clearly sustained hy Imporial authority.
member of Parliament. A still higher This je not ail. There are other cAes
authority than Sir George Grey was of which fully bear out the position 1 have
the opinion that, although the matter laid dovi. I now refer to whet I con-
complained of related to the member's aider a stili olearer and a atm sironger
private affairs, or rather, although the precedent. IV aio occurred in 1826. It
charges made do not ooncera him as a is the cse of Mr. Keurick, who vaa thon
member of Parliament, that still Parlia- a member of the Imperial Parliament,
ment oould properly investigate the com- and a Magiatrate of Wales and the
plaint. And the Speaker of the Im- CouLty of Surrey, and Recorder of
perial House of Comnions says in refer- Dorer. A person of tLe nane of Franks
ence to this case, on a point of order oaused à petition to be preeented Vo Vhe
raised pending the discussion: English buse of ommons againet Mr.

"In this case the allegation of the petition Kenrick, complaining that Mr. Kenrick
appears to reflect upon the conduet of Mr. had preferred before a Justice of the
Lever as manager and director of a certain ]eace a charge of felony against Franks,
public company befor. he was a member of ithout any proof of the same, and with-
the House ; but the petition makes no charge,
as I read it, against his conduet since he be- out reasonabie grounds for Bo doing. On
came a member of this Houas or in his character that charge Franks wae tried and acquit-
as a member." ted. During the term of hie imprison-
The rule thus laid down clearly implies ment, Kenmick made several offere to lim,
that if the charge is made against a mem- Vînt if he would plead guilty le (Kenrick)
ber of Parliament for something that has would procure a ligît sentence. These
taken place since he became a member of offeme were rejected, and the man was
the House, whether as a member of Par- acquitted. Atter Franks wax acquitted,
liament or in his private and individual and aft.er some public animadversions in
capacity, Parliament may direct an Ienricks condt in meference to this
investigation, and that is precisely case, Kenrick published a libellons letter
the case now under consideration. on Franks, imputing Vo hum crimes of
Now all these observations go to show whicb hewasnotguiltw, aidFrankaciaibied
that when petitions of this kind are pre- an investigation of Kenrick's conduet be-
sented, such petitions are always received fore the High Court cf Parliament. Nov,
by the Imperial House of Commons, they tIig was a natter purely private and per-
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sonal, as between Franks and Kenrick.
The charge had nothing to do with Ken-
rick's position as a member of Parliament.
The Courts of Law were open to Franks.
He could have had ample redress there
had he invoked their aid. Kenrick im-
properly laid an information against the
man; he was tried and acquitted. Ken-
rick thon wrote a letter to the public
journals, after the man was acquitted,
charging him with criminal conduct.
Although the Courts were open to him, he
was not denied his right of enquiry before
Parliament. The matter was submitted
to the House, and the House dealt with it;
and nobody thought of questioning the
power and the right of Parlià.ment to do
so, and no one thought of avoiding the
fullest and freest investigation. The
complaint was referred to a Select Com-
mittee, and that Commtittee dealt with it,
and that is all the mover of the motion I
am now discussing asks for. In al] cases
of a similar character brought before the
Imperial Parliament, I find, in examining
sudh cases, that the implicated member
has himself courted the enquiry, and
the investigation has hardly ever
been denied-in fact, never, except
under very exceptional circumstances.
Another proposition is laid down by the
hon. member for Frontenac. He con-
tends that before an investigation of this
kind is sought in Parliament there should
be a foundation laid for the enquiry,
that in fact there should first be a
trial before a jury and a conviction of the
implicated member, and that such con-
viction and trial alone should form the
basis for an enquiry here. That is the
very reverse of the rule acted on in the
Imperial Parliament in iany cases. There
Parliament'firstinvestigates the charges pre-
ferred against a member, and if heisfound to
be guilty of the charges laid against him he
is dealt with by Parliament and then
handed over to the Criminal Courts
to be deait with by them. I do not say
that the hon. member for Lennox isguilty in
this case-far from it-I trust he is not,
and from my short acquaintance with him
I can hardly believe that he is guilty of
the criminal offence mentioned in the
petition; but with that I have nothing to
do. That is not a point that we are
called on to discuss at this stage of the pro-
ceedings ; I am simply trying to lay down
what I believe to be the Law of Parlia-

ment, and what I think should be done
in cases of this kind, if we are to be guided
by Imperial precedents. It is the duty of
Parliament-if Parliament in satisfied
that an investigation is in the interests of
Parliament-if the honour, the honesty,
or the integrity of a member of Parlia-
ment is challenged by petition, if his
conduct is alleged to be.infameus so far as
to render him unfit to sit in a deliberative
assembly of this kind, to at once cause an
investigation; and it is equally the duty
of any member implicated, and against
whom any charge of the kind sug-
gested is made, to seek at the earliest
moment an investigation of the strictest
kind; and after the investigation, if the
charge is substantiated, he should be
dealt with by the House, and then be
handed over to the civil* authorities. In
confirmation of this view-, I beg to quote
from an eminent authority, Lord Coult-
hurst, in his Diary, at page 373, writing
upon a matter of this kind, says:

"The principle of the expulsion, the facts
incontrovertibly proved of his having plotted
and practiced a gross and infamous breach of
trust in a money transaction to his own emolu-
ment, and the precedent (by which that prin-
ciple had already been extended to tran-
sactions respecting not only public but also pri-
vate property in the case of indïviduals),
applied and relied upon was that of the
charitable corporation in 1722, when, for indirect
and fraudulent practices, three meibers were
expelled ; and the legal conviction of any in-
dictable offense in those practices was held to
be so little necessary to precede the expulsion,
that they were expelled first, and the legal pro-
secutions were ordered afterwards, as is com-
monly the practice of Parliament, where it first
vindicates its own honour, and then consigna
the individual to legal prosecution, whici may,
or may not be able to fix the legal guilt and
punishment on the delinquent."

The hon. member who lias undertaken to
defend Mr. Hooper tas laid down the
very reverse rule. I prefer to follow
Lord Colthurst. That rule, shortly, is
this : If a petition is presented against a
member of Parliament, complaining of his
conduct, or that reflects gravely and seri-
ously on his character as a memnber or
otherwise, then it is the duty of Parlia-
ment to cause an investigation, and it is
equally the duty of the member com-
plained against to court at the earliest
opportunitythefullestinvestigation. These
observations are entirely apart from the
merits of the case now before the liouse,
of which I know nothing except
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what hat been stated by the port is evidence, conclusive evidence,
mover of the resolution and what which this House should receive. Of
is contained in the sixth paragraph of the course, if it is, the matter to be left to the
petition. The question of the truth or Committee will be a simple one; they
falsity of the charge is quite aside from should take that report and examine it,
the point we have now to deal with. The taking it as conclusive evidenee, and, upon
guilt or innocence of the member com- that examination, report to this fouse
plained of is not now before us, and we whether Mr. ooperisguilty of embezzling
are not asked to pronounce on it ; that is ing the fuuds of the Counties of Lennox
for the Committee to inquire into. The and Addington. But, if this Commission
gentleman, it appears to me, should court and the report of that Commission should
a full investigation; lie should have an be eonsidered not conclusive evidence,
opportunity to clear his character and then it is no evidence at ail; and, if this
reputation of charges lvelled &(cainst him onatter is referred to a Combittee, that
before a Committee of the flouse. And Committee will have to go into the whole
if this investigation is now stifsed and of the financial affairs of the counties of
this enquiry stopped, it will go abroad Lennox and Addinton for a series of
throughout the country that there is years during which Mr. Hooper has held
somethiny wroxg> that the menwber for office. This matter looks to me t be one
Lennox ii guilty, and that the petitioners entirely independent of English anthori-
have good ground for seeking an enquiry tics, and one over which this Couse bas
into lis conduct, and that the gentleman entire control. The Couse can dele-
lias screened hiinesf fro the enquiry gate to a Comrittee the power to
under the protection of a majority ind sette the question between the counties
Parlianient, a majoritv, as the lion. of Lennox and A ddington and Mr,
hember for Frontenac reindd us of, Hooper, if it is thought to be fair to Mr.

with whichr the teember implicated always Hooper, or fair to that Committee to im-
votes, pose upon it suc a Elabour. But,

Ma. IVES: I have not had an oppor- if the adouse thinks it utfair to bring
tunity of consulting the authoiies uponl Mr. iHooper before that Co.nrnittee, wvith
this question, and a therefore unable his books, papers, and accounts, o to im-
to follow the hoim gentleman who bas jnust pose suc anamount of labour upo the
resurned hlis seat, but it seemis to nie that memnbers of this flouse wlio serv-e on thiat
tldis lse ipoiglt settie this question for Committee, then this fouse should refuse
itself, without reference to an authori- to refe the matter to a Comittee. One
ties. There are several undisputed fuets thing is quite certain, naonefy, that this
before tiie iouse others are disputed. ouse is notboundtorefer any charge to a
If we take, the uldigputed ones, they are Committee, erly because the charge is
these: Mr. isooper has been the treasurer made, and becuseitis aseriousehaacter.
of the countie of Lennox and Xddington ; If that were a fact, we should have plenty
Mr. Hooper is charged with having em- of work to do after every election, for it
bezzled the fwndh of the couities of Len- wo ld be only necessary to make a charge
nox and Addington; Mr. ooper denies agrainst any member of the party oppose
the charge; and, as I thderstand it, a Com- in politics to the majority, and the
missioner ias made a report, which asberts fouse would refer the matter to a Com-
tliat Mr. Hooper is indebted to those mittee to be selected from that majority.
counties. Mr. fMooper denies this; and Therefore it bost be h eld that this
now a motion is made that the question flouse does not neoessarily refer every
whether e is indebted toh the counties case of this kind to a Cormittee.
of Lennox and Addington or not should But is this case one which ougt to the
be left to lie decided by the Select Stand- referred to sucli a Cominittee? I can
ng Comhittee on Privileges and Elec- easily understand a caewh ere a charge is

tions-I suppose that is the question ade, for instance, of asault-whre one
really to ue referred to the Committee- member makes the charge and the other
and, if he is so indebted, whether i e denies it-such a case is suceptibe7 of
is or is not guilty of embezzlement of the proof before a Comittee. Then the
funds of those countes. The first ques- House miglt refer it to a Committe. to
tion that arises is as to whether this re- ascertain whether such an mault had
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been committed, and report the result of any material before the House, it was just
the enquiry; but it is not beyond the &bout &Il there was, for making thia refer-
duties of this House to refuse to impose ence, and yet lie endeavoured to show that
upon a Committee the immense labour in certain cases references of this kind had
that is involved in the reference now pro- been made in En-land. I will not go
posed. Now it ià said that Mr. Hooper through the cases, some of which I have
expresses his willingness to have this looked at, but I venture to say that in
charge investigated. He denied the every 'me of them the facts are different
charge and then quietly withdrew from to thosc before th- fouse, and that no
the House, stating that he left it in thg precedent can be established on them.
hands of the House to deal with. He Let us consider for a moment the naterials
bas no objection to an investigation. He 0u which we are asked to refer tlis natter
says: Such a charge is made against me; to the Committee on Privileges and Elec-
my reply is a denial; do what you like tions. We are asked, in fact, as My lion.
with it ; I leave the Chamber ; let the friend fron Soutl Huron las candidly ad-
Flouse decide for itself. Now, if the mitted, to say that, whenever apetitioner
matter was one easy of proof, and involv- who presents a pctition alleges that any
ing but little labour, it might properly be hon. member bas defrauded sonîcone, the
referred to a Committee, because it is a fouse is hound to refer the matter to the
most serious charge; but in sucli a case as Comittee on Privileges and ilettions.
this it appears to me that it would be an That was the position assumed by the hon.
enormous labour to impose upon any gentleman, and I joui issue with hini in
Committee, and a piece of unfairness to bis conclusion. 1 say that to establish
send Mr. Hooper before sucli a Comimittee, sucl a mie vould be to lay cowu a
and I shall vote against it. monstrous doctrine in tus House, resuit-

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) i g in the mnost serions and diEastrous con-
This House is asked to establish a prece- sequences to harmony and good feeling
dent of a very serious nature, an evil ithont wich t voald bc impossible
precedent, in referring this case to the Com- carry on our proceedings in this fouse.
mittee of Privileges and Elections. I Any proceeding of that kind would bc
did expect that the hon. gentleman who folluwed by recriminations. Ion. geatie-
anoved for this reference would favour t if Ve estabhish this
House with precedents in favour of that precedcat-we will be, J was going to say,
course, but he failed to do so. He pestered, 1 think it vould be the proper
referred to Mr. Hund's case, and to the teu-- by petitions from v having
case of the hon. memaber for Gloucester grievances aainnt any hon. gentleman mn
(Mr. Anglin), when lie was Speaker of this fouse, which sucl person would
this House, neither of which,however,had bring before Parliament, and iuake
the slightest bearing on the case now be- either a subject of persecution out of
fore the House ; but this lack of authori- political or cesonal spite, against that
ties lias been compensated for by my hon. nember, or the means of levying
friend from South Huron (Mr. Cameron), biackmail. lon, gentlemen ýVil1 recollect
who has cited certain authorities to show that there are other ru bersin this bouse
that the proposed reference is a proper against whoi charges fan more serious
one to be made in such a case as this. I thaîî those contained in this petition have
have given some little consideration to been nade in tus fouse and pub
the authorities. I have looked over lished in the Press. Honentlemen
them as carefully as time would allow, in tus fouse have been charged,
but I have failed to find one case in which in print, in newspapers, iii quotations
a reference was made to a Committee of from legal proceedings, of criminal
Privileges and Elections on materials offences of the gravest kind, of frand of
such as we have before us. It is the grossest character. lu some cases
conceded that there is no such even, some of those gentlemen who have
authority to be found in this country, and been se charged, when they have con-
none of the cases cited by my hon. friend menced proeeedings for rindicating their
from South Huron establish that any such character, have net prosecuted those pro-
course has been followed in England. My ceedings te a succaful termination. I
lien. frieed admitted that, if there were should therefore like te a k how. gente
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men here whether, if we establish the Commission was appointed upon a petition
precedent that is sought to be established signed by thirty-two so-called ratepayers,
in the motion of the hon. member for asking that the accounts be enquired nto.
West Elgin (Mr. Casey), it will not in- We find, however, by the document Mr.
evitably be followed by some petition Hooper has just read to the fouse,
against other members of this House, that the only authority fer issuing a Com-
and whether the Committee on Privileges mission of this kind is a petition signed
and Elections will not be occupied in by thirty-two ratepayers, and we find that
profitless andmost annoying investigations six or seven of those whore names were
iuto the private affairs of hon. members on the petition made a oolem declara-
sitting in this flouse. But my hon. tion that they had nver signed any suci
friend who moved this petition the other pftition; consequently, the very founda-.
day sought to sustain it on the ground tion for that Commission was knokeC
that it rested upon the authoritvY of from under it. This petition was sent te
a quasxjudicial proceeding of a properly the Attorney-General of Ontaro, but at
appointed Commission. Ho stateme that the same time there was soent a positive
from what he had read in the text-books formai notice from the County Council
of the authorities in England, Parliament that they should repudiate the authority
had never acted in a matter of this kind of the Commission, and would net pay the
against any member in the House, unless expenses which were likely to be saddled
upon an established conviction for some upon them, because the whole thing was
crime, or upon the report of some Com- illegal. Then the hon. member for West
mittee appointed by the House, or by Elgin talks about Mr. Iooper appearing
other statutorv authorities, wbich proved before the Commission and denying its
him to be guilty of the offence laid to his authority. It was not Mr. fooper who
charge. My hon. friend sought to give to did that, but the County Council, the
the proceedings of this Commission, ap- formai and oficial body of the electors of
pointed under the authority of the the county, who came before the Coi-
Statute of Ontario, the legal and bind- missionerandtoldhlm! Yen arenoriglt
ing effect which has been given here ; you are here under false pretences,
by the House of Commons in England on a petition purporting to be signed by
occasionally to the reports of Committees thlrty-two ratepayers, and we have fur-
of that House. In the case of Mr. Hunt, nished you with the evidence that this
to which reference was made by the hon. petition was a fraud, and consequently
member for West Elgin, a Special Com- you have no authorit to come bere.
mission was appointed to investigate his But the Commissioner chose to pro-
accounts as Treasurer of the Ordnance, ceed, notwithstanding that notice. I
when he was found to be indebted to the will say nothing disrespectfül of that Com-
Crown in the large sum of, I think, Dssioner, a lawyer in Ontario, of strong
£90,000 sterling. He was summoned on political leanings, who once ran unsuccess-
three different occasions to be present in fully for the Local Legisiature. is
his place in the House, in order that the ambition being mucl greater than his
report of this Commission might be read popularity, certainly he was open beyond
and the matter discussed there. But he ail question to the animadversions which
refused to appear and fled the country, the bon. member for West Elgin indulged
and the report was laid on the Table of the iu when he spoke of the political parti-
House, with the statement that the officers sanship of members on the Ministerial
had been unable to serve biim lu couse- side of this house. If there ever was a
quence of bis having flep the country. tribunal appointed by a partisan Goverun-
The flouse was satisfied then that no ment at the request of political partisans,
denial could be nmade of the charge of for a partisan purpose, that is the one we
criminally appropriating public funds, and are now considering. The whole pro-
he was expelled. Iu the prement case, the ceeding was based upon political spite, ini
authority of the Commission rests upon~ order that its promoters might avenge
the Statute of Ontario. In this cue, the themselves upon Mr. fooper for baving
question was the state of te accounts successfully carried the county iai the
between the County (oundil of Lennox last general elections. This Comussion
and Mr. oooper, their Treasurer. That gtes on and makes s report, ad how does

MR. CÂMBRON.
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the Commissioner proeed 1 Tkis answer
Mr. Hoeper has given, and I think the
statement made by a member of this
House, on his responsibility, on the floor
of this House, is entitled to at least as
much credit as the statements of twenty-
five signatories to a petition obtained in
such a manner and for such a purpose as
the one we are now dealing with.
In the faoe of the statement which
Mr. Hooper makes, of the way this
Commissioner made up the accounts,
my hon. friend talks about Mr. Hooper
being a defaulter to the extent of $32,000.
Nearly $20,000 of it was made up by
usurious interest, compounded quarterly,
at the rate of 14 per cent. per annum.
This is the kind of treatment this im-
maculate Commissioner dealt out to a
member of this House. Mr. Hooper
goes on to give an additional atatement
that he is not indebted at all. He also
says that the Commissioner did not carry
the investigation to the period at which
the accounts were closed, but he stopped
at the date of his appointment, and said
he could go no further than that. How
could he tell how the account stood by
confining himself to a particular period ?
There might have been a large amount
then required to be in Mr. Hooper's hands
to be paid over for some particular pur-
pose. He should have carried his inves-
tigation down to the time Mr. Hooper
ceased to be Treasur er, or closed his
account, in order to give a fair statement
of the manner in which the accounts
stood. This report came before the
County Council. Now, those hon. gen
tlernen of this House who cone fron
Ontario, know, what a shrewd and intelli-
gent class of men those composing the
County Councils generally are. They
are as careful and as prudent in their
management of the public business as any
class of men that could be selected. But
m hon. friend says this was a partisan
County Council. I never heard before that
politicsinthe county council of Lennox ran
s0 much in one way that the respective
parties stood in the relation of fifteen to
six, for such was the majority by
which the Council declared that this
report was unfounded, that they would not
accept it, stating that they were them-
selves having an investigation into the
accounts. Now, I do not think there can
be any strongor justification of Mr.

Hooper than the fact that the Ceunty
Council, composed of reeves and deputy
reeves, by a vote of fifteen to six declared
that this report was not trustworthy and
that they would have a separate investi-
gation of their own. That investigation
is now proceeding, and we are asked here
to do Mr. Hooper the gross injustice of
openingupanenquiryin this House, by Com-
mittee, into a matter which is now under-
going enquiry by a competent tribunal, by
the parties who are themuelves directly
interested in the matter. We are also
asked to do that in faoa of the fact stated
in the statement read to the House, that
his sureties, who are amply responsible,
came before the County Council and said :
"If, after a fair examination of Mr.
Hooper's accounts, you find a deficienoy,
and that anything is due by him, we
undertake to pay the same." The Council
was satisfied with that statement and
content with the responsibility of his
sureties, believing that whatever balance
of debt, if any, Mr. Hooper owed, would
be paid to the county and to the rate-
payers. So there is no truth in the
statement contained in the petition
of these ratepayers, that, if Mr.
Hooper was declared a defaulter,
the county would lose a large sun
of money. My hon. friend who
spoke just before me, pointed out to
the flouse a matter of very grave
importance as affecting this question
when he advocated referring this entire
matter to the Committee of this House,
which, he stated, was competent and fully
qualified to deal with it. Now, I would
ask the hon. gentlemen on the Committee
of Privileges and Elections whether they
think themselves competent to sit as a
Board of Auditors to ascertain the state of
the aceounts of a County Treasurer, extend-
ing over a period of eight or ten years?
Are we competent to settle and decide that
question; for what else should we have
to decide ? We are asked to investigate
the question whether Mr. Hooper has de-
frauded his county, or whether, at the date
of our investigation, there was a balance
due by him to the county. Mr. Hooper
says there was not; this Commissioner
apparently did not know whether there
was or not, as, being a lawyer, perhaps he
is not acquainted with figures. This
House is asked to refer the matter to au-
other body of lawyers, for 1 believe that,
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with the exception of the hon. member for properly constituted one. That is not a
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton), every member matter fer this fouse to deal with, either
-of that Committee is a lawyer. Now, is on bis statemmnt or the statement of the
this Committee to undertake an enquiry petitioners. k is purely a question for
of that kind ; or is this a matter for this the Committee. Re states that several
House to eRtertain ? The petition makes sigers of the petition denied their signa-
another statement, that Mr. Hooper bas tures,and tbat the Attorney-General was
become insolvent. This, I believe, is se, notified of this fact by the Wardon. It
and it is much to be regretted. But why would perhaps be mufficient, in answer to
is lie insolvent? Why, because of the that, to state that the Attorney-General
persecution of political friends of hon. does net appear to have taken any notice
gentlemen opposite. They were not con- of it, but I ar informed tkat the War-
tent with destroying the position he held den was compelied to retract that state-
in the county of Lennox and trying to de- ment, and apoiogise to the party whu
stroy bis political influence there. He witnessed the signatures to the petition.
beig a merchant and in business with bis We have here a direct conflict
sons, his credit was necessarily impaired, of evidence, wbich this fouse is
all his creditors pressed him, and the not in a position as a body to
result was he was driven into insolvency enquire into, but which the Committee
by the persecution undertaken by his on Privileges and Elections nay properly
political opponents. It bas come from investigate. Me nre aise told that the
the political hatred of bis opponents report cf the Commission is untru- in
in Napanee, who have been at the bottom point cf fact. 0f course when a state-
of this persecution, who have presented ment is made across the floor cf the
this petition to the -House now. It is flouse kw a renber on bis word, yen are
these who have driven hii into insolvency bound te accept it unless you are propos-
and are trying to destroy bis reputation ing te enquire into the statenent in seme
now. BJeing strongly opposed to the in- way. If we were te take a simple denial
vestigation asked for by this petition be- i sucLi cases there would be an end te
coming a precedent, I think it better to enquiries of this kind. Indeed, the state-
move in amendment ment of this on. gentleman is sirply a

challen"e te investioate whether the Cern-
That all the words after " That" in the said

proposed motion be left out, and the following
be inserted instead thereof:- " Ha'ving heard truc, and I
read the stateinent of Edmund Hooper, Esq., tbink the liuse would be wantmg m
member of this House for the Electoral District consideration for the hon. menîber for
of the County of Lennox and inasmuch as the Lennox, as well as for its own dignity, if
petition of certain electors of the Electoral
District of the County of Lennox does not dis- it ailows that confliet te ro on an
close facts which affect the right of the said longer. I find it stated that interest was
Edmund Hooper to represent the said Electoral calculated by the Commission at the rate
Division in this House, the said petition be net of 14 per cent., se that $20,00
referred to the Select Standing Committee oa f the deficiency la made up on account
Privileges and Elections." f impreper compound interest. On look-

MR. CASEY: The position of this. ing at the report, I find that the interest
debate has been considerably altored by is cbarged, net at 14 per cent., but for
what has been said since I last spoke, and fourteen years. I suppose the hon. mem-
also by the statement put in by the hon ber for Lennox bas been isled by a
member for Lennox, which I had not, up hurried glance at the report. One sum
to then, had time carefully to look int, of $4,681, mentioned by the Commission,
and which I have not yet had time to had amounted te somethig over $8,0
compare with the report of the Commis- i the tourteen years. It seems te me
sioner. There is one thing Mr. Hooper that a sum of $4,681 compounded every
has not done, which his advocates en the quarter for fourteen years, at 14 Per
other side of the House have done for cent., would mou than double i that
him. He has not fairly and squarely tine.
denied the charges made against him. MR PLUMB. What is the rate of
-Instead of doing so, h. begins by interest?
complaining that the tribunal was not a ML CAEY; The bon. member

MR. CAMBRON.
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Niagara can find that out by an easy details may seem irrelevant, but, in ad-
calculation. I have not the time now to dressing the House, I have merely wished
do so while speaking. It certainly could to clear away some of the mist castaround
not be 14 per cent., as stated by the hon. the subject by hon. gentlemen opposite
member for Lennox. That hon. gentle- and by the statement of the hon. member
man does not say that lie is not indebted for Lennox. We have been told that,
to the county-that lie Las not embezzled, whatever the facts may be, this
or defrauded the county. He says : "I is a matter we have no right
am personally not aware of any deficiency te inquire into. The hon. gentleman
in my accounts, because they were duly who sits besides me (Mr. Cameron,
audited every year by competent auditors South Huron) hs shown that on
appointed by the County Council." The some similar occasions in England the
Commissioners tell a different story. They Ilouse not only took cognisance of the
say that the auditors relied chiefly on matter but proceeded to expel the member.
statements presented by the Treasurer. Now, if the louse over there took such
They say action, I think this House is competent to

take cognisance of this matter, so far at
"It is clear, f rom the testimony of the audi- least au to enquire into it. The hon.

tors who were exarnied, that they relied t . .
chiefly, if not altogether, upon the statements member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick)
submitted to them by the Treasurer. * * In lays stress on the words in the petition
point of fact, these so-called auditors' state- to the effect that the petitioners " were
ments were not prepared- by the auditors, but advised and believed " that the county
by Mr. Hooper, the Treasurer, and accepted by
the auditors without any proper examination of was defrauded. I do not know that the
the books and other necessary sources of infor- statement could be made in any other
mation, and, as a result, the books were in no way. The hon. menber (Mr. Kirkpat-
case actually audited." j rick) also said that the report was not
We therefore find a direct conflict of evi- before the House. Well, as far as I am
dence on this point, but we must remem- aware, it cannot be brought before the
ber that the Commission examined those House unless we choose to enquire further
auditors on oath, and learned what was into the matter. If the House will take
their custom. Surely, if the hon. member the word of a member, that such report is
knew there was a clear case in his favour, in existence, and that it seems to bear out
he would bave stated clearlythat lie owed the allegations of the petition, then the
the county nothing. I am not. arguing report can be brought before us. It seems
that he is guilty, but that this statement as if the hon. gentleman was afraid tbat
does not say lie is not guilty.' The hon. the report should come before the House.
member for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) I think the Committee on Privileges and
made a great point out of the stateruent Elections should enquire into the consti-
that the County Council cannot suffer tution of the Commissiom, ascertain
any loss, because the sureties of the whether it examined witnesses on oath,
Treasurer are good, and that, therefore, and what conclusion was arrivod at.
we should not make any fuss about the Such an enquiry would determine vhether
matter. That, however, is a contention or not there are strong grounds for the
that very few hon. members would care to expulsion of the hon. member for Lennox;
make. It amounts to this : That, if the it would place us in a position to decide on
late Treasurer is guilty, and can manage the nierits ofthe case. If thebouse refuses
to settle with the county authorities, it to look into the matter, it shuts its eyes
does not concern the House whether he to the facts, and we will nover be in a
is an embezzler or not. I must notice position to find out whether the hon.
the closing paragraph, which states : "I member is guilty or not. The hon.
am satisfied that the attack made on me member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr.
originated from political malice." I ara lIes) made a strong point of the stat-
informed by a gentleman who forwarded ment that the enquiry before the Com-
the petition to me that several of the mittee would le tedious and intricate, and
signers were supporters of the hon. mem- go too mucl into details. The trouble an
ber for Lennox at the last election, and it enquiry would cause ia no reason why it
cannot be charged that theywere actuated should not take place. Then the hon
bY political malice. Ail this diacuseion of member for NQrth Victoria ( Lnr. Caeron
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roiterated that, if this precedent was set,
charges might be made every day through
the press and otherwise, and the Committee
would be overrun with investigations of
this character. I deny that this would
establiah a precedent for enquiries based
upon charges made in the press. This
charge is based upon the report of a Com-
mission, acting under the Statute, and it
is the most infrequent occurrence in the
world for a member to be charged in this
way and on such proof with defrauding a
county of $32,000. It is desirable, of
course, to protect the interests of the mi-
nority, and, as we arein a comparatively
small minority here, we do not want a
precedent established that would enable
the majority to sweep down upon us when-
ever they desired. But I do not think
anything of the sort would happen if this
enquiry were granted. I suppose the House
has pretty thoroughly made up its mind
what it will do in the case. I presume the
hon. the leader of the Government has
made up bis mind whether lie will take
any stand in the matter. I did
suppose, when the right hon. gen-
tleman moved the adjournment of
the debate, the other evening, that he
intended to say something on the subject,
and I naturally supposed he would state
the grounds on which this reference should
or should not be made. Whether lie sees
fit to do that or not, lie will no doubt in-
dicate what his opinion is. If lie thinks
the reference should not be made, it is
useless to take any division. If the right
hon. gentleman states bis intention to
oppose the reference, I shall, therefore,
not insist upon dividing the House. In
consequence of the right lien. gentleman
refusing to allow the other petition to be
received and read to-day, it will come up
to-morrow in the natural course of events,
and there may be further occasion for
debate on this subject, or possibly for a
division. That, however, will depend
upon the view the House takes. If the
reference is not made, the entire respon-
sibility will rest with the right hon. gen-
tleman and bis Government; and I have
no doubt they are willing to assume that
responsibility-at least three years before
the general elections.

MR. BUNSTER : I am sorry to in-
trude upon the time of the louse,
because I think its time has been wasted
in the discussion of this question. It

Mn. CASEY.

leaked out during the discussion that the
charge was pressed against this hon.
member because he was voting with the
majority. That should not be an offence,
and I do not see any reason for all this
talk about a little deficit in this county
of deficits. How was it that the late
Finance Minister of the Dominion who
was a member for this county was
not called to account l He had a
deficit of $2,900,000 in 1876 ; an-
other of $3,000,000 in 1877; and an-
other of $2,000,000 in 1878. And here
we are wasting the time of this country
over a paltry sum of $32,000. If the
hon. member for Lennox is guilty, why
not call in a Justioe of the Peace to pass
lis judgment upon the matter according
to the law of the land ? Valuable time
is taken up in this way, when
we ought to be considering the
development of the North-West, or the
construction of the Pacific Railway, is
ridiculous. We should have been at
that work instead of fooling away two
hours' time this way. You, Sir-pardon
me for the remark-are partly to blame
for this conduct. I for one feel it hard
to have to come 4,000 miles from
home to witness all this washing of
dirty linen. It is an unprofitable and
a repreliensible way of_- spending the
money of the people we are sent here to
represent, and I most decidedly will not
be a party to it.

Mn. ANGLIN : I think the House
bas already decided that the argument used
by the hon. member for Nanaimo (Mr. Buns-
ter) in support of the amendment is the
strongest offered on that side of the
question. If a late Minister of Finance
has not been prosecuted for a deficit, why
should a Treasurer of a municipality of
Ontario be prosecuted and criminally
convicted because of a deficit ? If, as the
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
(Mr. Ives) said, we are merely called
on to enquire whether Mr. Hooper,
as Treasurer, is indebted to lis mu-
nicipality, we of course should refuse
to make any such enquiry. However,
there is something more serious than
that in the case ; for, although the
petition does not in very strong ternis
make a direct charge against Mr. Hooper,
it does in the closing passage declare that
the petitioners are advis.d and have
reason to believe that hie has defrauded
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them. The question is entirely based
on the charge of fraud. If no charge of
fraud is sufficiently made, the whole
case ought to fall through. If we choose
to say that the allegation is not suffi-
ciently direct and distinct, we should sim-
ply rest the case there, and for that reason
refuse to proceed further. If, however,
this charge of fraud is clearly made, and
we have heard an hon. member state that
he is in possession of evidence which he
believes would sustain iz, it becones a
serious question whether we should ac-
cept as sufficient the statement of Mr.
Hooper, which has been read, or refer
the matter to the Committee on Privileges
and Elections. The possible tediousness
and intricacy of the investigation affords
no reason why it should not be held. The
hon. member for Richmond and Wolfe
said that the House ought not to be

,guided by the precedents of the Imperial
Parliament, cited by the hon. member for
South Huron (Mr. Cameron), but the
House, I trust, will always attach to
such precedents the weight and im-
portance to which they are entitled.
We are told that the allegation of
" fraud " in the petition, is contradicted
by the hon. member for Lennox and Ad-
dington, and we are asked by the amend-
ment to declare that this denial is equival-
ent to disproof; but the mere contradic-
tion, by himself, of such a serious charge,
cannot be held to be a sufficient reason
for refusing to refer the matter to a Com-
mittee. It in too much to ask the House
to pass the amendment in that shape-it
would be injudicious to do so. Naturally,
any hon. member would deny the truth
of such an accusation, and more than
that, may proceed to argue, as Mr.
Hooper does in his case, that certain
other allegations made, or likely to be
made, were untrue. I would suggest that
that part of the amendment be struck out
and the hou. member for North Victoria
rest his case on the assertion that;the peti-
tion does not disclose facts to warrant the
course proposed in the original motion.

MR. HOLTON: I think the concluding
portion of the amendment ought to be
struck out. I am clearly of opinion that
'no case has been made out for the reference
proposed. But I have very grave doubts
as to whether we ought toput in our Jour-
nals, as a reason for net making the refer-
ence, the plea of Not Guilty, of the gentle-

man who Las been attacked. I should like
very much that the decision and judgnent
of the House should be taken on the suffi-
ciency or insufficiency of the case made
out by my hon. friend the menber for
Elgin.

MR. CAMERON (North Victoria): I
haveno objectiontostrike out the latter part
of the second reason, and rest the motion on
the first-" that the petition does not dis-
close facts," etc. I think it better that
the rule on which the House rests should
be stated on unquestionable grounds.

MR. MILLS: The rule is that the
denial of an hon. member should be taken
with regard to any fact alleged in the dis-
cussion; but, if there is a charge formally
made, on which the action of the House
is asked, his denial cannot be put in op-
position to that allegation; and that is
the objection in this matter-that we
are asked ýto put the hon. member's denial
against the allegations in the petition,
upon which a member had invited the
action of the House. The House, if it
did so, would commit itself to a wholly
untenable position.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think the hon. member for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) goes too far, and that this isthe prin-
ciple prevailing: if in the discussion any-
thing is said respecting an hon. member,
and he in his place denies it, his denial is
accepted; but, if there be a distinct
charge, his allegation does not go for
nothing. It is for the House, however,
to weigh his statement against the direct
charge, and it may give more weight to
the denial than to the charge. But once
a specifie charge has been made, the
House does not accept as a matter of
course the member's denial as such, but
may give such weight as it pleases to the
denial.

MR. MILLS: The right hon. gentle-
man will find this is not the case when
the action of the House is asked for en a
petition. The allegation is made in the
motion that the denial of the member is
to be taken as a ground for refusing the
action proposed.

Ma. MACDOUGALL: I do not rise
to prolong the discussion, which seems
near its natural termination; but, having
been invited by a large number of the
electors of the county which the accused
member represent to assist him in bis
canvass and in his election, I had the
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pleasure of making the aequaintance of sureties and that they are solvent, and
very many of them, and, for the first that the amount that they guaranteed is
time of meeting Mr. Hooper. I found enough to pay the whole deficit, we must
him a man standing very high in the esti- admit that his friends have good right to
mation of the people of that constituency. complain that a very unfair advantage
No one ventured to say in my presence has been taken of the hon. member by
that he was not an honourable and re- bringing a local dispute into this House
putable citizen. The result of the elec- to damage and discredit his conduct and
tion proved, considering the political forces character, and, as.far as possible to discredit
he encountered, the high position he occu- also the political party to which he belongs.
pied in their esteem; and, in consequence, I very much regret that m y hon. friend
lie has a seat in this House. I do not from East Elgin (Mr. Casey) has aliowed
believe the statements made in the peti- himself to be made use of for the purpose
tion that suffic1ent grounds were disclosed of gratifying the personal enmity and
for an application to this House to consti- political hostility of some parties who, I
tute itself a criminal tribunal-a Court ihope, are outside of this House. I think
of Appeal from the Commissioner sent we ought to consider ourselves as honour-
down under the Statute of the Local able men till proved guilty by our own ad-
Legislature to enquire into the municipal mission, or by.a competent tribunal of some
irregularities referred to. I think it criminal offence. I do say that the state-
would be degrading our position as the ment of the hon. member for Lennox and
highest tribunal in the country to enter Addington, in his place here, that lie is
into an investigation of the conduct of a nlot guilty of tho offence with which he is
member who lias not been found guilty of charged in this informal manner, ought to
any offence by a Court of Justice which be sulicient until he is found guilty by
disqualifies ln to sit anong gentlemen some Court;of Justice. I shall oppose the
or to represent a constituency. This reference of the petition.
Commission of enquiiry into the Treasur- Amendment (3fr. Cameron, North
er's accounts is merely a preliminary pro- Victoria) agreed to.
ceeding or enquiry. The report is not House adjourned at
final. It is also ex parte. The charges Thirty minutes after
are denied by the hon. member hi his Ten o'elock.
place in this House. He, of all others, is
the man who has the best opportunity of
knowing whether there is any foundation
for them, and lie solemnly denies that he
lias been guilty of any criminal offence. Thursday, dth 3fcrrch, 1880.
Moreover, we know that political partisan- The Speaker took the Chair at Three
ship las been disclosed in this matter. o'ciock.
We know that, on the very face ofthe case as
presented to us, the large deficiency could PRAYERS.
only have been arrived at by a mode of cal- PRIVATE BILLS PETITIONS.
culation inspired by the strongest political
and partisan feeling. The plan was to
assunie-for they have not yet b een estab- MNR. iROBINSON: I beg leax-e to move,
lished by proof-that certain deticits have in accordance 'witl the report of the Coni-
occurred froi vear to year in the mittee on Standing Orders, that the te
Treasurer s accounits. The Commissioner of receiviiig, pEtitions for Private Bills ho
tIen proceeded to multiply and compute extended twelve days. I may add that,
the interest so as to mak-e up an e Tor- judging froin the sentiments expressed by
mous sunii-so larg-e that no officiai members of the Committee, this will be
unless tîrougli fraud, niisappropriation or Ithe last application for extension.
embezzlemnent, could have incurred such a MR. BLAKE: I do not know whether
deficit; but it bias been discovered froi tIc this requires the assent of more than one
report of the Commissioner h mself that Standin Comittee; but it appears to
the debiciencies only amount to a few me that it is a breah of the system estab-
thousand dollars altogether. And, ished two or three Sessions ago. If
when we know that Comr. mooper gave these petitions for Private Bills, which
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should have been presented long ago, are
to be presented twelve days f rom to-day,
the Bills cannot be efdiciently considered
in Committee at a time when the other
business of the House must occupy the
whole attention of members.

MR. ROBINSON: There is no doubt
a great deal in what the hon. member
for West Durham says; but I bring in
this motion at the request of the Commit-
tee, who gave the matter due considera-
tion. The rule is partly a dead letter as
far as the public is conceried. Formnerly
it was the custom to print the rules of the
liouse, and to notify the public in the dif-
ferent newspapers, such as the Mail and
the Globe, in Ontario, and the Gazette and
Herald, in the Province of Quebec. No
such notice is now given by these or other
newspapers ; but the publie have to learn
the rules of this House through the Gov-
ernment Gazette, which, it is notorious, is
not read hy the public. The Committee
were very loth, indeed, to ask for au ex-
tension of time, but they do so upon the
very best consideration they could give to
the question, and at the request of iem-
bers of the louse outside of the Coin-
mittee.

MR. LANGEVIN : I think my hon.
friend would do better to wait until to-
morrow, and have a report from the
Private Bills Committee, because this re-
quest should be made on the recommenda-
tion of the Committee.

MR. ROBINSON : It is recommended
by the Committee of Standing Orders.

MR. ANGLIN: There is something
more to consider. The Bills should be
printed before the Session commences ;
and it would be necessary, if we extend
the time further to present petitions at
this late period, to extend also the time
for printing Bills. The whole policy of
the House, adopted very deliberately a
few years ago, must be reversed.

MN. CAMERON (North Victoria):
That rule has been more honoured in
the breach than in the observance.
Practically the rule has undoubtedly be
come a dead letter. Bills have been re-
ceived af ter the time flxcd hy that raie,
commonly enough.

MR. BLAKE: I do not know by
whose authority they have been received
then.

MR. HOLTON: It will be in the
memory of members of the last House

that very great inconvenience arose from
the practice of introducing Private Bills
at a late period of the Session, under a
suspension of the rules, and a Committee
coniposed of some of the more experienced
members of the House, familiarý with the
practice of the House, was Ftruck to re-
vise the rules. The hon, the leader of
the present Government was on that
Committee ; and the hon. niemnber
for West Durham (Mr. Blake) was on
that Committee. It was a streng Coim-
nittee with reference to the subject with
which they were charged. Well, Sir, that
Committee reportecd, and certain changes
in the rules were made with respect to
Private Bills. For a vear or two the
argument was, " Let us have a little more
tine to educate the people into these
rules. If we are too rlgorous iii enforc-
ing them at first, public incovenience nay
arise." Instead of beconing' more rigor-
ous with the lapse of time we regard
these rules less and less, from year to
year, until now they may be regarded as a
dead letter, and we are remitted to the
old state of things with the great incon-
venience of having rules which are disre-
garded, and having to keep some people to
the rules and exclude them from tak-
ing advantage of these delays, while others
get the rules dispensed with and have
their Bills introduced late in the Session.
The whole evil of this is, that during the
late days of the Session we are delayed
by the consideration of Private Bills
which might be received at an earlier part
of the Session. Under the old systen I
was often astonishedtofind in the Statutes
clauses in Private Bills seriously affecting
public laws, to which our attention
was not directed in their passage
through the House. It was to prevent
this that the new rales were adopted, and
I very much regret that we are falling
back to that loose practice, and perhaps
to a worse state of things than
ever. The leaders of the House
ought to consider it their duty to
sec that these rules are either re-
pealed or enforced. The evils arc very
great arising froin the lax administration
of these rules. I do not wish to object to
this motion. It is an unamiable thing to
thwart one's colleagues in their endeavour
to get on with the Bills committed to
their charge. I know that from experi-
ence. I do not desire to put these gen-
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tlemen to unnecessary trouble, but it is;
only by determining to enforce the rules
of the House, which are conceived in the!
public interest, that we can get rid of the
inconvenience. The Chairman of the
Committee on Standing Orders would do'
well to get the concurrence of the Coin-
mittee on Private Bills or the Committee
on Banking. I think so much is required
by the Rules of the House.

MR. LANGEVIN: Yes, the concur-
rence of one or more.

MR. ROBINSON: The Committee on
Private Bills will meet to-morrow.

Mn. HOLTON: Lot it stand then
until to-morrow.

MR. BLAK : Would the hon. gentle-
man see whether it w ould not be possible
to propose a more limited extension of
time ?

MR. ROBINSON: I will propose it to
the Committee.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawn.

BILLS INTRODUCED.
The followng Bills were severally in-

troduced and read thefirst time:--
Bill (No. 53) Respecting the Credit Valley

Railway Company.-(Mr. Haggart.)
Bill (No. 54) To incorporate the Canadian

Telegraph Company.--(Mr. McCarthy.)
Bil (No. 55) To amend the Act 40 Vie.,

eap. 72, intituled an Act respecting the
Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance
Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
PUBLIC FUNCTIONARIES SALARIES

REDUCTION BILL.
(Mr Béchard.)

FIRST READING.

Mn. BECHARD introdued a Bill to I
reducethesalariesandallowances of certain f
public functionaries and officers, and the (
indemnity to members of the Senate and o
House of Commons. He said : The ob- o
j ect of this Bill is to secure economy in I
the Public Service. It proposes to reduce
the Governor-General's salary to $35,000,
but not to affect the salary of the present
Governor-General. It -will, if it becomes
law, effect a reduction in the salaries of
Ministers of the Crown, and a large
number of other public officers. On the P
second reading of the Bill I will explain f
it more fully. t

Bill read the first time. ai
HURON AND ONTARIO SHIP CANAL.

QUESTION.
MR. SIRANGE enquired, Wbether it ù,

ME. IIOLTON.

is the intention of the Government to re-
cognise the importance to the Dominion
of the construction of the Huron and On-
tario Ship Canal; and if so, to what
extent are they prepared to promote this
public work.

SiR CHAR L ES TUPPER : The Gov-
ernment fully recognises the importance
of the Horon and Ontario Ship Canal, but
it is a work of such magnitude as to render
it quite impossible for the Governinent to
offer any aid to it at present.

MANITOBA PROVINCIAL BUILDINGS.
QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to com-
mence the Provincial Buildings this year
in Manitoba, as promised in 1879 to the
Ministerial delegation from that Province.

Mit. LANGEVIN: It is the intention
of the Goverament to ask for a vote of
money for that purpose this year.

MANITOBA-EXTENSION OF LIMITS.
QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Whether the
Dominion Goverament proposes this year
bo extend the present limits of the Pro-
vince of Manitoba, so as to include west-
ward the establishment of the Little
Saskatchewan, and eastward the undis-
puted belt of territory between the pre-
tended western limit of Ontario and the
existing eastern limit of Manitoba.

MR. LANGEVIN : It is not the in-
ention of the Government to extend, this
ear, the present limits of the Province of
Manitoba, and no action will be taken be-
ore the presentation of the report of the
Committee now investigating the subject
f the boundaries between the Province
f Ontario and the Territories of the
Dominion.

MANITOBA-EMIGRATION AGENT AT
ST. BONIFAGE.

QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is
he intention of the Government to ap-
oint an Emigration Agent at St. Boni-
ace to receive the emigrants and to give
iem the necessary information and
sistance which the Provincial Govern-
ent and private citizens had to afford
uring the last season.
MR. POPE (Compton): It is not the
tention of the Government to have au
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agent at St. Boniface, but it is our inten-
tion immediately to erect a temporary
bridge across the river so as to use the
present sheds on the other side, and to
erect an hospital there as soon as possible
to give such accommodation as is needed.
Heretofore, people sick with scarlet fever,
measles and other contagious diseases,had
to occupy the same sheds as the healthy.
We hope to avoid this state of things in
the future, and avoid the necessity for
having them landed on the St. Boniface
side of Red River.

RAILWAY STATISTICS.
REMARKS.

year, and I expect to be able to lay it
before the House at a not distant date.
It is not quite complete for the present
year, but it is complete for the last year.
It is intended to continue it j ust as it was
begun.

MR. MACKENZIE : It seems to me
extremely important that we should have
very careful statistis of the railway
system, with a view to aiding in legisla-
tion in the future. I would much rather
see the hon. gentleman extend the
statistics than to curtait them. It will
be of much benefit also to have a map
accompanying the report. I think there
was no map when the first one was issued.

MR. FLEMING: I desire to call the The map siiould show ail the changes
attention of the hon. the Minister of Rail- that have been made in the railway
ways to an Order of the House, which was legisiation of the Provinces as well as
issued last Session, asking for a return here.
showing the number of persons employed
on the 21st of December then precedingon
the respective railways in the Dominion;
also a return of all accidents which had (Mr. Colby.>
occurred on the railways of the Dominion THIRD READING.

during the year 1878. Now, the return Bil read tke hird time and passed, on a
which has been brought down gives only division.
the nuTber of accidents which had occur-
red on the IntercoloniaL IRailway and the PREVE.ZTION OF CR f \1E BILL. -[BILL 1U.]
Prince Edward Island IRailvays; no {~f.Blake.)
account whatever is given of thet l
accidents which, have occurred on the SEODRAIGPTPE.

,other railwxys of the Dominion, and no Order for second reading read.
notice at ail lias been- taken of that part MR. BAKER: Mr. Speaker, 1 do not
,of the order calling for the number of propose to offer any reflections upon the
persons employ-ed. It is very important propriety or impropriety of permitting
to have these returns, in order that a îimportant legisation afcting the Crimi-
comparison may be made between the nal Law of the land to drift into the
number of persons enmp1oyed in a parti- h ands of private members of this flouse,
cular service and the number of accidents however eminent they may be for intel-
that may have occured in the prosecution lectual power, for professional attainmnent,
of that work. 1 hope that the bon. or Parliamentary experience. I merely
Minister will see that complete returns propose, Sir, to offer a few remarks upon
are brought down. the merits of the Bill which is now pre-

SIR C HARLES T UPPER : I wiIl sented for our consideration, and to assign
make an enquiry and ascertain why the one or two of the many reasons which, in
return has not been mnade as complete as rny opinion, may be urged against its
was asked for. adoption, at ail erents in its present forni.

MR. MACKENZIE : I would also The Bill is based on the Imperial kSta:tute
like to ask whether the Goyernment have 3-4 and 35 Vic., cap. 112. That Act was
determined to discontinue the Annual the natural outcome of the systeni which.
Railway Report, that was begun in 1876, had been engrafted upoin the Criminal
and was-issaed for two or three years. Law of England under what were kriown

Sia. CHARLES TUPPER(: I think as the Penal Servitude Acts. And what-
it will be found that it was issued hat lever may be said about the wisdos of its
year. 1 know it was proepared, and I1 adoption in England, it is certain that
think I am ae in saying it was isued. public opinion is very mch divided there
It is in course of preparation for this as to the efficy of the Act iA G the pre-
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vention of crime. In this country it is the punishment of offences was relaxel
to be remembered that a totally different by Executive interference, and the sent-
state of society prevails. We fortunately ence of death commuted to impriscnment
know little of some of the worst evils in the penitentiary for longer or shorter
engendered by an overcrowded popu- periods of time. By these Executive
lation, and it may fairly le doubted acts-by this Executiý'e interference,
whether the public mind is pre- if I may so speak, with the natural course
pared for the introduction of the of justice and its administration in Ca-
system of police supervision which forms nada fresh courage was afforded to the
one of the essential features of the Bill. criminal class, and a new impulse given
It is a system wbich bas the effect of to the commission of crime. Is it pos-
closing the door against those who, having sible, Sir, that the lion. member (Mr.
committed crimes, are disposed to return Blake) sees in the increase of crime to
to a life of honesty. It is true that which he referred in introducing
facilities for the detection of crime are his Bil (and which curiously enough, em-
powerful factors in its repression; but braces the period immediately following
the certainty of punishment once imposed, te ovents to wbich I have alluded,
is a factor far more important. It is is it possible that he sees in this increase
essential that men who have committed the natural if not the necessary resuit of
grave crimes should know that punish- this meddlesome Executive clemency, anir
ment will follow conviction-that their that he now offers the present Bil as a
sentence will be carried out, and that ex- propitiatory sacrifice to an outraged public
cept under very exceptional circumstances opinion? If so, Sir, the offering ig
it will not be in any wise relaxed. Now, utterly inadequate. 1t purports to ho a
looking at the returns accompanying the copy of the English Act, but itis simply
Reports of ie Prison Inspectors, sub- a caricature. The worst features have
mnitted Vo Parliamient by the hon. m om- been exaggerated and intensified to sinc a,
ber for West iDurhain (r. Blake) w nile degree that I hope, and I believe, that

e was Minister of Justice, we find the this ilouse wial either reject the gill
startling fact that during the three years altogether, or so modify and restrict its
ending on the 3ts of December, provisions in Committee as to make it
1876, the Executive clemency was exer- in sonie degree tolerable, which, in its pre-
cised no less than forty-five times. li sent form, it ccrtainly isnot. Tbe irs
five and forty instances a free pardon section provides for the registration of
was granted Vo persons who had hee B convicts, and the appointment of a
convicted of grave erimes, and who bad Registrar; but there is no provision for
been sentenced to varios terms% of im- the payment of such an officiai. The
prisonment in the penitentiary. The second provides for takinge photographs
offences for which these persons were of criminals ; and here, too, a e provision
convicted and subsequently pardoned is found in the Bi for meeting the
were as follows: iape, fifteen ; turder, expense to be incurred. By the third
hree ; manslaughter, seven; robbery, section it is proposed to subect an

eight; burglary, twelve. This catalogue offender, twice convicted of a crime (asa
embraces rost of tpe grave crimes, for defined by sec. 6), to imprisonrent with
the suppression and punishrnent of which or without hard Iabour, for a period not
te aid of Parliament is fromc time to exceeding one year, if it appears to the
time invoked. And yet we find, Su, Court that there are reasonable grounds
that during eis period forty-five of these for believing that ho isgetting is liveli-
criminals, desprrate in their character-if hood by Ildishonest " means. This is
that character cau o estimatew fi nd the certainly a very large and exceptional
nature of the offences for which the a gad power, and it represents a principle
been convicted-by the exercise of the hitherto unknown ao our law. it pro-
Eecutive clemency, for which the hon. poses Vo arreet a man upon mere sus-

iember (Mr. Blake) was hiisef largely picion, and o place him at the niercy of
responsible, were turned loose upon the magistrates caprice. rI practically
society. And this Est, it is wo be remem- places every suspectd man in the pam wer
bered, dofs not embri ce the long n of of the costable and magistrates, who are
cases in which, during th sme poriod, loft V det;rmin, accrding to their own

MR. BAKER.
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peculiar views of morality, what may be
a dishonest means of living. Many a
man of irreproachable honesty bas been
convicted twice of crime within the mean-
ing of this Bill (for common assaults are
included), without forfeiting in any
degree the respect of his fellow-men.
And to say that such men are to be sub-
ject to imprisonment upon suspicion, at
the whim of the justices, is so absurd that
I trust the House will not entertain the
proposition for one moment. It is a
power entirely too great and too arbi-
trary to be entrusted to the- tribunals
proposed to be invested with jurisdiction
under the provisionsof this Bill. Section
4 relates to the supervision by the
police. I said that this Bill was a
caricature of the English Act. So it is.
The definition of the word crime,
in the 6th section, creates a departure
from the English Statute, and changes
the whole scope and intent of the
mneasure., It enlarges and extends
its operation to the most trivial
ofences. There the measure was pro-
posed and carried as an extension of the
ticket-of-leave system, which required the
licensee to report himself to the authori-
ties as a matter of precaution and
necessity. But it was limited to certain
of the graver offences mentioned in the
Statute - indictable offexaes-and the
party to be subjected to supervision must
be convicted "on indictment." Here,
however, it is insisted with all the
solemnity which properly appertains to
proceedings in Parliament, that a man,
twice convicted of a common assault shall
be liable to be placed under the super.
vision of the police for seven years. This
would be an interference with the liberty
of the subject, which seems intolerable,
and to which, it is to be hoped, the House
will not lend its sanction. We shall be
told, and it is obvious, that this Bill is
not promoted on behalf of criminals, but
on bebalf of the lawabiding portion of
the community. Even so, it is an exten-
sion of our system which does not appear
to me to be at this time called for. And
I therefore move that this Bill be not
now read the second time, but that it be
read the second time this day six
inonths.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): The Bill
introduced by the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) contemplates a very

serious change in the liw of the country.
It is a subject which I have reason to know
the hon. gentleman bas had ample opport-
unity to study, and I presume that the
Bill he has laid before the House is the
result of that great deliberation which so
important a change in the law would re-
quire. In 1876, when he was Minister of
Justice, a report was made to him by the
Inspector of Penitentiaries for the
Dominion, in which the main ele-
ments of the Bill before the Hou! e
were suggested, though not in the
exact forn now presented. The hon.
gentleman, therefore, had the amples
opportunity of giving the subject his de-
liberate consideration, and it is to be
regretted that in this Bill the results
have not been more satisfactory. I
do iot say thbat, under certain cir-
cumstances, some of its provisions might
not be beneficial in the administration
of criminal justice in this country
and I do not preclude myself, in the
position I shall assume at present, from
the consideration of the subjects at a
future tinie. Until the lion. gentleman
introduced his Bill, the expediency of in-
troducing that element or feature of
criminal procedure had not engaged my
attention. Therefore, I am not in a
position to speak as positively as to the
probable operation of the measure
as I otherwise should be. But,
from the consideration I have
been able to give to the subject, and
from the reports made to me by those
more directly connected with our Peni-
tentiaries, the subordinate officials, who
are more intimate with the operation of
the law, I regret that I shall be obliged
to ask the House to concur in the opinion
of the hon. niember for Missisquoi (Mr.
Baker). I regret this extremely, because
there is no man in the House disposed to
entertain greater respect for the legal
knowledge and the sound judgment of
the hon. member who introduced this
measure than I am; but I differ with
him as to the propriety of its introduction
at present. There are at least one or two
features of it which should not be
adopted without ample consideration ;
and there are many features that, while
they might promote in some degree, if
carefully considered, the objocts in view,
still might contribute very largely to the
annoyance of the people and a partial
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administration of criminal justice with- occasicnally, but in a great many instan-
out resulting in any benefit whatever to c ýs men by accident or irresistible tempta-
the general public. I will take up the tion, or, at any rate, ivithout the intention
provisions of the Bill seriatim, and state or desire to live criminal lives, fali into
the reasons bwhy I think it would be more the category which would be embraced
prudent not to read it a second time, under this Bil; and, while habituai crim-
and whv, instead of allowing it to go to a inalsshould be particularly gusrded sgainst
Committee, it would be better to leave and repressed and punished, and every
it over until next Session before fici1ity afforded for the detection of fresl
which the subject could be considered by crime, stili the reclaimabie class should
the Government and Lon. members, who not, by the operation cf such laws as this,
would be able to take it up next be driven te desperation and inte courses
Session better informed, not only as to wbich, under other treatment, they wculd
the principles and details, but not adopL The registry cf criminals may
the probable operation of the Bill. I be desirable ; but, in ail prisons and
have some doubts as to the necessity of Penitentiaries, a registry is now kept frcm
the clause requiring photographs of pris- which information with reference te the
oners, inasmucli as it would appear, by crime, its character aud nature, the resi-
virtue of the Act of 1875, 9th clau-e, that dence cf the offenders and statistics cf
the Inspector of Penitentiaries might have that kind can be obtained. This descrip-
it in his power, did lie consider i neces- tien cf the criminals, their physical ap-
sary in the public interest and for the pearance, character, etc., is taken with
promotion of the due administration of the object cf affording every facility for
justice to obtain that object. The follow- their detection. Now the main dificulty
ing is the clause to which I refer cf the Bil is the stringency cf its prc-

"9. The Inspector shall have power, and it visions with reference te police super-
shall be his duty to make rules and regulations vision. Our position is very different from
for the management, discipline and police of the that cf tue English people, or the inhabi-
Penitentiaries, and for the duties and conduct zants cf any Continental country. In
cf the Wardeus thereof, and of every other offi- the l cities abrca(], criminais gather
cer or class of officars or servants employed i arge
therein; and for the diet, clothing, maintenance i
,employment, instruction, discipline, correction, association, a distinct class, and, as
punishment and reward of conv ets imprisoned scon as they are discharged fi-m prison,
therein, and to annul, alter or amend the same they resort te their old haunts,
from time to time, subject to the approval of the
Governor in Council, which rules and regula-
tions so approved, the Wardens of the Peniten- Though this evil may te some extent exist
tiaries, and every other oficer and servant em- here aise, frei the nature cf our coun-
ployed in or about the same, shall be bound to try and social circuistanes, it can but
obey." existto alimitedextent. Tle Bil would ex-

Now, those words give very extensive tend the police supervision over the rural
powers to the Inspector of Penitentiaries, districts aise. The Superintendent cf
with respect to all rules be may consider Penitentiaries, i the report I have i
desirable relative to the police and gen- my hands, gives it as lis opinion that its
eral management of our Penitentiaries, extension te the rural districts would be
and therefore I think, if the powers very inhuman, and would largely prevent
already embraced in that clause are persons convicted cf less aggravated of-
possessed, it is unnecessary. At any fences frem rehabilitating themsehves i
rate, I think that we should be very care- the eyes cf the commulîity and metumning
ful in giving the Governor in Council a te moral and henest lives. From. the 3rd
power almost amounting to the crucifixion section and sul-sectien cf the Bil, the
of those persons. The photograph of a buse will sec what a sweeping mensure
person stamps hira for ever throughout if is, and how comprehensively if embraces
the world, wherever the likeness is sent, net oniy the hardened criminals lstt those
as a man to be regarded with distrust, even whcm the Judges characterise as
and puts it out of his power at any time, persons enly deserving cf imprisonment
even if he desires it, to restore himself to h common jail. I desime thc careful
the position in society he has lost by his attention cf the buse te thc latitude
crime. We all know that not only given te the constables, a class net in al
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cases to be trusted with sfich power, even
over the class to which the Act would ap-
ply. I do not say that, in so far as the
babitually criminal class are affected,
some provision, carefully guarded, would
not be beneficial; but under this Bill any
person convicted of crime, on being
charged by a constable with getting bis
livelihood by dishonest means, orappearing
to do so. would be brought within the
scope of the law. The language, besides,
is vague. Who is to try him-an ordi-
nary Magistrate, or the Court that con-
victed him, or a Court of Inferior Jurisdic-
tion? To give a mere constable of an ordi-
nary municipality on the pretence of a
suspicion, who may desire to blast
the prospects of a man whom he dislikes,
the power prescribed in the Bill appears
perilous and unwise. lu England, -Ireý
land or on the Continent, where the
police force is thoroughly organised and
closely superintended by the Government
or Commissioners, great authority might
perhaps be entrusted to a member of
the body in the way here proposed,;
but matters are very different in this
country. The Act could be abused in the
most serious way. A constable, meeting
a man in a country lane, might say: "I
suspect you of being a convicted felon;
you are subject to this Act, and I will
take you before the Court;" and, if the
person refused to give his address, there
would be no way of bis escaping the
punishment prescribed. An innocent man
migit have bis name published as having
been arrested by a constable, charged
with being a criminal, and be obliged to
be at the trouble and expense to prove
his innocence. The 2nd clause would

give a jurisdiction so large as to make it
worth while to consider gravely the result
or the effect of the law before passing it.
The observations I have already made
apply to that. If it were made applicable
only to classes in the cities living habitu-
ally in crime, and we had 'the means of
carrying the law into execution, I do not
know that Vie provision ruight not be
acceptable. But, as the Bill stands now,
I do not think it-would be acceptable to
the gèneral public, and, so far as I have
been- able to learn the sentiments, of this
House, it is not acceptable to this House.
Therefore, I would have preferred to ask
the hon. gentleman to let the Bill stand,
but, as it is in the discharge of the duty I

owe to this House, I shal have to ask
the House to concur in the motion of the
hon. member for Missisquoi.

M-i. BLAKE: I cannot quite under-
stand the hon. the Minister of Justice
entertaining the views he expresses upon
the motion of the hon. member for Mis-
sisquoi (Mr. Baker). I do not propose to
enter upon a discussion of the mode in
which the Executive clemency was exer-
cised under my advice, while I was res-
ponsible for that difficult and delicate
branch ofsthe administration of justice. I
shall only say, that in advising the exer-
cise of the prerogative, I acted to the best
of my ability upon the principles upon
which my predecEssors had acted;
and my belief is that it would
be found on examination that that
pzerogative was exercised upon those
principles and with much the same results.
The hon. member for Missisquoi asserts
that the Bill is intolerable, and that it is
out of the question that we should create
any such infringement ot the liberty of the
subject as here proposed. I an free to
admit that there is a certain class of the
population, too numerous I regret to say,
to whom this Bill is very obnoxious, and
I am sorry to think that they have so
large a number of supporters and adinirers
in this House, as is indicated by its present
temper. In moving the introduction of
the Bill, I confined myself to the statistics
then available, iamely, the Penitentiary
Statisties. My hon. friend the Minister
of Agriculture has been good enough to
send me an advance copy of the General
Criminal Statisties, to which I then re-
ferred, and I find that the increase of
crime tbroughout the community is even
more startling than I supposed. In 1876,
there were no less than 28,000 convictions;
in 1877, there were 30,000; and in 1878,
the last year embraced in the returns, the
number of convictions reached 33,000.
A very large proportion, of course, of these
convictions is for minor offences. It will
be found that the number of persons who
were proved to have been convicted in
thes-e years, twice or oftener, is so ridicu-
lously small that the importance of pro-
viding some further machinery for
recognition of old convicts, anterior
to their. trial for a second offence,
would be demonstrated by looking at
these figures. The objection taken to the
operation of the Bill on persons who *have
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been once, or more than once, convicted, for trial is one wh- bas failen for the first
I do not regard as very cogent. The hon. time fron the path of virtue, or whether
member says that persons of irreproach- he las been convicted before. We al
able moral character may cone under the know that bardened criminals take care
operations of this Bill, inasmuch as such to be tried, as a mie, by the Judge, under
persons may retain their character in the the Sumnary Jurisdictîon Act ; because
community although they have been but a short time clapses before their trial
twice convicted and sent-nced to the jail. because the trial takEs place witbout ie
I do not propose to speak for Missisquoi, publicity tbat would attend an assize, and
but in that portion of the country which because they core up and are seîîtenced
I represent a person would suffer under under an alias. By this means they are
no inconsiderable stignia in thecommunity able to escape the se- erer punishment
from having been even once, and still which Judges shou]d give, and wlich the
more fron having been twice convicted, interests of society demand should be
even of such a crime as assault. With given to habituai criminak. The
referenc to the remarks of the hfon. the observations w have made with refir-
.Minister of Justice, lie does not commit ence to registers appiy to photographs.
himself agaist the principle of the Bill. The second clause of the Bior pro-
He says hie holds hirnseif ehtirely free te vides for photographing, under the
agree witli rany cf its important pro- directions of the Governor in Couincil, of
visiàons at some future tiîne. Ris ob- persons sentenced te the jails or peniten-
jcctions are not such as shoiiid prevent the tiaries, or f any class e persons de ooser
measure f rom receiviib a further stage, te be o'dered te be pbotograplied. If it
because they are objections wholly te the is thougt that very person seitnced te
details. Fie objects that solfC of the jail sbouid net be phetographed, it is quite
clauses are too wide and insufficiently cbmpetent for the Governor in Counecil, or
guarded iii refrence te the class of the Pariament, te previde that only those
persons te whiom they are te apply. In sentenced for the more serieus cLsses of

oef the,.-) obectgons there is some crime be takei. Tle hon. cri ilena
foree, thouh Ido net agree with the subests that photographing would prevent
ritcismr but if desiraie the clauses eau the criminal who bas once fallen from
hasily be changed and iniprovd in Cen- going back te the path of virtue. But
ittee in the direction indicated, witout this photograp is net for publication in a

at ail interfhring with the principles of-the comi paper. It is net for publication in
Bili. Now the first provision of the Bib- any way or sense. It is sirply and solely
is a ver important one. secures a for the use of tese whose business it is te
better identificationof erimiinals. Hie takes protect society against the habituai
eception to these clai es on the ground criminal, in order that if e cones again
that the Penitentiary Act and rules suf- withi the ads of the offîcoi of the law
ficiently provide for the case. But oe they may be able to ascertain whether the
bas net sufficiently considered the ques- is an ohd hand or one fresh at the business.
tien. These clauses miglit be applied te a I have rcceived twe letters since the Bill
very large proportion of the 30,00( odd was introduced, one freom a gentleman ho
convictions that eccurred hast year, eut of bas bad a large experience on the Bench
which there wili net have been more than and at the Bar. lie says that for teuty
a few scores or hundreds of convictions years he lias been wishing for a m vement
te the penitentîary. This Bill is net con- of this kind. Hie says old and bardened
fined te pententiaries. Its omect is te criminals objeot te being photogiaphed
obtain means of recogisig, nt iniierely more than any other thing, int beucaise of
those who have been sentenced. te a peni- its degradation, but becauise it giives
tentiary, but those who have cosmenced greater facility than anything clsc te the
a career of crime; t e btain, at the recognition of old criminals celing again
earliest possible moment, a register of the unde r the operation of the law. gio net
particu lors uf tIdose who sha have been know that we ougt, at the expense of
convicted and sentenced te the conimon honest men, te cousider the fler ferlin
jails as wel as the penitentiaries. Wat of this class of soiety and te subjet our-
we went i that there should be material selvesotheirdepredations bcauseforsooth,
for kaowing whether a person comig up they do net like te be placed in the rogues

M . eLfrE.
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gallery. The hon. gentleman objects to said that if it wcre applied more prudently
dlause 3, on the ground that it creates a with reference to persons living in the
new crime. He says that the result of cities who hàd been committed for the
sub-section A, is that an innocent person graver classes of crime, it would not be
charged by a constable would have to objectionable. If so it is extremely easy
prove his innocence. This section applies to amend that clause. This provision is
only to persons who have been once con- not a provision that follows a first con-
victed ; but if it is thought that it should vicrion. It is not a provision that

-only apply to prior convictions for certain follovs even upon a second convic-
classes of crime, nothing can be easier tion. It is discretionary with the
than to make the amendment. Court, after one conviction las been fol-

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : I think lowed by a second conviction, to add a
the hon. gentleman bas misapprehended sentence of police supervision, for such

.me. He bas stated that I said a new terni as the Court thinks proper. The
,elass of crime was created by the third man must have been sujected to imprison-
clause. What I said wa that it wacreai m hent on two prier convictions, and after
ings new crime without griving the person that lie must be, in tbe opinion of the
charged an adequate opportunity of pro- Court, a fit subjeect for police supervision
tectino himself. before lie can be subjected to it. Police

Ma. BLAKE :In do not know what supervision may b for a year, or for any
the hou. gentleman cavls "an adequate teri not exceeding seve years. Those
'oppartuuity of protecting himiiself." Are who live in the larger cities of this coun-
we to wait until our persons are assaulted, trv, and kn w sonetbing of te mode in
our purses stolen, or our houses robbed, which police business is carried on, will
befort we deal with individuals who have recogni se the importance of this provision.
bemn already proved to belong to the It is said t eat it would not do for the
criinal classes i The hon. gentleman country places. I think it would ; but it
ia made a general observation with is easy to modify the clprssos to et
regard ta the Court that is to try these the views of the Minister f Justice
case, but that is a inatter of detail I in that particular; and I cannot see why
think atisfactorily disposed of, but at the Bill should not be allowed to be read
any rate erfectly easy of settlement. a second time and referred to a Selec-
Under sab-section A sf clause 3, wlen Co itte. I understood the lion. Mini-
bee find a man who has beong already ster, when a Bill was introduced te other
proved to be guilty of crime, and you day by my hon. friend from Hamilton
have raonable grounds for believing (Mr. Robertson), to say that e disaF-
that he is getting bis livelihood by proved of every one of the provisions of
dihonest means, you do not want to that Bill, but stilee said it migit go to
wait until be can be proved to have a second reading and be referred to a Select
aetually rupeated the crime. If there Committee. Now hie approves of some
are reassnable grounds for believing of the chief provisions of this i, and
lie is getting his livelihood by dishonest yet lie thinks it should not be read r re-
means he should be hiable to ijudg,,ment. ferred to a Select Committee. In intrc-
S with reference to giving a false naine ducing the Bih I stated that the pro-
ad address by a porson who bas been posed reforms ouht, in my opinion, to
Once convicted. I confess I can see no take place, and I am stil strongly i-
reasen for this excessive tenderness to- pressed with the wisdom of that view.
wards the criminal classes of thie lIopula- I added that while I did not think any
tion. The statistics indicate that the tide of member should be debarred fro intro-
crime à on the rise. We have no ground ducing and submitting for discussion any
for oongratulating ourselves in reference reforms in the Cuiminal Law cf tes
t the moral condition of the country, and country, I was persuaded of the import
some rpressive step is required to prevent ance of the responsibility of the Govern-
the further increase of the evil, growing mtent being engaged for changes extend-
an rapidly as it is, in the large cities more ing over so large an area, many dif-
particularly. To the third clause, as to fereint Civil Lawsand social customs; and
police supervision, thehon. gentleman took while I think the on. gentleman ight
là chaef objection; but even as te that lie welhave permitted this Bil te go f ur-
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ther, if he adheres to his view that it must I say that is a kind of discretion similar
receive a different and more summary to -what we read of as having been given
treatment than was accorded to the Bill to the watchman by the immortai Dog-
ofthe hon. member for Hamilton the other berry and bis intelligent confrere Verges,
day, Ishallcertainlynot trouble this House, in MucJs Ado about Nothing. Dogberry
constituted as it now is, with a division. asks: IWho think you the most desart-

MR. PLUMB : 1 was not at ail sur- lesa man to be conftable," and charges
prised to ste the feeling wanifested in this him thus:

otise in regard to this Bill; and I do "aYou are thonght to be the most senselas
not think the hon. gentleman who bas and fit man to be constable of the watch. This
brought in this Bill has quite the right to is your charge : you shall comprehend all vag-
say, in a sarcastic manner, that there are rom men; you are to bid any man stand in the
so iany friends and sympathisers with Pr b me.will not stand?
the criminal classes on this side of the '' Dogberry-Why, then, take no note ofhim,
House. I heard, once in my life, that 1but let him go; and presently cal] the rest of
there was a certain solicitor who was so j the watch together, and thank God you are rid
uncertain of himself that lie did not dare of a knave.

to Vergeo-lf he will not stand when he is
to make out a bill of costs, for fear of bidden, he is none of the Prince's subjects.
overcharging, but always gave the items " Dogberry-True. and thev are to meddle
and got the taxing-master to put in the with noue but the Pruice's subjects. If you
figures, for, if he attempted to make the meet a thief you may suspect him, by virtue

charges himself, his avidity was sure to of your office, to be no true man; and, for
such kind of men, the less ycu meddle or

lead him into trouble. My hon. friend make with them, why, the more is for your
has introduced a Bill containing many honesty.
acceptable clauses, if he had not over- " Watci-If we know him to be a thief,
ridden them with the severity which has shall we not lay hands on him ?-Dogberry-Truly, by y our office, you may;
characterised all the criminal legislation but I think they that touch pitch will be de-
that he has brought before the House. filed. The most peaceable way for you, if you
He says that there are convictions to the do take a thief, is to let him show himself what
-nur of 30 of which about 100 he is, and to steal out of your company."

only are penitentiary cases. Yet he
wishes to make the Bill under consideration
so stringent as to apply, not only to con-
victs who are sentenced to the peniten-
tiary, but to any unfortunate person who
may, by accident or temptation, happen
.,o fall into crime. He proposes that
Jhe accidental misdemeanant shall be
treated like an habitual criminal.
Nothing could bc more conducive to the
increase of crime than this unchristian
severity. He siys these offenders are on
the way to become habitual criminals, and
this Bill is intended to stop them on the
threshold. It would not be conducive to
the public good to adopt such a system as
bas been adopted lately in the Biddulph
tragedy, where we see the most atrocious
representations of persons supposed to be
connected with the murder and arson,
paraded under sensational headings in the
daily newspapers ; but who, after the
whole matter has been made the subject of
an inquest, have not been held to trial. I
object very strongly to that clause-which
places in the hands of the village con-
stable the power to lay hands on any per-
son lie pleases in his wisdom to suspect.

MR. BLAKE.

The constables make an arrest, of course,
and bonest Dogberry and Verges and the
Sexton examine the prisoners:

" Dogberry-Is our whole dissembly ap-
peared ?

" Sexton-Which be the malefactors?
" Dogber-ry-Marry, that a n I and my part-

ner."

The same sort of intelligence will still be
found among some of the magistracy and.
constabulary of our rural ditricts, and I
should be sorry for any person who, after
such legislation as this, should bappen to
fall into the hands of the ordinary village
constable. Why, it is not long since it
was stated in the London papers that the
Metropolitan Police-a picked body of
men, supposed to be of superior intelli-
gence-arrested an unfortunate nan at-
tacked by apoplexy, which was supposed
to be something attributable to alcoholie
stimulants, locked him up through the
night without medical attendance, and the
gravest consequences ensued. My hon.
friend proposes to leave the operationùf
the law to the discretion of the humblest
official known to the law except the Court-
crier. It will operate against any nan
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whom a constable takes it into his head to
bring a charge of "having no visible means
of support," provided the rural Dog-
berry chooses to favour the views of
his servitor. I think that clause is
one which should warn this House
against the whole Bill. Every man
is interested in a law of this kind. Every
man, whether lawyer or not, is competent
to judge upon it ; every member is respon-
sible for the laws passed in this House,
and is therefore called upon to weigh them
carefully,no matter by what high authority
introduced, although be may become the
object of the bitter sarcasm with which
the hon. gentleman from West Durham
(Mr. Blake) lashes anyone who ventures
to question the infallibility of bis judg-
ment. The hon. gentleman asks for the
postponement of our final judgment upon
the Bill. le condescends to say that he
will consent to its very natural modifica-
tion, but I think a gentleman of such vast
legal experience, such great acumen, and
such acknowledged skill as is conceded to
him in matters of this kind, should not
have given us a Bill tlat could elicit such
unfavourable criticism as that with which
this Bill has been met. He should have
given its clauses mature c3nsideration,
determined that they were right, and then
should have been fully prepared to stand
by them in every particular, and should
never have suggested an attempt to recon-
struet it. There was no necessity for such
hasty legislation. As to photographing
criminais, lie tells us that the photographs
are to be kept in the prison, but they are
useless unless they can be published to
the world ; and publicity may be the
means of preventing many a man who
bas repented of bis crime from going back
into respectable society. We know how
many a man bas tried to screen himself
somewhere away from the scene of bis
transgressions under another name. He
must not be blamed for the attempt thus
to bide bis shame; to lead a new life of
honest labour. In this Bill it is provided
that such a praiseworthy effort is criminal,
and that he shall not escape recognition.
There was a society in the United
States, at the hcad of which was a
gentleman of the most philantbropic
views. ; a society devoted to the pro-
curing of employment for convicts who
came out of prison disowned by the
world, strangers, friendless and shunned.

This gentleman himself told me many
touching stories of those wbo, in their
discharge from confinement, desired to
lead honest lives, but who, on accoint of
the stigma fastened upon them, could not
escape, but were forced back into their
evil ways. They deserve our sympathy as
much as the hardened class of criminals
deserve severe legislation. I would
rather that fifty men should escape than
one such unfortunate man should suffer
under a law like this, which I can only
characterise as evincing almost unchris-
tian severity, although I know it is not
the intention of the lion. member who
drew it to err on the side of harshness ;
but I tbink the hon. gentleman lias
allowed bis intense antipathy to crime te
carry him too far. It lias carried him to
the point which renders it the duty of
this House to refuse to deal further with
this Bill than to mark it.s strong disap-
proval of it as a whole, and I hope the
motion of ny hon. friend from Missis-
quoi (Mr. Baker) will be received and
accepted by a large majority if it
should be deemed necessary to demand a
vote upon it.

MR. MOUSSEAU : I must take ex-
ception to the views of the hon. me'mber
for West Durham. He said it is very
important, when a prisoner is under trial,
that it shonld be known to the Court
whether it is bis first, or bis second, or his
third offence, and that the only means
of securing that knowledge would be the
registers of the Court. I think that is a
measure which is entirely useless, which
would necessitate the providing of new
machinery, and entail expenses which the
country cannot afford. If these registers
were kept, they would, of course, be ne-
cessarily public. What would be the
result 4 It would be this: when the trial
would take place, a great many jurors
would know that the pisoner had been
previously convicted of an offence. Now,
everybody knows that the Crown bas no
right to let it be knowin that a p-isoner
has been tried or convicted before. The
necessity and usefulness of that know-
ledge comes after the verdict of the jury.
Th, Judge must know if the offence is the
first, or the second, or the third, in order
to fix the punishment to be dealt ont to
the hardened criminal. But that know-
ledge, in the Province of Quebec, is
within the reach of all the Courts, so that,
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when a prisoner is under trial, it is well
known whether he is being tried the
first, or the second, or the third time, or
whether be has been convicted one, two,
or three times ; and if the prisoner comes
from another district, the Courts can get
the antecedents of the prisoner from
the other district. I contend that
this provision, which is the chief mat-
ter of the measure, is entirely useless.
It involves principles higher than mere
procedure, and opens the way to another
argument, another branch of reasoning.
The practical result of the Bill will be to
make all the convicts of this country a
special class, designated to public oppro-
brium. Now, I say that our community
is too small to take that view of convicts
yet. Our convicts, thank God, do not
form, as in Paris and London, that de-
graded class who offer no hope of a return
to virtue, to usefulness, and to the prac-
tice of a christian civilisation. We are
not far advanced enough in this country
to disdain to extend the hand of mercy
and charity to our convicts. These are,
I think, good and sufficient reasons why
we should not let this Bill go to its second
reading. I do not reproach the bon. mem-
ber for West Durham for entertaining
those ideas be has embodied in this Bill ;
they are very lofty, as were the ideas of
his Aurora speech and some others. They
are like the standard of political morality
which was raised by the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), so high that
we cannot see them.

Mi. ROYAL: I believe it is my duty
to say a few words in connection with
the impracticabil ty of this measure in the
unorganised Territories of Keewatin and
the North-West and perhaps to a certain
extent in Manitôba. There is no doubt
that we have unfortunately in that region
of country the leading eleient with
which this Bill deals. that is to say : the
crime and the criminals, but there are
very few photographic establishments and
very little police. The registration of
criminals, I believe, is a sound principle,
and if carried out, even to the extent
contemplated by the hon. gentleman's
Bill, will certainly do a great deal of good.
With respect to photographing criminals,
we must take into consideration the
possibility of this provision as well as the
-other intrinsic merïts of the Bill. Has
the hon. gentleman ever considered the

MF. MOUSSEaU.

enormious additional expenses that
his measure would necessitate in
the North-West and British Columbia?
In Keewatin, for instance, I arn not
aware that there is one photographie
establisbment. There are no Sheriffs in
Keewatin. So far as the law is adminis-
tered in that Territory, it is done by three
or four constables. In Manitoba the
organisation is more complete, and I sup-
pose that in that respect the provisions
might, with a considerable additional ex-
pense, be carried out. But there is only
one Sheriff for the whole North-West
Territory. We bave a few police posts in
the southern parts of that Territory ; but,
supposing, as the hon. gentleman says,
that it may be discretionary with the
Judge to impose police supervision, yet
this discretionary power would be of no
avail, because it would be impossible for
a Judge to establish such a supervisionin
that Territory. Therefore, though we pos-
sess one element of the Bil, the criminals,
we are badly wanting in the two other
elements, which are generally only to be
found in older and more civilised com-
munities. Now, the measure may be
very good when applied to a very ad-
vanced, civilised community, and to large
cities, but, when the hon. gentleman in-
cludes Manitoba, Keewatin andthe North-
West Territories and British Columbia in
the scope of his Bill, I think he cannot
have taken into consideration the excep-
tional circumstances of that immense and
interesting region. With regard to the
punishment to be inflicted on persons con-
victed of crime, it strikes me that
sending a man twice convicted to jail
for a year, simply because he is
found in suspicious circumstances, is
not giving him the benefit of the doubt
to which criminals are entitled, and shakes
the basis of our Criminal Law. Il ow ean
you reasonably expect the reformation of
the criminal and his restoration to honest
life if you stamp him as an outcast, how-
ever small may have been his crime?
Laws will never make men moral and
honest ; their object is to protect life
and property, and to punish, with a view
to the reformation of the convict, in most
cases. I do not intend to enter intq. a
criticism of the principle of the Bill. I
have tried to show the hon. gentleman
that his Bill, as regards a large portion of
Canada, is impracticable. If the whole
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Bill was to be applied to Canada, it would further consideration of its details. Now,
be five or six years before we should have I think the same courtesy ought to be
in the North-West the necessary machin- extended to the mover of this Bil.
ery for putting it into operation. The object, as I stated before, is

MR. HOLTON: I wish only to say a unquestionabiy good; no one wili deny
very few words, because I really feel, not that. Some clauses of the Bil aie, 1 ar
only incompetent, but very unwilling to quite sure, acceptable to the majority of
engage in a discussion of a measure of the members of this House, and because
this kind, which has engaged so much of there are clauses which are objectionabie
the attention of the legal members of the to many, clauses vhich are objectionabie
House. But I must sav that I think the te myseif, I have no besitation in avow-
proposal to reject the Bill altogether is ing, ought we to reject tue Bill ahogether
not a proposal that ought to meet with and put it out of the power of the House
the favour of this House. I thi' k we to consider the subject, to amend the Bil
must all admit that the object of the Bill in its defective tatures, if the final
is a good one; I think we must all admit judgment of the House should be that
that some of its provisions are useful, and these features are defective; I say, is that
would meet with the approval of the the course we ouglit to pursue I think
House if the Bill were considered in de- not. I shail therefore, for myseif, feel
tail by its clauses. But there are clauses constrained to vote against the motion to
in the Bill which I should feel great re- reject the Bil aitogether. I believe that
luctance in voting for, so great as per- that is the fair-minded, I may say the
haps to lead me to vote against the Bill usual, course in relation to Bis of this
on the third reading, if it sfouud corne kind.
back with those clauses. The 3rd section tMR. WHTE (Cardwel) There is ne
and s b-sections, foe instance, not to go any doubt that the remarks of the hon. gen-
further, do embody principles which are t oeman from I Chateauguay (Mr. oiton)
at variance with those principles which as a geeral princip e are correct, and
I bave bee.i educated in, and have been tiat it is not, depirable to rejeet measures
long accistomed to consider as sacred. I on their second reading where tere is
think, therefore, that the Bil ought to anythin in the principe of the measure
receive its second reading, and ought to be wbich meets with approval; and that
sent to a Select Cormittee, and ugbt to inasures such as this, introduced by a
be carefully considered ia its various distinguished member of the House,
clauses, and be reaily disposed of on its ought, as a rule, to go to the further
merits. It is poor encouragement to dis- stages ad be considered as to their
tinguished mejbers of the legal profeusion details. But it seeins to be that the
in coming to octupy positions in this principle af the partictilar Bi which
iflouse, wbo brino' to the consideration of we are now discusiDg is essentiaily a bad
ineasures of this kind the higi ability principle, as far as I may be permitted
and experience wbichi they possess, in to express an opinion upon it as a
subcitting measures of this kind to the layman. Wlat is the principle of the
bouse, to have them rejected contumel- Bije it is simply this: that every man
iously, in point of fact, as the six months' who bas been convicted twice shalo have
hoist undoubtedly does. I happened tohear the mark of Cain upon hlm. for ail bis
the other night, flot foliowing these dis- life, as a person unfit to mix in respect-
eussions, perhaps, as cioseiy as I miglit, able society, be under police supervision,
the hon. the Minister of Justice dîscuss be in fact se stamped as to reder bis
ail the clauses of a Bi proposed by an recovery from crime impossible. No
aon. gentleman sitting on the other side amount of modification of the details can
of the bouse, and condemn most of them, alter that principle of the Bi. There-
I beieve. fore it seems to me that, in dealing with

MR. McDONALD (IPictou): Not ail of this measure as propesed by tue hon.
themn. gentleman from. Missisquoi (Mr. Baker),

M .v LTON : The essentia features we are not ontroverting the principle
of the Bi, at ail events, and yet consi- laid down by the hon. member for
dering h ony courteous to the mover of CbateaugLiay, for it is the principle of the
trhat Bi te keep it alive to reoeive the Bi itself that we are discussing on the
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motion for its second reading, and we are
rejecting the second reading on the ground
that its principle does not meet with the
approbation of the House. The bon.
member froin Chateauguay himself admits
there are details in the Bill which lie
cannot approve. I say nothing in regard
to the registration of criminals, or to the
photographing of criminah, both of
which are provided for sufficiently under
the law as it stands to-day. Theretore
there is no special necessity for an amend-
ment to the law in that respect. As a mat-
ter of factit would be a greatimisfortune for
every person who is convicted twice
of common assault to be placed, as the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) put it, in the rogues' gallery,
and be registered for all time afterwards
as a criminal. We all know that gentie
men are sonetimes convicted of common
ass aults under circunstances that ougbt
not certainly to degrade them in any way,
or send then to be pilloried as criminals
in society. I venture to say that nost of
the members of this House can recollect
cases where men in high position in this
very city have only escaped from being
brought before the Police Court for com-
mon assault by the efforts of friends, who
effected an amicable settlement. The
other day, in Montreal, what did we see?
A man who was engaged in a mercantile
agency business, a sort of registration of
people wbo do not pay their debts, went
into the place of a respectable business
man and asked some question, when the
'proprietor of the place ordered him out, ac-
coipanyingthe request with an exercise of
physical force. He w as broughtup beforethe
Police Court and was fined, although the
Police Magistrate assumed that the agency
man was iniproperly there, but was not
allowed sufficient time to leave the prem-
ises before the application of force, and
therefore the accused was fined eight dol-
lars for common assault. Suppose this
person had gone in the next day and had
been treated the same way, and this
gentleman was brought up and fined
again for common assault, is he
to have his photograph taken and to be
registered as a criminal, his name sent
from one end of the Dominion to the
other, and whjereever he goes to be under
police suspervision, for this would be the
effect of the hon. gentlenian's Bill That
is the principle of the Bill there is

MR. WHITE.

nothing else in it. Now, I will ask this
hon. Bouse wlether a Bill of that kind,
even though it be introduced by so dis-
tinguished a member, is entitled to any
other courtesy than that of being accorded
a six months' hoist?

MR. ANGLTN: I presume no measure
introduced by the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) is regarded as e-
titled to any courtesy by members on the
other side of the .Hlouse. The principle
of this Bill bas not been correctly stated
by the hon. member who lias just sat
down. The principle is that means shall
be taken to render the perversity and
obstinacy of criminals less dangerous than
at present to the well-disposed and peace-
able inhabitants of this country. I think
the provisions of the Bill, based upon the
assumption that that end may be attained
by rendering persons of that class subject
to policesupervision, under certain circum-
stances, good in a vay. But that is
entirely a matter of detail. It would,
however, be perfectly absurd that any
person, wlether called a gentleman or
not, who has been guilty of assault once
or twice, sh>uld have bis photograph taken
and placed in the rogues' gall ry, and be
made liable to the penalty of being re-
garded as a suspicions character. In the
city of St John we have in our police
law provisions similar to those which
really enter into the formation of this Bill.
Policemen are authorised to arrest any
one of suspicious character found prowl-
iîg around the streets during the
night. This to some extent protects
the property, and perbaps the persons,
of the peaceably inclined inhabitants.
This Bill would perhaps carry the prin-
ciple much further. But there is ample
scope for the discussion of this measure,
and if it should pass at all I think it
should be in a modified shape, for many
persons differ as to the precise point to
which a criminal should arrive before he
is liable to have his photograph placed in
the rogue's gallery. But 1 simply arose
to put this case fairly before the House.
Hon. gentlemen on the other side may
agree with the hon. member for Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton) when he said the Bill
should not be treated ignominiously. I
see no îgnominy in the matter at all.
The hon. the Minister of Justice,
who is more especially responsible for the
state of the Criminal Law in this coun-
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try, has chosen to say that he bas not had
time to enquire into the provisions of
this measure, or satisfv himself as to the
manner in which it would operate-that,
in fact, he does not regard it with any
great favour, and must ask the House to
support the amendment for the reading of
the Bill this day six months. The hon.
member for West Durham has said lie
will not ask the House to divide on the
question. I think it would be well to
allow the whole responsibility in regard
to this question to rest on the hon. the
Minister of Justice and bis colleagues.

MR. MIcDONALD (Pictou): 1 must
express regret that the hon. member for
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) should have
thought it desirable to insinuate that the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), in dealing with this Bill, bas been
treated by the House in any way different
frow the course adopted towards the Bill
of the hon. member for Hamilton (Mr.
Robertson). The two Bills stood on dif-
ferent grounds. There was one part of
my hon. friend's Bill in amendnent of the
Act which I thought the flouse miglit
look at with some favour; and I think I
stated what ouglit to be satisfactory to
the hon. member for West Durham him-
self, that I had not had time to give that
attention to this measure which, if it
went into Committee, would enable us to
meet the sentiments of the House. If I
recollect aright, my hon. friend some days
ago took the liberty to move the six
month's hoist to a measure introduced by
a supporter of the Government, and to-day
we find a friend of the Government, as
he had a perfect right to do as an inde-
pendent member, adopting the same course
towards the hon. member.

Ma. ROSS (West Middlesex): I am
sorry that the Government, instead of dis-
posing of the Bill in a summary way, did
not move its reference to a Select Com-
mittee, in order that the question might
be dealt with in a more compreliensive
manner. The House is aware that we
have much to do witli the criminal legis-
sation of the country, and I understand
that the object of the Bill is to do some-
thing in the way of legislation to reduce
a large amount of the crime of the
country-. Anyone who has read the
statistics' of crime must be aware that
there has been an alarming increase in
crime. The reports show that in 1876

there were 27,000 convictions, and
33,000 in 1878, or an increase of about
20 per cent. in three years. If this
matter were relegated to a Special Com-
mittee to examine keepers of Peniten-
tiaries and others versed in the subject,
I think important information would be
elicited. My hon. friend from Cardwell
(Mr. White) seems to think that the Bill
is aimed particularly at the criminal
population. There are two parties to be
considered, those criminal in the eyes of
the law, and those not criminals, and the
object of the Bill is to protect those who
are living a virtuous life, as I suppose my
hon. friend is. A ny legislation that
would not necessarily be inhumane in the
treatment of criminals and would tend to
protect society against the alarning in-
crease of crime would be a boon to the
country and one of the nost important
questions with which this 1-ouse could
deal. I am sorry that the hon. the Min-
ister of Justice did not avail hiaiself of
this opportunity to appoint a Committee
to consider this .vhole subject in order
that at some future period we might effect
some legislation on this important
matter. I am sure that a Committee
could be found in this House who would
give their whole attention to this ques-
tion, and present their views as to how
this alarming increase of crime can be
counteracted.

MR. BUNSTER : It was with consid-
erable alarm that I heard the hon. mem-
ber for New Westminister (Mr. McInnes)
state that crime is on the increase in this
country. I can deny the statement as
far as the country from which I come is
concerned. It is not very creditable to
the Dominion that such a statement
should go forth to the world. For my
part I take a different view of the ques-
tion. If I had not the Bill before me, I
would have been much astonished if any
one had told me that the late Minister of
Justice had introduced it, especially when
I took into consideration the kindness
with which lie acted towards the crim-
inals convicted before Judge and jury.
When my hon. friend was in office, he
pardoned a number of criminals who had
been convicted of the most outrageons
offences. I believe altogether he par-
doned twelve persons who had been con-
victed of the crime of murder. He must
have considered the criminals in question
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unjustly or harshly condemned, or he Criminal Lawswith a viewto getting them
would not have pardoned them. For him codifiedasisbeingdoneinEngland. Thesub-
to bring in any such Bill as thisis more than ject demands consideration frornthe need of
I could have believed he would attempt remedying the delays experienced in the
to do. I believe the six months' "hoist" administration of justice. Our laws are
is desirable in the interests of the coun- hastily made, and lawyers of ability eau
try. I not think it desirable that find technicalities which can be mace to
we should publish to the world at large impress the minds of the Judges. The
that crime is on the increase in this coun- law is not clear enough, and a Judge,
try. We all know that in this part of feeling diffident, often refers an interpi e-
the Dominion there has been considerable tation to a quorum of the whole Bencl.
crime, and a newspaper called the Globe The Criminal Law especially ought to be
has taken the liberty of publishing the well known and well defined, in which cage
photographs of some of the supposed we should not see, as we so often do now,
criminals, and that paper may have to great miscarriages of the law of jumtice.
stand an action for damages. It If our laws were mace perfectly clear and
is not very creditable for such distinct, they would be more useful in
a flagrant act of injustice to preventing crime, which, instead of fur-
this country that wood-cuts like those in the nisbing it, is their prime object. At pre-
Globe should be published to the world, ex- sent old offenders often escape, whilst
hibiting the f eatures, or supposed features, they should renain under the surveillance
of persons, all of whom might be entirely ofthepolice. Thehon.memberforCardwel
innocent of the crime imputed to them. (Mr. White) mace wbat le considers, but
Then the expense this Bill would entail what I do not, a joke on this subject.
would be immense. The taking of those Take the case of an attempt to murder,
photographs will add not a little to our the offender escaping, or even getting a
taxation. Then again it will be injuri- few years' imprisonment; a second at-
ous to a son if the portrait of his father tempt is made by him, and let me suppose
goes down to posterity as a criminal. I, he is found under my bed at night. I
for one, would give this Bill the twelve ouglt to have a right to blow Lis brains.
months' " hoist " if I had my way, were out. Under the Bil of the hon. member
I not satisfied that this House will give for West Durham, a constable could, on
it as good a "hoist " as the country gave bis own deposition, have that offender
the late Government on the 17th Sep- arrested and punished at once. I do not
tember, 1878. see why that sort of trial would not, in

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the this instance, be as good as a new trial
Chair. before a jury. I regret that the Bil, witb

After Recess. such an important provision, is not allowed
to go to Committee, where it might

MR. CASGRAIN: I think that this receive valuable amendment, and this,
subjejt is of such importance as to warrant notwithstanding some features that may
the sending of it to a Committee, not only appear arbitrary at first siglit, particu-
on account of its actual merits, but of the larly as we ail agree that its principle of
amendmentsthat might be macle to it. lun- bringing old offenders to speedy justice, s
derstand that the hon. the Minister of Jus- sound and desirable. I hope the hon. the
tice,not having had time to take the matter Minister of Justice will bring forward
into his own hands, feels rather reluctant a similar measure next Session.
to assume the responsibility of the Bi m M. CAMERON (South uron): I To
this Session, to carry it through propery. not care about prolongea g this discussion,
But, even should the measure go before a and would not have said anything at pre-
Committee, afd remain imperfect, there sent on the Bi before the House but for
are so many amendments required by the some observations that feu from the hon.
Criminal Law, some of which could be the Minister of Justice, and some remarks
effected at once, that 1 have no doubt this made by the hon. member for Cardwell
Bigl could be amended with great advan- (Mr. White), neither of whom knjw
tage to the people. I think the hon. thle much. about the Bi, to judge from their
Minister of Justice ugt, between this and observations, and especially those of the
next Session, to fond time to examine the hon. member for Cardwell These hon.

M(r BUNSTER.
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gentlemen, judging by their line of criti- character of a gentleman to violate the,
cism, both appear utterly ignorant of the law, was made amenable to the iaw. He
provisions and principles of the measure. was fined, and, according to the interpreta-
The hon. the Minister of Justice had thp tion put upon this Bil by the lon.
candour and honesty to admit bis ignor- member for Cardwell, if the gentleman
ance of the Bill. He stated that lie had friend had cominitted a second assault
not time to consider its provisions, and lie would bave to submit to the degrada-
that lie was not able to say whether, in tion of being photographed, and Ii&
its present shape, it should become law. picture placed in the rogues' gallery..
He approved of some of its provisions, as And pray, why not; if the han. gentie-
he understood them, and objected to others. man's friend bas become a habituai criri-
The hon. member for Cardwell, however, nal, and repeating the offense makes hum
wanted no time to consider the Bill. He in law an old offender, why should lie not
had no doubt about its obnoxious provi- be treated as an old and confirnied
sions. His mind was made up. He, a offender ? Although the hon. mernber for
layman, ignorant of legal principles and Cardwell nay cail him a gentleman, in the
of the practice and procedure of Criminal eyeoftbelawbeisonly acriminaiandshouid
Law, was dceterred by bis modesty from be treated as sucl. But the Bil contains
pronouncing against the Bill. He was not no such provision; and 1 repeat, that the
at all afraid to step in where the angel (the hon. member for Cardwell's interpretation
hon. the Minister of Justice) feared totread. of the measure shows that Le does not
The hon. member for Card well's criticism of understand what lie is talking about. The
the Bill was not a fair or honest criticism. Bil does not make it imperative that
The provisions of the Bill were distorted, photograpbs should be taken of ail crimi-
andtheprinciple of the Bill misrepresented. nais; it simply empowers the Government
In f act, his whole criticism of the Bill by Order in Council to make regulations
was a perfect caricature, and I am quite from time to time with regard to the
sure, from the extraordinary observations photographing of prisoners incarcerated
made, that lie never read the Bill, or if he in the penitentiary, reformatory prisons
did read it, that lie does not understand a and common jails. The gentleman men-
single one of its provisions. The hon. tioned by the hon. member for Cardwell,
member for Cardwell attempted to illus- according to lis account of the transaction,
trate his objections by an incident that was not committed to any of those
occurred in Montreal. He tells us that a institutions. Therefore, thexe is no
gentleman of his acquaintance committed danger under this Act, even if the
a violent assault on someone some time hon. merber for Cardwell's frîend should
ago, and was fined for it. Well, I am repeat the offense, that he would be
not aware that gentlemen commit violent photographed at the public expense,
assaults; when they do so they cease to and bave bis photograph placed in the
be gentemen. But I do know that some rogues' gallery; aithough 1 tbink the
whom the hon. member for Cardwell is xogues' gallery is the proper place for the

pleased to call gentlemen, do commit photographs of the hon. gentleman's
assaults and indulge in other practices friend if lie should persist in the repeti-
unbecoming a gentleman. According to tion of a eriminal effence. The bon.
the hon. gentleman his friend in Montreal, member for Cardwell'a ignorance of the
no doubt a model gentl man, did commit a neaning of the Bil shows that le bas not
breach of the Criminal Law by assault- read it, and in fact knows no more about
ing bis neighbour. In the eyes of the what lie undertakeg to criticise than does
hon. member for Cardwell, violently a certain long-eared animal know about.
assaulting your neiglibour is a very navigation. The hon. member for Card-
trifling affair, especially when done by a wellsaid that this part of the Bill, which
gentleman, and the criminal gentleman's'le so strengly object to, vas the only
sensibilities should not be touched in the pinciple of the Bil. And he then pro-
slightest, although lie does violate the ceeds in the moat extravagant and
Criminal Law of the land. According to absurd manner to criticise and object to
the story, as told us by the hon. member the details of the Bil, indicating grosa
for Cardwell, this gentleman of Montreal, ignorance of the clearest principle and
wlho thouglt it in keeping with the simplest details of the Bill. It is not, a.
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he stated, a fact that on the mere con-
viction of a person for any offense would
necessarily result in taking his photograph
and placing it in the rogues' gallery.
There must be an Order in Council direct-
ing that to be done, and the Act even then
only ap>plies to persons incarcerated in the
penitentiary, reformatory, prison or
common jail. The hon. gentleman also
objected to section 3, and its sub-sections,
and objects to what he calls its absolute
and stringent provisions. They are not
absolute, and they are not stringent. No
man is liable to the provisions of this
section who has not been convicted, and
even under that section the prisoner
must be charged by the constable, and the
Judge of the Court must be satisfied that
there is reasonable grounds for believing
that the prisoner is getting his liveli-
hood by dishonest means before the provis-
ions of this Act apply. Are hon.gentlemen
on the Ministerial side of the House
so tender about the feelings of criminals
of this class, so careful about their inter-
ests, as not to desire that their conduct
and habits should be enquired into even
after conviction. It must be borne in
mind that the object of this section is to
keep the criminal classes under the eye of
the police, so as to deter them from the
commission of other offenses It must
also be understocd that a man cannot be
convicted under this section, unless the
Court before which he is brought is satis-
fied that he has evaded one of the pro-
visions of sub-section 3. The bon. the
Minister of Justice was candid enouglh to
to say that, from the cursory glance he
gave the provisions of the Bill, he thought
some of them might be incorporated with
advantage into the Criminal Law of the
land. If he thought so, it was his plain
duty to recommend the reference of the
Bill to a Select Committee, to consider
those »ortions of the Bill that would
recommend themselves to the sound judg-
ment of professional men, in order to have
them incorporated in the Criminal Law.
What earthly objection can lie have to the
clause that provides for the registration of
persons convicted of crime. Practically
that clause provides for criminal statistics.
The lion. gentleman suggested more; he
certainly gave no reasons to the House
against that provision ? That is the pro-
per way of tracing out, following up and
keeping under the eye of the administra-

MI. CAMERoN.

tion of the law, the class to which this
provision of the Bill is intended to apply;
and it is intended to apply to them, not in
the interests of the criminal so much as
in the interest of the community. No sound
objection can be raised to this provision
-none has been suggested. I am free to
say, and Ido say, that if a similar provision
bad been put into a Bill introduced by
any bon. gentleman on the opPosite side
of the House, it never would have been
dealt with by the Government in the curt
and cavalier manner in which this Bill is
sought to be dealt with. Such a pro-
vision would, in that case, have received
the commendation of the Government,
and passed into law. What valid objec-
tion can be raised to section 4 of the Bill,
which provides that authorities of the
penitentiary and reformatory prisons and
of the common jails shall make returns of
the criminals incarcerated under their
charge? None that 1 know of, and none
that I heard of. Surely that seems an emi-
nently proper provision, and yet hon.
gentlemen on the other side'of the House
ridicule the idea of such a provision.
What objection can there be to the second
section of this Act, which provides that
criminals incarcerated in the penitentiary,
reformatories and common jails, shall have
their photographs taken, and that we shall
thus have at all times an unfailing, and, I
may say, an unfading record of the crimi-
nal classes. Now, as the hon. the
Minister of Justice bas suggested, we
know that the photographing business bas
been done, and done with advantage to
the administration of justice, elsewhere.
Rest assured that there is no more
effectual mode of deterring criminals from
the further commission of crime, and
securing their detection when crime
has been committed, than photographing
this obnoxious and increasing class in the
community. They may and they do dis-
guise tbemselves in various ways. They
may dye their hair or change their clothes
to evade the laws they have violated, but
cannot disguise so effectually the face that
God bas given them, when that face is
transferred to canvass or paper by the
skill of the photographer. The hon. the
Minister of Justice may call in his large
majority in this House, as he has done, to
vote down the provisions of this Bill, but
I am satisfied that, had the hon.
gentleman studied the Bill carefully, had
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lie thoroughly understoodits provisions the
scope and object of the Act, he would
have allowed it to go to a second read-
ing, be referred to a Committee of the
Whole, where a few of its harsher pro-
visions might bave been toned down. No
innocent man, no gentleman-as the hon.
member for Cardwell is disposed to call
some of the criminal clases -those who
only commit assaults-bas anything to fear
trom the provisions of the Bill. The
iowdies, the blackguards, ahd the crimi-
nals generally, who are swarming over the
length and breadth of the land (as the
Return, at the instance of the hon. member
for West Durham abundantly shows), are
the men, and the only men, who have
reason to fear the enactment of the clauses
of this Bill. The innocent have nothing,
the criminals alone have something, to
fear in case this Bill becomes law. Yet
hon. gentlemen on the other side of
the IHouse are so delicate and ten-
der about the interests and feelings
of this class, as to be unwilling to create a
machinery that will effectually aid in the
detection of crime, and punish the crim-
inal when detected. I am really sur-
prised that a Bill of this character,having
in view the aim and object that this Bill
has, should be treated in the way hon.
gentlemen are disposed to treat this mea-
sure. Other Bills, having in view the
amendment of the CriminalLaw, bave not
been so treated. The bon. the Minister
of Justice, in dealing with the Bill of the
hon. member for Hamilton (Mr. Robert-
son) the other night, criticised and ob-
jected to every provision of that Bill.
There was not a single provision of the
Bill that hedid not pronounce unwise and
injudicious; yet the hon. gentleman did
not object to the second reading, and its
reference to a Select Committee of the
House, with a view of seeing if some of its
provisions could not be licked into shape
and made suitable to the circumstances of
the country. Why should not the Bill of
the hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake) be dealt with in the same way ?
There is greater reason why this Bill
should be read a second time than there
was for extending that courtesy to the
Billof the hon. member for Hamilton. This
Bill can be amended in the Committee so
as to be of essential service to the country.
The other never could. I know of but
one reason why, in the estimation of

28

lion. gentlemen opposite, this Bil should
receive diflerent treatinent, and that is,
the Bill I an now discussing was intro-
duced by the hon. member for West
Durhai, the otlier by a supporter of
gentlemen opposite. - regret that sucb
a state of things sliould exist in this
louse, and that the provisions of the

Bill have not been calinly considered.
There is no man in the country, and
certainly no man in this louse, better
able to deal with the questions embraeed
in this Bill than the lion. member for
West Durham. He bas given the subject
a great deal of care and a great deal of
thought; and yet the hon. gentlemen cari
reconcile it with their duty to the House
and the country, without reflection, with-
out condemnation, and, I may say, witli-
out examination, te refuse it a second
reading. There are inany eninently
proper provisions in the Bill that should
become law. and that vill ultimatelv
become law I venture in this prediction
that, although the hon. the Minister of
Justice now calls on his majority in the
House to reject this Bill, that in his
calmer moments he will regret what he is
now doing, and that before next Session
lie will realise the mistake lie bas made,
and will then introduce this or a similar
Bill, and that in his responsibility as a
Minister of the Cr:wn.

MR. BLAKE : I have just one word
to say. I hope it will not be supposed that,
because some arguments have not been
answered, they were therefore unanswer-
able. It lias been my misfortune, that
many arguments, which 1 could have
easily answered-had I been allowed the
opportunity-have been lef t unanswered.
I did not rise to reply till you, Sir, were
about to put the question, after a long
interval, during which no opponent of the
Bill would speak. I stated in the open-
ing that I rose only because the discussion
seemed about to close; but after I had
replied to such arguments as had up to
that time been used, several hon. members
thought fit, my mouth being closed, to
make further attacks on the Bill. I shall
not now, after the House has disposed of
the Bill, trouble them with arguments.
I do not wish to speak after the fair. I
do not propose to waste the time of the
House ormy own breath, but J mustfrankly
admit that besides the easily answered
arguments which the hon. the Minister of
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J) ustice and his friends have given us by
word of mouth, lie has about one hundred
and fifty more that I am quite unable to
answer.

Anendrment (1fr. Bakjer) agreed to oi
a division.

MARRIAGE WITH A DECEAÀSED WIFE'S
sISTER LE tALISATION BILL.

[BILL 30.]

,(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

SECOND READING.

Hou-e re.sumîed the adjourned debate on the
second reading of the Bill andi the amendment
(Mr. Thompson, Haldindwl) : " That the said
Bill be not now read the second time, but that
it be read the second time this day six weeks."

unique position in this matter, by enact-
ing that the law of marriage shall be
under the jurisdiction of the Dominion
Parlianent while its celebration shall be
under the jurisdietion of the Provincial
Legislatures. At first sighit the distinc-
tion would appear soinewhat finely
drawn, and the division line between
these two anthorities difficult to follow.
Without doubt the letter of the Constitu-
tion on this point, as on others, is vague.
To comprehend perfectly its spirit, it is
necessary to discover what idea was up-
permost in the minds of its authors when
they established this division of jurisdic-
tion between the Federal Parliament on
the one side and the Provincial Legisla-

MR. HOUDE : Mr. Speaker, if this tures oi the other. This is what, on My
Parliament was the only legislative body part, I have hunbly endeavoured to find
in the country, the only one competent to ont before forunino a settled
discuss questions respecting marriage, ny certain details in opoli l)
position in regard to the proposed law of mv hon. friend. It is a known faet that
the hon. nember for Jacques Cartier our present Constitution its origin in
would be sligbtly different from that the Qubec Confence, nade ni of re-
which I think myself bound to take on presentatives front the greater nunber of
the present occasion. It is not that I am the Provinces which to-day forn part of
opposed to this measure; on the contrary, the Confeceration. Now, let us see with
I approve of its principle, and will vote what intent "niarriage" was included
for its second reading. My objections among the number of subjeets upon which
have only reference to the details. I the Federal Parliament might legis-
recognise the motive which has induced late
my hon. friend to include in his Bill pro- The word 'marriage' bas beau placed in
visions whose expediency I intend to dis- the draft of the proposed Constitution to con-
cuss; lie bas by their means no doubt fer upon the Federal Legisiature the riglt ef
desired to allay the fears of the members declaring what marriage shah be considered as
of certain Churches ; but I am of opinion valid hoght the whole extent of the Co-

oiinfederation, without affecting ho weyer, in the
that there is a way of calming these ap- least degree the dognas or ceremoniala of the
prehensions without its being necessary religions bodies to which the contracting
to include similar enactrnents in a law of parties belong. "
this nature emanatingy front the Federal What guarantee would there have been
Parliament. This is the proposition that the Federal Parliarnent would neyer
vhich I shall at onpe endeavour to prove touch upon these religions doumas and

in as brief a manner as possible. rites, if it had not been understood that
In the case I have supposed, when they would neyer be called upon to decide
cornencing, I would not at ail desire to upon them. Unless they had recognised
concur in the adoption of a memsure pro- and confirmed the principle that to the
posing to legalise marriage between the Provincial Legisîntures rnust be lef t thc
)rother-in-law and the sister-in-law, or exercise of the constitutional rigit to

no matter what marriage, wpthout pro- take cognsance of the dogmas and rites
viding at the sate time the necessary in conformity with which marriage ouglt
conditions in order to give recognition to to be contracted the guarantee wouldb e
its characer as a rewigious contract, a of none effect. Whle citing these opin-
character essential. to its rernaiiing in ions of the Quebec Conference, I pna state
conformity with the spirit of christianity that, during the debates of Parliament
and to ensure the happiness of families as upon the scheme of Confederation, the
well as the stability of society. But, uon. the Solicitor-General for the Lowter
since the perfection of Confederation, our Canadian section, whose opinion, I pte-
new Constitution bias placed us in al sume ought sti to agree, to some extent,

MR. BLAKE.
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-with that of the present hon. Min-
ister of Public Works, inasmuch
as it was lie himself who then
gave utterance to them, commented
upon then in the name of the Government
of the day, after it had been formally con-
municated to the flouse:

" The hon. gentleman has asked the Govern-
ment what iueaning was to be attached to the
word ' marriage,' where it occurred in the Con-
stitution. He desired to know whether the
Government proposed to leave to the Central
Government the right of deciding at what age
for example, marriage might be contracted. I
wdll now answer the hon. gentleman as cate-
gorically as possible, for I am anxious to be
understood, not only in this House, but also by
all those who may h reafter read the report of
our proceedîngs. And, first of all, I wi Il prove
that civil rights form part of those which, by
article 43 (paragraph 15) of the resolutions, are
guaranteed to Lower Canada. This paragraph
reads as follows :

"' 15. Property and civil rights, excepting
those portions thereof assigned te the General
Parhament.

"l' Well, among those rights are all the civil
laws of Lower Canada, and included in
these latter are those which relate to
marriages. Now it was of the highest itaport-
ance that it should be so under the proposed
system, and therefore, the bon. members from
Lower Canada at the Conference took great
care to obtain the reservation to the Local
Government of this important right ; and in
consenting to allow the word ' marriage' after
the word ' divorce,' the delegates have not
proposed to take away with one hand from the
Local Legislature what they had reserved to it
by the other. So that the word 'marriage',
placed where it is among the powers of the
Central Parliament, has not the extended
signification which was sought to be given to it
by the bon. member. * * * * The whole
may be summed up as follows :-The Central
Parliament may decide that any marriage con-
tracted in Upper Canada, or in any other of
the Confederated Provinces, in accordance with
the laws of the country in which it was con-
tracted, although that law might be difrerent
from ours, should be deemed valid in Lower
Canada in case the parties should come to re-
side there, and vice versa."

At another sitting the same hon. Minis-
ter added further:

" This (the words last above cited) was
merely a development of what I said. I stated
before that the interpretation I had given of
the word 'mairiage' was that of the Govern-
ment and of the Confereace of Quebec, and
that we wished the Constitution to be drafted
in that sense. * * * * I maintain thez
that it was absolutely necessary to insert the
word 'marriage' as it bas been inserted, in
the resolutions, and that it bas no other mean-
ing than the meaning I attributed to it in the
name of the Government and of the Confer-
ence. Thus the hon. member for Verchères

(Mr. Geoffrion) had no grcunds for asserting
that the Federal Legislature might change
that part of the Civil C'ode whtich determines
the age at which marriage can be contracted
without the consent of parents."

At another sitting again, and in reply
to a request for explanations put to the
Government, the hon. Minister said

"1 made the other day, Mi. Speaker, the
declaration just mentioned by the hon. mnember
for Montmorency (Hon. Mr. Canueon), which
relates to the question of mnarriage. The
interpretation given by me on that occasion is
precisely that given to it at the Quebec 'on-
ference. As a inatter of cour.e the resolitions
submitted to this bon. House enbody only the
principles on which the Bill or mensure of Con-
federation is to be based ; but I cau assure the
hon. member that te explanations I gave the
other even ing, as to the q uestion of mtarriage,
are perfectly exact, and that the section of the
Imperial Act in relation thereto will be worded
in accordance with the explanation I gave."

It was on the faith of those assurances,
Mr. Speaker, that the country, through
the medium of the press and of Parlia-
ment, accepted the new Constitution.
That Constitution is a synallagmatic com-
pact between the Confederated Provinces,
and we are bound to adhere scrupulously
to its spirit in all the laws we make.
Here then we have the authority of the
Interprovincial Conference, in which the
present Constitution originated, the au-
thority of the Government that proposed
it, and th- authority of the Parliament
that ratified it by a very large majority,
declaring that the spirit of that Constitu-
tion requires that the Dominion Parlia-
ment shall only take cognisance of
questions relating to the nature of mar-
riage, and that it shall leave to the
Provincial Legislatures the duty of
dealing with the conditions under which
marriage is to be contracted. I know
that, according to the view taken by my
co-religionists, the majority of the repre-
sentatives of the Province of Quebee,
wbich is also ny own view, dispensations
by reason of relationship or afliiity flow
from the very nature of marriage. But
we must remember, on the othter hand,
that the privilege of the Church as to
exercising the right of granting dispensa-
tion in certain cases is secured by Article
127 of the Civil Code, which is as follows :

" The other impediments recognised accord-
ing to the different religions persuasione, as
resulting from the relationship or affinity, or
from other causes, remain suject to the rules
hitherto followed in the different Churches and
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religious communities. The right, likewise, of details to the Local Legisiatures, it is evi-
granting dispensations from such impedimpnts dent that the religions mies which already
appertains, as heretofore, to those who haie apply, in accordance with tie Civil Law,
hitherto enjoyed it."

to other marriages not iegally î,rohibited,
In the other Provinces, Mr. Speaker, must also apply to these particular mar-
that precaution does not exist, for it is riages so soon as they ceaise to be legally
only in the Province of Quebec that the prohibited. There cannot be amy doubt
Canon Law forms part of the Civil Law. as to this, foi it is a strictiy Ioical con-
My bon. friend from Jacques Cartier sequence flowing froin undeniable pre-
says "In the Province of Manitoba also." mises. The authors of the Constitution,
I rejoice at it. But this is a state of Mr. Speaker, have placed civil liberty
things -which we cannot renedy without and liberty of conscience under tie special
affecting the autonomy of the Prov inces, protection of the Provincial Legisiatures,
an alternative which would help us but and I an of opinion tbat they acted
little towards the end in view in this wisely in se doing, so that I ar opposed
matter ; for, so soon as public opinion in to aiytling that may tend, direètly or
the other Provinces becomes favourable indirectiy, to dininish the efficacy of that
to our views, the chances of success would protection, or cause t to change hands.
be as great with the Legislatures of the Consequently, I should prefer te strike
Provinces as with their representatives, ot the stipulation cosïbuned in the fimst

and eanimewe shiould avoid exposingand meantinie wesol vi xosgproviso te the lst section of the BihI, and,
our public law to the danger of being iiny bumble opinion, that clasi ssouki
changed for the worse by a majority of read as fohlows: Marriage between a
legislators, still, for the most part, op- man and the sister of his deceased wifé,
posed to our principles in this matter. or the widow of his deceased brother,
For those wvho, like myself, consider mar- shah he legal and valid." As to the other
riage to be a religious contract, there is, it provision, declaring that those who are
seems to me, a tolerably sure means of authorised to celebrate such marriages
knowingwhetherany proposed Act of legis- shail not be bound to celebrate marriages
lation respects orviolates the doctrineof the of the kind, if objections exist under their
Church; it is to ask ourselves: will this religions belief, 1 tbink- it is useless here.
ineasure have the effect of legalising mar- Have we the power to compel anyone to
riages which are not permnitted by the celebrate amy marriage whatever? It
Canon Law, or cf declaring invalid, mar: cannot be asserted that we have. It is.
riages whiehs that law permits ? Apply- therefore, superiluos on our part to grant
ing that rule to the present case, it is clear, exemption fron an obligation vhich it is
in the first place, that the proposed ont of our power to impose. Seme hon.
mùeasure does not prohibit amy marJiage, renbers save expressed the opinion that
and therefore (15 mot code within the tie second section should be aholly
category of measures, and momeover, tiat struck ont. I think, on the contrary,
it merely recognises as valid, marriages that it is better to retain it, with some
whic are so in any case, natura]ly and 1alteration. If it be desirable to legitima-
moraly speaking, awithout that legal sanc- tise on the eyes of the law children the
tion. Yes, valid, but on onse condition, missue of ma uriaes contracted heeafter,
soine lion. members of m 0w-n religions between brotSe er-in-la aud sister-in-liaw,
l)elief vill perhaps say; on conJition tisat is it not wise to leoitinatise in the sa e
the impedirents maintained by the Church way children already bora of such mar-
ia order to prevent the too great freqîîencv niages, provided sueh rnarriages have heen
of such mariages, agaainst which well- contramted under the conditins requisite
grounded objections certainly exist, shal to vaidity? But I know we Must be
first have been rernoved. Quite right. But careiui to legislate in snch a manner as
if tisis Parliament, considering the m to appear to desire to give a retro-
restricted sphere of its j irisdiction in tiis active efect to this law, in eiatters invo -
inatter, simplv reinoves the legal prohi- ing nhts of inhleritance, which beong to
bition wrongfolly resting against such the domain of civil rights reserved to te
marriages, without entering iîto dttails jurisdiction of the Provincial Legishlatures.
as to the conîditions înder wsicl thev are I woui d smhub est tiat the section e
to b contmacted, leaving tiie care of sucs amaneded to read as f olows decAil exist-
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ing marriages of such nature, celebrated
with the required conditions, shall be
legal, without prej udice to rights acquired
prior to the sanction of this Act." As I
stated at the outset, Mr. Speaker, 1 ap-
prive of the greater part of this measure,
and I shall vote for its second reading;
but, before its final passing, I hope it may
be modified in detail in sucli a way as to
remove the objections I have pointed
out.

Mit. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
I have listened with a great deal of at-
tentioi to the discusion on this Bill,
whichi took place the other evening and
this evening, and I do not doubt much
good will resilt therefroi. I may state at
once that I an not pledged to the wording
of the Bill as it stands to-day. I am olben
to any reasonable suggestion for its modi-
fication, an 1, wvhen the Bill reaches Com-
mittee, I hope it will be so drafted
as to meet the views of those houn.
gentlemen who have not been able
to agree with some of its details.
I take it for granted, at least from the
arguments used by the majority of the
speakers, that the principle of the Bill
will roceive t ae approbation of this House.
The objections seem to bear only upon
that provision which renders a dispei-
sation necessary from certain Churches to
make such marriages valid, and also upon
that proviso by which no officiating clergy-
man shall be bound to celebrate such
marriage-s. I have understood that some
objection too was inade to that portion of
the Bill which renders it retroactive in
its operation, or at least to a certain por-
tion of it. I will endeavour to show that
these o0jections are not altogether well-
founded. First, as to the constitutiou-
ality of the 1'dispensation" clause, there
is no doubt that, under the Constitution
of 1867, this Parliament has alone the
power t declare who can contract mar-
riage. G-enerally speaking, we ought to
follow the intention of the framers o
the law, but that is not sufficient when
the letter is evidently inconsistent with
the exrressed intention. There is no
doubt, in my humble opinion, that every-
thing appertaining to marri ge and divorce
belongs to this Parliament exclusively;
we may permit marriage between, not
only brother-in-law and sister-in-law, but
2ninors, and we may not only deal with
these matters, but also recognise Church

dispensation fron imnpedinents imnposed
bv the different Churches in thiese respects.
The " dispensation " proviso was intro-
duced to meet a se'ious objection of the
nenbers of the Church of England.
Hon. menbers will recollect that, by the
first Bill I had the honour of introducing,
the validity of the imarriage was to de-
peinI on the rules and regulations of the
chîurch celebrating the marriage. It was
represented, and rightly so, that that law,
while giving relief to the Catholic Church
and Dissenters, would not relieve menm-
bers of the Chu rclh of England. As the
hon. nember for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
said the other evening, the Catholic
Church, although not favourable to these
marriages, for grave reasons grants dis-
pensation fron the impediment of affinity;
but in the Churcli of Enîglanid there is no
such a power. Tlerefore, under the Bill
as first introduced, the mîeibers of that
Church would have been in a worse posi-
tion than undier the existing laws, as far
as somne Provinces are eoncerned.
where, by the law of the land
such marriages are oniy voidable.
The clause w;as theref<oe ch-o' 1 so as to
limit the conîdition to the Cathohlie Church.
We all know that that condition or reserv-
ation concerns no one else bit the
Catholic Church. The proviso declares
that, if in alny Church a dispensation be
required, that dispensation shall be first
obtained. The clause providiing thuat no
minister should be obliged to cedebrate
such marriages was plut in to muîeet another
olbjection of some clergymeu of the
Church of England. It is no novel pro-
vision ; it is no new Lgisl ttion ; the
Legislature of Australia lias passed a
similar law. I come next to thte question
of jurisdiction. I cannot nierstand how
it is that this House lits every other

jurisdiction except the powxver to recognise
Church dispensations in regard to mar-
riage, or relieving fron the incapacity to
contract marriages. As the lion. member
for Gloucester rightly renarkeil, tiis dis-
pensation has no reference to the celebra-
tion of marriage ; it is a dispensation
from incapacity by reason of afiinity.
It has no other refer ue than to the
capacity of parties to contract marriage;
and for that reason this clause is within
the legislative jurisdiction of this Parlia-
ment, and not within the jurisdiction of
the Local Legislature. The hon. memuber
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for West Durham (Mr. Blake) explained,
the other evening, at great length, the law
of the Province of Quebec, as far as the
solemnisation of marriage is concerned.
He referred to the opinions of the Crown
law officers as to the power of the Local
Legislature to empower the granting of
licenses to celebrate marriage ; but that
was not a dispensation, at least in the
sense referred to when the impediment
from afflinity bas to be removed. These
licenses had reference only to certain
forniaities preceeding the celebration of
marriage, such as baunns, etc.; they do not
bear upon any of the essentials to the
contract of marriage or the capacity of the
parties. Another objection to this c!ause
respecting dispensation was put forward
on the ground of its uncertainty. I have
read it over and over again, and I cannot
understand how that objection can be
made. It states that, if any dispensation
is required to give validity to the mar-
riage, such dispensation shall be obtained.
If there is anything equivocal in that, I
cannot see it. It is plain that it only
affects the Catholic Church. It has been
maid also, by the bon. member for West
Durham, that the Bill as it is will render
the position of the parties very difficulty
with regard to mixed marriages. It will
be the same as to-day ; if the marriage is
celebrated in the Catholic Church the dis-
pensation must be obtained; but if
it is celebrated before a Protestant
minister then a dispensation will not
be iequired. That is the rule to-
day, and still will be the rule under
this Bill. The hon. member for West
Durham was astonished that the marriage
in Quebec should be solemnised before
the curé of the Catholic parties. There
is no doubt of the law, but a different
rule prevails with regard to Protestants;
they imay be married before any Protest-
ant minister, provided there is no Church
regulation to the contraay. As to the
reservation of the right of requiring pre-
vions dispensation in fav ur of the Catho-
lic Church, it seems to me that the whole
question turns upon a question of
policy, as to whether it would be politic
for this House to make such a reservation.
I may say ttbat I inserted that clause with
a view to meet the views of the Catholic
memberswho I thought would have some
hesitation in voting for the Bill without
that clause. I really cannot see why

Mn. GIROUiRD.

members of the Protestant faith shoul<f
object to the clause. We claim it with
the same spirit of liberty with which we
were actuated when we put in the pro-
viso that no minister of the Church of
England shall be forced to celebrate such
marriages. The clause. moreover, is a
necessary consequence of the general law
of the Dominion, which requires that mar-
riage shall be celebrated by a priest or
minister, and not by civil officers.

MR. HOUDE : But no priest or min-
ister can be compelled to celebrate any
marriage that is not legal. I know of no
means of doing so.

Ma. GIROUARD : I am of opinion
that, outside of the Province of Quebec,
where an exception is made by the
Civil Code, that, if a priest or
minister should refuse to celebrate a mar-
riage, there are means of compelling him..
A mandamus, and I presume in some
Provinces an injunction, will meet such a
case. If no reservation be made, a priest
or minister could be forced to celebrate
this kind of marriage against his con-
science. If no regard is to be had to
Church regulations, we shall introduce
int) our niarriage laws a character purely
civil which we have no power to give them
under our Constitution, the celebration of
marriage being left entirely to the Pro-
vincial Legislature, and from the character
of the officiating minister will always de-
pend the character of the marriage. Fi-
nally, the " dispensation " proviso will
not be a novelty on our Statute-book..
several Statutes in force in this country
have recognised the regulations of the
various Churches existing within its terri-
tory. The Quebec Act of 1774, which
inay be considered as our illagna Charta,
declares that :

"For the more perfect security and ease of the
minds of the inhabitants of the said Province
of Quebec, Bis Maj' sty's subjects, professing
the religion of the Church of Rome of and in
the said Province of Quebec, may have, hold
and enjoy the free exercise of the Chuich of
Rome, subject to the Ki, g's supremacy," etc.

The clause objected to is nothing more
than the application oí this Inperial law;
it is then the recognition in favour of
Catholi s only of an article of faith of
the said Church, to wit: that no marriage
between brothers and sisters-in-law can
be valid except by dispensation from the
constituted authorities. Numerous Sta-
tutes will be found in the Statutes ot
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Lower Canada where various privileges
and immunities of the Catholic Church
were sanctioned by Parliament but, to
be brief, we will confine ourselves to
Article 127 of the Civil Code, which was
voted by the Parliament of the late Pro-
vince of Canada immediately before Con-
federation. That article says:

" Tne other-impediments recognised according
to the different religions persuasions, or result-
ing from relationship of affinity or from other
causes, remain subject to the rules hitherto
followed in the different Churches and religious
communi-ies. The right, likewise, of granting
dispen satifns frarz such impediments appertains
is hei etofore, to those who have hitherto en-
joyed it."

This law was passed by the Parliament of
the late Province of Canada, a few
montbs before Confederation, and I do
not see why this Parliament should be
less liberal than the late Parliament of
Canada. I could quote several Statutes
of the Province of Quebec where the
different rules and regulations of various
Churches have been recognised. But, to
be brief, I come to the Provínce of Ontario
where I find the same policy pursued. In
1793, a Statute was passed legalising all
past marriages of persons " not being
under any canonical disqualificationto con-
tract matrimony." A more express recog-
nition of Church regulations cannot be
found. The same provision is contained
in another Statute of Upper Canada,
passed in 1830, Il Geo. IV, cap. 36.
Among the regulations laid down for the
future celebration of marriages, the saie
Statute provides that the said marriage
shall be solemnised "according to the
form prescribed by the Church of Eng-
land." The Catholics never complained
of thislegislation ; it is ouly in accordance
with the principle they invoke. In
another Statute, concerning marriages of
members of the Church of Scotland,
Lutherans or Calvinists, it is sttted that
said marriages shall be " according t. the
rites of such Church or religious com-
nmunity." The Marriage Act of Upper
Canada, passed in 1857, 20 Vic., cap. 66,
declares that marriage shall be solemn-
ised " according to the rites and usages of
such Churches or denominations respec-
tively." The some Statute declares valid,
all past marriages of Quakers solemnised
I according to the rites and usages" of
their society. With those numerous pre-
cedents beford us, it seems to me that the

proviso as to dispensation should ne
longer be open to objection. It simply
declares that, as far as Catholics are con-
cerned, marriage between brothers and
sisters-in-law shall be celebrated according
to the rules and usages of their Church ;
and, as these marriages may be objection-
able to some ministers of the Church of
England, it declares what will be found
in some other ColonialStatutes, and among
others Australia, namely, that itshallnot be
conpulsory for any officiating minister to
celebrate such marriages. This proviso,
also referring only to the impediment of
affinity, or the capacity of contracting, is,
I believe, constitutional. But, however,
if desired, it could be removed. Now,
one word as the retrospective clause
of the ' Bill. We find in Eng.
land the first instance of such
retroactive legislation in Lord Lynd-
hurst's Act of 1835, and every Bill intro-
duced since that time into the Commons
or the Lords contains the same clause.
The Statutes passed by most of the
British Colonies on the subject matter of
this Bill have also a retroactive effect. I
will also refer to the following Statutes;
of both Upper and Lower Canada, which
were found necessary to legalise irregular,
voidable, and in fact void marriages:-
Statutesof Lower Canada -44Geo. III cap.
2, 1Geo.IV cap. 19, 5 Geo.IV.cap.21, 7
Geo.IV cap.2,2 Wm. IV cap. 51;Statutes
of Upper Canaa-33Geo. III cap. 5, Il
Geo. IV cap. 36 ; Statutes of Canada-
18 Vic. cap. 245, 20 Vie. cap. 66. I
have heard it mentioned that this Bill
does not interest Ontario much. I believe
thatitnotonlyeffectsQuebec, Manitoba,and
British Columbia, but Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and
even Upper Canada. We find that the
ecclesiastical jurisdictionof England, which
seems to be wanted in Ontario., exists in
all those Provinces. In the Province of
N'ew Brunswick, a Court of Divorce and
Matrimonial Causes has been constituted ;
in Nova Scotia the saie jurisdiction has
been vested in her Equity Courts. There
is also a Statute in Prince Edward
Island which gives similar powers to the
Governor and the members of the Privy
Council. We may also easily suppose the
the case of two Upper Canadians moving
to Great Britain or auy of theseProvinces,
where they may acquire a new domicileand
become amenable to the jurisdiction of
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their Courts, and therefore see their mar-
riage attacked and set aside. It was in-
timated that it was my intention to refer
this Bill to a Special Committee. 1 may
state that I have changed my mind. I
believe now that a measure of this public
importance should he considered in a
Committee of the Whole. As I have
said, I am not pledged to any special
wording of the Bil. The essential point
is to legalise marriages with a deceased
wife's sister or the widow of a deceased
brother. It would be open to every
member to introduce improvements or
strike out provisions, and I would cer-
tainly submit to the decision of the Com-
mittee. In the meantime, I hope this
H1ouse will authorise the second reading
of the Bill, and reject the six months'

hoist."
MR. HOUDE : I believe my hon.

friend did not understand me when I
said we could not oblige ministers of any
Church to celebrate a marriage. I meant
that we could not do so as members of
the Federal Parliament. My hon. friend
admits that solemnisation of marriage is
entirely within the jurisdiction of the
Local Legislatures, , at the same time
he contends that we can oblige ministers
of Churches to celebrate niarriage ; that is
to say, that the very solemnisation of
inarriage ought to be interfered with by
the Federal Parlianent. The two propo-
sitions seem to be c ntradictory.

MR. JONES: I do not rise for the
purpose of prolonging this debate, but
merely to say a few words on the vote
I intend to cast. I nay state that I
intend to support the amendment for the
six months' " hoist." At whose request
is this Bill brought before the House I
Has any petition been presented i I would
ask, imoreover, if any opportuiity has
baen given to the country to protest
against this measure? I can teil the hon.
gentleman that, if an opportunity were
given, the Church of England, to which I
belong, -will protest against this Bill,
which lias been brought forward so hur-
niedly. In my opinion it should
be allowed to stand' over. Some
lin. gentlemen have stated that the
Hebrew translation of the 18th chapter
of Leviticus is an error. I should be
sorry to make such an assertion on the
floor of the Flouse, and I shouxli be sorry to
think that the translation of the Scriptures

MR. GRoumar.

was anerror, because, if it were so,it knocks
down a portion of the structure, and the
whole question of affinity is destroyed.
No later than 1877, at the Provincial
Synod of the Church of England held in
Montreal, the followingresolution, brought
down by the House of Bishops, was
passed,:

"No clergyman of tis Ecclesiastical Pro-
vince shall, knowingly, solemnise a marriage
forbidden by the 99th Canon of the year A.D.
1603, which is as follows:-No person shall
marry within the degrees prohibited by the
Laws of God, and expressen in a table set forth
by authority, in the year of our Lord God
1563."
Now, that is the rule regulating the
Church of England, aid I do not agree
with the hon. nember for Jacques
Cartier, that the jurisdiction for
the regulation of marriage in every way
resides with this House. I believe it
should rest as it has for ages witi the
the Churches to which we belong. I am
sure that, if proper time be given for
petitions against the Bill, they will come
in large numbers from members of the
English, the IRoman Catholic, Presby-
terian and other Churches. The Bill is
brought forward in the interest of indi-
viduals, the endeavour being made to push
it hurriedly through the House ; but I
shall oppose it with all my powers, and
support the six months' "hoist."

Mn. WRIGHT • I confess I see few
difficulties in the case presented so ably
by the member for Jacques Cartier (Mr.
Girouard). He bas, I must admit, mani-
fested profound research and a wonderful
knowledge of all matters connected with
the subject of marriage with a deceased
wife's sister, almost from the beginning
of the practice till the present. We can
imagine this eloquent, graceful advocate
seated in the solitude of bis studies, pro-
bably digesting grave problems of social
and moral science, waited upon by this
charming lady-for we will assume she is
charming, which would give the motive
usually looked for in suen cases-because,
as we see no petition, one cannot other-
wise understand why the hon. gentleman
brings bis forces to bear on this problem.
It is the old story, the old irrepressible
conflict between the law and the lady, and
in th, present as in past cases ot this kind
he will find the lady will- be victorious.
We can understand all the influence upon
the hon. gentleman of this good-looking,
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gracefullady, coîing into his office arra yed
in all the habiliments of love, wearing
looks of the deepest despair and darkest
desolation ; she has loved, not wisely, but
too well ; she has placed herself in a sad
position, and now appeals to this good
counsel for that relief which the Draconian
Code does not afford. I cannot, any
more than the hon. menber for South Leeds
(Mr. Jones), see why this question has been
brought up here. We all know that the
family is the archetype of society, and as
it is secure, society will be secure, and
we must be careful how we meddle with
the fanily relations. But, from the
researcli manifested by the member for
Jacques Cartier, we must assume that
some things are at fault, and that we in
the 19th century must bear with a little
more ease and humility on the errors of
humanity than was done at the time of
the framing of the Code of Leviticus. I
have been seriously troubled by
the theological question. The hon.
member for Hlaldimiand (Mr. Thoipson)
produced authorities to which we all
bow, but upon which the hon. menber
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) does not
look with such gr eat repect; then came
the legal address of the ion. miember for
Jacques Cartier, who presented other
claims to attention by a manner of singu-
lar ability, an.d the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) and the ion. mem-
ber for Argenteuil (Mr. A bbott), in able
speeches, also appeared to differ with
him in regard to matters of detail. Con-
sidering ad the arguments of the case,
with a sense of all the difficulties of the
situation, I do not feel disposed, as a
member of the Church of England, to
share in the prejudices of the hon. mem-
ber for South Leeds. I will confess that
I have been convinced by the power and
learning of the hon. member for Jacques
Cartier, and, consequently, that I will give
his Bill my support.

Mit. GAULT I sent a copy of the
Bill of my hon. friend the member for
-Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard), imme-
diately after it was printed, to the Lord
Bishop and clergymnen of the Church of
England, also to the Roman Catholic
Bishop and several of the clergy, also to
clergymen of the Presbyterian, Metho-
dist, Congregationalist and Baptist
Churches in Montreal to ascertain their
opinion of the measure, andi havehad only

two replies-one from a clergyman of higlh
standing, who quite approl es of the Bill
and says it is not contrary to the Word
of God, and the other from the Rev. Dr.
Cordner, of the Unitarian Church, who
says he believes the Bill will conduce to
the interests of good morals and sound
public policy. With theseviews in posses-
sion and none disapproving, it is my in-
tention to vote iii favour of the
Bill. A great many of my friends
in Montreal, who Lave married their de-
ceased wives' sisters, are gentlemeu of the
very highest respectability and st anding
and I do not see why they should be
lield as law-breakers for that cause.

-a. McCUAIG-: I do not rise for the
purpose of adding any remarIs to those
already expressed by hon. gentlemen,
members of the learned proftssion, and of
this Iouse, both for and against this nea-
sure, having reference to the effect the
passage of this measure may have on so-
cîety in Canada. My desire is to call the
attention of the House to the opinious
cntertained in England, for whieh Canad-
ians have great respect, by eninent men,
as reported in the Euglish llausard, 1877.
ln doing so, it is my Uuty. j>pO beiure
this Ho-use the views of the representative
men of the various bodies, as well as the
equally distinguished public men of the Eut-
pire, from both points of view. In favour
of the Bill, 1877, then before the British
Parliament, permitting a widower to
marry the sister of his deceased wife, I
will read the views of the Roman Catholic
Arcbbishops and Bishops residing in
England, as addressed 'by those Prelates
to the niembers of % Royal Commission
appointed to enquire into the state of the
English law, as well as the replies of Car-
dinal Wiseman to certain questions he
was called upon to answer. In the letter
addressed to the Royal Commission on
the law of marriage, by the Rorman Cath-
olie Archbishops and Bishops of England,
is the following passage

"With respect to the muck debated question
of marrying a deceased wife's sit r, with us
the impediment is diriment cf marriage; but
urgent cases will arise when eccleiastical au-
thority finds i reasonable to remove the impedi-
ment , y diapensation. And among the motives
for such dispensations are the previeiting of
great r eviis, thet protection or reparation of
characte-, the difficulty of forming another
marriage, the considleration of ch Idren born,
or that may be born, etc., and, although case
of this kind are comparativoly rare, we tould
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wish to see the civil obstacles removed which
stand in the way of remedying what may prove
to be grave matters of conscience.

(Signed)
t HENRY EDWARD MANING,
t THoMAs JOSEPH BRowN,
tWILL.AM BERNARD ULLATHOUNE,
t THoMAs GRRANT,
† WILLIAM TURNER,
t JAMES BROWN,
† ALEXANDER GOsS,
t WILLIAM VAUGRAN,
t WILLIuM CLIFFORD,
t FRANcIs KERRIL AMHERST,
† RICARDUS ROSKELL,
t ROBEUT CORNTHwArE."

The following questions were put to
Cardinal Wiseman:

"Do you construe that passage in Leviticus
XVIII, 18, as prohibiting marriage with a de-
ceased wife's sister, or merely as saying tha a
mau should not take two wives together, at the
same time being so rel-ted?

"Reply-Certainly, that vmrse appears to
have the latter mean ng, that two sisters shall
not be living together in the same house, as
wives of the same person.

' Question-Is such a marriage held by your
Church as prohibited in Scripture.

" Reply-Certainly not. It is considered a
matter of ecclesiastical legislation."
This influential advice in favour of the
Bill will no doubt have a powerful in-
fluence on the minds of our Roman
Catholic fellow-countrymen in Canada.
Though from 'a Canadian or Colonial
standpoint in favour of a similar Bill
passing the Dominion Parliament,' with
the law of England in its present shape,
which declares in effect the children of
such marriages are bastards in England
on questions of inheritance of real prop-
erty rnd the unhappy conseqnences con-
tingent upon such a state of things to
children yet -unborn, I say it is just
possible a different opinion might have
been arrived at. I will now read Lord
Broughan (see Hansard, English, 1877,
pp. 1175 and 1176) in support of opin-
ions entertained in England of the law of
the Empire, as it is at the present day,
when applied to the inheritance of
children of marriage by a widower with
his deoeased wife's sister in any of the
Colonial p ,ssesions of Great Britain; and
im Canada, notwithstanding, by the North
America Act. this Dominion is authorised
through her Dominion Parliament0to deal
wlththelaw of marriageanddivorce. Lord
Brougham said:

" One should say that nothing can oe more
pregnant with inconvenience, nay, that nothing
can lead to consequences more strange in state.

MR. McCUAIG.

ment than a doctrine which sets out with
assuming legitima'y to be not a personal status,
but a relation to the several countries in which
rights are claimed, and indeed to the nature
of different rights. That a man may be bastard
in one country and legitimate in another seems
cf itself a strong position to affirm, but more
staggering when it is followed up by this other
-that in one and the same country, he is te
be regarded as bdstard when he comeg into
Court to claim an estate in land, and legitimate
when he resorti to another to obtain personal
succession ; nay, that the same Court of
Equity (when the real estate happons to bè
impressed with a trust) must view him as both
bastard and legitimate in respect toa succession
to the same estate."

I now, Mr. Speaker, propose to read
opinions of several eminent authorities of
the Protestant Church, on the measure
having for its object legalising the mar-
riage of a man with the sister of his.
deceased wife. Dr. Benjamin Franklin
says

"I have never heard upon what prin%iple of
policy the law was made, prohibiting the mar-
riage of a man with his wife's sister, nior have I
ever been able to conjetui-e any political in-
convenience that might have been found in
such marriages, or to conceive of any moral
turpitude in them."

To arrive intelligently at the opinion of
the Rev. John Wesley, I will read au
extract of the tract written on this sub-
ject by John Fry, a gentleman of distin-
guished learning :

"Suppose a man had married a virtuous
woman, every way fit for him, with whom he
lived happily until it pleased God to take lier
off by death. leaving him a widower with
young children, and his circumstances such as
made it fit for him to marry again,-and his
deceased wife had a maiden sister much like
herself, and, therefore, on all accounts fit for
him, who, on account of his kind and obliging
behaviour to ber sister, had conceived so good
an opinion of him, and such fondness for hie
children,'as engaged her consent to supply her
sister's place. Can any reasoniable persmn say
it would not be 4t for him to marry her."

The House will observe the Rev. John
Wesley approves of the views of Mr.
Fry, by the extract which I will now
read from a letter addressed to hie
friend by Mr. Wesley:

"This is the best tract I have ever read on
this subject. I suppose it is the best that is
extant."
The opinions of the Baptist ministers in
London are thus given :-

'In the judgment of the Board, the marriage
of a widower with the sister of his deceased
wife is seripturally lawful, and ought not to be
prohibited by human legislation." Resolution
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of the Board of Baptist Ministers in London
and Westminster.

Lord Macaulay writes to the Secretary of
the Board of Baptist Ministers:

«I am truly glad to find that my opinion on
the sub¡ect of the Marriage Bill agrees with
that of the most respectable body inl whose
name you write."

Rev. Dr. Chalmers says :

"In verse 18 of Leviticus xviii, the pro-
hibition is only against marrying the wife's
sister during the lifetime of the first wife,
which of itself impl es liberty to marry the
sister after her death."

Dr. Adler, the Chief Rabbi of the Jews
in the British Dominions, gave the follow-
ing evidence

"It is not only not considered as prohibited,
but it is distinctly understood to be permitted ;
that on this point neither the Divine law, nor
the Rabbis, nor historical Judaism, leaves room
for the least doubt. I can only reiterate my
former assertions, that'all sophistry must split
on the clear and unequivocal words, Leviticus
xviii, 18, in her lifetime,"

The following is froin the speech of
Lord Francis Egerton, in the flouse of
Commons:-

"l In 1835, a most important Statute had been
passed by that House under somewhat peculiar
circumstances, and he might also say of haste
and w ant of due deliberation, materially affect-
ing a portion of the marriage laws of this coun-
try (E kgland). In this case the voice of
Heaven was silent, and that of man had been
given with hesitation and confusion of utterance
that deprived it of its due authority."

Lord 9 oughton said :

" That our Established Church should select
one point of the Canon Law, and establish an
arbitrary limit without giving any power of
dispensation was, he was sorry to say, a very
great tyranny, and one he felt convinced tha
the true priuciples of the Church of England
did not sanction.

Mr. George Anderson, M. P. for Glas-
gow, in his speech on the Marriage Bill,
20th July, 1869, said:

"He denied that there existed in Scotland
the strong and general aversion for those mar-
riages wnich was alleged to exist."

various views and arguments advanced
by those whose opinion I have just read
in favour of the change of the law, and to.
my mind the argument of expediency
preponderates. I may, in support of this
statement, read, the arguments of Lord
Chief Justice Denman and Sir George O.
Lewis. Lord Chief Justice Denman says:

"If the Act of 1835 has notoriously failed
in its operation, if these marriages, though
discountenanced by the Legislature, have
become more numerous, not only
among the lower classes, a large proportion
of whom must ever remain ignorant of the ex-
istence of this and similar interferences by law
with freedom, but among the cultivated, the
thoughtful, theconscientious, the exemplary ; if
the stigma set by the law is not stamped by the
publiC opinion, if the offenders are as well re-
ceived as before, and are respected for acting
on a just view ef scriptural text, pe-verted by
erroneous interpretations'; in such case it will
surely be more politic to make the law con-
sistent with reason, than in afruitless endeavour
to bend reasonto arbitrary law, to vex and per-
secute where we cannot prevent, to curse whom
the Lord hath not cursed, and defy whom
he hath not defled."

Sir George Cornewall Lewis, M. P., said:

"Upon the whole, looking at the law, the
practice of foreign countries, and the un-
wilhngness which prevails in this country to
submit to the present law, he should give his
cordial assent to the second reading of the

•ill.

Theeloquentwords of Mr. Beresford Hope,
the Attorney-General of England, and Mr.
O. Morgan, delivered in the Comnons
of England against the passage of a Bill
introducedby Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen, in
1877, but not carried, to relieve the
disabilities of inheritance in England of
the children of a man with the sister of
his deceased, wife, and which I now
propose to read to this House, I accept as
a true index of the public opinion of old
England, and a safe guide for me in
recording my vote against the measure, now
before this Hlouse, introduced by the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier. Mr. Hope
said

" li ( U 15,i euuuv ws
Àa to the first, it is concedLed t at, wa eVe RI have now given the flouse the opinions may be the state of the law for the purposes of

of several eminent men, all inclining to those Colonies, gentlemen who have allied them-

the belief that the law of England should selves with their wives' sisters in the Colonies,
s e . will enjoy the protection of such laws as those

be changed, to legahse marriages with the Colonies may have passed; that. in point
sister of a deceased wife, and which may of fact, clearing the question of al verbiage and
no doubt influence public opinion in this ambiguity, the only grievance, if grievance

Dominion. With a view of cautioning there is at all, is that the offepring of those
aliances. will not inherit prope-ty under in-

hon. members of this House, I may be testacy or settlement, nor succeed to tities in
permitted to draw cheir attention to the England. That is the grievance on the side of
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-the Colony. The grievance on our (England's)
-side is much broader, a more real one; shall or
,shall not all or any of the Colon-es have the
right to force the hand of the MotherCountry ?
Shall we or shall we net put the marriage laws
with all those great and delicate questions
which run into moral, into social, and into
legal considerations ; shall we put al those
questions into the power of all or any of the
Colonies wbich happen to enjoy a responsible
dovernmeut to regulate for is'? Is the law
to be made for England by Canada or by
England for England, and by Canada for Cana-
da? Let me just take the case of a couple that
have committed an alliance of this sort. The
couple have taken a trip to Australia, and the
returu trip may stand for the honeymoon.
They go into society, and say they are as good
as anyone else, and perhaps rather better.
They have been married according to law in the
Colony and under the protection of my hon.
friend's Bill. Well, they attempt to go into
society, and what is their position there? No
doubt in some quarters they would be received
with all the honours of martyrs. Elsewbere
they would be regarded as persons who, for the
purpose of contracting a marriage which is not
legal in this country, had evaded the law of the
Mother Country by undertaking the expense
,of a voyage to one of the Colonies ; whilst other
persons, ýesirous of contracting the identical
marriage, were unable to do so because their
business or th- ir want of means obliged them
to remain in the United Kingdom. Is that a
pleasant position for a high-minded man or a
pure-mindedl woinan to stand in ? But that is
what your measure would lead to. I will
take another - ase, and suppose two brothera
who are successively in renainder to some
property or some title. , Each of these bro-
thers has become a childless widower, and
each feels that the vacant chair at his desolate
hearth might be hest filled by his sister-in law.
'The elder brother is poor and unable to afford
the expense of a voyage to the Colonies. Be
goes through the marriage ceremony, say in
Eugland, or in Denmark, with his sister-in-law.
The younger brother, more adventurous or
more wealthy, makes his voyage to Australia,
and after due interval of time brings back
blushing sister-in-law decorated with his sur-
name, from the southern hemisphere. Now
th-. ques ion of property comes in. A so is
born to each. The son of the elder brother and,
of the elder brother's sister-in-lawis illegitimate,
because his parents clung to Europe. The son
of the youLzger brother and the younger, bro-:
ther's sister-in-law inherits the estate or the
title because his parents took that pleasant voy-
age to Australia. Is that a state of things which
anybody would like to see existing in England?
Yet that is another result to which this Bill of
yours would lead you. By this Bill you enable
a man, at the small expense of a journey to
Australia and back, if he can afford it, and pos-
sibly of a residence of twelve months in one of
-the Colonies, to marry and bring back that per-
son as his wife. What is this but
to confound the ideas of right and
wrong, to defeat the lawa of suc-
,cession and nheritance, and to commit an ont-
rage on the social feelings of the country, just

MR. MCCUAIG.

because-the man has a longer purse and some
more leisure than the smail residnum of persons
remaining in England, who might wish to do
the same thing, but are wauting in the material
means of giving effect to their desires. This,
Sir, is the -light in which I am compelled to
regard this Bill"

Earl Percy' said:

" The Colonies had passed Acts legalising
these marriages. and those Acts had received
the assent of Her Majesty, and because that
had been done they were now asked to change
their own'law in order to put themselves right
with the Colonies. He wanted to know how
far that argùment was to be carried ? Were
we prepared to accept the views of the
colonist on all matters in which the Colonial
Legislatures came into contact with the Im-
perial Legiolature ? If that were to be the
rulei he could hardly understand how we could
be said to be ipdependent of the Colonies at ail
-it would be for the Colonies to dictate the
laws which they were to pass. These mar-
riages were objected to on moral, social and
religions grounds, and they were asked te
change their conduct on a moral, social and
religious question in order to suit the Colonies.
If this Bill were paased, a rich man would bp
enabled to contract a marriage legally with his
deceased wife's sister, whereas a poor
man could not do su. Legisla-
tion -of this kind would be introducing
the thin end of the wedge. If marriage with
a deceased wife's sister were right and lawful,
let them pass a measure making it legal ; but,
if not, let them resist by every means in their
power any modification of the law by any in-
direct method of dealing with the question."

The Attorney-General of England said:

" According to the English law, a man
domiciled in this country could not contract
a valid marriage with his deceased wife's sister
either here or elsewhere. Such a marriage,
whether contracted in England or elsewh'ere,
was whôlly null and void. The law of Scot-
land was more string- nt still. Such marriage
in that ceuntry was not only void, vecause
illegal, but was a crime, and a man contracting
the marriage might be subjected to severe penal.
ties, formerly if not now, to death.
If a man not domiciled -i a Colony-and a
domicile was a most important element in this
question-married the sister of his deceased wife
inthat Colony, the marriage, although according
to the law of the Colony it was perfectly good,
and was recognised as valid whilst the man and
his wife remained there, was not so recognisød
in England ; but on the contrary was consid-
ered an invalid marriage altogether."

Mr. Osborne Morgan said:

"An Englishmaudomiciled in Aus'ralia, and
having married his deceased wife's sister and
having issue by her, might return to England
and might there invest £1,000 in the funds and
another £1,000 in the purchase of freehold land,
At bis death, intestate, his soin by the second
marriage would be legitimate as to the funded
property but a bastard as to the land."

{COM MONS.] Deceased Wife's Bister.
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Before the introduction of the Bill in
the English House of Commons, by Lord
Lyndhurst, the law of the Empire
declared the marriage of a man with his
deceased wife's sister voidable, but void
only when decision vas pronounced by
the Courts of England. Lord Lyndhurst's
Bill changed the law, by legalising all
past marriages contracted with a deceased
wife's sister by a widower up to 1865, but
so amended the law that all marriages of
that nature after the passing of that Act,
1865, was declared absolutely void. I
appeal to hon. members of this House
and ask, is it not our duty, with the evi-
dence before us of the apparently inflex-
ible determination of British statesmen to
hold all marriages by a man with his
deceased wife's sister, in England, void,
and the unhappy cousequences which may
result an(l overtake the families and the
children of such marriages inheriting
property or title, especially in England, to
reject the measure now before this House,
which, if passed, will encourage a state of
things repugnant to the educated public
opinion of the Empire, and declared by
lier laws to be void and of no effect? I
admit the natural feelings of relationship
may secure to the children of the deceased
mother, in some instances, a more tender
and affectionate consideration, at the
hands of the sister of their deceased
mother, than they would at the hands of
a second wife of their father, in no way or
manner connected previously with the
family by ties of relationship. But I
deny, emphatically deny, that any true
and good woman, worthy of being called
by the sacred name of wife and mother,
and accepting the responsibilities which
at the time of ber marriage with a
widower she was fully informed would
come within the compass of her legitimate
duties, would withhold from those young,
tender, helpless and motherless little ones
that affection and gentleness which dis-
tinguish a true woman's nature. I shall
vote that the Bill be read this day six
months.

MR. ROSS (Dundas): I do not desire
to give a si!ent vote on this question, be-
cause I consider it very important. I
entirely differ with the hon. member for
South Leeds (Mr. Jones) on the subject,
and as to the views held by the Church of
England. In my intercourse with clergy-
inen of that Church, I have often heard

thein express regret that they were fre-
quently obliged to refuse to solemise
marriages with deeeased wives' sisters.
Many valuable nienbers of tins Churcli
have left it, and joined other Churches on
account of this disability. I do not believe
there is any good reason why we should
interfere with persons desirous of uniting
in marriage, to prevent them. It ap-
pears to meè that no person is so suitable
to take the place of a deceased sister as a
surviving sister, or to take care of the
children and exercise that kindly over-
sighit which the departed would bave
wisbed. Parliament bas no rigit to pre-
vent such unions, for which there are so
many strong, natural and other reasons.
The great patriarch, Abraham, hiinself
married bis half-sister ; and, if there was
nothing wrong In that act, wby should
we consider it wrong it the present age
to permit the present proposed Bill to be-
cone law. Therefore, I shall have great
pleasure iii voting for the Bill of the hon.
member for Jacques Cartier, who shows

1 himself up to the age, and a friend of that
liberty we all should approve of when
there is nothing wrong behind it.

M. AINGLIN : I agree with tbe hon.
member for South Leeds in one of his

propositions, that neither the Government
nor the Parliament, King, Lords or
Commons, has anything to do with the
law of marriage, which should be settled
by the Church only. Hlowever, with re-
gard to the temporal questions, including
the settlement of property, the power of
the Legislature in modern times must be
invoked. I should support any Bill in-
tended to settle property rights on the
part of those contracting such marriages
as are named in this BiIl. I think the
word " valid " objectionable, unless we re-
gard it as only used in a Parliamentary
sense, and having no meaning beyond the
admitted powers of the Legislature ; but
the word "legal " is a different word,
which I would prefer to see used alone in
this connection ; for, in using the word
"legal, " no Catholie supporting the Bill
could be supposed to express any doubt
as to the validity of any marriage con-
tracted according to the iaws of the
Catholic Churcli.

MR. GIROUARD : I consent to the
suggestion of the hon. member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin), and will allow the
word "legal" to stand for the purpose of
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the Bill instead of the word " valid." to obtain that result, a three-fold power
That will be sufficient. is necessary : lst. That of proposing in

MiR. LANDRY : In a question assum- an obligatory form the means tending
ing all te importance which is generally towards its object-legislative power;
ascribed to the question now before the 2nd. That of compelling the proper appli-
Iouse, it appears to me that great advan- cation of such means according tc the
tages would result in the debate if the sense and in the manner prescribed by
matter were placed on a proper footing. the authority proposing them-judicial
And what can that footing be if it be not power ; 3rd. That of forcibly constraining
the great principles which form the those who refuse to apply them, and of
foundation of society, and the luninous reproving those who attempt to obstruct
brilliancy of which enlightens the intel- them-coercive power. This necessity of
lect, by pointing out, as the lighthouse power, as a nieans of attaining the end,
does to the pilot, the dangers of naviga- does not limit its extent; it is the end
tion, the reefs upon the shore. And if itself which regulates and fixes it. In
ever we stand in need of a skilful pilot, fact the end is the main element of all
if ever prudence, even when least dis- society ; it is the source of its existence;
trustful, for bade us to entrust the vessel in this it is which determines the nature of
which we are embarked to the mercy of the means, their proportion and their
the wind, if ever we needed the steady utility. It evidently follows from their
hand of the steersman, it is under exist- nature that the means are subordinate to
ing circumstances, when we have to en- the end It is now e.sy to draw a con-
counter a species of legislation which may clusion. Power in ail society is a means
attack or protect the rights of the Church, which, of its nature, it as to attain its
restrict ourown, and seriously compromisej end; it is a means which must be subor-
those which are claimed by the Provin- dinate to the end. Therefore, in al
cial Legislatures. These are the three Society, power, let its source be what it
reefs which stand forth before us; this is may, intrinsie cr extrinsie, Jet its nature
the three-fold danger which we have to be what it nay, legisiative, judiciai or
avoid. Gathered together from all points coercive, must be proportionate to the
in the Dominion, we are all here as re- end wbich society proposes to attain.
presentatives of the people, and our duty Such is its exteut. If we uow giance at
is, by wise and enlightened legislation, to ail societies at present existing on the
>attain the objects aimed at by the civil face cf the earth, the most cursory
and political society of which we are examination of the question wili demons-
members ; but we are also members of a trate the existence of two principal forms
religious society, and as such strictly held cf scciety, which include ail ethers lst.
to the obligations which it imposes upon Religious society, the Churcli; 2nd. Civil
us, entirely subject to its ordinances and Society, the State. If men unite and
bound to respect its rights. Let me, Sir, form societies, it is with a view cf labour-
goiug at once te the point, state from w ing for the attaiument cf benefits which
that point cf view what are the rights prsperity cotfers upon them. Niw all
and the duties cf each individual.It is an benefits coempesing the happiness ad
elementary and uuiversally recegmised prosperity of mankind are included
principle in every Society that power cf necessity either in spiritual welfare or
mnust be J)ropcrtiouate te te object which in temporal welfare. Thus civil society
that Society proposes te attain. By and the Church divide between them
power must be Sow understood the the attainment cf this double welfare,
entirety cf the rights possessed by society, temporal we fare falling te civil so-
whether scb rigrts are derived from a ciety and spiritual welfare te the
Society itseiC, the intrinsie source of Church. Thus the Church a d civil
powerR or whether they are the Society comprise ail ether soceies. The
resuits cf certain agreements, the existence cf these twe brache f society
extriunsi source of p wer. L vir- , being admitted, let us consider the rela-
tue cf its nature, that is te say, f tions which may exist betweeu theNi.
au intrinsic derivatiu, a l sciety has a Those relations are not always alike, for
riuht te exact ail that is requisite fer the the goed reasen that civil scciety or the
oompete attainuent cf its ebjeet. Now, State presents variation in its composition,

MR. GIRIDU.&PD.
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which must of necessity influence its re-
lations with the Church. It will be un-
derstood that a Catholic State cannot have
the same relation vith the Church as a
heretical or an infidel State. But let us
leave out of the question civil society,
composed from a religious point of view,
-first, of infidel individuals, society not
under the dominion of the Ohurch; second,
of schismatical and heretical individuals,
society separated froim the Church, but
subjectto its power-to consider only civil
society composed, still froni a religious
point of view, third, of Catholic individuals,
society united to the Church and sub-
ject to its power. In this latter society,
and this it is which distinguishes it from
the other two, the individual belongs at
once to both branches of society, to civil
society as a citizen and to the Churcl as
a Catholie. Now in every society the
obligation obtains that the members of
it should unite their power to attain a
fixed end. In the case under considera-

posed, as in the present case, of the same
meinbers. Tliey are two unequal soci-
eties, because their objects are uiequal.
There can indeed be no equality between
eternal welfare, the object of the Church;
and temporal welfare, the object of the
State. If the objects are not equal, it
follows, as a matter of course, that one
nust be superior to the other, otherwise
they would not be unequal. [s it neces-
sary for me to prove that eternal welfare
is superior to temporal welfare? No,
that is an admitted truth, evident to all
the world. Therefore, the object of the
Chiurch is superior to that of the State.
A gain, it is adinitted, and it is the prin-
ciple which serves as the basis of our
argument, and whicli was cited at its com-
mencement, it is admitted without ques-
tion tlat in society all power miust be pro-
portionate to the object. Therefore, the
power of the Church, a society superior to
civil society, because its object is sulperior
to that of the State. is itself superiior to

tion, lie, therefore, who is at once a mem- that of the State. In view of contradict-
ber both of civil society and religious so- ory obligations imposed, the one by relig-
ciety, is subjected to a double obligation, ious power and the other by civil power,
that of attaining the object of civil so- the Catholic citizen is therefore bound to
ciety, of which lie is a member, and that obey the Church in preference to the
of attaining the object of religious society, State. But the duty of obeying is cor-
of which he is also a member. If these relative witl the right to command, that
obligations be compared with each other, is to say that it is the duty of the
it will be found that they agree, that is, citizen te obey, because it is the
that they exist without conflict or discord. right of the State to exact that obedi-
Now societies, being under the same con- ence. But, if, in view of contra-
ditions, since from their nature such obli- dictory obligations emanating, the one
gatiois exist, are either in accord with from the State, and the other frem the
each other or in conflict. What is then Church, the Catholic citizen is only
the duty of the Catholic citizen, that is to found te subnit te the latter, lie there-
say, of hua. who is at once a niember of fore dees not and cannet owe obedience
civil and of religieus society I If the te the State. Therefore the State has net
two societies are ii accord, if their obliga- the rigt te exact sucl obedience-judicial
tiens exist tgether without cenflicting, power. If the State lias net the power te
the duty of the Cathelii citizen is easy of exact such obedience, it follows that it
performance ; lie bas only te confrm dees net possess that of comp oing by
te the obligations of the two scieties of fotce the citizen wnose duty dees net bind
which lie is a member. But if these are bita te ebey-ceercive power. Further,
in cenflict, if ene cannet strive fer its if the State has net the rigot te exact or
eobjeet, at least in its own opinien, with- te compel, it cannot have that of propos-
eut interferinm with the other; if the i ing, in an obligatory forn, what cannet be
Catholic citizen in a word, is broug t face an bligation te a Cathli citizen-legis-
te face witl contending obligations, what lative power. The State lias therefore no
line of conduct sbould hie adopt, the choice power te impose on Catlielic citizens
teo be ade being decided by the motive? obligations whici contravene the righcts of
Tis is what we havetodefine: Religious te Church. The legislator-and we are
sciet, the Churcli; and civil society, here as legisators-has net therefore the
the rtate ; are, as compared with n t ca power of legislati ng in a anner opposed
other, two unequal societies, but cn- toe the rights ef the Churc. Suc are
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thetrue principles which mustguide us, and also been the teaching of the Cliurch fromn
make us Catholics accept the teachings of its foundation to the present day. The
the Churcli. Now, what are those teach- fathers of the Chui ch have spoken : St.
ings at least so far as relates to the question Ignatius of Antioch, Tertullian, Origen,
of marriage. Before replying, it is im- St. Athanasius, St. Augustin, etc.; the
portant to establish at once what are the voice of the Church was heard at Flor-
rights of the Church in this important ence, at Cologne, at Trent; and every-
matter. The forbearance of the House where and at all times marriage was
will allow of my approaching this question. proclaimed a sacrament. Now, what the
In the abstract, marriage is a natural, Universal Church believes, and has
civil and ecclesiastical contract. It is a always believed, can only have been
natural contract instituted by God him- transmitted to us by Apostolic tradition,
self amid the magnificence of the terrestrial and what the Apostles have transmitted
paradise and the unity and indissolubility to us as a divine institution, proceeds as
of which receive a sanction and authority alil admit from Jesus Christ hiniself.
which is no less than Divine in character Marriage is therefore a sacrament and a
from the words of Genesis : sacrament of the new law. For us

Erunt duo in carne unaâ; Catholis it is a doga of faith. Pins
Quod Deus conjunxit homo non separet." IX, i

Sardinia, dated l9th Scpteunber, 1852,
Marriage is also a civil contract, but in says It is a dogma of faith that mar-
this sense only, that it is a contract sub- nage -as raised by Our Lord Jesus
ject to certain civil formalities, apart Christ to the dignity of a sacramenL"
from which the marriage may be looked Would you know the doctrine The
upon as void as respects the civil results Council of Trent speaks: "Wbosoever
which may follow it. Thirdly, marriage says that marriage la not really and truly
is an ecclesiastical contract, and as one of the seven sacraments of the Evan-
such subject to the canons of the gelical Law, let lira le anathema." If
Church. By this it is not to be sup- marriage is a sacrament, and such is our
posed tiat inarriage is a triple unalterable belief, the Church only, by
contract. Not so, it is a single contract divine right, bas supreme power over
which takes these several naines accord- chnistian marriage. In fact the Churcl
ing as it is looked at, as relating to the alone is the dispenser of the sacraments.
propagation of the human race or as a St. Paul teaches us dûs in bis first epistle
matter of interest either to civil society or to the Corinthians, chapter 4, in which he
to religious society. I have stated that says: "Let a man so account of us as of the
marriage is an ecclesiastical contract sub- ministers of Jesus Christ and stewards of
ject to the canons of the Church. That themysteriesofGod." The Pope Gelasius,
truth I shall now demonstrate. Since writing to the Emperor Anastasins told
this discussion began, you must have him plainly: ' Although your dignity
Dbserved, Sir, that most of those on either raises you above the hunan race, you are
side have, as a rule, each in his turn, nevertheless subject to the Bishops in mat-
addressed in support of their assertions, ters relating to the faith, and to the de-
the incontrovertible authority of Holy livering of tIe sacraments." And wbat la
Scripture. Such an advantage should a sacrament, if it le not a means subor-
not be denied me, and I may be allowed dinate in its nature to the object of reli-
to prove my proposition by biblical quo- gious society? The Churcl has, therefore,
tations, which I shall give, not as an supreme power over marriage. An ex-
expression of my own individual views, amination of bistory proves that in al
but as the doctrinal and divine interpreta- ages the Church claimed, by divine right,
tion of the Churclh to which I belong. power over marriage. In the days of the
First, I state that marriage is a sacra- primitive Churclthe Apostie to the Gen-
ment. What St. Paul wrote to the Ephe- tiles, writing to the Corinthians, told
sians (v., 25, 28) : " Sacramentum hoc them that it 'as not the Lord but he,
magnum est, ego autem dico in Christo et Paul (Dico ego non Dominus), who f-re-
in ecclesiâ," is an incontrovertible proof of scribed a regulation la relation to mar-
the truth of this proposition, and the nage between infidels, one of whom had
more so for us Catholics, because it has embraced the faith. He thereby recog-
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nised the right of the Churuli to make
regulations respecling nrf g In 305.
the Council of Elvira, that of Neocoesarea
in 314, St. Basil, Pope Innocent I,
Pope St. Leo, the Council of Agda in
506, St. Gregory the Great, the Church
in a word, by the lips of ber teachers and
the decisions of ber Councils, pronulgates
ber laws as to marriage, and decides wbat
are absolute impediments, and we Catholics
have only to submit to that infallible au-
thority. And when error lifts up its
head, wvhen the most false principles are
circulating in society and threatens to
poison alltrue doctrine, a Pontiff of sainted
memory Goes not fear to raie his voice.
And what are the words of that aged man?
They condenu this proposition :-"The
Church has not the power to
establish absolute impediments to
marriage, but that po wer apper-
tains to the secular authority, by
wham existing impediments may be re-
moved," (Syllabus, .68.) We now arrive
at the true question as it presents itself to
us. We shall easily solve it. The bon.
member for Jacques Cartier brings in a
Bih which may meet with our approval,
but he lias just delivered a speech which
I cannot accept as an expression of the
ideas and principles of Catholics upon this
question of marriage. What does the
bon. member maintain ? That this Par-
liament bas the undoubted right to estab-
lish ab5solute impediments to marriage,
and the not less undoubted power of dis-
pensing with them. I protest against
such a declaration, and I emphatically
deny that this Parliament has a right to
legislate as to the validity of marriage.
Marriage is a sacrament; the State has
nothing to say as to the administration of
the sacrament, and, by consequence, as to
the validity of marriage. That is an
ecclesiastical contract over which religious
society alone bas a power, which cannot
be vested in the State. Further, the
doctrine announced by the hon. member
for Jacques Cartier, so far as we Catholics
are concerned, bas been solemnly con-
demned by Pius IX in the 68th Article
of the Syllabus, which I read a few
minutes ago. I think, however, that the
hon. member bas confounded absolute
with prohibitive impediments. It is im.-
portant that the difference should be
understood, and that distinction should
be made in a case where there should be

29

no conf8iuon. 13y an imîpediment to mar-
riageq næfst be understoodt every obstack
to marriage. When that obstacle cannot
be overcome without rendering the mai-
riage void, the impedinent is said to be
absolute. If an individual, regardless of
the law, by a miîsdemoanour, eontracts a
valid marriage, the ilmipediment is said to
be a prohibitive one. As may clearly Le
seen, the absolute inmpediment is an in-
surmountable obstacle to marriage, as it
renders the parties unable to contract. It
is an obstacle to the administration of the
sacranent, for marriage is a sacramnent.
The State, th erefore, lias niotinii g whatever
to do 'Ih it, and to the Chllurch alone
belongs the power of estaldishing such
impediments ; the Church alone has
the power of dispensing with themi ;
and, whereas aniongst us Catholies no
one can question the testimnony of our
infallible Pontiff, I shall now cite an
extract from the letter of Pius IX to the
King of Sardinia, under date of 19th
September, 1852 :

" A civil law, whicb, supposing the sacra-
ment to be divisible fron the contract of mar-
riage for Catholics, pretends to regulate the
ralidity thereof, contradicts the doctrine of
the Church, usurps ber inalienable rights, and
in practice puts in the saine rank concubinage
and the sacrament of marriage, or sanctions the
one and the other as equally legitimate. Let
Cosar, keeping what is Cæsar's, leave to the
Church what belongs to the Church. Let the
civil power deal with the effects reeulting
from marriage, but let it leave the Churvh to
regulate the validity of inarriage itself between
Christians. Ltt the civil law take for its start-
ing point the validity or invalidity of marriage
as determined by the Church ; and starting
frcm that fact which it cannot constitute, the
same being without its sphere, let it regulate
the civil effects."

The Church, therefore, claims for herself
alone the right of regulating the validity of
marriage, the power of legislating on
absolute impediments. The proposition
of the hon. member for Jacques Cartier
is therefore untenable. No, Mr. Speaker,
we have not the right to establish abso-
lute impediments to marriage; what we
can do, as a Parliament, as a civil au-
thority is, " taking for our starting point
the validity or invalidity of marriage, to
regulate solely its civil effects." Parlia-
ments hava that power only. " The
matrimonial contract," says Mazzarelli," is
governed by the laws of the Churcb, be-
cause it is a spiritual contract in ordine
sacranentum." Let the civil power,
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therefore, preserve its authority ; no per- lation such as tbis the State reoognises
son desires to usurp it. Let it declare the rights of the Church, accepts ber
null and void any contract made without ordinances, and only recognis s as legal
the formalities it prescribes. Will that and valid, in the Iarticular cases we are
contract be void? Yes; who denies it? noW discussing, the iarriage when con-
It will have no validity-but, be it well tracted after the preliminary dispensation
understood, it will have no validity has been obtained, in conformity with the
before the civil power. And what is rules and usages of the Cburcb. Legisia-
meant by saying it will have no validity tion of a similar nature to this-not com-
before the civil power It means that it plete, it is truc, but such as it is-should
will give the cont acting parties, in civil be accepted by tbe Catholics in this
society, no legitinate action, for this is buse, and wiIl be I hope. We will
the sole and only result of the annulling vote then against the proposition made to
of a civil contract. But, if the Church us by the bon. member for Haidimand
determines that the saie contract is valid (Mr. Thompson) to give this Bil a six
in foro conscientiæ, in ordine ad sacra- months' "hoist.' FavouIly as 1 regard
nentun, it wi1ll be valid matter of the tbe principle enunciated in the proposed

sacrament, and the marriage will be in- law as now presented to us by the bon.
'dissoluble in the eyes of the Church. member for Jacques Cartier, I must
And why ? Because it is not the civil nevertbeless make some important reser-
contract, but the natural, divine, spiri- vations. This legisiation is incomplete
tual, ecclesiastical contract, which is the and ambiguous, and in its phraseology
matter of the sacrament of marriage; and leaves niuch to be dcsired. For example,
it is the Lws of the Church that govern as the bon. member for West Durham
spiritual contracts and offices. These (Mr. Blake) remarked, there is nothing
principles being clearly established, let us in tbis legisiation which determines the
proceed to enquire as to the nature of the une of conduct to follow, or at leastwhicb
measure now before us. What is the establishes the hue of conduct to be fol-
purport of the Bill of the hon. member lowed when the contracting parties belongb
for Jacques Cartier? It is as follows to different religios creed. I do not

"1. Marriage between a man and the sister intend to attempt a critical examination
of his deceased wie, or the widow of his of the wording of tbe measure, but, wben
deceased brother, shall be legal and valid- the bouse goes into Committee, I shah
Provided always, that, if, in any Church or suggest one change wbich 1 consider de-
religious body whose ministers are authorised sirable. This measure, Mr. Speaker, may
to celebrate marriages. any previous dispensa-
tion, by reason of such affinity between the r
parties, be required to give vahdity to such 1 e are other considerations which
marriage, the said dispensation shallbe first ob- 1 Must not be lost sigbt of. Indeed, in this
tained according to the rules and customs of important question of marriage, the Local
the said Church or religious body ; Provided Legislatures have a jurisdiction wbich
also, that it shall not be compulsory for. any must be jealously guarded and we must
officiating minister to celebrate such marriage.

" 2. Al such narriat es heretofore contracted not permit tbis Legisiature to encroacb in
as aforesaid are hereby declared valid, cases (if any way upon the rights and privilegesof
any) pending in Courts of Justice alone our Provincial Legisiatures. I trust that,
excepted." when tbis measure is again submitted to

The first paragraph declares to be legal our consideration, in Committee of the
and valid a marriage, against which the Wbole, it will receive all the modifica-
Church bas set up an invalidating impedi- tions required to render it a measure
ment, but it must be remarked that this worthy of this use, and in keeping
clause is not absolute, and that it only with tbe true principles of religions and
stands together with the proviso accom- civil society, and in conformity with the
panying it, which is nothing but the set- rights and privileges whieh the fathers of
ting forth of the conditions to which the Confederation gave to our Local Legisla-
contracting parties should submit, if they tures.
desire their marriage to be considered by Motion made and question proposect:
the State as legal and valid. And what
are these conditions? The same which time, but that it be read the second time this
the Church desires to impose. By legis- day six weekg.-(Mr. Thompon, Haldimand.)

MR. LANDRY.
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The House divided :-Yeas, 19; Nays, Gillies Snowball
140. Gillmor Sproule

YEAS Gi rouard (Jacques Cart. )Strange
YEASGiouard (Ket, N. B.)Tass

Messieurs Grandbois Tellier
Charlton McLeod Gunn Thompson (Cariboo)
Farrow Y cQuade lackett Tupper
Geoffrion O'Conuor Haddow Vallée
Jones Patterson (Essex) H ay Vanasse
Keeler Stephenson lesson Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Macdonald (Vict. N.S.)Thompson (Elaldimand) Hilliard Wallace (W. York)
MacDonnell (Inverness)Trow Holton White (Cardwell>
McGuaig Weldon Hooper White (E. Ha-tings)
Mclsaac Williams.-19. Houde White Renfrew)
Mc Kay Iluntington M iser

NAYs: Hurteau Wrighit
Ives Yeo-ll4

Met sieurs

Abbott Kaulbach
Allison Kilvert
Anglin King
Arkell Kranz
Baby Landry
Baker Lane
Barnard Langevin
Beauchesne La Kue
Béchard Longley
Benoit Macdonald (Kings PEI)
Bergeron McDonald (Pictou)
B 'gin Ma'donell (N. Lanark)
B11 Mackenzie
Blake Macmillan
Bourassa McCallum
Bourbeau MeIn es
Bowell McLennan
Brecken 19cRory
Brown Malouin
Bunster Masson
Burpee (St John) Massue
Burpee (Sunbury) Merner
Cameron (South Huron)Méthot
Cameron (N. Victoria) Mils
Carling M, ntplaisir
Caron Mousseau
Cartwright Muttart
Casey Ogden
CasgraiOliver
Chandler Olivier
'Cimon Orton
Cockburn (Muskoka) Ouimet
Colby Paterson (S. Brant)
Connell Pickard
Costigan Pinsonneault
Coughlin Piatt
Coupai Plumb
Currier Pope (Queens P.E.I.)
Cuthbert Richey
Daoust Rinfret
Desaulniers Robertqon (Hamilton)
Desjardins Robertson (Sheiburne)
Domville Rogers
DouliDuas Ross (Dundas)

Dugas Ross (West Middlesex)
Dumont Rouleau
Elliott Routhier
Fi-et Royal
Fitzsimmons Ryan (Marquette)
Fleming Rymal
Fulton Seriver
G+aultGiaOt Skinner

Pnjith (Selkirk)

For-
Daly
Bannerman

PAIS :

Açgaimt-
McCarthy
Smith (Westmoreland)

Question resolved in the negative.
Bill read the second tine.

House adjourned at
Filteen minutes before

Eleven o'clock.

HOUSE OF? COMM ONS.

Friday, 5th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS RECEPTION.
TIME EXTENDED.

MR. ROBINSON: I move that the
time for receiving petitions for Private
Bills be extended for twelve days. This is
the same motion I previously introduced
to the notice of the House. Exception was
taken to it by the hon. member for Chateau-
guay (Mr. Holton), who thought it better
that, in accordance with a strict interpreta-
tion of the Rule of the House, the sanction
of another Committee should be had to
the same request, which has now been
given by the Committee on Private Bills.
I take it for granted, therefore, that this
motion will meet with the acceptance of
the H ouse. In relation to a remark made
yesterday about the supposed necessity of
the Committee on Standing Orders insist-
ing on the observance of the rule requir-
ing a Private Bill to be deposited with
the Clerk of the House, eight days before
the meeting of the House I find, on
enquiry, that, if that rule is enforced, it
must be -with the concurrence of the
House, and is not within the province of
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any Committee. The request for an ex- agree with the bon. member for West
tension of time, seeins reasonab1e. The Durha.a (Mr. Blake) in a great deal that
House is supposed to sit about three lie las said, but,- as it is well known
months, and, considering the importance tlroughout the country that the Rule bas.
of many of the Private Bills, it seems but been suspended tine and again, 1 think
right to ask for an extension of time for it would be unwise to enforce it at thia.
their reception. Some of these Private particular moment. There are a great
Bills are of more consequence than some many important Private Bis, 1 under-
Publie Bills-for instance, a Bill concern- stand, wiic are yet in the hand of the
ing a Charter for a railway affecting the printer, and have not yet been reported
interests of some thousands of people. upon. I hope, whaever may be the sub-

MR. BLAKE : I was surprised-to hear sequent course, that the recommendation
the reason given yesterday, and repeated of the Committee in the present'instance
to-day, for the indulgence which it is sug- will be complied with.
gested should be extended to promoters Mu. RYMAL: I lad once the plea-
of Private Bills, because -I was aware sure oi being Clairman of that -Standing
that on former occasions a course bad Orders Committee, and 1 found tlat per-
been adopted, which I perceive from the sons who had any exceptional private-
certificate of the Clerk is still followed, legisiation to pass througl were the very
which renders that excuse quite unten- ones wlio came late, with some excuse,,
able. The course is -that, so poon as a and endeavoured to have the Rule set
notice for a Private Bi, appears ia the aside. If there be a special case, tlie
Officiai Gazetle, a copy of the iRules is Hlorise can treat it as such.
sent to the signer of the notice, and these Mi. MACKENZIE: There was t
Rules show him tliat a copy of the Bill universal concurrence of mopinion, four
must be deposited swith the Clerk of the years ago, that tlis should be put a stop
flouse eight days before its meeting, and to. C mstead of its being stopped, the
tiat ne petition for a Private Bilw can be practice ias een growing, and the on.
reeeived after the first ten days of the mem.ber for Hamiltonnow aims the very
Session. I think under these circus- laxity of the practice as a'rt ason why it
stanices it cannot be said that there is any shoud be o tinued. Unless the leader
reasonable excuse for the piomoters of of the flouse takes some strong neasure-
Private Bies now, in the third week of in this matter, we igt as well have the
the Session, wanting an extension of Rule abolisaed altogether. ndeed, ibis a
twelve days in the presentation of dangerous thing to have this constantly
petitions. I agree tlat Private Bis may sei aside, because some very questionable
be of considerable consequence, affecting legisation might be forcid spon us.
important private rigts, and it is for that S me of us wlo have sat for a long tue
very season that they sould copey before in the louse ave expeilrience of its
-the Copmittees at a season owhen being used for the purpose of getting
theycat o properly considered. B think questionable Bills introduced at abuy
the Government ouht to take this tueof the Sessionwhich would have
Session, some decisive step which wim had no chance ad they býaen introduce4
render at impossible for any promoter of at a time wlen discussion upon tlem
a Private Bill to say, the Rule made in could be more easily obtained. I hope
1876 iaving been broken every Session the bon. gentleman who leads the Gov
sincele had a right te expeet it would ern ent wiil take vigorous step i the
be broken again forever; ad for that nmatter.
reason ie was late in bringing bis Bill Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
forward. If there be any exceptional case lon. gentleman is correct in stating that
-in which a good reson ea o be given for there was a unanimous consent that some
the jelay, the iule eau be suspended. But check should be placed upon the introdu-
there should be no wholesale suspension. tion of Private Biss ial through the Se-
Bise we had botter at once abrogate the ion, and suspending the lRlles which were
Rule, and make our laws conformable te made for the protection of people wbo
the bad practices of rivate Bia po- migt be affected bv this private legisa-
iroters. tien, wih, if they had insufficient notice,

M. IROBERTSON (Hamilton) :I would be obliged to let judgment go by
MM. MROAIKNSON.
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default. With respect to special interests hon. meniber from Toronto (Mr. Robin-
what the hon. member for Lambton (Mr. son).
Mackenzie) has said is also true. It Mn. BLAKE: The proposition for an
was for the purpose of removing great extension bas been lost.
evils that those Rules were made, Mn. CAMElON This is a different
but the question is whether those motion. It is for the extension of thé
Rules from the moment they werei time for the admission of Private Bills.
adopted have been rigidly carried Sm JOHN A. NACDONALI moved
out. I think they have been fairly ob- in inendient tint the word "twelve" b.
served. They were adopted in 1876, struck ont and "six" bo insrted.
1877 and 1878, and ought to be supported. on, as ainended, agreed to.
Any hon. member who has had a special BILLS INTRODVC11D.
Bill, which, for some special reason, was
not presented in time, might get the House The foilowing Bis wcrc severally
to dispense with the Rules when the specialintroduced and recd the.first tirn:
reasons were stated. Bill (No. 57) To c(nsoiilate and &'nend the

MR. ANGLIN : There seems to be Arts relating to the North- %>%est %rritorien.-
some misapprehension with regard to the (,S'ir John A.
manner in which the Rules were enforced. Bill (No. 59) To repeal the Act to render
In 1876 the old state of things was contin- e4rs of the Lcgisiative Coiis and Legis-lative Assemblies of the Prov1nceas uovr included
ued, because we were satisfied that many or which may hereafter be included within the
people would be put to great inconven- Dominion of Canada for sitting or
ience. But unless I an greatly mistaken, voting in he House of Uuînonu of Canada.-
this particular Rule was enforced in 1877 (3r. Ouin't.>
and 1878. At this moment, I cannot re- IMMIGRATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
cal a single instance in which it was de-
parted from. My impression also is that (r. REAIN.
the Rule was pretty well observed last
Ses<io-. It demands the grave consider- Mn. FLEMING -1- c ( No.
tionof the House whether this Rule should 58) Futher to amend the Immigration
be suspended or not. Act of 1869. He said I May

Mi. CARLING: I think the proposi- explain that tle o1ject of the Bill
tiois of the lion. thje First Mlinister must is to render the maseri of a vos-ci carry-
comnend itseif to the Iouse. It hs a ing passengers to tiis country responsibie
pirop)osition 'which should oomniend itsf for pauper or de:tithte erigrats in the
to the flOuse. saine nainer as ee is tow . eld rsponsible

Mit. ROBINSON: There are no uies with regard to those whi inay bd fnati,
affecting any Co.nmittee of the flouse idiotie, deaf or dumib, blirnd or iini.
whieh have been changed so often as those The effect of the Bill> if it s1houid beconre
Uder consideration. In 1873, certain aw, wotild be to rfqtire the master of
.Rules which were in force i)rior to that 1the vesse], on arriving- at any port in Can-
tirne were abolished, and fromn that titie ada,to report to the Ciloctor of Castoms
«unitil 1876 another practice governied i1he at such port the naine raid agle of al
Committee on Standing Orders. In the passengers who are pwupers or destitute
latter year the present iRules were intro- per s If the master faeied to Make
duced, and to a great extent they have sucli a report, r de ibu iable to a
governed Bhe action of the Committee. I n7 for bis neoleet. lpon the ar-
think, if a Comnittee of both sides of the rivai of the vesse] at the port, it i-S pro-
loUAe were now to consider the question, vided that, if the North- superritndent

a change wou]d no doubt again be effecte j on exammnation, fi)ds amog the pasAdsen-
to the advantage of the louse and the gers a pauper or destitute petson who in
public. bis opinion is ikely to beci a Lerman-

M otion ne qitired. ent charge on the public, le owil reportto
Ma. CAIMIEPfO (North Victoria) : I the Coilector of Cstom atin l i the,
ove that the time for the reception D of who sha require the Cn aster of the veosel

Private Bills be extended tweive days. .to execute a bond iii the soin c f $300> the
BY Voting upon titis the fvouse can show condition being to indenify tCn s Gofaern-
itS Opinion as to the proposition for the menFt or a y municipal corporation, or
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charitable society from any expense
or charge to be incurred within three
years for the maint,-nance and support of
such pauper or destitute passenger. It
will be optional with the master of the
vessel either to einter inito such a bond or

BRITISH COLUMBIA ADDITIONAL
SUPREME COURT JUDGES

BILL. -[BILL 44.]

(iMr. McDonald, Pictou.)

SECOND READING.

to pay the Collector of the port a sum of
money to be fixed by the Governm. nt, in MR. BLAKE: I observetbatneitherthe
lieu of this bond. The 16th section of Bil nortbeLocalActof 1879containsapro
the Act of 1869, which gives power to vision for carrying out the plan prescribed
the Governor by proclamation to prohibit by the Local Act, which provides that, of
the landing of pauper or destitute emi- the five Judges of the Supreme Court,
grants until a sufficient sum of money is two only sha be stationed in Victoria,
provided for their temporary support ana and tbree shail be resident at named
transport, is by this Bill repealed. points in the mainland. With reference

Bill read the firsi tirne. to the two new Judges to be appointed, I
presume it wihl be competent to the

'NEWSPAPER REPORTS. Executive to prescribe to them the places

CORECTION which they are to reside. It appears
CORRCTIN orERRRS.to me the Local and Federal legisiation

MR. DAWSON : Before the Orders of taken together wilI be defective in not
the Day are called, ing adequate power to carry out the
attention of the House to a notice which scheme of the Local Legisiature, unhess
appeared in one of the Toronto papers, to some legisiation exists enabling the Exe-
the following effect cutive in proper fori to carry out the

"Thetretmet reeivd b Mr.Mils ~provisions as to changing the re.sidence of
''The treatment received by MNr. Mills at eitný us aeti ueto

Mr. Dawson's h nds was certainly far from e Jd I a
courteous. Instead of Mr. Mills attetidance iotthat I am at alh shaken in my opposi-
being politely requested, without any previl lus tion to the Bill> but because it appears
intimation he was served m ith a summons as if chear the difficulty sbould be Presented
he were a refractory witness." with a view of its being remuved before

I beg to say that the persons referred the measure becomes law. t is not con-
ce ) vt t1ht m tîits

were requested to give the Committee ca
such information as they thought fit, and at Lae
a special meeting the following day Mr. bas b power of ordering a Judge, who
Mills was heard and gave interesting and een appointed to a Court stationed
valuable information. The signing o at Victoria, to reside at Barkerville ; or
that summons was a mere formality on tetransfer be

o th clerkn w hmr oras it be n te properly effected without due consideira-
part oftion fits pecuniary and scial resuts to
years in the House, without the Chairman the Judge removed. I am satisfled that
or members of the Committee being con- the Government wilh not, without further
sulted. Local and Federal Legisiation, and in-

MR. LA NDRY : I beg to call the at- creased expense, be able to carry out the
tention of the House to a report which scheme of the Act of 1879.
appears in the Citizen to-day. In the MR. McDONALD (Pictou) As at
speech I made on the Bill of the hon. present advised, 1 do not think it wouhd
member for Jacques Cartier, I am re- be proper to make any such ameudment.
ported to have " cited a large num- I do not propose to interfère with the
ber of the authorities of the Church to Legishture of British Cohumbia with
prove that the proposed Bill was opposed reference to the disposition it proposes to
to the spirit of religion and sound make of its judicial strength. I thik
stability." I never took that view of the the duty of this Parliaiuent is fufly per-
question. On the contrary, I tried to formed when, the Local Legisiature
prove that sound stability and the spirit baving passed an Act appointing teo
of religion was not at all against the men- additional Judges, it bas provided, ac-
sure introduced by my hon. friend the mem- cording to the Constitution, the salaries
ber for Jacq-ues Cartier (Mr. Girouard). of those Judges.

MM. FLEMING.
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Bill read the second time, considered in
Committee of the , Whole,, amended and
reported.

PACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACTS.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the further consideration of
the propose i mtion of Mr. MeLennan : " That
an Order of the House do issue for a statement
of each contrict let upto the 31st December,
1879, on the Pacifi Railway, showing the esti-
mated cost of the work on such contract ac-
cording to the tender accepted, the amount
paid to the contractor or contractors in re-
spect thereof, and the amrunt yet required to
complete the contract, so far as the same is
known or approximately estimated; also, a
statement of the decis on, if any, arrived at
by the Goverament as to the bridging of Red
River, and the junction of the line west of
Red River with the part of the road under
construction from Thunder Bay and with the
city of Winnipeg.'

[R. MACKENZIE : When the House
rose at six o'clock on Wednesday evening'
last, I was making some remarks con-
Icerning the motion of the hon. member
for Glengarry (Ar. McLennan), and was
about to notice some charges which the
hon. gentleman made against those who
were. opposed to the Administration in
1872. In bis comments he was desirous-
at least ie said so-of making only-such
comments as the circumstances justified
respecting the period of the life of the
late Administration and affecting the pre,
sent. But I was a little surprised to
find, among those comments, the hon.
gentleman stating that hon. gentle-
men on this side of the House were
responsible for-if I recollect his words
aright - obstructing ani overturning
the Act of 1872, for building the
Pacific Railway. I can only ex,
press the charitable hope that, as the
hon. gentlenan was not then in Parlia-
ment, he was not in Caaada either.
There is no escape f rom the conclusion
that, if in Canada, he has forgotten what
took place during that eventful year.
The Act authorising the Government to
build the Canadian Pacific Railway was
passed in, June, 1872. Immediately
thereafter a deputation, consisting of the
the chief contractors and some of the
Ministers, visited England for the purpose
of securing the capital necessary for tfie
construction of this road. That deputation
utterly failed in accomplishing their object.
Up to the very last moment of their re-
turu from Eugland, anud of the meeting of

Parliament in 1873, indeed up to the
close of that Session-at least to the
adjournment had in consequence of the
charges made by the hon. member for
Shefford (Mr. Huntington)-the Adminis-
tration held out lopestothis House and the
country that they had accomplished their
mission, and that the road would be built
under the ternis of the original Act and
of the contract with Sir Hugh Allan. It
was only some time after Parliament arose,
in 1873, that the public became aware
that Sir Hugh Allan lad relinquished his
contract on account of his failure in Eng-
land to accomplish his purpose. And
how the hon. member for Glengarry
came to acquire and express the belief
that gentlemen on this side of the House
were responsible for the failure of the
Administration's plans in 1872 is more
than I can comprehend. The hon. gentle-
man, by his censorious remarks, courted
a revival of the discussion of the eveuts of
1872 and 1873. With regard to this, I
have only to say it is not my intention at
present to enter upon a discussion of those
events, although, if the hon. gentleman or
any of his friends on the Ministerial .side
desire to have those matters recalled, hon.
gentlemen on thîs side will not shrink
from the conflict. I think, however,
that the general opinion of the hon.
.gentleman's confréres will be that it
is not advisable, in their own interest,
that such a revival of that discussion
should take place. So fai- from obstruât-
ing and overturning the Government's
plan of 1872, we would have been glad
if the railroad could have been constructed
without imposing any burdens on the
people of Canada beyond that provided
in the Act; and respecting the other
'statement of the hon. gentlenan, that the
effect of our obstruction in 1872 was
niltimately to overtura that Government,
I have only to say to bim that he knows
full well, or should know, what it was
that overturned that Government -that
it was acts of their own for wLich Parlia-
ment and the country held them respon-
sible. But I would not have esteemed it
a very great crime if, we had overturned
the Goverument on that or any other
public measure on which we differed ; and,
as to the succeeding Government, of which
I had the honour to be a me;)ber, having
left its position with reference to this or
any other matter, that does not enter

Pacifi Ratay [MARn 5, 1880.]
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into the present discussion, and I do not
propose to pursue the general discussion
upon the Pacifie Railway policy, f arther
than is necessary at present to vindicate
our own position, and show how fallacious
the statement of the hon. gentleman was
in making his motion. Everyone who
recollects the events of 1872 and 1873
will perfectly comprehend why the pro-
ject of the Government of that day failed
i England, and why the Government
was overturned; and everyone will un-
derstand perfectly that the bon. gentle-
man, who was not then in Parliament,
and who bas therefore no immediate
responsibility for the acts of the gentle-
men lie now sustains, is desirous of
making them appear as well as possible
under very disadvantageous circumstances.
He would, however, have done much
better if he had avoided all reference to a
matter wbich can only be termed disre-
putable to those he defends. With
regard to the plan which the hon. member
for Glengarry says was overturned
and obstructed by us, I have this
to say : I belie ved from the first that, if this
road was to be built, it must be built
througi th( taxation of the people of
Canida. I had no objection to securing
assistaa ee from the public lands, but rather
hoped that sorne assistance wouild be so ob-
tained from the public lands of the North-
West Territor;es througb which it would
pass. ButIkne vtoo wellhowlittlewasever
realised from the publie lanls of the older
Provinces to enable me to encourage any
hope of obtaining very substantial as-
sista -ice f rom that source. I therefore said
in I>arliamteat and elsewhere that I had
no faith in the accmiplishment of the
promises of the hon. gentlemen opposite
respecting the building of the road, and
it turned out that, when the Ministers of
that day,and their associates in connection
with the Pacifie Railway contract went
to England, they were utterly unable to
ind any capitalist or contractor who

would touch the project. But in the Act
of 1874, which the late Administration
introduced and passed, we also proceeded
upon the assumption that something
oould be done with those lands. I have
been reproached more than once with
having adopted means for the payment of
the building of the road which I formerly
declared t> be insufficient, and it is quite
true that was the case. But a succeeding

M& MACKENZIE.
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Administration must very often adopt
the ground taken by the previous
Aministration, although they may have
opposed it during its passage. Be-
cause, when once an Act is an accom-
plished fact, it has to be acted upon, and,
when the Canadian Parliament, at the
instigation of hon. gentlemen opposite,
had committed itself to a project of the
inost gigantic and expensive character,
and had pledged its treaty faith to the
accomplisment of its promises, it was not
for the succeeding Administration to
throw any obstacles in the way of its
accomplishment, but to endeavour, as far
as consistent with the welfare of the peo-
ple generally throughout the country, to
aid in the ftlfilment of the promise and
to give the plans of the previous Admin-
ietration a fair chance of being realised.
We, therefore, in the Act of 1874, pro-
vided means for utilising the public
lands for the building of the road if they
could be utilised, but during the_ progress
of the surveys it became verv apparent to
us, as it must have done to every obser-
vant man throughout the country, that
the only hope we had of ever obtaining
any advantage froin the building of the
road was to furnish means as early as
possible for throwing a large population
into the prairie districts of tbe North-West,
and depending on the development of trade
more than on the value of the lands. The
Government therefore determined, pend-
ing the coinpletion of the su veying oper-
ations, to build a certain portion of the
line under ordinary Governnient con-
tracts. The Government deternined to
utilise the navigation of the lakes and
river so far as they were navigable in
that direction, so as to avoid the construe
tion of any railroad where water com-
munication might be used. I'know that
some ridicule has been cast upon the
project for using the water-stretches for
navigable purposes, and we were accused of
having completely abandoned the scheme.
We never did abandon it or any part of
it. I would have no objection to aban-
don anything that I found to be less pro-
fitable or less advisable than what I
believed it at one time to be
Nor would any wise man have any hesi-
tation in ehanging his opinion when evi-
dence should be afforded him that his
opinion wasý based on wrong premises.
We were quite satisfied that in the first
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place we should use the great lakes west- the question generally upon tbe Estimates.
ward to Fort William instead of building I regret that I have anytbing to say at
a road round Lakes Superior and Huron, all at present, but the course the hon.
and we were equally satisfied that to unember for' Glengarry (Mr. MeLennan)
reach the waters in the central- portion of has taken forced me to make a rapid sur-
the Territory, between Thunder Bay and vey of the events of the last few years
Selkirk, by railroad communicationwas the and the policy of the two Administrations.
proper mode of proceeding, and contracts There is one thing always to be kept in
were let out accordingly in that direction. view; the Government of which I was a
Not one mile of road was built except member held that, whilstthey were bouînd,
what was in the most direct line of com- as far as the resources of the country
munication. The distance given by Mr. would permit, to keep faith with the
Dawson, in his map and in his pamphlet British Columbia Government, they held
report, between Winnipeg and Thunder also that it was desirable to obtain better
Bay, was, if I recollect aright 432 miles. conditions with the Government of Bri-
The distance by the railroad route to Sel- tish Columbia if it were possible to do so,
kirk-as far west as Winnipeg-is only and, whether wisely or unwisely, compro-
about 412 miles, if I remember aright. mise terms were effected through the
This shows that the most direct line has mediation of Earl Carnarvon. These terms
been obtained. But, while resolving to bound us to accomplish and finish the
use the water-stretches as far as possible, road from Lake Superior to the Pacifie
the Government also resolved to proceed Ocean by the year 1890, but that arrange-
with the construction of 185 miles, if ment was predicated upon and subject to
they found, upon the reception of the the conditions cf the Act cf Parliam nt
tenders and upon the consideration of the thnt had been passed here-the soiemu
national finances, that it was possible and resolutien cf the fouse cf Comnins that
advisable to spend so much money upon the expenditure for thnt purpose should
that portion. Before these tenders were not exeeed what vas comuensurate with
received for that porton, the Administra- keeping the taxes of the couii wt
tion had passed out of office, and of course the limits that then existed. We
we were not responsible for what took were bound net nereiy to do what
place afterwards. Tie Government also we couid to accomplish the bargain
contemplated acting under thesame deter- with British Columbia, but immeasurably
mined resoittion that their expenditure bef ec that we were boud te see that the
shouid be controiied soiely by the taxation whole ceuntry was not rn eth ie, ordem te
necessar te be imposed; they lad adopted keep acomparatively useless and imnpssi-
the B urrard Inlet route, and prposed te ble bargin ith that Province. A ou
build a lino f rnilway from the neign- mensures were therefore based upeu that
bourhocd cf Yale te the navigable waters ground,and we have félt continueusi dur-
at Kamloops, subjýect cf couirse te the ing the iast few years tbe sericus
conditions alreav mentioned. We danger cf the country running iato a
had ne re&son te expect at the time rcpid and unbearable accumulation of the
we clled for tenders that the cost public debt. I do net kuow, I have net
cf this road would reach s very large the means at my ba d for scergaining,
a suin as it a'ppears to have reached. the precise expenditure connected with
From the tenders befre the fouse, and the past and present contract on the
inclnding the price cf rails, se far as I amn Pacifie lRailway. If my memory servez
able te mcke out, the cost cf the 125 me arigt, the expenditure already i-
miles canne possibly be less than ten curred, ad that involved i existing con-
milons, a cost fat i i excess cf what it tracts will brng up the total expnh iture
wusupposed it would proebably be. 1 have at tus moment te the neighburhood cf
no liesitation in saying that tic late Ad- $40, 000,000. An hon. miýmber behind
ministration would have esitated before me says it is much more tha that; pro-
-vnturing te ask Pa riament toe sanction bably it i. I spek whlly from a en-
se seriows an expenditure, at the present eral recollection cf to varieus tenders.
time, 1cr such a cemparativeky short piece Lt is that at amy rate. u t wns contem-
ûf the raiiroad. That is a matter which plted rigially ter t t e road ws te he
1 will discuss, cf course, when wa g reach built entireiy for $30,000,00fl , by gente-
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men opposite, and 50,000,000 acres of
land. It will be seen how fallacious were
these calculations, and, in order to excuse
themselves, hon. gentlemen opposite are
inthe habitof saying, as thehon. member for
-lengarry said, that we rendered it
necessary to proceed with the whole line
by. ordinary Government contracts. iow-
Sir, did we render it necessary ' - We exe-
cuted some of the difficult preliminary
portions of the road, the execution of
which was eminently favourable to the
letting of the line to future contractors.
It was clear that, if wehad railways pene-
trating inte the prairie country it would
be much more advantageous for people
taking the contract for the balance of the
road. Accordingly, after having had
these preliminary section, either complet-
ed or nearing completion, we issued in the
spring of 1878 invitations to English
capitalists and contractors to compete for
the execution of the entire line upon
terms even more favourable than those
embraced in the original plan, because the
Act of 1874 provided that there should
be paid to the contractera $10,000 in
cash per mile, that 20,000 acres of land
should be given fer each mile of the road,
the land, of course, subject to conditions
of sale which were not impôsed in the Act
of 1872, and the contractors were then to
reach the competing point by stating the
amount in additiM te these land and
money payments for which they would
demand a guarantee of feur per cent. foi
twenty-five years. The Chief Engineer
was absent in England during this season
on leave of absence, but he had under-
taken -while in England te communicate
with capitalists and contractors wherever
they eould be found and explain the plans
and profiles sent to London, and such
were directed, at any rate, to - spply te
Mr Flemiag for further information.
Everything was done te secure favourable
effers for the exeeution of the work under
these terms. The result was, I believe,
that only one tender was received, after I
left offiee, but, as the hon. Minister said
hat Session, that one was of a character
that could not be received, considered,. or
aoted upon. I would like to know from
the hon. gentleman how our action up te
that time had in any way a prejudicial
effect over the prospect of constructing
the road for $30,000,000 of money and
50,000,000 acres of land. All our efforts

Ma. MA.CKENZIE.

had been in the direction of facilitating-
the letting of future contracts. The.
country had been thoroughly explored,
the most ample information that could be
obtained fron all sources was printed in a
separate volume and placed at the disposal
of our officers in London, te be shown or
given to everyone who desired to tender
for the work. Such were the terma and-
conditions of the Act of 1874, which failed
te produce any favourable response from
any contractors or capitalists in England.
And hon. gentlemen opposite felt, no doubt,
as their action shows, that their plan had
broken down from its own inherent weight,
from its utter insufficiency to meet the
emergency. When they came btck t
power, instead of utilising the prelimin-
ary sections we had built oralmostfinished,
and obtaining those favourable terms in
England they always said they could ob-
tain, larger sections were immediately let
as ordinary Government works, payable
in money, for which the Government will
bave to borrow money, amerce the country
in debt,sand thereby greatly increase the
taxation of the country. It was the in-
tention of the late Administration, hadi
the people permitted them again to return
here as a Government, te have had all
these matters in relation to tenders from.
England fully considered and submitted
te Parliament, with their own views as to
the course that should be pursued. Hon.
gentlemen opposite have taken the respon-
sibility of incurring a vast expenditure in
the way of letting this work by ordinary
contract. And the hon. member for Glen-
garry is not at all afraid of the approaching
heavy burdens of taxation, net at all
araid-of the ultimate consequences te the
,country. He blamed us very severely in
his remarkb for the comparatively little pro-
gress we made with the work, and eule-

gises the present Administration for their
extreme hurry in proceeding with the
work. That may be the view of the hon.
gentlemen on that side of the House, but
I can tell them it -will net be the view of
the country. It is a most serious
thing under the present circumstan-
ces te proceed at any extravagant
rate with the works, and it is a serious
question for the consideration of Par-
liament, whether we are justified ai the
present time in proceeding at all 'or net.
It is a question hon. gentlemen may treat
lightly, but it is . one of the greatest

(COMMONS.] Contracts.
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possible importance to the future pros.
.perity of Canada. I have been attacked
and'ridiculed because I said and repeat-
edly said that our true policy, as states-
men in Canada, was to make Canada a
cheap country for the workingman to
live in. It is still my opinion. Thp
legislation of hon. gentlemen opposite has
been in a contrary direction. They believe
that the true policy of Canadians is to
make Canada as dear a country as possible
to live in. This is not merely a fact
deducible from their argument, but it is
clearly asserted in its absolute sense.
They believe that, if commodities are dear,
wages will be' high also, and that it
is an advantage to have everything at a
high price, because there is an appearance
of we&lth, while the ultimate result is
practically the same, plus the cost of the
senseless proceeding. I believe, on the
other hand, that the prosperity of the
great mass of the people, labourer, farmer
or mechanic, is insuperably connected with
the maintenance of a reasonable Revenue
Tariff, and with the maintenance of a
reasonable rate, of taxation. And, if we
are to borrow from $10,000,000 to-
$12,000,000 every year for prosecuting
these works, we shall soon land ourselves
in such a position that we will not be
able to present the financial aspect that
the cointry now presents or did present
until very lately. We have also t consider
in connection with the debt of the country
the municipal and Provincialindebtedness.
We find that almost every one of the Pro-
vinces, indeed every one east of Ontario,
is at this moment clamouring for some
addition 1 payments. We have the same
story from the west ; and Ontario, this
year, bas been obliged to avoid the ex-
penditure of any further money for new
Provincial railways in consequence of the
rapid disappearance of the surplus, which,
by careful financing, they had been able
to husband for several years and apply to
such works. We are called upon by the
hon. gentleman to rejoice that the taxation
of the people is to be increased; we are
called upon to rejoice that the hon. the
Minister of Public Works has had the
spirit to build 100 miles of the road, and
to arrange for the building of another 100
miles immediately, by an excessive ex-
penditure, which, for years to come, must
be met solely by taxation, as. I contend, on
the workingman and the farmer. Taking

the view I take of this question, I have,
no ground or reason to rejoice in any of
these things. Parhiament will be called
upon to express its opinion of the course-
to be taken under what appears to me
very gloomy prospective circumstances ,
and 1 fear that the hon. the Minister of
Railays-the opinion of whose great
energy I have ne hesitation in endorsing,
for he has tremendous energy, but it is-
an energy for mischief-will find that his.
energy bas been expended upon these-
works and measures in a way that wiM
end in disaster. I would rather he would
show timidity than see him display the,
energy boasted by his followers. At all
events, whatever they may do, bon. gentle-
men on this side of the House will have-
great hesitation in sanctioning the extraor-
dinary measures and projects for purposes
which will involve this country in
irredeemable debt. The hon. member
fer South Norfolk (Mr. Wallace) can
look upon this expenditure with great
calm, in view of the easy means which he-
says there are of liquidating the debt of
the Government, and of the municipalities
too, I suppose; but, as these visionary
measures are not entertained by the peo-
ple- of this country,. they wil not be-
sanctioned. Such excessive neasurer will
not be approved of merely on the faith of
the successful working of a paper currency.
It was amusing-excessively amusing-.-
to hear the bon. the Midster of Public.
Works declare that the result of
the measures he had taken, and every-
thing else connected with the building of
the railway, the necessary result would
be to diminish the taxation of the people.
This was the statement of the hon. gentle-
man, but these - are measures which,
without any remarks from me at ail,
everyone will feel it is utterly impossible.
to carry òut successfully, to spend vast
sums of money, and rely upon possible
sales of land in the North-West to recoup
the country. The bon.. gentleman sa.ys
that in the past there was extraordinary
extravagance. A large expenditure was-
unavQidable in the progress of the work.
Som@ forty or*fifty thousand miles more
or less were travelled and explored
in searching for the best line; some.
twelve thousand were instrumentally
surveyed. The expenditure of about.
$4,000,000 was ineurred in surveys in
consequence of the bargain of 1872,
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an extravagance that could not be con-
trolled by any Government.; but, so far as
I was able, I endeavoured to control it. I
had to choose the best and cheapest routes,
and, in everything where expenditure of
money was concerned we endeavoured to
eheck its utter waste, although
a great deal was wasted. I do not
desire to refer to anything further
now, for the reason that I prefer to dis-
euss the question when the Estimates are
before us and the projects of the Govern-
ment are fully presented to the House,
and when all the papers which are to be
brougiht down have been laid before us.

MR. PLUMB: I rise at this moment
simply to reply to what bas fallen from
the'late Premier. I do not intend to enter
upon a full discussion of the railway
policy, until we have seen the p apers
which will be brought down by ýthe
hon. -the Minister of Railways, and
have heard his statements and explanations.
There will be time enough then to discuss
his connection with the Pacific Railway;
and I have no doubt that, by dint of that
energy which the hon. gentleman opposite
justly gives him credit for, these reports
and papers will be brought down in ample
time to give f ull oppertunity for examin-
ation and debate. I think it premature
to enter upon a general discussion of the
course that bas been followed or the plans
that have been adopted or foreshadowed
by the Government. There will be time
enough for that hereafter ; but I venture
to make some remarks at this moment
because quotations have been made and
inferences have been drawn by my hon.
friendfrom Glengarry fromareportofaSub-
Çommittee of the Public Accounts Com-
mittee, submitted at the close ofthelast
Session to this House, with voluminous
evidence therewith. The Sub-Conittee
was charged with an investigatioù of all
matters connected with the construction
of the Pacific Railway between Thunder
Bay and Red Ri-ver. I was Chairman of
the Sub-Committee, which I venture to
say acomplished a most important work,
and faithfully executed a very laborious
task amidst the pressure of the usualbusi-
ness of an activeSession. Idesiretocall the
attentionof hon. memberstothat reportand
e-vidence, andto the evidencetakenbeforea
Committee of the Senate sittingatthesame
time and charged with similar duties, be-
cause they will bear me out fully, as I
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believe, in what I am about to say. The
address of my hon. friend from Glengarry
(Mr. McLennan) in support of the motion
which bas given rise to this adjourned
debate, by its lueid and logical arrange-
ment, its calm tone, and above all by the
importance of its subject, deserves and
must receive the thoughtful consideration
of this House and ofthe country. That bon
gentleman bas an advantage which I do
not possess. He bas visited and made
himself acquainted with the line of rail-
way completed or under construction
which will connect Lake Superior with
Red River, and the section now under
contract, which will extend it westward
from the latter point. He bas confined
himself mainly to topics which are re-
sultant from his own observation, and
his opinions and conclusions, unbi issed,
as all who know him know they must be,
aré entitled to great weight. I shall,
however, direct myself more particularly
to the remarks of the hon. member for
Lambton, who bas just preceded me, re-
marks which warrant me in taking a
wiier scope than I should have felt my-
self at liberty ito take under other cir-
cumstances. I noted in the remarks of the
hon. gentleman this afternoon, particularly
in the concluding portions of them, a tone
which I wa unprepared to expect, after
listening to the calm and temperate tone
and the comparative fairness of his ad-
dress on Wednesday of which they
are the continuation. He chose
to attack my bon. friends on
the Treasury Benches with characteristic
bitterness, and I shall not hesitate to
reply fairly but fearlessly, aud, I trust
with Parliamentary courtesy and witiout
personality. 1 ask the attention of the
Flouse to certain matters which, under the
challenge thrown down by the'hon. gen-
tleman, I shall venture to discuss ni view
of the great national undertaking to
whieh three successive Administrations
have committed us, and the grave respon-
sibility which, as representatives of the
people, we are constantly called upon to
assume in respect to it. In 1873-4, as¯
my hon. friend bas impressively stated,
a great change in the political aspect of
the country and of the House took
place, through the events following the
epzing Session of 1873, culminating in a
dissolution of the Parliament of 1872,
and a General Election in January, 1874.
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The Pacifie Railway question was the enquiry and inspection, ascertahied that
chief instrumentality in effecting the revo- it vas the best one. We remem er tuit
lution that characterised the election and hon. gentlemans criticisns on the con-
brouglt the lion. gentleman wbo sits op- struction of the Intercolonial Railway
posite to me an accession of power such we remember bis scathing denunciations
as no man ever wielded before in the his- of the defective state of the surveys of
tory of party government in this country. that Railway we reimember his language
He was practiêally omnipotent iii this on that subject, soine of whieh I think it
House. His incisive criticisms of the would not be improper to quote. When
policy of the previous Governmnent, in re- condemning Cthe preiature lettio of
spect to the Pacific Railway, and his contracts on that Railway, lie says
load promises of economy and reform "We kow that thogh Mr. Fleming had
had won confidence throughout the coun- I been eigaged four years n the sury f t
try, and be was looked upon, it appeared, Intercolonial Railwîay, before a single sod vas

a majority of the people as a fitting turned on the line, the surveys were II sr h a
mr to be entrusted with framing and car- state of incomîpletenes' ti it cost the country

rvig through a successfnl policy for con- a great deal more than it need, and i o1ld cost
. more yet, besides gi ving rise to difficulties and

structimg the railway. Well, Sir, he heart-burnings amng the contractors, who
entered upon thaît work in the Session of alleged they had been deceived with regard to
1874, by bringing forward resolutions the character cf certain sections. I have their
embodying his new seheme for the con- complanits beore me evry day. Everygentlemnan knows, who hears the nn,ýions mnate
struction of the road. The resolutions in this Iiouse fromn day to day for papers in
were hurried througli the House, as has connection with these contrscts,that a grievous
been often mentioned, at a late hour of blunder was made at the beginning, and that
the night-hurried through by the power it arose frorm tha cooniencement of the w)k

. .n . eore a comiplete survey had been md.
of that great and overbearimg imajority,
notwithstanding the rernonstrances of the laving cormented thus severeiv lpon
small ninority which opposed hii. The bis predecessors, it would not have beei
hon. gentleman bas frequently boasted that surprising b learu that lic intended ho

iot a word or even a comma in his reso- adopt a safer policy and to give out no
lutions was changed during their passage contracts for railway construction until
through the House. He has led the full snrveys justiticd bumu in doiug so.
public to believe that we accepted them Now, on thi 3sd of Aprîl, 1875, tue hon.
en bloc, and, inhis hustings speeches, prior gentleman gave out two nost important
to the iate election, lie often alleged that contracts for the construction of Lime
we did not even propose an aiendment, Railway. They were awardcd upon a biii
and that, therefore, we acquiesced and specifying the kind and quaîîtity of worl
were sharers in the responsibility of their to i) perforuicd ani of mateisîl to ho
adoption. I deny it. One important furnished. Many tenders Were received,
amendment at least was proposed, but it and the conhracts wcre given ont fairly,
was scouted by the hon. gentleman and no doubt, Lut hey hoth feu into tho
his triumiphant and overbearing majority, bands of Sifton, Ward aui Conpany of
and Le assumed the entire and heavy Petrolia, ardentsupporters ant close frients
responsibility of taking upon himself, as of the bon. gentleman in bis conshitueucy of
the head of his Department, the construe- Lambion. Contract No. 13 covcred ex-
tioi of the road as a Government work. cavation, grading auJ bridgins from Fort
The public had every reason, in accordance William b Shebandowan, forty-five uiles.
with the statements and criticisms of the Contract 14 vas for the sane kind of work,
hon, gentleman hinself, to expect tiat froma Selkirk ho Cross Lake, seventy-seven
lie would not enter upon the construction miles. We bat cvery reason to believe
of the work without the most careful con- that, baving seiected Foit William on the
sideration ; that lie would not commit Kainishiquia and S-irk on tbe Red
himself to a policv in regard to it with- River as the terminal points of the une,
oit weighing every argument, andi, between Thunder Bay and Red River.
above all, that he shouild not the hon. gentleman had fully Satis-
adopt a line and put it under contract fied himself, after thorougl exanation
until he had, with the most deliberate, the and exhaustive survey, and after a care-
Ifoat Searching andi the most criticai fuil consiteration f ti question in ail its

fulsresjsiidhmi0on o
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bearings, that he was fully justified in the contracts were let a minute too soon.
committing himself to Fort William and In fact there was no knowledge of any
Selkirk as starting points, that he part of the line embraced by either con-
could run between them the best, cheapest tract in an accurate sonse, and no survey
and most practicable line,and on entering except of the most superticial character.
upon the work of construction that he had Mr. Fleming says, in bis ovidenco beforo
sufficient trustworthy data upon which the Committee, that "the truth is we
to compare tenders, base and award con- did not know vhere we were going when
tràctsaiid state with approximateaccracy teo began to build the rcad." The saon
the cost of completing tbe. it was th happy-go-lcy wolicy nacted the stat of
initial stpp, and its importance to the thngs on Contract No. 14. Mr. Carre,
oointry cannot well be over-estinated. tho Resident Engineer was instrcted, in
Now, Sir, doos it secmn credible that no 1874, to make a trial location of the route
eurvey worth the name bad been froin Keewatin to Selkirk. IlWe ran
made of the lino wben tenders through," te savst "usina the min who
were asked for, and when con- packed the provisions when not ioving
tracts wer entered into-so far as camp ; they chopped out a linT which i
the hon. gentleman fro having made ran with my oye and a pocket copass,
tho requisite exainations between Thun- and nover wet back ove it again."
der Bay a Red River, and satisfying him- W en Mr. Carre, who was working west-
self by close and accurate surveys that he wa-d, got about ton miles beeond Cross
was riglit in taking the initiative in Lake, towards Selkirk, hoe wasý asked for
the important work. Soon after the con- the plans and profiles for Contract iNo. 14,
tract was made for extending the line froni and went to Winnipeg and ade the best
a certain point on the eastern portion to- plan le eould. le had made this rougl
wards the -west, from a place callod Sun- hxamination of but fourteen miles of the
shine Creek to English tRiver, another seventy-sven Embraced in the contrat,
contract was inade; au, from the lon 1 gen- and upon this the Government saw fit to
tleman's utterances wo hadf reason to be- get up a biln of quatities for a lin
lieve that hoelad not made these contracts whih no enginars "ad ever been ovor.
without due examinationp; but we are They went there with the contractors
iold that when the contracts were entered after the work had been let In
into surveys had been made at all. respect to Contract 25, wich tarted
And yet, Sir, it is certain that no lino for fro Sunshine Creek on the abandoned
construction had thon been tinally locat d Shebandowan route, and carried the line
even up to tho tiae that the contractors north-wosterly by way of Lac des Mille
went up with their mon to begin work. Lacs and Port Saanne, a word may
In one case they were kept waiting while be said. The hon, gentleman used t
the Government Engineers were deciding discourse glibly of tho adantages of
aupon the lin, and a aim of som $3,000 connecting his two bits of railway by
r $4,000 was allowed to one firn of con- means of a route by way of Rainy

tractors for the delay while the mon were Lake, Rainy River and the Lake of the
lying ide, and the engineors were flshing Woods, a detour of some 400 miles from
for the route for them to break ground Port Savanne on Lac des Mille Lacs,
upon. Contrnt No. 13 was for the con- whih we are led to believe would be for
struction of a lino fror Fort William to 1many years Cis western termination of
Lake Shebandowan. It was based, as the Fort William line t Keewatin or
were also the others, upon a bil of works, Rat Portage, which ho intendd te be the
giving dotails of quantities and material. eastmrn eni of the lino fro Red River.
It was not discovered til the work was This hev called utilising the water-stratches.
actually begun that no practicable lino There was a descent of 400 foot ho
could be found to Lake Shebandowan. tween Port Savanne and Lainy Lake,
An arrangement was muade to terminate and eight portages, some of them three or
the contract at Sunshine Creek, thirty-six four miles long, lay between those points.
miles frou Fort William. Whatever had My hon. friend stoutly asserted that this
been done beyond that point was utter would prove a practicable route for
waste. Mr. Fleming says it was very traffic when a lock at Fort Frances on
litte, but ho naively states that none of rainy Lake and River had been con-
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structed. The construction of the Fort
Frances Lock was undertaken by day labour
with about as much previous planning and
knowledge as of the railway line, and
very much the same sort of accurate est i-
mate of the cost. A full record of the
transactions connected with that memor-
able and unique bit of hydraulic engineer-
ing I think the House does not yet fully
possess, but I intend, if possible, that thev
shall possess it before this Session ends.
The House will learn, I think, that there
were no settled plans whatever, and no
working drawings or directions for build-
ing the lock, although a heavy outlay of

public money was involved. The super-
intendence of the work was entrusted to
a Government favourite, who was not an
engineer. A well-known forest ranger
of Ontario was engaged to direct the men
who were to cut and convey to Fort
Frances the timber necessary for the
work. He started for Fort William in
the spring of 1875, I think, and sailed
from Sarnia by a steamer, on board of
which he found a large gang of men fron
Alexandria in Glengarry, who had been
employed to work under his direction.
The Dawson Route had not been opened.
There was great delay and difficulty in
getting forward the men and supplies.
When they arrived at Fort Frances, the
Government Engineer was not there, and
an Indian was employed to search for him,
and the money paid him for his three
weeks' hunt appears duly entered in the
Public Accounts. Mr. Sutherland, the
Superintendent, did not wait until the
Engineer was trapped before he sent his
ranger and the Glengarry axemen in
search of timber. The ranger's instruc-
tions were simply " to get timber. " A
vast extent of wilderness had to be tra-
versed in order to find it. Most of the
Glengarry men proved useless and were
discharged. They returned to Fort
Frances, where the paymaster had no
mnoney to pay them with. There they re-
mained for months, living in utter
idleness at the Government's expense.
About fifty thousand feet of timber was
the grand result of a long summer's work,
and if it has not been stolen or sold it
still lies unused at Fort Frances. The
Alexandria man who went up in charge
of the Glengarry force was, it is said, the
agent of a shopkeeper of that village, to
whom the men were indebted, and who

took the ingenious but roundabout
method of getting payment out of their
wages at the Government expense.
Towards the end of the season they were
sent back fron Fort Frances to Glengarry
also at the Government charge. Contract
25 took up the line of the Railway
from Sunshine Creek where Contract
13 came to an untimely end, on the
failure to find a practicable route to She-
bandowan. It would be reasonably sup-
posed, inasmuch as the late Premier had
repeatedly declared that the Fort Frances
route should be utilised for many years
to come, and that there was no intention
during that time of building the interme-
diate line of railway, that he would con-
tent himself by extending the road west-
ward to Port Savanne, the point of de-
barkation for the water-stretch route,
but it was found tliat Contract 25
pushed the road to English River, forty
miles beyond Port Savanne, for no possi-
ble purpose of traffic, involving thereby a
premature, and temporarily a useless, ex-
penditure of a very large sum of public
money. The road terminated in the midst
of an utter wilderness. In the specifica-
tions of that contract, as in al] the others,
quantities were stated, the contractors
fixed prices, the cost at those prices was
calculated, extended and summed up, and
the total formed the amount of the bid.
A comparison of tenders is made by this
method, and it is contended it is the
best one. So it may be, if quantities are
ascertained with tolerable accuracy, and if
the prices throughout a tender are consistent
But, Sir, under the direction and sanction
of my hon. friend opposite, it has proved
a most disastrous failure. The cost be-
yond the original amount of the contracts
given out by him between Fort
William and Selkirk has been,
in every case, enormously large,
ranging froni 32 to 80 per cent. In every
one of them, there has been an enormous
increase beyond the specification in the
quantities of certain kinds of work. In
Contract 25 the specifications were
for one million cubic yards of earth
excavation and filling. It was taken at
33c. a yard. Nearly two million
yards have been done. In another
contract, eighty thousand yards of the
same kind of earthwork, taken at the
high price of 37c. a yard, is
increased to one million six hundred and
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fifty thousand yards. In that contract,
also, solid rock excavation, of w! ich the
specifications called for three hundred
thousand yards at $2.75 per yard, is iii-
creased to five hundred and twenty-five
thousand yards; and ef loose rock at
$1.75 per yard, the quantity is increased
from thirty thousand yards to sixty thou-
sand. He had several hundred thousand
feet of timber, which lie took so low that be
couldnotevendeli rerit. Thatcontract must
have been under discussion two or three

succeeded in obtaining that economy which
all Governnensts had aimed at, but which
very few were able to achieve ; that he had
succeeded in securing it in building this
Railway; that the 228 miles which he had
under contract would be built in all re-
spects aswell as the Intercolonial Railway,
except the bridging, which would be of
timber, and that it would be built at about
$24,500 per mile, or at about one-half the
cost of the Intercolonial Railway. le
repeated that statemeont evervwhiere T

years, and all the difficulties ought to have a dozen different quotations showin
have been understood, but that gentleman how the hon. gentleman insisted upon this,
had not been long upon the ground when 'id I will read one or two. On the 20th
it was suddenly discovered that the Ap *, 19'77, Mr. Mackenzio stated in the
trestle-work was of wood, and there was House of Corrmmons that the cost of the
danger of fires. Engineers of any experi- 228- miles to which I an referring would
ence should have known that wooden be as follows:-
trestle-work would take fire before Joseph Amount cf the contracts.......$3,302 568
Whitehead took possession of the work. Engineering, $1,500a mile........346 750
There was a recomniendation that the 22Sý miles of ste t l rails...........385,575
trestle-work should be abandoned, that the Rolling stock, $2000 a mile.......457,000
earth and rockwork should be increasedRedcari ndrocwok houd e ncrasd~ River ........................ 65,000
and we were surprised to find, when we Station building.................50,00
came to investigate this contract, that wh ere-
as Mr. Rowan stated that there would be $5,603,093
an inrease cf $2260,000, it was increased Average cost per mile .......... $24,521

veî' $900,000, ani there was no rodiRi- At Kingston, on taI 27th June follow-
cationi cf the cost cf the earthwork, whidh, ing, at a great, Reforrm demtonstration, lie
had been se insignificant an itemn in tI is reported te have said
first bid ; there was no alteration in the "I shat be able to show that, d, otwithstand-
cst cf the rockwrk, which was increas- the dfficulties we had te contend with west of
ed from 300,000 to 550,000 yards. The Lake Superior, which were not met with in the
estimates tht were brougl t before us construction cf the ntercolonial, this Govern-
shwed that in that contract there would ment, by its wise posicy, by its propersystem of

be a~n increase cf nearly a million (lollars. letting. contracts, by its judicious system cf
Now t i no tha tleseniatersarenotpreparing beforehand elaborate surveys andi

t i th s atera n examinations f the country, bas succeeded in
iable te errer. *We do net contend that building and letting contracs for the rond west

we fa tie down these coutracts, and that f Lake Suerior for les than ene-ha f per
they are in ail cases to e brougl t witbin mile of what the Intercolonial cost. .(Cheer.)

sI think i shal be abie to establish that, as far
tbe exact sun for whch they were made. as the administration of the great publi works
I neyer have contended that. I de not of the country are concerned, we have succeeded
exlect to flnd, evero i n the great care beyong our expectations in realising that

whic I nowbas eentakn bymy on.econemy whieh every Government professes
frind then pres e Miitae cf myaioans to observe and desires te secure, but whichvery

wrecn tie dowsnt these ontacs Rand tats ofLk ueirfrls hnoehl e

t a few can reach, unless by devoting their whole
that his estimates nsay net be exceeded, energies te the task, and introdu ing essential
nr shact I f ond any fault with hi if they refrms in the management of public works."
are. I find ne fault with the late Minis- Ibed eea rea lnt

te. . Pub lir ed to Weksecuruse, b esui whtvs
ter of Publie Works because hismetis have chesen words better designed to Con-
arevey the sharpest and most effective arcas.
point, that the hon. gentleman went be- At Ceiborne, on the 9th cf July, 1877,
fore the public, in 1877, when be was en- we tlnd in the Gle report that le used
gaged in holding political picnies during
the election campaign and bis constant et
themne wherever hie went was the economy W ae28mlsudrcnrc ewe
the skill with which he was constructny Thunder Ba and Red River; and, under ut

yng wie system s f contracts, we are building those
tise Pacifie iRailway. Hie said tI"t lie had 228 miles uf railway in a country where no
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-white inhabitant ever livel, where only the
foot of the Indian a-id traper ever trod, for
a little less than one-half of what the late Gov-
ernment built the Ititercolonial.'

A few weeks later, at a great gatbering of
the faithful at Brampton, on September
19th, we areagaintold by him if, the Globe's
report be correct and the famous yellow-
coverel bandy volume of pic-nic speeches
issued by the Reform Association does not
misstate him :

"The cost of the Intercolonial, as nearl y as
may be, was $IS,00) ter mile, and the 228
miles of the Pacifie Railwav, beginning at Thun-
der Bay, now under contract, we are building
with ns good a roadbed as the Intercolonial,
only our bridges are wood instead of iron. The
road uost uq, under our wise and economical
syiem of contracts, including ample allowances
for rolling stock, $24,535 per mile, or about one-
half the cost of the Intercolonial."

On the 4th of May, 1877, in the
House of Commons, while under a greater
responsibility, and greater restraint than

gentlemen sometimes are when they are
addressing pic-nic and husting's meetings,
lie said, climbing down a little, as they
say on the otber side of the border, that :

" The 228 miles would be compleued at
an average cost of somewhere about $25,000 a
mile, not an excesive cost when we consider
the character of the country traversed."

On the 3rd April, 1875, he moved that
the GovernmeLt be authorised to enter
into a contract with the parties sending
in the lowest available tender, for the
construction of that portion of the Pacifie
Railway, extending from Rat Portage to
Cross Lake, that is, the thirty-seven
miles embraced in Section 15, of which I
have already spoken. Even in 1875, he
actuallv came before Parliament and pro-
posed to take a contract for building that
road when, I undertake to say, not even
a line by axe and compass had been laid
down upon it. He said :

" It so happened that a most elaborate sur-
vey had been made of this section. It would
he impossible to have a more careful survey, a
closer examination, or a more careful calcula-
tion than had been made on those thirty-seven
miles. There had been no such survey on the
Intercolonial."

We have now to refer to the evidence of
Mr. Carre, the Divisian Engineer, taken
before the Committee of the Commons
last year, in regard to Sections 14 and
15 :

" We just ran through, using the men who
packed the provisions on days when we were

30

not moving camp, to chop a line, which I ran
with my eye and a poeket compass ; then. as
soon as the transit men came along, they ran
the transit level over it and plotted it ; then I
put down the locat on line, and the location
men ran that line. If the profile showed a
practicable line, I was satisfied. I never went
back over it again, so that I never saw the
country after the line was located. '< heu I
got over Cross Lake and was ab -ut ten mil s on
Contract 14, I was asked for plans and profiles,
which I was told had to be sent in, so I went
on to Winnipeg and made the best plan I
could."

In his evidence before the Conmittee of
the House of Commons, Mr. Carre testified,
in respect to the estimate of the cost of
Section 15, that it had been prepared by
bimself and Mr. Rowan, at Winnipeg, and
added:

We had only two days to do it in no that
it was totally impossible to make the re-calcula-
tions.

" Q. How did it happen you had only two
days to prepare it, and under whose orders
was it donc ? A. I do not know. Mr. Rowau
just asked me for the information, the order
came from the head office.

"Q. He, Mr. Rowan, told you it must be done
immediately ? A. Immediately, yes. Re-
member, I never gave the estimate as an ac-
curate estimate of the cost. If I had been
asked to estimate the actual cost of the werk,
I would have refused point blank to pretend to
give it. No mortal man could give it on that
survey."
That evidence shows that there had
been no survey worth the name. Mr.
Carre had simply run a line with bis com-
pass and axemeii. lie understood
nothing of the quantities nor of the prob-
able cost. Mr. Carre said distinctly that
no human being could have given an esti-
mate of the cost of the road with the bill
he had before him, and he had to go back
to Mr. Rowan to get him to manke out a
bill of works for this road. With that
bill of works the hon. gentleman went
with people of Canada and challenged
to the support on the ground that, with
eat ir insufficient data, with that mere
imaginary bill of quantities, lie was build-
ing this road for $24,000 a mile. I say that
that gentleman, so far as he is concerned,
stole a verdict from the people by repre-
sentations which he knew could not be
proved. I say it with great besitation.
an i I say it with a grave sense of my
responsibility in making that statement.
I hope I arn wrong. I do not say that
these great excesses could have been
avoided ; I do not say it was possible for
the Government to have built those lines
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within the limits of the contract, but I
say that Mr. Fleming in his sworn state-
ments says, with the warrant of the
hon. gentleman opposite, that these were
mere estimates put together for the pur-
pose of asking for tenders, that they had
no foundation, and were made out in the
hon. gentleman's office in the Western
Block. Further extracts from the report
just referred to establish what I have
said and are as follows. Mr. Fleming
states :

" It (Section 13) was not thoroughly surveyed,it
was done hurried;y, I represented to the Min-
ister that it was simply a means of comparing
tenders, it had no pretension to accuracy as to
final cost of the line. When the work was let
we did not know where we were going to. This
contract (No. 13) was let before we had sufficient
information to enable us to compute the
total cost.

"Q. Who is the Engineer in charge of this
work (Section 14) ? Who located it? A.
I cannot remember who made the
origi al survey. There was a survey made by
Mr. Jarvis years ago, perhaps in the year 1873.
The more recent surveys were made by Mr,
Rowan, and no one was mo e surprised than
myself to find the quantities greatly exceeded.
I was very much disappointed. I had hoped
that in every case we had made sufficient allow-
ance f r everything, but it seems we had not in
this case. As I said before, the whole thing
was done hurriedly inthe office at headquarters,
simply on the profle furnished, and during the
Session of Parliament when every one is worked
at high pressure. It is not surprising that
mistakes of that kind sometimes occur.

" Q. Are we to understand that the contracts
which are now the subject of this enquiry were
let before the survey was sufficiently advanced
to allow you to take out accurate quantities ?
A. Yes."

Mr. Marcus Smith, Acting Chief Engineer
during Mr. Fleming's absence in England,
testified before the sane Committee, as
follows -

" The line (Section 13) was not located for
construction at the time of letting this contract,
and they had to begin locating the line after
the contractors were there. They had ail their
men en the ground for some weeks before the
Engineer arrived to locate the line ; they
claimed compensation for the men's wages and
board during that time."

$3,142. That claim was for boarding and
wages of men while idle, and fares for men to
supply places of those who lef t.

" Q. Did I understand that that claim arose
in consequence of the contract being let before
the survey was made and before it was ready
to be let to the contractors ? A. Yes. They
proved that, because I awarded part of their
claim, 1 went thoroughly into the mattf r and
awarded them what I thought was due."

Under those circumstances the hon. gen-
tleman went before the country and
claimed that he was building tbis road at
the rate of $24,500 a mile. But we have
another statement from the Chief Engi-
neer, in which he says that those 228
miles will cost $38,092 a mile, and I do
not believe he has got at the cost yet.
That is nearly the cost of the
Intercolonial, and yet the bridges are
wooden structures, and, owing to that cir-
cumstance, a large amount of money is
temporarily saved, but the road falls far
short of being a first-class one. We have
in evidence that starting from Selkirk as
a fixed point was a mistake of the most
grievous character. It is in evidence
that, if the line had been deflected a few
miles south, $360,000 would have been
saved to the country on the section below
Selkirk and Cross Lake alone. This
is what Mr. Carre says in regard to it :-

" Q. Did you run a line south of the loated
line. A. I did.

" Q. Did you make any estimate of
difference in cost between the two lies.
A. Yes. A very rough estimate, I am speak-
ing from memory now. I have the figures,
but not with me, and would not like to say
without them.

" Q. State it approximately ? A. I think
it was $360,000, or thereabouts, in
favour of the southern line. There was a dif-
f erence in length, I believe, 31 miles. It, the
located line, was that much shorter than the
other."

In his evidence before the House
of Commons, Mr. Carre said it
was for $402,950, and the work has
already cost $722,134. I think that the
reports made last year by both Commit-
tees will bear out much more than I have

Mr. Marcus Smith, in giving evidence in ventured to say on this occasion. I have
'respect to claims made by contractors for not in the sligbtest degree overstated
delay awaiting the location of the line, what those investigations convey.d, anel
was asked by a member of the Committee. what warnings they gave us. I have not

overstated in the slightest degree the con-
"Q. What is the approximate cost of the dition of the snrvey between the Red

delays the contractors claim for ? A. There River and Kaministiquia. There was
were seven claims. Claim No. 1 was for fares
of men from Sarnia to the Landing (Prince practically no survey at al, and yet we
Arthur's Landing), and for boarding these men, have paid enormous sums for engineering.
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there. It is estimated at $1,500 Minister of Railways and Canais inakes
a mile, and has cost, I believe, far bis statement, ve do not know what ar-
more. I can point the bon. gentleman rangements he bas made or contemplates
to a railway more difficult of construction, For one, I have great confidence not only
more difficult to find a route for, which in bis energy, but in bis ability to complete
was built without any such expenditure. the work that las been so hanxpered by
Mr. Mark Hopkins, Mr. Huntington, of the balf-hearted policy of the list Gov-
Sacramento, and Mr. Stanford, late ernment. Here before me is the report,
Governor of California, by their own which will be found to corroborate every
energy and enterprise built a railroad statement I have made in regard to tlw
from that city to the terminus of the bon. gentleman and bis railway matters.
Union Pacific at Ogden. They erected It will also be found there that the
400 miles of snowsheds to protect the contractor for Section 15, on which ail
line. They ascended and descended the enormous increase of cost bas grown ont
wild precipices of the Sierra Nevada, far of a radical change in the plan cf con-
more formidable in altitude and en- struction, bad scarcely arrived on the line
gineering difficulty than the Cascades, and in the autumn of 1877, whcn be proposed
carried that line to completion during a to Mr. Rowan, the Resident Engineer, te
period ofthe greatest inflationin the United substitute earth and rock-work for trestie-
States, by which the cost of construction work. Mr. Lowan nade a report, au
was enormously enhanced. They were elaborate calculation, inclitding a very ini-
business men spending their own money geniofs compound-interest calcatioe,
and that of their friends, and, in view of showing that the proposed change would
what bas beei frequently said about t re involve an extra cost f about 240,000.
terrible difficulties in the way of con- Mr. Fleming, w o came to Canada for a
struction, financially and pbysically, brief visit in the following sprin , recoi-
they did not occupy seven years and spend mended the sovernment to adopt the
nearly six millions in looking for a route. cbanged plan, wbich. I thiink was a judi-
They bad a point to reach, and they kept cious one. arut the question naturally
their engineers in advance of the con- suggests itself wby were not a the
.truction train as it made progress. I difficulties and advantages suggested by
may state that the gentlemen built 1,309 Mr. RowanI fully canvassed before the
miles of road ; that they received, from contract was made? Mr. Fleming, it
time to time, aid to the amount of about appears, did mot consult at ail with Mr.
twenty-eight millions of dollars, from the Smith, the Acting Chief Engineer, during
United States in Government bonds, sold bis stay. Mr. Smith states that the left
fifty-five millions of their own, and bave Ottawa for Winnipeg several weeks after
issued capital stock to the amount of Mr. Fleming returned to England, and
nearly fifty-five millions more, which last, that although be bad frequent discussions
under the well-known processof watering, with the First Minister prier to bis
probably represents very little cash paid departure, Mr. Flemng's recommenda-
in. But, even on these enormously iey- tion of tbe change, of wich Mr. Smith
blated figures, representing one hundred knew nothimg, was neyer mentioned by
and thirty-seven mions of dollars, the Mr. Mackenzie. That hon. gentleman
yearly nett earnings enabled. the compamy If ully corrohorates this extraordinary-
to pay yearly interest on all its bonded statement; bis swornevidence willbe found
debt, on the United States bonds, and in the report of the iose Committee of
8 per cent. yearly dividend on its capi- twhich he wa a member. e says he
tai stock. Lands of their and grant were neyer spoke of the matter at ail to Mr.
selling up to 1876 at an average of $5.27 Smith, and e also stated, unequivocally,
an acre. I do not think the prospects for that, athough he personally approved of
building our Railway so gloomy as ion. the change, still, because it it involved a
gentlemen opposite wish to make out, but, large amount of extra expenditure, and in
on the other hand, that there iz every rea- view of the nature and particulars of te
son to believbe that it will be carried to a contract, he was not prepared to recom-
triumphant conclusion and will mot be the mend it to Couneil. The change,
burden to the countrl that the 1o0. however, was made, and every engineer
gentleman predict. ntil the bon. the connected witb it seems to have myster-
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iously become impressed with the idea
that every other engineer connected with
it had received orders or permission
from the proper authority to make it,
and the work went forward, under that
supposition it seeims, and was half done
when it was discovered that nobody had
authorised, anI nobody was responsible
for, the change. And yet the plan, as
modified, was a proper one, but the pros
and cons should have been fairly discussed
before the bill of works was prepared,
upon which the contract was tendered for
and awarded. The Government ought to
have known that trestle-work would
easily take fire, that it would soon
decay, and that earth and rock were
better and more durable, and in the end
cheaper material for a first-class road be1,
equal in nearly all respects to the In-
tercolonial. They ought also to have
known that the large bill of timber re-
quired for the trestle-work could not be ob-
tained nearer the line than the head waters
of the Mississippi, and that the fulfilment of
that part of the contract was ruinous tothe
contractor, if practicableatall. When it was
recommended to make a charge for releas-
ing the contractor f rom delivering timber
which lie had bid at ruinously low
prices, and to substitute sixteen or seven-
teen hundred thousand yards of earth at
thirty-seven cents, and two hundred and
twenty-five thousand yards of rock at
$2.75, why was not the entire contracts
inodified l I can understand that no
special caution was necessary in accepting
a bid for eighty thousand yards of earth-
work atthirty-seven cents ayard,butifthat
was to be increased to sixteen hundred
thousand yards it was quite anotheraffair.
Not withstandingthestartlingfiguresIhave
given, I venture to say that the end is
not yet, and the man is a bold or credulous
one that boasts of the cheap construction
of his railway until he has paid his last
bill. The estimate last year is by no means
a final one as to the four contracts. I do
intend to cast the least reproach or sus-
picion ipon the contractors ; it is their
business to make the best of their bargain,
and that of our Ministers and their
engineers, who are, I believe, not our
masters, to see that they are carefully
watched. I know that one great item of
increased expenditure is a bottomless pit
in Cross Lake, but why was not
that discovered by the exhaustive

MR. PLUMB.

survey before the contract wasi given out 1
It was the discoveav of the hurried loca-
tion in the west, of the utter incomplete-
ness of the surveys, and the statemients
made from timne to time so confidently by
my hon. friend from Lambton, in which
he referred to their accuracy and exhaus-
tiveness, that inducel me to investigate
this subject, and his reckless challenge
gives me opportunity to bring before the
House the results of my exarnination. It
is no fault of mine if they leave him in
an unpleasant position. The warnings
which we now have, I think, should lead
the House seriously to consider the sys-
tem by which the contracts have been let.
I am not an engineer, but I think my
hon. friend (Sir Charles Tupper) will be
able to show us that lie has taken extra
precautions with regard to those contracts,
and that his intention is that there shall
be no disappointment on the part of the
country, in respect to his estimate of the
cost of his part of the work. Until the
facts are before us, I do not wish to criti-
cise his policy, but I believe, from the
energy and ability he possesses, that the
great task which rests upon him will be
pushed on as rapidly as possible, and so
assist in the colonisation of the fertile
lands west of the Red River. I have
never been in the country, and cannot un-
dertake to judge of the merits of rival
routes. I have no doubt that the best
steps will be taken to unite the uses of a
colonisation road with one adapted for
through traffic. Probably for years to
come there will not be a pressure of such
traffic, but so long as the line is built in
the most convenient way for securing the
local traffic, and for opening up the lands
most convenient for settlement, we
ought to be content. The true policy, in
my opinion, is to build it with this view,
as rapidly as is consistent with the posi-
tion of the country, without adding to the
burdensof taxation. Itis useless totalknow
of the proposition of the Government to
build the road in ten years. That idea
has beenreiterated repeatedly, and unfairly
presented in order to damage the pre-
sent Government ; it has not made an
unfavourable impression on the country
Everbody knows that there was a salvo
to that agreement by which it was under-
stood that the road should not be pushed
forward in any manner incommensurate
with the power of the country to bear the
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increased burdens. In 1872, when rail- either. With regard to my hon. friend
road specylation was at its height, when the. Minister of Railways, I have
railway enterprises of the most difficuit already stated that I wil not undertake
character and of unparalleled magnitude for a moment to criticise his work until he
were being pushed forward, there was no gves us the data on which to judge of it.
great hazard in saying that this road could But one transaction of my hon. friendis at
be built in ten years. The Central and any rate open for comment. fus own
Union Pacific was built in four or five utterances ehiewhere have given me the
years by private enterprise, and I do not right to refer to a transaction of his
think that the proposition to build which stands in very striking contrat to
the Canada Pacifie . in ten was so one ofthe same nature of the hon. gentie-
wild, chimerical and hazardous as man wlo preoeded hia. In 1875, the
my hon. friend wishes it to appear. For hon. member for Lambton purchased
the present state of affairs, the late Gov- 50,000 tons of steel rails which would
ernment is entirely responsible. My hon. serve tolay 500 miles of road. Theremust
friend opposite, without any need for un- have been an immediate prospect of con-
due haste, made contracts without surveys, structing that extent of railway, else the
not knowing where his lines were to rur.. ' purchasewas speculativeand unwarranted.
Ris engineers made up bills of works for He paid between fifty-four and fifty-flve
specified quantities which were entirely dollars a ton for those rails. My hon.
hypothetical. 11e made contracta for friend now in charge of the .railway
these specifedh quantities, being advised Department havofg decided to construct
that theywerethe on]y meansof comparing without delay the gap f 188 muiles,
tenders, and assumed themf to be exact between English River and Rat Portage,
when hie publicly aiinouuced. the fallacious witisout which the entire outlay by haf
figures they produced as the real cost of predecessor on that rute t s utterly
the contracts, the cost of conBtructing the usele r placed it under contract san
road. Here aie the resuits as given to after he came into office. Finding that
the Committees: Contract No. 13, con- morethan eleven thousand tons of tis
tract price, $294,265; cot reported to rails purchased by the hon. meber for
Committees, $ 979. Contract No.h25, Lambton ad been used withoutprrais-
contract price,$,087,061;cost repo5ted sionof the ofuse, and ibelieve without
to Committees, $1,ý84,64 -5. Contract No. sanction of law, for re-layi g the tercon-
14, contract price, $4r2,950; cost reported lonial Railway, and that 5,000 tons were
to Comîpittees, $722,134. Contract No. in British Columbia, intending to t
15, contract pric. $1,594,085 cost i-e- cotaid b tehe Fraser Rivr im e-
ported. to Cozmittees, $2,524,999. Total diately, and to pus the rine raMily on
amount at contract prices, of whichfiMr. west of Red River, my hon. friend
Mackenzie made lis boasts, $3,328.361. very wisely and properly made a putcta
Total cost as rep-ted to Committees, of 50.000 tons of s1eel raile last su ,mer
$5,081,010. Increase, $1,752,649. An for those parts of the awork under con-
to this must be added the further increase stciis tion and about to be let. T bhere iaa
estimated by Mr. Fleming, iii his state- 1 strong, eontrast between-the two tlralsac-.
ment of last winter. Tasing these figures tions. In that by the late Minister,
iuto account, which were ascertainable and the prices fel, before the rails could be
ought to have been kn own to thelate Minis- legitimately used to apoint which invol ved
ter of Publie Works, if he gave that atten- alossof principal and inberest of more
tion to pisdties which lis friends daim for than two millions of dollars. b the
hm, and which ,ertain y everyone ad secon d, the price paid for them, delivered
a right to expet, it follows trat either in Montreal, was £4 1s. 6d., or 'about
le did not know that his .228 miles of $23.84 a ton. Those rails could not.
road had corit, steel $rails included, about nonw be purchased for less than 40 or
$38000 a mile, when he assured the $45 a ton. There is then a profit of
public that it would only cost $24,500, or a million of dollars or more on the tran-
hed know. Officers of4islalway De- action to, place on the oue side again
partment certainly culd not have been the late Premier the bon. nember for
ignorant of it. He may take either alter- Lambtons pat of two millions on t-e
native; le cannot be congratulated upon other. 1 can therefore hoiestly coi-
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pliment my hon. friend the Minister of.
Railways, not upon misdirected energy,
which the hon. gentleman opposite
attributed to him, but upon energy
expended in the right direction. It
sSems quite' impossible for bon. gen-
tlemen opposite to get through a speech,
on any subject without wandering into
. discussion of the National Policy. My
hon. friend the member for Lambton can
speak clearly, forcibly, and to the point,
and be had a right in dealing with the
motion of the hon. member for Q'engarry
to vindicate his policy; but I do not ex-
actly see that he need have found it
necessary in doing so to drift off into
questions that have been discussed over
and over again in the House and else-
where, and which have been dealt with
by the newspapers ad namueam. That
hon. gentleman states we are impoverish-
ing the country by large expenditures on
tie Pacifie Railway and by our National
Policy. We can stand a good deal of
that sort of accusation and impoverish-
ment; we can afford to await the results
of both. The hon. member for West
Durham, in speaking of the Supreme
Cour, chid us for expecting • seed
planted to-night to germinate in the
morning. We claim the use of the same
simile in regard to the National Policy,
which is being carried out in accordance
with our pledges to the people, who
accepted our pledges and sent us here
an immense majority to fulfil them.
That policy is not a policy for a day or a
week; its fruition cannot corne until
there is a relaxation of the depression,
which bas been universal, affecting Free-
trade and Protection alike. It is childish
to talk about what ought to have hap-
pened the day after the elections in 1878,
and to ask why the new Government did
not adopt an increased Tariff then and
there, even before the old one had resigned ;
why bank stocks fell, and why there have
been more failures this year than last. It
is as absurd to expect immediate fruit
from this policy as it would be to expect
immediate results from the freshly-sown
seed. If the National Policy is sound,
the results will prove it. I do not wish
Canada to be a cheap country to live in,
in the sense hon. gentlemen opposite pre-
fer to. I would rather see it a dear
eountry, with plenty of money to buy the
aecessaries of life, and plenty of work

M. PLUMB.

for the people. I did not object to
a man having to pay in California
$50 for a pair of boots, when he
earned $10 or $20 a day by his
labour. Nothing is so depressing or in-
jurious to the spirit of the people as to
make a country too cheap to live in, for
what is very cheap the proverb tell us is
usually nasty. Low prices are a mockery
to men who are out of work. Capital
having been severely dis-ouraged, it may
take some time to draw it again into the
channels of trade. My hon. friend from
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton), with his large
business experience, knows perfectly well
that it took five years, from 1837 until
1842, for the restoration of the confidence
of capitalists after the great crisis of that
disastrous period. Where the causes of
those panics, followed by depression of
trade and general distrust, have been deep-
seated, along time has been necessary for'
reeovery. The depression of 1673 was
brought about by causes greauer in variety
and more potent in influence than any
other that this country has witnessed. It
has been longer in duration and more
searchingand intense and general in its
effets and consequetce8. I remember
that the bon. gentleman from Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright), in
his two last Budget Speeches, in the
jauntiest manner predicted a speedy re-
turn of prosperity, and such hopefulness
sirprised us. lHe claimed to have
special indications of the good times com-
ing, through the revenue returns. It
perhaps suited his purpose thus to attempt
to palliate his deficits and soften or pre-
vent too close an examination and descrip-
tion of them. I do not desire and have
not desired to criticise in any unpleasant
sense, except so far as the hon. member
for Lambton has provoked a discussion
in which any hon. member may pro-
perly take part, the policy of the
present Government in respect to the
Pacific Railway, nor to deal with what I
consider the most important question in
connection with it, that of the Engineering
Department, We have had under the
late Government an enormous expendi-
turein that particular-Departient, entirely
out of proportion with the apparent re-
sults. If I were an expert I have no
doubt I should be able to point out large
expenditures which have been utterly use-
less, costly lines run through impracti-
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-cable districts, and large amounts spent covered; the contractor found that he
in consequence of a halting, half-hearted could not execute it. 1 do not say he would
policy not at unity with itself. The late not-I am not blaming him for taking for
Government had one prominent member granted that the Government would not
who did not wish the railway built at lead him to attempt what proved to be
all, and another who did not wish it an inpossibility. He had great difficul-
extended beyond the Rocky Moun- ties to contend with. I want to fix the
tains, while others gave the whole policy responsibility, both as to the particular
anything but a cordial and vigorous sup- case and as to the daim which the hon.
port. It was very easy to put off and gentleman put before the country as to
pacify people by continuing the surveys, hisexhaustive surveys, and the economi-
while not attempting a definite location, cal precision of his contract, where it be-
upon the ground that the best route had longs, and we, on this side, well know
not been found. But no such idea im- where it belongs. I coula give proof pon
pressed itself on the mind of the First proof of the statements I have been mak-
Minister when he rushed blindly into the ing, and I defy any bon. member to
four contracts of which I have spoken. controvert any single one of tlem. I
I think it was simply monstrous to have consicered it my duty to discuss
commit the country absolutely to those such questions as the present, often at
two termini-- elkirk and Fort William considerable length, and I may have been
-until it was known somewhat nearly regarded as prolix and tedious; but I
what the practicability and economy of this have been actuated by a sense of duty,
direct Une between them would be; also, and have taken up the time of the buse
what would be the result of continuing while in opposition with the approval
the line westward from Red River, with and at the instance of the loader of my
SeJkirk as the starting point. So much party. The address of the hon. member
money has been expended on the present for Lambton was everywhere weak but
lne and at Fort William and Selkirk where it was personal, and, even there,
that, practlaiiy, we are bound to a posi- lîs attacks could be parried by those who
tion which I do not believe to be the nost knew the facts. I want the louse to
advantageous for the country or for the understand that there were no surveys of
road, and yet it is impossible to fix the the road made in the time of the hon.
responsibility. The late First Minister gentleman, worthy of the name, between
evades the responsibility of the change of Red River and Selkirk, when the four
work on Section 15 and of making contracts were let and, that the Pacific
the four hasty and improvident con- Railway between Red River and the
tracts. He shelters himself, when it Kaministiquia will have cost, instead of
becomes necessary, behind the Chief Engi- $24,500 a mile, as was vaunted by 1dm,
neer, who, we have it in evidence, was in $40,000 a mile that during three
England during the greatest part of the years of the perioc when those works
time that hon. gentlemen were letting the were going on, the Chef Engineer
work without survey, and that changes was absent, that he was neyer on
involving millions of unforeseen expendi- the line of the road, and that
ture were made. Nobody knows by whose bon. gentlemen opposite permitted lima
authority when tenders were advertised to go on year after year ithout coing
for. Section 15. Mr. Fleming was in their duty in fixing a ccmpensation for
Europe, and Mr. Marcus Smith was in lis important work. 1V is no excuse for
the North-West. Mr. Smith telegrapied their leader to retort we are followiig
Mr. Mackenzie not to go on with the let- their example. We inherite.i the position,
ting until he came to Ottawa, saying that every month that Vhe settlement was de-
he had important reasons for advising de- layed, aggravating the difficulty, which
lay. Yet the mischief was done without lias arisen, because, for some occult
heeding hi advice. Hurriedly done; ten- reason, the laVe Governnent did not core
ders were advertised for, for the work at first to a decision to grapple witl it as
upon specifications involving the trestle- they should. It is childih Vo plead they
work,and that plan was utterly abandoned could not fix a salary, because an adequate
almost at the outset by the direction or one would have exceeded that of Ministers
.a0quesceov of parties unknown or undis- up te 1873. Their salaries were raised
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before they reached office, and I am not visited Manitoba and the North-West
aware they ever remonstrated against Territories. J have reason to know that
their amount. I will not weary the on more than one occasion the
House by further remarks ; I crave its country since then has been benefittec
indulgence for any faults or omissions, by the experience of the hon. gentleman,
and return it ny sincere thanks for the as I a sure it will be in the future. J
kind attention with which J have been bave reason to thank the hon o gentleman
favourel. I notice the hion. member for for the introduction of the resolution, for
West Durham, who is nothing if not it bas given rise to a debate, the progress
critical, indulging in that bland and of which will be watched with the utmost
pleasant smile for which lie is noted. interest in the North-West. During the

MR. BLAKE : The hon. gentleman course of the debate one or two very im-
asked pardon for any omissionsh we can portant statements were elicited fron the
stand the omissions. hon. the Minister of tRailways. One was

MR. IPLUMB : J do not object to the with reference to the construction of the
pleasatt siiile or the charming witticism railway bridge at Selkirk. So far as my
of the hion, gentleman, the indioation of constituents are concerned it is a matter
his amiable character and charmino n of indiference to themn whether the bridge
temper; but if it pleases birn, it does not of the Canadian Pacifie Railway is con-
hurt me; nly hope that this question structed at Selkirk or Winnins.. At
wiIl be again discussed, when I know we whichever place it is constrtcthd we will
shat baie from the hon. the Minister of be able to do our business with equal
Railways a vindication o the iovernient facility. But if we are indîfferent aS 4

policy, which has at heart the rapid settld- where the bridge is construc ed we are no
ment and development of the Great North- at ail indifferent to other interests in-
West, a policy whici I hope will satisfy volved in the construction of the road; we
the country and prove as successful as it are not at al] indifferent to the speedy de-
deserves to be velopment of the country. The con-

i aeing Six o'clock, the Speaker left struction of a railway bridge at Selkirk
the Chair. would cost some $400000 or $5 00 ,ais

After Rocess. perbaps a lîttle more or perhaps somne-
PRIVTE BLLS.what less. In a country so well adaptedto the purposes of railroad construction

SECON~D READINOS. as is Manitoba, this suma would pay for
The following Biws were severally read the construction of forty or fifty miles of

the QP«flî' trailroad, as each mile ofrailroad opens up
for agricultural setter nent tweity-Live or

Bill 49)>oicroae h e ie thirty miles o n ecd side of the hune, andand Aésiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr. White, li oe hihwdbpi o h
Coardwelf.) t he w heh te bridge

Bill (No. 50) To amend the Act to incorporate construction of a bridge at Selkirk would
the Ontario and Pacific Junction Railway C om- open up for the purpose of actual iette-
pans. -(tr. Williams.)at elirk or

Bib (No. 51) d o arnend the Act 36 Vic.,
cap. 18, intituled an Act to grant addtional acres of land. It is well known that the

powers to the Qnebec and GuIf Ports Steamship corporation of the city of Winnipeg pro
Comlpaniy.-(Mr. MeOreecy.) poses to erect a railwaîy trafflo bridge at

Bith (o. 54) To incorporate the suanadian that city. Indeed the have already let
-Telp.graph Compau.-< Alir. Xéc(arthy. tecutat)n Janifrmdtccn

Bi No. 5) Toamend the Act 40 V f the conr the con-
72, intituled an Act respecting the Beaver and struction is being at present proceeded
Toronto Mutiial Fire Insurance Company.-, with. Under the circumstances it seema
Mr. AfeCathy.) to me that it would be extremey inad-

'ACIFIC RAILWAY CONTRACTS. visable to proceed wit the construction

DEBATE RESUMED. of the bridge at Selkirk. The wisest
policy would be to use the bridge to beHouse re.sumed the Dfbate on Mr. McLen- constructed by tte corporation of Winui-

sECoN Rmoion. epeg for some years to corne and spend te
MR. RYAN (Marquette): Tebon. mm- i money saved in the construction of forty

ber for Glengarry Mr. McLennan) wbo or fifty miles of railway. Aiother state-
iasmovedt isresolution, during the reces ment made by the hon. the Minister of

MB. PLUMB.
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Railways, which I received with a great which ought te guide the Government in
deal of pleasure, and which will be received locating the road, and not by any means
with a great deal of pleasure in the North- the most important one. r1¶lie hon. gen-
West, had reference to the delay wvhich tleman asserts, and pcrhaps with a certain
has taken place in the construction of the measure of truth, that the grades on the
first hundred miles west of Winnipeg. route by the Narrows would be Mach
It ws with the wutmost satisfaction that better than those on the southern route.
I listened to the assurance that the Ilf this is true, of course it is a very imn-
delay was not occasioned by any default portant consideration and entitled to very
on the part of the Government Engineer, great weight. But on the other baud, we.
or of the rovernuent; that the branch must refleht that the very fact that the
Ine was actually ready for construction, grades on the northern route are not at ail
and that the delay arose fron causes over excessive must suggest the fact, wbieh is
which the hon. the Minister of Railways the case, that it is very low. The distance
had no control. While on this subject, I bctween Selkirk and Thackery-those are
may be permitted to confirm a statement the two points at %vhidi theroutesdiverge
of the hon. the Minister of Railways, that and converge-is some 359 miles. 1 have
the contractor is now doing everything in neyer myselfbeen over the northern route,
his power. In fact, so soon as the ice but I have, along with the lion. iniber
across the Red River becane strong for Glengarry (Mr. McLenran), been
enougli to admit of the passage over it of over a very considerable portion of the
a locomoti ve, a track was laid acrosg the ice, route south of Lake Manitoba. Wite
and I believe 1 amnjustified in saying that regard to that route, I can sp-ak with
from the fimst time that locomotive passed positivenes. With regard t the other
over the river up to the present tme not lgne, s cannot speak of My own kaow-
oue hour lias been lost iii pusliing on the letige, having only the reports of muen well
work as vigorously as possible. By the kiown to me, who worke on and along
time the ice breaks in the sp)ring, I have it, in addition te the ordinary public
no doubt that the necessary material for means of information, which ere avail-
the construction of the first 100 miles, able to the hon. member for LanIbto
wl have been brouglt acrons the eved (Mr. Mackenzie) and is overnruint.
IRiver. 1 was in hopes that during the But I amn satisfieti that 1 arn in possessioni
period for reflection, the hon. member for of information which justifies hn when I
Lambtor (MIr. Mackenzie) has had during say, that out of 350 miles which inter-
the last year, that hie would have had vene between Selkirk and Thackery there
occ"îon to rh 1 his, opinions relative are on the onthern rbte pot ovr 100
t cthe presa t route south cf Lake miles suitable for settoebaent. Tere are
Manitoba, and the route which is Gov- miles uon miles cf swamp. At one place
erunent propoed. to adopt. I am the poles of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
sorry to fid that the hon. gente- way Telegraph are psot on the groud at
man stil adheres to the opinion that ai; they are erected on platforms on
the route y the Narrows is the one best fioating moss, and in many places, where
calcubted th subsetve the intereats cf the poles have broken from th platforns,
the Dominion. But while the hon. they have sunkto the lmvei cf the wires.
gentleiai argues from false prenises le This is not a solitary instance. There are
cannot hope to arrive at any ouer than several miles of the road of the same
an incorrect oonclusion. The hon. gentle- character. A great deal ias been said
man starts eut wi h the supposition tt about the Swan River Valley, and hou.
the road by the Narrews is some thirty gentlemen have been led te believe
miles shorter than hie other route. was that the great amount of land there
very glad te learn fron the statement cf would compensate for the amount f
the ho. the oinister cf Railways that bad land. The Swan iver Valley is
the road softh f the Narrows is nly some only sate fifteen or twenty miles wide;
twenty miles longer. 0f course in such a it extend4 fron th, abandoned une nerth-
great trans-eon inental road, such as this , ward, ani empties iute Swan Lake at a
the aving of distance h a very in- distance f forty or fifty miles. This 
portant consideration; but it eccurs te me the only really first-lass land on the
that it ie only one df several considerations northern track, if it be first class land.
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While on the southern route, between
-the same points, Selkirk and Thackery,
359 miles apart, there are probably 300
miles of first class agricultural lands,
having throughout the greater portion of
that distance a breadth of eighty or
a hundred miles. The hon. gentleman
stated in the course of his remarks, that
in the North-West the general direction
of the fertile belt is fron south-east to
north-west. This statement is of itself
true, but in the subject under discussion,
it is somewhat calculated to mislead,
because, although true in the abstract, if
we examine the fertile belt or that portion
of it which intervenes between Selkirkand
Thackery, we will find that whereas the
proposed route by the Narrows is partly
in the norfiern verge of the fertile belt,
and in places wholly north of the first-
class lands, the route south of Lake
Manitoba traverses for nearly its whole
length the centre of the best agricultaral
lands in the North-West. The hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
also in advocating the superiority of the
northern route, took it for granted that
the cost of the constructionof the northern
roatc wouid be very much less. Now, I
think the hon. gentleman, when he came
to this conclusion, was reasoning from
data which are altogether insufficient,
and which do not at all sustain the
conclusion he has corne to. The
country, as is well known, is very
low and m trshv, full of swamps-covered
for n;iles with muskegs. We bave had
some experience in building a railroad in
a marshy country. We know something
of the dificulties experienced on Section
14. The difficulties were so much
greater than was anticipated that the
actual expenditure on the work exceeded
by nearly 80 per cent., I think, the esti-
mated expenditure. We have from the
lips of the hon. gentleman, the leader of
the Opposition, hirmself the fact that, in
one instance, his engineers failed to ascer-
tain the true depth, or made a miscalcu-
lation of the depth, of one of these swamps
-instead of being five or six feet, there
were seventeen or eighteen feet of moss-
and this made a wonderful difference in
the expenditure, so that if the construction
on the northern route had been proceeded
,with, we should have had many such
swamps-not one muskeg but dozens,
,perhaps scores of them. The hon. mem-

Ma. RYAN.

ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has
not presented any argument to justify
him in coming to the conclusion as to
what the relative expenditure on the
northern and the southern routes would
be. The position which the hon. gentle-
man occupies in this country is a very
enviable one; his great talents and long
experience make it a matter of great
difficulty and render me very diffident,
extremely diffident, in placing my state-
ments in contradiction to the hon.
gentleman's. But I willgivehon. gentlemen
one test by which to judge of the relative
value of the two statements. It is quite
well known that settlers going to the
North-West look through the country
and settle on the best lands. We may
assume quite safely that if the great
volume of emigration goes in a particular
direction, the best lands are in that
direction, and with a long link of railway
going through it, land of equal fertility
will be five times as valuable as it would
be at a greater distance. In 1874 and
1875, the Government of the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton fixed upon the northern
route for the construction of the road ;
they actually constructed the Pacific Rail-
way Telegraph along the northern
route. It was manifest that the great
Pacific Railway was to go past the Narrows
of Lake Manitoba. Now hoi. gentlemen
can judge for themselve3 whether, if the
quality of the land on the northern route
had been as good as south of Lake
Manitoba, the great volume of emigration
would not have flown to the the lands on
the northern route. It is, however, a fact,
while immigrants have passed by to the
south of Lake Manitoba, taking up every
valuable piece of land within Manitoba,
and swarming across the western
boundary, have proceeded 200 miles inad-
vanceofrailway construction onthe southera
route. The northern route rernains as it
was an uncultivated wilderness, an un-
inhablted dreary waste of swamp. Gentle-
men can easily satisfy themselves of the
truth of this statement. We all know
that wherever a piece of land iR the
North-West is taken up, wîether
purchased by script or taken under
military warrant, or located as a hcn-
stead, a record is kept of it by the De-
partment of the Interior, so that anyone
can jutidge for himself cf the
relative value of the two routes by
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'enquiring at the office of the Surveyor-
General. During the last Parliament I
was continually advocating and urging
upon the Goverument the necessity, in
the interests of the Dominion, of changing
the route; and I was continually met by
the argument that I was interested, and
that my advocacy was therefore liable to
suspicion. I was told that my constitu-
ents resided south of Lake Manitobathat
all their property was there, and that
therefore my testimony was unreliable.
My representations were all received with
this reply: ' Oh, of course, you are in
favour of deflecting the line, because your
people are there and their property is
there." The same style of argument may,
perhaps, be used agaiist me, when I advo-
cate, as I do, a deflection of the line so
as to touch the Portage. If this argu-
ment avail against myself, it is certainly
not ad missuble in the case of the hon. mem-
ber for Glengarry (Mr. McLennan), who,
I believe, does not possess one square foot
of land in the North-West, who went up
to Manitoba, not for speculation, but
merely for the purpose of acquiring more
reliable and authentic information rela-
tive iU the rth-West than lie could
otherwise hope to obtain; and therefore
when he urges a deviation from the pre-
sent line, so as to touch the Portage, I
think this House and the country will be
disposed to attach a good deal of weight
to his arguments. I thank him, and my
constituents thank him, for the plea he
has entered on their behalf In relation
to this subject, the hon. the Minister of
Railways has promised that he will, dur-
ing the course of the ensuing spring, visit
Manitoba. We have every confidence in
him and in the Government of which he
is such a distinguished member, who have
given us such proofs of their desire to be
paternal to the new settlers in the North-
West, and to be protective to therm, no
less than to every other class of the corn-
munity; and I am quite satisfied to let the
matter rest in their hands. When he
comes up he will be able to judge for him-
self; and we will be quite satisfied to abide
by his decision in relation to the deflction
of the line, without pressing our claims
any further. 1 think this debate will be
a benefit to the public; it will tend to
attract attention to Manitoba and the
North-West. The discussion in this
House will also tend to conduce to the

interests of the Dominion ; the Govern-
ment engineers will be alive to the fact
that their conduct is closly watched, and
they will be influenced in a great degree.
If their conduct is thus sibjected to
scrutiny in this House, it will have a
tendency to make them more careful and
energetic. Gentlemen who follow the
hon. member for Lambton are in the habit
of playing two tunes. They do not speak
in th- same strain in the West as in the
older Provinces. In the Eastern Provinces
his followers deprecate the laying out of
money in the North-West ; they think
moneys ought not to be expended in the
construction of railroads in the North-
West; but when any one of those followers
gets out into the prairie Province his
utterances are changed ; there the hon.
gentleman's followers are as great advo-
cates of such expenditure as the followers
of the hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
Benches. After the speech from the hon.
gentleman from Lambton we know what
we are to expect. He deprecates the con-
struction of the road altogether; he believes
that the country is unable to sustain the
expenditure. It is well that we in the
North- West know that. le ouer, uoth-
ing at all but inactivity. He condenna
the energy of the Government in placing
these 200 miles west of Winnipeg un<ier
construction. The hon. gentleman and
his followers have no hope for the coun-
try ; they do not believe that the country
is able to build that road. On the )ther
side, the Government not onlv offer a
vigorous railway policy, but they give us
the best guarantee of their intention to
carry ouu that policy by placing 200
miles under constructioa. I am satisfied
that the followers of the bon. member for
Lambton in the North-West will read
his speech with regret, because I believe
when it ls fully circulated and under-
stood, there will not be found any in
Manitoba to follow that hon. gentlemun,
with the exception of those so blinded by
party prejudice as to prefer the welfare of
the party to the welfare of the country.
But there will be many who have hitherto
honestly and faithfully followed the hon.
gentleman who will feel it to be their
duty, not only to their Province, but to
the Dominion as well, to abandon the
party led by him and rally to the
support of the hon. gentlemen who
now occupy the Treasury Boeches.
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M. DAWSON: The House and the
country sbould feel incebted to the hon.
member for Glengarry for drawing at-
tention thus early in the Session to the
condition of affairs on the Pacific Rail-
way. The hon. the Minister of 'Rail-
ways has defendea the management with
his wonted ability, and it is quite
natural and proper that he should say
sometbing in favour of his officers. The
late Premier, too, has just said of his for-
mer subordinate, the Chief Engineer,
that he had distinguished hinmself as a
writer; but it sometimes*happens that
great authors like great orators are not
very good practical men. I have by
me an evidence of the Chief Engineer's
pre eminent ability as an author, in a
paper which is given in his report on the
railways, as having been read in Eng-
land, no less before the Royal Canadian
Institute. It is not particularly lumin-
ous as to facts, nor in some cases very
accurate, but as a literary effort it is
truly wonderful, and, as a sortof historical
romance, it is a fitting and pleasing ac-
companiment to the ideal quantities
and figures with which the Chief En-
gineer is in the habit of embellishing his
reports. In his work of last year, a work
which, to say the least, is of a highly
artistic character, the distinguished author
permits himself to indulge in a tilt at the
railways of Ontario, and of these he says
that they have cost nearly $180,000,000,
and with characteristic keenness of in-
tellectual vision in unravelling a com-
plicated question, observes that "if they
could have been constructed for one-balf
the cost the other half of this enormous
sum, $90,000,000, may be assumed to be
a w olly unnecessary outlay." It re-
quired a Chief Engineer and an author
to discover this startling fact, but having
found it out, in order that Ontario and
all other countries may learn to avoid
such unnecessary outlays in the future,
he is prepared with a remedy, to which
i shall now draw the attention of hon.
members. I have bore the Chief En-
gineer's report of 1878, in which he bas
laid down whathe cals "A comprehensive
scheme vf Railways," and according to
which he says " the Government should
control not the location of the trunk lines
only, but all lines," and' here is a draw-
ing illustrative of his scheme. You will
see, Mr. Speaker, that this picture is not
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exactly like anything hitherto observed
in the heavens above or on the earth be
neath. In some parts, it looks like a
skeletonwiththevertibræ clearly visible and
in others it bas wings extending to the re-
motest parts of the continent. It has a tail,
or something of that sort, pointing east-
ward to the undeflned regions of Labrador,
for which latter country there appears not
to have been room enough on the map.
It is certainly a most wonderful concep-
tion, and it may be that it is the full-
fledged outgrowth 'of a former bantling,
known as " territorial roads," but it is
not the harmless thing that it may, at
first.sight, be supposed to be, for it repre-
sents ten thousand miles of railway; and
the scheme, mild and visionary as it is,,
has been propounded by the man who
controls our Pacifie Railway. It is not
indeed a mAtter to be laughed at, for the
country is at this moment expending-
millions at the dictum of the Chief Engi-
neer on projects scarcely less visionary
than this professedly ideal one of a
continental systeni of railways. The
cost. of surveys has been frightful,
very much greater, compdratively speak-
ing, than that of the railways of Ontario.
They have cost four millions, and the
Chief Engineer cannot fail to perceive
that "if they could have been performed
for one-half the cost, this enormous sum
of $2,000,000 may be assumed to be a
wholly unnecessary outlay." it is need-
less to say that these siurveys could not
have been 'nade for a very much less sum,
than they have -cost. The great error
from the very outset was in the clumsi-
ness and costliness of the organisation. I
have myself seen as many asfifty or sixty
men attached to a single surveying party
in the woods, and of course it required
about as many more to carry in supplies
ani outfit for them, and all this to accom-
plish what could have been done, and in
former times used to be done, witb a'party
of ten or twelve. These little armies were
spread over the continent, and the sur-
veys were continued for years, while the
country bled freely for the cost, but what,
was the result I Why, that no later
than last year the Chief Engineer issued
a report accompanied by one of those
maps so clIaracteristic of the eccentricity
of genius all over which were written
index figures pointing to the words
"nothing reliable known." Four millions
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of dollars was surely a large sun to pay
for mere surveys, which, according to the
Chief Engineer's own statement, seem to-
have resulted very generally in "nothing
reliable " becoming known by their means.
The Geological Survey lias shown what
may be accomplished by small parties. By
its neans a knowledge of vast areas bas
been obtained at a very moderate outlay,
and although such surveys as its very
efficient and industrious officers make are
not sufficiently precise for the location
of a railway nor intended to be so,
they nevertheless give a fair idea of the
topography of a country and are invalu-
able aï guides in the se'ection of high-
ways, and this is about all that can be
said of the Pacific Railway Surveys
which have cost vastly more. In
speaking of surveys, I have had in
view more particularly those which have
been made in the country lying between
Lake Superior and the prairies. In that
section they were most extravagantly
nanaged, and the same individual who
had them in charge, notwithstanding the
very marked absence of intelligence which
characterised his operations then, was
entrusted with the laying out and super-
vision of the works on sections 14 and 15.
On the first of which the expenditure has
already exceeded the estimates by eighty
per cent., while on section 15 his lament-
able blundering bas occasioned an outlay
of a $1,000,000 over the estimate. He
has been pouring material which repro-
sents, in part, the resources and life-blood
of the country into the bottomless pit of
Cross Lake, a place which could easily
have been avoided. I have just come on
one of this gentleman's reports, and shall
read an extract which will enable the
House to judge of the intelligence which
controls the expenditure of millions at
Kewaydin :

"The Winnipeg River, at the outiet of the
Lake of the Woods, where we cross it, is a
stream of considerable magnitude, draining an
area of about ten thousand square miles, an
area which is largely increased below the point
where we cross i t."

At the time at which the report
from which this extract is taken
was writtten, the country had been
well mapped out, and any per-
son of ordinary intelligence could have
seen that at Rat Portage the Winnipeg
carried the drainage of an area of up-

wards of thirty thousand square miles,
but lie says that the drainage area, of
which lie gives an estim-ate, is largely in-
creased " below " the point at which lie
crosses it at (the Winnipeg), but how the
drainage area below could return to in-
crease the drainage area above lie does
not explain. His chief would hardly
have committed a blunder of thiis kind,
but then he is not like his chief, an
author. He cannot vie with him in writ-
ing, but lie can fully match bim in the
confusion, worse confounded, whiclh lie
lias brought, and still brings on an enter-
prise which demands both natural intelli-
gence and educated skill on the part of
the employés entrusted with its manage-
ment. The system is bad, radically bad,
and I know of no better remedy than
that which I suggested last year,
which is that some amendment
sbould be made in the existing law, so as
to provide for the appointment of a board
of engineers, to whom all reports and
matters connected with this vast under-
taking could be referred. The cost of a
single mile of railway would pay the ex-
pense of such a board for years. As
matters now stand, the reports of the
field engineers are suppressed, unless in
harmony with the preconceived notions
of the chief, and lines are laid out be-
tween given points with but little refer-
ence to the character of the intervening
country. So that, as in section 15, lakes
and swamps have to be filled, and rock
ridges cut through, where a little care
in the selection of the line and a litle
deviation from a given course would have
saved half the cost. There are able engi-
neers in the service, but their voices can-
not be heard. Even the reports and
maps of a man of such eminence in his
profession as Mr. Marcus Smith, are sup-
pressed; and why should this be so, seeing
that the country has a right to the infor-
mation for which it has paid so dearly.
The country would have confidence in the
reports of a practical man like Mr.
Smith; it has little or none in the
costly volume of the great author.
The late Premier has just referred to
the water stretches between Thunder Bay
and the Lake of the Woods. Had he
persevered in his first scheme of running
the railroad from Thunder Bay to the
head of Rainy Lake, at Sturgeon Falls,
taking, as a temporary expedient, advant-
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age of the water communication inter-
mediate between that point and the north-
west angle of the Lake of the Woods, and
adopting the line fron the latter place to
Fort Garry, Section 15 and Section B,
which, taken together, will cost
$10,000,000, would have been entirely
avoided, and the ultimate all-rail line
would have been shortened by some thirty
or forty miles. Had he, I say, persevered
in this wise course, we would long since
have been in communication with Mani-
toba tbrough our own territory; but the
influence to which my hon. friend from
Glengarry has alluded, as being a power
behind the throne, was in operation then
as now, and the hon. gentleman's better
judgment gave way before it, to the
great loss of the country. It is well
known that eengineers have been tra-
duced and dismissed because they held
views in regard to the proper direc-
tion of the railway in certains sections
different fromt those of the Chief Engineer,
and under such a system bow can inde-
pendent reports be looked for ? However
earnest Ministers may be in their desire
to promote the best interests of the coun-
try, in regard to this great national enter-
prise, and I believe that in the past as in
the present, without regard to party lines,
they are, and have been, very earnest,
their best efforts will be thwarted if they
have not the proper machinery to work
with. If they are to allow a man of iron
will, who would change the whole direc-
tion of a railway out of jealousy of a
rival, to have his own way, and spend
thousands upon thousands of dollars on
impracticable crotchets, such as territorial
roads, continental schemes of railway, and
so forth, all the millions that Finance
Ministers can borrow in England, all the
resources of the country will fail to carry
this great enterprise to a successful *on-
clusion.

MR. McLENNAN: 1 beg to say a
word or two before the motion is put. In
the first place I am obliged to my hon.
friend, the Minister of Railways, for the
courteous manner in which he has treated
myself, and the judicious manner of treat-
ing the subject that I brought before the
flouse. I did it because I thought
that the present was a good time to dis-
cuss some features in connection with
this undertaking, and that the House
would be better prepared for the hon.

MR. DAWSON.

Minister's statement when it comes down.
I had the belief, and I hope it was not
too presumptous, that some suggestion
that I might make myself, or that might
be made by some other hon. member of
the House, would lead to consideration of
the question that might affect that state-
ment in some small measure. I hope so
still, and althougli I do not hold to my
opinions without change, I claim the
privilege of thinking that this discussion
has not been useless. I am aware that in
moving as I have done on this question-
and it has been called to my mind
repeatedly-that I placed myself between
two fires. I hope to come out scathless;
but with reference to some remarks made
by the hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) I have a little to say, and in
the first place about an almost personal
matter. The hon. member for Lambton
rather blames me because I undertook to
discuss subjects that became interesting
to this House at a time when 1 was not
a member of it. Well, that was my mis-
fortune, and it was my nisfortune in
common with a great number of
the inhabitants of this country. There
are only 206 members in this House, and
we are aH honourable and wise members,
205 besides yourself, Mr. Speaker, who
must be the very pink of wisdom. listen-
ing as you do, hour by hour and day after
day, to all the wisdom of both sides of
this House. But all the people outside
this House are not asleep during this dis-
cussion, and they were not asleep during
the time it was my misfortune not to be
in this House. If we had all been asleep
I think the course of the hon. member
for Lambton gave us a rude awakening :
in fact we were brought very wide awake
by the policy that hon. gentleman pursued.
I do not know but I am indebted to him
for the fact of being in this House. Like
a great many other men in the country, I
came to the conclusion that if I and others
who agreed with me did not come to this
House, we might, perhaps go, as one may
say, to the dogs. But having come to
this House, I considered it my duty to
keep my eyes and cars open. Now T
rather blame the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, because I am afraid he must have
been asleep two days ago when I made
my statement to this House. I like to
be precise in quoting the words of the hon.
member, for Lambton because I have dis-
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covered that he is in the habit of never the presen
admitting anything and of never retract- the Lake
ing anything, of never admitting that lie water-stre
has been mistaken. The hon. gentleman of which
charged me with saying: migt hav

" He rejoiced that the Ministry had placed by the li
200 miles of road in the North-West under con- cannot cor
tract, and that he had displayed great energy that I ac
in plunging this country into debt." led them.
The hon. member for Lambton states that used anoti
it is of the greatest possible importance to works by
consider the expenditure in this connec- not a cont
tion, that may, if it is perserved in, lead "ordinary
the country to ruin. Now, if that bon. specific m
gentleman had not been in the somnolent tracts whi
condition in which he assumes I 'was in is an "or
1872, 1874 and 1875, lie would have dis- that leads
covered that that was the very ground on ture, and
which I brought forward this motion, be- rated, as f;
cause I thought the expenditure in pro- gent] enian
gress ought to be subjected to scrutiny fauits, I t
and control in a greater degree than we bis success
had seen exercised. In the rapid refer- other exp
ence I made to the early history of this Lambton
undertaking, I mentioned the fact that mitted to
the policy of the Government which first completed.
took up this subject was thwarted by the 1 that mean
hon. gentlemen opposite. The bon. mem- bargain t
ber for Lambton controverts this state- completior
ment. He says they did not oppose that I understa
policy. Well, if they assisted that policy, complete
if they desired to see the road built by a selves-a
subsidy of money and of lands, it must I think t
have been during the time that we were Goyerume
al! asleep, for that is not the impression gain, if
which was conveyed to the country. The will invol
hon. member further states that when his bon. genfi
Government assumed power, it was for 125 li
obliged to take up the work in the con- had a perf
dition left by his predecessor, and to keep notbing a
the promise that he had made to the now as I
country. The general impression is that cussion
at the time these bon. gentlemen took remarks tc
charge, they adopted a new policy. In- question b
stead of a policy to build the road by a before, I
subsidy, which, I think, we have all dis- entirely us
covered would have been an economical one, Motion
they adopted the policy of carrying on SUPREME
the work by a continuous expenditure of ACT A
public money, and without the measure
and without the control which would
have existed in carrying out the under- Bil rea
taking as first proposed. He says further, CRIMWA
in that connection, that the present Gov-
ernment, upon resuming power, instead of
utilising their accomplished work, imme-
diately let extensive additional works by Order for
ordinary contracts. Wbell, if the object of M. M

t Administration was to get into
of the Woods, to get mnto those
tches, into that mud and water
we have heard so much, thev
e utilised the work accomplished
n. member for Lambton. 1
ceive any other place to which
omplished work" would have
. Then the hon. gentleman
ier term, "they let additional
rdinary contracts." As I am
ractor, I do not know what an
contract" means, if it has any
aning. If the method of con-

ch we have been discussing here
dinary" one, it seems to be one
to very extraordinary expendi-

it is a method that was inaugu-
ar as I understand, by the hon,
opposite; and, if it lias those

hink that is a good reason why
ors should depart from it. One
ression the hon. member for
used was that " they were com-
a bargain" to have the survey

Well, I do not know what
s. I do not understand what
hey were committed to for the

of the road or the survey. As
nd the matter, the bargain to,
the road was made by them-
bargain to complete it by 1890.
bis House will absolve the
nt from completing any bar-
there is reason to suppose it
ve the country in ruin. The
eman referred to the contract
les in British Columbia, and lie
ect right to do so ; but I said
bout that, and will not do se
do not wish to prolong the dis-
I have merely made these
justify myself for bringing the

efore the House, and, as I said
hope the debate may not be
seless.
agreed to.

AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
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(Mr. Mc(arthy.)

SECOND READING.

d tha second timne.
L LAW AMENDMENT

[BILL 38.)
(Mr. McCarthy.)

SECOND READING.

BILL.

second reading read.
LLS : I think the Bill is not
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within our jurisdiction. We have no iuciuding procedure in civil matters in
doubt legislated on the subject before. those Courts." Altheugh the lon. gentie-
The Bill refers to the 1 2th section of the man does not deal in this Bill with the
Criminal Procedure Act, and any hon. whole category of crimes, he does deal
gentleman who examines it will see that with two classes of offences, and says that
that section does not at all relate to any a particular Court shah bave jurisdiction
inatter of procedure. It gives a particular over them. Tbis is a measure that the
Court criminal jurisdiction in certain cases buse ought not to pass. 1 do notcontend
and denies it to the others. It is obvious, that Lis proposition is net a reasonabie
that, according to the British North one, or that the course he recommends
America Act, by passing the Bill, we would net improve the law. Upon the
would interfere with the power of Local merits of the Bil I express ne opinion.
Legislatures to constitute Courts. If What I do say is that the subject is
saying in what Court a particular class of wholly beyond the purview of Parlia-
offences may be dealt with is not givingto m-lit. This liuse ought rot to deal
that Court jurisdiction, I do not know with a subject Nvhich is ciearly witbin
what the word means. I think, when the province of another legisiative body;
you say it shall be the duty of a Court to it ought te respect the Constitution and
try a specified class of offences, or that it keep witLin its powers.
shall have power to adjudicate in certain MR. McCARTHY: Before answering
civil matters named, you are dealing not the observations of my bon. friend from
-with the question of procedure but with Bothwell (Mr. Milîs), I ought te mention
the question of jurisdiction. When the one matter wbîch I had forgotten. The
Criininal Procedure Act, which the hon. instance that induced me te bring in this
gentleman undertakes to amend, was Bill was tbe trial of a homicide in the
before the House, it was almost impossi- city of London, wbich gentlemen from the
ble to obtain a serious discussion on any West are familiar with. It bas been
question relating to jurisdiction. The stated that this Bil reflected unfairly and
older members who sat in the old Parlia- injuriously on the learned Judge before
ment of Canada, when Parliamentary wbom the prisener was tried, and on the
omnipotence was recognised, were unfitted oficers conducting the presecution. I
by their training to consider questions of ouglt te state that althougb My attention
juridiction; and others will remember was directed te this subject by tbat trial,
that, in our first Parliament after federa- I did net intend te pass any opini n in
tion, they could not be induced to look at regard te the manner in which it was
such questions. Since then, we bave bad conducted. I have ne reasen te suppose
those subjects before us again and again. that the trial was net cenducted properiy,
They have been before the Courts, and or that the learned Judge and the prose-
have naturally attracted, to a larger cuting offic3rs did net preperly conduct it.
extent, the serious attention of Parlia- Se far as I know, tbey didtbeirpart aswell
ment, and wben now we find we bave as it eught and could be donc. It is only
made a mistake on a subject of this kind, fair that I slould nake this explanation,
instead of perpetuating it, we ought to since it las been represented te me that
retrace our steps and get back to a more perbaps this legisiation was in con-
tenable position. The hon. member's sequence cf a mistrial baving taken place
Bill no more deals with the question of before that learned Judge. My reasons
procedure than if it named any other class for intreducing the Bil may be brieflv
of offences than the one mentioned. Once stated. While County Court Judges are
you admit that this House bas the rigbt linited in tbeir jurisdictien te matters cf
to interfere with those Courts, there is no a trivial amount, net exceeding $400, the
point at which you can draw the line. Courts cf Quarter Session, whicl are pre-
The 92nd section of the British North sided over by tbe same County Court
America Act provides that the Local Judges, have almost as great power and
Legislatures shall have exclusive jurisdic- wide jurisdiction as the Superior Court%.
tion in the administration of justice, I tbink that was net se eriginally, and
" including the constitution, maintenance that from time te time that jurisdictien
and organisation of Provincial Courts, las been given them, and it is quite time,
both of civil and criminal jurisdiction, and wherever the power lies, that that juis-

MR. MILLI.
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diction should be taken fron them. With
regard to the observation of my lion.
friend (Mr. Mills) on the constitutional
question of jurisdiction, that he thought
this House hai not the power that, by
enacting the 12th Section of the Criminal
Procedure Law, of 1869, it assumed it
had, and that we ought not to go on re-
peating a wrong which, in his judgmnent,
we had enacted in 1869-I do not think
the words he read are quite so clear as he
thinks. The 27th sub-section of the 91st
clause of the British North America Act
does not speak of jurisdiction in words,
though very possibly-I do not rhink
necessarily-that may be its meaning.
We must look too at Section 92, sub-section
14. Now we must read themtogether, with
this further qualification, that, where the
jurisdiction is not exclusively conferred
on the Local Legislature, we have it in
this Parliament. Certain powers are
conferred on the Local Houses, and for the
purpose of explanation, these powers are
defined in thbe Act; but where there is
any difference between powers, the latter
part of the 91st clause of the British
North America Act says that the clauses
conferring the jurisdiction on the Local
Legisiatures shall give way, and if there
is no clause expressly giving powers to
those Local Legislatures, the power lies
with this Parliament. The Provincial

as I venture to think. When the Bill is
in Committe3 I propose to add one or two
other clauses-one suggested by the
County Attorney for Oxford, which I
think good ; it is that perjury, now only
triable at the Superior Courts, nay be
tried at the Quîrter Sessions, instead of
sometimnes keeping the accused six
months awaiting trial. A do2umnt has
been handed me, drawing msy attention to
the fact that, while an ordinary magis-
trate's warrant, backed, may be executel
in any Province, the rale does not apply
to a Bench warrant, which can only be
operative within the Province in which
the Court issuing it exists. 1 think we
should make a Beach warrant run and be
enforceable iii any Province in the Do-
minion.

Mn. McDONALD (Pictou) : The sug-
gestion of the hon. niember for Bothwell
(Mr. Mills) has only been mentioned to
me since I entered the Hlouse this even-
ing. The difficulty is not, I think, re-
moved by the remarks of the lion. men-
ber for Simcoe (Mr. McCarthy), that we
have been doing for ten years what is
now objected to. If we were wrong in
1869, certainly continuing in the wrong
track for ten years will not help us.
Therefore we come back to the simple
question raised by the hon. member for
Bothwell ; whether, under the British

Legislatures may constitute a Court and North America Act, the Local
f rame rules for it, but that may not pre- or this Legislature has the power
vent Parliament here from saying such of indicating what Courts shall
and such offences shall be tried in it. be the criminal and what the civil tri-
We have used such jurisdiction without bunals. Now, 1 do rot think there 1S
question. No Local Legislature has any difficulty, eitier in tie section or
ever pretended that it has power to regu- sub-section relating to this question, in
late the constitution of the Criminal sections 91 and 92. Thev 9ie botk very
Courts, in the way the momber for Both- clear and distinct as 1 rýad thein. The
well (Mr. Mills) claims. clause in section 92, with reference to

Mi. MILLS: Certainly. the powers of tue Local Legisiature is:
Mr. McCARTHY : I do not know an The Administration of Justice in the Pro-

instance of it. They have never legisinsanc ofit. Thy bve eye lgis- vince, including the constitution, maintenance
lated in that direction. As we, by the and organisation of Provincial Courts, both of
Act of 1869, assumaed that power, the civil and of criminal jariediction and inclnding.
Local flouses have not questioned it or procedure in civil matters in those Court$."
assumed to legisiate in an opposite direc- It appears to mie the solution of the diffi-
tion. I do not think we should be the culty, if difficudty thera be, must be found
lrst to assumne that we have exercised in the meanin ofthe word "constitution,"
certain powers unconstitusionally for ten in the 92nd and 93rd clauses of
Years, as the hon. member for Bothwecl the Act. Does the word constitu-
iagines. 1 amc not makinge any innova- tion" go the length to which thehon. mem-
tion or asking the House to enact anything ber for Simcoe must carry it, or bear onry
newi but siinply amending a power we the limited construction put ipon it by tise
have hitherto exercised-constitutionaly, ion. member forBothwell? The hon. mein-
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ber for Simcoe says that "constitution" in
this case means not only the appointment
of the Judges and the creation of the
'Court, but the determination of the
limits of its jurisdiction, and also the
precedure therein. In criminal inatters
it has also the constituting of the' Court,
1but the procedure rests entirely with this
Parliament. Does the wprd "constitu-
tion' there so far trench upon the word
"procedure" as to limit this Parliament in
its power of directing what Court, when
formed by the Local Legislature, shall
try criminal cases. While entertaining
great respect for the opinions of the hon.

,gentleman opposite (Mr. Mills) and
-w'hile not prepared to express a strong
,ositive conviction on the question, my
'own impression is that the word "con-
stitution" bears, and ought to bear, in view
of the policy of the law, the construction
wich the hon. member for Simecoe puts upon
it. I express this opinion with some hesi-
tation, the subject having been brought
to my' attention only this moment. I
hope it will be consideredthewisest course
to let the Bill be read a seoond time, as
before it comes to Committee we shall
have an opportunity of considering more
fully the su ject, with, I hope, the assist-

-8nee cf those minds in the House
-'capable of dealing with the question.

Ma. MILLS : I think the word " pro-
cedure " is used in the British- North
America Act upon a well-understood
meaning. We use it with reference to
certain departmen ts of law with regard to
the. means in which cases shail be brought
before the Criminal Courts.. Procedure
does not inelude in any case the question.
of jurisdiction, which is wholly withinthe
purview of the local Legislature.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou) :My
hon. friend may net understand me.
My, idea is that the appointment of
Judges, under theauthority ofActs passed
by, the Local Legislatures, constitutes
the Court, and that the word "procedure",
includes criminal jurisdiction.

Mu. MILLS : I cannot understand
how any Court can be constituted unlesas
it has a well-defined jurisdiction given it,
Reeently the Ontario Legislature dealt
with this subject. Instead of ha-ving
several Courts, it proposed to consolidate
one Court, and to say it shail be formed
into certain divisions similar to those of
the Righ Court or Justice in England. It

Ma. McDoNAin.

alsoproposedtosay whatclassofcasesshould
be tried in such division. Among other
things dealt with is the constituting a
Court for the trial of crime. It proposed
to say in what division of this Court or
in what other Court crime shall be tried.
If it did not say that, it would not con-
stitute a Criminal Court at all. The
very moment we undertake to say that a
particular Court shall be -vested vith the
power to try particular classes of offonces,
we are constituting a Court for that pur-
pose. I disagree with the hon. member for
Simcoe when he says, there may
be powers relating to the constitution of
the Courts, or the administration of
justice, that are not distributed. I hold
that the two sub-sections of the British
North America Act, taken together, deal
with the whole subject of the adminis-
tration of justice. The subsequent sec-
tion which authorises the Parliament of
Canada to constitute a general Court of
Appeal for Canada, and also such other
Courts as may be necessary for the better
administration of the laws of Canada, do
not divest the Provincial Legislatures of
any powers. I do not underatand. that
anyone holds that, if we were to exercise
thiat power and constitute Courts, and
give them power to dea.l with both the Civil
and Criminal Law of the Dominion, that
that would, in the smaBlest degree interfere
with the original jurisdiction over the
affairs of Canada with which the Courts of
the Provinces are vested. I will suppose
we were to constitute a Court of original
inrisdiction, for the. trial o f criminal
offences and the.- administration of the
laws of the Dominion; that would not, in
the slightest degree, under the provisions
cf thisAct, take away from the Local
Legislatures the power given them. by the
14th sub-section of the 92nd section,
they still would have -power to try crimi-
nal offences, and administer the laws of
Canada, in- those Courts as Courts, of
original juriEdiction. We could not pre-
vent;their exercising that. power by the
provisions of any law:e might pass; much
less can we do so by attempting to alter
the constitution of a Provincial Court as
is proposed by this Bill. Procedure,
therefore, has wholly to do with the
means in which particular offences or
offenders shall be brought before the
Court, and with the pleading, practice
ad law of evidenqe. My objection to
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this Bill is that it deals, not with pro-
cedure, but with the constitution of the
Criminal Courts.

Bill read tte second time, on a division.

THE LATE ACCIDENT TO THE VICE-
REGAL PARTY.

MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

SIR CIARLES TUPPER delivered a
Message from His Excellency the Gov-
ernor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
it is ab follows

' LORNE.

" The Governor-General transmits to the
House of Commons his reply to the Joint Ad-
dress of the Senate and the House of Commons,
expressing their sympathy on hearing of the
accident which befel himself and Her Royal
Ilighness the Princess Louise, wlien on their
way to the Senate Chamber.
"GOVERNMENT HoUSE,

" OTTAWA, 5th March, 1880.
Honourable Gentlemen of the Senate:

Gentlemen of the House of Commons:
"I much regret that the Princess is unable

to receive with me in person the Joint Address
you do me the honour to present to me to-
day.

"The concern you express for the injuries she
latelv received when on lier way to the Senate
Chamber, the sympathy shown on hearing of
the accident, and the satisfaction expressed on
learning that the evil results are now fast dis-
appearing. give to us a token of your kindness
which has been deeply felt by her.

" During the time she lias been in Canada,
she has received from the people of this coun-
try constant marks of their chivalrous and gene-
rous affection. She bids me tell you, what I
know to be the simple truth, that she is very
sensible of tusese, and feels herself happy in
having come here, and in being the occasion
of the manifestation of the love of a loyal
and united people for the Queen and the Em-
pire.

" It will be her pride, while in Canada, to
devote herself to the interests of the people,
who have before them so great a future, and in
whose hearts it will be her earnest wish to find
an abiding place.

" LORNE.
"GOVERNMENT foUsE,

"OTTAWA, 5th March, 1880."

House adjourned at

Fifteen minutes before

Ten o'clock.

HIOUSE OF COMMONS.

Monday, 8ti March, 1880.

Thé. Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced aid read thefirst tine:-

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the South Sas-
katchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr.
Robertson, lami/ton.)

Bill (No. 61) To make provision for the
winding up of insolvent incorporated Banks,
and other Companies.--(Mr. Ires.)

Bill (No. 62) To anend Chapter 18 of the
Statutes of Canada, passed in the 41st year of
the Reign of Her Maje-ty, intituled an Act
to provide that persons charged with conmon
assault shallbe competent as witnesses.-(Mr.
Ives.)

SUPPLY-THE ESTIMATES.

MESSAGES FROM HIIS EXCELLENCY.

Sipa SAMUEL L. TILLEY delivered
two Messages from His Excellency the
Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Messages,
and they are as follows:-

" LoRNE.
"The Governor-General transmits to the

House of Commons, Estimates of sums required
for the service of the Dominion, for the year
ending 30th June, 1881 ; and, in accordance
with the provisions of the British North
America Act, 1867, he recommends these Esti-
mates to the House of Commons.
"GOVERNMENT HOUSE,

" OTTAwA, 8th March, 1880."

"LoRNE.
" The Governor-General transmits to the

House of Commons the additional Supplement-
ary Estimates of the amounts required for the
service of Canada, for the year expiring the
30th June, 1880; and, in accordance with the
provisions of the British North America Act,
1867, lie recommends these Estimates to the
flouse of Commons.
"GOVERNMENT HousE,

" OTTAwA, 8th March, 1880."
Ordered, That the said Messages and Esti-

mates be referred to the Committee of Supply.
-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Committee of the whole House,
reported, read thbe third time and passed :-

Bill (No. 24) To incorporate the Dominion
Commercial Travellers' Association. - (Mr.
Gault )
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Bill (No. 27) To incorporate the Baptist
Union of Canada.-(Mfr. Ylackenzie.)

WEST INDIE -- STEAM CO A M UNICA-
TION.

QUESTION.

MR. DOMVILLE enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
subsidise a line of steamers from St.
John, N.B., to Panama, touching at the
West Indies.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
subject of subsidising a line of steamers
from the Dominion is under the considera-
tion of the Government.

GOVERNMENT LIFE INSURANCE.
QUESTION.

MR. DECOSMOS enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
introduce a measure this Session to
enable it to issue Life Insurance Policies;
if so, what is the nature of it?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
not the intention of the Government to
introduce such a measure this Session.

KENT, N.B.-COCAGNE PUBLIC WHARF.
QUESTION.

MR. GIROUARD (Kent) enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment to cause a survey -and examina-
tion to be made during the enisuing sum-
mer at the port of Cocagne, Kent County,
N.B., to meet the views expressed in a
petition from a large number of residents
of that locality, praying for the construc-
tion of a public wharf at that place.

MR. LANGEVIN: It is the intention
of the Government to cause an examina-
tion to be made the ensuing summer.

SHELBURNE, N.S.--CAPE NEGRO 1S-
LAND HARBOUR.

Q UESTI ON.

MR. P OBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Gover,,ment to make any appropriation
for the imiovemnent of beach and protec-
tion of harbour at Cape Negro Island,
Shelburne County, during the present
year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
not the intention of the Government.

SHELBURNE HARBOUR, NOVA SCOTIA.
QUESTION.

MR. ROBERT-'ON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whetlher it is the intention of the
Government to erect a fog whistle at the

MR. DOMVILLE.

entrance to Shelburne Harbour, Nova
Scotia, during the present year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is-
not the intention of the Governient.

RICHMOND, N. S.-FOURCHÈ HARBOUR
FOG-BELL.

QUESTION.

MR. FLYNN enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to place
a fog-bell at the entrance to Fourché Har-
bour, in the county of Richmond, this
year.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
not the intention of the Government.

CEDARS CANAL.

QUESTION.

MRt. MONGENAIS enquired, Vhether
any decision lias been taken by the Gov-
erniment with regard to the building of
the Cedars Canal, on the north side of the
St. Lawrence, in the counties of Soulanges
and V audreuil.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: No decision
bas yet been arrived at in regard to that
question.

RAILWAY STATIONS IN MONTMAGNY.
QUESTION.

MR. LANDRYenquired, Whetlier it is
the intentiun of the Government to cause
to be erected, next spring, railway stations
at St. François Rivière du Sud, St. Michel,.
St. Jean Chrysostome, Etchemin, St.
Pierre Rivière du Sud, and Cap St. Ignace,
and to repair the station at St. Thomas.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: It is the
intention of the Goveriment to erect new
railway stations at St. François Rivière du
Sud, St. Pierre Rivière du Sud, and to re-
pair the stations at Cap St. Ignace, and St.
Thomas.

NAVIGATION BETWEEN LONDON AND
CHATHAM, ONTAR10.

QUESTION.

Mt.STEPHENSONenquired,Whether
it is the intention of the Governnent to
take any steps, during the present year,
with the utimtiate cnd in view of im-
proving and facilitating the navigation of
the river Thames, between the town Qf
Chatham and the city of London.

MRt. LANGEVIN: It is not possible
to take any steps just now to improve
and facilitate the navigation .f the Thames.

Business.(COM.NMONS.]
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between the town of Chatham and the sonth-eas
-city of London, because we have no data Intercolo
to go on; but it is our intention to have station.
an examination of that river made next distance
season. tvelve

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY--BRANCH twaiîey
AT LEVIS. the dia

MOTION FOR RETURN. twenty-t

3\R. LANDRY, in noving for an Ad- twenty-fi
dress for a copy of the report of the survey the St.
made in 1879, by order of the Govern- at deep
ment, preliminary to the construction of difference
a branci of the Intercolonial Railway to thirteen
connect St. Michel or St. Charles with St. a distanc
Joseph de Lévis, and all the documents, one of th
petitions, etc., relating tothis matter, said: duce the
Not only the municipalities si uated posed lin
between the two points specified in my Douhtles
motion, but also a large number of other save thir
municipalities on the line of the Intercol- what is r
onial, or adjoining the parishes crossed of necessi
by that Railway, have raised their voices, that brai
and through their Municipal Councils matterof
have called upon the Government to And it is
construct the branch from St. Charles to ernment
Lévis. The Quebec Board of Trade and more or
that of Lévis were not behindhand, and Shore Ra
upon a question within their purview, for will beco
this is a matter of trade and commerce, the Paci
they affirmed, without any hesitation, ail the Gove
the importance of the proposed branch, Governm
its undoubted utility, I may say its interest r
commercial necessity. The Government bec but o
ordered a survey, and called for a report it a duty
on the proposed line, thereby recognising Railway.
.all the importance to be attached to the the Nort
various petitions which have been ad- tinuation
:dressed to it. The survey was made, the will onl>
report is now before the lion. the Minister crossed t
of Railways. My motion calls for the colonial E
production of that report, but I hope at the imm
the same time to draw the favourable woeo
attention of the Government to this Britain i
question, and to obtain, if possible, froin the Ata
the hou. the Minister of Railways, such a only to t
deelaration as, may cause us net only to of the vei
hope, but to be assured that this branch us, with
of the Intercolonial Railway will be built. admit th
Ita length will not be great ; the distance net at oi
fram Lévis to St. Charles by the proposed with whi
line is twelve miles. Starting from Lévis, it. But,
at. the point where the ship-yards now have acq
-are, it will run eastward along the river, th whol
tending to the right at St. Joseph Village this une,
which it will cross near the convent, and shorter ti
skirting Indian Cove, will tend to the J ne, will
right after leaving it, following an east- I Lévis by
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terly course to connect with the
nial Railway near St. Charles

I have just stated that the
from that station to Lévis is
niles. With the Intercolonial
as it is now, the terminus being

s above the proposed terminus,
nce from St. Charles to Lévis is
hree miles, and would amount to
ve miles to reach the point where
harles Branci would terminate
water. There is therefore a
in favour of the proposed line of

miles, an enormous amount in
e of twenty-five miles. This is
e advantages which should in-
Governmient to adopt the pro-
e. It is not the only one.
s it is pleasant for travellers to
teen miles out of twenty-five, but
leasant for travellers is a matter
ty for trade, and the moment
nch is built, traffic will, as a
course, infallibly take that route.
the special interest of the Gov-
that it should be so. In the
less remote future, the North

ilway, we must at any rate hope,
ne one of the roads necessary to
fic Railway now being built by
rnment of the country, and the
ent on its part, am sure, in the
ot only of the Province of Que-

f the whole counitry, will make
to acquire the North Shore
Now, from the moment that

h Shore IRailway becomes a con-
of the Pacific Railway, there

be the St. Lawrence to be
connect the Pacifie and Inter-

ailway,andrealise in its entirety
ense line which, traversing the
the vast possessions of Great
n North America, will connect
ntie and the Pacific. If we look
lie present, not raising a corner
Il which hides the future from
out reckoning its promises, I
at the proposed branch would
nce assume all the importance
ch time must necessard]y endow
when the Government shall

uired the North Shore Bailway,
traffic of the West, utiising
because it is nearly ninety miles

han the present Grand Trunk
go to Quebec, will cross over to
means of ferry vessels, such as

Branch at Levis.
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are now in use in the United States, and
finding in the proposed line that which
commerce invariably prefers, because it is
the shortest, will utilise the latter and
prove in the plainest manner the correct-
ness of our foresight and the justice of
ourmost legitimate hopes. Is there an ob-
jection to the cost of the undertaking ?
Such an objection cannot stand for a
moment before the requirements and
the interests of trade. And, further,
what Government, convin ed of the
legitimate nature of our claims would
refuse to expend in that part of our Pro-
vince, for an object of public interest, a
sum of $200,000-and the outlay on the
proposed iindertaking will not reach that
amount,-while millions are yearly ex-
pended in the extreme West for the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway and the
improvement of our system of Canals ?
The interests of our Province, those of
the Maritime Provinces, those of the
who'e iDominion-for the greaterinterests
of trade cannot but be those of the
country-all combine to show the Govern-
ment that our request is a reasonable one,
that it is deserving of their consideration,
and that tbey must grant it if they are
desirous of doing justice to those who
come to this House to defend and pro-
mote the interests of the county which
they represý t.

S I CHARLES TUPPER : The im-
portance of the work to which the hon.
gentleman lias referred lias not escaped
the attention of the Government, and a
survey was ordered in order to show
what difficulties would be encountered,
what the character of the grades would
be, and to make an estimate of the cost.
I shall bave great pleasure in bringing
down the result of the survey witli the
plan, so that the hon. gentleman may
have an opportunity of seeing exactly the
position of the question. It will receive
the attention of the Governiment, but it
is impossible for me to say at this moment
what decision will be arrived at. The
hon. gentleman say it will cost $200,000,
and thatas so much money isbeing spent in
other placeshethiiksthatmight alsobe pro-
vided. But it would naturally suggest
itself to the mind of the lion. gentleman,
that the more nioney the Government is
compelled to spend in other places, the
less is the ability of the Government to
furnish the requisite $200,000 for this

MR. LANDRY.

work. There is no doubt that the line
would be shortened and a great con-
venience would be secured by its construc-
tion.

MR. ANGERS: I may be permitted
to add a few words in support of the
motion of thehon. member for Montniagny
(Mr. Landry), since I find the Govern-
ment have not yet made up their minds
as to the period at which the direction of
the Intercolonial Railway at St. Charles
is to be made, so as to i ring it in a direct
line to the harbour of Quebec, at a place
called Indian Cove. I can give no better
reasons for the immediate construction of
this work than those given last year by
the hon. the Minister of Railways,
to induce the House to make the pur-
chase of that 1 ortion of the Grand Trunk
comprised between the Chaudière and
Rivière du Loup. He then stated that,
under the Act of 1867, the Intercolonial
should connect Halifax with the waters
of the St. Lawrence, and that conse-
quently it was necessary that this portion
of the Grand Trunk should be purchased
and directed froin St. Charles to Indian
Cove, a distance of about ten miles. The
Rivière du Loup Branch has been pur-
chased, but the direction of the ten miles of
road is yet te be made. It is most im-
portant that it should be ; it will shorten
the distan e betwcen St. Chvles station
and the harbour of Quebec by some
thirteen miles; moreover, by connecting
with the Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and
Cecidental, it will make the total distance
from Halifax to Ottawa 926 miles,
whilst by the Grand Trunk route it is
now 1,010 miles. The result of this con-
nection over the Quebec. Montreal, Ot-
tawa and Occidental would make Halifax
sone eighty-four miles nearer to Ott.iwa.
Referring to the grades on the ten miles
of road to be built to bri.ng the Inter-
colonial in a direct line to the harbour of
Quebec, they are stated to be eighty feet
for three-fourths of a mile, and sixty-six
feet for three miles, the remainder of it
being light. These grades can easly be
reduced, and perhaps entirely avoided, by
running the road on the river side of the
St. Lawrence as far as St. Michel, and
from there to St. Charles. By this meais
the road would be run over a flat country,
the right of way would not be expensive,
the beach of the St. Lawrence below in-
dian Cove being the property of the Pro-
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'Vince of Quebec; and upon private pro- renderedit impossibleforthe existing Judge
perty would not cost more than, $30 to to discharge the duties of his office; such
$40 per acre. It was stated that the applications were met by a reference to
bulk of trade came over the Grand Trunk to the Act. We censidered that thera
from the west, and that there was no was no reason for burdening the fluancea
urgency for the change. of the country witA a second appýintment-

Motion agreed to. to 611 the vacant Judgeship in Leeds and

LEEDS AND GRENVILLE OOUNTY Grenville, and 1 am not aware that there
JUDGESHIP. las been any special increase cf judicial
MOTON OP.CORESPNDECE. work ini those counties, or that there hs.s

MOTIONbeen any serions change in the labou

Mi. BLAKE, in moving for an Ad- and responsibilities of the Judge since tho
dress for correspondence on the subject of tue the sole incumbent of the office
the County Court Judgeship and Junior reported that lie was thoronghly coin-
Judgeship of Leeds and Grenville; and petent to discharge the whole duties.
for a statement ini detail of the amiount of Rumeurs have be'-n for some-time' .in
judicial work transacted by the C ounty circulation to the eect that it is intended
Court -ludge and Junior Judge, i each at no-long date te creaýte or fill à Junior
year, for the last twete years, said: It Judgeship in Leeds and Grenvile. J have'
may perhaps be within the recollection of recently received cincrnieations frin
some neinbers of the liwuse that, four respectable inlabitants of that district,
years age, an enquiry was madb by the e saying that it was reported on good
hon. gentleman wlio ow leads the Gev- autority and with great circustan-
ernient, as te the intention cf the Ad- tialit, not merely that the position would

inistration with regard te the vacanry be filled but that a particular individual
created by the demise cf the Senior Judge iad been assigned te the place.
cf Leeds and Grenville. Lt was then my Therefore I tliought it right te move fo£r
duty te reply that, the Administra;tion, correspondence, and aise te, ask for
aring ade sueh enquiry as they could, a statement in detail cf the judicial work

and havinge reeeived from the Junior in each year since Confeceration, in erder
Judge a statelaent tlat le was perfectly that the iuse May ascertain wheter
adequate to the discharge of the whole there exists t-day any subantial rea-
works g, was net thought t o be in the son for the appointrnint of this Jndge
public intereat teo ake a second appoint- that did net exist fwmerly, or whether

nment. Indeed may observe that the the real red-on is that the Jucge is te e
old law rendered it often a great apinted by a diffearent party frein thiat
temptation tw those charged with such which woùld have made the appintment
duties te create second Judgeships, in 1876.
because there was then ne provision for M. McDNALD (Picton) There cau
a retiring allowance te a County Court be ne objection whatever te the motion f
Judge. The consequence was tht the the lon. member passing. The rmurs
Executive was placed ifr painfal posi- to which the on. gentleman refer are
tien when a Judge became incapable cf entirely nfounded. The Governprenf
dischargin his daties, and there wero ne have made ne prarise, have made ne
means cf supplying the people witn the appeintment, nor have they made any
needed judicial power. I amn sorry te say selection whatever te fi the place te
it -was tee eften. decided te supp! y the which the lion. gentlemiar refers.

iwant by a second appoint-ent. 0f sud MR. MACKENZIE. Would the hon.
appointinents twas the original appoint, gentleman make the same statemnent with
ment.cf a Junior Judge cf eeds and regard te the smmlar rumeurs wi
Grenvile. That difficulty was .removed reference te the coanties ge Stormt,
duringo the Administration cf the hon. Dundas and Glengsrry.
dember for Lambton, by a measure M. McDOALD (isictou)i p wul
providing for retiring waalowances t have ne objection te say tha ne such -
Coudty Court Judges, and frei that pointent las been made in the coonty
ture eut it was the policy f that Admin- cf Glengarry.
istration net to make any second M . MACKENZIE: Oh.
appointments where age and infirmity M. McDONALD: 1 can go farther,
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aríd say that no promise has been made
to any person. So far as I know, the
Judge for Glengarry has no intention of
resigning. I was incidentally shown a
letter from' him the other day, in which
he declared it to be his intention not to
resign.

MR. MACKENZIE : I was quite
aware of that, but what I wished to know
was whether the current rumours had any
foundation. The hon. gentleman said the
ru.mour with reference to Leeds and Gren-
vile had no foundation.

MR. -McDONALD : I can give the
same answer to the hon. gentleman as I
gave to the bon. member for West Dur-
biam (Mr. Blake).

MR. CAMERON (South Huron) : The
hon. the Minister of Justice's answer to
the lon. member for West Durham is
satisfactory as far as it goes, but it does
not go far enough. It has been stated in
the public press that a certain gentleman
expects to get the appointment of Judge
in the counties of Leeds and Grenville.
The hon. gentleman does not deny that
rumour, and, of course, we must take it
for granted that there is something in it
if he does iot da-Ly it il explicit words.
I regret that the hon. gentleman who
has made this u otion has not gone fur-
ther, and asked for infbrmation in regard
to the judicial work done inu the various
counties throughout Ontario. The return
in that form would have afforded valuable
information to members of the House who
have taken an interest in this matter.
I believe that the whole system upon
which County Court Judges are dealt
with is a bad and vicious system, and
the quicker the Government remedy it,
the better. This especially refers to the
systemt upon whilch they are paid, a sys-
tem which has nothing to recommend it
which bas some uniformity butno justice
orpropriety. Forinstance,a County Court
Judge, who bas to administer justice to
100,000 persons, whose time is constantly
enployed and whose labours are enormous,
gets precisely the samne pay under the law
the hon. gentleman at the head of the
Government introduced in 1873, as a
County Judge administering justice to a
.ounty comprising 10,.000, 18,000 or
20,000 persons. The one man has ten
times as n uch work to do as the other,
as the returus submitted to the House
some time ago show, and yet both Judges

IL. MCDoLD.

get precisely the same pay. Take, for in-
stance, the, county of Bruce. By the
census of 1871, the population of that
county was shown to be about 50,000.
Now, I apprehend, the population of that
eounty must border well on to 100,000,
and yet one Judge administern justice in
that county as County Court Judge, at an
outlay to the Dominion of $2,600, and so
with the county of Leeds and Gren-ville.
The present judge, when lie was
Junior Judge of these counties, said lie did
not want another Judge appointed be-
cause he was adequate to the whole
work himself. In 1871 there was a
population in the county of 57,918 .
I suppose now it has largely increase d
and yet lie discharges the whole of the
judicial buiness of the county for a salary
of $2,000 and $200 for travelling e-
penses. The county of Wentworth, hav-
ing within it the large city of Hamilton,
and containing a population of some
100,000, has only one County Court
Judge ; there is no Junior Judge. The
Judge of that county overtakes,
satisfactorily the enormous judicial
work pertaining to his office for an ont-
lay to the Dominion of $2,200 a, year.
In fact this system of appointment and
the principle on whici these Judges are
remunerated is vicious and ought not te
continue. In addition, as a general rule,
the salaries are altogether too low; if you
expect first-class talent you must pay for
it, and this you cannot expect to get for
the salaries paid; they have in many cases
enormous duties to perforai, and should
Le paid in proportion to t'he work done.
Some of theseJudges, especially the Junior
Judges, accepted office in the expectation
of getting their salaries increased; but
they have not been increased. - Upon
what principle;does the Government ap-
point these Judges, and on whicb principle
does the Government pay them On none
that can be justified to the Hoèse, and on
none that can be understood by anyone.
There is certainly more work in the
more populous counties than ii the less
populous ones, and the true ptinciple is
to base the salaries on a sliding scale, and
pay in proportion to the amount of judicial
work in every county. Take the county
of Ontario for example, with a population
of 45,890. That has a County Court
fJudge, with a salary of $2,800 ; lie was
appointed under the old law ; by that law
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the Governor in Counéil fixed the salaries West Durham (Mr. Blakçe), pointed out
on a sliding scale, according to the amount the viciousness of the system then being
of work to be done, and ranging from entered upon; he strongly pronounced
4$1,800 to $2,800. This Judge, fortu- in favour of the system then prevailing,
.nately for him, was appointed under the that of a sliding scale, and contended that
,old law, and draws his salary of $2,800. that was the true principle on which to
Besides this , Judge at a salary of remunerate these Judges, namely, in pro-
*2,800 there is in the county of Ontario portion to the amount of work to be done,
a Junior Judge at a salary of $2,20- but the hon. gentleman opposite carried

naking $5,000 altogether for the ad- bis Bill notwithstanding these protests.
-ministration of justice in that county Several applications have.been made by
with a population of only 45,890. Then these Junior Judges for the promised in-
again take the county of Wentworth with crease of salaries after the expiration of
the double population, and with four or the first three years of their service, but
ive times as much work to do as is done in these applications have been refused; and
the county of Ontario, and yet there is of course these men, who abandoned their
only one County Court Judge with a professions on the assurance of the First
;salary amounting to less than half of Minister, have been deceived and disap-
what is paid in the county of Ontario. pointed. The Governnentbold that tley
Again the countyof Greyhas aypopulation are noV bound to pay more than $2, 00
-of about 90, 000; the j iidicial work of that a, year, -as the Act. is now construed to
county is doSe for $2,000, while, in the apply only Vo Jupges and not o Junior
.0hunty of Waterloo, with a populationeof Judges of the County Court. If the Gov-
forty odd tlousand it costs $5,000 ernment desire Vo get frst-class men to
Sdo -the work. A careful ex- occupy thse important positions-and

amination of the position occupied. by they are important positions-they cannot
-these Judges, the mode of their appoint- expect Vo do so for a sala-y of $2,000 a
ment and the systemoof renumeration, will year for the first three years, wit an in-
-show anyone that the system -- e bad and crease of only $400 after the expiraLion
vicions, and Vat both parties, both the pro- of the three yeare. Take for instance the
sent Government axDd the previouspone, are county of York; itwouldbe impossible
Vto blaie for not adopting a more oquit- Vo find firt-class men who wold do the

fable sy9ste,0 The Junior Judge's salary whole of the jAdicial work o that county
c a fixed, unalterable one. ,ie lias nu for $2 ,000 a year. The work to heavy

increase, othing to look forward Vo, no aud is constantly inreasirg. There las
hope Vo rise-nothing to stiulate hie bent hardly a Session of this Parliament
-ambition. That of the Senior Judges may or that of Ontaro, since Coiinfederation,
be increased, but that ofthe Junior Judbe that some ew duties and some additianal
nhver, u 1873, when the law -was work lias not been imposed on the
changed, the sliding scalen abandoned and County Court Judges. I object Vo the
the pnonsent cast-iron me adopted, th e system which gives a Jdge ad-
hon. the ptresent leader of the overnment ministering justice to a fmao i pcu-
seaid that it was the intention of the Gov- lation- som cases as simal as

berneny that the Junior Judges l the 20,000 iuhabitants-and having c s
Provinces of Ontario and Ne. Brunswick tha one-fourth thework, and le s than
hold geV $2.000 Vo begin with, and is one-fourt of hiSe time occupied in the
wae the intention of the noverumeut d og discharge of hia oiciac duties the saine
increase the salaries from $2,000 Vo way a the Judges of the counties of
42,400 after -three yoars' service; but, Bruce or Grey or, Wentwortli, who have
athoug the on. gentleman wasthe an enorhous amount of mork Vo do, and
author of that Bill and made some ap- wliose time ie necessarily ahi occupied iu
pointnnts under that Bino, and on the the discharge of their duties-I object to
understandig that sucli increase should the systemn as a bai and absurd one, and
take place, lie lias noV made these in- hope the hon. the Minister of Justice
creases althoia the propriety of doing will see ao is way, before nex Session

o ias been preed on hlm. U pon tie of oPariament, t make such modification
occasion of passing that Bil several lon. of the prese t syte a of pyies thee
in ebers, icluding the lion. member for Judges as will do justice co ull t e
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Judges. In fact, the best thing we can
do is to retrace the steps of the Govern-
ment and go back to the old system,
adopt the sliding scale and fix the remun-
eration according to the amount of work
that the Judges have to perform. That
is the true course, and the one that
should never have been departed from.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think that the hon. gentleman might well
have left this matter in the hands of the
hon. mover of the resolution. H1e has
wandered away from the subject of the
motion. The hon. gentleman says that
the question has not been answered in
reference to rumours, which he says have
been broadeast, and that, because the
Government have not denied them, they
are, therefore, true. That is a
new idea as to the responsibility
of the Government, that they should
be responsible for every runiour
that floats, whether private or public.
When the hon. the Minister of Justice
stated that there was no appointment,and
no promise or selection of any person for
any office, I do not know if there could be
any more distinct statement.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron): But
what is the intention of the Govern-
ment i

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
hon. member for South Huron asks
what is the -ntention of the Govern-
ment î Their intention is that, whenever
it is proved to them that-in the language
of the hon. member for West Durhiam
(Mr. Blake)-the work in any given
county has so increased that an average
Judge, with good physical health, cannot
perform it, then a Junior Judge, under
the Act, will be appointed. I remember
quite well the conversation that took
place in the House when the question
arose as to the county of Leeds and Gren-
ville, and the Judge, Mr. McDonald, who
then held the Judgeship of that county,
and who does still, stated that he was
quite able to perform the duties. I
have no reason to think that he has
become incapable since. It is quite
true that the Bar in the counties of Leeds
and Grenville and Glengarry have made
strong remonstrances, and represented
that the Judges could not perform their
duties, and coutended that it was neces-
sary, in the interests of the public, to ap-
point Junior Judges ; but I can only assure

MR. CAMERON.

the hon. member for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) that these are not the only-
counties from which remonstrances have
come. The hon. gentleman says that the
mode of paving the Judges is absurd. I
do not know whether lie is attacking the
present Government or the late Govern-
ment, but, if the mode is absurd, it is
quite clear that the late Government have
been guilty of the same absurdity. The
hon. gentleman says that some statement
was made with reference to increasinig the
salaries of JuniorJudges after three years;
but, even if this promise was made, it sr
happens that before those three years liad
passed we were out and they were in, and,
while we were ex cathedra, they continued
the matter as it was left. My hon. friends
opposite must therefore smart under the
strong castigation given to us both bv the
hon. niember for South Huron. 1 cannot
understand the line of argument taken by
the hon. gentleman. He says that with good
salaries first-class men (an be got, and
none but first-class men should be chosen.
But it is necessary that we should have
first-class men for small c>unties as well
as for large counties. They all hoil the
same rank, and they are all bound to give
all their time, whether for large or small
counties; and I think there ought not to
be a disparity in the pay of the Judges.
A Judlge can do n iore than give up his
time to his judicial duties. It would be
a misfortune, under the hon. gentleman's
mode of paying, for a first-class Judge to
get a small county. Or, if the first-class
men, on aocount of the difference in the
rate of pay, would not take the small
counties, then the large counties would
have superior men, and the smill ones
inferior men. The small counties would
not have such good Judges as the large
counties. There would not be such good
Justice to be obtained in the small counties
as in the large ones. Now, it is just as
important in small counties as in large
counties to have a Judge of first-class.
ability. A person who brings a suit in a
small county has the same right to have
the service of a good Judge as a person
bringing a suit in a large count y. If the
Judges are to be men of first-class,
ability, as the hon. gentleman contends,
then they must be first-class for all the
counties, big or little. If that be the
conclusion of the House-and it seems to
me to be common sense-then the coni-
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plaint is that the salaries of the Judges of that by providing a retiring allowance
the counties are insufficient. If the hon. But that does not indue thern to
gentleman thinks so, he is bound in the retire. They are ust about as willing te
interest of the Judges to press for an in- retire on two-thirds of the salary as tiey
crease. Speaking of Ontario, you can get were on nothing, and I do not see how
men of high standing in the profession- you are to get rd of the difficulty unless.
perhaps not of that particular excellence you allow ther to retire on flil allowance.
from which you choose Judges of the There are continual complaints of Judges,
Superior Court, or Judges of the Supreme who, through ili health or physical weak-
Court and the Court of Appeal-but you ness, have become incapable of perfôriirg
can get for the present salaries good work- their duties. There is a littie anomuly
ing County Judges, althouglh the salaries arising from this fact, that, wbile wc have
are much less than the salaries of the the power of appointing, the power of
Superior Court Judges. I think, with reroval does not rest with the Dominion
the hon. member for West Durhan (Mr. Çovernment but with the Local Govern-
Blake) and the hon. leader of the Opposi- ment. I ar pers.nally aware that there
tion, that, whenever a vacancy occurred are continual complaints maie ab this
there was no lack of applications by gen- moment that Judges hold office and draw
tlemen who held respectable positions in salaries who are incapable of perfo-ming
the profession. It is a general rule with the duties. We have no me ns of pre-
local leaders of the profession, gentlemen venting that. We cannot remove a
of respectable standing, gentlemen baving Judge, and consequently the responsibility
good practices, to apply for those appoint- of any Judge lingering on the Bench,
ments. Of course, I take it that a who should retire, does net rest with the
man in good practice, whether he Dominion Government. There can, of
goes to the Superior Court Bench course, be ne objection to the production
or the County Court, -will not equal of those papers. I ar glad the bon.
pecuniarily his practice as a professional gentleman has moved for them, and 1 am
man. Professional men who look for glai the discussion bas arisen, becausA it
judicial appointments are men of experi- will give full notice to the Bar iii the
ence, men of sone age, men willing to re- different sections of the Province that
tire from the active everyday worry and other considerations than the nere von-
fatigue of profess-ional lf', who have, by of the Bar must gJve:xi this
a successful practice, accumulated some question; that having two Judges in amy
means, and desire to retire to a dignified given lecality must and will goveru this
position as a Judge, although their emolu- flouse in ap)ointing Junior Judges and
ment will be less than the average amount fixing the salaries.
of their professional earnings. Nowhere Ma. FITZSIMMONS: Just before
in England or here will the country sub- the late Goverriment went out of power,
mit to pay salaries equal to the highest a very strong pressure was brought to
amount that the best ability will gain for bear upon them to appoint those Judges.
a professional man. I think, when the I believe in the views expressed bv the
rule was laid down, at the time the subject hon. tLe leader of the Government on this
was discussed, when the Bill which the qnestion. 1 thiu)k the Judge for the cern-
hion. inember for South Huron declares bîned counities of Leeds and Grenville
was absurd ivas passedI, the question w, (Mtr. Macdonald) is a very capable one.
how to average the incoms in a gven HBe is respected, not only as a judge, but
locality so as to secure sufficiet talent to as a grentleman, and j have no biesitation
perforn the judicial dutiese; and the great in saying that his xppointment las given
difflcltv that arose was froî there beingi general satisfaction. With regard to the
no retiring aUlowance ; in consequence, appoint ment (f Junior Judges, I rnay say
Junior Judgeshyps were invented for that te Goverdmext have been ap-
doing the work or the Senior Judges, whyo proached by a large number of persons
eould not be tiirned out te starve, nfter connected with te united counties of
beconing, 'front ill-ealth or physical Leeds and Grenville, asking for such an
weatknnee, incapable to perforn their appoigtment, but, so far as I know, they
duties. The late Government, in a have resisted, on the ground that suc an
praiseworthy spirit, attempted tt cure appointment wasunnecessary. ath p ot
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prepared to say whether it is necessary or
not, but I know that Mr. Macdonald bas
performed bis duties with zeal and given
general satisfaction.

MR. HESSON: I desire to make a
few comnients on this matter. It is true,
as the hon. member for South Huron
(Mr. Cameron) bas remarked, that there
are large counties in Ontario whbere the
Judges have very beavy work to do. I
-can refer to the county in which I live
(North Perth), where the Judge bas a'
population of 60,000 to 70,000 to adjudi-
cate for. The Bar are complaining that
judgments are not rendered as rapidly as
they ouglit to be in the interests of the
public, and we cannot blame the Judge,
because lie is overtaxed with work. H1e
has been many vears on the Bench, and
bas had very little or no relaxation, and
I think it would be in the interest of the
pablic if a Junior Judge were appointed.
Even if the salary were small, there are
good men practising at the Bar who would
lie glad to take such positions, even with
the salaries now attached. I have applied
to the bon. the Minister of Justice, and
pressed himu in regard to this matter, but
without result. It is not alono from the
county of Leeds and Grenville, or fron
Glengarry, that these conplaints corne,
but from many other counties in the Pro-
vince. I think that the Judge of the
county of Perth, who bas grown old in
the service, requires some assistance : and
the hon. the Minister of Justice would do
well to consider sucli demands from coun
ties where the population and territory is
large, and where Judges have given a long
series of years to the PuFilie Service.

MR. B LA KE : The observations just
inade no doubt present a fair sample of
the arguments used in favour of the ap-
pointment of Junior Judges. A man bas
been a long time ou the Bench. He has
got tired of work. It is true that he bas
not laboured liard, but still if be is tired
le should have a holiday. In order that
he should have one, he is not to be placed
on a retiring allowance, but is to receive'
full pay, while another man is to be paid
to do his work. Tne gentleman, how-
ever, who is said to have been overwork-
ed in one instance bas sud sponte been
discharging the office of Master in Chan-
.cery for his county, as well as that of
Judge. If he cannot discharge the
official duties for which he is paid a salary

Ma. FITZsIMMONS.

and those of the Master in Chancery as
well, be had better resign one of those
positions. I wish to say that I ani wholly
satisied with the answer the bon. the
First Mirister made to the observations
I addressed to the House. That of the
hon. the Minister of Justice was not
quite so full, but the general statement
of the hon. the First iMinister of the prin-
ciple on which the Government propose
to act is satisfactory. I will hope that
the virtuous resolutions thus proclaimed in
this louse nay never under any pressure
be departed from in the privacy of the
Council Chaniber. But I cannot agree
with all we have beard. I cannot agree
with the statement that the retiring allow-
ance lias not done good. It is true that
not many Judges have accepted it, but
still some have. But it bas done good in
rendering it plain to the Judge and
the public that there is another alter-
native to that which was formerly
the only one-the appointment of
a Junior Judge. It is easy to say to
the Judges: If you are unable to do the
work, we are now in a position to retire you
and you have no longer any claims t f com-
passion ou us. You are enabled to point
out to suitors, who complain that a Judge
cannot do bis work, that their proper
course is to present tbat fact to the Judge,
and if necessary to the local authorities,
with a view to bis retirement. I
should be very sorry to agree in the
proposition that County Court Judges,
after twenty years' service, should be re-
tired on full pay. What we did, and
what is now the law, is calcuiated to
remedv the evil, ana it only requires that
the Administration, when approached with
a request for the appointment of an ad-
ditional Judge, should firmly hold their
hand if the real ground for such appoint-
ment is that the existing Judge bas become
too infirm to discharge his duties. Nor
can I agree with the statement that the
salaries are based on a proper footing. I
do not like the old law, which arranged
the salaries on a sliding scale, on no prin-
ciple except at the discretion of the Ex-
ecutive; but I do not think it was right
to equalise all salaries on the principle
which now obtains. I agree with the lion.
gentleman opposite that there ought
to be a proper amount of judicial talent
in the Judge of the smallest eounty. It
is often the case, however, that light work
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will be taken by able men at light pay,
and to saythat thereshould bethe same de-
gree of pay inallcounties is practically to put
the largest and most important counties
to a disadv-antage, because no man cari
doubt that those considerations which will
influence an able practitioner to accept
the dignified position of County Court
Judge at a small remuneration are largely
connected with the ease of the position.
I have a paper before me showing the
amount of work in different counties,
which shows that there are counties which
are infinitely more eligible in that point
of view than other counties. In the
county of Wentwortb the work is actually
double that which it is in son.e other
counties. A tolerably accurate mode of
determining what the relative scale of
compensation should be would be found
in the population of the district. But
that would be subject to correction in
the case of large urban populations, where
there would be a larger relative amount
of work than the total population of town
and county would show. But after such
a correction, for which the judicial sta-
tistics would indicate a basis, I think a
scale of that description could be formed.
the other difficulties are more serions. If
we only lad to deal with the Province of
Ontario we could obtain a just plan, which
would not largely add to the burdens of
the Treasury, and would assist in producing
a good result, namely, the supplying of fit
men for these places. Bat, when you
begin to deal with the County Court
Tudges in Ontario, you must deal with
them elsewhere, a-d also with those of
certain Superior Courts, and that is a still
more difficult subject to dispose of satis-
factorily. With regard to the suggestion
that there is no difficulty in finding men
at the county Bar to fill the place, my
opinion is that it would be better to
take men from other counties. One
weak point in the systen is that
the County Court Judge resides in
a single locality, and he discharges bis
duty amongst a comparatively narrow
circle, before the same people and before
the same clients. He is human and must
be subjected to human influences, and at
any rate he is suspected sometimes of
favouring the suitors and practitioners
with whom he is best acquainted. That
is a difficulty which we cannot get rid of,
but it is an argument against appointing

tihe Judge from among the practitioners of
the county.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
did not speak on that subject.

MR. BLAKE: The right hon. gentle-
man said that there were numerous appli-
cations from the Bar of the county asking
that they mright be made Judges of the
locality. I ami pointing ont that as far
as possible those should be disregarded.
I think that, as a rule, we should fill the
office from some other county by a man
who bas abilities to conmend himself to
the people of the locality as a man fit to
administer justice. Such was the prin-
ciple on which, so far as practicable, I
acted in filling these places, and I believe
with good results.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: My
remark was applicable altogether as to
the ability of getting professional men of
suflicient standing to accept the present
salary. Tie question whether it is pre-
ferable to send a stranger rather tlian a
mermber of the local Ba-, is a different
question, and one to which I did not
allude. There is a great deal in what the
lion. gentleman said about the expediency-
of sending a stranger without any local
prejudices.

MR. BERGIN : So far as the United
Counties of Stormont, Dunîdas and Glen-
garry are concerned, I may say, on the
part of my brother representatives from
tiese counties, that we do not desire the
appointment of a Junior Judge, but we
do desire some arrangement by which the
present Judge may be superannuated,
who, we all regret to s ty, is physically
incapable of performing the duties. We
believe that one Judge, if le is capable,
industrious, sincerely desirous of doing bis
duty, and in good health, is quite suffi-
cient, but, if le be like our present Judge,
broken down in health, and like the gen-
tleman spoken of by the hon. member for
North Perth, performing in addition the
duties of Master in Chancery, either le
mnst retire or assistance be provided for
him. And I quite agree with the hon.
member for West Durham that no
County Judge should fill the office of
Master in Chancery, but, as the Judges.
of the Chancery Court have of late years
insisted upon appointing the Countv
Court Judges to this position, since
attention bas been called to the evil,
it is to be hoped they will avoid such ap-
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pointments in the future. Thus far I
agree with the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake) as to these Judges,
but, when lie says it is undesirable that
gentlemen should be appointed from
witbin the counties, then I take issue
with him. Itis %ery desirable that County
Judges should have an intimate personal
knowledge of the county, and possess the
esteem and respect of the people. Does
the hon. gentleman mean to say that a
J udge appointed from without a county
can, in these respects, be at al] compared
with the member of a local Bar,
-thoroughly known to the people
as an upriglit, honest man, whose
moral character is unimpeachable,
and whose word is never gainsayedî
Such a one will command universal confi-
dence, but it will be a long time before
one fron another county, no matter what
his attainments or character, will be so
regarded. The arguments of the hon.
gentleman are specious, but not more
specious than unsound. The only one
wvorth attention at all is the one that
mnembers of the local Bar, if appointed,
will be under local influences. The bon.

gentleman forgets that the new man will
speedily form new associations, and, if not
a very strong man, will be more under
the influence of his new friends, and more
likely to fall into the hands of cliques
than a meinber of a local Bar. Moreover,
in a Judge there must be public confidence
from the moment of bis appointment ;
and, as a rule, no one but a member of
the local Bar can commend this. This is
our opinion at all events, and we have
urged it and shall continue to urge it
upon the Government, whom we look to
to find some solution of the difficulty in
our counties. The present Judge, who is
much respected, an able man and pos-
sessing the confidence of the people, is in
such a state of health that it is quite impos-
sible for him to perform the duties, and he
refuses to resign, for the reason that his
retiring allowance, together with his fees
as Master, would be quite insufficient for
his support. Cannot some means be
devised to give to him an adequate annual
pension ?

MR. IIRKPATRICK: The subject
of the appointment of County Court
Judges is one that deeplyaffects the inter-
estsofthepeople. Theadministration'of jus-
tice inthe County and Divison Courts comes

MR. BERGIN.

home to every man in the Province with
part icular interest. I agreewith the opinion
of the hon. member for West Durham
that the system of paying those Judges
by a uniform salary, or too small a salary,
is not calculated to get the best men for
the counties and cities, wbere the work is
heavy. I cannot admit that the ad-
ministration of justice in the large cities
does not require a man of more energy,
experience, and ability than the rural
places wbere the duties are very light;
and a Judge disposing of hundreds of
cases to the tens disposed of by others
should be paid somewh at in proportion.
There is another reason, moreover, very
material for such a change, the greater
expense of living in the cities and large
towns. It is not seenily and does not
raise the Judge in the estimation of the
people, that lie sbould be unable to live
within his salary, or avoid, as is some-
times the case the calls of bailiffs and
sheriff's officers. Such a state of things
ought to be enquired into, and, if it be
found that living in the cities is too ex-
pensive to enable these Judges to upbold
the dignity of their office, their salaries
ouglit to be increased. Besides, in the
cities they have to dispense justice in the
Insolvent Courts, in cases involving
thousands of dollars, and large amounts
of property. In the Province of Quebec,
the Judges discharging similar duties to
those of tbe Ontario County Court Judges,
receive salaries ranging from $3,500 to
$6,000. Quebec bas twenty-six Superior
Court Judges, receiving $3,500 to $6,000,
whereas the thirty-seven County Court
Judges in Ontario are paid only $2,000
to $2,400. I do not think the difference is
due to the fact of the Ontario Judges
having ligliter duties to discharge or less
important business, or being men of less
ability and experience. I see no reason
for this inequality. I think the hon. the
Minister of Justice should look into this
matter, and especially the claims of the
Judges in the cities of Ontario, whose
work is so important and remuneration so
inadequate. They have multifarious
duties to attend to, tbat Judges in rural
districts are exempt from. J trust that
the remark of the bon. member for West
Durham, which bas been practically
endorsed by the hon. the Minister of the
Interior, that theJudges ought, if possible,
to be taken from other places, will be
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acted upon. The suggestion is excellent,
and ought to be carried out. It does not
seem wise or judicious that persons often
engaged in a county as active partisans
or politicians should be set to administer
justice therein. The practice introduced
by the late Government of appointing
Judges from other places is most salutary.

AIR. BOULTBEE: The effect of this
legislation will be a diversion of perhaps
more than half the Counity Court busi-
iess into the Division Court. It seems to
ie to be very unfair to take away half
the work, say of a man receiving $3,000 to
,4,000 a year, and impose it on one
receiving only $2,000, who would thus be
.charged with the chief burden of the work.
The Junior Judges would thus be doing
two-thirds of the work for smiall salaries.
In the county of York, for instance, it is
questionable whether the Junior Judge
would be able to do the work that would
thus be thrown on him. Even if his
salary were increaspd, it would seei im-
proper to treble or quadruple bis expenses
by this change. At present, the Junior
Judges who hold the Division Courts are
enabled to fix a Court at one place one day
and at another the next, and so on,
making a sort of circuit. With the
amount of extra work that would be
thrown on them with the increase of their
jurisdiction, they would be no longer able
to take that cause, but be obliged to fix
a day for the holding of the Court, and to
go an i hold the Court by itself, thereby
largely increasing their expenses. It
would not , be fair to impose those fresh
expenses on those Judges, who are not
well paid at present. Though you may
get men of average capacity now to take
those j udgeships, they may not be accept-
able if, in addition to the extra duties,
you impose an expenditure of $100 to
$200 on them for travelling expenses.
Unless the matter is dealt with in some
practical common-sense way, those Judges
will necessarily hurry the business of the
Division Court to such an extent as to
prevent its proper discharge. A large
portion of the business of the country is
done in the Division Court, and we must
cancede it is done in far too hurried a
manner. With this change the probabili-
ties are it will be done in a much more
hurried and inefficient manner, and it
would be but right to make some such
arrangement for the better remuneration

of those Judges as should secure, not only
increased efficiency perhaps, but as great
expedition as hitherto.

Motion agreed to.

SENATE EXPENSES.
MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. MILLS moved for an Order of
the House for statement showing the
ainount paid Senators as an indemnity,
the amoint paid to the oflicers of the
Senate, the amount paid to niessengers
of the Senate, the anount paid for print-
ing by the Senate, and the amnount paid
for all other expenses conniected with
Senate, for each Session since the 1st of
July, 1867.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Will
the hon. gentlemin be good enougli to
explain the object of his motion 4

MR. MILLS : I think the object of
the motion is plain on its face. The
expenses of the Senate, especially the con-
tingent expenses, have been large, and it
would be interesting to know how they
have arisen, and it would also be interest-
ing to the public generally to know the
cost of the maintenance of the second
Chamber.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
first Chamber.

MR. MILLS : Another Chamber than
this. Hon. gentlemen will see that the
position the Senate occupies vith regard
to expenditure is an anomalous one. In
England, since 1870, the expenditure of
the House of Lords has been subject to
exactly the sanie supervision as that of
any other Department of the State. A
return is made to the Secretary of the
Treasury, and the Comnittee of Public
Accoants examine into the expenditure
of the House of Lords, the aie as into
all other outlays. That is not the case
in Canada. A Bill was passed here
regulating the financial affairs of this
House, under which a Committee of
Ministers has been appointed to assist the
Speaker in the management of expendi-
ture. That is supervised by a body
which the Sonate is a party in creating.
This Act does not apply to the Senate,
however. While the expenditure of this
House that, constitutionally, bas the
control and provision of the means for
the conduct of the Government, is not
absolutely under its control, but under
that of a Committee, constituted by the
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action of Parliament, to which the Senate He said: We are labouring under a great
is a party, there is, from year to year, disadvantage in British Columbia from
an expenditure going on in the other Cham. having the mails to San Francisco carried
ber. subject to no supervision or control, by American vessels. I am credibly in-
and which, I am told, has not been audited formed the masters of these vessels are
or siipervised for many years past. paid by our American cousins to run
I do not think that is a desirable state of down and decry British Columbia and:
things. It is very important we should 1 Canadian territory, and yet sone of
see exactly wlat the Senate's expenditure thein receive as bigh as $54,000 of
is, and how far the Auditor-General, who Dominion money. The captains ask
has been appointed under the authority of passengers where they are going, and
an Act of Parliament, is efficiently super- if they say they are going to British
vising this expenditure, as well as that of Columbia, the resp nse on the part of the
all the other Public Departments. My im- captain is : "You are a fool; you might
pression is the returns will show that the as well throw away your rooney as to go
expenditure of the other Chamber has not to British Columbia. Why not go to
been as economincal as that of this House. Washington Terîitory or to Oregon ?"

Motion agreed to. That is the way the American companies

Ordered, That a Message be sent to the Senate talk when they are receiving our money
asking their Honours for the information re- for carrying the mails and making Vic-
quired in the above statement.-(Jfr. Mills). toria and Nanaimo way-ports. Now, I

NOR rH-WEST TERRITORIE: S-BRE WERY leave it to the good sense of this House if
AT BATTLEFORD. it is fair that we should encourage

MOTiON FOR CORRESPONDENCE. foreigners to carry our mails and our
passengers. In the first place, their

MR. FISET, in moving for an ad- vessels are very unsafe, and they will not
dress for copies of all correspon- allow Canadian Inspectors toinspect them.
dence between the Government and Only a few years since, 316 of the people
the Lieutenant-Governor of the North- of Victoria were lost on one of these same
West Territory, or any other person, in American unseaworthy ships. The vessel
relation to the establishment of a brewery in question, the I>ciflo, had been bouglit
at Battleford, in the said Territory, by the company for $3t9,000, ber original
said : My reason for making this motion price having been $500,000, but, so old
is that one of mny friends who resides in and rotten was sle that while on the route
the North-West, applied to the Govern- between Victoria and San Francisco,
ment, through me, with a view to obtain when struck by a sailing vessel she im-
a license to manufacture beer at Battle- mediately went down with ah on board,
ford. The Government thereupon re- with the exception of one passenger and
ferred the question to the Lieutenant- one of the crew. One of the directors of
Governor of the North-West, and, on the previous company which had owned
receiving bis reply, informed me that they er, wlea asked wby lie hacl disposed of
could not grant such license. Now, I ler for so large a figure, exclaimed that
should like to know the reasons given by le wo ild not take a passage in lier for
the Lieutenant-Governor which have ren- $30,000, and the resuit proved his wis-
dered it impossible for the Government to dom and foresight. He not onlv saved
grant my request. I feel sure the House bis money but his life as well. I think
-will have no objection to allow tliis the Governent should take into con-
motion to pass. sideration the advisabiity of putting a

Motion agreed to. Dominion steamer on this service, for 

MAIL CONTRACT BETWEEN VICTORIA am sure thiat there are a great many
AND SAN FRANCISCO. peop e on this side of the continent tha.t

RESOUTIN NEATIED.want to visit our shores, but will not do
so unless they can travel in seawortliy

MR. BUNSTER moved: vessels. 1 would sug-gest to tbe Govern-
That it is desirable that the contract for ment that it should buy a boat for this

arrying the mails between Victoria and San a o
Francisco be awarded British or Canadianr a n
vessels, whose headquaitsrs shal be at V mic- stationed at Victoria. hen the ast
toria. contract was let, I tried frequently, but

MR. MILLS.

and San Francisco-.
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unsuccessfully, to obtain it for a British
steamer. A good vessel would soon pay
for herself in carrying freight and pas-
sengers, besides inspiring the travelling
community with greater confidence by
travelling on a British slip.

MR. O'CONNOR: I quite agree with
my bon. friend's remarks, that it is desir-
able preference should be given to British
vessels for this service, but, in the present
instance, I fear that is not practicable,
according to the terms of the motion. The
motion says the contract should be
awarded to British or Canadian vessels
whose headquarters shall be at Victoria.
Now, I suppose vhat the hon. gentleman
means is that the contract shall be
awarded to owners of ships whose
headquarters is at Victoria. I am
not aware of any person or company at
Victoria having vessels of that kind.
I know that my hon. friend claims that
the E udson's Bay Company have vessels
which answer the description, and, if they
have, they are the only persons, so that
the passage of this motion would be
equivalent to giving the contract for
carrying the mails to the Hudson's Bay
Company, without competition, and at
their own price. As we cannot accede to
that proposition, we are under the neces-
sity of opposing the bon. gentleman's
resolution. I would suggest that lie
withdraw it, as he bas doubtless
secured one purpose in speaking to the
resolution.

MR. BUNSTER: That is a very easy
way of getting rid of the motion, to ask
me to withdraw it I did not make it
for the purpose of withdrawing it. I
brought it forward in the interests of the
entire Dominion as well as in the in-
terests of British Columbia. I quite un-
derstand why the hon. the Postmaster-
General does not know that we have in
that Province vessels suitable for carrying
the mails, for lie bas never yet visited our
Province. If he would inquire of Mr.
Dewe, the General Post Office Inspector,
who bas been to British Columbia, lie
would find that there are British com-
panies there who have suitable vessels,
and who aie wise enough to put on good
and safe vessels. We have been living in
hopes that this would be done when the Paci-
fic Railway was built, and we have waited
year after year for that consummation,
which yet seems as far off as ever. If I

32

cennot get the support of this House for
my motion, I suppose I shall have to bow
with subnission to the will of the Govern-
ment. But five years is a Iong time to
bow, and, if the contract is not awarded
to a British vessel, at least the Govern-
ment ouglit to have sone consideration
for the safety of Br tish subjects who
have to travel inii uiseaworthy ships.
The Governnent should see that they are
properly inspected. The owners of these
vessels bring American inspectors down
into the cabin and treat theni to a cham-
pagne lunch. "Oh," say the owners,
"these vessels are good enough to carrv
Britishers if they are not for Americans,"
and so the inspectors pass the vessels.
I speak feelingly on this matter, because
we have lost so many of our citizens by
their boats. It is not right for the Post-
master-General to ask me to withdraw
this motion. In my opinion it is his duty
to give it Lis serious consideration. 1
am sure that every man in the Province
will endorse my remarks on this subject.

MR. DECOSMOS: As far as the rese-
lution goes, I am entirely in favour of it,
but the matter bas stood over so long
that it will do no good to pass such a
resolution at the present moment. The
award Las been given at a very low rate
to the owners of foreign steamers. I
think the mistake made in this matter
was in allowing foreign steamnship owners
to tender for carrying these mails. But,
as they have been allowed to tender, I
think we should accept the situation for
the present.

MR. MILLS: The Government is very
inconsistent in opposing this motion. In
the Tariff, the Governmenr lias laid down
the principle of protection to home in-
dustries, and that great injuries would
result from making our country a slaughter
market. If the hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury Benches are right in the finan-
cial views they have expressed, I do not
see why the same principle should not
apply to the matter now before the House.
It is perfectly obvious that, if thiere are no
vessels at the present time, if the protec-
tion is only sufficient and the amount
offered high enough, persons will be
induced to engage in shipbuilding,
and furnish the necessary vessels
for the route. Besides that, many
persons will receive employment, and
those gentlemen have an opportunity
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,of getting rid of the charge of being " files tbi motion shou]d stand for further con-
*n the wheel." Only let them exclude sideration.
Aneiican competition, and say that none Motion neyatived on a division.
but British, or better still, Canadian, sip- It being Six o'clock, the Speaker lef t
owners shall be at liberty to receive con- the Chair.
tracts from the Canadian Government- After Recess.
and it would be very unpatriotic for hon.
gentli men on the Treasury Benches to FiEIaUT RATES FRO\1 THE MARITIME
take any other view of the subject-many PROVINCES.
persois will be induced to engage in this MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

business, people who are ont of employ- WBALL moved for an Order
ment vill get emuployient, and the poori M os or
man will receive an honest day's wages o he o fr
for an honest day's work. Why sbould 'L c

tIc on.gentema witdra lismotonpoints fronii Chicigo and eastward to althe honi. gentlemian withdraw, his motion, 1
and why souldt e Maritime Provinces, to ichaJ nra re sitire r n. he postniuas- f .righ1u is billed tlirough ; showingy theGeneral retire f romn the position hie hias, ýDMzldhifférent rates eharged during the year,
taken with Lis party on the principle of f
protection to home industry ? Let theim
he consistent and apply thueir principles to 5ry 1880; also, the rate chargcd for
this particular brach of Canadian indus- fisl fi-oui ail points in thc Maritime Provin-

tr et iieii waken.a bni n tliePa-ces te Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, Detroit,
try ; let themN awaken a hum on te ala-
cific coast.

Mt. BARNARD : I trust that in this MR. MASSON: We can only give
matter the Government is acting consis- what information we possess.
tently with the National Policy. It bas MR. SNOWBALL There bas been a
stated its poliey is to protect Canadians great deal of complaint lately tInt the
from a slaughter market. Unfortunately rates of freight are in excess of what they
for us, we have had our slaughter market lavepreviouslybeensincethe Intercolonial
or the shores of the Pacifie, when that was opened. There must be some reason
terrible accident occurred, by which for this, and 1 cesire b ascertain what
nearly three hundred persons were thaf reason is. Another complaint is

-slaughtered in an old Anierican vessel. that goods are carried at tbrough rates
Perhaps the lion. member for Both- for less than the rates to intermediate
well wants a repetition of that kind of stations. There is nothing asked fr in
glaugIter business. The object of fIe the motion that the Governuient is not
motion, I take it, was to draw the atten- cpable of doing.
tion of the Government to the necessity of Ma. MASSON: Whatever informa-
getting a better class of ships into the tion can be given will be given.
service. I ielieve, if the contract was Motion agreed to.
awarded to British slips, we should have SIELBURNE HA.BOsR, iN.S., FOG
a better service. Steamers belonging to WHISTLE,
Americans on that coast, running north MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.
fromn San Francisco, are of a very inferior MR. IROBERTSON (Shelburne), in
character indeed, and I think that any umovino- for an Order of the House for
effort in tMe direction of subsidisine safe .

veselsforfIepepleof ritsî Cm copies of correspondence and petitionsaskin for the erection of a fog-whistle at
to travel in shonild meet wifh approval. the gnrac gok-hlun lror

tentancr. hlure iaror

MR. BUNSTER: After the remarks Nova Scotia, said: I enquired of t
of the last speaker, I will ask thaf the Government to-day if if was their inten-
motion stand. I hope fat the ion. the tion to make any provision for this work
Postmaster-General will see foat we have durithg the coming year, and was told it
good vessels for fIat service in future. If was not their intention. I may say inl
the hon. the Prime Minisferpould visit our this connection that some tw o years ago
Province, lie wviI meef withi a reception peitions were forwarded to the Marine
tillt will make bim feel proud. With and Fisheries Deparment, signed by the
the consent of the iHouse I will ask that reprsenfatives of the various insurance

MR. MILMN.A
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companies, in the Maritime Provinces and
by the shipowners of Halifax, Yar-
mouth and St. John asking for
the erection of a fog-whistle at
the entrance of Shelburne Harbour.
It is one of the most important harbours
on the coast, and within the past few
years it has become one of the principal
ports of call in Nova Scotia. In 1878,
over 100,000 tons of shipping went to
that port alone, because it was easy of
access, and had telegraphic communication
with all parts of the world. There is
another reason why this matter should
receive attention at the hands of the
Government. Prior to the last election,
the present Minister of Railways
and Canals visited Shelburne, and gave
to the people pledges in this direction.
I think it would be well for him to carry
out the pledges he made upon that
occasion, and if he did he would perforn
a great public service. I hope, if the
Government have not made provision for
this expenditure in the Estimates this
year, that next year they will be able to
do something in that particular.

Motion agreed to.

PELEE ISLAND MAIL SERVICE-MR.
WRIGHT.

MOTION FOR CONTRACT.

MR. OLIVER, in moving for an Order
of the House for a copy of the contract
entered into between the Government
and Mr. Wright, during the year 1879,
for the carrying of the mail between
Kingsville, in the county of Essex, and
Pelee Island ; also, all correspondence
between the Postmaster-General, or the
officers of the Post Office Department, and
Mr. Wright, with reference to said service,
said : Before putting this motion, I
would like to make one or two remarks
with reference to the subject. It appears
that, by an advertisement inserted in one
of the local papers, tenders were asked
for, to be received on or before the 18th
April last. On 13th April last, Mr.
Wright sent in a tender to carry the mails
for six months, commencing on lst May
and ending lst November, for $287. On
24th April he received an answer from
the Department, informing him that the
tender was accepted by the Government.
On the 28th April, the Postmasterat Kings-
ville received a communication from the
London office with papers to be filled up

byMr. Wright for the performance of said
service, and there is a note attached to
the said communication which I will read.
It runs as follows

Mr. Wright is of Colchester. He is to be
at Kingsville, Thursday, when I hope also to b
at Kingsville to meet him. If not, have
contract handed him to get signed."

Well, Sir, on the 17th May, lie received
an answer from the Department at Lon-
don, in the following words

"I am quite as disappointed as you can be-
but I am not yet advised from Ottawa who the
postmaster is to be-and it is of no use what-
ever my conmencing the business until I know
who is to be postmasten.

" The delay is not here-and I wrote to post-
master, Kingsviile, and desired him to explain
this to you.

"'So soon as I receive instructions, i will at-
tend to the matter-until I do I must -perforce
wait."

On the 19th June, Mr. Wright wrote the
Post Office Inspector at London again, to
the following effect

" Herewith you will please receive the con-
tracts filled up and signed for the Pelee Island
mail. I would have sent them before this, but
fully expected to have seen you personally or
to have heard from you. Have you as yet
heard f rom Ottawa who the postmaster is to be ?
I am told Mr. Arthur McCormack will be ap-
pointed. I have been ready and waiting, ex-
pecting every day to get orders to take the
mail overto the Island."

On the 21st June be received the follow-
ing reply

" I beg to acknowledge the receipt of
your letter of the 19th inst., with contracta
for Kinigsville and Pelee Island service enclosed.
I regret to say that I have not received any
nomination to the postmastership at Pelee Is-
land yet, but will notify you when it is neces-
sary to be ready for conveyance of the mail."

On the 18th August, Mr. Wright re-
ceived a very strange letter from the Post
Office Department in London, in which he
was asked to perform the service for Sep-
tember and October for one-third of the
full amount of the tender, that time being
one-third of the time covered by the con-
tract. 1e ansvered, refusing to perform
the service for the two months on those
terms. He said he would not perform
the service for the worst two months of
the half year for the same rate as for the
whole six months ; and, upon the 4th of
November, he wrote stating that the con-
tract had expired. le wrote to the Post
Office Inspector at London as follows:-
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" My contract for the Kingsville and Pelee ent n-glect of the Department, that the service-
Island mail havng expired on the 1st November, was not performed ; and as my tender was ac-
instant, you will please send me $287, being the cepted and contract signed with sureties I was
amoun elue me under said contract." compelled to prepare for the service, and paid

pon this e received the followinginvolved mysef to do so; besides,
Upontlis le reeivd tse flloingas it wa,4 a matter to which 1 would have Lad

communication, endorsed upon the last- to give ry personal attention, 1 h4ve in conse-
mentioned letter quence ost a whole summers eployrnt, for

"The contract neer was accepted or enteredcontract was not cacelled or
Theconrac neer as ccetedor nteedmy bonds releýtse<l, and I was kept in waiting

upon or signed by the Postmaster-General. I and suspense during the whole tine. Itrouble
must therefore refer you to him at Ottawa." you witb this letter since it app ars I cannot

On the 13th November, Mr. Wright get any answer from the Departrent, and 1c feel sure you will do me the favour to look the
wrote to the Postmaster-General at Ot- natter up.
tawa the following, letter :-taa hefolovig ete To Vhis letter lie neyer received an answer.,

"I entered into a contract for the convey- Now, Sir, the question I wish to sulmit
ance of thse mail betveen Kingsville and Pelee
Island, in Lake Erie, from the lst of May to
the 1st of November, 1879, and was fully
prepared to carry it out. On the 4th of Novem- accepted. He got bondsnen wlio were
ber, instant, I wrote to the Post Ofhee Inspec- accepted. Tse tender was neyer cancelled,
tor at London-a copy of whicl communiction the bonds were neyer released; and in
I herewith enclose The letter was returned
to me, with a memorandum endorsed thereon, c o
referring me to the Postmaster-General at his siner's employment. I tierefore
Ottawa. submit to the Postinaster-General that lie

"I now beg leave to submit my claim to is fully entitled Co lis pay ; and 1 hope,
your consideration, as 1 feel that I ought to be
remunerated for my loss of time and expenses,
as I made every arrangement necessary, and as Postrnaster-Ceneral wiii state that le bam
my tender was accepted and contracts duly looked into Vhs matter, and that the De-
executed wit ý sureties, I was prevented enter- partinent is willing Vo pay the man for his
ing into any other engagement. services.

" I therefore claim that I am fully entitled to
the amount of my contract "

To tis ettr le reeivd agenralmaster-General when this affair took place,
To this letter lie received a general
acknowledgement, and upon the 6th and I can only speak fron the information
December lie received the following letterc the regular way. It seems that tenders
froma the Department :-from he Dpartientwere called for befos-e lst Mav last, for-

"With further reference to your letter of Vhe carrying of the mails from Kingsville
the 15th ultimo, in which you claim payrnent to Pelee Island, tîjat Mr. Wright's wàs
for the conveyance of mails between Kingsville the iowest tender and tiat his tender was
and Pelee Island, during the summer season of
1879, I am directed by the Postmaster-General
to request that you will be so good as to state that VIe post-offlue on the island would
what the work was which you performed under be established by lst May, but it Vurned
your contract, and for which you claim to be h - ewas not ready
paid."yotta 

h otofi
paid"until lst September following. ln the

He answered the Postmaster-General by meantime, Mr. Wright was not called upon
setting forth his claim as given in the Vo perform atîy sesvice under the tender
previous letter, to which lie had received accepted. It had been in the meantime
no reply, and upoi the 6th of February suggeste.to the Postmastcr-General that
he wrote again to the present Postmaster- the service could be more efllcientlv and
General, as follows :-onveniently performed from a place called

"Will you allow me to cill your attention to Leasnington thai from Kingsville; and,
a mail contract I tendered for and entered into havirg core to the conclusion that that
last summer for the conveyance of the mail to was the proper place f-orn which Vo carry
Point au Pelee Island. I wrote to the Jnspec- on the service over Vo Pelce Island, an
tir at London for my pay, and was by hin re-
ferred to Ottawa. On the I Ith of December, offer was made to Mr. Wright t carry
1S79, I wrote to the then Postmaster-General the mail from Leamington inste:îd of
at Ottawa, but up ta the present have had no Kingsvillc He however,, declined
reply. Oa that date I wrote claiming that, not- t
withstanding the non-performance of the work,
I am entitled ta b3 paid tle amount of my eral, in tle intereit of the public ser-
contract, for it was not my fault, but tie appar- vice, gave the contract Vo other parties.

MR. OLIVEn.
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iOf course, whether Mr. Wright is entitled
to any compensation or not is another
question, and one which, vhile I retain
the position I have, I am quite ready to
entertain and consider, but I think lie is
rather unreasonable in preparing a bill
for the whole season's service without
having performed it, and when he might
have performed it with very little incon-
venience. It made little difference
whether he conveyed it fron Kingsville
or Leamington. But lie refused the alter-
native and stuck to the bonds which lie
gave, and now lie thinks lie can obtain
the whole season's price for service he
neyer performed. I think that might be
fairly resisted. However, I see no reason
why the motion should not pass, and the
papers be broughît down, and the whole
matter enquired into.

Motion agreed to.

PACIFIO RAILWAY TELEGRAPH.

get svorn testimony in relation to matters
of that kind. That testinony has been re-
ferred by me to the Department ofJustice,
and under those circuistances I do not
think it would be proper at this moment
to lay that report on the Table. I have
no objection to the rest of the motion, but
I would like the hon. gentleman to strike
out that portion which asks for Mr.
Compton's report.

MR. DREW : I have no objection.
Motion, as amended, agreed to.

IVIMIGRATION AND COLONISATION
PAMPHLETS.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. TROW moved for an Oider of the
House for a statement in detail of ail
books, pamphlets or papers already issued
or contracted for, as Immigration Papers,
by the Department of - griculture and of
the Interior, or any other Department, on
Immigration and Colonisation, since the

MOTION FOR RETURN. lst day of January, 1875, giving the
MAR. DREW moved for an Order of naine of the person by whomn the book,

the House for a return giving all corres- pamphlet or paper was writtea or coin-
pondence respecting the non-efficiency of pîled, by whom published and where; the
the Canadian Pacitic Railway Telegraph; nuuber of copies ordered, the number
for all correspondance with the contractors deliverod, a-d the amots pil, oragreed
in reference to the working of the line, to be paid, and the amount, if any, ad-
and for a statement showing the moneys vanced on account of orders not yet de-
paid for the construction of each section; livered; the returns to be accompanied
2nd. The amount still claimed as due to vith a copy of eacl such boik, pamphlet
the contractors, and ail correspondence or paper, aad that ail correspondence in
relating theret>; 3rd. The details of the refereuce to such printing to be brouglit
amount, if any, which have beeri deducted dowr.
from the subsidies payat>le to the con- MR. POPE (Compton>: It would be
tractors in consequence of the frequent very diflicuit for us to f urnisli copies of
stoppage of the line. pamphlets yet to be priated. 1 do not

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : If I ktiow what the hon. gentleman means by
remember aright, a large portion of the that.
correspondence connected with the Cana- Ma. TROW: I mean only those that
dian Pacifie Telegraph, moved for near are contracted for and yet te be
the close of last Session, has already been printed.
brought down. I have no objection at ail MR. POPE (Compton): Te hon. gen-
to bringing down the correspondence tlenan asks that a copy of eacli pamphlet
supplementary to that, with the excepion be furnished. How can we furnish a
of the report referred to by Mr. Compton; copy of a pamphlet that is rot yet
and I do not think it is consistent with printed.
the public interest to lay that on the Mu. MXCKENZIE: It could be
Table at the present moment. Mr. copied, even if it is not yet printed.
Barnard's contract was cancelled by the MR. TROW: Surely the hon. gentle-
Government, and an investigation was'man must have exaniued them, or he
taken under oath in relation to it. Mr. certainly would fot have those pamphlets
'Compton was .entout to British Columbia contracted for.
for the purpose of taking the testimony MR. POPE The motion asks'that we
-to be obtained there under tle provision furnish the bouse with a copy of ail
,0f the law, te Ïnabe the G-overnment tde pamphlets printed and ordered to e
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printed. We may order a pamphlet to
be printed, or allow some one to get up a
pamphlet without seeing it at all, but not
permit it to be printed unless it is suit-
able. That is very often done. We
cannot furnish a copy of any such book as
that.

Mr. TROW : That is just the inform-
ation I want to get. I want to know
if there is any looseness about the De-
partment. I want to know whether t he
lon. gentleman authorises parties to pre-
pare pamphlets and engages to print
20,000 or 30,000 without knowing that
they contain reliable information.

MR POPE: The hon. member has not
made out his case at all. If a person
comes to me and asks if he may get up a
pamphlet, I say " yes." I will take the
pamphlet if it suits me after it is pre-
pared. The hon. gentleman wants me te
furnish a copy of a pamphlet like that.
Suppose I have not seen it?

MAR. ANGLIN: Does the hon. gentle-
man buy a pig in a poke in that
fashion?

MR. JONES : My hon. friend does
not say he buys a pig in a poke. He
says, when a pamphlet suits him, he will
take it. Perhaps the hon. member (Mr.
Trow) would like to have a copy ot the
pamphlets to be printed next year.

MR. CASEY: The hon. Minister cer-
tainly stated that perhaps he might order
somebody to write a pamphlet for the
Department without seeing it. That
certainly means that he gives a commis-
sion to write the pamphletand undertakes
to publish it. This is probably what my
hon. friend (Mr. Trow) is trying to get at.
It is certainly an extraordinary admission
for a Minister to make, that he would
give soimebody a commission to write a
pamphlet and undertake to buy it without
knowing what it is. But, if he means
they will take the pamphlet after lie seei
it, that slightly alters the complexion of
the matter, but not very much. No one
will write a pamphlet and submit it to
inspection without having received a hint
that it was pretty sure to be accepted.

MR. POPE: I think anybody that
publislhes a book expects to sell it. it it
suits, people may promise to take a cer-
tain num"e- of copiEs. Ai I then to
bring dowti a pamphlet before it is pub-
lished or I obtain a copy myself. This
motion, if passed, would make me buy all

MR. POPE.

pamphlets for all time to come, before the
House, whether it was convenient or
suitable or not.

MR. PATERSON (South Brant): Per-
haps the hon. the Minister of Agriculture
would tell whether lie has given permis-
sion to anyone to try his hand at writing
a pamphlet, and how much lie is giving
for it.

MR. BOULTBEE: I think it would
be rather bard to press for the particulars
in this case. For we aIl know we have a
number of very ambitious, clever young
men, who think they know a great deal,
and though they may not resort to public
speaking, think theyshould bewriting soe-
thing frequently. It would be very liard
if the young, rising intellect of this kind
should be crushed out by harsh and econ-
omical Ministers, who refused to look at
such lucubrations. It would be verv hard
if the House should return such writings,
and add them to the number of rejected
addresses. It is very much better to let
them produce what they can, and let the
Minister get it printed. Why cover a
man with shame, who bas beeri trving to
de something for his country and lias
simply failed i

MR. TROW : I merely ask for a return
of the pamphlets contracted for by the
Department.of Agriculture; the amounts
paid and proinised, and the Lumber of
copies of such pam! hlets.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: It is im-
possible to pass the motion in its present
form. The mover asks for a statement,
in detail, of all the books, pamphlets, etc.,
issued or to be issued. It would be quite
possible to give a statement in detail of
all the books, pamphlets and papers
issued, ordered or contracted for; and I
would suggest the amendment of the
motion in that sense. I am a little sur-
prised to hear hon. gentlemen opposite
argue that it would be monstrous for the
Gov ernment to engage to promote the
publication of a work not already written.
That is constantly done-not by the Gov-
ernment, but by the public, which sub-
scribes and pledges itself to take certain
works before they are written or pub-
lisbed. Gentlemen do this often, because
confident of the character and capacity of
the authors and publishers. So, in the
same way, ifa gentlernW offered to pub-
lisb a wcrk which the Goyernment be-
lieved, from his knowledge>nd ehuracter,

Colonisation «Pampheltsg.(COMMONS.]
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would be of great value to the public, and MR. KIRKPÂTRIOK: 1 think we
which would not be published without have a good precedent for the Govern-
Government aid, there would be nothing ment acting in the manner they have
inconsistent in its undertaking to pro- done. The hon. member for West Durham
mote its publication by pledging itself to (Mr. Blaie) wiIl bear me out in saying
the purchase of a certain number of copies. that a Governmentin Ontario engaged a
Yet I am not aware of the hon. the Min- certain hon. gentleman in this House te
ister of Agriculture having made any write a book for them, and decided topay
such arrangement. him for it before knowing what its con-

Ma. MILLS: If the hon. the Minister tents might be. I an sure the Dominion
of Agriculture has been doing business in Government could not have been far
this way we are anxious to know it ; and wrong in paying a mucl smaller sum for
there should be no objection to pass this a pamphlet in advance of a knewledge of
motion. If the Government have been its contents.
doing. business with ambitious literary MR. TROW: No pamphlet, book, or
young men, and contributing liberally paper of any kind or description that
towards the anancial successof their efforts, not reliable should be circulated te on-
we should know it. When private in- courage emigration. I have heard tIj4
dividuals subscribe for works in advance, theGovernment pampilet advertises lands..
it is out of their own pockets ; but Minis- in Nebraska, Dakota and other parts of
ters subscribe with the public money, not the United States, and, if so, it was not
touching their own salaries for the pur- the place of this Goverment to enceur-
pose, and, if the Ministers were employing age the circulation of st eh works. Go-
men to write immigration pamphlets con- ernment ougbt not to help to issue or
taining emigration advertisements, the circulate any publication without having
people whose money is taken should been theroughly exazned, and revised by
know it. the Secrctary of the Department, and

Si CHARLES TUPPER: I will the coite-,ta should treat exclus-
illustrate my meaning by supposing that a sively of our own eeuntry.
gentleman like the mover of this resolii- MR. BLAKE: The case to which the
tion were to approach the Government member for Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatriek)
with the statement that, after spending refers was a csse in which a gentleman
two or three months visiting a very im- was eupioyad to compile infor-
portant section of the country, which it mation with reference to a question
was very desirable in its interests to affecting the interests of the public. The
bring prominently before the public, he cases to which allusion has been made in
was prepared to publish a pamphlet upon this discussion, or some of them, are cases
it, resembling the one he has published; in which works wre preîared by persons
in such a case I should favourably enter- not employed by Government, on the most
tain the proposal of a gentleman who had censpicuous parts of which are advertise-
established his claim so thoroughly to the monts of Uited States la ds. 1 believe
attention of the public, and should approve that 5,000 copies of one of those works
of a certain amount of expenditure for that have been purchased by the Government
purpose. for distribution, with a view to promote

Ma. MASSON: If the Government immigration totheNorth-WestTerritories.
had made a mistake in purchasing a This book contains-flaming aclertisements
pamphlet, before knowing its contents, it of lands in the Western States. It does not
would be but following the example of the appear to be a judicions thing for the
Hlouse itself, as the Library Committee Government to circulate that kind of
ordered in advance 400 copies of a book pamphlet.
that was to be published by Mr. Todd, MR. POPE: The lon. member for
our able Librarian. West Durham has net made mucl of that

MR. POPE: I hope the lion. gentleman renark. I miglt go through every word
will amend his motion, in the first place of a pamphlet, and, as was the case in this
by not asking'. me to bring down what I instance, knew nothing of what the
have not got, and, in the second place, by publisher was goiug to advertise on the
asking for all the pamphlets, etc., pub- cever. The hon. gentleman opposite
lished since 1875. might do the saoe thing t
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MR. BLAKE-: I would not pay the
publishers for their distribution, with such
advertisements in them.

Mi. POPE: I do not suppose he
would. No money -has been paid
for it; and perhaps I would not either.

MR. BLAKE: If you had known
enougb.

MR. POPE: The bon. gentleman is the
seat of all knowledge, and when I waut
to learn anything, I have only to cross
the % floor to him. I repeat there might
be advertisements put at the end of ·the
pamphlets of which we could knownothing

it having seen tbem. I saw the pamph-
1Wtd >ublished by the hon. member for
SUteI Perth (Mr. Trow) on the North-
West, through which he travelled, and
for which publication he may have
pocketed public money. It no doubt con-
tàined great information, but people dis-
posed to find fault might have quarrelled
with it, perhaps, in some respects. It
should have been showa to the hon. mem-
ber for West Durham, who is a man of
judgment in all things; bis ipse dixit
would be taken-nobody else knows
enough.

an. TROW: I understood the bon.
the Minister of Agriculture to say I
pocketed public money for my pamphlet
en Manitoba. I defy the hon. gentleman
to prove that I ever pocketed one cent,
but on the contrary spent $2,000 of my
own money travelling in the North-West,
purposely to gather reliable information to
encourage immigration. I challenge the
hon. gentleman to prove I received a cent
from anybody.

-MR. POE : Amend your motion to
include 1875, and we shall see whether
you did or not.

Ma. TROW : I do not object to amend
my motion as suggested by the bon. the
Minister of Railways. If the bon. member
for Compton (Mr. Pope) desiresto prove I
pocketed public money, he can amend the
motion as he pleases. I now, pledge my-
self that I will give to the poor of this
city $2,000, if the hon. Minister can
prove that I ever received or asked to
receive one cent; further, I would not have
taken it had it been offered me.

MR. POPE : The hon. gentleman need
mot put up the money. I wiil take bis
word for it.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

MR. BLAKE.

MAILS BETWEEN LONDON AN D EVELYN
POST OFFICES.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. OLIVER, in moving for an Order
of the House for a return. of copies of al
correspondence between the -Postmaster-
General, or the officers of the Post Office
Department, and Mr. John Burns, of
West Nissouri, relative to:the carrying of
the mail between Evelyn post-office and
the city of London, said : I would like to
state to the Postmaster-General my rea-
sons for making this motion. It appears
that a tender was asked for by the De-
partment for carrying the mails between
Evelyn and the city of London, twice a
week, and that Mr. Burns tendered for it.
He received an answer to bis tender on
the,24th of December, 1879, stating that
his tender, being the lowest, was accepted.
He was to get $115 a year for carrying
the mail between these two points. le
received, a day or two after, a letter from
the postmaster of Evelyn, asking him to
core to the post-office and sign the papers
in connection with the serice, but before
that date he received -a notice from the
London office, dated the 2nd January,
which was as follows ,

"I beg to advise you that the Postmaster-
General has been pleased to cancel the accept-
ance of your tender for the Evelyn and
London mail service, and to leave matters
as they are for the present"
I will not trouble the House by reading a
copy of the letter sent by Mr. Burns to
the Postmaster-General, asking for some
explanation with reference to the cancel-
lation of lis tender, and to which letter
he never received an answer. I know
Mr. Burns personally. He is a man of
high character; he was in the service
some seven Ivears previous to that time as
postmaster and carrier of the mail, and
discharged his duties, according to the
general testimony of the neighbourbood, to
the satisfaction of the publie and the De-
partment., What 1 want to knowis why
this tender was cancelfed. Of course, the
present Postmaster-General was not Post-
master-General at that time, but he must,
nevertheless, be able to state to the House
the reason for the cancellation of this ten-
der. I know that Mr. Burns is an active
and pronounced Reformer. I am sure
that my hon. friend from London (Mr.
Carling)or East Middlesex(Mr. Macmillan)
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-will endorse the statement I have made Sm CHARLES TUPPER: I under-
with respect to his political leanings. Istand the on. the Potaster-General to
want to know whether politics had any- say tlat the correspondence is incomplete,
thing to do with the cancellation of his and he p to have it completed
contract. We have heard it stated tinie before it is brought 1owii. I do not see
and again in this House that no dis- any difflculty in allowing the motion to
charges were made in consequence of pass, witl the understanding that so %oon
political leanings, but, from what I know as the correspondence is completed it
of this transaction, I believe the cancel- shah be brouglit down.
lation was made simply beeause Mr. Mn. iOSS (West Middlesex) moved
Burns was a Reformer, and not because the adjournrnent of the debate.
he was unable to perfori the services re-
quired of him. Now, if this course is
to be pursued, it is better for the Govern- RAILWAY STATIONS IN LEVIS. BELLE-
ment to announce in the Cana thazette, CHASSE AND MONTMAGNY.
-or through the public press of the coun-
try, that it is unnbcessary for any Re- MOTION F0R RETURN WITII-DtAWN.

formaer to apply for any service undir the M . LiNDY on the Notice of
control of the Governmnent. That would Motion bein cahled for an Order of the
relievý the aReformers of the trouble and louse for copies of ail corespondence,
annoyance of tncdering f'or a service of petitions and other documents in relation
this kind an having their contracts cari- to the construction o te repairin, a
celle . I ar confident the Postniaster- the case may be, o the railway stations
General will be able to state if ny view at Etchemin and St. Jean ChrRyesto-, in
of this niatter is a correct one or not. the county of Lévis, or St. Michel, in the

nr. OCONNOR: It is emite evident county of Bellechasse, and of St. Fançois,
the hon. gentleman had prepared a speech St. Pierre, St. Thomas ani Cap St.
for the occasion, in order the better to Igncn e, in the couty of Montmagny, said:
cne I revacc. i an Puom at- put to the dtovtetnet

aie A present to satisfy the hon. gentle- this afternoon, and the answer thereto,
man's deiuand. I cannot sayatpresentwhy cover part of the infornmation I di-sireti to
it is the contract was not carrieti out, Ail obtain by the preýsent motion. But the
I can now say is t rat the m-atter is under answer covere only the cases of St.
-enquiry by the Inspector of the district, François, St. Pierre, Cal) St. Igniace, and
aniR, uuitil his report is made, i ad not St. Thos If the hon. the Minister of
able to give any an8wer whatever. In the Railways wou]d answer the other part of
mieantûine, 1 mnust oppose the motion of the may former question, this, motion couId be
on. tember for North Oxford (Mr. allowed to drop.

Oliver). S CHALES TUPPER: I think

sR. MACKENZIE: coes the hon. have some sigt reason to cmplain of
an- untl his r t isL md 1, am no

g emanLj mean"L tov say a e re uses o my hion. friend. Hie put a questbOn on
produce a copy of these papers ? the Notice Paper, and rny answer was that

MR. O'CONNOR : I mean to say that, I would obtain the information and give
until the Inspector, who is now enquiring it to him at an early date. I did obtain
into the matter, and has all the papers that information, but in the meantiàne he
before him, reports, it is impossible for extended his question, and embraced sev-
me to answer the motion. eral other things in it, of which lie had

MR. MACKENZIE : The Inspector's given me no previous intimation. But I

report cannot alter the papers ; he may shall be glad to get the additional imfor-
deliver an opinion on the subject, and I mation for the hon. gentleman.

Can only say that, if the Government MR. LANDRY : The question as origi-
refuses to give copies of these papers, nally put embraced but four localities,
they will show that hey are not able to but with the permission of the House I
defend their action in this matter. This extended it the same day to other railway
is the first tinie in the history of this stations.
iHouse that such papers have been Motion, with leave of the House, with-
refused. drawn.
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506 Pac/ic Railway Location.

ESQUIMALT AND NANAIMO RAILWAY bave satisfled me that Mr. Marcus Smith
SURVEYS. was fot correct in describing large sections

MOTION FOR RETURN. of that country as being of a very intèrior

MR.description, and the effet of the publi-

of the ouse for a return containing cation of this map woul be to commit
of te bse or reuruconaînnga the Governmient to definite and explicit

copy of all reports of surveys for a rail- statements that I do not think the facts
way between Esquimalt and Nanairo, wi]l exactly warrant. I have no doubt
with maps of the surveys and estimates the map was prepared with a conscien-
of the cost of the railway, if any. cious regard to what the gentlemen

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : My hon. re »ing it believed to be triie. I do
predecessor will remember whether a oteel , ti
report or estimate was made of that sur- roperl ire to publ te actit
vey. My own impression is that it w woul bf p were to was
ordered, and was in course of execution, broght down to the Hous. So far as
when, owing to the action of Parliament, the report is concerned, 1 think it was
the work was interrupted. pnblished in extenso by tlic former Min-

XIR. MACKENZIE: I think there ister of Publie Works, and then the only
was not a full estimate, but a rough esti-
mate, which showed the work to be a
very exp)ensive one. enpeae oacljayiddnt

Motio exjeve o. accompany it. I hope the- lion. gentle-
Motion agred to.man will not pres the motion.

PACIFIC RAILWAY LOCATION. MR. ANGLIN Do I understand the
hion. the Miniater of iRailwavs to deliber-

MOTION FOR RETURN.MOTIN FO RETRN.ately withdraw ail lie himself said at one
MR. DECOSMOS moved for an Order time with regard to the conduet of the

of the bouse for a return containing a hon. the Minister of Public Works in
copy of a memorandum of location of this matter? Does fle hon. member
Canada Pacifie Rail vay, 1879, by Mr. withdraw wbat, if I remenber aright, he
Marcus Smith ; also, copies of the map designated as the suppressing of a valu-
of Canada Pacifie Railway, 1878, accom- able mapî
panying report of Mr. Marcus Smith, Sm CHARLES TIPPER : I can only
acting Chief E gineer. say that I ilîîîk the Lon. nicîiîb r 1or

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I shall be Gloucester (Mr. An-lin) will find that he
obliged to ask my hon. friend to leave ont is entirely in error. I do not tbink he will
th tt portion of this motion which asks for find that I made myseif responsible for
copies of the map of the Canada Pacifie Rai- an attack on the hon. member for sup-
way of 1878, accompanving the report of pressing valuable information. I cer-
Mr. Marcus Smith. The Department tainly did not do so, if in possesion ot e
took exception to a portion of that map, information I now communicate to the
and diýi niot fe justified in pubhlishmg it House. I sbould be much ohliged to the
as a Governmentmap. Thatwastheaction hon. nenher for Gloucester ii lie would
taken by the late Government, and by show me the statement he refers to.
my hon. predecessor. and I believe it was MR. MACKENZIE: I am quite sure,
taken on the ground that portions of the if the hon. gentleman himself did not
line of tie Canada Pacific Railway, and a make the statement, some of his friends
s, etion of country covered by thatnap were did, and 1 am quite sure that newspapers
exhibited as being of a very barren and ail over the country did. 1 w;,s repre-
sterile character, when so strong a state- sented as doing soîîmething very bad in-
ment was not warranted by the infor- deed by suppressing a mp that would
mation in the possession of the Depart- have given accurate information concern
ment. Otier sections were represented ing the country. 1 know a very great
as being of a very fertile and excellent injustice was donc.
character, which lad not, in the judgment SIR CHARLES TUPPER: 1 do not
of mv hon. predecessor, been sufficiently think the hon. gentleman wîll say . was
explored to warrant their being described a party to that ijustice.
in such terns. I nay say that explor- AR. MACKENZJE: If the bon. gen-
ations carried on during the past season tleman says lie was not I accept his state-
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ment at once. I did not say he was. judge of its value. Fer my part, I think
At all events the hon. gentleman bas to- I should be doing an act of injustice to
night frankly stated that hé would have consent to the request of the hon. the
done the sarme under similar ci.cum- Minister of Public Works.
stances, and that he believes it was pro- SiR CHARLES TTPPER: I must
per not to publish the niap. I do not then ask the fouse to sustain me, and I
claim to have any knowledge of the niove in amendment that the words after
country affected by the map, but I did IMr. Marcus Srnitb." where they appear
think it a very serious thing to issue a for the first time, » the end thereof, be
map which gave, as I lad reason to be- left out. J need not (etain the flouse
lieve from enquiries 1 made, wrong infor-
mation affecting prejudicially a part of the are not prepared to becoiue responsible
country which will, in my opinion, be for the publication of the nap, and 1
one of the most valuable districts in the cannot consent to bring it down, nor cau
North-West. It was a very serious I consent to allow a question between an
matter to allow that map, which was officer of the Goverument and the
characterised in such strong terms by Government itself to become a question of
some of the principal officials in the iDe- controversy by the buse Of Comns,
partment as erroneouis, to become public while tht officer retains that relation
propertyand misleademigrants and every- with my Department.
one connected witli the Public Depart- Amendment (Sir t hales Tvpper
mefts. I ao very glad thte hon. genthe- aeoeeb to.
man has vindicafted my action in that Mrt. MACE ZIE t efore the motion
raspeet. n e to ece rpi

MINt. DECOSMOS : This rnap, it is is carried, I desire t ee oaprgab
claimed, cfvers the ground that was shown which shows what pased upon this

on a certain celebrated mnap that was sent tatter in 18not 8. The hon. gentlemanwho
bas made this motion, brounht the sub-

in the office of the Minister of the Interiorer of o lnt a the
and exhibits the information gathered by map had not been presented to the louse.

the Chief Engineer of tee period, Mr. The report is as follows:-
Macous Smith. without wishing to den r Mr MAcENz E Said there was a
mhat Ls a m staterd by the lon. tle map pre aaton uth a vitow t.

Minister of Railways or the ex-Minister arrive at as accurate iformation as

of Public Works I think it is but an act possible as to the nature of tie sor to e tra-

of ustice to the actin a Chief Engiteer versed iy te railway from Taheemn
toat this m phoidion lai was westward. This map ad been sulmitt d to
tinat thfice ofp the d Minister o fo the I i ec uief Enginrer, who did , t con ih-r
aouse and the country and if Le is at correct, and tierefores it we d not b subeait-
fauit the h use and the public will Le ted to the Hose until corrected.

able to nct as a jury, and show where Le "Mr. TUPPER aid ie would cal the atten-
tion of the hon. the Manipterof Public Works to

is at fault. luis fîiends and sympathisers' a -tatemnent ccntained in the Yreport of the aeting
would be able then to discover that the Engineer. This m tter was wf vital Mpùitances

Government is right and the actinp Cief Yet the ma t> whi h hehd refe, red as rut ei-
-a y ing the information fecessary t aun ncurate

Enguineer to t atg C E ereadig of the riport of t e act ng Engit-er dad
small matter for the Government to with- niotdbeenfunisied. * .Htrused ti ere
hold this map fromu the ;ouse, inasmih as a o necessity fur suppress ng th.u ld ap, with-
as the r Hilwiy route narked on this ma l b ut which the report to a consdert.be extent

" was unPteRl hide.
able o act as a f juryand howr werehe n of the hn thE in said the hon. gektoe.
Chief Engineer of the Canada Pacifie raan had n rigt to rsay the Gov
Railway,recentlysubmitted to this Huse. ernment wrere suppressing anythi, g. **

bodîeve ale thn to were aed If the m thef Engiwer saild the anap
Gov en tht if ig the pct was inaecurate it was not to Le dpended on a

alogadeofth mp o te ecntcx ayathorm wato eesry oa scrt

plorations of 1879, that the two maps willort of he a g e

be fond to L very neay sirnmilar. That That is ail that passed at tht tise about
being the case, I trust the ion. the the map, and yet, from the ofma, wthe
Minister of r ailwa s will withdraw Lis hon. the Minister of.Railways nsd Canais,
Objection, and lay the map rortd for the plain suggestion wnt out thot the hen

iefore the nlouse, and let the House Mrinister of Publie Works as suppres-
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ing a very important map, for some reason
or other.

Motion, as amended, agreed to.

MOTIONS FOR RET URNS.

county of Charlevoix, between the lst January,
1877, and the Tst January, 1880, with the names
of the officers who effected such seizures, the
instructions to that effect given to such officers,
the reports of such officers as to the number of
pounds seized ; and what became of the tobacco

The following Motions for Returns so seizec.-(Mr. Perrault.)

were severally agreed to Order of the Hlouse- L1eturn showing the
receipts and expenditures charged to Consoli-

Address-1. Copies of all papers and docu- dated Fund during the seven months ending
ments in relation to the dismissal of Oner Ist February, 1879 : and also for the eight
Allard, fornerly employed in Her Majesty's months ending lst March, 18S.-(Sir Richard
Customs at the city of~Montreal, Superintendent J. Cartwright.)
of tide-waiters and lockers ; 2. Copies of al Order of the House-Statenient showing,
charges and complaints in relation to the dis- in so many separate columns, the names of the
missal of the said Orner Allard; 3. Copies of workmen employed in the construction of snow
ail informations and of ail minutes of prelimin- sheds the repairing of fences and the construction
ary enquiry and examination before the Police and repairing of buildings of any kind, on the
Magistrate at Montreal, in relation to such section of the Intercolonial Railway extending
compltints and informations ; 4. Copies of aIl from Lévis to Rivière du Loup; the number of
Reports made t, the (Qovernment in relation to days for each workman, the amount o' his
the matter aforesaid by the said Police Magis- wages, the amount paid, and the cause of any
trate, or b the Collector of Customs of the difference between the amount paid and the
Port of Montreal ; 5. Copies of ail Orders in amount due.-(ilfr. Landry.)
Council passed and of ail Orders given by the Order of the House-Copies of the report ef
Government in relation to the said matter.- the engineer who made surveys at Bay St. Paul,( Hr. Vanasse ) county of Charlevoix, with a view to the erec-

Order of the House-Copies of Engineer's re- tion of a pier.-(Mr. Perrault.)
ports of surveys made at Fifteen loint, Egmont Aldress-Cepie8 cf the report cf the engineer
Bay, Skinner's P 'nd and rKildare, in Prince who per ormed surveys at Chaplan and at Newcounty, Pr nce Edward Island, during the Carlisle, in the Bay of Chaleurs, with a view tosummer of 1879, with a view to naking harbur erection of piers or breakwaters there.-improvements at said places -(Ltr. qackett.) (M.Bacth h nceAfid-es-.,Il ptitons nd orreponnce(1fr. Beauc/iesne.)

Address-All petitions snd correspondnuce Order of the House-Return showinL a de-
awkin; the Gov"rrn"ent t'o make an apopris- taied~ sta:tement of ail amounts paid tue klud-
tion for the uprovement of beach and protec- son's B3ay Cmpany by the varios Depart-
tion of harbur, Cape Ngro Island, Selburae ments since the transfer cf their territory te
county, and the report of the Engineer sent to enada.-(Mr. Dre)
that lo_ ality by the Departnent of Public Cari eda.-(.11r. Drew.)
Works, in the year 1879. -(Mr. Robertson., Shel- Address-All correspondence between the
burne.) Goverument and the H dson's Bay Co .pany,

Ordler of the House-Statement showing the in reference to the Cemoany's claims for losses
Ordeýr cf vthe s House-taveu t .in alleged to have been sustained by them duringnumber of veterans who have participated in the Red River insurrection-(M1r. Drew.)

the sum voted by the Legislature mn be"alf of t
the veterans of 1812-15, for the current year ; Order of the Hous -- Return giving a coin-
also the number of deaths kuown to have oc- plete list of ail the applications yet made for
curred, and the number of persans as to whom timber limits in Manitoba, Keewaydin and the
no inform.tion has b.cen received.-(Mr. Mous- North-West Territories, showing the names
seau.) and addresses of the appl cants, and the limits

Address-Copies of the report of the En- applied for ; also, the action taken on such
gin er who performed toe surveys at Carleton applications, and ail the correspondnce re-

and at New Richmon d, in the county of Bons- latng thereto.-(Mr. Drew.)
venture, with a view to the erection of piers.- Order of the House-Return of correspon-
(Mr. Beauchesne.) dence. copy f coutract, if any, and al other

Address-Copies of all surve es, engin-ers' re- information, l reference te contract given
ports, correspondence, memorials, papers and owners of tug boat Sultan, of Airam chi, last

documents. having reference to certain contem-season, to o certa Governmet work ; show-
pleed imp-oveinunts at the mouth cf Belle tiug the amount cf said work the S~iultan ac-
Creek, in Queen's county, in Prince Edward clmplished, how much was paid her owners,
Island.-(Mr Brecken.) if they are at present putting forward any

further claims, and how rema-nder of her
Order of the House-Detailed statement of work was doue.-(Mîfr. Snowball.)

expenditures amounting to $5,527.33, given
under the head of "miscellaneous," in the House adjourned at
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements by Fifteen minutes after
the Acco ntant of the House of Commons f r Ten o'clock.
the year ending -June 30th, 1879, and the naines
of parties to whom payments were severally
.made.--(Mr. Charlton.)

Or-ler of the House-Detailed statement
4howing the quantity of tobacco seized in the

M i. MACKENZIE.
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HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 9th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'cl ock.

PRAYERS.

PRIVATE BILLS PETITIONS.
TIME EXTENDED.

Resolved, That the time for receiving Peti-
tions for Private Bills be extended four days
from to-day.-(41r. Robinson.)

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read thefirst time.-

Bill (No. 63) To extend the powers of the
Manitoba South-Western Colonisation Railway
Company, and to further amend the Act incor-
porating the said Company.-(Mfr. Schultz.)

Bill (No. 64) To authorise and provide for
the windi g up of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.-(MIr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 65) To amend the Acts respecting
the Montreal Telegraph Company -- (3fr. Gault.)

Bill (No. 66) To incorporate the Quebec and
Ontario Railway Company.-(MIr. Canieron,
North Victoria.)

SUPPLY.
II. CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Mr.
Speaker, before submitting my financial
statement, I desire to move the bouse into
Committee, in order to take a vote on
Supply, and I ask my hon. friend opposite
to consent to concurrence to-day, because
it would be much more desirable to make
the stateient )n the proposition to go
into Comnittee of Ways and Means.
They quite understand that, therefore I
mnove that the House go into Committee
of Supply.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not pro-
pose to object to the proceeding, but it
would have been better to have observed
the regular rule and taken a vote before
now.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I quite
admit that, but the circumstanoes were
peculiar. I desired to follow that course,
but owing to the serious illness of the
iDeputyof the Department, and other mat-
ters, I delayed it, and I therefore rather
throw nyself on my hon. friends opposite
on the present occasion.

House resolved itself into Committee of
Supply.

(In the Committee.)
2. The Governor-General's Secretary's

Office .......................... $11,000.

Resolution ordered to be reported.

House resumed.

(In the House.)

Resolution reported, read the second
time and concurred in.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE BUDGET.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Mr.
Speaker, in moving the House into Com-
mittee of Ways and Means, I desire to
make my financial statement. When I
had the honour of addressing this House
on the motion to go into Coumnittee of
Ways and Means, last Session, I took the
liberty of calling attention to the different
position I occupied on that occasion to the
position I occupied as Finance Minister
in 1873. I briefly referred to the fact
that in the period referred to (1873) the
country was prosperous, and the Treasury
overflowing. Last year, when I made my
statement, I had te admit that the Trea-
sury was not overflowing, and the country
was not so prosperous as we could desire.
The Government realised at that tim- the
difficulties they experienced in meeting
the Houseundersuch circumstances. Tihese
difficilties were, however, diminished from
the fact that the right bon. gentleman
who now leads the Government had, when
leader of the Opposition, submitted reso-
lutions to the House of Commonms affirm-
ing a certain policy which was at that
time rejected by Parliament, but subse-
quently affirmed by an overwhelming
majority of the people of the Dominion.
In dealing, therefore, with the iost im-
portant subject which could receive consi-
deration-and difficult as it was, we felt
we had behind us and in the country a
sentiment in favour of the policy that we
were about to submit-the difficulty was
to prepare that policy, and arrange its de-
tails in such a manner as to make it not
only acceptable to our supporters in Par-
liament, but to make it universally
acceptable if possible to the Dominion.
We experienced less difficulty than we
would have under other circunmstances,
because all those points had been pre-
viously considered and discussed through-
out the length and breadth of the country.
But, as I have just stated, the difficulty
was toharinonise the views and sentiments,
not only of our supporters in the House, but
of our friends out of the House, so that the
proposals in their operation should not
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bear unfairly or unjustly on any portion fairs, that at the present day you do not
of the Dominion. Well, Sir, the Govern- hear, notwithstanding we are told that
ment applied themselves to this task, and great depressi)n exists, any proposition
we had the satisfaction of feeling, at the coiing from either side of the House to
close of the Session, that there was a construct public works, solely or largely,
general concurrence of feeling in the to give employment to uemployed peo-
Fouse and out of it, that the members of pie. But sucl was the case, and
Parliament Lad redeemed their pledges, such engagement-s were entered into. Pro-
that the Liberal-Conservative party had posais lad been made by our predecessors
carried out its pledges, that the Govern- contracts Lad been entered into involving
ment had fulfilled its pledges ; and there a large expenditure for the extension of
was every reason to expect and hope that the raiav towards Nipissing; for works
the policy was not only acceptable to our i west of Red river and east of Winni-
supporters but would be beneficial to peg, and for the completion of the Pem
the country. It will be our duty, pre- bina Branch ; and tenders Lad, moreover,
sently, to consider how far our hopes been asked for 120 miles of railway in
.and expectations in that respect have British Columbia. Ail these engagements
been realised. But, Sir, our difficulties required large suins of money, and added
were not confined to the question of the iargely to the annual interest ; therefore
Tariff ; they extended to the question of we bad not olv to provide for a defi-
finance. Why, Sir, it was shown by the ciency of two millions a vear, as was then
statements which were submited to the estimated, but we Lad to look forward to
House in the Public Accounts, that for an increased expenditure in the shape of
three or four years there had been a interest on the Public Debt, amount-
steady decline in the revenue as compared ing to from $400,000 to $500,000
with the expenditure, and that the defi- a year. It vas under these cir-
eiency had reached for three years prece- cumstances that the Government, hav-
ding, and as we estimated for the fourth ing to assume heavy engagements, were
year, an average of $1,7a0,000. It be- called upon to give the subjeet our most
came necessary, therefore, 'or the Govern- careful consideration. Dificuit as was
ment to consider what steps could be our position at that time, the diffi-
best taken while they were carrying out culty was increased from the fact that the
their policy with regard to the advance- late Administration had so arranged the
ment of the industries of the country, at expenditure for the Pacific Railway that
the safne time to increase the revenues to iake it effective it becadae necesssary
af the iDominion. Our difliculties that a very expensive link should be com-
were not confined to the providing pleted, fn order that we might have the
for the deficiencies to which I refer. advantare, with the least possible delay,
The Government found that heavy of the enoney which had already been ex-
engagements had been made by their pre- pended. It becanme necessary for the
decessors for public works embracing a Governmeht at once to undertake the
great extension of our canal and railway work of building 180 miles of raiiway, to
systems. They had entered into engage- connect the head of Lake Superior with
ments for the construction of canais iii Winnipeg, a most expensive public works
voiving an expenditure cf millions of dol- and it was not oniy our duty to put it
lars, which the present Government were under contract at once, but to Etipulate
bound to carry out and to provide the that it shoud be completed with the least
means for. ln passing, I may remark possible deay, i order that the expendi-
that I recolleet perfectly well the tim ture on the works already carried out
when the Governmont proposai to shoud eo made effective and beneficial,
construct additional canais was submitted; and that the country might be opened
it was not objected to by lon. gentlemen for settement and deveopment. Well,
in the Opposition, because it was found sir, wbat did the Government fnd
that it was thern deemed advisable and in addition to that ? In addition to the
necessary that employient should be providing for the construction of the
given to the people, thousands of whom roads namned it was deeined necessary t»ý
were idle; and it is rather a striking add to our expenditure, and with the
coiimentary on the present state of af- least possible delay, by providing for the
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building of 200 or 220 miles west of
Winnipeg, in order that, when the road
was opened from the head of Lake Su-
perior to Winnipeg, we should bave the
fertile countrv west of Winnipeg
open for settlement, so that we might
have the advantage and benefit of the
expenditure so far made. As you
will understand, Mr. Speaker, these
new works involved, a large additional
outlay, and I may say we feel that in
making it we have acted in accordance
with the wishes and opinions of our friends
in and out of the Hlouse, whose desire in
coimon with that of the whole people of
the country is that the North-West may
be opened up, and that the old portions
of the Dominion may derive the benefits,
direct and indirect, of its development.
Sir, if the Government could
have had their own way in the matter,
apart from other considerations, they
would have desired that the expenditure
on public works, chargeable to capital,
should not have exceeded five or six mil-
lions a year ; but, under the circumstances
which I have related, engagements had to
be met which will involve,perhaps, the ex-
penditure of twelve millions during the
current year,and twelve or thirteen during
next year. The House will understand,
under these circumstances, that our diffi-
culties are great, and that they are not
diminished by the fact that we have to
provide, not only for this large expendi-
ture, and for the deficiency of two millions
a year, but for a sum largely in excess
of two millions. Sir, if the de-
ficiency in the last year had
only been what was estimated, our
difficulties would have been less to-day
than they are. I desire, Sir, inorder that
we may understand this matter fully, in
order that our position with reference to
the expenditure of the current year and ot
next year may he fully understood, to
state that the deficiency of the last year,
instead of being two millions-when
we take into account the fact that under
the expected change in the Tariff we re-
ceived in that year property belonging to
this $700,000 of Customs more than
we would have received had it
not been proposed to change the Tariff,
and that we also received $600,000 from
Excise for the same reason-was
$3,400,000 instead of $2,100,000.

MR. MILLS: Hear, hear.

SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY : A gen-
tleman opposite says " Hear, hear." I may
explain upon what basis I make that
statement to the House. Iu the first
place, let me call the attention of the
House to the estimate submitted by the
late Finance Minister as to the receipts
and expenditures for 1878-79. The hon.
gentleman estimated thatthe receipts from
Customs would be $13,750,00 ', and the
receipts were $12,900,659. I stated that
experience has shown that $700,000 of
that wasreceived as the resuilt of the large
importation of February and March of
last year, and properly belongs to this year,
and wouldnot have been received had there
been no prospective change in the
Tariff. The Excise receipts were esti-
mated by the lion. gentleman to be
$5,250,000. They were $5,390,763. It
is now clearly established, Sir, that had
there been no proposed change in the
Excise duties, .$600,000 less would
have been received duriig that
period, that should be credited to
this year. The hon. gentleman esti-
mated the receipts from bill stamps at
$250,000 ; they were $188,000. le esti-
mated the receipts fron the Post Office
Department at $1,200,000 ; they were
$1,172,000. He estimated the revenue
from Public Works and Canals at
$1,900,000 ; it was $1,863,149. The
interest on investments he estimated at
$800,000 ; the receipts were $592,800.
The receipts fron all other sources he
estimatedat$700,000; they were$412,700.
The estimates as a whole amounted to
$23,850,000;the receipts were$22,517,380.
Deduct from that the $ 1,300,000 on im-
ports and Excise, which would not
have been received had there been no
prospective change in the Tariff, and
the receipts would have been
$21,217,380. Now, then, in reference
to the expenditure. The estimated ex-
penditure was $23,669,073 ; the actual
expenditure reached $24,455,381. Of
this expenditure, I nay say that there
was an under-estimate for interest of
$285,891. This is, of course, a charge
provided for by law, but the payments
under this head were $285,891 in excess
of the estimate. There were also the
following under-estimates :-Charges of
management to the extent of $92,180; on
sinking fund, $146,992 ; on élection ex-
penses, $62,757 ; on pensions, $5,323 ;
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on superannuations, $3,521 ; on subsidies, hon. gentlemen opposite may say:" YouL
$21,901 ; and the Supplementary Esti- asked in that vote for an additional sum.
mates, $627,000. I do not know that the for railways." We know, Sir, that the
hon. member desires me to give the details expenditure for the Intercolonial Railway
of the increased interest, but I hold a for that year exceeded very largely the
statement of it in my hand, showing it to estimate by our hon. friends opposite
amount to $285,000. flut I may say here but, Sir, that additional expenditure eau-
that, while the expenditure reached, as I not be charged upon the present Adminis-
stated, $24, 445,381, the lapsed balances, as tration. The deflcieucy on that public
will be seen by the statement laid on the work reached $700,000 during iast yeir.
Table of the House at the request of hon. The deficiency during the first six months
gentlemen opposite, amount to about amounted to $380,000 ; so that the defi-
$700,000. Had the $742,938 of lapsed ciency during the first six months of the
balances been expended by the present year, for which lon. gentlemen opposite
Adinistradof, the deficiency would have were mainly responsible, and during the
been $4,16 1,866. But 1 do not puirpose, other six months, for which they were
Sir, to charge ouon. gentlemen opposite with partially responsible, was in the main the
the amount -unexpended, becaue we result of their administration. Therefore,
know that there are always tapsed if we examine this catte with the view
balances. of ascertainin how far we were rigt or

MR. ANGLIN : Hear, hiTar. wron ii regard to this proposition, it isi
SIR SAMUIEL L. TLLEY: The hon. be seen, I think, very cleary, that dfi

member for Gloucester says "Hear, expenditure, at all events, for hichoOur
hear." It is quite clear, Sir, that the hon. friends opposite were responsible,
defiency, ifithaduot deen forte $1,300,- would have left a deficiency of at east
000 that was received as a resuit ofthe three millions instead of two during that
changei in the Tariff and the largely in- year. I now come to the consideration of the
cresed revenues in the Customs and expenditure for the present year. I have
Excise durin January and February, ie a revised statement of the re-
would bave been $3,482,917. But, Sir, venue and expenditure, having regard to
it wil be quite readily understood, I the experience we have had down to
think, that, under these circumstances, the present tirne. I estimated, last
whfle we were basing our calculations for year, that we would probably receive
the future upon a defiwiency of $2,000,000, during the present year fro Ciistoms
we practically had to deal with a defi- $14,000,000, exclusive of, as r stated then,
ciency of over three millions of dollars, an estimate of $500,000,which was collet-
and it will not be surprising if our expec- cd in Februarv and March, and which
tations with reference to the balances fairly and legitimately beionfis to the pre-
of the current yar, based on a new sent year, but which at the close of the
estinate, whic I purpose submittin, year was found to amount to $700,000
will be found not to be entirely realised. instead of $500,000. now amn tirm, Sir,
Sir, it means not onlv an increased ex- in the opinion that, apart from. that
penditure for the current year of over a money collected last year that belongs to
million on this basis, but it means an in- this year, the receipts from Customs wil
creased expenditure of a million a ear be, as estimated, $14,0l ,000 forthis year.
for future years. We must nccessariiy It has been said that the revenue up to
see, iw makig our calculations for the the lst of January does not warrant such a
future, whetber we can possibly, with the conclusion, but, if we will examine the
greatest ecoaorny, make the two ends amount received fromn Customs up to that

eet. There may be some criticism period, and add to it even $500,000, ou
with reference to the expenditure for original estimate, we shal find that it is
whicn Supplementary Estimates were very neary haf the $14,500,000 estima-
asked last year I have gone into ted for the whole year, and, when we
the different items of whicb they take into consideration that we bave
were formed, and I find that they probably consumed, or that there bave
contained items aiounting to about been thrown u pon the market the goods

100,00;) in ail, for whi$h the prescnt that paid the duty las year and belonging
Govcrnmient are responsible. s know to this, we ay fairh expeet during the
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last six months of the present year to
realise a sum equal to that received
during the first six months, $7,250,000.
I may also state, froma the returns made
up every ten days, that we received
during January and February and the
first five days of this month, $450,000
more than we received during the
sanie period in 1878. This, Sir, goes
to show very clearly that we have
consumed the goods that were brought
in last year, and that we shall, during
the balance of this fiscal year, have
increased revenues to an amount suf-
flicient to meet the sum estimated by
the Government. The estimate we now
make for Excise, based upon expe-
rience to the present time, is $4,500,-
000, to which is to be added $600,-
000 that was received in last year,
but which properly belongs to this, and we
have $5, 100,000. This is not as large as the
amount estimated this day twelve months.
I recollect perfectly well that bon. gentle-
men opposite took exception to my es-
timate, that we would receive from the
additional 10c. per gallon on spirits
$100,000. That is the only item in the
revenue that shows a falling-off down to
the present time. It may be that the
hon. gentleman was correct as to the
causes which have led to that reduction,
but I am disposed to take a different
view, and have arrived at the conclusion,
Sir, that it is caused by a decreased con-
sumption of spirits, whether it may be
from the increased duty, or from the
fact that the habits of the people
have changed with reference to the
use of this article; but, under any circum-
stances, I believe that it will be
considered by a very large propor-
tion of the people that, if, by an increase
of the duty, the consumption has been
diminished, the change was justified ; this
is the item of all others in which they
would desire to see a reduction, and one
the falling off in which will not cause
much regret. It was estimated that
the Post Office would yield $1,200,000,
and we entertain that opinion still.
l the Public Works, it will be found
that we estimate an increase of $50,000
over the estimate of a year ago. That
arises from the fact of our taking pos-
session of the Pembina branch of the
Pacific lRailway It will be found from
the Estimates now before the House, that

33

we have asked Parliament for $50,000 for
the management of that road. But, while
we have increased the expenditure to that
extent, our increased revenue will be
in proportion. With reference to bill
stamps, our estimate is $200,000. On
interest on investments it will be
found that there is an increase aris-
ing in this way. From the loan
which was obtained in England last
year, and from the moneys which
were subsequently obtained from 5 per
cents of the Dominion of Canada, we
had more money than was required
for the current year, and held over
at the present moment for the payment
of liabilities due on the lst of July next,
and bearing interest; and, therefore, the
interest we are receiving on that
money, so held, will probably aimount to
$200,000-though I have stated the
amount at only $150,000-over and
above what was estimated. So that
while the interest account on the debit
side has increased, we have also an
additional sum to place to the credit side
of the account. Of all other revenues,
it was estimated that they would amount toý
$700,000, and, from looking at the re-
turns of last year and the returns so
far in the present year, I think it is
veryprobable that that item will notexceed
$600,000, making the estimated receipts
for the current year $24,450,000, 'against
a previous estimate of $24,200,000. We
now come to the estimated expenditure. It
was stated last year that it would reach
$23,869,262. The Supplementary Esti-
matesshow that, afterdeductingthe vote for
items belonging to last year, after deduct-
ing the items chargeable to capital, the
Supplementary Estimates for the current
year, chargeable to income, amDunt to.
$858,922. They are made up in part by
$100,00.0 for the relief of the sufferers in
Ireland; $201,000 for the relief of the
Indians, who were in a starving condi-
tion ; $97,500 expenditure on public
bùildirigs in St. John more than was
voted by the louse; $50,000 for the run-
ning expenses of the Pacific Railway ;
$42,000 for repairs to canals and other
items, making in all $858,922. Then, Sir,
we come to the under-estimates in interest.
I have to call attention to the fact that the
probabilities are that the interest account
of this year will exceed the estimate by
$660,000. This increase was caused in this
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way: I stated a few moments ago that' also be in a position, in the event of the
the under-estimate of 1878 for interest parties holding the securities in Canada,
was $285,891, and the basing of the asking for money, instead of their accept-
-estimate of the current year upon the ing 5 per cents in lieu thereof. A loan of
estimated amount of interest for last year £3,000,000 was therefore placed on the
led to an error to that extent in the esti- market, though the money was not im-
mate for the current year. The error of te mediately required, as the time was
last year occurred in the following way: the considered a favourable one. This left
late Government probably estimated on a the Government with a large amount of
loan of £2,500,000 instead of £3,000,000, money for the time being, a considerable
whieh would make a large difference. portion of which is now deposited in the
The 6 per cent. stocks that inatured last banks of the Dominion, bearing from 31
year and were payable by the Govern- to 5 per cent. interest. So we have an
ment on six months' notice, were pro- offset of $250,000 on the credit side to
bably estimated by my predecessor at 5 meet additional charges for interest. This
per cEnt., and as notice was not given, swells u) the interest account ý250,000
the result was that those securities pay- above the Estimates. The whole ex-
ing 6 per cent. were only redeemed in penditure estirnated for the current year,
Decenber or January last, and this made from the Estimates now on the Table of
a diffeience of $40,452. The sale of 5 per the House, is $25,478,000. The expend-
cent. stocks was estimated below what iture on the Intercolonial Rlailway will,
was sold during the year; and then however, be $300,000 less than the estim-
there was paid to our financial agents ate, the fact being that, during the first six
in London, $24,293; to Morton, Rose months of the last year, there was a defi-
and Company, for interest on temporary ciency of $380,000, and the returns show
loans inade by my predecessor, amounting that for the first six months of
to £500,000, the suin of $47,893 ; and to the current year the deficiency is but
the Bank of Montreal for temporary loans $34,000. Under these circumstances, we
on general account (which contained a are prepared to state that the expenditure
loan of £500,000), $64,472 ; interest on will be reduced for the maintenance of
seignorial indemnity, $25,193 ; a differ- Public Works $300,000 less than the esti-
ence in the anount of the estimate of mate, and that the lapsed balances, which
deposits in the Savings Bank during the are gmerably large, May be iairly
year of $7,533. 47, making altogether estimated at $2 00,O0, making a de-
$288,891.87 of an under-estimate. As duction of $500,000, leaving the estim-
our estimate of this year on interest ac- ated expenditure of the current year
count was based on that estimate, we at $24,97&OOO, against the first esti-
had as the result a large under- mate of $24,450,000, or $500,000 of an
estimate under that head of $280,000 estimated deficiency. Now, when i is
and odd dollars. Then, Sir, during last considered that the deficiency or last
vear a new loan was necessary. There year, had it not been for the exceptional
were 6 per cent. debentures for £400,OO Circustances I have named, wold have
sterling, falling due in England on been over $3,000,000, and we are enabled
the 1st January-£600,000 in to show in the present year a deficiency of
addition to these falling due on but $500,000 or thereabouts, I think that
the 1st July next. There were also under those circumstances, and in
the $4,000,000 of 6 per cent. securities view of the fact that, if our predecessors
falling due in Canada, of which the Gov- had estimated correctly the interest for
ernment gave notice in May last that the previons years, the resuit would have
they would, at the expiration of six months, been that our Estimates would have been
either pay them or substitute 5 per cent. very nearly realised,,we can justly daim
securities for them. The expenditure on that, in the first ycar of our Administra-
Capital Account of the present year must tion, our incoine and expenditure are not
amount to something like $10,000,000. far from being babanced. I will now call
1t; was therefore decided that a ban should the attention of the blouse to the esti-
be negotiated, not only for the purpose of mated income and expenditure of next
the payment of the 6 per cent. biabilities year. It wi l be seen by the estiaest-
falliyg due in England, but that we should of next year that the expenditure is
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placed at $25,007,203. The estimate is year of $25,517,000. If our expectations
as follows :-Customs, $15,300,000. On are realised in this matter, it wiIl appear,
looking into this matter very carefully, Sir, that our pledges will have been redeem-
it is considered by the Government ed, and the equilibrium between revenue
that, in view of the increased prosperity and expenditure will have hem restored,

in the country, in view of the increased and tiere is a very good margin, indeed,
prices of articles to be imported, wbich justifies us in arriving at the
the atmended Tariff, the changes in which conclusion that such will be the case.
are not made for revenue purposes, I take this opportunity of makiug the
will produce an increased revenue of stateinei±t that we expect to )rovide
$600,000. We expect to receive from for the expenditure on Capital during
Excise, $5,213,000. In referring to the the next year partly by the balances we
resolutions I am about to submit ta now have on hand. As shown by the re-
the House with reference to Customs, turn made to the buse, ont of the thir-
it will be found that upon careful con- teen millions four millions have to be paid
sideration we cannot count on any for tle redemption of debentures on the
increased revenue from the proposals lst July next. Five or six millions will
to be submitted. I will leave that ques- therefore be available for expendaure
tion until I read them in detail, when under the beading of Capital Account
hon. members will be able to judge for during the next year, leaving over three
themnselves. In reference to Excise, a millions as a reserve; ad the Govern-
proposition will be made to the use ment propose to submit for the considera-
that wiIl proboably add $200,000 ta the tion of the House a proposition to extend
income from. that source. It is proposed the authority already given with rerence
to grant licenses to manufacture Can- to the issue of Dominion notes. Te
adian leaf tobacco, and that an Excise Government propose to ask tiat the
duty of 14c. instead of 20e. per pound amount now fixed, beyond which a
will be imposech With reference to Publiec note cannot be issued, unless we hold dol-
Works, including, railways and canais, it clar for dollar in gold, shar be extended
isestiiated thatwewill receive $c,286,000 from twelve millions totwenty millions
durignext ear. TeEstimatescontai ofdollars, and the Governnent will place
an additional appropriation for railways whatever proportion of that twenty uil-
not beyond what was asked for during lions tbey may find it in the interest of
the present ear, it is $160,000 les& ;the country, in circulation. Twenty-
but there is $200,000 required for workino five per cent. of the circulation
the Pacific Railway, and tue Minister of will be held in gold and guar-
Railways assures us, and the evideace to anteed Dominion securities, iot less
which I have referred warrants hini ii than 15 per cent. to be in gold. That
making that statement, that during the wiIl be the proposition that the Govern-
next year the income from these publia, ment wil ask te oouse to support.
works will be equal to the expenditure, That will enable u , with t e ainoint
and it will be found that in the estimated cd gold that will be released and three or
income we placed a samn equal to the esti- four millions additional circulation added
mated expenditure. Bi stamps wil bring to th e five or six millions we have now on
$208,<J00; interest on investmnents ha.nd, ta dispense with any necessity to go
$600,000 and Post Office $1,210,000. into the English market to provide money
I wil observe here.that the interest oa ftr next year's expenditure. We will be
irwestraents-$600,000-is $250,OUO lesl able to secure whatever the defciency May
than estimated for the present year, for beý from the capitalists of the Dominion,
tae reason stated, that the sus of money a, sucl a rate as will be satisfactory to the
that have been loaned and are now au cintry. These are briefly the proposition
interest, will be used in paying off certain h&t we suhmit with reference to
liabilities, and the resailt will be that our i eae andexpeaditure during the periods
icane from investments will be $250,000 to which I have referred. If there are
less next year than during the present any further details t will not detain the
Year. rom other revenues we Haose now to go into hem, but will take
,eXpect $700,000, making an esti- an rpportunity ta do so later on. I desire
mated revenue or incane for next ta oftesas on the attention of t pe louse
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for a short time in dealing with the
objections that were made last Session,
and may be made again with reference to
our Tariff policy. I ventured, when sub-
mitting that policy, to remark that the
resolutions were not aimed specially
at any particular country ; still as
British subjects, owing allegiance as we
do to the great Empire of which we form
a part, it was designed in the preparation
of our Tariff that if we favoured one
country more than another, it would be
Great Britain. I recollect, and the House
will recollect, the objections that were
made by lion. gentlemen opposite, and the
effort that was made to prove that the
Tariff then submitted would operate
more inj uriously and affect more especially
the manufacturers of Great Britain than
those of the United States.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWIGHT:
Hear, hear.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Do I
hear the hon. gentleman opposite say
"hear, hear ?" Then, Sir, we will
have an opportunity of discussing this
matter fully. Some gentlemen, out
of Parliament, and through the press, have
made various statements upon this matter,
but here on the floor of Parliament,
where we can bring up facts on both
sides, we can arrive at a just and accurate
conclusion on the subject ; and while we
could only speculate last Session with re-
ference to these effects, time has shown,
and the evidence lies upon the Table of
this House, that instead of its operating
to the disadvantage of British manufac-
turers, as compared with those of the
United States, it has borne less heavily
and affected them less than the manufac-
turers of the neighbouring Republic.
I have made an abstract from the com-
parative statement of the Trade Returns
for six mionths. The return submitted
to the House represents the imports of
the last six months, that is, from July to
January, in the present fiscal year, com-
pared with the first six months of the
last fiscal year ; and it is from these re-
turns that we are able to draw some con-
clusion, and, I trust, accurate conclu
sions with reference to the effect of
this Tariff. These returns show that the
importations of iron and steel manufac-
tures from Great Britain, in 1878, • nder
the head of " free goods," amounted to
$961,672. Under the head of " free

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

goods," this year, they amounted to-
$1,599,182. Under the head of duti-
able, last year, the imports amounted to
$1,491,867, and tbis year to $1,688,614.
The dutiable goods bearing an average
duty of 171 per cent., there was a
large increase, an increase of $800
in the imports from Great Britain under
that head (Steel and Iron) in.
the first six months, and in 1878
the imports from the United States
under the free list was $148,874, and in
1879, $169,913. Under the heading of
dutiable goods, last year, they were
$1,725,000, against $1,288,000 in the
present year, showing an increase in one
case of $21,000, and a falling off in the-
other of $500,000. Under the heading
of cotton goods, as shown by the return,
in 1878 the imports from Great Britain
amounted to $1,824,921, in 1879 to
$2,089,812. From the United States,
in 1878, for the six months, the
imports were $1,126,000; in 1879,
$745,000. This shows a large increase in
the imports from Great Britain. and a
falling off of nearly $400,000 from the
United States. ln glassware the imports>
from Great Britain were, in 1878,
$76,246, and for 1879, $95,440 ; from
the United States, $215,000 in 1878, and
$180,000 in 1879. Leather manufactures
from Great Britain in 1878, $187,000 ;
1879, $227,000. From the United States,
in 1878, $332,735, in 1879, $225,808.
Under the head of sugars, the imports
from Great Britain in 1878 amounted to
19,173,000 lbs. ; in 1879, 9.964,000 a,
falling off of one-half. From the United
States, in 1878, the imports were
38,000,000 lbs., and in 1879, 11,500,000
lbs. From the West Indies, in 1878,
4,728,000 lts.; in 1879, 37,800,000 lbs.
The imports of tea from Great Britain, in
1878, were 2,056,000 lbs. ; in 1879,
3,201,000 lbs. From United States, in
1878, 3,516,000 lbs. in 1879, 1,400,000
lbs. From China and Japan, in 1878,
575,000 lbs. ; in 1879, 1,515,959 lbs.
Wood manufactures, such as cabinetware,
from Great Britain, in 1878, to the value
$5,700; in 1879, $3,258. From the
United States, in 1878, first six months,
$154,000; same period in 1879, $46,800.
Other woodenware-Great Britain, 1878,
$5,000; in 1879, $20,000. From United
States, in 1878, $201,000 ; in 1879,
$199,000. Experience during the first.
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six months with respect to the imports said that, if the policy of the Gov-
from these two countries shows this : that erument succeeded, if an additional
the falling off in the value of imports from impetus were given to the industries of
Great Britain in free and dutiable goods the country, the Tariff would not produce
amounts to 7 per cent., while the decrease the revenue tlat was proposed, and lie was
from the -United States was 33 per cent. good enougl to venture the statenent on
Then it was asserted that the Tariff would that occasion that the effect of the Tarif
act unfairly on the Englislh manufacturers, would be to increase the cost of goods to
and subject them to a large proportion of the consumers by six or seven or eight
the increasedpercentage. Byreferringto the million dollars. You sec, Mr. Speaker,
tables it will be found that the increased that lie left someting of a inargin, but
rate of duty upon free and dutiable goods, wbat the effect lias been is quite clear.
imported from Great Britain during the six The returns show that the increase of the
moniths of the present year, was 19-43 per Tarif upon imports lias been 41 per
cent., against 19·9 under the old Tariff of cent. more than it was befüre. We
1878; and that the percentage from the had a revenue of twelve millions from im-
United States, omitting as is proper, froni ports, d if you add one quarter additional
the consideration of this question, the to that you do fot get six, seven or
foreign goods that were imported but eiglit millions, scarcely the hall of it.
were also exported, but were entered But the statement was made that the
last year for consumption, because there Tarif would enrich the manufacturera
were no duties imposed on theni, the and impoverisl tle masses. On the other
percentage of increase has risen froi baud, the lion, gentleman opposite said, in
12 per cent. in 1878 to 15-3 per cent order that le miglît be safè in bis pre-
this year. In the one case there is but dictions, whatever might be the cîrcumn-
an increase of 1 per cent., while stances, that by-and-bye the manufacturera
in the other there is an increase of 3 per themselves would beimpoverished, and that
cent. on the average duty collected on the whole country would be in a worse
those goods. I know hon. gentlemen will position tban ever before. An hon. gen-
very naturally ask how it can be possible tleman opposite, anticipating the discus-
that with the increased duties imposed sion of tlis question, saic the other day,
upon British goods the rate of duty has and I think it was the leader of the
only been increased 1 per cent., Opposition, that haif the manufac-
but we must take into account the fact turers of Canada are dissatisfied wîtb the
that the sugar that was imported last year Tarif.
was double that imported this year, MR. MACKENZIE Iear, hear.
and paid forty-two per cent. What I SiR SAMUEL L. TJLLEY: Well, I
say with respect to English importa lias have not seen half the manufacturera
double effect when applied to the Uni' ed of Canada, but I have seen a great
States, because we imported from theni many of them. Knowing what would
-under the same rate of duty double the be said on the floor of the Iouse,
amount of sugar we imported from Great judging from what bas been said in the
Britain, and if we had imported the same past, I felt it my duty to ascertain fron
quantity in this year it would have given personal observations, as far a our
the increase in the same ratio, and have manufacturing industries were concerned,
made the difference 4 per cent. instead of what the effect of the Tarif had really
3. These facts go to show that, while the been; and in my intercourse wîth the
object, design, and intention of the Gov- maaufacturers, I will not say that there
ernment was not to legislate directly were no objections made to the opera-
against any particular country, but in tions of the Tarif. Were I to say so,
favour of Canadian interests, the effect 1 would be stating what is not true;
of the Tariff has been to diminish less the but what I do assert is that, on
importations from Great Britain than the whole, the manufacturers express
from the United States. The next objection tlemselves satisfled with the Tarif, and
to the Tariff was that it wouid increase if 1 had not found some objections to
the cost of goods and give us no revenue. some of its provisions, I would have
The hon. gentleman opposite (Sir Richard concludedt atithadbeenfranedtoormucl

JF. Cartwright), speaking on this point, in their interests, so that the very fact
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that they objected to some clauses led
me to the conclusion that, on the whole,
though there might be some slight
amendments to the Tariff necessary,
we were accomplishing the objects
we had in view. Sir, as the dis-
cussion proceeds on the different
items-because we will have as
free and as full a discussion as we
had last year-we will be in a position
to examine into the operation of the
various clauses of the Tariff, and more
intelligently than last year, because we
have had the experience of some
months of its working. I have known
that where railways have been construct-
ed there have been particular localities
which, from exceptional causes, have been
injured ; and so I am prepared to hear
that hon. gentlemen opposite have
found some point with reference to the
working of the Tariff that will be a
parallel to such cases as I have referred
to;. but who on that account would
abolish our railway system I I am satis-
fied, from my own observations and
from what I know in the matter, that
the result of the Tariff has been such
that there will be no declaration of
this House, or on the part of the
country, in favour of a change in the
general policy of the Government.
Sir, we will no doubt have it said by the
gentlemen of the Opposition that the in-
creased cost of certain articles bas been
caused by the increase of the duties, but 1
have here evidence, to show, with refer-
ence to the leading manufacturing inter-
ests of the country, that, beyond the in-
crease in the cost of the raw material to
the manufacturer, the people pay nothing
more under this Tariff than they would
have done under the old. I believe, Sir,
that that can be estallished beyond a
doubt, and, under the circumstances, I
look forward to the discussion on this sub-
ject not with any dread, but with a degree
of satisfaction, feeling that the facts we
can present will be most satisfactory to
the country and to the friends of the
Nationa Policy It was also said by
gentlemen opposite that this policy would
create an unfriendly feeling in
England towards Canada. It is true,
Sir, that, when we were there lastsummer,
mingling with men in the manufacturing
districts, we found expressions of disap-
proval with reference to our policy.

SI. SAMUEL L TILLEY.

It was to be expected, because,
owing to the position and the circum-
stances of that great nation, it has been
led to adopt a different policy. Looking
at us from their standpoint, the manu-
facturers there believe that our policy is
unwise and injudicious; but have we had
any evidence, has anything recently trans-
pired to show that the attachment of the
people of England and their regard for
Canada and Canadians bas been dimin-
ished by the enactment of this Tariff 1
Has there ever been in the his-
tory of this country a period when Canada
has been looked to with greater interest
by the people of Great Britain and
Ireland than at this very moment %
I think a distinguished member
of the British Government can claim some
acknowledgments from this country for
the course he has taken in caling the
attention of the people of Great Britain
to Canada. We on our part have shown
by the liberal vote given so recently
by this House, that we are not only in a
position to give employment and com-
fortable homesteads to the thousands and
tens of thousands of working men who
cannot find work over the water, but that
we are prepared to estend to them a
helping hand in the hour of their
adversity. Sir, I think, if at
any period Canada stood well on the
other side of the Atlantie, that period is to
day. But, Sir, the statement was
made that the course we have taken
would affect our credit in IEngland. What
evidence have we that it has affected our
credit except favourably ? When
it became my duty to visit England
last summer, and to ask the capitalists
of that country to take another three
millions of our 4 per cent. unguaranteed
securities, there were paragraphs in the
papers, which may have originated with
speculators and not with our political
opponents, decrying this loan; and when
the time for the reception of the tenders
came, there were very grave doubts.
expressed with reference to the chances.
of obtaining the minimum that was.
named, because it was 4 per cent. higher
than had ever been named by any Finance
Minister before. And yet, Sir, in the face
of this alleged damaged credit, we
obtained for that loan $700,000 more than
my hon. friend opposite obtained for his
loan of the same kind in 1874.
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We obtained, if I take the books Wales, which stands ahead of every other
of the Dominion of Canada to show the British Colony, we find that there has
net results from the different loans, been an advance of 4ý or 5 per cent. in
$600,000 more than my bon. friend the value of our bonds, compared with
obtained for his loan in 1876. My those of the Colony referred to, which
hon. friend may rise in his place and say, proves that the policy of the Government
as he said in the west, that Mr. Tilley of the Dominion has certainly not
was in England at a most favourable time 1 damaged nur credit abroad. Sir, there
money never was so low; money never was another statement made, and I
was so cheap ; that I was the most for- hold that it was one of the gravest
tunate man in the world. Well, Sir, I and most serious statements made during
admit that, to a great extent, to be true; last Session with reference to this Tarif-
but I recollect perfectly well that my hon. and wbat was that statement, Sir? It
friend opposite, last Session-not in the vas that this Tarif was framed in sucb a
fair manner that, I think, he ought to way that it would bear more beavily
have acted - referred to the loan I nego- upon certain provinces of this Dominion
tiated in December, and in bis attempt than npon other provinces, that
to show that the unguaranteed por- it would affect certain prov-
tion of that loan only brought 86 inces unfavourably and would lead
per cent., he based his argument to the breaking Up of this great Con-
on the statement that Sir John Rose federation. Sir, mv own Province was
floated a guaranteed loan that brought singled out as the Province of ail the
110 per cent., and the 5 per cent. portion provinces that was to sufir by tbepolicy
of which brouglt but 90 per cent.a; and of the Government. Sr, I hiave endea-
the on. gentleman maade that statement voured, duri g the titme have been a
for the purpose of showing, thoug bis member of this ouse eand of the Govern-
comparison was an incorrect one, that I ment, to refer as litte as possible to pro-
bad obtatned only 86 per cent. Then vincial questions, or to patters of purely
the hon, gentleman followed bis state- local consideration. But when, Sir,
.ment up by saying that in tlie Econoist that idea inas been of thiret Co-
published a iew weeks previons to pagated, when the Opposition have
the date of wbich he was speaking, hie u-nremittingly endeavoured, by their
found our securities quoted at 92 s or declarations with reference to the
921., while New South Wales 4 per effect of that policy, tos create dissatisac-
cents netted 99 ; and the bon. gente- tion in the Provinces of the Dominion,
man was kind enugh to say that e when for the purpose of striking a blow
had the Econo fist in bis desk, and would at the Minister of Finance, they

and it to me, if I wished. Now, Sir, I mave souglit to damage the
have in my desk the Economist of the credit, reputation ond standing of the
24th Fehruary, and will let the hon. gentle- people of that Province, I feel týhat I arn
man have the use of it; and what does justiied, independent of local considera-
it show ? Not that the exceptional tions, to make some reference to
circumstances referred to produced sncb the bearing of this Tarif, and its
favourable results. According to is own effect upon New Brunswick. Sir,
statement, the difference between our that Province as passed through great
sec9,rities and those of Ne South Wales trials and great dificulties. Two-th rdis
was 7 per cent. The last quota- of the commercial centre o m that Pro-
tions, those in the Econonist of the vince was lestroyed y fire, two years ago.
94th ofFebruary, quote the Dominion of Some fifteen or sixteen millions of doais
Canada 4 per cent. securities at 96 to 97, wort of property over and above what
while those of New Sonth Wales oere was insured was swept away in a night.
98, whereas a year ago, there was, ac- The lumbering terest of that Province
ording to tbe hon. gentleman, a difer- for two or three years bas been very muca-

ence of 7 per cent. ; that difference idepressed, and the shippi g interest has
is now reducndt to 2 per cent. Sir, not een remunerative as it was in days
when we consider the relative posi- past. The partial failtre of these two
tion of the securitie s of Canada to- industries, in wbich i arge portii of the
day, compared with those of New Sout people of that Prosnce are engaged, and
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in which their capital is largely embarked
together with the great disaster to which
I have referred, deranged the business and
trade of the Province; and a good deal oi
depression, a good deal of suffering, has
followed in its wake. It bas been at-
tempted to be shown that the bankrupt-
cies of that province have exceeded those
of any other province, and I was sur-
prised to find the attempt made to attri-
bute these bankruptcies to the operation
of this Tariff. I will say here, and I
think without fear of contradiction, that
there are not more than two cities in the
Dominiontaking into consideration popu-
lation and the amount of business done,
that have had fewer failures and fewer
bankruptcies than the city of St. John.
The hon. iemiber for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) rose the other night, in anticipa-
tion of this discussion, and, in speaking of
the condition of St. John, he made a
statement which was true, but of a mis-
leading character. He said that in 1877
there were more men employed in the
city of St. John than there are to-day ;
that they were receiving larger wages
then than they are to-day. Now, I agree
with the hon. gentleman that it is the
fact, but lie should have gone on to say
that the great lire took place in 1877, that
two-thirds of the city was destroyed, that
thousands of mechanics and labourers came
to that city to secure employment in the
work of restoration, and that increased
wages was the result to the labourer and
mechanic alike; and now, when the city bas
been rebuilt, is it to be wondered at that
thousands who came into the city to re-build
it are leaving it, that wages are not so high
as then, that there are nlot so many men
engaged in the manufacture of doors and
sashes and bricks, that there are not so
many foundymen at work as there were
then. I say, is it surprising that such is
the case? The bon. gentleman stated the
facts truly, but his conclusions were en-
tirely erroneous, because lie had endeav- i
oured to impress on the House and the
country that the effect of the National
Policy had been to bring wages down to
their present rates. Let me further say
with reference to the city of St. John and
the Province of New Brunswick. The
leader of the Opposition, the other day,
and I can understand his object, said
there was but little probability of manu-
facturing industries springing up in that

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

Province, and of St. John becoming a
i manufacturing centre ; and he said that

he always expected that in Nova Scotia,
where they had coal and iron, they would
be able to have large manufacturing in-
dustries, but what could New Brunswick
expect? I assert that there is no
portion of the Dominion of Canada which,
in proportion to its population, bas as
large a number of its inhabitants engaged
in manufactures as has the city of St.
John. Manufacturing enterprises have
been going on in that Province for a
quarter of a century, increasing year by
year, and extending, so that down to
1874, when these enterprises were at
their height, 8,000 people in that city
alone were employed in manufacturing
industries. The hon. gentleman said he
was not surprised that I should have been
met with such limited cordiality when re
cently visiting th.t city. Was it limited ?
We had two dinners there on that occasion
-the hotels we have there at present
are not large enough to give dinners,
to two bundred people at once. And
I venture to say, further, that we had as
many at the two dinners as the hon.
gentleman had when he visited St. John as
Premier of Canada. Let me give addi-
tional evidence of the ability of the
people of that Province to carry on suc-
cessfully manufacturing industries. I
may tell this Hous e that nearly every
contract let since the new Tariff came into
operation, for the construction of locomo-
tives, snow-ploughs, cars, and turn-tablesfor
the Intercolonial and Pacific Railways bas
gone, with the exception of three locomo-
tives and two cars, to the Province of
New Brunswick, and on lowest tender.
When I state further, that
though the sash and door manufacturers
and carriage makers are not doing what
they did in 1874, boot and shoe manufac-
tories are in successful operation; ma-
chinists are freely employed; the cotton
manufactory there bas doubled its capa-
city within the last six months, and is
preparing to quadruple it. And since this
policy was adopted by the House of Com-
mons a lock and brass factory bas been
started in Moncton, with a subscribed
capital of $-00,000, of which $66,000 bas
been paid up; that arrangements are being
made for the establishment of a sugar re-
finery in the saine place, the necessary
capital having been subscribed; that re-
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.cently the inhabitants of the town our policy; and what is the fact ? It will
>f St. Stephens were called to- be seen by a return on the Table of the
gether to consider the propriety House that the duty collected on corn and
of establishiog a cotton factory there- cornmeal in the Provinces of Nova Scotia
they having sent to the United States for and New Brunswick las been nearly or
experts to select a site-that a site has quite met by the reduction of the duty on
been selected, that stock is heing sub- molasses consumed during the saine period.
scribed, that American capitalists are It will be found that thougl in New
willing to build it and put it in operation, Brunswick we consuined 55,000 gallons
if their taxes are remitted for twenty years, more than for the correspondmg six
that the expenditure involved in such an months, the duty collected is sone-
enterprise will be between $300,000 and thing like $9,000 or $10,000 less, in
$400,000 ; that a company with a capital other words, the reduction of duty on tea
of $60,000 is being formed for the manu- and molasses will balance what
facture of nuts and bolts, and is paid by the Provinces of New Bruns-
that varioos other interests of that kind wick and Nova Scotia on corn and corn-
-have grown up) in that Province within meal. Stili not a word is said on this
the past six months, tbe whole requiring point by lion, gentlemen opposite, their
.altogether a capital of $1,000,000-when object being to alarîn people as to the
1 mention alH these things, I ask whether, effect the Tariff is having on particular in-
under those circumstances, Ontario dustries in these Provinces. Ten we
or Quebe qas exhibited a greater corne to the duty on four, and I have
spirit of enterprise than oas the heard it stated that this is an On-
Province of New Brunswick, bear- tario Tarif It will be found by the
ing iii mind, at the samie time, that returns on the Table that during the last
in proportion to population, our one mil- six nionths New Brunswick and Nova
lion of capital is equivalent to six millions Scotia have not paid one dollar more on
in the Province of Ontario, or four and coal and four than clas Ontario, i
a-half millions in the Province of Quebec. portion to population. We may ex-
Sir, a characteristic scene took place since pect objections to provisions in this
I came into this Huse this afternoon. I Tarif, but on looking at its operation

ieard of a petition being circulated in St. throughout, it is a marvel to me how we
John, asking that certain amendments he could have framed a Tarif that bears ts
made to the Custows Tarif, and if heard equaly on a.I portions of the Dominion
orrectly the late Minister of Customs pr- I a,0 quite prepared ip the discussion
ented suci a petition this afternoon. of this subject to bave hou. gen-

-If the object of this petition was tlemen opposite differ witli me on this
to influence the Government mhlen mak- point, but let us go to the returns and
ing their changes in the Tariff-considering form a judgment from the fad subinitted
that it ias been in circulation fora month to the ouse. It is said the greates
among those who do not agree with us enemy of truth prejudice, and its great-
politiçally-why was it left until just est friend time. Time is solving this
before I rose to make the Budget question with reference to the Tarif The
Speech. I say, Sir, that this main discussion on he Tarif wiIl be this
petition was said in St. John to be a Session. The result f another year's
Piece of political clap-trap, and it lias experience will h sucl that our friends
proved itself to be so. It lias opposite will be then veering their course
been said that the imposition of a duty on for a moderate protective policy, in order
corn and cornineal is unpopular, and 1 that th y may meet the desires of the
know that dlty is unpopular in Nova country. It is said this policy un damaged
Scotia and New Brunswick. the country generally.

iR. MACKENZIE: And in Ontario, MR. MACKENZIE: h ear, hear.
a-haf mtSIR SAtUEL L. TILLEY : The hon.

SR SAMUEL L. TILLE Y And if we gentleman says oHear, hear." Wil, the
were legislating hiere solely for these Pro- ho. gentleman ad is organ for five
vinces we would not have asked for its months after the passage of this Act,
imposition, but it was part and parcel of endeavoured to show that the comntry was
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poorerthan it everwas before. Fer the five
monthssubsequently, the Opposition organs
endeavoured to show,when the prosperity
of the country was so apparent that it
could not be gainsaid, that it was not
the result of the National Polcy. Dun,
Wiman and Company published a state-
ment showing that the bankruptcies in
Canada had been greater last year than
ever before. Then the cry was again
raised that the country was going to ruin.
Here was something to build an
argument on. It was amusing to
read the varied statements made from
time to time with reference to the Tariff.
I will give you a sample. In one of the
leading papers, which hazarded the state-
ment that this policy was enriching the
manufactut-rs at the expense of the
masses, appeared a quotation of the price
of rubber overshoes, to show how the
prices had been increased and the manu-
facturer enriched; and yet the same
paper in the saine issue called attention
to the fact that 2,000 pieces of Canadian
woollens had been bought the day before
at 30 per cent. less than any price ever
before known in the history of Canada.
Such is the inconsistent line taken
by the Opposition. As to bankrupt-
cies, it was stated in the House the
other night that these increased bank-
ruptcies were the result, to a great extent,
of the general impression on the part of
the people that the law would be repealed.
The result of that impression was that the
man who had been struggling along with
bis head just above water, took advantage
of the law. On seeing the prospect of im-
proved times, they came to the determin-
ation to obtain relief from these liabilities
and start anew on the flood tide of pros-
perity. In the Uuited States, in 1878,
the same fact was noticed. Just at the
commencement of prosperous times there
were more bankruptcies than during the
previous years. It is to be deplored that
our magnificent country, with its grand
prospects, should be decried, and its credit
damaged for party purposes. The
hon. leader of the Opposition stated that,
if it had not been for the good crop last
season, the country would be in a worse
position than it ever was before-is it not
in a better position than it was a year
ago? Can you look anywhere through-
out the length and breadth of the Donin-
ion and say it is not so I Take the im-

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

porters who, from their position, would'
naturally have less sympathy with this
policy, and with this Tariff, than those-
who are more directly benefitted by it,
and you will find, universally, both in
wholesale and retail lines, that in the last
six months the general trade of the coun-
try has been largely improved and in-
creased. If you go to the farmer, you
will find that he recognises the improve-
ment in prices for the articles he has
for export, or for home consumption in
the home market. You may go to our
shipping interest, and you will find that
during the last five or six montbs every
one has a more hopeful feeling than they
had before. Take the lumber interest of
the Ottawa Valley and other parts of the
Dominion, and mark the change. You
will find every man, wbo is engaged in
that business in the city of Ottawa, in the
west, or down east, doing double work,
making sales ahead, and with a different, a
more buoyant, spirit than he had twelve
months before. I care not in what part of
the Dominion you go, you will find a more
hopeful feeling and more confidence; and,
notwithstanding all these evidences of
prosperity, the hon. gentlemen of the Op-
position will blind their eyes to the facts.
and state that the country is not prosper-
ous and are doing everything in their
power to prevent emigrants f rom coming
into the country to settle ani invest their
capital, and help to promote the prosperity
of the country. I think it is scarcely
necessary for me to enlarge upon this
point, but I have no fears for the future
of the country. Its prosperity I feel is
assured. I do not say that it is all the
result of the National Policy. I
agree with myhon. friend (Mr. Mackenzie)
that there are other causes affecting it,
but I assert this-that the day after this
policy was adopted in this House, in lead-
ing commercial centres and throughout a
large portion of the Dominion of
Canada, there was an entirely different
feeling, a more hopeful feeling
than there was the day before the
policy was announced. And I believe,
from personal observation and indisput-
able evidence, that 10,000 men are
now occupied in the country who could
get no employment before ; and, what is
more, the returns of the last six months,
a dding the three millions and a half of
imports of the previous year, which clearly
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belonged to that, will show that the dif-
ference between the imports and exports
of the Dominion for the last six months
are in favour of the exports by $6,500,000.
At the close of the year we will find that
by the reduction of imports and the in-
crease of exports, the balance of trade,
which some gentlemen think is of no im-
portance, though I think it is of vital
importance to this country, will for the
first time in the history of the Dominion
be in our favour. I am, Sir, hopeful with
reference to the future of this Dominion,
and I believe that with the policy of
developing the Great North-West, with
the expenditure that was asked for this
year, and is asked for by the Government
for next year, we will be able by
1882 to pass through from Ontario to
Manitoba by rail on our own territory and
200 miles bey ond it-that we will be
able to place hundreds of thousands of
immigrants in comfortable homes in that
magnificent prairie country, and bring
ing out of it its products. We will
then have in an increased revenue
and exports, a return for the expen-
diture we are now naking. If we can
fairly succeed in making our financial ar-
rangements for the next two or three
years, our difficulties will have been
tided over, and we will then be on
a sound basis for the future. I
said, in introducing the resolutions
last Session, that the change in the fiscal
policy was so great, that it was quite impos-
sible for any Government or any body ofmen
te frame it, so that after the experience of
a year there would be no amendments to
propose. The amendments that 1 desire
now to submit to the consideration of the
flouse will show that there are no radical
changes whatever to submit for the ap-
proval of Parliament. There are many of
them framed rather with the view of re-
moving the difficulties in the working of
the Tariff than as changes of policy. In
the working out of the propositionsof last
Session, there necessarily was a good deal
of friction. Many articles were composed
of different iaterials, and of course the
rate of duty was levied in proportion to
the material of which the article was
made. It was found that difficulties were
arising from that source, as well as
from others, and these considerations
have led the Government to submit some
amendments for consideration. I have

had a synopsis of the resolutions prepared,
which I propose to read to the House; it
will show more clearly the changes made
than the reading of the resolutions them-
selves. In the first place, it is proposed,
as it was found that the duty on demi-
johns, when they were brought into the
country.

An HoN. GENTLEMAN: Oh.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: My-
hon. friend laughs at the demijohns.
He rather sneered the other night at my
temperance principles. If my hon. friend,
(Mr. Mackenzie,) and I were going on
together now as we did twenty years ago,
in favour of temperance, perhaps he
would not have sneered so much
at me on this question. As to demi-
johns, those imported with vinegar, or
wine, or acids, were subjeet to a different
duty from demijohns imported enpty.
They will be charged 30 per cent. ad
valorem instead of 20 per cent. ;
asphaltum, used in making varnish,
10 per cent. ad valorem instead of 20 per
cent.; bagatelle tables or boards, with cues
and balls, 35 per cent. ad ralorem same
as furniture; billiard tables raised from 10
to 15 per cent. ad valorem; the same
will apply to pianos, the spieific duty
remaining the same ; bird-cages of
all kinds will come under uniform
duty, no matter ot what material
they are composed. Shoemakers' ink is.
placed at 25 per cent. Books are changed
from 6 cents per lb. to 15 per cent.,
in consideration of our hon. friends op-
posite, who advocated that course last
Session. Account books, 30 per cent.
instead of 2.5 per cent. ; valentines,
chromos, and cards generally, a duty
of 30 per cent. They were classed
under different heads before. Some paid
20, some 25, and some 3) per cent., and-
it led to confusion in collecting the duty.
Braces and suspenders are placed on the
25 per cent. list, they having previously
been charged different rates, according to.
the materials of which they were made.
Cans containing fish, under the Washing-
ton Treaty, will be charged 1-2 cents per
quart can, and the same price for each.
additional quart. This duty was imposed
in order to counteract the effect of the,
American legislation, by which the trade.
of the United Staies had an advantage
over our people of eighteen cents per
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dozen on all canned fish. China and por- hoped that arrangements could have been
celain is to be increased fron 20 to 25 per made with the Grand Trunk Railway by
cent. Combs are placed at 25 per cent., which the quantity might have been
instead of a duty being charged according largely increased. After giving the mat-
to the materials of which they are made. ter the most careful consideration, and
Crapes of all kinds are now placed at 20 desiring to enable that industry to send
per cent. Fishing rods at 30 per cent. its products as far west as Harnilton, it is
Fire-proof paint ¼ cent per pound. Flag- proposed that ten cents additional per
stones, dressed, $1.50 per ton. Artificial short ton be charged on bituminous coal.
flowers are reduced froin 30 to 25 per cent. That will made the duty sixty cents per
Grapeb are increased f rom le. to 2c. per lb. ton. Siates of ail kinds aid manufactures
Mattrasses of all kinds, 35 per cent. of siate not othe wise spelfied are made
Silvered, plated glass, imitation porcelain, 25 per cent. ad valorew. Wool, viz.,
shades, decanters, etc., 25 per cent. Leicester, Cotswold, Lincolnshire, and
Gloves and mitts, of whatever material combing wools, such as are produced in
made, 25 per cent. Wrought iron tubing, Canada, are to be placed on the Tariff at
plain, not threaded, coupled .or otherwise three cents per pound.
manufactured, 15 per cent.; stabs, blooms, MR. MACKENZIE: Will the hon.
loops or billets, are reduced from 12- to gentleman state what the revenue is he
10 per cent. Liquorice is placed at 20 expects to derive from these changes on
per cent.; when in extract or confec- the Tariff ?
tion, 1 cent per lb. and 20 per cent. SIR LEONARD TILLEY: 1 stated
Malt, extract of, or for medical that after exaininingthis matter carefully
purposes, 25 per cent. Poultry and 1 do not think we will receive mucl addi-
game, 20 per cent. Milk food, tional revenue from these changes.
30 per cent. The ad valorem duty on MR. MACKENZIE: Not from coall
cabinet organs is increased from 10 to 15
per cent., specific duty unchanged. Bis- cause we think this will carry the coal
muth is placed on the free list. Euled from Toronto to ilamilton, and if it does
paper is charged 25 per cent. Collars, if we will lose revenue, the Nova Scotia, coal
cotton, linen or paper, 30 per cenit. Quick- coal taking the place of imported coal.
silver is placed at 10 per cent. In regard But upon the export duty on sugar and
to the duties on champagne, it is some other articles we will have an equi-
provided that the quarts and pints in valent. However, the Estimates of a-
eaeh case shal be the ordinary sized quarts creased revenue are not based bpo these
and pints. Steel and manufactures thereof resolutions. The following, are the addi-
are placed on the free list for another tions to the free lilt: sulphate of ammo-
.year. In regard to sugars, syrups and jnia ; bismuth; cinnabar; machinery of
polasses, it is provided that the duty is to worsted and cotton milCs, oimited to
be charged on the export duty or other October lst, 1880; muriate, of potash
Governrent tax. Trunks are increased crude ; setters' effects, under regulations
trom 25 to 30 per cent. The dty on cigars to be ade by the hon. the inister of
and cigarettes is increased fron 50 to 60 Customs; live stock, when imported into
cents per polnd. Tomatoes in cans are Manitoba or the North-West Territory by
placed at 2 cents per ound. Watch intending setters, until otherwise ordered
actions, moements, 20 per cent., cases and by the overnor-in-Council; steel til
watches 25 per cent. Hubs and spokes in 1882 ; water-colours, by well-known ar-
rough are reduced fron 20 to 15 per cent. tists; quarterl, monthly and semi-
I now corne to a question of some import- nionthly magazines, unbound. Mr.
ance, and that ia the question of coal. Speaker, in conclusion, I may say that

ahen this was under the consieration of these propositions the Government lay
Parliament before, the Government after with confidence on the Table of the buse,
giving thu matter v ury careful considera- believing that they are in accordance with
tion, came to the conclusion that t.c. a the policy declared last Session, and that
ton on bituminons coal would carry it they will be sustained not only by the
from Nova Seotia to Toronto. A con- house, but by the country.
siderable, quantity of coal was sent to Il being Six o'clock the Speaker eft the
Toronto durig last year, and it cas Chair.

SR t SAMUEL L TILLEY.
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After Recess.

SaI RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
Mr. Speaker, There was one remark
which the hon. gentleman opposite in-
sisted upon -with which I am entirely dis-
posed to agree. I agree with him in
thinking that, when a fiscal revolution, in-
volving such enormous changes as are in-
volved in the Tariff which lie recently
proposed, bas been submitted to the con-
sideration of the country, it would be un-
wise to deny that a considerable length of
time must elapse before the full results of
such a measure can become clearly ap-
parent. I am quite well aware that there
have been a great many influences at
work, all operating more or less on the
position and prospects of this country,
wholly apart from the fiscal policy we
have adopted. I myself, when I occupied
the position now held by the hon. gentle-
man, never committed the mistake of sup-
posing that the best possible fiscal pclicy
would obviate the results of great extrava-
gance on the part of a Government or
people ; nor have I ever asserted, here or
elsewhere, that even a very bad fiscal
policy would at once neutralise all the
effects of great natural advantages or great
energy or industry on the part of the
people to whom that system was applied.
That I take to be true as a general propo-
sition, everywhere, and especially true of
Canada, and indeed, of the whole of
North America, because, from various cir-
cumstances, this continent may be regarded
as being usually in a state of rapid growth,
thougha growth of fits and starts, in which,
as our own experience, and the whole com-
mercial history of the United States
shows, periods of inflation are followed
by periodsofdepression, and vise versa, from
time to time. I think, however, be this as
it may, .that at present certain
great facts are tolerably clearly
apparent to every man in this
country, which will assist us in
forming some conclusion as to the
merits or demerits of the policy of bon.
gentlemen. For instance, we know
too well that our revenue has not
increased, in spite of the somewhat con-
fused explanations by which the hon. the
Minister of Finance endeavours to per-
suade us that from the fact that upon
March Ist, 1880, our net receipts were
two millions less than on March lst, 1878,

therefore we are sure to have a surplus at
the end of the ensuing four months. We
know likewise that it may be true, as the
hon. gentleman has told us, that in New
Brunswick new factories are expected to
crop up, though they have not yet begun
to give employment to the inhabitants of
that favoured Province. But we also
know that in other parts of thi.
Dominion, with which we are better
acquainted, those happy results have not
been felt, and that, so far from greater em-
ployment being given to the working
classes, we find, as that lion. gentleman
migbt have seen in yonder square ten
days ago, that hundreds, nay, thousands,
of starving workingmen are cursing the
day they trusted the false promises of the
hon. gentlemen opposite. We know per-
fectly well, the statements of the lion.
Minister to the contrary notwithstanding,
that the confidence which was to have
animated the whole commercial com-
munity on the happy restoration of hon.
gentlemen opposite to office, has taken the
extraordinary shape of a greater de-
pression of bank stock and a greater num-
ber of bank and business failures than
Canada has ever heretofore known. Wo
know, and if proof was wanted the hon.
gentlemen might have had it in the peti-
tion of 3,000 electors of St. John city and
county laid upon the Table this afternoon,.
we know that the people are not satisfied
with his new policy, and the more they
learn of the practical working of the hon.
gentleman's Tariff, I venture to predict,
though not endowed with the spirit of
prophecy which the hon. the Finance
Minister seems to possess, the less they
will be satisfied with it. We know also,.
and bere again I take issue with the hon.
gentleman, that the prices of all the-
various articles that these men have to
buy have risen, and their wages
and the price of the chief articles
the people have to sell have not.
We know to our sorrow-because I am
not one of those who wish for the sake of
injuring my political opponents to see
misfortunes inflicted upon the country-
we know that the great and alarming
emigration which prevailed in former days,
from 1860 to 1870, is resuming its former
proportions. We know that, from the
hon. gentleman's own Province, from
every one of the Maritime Provinces, men
are seeking other countries where they
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'will not be oppressed as in their own land
And there is not much wonder that such
is the case. Turn to our Public Accounts
and you find an expenditure of $250,00(
for the purpose of bringing emigrants tc
this country. Turn to our Tariff of Cus-
toms, and you find seven millions being
wasted, or worse, in trying to drive the
old inhabitants of Canada away. We
know also that the number of bankrupt-
cies is not reduced under the r'égime of
these hon. gentlemen. The hon. the
Finance Minister, following in the wake
of his illustrious leader, would have us be-
lieve that so far-sighted were the bank-
rupts of Canada, that they rusled whole-
sale into bankruptcy in 1879, for fear that
a law would be introduced in March or
A pril, of 1880, to prevent then from doing
so at all. Sir, this explanation reminds
meof the apology made by the First Min-
ister for allowing a private member to
introduce that Bill, of which mention was
made in the Speech from the Throne, and
I hardly know which is the lamer, the
explanation or the apology. I suggest
with all humility another explanation.
Possibly the members of the commercial
community may have wished to pay a last
delicate attention to bon. gentlemen, and
went into bankruptcy to provide some
sort of employment for that borde of offi-
cial assignees which the Bill of my hon.
friend from Stanstead is about to sweep
out of existence. Now, Sir, I desire in
the first place, following the track of the
hon. the Minister of Finance, to deal with
the financial state of the country. There-
after, I propose to show how, in my judg-
ment, his Tariff lias affected the mass of
the people of this country, and what
claims he is likely to have for a renewal
of the confidence of which he boasted so
much-a confidence, be it remembered,
which was bestowed before the people
had the slightest notion of the bless-
ings which where in store for them.
The bon. gentleman stated that there
had been a deficit of $1,960,000,
I think, for the year ending 30th June,
1879, and as a matter of course the bon.
gentleman intimated that I, and no other,
was responsible for this. I am at a loss
to knew whether I am to be responsible
for $3,000,000, $3,400,000, or $4,100,000,
because all these sums were mentioned
by the hon. gentleman as being respee-
tively the true deficit of the year. But
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we will assume, for the purpose of argu-
ment, that I am to be held responsible
for the $1,960,000 which the Public Ac-
counts state to be the deficit for the past
year. Sir, I decline that responsibility,

- and for reasons which I think some hon,
gentlemen in the House and some people
in the country will think reasonable and
substantial. I say that deficit bas been
caused partly by the fact that that bon.
gentleman and bis colleagues expended

i about three-quarters of a million dollars
more than we should hve expended had
we been in their places, and partly by
that unparalleled feat of financial genius,
as the London Times called it, whereby
the hon. gentleman, with a generosity all
his own, not merely threw wide open the
Dominion Treasury to every importer who
wanted to anticipate the new duties, but
absolutely went out of his way to afford
facilities through the medium of the banks
to tbose merchants in order to put into
their pockets over half the money that
ought to have gone into the National
Treasury. There, Sir, is the cause of the
deficit, and the only cause. I say, Sir, the
onus is most distinctly and clearly on the
hon. gentleman. I do not refuse to bear
the full responsibility of all the expendi-
ture which we authorised, either by Order
in Council or by the Estimates we brought
down, but I will go no further. Permit
me to contrast the condition of things in
the year 1874 and that in the year 1879.
In 1874 1 held the hon. gentleman re-
sponsible for the expendure which was
then incurred, and this was the rea-
son why I did so. That hon. gentleman
by his several Orders in Council, and by
the Estimates which he himself biought
down, had made provision for the expen-
diture of $23,685,000. He had further
expended during the August and October
Sessions of Parliament held under his
regime the sum of $200,000. That was
before we came into office, and I have
always held him and his colleagues
responsible besides for the expenditure ofthe
general election which was rendered neces-
sary by their misconduct. However, I
do not want to insist on that or on a con-
siderablenumber of items which had been
expended by these bon. gentlemen, and-
for which we afterwards got the authority
of Parliament. But I point out to the
House this fact, that, without taking into
account the question of the general elec-
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tion, that hon. gentleman had spent or
taken authority to expend $23,88.5,000
in 1873-4, while our actual expenditure
was $23,316,000, or $568,000 and odd
less than the amount that gentleman had
-estimrated for and taken authority to
spend. Now, according to his own state-
ment, throwing in the Orders in Council
for sums brought forward by us, and
allowing for the extra expenditure on
.account of the elections, which he esti-
mates at $65,000, the total expenditure
we had authorised was $23,920,000, of
which I may remark a very consider-
,able proportion, as lie himself admitted,
was not expended. He therefore ex-
pended last year some$535,000 more than
we are responsible for, while we expended
$568,000 less than lie had taken authority
to expend in 1873-4, and that I say consti-
tutes a strong primdfacie case against the
hon. gentleman. Still I am not disposed
to rest my case there, but I will point
out to the House where I think these
gentlemen were guilty of needless and
improper expenditures. In the first place
I do not admit that the hon. gent eman
had the right to charge nie for interest
-at any rate more than to a small ex-
tent-on loans effected after I left office.
He assumes what he has no right to do,
that I intended to effect a loan of three
million pounds sterling. This was not my
purpose, but I leave that question till I can
refer to his remarks about his recent loan.
When we cone to ordinary expenditure,
what do we find ? Why, Sir, we find that,
these hon. gentlemen, under the head of
ordinary expenditure, have expended a
very considerable number of sums which
I feel perfectly certain, had we remained
in office, would not have been expended.
We find under the head of Civil Govern-
ment that, whereas we expended in our
last year $823,000, these gentlemen ex-
pended $861,000, of which about $20,000
were for contingencies. We find that,
under the head of Militia, whereas we
expended $618,000, these gentlemen ex-
pended $130,000 more. Now, I do not
charge them with the whole of that
amount. I think it is probable that a
portion of that may have been legitimate
enough expenditure. But I say that, had
we been in office, the Militia expenditure
would have been at least $60,000 less
than it was. In the matter of Legislation
these hon. gentlemen caused an extrava-

gant expenditure in two ways. First, in
consequence of the Minister of
Finance not being prepared to bring down
his measures to the House for many weeks
after we met, and secondly, as the returns
laid on the Table of the House show, by
permitting the expenditure of this House
to run riot until, on the vote for $8,000
for sessional clerks, messengers and pages,
there was an expenditure close on $30,000.
Sir, for that class of expenditure I refuse
all accountabilitv. Nor do I think that
we are chargeable with the faci that the
hon. the Minister of the Interior, as the
hon. member for Bothwell showed last
Session, saw fit to put nearly five quarters
instead of four in the ordinary expendi-
ture for Indians on that vear. Under
the head of charges for collection of
revenue, I would also point out that,
whereas we expended $1,724,000 for the
service of the Post Office in 1878, these
gentlemen expended $1,784,000, while
in the following item they expended
$400,000 more than we demanded
for the task of maintaining rail-
ways and canals; and $200,000 more
apparently than they themselves so late as
the month of May deemed necessary. That
expenditure may or may not be defensible;
I am not in a position to fori an opinion
on the subject, but I do know that my
lion. friend beside me spent $200,000 less

1 during his last year than his successors
saw fit to expend. I remark in connection
with this subject that I know too well
from the state of things that
confronted us when we became re-
sponsible for the administration of
the affairs of this country, from
the shameful way in which those roads
were run down, how easy it is largely to
diminish for a time the apparent expen-
diture on great public works. I also
know how many hundreds of thousands,

Sand perhaps millions, it cost us
to put those roads in proper condi-
tion. If the information we have reeeived
from the Maritime Provinces be correct,
there is an exceeding probability that
something of that kind will occur again in
a few years. I may add, for the
hon. gentleman himself admits it, that
there is at least $100,000 for which he
and not we were responsible, and
therefore I submit that the hon.
gentleman had no right whatever to
attempt to hold us responsible for any
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more of the expenditure for 1878-9 than
we ourselves had brought down Estimates
or taken Orders in Council for. I may
likewise point out the very important
differences in our respective treatment of
the situation. In 1873 I found, as I
showed in the clearest possible manner,
that, unless large additional taxes were
put on, there was a certainty of a very
serious deficit occurring, and we put on
taxes which, a, everybody admitted, cured
the deficit for that year and the next year,
without inflicting any serious burden
on the people of the country. I
say that, when no more than 2 or
3 per cent. are added it matters little
whether the revenue be anticipated by a
few months or weeks ; but it matters a
great deal when, as in the case of this
Tariff, the Tariff was raised at one bound
from 17 to 35 per cent. in the case of
many articles of general consump-
tion. I notice that in these al-
lusions to deficits, the hon. gentleman was
cautious enough to adopt a somewhat
different tone from that which lie and his
colleagues indulged in in other places as
to what these deficits portend. Perhaps
the shadow of coming events may bave been
on the hon. gentleman. He may have
in view a time when it would not be
convenient for him to lay down the
general proposition that deficits cannot
exist without proving the great imbecil-
ity, the great incapacity for administra-
tion, of the Government who are responsi-
ble for them. Perhaps, Sir, there was
another reason. Our position at present,
as regards that hon. gentleman, is peculiar.
I do not remember, to have found in
constitutional history anything at all re-
sembling it in time past. We have
here on the floor of this House a Finance
Minister duly authenticated and holding
Her Majesty's commission. But, if
rumour is to be believed, there is behind
that hon. gentleman a very distinguished
personage, who is a sort of alter ego to
the Minister of Finance, who is here, there
and everywhere, as the necessities of the
Finance Minister compel him. Does the
Finance Minister go to London to negoti-
ate a loan; that distinguished personage
is there. Is he called upon to explain
the fiscal policy of his country before a
Chamber of Commerce in England; that
distinguished person is there. Does he go
to Washington; that distinguished per-
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sonage is there. I am glad the bon.
gentleman is in such good hands. I
have a great admiration and respect
for that distinguished personage, and
I do not know that I ever felt
more admiration for him than when J saw
him discharging the whole duty of an
ambassador abroad as those duties are
defined by those two eminent constitu-
tional authorities, Sir Henry Wotton and
the present Minister of the Interior, with
such a splendid disregard to the conse-
quence to his own reputation pro-
vided only lie could assist the
Minister of Finance in his difficulties. I
can understand that that distinguisbed
gentleman at any rate, if lie has not for-
gotten all lie ever did or said or suffered,
would have given a wise word of caution
to the present Minister of Finance. I
cannot doubt that a man of his experience
in public affairs must be aware that there
is considerable danger, in spite of all the
bon. gentleman's calculations, that
things may not turn out precisely as he
expects ; that this year and next year, and
possibly the next two years, lie may
expect serious deficits. Perhaps, too, the
hon. gentleman remembers, and I dare
say the hon. gentleman's colleague remem-
bers, a certain episode which I must
apologise for troubling the House with,
though it has a decided bearing on the
question before us. J can recollect
very well a period at which the present
First Minister directed the affairs of this
country, a periodat which the distingiuished
person to whom I have alluded was his
Minister of Finance. I can recollect in
1858, when the revenue of Old
Canada was $5,270,000, and when there
was a net deficit, deducting the sinking
fund, of $3,083,000, or a percentage of
deficit to revenue of 58¾ per cent. In
1859 there was a revenue of $6,600,000
and a net deficit of $1,328,000, or a ratio
of deficit to revenue of about 20 per cent.
The succeeding year there was a deficit of
$1,939,000 to a revenue of $7,500,000, or
a proportion of 26 per cent. In 1861
there was a revenue of $7,500,000, with
a deficit of $1,879,000, being in the pro-
portion of 25 per cent. to the revenue.
Now, Sir, in our time, there was a deficit
in 1876. The revenue in that year was
$22,500,000, and the net deficit, deduct-
ing sinking fund, was $1,077,000, being
in the proportion of four and four-fifths of
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one per cent. to the revenue of the country.
In 1877 the revenue was 822,050,000,
and the deficit $631,000. In 1878 the
revenue was $22,375,000, and the deficit,
deducting sinking fund, wias about four-
fiftlis of one per cent. in proportion to the
revenue. You will obser- e tlat our
greatest net deficit, conpared with the
greatest deficit of the hon. gentleman's
leader, and of the hon. gentleman wlo was
then acting as Finance Miiist(r, stood in
the proportion of four and four-tifths
to 58 per cent., and that the per-
centage of deficit in our last year
as compared with the percentage of deficit
i lis last year was as four-fifths of one

per cent. is to 25 per cent. A-d as the hon.
gentleman appears to be in a mood to make
arithietical comparisons, I naysay further
than our worst deficit bore the sanie ratio
to their worst that one bears to twelve,
and tiat our final deficit was to theirs as
one is to thirty. And that, Sir, is not
only a fair ratio of the respective differ-
ences between the two deficits, but I
subrait is also a fair ratio of the prudence,
the economy, and the administrative
capacity which characterized the two
Goverinents. I would warn the hon.
the Minister of Finance that when le
talks of deficits lie is treading on very
dangerous ground indeed. He has beea
good enough to tell us that he, and lie
alonc, looks to the future without any
cmbarrassnent, because le had obtained
on the 1st of March, 1880, the sua of
814,081,000 as the total revenue for the
past eight nonths. I find that on the 1st
of March, 1878, our revenue amiounted to
$15,003,330 ; on lst March, 1877,
814,263,000; and on lst March, 1876,
$15,616,876. I confess, particularly after
hearing that the hon. gentlenian expects
to expend something like $24,900,000
in the current year, that I fail to see
on what principles lie expects our average
monthly revenue of one and thrce-quarter
mnillionstorisetosomethinglike3,000,000
per month for the remainder of the year.
He may be correct, and I should be glad
for the sake of the country, to believe it
possible; but I fear the result will prove
tlat the revenue of the next four months
'vill bear but too exact a proportion to
that of the last eight nonths, and that le
will be called upon to face a deficit of from
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000, that is, suppos-
mg that he fares no worse during the

next four months than lie bas duriug the
precedig ciglt. I find by the Customns
Returns that up1 tO the 1st of Fehruar,
1880, there was a total revenue froin this
source of 87,400,000. Up to 1st of
February, 1879, the Customs Ievenue
w'as S6,970,000 and no less than $485,000
of the irst nanied sumi is due to the
duties ou coal and Ilour. I take no
account of - the enor nions disproport: ons
shown V the returns of Last miont h to
those of the sane mîonth Last year, Ie-
cause I an aware that in the mnuti of
February, 1879, throngi the extraordin-
ary generosity of the lion. the Finance
Minister, an unusually large anount of

goods were passed through the Customn-
lonses, and paild duty. But 1 call
attention to this fact that the result
I have just shown lias taken place iii
the face of extraordinary ci rcumiîstance,
We have liad a good harvest, and un-
usually good prices for certain portions of
our products. The markets of the world
in general have been rising, and we ought
to have got our share of profit fron the
revival. The whole result is the best
possible endorsenient of the policy of the
late Goverunient. We have been blaned
for not iiposing further taxes in 1876.
What was our position tien ? We Lad
recently imposed heavy taxes. We knew
that we were verv close to the true efiective
limait of indirect taxation, and also that a
very slight revirai in the price of ordinary
staple articles would suffice to restore our
revenue, and therefore we deternined tiat
it was our duty to practice the strictest
economy, and to exhaust all reasonable
means before adding any further to the
burden of the people. Had our course
been followed, had the lion. gentlemen
opposite been content with a fair revenue
tariff, all the lion. F i nance Minister's
difficulties -would have disappeared and
the country woald have been in possession
of a surplus. Then the hon. Min-
ister inforns us that one cause of
his embnarrassieit was the heavv en-
gagements lie Lad inherited froni the
last Government, and lie was good enugh
to recall to Our minnds the unexanpled
prosperity which existed when he was
Finance Minister, in 1873. I also desire
to recall that period to your recollection.
I desire to recall how that hon. gentle-
man mistook inflation for prosperity; how
he then, in defiance of remonstrances froin
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this side of the House, and particularly
in defiance of my own renionstrances,
iade that inflation the excuse for heap-

ing enorrmous burdens upon the people
of the country, and for addding
deliberately and iost needlessly the sum
of one and one-half millions to the fixed
expenditure of the country. It is a mat-
ter of public record that in so-_imle six
years they increased the expenditure
from $13,000,000 to $23,000,000, and
that thev -went out of office leav-
ing unfuhiled engagements, which, bad
they been fulfilled, would have added
four or five millions more to the expendi-
ture of the countrv. We took office and
found this state of affairs staring us in the
face. Only one engagement for Public
Works did we carry out, that for the
Canmala Central iailway, which liad not
been incurred by our predecessors. Take
the Estimates for 1873-4, drawn by the
lion. the Finance Minister. You will
find votes taken for the Welland Canal,
Lachine Canal, and I believe every canal
in the country, as well as for the Pacifie
and Intercolonial Railways, and for every
work, in short, in which ve have engaged,
and vet he dares to talk of the heavy
engagements we left behind us. I
shall take the opportunity of saying a
few words as to the extremely beavy Esti-
mates which the Finance Minister bas
laid up on the table. I do not pretend to
sav that wvlhen a Volume of eighty-eight
p:ges is thrown at our heads the day be-
fore the Budget, I or anybody else is able
to make that carefu l analvsis of it which
should be made, but I say tiat, without
any careful analysis, enouglh ean be seen
to fill every hon. gentleman who desires
the welfare of his country with very seri-
ous alarn and isgiving at the amount
which the Government consider the least
with which they cai carry on the Govern-
ment of the country ; and it must not
be forgotten that these are but first
Estimnates. Judging by old usage, and I
ani afraid the hon. gentlemen opposite
are not likely to introduce a new prece-
(lent in that respect, besides these Esti-
mates for $25,000,000 we will have Supple-
mentary Estimates brought down before
the Session closes, not to speak of a pro-
bable Schedule A next year also; so that
this will not at all give the true amount the
hon. the Finance Minister will require for
the service of 1881. I regret still further
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to notice that in these Estimates the bon.
gentleman, departing fron the practice
uniformly observed by his predecessors,
lias introduced a charge of 8300,000 for
surveys of Dominion Lands to capital
accout. I say there is no possible
excuse for making tbis a charge on
capital account. It is evident that the
hon. gentleman is afraid that the deficit,
whichr he knows is inipending, will be
nonstrously swollen iby this additional

suIn. Everyone will reimienmber tlhat
on every hustings in Canada these hon.
gentleImen rated the late Government for ex-
travagance, especially inthe iatter of Civil
Government, Superannuation Allowances,
Indian Expenditures, and Post Office De-
partment. Now let us see what we
expended in 1878, and what these
gentlemen propose to spend in 1881. li
1878 the total expenditure for Civil Gov-
ernment amounted to barely 8823,000.
Now, we are told $917,451 are re-
quired-being an iicrease over our
expenditure of nearly $100,000. Sir, we
were reviled without stint because in
1878 we founid it necessary to expend
$106,000 for the purpose of providing
for superannuation. I perceive that
$1-12,000 is the least these hou. gentle-
men can get on with for their superanua-
tion charges. For Indian service, in 1878,
$421,503 vas expended. Now I see.
$649,786 is demanded for the saine ser-
vice. In the Post Office Department,
Sir, in vhich our extravagance had be-
come rampant, we spent $1,724,938 in
1878, these gentlemen now demand
$1,852,000, being $130,000 more than
the late extravagant Government found
necessary to expend. I see but one sub-
stantial saving attempted to be made, and
that isinthe niatter of Charges for mainten-
ance of Railways. Now it mnay be possible
to carry this out to some extent. I confess
myself that everytlingtlhat has cone to mv
knowledge, everything that came to my
knowledge while I was Minister of
Finance, renders me very doubtful in-
deed as to the probable success of an at-
tempt to reduce these railway expendi-
tures to a nmucli lower point than they
touched in 1878 without injury to
the service. Nevertheless I shall
give my hearty support to, and shall
heartily congratulate the hon. the Minis-
ter of Railways if his ability and energy
do enable him to carry out the pledges
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which the hon. the Minister of Finance made
on his behalf that lie will effecttbe saving of
whicli ho speaks. But I reserve my
opinion on that subject until we obtain
that fuller information which will enable
us properly to discuss the saving pro-
posed1 to be rade in that direction.
These other figures at ail events ap-
pear to me to indicate a revival of
thait spirit of reekless folly which led
thes lion. gentlemen to double the ex-
pnilitire of Canada in seven ý ears, le-
nyee'n 1867 and 1873, and which, at a
former time, as I showed, led then to
expenid in one siugle year something like
;0 per cent. more tian the total Revenue

of the country. And I ask bon. gentle-
n'n on both sides of this House-for the
question will be put to thern iii such a -way
thit they cannot possibly avoid answering
it before many weeks tre gone-to reflect
whethcr thev thiuk the statement the
hon. gentleman has subinitted, whether
they- think the prospect of five or six
sucessive deficits, (including those that
bave already occurred) are a justification
for the proposal of these lion. gentlemen
to add to the burdens of the Dominion of
Canada by an expenditure whieli thev
know will exceed tiirteen or fourteei
millions of dollars-and whizh will
probably exceedfifteenorsixteenmlllions-
anong the mountainsofBritish Columbia.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I desire to say a few
words on a question on lwhich I entertain
but small hopes of being ableto agree with
the ion. the Minister of Finance, and that
is as to the relative merits of the several
loans which he and myself negotiated in
London. I have admitted always - I
admit frankly no w - that the loan the
lion. gentleman made in 1879 was a good
transaction per se. I thought the time
was well cbosen, and the ternis obtainel
were in my judgment decidedly good.
But I aiso say - and this is the point on
whic'h I do not expect his acquiescence -
that the terns he got, having reference
to the other circunstances of the case,
wcre not one hair's breadth better than
those I formerlv obtained. I say, Sir,
as to the price, if that be a criterion -
althouglh the price obtaineid in London
for a loan, as everybody knows, depends
iu a great degree on causes entirelybeyond
the control of the Canadian negotiator foi'
the time being -if you go through the
whole history of oans sinice Confederation

I tlink yon will find that the hon. gentle-
man, -witli respect to his loan as compared
with mine, bas no particular cause for
exultation. The first loan made on
Canadian securities since Confslerati on
was in 1868, whei Sir John Lose
sold a portion of our five per cent.
securities for 90 per cent.; and la the
condition of the market at that date, a
very good transaction it was. Six years

fteri I sold 4 per cemnt. securities in

London to thi extent of foui millions
sterling at 90 alse. Now it does not
require much calculation to sec that at a
distance of six vears I obtained better
terin tlan Sir John Rose, by 25 per cent,
and if we apply tle same rude as the lion.
getlman wants to apply to my loan it
would appear I did five times better as
compared with Sir John Iose, than the
Minister of Finance has cone as compared
with me. It is quite true thmat the lion.

gentleman succeeded in obtainini ga nominal
sumn of 95 per cent. or so for the loan lie
made, but the hon. gentlemian forgot to tell
thelHouse that in mîaking tiat loanhie gave
extraordinari ly favourable allowances;
that geoing to London at the end of July to
negotiate bis loan, the hon. gentleman
lad allowed interest to run on the bonds
he placed on the market from the 1st of
May preceding-ini other words, the loan
place on the miarket carried J per cent.
interest accrued, while subsequent allow-
ances made it amount to 2 per cent. instead
of 1, which was the amouînt allowed on
the loans of 1874 and 1876. I do not
complain of that. I simply point out that
when the hon. gentleman talks of hîaving
effected a loan at 95 lue ought to tell the
House that, with the allowances g'ranted
on that loan, it actually netted little
more than 93. Now, at the time the
hon. gentleman negotiated this loan he
would do well to remeniber that
money was cheaper thai it Jhad ever
been iii England before. There is no
period in English fiaîmcial historv at
which money could be obtained for a con-
siderable lengtlh of time for seven-eighIths
of one per cent., viich was the actual
rate of discount on the London noney
market for commercial bills when the lion.
gentleman negotiated his last loan. He
knows aiso that there was an unusual ac-
cumulation of bullion, and if he wants a
further comparison of the merits of the
respective transactions, he has only to
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look at the relative prices of the United collect that at the present time
States securities in 1874, in 1876, and in the sinking fund amounts to
1879, When, in 1874, I negotiated a ql 270,000 perannum, and is at
loan of four millions sterling, and intro the rate of )50,000 or $60,000 per year.
duced a totally new security, as far as I say that this is altogether too umch,
Canada was concerned, into the London that it has ceased to Le useful, and is
marke-. United States 5 per cents could positively becoming mischievous :and I
be obtained on the Londun narket for say it was a great mistake for the lion.
10- or 105. When, in 1876, I negotiated g-entlemYa not to make at least an atipt
a oan at the nominal rate of 91, the to get rid of the sinking fund. Moreover,
United States lad just placed a loan on I thini it would have been better, s-eing
the miarket at 4:, per cent., for whicl they that noney eau be borrowed as he avers
obtained 100. In other words, I ob- onsuch easytermîs, seeingtbat our credit is
tained in 1876 precisely the sane rate for so high (thouîgl I migbt be peritted to
Canadian 4 per cent. securities-allowîing suggest that bis intention of seizing -even
for the difference in interest-which that or eight millions of the currency Cf the
great people, the United States, wvere country night appear not exactly to co-
getting for their 41 per cents. But, when incide witlh the opinion lie lias sta+ed) I
the hon. gentleman went over to London. say it would bave been far better to have
I observe that lie sold bis 4 per cents at taken advantage of that state of things
what he calls 95, but what was in reality to have paid off the six-per-cents, which
93, and Anerican 4 per cents were selling havenatuîred, insteadl of re-investing then
.t that very tine at 104 to 105. In other as lie has done at five per cent.; and in
words, I got as good prices as the United short that had the ion. genileman
States, and le got 10 per cent. worse. availed hiaself properly of the advantages
Now I am arguing with the hon. gentle- of the situation our charge for interest to-
nan according to the style of argument day miglt easily have been $105,000 per
adopted by himuself and his organs in the year less than it is, and will be during the
public press. I do not desire to take next thirty years. While I am on the
away from liam the credit of negotiating sabject I nay say that I eannot
a loan on good ternis. He is welcome to quite agree with bis explanation of
that eredit, and I ara even willing to the causes of the extraordinary mis-
strike an average and put the good price take lie says he made in the computa-
le obtained in 1879 against the bad price tion of the aunouat of interest payable thia
lie obtained for his loan of 1878. But year. I do not understand wby a Min-
there are two points on whiclh I think his ister of Finance. in computing the iuterest
conduct was censurable. When in the to be paid ou our funded debt for
Session of 1879 the lion. gentleman was 1819-80, slould bave beei em-
reviewing the details of the loan of 1878, barrassed bis predecessor bad
I called attention very strongly to the negotiated certain teniporarv loaný in the
fact that the sinking fund of Canada had veau 1878; aud if there wcre, asiesays,
attained enormous proportions, and that it two or tbree sais of noiley borrowed
was extremîely desirable that an attempt froia the Bank of Montreal or other insti-
siould be made at the earliest possible tutions in London, anticipation of the
ioent to get rid of the sinkino s fund paymuet of the Fisery Aard on wci

attachient, and I w-as quite wilgohave we kne we had a iit to depend-i
sustanied. luini to the utniost of ly po-er if canînot understanl why the existence of
lie Lad )-adle aiiy attempt to do so. I olie or two advances if that cmuind taould

regrt, ir, hatliaving sueh L.uagnhicent be lîeld a vafr-ant for rnakingr a nutk
oppor-tu ri Lies as lue buid lest Juty lie in the amount of interest to be p is
shoul have -titterly iîegiected to nliake the succeedingrvear. ordo I clear'iv seu
that aLt-ipt, lnd I sav that if lie yad what purpose bis explanation of te
undeîsýi*;too)d thoroughly tie advantagcs of several Fistakes e nade in coputig
bis position Canada would bave been the expediture for 1878-9 exact e serves.
reheve( for tue next thirty years of the So far as I could undrstaryd it, it ap-
necessity of paying Z75,000 a year peared to de thae bis statenent s
by t eay of a sisiking fund on accouoft virtually that if li had aot been histaken
af tltat cha and you will e- lie would bave been rigt in bis Eigti-
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mates, but thatunluckilyhe was mistaken.
The hon. gentleman was frank enougli to
tell us-and I an bound to say it is more
than the hon. gentlemen on his side
usually admit- that he did not
claini that all the prosperity which
he says exists in Canada was solely due
to the influence of the National Poliev.
This, Sir, is a valuable admission, and
one which I hope gentlemen on the other
side will bear in mind. When we come
to consider the causes to which such pros-
perity as we do enjoy is to be attributed,
I thinl: we will see the valua to be
attached to that confession. The facts
are that while we have been blessed with
a remarkably good harvest there has been
a great scarcity, amounting to positive
famnine,existing through a large portion of
Europe ; that prices and wages have gone
up in the United States, and, as a con-
sequence, there is an improvemnent in
that country-an improvement which
gives us better sales for our lumber, and,
in certain cases, better rates of transport
for our transportation companies. Now,
are we to understand that all these things
are due to the National Policy ? Is it
due to the National Policy of the Finance
Minister that there was sonething like
six nonth's continuous rain on the other
side of the Atlantic, or are we to
understand that the improvenent in the
United States which bas reflected itself
on us, which has increased the demand for
our lumber and gives us better rates of
transport, was produced because the hon.
gentleman has been at great pains to re-
duce our trade with that country ; while as
to his claim of creating an improvement in
the lumber trade and shipping trade, why,
Sir, these are the two great interests
which he has most hampered and en-
barrassed; and yet it is for the improve-
ment of these interests that the hon.
gentleman takes credit to his Tariff policy.
But I perceive that the bon. gentleman
has one special cause of exultation. Other
things may have disappointed him. He
nav have made mistakes in computing the
amounts lie had to pay or the amounts lie
had to receive, but there was one thing
as to which ho bas not disappointed him-
self or his friends. The hon. gentleman
set himself to the task of reducing the
volume of our trade, and he has succeeded
admirably. He says our condition is
much improved in this respect, and he

absolutely boasts that our imports have
fallen off and are still falling largely.
Well, Sir, there have been persons not
altogether unknown in economaic circles
who bave demonstrated pretty plainly
that if the exports of any country exceed
its imports, that excess arises nainly f rom
this circumstance: that a nation exporting
more than it imports is either getting the
vorst of the bargain or is indebted to other

nations, which, thougli true, is certainly not
a cause for great congratulationsonouipart.
I would like to call the attention of
the House to soie rearkable statements
made a few vears since by this sane bon.
gentleman froni the very seat lie now
oocupies, which I think will show that
there vas a time, not so long ago, when a
great increase in the importations of the
country was not regarded as quite such
an alarming circunistance by the hon.
gentleman opposite. Here are his words,
taken from his own Budget Speech in the
Session of 1873 :

"Suppose there should be no increase in the
importations and in the general trade, which is
supposable, but which certainly will not be
realised. Let us see what our position would
be, then, in the event of our having to fall back
on increased taxation. To make up the defici-
ency, I have stated that in the last five vears
the average duty collected on imports was 121
per cent. For the first six months of the current
year it was not 10 per cent. Suppose it be-
came necessary to impose additional taxation
upon the people, equal to that which has been
exacted during the first five years of Confedera-
tion, by increasing the average from 10 to 12'
per cént. Has taxation in the past been
oppressive ? Have our people felt it grevions
and hard to bear? I think not. Jiut let us
apply that increased taxation to the imports of
the present year, which will probably be
$125,000,000. This would give us $3,437,500
to meet the interest and sinking fund and the
commission, amounting altogether to
$3,367,000."
Now, Sir, you will note three things here:
1st, It vas not even "supposable" that
our imports would fall below $125, 000,000.
2nd, That our rate of taxation was
not to be increased more than 2Ï per cent.
3rd, That all this was so perfectly
certain that we might safely embark
in undertakings invoking an addition
of several millions a year to our annual
expenditure for interest alone ; and
lie goes on to justify on this account
the enormous burdens he was then asking
permission to lay upon the people. The
hon. gentleman who made those state-
ments is now Finance Minister once
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more. It is true seven years bave come
and gone since the hon. gentleman held
the position which he now occupies. We
know tbat in seven years every fibre of
the human frane is said to be changed.
An I to understand-the hon. member
for Cumberland (Mr. Tupper) can tell-
that a moral as well as a physical revo-
lution takes place in that time? An I to
understand that what was true in 1873 is
false to-day? That what was a good
reason for congratulation in 1873
would be a source of lamentation
and mourning and woe to the
Finance Minister now? That what
was an admirable basis for bis whole
future financial policy in 1873 would be
a delusion and a snare in 1880? There
was one thing, however, that did not
change. I had the honour of a seat
in this House in 1873, and I recollect
that when the remarki I have just read
were delivered by the hon. the Minister
of Finance, in bis usual glowing style, the
cheers of his followers were as loud
when he boasted of an importation of
$125,000,000 as tbey were when
this evening he announced that ouc
imports had fallen to $70,000,000.
The hon. Minister of Finance and
his supporters are well matched.
There never was, I suppose, a Fi-
nance Minister who had such very
accommodating followers, nor were there
ever followers who had such a very accom-
modating Finance Minister. They re-
mind me forcibly, Mr. Speaker, of
the language of the Spanish courtiers
in the old ballad of the Cid and bis
charger:

"1Ne'er had thcy looked on horseman night to
yon knight come near,

Nor ever on a steed so meet for such gallant
cavalier."

And if any of them take objection to my
metaphor, I would most respectfully assure
them that a horse is not the quadruped
to- which Iwould of my own special choice
compare gentlemen who are persuaded
that the best way to increase the wealth
of the community is to treble their tax-
ation. There is no doubt one important
factor in our present prosperity, to which
my hon. friend's characteristic modesty
ias prevented bis making more than

a passing allusion, but which I can-
not allow to pass unnoticed. We all know
he was good enough to make a progres
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through the country last autumn
in order to see how well bis
policy was promoting the welfare
of the people. I desire to say that I
entirely repudiate the view taken by some
wicked editors, who likened the hon.
Minister to a commercial traveller who
lad filled bis customers' orders and was re-
turning for further instructions. I com-
mend his zeal, but I may have doubts
wLether that zeal was wholly according
to knowledge. I may have doubt whether
the best means of finding out how the
policy actually worked was by
means of a number of interviews
with different manufacturers, lasting
from three to thirty minutes, ac-
cording to the political predilections of
the parties. I may doubt whether the
information gleaned was always as strictly
accurate as imight be desired. Let usput
ourselves in the place of the manufacturer
being interviewed. Here enters the lion.
Minister of Finance with his pleasant
manner, and his pocket full of sugar
plums for all good little manufacturers,
while behind, but visible in the shadow,
is the stern visage of the hon. member for
North Hastings (Mr. Bowell), vith the
Customs cat-o'-nine-tails, and all sorts of
pains and penalties ready for those
wretched infidels who might fail to ac-
knowledge that there is but one Minister
of the Interior, and that the Minister of
Finance is his prophet. No doubt this
was a state of things eminently likely to
enable the Minister of Finance to dis-
cover the truth, and the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, but yet I am inclined
to think that my hon. friend's simplicity
and good nature have been somewhat
imposed upon in the course of bis peregri-
nations. It is on record that in former
times, in the good old days of the Irish
Church establishment, a certain prelate of
that Church set out on a progress througlh
his extensive diocese, mainly, I believe,
with the view of asceri aining what pro
gress his clergy had made in converting
the members of another persuasion. It
is also on record that in the course of bis pro-
gress he came to a parish where the Pro-
testant rector and the Roman Catholic
priest lived on terms of great amity,
although the rector's congregation con-
sisted only of his own family, a clerk and
a sexton. I am happy to say that in this
diflicult situation the genius of the
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good rector was equal to the emergency. were unable to discover any benetit accru-
He borrowed the congregation of his ing fron this policy except to two or tlree
friend the priest for that occasion only, industries. I would ask the hon. gentle-
and I may add that the discerning man one plain question. Is lie able, after
prelate promoted him to a valu- ail bis enquiries, to lay bis linger on as
able benefice in reward for the many as twelve factories in the Province
extraordinary zeal lie had displayed. Ontario, each employing 100 banda and
I will not vouch absolutely for the facts, upwards, whidh have opened silice the
but I am led to believe that the hon. lst of January, 1879. I do fot say that
Finance Minister's good nature was im- even if he could that would be in the least
posed on in a siilar way; and that in some a suli cient jolstification for the burdens lie
of the manufactories lie visited the num- lias inflicted upon te people. But I say if
ber of parties employed wvas increasecl for he cannot do that I think the Huse canl
that day only. I have also heard that form for themselves a tolerably accurate
wages were raised before the aon. genthei- estimate of ihat the lational Polic as
man came to a town, and Iowered after he done up to the present time in the wav of
retired. But, Sir, like Lord Chesterfield, providing employ ient for the idse people
I only believe haif of what I hear. I do of Canada. For my own part, Sir-1 m
not believe that the wages were raised be- open to correction if I arn wron- I do
fore lie came, but only that they were not believe that apart froin twvo or three
lowered after ie was gone. Again, I am sugar refineries nd cotton factories, the
informed that suc was the zeal of tLie bon. gentleman would be able to ame,
workingmlen to get a glimpse of tieir from one end of the Doilinion to another,
great benefactor, that they actually pre- so many as twelve factories, ench employ-
ceded the Finance Minister fromn iloor to ing I O0 men or upwards, which bave
boor of certain factories, in order that they opened sice the commencement of this
tigt see d iaiy and also be seen by him as policy. There is no oubt that some few
muc as ossible. As the lion. gentleman individuals mut reap a very great benefit
vas good enougl to give us a statement froni te operation of the Tarif. No

of the factories that were likely to open haoubt that we seven millions of ad-
ino the Dominion-particularly in New ditional taxes are inflicted po a people,
Brunswick-I would like thia to give a ven though mucl ma be wasted, stili a
liat of those which bave actually opened large portion goes into the pockets of a
slnce the lt of January, 189, witbin favoured few; and as the on. gentleman
the Dominion, and then we could form desires to know how we can say that tbe
some idea of the actual bond fide resuat of country pays seven millions while tbe re-
the National Policy. While the lion. venue returs show no inerease, I may teil
gentleman was disporting himself, I wau lîim that whle nobody lias pretended tcat
not altogether idie. 1 took tlie oppor- be las put seven millions into the Trea-
tunity of making enquiries throughout aury, what we have asserted is that of the
thie various towns of Ontardo as to the seven millions whici lie takes out of the
the actual state of thinga; how far pockets of the people of thi country a
it was true that new factories ad bvery small part ges into the Treasure
opened; ow far those gentlemen gand the greater portion into the
engaged in manufacturing enterprises pockets of a few manufacturera. I have
could report direct benefit from the no doubt the ion. gentleman ias fotered
increased duties. I corresponded with some industries-for instance the industry
Ottawa, Prescott, Brockville, and somne of smuggl ing, which was. depressed some
twenty-fcve or thirty other towns in years ago, is rapidly reviving under the
Ontaro containing an aggregate of fostering influence of the bon. gentleman.
about 300,000 sogils and I regret Moreover, Sir, altlough the hon. gentie-
very mucli to say tbat the result of man dwelt very ligftly on this point, I
My enquiries was, that although no ag afraid lie nill find that his Excise
doubt tliere bave been the usual dutiea have aready resulted in a great
number of amal factories started in vain- development of illicit distillation in differ-
0ua places, there have been likewise the ent parts of the country, and also in the
usual number of small factories shut up, adulteration of liquors, althougn the don.
and those wit whom I communicated, gentleman may ot regard that as a very
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serious evil. I observe that the bon. gentle- Now I would like to say a few words in
man himself bas, and I know his organs explanation ofthe manner in whicb this
bave, made it a matter of complaint that we policy affects a few undreds of thousands
have not praised him for the general rise of workingmen and artisans througbout
in prices that has taken place. Although -this Country. Was it not this Ministry's
this is a curious cause of exultation so far speciai boast, was it not their special pledge
as the consumer is concerned, I am willing, that they, if tbey got into power, would
for my part, to give the hon. gentleman provice lentiful wages and pleatiful em-
the credit which he undoubtedly deserves *ployment for each and every workingman
for the ris in prices that bas tak.en place t wroughout the Dominion of Canada ? Do
lu sugar, iro-, bread, fuel, tea, coffee, cloth, we not know how the henrt of thi vener-
and cotton, and in almost ail articles able leader of the House bled iardly
of prime necessity witbin the Domin- as hie bimself bas told us, ail thc tinie lie
ion of Canada-and I miiiglit add that w-as ot of office, at the woes of the work-
things are not o-ly dearer but inmen? Do we n t reine ber bow the
f-orse. Th e fact of te atter is that in Minister f Railways was in the
Cainada our market is so safl that it habit of holding me up to execration
is eso in , any cases for existing manu- througout the Maritime Provinces be-
factories anc idustri s to combine to- cause, as le said, bis fehlow-countrymen
eter-and I arn afraid glat is one of tha were in danger of being trampld under

points which put us at a great disadvantage the iron eel of an Ontario Minister of
wit the people of the matited States, for, Financer hvle, as for the Minis-
Cowever mistaken their policy may be stili ter of Finance hihsalf, he ad no ords
in the great majority of cases, tleir markt with u-ieh to express his deep sense of
is so large that competition enables tliem the importance of the question. The
to secure more reasonable prices, and, as position of the artisan vas, as lie told
a ie, excellence of work ansip, and se the people of St. John, the true question
to escape at ieast one of thc difficulties of the day. I well recolet the rinrhteou
whic exist aere. But there is another indignation wit l whic the bon. gentle-
an? a far more important question to be inan rebuked nie ini that City, because, as
considered. WTe have seen how the lion. lie said, I bad iniposed a tax on tea whidhi
gentlenianýs policy affects tbe revenue. I discriminated unjustly against the poor
desire now to see iow it affects the gene- mea in favour of the rich. It is true that
rai intercsts of the great mass of the I submitted proof that ti c total extent
people of Canada. The lion, gentleman of this discrimination amounted to about
lias tol(i us how pleased a few scores of onie-hiaif cent per lîead per annum. But
manufacturers were with his visit. I d t i t as the principle for which the lion.
lot doubt it in the least. I do not douht gentleman contendd, and I could obtain
thiat, apart from the pleasure of being xo indulgence at is hands on accounr
visited by the ion. gentleman, which is a of the unfair mode in which that par-
great one, these panufacturers were ticular tax affected the workingman.
aw-are that a visit from a Minister of Now I would like to show iow these-
Finance was not a bad advertisement at lion, gentlemen bave reduced their
the rorst. And tbe bon. gentlemans pheories to practice. I do not propose to
organs ave neer been tired of repeating indulge i any vague rhetoric, do not

how zealously these favoured parties propose to indulge in any idle deciama-
banquetted the bon. gentleman, and bow tien, but siply to give tbe actual fets
pleasing it was to listen to the littie duet s far as they have been ascertained, or
between the sempathisin Minister and so far as they can be ascrtained, ho wing
the sympatbîsng manufacturers - one the tue incidence of taxation uner this
party chanting te praises cf a Minister Tarif upon the ordinary artisan and
of Finance who really fet for deserving workingan in this country. What I
manufacturerswr, and the other declaring mean is wat these taxes compel these-
liow good and pleasant it was to find a persons to pa over the counter as it
bod cf patriotie individuals who were were. I do notat all nean only wat goes
wiling te support the present Ministry into the Treasury, for it is the very
in return for the trifling privilege of put- essence of the rotective system that
ting their band into the public till. taxes so imposed should ot go into the
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Treasury but go into the pockets of cer-
tain private individuals or industries to
be fostered. I cannot profess to deal
absolutely exhaustively with this sub-

ject. I have selected seven classes of arti-
cles largely consumed. It is quite true
that there is a very great variation in
individual cases, as there always will be
owjing to the age, number and sex of
ienbers of families, and a great many

other considerations familiar to hon.
gentlemen opposite. But this one thing
is certain, that under our present Tariff
the more needy a man may be, the more
moutis lie lias to feed the, heavier is the
incidence of taxation upon him. I may
add also that the imniediate effects
may not be as clearly visible
as they vill be in a few years,
because many of the people have some
past accumulations to fall back on. But
though the full effects may not show
themselves at once, still I think, after I
have given a few examples to the House,
thev Y, ill see that there is great need to
do soniething to relieve these poor
people f rom the pressure of the
barcens now imposed on them.
I may remark that with a view
to accoinmodate myself as far as I can to
the wishes of the Finance Min-
ister, I have selected two or tbree
exanples from the city of St. John,
which is a place where the operation of
the Tariff is perhaps as clearly felt as any
other part of the Dominion. I find
from an actual account stated that
an artisan residing in St. Jobn, baving a
family of four, and an income of $350 a
year, bas to pay on the tea and coffee he
consumes a tax of $1.56 ; on the sugar
and molasses he consumes $6.42;
on seven barrels of flour $3.50 ;
on five tons of coal $2.50; on
coal oil $1.20; while on his
clothing, dry goods, and articles of that
description the tax amounts to no less
than 840. The result is that out of an
income of $350 this person is compelled
to pay taxes to the extent of $59.93.
on seven articles alone Take the
case of another artisan, having
a family of five and an income of $416.
I find by actual examination - because
these are persons who are prudent, tem-
perate and sober, fand who keep a pretty
accurate account of what they spend -
that lie pays on tea and coffee a tax of

$1.92 ; on sugar Dnd molasses, 810.40;
on flour and oatmeal $6.50 ; on
coal, $3.50 ; on coal oil about half
that amount on dry goods, etc. aboRt
$26 ; in all, $57. I take the case of an-
other artisan, residing in St. J ohn, with a
family of six, and an income of $520.
Here I fiund bis tax on tea amounts to
$3 ; on sugar,$7.60; onflour,6. 50; on the
dry goods and clothing, which his fanily
consumes, by actual record, $68.25, in all
(including tax on boots and shoes)
$90 or over. The last case with
wlich I shall trouble the House
is that of a man having a family of
nine, and an income of $600. Here I
find that on the self same articles the
total taxation anounted to about $88. In
the case of a clerk, baving a fainily of six
and an income of $1,100 'I find that
the taxation on these articles amounted
to $74.33. You must remember
that to these taxes must be added
a reasonable proportion of Excise
duties, whici amount as nearlv
asmnay be to about $6.50 for each
adult male in this Dominion ; and if you
allow an extremely small amount for taxes
on such matters as furniture, medicine,
books, tools, etc., of which each family
must consume some snall quantity, you
will find, I think, that it is not an ex-
aggeratedstatementtomake,thatthe result
of the bon. gentleinan'staxation amounts to
this that from one-fourth to one-fifth of the
income of the great maiority of persons
having an income of less than $600 a year
is at this present moment taken from
them in consequence of the taxation im-
posed by this Tariff. I would like to know
whether the hon. gentleman bas ever con-
sidered whatthe result of such taxes as this
nay be. I wonder if ho knows how many

persons in this Dominion are affected by
a taxation pressing so heavily on incomes
below $600. If he will condescend to
examine the census returns, I think
lie will find that I am correct in stating
that from five sixths to nine-tenths of our
whole population are very seriously
affected by the taxation that he has
imposed, and which is utterly unpre-
cedented at any rate in the his-
tory of Canada. The practical result
of this Tariff is that whereas it is very
largely from the savings of these classes
that all great national accumulations are
made, he will find that if he persists in
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inflicting this taxation that lie will not
merely paralyse their hopes of accumulat-
ing any saving, but lie will interfere
gravely with the proper education, per-
haps even with the proper nourishment
of the people and their children. One of
these results must follow. Either these
persons must greatly reduce their stand-
ard of comfort or lose all chance of
bettering their condition. I can quite
understand that hon. gentlemen who
have not examined this question may
think that the figures I have quoted
are greatly in excess of any burthen of
taxation which can possibly be imposed.
But they must remember that this Tariff
is so adjusted that by far the heaviest rates
of taxation fall precisely on those classes
of articles 'which the poorer portion of the
community most largely consume. lion.
gentlemen muust remember also that the
real truth is apt to be worse than the figures
show. If there is one thing more certain
than another it is this that the poorest
man is always the man who gets the least
money value for his wages. He is the
man who bas always to pay inost for
everything he consumes, whether it be a
pound of sugar or an ounce of tea, or a
hundred weight of coal, or a loaf of bread,
and he must always pay a higher rate
of interest if he gets credit at all. I can-
not imagine anything more damaging or
more likely to affect prejudically the most
vital interests of the country than this
scheme of taxation. The hon. gentleman
bas so managed it, that in proportion to the
poverty of the man the larger is the amount
.demanded from him. Thepoorerhe is under
this Tariff, the larger sum in proportion
to his income he will inevitably pay.
Possibly the bon. the Minister of Finance
may have observed this tendency. Pos-
sibly he may design to cure it on homo-
pathic principles. Or is it that the hon.
Finance Minister is going to turn
vegetarian, or bas lie beconie a convert to
the doctrine of that great economist
Mr. Bundell, and inclined to believe
that the great fault of our people is that
they bave been too well fed in the past
and they must be reduced to a diet that
will bring them to proper submission
to the yoke he has placed upon them. I
would like to read to members of the
House the opinion recently expressed
by a distinguished English statesman
as to the mode in which taxation
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ought to be inflicted on the people of a
country. " It is a peculiarity " said Lord
Derby at Liverpool the other day, " it is
a peculiarity of this country, and I think
a happy peculiarity, tbat the classes whose
inconies are under £150 (i. e. $750) the
class t'9at i3 who live by weekly wages
may relieve themselves almost entirely
from taxation if they think fit." Now I
hold that is a true statesmanlike utterance.
There can be no greater mistake on the
part of a statesman here or elsewhere
than to impose on the great mass of the
people whose inconies are below the figures
named by Lord Derby, any taxes requir-
ing them to pay over a considerable
proportion of their earnings either to the
Treasury or to private parties. Under
any circumstances (though perhaps less so in
Canada than in other countries) the reward
of manual labour is generally far too small.
I say it is a crime and a folly to make it
smaller. If these gentlemen choose to
tell us that they are aiming to create a
privileged class, well and good. Then
we will understand what kind of
a contest we have entered upon.
The true aim of every honest states-
man in framing a tariff ought to
be in the first place so to frame it that
it will give no unfair advantage to any
one class over another, and most of all so
to frame it that it shall not oppress poor
men. The aim of intriguing politicians
in every country bas been so to frame
their tariff that as many dishonest ad.
vantages may be gained under it as pos-
sible from whence they can obtain politi-
cal influence to keep themselves in their
places. It is idle and worse than idle, to
say that the incidence of this taxation is
compensated or can be compensated by
any increased wages which can be obtain-
ed. In former times we could say in
Canada with some truth, that although
Canada was not a country in which it
was very easy to gather together great in-
dividual fortunes, still Canada at any rate
had this honourable distinction that on
the whole the distribution of property was
tolerably even and fair throughout the Do
minion. I say that this distinction bas been
entirely taken away, and I warn bon.
gentlemen tbatby their further oppression
they will bring down upon themselves
consequences which they may little anti-
cipate. Sir, men have risen in revolt for
far less cause than to free themselves from
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the burdens now inflicted on the com-
munity, and fortunate it is that our
people are patient and law-abiding in no
ordinary degree. Still, I warn hon. gentie-
mon that there is a point at which even the
most patient and law-abiding people
might be tempted to take the law in their
own hands. Passing from this question
I desire to review the working of certain
special anomalies in the Tariff which, as
was pointed out last year, could have but
one result. I see that the hon. gen-
tleman proposes to add soinewhat
to the tax on coal. Now it may
be interesting to ascertain what, up
to the present tinie, this tax, which was
not imposed for revenue, but to aid
miners in Nova Scotia and to foster In-
tercolonial trade, has done for the objects
which the hon. gentleman then stated he
had in view. On looking over the hon.
gentleman's trade returns, I see from the
time the coal duties were imposed, to the
Ist of February, 1880, the returns showed
937,000 tons imported in ten and a-half
inonths, and in the whole year 1878 only
892,000, so that under the stinulating
effect of the 50 cent. duty we have already
anincrease of 45,000 tons over the quantity
imported when there was no duty. What
has this done for the miners of Nova
Scotia 1 One thing is perfectly clear, not
a ton more has heen raised, but every-
thing these miners use bas been in-
creased in price. I would like to call
attention to the peculiar folly of this tax,
and what I say of it is equally true
of the tax on flour and iron. It does
not merely oppose every principle of
political economy, but every principle
of common sense. One of the main
objects of a good financier should be to
take as little as possible out of the peo-
ple's pocket, more than he puts into the
Treasuary. Now, what are you doing herel
In taxing coal you tax motive power. You
tax the wages of the workman and in-
crease the cost of transport. In fact, I
suppose if the full effect of this tax could
be traced, through and through, instead
of 50 cents., it would prove to be 75 cents or
more taken out of. the pockets of the con-
suner. I was astonished to hear the hon.
gentleman lay down the doctrine that you
could balance the loss sucb a tax inflieted on
one class of the community by inflicting
an equivalent burden on another at the
Opposite extremity of the Dominion.

Does he mean that if you take 50 cents
from the Nova Scotian fisherman for
each barrel of flour he consumes, that
he is fully compensated by your taxing
an Ontario artisan 50 cents on every ton
of coal lie burns? And if this is his doc-
trine, what will he do for the working-
man of St. John's, who bas to pay both
taxes? This is a most wonderful speci-
men of financial balancing of accounts.
Then the hon. gentleman toldus of the bene-
ficial effects of the differential tax on tea.
What are the facts ? In the first six
montbs of 1878-9 we imported 6,070,000
lbs. of tea, the duty being $341.000,
and in the same period of 1879-80,
6,063,000 lbs. of tea, but only received a
duty of $315,000, showing a reduction of
$26,000; in other words the people pay
10 per cent. more and the revenue
received $25,000 less ; and when he
talks of our direct trade with China
and Japan, the hon. gentleman knows
quite well that the only result
has been that certain American ships
on certain American lines of transport,
have brought tea from China and Japan
by San Francisco and New York and by no
other way, and I an very dubious indeed
whether the men who have clanoured for
this imposition of a differential duty
on tea will not find that tbey have
simply invited American competition.
As to the tax on spirits and wines
the hon. gentleman's return sshow that he
received in the first half year of 1878-9 a
total of $613,000 on wines and spirits,
while in the half year, ending on the st
of January, he got only $533,000. I
suspect that the hon. gentleman will soon
find that it is utterly impossible to im-
pose very heavy duties in that quarter
without increasing, smuggling or dimin-
ishing consumption; and although we
do not expect him to know much
about this special subject, surely one
of his colleagues might have given
him a hint as to the evil results caused in
that direction. I much fear myself, that
what between the joint efforts of the
Minister of Finance and the phylloxera,
good wine will soon become a fond
tradition of the past. But passing
from these minor matters, we come to,
perhaps the very finest financial exploit
of the hon. gentleman, that " greatest,
grandest, sweetest " effort of his peculiar

genius, the duty on sugar. This is a
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gran(d double nionopoly. There is first
the menopcly of refining or washing the
sugar itself. There is secondly a com-
plete monopolv of all speculation in this
article, one of absolutely universal con-
sumoîtioln. Now the results of the
hon. gentleman's policy have been so very
remarkable th>tt I must call the special
attention of the House to the subject.
Oui average consumption of sugarmay be
put at about 110,000,0001b., fron whic
we got, under the old Tariff, about
$2,500,000 or $2,600,000 a year.
Now we have importe(d during the last
six ionths 64,000,0001b. of sugar, as
agaist 61,500,0001b. which ve im-
ported in the corresponding six montls
of 1878-9. In 1878-9, during these six
months, we received $1,353,000 of duty,
according to the hon. gentleman's own
Custons returns. and in the last six
months of 1879-80 $1,080,000, being a
loss in six months of just $270,000, or
say t540,000 a year as compared with the
resulits under the old Tariff! That is to say,
the hon. gentleman bas added from 25 to
50 per cent. to our old rate of taxation on
this article, and lie bas lost at least 25
per cent. of our former revenue. This is
a veritable triumph of genius. Let us
see what we do get in return. We have
got a sugar refiiery in which sone 300
persons are employed. We find, however,
at this moment, that if there were no duty
on sugar, we could obtain sugars from the
Clvde or New York for fron 3 to 3M
cents per lb. less than we have to pay
at present, so that about 31 cents per
lb. is inposed on that article, in taxes
which do not come to the National
Treasury, but partly to the Treasury and
partlv to a combination of sugar refiners,
in return for which taxation representing
a total burden on the people of Canada
of fully $3,500,000 a year, per-
haps $2,000,000 may go into the
Treasury and $1,500,000 to employ about
300 men in Montreal. In other words,
we pay for these men altogether something
like $5,000 a year per head, just about
as mucih as the salary of a Nova Scotia
Chief Justic-, and just about as inuch
as the salary of a Cabinet Min-
ister in former days. Why, Sir, this
million and a half would nearly equal
our total deficit and nearly double
double the total amount of the hon.
gentleman's mont odious taxes on bread

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

and fuel. And bis justification is that
the sugar refinery gives enployment to
300 or perbaps 400 hands! Let me
enumerate the achievements of the bon.
gentleman. Apparently the only taxes
which he did not impose for pur-
poses of revenue, but for the encoura-
gement of intercolonial trade (which by
the way he now admits they have not
done), are the only ones fron which he
has really got any money. Apparently
too, the only two leading industries,
lumber and shippiig, which he did
not try to foster, are the onlv
ones in which there is visible any
clear or substantial improvement. I

ight add, Sir, that lie bas entirely and
absolutely lost the whole benefit of the
great rise in prices which has taken place
throughout the world. In spite of all the
advantages that have accrued to therevenue
from that advance, lie himself admits
that the Tariff has failed in supplying the
deficit, and he lias failed utterly in show-
ing us where ve are going to obtain that
home market on which he was wont to
insist so much. It is true that, although
lie gives a different explanation from that
of my hon. friend behind me, lie bas suc-
ceeded in half depopulating the city
of St. John, and it is also true
also that whereas it ought to be
be the special aim of a Finance Minister
to take no more from the pocket of the
taxpayer than he puts in tle Treasury,
the hon. gentleman has been even better
than his word in the opposite direction,
seeing that whereas he told us last year
that lie was obliged to put on $7,00 -,000
taxation in order to get $2,000,000 of
revenue, it now appears that he has put on
the whole of the $7,000,00o, but that we
have not got one cent of the two millions
lie promised. I have no wish to be hard
on the hon. the Minister of Finance. We
know perfectly well whom the bon. gen-
tleman represents. We know pretty
well why he was chosen for the place lie
now fills. We know it was a case of
clear and stern political necessity. We
know that when the last election was
pending, it was absolutely necessary that
a certain class of influential voters should
have some decent pretext for supporting
the present Administration, and the hon.
Minister of Finance was expected to
afford that pretext. We know that it
was also necessary in carrying out the
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policy proclaimed last year, that a the price is 5 cents in favour of ChL age.
Finance Minister should be found who 1 d1 not pretend te aY that there aru lit
would combine these requisites. He must other causes than the National Polîuv for
be a man of good position, of plausi- tiis diflèrence. But these io -
ble address, of thoroughly respectable men ai their friends tnd supoir. toid
ciaracter, and very obliging disposition, our farmers and cl Ne -'Le
and lastly, must have a mind perfectly inevitable resait cfthe imposition i this
free froni ail regard for, and indeed froin 'anti vould e a rme of prîces i those
all knowledge of those antiquated doc- aitieNs to a fàn higher figure than befere
trilles of politicali econoniy which the ani aitheugh the result I have stated iïay
hon. gentleman bas trampled under net of itself condemin the National Policy,
foot with such remanrkable results. it does unquestionablv condemn tin nen
Sir, let us be just. Given sucli a who ulade tiose promises as liaviimg eNlier
situation, where could a better seleetion talked of tliings iey did itot undenstand or
thian tlie hon. gentleman's have been made liaviag deliberateir made faise promises to
The hon. gentleman has alluded to the thepeople.
general results of his Tariff. He lias N there an agricultural countv n1
alluded to its results to agriculturistss Ontario vhich bas received any Per-
lumbermen, fishermen, ship-owners, and ceptible bondit frei the devolopuient
other persons engaged in the like callings. of aîîy industry n its nîidst 1
I shall briefly review the results of bis 1-Ion. entieiir opposite say that te tieir
policy. Everyone knows what theselboi. policy is due the nipr.venient ia tli pro-
gentlemen promised. The agriculturist, s1ects of the lunmbermen of this Country.
they said, should have better prices all Does the boi. gentleman pretend te Say,
round. Everyone knows that besides after impcsng lieavy taxation on evcry
they were promised a large additional irticle enîloyed in the production of
home market. New, Sir, 1 believe it is lumbeî', and largely dîiinishing flic pur-
truc that se far as the article of wbeat is chasing per of tline fages of the luber-
concerned-iio thanký to the bion genitoe- men, he is entitold te naim credit for an
mien opposte-the-e lias been a consider- improvenient here Des e pretend to
able risc ii price. This vas net say that he bar s bnefitted ane of the reat
unnatural ini view of flc famine in trabsporting industries wli i aiso have
Europe. But I happeit te r Tside derived considerahe advantares froin the
close te a grcat barley-growing dis- causes I have pointed eut thAnd lastly,
trict. And I know vey well that have thue great bulk f Ianufacturers any
the price of that cereal, wbichi used cause te thanik these honi. gentlemen? J

te be about $1.00 a bushel, las faul- kno-w very \veli that some cf tbenii niiay
,en during the last year te froni 50 te hiave derived soi-e temporary advantagles
60 cents. Whule, if we go intn a cis-e frcn the National P ociycy so-caied But
parison cf the prices tlîat ruled. for met I aise know that a large number cf the
articles t.lîat the fariner produces Le.st of er nwanufhactrers are uhi con
bofore the imposition cf this Tariff vinced that thîis policy is a great 1I.-mwy te
and after vie find some remar-able the. Tey find that the cost of the rawr
results. I find tîtat the difherence materia lias incrased, that in addition
in t'rie price of wheat in Chicago aîd thev pili bave to raise the magrs f their
Toronto before the imposition of ti vorkmen; wile, on th other aund, they
Tariff wvas il cents in fiaveur of Toronto, nd that the power tec uy cf th eus-
and I find hy te last quotations, for the toiners wit fwhom they deal as dimin-
mentlo of January, that whieat inu Chicgo isheds uder the effets cf the Tarifli They
vas then 4 cents higlin iCicago thni lind tat the c n t raise their ome

i11 Toronto. Bofore the TomiZ was ha- prices sinffcieiltiy te cemipensato tiieni for
posed, Torente had the advantage cf 14 the increased taxation, and that rey
cents over Chicago in the price of eats, Iigsht at a disadrantage n the stru iy fer
but nov TorontD lias only an advantage foresgn morkets, anti that ail tue hopes
Of mar cents oNer Chicago. Nov with i eld eut te the n and te other classes are
tard to the price af ryet Toronto lad an ast prving t eseves an tter delusien.
advantage of 10 cents per bushel ver The hon. gentleman said cast year ai one
Chicage before the National Pe icy; ryo Of his speeches that the agriulturists cf
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this country bear too small a proportion of pends, is in its essence entirely fallaciaLs.
the taxation. I Say vith re-ard to the United States

SiR SAMvEL L. TILLEY : I did not that a people possessing their natural
sav so. I said they did not pay as much advantages would, arù this, have
as other classes. lised a vast proportion of the

: RICHARD J. CARTWIIG lIT: I manufacturing and carrying trade of
say that if the hon. gentleman had known, h world lad the consentei to
as he ought to have known, baw ich adopt a reasoable fiscal palicv. As
the farmers of Ontario-of those ofi is it is, wvhatisthe case WhV, after
own Province I cannot speak so accur- a protectionof one hundrec years or
ately-contribute to the Revenue, he more, their iron aaîufcturers are unable

nev 'r nic have mnade the assertion tay ake a steel ra t that can entar to
t1i9U the igrictiltiirists of Canada do not comipetition. with the Englisli article, and

as icli a-, other classes. But even if they now lave a uty in their favour of
-were the case-assuming it ta U m a about 100 per cent. Look at the resuits
a for ar-unieit's sale-be imay console ta the si inga r trade ofthe United 'tates.

lîinîif wvith tlie reflection that thiat re- Vor recenly I had occasion t o examine
proaceli upion the farmeaies of Canlada bas a retura, showig the iiumuber of vessais
beu for evem' taken awav, for-, under bis passing tliro al the Sfez Canal. Of one
Taîif thiere is na aie thiimi, except the 1,400 ships of lage burthen, 1,y, as
food which the farier raises and con- nearly as i can eu btre the flab cf
îuînes, whicld is not and eill not continue tomaiand, the renainder hatc entrito
ta ha iost heavily taxed. And, Sd, bis in varions proportions aoont several
pafiasuhtst tsehnenin anotherquarter also; Maritime Powers, Japan ad the ited
foi, in addition ta baiegheavily taoxed, teir States contributing one vessel eacli
chares for freight are considerably in- t the quota. Look at the proportion a
creised seeing tlat the lion gentleman at manufactures exported by te United
one and the saine tiame has added ta the States. After ail tey bave doe ta pro-
carges for the transportation of their i te native industry, how ntterly isigni-
grain, while by dimnishing ,he imports the fcaut is the proportion their manufactures
fo viotually w cohnpelling the fariner bear ta the oatinra- produts they export.
ta pay freight uotî -ways. Thare Now I desire z ay a word air two uipon
is ume cause of tiis great mistake -vhieh is a point on whîch the lion gentleman has
patent enougli ta eveùryane wbo bas ex- dwelt ab great length, thiat is, the trie
amined tlue iaception of this so-called condition of our triade relations witb the
National Paicy, and tbat is the unfor- United >tates. I doubt, Sir, very AdSucir
tunate and silly copyism of the u ite the wisdoin of the course e bas taken in
States wfic marks every feature of this devoting a considerale portion of bis
Tarif. i sa, Sir, even if the United Budget Speec to show that we bave con-
States ere right is tieir fiscal poicy- siderably reduced aur trade with the
which I deny-that is no good ground for United States, and that by ur Tarift ive
believing that we ouldhe right in copy discriminate against the Unite States
ing thei . When lon, gentlemen oppo- and in favour Tf Gheat Bitain. If there
site old up the conduet of the hnied has been one subjet mare uttely mis-
States as a odal for ur guidance, they represented than another hy t-ese same
forget entirely these important facts- l n. gentlemen, aedd tbeir gans and
that they have a vast y greater narket supporters, it is the real positiuo of
tbauî we, (wilich, af itsehf, does away witlî o-u' trade wvith the United States. The
a lar'ge amount cf the înisclîiefs inieideiital fact is that thîe large noninial balance in
ta protection,) and tat t ey ave an favour of the United States is alaîost
enornously greater l'ange of produts wlolly coniposed of a great variety of
aaad tley forget also that the United articles passing thEough Canada frou the
States are virtually a conféeration Uni ted States ta Europe, or else
of tiirty - îaine or fo'ty nations, articles fro foreig u countries passing
whieh bave the naost perfect system of Free tbrougl the cnited States ta us. We
trade on eartl among themnselves, and sel to the Unit d States quite as mucl
foi' tîat a'eason one of the main arguments iof aur own productions as ie take fromi
on wbicî the baon. gentlemen opposite de- j tuem, and the result shown by the figures

pasIR RICHARD J. SARTWRIGHT,
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the hon. gentlemen are wont to quote is regret. The opinion has been expressed by a
nerely owing to the misleading mode of distinguished statesmsan, with whomin I do not
entering the items in. our trade and navi- usually agree, that this act of 'the people of

Canada will make a deep impression on the
gDation returns. I see that our annuali mins of the people of t-is country, and fron
importations fron the -United States that judgmnent of his 1 cainot dissent. I think
last vear were $43,739,000. Of this it w iii usake a cie-p impression in thuir inds,

'sand i think itwiIl inodify their feeling. Butagricultural products, aninals, and a
certain quantity of wood In transit reure- r c

wise andmorelflseral view% of the tie that
sented $10,530,000. There came to us undes us, amd (À the conilri adantaèes
through the United States from other whwh a huerai estinate of car relations mvilic<aisitr os, sccui-e for both, i paýs On ta tli ecî<nvconres, v-ariouts articles, incluiding hides,ro iver wose actio m es havo a direct and prs,
w-oa, etc., athlountng to$2,770, wle dominant intilue mce.of
-c nnpilorted cf bouilion, in excess of eus' VWell, Sir, I ans of opinion tiat, tise

bopingrt oureiln brehre beod h eawl tk

Marquis f mSalisbery i as likely te be
of eui. 1101hisoîni'pcrts 4 0cor un crrectly inforfned om the feeling of
uirs teie cateories I have descrioed. the stabesien and oo f edeapndas
As regards car tiade witlsi the Uiiitcc v h lose is faw oi an d pr viclee
Sta tes, tie refore, our gei70 inlrts Le oi d havc secire." l bls suine-
frein that countr in 179 weof e vat huWreied vlslt te ofe Moiier Coitt
e s29,500,000, (inotlusismtm a large anIount a t M ar or tis br .a er to b
for wii tley were sinpl ,niddle00e,0 tce ink it xii very greartly inm o press ti e
for out own speocial coIveieiice,) while peole cf Esngland, in view of tie large
our exprts aounted te $27,35,00. diminution f tnt er trade teots ceuntry
Our' imports fs-ou Great -Bris ain were te be told that altiiengis we Lave shut
$3e1,000,000, ile our genuine exports thn out te a ve sey great extent Nse save

ei9e 525,800,000. It is plai, therefore, sut eot the people ef tie Vnited States
toat thie parties wlo assert t dat tde bal- t a nitch wleater extelt, i mp bors cases te
aoce f trade as, bee largely in faveur ,) whwn serieus less and detr ment. Tise
of tie Unite States, and aainst us, argue lien, gentleman allude to thise former
under an utter delusion as t taie relations prospeitl whiclt he ejoyed iii this
reaily wile bet o gueen teme tw countries.were ti0g c2untry. I ilave pite o ut tht, te aThe lien. gentlean dwelt at some lengtuhTn very considerable extent. what lie calls;
u)on bis desire to sustamîs British connec- solid prosperity was in reality a period of
tion, and. he likewise told us that it inflation, and I desire to call the attention
-was entirely a mistake to suppose that of the House to the fact that it was dur-
British statesmen Lad anythùig but the ing the time whîena protective policy was
most friendly feeling toward the people of in force-from 1858 to 1865 during theCanada. I ans willing to believe that this very peried when our minimum tariff was
is the case, in fact I myself might know it 20 per cent. and much higier on many
to be so, but for all that it would be a articles-we iad those serious and extra-
great error to believe that either the ordinary deficits to which I called
statesmen or the people of Great Britain attention in the opening part of my
look with any degree of pleasure or satis- remarks. And it was not until we threw
faction on the policy Canada has adopted. overboard our protective tariff that
The Marquis of Salisbury, who will pro- prosperity returned unsder an average
oably succeed the present Prime Minister revenue tariff of 15 per cent. In some
on his retirement, has spoken in this respects it seems to me our position is
ashion on the late conduct of the Dis closely anialogous to that we occupied at
'minion of Canada: the comniencerient of Confederation. No

When you lrok at the map of the woiid dubt tîere has been a groat -vecdiusg
you see that all the countries we trade with are eut anioeis car coinrcial classes; no
sot foreign countries, that an enormous tract ef doubt seme peplec have iad te practice
t owns the sovereignty of Her Majesty, and
we naturally ask, are there the saine insuper-
able obstacles, the same dead wall of protections, there las aIse bees a geod deal cf solid,
lie saime hopelessness of the spread of sound substantil improveinent n nsany direc-
cohnmie doctrine? I speak in a moment of tien,. I look forward with censiderable

deep discouragement, because one of the most
miportant dependencies of the Crown, Canada,sas adopted a course whîch we ail mduit deeply b t an excellent chavce for Canada to raliy
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Lad it not been for the unfortunate
measures adopted by the present Gov-
ernient, under the delusion that they
could enlarge our home market. I fear
the benefit we might have gained
and the lesson we ought to have learnt
have both been thrown away. The
Minisiter of Finance must know that he
has been on the very verge of a precipice
during the past year. ad ouir harvest
been onily an average one, hadthe harvest
of the otier side of the Atlantic"been
even an ordinary one, lie would have run
a verv great chance of having his dleicit
increased by one ou even two millions.
He bas escaped-no thanks to lis own
foresight or policy, but to a combination
of favourable accidents, which may not
occur again. I think it quite possible
that the development which seens likely
to take place in the North-West will aid
us to avery greatextent. I think it likely
that their plan of inviting English tenant
farmers to examine the cou ntry-and this
is one of the few points on which I am
able to commend the action of hon. gentle-
men opposite-and the probable break-up
of the English land system, may bring us
considerable advantages. But 1 would
ask the Finance Minîister and the House
what possible connection can the National
Policv have with either of these causes
of prosperity. I said just now that our
position reninded me of that in which
we found ourselves in 1867-8. I desire
briefly to summarise our financial posi-
tion since that period, dividing it into
three main periods: (1) The adminis-
tration of the present First Minister from
1867 to 1873; (2) The period when my
hon. friend from Lambton held power;
(3) The period fron the accession
of the present Ministry until now.
In the first instance, everybody who
knows the history of Canada will know
that never had any set of nien such
magnificient opportunities as the
First Minister and his colleagues fron
1867 to 1873. Unhappily, our history
records not how these opportunities were
taken advantage of, but how they were
misused; how our very prosperity was
made a pretext and a means for enor-
mously increasing the annual expenditure,
and committing us to stupendous engage-
ments, the like to which no nation in our
circumstances or possessing our popu-
lation ever before thought of taking

SU RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT.

upon thenselves. Then, Sir. came
the period when my hon. fri end
Ifrom Lanibton was called upon to take
the reigns of power. Sir, that Govern-
ment came into office to find our annual
expenditure nonstrously swollen. to
find, as I said, a vast mass of en-
gagements undiscbarged and In a
very short time thereafter to be called
upon to confront a worid-wide conmercial
depression, resulting in a nost extra-
ordinary depreciation in the value of
almost all those articles fromn whiich our
revenue w-as derived. And I say to tbcse
hon. gentlemen that we are not afraid to
compare our conduct during that period
with that of any other Government in
similar circunstances and to show that
we faced all these difliculties fairly, though
we were not, we could not be, able entirely
to avert the existence of deficits : and
hon. gentlemen will find in spite of all
their assertions that they will not be able
to avert deficits under far more favourable
circunstances. But to a great extent we
had succeeded in clearing away those en-
tanglements, and the road wa.s open to-a
retura to prosperity with a maall increase
-probably without anviicrease at all-to
the nationalburdens. And t:, thespecial
fault of these gentlemen bas been, that
instead of allowing this to take
place they have chosen to adopt a
radically false system, a svsten
whicli some among them must
know to be radically false, and
which must, I fear, issue in plunging
them and the whole countrv vet
deeper in difficulty, deeper in peren-
nial deficits than ever. Now, Sir, we
have commenced the third period. These
gentlemen have come back, having pro-
mised all things to all men, and most un-
doubtedly, so far, the fulfilment lias been
of a very remarkable kind. Up to this
time, as I said before, the way in which
these promises of returning confidence and
returning prosperity have been fulfilled
has been by the multiplication of bank-
ruptcies and by the destruction of several
of our uanlks, by the very serions deficit of
the past year and by the promise of more
most serious deficits-during the two years
succeeding. We have had imposed.
upon us a huge burden of taxation;
we are committing ourselves to huge
undertakings-far greater than, in my
opinion, our present resources war-
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rant us in undertaking; we have thrown
away all the gain our revenue might have
received from the upward turn in the
market, and we have formally adopted a
pollicy which may be defined as especially
adapted to encourage thieving, bribery
and corruption and to discourage
honest industry. But, apart from
the results from a moral point of
view, it cannot be denied that there are
very serious risks ahad of these hon.
gentlemen. So far as they do succeed in
creating a home market, it is inevitable
that thev must largely lose revenue. It is
inevitable that, in such case, they must
have recourse, as I see they propose to
have recourse, to a large issue of money
on the security of the Government and
thev must dispense with all those
safeguards which were formerly re-
quired, and which were not one
whit too great; or they must
have recourse to fresh taxation
on the prime necessaries of life. In
these very Estimates submitted to us we
see, in spite of the enormous increase
of our annual expenditure, that they are
about to commit us to a wholly unjusti-
fiable expenditure in British Columbia.
We kiow that throughout the whole of
the Federal Provinces are demands
being made on the Dominion Treasury
vhich they will find it very difficult to

resist,the more sothat they themselves have
been the very parties who have originally
encouraged these demands. Had not the
Minister of Finance chosen in 1873, at the
very moment when lie was incurring other
enormous liabilities, to show the varions
Provincial Governments that by putting
sufficient pressure on him theycould obtain
reieffroithe Dominion Treasury, I believe
that not only our financial position but
that of the several Provinces would have
been infinitely better than either is to-day.
What he then did was substantially to
tear up the whole financial basis of our
Confederation, and lie has only himself to
thank if, as I fear, those persons whom
lie formerly tauglht how to mike raids
upon the Dominion Treasury will turn
upon him at the precise instant when it is
most inconvenient to meet their demands.
I say nothing, Sir, at piesent on the
grave political and social questions
which the action of that lion. gen-
tleman is stirring up further than
this, that I believe that no one thing

35

could have been done more likely to foster
and encourage a spirit of annexation than
these hon. gentlemen's policy. That
policy affords the greatest possible lever-
age to every man who desires to break
the connection between this country and
Great Britain. I say no possible reply
from an economic standpoint eau be made
to the arguments of these people so long
as we preserve a Protective system; and I
know perfectly well that not a few of
these hon. gentlemen's advisers support
and aid themn in their course, because they
believe that will be the inevitable result.
It is true that the present Ministry affect
to deprecate this, and they say-and I arm
willing to believe them-that they have
no such intention. But I warn thiem that,
if the next harvest should prove to be an
unfavourable one, they will run a great
risk of creating a most formidable agita-
tion, for which they alone will be respon-
sible, but which it will be impossible for
them to control. It is possible that
good may come out of evil. lIt is possible
that, as the misgovernment and misman-
agement of the Administration which
ruled in Canada froni 1855 to 1862 re-
sulted in the scheme of Confederation,
from which, in spite of aIl that has come
and gone, I yet trust much benefit may ac-
crue to our country, so it may be that the
enormous pressure of taxation under this
Tariff on the poorer classes of the com-
munity may lead to a better readjustment
of our whole fiscal systen than we have
ever been able to bring about before. It
may be also that the coûiduct of these lion.
gentlemen in excluding British nanufac-
tures, in practically setting at defiance the
whole policy of the Empire, may lead to
a reconsideration of the terms of our
relations and those of other Colonies to
the whole British Empire. And it may
be that the people of Canada will at
last learn a lesson, after a year or two's
experience of those gentlemen's pan-
acea, and that they will come to under-
stand that, if a people wish to increase
their receipts, the best mode is not by bolt-
ing and barring their doors against their
best customers: and thiat, if they wish
to diminish their expenditures, they are
not likely to attain that end by taking
back into their employment servants
who had been dismissd previously for
flagrant dishonesty. I observe that hon.
gentlemen have on various occasions put
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forward a pitiful plea for time. It will
not do, they say, to pull up the seed to see
whether the tree has taken root. Well,
Sir, all I have to say is this, that was not
the language these hon. gentlemen were
in the habitof using eighteenmonths ortwo
years ago. Then we heard nothing of the
necessity of waiting one or two or three
or five y'.ars before se-ing the truc result
of the National Policy. But besides
I say that this plea is utterly at
variance with the actual facts of
the case. I say that there could hardly by
any possibility be an occasion-if there was
anynecessity, as theyaverred, for artifically
developing the mîanufacturing industries
of the country-when there were better
opportunities of doing so than in 1878.
Never was capital more cheap or more
abundant, not only here, but in England
and the United States. Never could raw
inaterial or machinery or good buildings be
obtained more cheaply than in that year.
The whole subject had been thoroughly
discussed for sone years, and every mai
who was at all likely to engage in such
occupations had ample time to make up
his mind how best to employ his money.
I must admit that I have been consider-
ably astonished at the almost complete
and total failure which has attended
their efforts. It is only explicable in one
way, namely, that the ground was so fully
occupied before that there was littleroom
in Canada for the establishment of new
manufactures, unless indeed at enormous
cost. That, I believe, is the true
explanation of the failure of these hon.
gentlemen to establish any new industries,
giving employment to any considerable
number of men, in spite of the stimulus
which their Tariff affords. Of course we
all know that some industries will be
established from time to time. There is
always considerable natural growth in a
country like this. and it may well be,
after so long a period of depression as
that which existed from 1874-5 to the
present time, that some development of
the manufacturing industries of. the
country may take place, that they will
share with others in the natural improve-
ment which may arise from other cause,.
But I say apart from this there is
no reasonable chance that these
gentlemen will be able to establish any
considerable number of new industries in
Canada unless, as in the case of sugar and

SIR RICHArD J. CARTWRIGHT.

cotton, they are prepared to inflict a most
enormous taxation on the whole mass of
the people of Canada for the sole benefit
of one or two such manufacturetrs. And
I tell them also that, though they may
postpone the day of reckoning, that day is
not likely to be verydistant. I say that
theresult of the victory of June, to which
my hon. friend referred, shows what is
the true opinion of a large section of the
Dominion. These gentlemen now allege
that the case is very different, that their
policy was not on trial. What is the rea-
son then that hon. gentlemen bestirred
themselves so much; that they went to the
chief cities of Ontario before the election,
and declared in the most public and
emphatic manner that they must regard
its result as a verdict for or against them
and their policy. And now they tell us
that there is a difference. And most
undoubtedly, Sir, there is. The verdict
of the 17th September, 1878, was a verdict
taken in the dark. That of the 5th of June
last was taken after the country knew how
they proposed to redeem their pledges. One
verdict was given by a people, befooled,
bewildered and blinded by sophistry
and false promises of all kinds ;
the other, after they h ad awafened
to a true understanding of what these
gentlemen meant, after they had be-
gun to perciive the fact that, if this
policy was put in force for any length of
time, it meant the utter extinction of all
chance of establishing a separate national
existence on this continent. When they
awoke to find that the burdens these gen-
tlemen heaped on us were equal to the
whole weight of our existing national
debt, and that they had utterly failed in
providing employment for any large
number of the people, then, Sir, they re-
versed the unfortunate verdict which the
specious promises of these hon. gentlenien
had induced them to give. Sir, we take our
appeal from the people intoxicated and
bewildered, to the people awakening to
actual realities. I say that the result of
these men's policy is and cannot be any-
thing else than to make us retrograde most
seriously in all which most pertains to real
civilisation; and moreover, that, as was

veli said inr the petition from the city of St.
John, which was presented to the Ilouse to-
day, it is a practical violationof the Federal
compact, on the faithful maintenance of
which the only chance of preserving our
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Confederation depends. I say that theeffect
of this Tariff is to make robbery legal, and
the path to highpôliticalpreferment aready
connivance with the plunderers of the
people, and that every day and every
hour only shows more clearly how utter
is their failure to make good their former
pledges, and how strictly accurate is the
statement that they have obtained power
under false pretences, and no mcre re-
present the true will and opinions of the
people of the Dominion, than it is now
most clearly evident they do those of thp
majority of the great Province of Ontario.

Sia CRIAR LES TLPPER : After the
lucid, able and satisfactory statement
made to this House to-day by my hon
friend the Minister of Finance, and the
highly extravagant and arrogant speech
delivered by the lion. gentleman who bas
just taken his seat, I do not, at this late
hour of the night intend to trespass very
long upon the indulgence of the House.
But, Sir, I think it would hardly do to
permit an hon. gentleman occupying the
position which the hon. member for
Centre Huron iSir Richard J. Cartwright),
the late Minister of Finance, occupies in
this House, to take such liberties with
the intelligence of this Assembly, and the
people of this country, as he has ventured
to take to-night, without making such a
reply as is demanded. A stranger listen-
ing to the hon. gentleman who has just
resumed his seat would suppose that he
occupied in this Parliament, and in this
country, the position of a man whose past
record was such, and whose acquaintance
with the financial affairs of this country
was such, whose administration of the
high office lie held was such, as to entitle
him to the respectful consideration and
attention of those who listened to him.
But, Sir, the hon. gentleman lias been
too long in this House, the hon. gen
tleman too long occupied the dis-
tinguished position of Finance Minis-
ter of this country, to permit him thus
to trifle with his own past record. The
hon. gentleman readi from a speech made
by my lion. friend when he was Finance
Minister in 1873. Lat me direct his at-
tention for a few moments to that litera-
ture which he values above all other
literature extant, the Budget Speeches of
the lion. gentleman himself. ie will find
there such a mass of contradiction, such a
mass of inconsistencies, such a mass of

failure in all the predictions he has offered
to Parliament, as the record of no public
man in any country can parallel. The
hon. gentleman forgets that the people of
this country have not forgotten that
record. He forgets that the people know
the past record of the country. He for-
gets that they know that, after seven years
of the most successful administration that
ever crowned the efforts of any Govern-
ment in this country or ont of it, my right
bon. friend the First Minister went to
the people of Canada and obtained a good
working majority to enable himi to con-
tinue to carry on the Government of this
Dominion. The hon. gentleman forgets
that which is known to himself and to
every other intelligent man in Canada,
that a party which in their struggle for
power trampled beneath their feet all the
principles they had maiiitained in Opposi-
tion, and by the most corrupt procedure
succeeded in drawing into the ranks of a
coalition which they had long de-
nounced, sufficient strength to enable theni
to seize power, and having seized power
sprang a midnight attack upon the
people of Canada without notice that
such a thing was intended, and at a time
when a great excitenent had been
created with reference to a matter which,
when it came to be properly understood,
was regarded by the people of Canada as
not demanding condemnation at their
hands, succeeded in snatching a verdict in
their favour. The people, after tive years'
discussion, restored my right lion. friend
and his colleagues to the proud position
they now occupy. The lion. gentleman
forgets that, in an unfortunate hour for
the Opposition, the late Premier, in an
evil hour for his party, in an
evil hour for Canada, selected a renegade
Tory as Minister of Finance, a man who
hîad openly on this floor admitted that lie
left his party because he could not obtain
the position in it for which lie thought
his talents fitted him. From that hour
Canada, step by step, sank from the high
position it had occupied, until the indig-
nant public sentiment of this country
hurled the hon. gentlemen and the Gov-
ernment from power. If there is a man
in this House, or in the country, who
ought to have some little consideration
when he is challenging and investigating
the efforts«of my hon. friend, who was called
in the great emergency of his country
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to endeavour to lift it out of the slougi of
despond into which the management of
the bon. gentlemen opposite had
sunk it, it is the hon. gentle-
man himself. These were the cir-
eumstances under which my hon.
friend was called upon to assume
office, and under which the Govern-
ment of which he was a member were
called upon to devise means by which
Canada would again be restored to that
proud and prominent position it occupied
when hon. gentlemen opposite succeeded
to power. The hon. gentleman has ven-
tured to talk of the increased expenditure
of the Government, under the Adminis-
tration of my riglit hon. frieud during the
period lie was in power before. But lie
forgets to tell the House that our largest
expenditure-largely increased, by the
hon. gentleman's own acts after lie suc-
ceeded to power-was $22,300,000. I
showed to the House, in the speech I made
in reply to the hon. gentleman in 1878,
that, if he deducted from the aniotint of
$23,316,000 the amounts not included in
his own expenditure, it would reduce the
amount for which the Government of my
right hon. friend was responsible to
$22,300,000. What did the hon. gentle-
man do t He was the Finance Minister
of a party that had been filling the
House and the country with the cry of
economy. He was the Finance Minister
of a party that had been imploring the
people of Canada to give them an oppor-
tunity of showing how economically they
would govern the country. But what
did they do? Would hon. gentlemen
believe it? The first Estimate the hon.
gentleman brought down was between
$26,000,000 and $27,000,000. The
Statutes of 1874 will show that this
gentleman, who now charges my
hon. friend here with wild extrava-
gance, because he has an Estimate of
$25,000,000, with $1,000,000 more inter-
est to pay, and $600,000 more sinking
fund to pay than were required in his
Estimate of 1874, carried an Estimate in
that year of $25,168.000. The hon.
gentleman ventures to talk of deficits.
Well, there is no subject with which he
is more familiar. He is a master of
deficits. There is no man in this country
or in any other, that could be found to
equal hira in the manufacture of that
very intercsting financial feature, deficits.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

He says that my hon. friend was guilty
of great imprudence in giving banking
facilities to parties who were going to
pay money into the revenue, and which
resulted in a large loss of revenue. The
hon. gentleman himself put into the
mouth of the Governor-General the state-
ment that they were going to ciange the
Tariff, thus giving an invitation to rush
to the Custon-house. The hon. gentle-
man finds it convenient to deny the state-
ment of the lion. the Minister of Finance,
who proved beyond controversy that
$1,300,000 were discounted in conse-
quence of our intention to change the
T ariff. The hon. gentleman will find
that in 1875 lie made identically the
same claim that there would have been an
enormous deficit at the close of the
financial year, but for the fact that, when
lie added $3,000,000 to the taxation of
the country, the fact that he was about
to do it being proclaimed, poured into the
Treasury from Customs and Excise some-
thing like $1,700,000 additional Revenue.
Did the hon. gentleman tell the people
that lie v as going to entertain them with
a series of deficits ? No. He said " A
Finance Minister that will allow a deficit
to occur is unworthy of the confidence of
the country, because its prosperity depends
on our ability to meet our engagements."
He came down to the House and said, "I
have made up my mind not only to cover
all expenditures, but to provide for the
construction of the Pacifie Railway, and I
want $3,000,000 of additional taxes to en-
able me to do it." And what did Le do?
Having got the $3,000,000, he came back
to the House begging for more
taxes. The hon. gentleman reads a.
good deal. I wish lie would read a little
more; I wish he w'ould read some of his
own speeches made at that tirme. He
bas criticised the conduct of my hon.
friend the Finance Minister, and accused
him of being aided by my hon. friend Sir
Alexander Galt, and thatto the detrment
of the country.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
No, no.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: He says
"No." Why, did not the lion. gentleman
go back to 1858 for the express purpose
of showing the disastrous condition of
the finances, brought about, as ho alleged,
by my riglit hon. friend on my right,
with Sir Alexander Galt as Minister of
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Finance ? Every word-although'covered
with pretendedeulogy-wasastabdeep and
intentional at the reputation of Sir Alex-
ander Galt. It is base ingratitude to
attack a gentleman, whose services alone
enabled hon. gentlemen opposite to obtain
the only success of their five years' admin-
istration, and, if they had had Sir Alex-
ander Galt at the back of the hon. gentle-
nian who acted as their Finance Minister,
the people of Canada would now have had
reason to be thankful ; but the hon. gentle-
man is unwilling to be tauglit; he is above
receiving instruction on questions of
finance, or even listening to suggestions.
It was the misfortune of that Governîment
that the hon. gentleman never was sus-
ceptible of being instructed, because be
vas delud, d by the idea that he possessed

the concentrated wisdom of the world on
financial matters. Had he had Sir Alex-
ander Galt at his back, it would have been
better for Canada. He attacks Sir A 1 ex-
ander Galt, and accuses him of having
sacrificed his reputation in his endeavour
to support the policy of this Governmnent.
Does the hon. gentleman forget that Sir
Alexander Galt wrote over his own signa-
ture denunciations of the fscal policy of
the hon. gentleman opposite ; and that
when the hon. member for Bothwell
(Xir. Mills) misrepresented his opinions
he was met by the unqualified denial of
Sir Alexander Galt? The hon. gentle-
man must not suppose that we have for-
gotten the fact that he sat here three days
paralysed by the letter which Sir Alex-
ander Galt addressed to him in repudiation
of what lie had attributed to him. This
hon. gentleman, who has been charged with
sacrificing reputation to policy, came to
the rescue of Canada at the most critical
period in the history of the country, and
by his Protective Tariff of 1858 did more

to advance the interests of this country
than has been done by any other public
man. Let me come back to the deficits.
The hon. gentleman in 1874 said, " Give
me $3,000,000 of additional taxation,
and I will maintain a surplus ;" but he
came back to the House in 1876 with a
deficit of $1,900,785. This is the finan-
cial Solon that is going to become a pro-
fe-sor of finance, and ask the world to sit
at the feet of Gamaliel. He said, "I
must have half a million more " ; and the
House gave it to him, but did he come
back with the surplus he had promised?

Did lie come back with a "moderato
surplus î" The hon. gentleman might
read his Budget Speech to refresh his
mind. I think it would do him good.
He requires to be taken down a little
from that high elevation to which lie
seemns to have soared to-night. I did not
accept his promise. I had learned how
utterly incapable the hon. gentleman was.
I had followed and exposed him froin
year to year telling the flouse bow little re-
liance was to be placed on any calculation
lie made; and they found that I was not
very wide of the mark ; for, in 1877, he
was compelled to confess to the people lie
was suffering from the same chronic
ailment, and had another deficit of
$1.460,027. In 1878 lie found him-
self confronted with another deficit of
$l,128,146, and his last year culminated
with a deficit of no less than $3,248,000,
reduced to $1,948,000 by $1,300,000 ob-
tained by the change of Tariff. Thus the
lion. gentleman's deficits in the five years,
of his Administration amounted to-
$7,736,958 ; and if he wants authority lie
will find it in the Public Accounts,
brought down under his own hand.
But more-I have an official letter ad-
dressed to me by the Auditor of the
Intercolonial Railway, the hon. gentle-
man's own auditor, showing that these
deficits were reduced by hiding away an
item of $390,000 of revenue charges,
placed to capital account on the Inter-
colonial Railway ; and I will give him
Mr. Tims' letter proving it. This item
swells the total deficits of the hon. gentle-
man to $8,126,958. The hon. g-ntleman
mt.y well talk of deficits, when he can
boast of having accumulated $8,1--26,958
of deficits in those five years. I will ask
him if any person is going to accept him
as a great financial authority. Is this the
man who is going to save Canada? Is this
the man who is going to become the
champion of the people of this country ?-
a man who came to power with an over
flowing Tteasury, who, inthe period of five
years, imposed $3,500,000 of addi-
tional annual taxation, and had
at the end of that period an
accumulation of cleficits amounting to over
$8,000,000,-the man who had for all
time to come added an additional burden
of between eight and nine millions of dol-
lars to our permanent debt, instead of hav-
ing an annual surplus of $2,000,000, as
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we had, to reduce the debt of the
country ? This is the man who
has the audacity to sneer at the
Finance Minister of this country-who is
endeavouring to relieve the country from
the embarrassments brought upon us by
our predecessors-this is the man who
presumes to lecture the Minister of
Finance as if lie were a simple child, and
talks of his " confused statement." He
ventured to sav that the hon. the Minister
of Finance owed lis position to the tem-
perance movement ; that it was the means
of securing him his position as Finance
Minister. He ventures to insinuate that
my hon. friend had dragged down the
temperance cause into the low arena of
party politics. Let the hon. gentleman
look into his own ranks, if he wants to
find men of that stamp, * and lie will not
have to go far. There never was a party
who used a great moral question to serve
party purposes, utterly regardless of the
effect onthe public, toa greater extent than
bis own. Well, Sir, after these enormous
deficits, one would suppose that the hon.
able gentleman, in the face of his profes-
sions of economy, would have been about
the last man to challenge the administra-
tion of the finances by the right hon. gen-
tleman on my right and his Governmerit.
The hon. member for Centre Huron not
only rolled up over $8,000,000 of deficits,
but he also increased the expenditure
$8,500,000 over our largest expenditure.
Had lie been content with the existing
expenditure, we should have been saved
that $8,000,000 of deficits. The largest
expenditure we ever had was in the year
1873, in which we only governed the
country four or five months, and, accord-
ing to a truc comparative statement, that
expenditure only reached $22,300,000. In
1874-5 the increase over that was
$1,417,678. In 1875-6 the increase was
82,152,979. In 1876-7it was $1,223,908.
In 1877-8 the increase was $1,203,156,
and in 1878-9 the expenditure was
$2,153,381 more than our most extrava-
gant year. There is an over-expenditure
above the largest year that we were re
sponsible for, adding $390,000 of expen-
diture belonging to revenue, which the
hon gentleman charged to capital, of
$8,543,092 in the hon. gentleman's five
vears administration of the finances. And
yet he ventures to talk to my hon. f riend
about economy. Standing convicted of

' I- ('HARLES TUPPER

the grossest extravagance of any public
man that ever had anything to do with
financial matters in Canada, utterly reck-
less of the people's money, thinking only
of imposing additional taxation to enable
him to commit himself to those expendi-
tures, lie supposes that that is all
forgotten, and, that of all men in the
world, he is to be accepted as
an authority on finance and economy.
He challenges the estimate of mny hon.
friend for 1880-8], an estimate of
$25,000,000, as a monstrously extrava-
gant one; although $1,000,000 more
money is required to pay interest on the
debt and $600,000 for the sinking fund
additional to that which lie had to pay in
1874, and yet he asked $26,168,000 from
this House as the lowest sumi with which
he could then carry on the Government
of the country. In the estimate of my
hon. friend there is a sum of $200,000 to
operate the Canadian Pacific Railway. That
will not, I hope, cost the country a dollar.
I hope to be able, by the management to
which the hon. gentlemen opposite object
so much, to get enough revenue from the
road to balance the expenditure. I quite
understand why they object to this man-
agement. There is nothing brands themi
more with extravagance and incapacity
than their management of G3vernment
railways. They are aware of the bene-
ficial effects of the change, and thev must
inagnify every little accident that occurs,
even if it is on account of a snow storm.
Let us look at other railways, and what
do we find ? I had a letter from Winni-
peg, in which Mr. Schreiber says that
a large quantity of steel rails have
beei blocked on the St. Paul line
by a snow storm for a week, and that
there is no prospect of getting them
to their destination for some time to come.
Roads in the State of Maine have been
blocked by the snow, and there is no sec-
tion of coutnry worse to operate on ac-
count of the snow than that along the
Valley of the Metapedia. But, knowing
all this, hon. gentlemen opposite are glad
to magnify every accident, and I can
understand the gratification they would
feel if they could point to such an acci-
dent as happened only yesterday on one
of the best managed roads of the country.
They do this because they are afraid to
listen to the exposure of the mismanage-
ment and extravagance of their adminis-
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tration of the railways. When my hon.
friend asks for a grant of $200,000 for
the operation of the Canadian Pacifie
Railway, he does it in the full confidence
that ali that mismanagement and extrava-
gance is to be followed by economy, which
he believes, and I believe, will return
every dollar into the Public Treasury.
The additional anount asked for Indians
is $165,000; interest on the Public Debt,
$400,000; sinking fund, $100,000. Then
there is the Census, $200,000 more, which
the hon. gentleman will admit that we
cannot avoid, and which will include not
only those quadrupeds which lie intim-
ated sat on this side of the House, who
support the Ministry, but a longer-eared
class of quadrupeds who are equal ly
accomniodating to the hon. gentleman-I
will not say in this House, but I think
that if there is anybody outside the House
who listened with pleasure to the diatribes
he gave utterance to, he must have longer
ears than the quadrupeds who are said to
be so compliant in the support of the
Governm-ent. The steamer to Brazil,
$50,000. That gives us $1,115,000, and
swells this estimate to less than a million
of what the hon. gentleman asked Parlia-
ment to give him in 1874. Add to that
the portion of the Grand Trunk Railway
that is now operated as part of the Inter
colonial, $250,000, because it is a mere
matter of account, and you have
$1,365,000 of ihis Estimate which the
hon. gentleman denounces as so extrava-
gant. I need not, I think, take up mucli
of the time of the House in discussing the
lon. gentleman's claim to economy or
financial skill. I believe I am accused in
certain quarters of envying very much the
great talents of my hon. friend the Minis-
ter of Finance. I believe there are some
people in this country, perhaps on the
other side of the House, who venture to
insinuate that I am excessively jealous of
the position in this House of my hon.
friend. I would bc unvorthy of the
position I occupy in this House and in
the judgment of the country, of which for
twenty-five long years I have had such
satisfactory and conclusive evidence, if I
were not willing to say here, as I am pre-
pared to say everywhere, that the people
of Canada, in my opinion, owe a debt
of gratitude to the present Minister of
Finance, for the painstaking manner in
which he lias devoted himself to the con-

sideration of the question of the Tariff
problem, upon a successful solution of
which rests the question of the life or
death of the country. The hon. gentle-
man says that my hon. friend lias gone
about this country like a commercial
traveller. It would have been in the in-
terest of Canada, perhaps, if the hon. gen-
tleman had adopted the same course, and
instead of driving away with contumely
men, however high their position in the
commercial or industrial world, who
wished to offer him advice, and wrapping
himself up in that immaculate robe of per-
fection which with so muci magniloquence
lie loves to assume, lie had ventured to
place himself in communication with the
intelligent men of this country who are
engaged in sustaining and developing its
interests and industries. If I ever felt 1
should like to stand in my hon. friend's
shoes it is to-night. And why i Because
he occupies the proud vantage-ground of
being able to say in the presence of con-
clusive testimony that, instead of baving
the ruinous, discreditable record the hon.
gentlemen opposite have been fond of
predicting, lie has vindicated the posi-
tion lie occupied when twelve months
ago lie asked and obtained the confidence
of the House in the fiscal policy lie placed
before it. My hon. friend rightly said
that last year the fondamental objection
taken to his fiscal policy by the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite was that lie would lose
revenue instead of obtaining it. They
said that the trade of the country was de-
pressed, and said: " If you believe you can
improve it by increasing taxation you are
labouring under a mad delusion, the re-
sult of which can only be widespread
disaster from one end of the country to
the other." To-night my hon. friend lias
been able to corne down with the evidence
froi the public records of the country,
and show that his expectations with re-
ference to the effect of the Tariff upon
the revenue have been abundantly sus-
tainîed and that issue placed beyond doubt in
the mind of every person, except that of the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard .1. Cartwright). Is there a man
who will say, 'n the face of an intelligent
Canadian public, that prosperity is not
returning to the country ? No man could
venture that statement without being met
by indignant repudiation and denial
by everyone who has been in a position
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to judge of the condition of trade and not only ruined by its Tariff policy, but
business. The House will remember the that we should be unable to meet oúr
position of the country two years ago, obligations under it; le went after the
when borne down withdeficits, and in such press of those hon. gentlemen had been
a condition that the hon. gentleman degraded to the low, unpatriotic and
opposite confessed lie knew of no means despicable purpose of decrying our own
of getting more revenue. He declared country for party purposes, and, worse
to this House that he knew of no than ail, confronted by the fact that the
means of reducing the expenses of the late Finance Minister lad accumulated
Government-that lie had rediiced them over $8,000,000 of deficits in four years.
to the Iowest limit, and pared down the But my hon. friend told the financial
expenditure everywhere. If the hon. men of England that the people of Canada
gentleman had not been summarily dis- had not only hurled from power those
missed from office by an indignant public gentlemen who had proved so utterly in-
and constituency, lie would have lad to capable, but had restored a party
face a deficit of between $3,000,000 and to power with an overwlelmiug
$4,000,000 on the lst day of July last. majority, who ad recommended the
What had lie to offer to the people? De- adoption of a poiicy of ùnposing
nunciations of the means my lion. such taxation as would give the new
friend the Finance Minister pro- Government the mens of meeting
posed to the House, by which at the the demands upon the Treasury. The
same time the public credit could be resit vas that my lon. friend came
maintainedand the industriesoand business back tdit e $550,i0 more in his
of the people promoted in suclia way as to pocket for a three million four per
causethe sunof prosperityagainto shine on cent. oan than the hon. gentleman oppo-
Canada-that sun that lad been for five ite (Sir tRichard J. Cartwrigt) was ever
years under a dark, impenetrable clond. ale to obtain. Thus was swept away the
Wliat happened ? The hon. gentlemen story of the failure of our credit. If there
opposite knew perfectly vell that, is any fnith to be placed ia the statement
tînt policy having been adopted, it vas of that hon. gentleman (Sir fRichard J.
cliallenged in this Huse, first, on the fCartwright), nothing was so disastrons to,
gronnd whid my hion. friend lias shown Canada as the serie of defloits described,
to be utterly untenable and unworthy and especinlly in the hands of the ian
of consideration. They also said, IlEven -who, in the face of Parliament, declared
if you do -et the revenue wanted, you tgnt lie knew of no frther resource but
wiIl get it at too severe a cost; you are direct taxation. Does lie f orget that w en
goingr to exasperate Great Britain, and the motion was made in the fouse, witg

make it impossible for any Finance Min- reference to home-grown tobacco, the
ister to go to its money market and bor- answered it with the statement that it
row wlsat we want, in order to carry on wocld take $500,s0 of the revenue fron
the public works of the conntry except at him, and that lie kne ofno means of e
nost ruinons rates." My ron. freend placing it but my direct taxation I ask
(Sir SamunelL. Tilley) lias given lis ans\ver; jthis bouse anid country to put side by
lie stands aere to-night with five undred side tat state ent and the fact that, if
and flfty thousand argruments that cannot lie had been in power, lie would have lad
be answered by any statement to e to meet between three and four million
found in that forest of rlietoric witliout dollars of a deficit on tIe 1lst July last.
an acorn of thougsit, in whicl the late He knows tht the Government of which
Finance Minister for two hours fnd a lie as a member sliank from direct tax-
yaf wandered. No retorie eau wipe ation, so distastefu to the peope of this
ont the fact that the hon. the Finance country, and yet, according to tlIem, this
Minister went to England nnder very un- was tle only mode left them of discharg-
favourable auspices, bfter lon. gentle- ing their obligatio hon. gentle i Ri-
men opposite ad been fnpatriotic enoug h man said tht they were not responsiblto
to endeavour to arouse feeling againat for the liabilities my lion. friend was
their own country, ater they ad sent called upon to meet. Did they intend to
columns of communications to the s eadinc, leave the road from Thunder Bay te Rced
Enlisl papers t slow that Canada was River with a gap of 185 miles.
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An HON. MEMBER : There were
the water-stretches.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : They
had abandoned them. The late Govern-
ment undertook to build 113 miles from
Thunder Bay to English River, and 114
miles from Red River to Keewatin, leav-
ing i85 miles of a gap be-
tween. Dare they say they did not
intend to fill it up, or that all the
millions sunk in that unproductive work,
that could not have carried a dozen pas-
sengers or a ton of freight in a year, were
to be thrown away ; and do they not then
stand responsible for the $18,000,000 to
be spent on that road before it can be
completed ? Could the present Govern-
ment have abandoned the enlargement of
the Welland Canal, a work which had
absorbed millions ? We had no power in
the matter. Every dollar's worth of the
work was under contract, and we were
bound to complete it or pay the money for
nothing. And yet the late Finance Min-
ister dares, with the late Minister of
Public Works sitting alongside of him, to
say they were not responsible. Let him
go to the Cornwall Canal, where
$500,000 was expended by hon. gentle-
men opposite with no possible result ex-
cept the carrying of an election ; that
was an outlay utterly useless without the
expenditure of millions besides. Yet
they venture to assert they left to the pres-
ent Government no liabilities for public
works. What again of the 125 miles of
railway placed under contract in British
Columbia i I am astounded that, in the
face of an intelligent people, and an iii-
dependent Parliament, any man could be
found, who knows that the late Premier
negotiated with Lord Carnarvon and
pledged the faith of Canada to
the construction of the Railway
from Thunder Bay to the shores
of the Pacific-2,000 miles-by 1890, and
who knows the hon. gentleman swept
away that guarantee we had provided,
that the expenditure should not exceed the
resourc cs of the people without additional
taxation, who should arraign our policy
in the manner witnessed. Does the hon.
gentleman mean to say that, having com-
mitted themselves to the building of 2,000
miles of railway, without regard to the
resources of the country, with the charac-
ter of the country irretrievably gone un-
less that pledge was redeemed, by such

efforts as were possible to be made with
that object, the location of the line
to Burrard Inlet, and the invitation of
tenders for that 125 miles, was done with
out any intention of performing the work,
but simply to hoodwink the people of
that Province until after the elections.
If so, hon. gentlemen opposite occupy a
position that reflects very little credit
on them. The hon. member for Centre
Huron made another objection to our
policy-that we should thereby alienate
the people of England-an idea worked
up thoroughly on both sides of the Atlan-
tic. What was the result ? That the
hon. the Finance Minister has shown
this evening, as in the case of the revenue,
so in its bearing on the English people,
that the fiscal policy of the Government
has changed the current of trade from
the groove in which it was being set
by the hon. gentlemen opposite; and, in-
stead of Canada being made subsidiary to
the neighbouring Republic, and our people
beingmadeforithewersof wood and drawers
of water, instead of Canada giving nearly
the whole volume of its trade to a country
that refused to admit its goods, instead
of Canada turning ber back on the
Mother Country, and giving her trade to
foreign countries, the Finance Minister
shows he has redeemed his pledge of a
year ago, and justified his judgmeit that
this policy would be eminently favourable
to British interests and restore the trade to
that channel which every loyal British sub-
ject must infinitely prefer to that favoured
by the hon. gentleman opposite. What
was the object of their tea and sugar
duties I The whole power of the late Ad-
ministration, from the hour they assumed
office till the hour they were driven out,
was used to build up Boston and New
York as our commercial capitals, and leave
us at the feet of that Republic, to whose
grandeur and greatness all the trade and
business of the country was made to con-
tribute, instead of being directed towards
that Mother Country to which we
owe so much. Then, again, those hon.
gentlemen declared: Your Tariff is not
only going to arouse England against us,
but to exasperate the United States--be
careful, they added, the Republic does not
swallow us up. The bugbear of American
hostility was attempted to be excited, and
in their newspapers everything pos-
sible was doue to exasperate the United
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States against Canada. Those efforts cost, and, even under the operation of
were all in vain, however. There is not an that $20 prohibition, within the last
American politician who does not feel two months, double the number of people
that our imitation of their fiscal policy is are rushing into this country to make it
the greatest compliment that we could their homes, than wîthîn the correspond-
have paid them. I had the honour lately ing two months of last year. As nîy
of meeting an American gentleman hold- hon. friend the Finance Minister
ing a higli official position in London. said te-night, Canada neyer occupied,
Did he tell me that the people of the since she vas a country, so proud a posi-
United States were exasperated with us tion as she does to-day with respect to
on this account ? He said that we could the question of emigration. The policy
not make the people of England under- of my hon. friend the Minister cf
stand that with Canada and the United Agriculture was a bold and statesmanlike
States there is no alternative, in the pub- pGlicy, saying te the worid: We have got
lie interest, but the protection of home a country that does net require us te
industries. It would be beneath that depend upon hirel employés to show its
great Repiblic to cherish a feeling of irri- advantages, but we have a country possess-
tation towards a people, whose policy is, ing sucli inherent daims te consideration
to a certain extent, in unison with its own that we are prepared te pay the expenses
-that are intelligent and independent of a body cf intelligent men te cere frei
enough to be able to strike out a policy Great Britain, and traverse eur country
suitable to their own interests. What from end te end, and then go back te
effect has our policy had ? It has directed their own people and teli thei the re-
the first minds of all the leading com- suit. The resuit is that more las been
mercial circles of the United States, with achieved in the interpsts of Canada, more
a view to see if the change in the las been accomplished in opening Up our
Tariff of Canada cannot be obviated by magnificent ceuntry as a home fer hun-
a fair readjustment or measure of reci- dreds of thousauds cf men-net only the
procity, as inight be carried out to the industricus, energetie sons cf toil, but
satisfaction of both countries. That was tho.3e who will bring a large amount cf
another of the delusions with which capital inte this country te enricli it-
the gentlemen opposite were either mis- more las been achieved in this way than
led themselves or tried to mislead this ever before. When, a year ago, I ventured
House. There was another objection, in this liuse te express the hope that
and that was the old cry: You in connection with enigration frei 0reat
are going to make this a dear Britain te this country there was a ques-
country to live in, you are going to tien worthy the coî.ideration of Inperial
depopulate the country, and drive all the statesmen, I was met by a shont of de-
people out of it, you tav, the people to risive laughter freinlhon. gentlemen op-
such an extent that they cannot live in pesite. The idea was derided that Iin-
Canada. Well, my lion. friend believed periai politicians could be induced te take
that, in providing profitable industry for the siightest notice cf our absurd notions
hundreds of thousands of people in Canada, cf the advantage cf bringing British
doing the work of Canada with Cana- subjects and settling thei un British
dian hands and on Canadian soil, lie territory in our North-West. But this
would not depopulate the country. You laughter had hardly died away when we
would suppose, to hear those lion. gentle- f-d my right hon. friend the First
men talk, that all our people were going Minister presenting the saie views
away, and that nobody was coming into te the greatest mai in the British Er-
our country. Again, those hon. gentle- pire, Lord Beaconsfield, whe himself
men are met by the public records, which becane an emigration agent for this
give the most emphatie contradiction te country; we saw Lord Beaconsfleld
all their impressions on this subject, for standing befere ha ceuntrymen and saying
during the past year we have had over that, aithougl disaster had overtaken
30,000 emigrants, and of the best classes Enghand, aithougl unfortunately the
of emigrants that ever came to this coun- condition cf the workig classes and cf
try, as against less than 20,000 the year the industrial classes was net what was te
bfore. They were brought in at a smaller be desired, lie was able te tell them with
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-pride and satisfaction that the Empire pos- has made to the buse to-night. He
sessed in Canada a country of enormous s.ys there is a tai of $70 or $80
resources, of great f ertility, a country that put upon the family of every opera-
could furnish to those whose necessities tive in this country, and yet no
,compelled therm to leave Great Britain, revenue. Five-sixths of the people
homesthat would be worthy of themselves, of the country pay $70 or $80
and where they would have the means of a family of taxation and yet there
building up that same Empire of which is no revenue. That is only one of the
they now formed a part. I say that there diiculties into which the hon. gent1e-
is no man in this country or out of it who man dropped in the course of as illogi-
knows anything of the subject who does cal a speech as 1 have ever listened to
not know that from that day to this the fr01 any person in this House. The
whole tone of the English press was hon. gentleman has himself shown that,
altered. The increased amount of while we have fostered industries by
$550,000 more, which my hon. friend the giving this home market to our own
Finance Minister brought back to Canada people, we at the same tine protect them
for his three million 4 per cent. loan, against increased prices, because the con-
sinks into utter insignificance compared petition between manufacturers thein-

hith the value to Canada of the state- selveswill induce them to furnish these
ments by Lord Beaconsfield respecting goods at the lowest figure. Now, I as
British emigration to this country, if that is not the history of the past
which lias placed Canada in a position to year I Because everv man who knows
obtain advantages wbichr she neer had anything of this country knows perfectly
before placed within her riach. Well, well that there lias been a most strikihg
th ere was another difficulty : prices advance i al the great leadin indlus-
were going to e increased. Gentlemen tries of this country; c want to kno-w
opposite said It is impossible if that has not at the same time been
you can create these industries, and bring accompanied by as ow prices for those
manufactures into operation in this coun- varions articles as we have had at any
try witbout a vast increasewine the prices. previous time. Prices may rise, they
The lion gentleman opposite, in one will rise, because the prosperity in the
part of his speech to-night, used that United States will prevent goods being
argument, and siowed pow the poor furnished in that country at the same
people were taxecl under this Tariff but prices as they were bef ore. But this in-
what did lie say befor he sat don sae crease of price viii not to due to the
said it was perfectly plain the manufac- protection afforded to the industry of this
turer is not oing to be so well off because country, but will be restrained by the
he is goin to be co pelled to give higher development of our manufactures. J
wages; and he wil have to give thein to ant to know from the hon. gentleman,
the men lie emplos. So the hon. gentle- who thinks that that great country
man lîad some cons~olation in the inevitable is in a state of lEgyptain dark-
fact that tlîis policy is to compel the 1ness, and that it will continue to suifer
bloated manufacturers and aristocrats to until it takes inspiration fro the liglit
disgorge their means by increasing the that lion, gentleman will be able to shed,
wages that have to be paîd to the opera- not only upf this beniglîte Canada of
tives. What more did Le say 1we saed ours, but upon the great Aserican
they cannot aiford to do it, because they aepublic, why is that in Free-trade Eng-
cannot crease their prices. Now, J1 land the depression is o greats W en J
want to know what becomes of his argu- was there, J asked the Statesmen, the
ment as to increased prices? I was merchants, the manufacturers, the nien of
aused at the hon. gentlenan's powe s of intelligence of ah classes, whatwas the
imagination, whic are sow reat that they prospect of that country. Well, they
oug t to have led hum to turn his atten- said, it is dark enough. Well, I said, is
tion to writing novels. J am sure he there any day-light aead at ail? Yes,
could not draw more largely upon his they said, there is one favourable indica-
imagenation in any work of fiction that tion, we believe, that things are taking a
could emanate from his peu than he turn i the United States of America, and

*drew upon it in these statements he the moment they do we will feel the effect
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of it here. Now, does it not strike the
hon. gentleman with a little astonishment
that Free-trade England, with her dark
horizon, with ber deplorable condition
every way, culminating with a famine in
a large section of the Empire that is taxing
the charities of the civilised world at this
moment, and with a condition of pauper-
ism and paralysis among the industrial
classes of England itself, such as has
hardly ever been paralleled in the history
of that country, does it not strike the hon.
gentleman, I say, with a little astonish-
ment, that the only source of relief to
which they are looking is the revival of
trade and prosperity in one of the
most highly protected countries in the
world? The hon. gentleman has
spoken of Lord Salisbury and Lord
Derby. Does lie not know that Lord
Derby, when confronted with a body of
wo-kingmen, told them the only resource
lie could recommend to them was
to emigrate. Does the hon. gentle-
man not know that, when the sugar
refiners went to Lord Salisbury,and asked
him if there was no protection against the
productive policy of France and other
countries, if there was no security for the
industries of their own country, that noble
Lord answered them thus: "I do not see
how we can bring any pressure to bear
upon France or America, because we have
nothing to offer them in return; we have
given everything away already." That was
the position of Canada yesterday, but it
is altered to-day. Now we are in such a
position that when the Hon. George Brown
again is calIed upon to visit Washington
for the purpose of negociating a Reciprocity
Treaty lie will notbe obliged to came back
as he did before. He will not beinthesame
position as lie was before, when lie went
down on his knees to get them to give a
Reciprocity Treaty to Canada, and they
asked hin what lie proposed to give them
in return. Oh, he said, we have done
all that long ago ; we have given that all to
you before ; if you have any gratitude
you ought to give some return. Oh,
but, they said, that is not commercial prin-
ciples; when we give anything away we
want a quid pro quo. Consequently, that
able man returned covered with the
humiliation of defeat, because he was
representative of a liscal policy that
enabled an American consul in this coun'
try to write to his Govèrnment.: We have

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

got almost all the market of Canada; if
you persist in shutting out the trade of
Canada you will get it all. I say to the
hon. gentlemen opposite that all that has
been changed, that Canada now occupies
a vantage ground in relation to this
matter that she never occupied before.
But, if they want evidences of an increase
in trade, let them go to the great com-
mercial centre of the country, Montreal.
What does Mr. Robertson, Chairman of
the Harbour Commissioners at Montreal,
tell us 1 He says : We have in-
creased the net revenue by $400,000
more harbour dites this year
Trade has revived. What revived it?
The increased importations of coal from
the Maritime Provinces and of sugar from
the West Indies. Yet those hon. gentle-
men know how that bears upon the ex-
port trade in wheat by making the St.
Lawrence the great outlet of cereals from
the Western States. Our fiscal policy not
only brought into operation the industry
of sugar refining, but that gave employ-
ment to thousands of tons of shipping that
otherwise would have plied between Bos-
ton and New York and the West Indies.
Yet they close their eyes to the fact that
it has given Canada back ber West India
trade, that Canadian ships manned by our
own sailors are now carrying the products
of our own country down to the West
Indies, and coming back to Canadian
ports, fostering the shipping industry,
fostering the fisheries and fostering the
lumber trade of the country.l Yet, forget-
ting all that, the lion. gentleman closes
his eyes to everything except the fact tha+
it is called a Protective policy, and there-
fore it must be bad. I deny that the policy
of my lion. friend has added one farthing
to the cost of sugar in this country. I
say that, notwithstanding the increased
price of sugar here, the increase was
still greater in New York. That fact
alone shows how delusive the statement
is. The hon. gentleman vèntured to draw
upon his imagination in regard to the
poor man in St. John paying a duty on
flour and coal. Does the hon. gentleman
know that the duty on flour would not be
3c. per annum per head if it were dis-
tributed overthe population of NewBruns-
wick. It is the same in Nova Scotia.
Does not the hon. gentleman know that
the price of coal has been lowered in St.
John instead of increased 1
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SiRa RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT: the public credit, and stimulate ou in-
How î dustries, and it is a policy that will

Siti CHARLES TUPPER: Has net commend itself to the people f the coun-
the hon. gentleman mastered the first try. The lon. gentleman wants te know
rudiments of the question of the coal wbat has been the resuit of that pole».
duty ? Any person who knows anything I defy him to put bis fingor upon a single
about co.il mining knows that, if you work industr in Canada of any kind that is
a mine at a capacity of 100,000 not in a better condition than it Nvas a
tons, you can sell the coal at a smaller yoar ago-agriculture. fisieries, lunber-
price than if you can only work it up to ing, miniug, shipping and manufacturing.
50,000 tons. The output of coal Therefore, my bon. frieîd the Minister of
in Canada during the past year bas Finance bas abundant reason to take
largely increased. The duty of 50c. per courage, and, in viow of the fact that light
ton bas been the means of opening up is again dawnirig upon our darkeued,
the markets of Toronto to some extent. depressod country, he bon. gentleman
Every person knows that, while there was may confidentiy look forward to tbe most
a duty of 50c. imposed on coal during successful resuits, if fter a year of the
the last year, the cost of coal fell to the greatest difficulty, the outcome has been
lowest price it ever was in the history so satisfactory. It is impossible in an
of the country. We have, as the result hour, it is impossible in a day, it is îm-
of this Tariff, the coal mining interest possible ina year, te develop the ro1ults of
stimulated without any person suffering sucb apolicyasthis, except ina par ialman-
in any section of the country, and, in ner. Anypersonunderstandstbat, if a sl
adding an additional 10c., my lion. is drifting on the rocks, aitbough par-
friend expects the coal of our ties ma board ber who understand takîug
own country to come into fair competition ber off the quicksands or rocks, the mo-
with the coal of the United States, in mentum she bad acquired wili stili go on
Toronto and Hamilton, and probably for a time. Hon, gentlemen know tbat
lower instead of increrse the price of coal it is a principle cf naturai phulosophv that
there. The bon. the late Finance Minis- the momentum is in proportion to the
ter says the coal tax is an odious tax. He magnitude cf the moving body, and as
takes exception to the taxation of the Canada is a body cf considerable magni-
necessaries of life. Is coal any more a tude, it is impossible, even in the landa
necessary of life than many articles the cf the ablest navigator, te counteract that
bon. gentleman largely increased the momentum instantly and turn tbe ship
taxation upon? He knows it is not. It upon ber proper course. I bave witnessed,
is a source of warmth as clothing is; but with a pride and pleasure bevond what I
the hon. gentleman never undertook to can exptess, the magnificont attitude cf
make clothing free. The bon. gentleman tbe intelligent people cf Canada. Strong
had no resource but direct taxation. He in their confidence, strong in their 1elîef
shrunk from the vista of his deficits, tbat the public affairs cf this country
but had not the courage to propose were again inthe bauds cf men who, ir
a remedy. What would have been the future as in the past, weuld show tiat
the result? Disaster to the credit of tbey knew what the public intercst cf tle
Canada. No Finance Minister could country dended, they were willin, te
have gone to England and borrowedbae en t EgZnd an oroe wait patiently for the resuit. The jîolicy
a dollar in the money market of the inaugurated by the Go vernment is cevel-
world unless be showed some intention to epiug itself, and I have ne besitation
provide a revenue for the purpose of bear- iu saying that I believe we are again fairly
ing the burdens of the country and main- entered -upon the path cf pregress and
taining the public credit. The works on presperity that attended the administra-
the Welland Canal, put under contract by tien cf myrigbt lion. friend indays gene bv.
the bon. gentlemen opposite, must have I have ne doubt tlat bn. gentlemen. on
come to a standstill. The link between tbe ether side cf the luse wili come back
English River and Keewatin must have te tbe Treasury Bouches. I will venture
been abandoned, because the money could te say, bewever, tha, theywill nover stand
not have been obtained. The policy of where I now stand until tbey change tbeir
tbe present Government was to maintain plicy. They can do it. Tleir party need
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not despair. They are perfectly equal to
the emergency. I was much amused to-
night when I heard the hon. gentleman say
that the countryowed the late Government
a debt of gratitude for having refused to
depart from a Revenue Tariff in 1876. Let
any intelligent man in this Bouse read his
Budget Speech for that year, and I will
undertake to say that lie will rise from
its perusal with a conviction that that
speech was prepared for a Protective
Tariff. The hon. gentleman possesses
great ability of statement, but lie was not
quite equal to the emergency. The Gov-
ernment of which he was Finance Minister
saw that they would have a heavy deficit,
and after takiug counsel with each other
they came to the conclusion that they
owed it to the country to raise the Tariff
from 172 per cent. to 20 per cent. The
hon. the Finance Minister prepared his
speech for a Tariff of 20 per cent. Why
was the Tariff not raised? A deputation
from the Maritime Provinces, led by
Mr. Jones, waited on him and told him
that the Government must choose between
abandoning the proposed Protective Tariff
and going out of office. They counted their
friends, and concluded that they were in a
ninority. At the last moment, they
abandoned their policy, and the first half
of the hon. gentleman's speech was one of
the most elaborate and conclusive argu-
ments in favour of Protection that it is in
the power of any man in or out of this
Parlianient to deliver, while the latter half
advocated Free Trade. He had not time
to raconstruct his Budget Speech, and
was compelled to put a Free-trade tail on
a Protectionist body. I feel that I am
warranted in saying the hon. gentlemen
opposite will never regain power until
they change their policy. Perhaps it
may be said that they cannot change.
The hon. gentleman opposite me is per-
fectly equal to it. If we go back a few
years we will find that he admitted lie
-was a Protectionist in principle.

Sia RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I never said anything of the kind.

Sia CHARLES TUPPER : The lion.
gentleman was able to support my right
lion. friend and Sir Alexander Galt in
1858.

Sm RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
In 1858, I was not in this House.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: If the
hou. gentleman was not inside lie was

SIR CHARLES TuPPER,

outside, doing his little best for them ;
and, having learnt how incapable Sir
Alexander Galt was, lie went into Parlia-
ment to support him. Having changed
two or three times already, he can change
once more; and that lie will make that
change, if he remains in public life, is as
certain as that he has changed before.
These hon. gentlemen opposite will never
come back to power again, until
they are brought to accept the ver-
dict ofthe intelligent people of Canada.
What was it that turned the scale to
such an extent, that a party, coming into
office by one of the most overwhelming
majorities, should be plaeed in the powrer-
less niinority in which they are at pre-
sent ? It was because the people came
to the conclusion that their policy was
disastrous to the country, and the most
independent mcn supporting themn turned
their backs upon them and placed my
right hon. friend in the proud position
lie nowj occupies. So long as the lion.
gentlemen set themselves against the
public sentiment, so long as the Globe
newspaper gloats with fiendisli delight
over every failure and every commercial
disaster in the country ; so long as it is
apparent that it is not principle but party
that actuates them, so long will they be
compelled to content themselves with
the position they now occupy. The
moment the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) admits.
anything like rational thought upon
this subject, so soon as lie becomes con-
vinced that the only road to power is a
change of policy, lie will be found-and
so will his party be found-equal to
making the change. The only account
the hon. gentleman coul: give of the pros-
perity of the country was that these
things come by fits and starts. Well,
Sir, so long as the fits are with him, and
the starts are with us, we shall be satis-
fied. I was a little astonished at the
hon. gentleman venturing to say that
the people of this country were cursing
the hour they brouglit this par:y into
power ; and lie pointed to the imaginary
scores of starving and indignant workmen
who came the other day for assistance.
But does lie know that the only man that
was ever imprisoned in this building was the
hon. the leader of the Oppos'tion ; tiat a
private stairway had to be constructed so
that lie could be protected and hidden
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away from the infuriated and starving
population, who asked for bread, and to
whom lie had nothing to give but a stone.
I ask the lion, gentleman does he not
know that this country -will consider that
he is taking a gross license with its in-
telligence, in the face of historical evi-
dence to the contrary, in stating that the
people are cursing the present Adminis-
tration. They have had an opportunity
of showing their detestation ; and what
is the result ? When our opponen-s
gained power by the unholy means they
used, so soon as they began to live they
began to die. So soon as the sober
second thought of the people lad an
opportunity of giving it expression
they speedily reversed . the verdict
of 1874. They steadily brought down
that mighty majority of nearly ninety
in four years to one of less than fifty.
Their dissolution commenced from the very
hour of their birth-from the very begin-
ning, I may say, of their existence,
which they managed to sustain for
five years, till it was terminated by the
exhausted patience of an indignant
public. One would suppose,if the hon.mem-
berfor Centre Huron is to be believed,that
every person iii the country was ready to
sprLng up in indignation against the
present Administration in order to brirg
these men who oppose it into power again.
Where is the seat that you have taken
from us? Where are those indignant
people giving utterance to their execra-
tions ? They had an opportunity in
Cornwall, but they did not-when my
hon. friend Dr. Bergin turned a majority
of 39 te a majority of 198. In Mont-
morency they have had an opportunity,
where a man of great talent and ability,
pitted against a leading independent sup-
porter of hon. gentlemen opposite in a
square party figlit, was sent here to sup-
port us by a largely increased majority.
Does that look like cursing and execra-
tion I Does that look as if the bon. gen-
tleman had any ground for the assertions
he lias made here to-night? In Bonaven-
ture-a constituency held by our genial
and independent friend, the Hon. Dr.
Robitaille-that popular and able geiâtle-
man's seat being vacated by his promotion
te the position of Lieutenant-Governor of
the Province, a successor was returned by
acclamation. My hon. friend cannot find
bis crowd of people fuming with cu rses

there. In Provencher, Manitoba, in Yale,
British Columbia, in the centre of our
country, and away down in Cape
Breton, in Nova Scotia, the electors
have had an opportunity of denoune-
ing my right hon. friend for his
alleged legalised robbery, as a Protec-
tive Tariff is called, but they have net
been able to get any to endorse that slan-
derous accusation. But net only have we
held our own. In Charlevoix, East
Hastings and Argenteuil their party bas
been defeated, and a difference made in
this House of six votes in our favour by
the action of these independent constitu-
encies, while others in this House, elected
te support them, have openly and inde-
pendently declared their intention to
abandon that party and policy, in order
to sustain the successful policy of mv lion.
friend. Never was there a party or a
Government so strong in the con-
fidence and affections of the great
body of electors of Canada as the
present Government. J have net
been able to notice a great many
of the extraordinary statements that
the lion. member has made. I have
only endeavoured to notice the most im-
portant points connected with them ; but,
as a party man, as one who believes that
the best interest of our country demands
the continuance in power of the Liberal-
Conservative party, I rejoice in the ex-
hibition the hon. gentleman bas made of
himself, as I feel confident that this party
will continue te control the destinies of this
Dominion while the hon. gentleman
favours us with such speeches as we have
listened te to-uight.

MR. MACKENZIE: We have listened
to the speeches of the hon. gentleman op-
posite, with something like astonishment
at the volubility and abusive character
of his utterances against bis opponents.
The language be lias used to-night is
characteristic of hin ; but I think I never
heard a speech even from him more re-
plete with abuse. The hon. gentleman
thinks, I suppose, that by using offensive
language lie strengthens his position; that,
if he abuses his opponents and praises his
colleagues and himself, lie will have
accomplished his object; but the hon.

gentleman will not find sucb abuse ac-
cepted by this House and the country.
My hon. friend on my right has reason te
be proud that hon. gentlemen opposite
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have found it impossible to answer his
arguments; and bas put up this abuse so
as to avoid answering them. The hon.
gentleman, who lias just resumed his seat,
stands prominent on his side of the
House for that sort of work, such as lie
lias :so fully accomplisbed to-night.. I
shall not imitate such a course; but en-
deavour, by fair argument, to show the
position of the hon. gentleman opposite is
untenable, and that my hon. friend fron
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
is justified in the expressions lie has used,
and the arguments lie bas taken. In the
first place, let me refer for a moment to
the speech of the hon. the Minister of
Finance. The hon. gentleman was not
so fair and candid as he ought to
be, but we do not expect much
candour and 'fairness from him
under the position lie is desirous of estab-
lishing. I do not say that the hon. gentle-
man would do anything unfair or uncan-
did to injure a person against whom lie
was matched, but in order to cover his
own ground lie never besitates to present
questions which lie deals with in that
way. The bon. member for Cumberland
accused my lion. friend (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) with being a renegade Tory,
and lie spoke of myseif as baving acted
improperly in taking a renegade Tory
into my Administration. I might char-
acterise the bon. gentleman as a renegade
Free-trader. I might characterise the lion.
the Minister of Finance as a renegade
Reformer. I believe the bon. gentleman
(Sir Samuel L. Tilley) was the leader of that
party in New Brunswick for many years.
The bon. gentleman bas changed his views
of political life, and I do not blame him
for it, if lie did it conscientiously, and I
hope lie has. If lie lias gone back from
light to darkness, conscientiously, let him
assume the responsibility, and I will give
him credit, not for the intelligence lie bas
displayed, but for the step lie bas taken.
But if my lion. friend beside me is to be
denounced as a renegade Tory, because
lie bas come from darkness to light, with
how much more justice and severity might
we characterise that species of renegade
who has passed from light to darkness.
The present leader of the Liberal party
in England-we may call him the leader
-Mr. Gladstone, was for many years a
leading man among Conservatives; but
who dreams of using the coarse language I

MR. MACKENZIE.

of the lion. member for Cumberland, and
denouncing Mr. Gladstone as a renegade
Tory. What would have been thought of
any man who addressed such language to
the Prime Minister of England, and ac-
cused Lord John Russell of having taken,
in the person of Mr. Gladstone, a renegade
Tory into his Administration as Finance
Minister. But that was precisely what
happened there as here, if that tern is to
be used. So far as the late Administra-
tion is concerned, I may say that no .man
became a member of it who was not en-
tirely in unison with myself and the
leaders of the Liberal party in connection
with our whole policy. The bon. the
Finance Minister, in the early part of his
remarks, alluded to the responsibilities
which had been cast upon him by his pre-
decessor in office, and said that ho was
compelled on this account to increase the
revenue in order to meet the expenditure ;
and the hon. gentleman who spoke last
endeavoured, during a considerable part
of his speech, to show that the late Ad-
ministration, which I had the honour to
lead, was responsible for the creation of
many of the public works which lad caused
an indispensable increase in the debt.
Now, Sir, I will give an authority for
that responsibility, which I presume no
one opposite will dispute. A. certain lion.
gentleman, who now acts as Finance Min-
ister, says this :

" We are, however. entering upon new and
increased engagements, involving a very large
sum of noney. We are entering upon works
-we have already donc so-which will require
a large increase of our debt. We have
$10,000,000 to expend on the Intercolonial
Railway. We have $30,000,000 for the Cana-
dian Pacific, and the canal system, that has been
accepted by the Government, will involve an
expenditure of at least $20,000,000. These are
serious matters, inasmuch as they add
$60,000,000 to our existing debt."

Now, Sir, the late Administration
modified this estimate of the hon. gentle-
man opposite. We declined to proceed
with the whole of the Canals. The Wel-
land Canal was in such a position that it
had to be finished. The Lachine Canal
was also begun, and was requisite in order
to meet the requirements of the Ottawa
river and the St. Lawrence river com-
ained ; and the Cornwall Canal was
absolutely essential to the finishing of the
system of Canals, when it is finished. But
the late Administration determined not to
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proceed with the Beauharnois and the
Williamsburgh Canals. We were deter-
mined to avoid every expenditure that
could possibly be avoided on these great
works; and instead of the hon. gentleman
with such characteristic unfairness blaming
the late Administration, instead of as-
suming the responsibility, if either of the
hon. gentlemen opposite had the principle
of fair play in their composition, they
would have boldly assumed the respon-
sibility which the hon. the Finance
Minister did in 1873. That is the true
position of that matter. The hon. the
Minister of Railways says that the late
Administration, at all events, assumed
the responsibilitv of the Pacific Railway,
nder the arrangement made with Lord
Carnarvon We assumed it precisely as
it was assumed by the hon. gentlemen
opposite in that respect. We assumed
it, as I stated the other night, subject to
a determination to adhere to the declar-
atory Acts of Parliament, and the resolu-
tions of this House passed repeatedly not
to increase the burdens of taxation, for
the purpose of proceeding with that work.
The hon. gentlemen seems to think that,
because we made a subsequent modified
arrangement, we were more bound to
that arrangement than the hon. gentle-
men opposite were to the arrange-
ment they made in 1872, when they
made a deliberate bargain to have the
entire work completed by 1882. The
hon. gentleman (Sir Samuel L. Tilley) says
in this same speech:

" Let us now consider, for a moment,
whether under the circumstances we are likely
to be able to meet this liability in the future
without imposing heavy burdens on the people
of this Dominion. I would like to take you
with me in imagination over that period of ten
years, within which the great Pacific RLailway
should have been completed."

Well, Sir, we are within two years of the
ten in which the road was to be completed,
and very little of the great work is com-
completed. The hon. gentleman goes
on:

" I hope and trust, ani firmly believe, that
there is too much patriotism among us to allow
any personal or political consideration to inter-
fe'e with the progress of such a work as this."
Now I have
regarding the
work, and I
man who has

36

to say this further
expenditure upon this
hope the hon. gentle-
questioned me so closely

will give a little of his attention. He
asked me if I would dare to stand up in
this House and say that I did not propose
to build a portion of the railway that we
asked tenders for. I tell him that were
we in a position now to command any
consideration, all that we should spend on
that road, particularly in the ditlicult
places, where there is little population to
be found, would be graduated entirely by
the capacity of the country to meet the
expenditure. With regard to the 18,5
miles the hon, gentleman alludes to, I
may simply say that we were prepared to
carry the trafic by the water from one
point to the other if we found we were
not able with the means of the country
placed at our disposal to proceed with
that section. We were never afraid to
communicate our policy. We asked
tenders, as hon. gentlemen are aware, in
two separate forms, for the purpose of
having the exact information before us,
and that information we would be able to
utilise in such a way as would meet the
interests of the country and save the
great mass of the people from an excess of
taxation, which must ultimatelv be ruin-
ous to us if these works are persevered
in. The burden of taxation, to which
my hon. friend opposite iay refer, is
much heavier than whatanyone imagines.
The hon. gentleman who spoke last said
that it was most extraordinary to pro-
pound that where heavy taxes were levied
the revenue was not benefitted to a cor-
responding degree ; and he lectured the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) for
uttering an exclamation to that effect.
But a few minutes afterwards, in point-
ing out the effect a 10c, additional
duty on coal would have, he said it would
not add anything to the revenue, but
bring Nova Scotia coal to Hamilton.
Iere is a case imposing additional tax-
ation, which he himself declares
vill add nothing to the revenue. My

hon. friend the hon. member for St. John
(Mr. Burpee) showed conclusively last
Session, and his speech has never been
answered by the hon. the Finance Minis-
ter, or anvone else, taking the quantity
of imports of various kinds of the pre-
vious year as a basis, that the Tariff of
last year imposes an additional tax on the
people of $7,000,000. Well, we have it
admitted that a little over a million has
reached the National Treasury from that
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enormous taxation. Some say that not
a dollar has reached it; but I
have no doubt that a consider-
able sum has reached the Trea-
sury, but a small sum compared
with the amount levied. Why the very
essence of the National Policy is this :
that certain parties who are nianufacturers
or producers of goods are to be benefitted,
in order that the manufacture of such goods
shall be confined to the country. The
very essence of the policy is to benefit a
-certain class. That is not denied by any-
one, but it is asserted by the hon. gentle-
man opposite that while this is true the
stimulus it vill give to native production,
and the use made of our agricultural pro-
ducts, will more than meet whatever
amount of taxes is laid upon the public
to accomplish that object. The hon. the
Ministerof Railwayssayswewillonlyagain
reach the Ministerial Benches by adopting
his protective views. lassure himthat if I
never go back to the other side of the
House without changing my policy, as he
lias done, I will continue to sit here or go
eut of the House. Whenever anyone
changes his policy with the chameleon-like
frequency, characteristic of the hon. mem-
ber, it is time to give up talking about
patriotism or anything of that kind. The
hon. gentleman thinks it is an easy mat-
ter to change. No doubt his example is
of value, but I should not hold him up
as an example to be followed, but as a
shocking warning to the young politicians
of the day, of the general course which
Las brought a great public man like
him to the degraded position he now
holds.

Several HoN. MEMBERS : Order,
.order.

Mn. MACKENZIE: I do not use that
phrase in a personal sense ; I-am speaking
in a political sense wholly. I will not
say the bon. gentleman is not entitled,
both from his long service to the State
and the distinguished position he now
holds-I will not say of him what he said
of my hon. friend (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wrigiht)-that he was not entitled to re-
spectful consideration. I will give him
all the consideration possible, and every
word he utters I shall consider. The
hon. gentleman, in the course of his dis-
quisition, said hon. gentlemen opposite
were expelled from power by a misunder-

ML. MACKcENZIE.

standing. He said also that the late
Administration that I had the honour to
lead, was ignominiously defeated. I
know of no ignominy connected with
it. We were not accused of any
public crime or dishonourable conduct.
We fought the battle, whether right or
wrong, upon a straight line, and upon
principle. We took our stand upon the
ground that we would not impose addi-
tional taxation upon the people, under the
circumstances in which the country was
placed. We opposed the Protectionist
Policy on principle. We were defeated;
but I am satisfied that, notwithstanding
the accident that the hon. gentleman has
alluded to, that, at this moment, if the
country had to pronounce again upon the
subject, it would pronounce in our favour.
The hon. the Minister of Railways and
the hon. the Finance Minister, although
they have no connection whatever with
Ontario, and also the bon. the leader of
the Government, all went into the local
elections in Ontario; and, if I recollect
aright, the hon. the Minister of Justice
also, made his appearance on the plat-
form. The hon. the Minister of Railways
himself went to the strongest Protectionist
city in Ontario, Hamilton, and though he
used his best and boldest efforts there, yet
his candidate was defeated-I will not
follow his example and say ignominiously
defeated-but he was defeated; and in
Toronto, where the hon. the Finance
Minister showed forth the beauty of his
system, the Conservative majority of the
year before of 900 was reduced to 60.
Such was the effect of his efforts there.
The Premier himself took part in the dis-
cussion in Toronto, and used every effort;
and the whole of the journals of the Con-
servative party took the ground that if
the Liberal Administration of Mr. Mowat
was sustained it would be the end of the
National Policy-that that policy would
then be condemned by the great Pro-
vince of Ontario. And it was condemned,
and that condemnation sustained the
Local Premier and his Administration, be-
yond any other question discussed at
the polls. The hon. the Minister of
Public Works, in his remarks, referred to
the expenditure under the late Adminis-
tration. The actual expenditure for each
year was as follows :-1873-4, under the
Estimates of the present Finance Minis-
ter, $23,316,000 ; 1874-75, $23,714,000 ;
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1875-6, $24,488,000; 1876-7,$23,519,000;
1877-8, $23,503,128. Now, while we
get the expenditure of 1875-6 about
the same as for the year 1873-4,
we had imposed upon us during
that year a very large additional outlay
for which we were in no wise responsible,
and the actual expenditure in 1876-7 and
1878-8. If we apply only those items
which were chargeable during the reign
of the hon. gentlemen opposite, in 1873,
we find that instead of having an expen-
diture of 231 millions, our expenditure
was not more than 211 millions. We
had a vast increase of interest, and the
hon. gentleman himself lias taken credit
for that now, but be was not willing to
allow it to us, or to allow to us an increas-
ed expenditure on the Administration
of Justice, and on the North-West Ter-
ritories, under the laws passed by his own
Administration, with many other similar
items; deducting such items left us really
with an actual average expenditure for
the same things that the hon, gentlemen
had in 1873, of two millions less than
the expenditure in their last year. Re
announced to-night, as a result of the im-
posibility of meeting the expenditure of
the coming year, that lie proposes to use
balances now in his possession to the
extent of about . $6,000,000-having*
that amount te spare out of the total
balance of $13,000,000, and that lie pro-
poses an additional issue of Governient
notes to the extent of $8,000,000,
the present issue being $12,000,000.
At present there is a cash reserve
to meet an issue of $12,000,000 of notes,
something over three millions of dollars ;
and the hon. gentleman proposes to have
precisely three millions to meet the pay-
ment of the twenty millions which lie
proposes to issue.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Five
millions or 25 per cent.

MR. MACKENZIE: Net at all ; it
will be only 15 per cent. in gold and 10
per cent. in bonds ; such was his state-
ment. There is a famous financier,
formerly living in Hamilton, and now in
the employment of the Government, who
used te advocate an original scheme for
paper money. He had the ordinary cur
rency coloured dark, and it was to be
redeemed in paper coloured yellow, in
order to resemble gold as nearly as

possible, I suppose. The hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance proposes to hold 15 per
cent. in gold and 10 per cent. in gilt
paper.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : No.

MR. MACKENZIE : The lion. gentle-
man lias not told us in what way lie in-
tends to utilise it. Does lie calculate how
long it is to stay out ? Is it to be issued
through the banks, or are they to be con-
pelled to take it at his price ? Not one
word about this extraordinary financial
speculation bas been given us, and we
are expected to receive the simple state-
ment onlv that this paper currency is te
be issued, no information regarding it
being given to the country. The whole
of our financial system is to be overturned
to meet the financial exigencies of the
Government, which will not be met by
those means however. The lion. gentle-
man will not be able in this way to do
anything else but derange the currency
of the country and sop the fountain of
credit. I was not a little amused
to hear him speak as lie did about the
imports and exports, and the hon. member
for Cumberlaud (Sir Charles Tupper), fol-
lowing in the saie track, seemed te think
it was a matter to rejoice over, that the
imports were steadily lessening. The
reduction of the imports often shows the
poverty of the country, and the increase
of exports sometimes also show its poverty.
I do net say that the ordinary views of
the balance of trade which prevails in Eng-
land are applicable te the same extent in
Canada. We know from a very high
authority in this natter what the posi-
tion is that the hon. gentleman took ; we
have some little knowledge of financial
matters from this source. The present
Finance Minister took this position in his
Budget Speech in 1873. le said:

" We have something like $12,000,000 a year
excess of imports over exports. Add to that
the interast on the debt of the Dominion, pay-
able in London, $4,000,000, aRd we have
$16,000,000 a year to be provided for which our
exports do not cover. But if we look into the
matter more carefully, we will arrive at the con-
clusion that there are no grounde for apprehen-
sion. * * I have taken some pains in the matter,
taking one city as an illustration-St. John.
* * * It appears that the return freights
from that city amount to $2,000,000 a year,
and if that be the case in St. John we may
fairly estimate that from five to six millions of
profit from freights are received every year, by
which thé surplus between importa and exports
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is very materially reduced. If we go further, that day down to the present, increased
and consider the expenses incurred in shipping depression took 1
the produce of the Dominion, which amounts to
$70,000,010 or $80,000,000, for which disbùrse- sed, and there was very soon the
ment bills of exchange are drawn, we find deepest distress that could possihbly be
these two items make up the difference." imagined, and the hon. gentlemen opposite
The hon. gentleman lias changed his were only saved, for the moment, by tue
views now. gooc crops of la-t yea. Even that good

SiR CHARLES TUPPER The crop would not have done muel but for
balance is so mueli the more to our the fact that there was a sad failure of
credit. crops ii Europe, which necessitated the

MR. MACKENZIE : So with that purehase of very large arounts of produce
much less imports we are veryrmuch richer. at high rates on this side of the Atlanti,

Sin SAMUEL L. TlLLEY : That and yetthe hon. gentlemen opposite speak
may be. asif they proclucedthe high price ofwbeat.

MiR. MACKENZIE :Much richer They produced the high prices In manu-
wîith less business. The lion. gentlemen factured articles, and everything they
opposite, with their Protectionist Policy, touched vith the rod of the tax-gatherer.
have set theiselves deliberately to destroy They taxed the coal ad four and food of
the foreign trade of the country. I the poor-everything they could lav their
believe that no country havinîg comner- hands on consumed by the poor-and
cial relations witlh the world can avoid thereby increased tie cost of living; but,
having a foreign trade; because the although tey put atax on wheat that
moment they cease to have a foreign hmd no influence on the price of wheat in
trade they sink in the scale of nations, go this country, though it injured trade in
behind the age, and have no means in that arLicle every person knows it
cominon with the rest of the world to could not have had any influence, because
exchange comiodities. The idea of tle the nîtimate market vas Engiaud, and we
hon. gentlemen opposite seens to be based were oniy carriers of wheat from one end
upon the opinion that every one who buys of the country to the other. The result
from them ean be made to pay their own of the policy of the lion, gentlemen
price_, while they are able to sell at their opposite bas been disastrous, even to the
own prices also. I believe, and al] intel- revenue, which has shown a great
ligent authorities believe, that ,the true deflciency. The hon. the Finance Minister
method of conducting trade is for every endeavoured to make out tsat we will only
people to sell -what they produce most have a deflciency of $500,000 to provide
easily to those who possess some other for, but, notwithstanding bis skill in cook-
commodity whicl suîch nation requires, ing the accounts, the fact is apparent that
but cannot so easily produce. One of tîere wiil be a deficiency of between one
the nost disastrous resuilts of a Protective ftndtwomillion dollars, whiclhastobe met.
Policy is that it destrovs the freedom of Tle hon. tle Finance Minister said, with
exchange, and tends to build up mono- some indignation, that we were dmmaging
polies at the expense of the people. To the policy of the Government and decrying
be sure the remedy will corne. Hon. it te the country. Now, if the policy of
gentlemen opposite seem to think- that the Governunent is wrong, it ought te be
there can be no change of Governnent in damaged. the hon. gentleman opposite
this country until every one in it becomes tiinks that we are danaging a thing that
a Protectionist. I believe their policy has we >elieve te be rigît, ho is mistaken.
already proved a disastrous failiure. The Xe are daraiio it because we beieve it
melancholy statenent that the lion. ouglît
the Finance Minister made to-night, it is a tobe arnaged beicveto t
was one that any Government might be country, and that it bas doue infinite
ashamed of, especially they who pro- damage to tie country already, and the
claimed so loudly that the moment a change sooner it is put an end te the better.
of Governrment sh ould take place, returning Better damage the MùiistrY than darage
prosperity would appear; that everyone the countrv. If it be necessary, in order to
would be employed, that bank stocks damage that.policy, te show the cvii effects
would rise in value, and that everything it has had upon the trade and commerce of
would show increased prosperity. From the country, why should we -net do se

MRs. MACKENZIE.
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Should we be deterred, by idle threats
from the Government Benches, from ex-
posing the folly, the selfishness, and the
utter fallacy of the policy which the hon.
gentlemen opposite inaugurated î Hon.
gentlemen may depead upon it that, what-
ever happens, we shall not pause for one
moment to expose the fallacies connected
with that policy, and to point out to the
country and to the world the views that
we take on that policy, now in force in
Canada. The bon. member for Cumber-
land (Sir Charles Tupper) took credit for
the revival of the lumber trade. Now,
it will be remeRbered that, during the
Tariff discussion last year, several state-
ments were made. One was made by my
hon. friend from Queen's, N.B. (Mr.
King), which showed the amount of tax-
ation imposed by the Tariff upon every
thousand feet of lumber. The bon. men-
ber for North Renfrew (Mr. White), who
is a moderate supporter of the Adminis-
tration opposite, undertook to show that
mv hon. friend from New Brunswick was
mistaken, but even he made out that there
was an additional taxation imposed upon
the lumbermen. He admitted that; only
he denied it was so much as was calculated
by others. Two other hon. gentlemen
also made calculations to the same effect.
Now, I would like to know how it is
possible for a policy to benefit the lum-
bermen that imposes additional taxes
upon them, and cannot provide any ad-
vantages. By their own admission, that
policy is an *bstruetion in the way of
the lumbermen, and now the hon. the
Minister of Railways tells us that this
obstruction has had the good effect of in-
creasing the prosperity of the lumber-
men. The truth is that any demand
that lias arisen for lumber bas arisen
from causes ahogether unconnected with
the National Policy. The demand from
EnglaDd has increased froum local reasons,
and the demand from the United States,
during the coming season, is likely to be
increased, but it is solely because they
enjoy an increased prosperity which has
lot yet visited Canada. The hon. gen-

tleman says the sun of prosperity shone
immediately over the country upon the ac-
cession to power of himself and his col-
leagues, whom he characterises, by the
way, as the ablest men in the Dominion.
Who canbe a betterjudge ofthat than the
hon. member for Cumberland ? In rela-

tiontosugar, the hon gentleman stated, with
aboldness characteristic only of himself,that
sugar was cheaper this year in Canada
than in any other country, or at any other
time. Now I challenge him to produce
the New York papers, containing the cur-
rent prices, and the Montreal papers for
every week in the year, containing the
current prices, and I would ask him to
apply the duty that was imposed under
the old Tariff to the prices in New York,
taking into account the cost of transport-
ation, and then compare this with the
prices charged in Montreal, and lie will
find that the people of Canada have been
paying during the whole year from -i-c. to
li e. per lb. above that which they
had to pay under the old Tariff.

Motion agreed to.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said resolutious.

(In the Committee.)

Resolutions agreed to and ordered to be

reported.
House resuned.

(In the House.)

Resolutions reported; and they arc as
follows:-

1. Resolved, That it is expedient to amend
the Act 42 Vie., cap. 15, intituled an
Act to alter the duties of Customs and Excise,
by the following alterations in and additions te
Scledule A of the said Act

1. In the item concerning "Carhoys con.
taining Acids,' after the word " Carboys,"
insert the word " Demijohns," and after the
word " Acids," insert the words "Vinegar
or other Liquids."

2. After the item " Artifical Flowers," in-
sert the words. " Asphaltuin mineral, ton per
cent. ad valorem."

3. After the item "Babbit metal," in-
sert the words, " Bagatelle Tables or Boards
with eues and balls, thirty-five per cent. ad
valorem."

4. In the items concerning "Billiard
Tables,"-after the words " nine feet," in the
second line, insert the words ' or under,"
and strike out the word, " five feet by ten
feet," in the fourth line, and insert the words
"over four feet six inches by nine feet,"-
and after the words "eleven feet," in the
seventh line, insert the words, "or under,"
and in the eighth line strike out the words,
" those of six feet by twelve," and insert the
words, "all over five feet six inches by eleven
feet," and in the tenth line strike out the
words, " ten per cent," and insert the words
"fifteen per cent."

. After " Billiard Tables," insert the
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words, " Bird Cages of ail kinds, thirty per
cent. ad valorem."

6. In the item "Blacking, Shoe,"-after
the word "shoe," insert the words "and
Shoemaker's Ink."

7. Under the heading "Books,"--strike out
the words "bound orin sheets, " inthe first and
second line, and insert the words "not else-
where specified," and strike out the words
" six cents per pound," in the fifth line, and
insert the words, "fifteen per cent. ad
valorem."

In the item " British Copyright Works,"
strike out the words " six cents per pound,"
and insert the words, "fifteen per cent. ad
valorem."

Strike out the whole of the following para-
graph :-

" Books, Periodicals and Pamphlets, im-
ported through the Post Office, for every two
ounces in weight, or fraction thereof, one
cent.'

And also the following-" Blank Books,
bound or in sheets, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem."

And insert the following-" Blank Books,
viz. : Account books, Copy Books, or Books
to be drawn or written upon, thirty per cent.
ad valorem."

After the word "Cards," in the seven-
teenth line, insert the word " other," and
after the item " Playing Cards," insert the
words, "Valentines, Christmas and New
Year's Chromo or Embossed Cards, and all
other not being business or advertising cards,
twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

8. In the item respecting "Bookbinders'
Tools and Implements, after the word " im-
plements," insert the words " and Book-
binders' cloth."

9. Before the item headed " Breadstuffs,"
insert the words " Braces or Suspenders of all
kinds, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

10. After the item concerning " Candies,"
insert the words " Cans, or packages made of
tin or other material, containing fish of any
kind admitted free of duty under any exist-
ing law or treaty, not exceeding one quart in
contents, one cent and a half on each can or
package; and when exceeding one quart, an
additional duty of one cent and a half for
each additional quart or fractional part
thereof."

11. In the item "China and Porcelain
Ware," after- the word "twenty," insert the
word "five."

12. After the item concerning "Coke," in-
sert the words, " Combs for dress and toilet,
of all kinds, twenty-five per cent. ad
valoren."

13. In the items concerning " Cottons,
manufactures of," after the item " Cotton
duck, &c., " insert the words, " Crapes of all
kinds, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

14. After the item "Fish, fresh, &c.," in-
sert the words " Fishing Rods, thirty per
cent. ad valorem."

15. And also the words "Fire-proof
paint, dry, one quarter of a cent per pound."

16. After the words "Flax seed," insert

the words " Flag stones, dressed, one dollar
and tifty cents per ton."

17. After the words "Artificial Flowers,"
insert the words "' and feathers," strike out
the word "thirty," and insert the words
"twenty-five."'

18. ln the item concerning "Fruit, green,"
after the word " Grapes," strike out the
word " one" and insert the word " two."

19. ln the item concerning " Furniture,"
after the word " bair," strike out the word
" and, " and after the word " spring," insert
the words " and other."

20. ln the items concerning "Glass and
manufactures of,' after the word " pressed,"
insert the words " and cut glass," and after
the word "bottles," insert the words "and
decanters ;" after the item " Ornamented,
Figured," &c., insert the words " Silver
Plate, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

And in the item " Common and Colour-
less Window Glass," after the word " Glass,"
insert the words "imitation Porcelain
Shades."

21. After the above items insert the
words, " Gloves and M itts of cotton, leather,
silk, woollen or any other mater al, twenty-
five per cent. ad valorem."

22. In the items concerning " Iron and
manufactures of," change the position of the
words, " number seventeen gauge or
thrimer," so that they shall follow the word
"black," and precede the words "and
boiler plate,"-aud strike out the words,
" Drawn boiler tubing, ten per cent." and
insert in lieu thereof the words, " wrought
iron tubing, plain, not threaded, coupled or
otherwise manufactured, fifteen per cent."

23. In the other item " Slabs, Blooms,
Loops or Billets," strike out the words
"twelve and one.half," and insert the word
"ton."

24. In the item concerning " Jewellery,"
strike out the words "and watches."

25. Before the item "Lithographie
Stones," insert the words, " Liquorice-root
and paste extract f r manufacturing pur-
poses, twenty per cent. ad valorem."

" Stick extract or confection, one cent per
pound and twenty per cent. ad valorem."

26. After the item " Malt," insert the
words, " Malt, extract of, for medicinal pur-
poses, twenty-five per cent. ad valorem."

27. In the item concerning " Meats," after
the item " Shoulders, &c.," insert the words
" Poultry and game of all kinds, twenty
per cent. ad valorem."

28. After the item concerning " Meats"
insert the words " Milk food, manufac-
tured by Henri Nestle, Dr. Gibaut, and
others, and all other similar preparations,
thirty per cent. ad valorem."

29. la the item concerning " Oil Cloth,"
after the word "printed" insert the words
" Table Covers, similarly prepared, and

oiled or painted window blinde."
30. In the item concerning " Orgaris,

Cabinet," strike out the word " ten" after
the word " thereto" and insert the word.
"fifteen."

31. In the item concerning " Paints and
Colours," strike out the word " Bismuth."
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32. After the item " Paper calendered,"
insert the item " paper ruied, twenty-five
per cent. ad valorem."

33. In the item "Paper Collars, &c.,"
strike out the word "paper" and the words
'twenty-five per cent.,' and after the word
"fronts," insert the words, "of paper, linen
or cotton, thirty per cent."

34. lu the item " Pianofortes," strike ont
the word " ten" after the word thereto,"
and insert the word " fifteeu."

35. After the item " Quinine," insert the
words - Quicksilver, ten per cent. ad
valorem."

36. In the item " Silk in the Ginn," after
the word " organzine" insert the words,
"and raw spun silk not coloured."

37. In the item "Champagne " and all
other " Sparkling Wines," after the word
"bottle," in the third last line, insert the
words, " the quarts and pints in such case
being old wine measure."

38. In the item "Steel and manufactures
of," strike out the figures "1881," and insert
"1882."

39. In the item concerning "Stone," after
the word " Marble," insert the words, " from
the quarry, not hammered or chiselled."

Strike out " Grindstones in the rough, one
dollar and fifty-cents," and insert, " Grind-
stones, two dollars per ton."

40. Under the heading "Sugars, Syrups
and Molasses,"-in the proviso respecting
the " fair market value, "-after the word
"'thereof," in the third line, insert the words
"including export duty or other Government
tax."

41. In the item " Trunks, &c.," strike out
thewords " twenty-five,' and insert the word
"thirty."

42. After the word " Twines," strike out
the words " 1anufactures ot flax and," and
insert the words, "of all kinds."

43. Under the heading " Tobacco," in the
item "Cigars and Cigarettes," strike out the
word " fifty," and insert the word " sixty."

41. Under the heading " Vegetables,"
after the item "Tomatoes," insert the words
" Tomatoes in cans, two cents per pound ;"
and after the words " al other vegetables,"
insert the words " including sweet pota-
toes."

45. In the item concerning " Watches,
&c.," strike out the words " Watch move-
ments," and after the word " twenty," insert
the -word " five," and ad the item, " W atch
actions or movements, twenty per cent. ad
valorem."

46. Under the heading "Wood and manu-
factures of," in the item " hubs. spokes, ae c.,"
strike out the word "twenty," and insert
the word " fifteen."

47. In the item respecting " Coal," strike
out the words "and bitumin3us," and insert
thereafter the words, " Coal, Bituminous,
sixty cent§ per ton of 2,000 pounds."

48. Strike ont the whole of the items con-
cerning " Slate for roofing, " and "Slate
81abs," and insert the following : " Slates of
all kinds, and manufactures of, not other-
wise specified, twenty-five per cent. ad
valorem."

49. Under the heading " Wool and Wool-
lens," after the item "Felt for glove
linings," insert the following . " Wool, class
one, viz., Leicester, Cotswold, Lincolnshires
Dum Combing W ools, or wool-s known as
Lustre Wools, and other like combing wool,
such as are grown in Canada, tbree cents per
pound."
2. Resolved, That it is expedient to amend the

"Schedule of Free Goods," by the following
additions thereto, and alterations therein --

1. After the word " ammonia," strike out
the word " crude," and insert the words
"sulphate of."

2. In the item " Animals for the Im-
provement of Stock, &c.," strike out the
word " animale," and insert the words,

horses, eattie, sheep and swine."
3. After the item " Berries for dyeing,

&c.," insert the words "bismuth metallic."
4. After the item, "Chlbride of Lime,'

insert the word " cinnabar."
5. To the item " machinery for Worsted

and Cotton Mills, &c.," add the words,
"until the first of October, 1880."

6. After the item " Plaits, straw, &c.,"
insert the words, " Potash, Muriate of,
crude."

7. To the item concerning " Settlers'
effects," add the words " Provided that
under regulations to be made by the
Minister of Customs, live stock, when
imported into Manitoba or the North-West
Territory by intending settlers, shall be free,
until otherwise ordered by the Governor in
Council."

S. Strike out the item " Gunny Cloth
and Gunny Bags."

9. ln the item respecting " Steel," strike
out the figures " 1881 " and insert "1882."

10. After the words " Paintings in Oil,"
insert the words, " or water colours."

11. Iii the item " Newspapers," strike
out the words " received by mail," and in-
sert the words " and Quarterly, Monthly
and semi-monthly Magazines, unbound."

12. ln the item " Wool, unmanufac-
turad, & c.." after the wor i " Animals, " iii-
sert the words, " not elsewhere specified "
3. Resolved, That it is expedientto provide
1. That any party in whose favour a licence

is granted to have and use a chenical still
shall, upon receiving the said licence,pay to the
Collector of Inland Revenue the sum of $10.

2. That any party in whose favour a licence
for manufacturing tobacco, wholly or in part,
from foreigu leaf, is granted, shall pay therefor
to the Collector of Inland Revenue the sunm
of $75.

3. That any party in whose favour a licence
for manufacturing tobacco exclusively from
Canadian leaf is granted. shall pay therefor to
the Collector of Inland Revenue the sum of $50.

4. That any 'party in whose favour a licence
for manufacturing in bond for exportation is
granted, shall pay therefor to the Collec
Inland Revenue the sum of $300.

5. That any party in whose favour a licence
to have an Excise bonding warehouse is granted
shall pay to the Collector of Inland Revenue
for one such warehouse. the sum of $40, and
for each additional warehouse the suin of $20.
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6. That as respects the duties of
Excise on spirits : (a) When the ma-
terial used in the manufacture thereof
consists of not less than 90 per cent. by
weight of raw or unmalted grain on every gallon
of the strength of proof by Sykes' hydrometer,
and so in proportion for auy greater or less
strength of proof, and for every less quan.
tity, than a gallon, $1. (b) When manu-
factured exclusively from malted barley, taken
to the distillery in bond, and on which no duty
of Customs or Excise has been paid, on every
gallon of the -trength of proof by Sykes'
hydrometer, and so in proportion for any
greater or less strength, and for any less
quantity than a gallon, $1.02. (c) When

manufactured exclusively from molasses or
sugar taken to the distillery in bond and on
which no duty of Customs has been paid, on
every gallon of the strength of proof by Sykes'
hydrometer, and so in proportion for anygreater
or less streneth. and for any les% quantity
than a gallon, $1.03.

7. That as respects the duties of Excise on
manufactured tobacco, the said duties shall be
as follows . (5) On manufactured tobacco and
anuffs of all kinds, except cigars made in whole
or in part from foreign or imported leaf
tobacco, and containing not less than 10
per cent. by weight of moisture, and so in pro-
portion for any greater or less degree of
moisture, on every pound or less quantity than
a pound,20 cents. (6) On cigars made in wh le or
in part from foreign or importeïi leaf tobacco
and containing not less than 10 per cent. by
weight of moisture and so in proportion for any
greater or less degree of moisture, on every
pound or lesî quantity than a pouad, 40
cents. (7) On manufactured tobacco of all kinds,
except cigars and common Canada twist, when
made soleiy froin tobacco grown in Canada, and
in a imanufactory whera no imported or foreign
tobacco is used or kept, and containing not less
than 10 per cent. of moisture, and so in pro-
portion for ev-cry greater or less degree of mois-
turc, on every pound, or less quantity than a
pound, 14 cents. (8) On cigars made solely from
tobacco grown in Canada, and made in a manu-
factory where no forcign er imported tobacco
is nsed or kept, and cootaining not less than 10
per cent. of môisture, and so in propoýrtion for
every greater or less degree of moisture, on
every pound, or less quantity than a pound,
30 cents.

8. That as respects the duty of ExciFe on
vinegar, vinegar containing 6 per cent. of acetic
acid, the strength to be deternined by such tests
as may be establisled by Order in Council, and
so in proportion for any greater or less strength,
on every gallon, or less than a gallon, 4 cents.

9. That as respects the dnty of Excise on
methylated spirits : Methylated spirits being
composed of alcohol mixed with wood naphtha,
in such proportions, and subject to such regula-
tions as nay from tinie to timue be made by the
Treasury Board, there shall be paid a duty of 15
cents for every gallon of the strength of proof,
and so in proportion for every greater or less
strength, and for every less quantity than a
gallon.

10. That any provisions imposing any new
duty or mnaking any alteration in any duty of

Excise imp9 sed by the laws now in force, or
any alteration in the mode of calculating any
sucli duty, by which the amount thereof may
be increased or diminished, shall come into
force immediately on the day of passing of the
Act making such alterations, and shall apply
to, and the duties hereby imposed shall be pay-
able on all spirits and tobacco, vinegar, fer-
mented beverages, methylated spirits, dis-
tilled, manufactured or made, or taken out of
bond for consumption on and after the said
day, and such alterations as aforesaid shall ap-
ply to, and the duties hereby imposed shall
be payable on all malt held by any brewer,
malster, distiller, or other person on the said
day, or manufactured or made thereafter, and
the duties hereby made payable on licences
shall be payable only en licences issued after
the said day, existing licences remaining in
force during the time for which they were
granted.

4. Resolved, That it is expedient to provlde
that the foregoing resolutions, and the altera-
tions made in the duties of Customs and Excise,
and on the articles therein mentioned, shall
take effect upon, and after the 10th March,
instant.

House adjourned at
Five minutes after

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Wednesday, 10th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the fvst tien :-

Bill (No. 67) To amend the Acts respecting
the Canada Central Railway Company.-(Mr.
Fitzsimmons.)

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Nelson Val-
ley Railway and Transportation Company.-
(fr. Mfacdougall.)

Bill (No. 69) To incorporate the Rapid City
and Souris River Colonisation Railway Coin-
pany.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

PRINTING OF A PARLIAMENTARY
PAPER.

REMARKS.

Mi. STEPHENSON presented the
sixth Report of the Joint Committee of
both Houses on the Printing of Parlia-
ment.

MRt. ROSS (West Middlesex)-: I notice
among the papers not to be printed, as
read by the Clerk, that containing a de-
tailed statement of the amount of Imports
and Exports. The question as to whether
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it should be printed or not was postponed view of a recent decision rendered by the
until another meeting. Chef Justice of Manitoba, ordering the

MR. ANGLIN: It is one of the most release of persons sent to the Winnipeg
important papers ever laid on the Table jail, in default of payment of the fine im-
of the House. It is a difficult paper to posed by Magistrates i1 Keewatin, for
print, but I think, under the circum- the selling of liquor, it is the intention of
stances, it ought to be printed immediately, the Government to amend the law in
if possible. this respect or to provide for jailaccommo-

MR. STEPHENSON: The matter was dation in the said District of Keewatin.
fully discussed by the Printing Com- MR. McDONALD (Pictou) It is the
mittee, and it -was thought that, on intention of the Governuient to introduce
account of the time and expense involved such an amendnent of the law as
in printing it, it was better not to print it be requirec in consequence of the decision
in full, but only an abstract, which was of the Chef Justice of Manitoba.
contained on the last two sheets.

MR. MACKENZIE : I hope the MAL UO U E A -
Chairman of the Committee will have a
meeting and re-consider that to-morrow. QUtSTIOWNn.

It is a very important document, and MR. COURSOL enquired, Whether a
should be printed. successor lias been appointed to the late

MRt. STEPIIENSON : I will make a' Mr. Bryson, formerly valuer of hardware
note of this, and lay it before the Coi- at the Custo-hous , Montreal, and
mittee. whiether such appointment, if made, is

BUCTOtCHE HARBOUR, KENT, N. Br tesmprary or permanent.
intenti BOWELL: The Governient hsuh an amenmn o hardware ay

Mn CTRTT R)(Knt> nberd reqV'uire in coseuec ofte p-iso

Whether it is the intention of the Gov- i ta - 1
ernment to make any appropriation for
the construction of beacon-lights at the CHATHAM, ONT.-GOVERNMENT
entrance of Buctouche Harbour, Kent OFFICES.
county, N.B., during this present year. QUESTION.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.L) : It is the MR. STEPIIENSON enquired, Whether
ntention to place two beacon-lights in it is the intention of the Government to

this harbour- put in the Estimates or Supplementary
FRAUTIONAL CURRENCY. Estimates to be brought down during the

QUESTION. present Session a sumi of noney for the

MR. FARROW enquired, What erection of a fit and proper building in the
amount of fractional currency, of the town of Chatham, Ont., for the accommo-
the denomination of 25c., is now in dation of the Customs, Postal and Inland
circulation, and what amount is in the Revenue Offices and services in that town;
hands of the Receiver-General ; further, if so, what amount ; if not, why ?
does the Government intend to give the MR. LANGEVIN: In answer to my
country a further issue of 10c. and 2,5c. hon. friend, I may say that this matter is
for the convenience of change, instead under the consideration of the Govern-
f he onveiec of ch ye in ment.of having, as now, to use postage stamps, m
whici are very inconvenient. NEWFOUNDLAND-FREE ADMSSION

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: There OF CANADIAN CATTLE.
are $116,949 in circulation, and in the
hands of the Assistant Receiver-General
$43,091, and in vaults, $172,500. Ar- MR. McISAAC enquired, Whetler the
rangements are being made for Government has opened, orintendsto open,
$150,000 small silver, of the denomin- negotiations with thé Governmentof New-
atio1i of 5c.,lcad2e foundland, with the view of effecting- tàea>o of5.,1c., and 25c.
KEEWATIN-JAIL Afree admission of catte fron the Domin-

QUESTION. ion into that Proince unconditionally, or
in return for a like admission of its fish

MF. ROYAL enquired, Whether, in into the Dominion.
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570 Dominion Dam

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY: There bas
been no communication with the Govern-
ment of Newfoundland upon this subject
since last Session, when that Government
declined to admit free cattle imported
from the Dominion of Canada. There is
no immediate intention of reopening ne-
gotiations.

DOMINION DAM, DEVIL LAKE.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. JONES, in moving for an Order
of the House for a return of all documents
or correspondence, during the year 1879,
with the Department of Public Works of
this Dominion, relating to the rebuilding
of the Dominion Dam, Devil Lake, in the
township of Bedford, Province of Ontario,
said : It is not the first time I have
brought this motion before the House. I
brought it up in 1877, but the late Gov-
ernment did not then see fit to carry out
the request I made. I hope, however,
this Government will do so, because I
think it is their duty. It has been
stated on the floor of this House that
this dam does not belong to the Govern-
ment at all, but to private individuals.
I propose to show that it does belong to
the Government, and that when it was
destroyed it should have been rebuilt, in
order to raise the upper level of the
Rideau Canal for navigation purposes.
The dam I speak of was built forty or
fifty years ago, by Mr. George Chaffey
and Mr. Benjaman Tett, for the purpose
of bringing down lumber, etc. It was
used by these individuals for a great num-
ber of years, and when they gave up the
lumbering business, they asked the Gov-
ernment to take the dam off their hands
as it was required for the purposes
of a reservoir to assist during low
water the navigation of the Rideau Canal.
The dam was destroyed in 1876 by some
evil-disposed persons. The excuse given
for not reconstructing the dam was that
the Rideau Canal did not pay the Gov-
ernment, and that some $30,000 a year
was required to keep it up. The hon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) forgot
to say that this canal was a gift to this
Government from the British Govern-
ment. The Dominion Dam, the Rideau
Canal and the whole of the Ordnance
Lands on -which these buil dings stand
were a gift ; and, though the revenues re-
ceived may not pay expenses, wben you

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY.

take into consideration the amount of
money paid for the St. Lawrence,
Chambly and Welland Canals, I think
it will be seen that the Rid3au Canal bas
not been so costly to the Dominion as
the others. In order to show that this is
a Dominion work, I will read what took
place. li 1871, the water supply failing
for the Rideau Canal, Mr. Slater recom-
mended that the dam should be rebuilt,
and an Order in Council was passed, 25th
January, 1872, grantinga sum of $700 to
build Harts and Devil Lake Dam, which
was carried out. In 1876, the dam was
destroyed, it was the duty of the Govern-
ment to rebuild it, for the purpose of
keeping up the upper level of the
canal. It was also the duty of the
Government to find out who the evil-dis-
posed persons were that destroyed it and
punish them. Although it was said
some action was taken to find out who
destroyed that dam. I have not been able
to learn what action was taken to find
out who those evil-disposed persons were.
In 1875, we find the dam is still in charge
of the Dominion Government, and Mr.
Wise, the present engineer of the canal, in
his report says :

" The maintenance of the dam is, I consider,
necessary to secure the navigation of the canal
during periods of low water, which experience
has shown now occur. The dam keeps back
the snow and rainfall of a large area of rocky
country, and on that accouat at a minimum of
damage. To secure the benefit of this water to
the canal, when most required, a paid officer of
the Department should be put in charge of it
without delay."

In 1876 again, Mr. Wise in his report
says :

" Experience has shown that periods of low
water now occur which formerly did not, and if
the supply for navigation on the descending
level to Kingston is to be maintained, ail the
present reserves should be held under control.
The damages, if fairly assessed, should not
exceed $3,uoo."

In 1876 and 1877, Mr. Perry, P. L. S.,
was employed to make a survey, showing
the damages and to report. His report and
plans in full are in the Department. Mr.
Wise in his report of October, 1879, says:

" Chaffey's Dominion dam retains the waters
shed of some seventy-five square miles of rocky
country, supplying the south-west descending
level to Kingston, discharging through the
Devil Lake into the Rideau Canal, at Mud
Lake. This dam was torn down by some evil
disposed persons in August, 1877, and was
never re-built. Its destruction deprived the
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canal of this large reserve, and if the efficience actual cost of the removal of the lock.
of the navigation is to be maintained at all There is no doubt that the Rideau Canal
seasons, I would recommend its reconstruc- hs n fo m any e osme Csat
tion. On account of the rocky nature of the has been for many years of some cost to
country and from my own personal observation the country, but, when the hon. member
of the lands drowned by this dam. the claims for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has made
for damages that have been set up are greatly representations to us about the cost of theexaggerated, and could not be sustained on any
investigation. A comparatively small apprc- canal, he bas invariably refrained from
priation to meet-any just claims wouci secure telling us how much money bas been re-
this reserve to the canal." ceived from the sale or otherwise of the
This dam is about 50 feet long and 12 ordinary lands belonging to the canal.
feet high, and it would cost to re-build is I think there is some stipulation between
about $300 or $400. The Rideau Canal is the Imperial Government and this Gov-
becoming more important every day, and erament that the canal shall be kept open
I think it is the duty of the Government and in working order.
to support it. It is not in the interest, as MR. MACKENZIE: No.
will be said by some hon. gentlemen, of mill- MR. ROCHESTER: Although the
owners on the line of the canal that the hon. gentleman says " no," 1 think that
dam should be reconstructed, but it is in an arrangement such as I have referred
the interest of the managers of the canal to does exist. In view of this new in-
itself. dustry springing np, I hope the navigation

MR. ROCHESTER : I think the re- of the Rideau Canal will be kept open,
marks of the hon. gentleman with regard and in order to do this it is necessary that
to this canal perfectly correct. I do hope the dam should be rebuilt and that the
the hon. the Minister of Canals will see ledge of rock I have alluded to should be
his way clear to rebuild this dam. It is removed.
a very small affair in itself, but is a large SIR CHARLES TUPPER. There je
thing for the navigation of the canal. I no objection to this motion paccing. I
may state for the information of the may say that the difficulty no doult bas
House that, although the Rideau Canal been the very emaîl anount of work that
has not paid working expenses for a num- was requircd for this canal, and it seems
ber of years, there is a probability now of inadvisable to spend a large amount
its beginning to pay. During the whole of money until there is greater
of this winter large quantitics of iron ore i demand for this mode of transportation.
have been shipped from this part of the But, if it should appear that there is to le
country to the United States, and 1 have an increae of business, and that the
been given to understand that arrange- paying qualities of the canai will be i-
mente are being made to carry that ore proved by taking up its improvement-
by water inotead of by rail, for the simple if, when the matter bas been carefuly
reason that they have to draw corne ive ookea into, they are found necessary, the
or Bix miles to the railroad, whle the su repaire wilt be made.
water accommodation is within a mile of MR. MACKENZIE: I neer bad any
the mines. The intention je to take thi hesitation iii decining the rebuilding of
ore by the Rideau Canal thie season. this or ady other dam on that canal route;
This je a new brandi of indu stry that ia becauise there is water enough to carry all
started up i thie part of the country. the traloe c ofered. In the year 1877-8,
I wouid like to draw the hon. mebers the traffic on the canal amounted to
attention to another matter in regard to $7,535, and the expenditure for maintain-
this cana About fifteenmile from Ottawa ing it amounted to t$39,780. Lat year the
there is a ledge of rock that runs accrocs revenue was $5,878, whle the expendi-
the canal. I am told that it would cost ture wae $35,288. It is quite well known
about $1,500 or $2,000 to rc 'tove that the canal ias been surrounded by
this ledge of rock, which wouid give railways, and the through watr traffic
12 to 18 inches more draught of water is nearly ail done by the St. Lawrence
through to Kingston. It would l 7e a Canais, and muet o continue. The
great thing in carrying iron ore from Dominion should not lie saddled with the
Ottawa to Lake Ontario. I hope the J expense of improving this Canal, when it
hon. Minister 'will instruct an efigeer to le crearily a Canal ueed for local traffic
report in regard to this matter, and the only, and has no Dominion traffic carried
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over it. The Canal has been a constant
cause of expense at all times. It is a
maistake to suppose that it is a real service
to this part of the country further than
the spending of the money is concerned.
My advice to the hon. the Minister of
Railways and Canals-and I tender ià for
what it is worth-is that the expenditure
on such works should be such only as we
get some return from.

MR. JONES : The hon. gentleman op-
posite takes the ground that this work
should not be undertaken because it will
entail an expense on the country. But
why sbould this Canal fare worse than
other Canals ? Take the St. Lawrence
and Welland Canals, which, both together,
give a total nett revenue of $38,000, and
then look at the millions of dollars they
have cost the country. This Canal has not
cost the Government anything ; it was a
gift from the British Government, together
with the Ordnance Lands, worth two mil-
lions or more dollars. Yet the hon. member
for Lambton puts forward such an argu-
ment as that for not rebuilding a work
absolutely required, and which we are
bound by agreement to keep up.

MR. HAGGART: This Canal is not
only a benefit to those parties who use it
for transport or traffic, but it is useful to
many important manufacturing works
that are erected on ir, almost every one of
the works on the route being supplied
with water from this Canal. There are
no works that indirectly give so much
benefit to the GovernmeQnt as the works
on this section, and it is of great im-
portance that this dara should be kept in
order so that the Canal niay be kept
open.

Motion agreed to.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND-RAILWAY
COMMUNICATION.

MOTIONS FOR PAPERS.

MR. BRECKEN, in moving for an
Address for copies of all surveys,
engineers' reports, correspondence, me-
morials, papers and documents, having
reference to a proposed railway connecting
Cape Tormentine, in the Province of New
Brunswick, with the Intercolonial Rail-
way, and also oonnecting Cape Traverse,
in Prince Edward Island, with the Prince
Edward Island Railway, said: I may
remind the House that, when the Province
of Prince Edward Island entered Con-

Ma. MACKENZIE.

federation, in 1873, among the terms of
Union guaranteed to that Province was the
following:-

" Efficient steam service for the conveyance
of mails and passengers to be established and
maintained between the Island and the main-
land of the Dominion, winter and summer, thus
placing the Island in continuons communication
with the Intercolonial Railway and the railway
system of the Dominion."
It is well known to this louse that efforts
have been made to carry out this promise.
The steamer Northern Light was built by
the late Government, led by the lion.
member for Lambton, and placed on the
winter route between Georgetown in the
Island and Pictou in the Province of
Nova Scotia. I do not profess, Mr.
Speaker, to have such a knowledge of
shipping as to warrant me in saying
whether that vessel is properly modelled
and built for the work intended for her,
but I doubt very much whether it is
possible to construct a steamer, I care not
on what model or by what moulds, that
will be able to keep up regular and
constant communication throughout the
winter months between the Island and the
mainland, I do not believe it possible. I
do not wish to uandervalue the services
of the winter steamer; she is no doubt an
advantage to us, inasmuch as she keeps
open the communication with Nova Scotia
for six weeks after our summer boats
cease running; the freight that she carries
is a great advantage to our merchants
besides affording facilities for females to
travel to and from Prince Edward Island,
which rarely takes place by the way of
the Capes. From the experience we have
had of the Northern Light, now extending
over four winters, I feel juatified in
stating to this House that no winter steam-
boat communication can fairly and
thoroughly carry out and fulfil that con-
çition of the Union which assured to us
efficient steam service for the conveyance
of mails and passengers between the
Island and the mainland, placing us
in continuous communication with the
railway system of the Dominion. Mr.
Speaker, the people of the Island look
with confidence to the Government to
carry out fully and honestly this condition.
In 1878, the predecessors of the present
Governiment sent an engineer to make a
survey of the country lying between the
Intercolonial Railway and Cape Tormen-
tine, in the Province of New Brunswick,
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and between Cape Traverse and the rail-
way on the Island. Mr. McLeod's
report may be said to be in favour
of the undertaking. After examining
several competent witnesses, living on
both sides of the Straits of Northumber-
land, whose occupations have been for
years to make the winter crossing, and
whose experience was placed at lis dis-
posal, he reports:

" That the evidence appears to show that the
most reliable way of crossing to the Island is
by the ice-boats, and that a steamer cannot be
used during that period, that there is no part
of the Straits where the ice opens at regular
intervals, but that the movements of the ice
are governed by the wind ; that the best cross-
ing for the ice-boats is between Allens on the
mainland and Cape Traverse on the Island
also that a screw steamer, drawing about 10
feet of water, would be the most suitable at all
seasons whiien the crossing is practicable, and
that the ice-boats would be enabled to com-
mence crossing when the steamer is forced to
stop."

On reading over Mr. McLeod's report,
and looking at is estimate of the cost of
constructing wharfs on the New Bruns-
wick and Island sides of the Straits, it is
quite evident that bis idea was to provide
protection and accommodation for a
steamer of the draft of the Northern
Liglt which is from 18 ft. to 20
ft., for he speaks of building a wharf
at Cape Jourimain, about 2,100 feet long,
at a cost of about $147,000, which will
give 700 ft. of wharf at from 10 ft. to
12 ft. at low water spring tides,
while, at Cape Traverse, Le reports that
the present wharf should be lengthened
740 ft. and widened, making it 2,200 ft.
long, at a cost of about $95,000. Less
draft of water, and wharves probably of
one-half Mr. McLeod's estimate, would
be sufficient to accommodate a small tug-
boat necessary for the efficient winter
crossing. The country between Amherst
and Cape Tormentine is very favourable
for the construction of a branch railway
at a very reasonable cost. This would
involve a distance of about thirty-four
miles, while the proposed branch between
Cape Traverse on the Island and County
Line station, runs a distance of about
eleven miles, and through a country quite
level, This latter route is, I believe, the
shortest and most economical. The
whole work miight be constructed at a
cost of about $600,000. The Straits of
Northumberland are about nine miles

wide in a direct course. The men employed
in the hazardous and arduous service of
carrying mails and passengers across
these Straits are a brave, hardy, and
careful body of men. Too muchr cannot
be said in their praise. I doubt very
much, Mr. Speaker, whether any body of
men emp)loyed in the Public Service of
this Dominion work harder and are so
poorly paid as our mail carriers. Hon.
members wio fortunately live on the
mainland and who reside iiear the
centres of commerce are accustomed to re-
ceive with regu]arity their letters and
correspondence, cari scarcely conceive the
disadvantages which the mercantile com-
munity and others in Prince Edward
Island labour under froni the delaiys and
irregularities which occur in despatching
and receiving Island mails. This is a
matter of great moment to the Island,
the drawbacks which are incident to our
insular position should receive the
earnest consideration of the Dominion
Government, and we may ask as a matter
of rigIt under the terms of Union that
these disadvan tages should be lessened as
much as possible. We see railroads in-
volving the expenditure of millions being
built in other parts of the Dominion yet
unpeopled, and we from the Lower
Provinces give our support to these
great undertakings believing that they
will tend to develop these hitherto
unsettled Provinces. But we, from
the Lower Provinces, couie from a
country thickly populated, which does
not possess the means of communication
which are afforded to the people settling
in the North-West. We do not speak
in a complaining spirit,because we believe
both sides of the House were waiting to
learn the result of the Northern Light ex-
periment, which I boldly assert has failed
to secure that continuous communication
wiich we have a right to expect under
the Terms of Union. I urge upon my
hon. friencd the iMinister of R-1aiIways
and his colleagues to give this niatter
their earnest consideration, and to sec that
the people of Prince Edward Island re-
ceive thoir due, and that the terms
promised to us are faithfully and
honestly carried out, and that, too, with as
little delay as possible.

MRi. McISAAC: In the Sessions of 1877
and 1878, the subjectof the present motion
was brought to the attention of the Ilouse,
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and received f ull consideration. On
those occasions, several hon. members,
including all the representatives of Prince
Edward Island, took part in the discus-
sions. Some advocated the route between
Cape Traverse and Cape Tormentine,
some advocated Cape George as the main-
land terminus, while others contended
that a point near the mouth of Wallace
Harbour was the most suitable terminus ;
all, however, agreed that the present
route was impracticable, and that Pictou
as a terminus should be abandoned. They
attributed the failure of the Northern Liqht
to the continuance of this route. The
present Minister of Marine and Fisheries
not cnly condeined the route, but main-
tained that the Jorthern Light, from her
model and construction could never per-
form the service with any degree of
success. Two years have since elapsed,
and we find the same route ccntinued : we
find the model and construction of the
boat have not been improved or changed,
and, worse, no attempt bas been made to
effect an improvement. This is more
surprising when it is known that the hon.
gentleman, who had been the loudest in
denouncing the boat and her performances
up to the Session of 1878, has been since
presiding over the Department which bas
<exclusive control over the service. Since
his elevation to office he has done nothing,
.said nothing, to remedy the grievance,
which, until then, had been tie object
,of his constant denunciation. It
is not for me to impugn the sincerity
which such an inconsistent course
mnay open to suspicion. Let the people
of his Province be the judges on that
head. The service is most important
to Prince Edward Island and the other
Maritime Provinces. It affects more or
less the whole Dominion. The mainten-
ance in an efficient manner of steam com-
munication in winter and summer, be-
tween the Island and the mainland, is a
principal stipulation of the Union com-
pact. Without this valuable guarantee,
probably the Province would not yet have
entered the Confederacy. Seven years of
the Union have already passed, and this
condition bas not been fulfilled. The
Northern Liglht was secured for carrying
it out, but so far she has failed, simply, I
believe, because Pictou was made the
mainland terminus. For the past few
years she has been struggling between

Ma. McTaxc.

Georgetown and Pictou ; the result is
known to every man in the Lower Pro-
vinces. She bas at least fully demon
strated her inability to perform the service
between these two points. After so much
experience, I believe she should be em-
ployed in discovering the most feasible
route. Her duties for a time should be
confined to the work of testing the com-
parative accessibility of the proposed
points on the mainland. When the most
accessible point is ascertained, then the
question of connecting it with the railway
system should be determined. If the
route between Traverse and Tormentine
is found to be the best, let the
necessary railways and piers be con-
structed, although the cost, on pre-
sumably good authority, will exceed
half a million dollars. I do 1 ot
speak with entire confidence as to the
accuracy of the estimate, but I presume
the report and papers moved for by my
hon. friend, when brought down, will show
at least the approximate figure. Should
the point near the mouth of Wallace
Harbour be found to be the most ac-
cessible, I say let it be selected, and let
the required railways be built. But, if
the route between Georgetown or Souris
and Cape George should prove to be the
most practicable-and I believe it will, if
amply tested-it should, for that reason
alone, independently of additional con-
siderations, be adopted. Cape George
affords sufficient depth of water, bas
already a large pier, easily kept in repair,
and is within about fifteen miles of the
Eastern Extension Railway, which may be
regarded an extension of the Intercolonial
to the Atlantic. It is also several miles
nearer Georgetown and Souris than
Pictou, and any person will easily per-
ceive how important a saving of even a
few miles becomes in such an arduous
navigation as that before the House. The
construction of a railway over the short
distance of fifteen miles would cost a mere
trifle in comparison with the large expendi-
ture required to connect any of the other
points with our system of railways. I
may say, also, that the ice never packs so
solidly along this route as it does in the
more western parts of the Straits of North-
umberland. This arises from its proximity
to the mouth of the Strait of Canso, and
the entrance between Prince Edward Is-
land and the Island of Cape Breton,
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where the ice is never wholly ab rest.
The Government,- I trust, will not au-
thorisethe construction-of'railwaybranches
anywhere, in connection with ths service,
without first ascertaining the most feasible
route. The experience of the last three
or four years plainly establishes, the
wisdom of such a course. The country,
with its present enormous liabilities for
railroads and, other public works, is not
in a condition or mood to bear additional
undertakings, especially while the success
of the object in view is questionable. I
hope the hon. the Minister of Marine will
move in the matter at once, and will re-
main no longer exposed to the charges
which he himself, with suchl earnest-look-
ing indignation, had been making against
his predecessor, while he was in the habit
of protecting the interests of his Province
from this side of the House.

ML HACKETT : This question of
winter steam communication is of great
importance to the people of Prince Edward
Island. The, prospect of obtaining it was
one great reason why the people of the
Island consentedto Confederation. That
was well underatood by the people of the
Island at the time of Union, and it is
better understood to-day. Owing to the
peculiar situation of the Island, to. her
insular position, and to the fact that for
five months of the year her casts are
completely aarroundel with ice, sha
could not derive any benefits; from Con-
federation. The people .of the Island
were aware that the- Dominion was
pledged to the construction of public
works of great magnitude, such as the
opening of Cauals, the building of rail-
ways, and other work of a similar-nature.
They also knew that, on becoming arpart
of the Dominion of Çanada, they would
bie compelled tocontribute tlieir shiare for
the construction of those works, and, un-
less means of communication bringing
them in connection with the railway sys-
temof the Dominion, winter and summer
were secured to them, they would not be
in a position to participate in the benefits
which would accrue to theest of. the
Deminion by the construction of these
works. They therefore have it expressly
stiputlate&in the terSm of Gonfederation
that effdcient steam comm unication,
vinter änd summiuer, eh.ulds be mnain-
tained by the DomininnGoverument, fmr
tha or>neyamxee of miak amd passengers

to and from the Island. Now let us con-
sider for one moment how this part of the
compact has been carried ont. We find
that for the first two years after Confeder-
ation nothing at all was done towards
fulfilling this part of the contract, so far
as the, winter season was concerned. In
the year 1876, the Gohernment, recog-
nising te rights '>f the Island in this
matter, placed the now famous Northern
Light upon the route between Georgetown
and Pibtou. I am not going to say any-
thing disparaging of the Northern L.ight.
She was built expressly for the purpose
of testing the practicability of navigating
the Straits in midwinter. She was
merely placed there as an experiment and,
if she has not come up to the expectations
of those who took an interest in her, she
has not altogether proved a failure. She
has at intervals succeeded in effecting a
crossing, sometimes making her trips with
considerable regularity and sometimes
being for a whiole week at a time locked
in the ice, being unable to move in any.
direction. She has, however, been suc-
cessful to a certain extent and her opera-
tions have been of great benefit to those
engaged in trade, as they have been,
enabled to receive consigrnents of goods
that they otherwise wonld have to do
without till spring. With regard to the
earriage of mails and passengers, which
is_ after all, the main feature of this
affair, and which is the only part of
the original compact that we can
insist upon having carried ont, her
operations have: been most unsatisfactory,
Even during the present winter,·which
has been one of the most successful sea.
sons, it was found necessary, about the
middle of January, to take the mails
away from her, and have them forwarded
by the only route by means of which
communication can be kept up
with the outside world in midwinter-
the Capes route. Capes Traverse and
Tormentine are only separated by a strait
of some nine miles in width, and ex-
perience has shown, after many attempts
at other points, that, thIs is the route
which must be adopted for our winter mail
service. Such being the fact; it becomes
-the duty of the Government to so im-
prove this route as t make it as perfect
as possible, and all their energies and
means should be concentrated on this
one. point. At present, the crossing is
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effected by use of the small ice-boats, as it this buse on this subject in 1878, 1 was
was before Confederation. I need not pleasec to find that the hon. the Minister
refer to the difficulties and hardships ex- of Railways ani Canais, thon in opposition,
perienced by the brave and hardy men expresse himself in the following man-
who have to perform this service, who are ner
caled upon in the middle of our severe It was a part of the ter-us of Union with
winters to risk their lives in the public Prince Edward Iland, ant the Government of
interest. They have been most success- Canada was bonni to accomplish, if that were
fuil in performing this duty, and, owing to possible, that communication which had been
their skill and ability, we are enabled to attexnpted to be mate by means of the
receive our mails with some degree of Nort/ern Light."
regularity. But the great difficulty they I presume the bon. gentleman is of the
have to contend with is not the sise opinion stil, an t now that it is
ice but open water, w-hon higrh winds clearly establisheti that c-,ommunication
prevail, and they ilve beeon frequentlv- inust ho kept up by 'way of the Capes, I
compelicti to retura on account of tho hope he will at once take action anti Caise
open water anti iooly, without being able these branch railways, so tecessaiy to this
to effect a cros~sng. It is holievete bv communication, to be buillt without delay
parties w-ho are compotent to jidge in thi anti thus carry out the terms of the Union
natter that a small steamboat to sup- with Prince Edward Isandt.

pleniont the ice-boats woul perfect this 'Mii. YEO: agree with al, that was
service so far as the crossing is concernep. been sait by the previons speakers respect-
The onl thing then requireti to r ander ing the necessity of untiertaking the con-
this service conplote, would be t h connect straction of the branch unes at once.
this ferry w-ith the Intorcolonial anti They are requireti to koep up regular
Prince Edwar wsland Raihays; this communication between this Isan anti
woul i necssitate the construction of two the manlant durin the whole of the
short linos of railwav on both sities. With year. One of the unducenients helti out to,
this object in view, te late Govenment the people of Prince Edward Isand to
ordret a survey to iho mae of the joi the Confederation was n e promise to
proposet branches. This survy was establisby stam communication with the
matie by Mr. McLeod, C. E., a gentleman continent ini winter as well as sui-mer.
of considerable abilite anti ho reportei The Domrinion engaget to do this by the

mater ha a mal seaboa t Tsr isth ion Edwar Islan.Lhhs

that the buildin- and equippinr of the Mr. o : i are wit l ht has
railways, as we as the construction of done very ehl, better than most persons
wharves on both sides, sufficient to expecte, but the experience of the last
acconimoiate a steamer udrawing 9ft. four winters h s proet that she is not t
of water, would cost about $600o000l be depenet upon to make regular trips
I arn of opinion, howver, that it is not at curing the inter months. She was placed
al ncessary to provite wharfing to the on the Georgetown route by the late
exteat estimatet ly Mr. McLeod; that Government, to keep up communication
w-baryes sufficient to accoramotiate a vessel between that towa and Pictou, but it w-as
orawn re ft. of water il1 answer ah founti that owing to the irrebulamity of
purposes, anti thereby a saving of about ber trips, the mai were frequenthy
$1 00,000 wolhoefIcted. It willthus be delaye, to the great inconvenience of the
seen that about $500,000 will ho the whole people of the Island ant their corres-
expenditure requiret, ant, wjen we pondnts abroad. Experienc has proved

c-~der the largo expenditure which that the only practicable route is b
s going on every ypar for the pur-T, Capes Traverse and Tormentine. The

aost of keeping faith with the Pro- representatives of the Isoanot digh their
vince of British Columbia, afoufintng best to convince the lats Goverjîment
to millions of dollars, I think we that this is the only one that ch ho de-
are not, asking for acything unreasoable pended upon to secure regular mail co-
wiaen -fe oequest that this sall anount munication with the Islant in the winter
shall ho eXpendet at once, for the purpose season. They maintaineti that the only
of carryingy out the s olemn compact entereti way to carry out the, Terras of Union in
into sith Prince Eward Isand. I this matter of mail communication was
ooking over a dehate which took place ii to connet the Isan Railway with the
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Intercolonial by means of two short lines
of branch railways and a ferry. The
Government, in accordance with these re-
presentations, sent Mr. McLeod, an engi-
neer, and a competent man, to survey the
lines and to choose a site for the wharves
on each side of the Strait. His report
is before the House. I consider that the
estimate for building the wharves is
much higher than will be required, as the
Northern Light is; much too large, and
draws too much water to be placed on
that route. If a siall but powerful
boat, drawing 10 ft. of water, was
plaecd there, she would be large enougli
to do ail the work required of lier, and
the expense of building wliarves for such
a boat would be comaparatively small.
The previous speakers bave referred to
Jhe large sui it would take to do this
work, but I do not think that con-
sidierations of expense ouglt. to
prevent the Government taking the work
in hand imnmediately, as they are bound
by the Ternis of Tnion to keep up diily
stt amn communication between the Island
and the imainlantd. The Government is
spending millions of dollars in British
Columbia to fulfil its obligations -with
that Province, and Prince Edvard Island
has as good a righ t to insist upon the
reasonable terms on whbich it entered the
Confederation being kept as British
Columbia. The hon. gentlenen who now
forn the Government made the bargain
with the Island delegates, and, as they are
strongly supported by the representatives
from the Province, they should consider
themselves under a greater obligation to
do justice to the Province in this natter.
The hon. the Minister of Railways, when
in opposition, strongly advocated the
branch hines, and now that he is in power
the people interested expect that he will
perform what he then proiised. Besides,
one of the branch Unes will rua througli
the hon. gentleman's own countv, and lie
knew that many influential men among
his constituents were very desirous of
having it constructed. The hon. the Min-
ister of Marine and Fisheries, when in
opposition, was a strong advocate of the
branch lines and the Cape Traverse route,
and I hopethat he will use his influence to
have the work proceeded with as speed-
ily as possible.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH: I suppose
I should make a few observations on a

subject in which mny constituents have a
very great interest, as well as the con-
stituents of the hon. member for Cum-
berland (Sir Charles Tupper). The dif-
ference between 1im andi me, however, is
that I want the connection with Prince
Edward Island establishied through my
counîty, while lie wants it in bis. 1 am
very ,lad the hon. nemlibers from Prince
Edward Island are moving in this matter,
whiclh is one of great importance. I
believe the Dominion is under an obliga-
tien to the Island in this niatter ; and 1
trust that as we Lave two Cabinet Min-
isters deeply interested in it, stops will be
taken at an carly day to give efliect to the
wishes of the people in that part of the
country. Ik-now that myhon. successor(Mr.
Pope, Queen's. P. E. I.) was extrenely
aixious about this work. Ie used to pay
my county the compliment of passing
through it on his wav to and from Pinc.
Edward Island, and lie has takenî great
pleasure ii telling my constituents how
important this work was, and that if I
only chose to take the proper steps to ex-
ercise the influence I possessed with the
late Governuient, there would be no dif-
ficulty in getting this work completed.
le also stated that if there should be a
change of Governmnent tliere would be no
question about securing this work. A
change has come, the lion. gentleman
himîself being now in the Government,
and I know that he may have the power-
ful assistance of the lion. the Minister of
Railways in securing the enterprise. Ile,
too, is inîterested in aud bas pledged hinself
to this work among his own constituents.
Wlhen we find the hon. members for the
Island, supporting the Governnent,
unanimous on the subject, we rnight
assume they would have sufficient influ-
ence to induce it to complete this neces-
sary work. I an glad those lion. mem-
bers have touched upon the subject of the
Northern Liyht. The fouse knows
that, in the time of the late Govern-
ment, the denunciations of that steamer
were almost unmeasured, and that
I was severelv reflected upon for
having provided her. The present
Minister of Marine then denounced the
Northern Light violently, as worthless
and unfit for the service, stating her
purchase was an absolute waste of money.
Now what do we find 1 I think this in
the fourth year she bas run, all the timie
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ýrowing in the public confidence ; the of Marine and Fisheries, it was deter-
members from the Island speak in the mined, so soon as serious difficulties were
highest terms of lier ; she has vindicated encountered on the present route of the
herself perfectly, it being admitted she Northern Liqhe, between Georgetown and
has performed wonders in winter navi- Pictou, to place ler between the Capes,
gation. If the statements of the lion. the to see how far the presence of a steamer
Minister of Marine and Fisheries were there could assiat in tle navigation by
true, he should have stopped that steamer keeping a passage open between the ice on
last winter. Yet she is still running, and botl sides. I believe the Northern Liqht
I am glad to know she performs sucl has been ordered to that service, witl a
good service. The saie officers we had view to the solution of that question.
are still in command of ber, but it must The subject of the construction of a rail-
be admitted she cannot sustain the way las remained in abeyance aithougl
postal communication between the main- a survey vas ordered by the late Govern-
land and the Island, it must be kept up ment, which was made by an able engi-
by the Capes. I think Mr. McLeod, the neer, Mr. McLeod, wlo made a very
engineer, after a survey, reported that the valuable report on the subject. The
only point at which communication could subject las remained in abeyance until
be maintained regularly with the Island the furtler experiment be tried, of
was opposite the Capes. Whether the how far steam communication between
steamer can run there or not I am not the Capes can be estarlished for
prepared to say. I was very glad to find mail service. The mails are now
that niy successor intended to put a carried between the Capes , ice-
steamer on at the Capesk to make the boats; but I a in hopes it will be
experirent. I learn that lie Las chaRged found that eiter the Jorthern Lght, or a
his mmnd, howrever, tlie reason, I presume, boat more special]y constructed for that
'being that the Northern Light is doing service, will ie able to maintain regular
aucl good service on the preisent route communication, or decidedly improve it,
that she cannot ie spared. The desire to by makig it less trying to passengers
ikeep the steamer runnlng slould not than that iy the ice-boat syste. It is
prevent us from getting the railway incumbent upon the Gover ment to carry
connection. out, as far as possible, the obligations of

Sim CHARLES TUPPEiR: I have no steam communications between the Island
objection to the motion. I toak th e and tie rest of the Dominion; and, no
earliest opportunity of laying before the doult, aithougl a very large expenditure
Elothse ail the information we possessed in is involved in the proposed warves At
relation to this subject. a the terms of tle Capes, I lelieve it can le greatly re-
enion with Prince Edward Island, there is duced by getting a boat ofliglter drauglt.

an engagement on the part of the Dominion Bot the Unes ou the Island and tle
tomaintain steamcommunicationbotlsum- mainland are extremely favourable, and
mter and winter witl the Island, as far as the grades are easy, and the work t le
practicalile. The late Goverument, re- performed with the bridging is liglit. So
cognising the importance of that oliga- it would not involve a very large expendi-
tion, liad the Yorthern Light constructed, ture to give us steamn communication by
and placed on the route for tlie purpose of Cape Traverse 'and the Intercolonial
endeavouring to maintain winter coi- Railway. There need ie no serious dii-
maunication. The hion. inember for West- culty in completing the connection
noreland, late Minister of Marine and eetween those points, and I lope that at

Fisheries, knew tlat very great dbfficulties an early da tle Government will we in a
-were encountered in this undertaking f I position tha deal with this important
think the experiment llas been more work.

successful the present winter than in any MR. MACDONALD (Kingn, P. E. I.)
former period, and I ar afraid he is riglt The w ole subject of stea communi-
in the conclusion that it is not praetioable cation ietween the points mentioned
to maintain sufrciently regular communi- is very important. I differ fror the
cation for mail purposes by the steamer, statemeot of the hou. member for Queeo's,
except between the Capes. lu discussing P. I. (Mr. Breken), that the
this matter with the present Minister Nortkern Liglt ias fallen short of

SIa tLBERT J.. SMITH.
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expectations. When it was first con- depth of winter, and with only one boat
templated to keep up winter communi- on the route, the mail will be compelled to
cation with the Island by steamer, the come by the Capes, to secure regularity.
most we looked forward to was a shorten- But I believe that if the Government
ing of the winter by a boat that would would put on another boat on the route,
succeed in running a month later in between Georgetown and Pictou, we
autumn, and a month earlier in spring. could have it almost as regular as by tie
We find now that the Northern Light, Cape. In nny case, 1 believe that it is
after repeated trials and a great deal of the duty of the LIoverient to carry out
misnanagement, has at last succeeded in the terms of Confederation, and thàt the
keeping up communication between the boat sbould be kept on ler present route
island and the mainland during the for the corfort and convenience of pas-
whole of this winter. I had some doubts seners. I bave heard a great deal
myself that this would ever be accom- of denunciation of the .Yorther
plislied, but having made a trip in the Liqht and ber management. 1 Cal
iVorthernLigtU this winter, I have cometo state fror my own experience that
the conclusion that steam communication tie captain and crew who are now on
can be maintained between the Island board of ler are good nen, and the right
and tle mainland witw very great regu- men in the rigit place. Captain Finla -
larity. It bas been said that the straits son is a good and careful man. It as
were easy of navigation tliis winter ; the jbeen said that lie is rather cliicken-hieurtedl,
contrary is the case. XWe found the gucf, but it does not require a very rat-
seeingiy, packed witli ice, almost f Culler hearted man to make the tht i the
ofi than ever b notwitlstanding Nordtrn Lqht. But if e e gets into an
whicl tie steamer continues to run; she ice-jam, se will look carefully after the
made lately the round trip in obe day, ship and bring lier safely out. The lion.
carrying a large quantity of freight and member for Antgonisi (er. Mclsaac)
ýany passengers. I arn informed that beieved the Cape George route was the

from tlie lst January tili the ost March best one for the NortNern Light; possibly
she carried over 200 paLsengers. This is there may be something in that; iL May
a greatssource of comfort to the peopfe be easier of acces at certain times. tu
compelled to travel &cross tlie tsland in we know that the tides have more effe t
winter. The lion. member for Antigonish on the ice in the Guofo and that the water
(Mr. Melsaac)saiiattlielateovernarent beteen Picto psland and the mainlad
agreed to abandon the present route fro is generally open by force of the tides.
GeorgeatowntoPicto t. wfteranexperieent I strust, however, that to facilitate the
of severay winters se have found it practic- present mail carnage, the Goverrment
able. I believe that, that is the only will see iLs way clear to construct branche.s
route practicable for steam communica- to the Cape in order that tie winter ser-
tion. A good deal lias been said against vice of the mails may be corùtinued witli
the Northern Light, but anyone wio regularity, while at the same time tliey
makes a tp in lier by winterwil agrat continue the passenger service by the
with me that she is one of the est boats Nortiprn Light to the eastdyrn section of
afloat in sea ice. believe to-day o the Island.
other boat would eual lier in going Motion ared to.
throughit. The hon. member for Antigonish MR. BRECKEN, in moving for an
aays she is continually stickin between Address for copies of all memorials, cor-
Georgetown and Pictou. 1 admit that respondence, papers and documents, hav-
during February last it took lier a week ing reference to a proposed b ranch rail-
on some eccasions to make the tnp, but way onnecting iRstico, in Qrteen's
unless a man's time is particularly valu- county, in Prince Edward Island, withi
abale, it would b. better spent in a com- the Prince Edward Island Railway, at or
fortable steaimer than on the ice-boats near Hunter River Station, said: hope
going pcross by th Capes. We know the hon. mestars of this ouse will not
that tiL* keeping open of communication think the members from Prince Edward
'with the Island, sumier and winter, by Island have contracted the railway mania,
âteam, was one of the term of Confeder- but this a matter I wished specially to
wtion. It h just posible that during the bing before the House. Rustico is a

Prince Egdward Island.
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settlementin Queen's County,situated eight present. The efforts we are now making
or ten miles from the nearest station on are to balance the expenditure, as far as
ilte Prince Edvard Island R1ailway. It we can, in the operatin of the railway,
is oid and prosperous and thicklv-settled, and when tbat is accomplîshed, if it is
chiefly settled by the French speaking possible to consider any extcnsion, we wilI
population. It bas a bar harbour, and the do so.
people fish extensively, the annual catch Motion arecd to.
of mackerei amounting to 15,000 barrels.
The country is densely populated, andiNE B WI CAIMSAAIS
besides aflfords imany aivauitages as a sea-
side resort. The hotel accommodation is
gooi, aidl annlually draws from the hot i BURPEL ()uniury), ii movîng
and dusty cities of the Dominion and for an for correspondence betweeu
UInited States many visitors. Rustico the U-overnnent cf New Brunswick and
a:ndvýliiiity, are rapidly becomin- favourite ,the Goveri-ilment of this Dominion, con-
resor'ts, owing- to thIle hat-iigand i_ cerining certain dlaimls miate by the

viri'tin ei iate, affordir aiso th0e formier (4 vrmn ianth Ei atter.
luxury of s~-ahn oan ex,;ten, n-otj -aiice t1ic l c1 dy of'M'b 1879 ;also,

sraedbY aluy pla"it ini tht' Dominion, : Il Orders in Coulicil, p..ince t.hat date,
Thte- brandiic that N d for wiil h aboutj referrii to or dealing in ato .ay, by
ialC mlinl tb. aiu vilpu; hougla a jordering ptyynenit or otherwise, withl said
level country. kt îs toc opinion Of coin- Clai1s, 'saici :I do :lot intend to refer to

pettt nen ho aveexcniniicl tie sub thec merits or demp~rits of ticdam
jcct. that tins branchi would be tlic bes-t freferred to ini tius rcsoltition at this time.
prtyin- portion cf the, raihroad in tie Thrce or four titue> within asmnaîïy years

Isad up.cthere arc, nearlý 1,>000 1 tihi subjecù bias becit broulit up and
arrs who wýouldJ be profitd Î' u!'gtd by me iii this Parliament. I --ni

hyv ii. as a nieilis ofl- transport- awiarc that thcrcl are many difficulties
ing their i>t'iduce to) CaotCto wi. connected w,ýith tlie settiemient cf Fonte of
£no, c o i t Island is these aims, wiich bas been com-

bocoingii deiiude'd cfiwo andi tLo titis dis- 1plicated by previous lagislation. A good
triet wii l' obhd to ro to te use of deal of correspondence b eae tak e

roral as a fue, for th transportation oif witn refernce to them, and deputation:
whior tis bra i would bngcf great bave been sent asre by th Local Govern-
iltiliîtv. 1 know tLitat the present railwray nient, on several occasionm, to effect
enrenents of the igovernment are very their settngenent. The members of tc
heav , an due say tbcy feel tbey have Dominion buse of Cotumons were par-
as mlucli on tfieir biands as cani well be ticularly urged by the Local Governmcat
uTdertaken, but I truït tbis 'natter will to effet a sstt:endent. A paragraph w eas
engae the serion attention of thr bou. inserted in the Speecha frm tie Tbrone
the Ainister of ii s The bouse before the Locnnl Leislature, makin re-
must re'neii - that thc Prince Edward 1 frence to tvese taims, and stating that
Isianr I Iaisway is a Dominion propertv, tbey ougt d be paid at once with in-
anti if tins branc. -was buiît it would add terest. Members both of the Assembly
InYlaly ta the enrningm of the road. At and f the Council, i s their places, warned
present, andI without tiis lranch, a large the ingmbers of tbe alous f Cowamons
portion of te fisli caugh t and produce that unesi tey urged te former Gov-
rase a ta. transprted froni Rstico erniment ta co to sone arrangement
ta Chtarlottton, a di tanocu of about they would be hel responsible. We did
tifteen oils, in carts. Ue upon the late Governmeart, a well as

San Cd RLES TUPER: I bave on the prhrsent overnment, the settement
ar doust the work tbc hou. gentleman of tese daims. We have now in power

proposes is a very important one, and bere the hon. the Finance Minister, who
that it would be very desirable te extend was then Governor of New Brunswick,
a branch f rom the Island Railway ta the andI who took an especial interest in the
point be mentions, but I ara afraid that settement of those daims at the ame. I
it is hardly possible for us te make any {am gad to se that he is now able te do am
promises in connection ewith thes work at great dea1 towards securing an equitable

Mit. BB.EOKEN.
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adjustment. Since the present Govern-
ment came into power, there has been no
conference, that I am aware of, between
the members of the House of Commons
and the iembers of the Local Govern-
ment in reference to these claims ; but
during last summer we were informed that
a deputation of the Local Government was
at Ottawa seeking a settlement, but, as no
information has reached the public as to
what has been decided upon, I put a ques-
tion upon the Notice Paper, to which I
received no satisfactory answer, but was
informed that, if I would give due
notice and ask for the Orders in Council
referring to the subject, it would give me
the necessary information-whieh I did,
and which is the resolution now before
the House. I beg to suggest to the hon.
the Finance Minister that, if lie would
now briefly explain any arrangements that
have been effected, in advance of the
papers being brought down, it would
be highlysatisfactory, as it might be several
days before the papers would be prepared,
as I understand that there are a great
many parties in New Brunswick \vho are
anxious to find out if any settleinent was
arrived at, and, if so, what amount was
allowed. I arm reminded that in the
Estimates there is $10,000 proposed to
recoup the large expenditure for emigra-
tion in New Bransiwick in 1874-5, made
by the Government of New Brunswick.
WVith reference to that claim, an arrange-
ment was made by the late Government
with some of the members of the Local
Government that, on their expending a
certain amount of money on emigration,
the Dominion Government would supple-
ment that anount by a like sum in New
Brunswick to the extent of $10,000.
That arrangement was carried out for one
year, and the following year they ex-
pended a large amount, but the Govern-
ment in the meantine had decided that
they would not allow the Local Govern-
ment any further amount, and they were
notified to that effect. But before the
notification they contend they had ex-
pended a large amount. Now, I anm glad
to see this in the Estimates ; I presume it
is a settlement of one of these claims, but
I regret they have not paid in full.
If the amouit of $10,000 is due
by their agreement, being five years
ago, the interest on that amount
is due likewise. The lon. the Finance

Minister will recollect that, when he was
G.vernor of that Provinoe, his Executive
declared in his Speech from the Throne,
on the opening of the Legislature, that
the claims were just and should be paid
with interest, and he no doubt agreed
with this paragraph of the Speech. If
the claim in equitable, they should have
the interest upon it, whioh in live vears
would amount to $3,000, making $15,000
instead of $10,000, as is proposed in the
Estimates. With reference to the other
claimîs it would be premature to discuss
them until we are inforned whether any
portion of thein have been paid, andl how
much, if any, on eaeh claim.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Con-
sidering the very great interest the hon.
memuber for the last six years has taken
in this subject, I trust the papers, when
they are brought down, will give him
entire satisfection.

Motion agreed to.

R1APID DE FEMME, N.B.,
HATCIERY.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

SALMJON

Mr. COSTIGAN moved for an Order
of thie House for a return giving a detailed
statement of the cost of the Salmon
Hlatchery at Rapid de Femme, N.B.;
also, a statement of travelling expenses
incurred by S. Wilmot, Esq., directly and
indirectly, in eonnection with said
hatchery.

Motion agreed to.
Mi. COSTIGAN, in Ynoving for an

Order of the House fer copies of all ten-
ders received by S. Wilnot, Esq., for the
construction of the Rlapid de Femme
Salnon Hatcherv, and copies of all
notices ijsuel calling for such tenders,
said : My object in as;king for copies cf
these documents is to discharge a duty I
thirk I owe to my constituents and my-
self. The work was improperly let and
it was attended with unnece$ry eese,
and I have reason to believe that the
duties connected with this inatter have
not beýen properlv discharged. I took the
necessary steps to have the niatter set
right, but did not succeed in doing se.
Whatever qualifications that gcntlemc
may possess, I came to the conclusion that
his usefulnesabad ceased, so faras Victoria
oounty is concerned, and I enter a solemn
protest against his discharging those
duties any longer in the constituency in

Rapid de Femme, .B., [MARCII 105
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respect to which I have a right to speak.
I did not ask anything unreasonable of
the Government. I claimed that my
political supporters and every man in the
community should be placed on a fair
footing and have a righlt to compete for
the work. That is the only favour I
asked, and I had a right to ask it. I have
therefore called for these papers with a
view of having the matters investigated,
and I will do my best to establish the
ground I have taken that the gentleman
iii question has not acted in a proper
manner in the discharge of his duties so
far as my constituency is concerned.

Motion agreed to.

contrary all have been highly satisfied by the
courtesy and attention of that gentleman ; that
your petitioners comprise the greater number
of inhabitants residing on the west side of the
river, who, as well as all those on the east aide,
and the whole population in general, desire that
the office should remain where it now is ; that in
view of the perfect satisfaction Mr. Blais han
given to the public ever since his appointment
as postmaster of Matane, your petitioners
greatly fear, and for good reason, that they will
suffer from so uncalled for a removal, and from
the appointment to the office of a persen not
enjoying the confidence of the public ; that,
moreover, the post-office, where it is now
located, is not more than two hundred yards
from the centre of the village of Matane, while
at least three-fourths of the parish, comprising
one-half of the said village, are on the ceast side
of the river, where the said office now is ; that

MATANE POSTMASTER-L. N. BLAIS. Iof political vengeance and a serions injustice to
MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE. Mr. Blais, and the public in general, if the post-

office were changed as has been suggested to
MR. FISET, in moving for an Order of you ii the interest of three or four individuals;

the House for eopies of all correspondence therefore, your petitioners, relying 0in your
and other documents ii relation to the sense of justice, your honour and the goodness
dismissal or discharge from office of the of their case, earnestly hope that you will grant

their request and refrain fron removing the
ex-postmaster of Matane, L. N. Blais, post-offiae of Matane. And will ever pray.
Esq., trader, said : In making this I" Dated at Matane, 1st August, 1879."
motion, it is not my intention to begin
over again the debate in relation to the That petition, Mr. Speaker, bears the
numerous dismissals made in the county signatures of 183 persons, and I may
of Rinouski since the present Govern- further state that, with the exception of
ment have acceded to power. The three or four individuals, aill the parties
dismissal I have just mentioned is, how- interested, even those on the west side of
ever, a special case. I think that, as an the river, to which the post-office has
act of injustice, it surpasses all the other been removed, alike signed that petition.
dismissals that have taken place in this But their protest was in vain. In vain did
sense, that it interests not only Mr. Blais, they appeal to the sense of justice and
but also nearly the entire population of the henour of the Postmaster-General
Matane, who, in this dismissal, have seen and tothe goodnessof their case. Mr. Blais
their rights and interests set aside. In bas been dismissed, and the post-office
order to establish the truth of what I handed over to one of the three or four in-
assert, I shall read the petition forwarded dividuals mentioned in the petition. How
to the lion. the Postmaster-General, on the is it possible, in the face of a fact such as
lst August, 1879, of which I hold in my this, for hon. gentlemen to declare in this
hand a certified copv. It is as follows : ouse that no dismissal has been made

andSier t ih e d cudes ig prfesifonll w :-e through politial motives ? IL may bemeSir,--Tse undersigned professional men, asserted, but the assertion will not findmnerchants, business men and others, of
the parish of St. Jérome de Matane, ready credence. The attempt to destroy
in the county~ of Rimouski, respectfully the importance of the petition, by alleging
showeth: That they have learned with regret that it was signed by residents of Petit
that your Department intend to change the Matane where there is a post-office, is alocation of the post-office of Matane, and to m p
place it on the wevt side of the River Matane, mere pretext put forward as an excuse for
at the request of a few individuals, who have a not having paid attention to the requet
personal interest in that change, which would of the petitioners, and it cannot justify
be contrary to the justice your petitioners and the dismissal of Mr. Blais.the public have a right to expect from you ;
that for twenty-seven years and over, our post- MR. LANGEVIN: At the time when
office has been under the honest and able man- these papers w ere presented, I do not
agement of L. N. Blais, Esq., formerly a remember to have seen this petition. Imerchant and Justice of the Peace of Matane,
and that no one has ever had reason tocomplain do not know whether it was presented
of the management of that office, but on the before or after my departure for Europe ;

MIL COBTIGAN.
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bat, however the case may be, I do not the whole parish asked that it should
recollect this petition. I know that one remain in the hands of Mr. Blais, and no
of the petitions, whieh I saw at the time, complaint whatever was made against
was presented in favour of the post-office him? When the papers are produced, it
remaining where it was before. This will be my duty to lay before the House
petition was signed not only by persons the information in my possession in rela-
who had immediate intercourse with this tion to that dismissal.
post-office, but by persons who lived three Motion agreed to.
or four miles further on, and who had a
post-offiec of their own. The reason whr ILITIA ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
the place of the post-office was changed (3fr. Maqson.)
was because the village of Matane is on
this side of the river ; the church is also .

on the sane side, and the farer whofollowin Bi (frm the Senate),The foloin Biller (from Zhnent)
attend this church for divine service on was introdueed, and read thte first time:-
Sunday morning all come from this side Bil (No. 70) Furth.r te amend the Acts

of the river, and, consequently, it is there therein mentioned rrspecting the Nýi1itia nd
where the post office ought to be, so as Defence cf the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
not to compel persons to cross the bridge
in order to look for their mail matter on CANADA GUARANTEE COMPANY.
Sunday. The papers will speak for themi-
selves, and there is no objection on the
part of the Government to lay the corres- Mn. ROCHESTER, in meving for an
pondence before the House. Order of the lieuse for copies of ail state-

MR. FISET : The hon. gentleman says ments transmitted since the lat day
that this petition was signed by persons of Jannary, 1875, te the lion. the
who already had a post-office; IlioenIC Minister of Finance, pursuant t section
much like to know what business these 14 of cap. 48 of the Statutes of Canada,
people, who already possessed a post-office passed in 31 Vie., and J)ursuant to
of their own, had with that at -MataBe. section 20 of cap. 42 of the Statutes of

Mn. LANGEVIN: That is just what Canada, passed in 40 Vic., by the
I poitted eut. I stated that the petition President, Manager, or other oficer am-
ýwhi--h I saw previous to mny departure powered thereto of the Canada Gua-(ntee
for Europe, in faveur of keeping the post- Company, a body cErporate, incorporated
offie inO the place wrdere it was forneerly, by cap. 36 of the Statutes of Cana-
was signe(] net onlm by persone living in da, passed i tie 14 and 15 ic.,
the neghbourhood, but also by people together ith copies of ail afidavits
living thr.e or four miles away, thiat is to -verifying such statenuents, and dcposited
say, at a place called LittMe Matane, with such Finance Minister, pursuant
where toere is another post-office, and te the require0o a its of the Acts
consequently these petitioners asked for above mentioned, said The oject
the keeping up of a post-ofce by which of this resolution bas been te sone
they were net served. extent gained since I put the notice

MR. FISET: I am convinced that the on the paper by the fact of a Bil having
persons who signed that petition are not been brongbt before a Committee of the
three or four miles from the post-office of buse. Se far as 1 caa learn, there ap-
Matane. The hon. the Postmaster-Gene- pears te be a general (issatistactioi with
ral asserts that it is not the people on this this 'company with regrd te the payinent
side of the River Matae who asked of its paims, ad there ha been sme
that the post-ofice sbould remain where talen that their capital was not suficient
it vas before. With the exception ef te cover the anoiat they had insurea. I
three or four persons, that petition is see by their report that they put the
signed by all the people of Matane on amount of their unsettled claims at
this side of the river, and amongst tbem $25,000. I know that in the city of
the present postmaster, who himself Ottawa alone there are some $19,000 of
thought that the post-office should be unsettled claims, and I am therefore led
changed. What can be the ieason for to believe that there must be more than
changing the post-office of Matane, when $25,000 of unsettled claims al over the
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Dominion. It would appear, from the tion of an Orler in Conncil conferring
course pursued by the Manager of this them, was made by this Parliament imid-
Company, inasmuch as nearly every claim vertently, and under a misappr6hension of
is contested, that they think it is only the facts, not knowing in realit what it
right to contest every clain that comes wasdoing when it snrreudered those rights.
against them. I think these circum- In 18.59, ail the property belonging to the
stances justify the resolution I now Northern Railway Company reverted to
move. the Crown, under a Statute then passed,

Motion aqreed to. which gave power to the Governor in
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left Council to authorise other companies to

the Chair. work the lino, which was flnancially in-

After Recess. volved andin a bac state of repair; and
an Order i Council was passed giving

PRIVATE BILLS. over the lino to the bondholders of the

THIRD READINGS. Northern RailwaY Company on certai

The following Bills were severally con- ch
sidered in Committee of the Whole, re-that t should mise safficient noney to
porte, read adput tho ro d in repair, and that Ondr rin

etCounil made a reservation t then Gover-
Bi" (No. 22) Furthr to amend the Act no in Council, a.s appers by the pre-

thereii cited incorpurating th Canada GutraIn- amble of this pip. Thnge eau be no
teNotenr Giroutrd, Jacques Cedrtir t)

Bif (No. 23) To give certa powers t h La doubtw, as hus always teen concaded,
Coinpaziîe Française dtu Télégraphe (le Paris that this pover or reservation only ap-

New York.-(i. Gmcron, Nortit ~i"Ctoria.) plied to the thor existing railways, and

CREDwT VALLEY RAILWAY COMPANY tha ei it was aut in for t ne express par-
vILL.-[BILL 53.] p se of carrying out ad tato r i the
Grand Trunk Cuailway Cpag-uinyand

rthe Great Western C ilway Cotnpainy,
cndwhith had previousl been prosbed-

Order for septnted nd in rafr tht Order i

Mit. CAMNERON (North Victoria) passed, an arrangement was completed
As this Bi is extraordimary in its edha- hereby the reuisite riglits ( way were
acter, I do iot thiiik ià igt tliat it shold seCouirl to the other con o thes, and
pais the s )cc ud roading itldout c t ning that C cas ratified b a t Act of
the attedtion of the a-duse o its pro- Parliainent, a d after that tbere wa
visioNs. la takiug exception, I dsto i do ueessity for a reservation of tat
tCe discarge of a public luthv. d have a power in t re Order is Council. onyhen
kniowledge of ail t-he facts, 'acquired as jthe Acts were consolidated, the Order in
coisel Yor t e Nort.C er , ailwav of Council was deiberatel, a n with th ful
Caniada iii tise litigyatioin whiich bas b)een sanction of tise 0-overnuent and the
goîng on betweeai it and thse Credit Huse, repealed, ianuhas every- other
Vaileyv Railway, but I do no-wish to say condition iii t ie Orcler in Cou-ii i g
one word bere excepct iii the public iii- fsihillecl, and t' at condition also, it %vas
tere.it and as a r-eres,,eiative ofl the entirely unnlecu-S'sary Gmi%,t it should remin
7aeol-not i thie interest of a1uy par- in exisLenice. The ob ject oie the resýýrva-

,cuL cosp&inv. Thie 1ill. sule-,tatiallv tinl W-as eronland it xvas no longer
ask fr tre ting. iD gist of the 1of aniy value. Tasis Bill proceeds aýs if it

Bill l'cotindil the th f irst clue.was intenided by that Os'der in 'Couracil to
I t fil r that alt othtch- of tse resrve t the Credit Valsee rRailwao, ar e
Bill are îae3lvoC a forMAal nature. ees- any ot ier raiway, thies rights ad powers
,,urily teilowrîu, the tlsree clauses to wnpch in orositio g o tse ngortein iailway

Laîve direc-tll attention. Tiie tirst cos any. Tint is an Cne msanppre-
anse is a teLrLtory tthat the hensiots and those hon. iemy who

Goveior-Genieral has control of tihe were in t e flouse ween the Act of 1875
powcrs, lads and properr of te w s passed, will confir m e in siving that
Norther ieo Co pany. Thuat is all the Ordaer in Co yi vas deiberately
based ue te legation thata deliberate repealed; therefore it is not riglit wo pass
surrender of t aese powei-s, bythe cancelia- an Act of Parliadsent basel upon a m-

31B. itOCIIESTL, .
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statement and misapprehension, as that Grand Trunk Railway Company, neither
clause is. The next clause gives certain that Company, nor any other company,
rights to the Credit Valley Railway to bae the power to oppose the entrance of
enter upon any lands, and so on. In the the road into the city. There is no
first place this is a provincial railway obstruction, so far as the Northern Rail-
company, a provincial corporation exist- way Company is concerned, nor can there
ing under a Statute of Ontario, and it be any obstruction so far as the Grand
comes here to ask us to give it power Vo Trunk ailway Compauy is concerned
enter upon lands of other companies and there is no reasoa why the Credit
chartered b this Parliament. This being Valley TRailwav Company could not,
a company noV chartered under Dominion wito this BiCp , go on with the con-
legisiation, 1 doubt the riglt and powhr struction of the pne. The decision of the
of this Parliaient, and I question the Railway Committee of the Privy Ceuincil
expediency stili more, of giving Vo a bas given then that rigt. No eornpany
purely provincial corporation, of whose Cas the power Vo oppose hed, , evn if
existence we have no knowledge except they should wish Vo do so. The Norbern
sucli as we hpve of ail the Acts of t re Railway Co mpany have given their express
Provincial Le 'isiature, the rights wliich approval andi consent, by at formai reso-
the second clause professes Vo ive it. lution of their Board, Vo allow the Credit
There are other objections Vo that Valley Railway to enter o their lands
clause, Vo vhicb I will presently refer. and Vhey fa-ourably adopted the plan a
My objection Vo the third clause is that it report of the engineer appointel by the
of wholly unnecessar; that right and Railway Committee of te Privy Council.
power ie in the Corniittee I say, therefore, that that clause is
of the Privy Coulycil, wbih bas already wholly unnecessary, and that we vould
employeà an engçineeýr Vo (Io this very only b,- paîsing noedless legislation if
ehing, aed that engineer las made bis re- we passed tiis Act as asked for.
port ad the Privy Coucil ha passed an There are a nuinber o statemeits it te
Order in Council in that respect. T i preamble of the wc which are entirly
poer is already given wbich is now untrue. A discussion of tem woul
asked fort. to is already given by the show a of reasons why the itse
iway Conmittee of the Privy Council. sghotld noV paa. the Bian; but do liot pro-
poe. eIACKEntZIE: Wiat is the date pose enterig into the of thesc

of the Order reasons now, so fa as tbey depend
em . CAplyd Ean ON: I1 to daed 22ad on matters of fact. One rrason, however,

July last. TheIiila Co-miuitte-. con- why tis Bil] should itot pa-ss is, tbat the,
igerad this matter vcy fally. -il inter- question is now in litigation before the

ests were represente 1. They appointeJ Courts. By goig on Vo this land the
Io wEner er . Frank Shanls, Vo ex- Credit Valley said Yo do no own
amine this property, and Vo make is re- this land you are inere squatters, a
Port, an~d, after the enginie,-r bad reporte-], xve wili go on 'il spite, ani in deiiance of
the Raiway Cornittec, at a s oubsenil. vou.' The Grand runk tiled a Bil iîî
mneetinig, had it pres-entcd Vo t.hem, ani C hancery Vo r-e.ztrain tbem, alnd th-e caao

Mey aopted Mr. Frank Sbaniv's report is What and has been pnding for t eonths.
and planl. Effurts, have been miade o be- T1re ('redit V ,iley- Cornpany set forth
lialf of this railway cRmpany Vo gain these facts in their petitionand cladm that
Publie sympatlhy. It has been rcpresented the judgment alrea-lv obtatined isi wrong
that àt was b)eiýýg il1sd by te wNoithern and errono is. Tley appoaleo frorn cat
ani te Grand TrankR Railwav Com- jugaient, a miare now Prosecivyg their
panties, and tat tbese two conh- a ipval. Tht b ring the case Paoiarny

nisarc ag st the Credit Vall"y shoull no interfere, and by legisation
Railway go into) t!e citv of Toronto. 0of thi kind cit h- Gordiî knoso beore
So far as'the -Nortbern iRaiway Company VRe Court and declare w at the leal
is coaceýraed, Vhey bave no reason Vo rilt of thosi parties are. I have heard
object Vo the Credit Valley Vailway but the argument advanced in this louse
would be giad Vo seo Vbeul in the citw of and elsewere that we ougat not Vo
Toronrto, and they have signifiof their interfere in a contest between parties in
willinRyeas in Vaila Co ee ofd e Privunl

?D t espet; an as o thepreiamibefote Bil whdicare entirealyn
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yet that is the very thing, according to upon. But I think it unnecessary to take
their showing, that the Credit Valley this evidence or tosend the Bil to the Coi-
]Railway Company are asking us to do. nittee, in view of the fact that on the
Pending a settlement of their rights in face of it there are objections which can-
Court they ask us to step in and decide not be overlouked, and that the questions
in their favour, a request which is in dispute are pending before the Courts.
entirely contrary to usage and propriety As I understand it the Credit Valley is a
in Parliamentary practice. Notwith- local road-a provincial ràilway coming
standing the fact that I have held the under the jurisdiction of the Local Courts.
position of counsel in the litigation on It seems Vo me, therefore, that there is
this subject, as an independent member no reason for it Vo core here and ask the
of Parliament I deern it my duty to call Federal Parliament Vo interfere in its bo-
the attention of the House to improperhaf. he icense of occupation was
legislation on a matter of this kind. I granted Vo the Credit Valley Railway by
do not intend to offer any motion or the hon the Minister of the Interior, for
amendnent, but I simply wish to call the a portion of the reserve which had been
attention of the House to the facts I have oiven Vo the Nortberuiilway and the
mentioned. Grand irank Railway. It will be seen,

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): I do not pro- on reading the Order making the grant
pose to discuss this Bill in any way, but Vhat it is extremely guarded; but it was
I wish simply to point out the incon- quite evident that the Federal Govern-
venience of objecting to the second read- ment consented Vo allow the Credit
ing of the Bill. There is a very strong Valley Railway to pass over the lands
feeling in the district I represent on the which had been granted Vo the other rail-
subject, and I have received letters urging ways. But there vas a proviso to the
that some legislation of this kind should effect that the license of occupation should
be adopted. The objections made by the noV operate Vo imply any covenant
hon. muember for North Victoria (Mr. or agreement on the part of the Crown Vo
Cameron) are matters that ought to be give ossession, but that the license should
put in evidence before the Railway Com- be subjectVo any legal right Vo which the
1hittee, where matters in dispute should Grand Trank or Northern Railway might
be considered, and a decision arrived at possess. IV is quite evident hat he
according to the evidence produced. The Goverument foresaw the difficulties in the
statenents made by the hon. gentleman way of Vhs grant, and a decision of tiese
may be accurate. There may be reasons difliculties, it appears, is now pending in
why Parliament should accept this Bill- the Courts of Ontario. It would be a
or they may all justify its rejection by the most dangerous precedent for Parliament
Railway Committee. But i think a mat- Vo set, if k should pass Vhs Bil, while
ter of this kind ought to go to tha those questions are before the ordinary
Committee, where all the facts in relation tribunals of law. IV seems that the Credit
to the case can be heard with nuch more Valley Railway Company have selected
coniTenienc. than on the floor of the that remedy, and I think it would be
bouse, and the Bill can be considered on quite improper for Parhiament Vo interfere
its merits. I think, under those circum- now. I cannot rightly understand that
stances, the Bill should be read a second ahi these objections can be urged before
time and referred to the Committee. the Raihway Committee; but if hon. gen-

MR. CARON: I agree with the re- tlemen are convinced, as I ar at least,
marks that have fallen from the hon. that there are objections which should
member for North Victoria (Mr. Cameron) noV and cannot be overcome, Vo this Bilh,
with reference to this Bill, and I believe wby allow it to go bofore'the Cormittee?
that the second reading should not be Whv not dispose of it immodiately ? The
allowed. It is true that the objections principle for which I an contending is of
against the Bill might very well be urged such importance that I shouhd hike Vo see
before the Committee on Railways, Parliament, by the rejeotion of the second
which, as the hon. member for Cardwlh reading, asserting that the case should
(Mr. White) suggested, would constitute not be taken from the Courts and disposed
a kind of Court where evidence could be of hy a Bih of Parliament.
taken and the merits of the case passed MR. OLIVER: ne subjeot is of con-

MR. CBUunON.
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siderable importance to a section of On-
tario. It is true this is a local road as
regards its charter, which came fron the
Local Government ; but it is intended to
become a through line, which it shortly
will be. It extends from the town of
Ingersoll to the limits of Toronto, one
branck running back into the county of
Wellington. It is 160 miles in length,
completed, and there are some twenty-two
or twenty-three miles, from Ingersoll to
St. Thomas, where it connects with the
Canada Southern. Then it will be an
outlet for the Canada Southern from St.
Thomas to Toronto, and there is not the
slightest doubt that that road will be con-
tinued from Ottawa through the centre
of C ntario to Toronto ; and if
that wjrk is to be finished, it will be a
grand through line, connecting with the
Canada Southern at St. Thomas, aid ex-
tending to Ottawa, where, joining the
Occidental Railway, it will connect with
Montreal and Quebec. So that our Que-
bec friends, interested in the Occidental
road, have as deep an interest in this
subject as we in the west ; for there is not
the slightest doubt in my mind it will be
a through road. The hon. gentleman who
opposed the second reading, stated that
one of his reasons for so doing was that
the Credit Valley Railway had tried to
create a sympathy in its favour, which
may be the case. But what did the
Northern and Grand Trunk Railways do?
Did they not try to create a sympathy in
the country and in the House in favour
of their views and against the entrance
of the Credit Valley Railway into
Toronto ? Ever since the inception of the
Credit Vallev Railway, those roads have
endeavoured in every possible way to
defeat it--in the municipalities, where it
sought for business, and elsewhere.
The hon. member for Qaebec (Mr. Caron)
stated that the Northern and Grand
Trunk paid for the right of way into
Toronto. If I an not misinformed, the I
Northern never paid anything for it.
True, it spent a considerable amount in
making the hundred feet of the Ordnance
Lands, suitable for the railway track into
Toronto; but, for the line itself, it never
paid a single cent. Now, the Credit
Valley Railway is perfectly willing to pay
its proportion of the amount spent in
improving the 100 feet width. This
was a portion of the Ordnance Lands

t reserved by the Government, for a right
of way for all the western roads entering
Toronto; and in 1875, when the Norrhern
Railway asked for a Bill to pass here, I
proposed an amendment re-investing in
the Government the power of those
100 feet. On that occasion, the
Northern Railway authorities pledged
themselves that they would throw no
obstacles whatever in the way of that
road coming into Toronto; but it appears
that as soon as they got their Bill passed,
they made every effort to prevent the
Credit Valley Railway coming into that
capital. I wish to show yo the interest
that Tcronto and other western munici-
palities have in this road. Toronto gave
it a bonus of $350,000 ; a part of the
county of Oxford, $200,000; Wellington,
$135,000 ; Waterloo, $110,000; alton,
$70,000; Peel, $75,000; thetown of Milton,
$30,000; Brampton, $20,000 ; Iigersoll,
$19 000 ; Orangeville, $15,000 ; Streets-
ville, $20,000; the Provincial grant was
$3,000 a nile--altogether $558,000, or
a total of $ 1,673,000 given towards the
construction of this road. It bas been
said this road is an opposition line to
the roads from Toronto westward; that
was the very object of building it. If those
other roads now obstrueting theentranceof
the Credit Valley into Toronto had done
anything like justice to the various sec-
tions of the country west of Toronto, this
road would never have been built. As
an instance-one miller in Ingersoll lias
got, within six months, from the Great
Western, between $600 and $700 of re-
bate which, had the Credit Valley not
been built he never would have received.
This Bill should pass, or at any rate be
allowed to go to Conmittee. When this
road was prepared to enter Toronto, the
the Northern Railway and the Grand
Trunk built a station-house right upon the
100 feet, and laid tracks over the whole
of it also, which are not necessary for
those two roads. They were laid purely
for the purpose of an excuse for depriv-
ing the Credit Valley Railway of the
privilege of entering Toronto. Now I
submit that this House, having jurisdic-
tion over a Bill of this kind, because those
lands belong to this Government, this
House is the proper body to deal with the
matter. The hon. member for Quebec
stated that this railway ought to take the
track laid out by the Government Engi-
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neer, last summer. I understand that be
laid it out on that part of the 100
feet occupied by the Grand Trunk, and
that as soon as lie did so, or immediately
afterwards, the Grand Trunk covered the
whole ground with tracks, which were
supposed by the company necessary for
the work of the road, bat which other
people supposed it did not require.

MR. MACDOUGALL: The construc-
tion of the Credit Valley Railway has
been completed fron Ingersoll. the most
distant point in the west, to the limits of
Toronto, its object being to find a ter-
minus at the waters of the bay, and in
the port of Toronto-a very proper and
important object to those interested in the
success of that railway, and to the people
in the country through which it passes.
But they are met atQueenstreet, in the city
ofToronto, by the oppositionof the Northern
and Grand Trunk Railways. The Credit
Valley requires a piece of land, over which
it is said, by the engineers and experts
who have examined the question, it is
necessary-convenient and not di'advan-
tageous to those railwas-that the Credit
Valley should pass. The railway coin-
panties referred to say the property be-
longs to thein-that they have the exclu-
sive control of it-and they refuse to per
mit the ne w railway to reach its terminus
over their property. But it turns out
that this property does not belong to them,
except by occupation ; that they never
purchased it or paid for it, or became
legally )ssessed of it, and that it is still
the property of the Crown, which the
hon. the Minister of the Interior repre-
sents, as Adiinistrator of Ordnance
Lands. He lias assuned to have, and has
exerciseI the power ot granting right of
way or i ense of occupation to the Credit
Valley Railway to reach its terminus at
Toronto over it. The question of title
was argued at considerable length before
the Privy Conncil, on two separate
occasions, by lawyers representing the
different interests, aidedi by engineers able
to ex >ln the legal, physical and traffle
difficulties of the case. It was decided
by that high tribunal that it was lawful,
proper and expedient to grant the Credit
Valley Railway Company what it claimed,
and license of occupation was granted on
the assamption that the Minister repre-
senting the Crown had the right to grant
it-but subject to any right, legal or

MR. OLIVER.

equitable of any other company or party.
The other railways resorted to the
Court of Chancery to prevent the
Credit Valley entering upon what is
called the 100 feet strip, by pleading
their possessing riglits against the
right of the Credit Valley Railway Coin-
pany, under its license, succeeded in ob-
taining an injunction, and having it
made perpetual, preventing the Credit
Valley from obtaining the benefit of the
right of way desired and conceded by the
Crown. The Credit Valley Company
believethat the High Court of Parliament
which lias jurisdiction over this public
property, is the only power which can
settle the difliculty, and, while giving the
oppoing railways as much as is con-
venient and proper for them, can and
will give the Credit Vallev access to the
city of Toronto and the waters of the bay.
They have come, I think, in their right,
to ask the assistance of Parliainent. If
they do not make out a case by evidence,
before the Railway Commitîe, conposed
as it is of experienced men, and establish
their claim to the assistance of Parlia-
ment to secure an entrance into Toronto,
the Bill will be rejected. The Constitu-
tional and otier questions will b2 heard
by the Committee, when, I venture to say,
the Credit Valley Company will succeed
in showing the Committee, audatterwards
to this Ilouse, that Parliament can take
cognis.mce of corporations created by the
Local Legislature. We here deal with
the rights of individuals in any Province,
and corporations are simply a certain
number of individuals authorised to act,
and to sue and be sued as an individual.
I believe this is a proper case to go before
the Railway Committee.

MR. HOLTON : I think it is quite
clear that this Bill ouglt to go to the
Railway Conmittee. It is perfectly un-
derstood we commit ourselves to no clause
or principle of a private Bill by sending
it to the appropriate Committee, where
alone the allegatioas of the petitioners
and counter allegations of the opponents of
the Bill can be inquired into and con-
sidered. I have no prejudice and no
interest in the conflict that seems to be
raging over this Bill. But I know some-
thing of the usages of the House. I know
no hon. member is supposed for one
moment to commit himself to any prin-
ciple contained in aPrivate Bill. It goes
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to the Conmittee, where alone it can be
properly dealt with. How can we take
the dicta of hon. members opposed to this
Bill without inquiry into the subject. We
must have an inquiry before we are coin-
petent to pass judgment at all.

Mu. DOMVIL LE: I would like to
remind the bon. member that when the
Albert Railway Bill was going through
the HLouse he argued the other wav. He
said there was a principle involved in the
Bill -hich should not be sent to the Rail-
way Comiittee until that principle had
been passed upon, inas-much as we mnight
otier.vise adopt a policy tiat vas likely
to be (isadvantageous ln principle.

MR. HOLTON : I do not distinetly
renienber the circumstane My impres
-,;on is that the Bill was brought in at the
heel of the Sssion, and it was considered
in Committee. I think ve niust consider
Private Bils on their erits. Tie doc-
trine frequently laid down by the rkiht
lon. the leader of the Governient, and I
think very correctly, is that we are not to
be held committed to what we know
really niotliing about nor Can know anv-
thing about, until the Bill has been before
some Committee for examination into the
al legations and counter-allegations in
regard1 to the ineasure.

Mn. PLUMB: I think my hon. friend
fromi Kings bas made a strong point
against the hon. member opposite.

MNR. HOLTON: It lias no reference to
this matter.

MNR. PLUMB: The hon. gentleman
is an undoubted authority upon points of
Order, and as such is entitled to every re-
spect, but sometimes I think his judicial
disposition is a little affected by the
peculiar circumstances of the case. I
think in the case now before the Hfouse
be bas enunciated doctrines opposed to
those which he advanced in the case of
the Albert iRailway. In the Bill which
we have now under consideration, hon.
gentlemen will fnd that there are ample
subjects for discussion before it goes to
Comnittee. The Bill states that this
matter is appealed to the Court of Chan-
cery of Ontario, and pending that appeal
they petition this House to decide the
question. The Bill aiso says that in 1875
a grant was made to the Northern Rail-
way Company, and insinuates that the
Government of the day-for whose action
the hon. gentleman opposite, then First

Minister, is responsible-did not know
'what they were doing. I an opposed te
this Bill, although 1 have no prejudice
against the Credit Yalley tailway. I
have oly to say that if tis Parliament
is to be a tribunal for taking evidenee and
deciding legal questions of that kind, it
will have to sit more than three nontis.
I for one do not think the tUie of this
Parliamiient should be taken up by j udi-
cial qnestions, whiei can be properly di

posed of eisewhere.
Mu. BOULTBE I do not rise for

the purpase of either defelnding er attack-
ing this uill, but there is perhaps a prin-
ciple underlying tie action sought to be
taken here tiat is worthy of a good deal
Of attention. It eems to ne that thee is
nothuing we should guard against more
carefully than encouraging thene great
railrod cI)orporatins to come to thiS
Hlouse and seek Loaeoomplish by means of
legislation that whicih they should pro-

perly obtain through the Courts of Law.
I think it is a dangerous thiing; the power
of these corporatios1 is so great, tleV are
able to exercise so niuch influ-nce that it
cannot but be patent to you, Sir, and to
the House, that they are able to bring a
good deal of influence to bear. Of coulrse
a great denl of sympathy is sought to bi
raised on account of the position of the
Credit Valley Railwav. A nunbei of
lion. gentlemenwho hav'e beeri instrumental
-in giving bonuses to thnat road would like
to se every advantage givan it possible.
But the real element to Ien considered
hbre seeus to me to be a grave one,
namely, that we should] be careful in
legislating away rights whieh are secured
to persons or corporations, and, if any of
the rights and any of the properties they
claim to lold are not theirs by right of
law, their right can be enforced against
theni in a Court of Law, and any wrong
can be redressed by the same meanis.

MR. HOLTON: I think I have called
to memory the action I took in relation
to the somewhat celebrated Albert Raib
way Bill. I argued on that occasion in
favour of referring an amendment to the
Bill made by the Senate to the RailwaY
Committee, whicb is in every way con-
sistent with the course I am now taking.
Some hon. gentleman pretended that it
was competent for the House to pass on
this amendment without reference to the
Committee. I argued as forcibly as I
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could in favour of the reference of a small
amendment to the Railway Committee.
I am now arguing in favour of referring
a long and important Bill at its inception
to the Committee according to the usual
practice. There is not that degree of in-
consistency, or indeed any inconsistency
at ail, in my action whioh the hon. gentle-
man has endeavoured to fasten upon me.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
quite agree with my lion. friend from
East York (Mr. Boultbee) that we should
consider gravely any application made to
set aside the decision of legal tribunals
and adj udicate ourselves. But I take it
that is not the question before us now.
The question is the reference to the Rail-
way Committee. My hon. friend from
Chateauguay (Mr. Holton) says the pass-
age of the second reading in no way
pledges the House to the principle of the
Bill, but merely enables the Railway
Committee, the tribunal specially selected
for making enquiry into such matters, to
consider the measure either in Committee
of the Whole or by a Sub-Commitee. We
are losing agood deal of time, and it seems
to me it would be better to allow it te go
to the Committee of Railways and be
dealt with when it cornes from that Com-
mittee. It is the duty of every member
of the House to fully consider whether
the report is such as in his opinion it is
wise to adopt, if the Bill, when it comes
back from Committee, should operate in
any way as interfering with any of the
tribunals of the country.

Bill read the second time.

PRIVATE BILLS.
SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally
read the second time:-

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the South
Saskatchewan Valley Railway Company-(Mr.
.Robertson, Hamilton.)

Bill (No. 63) To extend the powers of the
Manitoba South-Western Colonisation Railway
Company, and to further amend the Act
incorporating the said Company-(Mr. Schultz.)

MARRIAGE WITEI A DECRASED WIFE'S
SISTER LEGALISATION BILL.

[BILL 30.]
(ir. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

CONSIDERED IN CoMMITTBE.

Kouse resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
Mr. MILLS: I think that the amend-

M. HOLTON.

ment of the first section by striking out
the words " and valid " would meet some
of the objections to the measure on eccle-
siastical grounds. The measure would
then encourage the marriage as a civil
contract, and leave untouched the question
of its ecclesiastical validity.

MR. KAULBACH : I am in receipt
of a letter from a clergyman of the Church
of England asking for delay in the passage
of the Bill until the friends of the Church,
in the various parts of the Province, niay
have an opportunity of learning more of
its merits. I think it advisable that this
n-easure should be delayed.

MR. MILLS : I move that al the
wcrds after the word "legal," at the end
of the second line of the first clause, be
struck out.

MR. WELDON: There is this diffi-
culty in the matter. This measure de-
clares such marriages to be legal, and the
Statutes of the Local Parliament compel
oficiating ministers to officiate where
there is no legal impediment.

Mr. MILLS : We cannot compel any-
one to perform the ceremony, nor can we
say they shall not perform any ceremony.
That is a matter clearly within the prov-
ince of the Local Legislature, as it
relates to the solemnisation of marriage,
and one with which we have nothing te
do.

MR. ANGLIN: It would be more
convenient if the hon. member would
take another mode of ascertaining the
opinion of the Committee on this point.
Some of us may wish to strike out the
words " and valid," and retain the rest.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: This
House cannot by legislation compel a
minister to perform a marriage ceremony,
or interfere in the matter in any way.
A part of that clause trenches very closely
upon the jurisdiction of the Local Legis-
latures, if it does not directly interfere
with them, as I am not quite sure it does
not. I was much struck by the Une of argu-
ment taken by the member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin) the other day, and I am not
at aIl sure but that that section had not
better be amended. I am strongly in
favour of leaving the clause as it will
stand as amended by the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills).

Mi. JONES : If this Bill is to be
passed, it had better be passed inthe shape
the hon. member for Bothwell proposes.

Deceased Wife's Sister.(COM mONS.]
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That is the only way that Bill can pass right to legislate on the celebra-
this House at all. tion of marriage, and those Legis-

MR. LANGEVIN : I would observe latures having asserted the right
that, by this motion of the hon. member to determine those points, I think we
for Bothwell, only the two first lines of would be only acting within our province
the clause will be left, that is to say, these by adopting the amendment of the hon.
words:-"Marriage between a man and the member for Bothwell. I would have
sister of his deceased wife, or the widow preferred to put in this Bill a proviso
of his deceased brother, shall be legal," that any marriage contracted according to
and then the words " and valid," with the the rules and prescriptions of the Church
two provisos will be struck out, the first or the Churches to which the parties
proviso reading as follows :- belong, between brothers-in-law and

"Provided always, that if in any Church or sisters-in-law, would be legal; but, con-
religions body whose iainisters are authorised to sidering the difficulties that such legisla-
celebrate marriages, any previous dispensation, tiot would lead us into, and the diffliculty
by reason of such affinity between the parties, there would be in determining thebe required to give validity to such marriage, .
the said dispensation shall be first obtainsd ar- functions of the Legislatures and the
cording to the rules and customs of the said Parliament on this point, I am ready for
Church or religious body." my part to vote in favour of the amend-
And I must say that, if we were to ment proposed by the lion. member for
adopt this clause, we would, in my Bothwell. I cannot help thinking that
opinion, exceed our jurisdiction and the hon. gentleman who has just spoken
infringe upon the riglits and priv- is mistaken, if lie says that the rumatter of
ileges of the Local Legislatures ac- dispensations is witiin the power of
cording to the Confederation Act. The the Local Legislature. The Local Legis-
provision relative to the dispensation lature has, by the Confederation Act,
mentioned in the tenth line is strictly power to legislate about the solemnisation
witbin the province of the Local Legisla- of marriage, and the mode of celebration
tures. Sucb is the meaning of the Con- necessary to render the marriage legal
federation Act, not stated in so many and binding ; but nothing to do with
words, but understood by the promoters regulating as to the parties who shall
of that measure at the time it was drawn marry. That, it is admitted, belongs to
up. I may remark that I had the honour this Parliainent in the legal sense of the
at the time of giving the views of the Confederation Act.
Government on that subject, when my MR. ANGLIN : Catholies believe that
right hon. friend who now leads the Gov- only the Catholic Church can make any
ernment was at the head of the thon laws affecting the validity of marriage-
GovernmMent. The views then expressed the vinculwm matrimonii. In considering
met with the approbation of the House at the clauses of a Bill of this kind, the views
the tine. The proviso in question in the of all parties must be taken into account.
present Bill is, therefore, strictly within If we could pass a Bill merely declaring
the province of the Local Legislatures, and that marriages celebrated according to the
this power ought not to be assurned by rules and regulations of any Church should
this Parliament. When I first looked at be legal, it would be a very simple matter.
this Bill, and considered the reason given Under the proviso as framed the only
by the hon. member for Bothwell the question that arises is wlether we should
other night for striking out all the words or should not distinctly and directly recog-
after the word " legal," Ithought I could nise the powers and authorities of any
not really vote for the Bill ; and for this Churches or religious bodies to regulate the
reason, that, as a Roman Catholic, Icannot conditions on which marriages are to be
admit that the Parliament of Canada has contracted. That is the object of the
the right to legislate on the subject of framer of the Bill in providing that, where
marriage, pure and simple, which would dispensations are required under the laws
be an interference with the rights and of any Church, such dispensations must
privileges of my Church, which holds be obtained to make the marriage legal.
marriage to be a sacrament. On the I see the word " valid " is used through-
other hand, the Confederation Act having out; we ought to substitute " legal " for
reserved to the Local Legislatures the i " valid " in every instance. It would be
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better if the question was taken on a
motion to strike out the word " valid ;"
after that, we could, with less emrbarrass-
ment, consider whether we should recog-
nise the right of the Churches, or any of
thei, to take a share in determining the
legality of ilarriages; whether we should
recognise the right claimed to require
dispensations before celebrating the
marriage. Witth regard to jurisdiction.
the Act of Confederation must be taken as
we find it, and we must interpre its mean-
ing as il clcarly appears on thie face of it,
without regard to the views of the hon.

gentleman who discussed this question
wien the schem;e for Confederntion was
brought forward, or when the Act passed
through the Imperial Parliainent. I
would like to hear the hon. mover, wh1o
desires to retail on1e of the provisos. I
would prefer that we should vote on each
particular branci of the question, and
not on all togetier.

Mii. LANGEVIN : The hon. gentle-
man is rigit in maving that we must
interpret the Confederation Act, taking
it as it is ; but, if some disposition is not
clear, or requires sDiue explanation, it is
quite witlhin our right and the manner of,
and rules f'or, the interpretation of Statules,
to see how tle franers of the Bill viewed
the subject at the time the law vas
passed. I agree with the hon. gentlema
that the soleumîisation of marriage is left
entirely to the Local Legislature to deal
witl ; but, with reference to these dispen-
sations, I say that the question is not left
to the Local Legislatuire, but to the
Church to which the hon. gentleman and
nyself belong. If a iarriage is to be

contracted between parties of the Catholic
faith, and dispensation is required, ac-
cording to the rules aud prescriptions of
the Church, the law does not say that the
dispensation will be such and such, but
mentions the dispensation authorised by
the Church, and the marriage then takes
place. We bave no right in this Parlia-
ment-with all the great powers that we
own and claim and have-we have no
more rights than the Confederation Act

gives us; and those powers are limited on
this subject; we have to declare what is
the status of parties throughout the
Dminiuîon; but what the mode of celebra-
tion is to be, or what the dispensations
shall be, is not within our province.
After considering and weighing well that

MR. ANGLIN.

clause, I am disposed to vote for the
amendment of the hon. member for
Bothwell (Mr. Mills), as I have already
stated.

iMR. CASEY: While I agree with the
hon. Minister in wishing to expunge this
clause, I do not coincide in the reason
given by him. I understand imii to
contend that-this being a question of
whether a prior dispensation is requisite
to make a marriage valid-the power
over these dispensationîs rests viith the
Local Legislatures entirely; and it is
there I must tale issue with hin. I
thAink the Constitution sars it reasts with
the Local Legislature to say hiov the

parties shall marry; but the question here
is wIho shall narry ? It rests with the
Loeal H1ouse to say by whom the imar-
riage ceremony shall be, conducted and
liov it siall be conducted; but t rests
with us in tis Parliament to declare \what

persons shall have power to mrry one
another. Althoughi I do not admit that
we hiave n1o jurisdiction, I think this
clause had better not be in the Bill.
I think it would bc as well to
take this question of expunging the
clause piecemeai, and nmake it twoc or
three výtes, as mny lion. friend from
Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) suggests.

Sir JOHN A. MACDONALD: But.
if those lion. gentlemen who think it goes
too far will not vote, I do not see how the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
can. alter his motion.

MR. MILLS: It is open for any mem-
ber to move an amendient.

S:n JOHN A. MACDONALD : He
miglit inove that all after the word
" valid " might be struck out.

MR. MILLS: Or stand as part of the
Bill. With regard to the question of

jurisdiction, I thini the rule was well re-
cognised in the Constitution of the United
States, that it was necessary to look
whether the power given is general or
special. Now the question of property
or civil righîts was given to the Local
Legislature. Out of that power -was carved
another-the subject of marriage and
divorce-which, being carved out of a
larger power, should be construed
strictly ; and then out of that is carved
the power over the solemnisation
of marriage. I am inclined to agree
with the views expressed by the hon. the
Minister of Public Works, that, after all,

Deceased Wife's Sister(COM MON8.]
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the power does not rest here. There is,
too, this consideration, that, by the canons
of the Catholic Church, marriage is a
sacrament, and itis by the authority of the
Church andnot by Acts of Parliament that
marriages celebrated by that Church are
rendered valid; and it is on that account
that I strike out the word "valid." Pro-
testant clergymen are divided on the
question. Many do not think marriage
between a man and his deceased wife's
sister is right. There are a great num-
ber of laymen of a different opinion; and
these would not be willing to leave it to
their clergy to decide for them the ques-
tion of the propriety of such marriages,
and I propose to protect their right of
private judgment. I think, if we have
the power to pass this proviso, we could
not meet the views of various classes by
doing so. We should find ourselves
more free, and give less offence to th e
consciences of the people by leaving the
proviso out.

MR. WILLIAMS : It seems to me
that, if the amendment of the hon.
member for Bothwell passes, clergymen
who have religious scruples against per-
forming such marriage ceremony might
perhaps be under the impression that the
law intended that it should be compulsory
upon them to perform the marriages
which this Act legalises. Tnder these cir-
cumstances, and knowing, as I do, that
many of the clergy of the Church of Eng-
land felt that they could not do so with-
out breaking their ordination oath, I
cannot see why the last proviso should
be also struck out. I therefore move
in amendment to the amendment that
the second proviso be retained.

MR. WELDON: This difficulty it
seems bas arisen from the division of
powers under the British North America
Act. The proposed Bill declares the
marriage with a deceased wife's sister to
be legal. With regard to the members
of the Roman Catholic Church,
they stand in a different position.
They rely on their dispensation to ren-
der the marriage valid, but, with regard
to the Church of England and Presbyter-
ian Church, many of their ministers have
conscientious scruples as to its legality,
and they are placed in au awkward posi-
tion. On the one hand, it is declared by
this law to be legal to solemnise these
marriages, and on the other, a clergyman,

38

believing it to be a violation of the ordina-
tion vow, cannot perform. such a marriage;
theretore, it seems to me that it would be
wise to retain that provision, a negative
provision, not to be compulsory on them.
A clause might be prepared and put in by
which men holding conscientious views,
feeling that they cannot perform the
ceremony, may be relieved.

MR. CASEY : I do not think any such
provision is necessary. This is only a
permissive Bill. It does not say that a
clergyman must marry the parties, but it
says he may marry them, and I do not
think there is any danger of a clergyman
being compelled to solemnise such a mar-
riage acainst his conscience.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think the question is this: Does this
House believe that, under the terms of
the Confederation Act, we have the
right to adopt this clause î If we have
not, we should not adopt it, for it might
destroy the Bill altogether. Supposing
the Bill was carried, and anyone should
bring it up before Her Majesty's Govern-
ment, within two years, and show that the
Bill was ultra rires, it would be disallowed.
As the hon. gentleman who spoke Iast
says, there is no law compelling any
clergyman to marry those persons, and
there is no use of running a chance of de-
feating the Bill, when I do not think we
have that power.

MR. ANGERS : I am in favour of the
principle of the Bill, because I find that
its enactments will make the law of the
land in accordance with the law of my
Church, when properdispensations are ob-
tained. I am also in favour of it beoause
I have heard from the best authorities in
this House that, according to the Church
of England, such a marriage is only void-
able and not void. I would, however,
prefer retaining the proviso. To remove
the proviso is to offer perhaps an induce-
ment to people to infringe the laws of
their own Church. With the proviso,
they must first remove the impediments
which may exist according to the rites of
the congregation to which they belong.
Article 127 of the Civil Code of
Quebec will still be in force in that Pro-
vince. The impediments imposed by the
Church of Rome, which have toberemoved
before such marriage, can be celebrated in
so far as Roman Catholics are concerned.
I do not, however, find the same protec-
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tion in other Provinces. The impediment
removed from Article 125 will fail as a
generalimpediment without Article 127. I
think it would not be infringing upon the
powers and limits of Local Legislatures
if we stated that marriage wifh a deceased
wife's sister or the widow of a deceased
brother shall be legal, if we put in a pro-
viso requiring the fulfilment of the
formalities imposed for the celebration of
marriage by the laws of the Provinces to
which the contracting parties belong. I
am very much in favour of such a proviso,
but I an willing to vote for the Bill pure
and simple as the hon, member for Both-
well (Mr. Mills) proposes to amend it. I
have faith in the liberality of the Local
Legislatures of the several Provinces, and
believe that they will not enaet laws
contrary to the rules of any Church.

Amendment to the amendment (Mr.
Williams) negatived.

Amendment (3fr. ills) agreed to.

Mn. JONES said the amendment to
the second clause showed that the remarks
he made the other night were correct,
tlhat this Bill was brought in for inter-
ested motives. le thought, therefore, it
ahould not be pressed to a conclusion
hastily. A number of petitions might be
presented against the Bill if there was a
delay of a week.

Bill, as anended, ordered to be reported.
flouse resumed.

(In the House.)
BiH, as amended, reported.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following Motions for Returns
were severally agreed to--

Order of the House-Copies of ail papers,
documents, evidence and reports in reference
to the charges made to the Department of In-
land Revenue against Mr. Armstrong, Inspector
of leather and raw hides for Toronto.-(Mr.
Robinson.)

Order of the House-Copies of ail correspond-
unce between the City Council of Winnipeg

and the Department of Railways, and between
the Manitoba South.Western Colonisation Rail-
way and the said Department, on the subject of
a bridge over the Red River, within the limits
of the city of Winnipeg, and for ail plans and
specifications for the said bridge, furnished by
the City Council of Winnipeg to the said De-
partment.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Order of the House-Copies of all papers,
plans, specifications and correspondence in
regard to the bridging of the St. John River, at,

MR. ANGERS.

St. John,
patrick.)
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Thursday, lth March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read thefirst time:-

Bill (No. 71) To incorporate the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway.-(Mr. White, North
RJenfrew.)

Bill (No. 72) To extend the corporate char-
acter and powers of the Direct United States
Cable Company to the Dominion of Canada.-
(Air. McfCarthy.)

AUDIT OF PARLIAMENTARY AC-
COUNTS.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: I beg to move
that the report of the Select Standing
Committee on Public Accounts be con-
curred in. This report is printed in the
Votes and Proceedings of yesterday, and
refers to the subject of auditing the ac-
counts of expenditure for salaries and
contingencies, of the House of Com-
mons and merbers' indemnity by the
Auditor-General. It is a new practice,
and it has been introduced because it was
considered the Audit Act did not give
the Auditor-General this power. The
report also contains the following resolu-
tions :-

" Resolved, That in the opinion of this
Committee the accounta of expenditure for sal-
aries and contingencies of the Senate, and for
their members' indemnity, should be audited
by the Auditor-General; and that the House
be requested to send a message te the Senate
requesting their Honours to concur in and to
give effect to this resolution. '

"Resolved, That in the opinion of this Com-
mittee the amounts of payment made under the
authority of the Joint Committees of both
Houses on Printing, and on the management of
the Library, should be audited by the Auditor-
General; and that the House be asked to con-
cur therein, and to send a message to the Senate
requesting their Honours to concur in and to
give effect thereto.

"Resolved, That the House be asked to send
a message to the Senate to request that their
Honours will be pleased to give leave to Robert

Parlianentary A ccounts.

for railway purposes.-(Mr. Kirk.

House adjourned at
Twenty-five minutes after

Ten o'clock.
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LeMoine, Esquire, their Clerk, to furnish details
of the sum of $44,098.74, paid for salaries and
contingencies of the Senate, for the year ended
30th June, 1879, for the use of this Committee.

"Resolved, That the House be asked to send
a message to the Senate te roquest that their
Honours will be pleased to give leave t. Robert
LeMoine, Esquire, their Clerk, to furaish for'the
use of this Committee a detailed statement of
amount paid to each momber of the Senate for
indemnity and mileage ; also the number of
days each Senator has attended a sitting of that
body, during the year 1879, as per item of
$83,72.48, in Public Accounts, for year ended
30th June, 1879, page 88, part ii."

I call special attention to this report as
it involves a change in the mode of
auditing there accounts.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
would ask the hon. gentleman to allow
this to stand over for another day, in
order that we may give some considera-
tion to the resolutions which affect the
Senate. I understand indirectly that
that body is trying to take exception to
the resolution calling their officers to
come before the Public Accounts Com-
mittee and furnish the details required,
and, in order to have an opportunity of
looking into the precedents, I would
ask my hon. friend to allow this matter
to stand over.

Mu. MACKENZIE: We are not call-
ing upon their officers ; we are asking the
Senate to direct their officers.

S1n JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
understand the objection which is likely
to be taken is that, while they do not
object to furnish 'their accounts we,
by calling upon their officers to be ex-
amined and cross-examined before the
Committee, do not trust to their honesty.
It is no use getting up or fostering a
feeling of that kind. I have no objection
to concurrence being taken in the first
two or three resolutions.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : J may call
the right hon. gentleman's attention to
the fact that these resolutions do not ask
that the officers of the Senate attend be-
fore the Cominittee and be examined and
cross-examined, but simply that their
Honours will permit their Clerk to fur-
nish for the use of the Committee the
required statement.

Motion agreed to, and report con-
curred in.

Riesolved -1. That the accounts of expendi-
ture for the salaries and contingencies of the
Hlouse of Commons and members' indemnity
should be audited by the Auditor-General.

2. That the accounts of expenditure for
salaries and contingencies of the Senate, and.
for their members' indemnity, should be audited
by the Auditor-General ; and

3. That the amounts of payment made under
the authority of the Joint Committees of both
Houses on Printing, and on the management of
the Library, should be audited by the Auditor-
General.

Ordered, That a Message be sent to the
Senate, acquainting their Honours that this
House has passed the two last mentioned
Resolutions, and requesting their Honours toý
concur in, and to give effect thereto.

CANADA GUARANTEE COMPANY.

QUESTION.

Mi. ROCHESTER enquired, In view
of Bill (No. 22), to amend the Act in-
corporating the Canada Guarantee
Company, and to limit the liability of
its shareholders, whether the Govern-
ment have obtained from the company a
statement showing the amount of sub-
scribed stock, the number and amount of
the shares respectively, the percentage
paid up, the number of policies outstand-
ing, and the number of unsettled claims
upon policies issued by the company, and
the amount of such policies held by the
Government as security for public officers.

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The
returns have been furnished to the Gov-
ernment. The amount insared on the
part of the Government in that company
for the officials of the Civil Service
is $277,100.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-ELGIN
STATIOlN, L'ISLET COUNTY.

QUESTION.

MR. CASGRAIN enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
make a station, temporary or otherwise,
on the Intercolonial Railway, at ElginèSta-
tion, county of L'Islet.

SmI CHARLES TUPPER: The Gov-
ernment have not yet determined to
erect a station at the place the hon. gen-
tleman refers to.

MILITIA DRILL.

QUESTION.

MR. CARON enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to allow
a large number of the Active Militia
to drill this year, and whether they will
increase the number of days for the an-
nual drill.

MR. MASSON: It is intended to call

General Business.
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ont about 20,000 of the volunteer force
for twelve days drill, as last year.

QUEEN'S BIRTHDAY REVIEW AT
QUEBEC.

QUESTION.

MR. CARON enquired, Whether it is

the intention of the Government to hold
a review of all the troops that can be as-
sembled at Quebec, to celebrate the
Queen's Birthday, on the 24th May next,
and allow all that can attend pay and
transport, as in 1878 and 1879.

MR. MASSON : It is the intention to
hold a review of the Active Militia at
Quebec, on the 24th May. It is not
known how many corps will attend. The
allowance will be about the same as
for the review at Montreal last year.

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND-RAILWAY
CONNECTION.

QUESTION.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to make provision during the pre-
sent Session for the construction of a
railway from the Intercolonial Railway to
Cape Tormentine, and from Cape Traverse
to connect with the railways of Prince
Edward Island.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The Gov-
ernment will not be prepared this Session
to submit a provision for that service.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 38.]

(Mr. McCarthy.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)

Mi. MILLS : I think we have no juris-
diction in this matter. The right hon.
the Minister of the Interior himself intro-
duced a Bill relating to criminal procedure
in an early Session of the first Parliament
after Confederation. That Bill was car-
ried through and became law without
properly considering the question of juris-
diction. In dealing with questions of
this sort, this Parliament must have re-
zpect to the provisions of the British
North America Aet. Sub-section 27 of
section 91 of that Act provides that
" the Criminal Law, except the consti-
tution of the Courts of Criminal Juris-

MR. MAsSON.

diction, but including the procedure in
criminal matters," shall be within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Par-
liament. It is clear from this subsection
the framers believed that unless criminal
procedure was expressly exempted from
Provincial jurisdiction, it would be in-
cludedinthepower to constitutethe Courts.
And sub-section 14 of section 92 provides
that the Legislature of each Pro-
vince shall have exclusive jurisdiction
over

"The administration of justice in the Pro-
vince, including the constitution, maintenanae
and organisation of Provincial Courts, both of
civil and criminal jurisdiction and including
procedure in civil matters in these Courts."
In this section the whole subject is
embraced in the administration of justice
excepting procedure in criminal matters.
There are three things mentioned in this
section of the British North America
Act,namely,the constitution,maintenance,
and organisation of the Courts. In the
two sub-sections referred to it will be seen
that the word " constitution" is used
in the first instance in a more comprehen-
sive sense than in the second. In the
first instance it is used in a broad com-
prehensive sense-in a sense so broad as
to embrace criminal procedure unless it
is expressly excepted, and in the second
the same sense is expressed by using the
three words " constitution, maintenance
and organisation," and again excepting,
by implication, criminal procedure. It is
perfectly clear that the word " constitu-
tion " is used in a sense to embrace the
subject of jurisdiction. " Organisation"
is used with reference to the manner
in which the Court shall be
formed, the officers to be appointed,
the places where the Court shall hold its
sittings, and so forth. The hon. gentle-
man will see that, if we can divest the
Provincial Court of any portion of its
jurisdiction in criminal matters, we can
declare that any Court shall have only
such jurisdiction as we maychoose to give
it, in any matter whatsoever. We have
here the right of constituting Courts of
original jurisdiction, by the 101st section
of the British North America Act.
That section provides that :

" The Parliament of Canada may, notwith-
standing anything in this Act, from time to
time, provide for the constitution, maintenance
and organisation of a General Court of Appeal
for Canada, and for the establishment of any
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additional Courts for the better administration
of the laws of Canada."
The ternis of this section, with regard to
the powers of this Parliament to estab-
lish a general Court of Appeal for Canada,
are the sanie as those used with regard to
the Courts of the Provinces, both of civil
and criminal jurisdiction. Except in
regard to criminal procedure, they are as
comprehensive for Courts for the trial of
crime as for Courts for civil purposes. It
is true that under this section we may
establish Courts of original jurisdiction
for the administration of the laws of
Canada. But, if we have the power to
do this under that section, we have no
power to take away the jurisdiction of
the Courts constituted by the Provincial
Legislatures. The control over the juris-
diction being conferred on the Provincial
Legislatures by the 14th sub-section of
section 92, I think it is a well-known
rule of interpreting a Statute to so inter-
pret it as to give effect to every part of its
provisions ; and, after constituting the
Court, you cannot take away the jurisdic-
tion, by mere implication, with which it
has been invested by another Legisilature.
Thereis another principle, equally obvious,
that we cannot give jurisdiction to a
Provincial Court. It is true that
the question was raised upon the
Act relating to controverted elections
but it is also true the decision or advice
of the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council shows that they considered by the
provisions of that Act that an Election
Court was established, and that Act did
not undertake to confer jurisdiction on
existing Courts, but by its provisions it
0nstituted an Election Court under the
authority given by this 101st section.
The hon. gentleman proposes here to
exercise the power of conferring jurisdic-
tion on a Provincial Court, and he
proposes to divest another Provincial
Court of the power with which it is in-
vested. le cannot do either of these
things, except in so far as we improperly
assumed to give it, and we ought not to
proceed in this way. We have been
going in a wrong direction, and we ought
to recede from the position formerly
taken, and leave to the legislators and
Governments of the various Provinces the
right to exercise, without tis meddlesome
and illegal oversight, the funetions con-
ferred upon them by the Constitution. We

cannot undertake te argue that these
powers will be abused if left in their
jurisdiction. We cannot undertake to
say that that power will be wrongly exer-
cised, or that a Court will be wrongly
organised for the administration of justice,
if left to the Local Legislatures. If the
hon. gentleman thinks so, he should seek
to change the Constitution, not by an un-
warrantable usurpation of power, but in
a constitutional way. But, so long
as the Constitution remains as it is, we
must presume that the Local Legislatures
will constitute their Courts of the most
suitable character. I do not think we
ought to adopt this Bill, and I think the
hon. gentleman ought not to persist in
earrying the Bill through the House in
its present form.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think it is a sufficient answer to the lion.
gentleman that the Criminal Act of 1869
was passed without o bjection in the Domin-
ion Parliament.

MR. MILLS: It was objected to at the
time.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: And
without any objection from any Local
Legislature, and without aquestion being
raised throughout this vast Dominion. It
is not questionable now.

MR. MILLS: Oh, yes, it is.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I am

not aware of it, but certainly it has never
been decided upon. No person lias
raised the question, and no Court has de-
cided adversely to the decision of Parlia-
ment in 1869.

Mn. MILLS : That is no answer.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I

think it is an answer. The I2th section
of the Criminal Act of 1869 provides that

" No Court of General or Quarter Sessions or
Recorder's Court, nor any Court but a Superior
Court having criminal jurisdiction shall have
power to try any treason, or any felony punish-
able with death, or any libel."
According to my hon. friend's argument,
therefore, that clause is altogether ultra
mres.

Mn. MILLS : Yes.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : But

there are half a dozen such clauses.
MR. MILLS : Yes, yes.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Ail

of which are ultra vires, and only now dis-
covered to be so for the first time by my
hon. friend.
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ME. MILLS: No, no.
siR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I

think, if my hon. friend or myself were up
on a criminal charge, and if we were to
raise this point, we would not be acquitted
if guilty otherwise. I contend that all these
things are thrown upon the central or
Dominion Legislature. We have a riglit
to declare what is a felony and what is a
misdemeanour, and to declare the different
modes of procedure with respect to felonies
and misdemeanours, and we have a right
to declare whether offences shall be tried
summarily by a Magistrate or by a Court
of Quarter Sessions.

Mn. MILLS: No.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD:

Then all the laws for the summary pun-
ishment of an offender are illegal,
according to the argument of my hon.
friend. According to his argument, all
that we have the power to do is to declare
that one crime is a felony and another is
a misdemeanour, but no power to declare
how it is to be tried.

MR. MILLS: That is a different ques-
tion about procedure.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman contends that a person
cannot be brought up and punished by a
Magistrate. That is the result of his
argument. All our legislation is false,
all we can do is to declare what is a crime,
and nothing more. It may be tried by a
Court or no Court, or it may get a sum-
mary trial or a trial by one Court or
another Court. We cannot be allowed to
know that there is any such thing as a
distinction between the Superior Courts
of criminal jurisdictio n and inferior
Courts.

MR. MILLS: Hear, hear.
Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: We

cannot even say that treason, felony or
murder shall be tried by a Court of
superior jurisdiction. We have not the
power to do that according to the hon.
gentleman's line of argument, and, if, for
instance, a Local Legislature decided
that treason or murder should be tried
before a Justice of the Peace, we would
be obliged to submit. Perhaps he will
not go so far but will allow that we can
leave the law as it is, and as it bas been
generally and universally accepted, except
by my bon. friend, through the whole
of the Dominion.

MR. MILLS : No.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
hon. gentleman has not the courage to
bring in a Bill based upon his opinions;
he has not the courage to introduce a Bill
to repeal the 12th section of the Criminal
Act of 1869, and I think, until we have
made up our minds to decline jurisdiction,
we shall find ourselves able to say whether
it is expedient to deprive a Court of
Quarter Sessions of the power to try
treasons, etc., and for the saine reasons to
deal with all other such matters.

MR. MILLS : I do not think the right
hon. gentleman bas answered my argu-
ment. It is quite true that, if the Local
Legislature thought proper to say that a
Magistrate should try murder, and so of
other crimes, it could do so. The Local
Legislature may abuse its power, but that
does not prove that it does not possess
that power. The Local Legislature miglit
give jurisdiction to a Magistrate to try
cases of ejectment, and the hon. gentle-
man might say that because it bas not
given such a jurisdiction it does not pos-
sess the power to do so. But in that way
he can prove nothing. In Ontario it is not
long since the Local Government submitted
a Bill to the Local Legislature to con-
solidate the Courts of Justice there. They
proposed to make but one Court, coi-
posed of certain divisions, and to declare
what jurisdiction each of these different
divisions are to possess. Now they have
or they have not that power. They
propose.to say that, in a certain division
of the Court, the powers of the old Court
of Chancery shall be exercised by that
Court, and that, where the rules of
Common Law and Equity differ in
civil natters, the rules of Equity shall
prevail in all the divisions of this
Court. Now, if they have no right to
confer jurisdiction, they have no right to
say that these Courts shall be consolidated
into one Court composed of such divisions.
The power to confer jurisdiction, both in
civil and criminal matters, either belongs
to us here or to the Local Legislature; if
they have not both by sub-section 14 of
section 92, they have neither. The right
hon. gentleman should deal with the
whole subject or not at all. The right
Ion, gentleman has not undertaken to
deal even with the whole question of
jurisdiction in criminal matters. In all
the Provinces which have legislated since
Confederation, it has been dealt with by
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the Provincial Legislatures. Why did
not the right hon. gentlemen deal with
the whole subject 1 Was it not because
he believed the power to give criminal
jurisdiction was vested elsewhere ? And
did he not give it in a few instances, by
confusing jurisdiction with procedure ?
Why has a Provincial Legislature the
power to establish Courts ? Is it not to
meet the wants of the people in the
administration of justice, and how can
they do this except they can say what the
jurisdiction is to be ? The Local Legis-
lature of a Province may say: Whereas it
is necessary for the better administration
of justice that a Court should be estab-
lished, for what ?-why, to do certain
things set forth. Can it be supposed that
the law left them to judge of the neces-
sity of having a Court, and denied to
them the power to state the necessity, but
left it to another body to guess what it
might be 7 The right hon. gentleman
must go much farther, or he must go back
within the limits marked by the Con-
stitution.

MR. McCARTHY: Ithinkthat itisun-
fortunate this subject has been raised. I
do not remember any question of the
sort mentioned being raised in any Court.
My hon. friend has referred to another
Act, that of the Hon. John Sandfield
Macdonald, in the Lower House. Well,
I do not think that we interfere with that
in the Province of Ontario ; they have
simply and expressly constituted the
Court, but they do not pretend to confer
jurisdiction on that Court. They leave:
that matter for some other legislative
body. If the hon. gentleman will look at
the earlier part ef the Statute, he will find
how the Constitution of the Senate is
spoken of There is no attempt to confer
power or a jurisdiction on the Senate. It
simply states how the Senate shall be
oonstituted. Constitution is one thing,
jurisdiction is another, and power is a
third.

Mn. MILLS : A Legislature has power
to give powers to a Court in civil matters.

MR. McCART HY: I will come to that
in a moment. We now come to this par-
ticular clause by -which jurisdiction is
<:onferred on the Legislative House. This
is affected by the 91st clause. Let us
.ee what it says on this subject:

" 27. The Criminal Law, except the constitu-

tion of Courts of criminal jurisdiction, but in-
eluding the procedure in criminal matters."
I think that covers the whole ground and
settles the question of the Constitution of
the Courts. 'It says that the Constitution
of the Court shall not include the pro-
cedure in criminal matters. It is to pre-
vent the possibility of a doubt that the
words referred to have been introduced.
Procedure does not mean jurisdiction,and
I think that under all the circumstances
it would be unwise on the part of this
Parliament to reject the Bill simply and
solely on the grounds presented by the
hon. member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills.)

Mu. BLAKE: It is quite obvious that
the point under discussion vould never
be raised in any Court, because what
is done by this clause i- ostensibly to
deprive the Court of jurisdiction in
matters which are left to its jurisdiction.
That proposition does not directly apply
to the Act passed in 1869. It is carry-
ing the argument too far to assume that
there was any deliberate decision on the
part of Parliament in the case of section
12 of the Act of 1869. Hon. gentlemen
will reniember that a large volume of
laws were passed en bloc at that time on
the recommendation of the Govern-
ment. There was no discussion
except on one 'Bill. I think that
for a proper interpretation of the
words " Constitution of the Court of
Criminal Jurisdiction," we have to en-
quire what the constitution and main-
tenance of the Civil Courts means in the
14th sub-section, and I think it will not
be contended that the constitution of
these Courts does not embrace the fixing
of the extent of the jurisdiction of the
Courts. Leaving out of consideration,
for the moment, the question as to Courts
of criminal jurisdiction, it will be found
that the whole power with regard to the
Civil Courts was vested in the Local
Legislatures. I think, therefore, that the
fair meaning of tbese two sub-sections is
to give to the Local Legislatures the
power of erecting Courts of Criminal
Jurisdiction, embracing in that power the
power of declaring what the jurisdiction
of each or all should be. Two modes of
avoiding inconvenience are given, the one
special and the other general. The
special mode of avuiding inconvenience,
from the absence of power which would
otherwise exist on the part of Canada to
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enforce her laws, is the power to create
additional Couits necessary for ef-
fecting the execution of the laws
of Canada. Of course it is not pretended
that this is an exercise of that power.
Then the other mode is that which I think
we may fairly refer to as capable of avoid-
ing somne of those evils, one of which the
hon. the Minister of the Interior has re-
ferred to, namely, the power of disallow-
ance. If there be any one reason when it
might be safely adopted, it would
be an abuse of power by the Local
Legislature, such as he has suggested,
namely, the giving over to Justices of the
Peace the power to try the highest
offences, when there were other properly
ordained Courts of criminal justice for
that purpose. The power of disallowance
may not be unfairly exercised in cases in
which the Local Legislature, having
created adequate Courts, should proceed
to interfere with the due execution of
criminal justice and the administration
of the laws so as to give power to a
wholly inappropriate Court to try cases
it was not competent to try. So that, if
we are to assume that the Local Legis-
lature might be guilty of such an impro-
priety or mistake as that, there is yet a
power of correction. Upon the whole, I
think that, in so far as this Bill proposes
to remove from the County Court Judges
the power which, by the Act to which, I
have referred, was vested in them, no one
can object; because in so far it is a re-
peal of the Act which gave them those
powers, and those who hold there is a
difficulty about the jurisdiction can not
object to the repeal. I do not precisely
understand the words in the Bill: " Any
offence charging an attempt to murder."
The phrase does not seem to be a good
one.

Ma. McCARTHY : I just follow the
words of the English Act.

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH: I think
some of the Local Legislatures have
assumed the right to deal with this sub-
ject, and to constitute Courts and con-
stitute the powers of those Courts. New
Brunswick has legislated with reference
to County Courts, and conferred upon
them criminal jurisdiction. It seems to
me the Provinces have this power, and
not this Parliament, to define and fix the
jurisdiction of those Courts, We legislate
with regard to Criminal Law ; but those

MP. BLAKE.

Courts have charge of the administration
of justice as much in respect of
criminal proceedings as of civil mat.-
ters. I find, with regard to the
Courts of Oyer and Terminer that they
have exercised the same power in New
Brunswick-that it has been conferred
on the County Courts. The same power,
I apprehend, is exercised by the Legis-
latures of the other Provinces.

MR. COURSOL : IL seems to me
quite clear, and I have never heard any
opinion to the contrary expressed in our
Courts, that the criminal procedure is en-
tirely left to the jurisdiction of the Federal
Parliament. The clause in the Confedera-
tion Act, cited a few moments ago, by
omitting the words " criminal matters,"
can leave no doubt whatever about the
intention of its framers, namely, to with-
hold such authority from the Local Parlia-
ment and to vest it in the Federal power.
There can be no doubt, therefore, that the
jurisdiction being vested in the Federal
Parliament, this House has the right and
full authority to classify the offences, and
to designate the Criminal Court before
which the different crimes may be tried.
In the present instance, the object is to
vest in the Superior Court the jurisdiction
over certain offences which may now be
tried at the Court of Quarter Sessions.
The Bill does not even create a new
offence, but merely changes the jurisdic-
tion from one Court to another.

MR. McCARTHY: I wish to propose
a verbal alteration-to substitute the
words, "the County Judge's Criminal
Court" for the words now standing in
the sub-section; and also to leave out
the words in the 15th line, "offences
charged and," so that the words shall
run thus : " Only the County Judge's
Criminal Court shall have power to try,"
etc.

Bill, as amended, ordered to be re-
ported.

House resumed.
(In the House.)

Bill, as amended, reported.

COMMONASSAULTS DEFENDANTS WIT-
NESSES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.

[BILL 41.]
(Mr. McCarthy.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Order for Houte to resolve itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider the said Bill
read.

(COMMONS.] Amendment Bill.
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MR. KIRKPÀTRICK: I think it is
very desirable that there should be added
to the Bill a clause giving power, in
cases of a quasi criminal nature, and in
cases of the trial of civil rights,
to have the parties called as witnesses.
The Bill was passed in this House a year
or two ago and was rejected by the Senate.
It was at the close of the Session, and,
with all due respect, perhaps they did not
quite apprehend the scope of the mea-
sure. A similar measure has been passed
in England, and it is a very reasonable
proposition. In England, in Ontario, and,
I.think, in the other Provinces, there is a
law that parties in civil cases shall be
competent witnesses ; yet, if the case is
brought to test, the right to shut up aroad
or a bridge, where a man's property ray
come into question, if it is brought in a
Criminal Court, under an indictment,
parties at present are shut out from giving
evidence in their own behalf.

House resolved itself into Committee.

(In the Committee.)

On Section 1,

MR. McCARTHY : The Committee
will understand that it is simply intended
to strike out the proviso in the clause now
in the Statute, which seems to me to be
illogical and inconsistent with the whole
purport of the Act. The proviso is that,
in the event of a Judge, at the conclusion
of a trial, thinking that there is
not evidence of a common assault,
the defendant may be called to give
evidence, but this proviso shall not apply
to a case where the trial is by jury. I
propose to add another clause, making it
read "assault and battery," instead of
" common assault," as it stands now.
There is hardly ever a charge of common
assault; the offence is generally charac-
terised as "assault and battery." I have
one or two letters drawing attention to
this defect in the law. One case was of
greatlhardship-the defendant was charged
with kissing a young woman, and it was
said that that was something more than a
commnon assault, it was an every day
assault, and the defendant was not allowed
to explain that it was not a battery.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: An
electric battery.

MR. BLAKE: If I remember aright,
when the measure came back from the

Select Committee, the suggestion was that,
in cases in which the Judge was trying a
case without a jury, if he determined at a
particular stage that the case was no more
than one of commnxm assault, being able to
determine the 'question of fact as well of
law, he could then admit the evidence of
the other party. But the Committee ap-
peared to be then of the opinion that
there would be difficulty in carrying that
out where the case was to go to a jury, un-
less the Judge was in a position to treat the
case as if there were two different counts,
one for the aggravated and one for the
smaller offence, and to direct a verdict
for the defendant on the former, and thus
leave to the jury only the latter. The
case of common assault was that alone to
which it was intended by the Committae
the 'rovision should apply, and the ques-
tion is how that difficulty is to be met,
because I believe the law is such that a
man can be found guilty of the minor
upon an indictment for the major offence,
so that there is no power to direct a
verdict for the defendant on the major,
and then have a separate trial, as it
were. for the minor offence.

MR. McCARTHY : No doubt the hon.
gentleman is quite right-technically
speaking, that is to say. But I do not
think such a case ever occurred of a jury
finding a party guilty of a major offence
after the Judge told them there was no
evidence. In practice, I do not think
such a case was ever heard of. The
result is this: the Bill is sent to a grand
jury, including something more than a
simple common assault, and thelineisvery
narrow. I dare say one grand jury out
of ten does not see the defendant, yet, if
the party's mouth is to be closed, great
injustice is done him. There is no
pretence of anything but a common
assault. The Judge is clear on that
point, and the Crown officer submits to it,
yet the party cannot give evidence.

MR. GUTHRIE: Technically, there
may be something in the objection referred
to by the hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake), but in practice I do not think
a jury would convict a man of a graver
offence if the Judge charged that the evi-
dence supported nothing but common
assault. It was suggested at the time the
Bill was under consideration that the de-
fendant might himself by his own evidence
make out a greater offence than common
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asmsult, and that the Judge, having heard
bis evidence, might leave the whole case to
the jury, and the jury might convict the
man. That, 1 think, was the course of
reasoning in the Committee which led to
the insertion of the proviso, contrary to
my opinion. I am in favour of the amend-
ment proposed by the Bill of the hon.
member for North Simcoe (Mr. Mc-
Carthy).

Section agreed to.
On Section 2,
Mn. McCARTHY moved to insert

the words " assault and battery."
MR. IVES : Practically I do not think

there is much danger of a jury, in spite
of the Judge's charge, returning a verdict
for the greater offence. We often know
of juries who do not find the greater
offence where the Judge charges it, but I
have never known a case where they have
been more severe upon a prisoner than the
Judge has been in his charge. But, if
such were the case, if the man was ex-
amined and the jury, seeing him and
hearing his story, find him guilty of the
greater offence, I can see no objection, for
there must be something about him to
warrant such a verdict.

Section, as amended, agreed to.
Bill, as amended, ordered to be re-

ported.

House resumed.

(In the House.)

Bill, as amended, reported.

STOCK BROKERS REGULATION BILL-
[BILL 42.]

(1r. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. GIROUJA RD (Jacques Cartier):
This Bill is about the same m the
one I had the honour of introducing last
Session; that Bill reached its second
reading, and was referred to the Com-
mittee on Banking and Commerce, and,
considering its importance, it was decided
there to defer its further consideration
until the present Session. In obedience
to the order of the Cominittee last year,
I now present this Bill to the Ilouse. It
is well known that there are two Stock
Exchanges in operation to-day in this

Mn. GUTHRIE.

Dominion. There is one in Montreal
called the Montreal Stock Exchange. It
was incorporated in 1874, under an Act
of the Quebec Legislature. - Another
was incorporated about the same time,
known as the Montreal Open Stock Ex-
change, but it ceased to be in operation
some years ago, owing to a resolution of
the Board of the first Exchange ordering
the expulsion of any member who had
any dealing with this Open Stock Ex-
change. There is also another Exchange
in the city of Toronto, known as the To-
ronto Stock Exchange. These two Ex-
changes deal especially in Canadian stocks,
rarely have they any transactions in
foreign o. Dominion securities, but gener-
ally in bank and other like stocks, such
as those of the Montreal and the Dominion
Telegraph Companies' stocks. It might
reasonably be supposed that, when a
broker is entrusted with the sale of shares
he should act simply as an agent, that he
should have no interest at all in the
transaction beyond his commission and
the interest of his client. It is well
known, however, that in many cases the
stock-broker buys for himself stock which
he has instructions to sell for another
party. It is well known that stock-
brokers deal and speculate in stocks for
their own profit. One of the Toronto
brokers admitted last year, before the
Committee on Banking and Commerce,
that, when they had no transactions from
outsiders, they operated themselves to
keep up the market. It is also known
that the operations of these brokers
are secret. Their doors are closed,
and no ordinary mortal bas any
access to their proceedings. The
result of these speculations and com-
binations among brokers Las been great
depression in hard times and great infla-
tion in times of prosperity. The follow-
ing figures vill show that beyond a doubt.
I find in 1872, a time of great inflation,
the following quotations, which speak for
themselves -

Brokers'

value.

Bank of Montreal........ 271
Bank of Toronto........ 192
Merchants' Bank........ 133

Directors'

value.

150
140
118

The following figures, which give the
standing of leading stocks in March, 1879,
are also remarkable:-
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Valuation
according to
laIt report

of Directors.

Bank of Toronto, about.. 150
Consolidated Bank, about 107
Ontario Bank, about. . . . . 104
Molson's Bank, about.... 120
People's Bank, about..... 108
Union Bank, about....... 101
Exchange Bank, about.... 105
Merchants' Bank, about.. 109

Stock
Exchange

quotation.

117
46
63
76
50
53
55
79

I propose by this Bill to put an end to
the operations of brokers as far as they
are personally interested. In England,
under the new regulations, they have what
are called stock-brokers and stock-jobbers.
The stock-broker is merely an agent
while the stock-jobber has the privilege
of speculating for his own profit. By
the first clause of this Bill it is enacted
that brokers shall be licensed by the
Board of Trade. By the 2nd clause it is
provided that stock-brokers shall disclose
the names of their principals except in the
case of bank shares, which are regulated
by a special Statute passed last Session.
This enactment is necessary, because a
broker, being commissioned to sell a cer-
tain number of shares, reports he has
disposed of the shares without giviag the
naine of the purchaser. In some cases
the purchaser is the broker himself, and,
under this provision, these transactions
will become impossible, at least it will be
checked to a great extent. The 3rd clause
provides that brokers shall not be inter-
ested in the operations of the Board :

"No stock-broker shah be personally inter-
ested in any such contract, either as seller or
purchaser, directly or indirectly ; nor shall
directly or indirectly operate, deal or speculate
for his own account or profit on any stock
exchange or elsewhere in such stocks or securi-
ties, either in his own name or by and through
the agency of an intermediate party."

¯By the 4th clause I have endeavoured to
put down short sales, or sales for
future delivery. The Banking Act of
last Session has special enactments about
short sales of bank stock, but it is perhaps
mot known that the Montreal Stock Ex-
change recently passed a resolution not to
comply with the law, declaring in fact that
in the case of a sale of bank shares for
future delivery the seller shall not
be obliged to give the number of
shares. Short sales on the Corn Ex-
change need not to be so regu-
Iated. The intrinsic value of wheat, corn
and grain generally is known to the world.

Parties interested in that article do not
depend on the quotations of the Montreal
Corn Exchange. They have the reporta
of the Liverpool, Chicago and other mar-
kets. But, in the case of Canadian joint
stock, or bank stock, there are no quota-
tions outside of Canada, and the share-
holders, seeing the quotations of the Stock
Exchange in the daily papers, are some-
times alarmed and misguided, and they
may thereby be induced to sacrifice their
property. This is an important reason
why clause 4 should be adopted. It
reads as follows:-

" All agreements for the future sale or deli-
very of shares, stocks or securities, of which
the seller is not actually possessed in his own
right, at the time of making such agreement,
shall be absolutely null and void as to all par-
ties and to aIl intents and purposes."
Section 5 says :

" No broker shall receive double brokerage
or commission-thlat is to say f rom both seller
and buyer-but from the seller or buyer em-
ploying him only, and in no case shall he
demand or receive for his services any larger
sum of money than the amount of the usual
brokerage or commission."

The 6th section provides that :

"-Every contraventien of any of the pro
visions of this Act shall subject the offender to
a penalty of not less than $100 and1not more
than $1,000 for every such contravention or
offence, payable one-half to Her Majesty and
the other half to the private prosecutor,
which said penalty or penalties shall be re-
coverable by suit in any Court having juris-
diction to the amount of such penalty, and by
distress of the goods and chattels of the de-
fendant, and, in case of their insufficiency, the
offender may be imprisoned for a teri not ex-
ceeding one year, as the Court may order, un-
less the penalty and costs be sooner paid."

And in certain cases, where the broker
shall make short sales,or exact more than
the commission from his principal, it pro-
vides that lie shall be subject to the for-
feiture of his license. The 7th section is
an important one. The Montreal Stock
Exchange, some months ago, a short time
after the Banking Act was passed, con-
sented to admit the public to
their rooms, not for the purpose
of transacting business, but with a
view of enablin'g them to see what was
going on. The section will make this
inclination of thé stock exchange impera-
tive. It says :

"Every stock exehange shall be open, and
suitable accommodation for the publie shall be
provided in every stock lboard-room, or place
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where brokers meet to transact their business ;
and any person who shall aid or abet in exclud-
ing the public, or any individual whomsoever,
from any such exchange, stock board-room or
place, without just cause, shall be guilty of a
contravention of this Act."

Section 8 has been introduced to meet
an objection that was made in England
when similar provisions were in exist-
ence. In the time of Lord Kenyon, some
200 quitam suits were instituted with a
view of fining some stockholders who
bad acted in contravention of the pro-
visions of the then existing Statute (7
Geo. II, cap. 8), but'they all failed, because
the operations of the brokers were held to
be " privileged." It is proposed to meet
this difficulty by section 8 :

" No person shall be excused from answering
any question put to him in any suit brought
under this Act, on the ground of any privilege,
or that the answer to such a question will tend
to criminate him, but no such answer shall be
used in any criminal proceeding against any
such person, other than an indictment for per-
jury."
The general character of this Bill is not
new ; similar provisions were in force in
Great Britain for 125 years, and they are
to be found in all countries where stock
exchanges or " bourses" are in operation-
Paris, Amsterdam, Frankfort-on-the-
Main, Berlin, Vienna, St. ]Petersburg,
etc. It can easily be imagined that in
England stock-brokers grew with the
Bank of England, which was established
in 1694. The first English Stock Ex-
change seems to have been open in 1773.
But as early as 1700, when brokers used
to do their business on the street, we are
told by Fenn that " a strong feeling was
aroused against stock.jobbing, which was
denounced as a public nuisance." It was
about that time that Sir William
Temple thus defined the stock-brok-
er-a definition which has been
preserved by Webster-and which
is unfortunately too true in many
instances in our days : " Stock-brokers,
who having no stock of their own, set up
and trade with that of other people,
buying here and selling there, and com-
moniy cheating both sides, to make a
little paltry gain." In 1734, an Act
(7 Geo. II, Cap. 8) was passed to put an
end to what was then publicly called
"the infamous practice of stouk-jobbing."
The first clause enacts that :

" All wagers and contracts in the nature of
wagers, and all contracta in the nature of þuta

ME. GIRaona».

and refusals, relating to the then present or
future price or value of any such stock or
securities, as atoresaid, shall be null and void
to all intents and purposes."

Clause 4 decrees a penalty of £500 on
making or executing " any such puts or
bargains." Another penalty of £100 is
imposed upon any person " giving or
receiving money to compound differences
relating to stock not actually delivered."
A penalty of £500 is also inflicted upon
any broker or person " buying or selling
stocks of which they are not actually
possessed at the time of the contract."
Clause 9 provides for the keeping of a
brokers'-book or register, under a
penalty of £50. This Statute was
enacted for three years only ; but its
provisions were found so wise and neces-
sary that they were made permanent by
a subsequent Act (10 Geo. Il, Cap. 8) and -
remained in the Statute-book of Great
Britain until the year 1860, when they
were repealed as being "unneces3ary
restrictions " (23 Vic., Cap. 28). Yet
the London Stock Exchange remained
subject to special regulations, which were
promulgated in 1818, and which will be
found in Russell on Factors and Brokers,
page 213. These regulations were of a
municipal character, the London Stock
Exchange being dependent on the muni-
cipal authority of the corporation of that
city. They were about the same as those
contained in the Statute of 1734, and
further provided for the licensing of
brokers under certain conditions, and,
among others, the giving of a bond, taking
of an oath and the promise " directly or
indirectly, by himself or any other, not
to deal for himself or any other broker
in the exchange or remittance of
money, or in buying any tally or
tallies, order or orders, bill or
bills, share or shares, or interest in any
joint stock to be transferred or assigned
te himself or any other broker, or to any
other interest for him or them." These
municipal regulations or by-laws of the
corporation of London were repealed in
1870, by an Act passed in that year by the
British Parliament, and intituled "The
London Brokers' Relief Act, 1870" (33
and 34 Vic., cap. 60). The stock-brokers
did not, however, remain without some
State discipline. A Statute passed in 1845,
(8 and 9 Vic., cap. 109,) and still in force,
declared that " all contracts or agreements
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by way of gaming or wagering shall be
null and void." Under this Statute, the
Courts in England have maintained that
" time " bargains, made with no intention
to purchase or deliver shares, are null-
(Fisher's Digest, Gaming, p. 4179.)
The Imperial Statute of 1845 is not in
force in most of our Provinces, and the
consequence has been that a different
rule prevails with us (Baldwin vs. Bin-
more, L. C. Jur. 297; 4 Moore
Indian Appeals, 339). The Criminal
Law of England, which is also found
reproduced in our Criminal Act of 1869,
has also made it an offence for a trustee
to sell to himself. However, England
soon found out that these short
and lenient limitations were quite
inadequate. Gambling on the Stock Ex-
change became more alarming, and
in 1867 Parliament thought it expe-
dieut to interfere and " make provision for
the prevention of contracts for the sale
and purchase of shares and stock in joint-
stock banking companies, of which the
sellers are not possessed, or over which
they have no control," and ordered " that
such contracts shall be void, unless the
members by which such shares are dis-
tinguished are set forth in such contracts."
-(30 Vic., cap. 29.) The provisions of this
Statute, as far as bank shares are con-
cerned, were introduced into Canada by
the Banking Amendment Act, passed last
session. But, of course, in London, as in
Mentreal, means were found of evading
the law, Stock-gambling is practiced
more than ever. Doubts were even ex-
pressed whether the Criminal Law reached
the operations of these trustees or agents.
In 1877, Sir George Campbell, from his
seat in the Commons, asked the Secretary
of State for the Home Department
" whether, with reference to the serious
division of opinion among the Judges on
the question whether Stock Exchange
practices, which all consider to be dis-
honest and immoral in the highest degree,
are punishable by the existing Criminal
Law, and also to the opinion of the
Attorney-General, that it is no part of his
duty to initiate criminal proceedings
against the promoters of companies, the
Government are still considering the ex-
pediencv of strengthening the law
dealing vith financial and commercial
frauds, and of appointing a public prose-
<utor, who may deal with the delinquencies

of the rich as effectually as the police
deal with those of the poor ?" To this
query, Mr. Assheten Cross replied, "that
the hon. member must be aware that a
Commission had been very lately ap-
pointed to enquire into the whole subject.
He was bound to say that, under the cir-
cumstances, it would be wise to wait for
their report before any such steps as those
suggested were taken." Although this report
has been made, denouncing, in the strongest
language possible, the practices of
Stock Exchanges, no action, at least as
far as my knowledge goes, has been
taken by the British Government. In
the meantime, public opinion is more and
more growing against the evils complained
of. In an able article written in Fraser's
Magazine for April, 1879, the great com-
mercial crisis from which Great Britain
has been suffering is attributed partlyand
firstly "to the gambling spirit of the
English people, fostered by laws which
encourage that vice in high places. It is
but the naked truth," continues the
writer (Mr. E. A. Ryder) "to say that
the Stock Exchange is a legalised and
enormous hell. Statistics cannot be
given, but it may not be unfairly affirmed
that of the transactions in the Stock Ex-
change nine-tenths are illegitimate, that
is, do not result in the transfer of sureties
from seller to buyer. ' Contango,' ' dif-
ferences,' and the other terms in use,
clearly indicate that the business is as
purely gambling as to stake at rouge et
noir." The Times of the 18th April,
1879, under the heading of " Monte
Carlo," has the following remarkable
observations: -

" The real strength of Monte Carlo consists
in the weak points of European morality. The
Prince of Monaco has only to point to the
Stock Exchange of every Europeau capital,
where, every year, there is twenty times as
much real gambling, under the name of specu-
lation, as there is at Monte Carlo. For one
simpleton who has lost a few hundreds at
Trente et Quarante and disappears from society,
he could point to the thousands that risk all
and more than they have in time bargains,
and ruin not only themselves, but their
creditors, and, worse than that, the relatives
upon whose natural affection they work to
make good their losses. Enormous as the
scandal of Monte Carlo is, it can bear no
comparison with the shrines of Fortune
thinly disguised with a commercial character.
The ruined gambler of the Casino throws
himself into the Mediterranean, or publicly
executes himself at the tables, or otherwise
acknowledges the criminal character of his
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position. The English, French, or German
speculators for the advance or fall have no
more real grounds for their presumption than
the man who plays Roulette on a 'system ; '
but they are not ashamed of themselves
when they lose all. They throw themselves,
not into the sea, but on their creditors or
their friends. There is no bypocrisy about
Monte Carlo. It does not hide its shame or
cloak it with fair pretences. It is gambling,
nothing more or less, with the usual acces-
sories of ill-got wealth. That there is a con-
troversy at all, and that prenchers dare to
be open-mouthed about it and to denounce
it with no uncertain sound, is so much in
its favour. They are not so courageous or so
plain-spoken about the far more potent and
extensive mischiefs that we have lately
seen wrought at home by respectable and
religious men."
Mr. Arthur Crump, a distinguished writer
on finance, and the editor of the monetary
column in the London Times, bas been
asking himself this very pertinent ques-
tion in bis recent work entitled, "A New
Departure in Political Economy." To
use the language of the Montreal Gazette,
of the 24th March, 1879, in quoting him
with evident pleasure, Mr. Crump predicts
the approaching disappearance of brokers
as a class and the conversion of their pre-
sent mischievous activity into labour use-
ful to the community. " Reflecting," con-
tinues the Gazette, "upon the enormous
development of this activity in Montreal,
no member of this broker-infested corm-
munity can fail to utter a sigh of relief at
the prospect, howe-ver dim, of so happy an
ending in the future to the troubles of the
present." But, to come to Mr. Crump,
he describes some classes of society
who are useless to the commercial
system, and in this connection ie says :

" All kinds of brokers come under the same
category. They consume more and produce
less than any other section of the working com-
munity. What they save counts for very little,
because it is no real saving. What they save
is simply filched from the hard earnings of
others, a portion of which they should have
saved themselves. It is proverbial that money
easily gained is rapidly spent. There is noclass
in the community which really dees solittle
for the benefit of their fellow-creatures in the
way of honest hard work as the broker middle-
men class, and noue which is so pretentiously
ostentatious of theirmeans, Consumers of lux-
uries in an undue proportion, who are not at the
same time good workers, are a direct loss to
society. We are of opinion, therefore, that no
class can be so well dispensed with, and is being
so economically and efficiently replaced, as the
body of middlemen, and that their removal to
a sphere in which a good day's work will be
got out of them is a permanent, direct and in-
direct, gain to coasumers as a body."

MR. GIROUARD.

I am not so hopeful as Mr. Crump, or the
editor of the Montreal Gazette,; but I
believe that prohibitory measures would
tend to check the operations of these
aristocratic gamblers. The restrictions I
am endeavouring to introduce are those
which had the sanction of ages not only in
Great Britain, as we have seen, but also
all over Europe, in France, Germany,
Russia, in fact every place where a
Stock Exchange exists or has existed. In
France, for instance, the stock-brokers
are licensed by the State ; in Holland they
are nominated by the municipalities of
the locality ; in Germany they are ap-
pointed, in some places by the Boards of
Trade, and in some other places by the
Magistrates ; everywhere a control is kept
over them by the State or the citizens.
In every country the broker is also bound
to keep a register of bis operations, and
to give a true and correct copy of bis en-
tries to bis principal. He is likewise
prohibited from dealing for bis own profit
on any Exchange, and as far back as
1673 we find in the celebrated Ordinance
of Louis XIV of that year, an express
prohibition to be engaged in any trade or
commercial business whatever. Brokers
are also bound to disclose the names of
their principals. Generally, Stock Ex-
changes are open to the public, and I
believe the sane rule prevails in the New
York Stock Exchange (See de Saint
Joseph, Concordance des Codes, page 18,
and following; -Rothschild, Dictionaire
d'Economie, page 226). My Bill does
not go beyond these regulations, and I
hope it will receive the favourable consid-
eration of this House. Its subject is of
the greatest importance, and I hope will
be considered with impartiality and fair-
ness, free from outside pressure or
influence, without prejudice, and especially
without sympathy for the class of men it
deals with, who generally, as everyone
knows, are highly respectable, personally,
and very pleasant members of our society.

MR. MACKENZIE: I presume it is
intended to send this to the Committee on
Banking and Commerce ?

MR. GIROUAiRD : Yes.
MR. MACKENZIE : I do not choose

at the moment to oppose the Bill as I
am quite willing to have it discussed.
One of the provisions of the Bill is
that no one shall act as a stock-
broker " in any manner whatever," and
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that if he should do so he will be subject
to a fine of $1,000 and imprisonment not
exceeding one year, if lie fails to pay the
fine. Now that clause, and soine other
clauses of the Bill will, in my opinion,
be impracticable. Anyone in business
might often act as a stock-broker. He
might be an agent for the exchange
of securities, even if his business is not
that of a stock-broker. and I do not
think this House can control such liberties.
If anyone thinks fit to carry on stock-
broking, I think he might do so without
our license or authority, and I am
of opinion that in law any restriction
of this liberty is wholly inconsistent with
that freedom which we enjoy in this
country. The Local Legislatures in On-
tario and Quebec have authorised the
establishing of Stock Brokers' Associa-
tions. Now, what right have we to say
that they shall not act in that capacity.
We are endeavouring to impose dis-
abilities on people over whom we have
no control whatever. The 8th section of
this Bill provides that no one shall be ex-
cused from answering any question put
to him, but that no such answer shall be
used to criminate him in a prosecution
other than in an indictment for perjury.
Now, a question may be put, and a per-
son be compelled to answer, even if the
answer -would tend to criminate him in
an indictment for perjury. This is a
monstrous clause to put in a Bill, and
one which should not be entertained, no
matter under what pretence. I have,
however, no objection to some of the
provisions of the measure, if we can enact
them. I think something in the way of
legislation should be done in regard to
stock-broking, so far as we can control it.
I admit some of the evils of stock-broking
as sometimes carried on, and any mea-
sure we can adopt that will put an end to
these evils I shall be willing to consider
But this Bill is wholly inconsistent with
the"powers under which we legislate, and
entirely iniconsistent with that personal
liberty vhicli is above all Constitutions.

MR. GIROUARD : I wish to say one
or two words in answer to the hon.
gentleman's remarks. First, as to the
question that we have no jurisdiction to
regulate Stock Exchanges. It has been
alleged that they have been authorised to
carry on business in the Provinces of
Quaebec and Ontario. They have no such.

power under their charters. The only
power they have is to hold real estate,
and, in fact, no Local Legislature lias any
jurisdiction to authorise stock-broking.
This Dominion Parliament has exclusive
jurisdiction in matters of commerce and
banking, and, even if the Local Legisla-
tures had conferred the alleged privilege,
the Statutes conferring it would be ultra
vires. It is said that this Bill or some of
its provisions are in restraint of trade, an
infringenent of the liberty of the subýject.
Now, it is not the first time that this
Parliament lias introduced Bills restrain-
ing trade and the liberty of the subject.
Have we not laws punishing common
gambling, frauds and crimes generally,
which are all restrictions on the liberties
of the subject î To be short, all prohibi-
tory laws are restrictions upon the
liberty of the subject, as the hon. gentle-
man calls it. If it is right to prevent by
legislation common gambling at a horse
race or in a public house, it should be
likewise lawful, just and wise to suppress
gambling in bank stocks and high
spheres of life and business. The
next point was with regard to the
preventing of a witness from making
certain disclosures. That is said to
be extraordinary, but it bas not been
found too extraordinary to have been
already placed in our Election Law, under
the very auspices of the lion. gentleman,
when leader of the Government of this
country. I do not think that this Bill is
too strict. I believe that something
should be done in the direction of the
Bill; I am willing to concede that it may
not be perfect in its details, but when the
Bill will be in Committee, any reason-
able suggestion that may be made will be
accepted with pleasure.

Bill read the second time.
TIMBER TRANSMISSION COMPANIES

ACT AMENDMENT BILL.-[BLL48.]
(Jfr. White, Norti Renfrew.)

SECOND AND THIRD READINGs.

Bill read the second time, considered
in Committee of the Whole, reported, read
the third time and passed.
MARITIME JURISDICTION ACT AMEND.

MENT ACT AMIENDMENT BILL.
[BILL 52.]
(3fr. Shaw.)

SECOND READING PROPOSED.

Order for second reading reavl.
MR. McLENNAN : It will be observed
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that this is a Bill to repeal the second
section of an Act which in itself repealed
some of the provisions of an important Bill
-the Maritime Jurisdiction Act of 1877.
When the Bill was passed providing for
the establishment of that Court, I had not
the honour of being in this House, but I
quite believed that the Court was not
necessary, and I think it was stated in
Parliament then that the Court could
only provide remedies that could already
be provided in the then existing Courts.
I think, with the feeling we have to-day,
we do not want two Courts where one can
serve the purpose. In this particular
case I think it has been found that the
Court is simply an obstruction to the
business of transportation. The clause
proposed to be repealed reads thus :-

"No right or remedy in rem given by the
said Act in respect of claims for tonnage or
claims for damage hy collision by any ship shall
be enforced as against any bona fide mortgagee
whose mortgage is duly executed and registered
at a port of either of the Provinces of Ontario
or Quebec."

This does net prevent a suitor from ob-
taining his remedy in either of those
cases ; it simply provides that a security
shall be held just as it was held previously
to 1878. It was to be a registered se-
curity, and not to be interfered with in
the Maritime Courts. This matter was
argued at length last year, and I need
not go over the same ground, but I may
state that in my opinion the proposed
repeal will give no advantage to any parties
who ought to be protected in their claims
against the vessel. There is a class of
people in aIl seaports who take a great
interest in the navigator, who are very
much interested in sailors' earnings.
Their office is generally to supply his
wants, but more particularly to supply
bis drink, and their interests are gener-
ally in conflict with the business of public
carrying. Those are the persons who
have the greatest interest in the existence
of the Maritime Courts. I regret the
failure of the motion last year to repeal
the entire Act; but, having obtained a
repeal of two of its clauses, I think we
should now be travelling backwards un-
wisely to restore them. I deprecate any-
thing like violence even to so small a
work of man as this little Bill, and would
prefer if my hon. friend from South
Bruce (Mr. Shaw) would withdraw it;

MR. McLEmNN.

otherwise I shall move that it be not
now read a second time, but that it be
read a second time six months from to-
day.

MR. McCALLUM: The hon. gentle-
man says the present Bill is not necessary
to protect sailors in their rights. I do
not agree with him. If the clause in the
existing case is not repealed, sailors would
have to send to the port of registry to
ascertain if there was a mortgage against
the vessel in order to know whether they
could collect their wages. Before the
enactment of the law, I have known
American vessels change owners in
order to get rid of their indebtedness
to Canadians, and I think the repeal of
the clause would be a great benefit to our
people. The thanks of the country are
due to the late Government for their
action in this matter. Our vessels are
principally engaged on international
waters. As I understand the law, if a
Canadian vessel damages an American
one, the owners of the latter can come
into our Courts and collect the full amount
of the damages if the Canadian vessel
and her owner are worth the amount;
but if an American ship damages a Cana-
dian one no greater amount can be re-
covered in an American Court than the
value of the vessel, although she may
have done damages to ten times her
worth, and her owners may be good for
it. No honest man should have any ob-
jection to this Act, which is necessary to
protect the interest of the sailors. I
move the adjournment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and Debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at
Six o'clock.

H O USE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 12th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

The following Bills were severally in-
troduced and read the first time

Bill (No. 73) To amend an Act respecting
the Port Whitby Harbour Company.-(Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

Bill (No. 74) To incorporate the North-West
Colonisation Land Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

Bill (No. 75) To regulate the floatmg of cord-
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wood upon the River St. François du Lac - petition for no Bill, it is very irregular
(Mr. Vanasse.) for an independent member to put

NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY'S forward a Bil to amend its charter. If
ACT. the hon. gentleman will find one instance

BILL PROPOSED. where such a thing has been done before,
MR. McCARTHY moved for leave to I vil1 withlraw my opposition.

introduce a Bill in relation to the true MR. McCARTIY: It appears to me
construction of section 12 of the it bas been done many a tire. I (I0 not
Northern Railway Company's Act, 1877, know of any other way in which it can
and to remove doubts thereon. be done. It cores then to this: that,

MR. MACKENZIE I would like to unless the directors core and petition for
know whether this is in amendment of a the alteration, the minority-those wlo
Private Act. may b oppressed by tie majority-can-

MR. MCARTHY -It is reported. not coMRe for redress. I cannot understand
i. MACKENZIE: It may be re how that view can be maintained.

ported, but that is nothiug. Is this Bilk MR. MACKENZIE: I would like to
introduced at the rebuest of the Northern have the view of the Goverument on the
I{ailway Company itself ? subject.

MR. McCARTHYu: A petition bas been S d JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
kresented by the stock-holders of the Coai- think it is a matter for the ouse.
pany. Mn. McCARTY moved that the rrte

MR. MACKENZIE: It is an extraor- in reference to the notice required for the
dinary thig for a member of this introduction of Private Bis be sus-
flouse to introduce a Bit u to interfere pended.
with the Act of a private co pany. If MR. MACKENZIE I woiild like to
they want to rernove doubts they should see the Bi.
petition for it. It should not be done onî MR. McOAiRTIY :It is not printed
behamf of a few individuals. If this mode yet. I beieve it is not an unusual thing
of legisnation is to be carried on, no com to hand in a Bie which bas not been
pany can be safe. It is the only time printed.

ever knew of legisation for a copany's M. MACKENZIE :It is improper.
inteIrest in defiance of its own wi1h. yMR. McCARTUY - I have sent for
and I hope no sucli proceeding wihl be the BiG. It is a very short one, and I
countenanced by the Governrnent. jhave no doubt iis i type by this time.

M. McCARTHY: IM must certainly If the louse pleases, I wil speak at
say that I an surprised at the hon. gen- length on this subject. In 1877, an Act
tle an's objection. Certain of the stock- was passed in regard to the Northern
holders complai of injustice; and surely Railway Company, an Act brought in at
they have a right to petition Parliament the tie when the on. gentleman con-
for redress. They present their petition trolled the use. The hion. gentleman
in the usual way, and, because the whole bas an antipathy to the stockholders of
Company do not concur, these stock- this road
holders must be shut out. The Act passed MR. MACKENZIE: I risc to a ques-
in 1877, which purported to define the tion of order; there is nothing before the
righits of stock-holders, does not do so ; it j use.
does not give the advantages it was in- Mn. SPEAKER: There is a motion
tended to give. They want the section before the douse.
in question to declare what it was Mn. MACKENZIE: The BiHe is part
initended, it should declare, to provide of the motion.
for their representation on the Board; S JOh N A. MACDONALD : If
but, because the whole Corpany do not the Bis is part of the motion, then
ocur, they have, according to the ho. the Bii, being part of the motion, is be-

gentleman no right to come here for fore the fhouse.
redress. Mr. SPEAKER: No doubt there is

M MACKENZIbe: I did not say the a motion before the Chair. It is for the
whole Company. A majority of the Board introduction of a Private Bil, but the
maY petition for it; but, where a t com rioe is very strict, that n Private Bih
Pany, as a company, want no Bi , and cawa s introdueed unle it is printed.
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As there is no copy of the Bill referred to
in my hands, I must rule the motion out
of order.

EXPENSES OF THE SENATE.

MR. JONES: I have no objection to
the amendment suggested. I do not
think an important Bill of this nature
should be pnshed hurriedly through the
House. Petitions will be presented

Ile8olved, That a Message be sent to the against it from Prince Edward Island and
Senate to request that their Honours will be British Columbia. I think that sufficient
pleased to give leave to Robert LeMoine, time should be given for the presentation
Esquire, their Clerk, to furnish details of the
sum of $44,098.74, paid for salaries and con- of those petitions.
tingencies of the Senate, for the year ended Motion, as amended, agreed to.
30th June, 1879, for the use of the Select Stand- Ordered, That the said petition be printeding Committee of this House on Publie Ac- for the use of members.-(Mr. Jonep.)counts.-(Mr. Kirkpatirick.)

Resolved, That a Message be sent to the PRIVATE BILLS PETITIONS.
Senate to request that their Honours will b MOTION TO ExTEND TIME NEGATIvED.
pleased to give leave to Robert LeMoine,
Esquire, their Clerk, to furnish for the use of MR. ROBINSON, in moving that the
the Select Standing Committee of this House t
on Publie Accounts, a detailed statement of time for recexving petitions for Private
amount paid to each member of the Senate for Bis be extended for four days, as
indemnity and mileage ; also the nuinber of recommended by the Select Stand-
days each Senator has attended a sitting of that ing Committee on Standing Orders,body, during the year 1879, as per item of said : I make this motion at the unani-
$83,772.48 iii Public Accounts, for year ended mous o
30th June, 1879 page 88, part ii.-(Mr. request of the Committee, whose
Kirkpatrick.) decision was arrived at owing to state-

ments made by hon. gentleman that cer-
MARRIAGE WITH A DECEASED WIFE'S tain Bills in which they are interested

SISTER. were delayed in transmission from Mani-
MOTION TO PRINT A PETITION. toba on account of the violent storms.

There has been no communication byMR. JONES moved : mail, for a month, and they have heard
That the petition of His Lordship the Bishop that this petition would be received in

of Ontario, presented this day, praying that the course of a day or two and the
the Bill now before Parliament to legalise e
marriage with the sister of a deceased wife, Committee thought it unjust, after this
may not become law at present, but that the statement, made by one or two hon.
various religious bodies of the Dominion may members that the rules of the House
be allowed an opportunity of expressing their should be rigidly observed.
convictions regarding it, be read and received,
and printed in the Votes and Proceedings. MR. BLAKE: This is a recurrence of

the old discussion we had the other day.
MR. MACKENZIE: I think some in which the sense of the House was

reason should be given before we adverse to any general extension. The
print such a petition in the Votes and hon. gentleman (Mr. Robinson) bas
Proceedings. If all petitions presented given us a perfectly good reason, if it is
to this House against Bills of this kind proved by the promoters of the Bill, for
are to be printed, it will cause a consider- their making a special application for the
able addition to the printing bill. It suspension of the Rule in this case. We
does not seem to me that the petition of Imake objection to wholesale extension,
any individual, no matter how exalted which would favour the evil as well as
his position, should be printed, simply the good.
because it came from that quarter. If MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-
the hon. gentleman wants the petition men who are to take charge of this Bill
printed, I would much rather it should be spoke yesterdav about the course to be
printed for distribution among the mem- pursued. I said then that, if it could be
bers. established that some train was delayed

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I two or three weeks, it would be a reason
agree with the hon. member (Mr. Mac- for a delay. For my own part, I am not
kenzie) that the petition should not be objecting to this special extension. But
printed in the Votes and Proceedings, and instead of that the Chairman of the Com-
that it would be better to print it for mittee has now moved for a general ex-
distribution among the members. ,tension, which ought to be opposed.

3VIR. SPEAKER.
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MR. ROBINSON: The hon. gentle-
man knows I do so at the bidding of the
Committee.

MR. MACKENZIE: Certainly.
MR. BOULTBEE: One of the Bills

affected by the motion before the House
is one I have charge of and which I spoke
to the hon. member for Lambton about
yesterday. The petitions were prepared
some months ago under my advice and
sent to Manitoba, and have been on the
road from Rapid City something like four
weeks; they only reached me the day
before yesterday. In speaking to the
hon. gentleman I did not give him to
understand I would take any special
course; I asked him the proper course to
follow, and I thought I was acting pro-
perly in asking for an extension of time.
If there was any misunderstanding it
arose fron my ignorance of the Rules. I
simply acted in the way I thought best to
procure an extension of time. It is of no
interest to me, but only to those who sent
me the Bill.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think it was settled the other day that the
Rules should be rigidly adhered to ; but it
was said, as to-day, that, in any case where
cause could be shown that a Bill should
be made an exception to the rule, if the
consent of the House was taken, that
favour should be granted. The House
had always erred, if at ail, on the side of
leniency.

Motion negatived.

PRIVATE BILLS.
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME NEGATIVED.

MR. DREW moved that the time for
receiving Private Bills be extended six
days, as recommended by the Select Stand-
ing Committee on Miscellaneous Private
Bills.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
think there was a motion made on the
submission of the report of the Com-
mittee on Private Bills the other day,
that the time should be extended for
twelve days, and a motion in amend-
ment that it should be limited to six was
rejected. That was the deliberate deci-
sion of the House; and this report is in
reversai of the action of the Committee.

Motion negatived.
WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.
Order for receiving Report of Committee

oF Ways and Means (March 9th) read.

MR. MACKENZIE : The sugar legis-
lation which the hon. member for Cumber-
land has been taking credit for was of
the most extraordinary character. When
I last addressed the House I was proceed-
ing to show, and challenge the hon.
gentleman to deny, that the price ofsugar
in Canada was relatively higher than in
New York ; in other words, that, if the
old Tariff had been applied to sugar
during the last year, we should have had
it delivered in Canada, after purchasing
it in New York and paying the old
duties, at c. to 1-c. per lb. less than we
have had to pay to the monopolists of
Montreal. We have other grievances be-
sides that one. In Ontario, it seems to
be the intention of this Government to
legislate against the rights of the people to
have a refinery at all. From a return
brought down to this fHouse it will be seen
that, during six months in 1878, we
imported 32,000,000]b. of sugar into
Ontario ; while during the six months
last past, of 1879, we imported only
9,000,0001b. There is a discrimination
in the law against the importation of
sugar into that Province; it is prohibited
to bring in sugars from New York,
although that is the cheapest route to the
Upper Province from the place of produc-
tion. Canadian vessels can take and
deliver West India sugars at New York,
and they can be carried by railway to the
point of consumption cheaper by that
than by any other route ; but in order to
give a monopolist at Montreal and some
others further east entire control of this
trade, the Government have prohibited
the importation of sugars by any route
save the St. Lawrence, and in such a way
that the casual observer may not notice it
at first in reading the Statute. It is done
by imposing on all sugars entering
Canada from New York and all other
than St. Lawrence ports, duties on pack-
ages equal to those on the contents, which
operates as I have described ; and to show
that the operation has been in this direc-
tion during the six months of 1878, cor-
responding to the last six of 1879, only
20,000,0001b. were imported into Que-
bec, while for that period of 1879 the
quantity was 46,000,0001b. I object
wholly to a policy which discriminates
against any Province or locality of the
Dominion. This is one of the worst evils
of the policy of hon. gentlemen opposite,
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that they endeavour to force trade into un-
naturalchannels. To be sure, the hon. mem-
ber for Cumberland said that this afforded
a great deal of employment to Canadian
vessels. It does not furnish one pound
more. They carried the sugar in any
case from the West Indies, and even from
the Clyde, and they cannot obtain a
monopoly to Montreal. There is no ad-
vantage in this policy in any re-
spect; and it is another instance of
the mischievous policy pursued in endeav-
ouring to divert trade by legislation to
artificial channels. Speaking of the
revenue from sugar, the results of the last
six months show that we imported
2,110,000lb. more than in the corres-
ponding six months of 1878, and got
$250,000 less duty. While this revenue
has suffered to this extent the people
have been paying higher prices by an
average of le. per lb. than they would
have paid under the late Tariff, and this
le. must have gone into the pockets of
somebody. The legislation of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite has had the effect of
diferting this heavy taxation-for it is as
much taxation as if it went to the Govern-
ment coffers-into the pockets of a few
monopolists ; and we find the hon. the
Finance Minister boasting that his policy
has created what we scarcely had in
Canada before, some millionaires. This
policy has resulted in making some
men excessively rich, and all the
rest of the country poor in the
same proportion. The hon. the
Finance Minister stated the other
night, in his speech, that there was
.a decrease in the goods imported in the
United States to the extent, if I recollect
aright, of 33 per cent., when there was a
decrease of only 7 per cent. as affecting
British -goods. Now, this calculation was
arrived at by a manipulation of figures
which is totally unjustifiable. He em-
braced certain free goods from the United
States, which preponderated largely, and
based his calculations upon those. The
real position is this: There was a de-
crease of imported goods from the United
States upon which a duty was collected
of 18 per cent., while there was
a decrease on goods imported from
Great Britain on which duties were
paid of 15 per cent., only a difference
of 3 per cent., while the hon. gentleman
made it appear that there was a differ

MIL MACKENZIE.

ence of 26 per cent. against the United
States. This shows how unreliable are the
statements the hon. gentleman bas made.
I leave the details of that to be dealt with
by other hon. gentlemen who will speak, as
I propose to devote myself chiefly to some
other branches of the discussion. But we
see in anotber branch of trade what the
effect of the Tariff has been. In the

!six months of 1878, there were im-
ported of woollen goods $4,420,257 in
value, yielding a duty of $773,217.
ln the corresponding six months of
1879, there were imported $2,984,153
in value, paying a duty of $787,66l ;
in other words, the total value of
such goods imported was reduced by
over one-third, and the duty collected was
about the same. The average rate of
dutiable goods from Great Britain in
1878 was properly stated by the hon.
gentleman opposite at 19¼ per cent.,
and it is now 19- per cent.; but
from the United States it was 12 per
cent., whereas it is now 15 per cent.
Now, the average upon dutiable goods
from Great Britain, while it was 19- per
cent. before, is now 241, or an increase of
5 per cent.; while the average duty
which was before levied on goods from
the United States was 22, is now 23, per
cent., or only an increase of 1 per cent.
So the hon. gentleman bas discriminated
against British trade, notwitbstanding a'1

his professionsof loyalrv and devotionto the
Mother Country, as 5 per cent is to I per
cent. But, the hon. gentleman promised
that this matter should be rectified, in his
interview with some manufacturers in
Manchester. If I recollect right,he pro-
mised that attention should be given it at
the coming Session. What is the atten-
tion the hon. gentleman has given it ?
There bas been nothirg in the hon. gen-
tleman's speech indicating the slightest
change, and yet we were led to suppose-
or would have been led to suppose, if we
knew nothing of it from other sources-
that the people of Great Britain were im-
mensely pleased. The hon. mem-
ber for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tup-
per) was intensely gratified that
le found a member of the United
States Embassy in London who
coincided with him in the Protectionist
policy. Well, Sir, it was what was to be
expected ; he could hardly expect a Pro-
tectionist Government to have anything
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else than a Protectionist servant there, himself, or (id not care te face the people
and that servant would naturally express with.
concurrence in his views. But the hon. SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I was
gentleman failed to tell us that lie found on the Atlantic then.
everywhere else a concurrence of opinion MR. MACKENZIE: Yes, but wlen
hostile to the policy which has been pur- le went on tle Atlantic lie knew very
sued. To be sure, the lion. the Finance well that these people wished very mucl
Minister called upon this side of the to see hur. I quite admit tlat the hon.
House to establish a statement that was gentleman did riglt under the circum-
made that there was great discontent in stances in sending Sir Alexander T. Gait,
Great Britain at the policy pursued by only it is extremely inconvenient to have
my hon. friend from Lennox. a Finance Minister net occupying a seat

An HoN. MEMBER: Centre Huron. in either brancl of the Legislature. Howthe lion. gentleman hiappens to make up
dR. MACKENZIE: le should have his calculations as to the revenue for the

been from Lennox, and lie will be the next year I ar utterly unable to conceive. lie
tine. The hon. member for Centre admits that, wbile the revenue from
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) July, 1877, to the lst Mardi, 1878,
quoted Lord Salisbury's remarks as was $15,032,742, fron the sam e
evidence of the strongest kind coming period in 1879 to 1880, it was only
from the second man in the British Cabinet, $14,083,534; yet he expeets to bring
regarding the course pursued by Canada, up tle revenue to tle amount li
and expressing the opinion that it would nentioned. Now, applying the same
produce great discontent throughout Eng- principle of calculation which is applied
land. Now, what was the reply of the elsewlere to the remaining part of the
hon. gentleman from Cumberland to year, we would only have reason te expect
this? He acknowledged the statement an additional revenue of something over
by Lord Salisbury, but added : " What," six millions; and suppose we add a
he says in his emphatic manner, " does million to that, for the purpose of making
not the hon. member for Centre Huron up deficiencies in estimating quantities
know that Lord Derby, when confronted and values, or for making Up for import-
with a body of workingmen, told them the ations that miglt take place under
only resource he could recommend to then peculiar circumstances, we have a total
was to emigrate to America V" Well, revenue, calculated by the lien. gentle-
what on earth has this to do with the man's own figures, of a little over
question ? The mere fact that Lord $2 1,000,000. Tle lon. member for
Derby said something in the way of advis- Cumberland laid great stress upon the
ing nien to emigrate did not at all affect the fact that there lad been several deficien-
position taken by Lord Salisbury, and had oies during the tern of tle late Govern-
no connection therewith, and is therefore ment. le lectured ny hon. friend beside
no answer. If the hon. gentleman had me as being a eking of deficits," and ho
accompanied his preposterous and absurd approachedcthe discussion of that subjeet
statement in comparison of the utterances as if there was something in deficits that
of the two noble Lords with less than his was immoral or improper. Now, if
own vehemence of manner, it would have there was a daficit, it was simply because
been ridiculed and laughed at. There was the Goverument was unwilling to impose
nothing whatever in the statement made additional taxation during a tine of deep
by Lord Derby that in the slightest de- depression of trade, but, notwithstanding
gree conflicted with or referred in any tle deeP depression cf trade, lad tle
way whatever, directly or indirectly, to values not fahlen as tley did, there would
the statement of Lord Salisbury respect- have been ne deficit. It was, therefere,
ing the evils of a Protective policy in clearly right that we siould calculate te
Canada. But the bon. gentleman op- some extent upon a revival cf trade, upon
posite was obliged to send Sir Alexander higlier prices in tle future, and that the
T. Galt to Belfast to apologise for his revenue would naturally rebound fron
policy. He was sent there in order to the state cf depressien into its normal
make a speech, that the hon. gentleman condition. Uder these circumstances it
eltler did net feel capable hf making was but rigdt that we hoeuld net look
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upon a deficit as an insurmountable evil,
or its existence as in all cases a political
mistake, because money has to bE
provided in seme way at any rate, and
the only question that can possibly arise
under these circumstances, is this: Is it
better for the Government to impose ad-
ditional taxation where it can possibly be
able to do so, or to leave the amount of
the deficit as an additional charge against
the country in another shape ? The coun-
try bas to pay in eithercase: by imposing
additional taxation, it pays at once; by
avoiding it, payment is postponed. But,
while we are agreed in the general propo-
sition that in a normal state of trade
there should neither be a deficit nor a
superabundant revenue, I at the same
time say that in the exceptional circuni-
stances in which we were placed, we
adopted the best possible course
that could be adopted. But the hon.
gentleman opposite was not content with
denouncing deficits in themselves-al-
though lie might have been more moderate
in Lis language respecting that, as lie
had a gentleman sitting not far from hirm
(Sir A. T. Galt), who is bis assistant
Finance Minister at the present time, and
whom lie was protecting by bis speech
against what lie considered the assaults
of my hon. friend from Centre Huron.
He ought to know that that gentle-
man was a deficit maker on several
occasions during the few years lie was
Finance Minister, before 1862. He
ought, therefore, to have been more
modest in his denunciation of what was
done by bis own friends. They pursued
that policy at a time when there was no
depression in trade ; they pursued
a policy of allowing deficits to
occur without taking any steps to meet
them. We were in a different position
A serious depression hadovertaken us, and,
if any Government was ever justified in
allowing a deficit to exist for a few years,
we were justified. But the hon. gentle-
man was not content with denouncing the
existence of deficits as a political, if not a
moral, wrong, but Le also grossly over-
stated the amount. Now, I quite admit
that the amount was not more overstated
than are the usual statements of the hon.
member for Cumberland; we look for such
statements from that hon. gentleman; Le
is always in excess with bis figures, such
as the statement the other night, that we

MR. MACKEBNZIE.

came into office with a majorityof ninety at
our back. The hon. gentleman must know
perfectly well that that was not the case,
yet he boldly ventured the statement as if
it was an indisputable fact. Now, the
hon. gentleman states, respecting the de-
ficit, that it reaches over $8,000,000. I
will read to the House, according to his
own statement, the deficits as they
occurred. In 1874-5, we had a surplus
of $935,644; in 1875-6, the deficit was
$1,900,795; in 1876-7, $1,460,027; in
1877-8, the deficit was $1,128,147 ; in
1878-9, $1,937,999. But I would say
with respect to this last figure, although I
have taken it from the Public Accounts,
the Estimates we prepared for that year
would not show such a deficit. The hon.
gentleman opposite introduced a very large
expenditure by Supplementary Estimates
into the last year, for which we were not
at all responsible. But, even assuming the
responsibility for all that expenditure, our
last deficit amounted to $1,937,999, and
the total to $6,426,968 for these four years.
From that sum we have to deduct the sur-
plus in 1874-5 which leaves the nett
deficit $5,491,324. But from this
amount we have again to deduct the
amount which during that time we paid
for the extinction of the Debt, although
it is invested otherwise at present; in other
words we paid to the Sinking Fund the
sum of $4,190,064, which left our entire
deficit for the period we were in office,
including the amount for last year, for
which we were not reponsible, at
$1,301,260, while the hon. gentleman
made it in bis extraordinary speech be-
tween $8,000,000 and $9,000.000. Now
I will now proceed to deal with another
subject. I said in the courseof the early
part of my remarks that, while we were
able to keep our expenditure for our
period of office 'not any higher, or very
littlehigherthanthe last year for whichthe
hon. gentlemen opposite took the esti-
mates, that is, for 1873-4, it was only
through expenditures forced upon us by
no policy of our own that we reached the
expenditure of hon. gentlemen opposite in
1873-4. This we are entitled to deduet, to
make a comparison with theirs. I may
say, with reference to expenditure gen-
erally, that we kept within the Estimates
of 1873-4, as prepared by the present
Finance Minister. In our expenditure
for that year, we spent $565,000 less than
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the hon. gentleman estimated for. But the Supreme Court. But the Supreme
in the last year for whieh we took Esti- Court was a measure which hon. gentie-
mates, thati is 1878-9, during which men opposite were determined to intro-
financial year we were in office three and duc@. It was introduced by them, if 1
a-half months, and the hon. gentlemen op- recollect right, three tines, and they only
posite eightanda-halfmonths,theynotonly failed to carry it because they had not
did not keep within our Estimatesbut they sufficient strength in the fouse to do it.
expended a little over half a million Whea we introduced that measure, it
more than our Estimates covered ; we was supported by Loth sides of theflouse,
are therefore charged with half a million 80 the Administration of the day lad no
of sundry payments for which we have special responsibility regarding that. The
no responsibility. Now, I propose, with other increases in the Administration of
the indulgence of the louse, to give Justice were wholly consequent upon the
some exact figures of certain services establishment of the Court of Appeal in
which were performed by us which the Ontario the year before we came in, but
Government preceding us had not to no payment upon that account wasmadeby
perform, and which we reasonably must that Administration. The establishment
deduct from our total expenditure in of County Court Judges in Nova Scotia,
order to compare it with the expenditure the establishment of a full Court in
of the hon. gentlemen opposite in the Manitoba, and the expenses of miscel-
year 1873-4. In the fiscal year, ending ianeousjustice and the North-West Terri-
June, 1875, we paid an increase over the tory items, make up the balance of this
year 1873-4, in the matter of interest on increase. Now, there is not one cent in
debt and subsidies to Provinces alone, of ail this expenditure for the Administration
$868,938. In 1875-6, we paid $866,561, of Justice for vhich we can be held
in 1876-7, we paid $1,223,538 ; in responsible in any shape, except
1877-8, we paid $1,393,725, and, for the that of the Supreme Court, and
last year, for which I do not assume any that responsibilitY is shared by
responsibility or take any credit, hon. gentlemen opposite. Then no pay-
$1,696,843. Now, for Weights and ments were made by the hon. gentlemen
Measures, for which Act the hon. gentle- opposit before we came in on account
men opposite, prior to 1874, paid nothing, of Prince Edward Island. We know
we paid in 1874-5, $69,969 ; for from officiai statements that the expen-
1875-6, $99,785 ; for 1876-7, $111,085 clitures connected with that Province
for 1877-8, $96,484. For the North- amounted to about $800,000 and a littie
West Police, being a service which over for each year. 0f that, however, a
the previous Administration were re- littie over $370,000, 1 think, is composed
sponsible for and partly organised, we had of subsidy to that Province, aud the in-
to expend in excess of their 1873-4 ex- terest upon the amount of debt allotted
penditure, 1874-5, $133,984; in 1875-6, under the Terms of Union. 1 there-
$169,919 ; 1876-7, $153,140 ; 1877-8, fore calculate $400,000 as the amount
$135,149. We had to pay additional to which was imposed upon us to provide
the expenditure of 1873-4, for the ex- for, in addition to the subsidies and
tinguishment of Indian titles in the debt, which I have already calculated
North-West, as follows : in 1874-5, under that head. We have therefore
the excess was $49,422 ; in 1875-6 paid for each year's expeuditure on this
$130,307 ; in 1876 - 7, $155,528 ; iaccount a sum of not les, than $400,000.
in 1877-8, $275,435. We had also to Then we paid on account of the Inter-
pay additional sums for the Administration colonial, over the last year of hon gentle-
of Justice to the following extent: $98,530, men opposite,that is, 1873-4, the increase
in 1874-5, in excess of their largest pay- when the une was completed, in 1876-7,
ment the previous year, and a similar $360,124; and in 1877-8, $509,724. The
excess in 1875-6 of $144,750 ; in 1876-7 nett, result is this, that in 1874-5 we paid,
of $167,629 ; in 1877-8 of $167,005. of such items as were neyer paid by hon.
Now, with regard to the Administration gentlemen opposite at ail, the anount of
of Justice, we are responsible, in one $1,620,843: in 1875-6 this excess was
sense, for one item of these increases, increasedto $1,811>322 ; in 1876-7 it had
-about $50),000, beùig the yearly cost of incased to $2,5 71,044 and in 1877-8 it
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had increased to $2,977,522. I omit
from this altogether some special pay-
ients for which we might fairly take

credit. We had to meet the entire
expenditure of the Exhibition at Phila-
delphia; we had to meet the entire
expenditure at Sydney, and we had
to meet a very large proportion of the
expenditure connected with the Exhi-
bition at Paris. We had also to meet a
very large expenditure connected with
the boundary survey in the west. There
is also the sum of $13,000 for the organis-
ation of the North-West Territories,
vIieh I have not included. I have, in

fact, failed to include a very large number
of items which 1 fairly might have in-
cluded, and which would swell this by
some $200,000 or $300,000. I desire to
confine myself entirely to items which
cannot be disputed or impugned. Now,
what would be the result of these
figures? It would be this. We spent,
as I have stated, of the Estimates which
the hon. gentleman presented in 1873,
$.565,000 less than he estimated. The
nett expenditure for that year was
$23,316,316, and that I may say in-
cluded one considerable item for the
Intercolonial Railwav, which the hon.
meimber for Cumberland (Sir Charles
Tupper) denounced us for charging to
revenue account at all. He said it ought
properly to be charged to capital account,
and that we were not justified in charging
the revenue with it. If we had not
charged the revenue with it, we would
have come within the expenditure
estiniated for by something approach-
ing $1,000,000. Apart from that
the nett result is this. The normal
expenditure for 1873-4 was, as I stated,
$23,316,316, and, making the deductions
which must be made in order to have a
fair comparison, our expenditure of
1874-5 was $22,092,228 ; for 1875-6,
it was $22,677,050; for 1876-7,
$20,948,257; for 1877-8, $20,525,636
for 1878-9, $20,898,407. That is, sup-
posing we admit our responsibility for the
expenditures of that year--a responsibility
which I admit so far as our own Estimates
are concerned, but which I do not admitso
far as the Supplementary Estimates of last
Session are concerned. I think I can
fairly appeal to the House that I have
shown most conclusively that the late
Administration, instead of being charged

MR. MÂCKMZIE.

as they have been by the hon. gentle-
man opposite with being extravagant,
are entitled to the praise and confidence
of the House and the country for the
economy they exercised in the discharge
of their public duties. I have said
nothing about the inevitable increases,
such as the increase of the Civil Service
consequent upon the introduction of
another Province ; upon the increase con-
nected with matters I have mentioned in
the North-West Territories, such as the
salary of the Lieutenant-Governor, the
payment to his Council, and expenses
of a cognate character in the Territory of
Keewatin. I have not taken into account
nany things which I might fairly iake
into account, because I desire only to refer
to such matters as are indisputable and
against which no argument can by any
possibility be urged. I do not propose
further to follow the matters connected
with the financial statement made to the
House at the present time. While speak-
ing of the Tariff, I omitted to refer to one
of the articles which I intended to refer
to, and, although a little out of my line of
argument, I must ask the patience of the
House to deal with it for a moment. One
of the preten:es of hon. gentlemen oppo-
site was their desire to benefit the far-
mers. It was alleged that, because the
United States imposed certain duties
upon our grains we should meet them,
to use the words of the hon. member for
Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper), by
adopting the sincerest form of flattery, by
following their example, and that we also
should impose a similar duty on their
grains and agricultural produce. We know
very well that, except in urgent circum-
stances, or for important local reasons,
no grain paid any duty into this Dominion
on account of the Tariff, that the amount
received froni that source was one which
could not be less trifling in its character;
and must of necessity have no effect upon
our prices. We know that the price of
wheat was relatively higher in Chicago
and other western cities in the United
States than in Canada under the régime
of hon. gentlemen opposite, since their
Tariff was passed, than it was before,
while we had no duties on foreign wheat.
But, while they were willing to make a
pretence of serving farmers in this way,
they neglected utterly the imposition of
duty upon some articles which might pos-
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sibly put money into their pockets. On We produce 8,( omOb. I have been in this
the article of manufactured woollen goods business over twenty years, and was only abletbeytoo cae t impse he eavestto ship three times to England. Our market has
they took care to impose the heaviestboght and
dutv ever known in this country ; heaviest sold 1,300,001b. last Vear, of which 900,000
upon the poorest article of woollen cloths. lb. went to the United States, the balance was
They made the poor man pay ten times as used in Canada."
much as the rich man, as the specific duty The other writer is a manufacturer, who
on the fnest broadcloths was the same says the duty will be of no benefit what-
per pound as that upon the poorest qual- ever to the farmers. The foliowing is an
ity which the labourer and farmer wore. extract from his letter
They endeavoured in this way to give "I see that the Governent intend putting
protection to the woollen manufacturers, a duty of 3c. per pound on Cotswold, Leciester
and the decrease in the quantity of wool- anc Lincoln wools by way of pleasing the
len goods brought into the country shows farmers, but it will not benefit them one cent,
how effectually that protection has oper- an england t n wools are here
ated. But, while this was done, while consequently, not iikely to be largely in-
they pretended to protect all classes, no ported; but there are wools imported of long
protection was given to farmersupon their staple coarse hair which do compete with
wool. The hon. gentleman opposite-stung Canadian in the manufacture of carpets,blankets, flannels, coarse tweeds, grey cloths,
bythe reproachesof hundreds of thousands and knitting yamns. The wools I refer to are
of honest yeomen throughout the country, East Iodia, China, Egyptian, Runians
who felt that they were betrayed and sold, Italian, and many other continental wool,
that they were imposed upon by the which are now used in Canada. If it is neces-sary to protect the Canadian farmer bis share
specious pretentions of hon. gentlemen should not be such au ioaginary one as the
opposite at election times, who demand proposed duty will be; 5c. on the 10w class or
that this shaîl cease, that the Tariff shahl wools wouldl be a protection."
be reduced to its proper position-in That is the opinion of a gentleman Who
order to throw a sop in their way issa manufacturer and wao understands
and keep down the rising storm, precisely what lie is speidking about. I
imposes a duty of ttree cents a was someweat surprised- wel, no, I was
pound on imported wools of the Leicester, not, I was interested, but not surprised-
Cotswold and Lincolnshire sheep. Now, to hear the hon. member for Cumber-
I canhardly believe that the hon. the land denounce the efforts rtade by the
Finance Minister is ignorant of the fact late Administration, in 1874, to, obtain
that there is not a pound of these wools some reciprocal trade with the United
imported into Canada. He surely k eows States. He represented the plenipo-
that this is worse than the sham. hie per- tentiary accredited by er Majesty's
petrate" last year. I kIsow that that is Goverement, at our instance, as
the case, because a know the qualities of going down on bis lnees to the
the wool grown in this country and tbe Yankees, and telling tbem that we bad
qualities imported. But, in order that nothing more that we could give them,
there may be no0 mistake about it, I will and that ail had been given away, whiie
read extracts from some letters which I1 tbe on. gentleman hd doubt u viem-
have received from parties deeply inter- ua full recolection of wha wwas given
ested in this business. One of these is away in 1871 by his present leader. The
perbaps the largest deaCer in the whole of ion. gentleman was right in stating that
the Dominion, ie says: we lad given away nearly ail that w e had ;

Mr. Tilley wila not get one dollar of but it was not given away by us. We
revenue from this source, as we do not import nneer gave anything away. The only
one pound of this clasI of combing wool, and transaction we Lad with tbe onited
we are wot likely to do so, as we have no States Govern Cent was tbe Fisnery

achineryhere to manufacture the class of goodre r
this type of wool is snited for. We can buy' wrfoiwihw ehsdavr
'Wool from other countries at a great deal less large amount of money, as the bon.
Cost better suiited to our trade. This duty is a gentleman knows, while they were quite
transparent fraud on the farmers, as it will be willing to sacrifice the wole of the
Of h benefit to them, and wiIl not affect the iaberies for a mere nomnal pay ent in
manufacturers. The price of this cla of wools 
p deteroined i portd wo s o1 hedLcster,
Petitor; she produce annua y 100,OnOOb. to have o Enhesh Agent heacquainted
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with this oountry and the merits of our
case. We insisted upon having the
management of our affairs in our own
bands. This was conceded, and the
result was what was never before accom-
plished. We got what was just at the
hands of the United States, because of
our good management of our case. But
the hon. gentleman says that all was
given away that the country had to give.
Why, Sir, we recollect the pitiable figure
cut by the hon. leader of the Government
in Washington in 1871. We do not for-
get that he could have got, if he had had
only the foresight and practical know-
ledge as to what he should do,
the admission of coal, salt, lum-
ber and fish into the United States,
and lie refused to do it. And it will also,
be recollected that he did not pretend, as
the Canadian representative, to venture to
put in a demand, much less insist on it, for
reparation for over a million dollars, which
we expended in defending this country
against marauders from the United States.
No country was ever so humiliated as
Canada was by the hon. the leader of the
Government, unless, indeed, it was
England, that concurred in the de-
cisions ; of the Convention. The hon.
gentleman was right in saying that every-
thing was given away. In fact, we gave
away some things without any pretence
at recompense. Wo gave away the free
navigation of the St. Lawrence in ex-
change for the use of the Yukon and
Stickeen Rivers in Alaska. The hon.
gentleman was not aware that we were
in full possession of the navigation of
those rivers before that, by virtue of the
Convention of 1825 with Rissia. Yet
that was the solace. We gave away
those great rights for a right to navigate
a canal in our own territories on the St.
Clair Flats. There was nothing else to
give away, or it would have been given
by the craven, abject policy pursued in
Washington in 1871, where the hon. gen-
tleman's leader acted as our representative.
I am only surprised that the hon. member
for Cumberland would ever think or dream
of speaking of the proceedings at Wash-
ington in connection with the proceedings
of both Governments. The hon. gentle-
man sneered at the plenipotentiary sent
by Canada in 1874, and spoke of the ex
pense in connection with that mission.
Well, Sir, our plenipotentiary never

MR. MACKENZIE.

charged Canada a cent for lis own ser-
vices, and we find that abortive missions
to France and Spain have already cost
the country nearly $12,000, without an
iota of benefit, good, bad or indifferent.
Nay, more than that. They have bought
up a Senator, who changed his political
views last year, and got him to their side
by paying him $1,500 in order to do
something in Paris, at the same time
that we were paying $12,000 to Sir
Alexander T. Galt and Mr. Bernard
for the same service. And they
are not ashamed of speaking of
these things-they are not ashamed of the
figures in the Public Accounts. It is as
transparent a fraud as was ever offered
by a public man. Yet we are lectured
on this side of the House because we did
not succeed in the praiseworthy effort at
Washington in 1874 to obtain sone ternis
of equality in connection with our trade
to that country. Nay, more, hon. gentle-
men opposite seem to think that it is a
grand thing to revile the United States;
that it is a fine policy to attack that
country; that it is a grand principle of
political action to apply the lex talionis;
that we must reciprocate what we con-
sider their illiberal policy; that we must
endeavour to do them all the injury we
can. Now, we know that it is the inevit-
able fate of this country to be associated
with the United States in trade relations.
We cannot avoid it. We are side by side
for thousands of miles. They are the
same people as ourselves. They were a
British Colony like ourselves, but they
have a different system of Goverument;
but there is no reason why we should not
have the closest relations of trade with
that country. They should be one of our
most profitable customers, and anything
that is done to injure them is a fatal stab
at our own prosperity. We find that,
during the Recess, Ministers have
been guilty of the indiscretion, to use no
stronger word, of boasting what they will
do, and the bon. member for Cumberland,
the oth< r night, boasted in his own pecu-
liar style, that now we bad the United
States at our feet; that now 4,000,000
of people could dictate terms to
50,000,000; that now, when they saw
we were taking matters into our own
hands, that we were determined on con-
tinuing a policy of Protection, and keep-
ing Canada for the Canadians, this people
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would come and solicit from our hands a
portion of the good things Canada has to
offer. Nothing can be more sublimely
ridiculous or absurd. We can discuss
those matters in a reasonable, sensible
way with the United States, and doall
we eau to show them again, as we have
<one in the past, that the prosperity of
both countries may be considered in a
commercial sense together, and that while
we have our different political feelings, we
are desirous of cultivating trade with
them. By following that policy, we may
achieve something. By following a
defiant and offensive policy, we only lend
strength to the arms of those parties in
the United States who are hostile to us
as a political organisation, on this con-
tinent. The Government are doing their
very best to injure the country, by at-
tempting to initiate a policy of retaliation
with a people twelve times as strong as we
are. Even the legislation of the country
has been tampered with by hon. gentle-
men opposite. When we were in office
we found the malt trade from Canada to
the United States prosperous, and we
found that the Customs duty of 2c.
per lb., which was in the old Tariff on
malt, but which was never realised, because
there was little or no malt imported into
Canada, was looked upon by the people of
the United States as an intention to ex-
clude their products. The late Govern-
ment abolished that duty upon malt, and
the hon. gentlemen opposite took off lc.
of the Excise duty we had on
malt, and re-imposed 2c. per lb.
upon malt coming from abroad. The
result was this, that the Legislature of
the United States has taken up the chal-
lenge of the hon. gentleman to retaliate,
and they have imposed such a duty upon
malt coming into the country that will
make it impossible for Canadian malsters
to continue that trade. And this is done
by the mischievous meddling of the hon.
gentlemen opposite with matters they do
not understand. They pretend to have an
intimate knowledge of trade, and in the
resolutions introduced last year concern-
ing the Tariff-resolutions, I may say,
which, with all that was attached to them,
were borrowed from the United States
Tariff; and all will remember that some
of the rags of the United States Tariff
hung around the resolutions when they
were brought down here. Words only

applicable to Washington were found in
the resolutions on our desks, showing that,
while the Government were determined
to have a Protective Tariff, they did
not know what it meant or how to frame
it, and had to look to Washington for
information. That is the position, Sir.
I have no doubt whatever but the silly
boasting of hon. gentlemen opposite
with regard to their neighbours will pro-
duce still more disastrous results if they
are continued in power many years by
the people, and I think it my duty to
warn the country and this House that the
policy which they have pursued is the
most dangerous that any Government
could take the responsiblity for. The
hon. the Minister of Railways said the
other night that such was the brilliancy
of the prospects of Canadians; such was
the prosperity that had dawned upon the
country, that people-I quote his words
-were " rushing into Canada " in order to
partake of those benefits. Why, Sir, there
hasbeenarush outof Canada. Thehon. the
Minister of Finance knows very well, and
he acknowledged it honestly in the House
the other night, that thousands of people
left St. John for the United States, and
the only excuse the hon. gentleman gave
was that they came into New Brunswick
because employment was to be had in
1876 and 1877, and left in 1878 because
there wasino employment for them. Well,
that is precisely what we said; this is
precisely our ground. Under the late
Government and the late régime, work
was, generally speaking, even in the dark-
est period, plentiful; but the moment
the stamp of the policy introduced by hon.
gentleien opposite was set upon the
country things changed for the worst.
Some one says, " the mark of the beast."
No, Sir, rather the sliine of the serpent.
The moment that trailed itself over the
land, that moment the people began to
move. We are informed by the United
States Consul at Sarnia, where I live,
that during the last season no fewer than
23,000 Canadians crossed the river at that
point to settle in the United States.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: No, to go to
Manitoba.

MR. MACKENZIE: No, to settle in
the United States. I quote from the
Consul's report, and I have no doubt that
it is correct; and I have no doubt it is
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equally correct of the exodus from New otherwise than what is required for
Brunswick. revenue purposes, are misehievous, and

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: The while we shah always be ready to aid the
Americans should not be annoyed at our Government of the day in obtaining such
policy, then. taxes as are requisite for carrying on the

MR. MACKENZIE: So far as acquir- public affairs of the country with credit,
ing a desirable population is concerned, we shah neyer consent to a policy Which
they should not; but they can afford to while raising some revenue for the State,
take the population, and resent imposes eight or ten times that amount as
the retaliatory policy of the Gov- taxes to be paid by the public to indivi-
ernment as well. The one is not duals who do not serve the State. That
intimately connected with the other. is the position we occupy. It is said that
But the hon. gentleman (Sir Charles we are hostile to manufactures. How
Tupper) let us into a secret the other are we hostile? We believe that the
night. He told us that Sir John A. Mac- Revenue Tarif which was forrerly in
donald-I beg pardon for naming him, existence gave a very considerable pro-
because I never remember whether he is tection to manufactures. It was called
from Kingston or some other place--had "Incidentai Protection," and, wbatever
inspired Lord Beaconsfield and enlisted there may be in a name, it was a protec-
him as a Canadian emigration agent. tion, nevertheless, becanse it gave every
Well, Sir, it was one of the most pitiable manufacture in the country 17 c. on
exhibitions I ever remember seeing the the dollar more than he would be entitlcd
Premier of the British nation make, and to were trade entirely free between this
I was sorry that any denented Canadian andforeigncountries. Wetookstepsatthe
siould have reached the ear of ElUis Lord- various Exhibitions in the South Seas and
ship and induced himi to wake such a pre- in Europe and the nited States, to have
])osterous statemeat as he did a few days our manufactures properly represented,
later. For mY part, I suipposed it was and those steps were beginningto produce
some wandering vagrant, who had found a natural result. A considerable amount
access to lis Lordship, but, -vlew I learned of our nanufactured goods were sent to
that it was the Premier of Canada that Germany and France, some to the Cape

ad instilled such nonsense into the mof Good Hope, some to the Australian
British Premier's mmd, 1 was mote than Colonies, some to New Zealand-all in
astonished, and I can only trust that no conseqence of the seeasures taken by the
Canadian, be he Minister or commoner, late Government, to make known the
will ever again make swch a preposterous kind of manufactures which can be ob-
statement to any British Premier; or, if he tained i Canada. It is said that hon.
does, that the Rritish Premier will not gentlemen opposite were peculiarly tender
be foolish enouh to give the statement x in affording protection to ship-builders,
credit. and the two hon. Ministers-th hon.

N. LANDIY: 1lear, htear. member for Cumberland and the hon.
MR. MACKENZIE: I arn giad to member for St. John-were takinab

find that one ion. gentleman on the Min- especial credit to themselves in this
isterial side of the Huse entirely agrees matter. In 1874 the con. member for
with me. To be sure, Sir, the new light Cumberland attacked the late Govern-
s a small one, but even a rushlight gives ment repeatedly because they were im-

light occasioaally in a dark place; and, if posing unusual burdens on shiphuilders.
the laon. gentleman will only not hide bis Well, what has happened under the new
rushlight under a bushel, there is no say- system? Shipbidtising was neyer so de-
ing what it mnay accomplish in the corner pressed as it is to-day. Let the hon.
where he sits. I need not take up uch gentleman look at the shipyards at Quebec.
of the time of the House with reference Let birmu look at the ide thousands in the
to our own policy with a l foreig nations city, who formerly found a considerable
on commercial matters. The flouse is amount of employment. Two ship-
well aoare that the ground we held builders of Quebec, two prominent citi-
was that foreign trade is an essen- zens toldmethat the city wasneer i
tial element of national prosperitv. suc a state as it is at this moment,
We hold that any restrictions upon trade, largely on account of the failure of ship-

MRi. MVAOKENZIE.
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building, through the policy of hon. gen-,
tlemen opposite, and partly from the:
failuretoobtainwork, asthehon. gentlemen
promised, by the established of manufac-,
tures. The hon. the Minister of Finance
said that I was mistaken in the remarks
I made the other day with reference to
his own Province-that there was a large
amount of nanufacturing done there. I
have no special intimacy with that Pro-
vince, and I shallleavethat subject forsome
New Brunswick gentleman to deal with.
What I said, however, was this: I had
no reference whatever as to whether there
were or were not extensive manufactures
there. WhatIdesiredto point outwasthis:
that the Finance Minister, in endeavour-
ing to account for the probable injury
that would be done to his part of the coun-
try, pointed out, over and over again, that
it would become a great manufacturing
centre and send its goods to the west.
What I said was that, while there was no
doubt in my mind of the intelligence and
enterprise of the people of New Bruns-
wick, I found they had no special advant-
ages which would enable them to compete
with intelligent people 1,000 miles away,
and that it would require an unusual
degree of intelligence and skill, not pos-
sessed by the western people, or an ample
possession of unusually cheap power-
something to give an advantage- in order
to achieve that result. I said then, and
repeat, that there are no such special,
advantages in New Brunswick, and that
the hon. gentleman, in endeavouring to
do what lie failed to do-to carry his own
Province-led the people to believe in
what lie must have known to be a glaring

impossibility. Indeed, lie bas himself
admitted that there are less working
people in his own constituency now than
some years ago; his manner of accounting
for the fact I leave to the disposal of
gentlemen fromt his own Province. Our
policy towards the manufacturers there
and elsewbere is very simple, that no class
of the community should be placed upon
a footing inferior to that possessed by
any other class, and, if the manufacturers
>btain an undue preponderance in the
way of protection, that result will be
injurious to all otherclasses, but especially
would it be injurious to the farmers and
mechanics, and, in a minor sense, to the
labourers; that those classes would have
to pay whatever it cost to protect the

others ; that fortunes built up by the
millionaires, of which the hon. the
Finance Minister boasted a short time
ago, were only extorted from the sweat of
the people, who earn the- real wealth
of the country by their hard labour.
I desire here to refer to a statement of
the hon. member for Cumberland ; lie
stated in the most pronounced manner
that, in 1876, my bon. friend the late
Finance Minister, and the Governnment of
which lie was a member, had deternmined
upon the introduction of a higlier Tariff,
and that they were diverted from it by a
deputation, headed by a Mr. Jones, who
represented their determination to oppose
the Government if sucli were done. This
story is wholly imaginary; the late Gov-
ernment never determined on auy such
policy, and never were visited by Mr.
Jones with any such message. There was
a question at that time as to the policy of
getting additional revenue, or allowing a
possible deficit to accrue. As a matter of
course, there was discussion among those
who might anticipate the possibility of
the Government imposing a higher rate of
duty on imports; butthatthe Government
ever determined to adopt that course is
wholly incorrect. I expect the hon. gen-
tleman will not repeat his statement,
which has been made several times. An
hon. friend behind me states that the
whole speech of the hon. member for Cum-
berland was only a series of repetitions,
and that future ones will be the same. In
that case, I would suggest that lie get it
printed for future use and distribute it,
as this would save a great deal of trouble
in connection with its repetition orally.
Having given the financial results since
1873, fully, and the effect of the Tariff
upon the revenue, I have little further to
say at present. There are many things I
would like to discuss very fully. The
hon. gentleman's speech is a rich mine for
those who choose to attack him on many
of the grounds presented; but, as many
other bon. gentlemen are doubtless to
f'ollow me, muchof what Iwouldliketo take
up will be dealt with by them. But there
are one or two things I desire specially to
advert to. The bon. member for Cumber-
land, among other extraoxdinary state-
ir ents, said that we gained office by un-
holy means in 1873. What were the
unholy means I The lion. gentlemen op-
posite had a vote of want of confidence
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that I moved, as leader of this side, pend-
ing against them; they discussed it
for days, and at last went sneak.
ing out of the House one night-
the hon. the Minister of Finance,
with a commission as Lieutenant-Governor
of New Brunswick, prepared in the Privy
Council office, awaiting him, and another
Minister with a commission as Judge
awaiting him. The hon. the Finance Min-
ister got up at that time and stated, in bis
place in the House, that they intended to
resume the debate on the following day,
and asked us to agree to an adjournment,
which, in the state of the House, they
knew they could not carry. The majority
assented to that adjournment, and before
the House met again Lieutenant-Gov-
ernor Tilley and Judge McDonald were
off to their respective situations. The
Government deserted their post; they
failed to respond to an invitation to test
their position by a vote of the House;
they went out at the back door; they
endeavoured to get away under cover,
hiding themselves wherever they could.
Under these circumstances, we were called
on to assume the responsibilities of office
by the Governor-General. And yet the
hon. gentleman says we obtained office by
unholy means. If our means of obtain-
ing office were unholy, I may look in vain
to the vocabulary, even of the lion. gen-
tleman from Cumberland, and for a word
expressive of the condition that the hon.
gentlemen opposite were reduced to at
that moment. To be sure, he took great
care not long afterwards to wash bis own
hands of the transaction which was the
cause of their quitting office. He said, at
all events lie was not to blame-he had
no hand in the pie; and now, when he
and all of those concerned in that trans-
action have come back to be leaders in
political life, he speaks of it as a very
venial transaction-defends it, almost,
and flings taunts across the House against
those who were called on to administer
the Government when they were no
longer able to do it. While the majority
on this side of the House are disposed to
leave this transaction alone, gentlemen
opposite may well do so; because, if they
persist in discussing it, perhaps it will be
necessary for us to discuss, some day be-
fore long, in what position the country
was at that time, what was the result of
their policy, and what is to be expected

MR. MACKENZIE.

from the continuance of such gentlemen
in office in the future.

Mr. RYKERT: MR. Speaker-
Some HoN. MEMBERS: Six o'clock.
MR. RYKERT: I shall take my owi

time in endeavouring to reply to the remarks
of the hon. member who bas just sat down,
as well as those of the ex-Finance Minis-
ter. Were we to believe all that is said
on the opposite side of the House we
must come to the conclusion that this
country is coming to ruin and disaster.
One would naturally suppose that those
hon. gentlemen who profess to be such
patriots would have the interests of the
country so much at heart that they
would seize the first opportunity of join-
ing with the Government in en-
deavouring to alleviate the country's
sufferings ; that when they found the
country sinking to ruin and decay, and
its credit impaired as they have described,
they would strive, with the Government,
to relieve it from its serious trouble.
Some years ago, hon. gentlemen oppocite
felt it to be necessary to abolish party
lines and join hand-in-hand with hon.
gentlemen on this side for the good of
our common country. The result was
the launching upon the country of the
great scheme of Confederation. But
hon. gentlemen opposite and their friends,
true to the instincts of their partv, the
very moment they found the Conserva-
tive party in possession of the Treasury
Benches, with some Liberals determined
to co-operate with them in carrying
on the public business, at once set to
work to pull down what had been built
up, and to leave the country to its fate.
That, in my judgment, was not a patrio-
tic fcourse ; but it is just exactly what
might have been expected of them. The
hon. member for Lambton alluded a few
nights ago to the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways in reference to what lie said of the
remarks of the hon. member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright). He
then remarked that no instance could be
found in the record of the Canadian or
English Parliament of any statesman
having spoken of bis political op-
ponents in the style of that lion.
Minister. I very inuch doubt if
any hon. gentleman could surpass those
remarks the hen. member for Lambton
himself made immediately after. Though
he promised to address himself to the
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question itself, without calling what he
described as ugly names, lie, the moment
after, launched forth with ail his energy
into a stream of abuse of the hon. member
for Cumberland, denouncing him in un-
measured terms. I have no doubt he felt
the criticisin of that hon. gentleman, but,
if any person ever deserved the castigation
dealt out by the hon. the Minister of
Railways, it was the hon. member for
Centre Huron. Al must have felt the
speech of that bon. Minister to be un-
answerable. The very moment the hon.
gentlemen to the left of the Speaker found
themselves in the cold shades of Op-
position, they commenced to attack and
abuse the Government ; that has been
their practice froin time immemorial. The
Conservative party has once more been
charged with all sorts of crimes and
misdemeanours, with extravagance and
corruption. But, when the Reformers
were in office, and found guilty of ex-
travagance and corruption, their only
refence was : we are no more guilty than
our opponents; they did the same or
worse. I believe that the whole cause of
this unwarrantable attack on the Govern-
ment is a feeling of chagrin and mortifica-
tion at the success of the National Policy;
and I should be wanting in my duty to
my constituents and electors were I not
to take the first opportunity to recognise
the great value of that policy, which lias
proved, even in a short time, a boon to
all. They predicted last year it would
fail, and that within twelve months we
should have to go back to a Revenue
Tariff The Opposition, on the day the
House met, predicted a deficit of
$3,000,00, and the whole speech of the
ex-Finance Minister was based on
the supposition that there would be a
large balance against the Government. I
think I can show that the late Govern
ment are responsible for any actual deficit.
In the case of a great national under-
taking, like this fiscal policy, we had
no right to expect a great success
the first year. However, I and other
hon. members on this side have been
agreeably disappointed at the result ;
instead of $3,000,000, there is only a
deficit of $500,000. Another plan they
seem to adopt, in order to satisfy the
people that the National Policy is a failure,
is to publish reports similar to that which
appeared last evening in the Opposition

organ here, showing that there were only
300 empty houses three years ago, and
now under the National Policy there are
more than double the number. What is
the meaning of all that? Did we ever
hear of any person crying down his credit
before? Yet these people, in order to
make the people believe that the National
Policy is a failure, proclaimn it to the
world, and illuptrate it by stating that
there is a large number of vacant houses
in every part of the country. I venture
to assert there is no other place in the
country in which the same number of
vacant houses could be found as in Ottawa,
and what is the cause? I believe it is
to be attributed to the failure of the lumber
trade. Their policy is to make the people
believe that the country is going to the
dogs. Their organs almost daily dilate on
failures and bankruptcies. These hon.
gentlemen gloat over the misfortunes of
other men; they seem to be delighted
when they find a man who has become in-
solvent, and desire at once to parade his
private affairs before the House. It is an
extraordinary thing that the great men of
the party, that the party itself should, be-
cause they happen to find themselves in
Opposition, resort to such disgraceful
means in order to make people believe in
the failure of the National Policy. I
think, however, the exhibit made by the
hon. the Finance Minister, a few nights
ago, must satisfy every person that
that policy has succeeded beyond
even the most sanguine expecta-
tions, and promises greater success.
I feel that I should be wanting in my
duty towards that hon. gentleman if I
did not here state that I believe that the
National Policy meets with the approba-
tion of the country. I can say for my
own county that I have heard very few,
-if any, complaints against it. On the con
trary, I have scores of letters approving
of that policy. I can quote from manu-
facturers in every part of the Dominion
in its favour. In my county, numbers of
manufacturers have increased their staff of
workmen by nearly one-half within the
last year, and one large manufacturer has
increased his capacity to nearly double
what it was. They find that the stock
which was imported last spring, in an-
ticipation of the new policy, is now nearly
exhausted, and in a short time they ex-
pect to see the beneficial effects of that
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policy. The same result is seen else-
where. Almost every day we read in the
papers of new manufactories being
established in different parts of the Do-
minion. Hon. gentlemen opposite say
this is not the result of the National
Policy. Well, what is the cause of it ?
They said a short time ago that our coun-
try was rapidly going to destruction, that
our factories were being closed up, but
all that bas been shown to be incorrect,
and I think we can fully claim that the
revival is largely, if not entirely, due to
the National Policy. The hon. gentle-
men seem very much annoyed that the
hon. the Minister of Finance bas redeemed
his pledges made before the elec-
tions of 1878 ; they are annoyed
that the National Policy has proved
successful ; they are annoyed that
the hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment has carried out strictly everything
he promised when he brought before the
House that famous resolution before the
late dissolution. Those hon. gentlemen
are so much annoyed at the result that
they are doing all they can to destroy the
credit of the country. I cannot believe
that they are sincere, because, though we
hear the hon. member for Lambton de-
claring that he is a Free-trader in policy,
we know that sitting all around him are
Protectionists. We know that a large
number of his supporters, both in the

louse and out of it, are not only in
favour of a Protective policy, but of a
retaliatory policy.

It being Six o'clock the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY INCOR-

PORATION BILL.-[BILL 17,
(Mr. Kilvert.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
MIR. SPROULE objected to the 3rd

clause of the Bill as amemded.
MR. KILVERT said the amendment

agreed upon was that, in cities and towns,
the opening up of the street for the erec-
tion of poles or carrying wires under the
ground, should be done under the direc-
tion of an officer appointed by the muni-
cipal council. The general powers given

MR. RYKERT.

to telegraph companies were more extens-
ive than this Bill proposed to grant them.
If allowed to enter cities, towns or incor-
porated villages, the promoters of this
Bill were willing to submit to the regula-
tions of those municipalities.

Mit. BOULTBEE : I do not wish to
hamper this company or bother them in
any way. The telephone is a very useful
invention, but, if the company bas power
to go from bouse to bouse and street to
street, the very least they can expect is
that they should get the consent of the
owner of the property. We are grant-
ing powers to deal with property in
a manner which could not be done without
an Act of Parliament, and we ought to
sec that it is done under the direction of
the proprietor, who, in this case, is the
council of the city, town or village, as the
case may be.

MR. RICHEY said be perfectly agreed
with the observations of the hon. member
for East York (Mr. Boultbee). He
had proposed an amendment in the
Railway Committee somewhat to
the same effect as this proposed
amendment. It seemed to him a very
high-handed act, after a Legislature had
incorporated a city and conceded to it
certain powers-the inhabitants of that
city not being able to till the soil with-
out the permission of the city; not being
able to plant a tree without authority-
that persons outside of that city should
be allowed to come in and break up the soil
for the purpose of laying down their wires.
If permission of this kind were granted to
telegraph companies and telephone com-
panies and horse railways, citizens would
never know when they were safe. This
matter should be left to those who were
entrusted by the city with the right of
guarding its interest.

MR. SPROULE said he thought the
amendment was good enough as far as it
went, but it only affected part of the
evil. There should be a provision in the
law to prevent these companies putting
up their lines in the most important
streets, and interfering with ornamental
rees. He thought also fire companies

should be allowed, if necessary, to cut
these lines. If this Bill were not amend-
ed, the Company would have the right to
do as it pleased. He had a doubt whether
this matter belonged to this Flouse at all,
instead of to the Local Legislature.

Incorporation Bill.
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MR.WRIGIT said the power given to
cut down shade trees was a matter that
required careful consideration. Somle
shade trees on his property, which he had
been preserving for thirty years, had
been ruthlessly cut down by a tele-
graph company to whon this power
had been given, not only to his own in-
jury but to that of the public.

MR. HOLTON : No doubt the powers
asked for by this company have reference
exclusively to cities, towns and incorpor-
ated villages. They do not propose to
build their lines from town to town, but
only in the towns, and it may be well ques-
tioned whether they ought to come here to
obtain the powers which they ask. If,
however, we can give them the powers
they seek, then, unquestionably, those
powers should be exercised subject to the
regul]ations that the various corporations
may enact respecting the opening up of
streets, etc. But I invited the attention
of the right hon. the leader of the Govern-
ment to this larger question privately,
and I think it is well worth his attention.
I do net speak dogmatically ix relation
to it, but I have very grave doubts indeed
as to whether this measure ought to corne
here at all ; but I amr very clear about
this, that, if we have power to grant the
Charter with the powers;which are sought
for, we ought to surround those powers
with such safeguards as will prevent in-
convenience and injury in the cities and
towns in which these, perhaps very useful,
appliances may be erected. I venture to
suggest, while I do not wish to tkwart or
delay the hon. member in charge of this
Bill, that it is a new thing and we ought
to be cautious in establishing precedents
in relation to it ; and, there fore, I suggest
that the Bill should not be taken through
to-night. It may take this stage, and per-
haps my right hon. friend the leader of
the Government may consider it. I have
doubts, in the first place, as to whether
the promoters of the measure should come
here at all. The Local Legislatures are
alone concerned in the governance of the
municipalities of the country, and we
ought not to override the powers of the
municipal bodies to regulate their own
affairs.

MR. JONES: It was understood in
the Railway Committee that this Bill
should be reprinted and amended in ac-
cordance with the suggestions made in

that Committee. It was suggested that
the 3rd clause should apply not only to
cities but to towns and incorporated
villages. At present it applies to cities
in one place, to towns and cities in an-
other place, and to incorporated villages
in another. I think this clause should
be made to apply to cities, towus and in-
corporated villages without distinction.

MR. IILVERT: It was especially
provided in that 3rd clause that we should
have no right to cut down shade trees ; we
did not ask the right to do so. The hon.
member for Chateauguay (Mr. Holton)
mistakes the objeet of the Bill in saying
it is only to be confined te cities, towns
and villages. We propose to connect
those places by telephone as well as to
establish telephones within them. The
3rd clause has been amended in accordance
with the suggestions made in the Railway
Committee, in no far as to put inthe words
" towns or villages." I am willing, also,
to amend it by adding the words " towns,
villages and other places." I have
aIsO added a clause providing
that the construction of these liner
shall be under the supervision of the
engineer or such other officers as the
council of the corporation may appoint,
and in such manner as the council may
direct. I think that meets all the objec-
tions which have been raised against the
Bill. I will have the Bill printed as
amended before it cornes before the House
again.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Bill reported.

PRIVATE BILLS.

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Committee of the Whole and
reported:-

Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment
of Superannuation, Provident and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Company.
-(Mr. Robertson, Hamiiton.)

Bill (No. 35) ReFpecting the Niagara Grand
Island Bridge Company.-(,Mr. McCarthy.)

SECOND READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read
the second time:-

Bill (No. 64) To authorise and provide for
the winding up of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.-(MIr. Gaudt.)
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Bill (No. 65) To amend the Act respecting
the Montreal Telegraph Company. - (Mr.
Gault.)

Bill (No. 66) Te incorporate the Quebee and
Ontario Railway Company.-(Mr. Cameron,
North Victoria.)

Bill (No. 67) To amend the Acts respecting
the Canada Central Railway Company.-(Mr.
Fitzaimmons.)

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Nelson
Valley R ailway and Trarsportation Company.-
(1Mfr. Macdougall.)

Bill (No. 69) To incorporate the Rapid City
and Souris River Colonisation Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

Bill (No. 71) To incorporate the Pontiac
Pacific Junction Railway.-(Mr. White, .North
Renfrew.)

Bill (No. 72) To extend the corporate character
and powers of the Direct United States Cable
Company to the Dominion of Canada.--(Mr.
.McCarthy.)

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read thefirst time:-

Bill (No. 76) To remove doubta as to the true
construction of Section 12 of the Northern
Railway Company Act, 1877.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the debate on the motion for
.concurrance in the resolutions, reported from
Committee of Ways and Means (March 9th.)

Mn. RYKERT : I think I heard
a remark made by the hon. gentle-
man from Lambton to the effect that he
hoped I would spare him the infliction of
.a speech. 1 have no disposition to spare
the bon. gentleman, if I can help it,
.although I think there is nothing very
much to answer in what he has said.
Like other hon. gentlemen on the opposite
side-and particularly the hon. gentleman
who sits on his right-he thinks that when-
ever he takes off his hat he uncovers
all the political wisdom of the country;
but there are others who do not entertain
that opinion. What they say can have
very little effect on this side of the House,
.and 1 think I can point to no better illus-
tration of the actions and conduct of these
gentlemen than that which appeared a
few weeks ago in the Toronto Grip, in
which they are represented as sitting
down, laughing and fiddling, while the
-country is going to the dogs, like the
Roman of old. I arm not aware that the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) has any right to
lecture gentlemen on this aide of the
House, or to lecture the present Finance

Ma. RYKaT.

Minister. The remarks of the lion. gen-
tleman, the member for Centre Huron,
will not bear much scrutiny with regard to
deficits and extravagance, and I may say-
without being unparliamentary-corrup-
tion. His record, both inside and outside
this House, will not justify him in lectur-
ing the present Finance Minister. I
think that a gentleman, who, a year or
two ago, sat on this side of the House, and
who assumed office with a large surplus,
and with an overflowing Treasury, and
who found himself unable to cope with
the affairs of the country before the ex-
piration of the five years that he and his
colleagues held the Treasury Benches-
a gentleman who sat with his
arms folded, indifferent to the coun-
try's welfare, and who acknowledged him-
self incapable of affording any relief,
is not a fit and proper person to lecture the
hon. the Minister of Finance. His parting
words, which he gave to this House in
1878, are sufficient to show to us that
he is not qualified to administer a
rebuke to those now in possession of the
Treasury Benches. When he found him-
self wîth his second or third deficit, he
gave us the following parting words:

"I hold we committed the very common
error, of grasping at far too much; a pardonable
error perhaps, but none the less a grave error,
particularly in a country circumstanced like
ours. * * * In conclusion, I desire
to be clearly understood, I do not at all pretend
that the present Government have been faultless
in their tonduct during the last four years. I
do not at aIl pretend to say that they have com-
mitted no errors or that their conduct of affairs
has been absolutely free from b1undezs. To make
such a boast would be to expose myself to the
jeers of hon. members opposite."
The country believed that that hon.
gentleman and his friends lad committed
great blunders, which he was forced to
admit in his last financial speech. The
country knew he was utterly incapable of
managing its financial affairs. Well,
Sir, these gentlemen went to the
country, and the country had the choice
between men who had violated every
political'principle, men who had not only
ruined the credit of the country, but who
had left the country in a ruinous state-
the country, Sir, had, the choice between
these men and the right hon. gentleman
and his friends, who had, on reriring from
office in 1873, left the country in a
prosperous condition, and who had
always faithfully and honourably legisla-
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ted for the good of the country. They
had the five years' record of the gentlemeni
opposite before them, and they ignomin-
iously defeated them at the polls. Hon.
gentlemen opposite pretend to say that it
was a " snap " verdict, but the people of
this country are not so badly informed ;
they know what they are doing well
enough, and can readily choose between
men who are true patriots and men who
have sacrificed every political honour and
principle for office. The late Minister of
Finance claims that lie, above all others,
has the right to discuss financial affairs in
this country. We could see surrounding
his speech, the other night, a sort of
hidden venom towards his former leader
in this House, and any person studying
his career in this I1 ouse must
have known that his motives were other
than patriotic. The fact is that his
talents were not recognised by the
right hon. gentleman who leads the
House. Had the right hon. gentleman
thrown aside Sir Francis Hincks and
taken Sir Richard J. Cartwright into his
Cabinet, we would now have seen him on
his side of the House, for the feelings
of the hon. gentleman are opposed to the
principles of the Reform party. His
talents were not appreciated, and thn lie
joined hands with gentlemen on the
other side of the House, and the moment
they reaehed the Treasury Benches we
find how he conducted himself. He is
not satisfied it appears with having rolled
up a number of deficits, but he attempts
to justify it by showing that other mon in
power had also had deficits. That is a
strange style of argument, but it is the
argument which is always adopted by the
Reform party whenever charged with ex-
travagant expenditure. They say, " True
it is, we have done all that, but other
bon. gentlemen have done worse than we
have done" ; and that is a justification.
He charges the right bon. gentleman who
leads the Government with increasing the
debt of the country upwards of ten mil-
lions of dollars in six years, between 1867
and 1873. When I heard that startling
statement I w as surprised. I read over
and over his picnic speeches, and I read
over the speech he delivered here the
other night; and I was curious to learn
what position he occupied in this House
during these same six years in which he
charged the right hon. gentleman with

sucli extravagance. I turned up the re-
cords of this House, and I find the bon.
gentleman no less than ninety times
recorded his vote in favour of the right
bon. gentleman, whom he charges with
this extravagance, and only thirty-tive
times against hin. This was his course
during the six years that lie charges the
right lion. gentleman in favour of whose
measures lie recorded so many votes
with increasing the debt of the country
by $10,000,000. He tells us the Gov-
ernment ought to be condemned because
a previous Government with which
the right hon. gentleman was connected
had rolled up a debt of $10,000,000,
and lie tells us this after voting the
greater part of the time with the riglit
hon. gentleman for the measures 1y
which that debt was contracted. It seems
rather inconsistent that lie should con-
demn the course taken and at the same
time have voted with those whom lie con-
demns. While condemning that extrava-
gance here, I find that elsewhere lie does
not charge the right hon. gentleman with
extravagance at al]. In the celebrated
speech made by him at Newmarket,
which is known to some hon. gentlemen,
after speaking about the increase of ex-
penditure from thirteen millionsto twenty-
three millions of dollars lie says:

" Before proceeding I may as well observe
here that I am not necessarily condemning
those several expenditures, but I am simply
pointing out to you the position in which they
had left the finances of the country when my
ben. friend the Firat Minister assumed power."

WelI, Sir, we have another evidence that
he was not dissatisfied with the course of
legislation during those years. He went
to London to negotiate a loan, and upon
that occasion lie was anxious to put the
best foot forward. He was anxious to
make the people of England know to what
extent we were entitled to credit. He
pointed out the magnificent resources of
the country; and, in speaking of the ten
millions added to the expenditure of the
country during those six years, he says :
" The whole of this debt has been incurred
for legitimate objects of public utility, for
railways, canals," and so on. We find
him afterwards at Aylmer, and there he
ran riot in his absurd remarks. He used
language unbecoming any gentleman, as
lie is addicted to do when not in the pre-
sence of gentlemen opposed to him, and
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who cannot, therefore, have the oppor-
tunity of answering him. In speaking
there of the increase of the National Debt,
le said :

"They prepared to meet such a burden of
debt as no Minister lad ever before dreamed of
iuiposing on the country, by raising the ex.
penditure, in one year, four millions of dollars.
Sir, I have asked myself more than once, and
I now publicly repeat the question, was this
done in sheer brutal ignorance and recklessneas,
or was it done of malice prepense ? Did they
design to scuttle the ship after they had
plundered bei ? Or was it only the last mad
folly of the drunken crew before they ran upon
the breakers? "
That is the choice language of a Finance
Minister. Let me notice another portion
of his celebrated manifesto, issued in Eng-
land, and which is intended to show in
vhat nianner the money was expended

bv this " mad drunken crew," as lie called
them at Aylmer. I find therein the
following language:

"The Revenue has shown a continuous sur-
plus during each year since Confederation; in
1867, although it has in the interval been
charged with much heavy expenditure of an
exceptional kind, such as outlay connected with
the several Fenian attacks on the country,
the acquisition and organisation of new terri-
tory, and providing an adequate defensive force
for the Dominion, etc."
Iere is a man who has on one day
charged another with an increase of ex-
penditure of $10,000,000, admitting on
another he had increased it in opposing
the Fenian raid, and providing a defensive
force, etc. We find that this gentleman
has, in the face of his past record, the
audacity to stand up and make charges of
recklessness and extravagance against the
present Finance Minister. We find, a
short time after his party assumed the
reins of power, that this financial genius
did net altogether fancy the Estimates
brought down by Mr. TilIey, and the first
thing lie does is to prove to the satisfac-
tion of the House and the country that
there was going to boa deficit; and, in order
to give greater publicity to it, he placed in
the mouth of the Governor-General these
words. He said in his Speech, de-
livered at the opening of the Session of
1874:

"1 regret to say that the receipts of the
present year will not be sufficient to meet the
expenditure. It will therefore be necessary for
you to consider the best means for making good
the anticipated deficiency."
le set out with proving to the satisfac-
tion of the House, at that time, that there

MR. RYKERT.

would be a deficit, and then lie asks for
an increased expenditure. Immediately
he asked for power to raise an additional
sum of $3,000,000. What was this forî
The country can only infer that it was to
cover his anticipated reckless extrava-
gance. So delighted was the organ of the

party with the hon. gentleman, that it
gave hin the following certificate:-

"Mr. Cartwright was perfectly jùstified in
imputing the whole responsibility of the deficit
to his predecessors. The country is advan-
taged by having a Finance Minister who is in-
terested in telling the whole truth and reserving
nothing. It is doubtful if the whole truth has
been told of late years, and the fact that Mr.
Tilley failed to realise or let the House know
that he was $1,500,000 short in his Estimate of
1873-4, has an ugly look about it."

At that time he was satisfid there was a
deficit, and so was the Globe, but in a very
short time we find there was no deficit.
The hon. the Minister of Railways and
Canals, in replying to the Budget Speech
in 1874, showed that instead of there
being a deficit there ougiht to be a sur-
plus. The House. however, cordially
voted the $3000 00 to supply the an-
ticipated deficiency, as exhibited by the
hon. gentleman, as it is always ready to
supply money, when it finds the country
in an embarrassed condition. The line of
argument adopted by the hon. gentleman
is an amusing one, and I propose now to
apply the same lino of argument to the
deficit of this year, and I think I can
prove that instead of the hon. the Minister
of Finance having a deficit he has a sur-
plus. It is in the recollection of hon.
gentlemen, that the kon. the Minister of
Finance this year declared that, had it
not been for the vast amount of goods
suddenly withdrawn from bond, prior to
the adoption of the National Policy,
lie would have had a surplus. That is
just the argument these men adopted in
1873-4. Let me read from the Globe,and
if the hon. the Minister of Finance can
satisfy himself that the Globe is right, he
will see that lie has no deficit. The Globe
of August 6th, 1874, says:

" It is quite true that thereceipts of the year,
under the operation of the new Tariff, and the
rush to take goods out of bond when an increase
of duties was anticipated last April, have, so far
as can be ascertained at present, covered the
deficiency and created a surplus * * The
approximate additional Customs duty,which ac-
crued from the removal of gooda from bond, in
expectation of increased duties, was $600,000,
and of Inland Revenue $650,000. But these
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are in the nature of drafts in anticipation of the
revenue naturally accruing in 1874-5. The im-
proved revenue caused by the new Tariff
amounted up to the end of the finaucial year to
$546,0O0. Then these sums amounting in the
aggregate to $1,796,00, brings up the revenue
to $24,204,925."
The hon. the Finance Minister says that at
least $700,000 worth of goeds were taken
out of bond in February last year, in an-
ticipation of the increased Tariff, which
amount, if the theory of the Globe be
correct, must properly belong to the year
1879-80. If so, then, instead of there
being a deficit of $500,000, there will be
a surplus of $200,000. I purpose still
further to show the inconsistencies of
the ex-Finance Minister. I find that
the figures of the hon. gentleman were
not always looked upon in the very best
light by his own organ. I arn going to
call a witness, who will be believed in the
Grit Court at any time. I find in the
Globe of July, 1872, the character of the
hon. gentleman is given on the eve of the
general election. Previously to that he
had made an open bid for the finance min-
istership, but the right hon. gentleman
the present leader of the Government,
did not appreciate his abilities. He made
a speech on the occasion of the delivery of
the Budget Speech, in 1872, in reference
to which the Globe says :

" If we may judge by a financial calculation
with which lie endeavoured to amuse the House
the other evening, the 'independent' member
for Lennox and Addington is under the im-
_pression that he is a wit-a delusion in which
the Government papers are likely to confiri
him by representing his 'calculation' as though
it was of some account.

" Since the hon. member for Lennox and
Addington has by a little figuring succeeded so
anuch to his own satisfaction in confuting his
own opinion a year ago, we would suggest that
he should keep himself at the figuring business.
His parby is just now in need of the services of
a man good at mixing and muddling figures. "

Now let us go a little further. I hap-
pened to notice some tume ago that some
writer in Current Events had been dis-
secting the hon. gentleman and I thought
it worth while preserving the same as it
appeared to me a very perfect picture of
the hon. gentleman. Anyone reading
it would almost fancy it was written by
some person who heard the hon. gentle-
man speak a few nights ago:

" Perbaps the recent political history of
Canada has never been no boldly travestied be-
fore an intelligent audien.e as the Finance
Minister attempted to travesty itat Strathroy.

Hie facts are almost invariably wrong, and his
figures-well, hie figures are plastic and ac-
ommodating. No public man, certainly since
Confederation, has less right than Mr. Cart-
wright ta attempt a show of consistency.
Whether the soupcon ot personal pique against
the Conservative leader, on the ground that
his claims as a financier were contemptuously
set a 'ide, be true or net, there is ertainly a
verisimulitude about it, read in the liglit of
the Minister's vindictive speeches against his
former chief, which cannot be blinked. The
attempt to play upon pepular ignorance, or
rather popular indifference, not merely to him
and his antecedents, but to any party politics
more than a year old, is futile. He is now
responsible for the financial status and credit
of the Dominion, and we have no hesitation in
sayng-although there is not the sign of a
suitable successor on the other side-that he is
not the man to play ducks and drakes with the
future of the Dominion. His policy has been
all wrong from first to last ; lie has borrowed
money at ruinous rates, wheu he should have
imposed taxes; lie blaines his predecessors for
not imposing taxes when they were not
wanted ; his forecast of the future has egre.
giously failed in every year of his tenure of
office ; and. in addition to ail his other defi-
ciencies, hehas the foulest tongue, save, per-
haps, Mr. -Francis Jones, in the Dominion.
Incompetency is stamped upon the whole course
of his Administration, and if posterity will not
say of him what Sir Francis Dashwood expec-
ted contemporaries to remark, 'There goes the
worst Chancellor of the Exchequer that ever
lived,' it will be because they have forgotten
all about him. * * Mr. Cartwright is se
eaten up of personal antipathies that he could
not de any good as a Minister, if lie would."

I have no doubt the lion. gentleman an-
ticipated that his record would be brought
up. I take this course for the purpose of
showing the House what kind of a gentle-
man we have to lecture us here every
niglit. It is not an unfrequent occurrence
to hear that hon. gentleman denounce the
hon. members on this side of the House
for the course they have taken in regard
to the Pacifie Railway. One who did not
know the course pursued by the hon. gen-
tleman in Parliament would naturally
suppose that he was always of the same
mind, but we fiid that his statements are
net cf a stable character. The hon. gen-
tleman made a stump speech at Dunnville,
in which lie threw as much odium as pos-
sible on the right hon. the leader of the
Government, and said the country hatd
swept him out of political existence.
Subsequent events, however, showed that
he was wrong. In that speech he said :

" And as if those burdens were not suffi-
cient they had committed the huge and final
blunder of engaging to build the Pacific Rail-
way.",
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When lie made this speech, lie knew
right well that lie himself had always
supported the Pacific Railway
policy of the right hon. gentleman.
Even as late as 1872, after he found that
his financial ability was not appreciated,
and had commenced coquetting with the
hon. member for Lambton, he used the fol-
lowing language in a speech at that time
See G1o'e,) May 1, 1872 :

'"Their good faith was pledged for the con-
struction of the Pacific Railway in a given
time, and if the construction broke down they
would sti!l have to complete it any cost."

This is the gentleman who voted with
the G(overnment of that day to entrust
them with $30,000,000 to build the
Pacific Railway as wellas with 50,000,000
acres of wild land, and also voted against
a resohition declaring it inexpedient to
trust the Government with the disposi-
tion of so inuch money without first sub-
mitting the same to Parlianent. This is
the gentleman who condemned the increase
of expenditure between 1867 and 1873,
and at the sane time voted to throw
$9,000},000 of the people's money into the
sea, as the Government of the day, which
lie supported, was charged by the Reforn
party with doing, when it adopted the
longer route for the Intercolonial Rail-
way. I noticed also in a recent speech,
delivered by the same gentleman at
Dunnville, Le made a charge against the
Government for its reckless expenditure
in behalf of Nova Scotia. Upon taxing
mv recollection, I concluded that I had
seen the lion. gentleman's name figuring
alongside those of hon. gentlemen strongly
in favour of granting aid to Nova Scotia.
At this celebrated meeting at which the
bon. minember for Monck (Mr. McCallum)
was present, the hon. the ex-Finance Min-
ister says :

"Searcely were they in office for a year
w-hen we find them willing to destroy the
whole financial ba-is of Confederation, to ap-
pease the people of Nova Scotia. In fact if
the late Government had set their wits at work
to devise a plan which would inflict the most
serious injury on the prosperity of Confedera-
tion, they could not have succeeded better than
they did."
Now that subject was discussed in Par-
liament and a vote taken upon it. The
following amendment was moved by Mr.
Holton and seconded by Mr. Mackenzie :

" In the opinion of this Housý any disturbance
of the financial arrangements respecting the
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several Provinces provided for in the British
North America Act, unless assented to by all
the Provinces, would be subversive of the sys-
tem of government under which this Dominion
was constituted, and, if effected, as proposed
by this Bill, in favour of one Province, without
at the same time providing for a general revi-
sion and re-adjustment of those arrangements,
would be manifestly unjust to the other Pro-
vinces.

It would be supposed that the hon. gentle-
man voted in favour of that amendment,
but, on looking to the record, I find that
the Hon. Sir Richard J. Cartwright voted
against it. le did not tell that in the
county of Monck. That is the kind of
man we have to lecture to us on what we
should do in regard to the financial affairs
of our country. The hon. gentleman says
that this Government obtained their pre-
sent position by false pretences. Well,
these false pretences, I suppose, were that
the country had found that he and his
colleagues had run the country hopelessly
into debt, and squandered all the surplus
that had been accumulated year after year
by the right bon. gentleman who now
leads the Government ; that they had
shamelessly abandoned their principles;
that they were entirely indifferent as to
the affairs of the country, and that they
were determined that tbat fly-on-the-wheel
policy should not be continued. Yet these
men liad the cool impertinence to say that
we had obtained power by false preten-
sions. I think it comes with very bad
grace from this bon. gentleman. I think
I have heard the charge made that the
hon. gentleman had purchased no less
than five of their colleagues in order to
obtain possession of the Treasury Benches.
At any rate a certain number of leading
Conservatives allied theinselves with the
bon. gentleman, who all his life had
opposed coalitions. The people knew
that, and entered a righteous verdict
against them. It is well known how that
election was carried. We find that some-
thing like twenty-eight of these gentlemen
were unseated for elevating too high. their
political standard. I am now going to
call a witness to prove that there was
wide-spread coriuption on the part of the
Reform party on that occasion, and that
gentleman is the hon. member for West
Durham. He had a thorough knowledge
and appreciation of the coruption of
those days. He made acelebrated speech,
which lie called "adisturbing speech" in a
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place called Aurora. In speaking of the
extravagance and expenditure at many
elections, he tells us what was done by
the Reforin party. In that celebrated
effort, which is called the "Aurora dis-
turbing speech," the hon.' member for
West Durham says:

" Although no candidate lias been found
guilty of any impropriety, it has been found
that many men belonging to the Liberal party,
and prominent in) the electoral districts, so far
forgot what was due to the country and to this
party as to be engaged in the diposition of
funds in an illegal manner."

When the hon.member for Lambton came
back from the elections in 1874, the hon.
gentleman told us that they had not spent
a dollar-that the election had been
ceonducted with the utmost purity. But
the most beautiful part of the speech of
hon. member for West Durbain is where
he gives the flat contradiction to the hon.
inember for Lambton. He says :

" There is no doubt of the gross impropriety
of the acts disclosed, and the only excuse that
I can see for it is that these gentlemen could
not have fully realised that we had got the boon
we had been struggling for, bat thought that
the old corrupt course would be followed by
the other side, and that whiever was elected by
any means could keep his seat."

In speaking about the same election in
1874, and the result of the controverted
election cases, a person named McKellar,
whose name is familiar in connection witlh
the Proton enquiry, in giving evidence
on the subject, stated a few in-
teresting facts. He was in the town of
Prescott, and declared that be would let
the people know how elections were car-
ried on. He is somîewhat of a humourist,
and has generally a pretty good story to
tell. On the occasion I refer to, he said :

" It is very convenient for our opponents for
us to keep quiet while they did aIl they could
to corrupt the people. He might best illustrate
what had taken place, by a story of how a
person who had thrashed everybody around
him, got converted and became a Methodist
local preacher. A man had an eye on him,
and thought to give him a good beating, be-
lieving that he would not resent. He went up
to him and told him what he intended to do.
The man who had been converted immediately
said he thanked God he belonged to a Church
which believed ia backsliding, and taking iff
his coat said he would be a backslider for a
moment. This is what the Reformers had done ;
they had backslidden for a moment, had got the
reins of power and passed a law which pre-
vented corrupt practices."

That is the way the election in 1874 was

carried; and yet the hon. member for
Lambton talks about corruption. Those
hon. gentlemen opposite have boasted
about their majority in 18'74. Well,
the hon. member for West Durham was
not sanguine about that majority. He said
the majority was represented by 178
votes, and had they been turned the other
way there would be a minority in the
House. The hon. gentleman charges this
Government with recklessness and extra-
vagance in the expenditure connected
with the Pacifie Railway. He always
stated that the late Government would
never give a contract for any portion of
the line that had not been surveyed and
located. This was one of the governing
principles of the Reform party, but, upon
the eve of election, they advertised for
tenders for the line from Yale to Kam-
loops, and not one foot of tlie line was
surveyed or located. The hon. imemiîber for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
lias attacked the financial policy of the
Government, and bas exultingly pointed
to his record as a proof of his statements.
He has said that the hon. the Finance
Minister had expended different suis of
money which had not been voted by
Parliament. I admit that one of the
fundamental principles of the Rlieform
party at one' time was that no money
should be expended without first obtain-
ing the sanction of Parliament, but I con-
tend that the whole history of the party
shows a perpetual violation of this prin-
ciple when they were in power. It is
charged that the hon. the Minister lias ex-
pended $20,000 in excess of the appro-

priation for contingencies. The hon.

g'entleman bas always been suspicious of
"contingencies"; he said that the word
generally covered up a great amount of
rascality. Once, in the Local House,
I noticed a charge for "d usters," and
on investigation I found it was for
a champagne spree at Bellev-ille. On
another occasion, I found the peregrina-
tions of the now celebrated "corkscrew
club" under the head of contingencies.
Well, the hon. the Minister of Finance
is charged with spending $20,000 more
than the House voted. I remember some
remarks of the hon. member for Lambton
in regard to contingencies in the Local
House. He thought it was an outrageous
thing for a conservatory to be built for
the Governor-General, and the expense
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charged to contingencies. When he got that the hon. the Minister of Finance
into power, however, we find a similar saved $72,070 on these tbree items, as
charge under the head of " Library." In contrasted with his (Sir Richard J. Cart-
1873-4, the present Minister ,of Finance wright's) over-expenditure of $267,028.
asked for $150,000 for " contingencies." Nowlet us take the Estinates for 1880-81.
By a strange turn of the political wheel, Aitheugl tl)ey are apparently large, they
the hon. gentlemen opposite found them- only exceed the proper Estimates of the
selves on the Treasury Benches, and they precedingyear by something like $4,000
spent $222,000, or, in other words, or $5,000. What is the cause of the in-
$72,803 more than was voted for that crease this year ? It is not the extra-
purpose. And yet it is a great crime for vagance of the Governuient. The
the hoh. the Finance Minister to exceed interest cn. the Publi Debt is resposible
the appropriation by $20,000. In 1874-5 for $699,191 ; the Census, amatter which
the hon. gentleman oppcsite asked for must be attended te, requires $195,000;
$17 and hie speit w208,000, exceed- for iRailways there is an extra item f
ing the appropriation bN $33,000. Before $48,500 ; the extra amount for I .dians is
the Opposition went te the country, they $165,000, making $1,079,691, which
eut down the Estimates, and the sequel is siould be charged toe extraordiary and
that this Parliament bas been called upea net te ordinary expenditure. Dedu t
te iake gooi a deficiency of $1,034,000. those extra items from the amount
The amouhnt asked for this year is estimae by the ion. the Min-
t250000 but, if the charges for which ister f Finance, the Estiates cf this
they are responsible, and which had te be year will really aount te $23,939,000,
voted last year are deducted, tlue sux» or $40,000 lems than those cf the hion.
would be $3,970,000. The son. gentle- entleman opposite ifo 1878-9. Hon.
man is what you may cal huge on figures. embers opposite have turned their atten-
the showed that the hon. the Minister cf tien towards thy ,ational Policy, wich
Finance had expended v30,000 more for they terno a sort cf vIegalised robbery."
Civil Government than was voted by Par- 1 say that the hion. member foi Lambton
liament, and an additional $30,000 for dees net represent the feelings f his ownil
Supei annuations. But hie fails te f riends on that side cf the use on this
tel the country that thm general question; the public records show it. s
expenditure bas been kept within hie if accord with the bion. member for
the Estimates in many items. Compari- North Oxford (Mr. Oliver), who, I think
sons are sometimes dious, but think the records will show, is a strona Protec
the hon. gentlemen will find that we do tieniot Is the o. member for Soutct
not suifer uch by a comparison with Brant ($h r. Paterson), and the mon.
18î73-4. At that time $733,459 wvas ap- 1member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
propriated for Civil G tvernment; the ton), in barmony with that hon. gentie-
amunt expended by the hon. member man on this question I think net s If
for Centre Huron was $883,000. The they are, the record belies thera. I think
mount voted for the Administration cf the hon. gentleman onl speaks for him-

Justice was $380,261, and $459,037 was self, and that the great Reform party,
expended by the sanwe gentleman; Peni- represented by thhon. member for Nortn
tentiaries, $357,25 and $359,551 was Oxford, is of an entirely different view.
expended. Therefore, in these three Let me illustrat the fact by a few obser-
items alone, the hon. gentleman exceeded vations fro ene cf those hon. gentlemen
the appropriations by $26 28. Let us wh are continually harping upon the
take the sanie items for 1878-9, which subject before the people, and asserting
the ex-Minister estimated, but which were that the Refrm party isentirely opposed
expended by the present Minister. Then te Protection, which is ruining the couni
Ï882,1q74 was askued for Civil Govern- try. iwould like te show how incon-
ment, and the present Minister cf sistent they are, and have always been.
Finance expended $861,.170 ; Adminis- The hon. ember for Centre Huron (Sir
tration cf Justice, $614,,000 waN voted Richard J. Cartwright) was not always a
and $527,896 empended ; Penitentaries, Free-trader; in one o bis speeches in
$322,314 roted, and cxpnded only Parliament, he said:
$308,482. n would therefore appear mProthctio n would, in thi n country, fora few
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brief years, enable manufacturers to make
enormous profits, and would create a temporary
general prosperity."

The hon. member for Lambton, in a
speech delivered by him in Toronto
during the late election, said :

" There is no doubt that wherever a pro-
tective system is adopted, it will for a time
increase the production of a country, the
manufactured products of a country, and in
doing so will, if the sources of revenue are not
dried up, induce a seeming prosperity."

The hon. gentlemen said just what we
say, that manufactures create prosperity,
permanent prosperity we hope at present.
We have had a year of the National
Policy, and it is shown clearly and con-
clusively that the country has benefitted
by it largely. The hon. member for
North Norfolk said that Protection was
fspecially necessary in a new country,
which would thus be enabled to compete
with older countries, where it had long been
establisbed; that it suited the people at
large, and especially the farming interest,
etc. Here is what he said in 1876

" That Protection is especially necessary in a
new country-to enable it to compete with
countries where manufactures are established;
that judicious Protection here fits the nation at
large, and especially the farming interests; that
it creates a home market for farm products,
and that the purchasing power of labour is
increased ; that the experience of the United
States under Protection was a clear and marked
illustration of Protection ; that the tendency
of Protection is not to increase, but to cheapen,
prices to the consumer."

I recollect well when the question was
discussed in Parliament, in 1876, the
Hamilton Times, one of the Grit organs,
took the Free-traders to task because
they had pronounced against Protection:

" The next few months will develop whether
Canadian manufacturers are to obtain justice
by the adoption of Reciprocity, and failing that,
their claim, are as strong as ever for Protec-
tion. Meantime it would be well for our
Toronto confrère to remember that he is not
talking to a parcel of ignorant children, who do
not understand their own requirements, and
who can.be laughed out of their honest convic-
tions ; but let it be understood that the manu-
facturing interests of Canada must be sustained
and encouraged, either by Free-trade on both
sides of the border, or by a Canadian Tariff
that will correspond with that of the United
4štates "

Now, one would suppose from his speech
that the hon. nember for Lambton is an
advocate of the United States. He talks
.about sone Senator being purchased, a

charge which he ought to be ashamed to
make, knowing as he does that that bon.
gentleman is, and lias been, respected as
an honourable man by all parties. One
would naturally suppose that he himself
had been purchased by the United States
Government to advocate their cause. He
is well understood to be a strong friendof
the United States. The hon. gentleman
says that a retaliatory policy will be
suicidal to this country. Ris friend the
hon. member for North Norfolk does not
think so. A retaliatory policy, in 1 7G,
was what the country then required.
Hear what lie then said:

" With regard to the resolution, I confess I
would like to sec a retaliatory policy adopted,
which would bring the United States to terms,
and would at least protect us against slaughter
prices."

The member for South Brant (Mr.
Paterson) also spoke in favour of Protec-
tion, in these terms :-

" I must admit that I an in favour of a de-
fensive policy. I cannot view with complacency
what we see in this country. We live beside
a country with a population ten times greater
than our own, whose industries have been
fostered by Protection until they are enabled,
even in some articles in which Britain excelled,
to challenge suprenacy with lier. While that
nation has erected againsé us and other coun-
tries a hostile Tariff, we have our hands bound
and give them free and unrestricted right in our
markets."

We need not go further than the Globe,
which, under the heading " Weekly Re-
view," on February 26th last, made these
remarks :-

" Reports as to the business of the week are
contradictory to some extent. This applies
chiefly to the trade in dry-goods, some houses
claiming to be doing a good business, while
others report only a fair to middling trade.
This is scarcely to be wondered at, as it is ad-
mitted that the dry-goods trade aud also hard-
ware have grown to considerable proportions
here, thus rendering possible a great range of
variation. Orders are coming in more freely
for dry-giods. but the hardware men are not
over-taxed. The wholesale dry-goods trade are
busy filling orders for the spring trade, and in
some instances both entry clerks and packers
have been compelled to be on duty early and
late. This branch has imùproved lately, and
the spring trade may be said to have fairly
commenced."

In the Globe of September 6th, 1879, I
find the following additional testinony,
which removes any doubt as to the effect
of the National Policy -

" It is long aince it has been in the power of
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Canadian journals to speak in congratulatory
terms on the aspect of commercial matters;
but we think we are justified in doing so to-
day. We have for some time past mentioned
that there were indications of amendment in the
condition of the finance and commerce of the
country ; but have refrained from jumping too
hastily at the conclusion that bottom had been
touched, and that we were again moving up-
ward. But matters now strongly point to an
improved state of affairs. The 4th of Septem-
ber is always regarded as a critical test of mer-
cantile ability to pay their indebtedness, and
enquiry at the banks show that though there
was a very large amount of paper maturing to-
day, engagements have generally been very sat-
isfactorily met. It is not putting it in too
strong a light to say that bankers' expectations
have been more thau realised. We think we
may say that the tura has come, and, under a
regine of prudence, the necessity for which has
been so strongly impressed upon all by tha
events of the past, we need not anticipate any
retrogression from the upward step which bas
been taken."

What, after that, is the use of the hon.
gentlemen opposite talking about the
country goingr to the dogs, and the like?
Is not that a very good proof of the pros-
perity that is being developed? In
October, 1879, the Globe said

" The improved feeling previously referred to
as being manifested in business circles generally
continues to be exhibited, and even in a some-
what more marked degree. * * *

Country merchants, consequently, rejoice, and
the buoyancy is felt in proportion by the larger
dealers of the city, from w hom the main sup-
plies are derived."

See the testimony also of the Montreal
Witness, another Grit organ, whichexpluins
the cause of increase of bankrupts:

" The increase in the total amount of liabili-
tics during the past year is owing in a measure
to the failure of four banking institutions,
whose liabilities were of course far above the
average. Were it not for the failure of these
banks, the year would probably be, with re-
spect to the total amount of liabilities, the most
favourable since 1874. Thus the average
liabilities have also been greatly increased,
being, in 1879, $15,430, against $14,088 in 1878,
and $14,657 in 1875. The number of failures
is very large, but there can be no d ubt that
these have also been increased in consequence
of the general apprehension concerning the
amendment, or total repeal, of the Insoivent
law, apprehensions which were not unfounded,
as the repeal bill was only prevented from be-
eoming law by the action of the Senate."
The hon. gentleman (Sir Richard J.
Cartwright) said the farmers were going to
the dogs as fast as possible-were being
starved out, with no prices for their grain;
yet his own organ stated they had more
time to think of home comforts during
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the winter months. On December 4th,
1879:

" Taken altogether the trade of the last two
months is an improvement on that for the cor-
responding periods of 1877-78."

Does the hon. member for Lambton want
more than that to show the National
Policy has been a success ? The hon.
member for Centre Huron, who was
somewhat theatrical in bis speech the
other night, thought he made a great
point, in speaking of the 200 idle work-
ingmen in Ottawa; he wanted to show
what a terrible calamity had befallen the
country, because that number came to
the Parliament House to lay their griev-
ances before the Premier ; that, he
thouglit, was an illustration of the state-
ment that the country was going to the
dogs, under the National Policy. But
I recollect a larger similar demonstration
during the late Administration, when that
hon. gentleman had back stairs made from
his office, by whieh to escape or hide from
the workingmen. The several hundred
workingnien were then of the " rough"
class, and hon. gentlemen opposite did
not wish to touch them with a twenty-
foot pole. At election times they are
the bone and sinew of the country ; but
men like the hon. member for Centre
Huron have their aristocratie natures
shocked by the presence of working-
men. The Tory party were charged
with having got up those demon-
strations as an electioneering dodge.
The Globe, of April 5th, 1877, said, under
the heading of "More Tory Tactics":

"The Conservatives. have, with that good
taste and love for the eternal fitness of things
whirh are the special characteristics of the
party of gentlemen, seem to bave selected
the Parliament buildings of the Dominion as a
convenient and appropriate place in which to
hold one of the noisest and most disorderly of their
party demonstrations. On the Premier going
to the door of the Committee Room he was ac-
costed by two rough-looking fellows who told
hlim they wanted him to come down and speak
to the men. Mr. Mackenzie refused to go.

* * There is no doubt the whole affair was
a thinly disguised political dodge."
"iRough-looking fellows" is the term used
by the Reform party towards those work-
ingmen, except about election time. The
hon. member for Lambton and his organs
alluded on several occasions to the state-
ment of the right hon. gentleman (Sir
John A. Macdonald) that he could not
give the idle men work, there being no
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Parliamentary appropriation, and have
described him as being totally indifferent
tothe wants of the workingman,andabused
hiin because he -would not spend money
for them without the consent ofParliament.
Now, what did the hon. member for Lamb-
ton say when these "rough fellows" came
and demanded something of him q
That reminds me of a letter I saw to-day
from an expatriated countryman of ours,to
a friend of his, which I could almost
fancy the hon. gentleman had written.
It is in his vein ; he points out that the
Ontario G overnment are going to be ex-
ceedingly liberal to the poor men, and, in
order to relieve their distress, are going
to erect new Parliament buildings. The
hon. member for Lambton is reported to
have said here:

" Mr. Mackenzie said he need not say that lie
was glad to meet the unemployed workmen,
the appointment having been made in the
ordinary way. He sympathised deeply with
those in distress, and was anxious to do all
he could to relieve them. The view taken by
the men yesterday was apparently that the
Governiment of the Dominion should provide
bread or work. The Government was as power-
less as anyone present to contribute iii that
direction, but he (Mr. Mackenzie) was always
willing to relieve distress when he could afford
it. * * * The Government had no power to
expend money wfthout the order of Parlia-
ment. Because the Parliament Buildings were
located in Ottawa, that was no reason why the
Dominion Government should assist the un-
employed workingmen of the city. The people
of Ottawa had no greater claim on the Govern-
ment for assistance than the people of Halifax,
St. John, Toronto or Montreal had. H e
pointed out the great advantages offered the
agriculturist in the North-West Territories,
where a man could get 100 acres of good land
for nothing, and while working on it look for-
ward to future affluence."

The late Minister of Public Works said
the Great West was open to the working-
men, and the Globe came down upon
them with all its vengeance. Why did
not he put his hand in his pocket and
relieve them ? The hon. gentlemen op-
posite have complained of the duties on
coal and wheat, which are not new
impositions. I recollect when there were
duties on those articles, and a motion
made to remove thein from the dutiable
list, which was opposed by several hon.
gentlemen opposite. The hon. member
for South Huron (Mr. Cameron) said on
the subject :

" We heard yesterday afternoon, with great
regret, that the hon. the Finance Minister was

going to exempt coal and wheat from duties,but that hon. Minister did a wise and judicious
thing in returning to the duties he proposed.
He would oppose the motion of the hon.
member for Glengarry to put flour and meal cn
the free list."

The hon. member for North Oxford (Mr.
Oliver) moved for an Address, praying for
the imposition of an import duty on wheat,
Èour, Indian corn, hops,. salt and coal.
Yet it is a great crime in us to tax those
articles; but in those days it was all right.
Now, however, it is scandalous for the
hon. the Finance Minister to impose such
duties, as the whole of Ontario is supposed
to be up in arms against it. I have not
seen the uprising. A proposition was
made by the hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver) to put a duty on
flour, meal and Indian corn. An amend-
ment was made for the purpose of re-
moving tea from the list, and admitting
coal and meal free. Who voted against
it ? The hon. member for South Went-
worth (Mr. Rymal) and the hon. members
for Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) and North Oxford (Mr. Oliver.)
The hon. member for Lambton lias
challenged the emigration policy of the
present Government. I think, with
his record as leader of the Government
of Ontario, he3 ought to say little
about the emigration policy of any Gov
ernment ; for a more extravagant policy
was never initiated. The whole policy of
the Reform party has been to bring ruin
and discredit on this countrv so far as the
em, çrants were concerned. He found fault
witih the Sandfield Macdonald Government
because it sent the present member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) to England, and
paid him $5,000 as Emigration Agent;
and yet, the moment his party took office,
they covered the Mother Country with
hungry gentlemen as Emigration Agents,
such as Horrocks Cox, at an enormous
expense to the Province. They talk
about misleading the people of the Mother
Countrv-see what they did. I have the
Official Report in my hands, by which I
proved similar statements on a former
occasion. So long as thev were in power,
they systematically misled the emigrants,
etc. Here is what the Agent of Ontario
published in England:

" They will also clear from five to six aeres,
and they will find yon the seed to plant it. The
moment you get there you may begin to put
your spade in the soil. I will not tell you that
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every stump will be out; but I will tell you tract from the report of-of one of theClear
that in some of these stump lands I have seen Grits, I was going to say-Mr. William
some of the Cinest crops of corn growing I ever
saw in my life. The Government, I repeat,
will find you seed ; they will find you irom five on the other cide of politice; le vas the
to six acres of land ready for the deposit of that enissary sent to the Mother Country by
seed, and as soon as yeu have got your land, that party. What doee he say? His
and at any time find your strong, bony armse l to be found t page 1.48 of tbe
idle, the Government will take up every day, r
every hour of your spare time, and will pay you Report of the Minister of Agriculture of
the equivalent of five shillings a day for work- that time. 1e says
ing on the colonisation roads.'a 4" The omission of Lord Derby wae, however,
That was the policy of the Reform admirably supplied in the uow celebrated
party up to 1878. They misled speech of Earl Beaconsfield, delivered at a
emigrants from the Mother Country large public meeting, held at Aylesbury, in
But let us come down to the Blue-book. September last, in which hie Lordehip epoke of

We fndin 875 tht thre ere19 ,43the 'illimitable wildernese' of fertile prairie
We find, in 1875, that there were 19,243where, for a
emigrants brought out at $14 a head; comparatively smail aum, the unhappy agri-
in 1876, there were 14,999 at $19.60 a culturiet, now unable to pay rent to the Euglish
head ; in 1877, there were 15,323 at landiord, miglt, in a very brief time, becomethe owner of a valuable estate in Manitoba or
$12 a head ; and in 1878 they brought the NorthWest. The emphatic references of
out 18,372, at $9.63 a head. Now, the the noble Premier to the agricultural capabili-
hon. gentleman iow at the head of that ties of the Dominion, necesearily createi a
Department brought out during last year marke cl impression h i n o f
30,717 emigrants at $5.74 a head-double instead of being weakened, wa deepenei and
the number at half the price per head. strengthened by the hoetile criticism to which
And that is the extravagant policy of some detaile of Ris Lordship'e epeech were
this Government. It is said that 'Ubjeèted. Canada wae nover so well adver-
thousands of emigrants are going away
to the United States--driven away from That is the report made by the emissary
this country by the National Policy. cent to England by the Grit Goverument.
What are they going there lor ? It is not I do nut knuw that I have much more to
the Protection Tariff that is driving them say in reply to the remarks of the hon.
out. There is more Protection there than member for Centre Huron. There, how-
here. The hon. member for Lambton ever, je just une other matter to
(Mr. Mackenzie) sneers at the idea of which I will refer. He lias advocated a
Earl Beaconsfield being inspired by the novel theory. I was reading that work
right hon. gentleman. I do not see why of that colebrated writer on Political
our chief should not inspire Lord Beacons- Economy, Mr. Mill (I do not mean the
field. I think lie v-ould inspire anybody member for Bothwell), and also the wurk of
coming in contact with him. A reference a celebrated person called Smith on the
kas been made, to the speech of Lord same subjeet; and I fnd the opinions
Derby and the speech of Earl Beaconsfield. there expressed far behind the times.
I ain glad to know that our chief is so We are told by those writers that, when
well recognised in the Mother Country, the exports are greater than the imports,
as the foremost man in this coun- it je a sure sigu of ruin. Well, I leave
try. I do not think it a wonder the philosophons of Bothwell and Centre
at all that Earl Beaconsfield 'should Huron to settie these thinge; and I think
look to our chief for a true and that, if tliey spent a little more time iu
eorrect account of what is going in the Library, they miglt find that the
on in this country. He knew the right whole of their theory le a theory of the
hon. gentleman could be relied on; he past, and le now entirely exploded. The
knew he could not tell a lie ; he knew hon. members for Centre Huron and Both-
right well what kind of man lie was. well have taken the liberty of telling us

MR. ANGLIN: Oh. that the end of our political existence is
MI. RYKERT: I know the hon. at hand; that the handwriting is on the

member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) does wall. I do net cee it. I have looked
not like it, but we are thoroughly satis- around the country, and I do not see the
fted with our chief, and the country is writing on the wall, They say, look at
atafied wlti him. Ltt me read a r ex frthe Ontaro Local election. I havr

MR. RIKt dT.
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visited many of the counties helping my
friends, and I can venture ta say that in
no constituency was the question of the
National Policy discussed in the Local
elections, except in the cities and a very
few counties. Many a county was taken
by the utmost debauchery.

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Oh.
MR. RYKERT: Hon. gentlemen say

"Oh." Well, I speak by the book, and I
know the amount of money expended was
very large; money carried most of the
elections. Take the county of Welland.
The Conservative candidate was a plain
Dutchman, like myself, and lie beat the
Hon. J. G. Currie ; a question of corrup-
tion drove hin from Parliament. Then
look at the South Wentworth election ;
it went Conservative at the last
election; but, by some hocus-pocus work,
it was turned around by a majority of
two or three. We hear no jokes now
from the lion. gentleman (Mr. Rymal);
because he sees the handwriting on the
wall, and lie fears the next election. Thev
will find at the next election that Ontario
is sound to the core; that they can ap-
preciate the finance measures of this
Government, and, when that day does
comle, the Opposition will know it to their
regret. I will not detain the House.

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Oh, go on;
go on.

MR. RYKERT: Hon. gentlemen say
" go on." They need not say " go on,"
or " stop." I will go on, and stop, when
I please. They need not think they oan
disconcert me; if they think se they are
quite mistaken; I am not se easily put
down. The hon. member for Lambton's
speech was apparently made up from those
lie has delivered during the last two or three
years; this re-hash can have verv little effect
on the country, and no effect whatever in
the House. A more unpatriotic and un-
statesmanlike speech was never before
delivered by the leader of a great party.

ie hon. gentleman cannot address the
louse without resorting to all kinds of
personal abuse. Every word of his
remarks except a few words on the
present policy of the Government, is a
repetition of what is to be found in the
picnic speeches, as published and circu-
lated. A few lines were written in
reference to the lion. gentleman's speech,
which lie delivered in Renfrew a
£ew years ago, which are very

applicable to the speech with which
he has just now favoured the House.
I do not know whether lie wrote these
lines himself; but they are so appropriate
that I think I cannot do better than to
repeat them :

"He cannot make the old speech
lie made so long ago,
For cheek and vo ce would fail him
And self-possession go;
For broken pledges come in mind
With each remembered phrase,
Hm cannot speak of ' purity
As in by-gone days.

"He cannot make the old speech,
Its words would make him blush,
Tie crowd would interrupt hin
With 'Cauchon' and 'Big-Push.'
Unseated Grits would give the lie
To each familiar word,
He cannot make the old speech,
It would be too absurd."

I must apologise to the House for occupy-
ing so much time; but I felt, as an Ontario
man, that I was bound te answer some of
the observations of hon. gentlemen op-
posite. As a representative from that
Province, I feel that I owe a duty to the
people who sent me here, and a duty ta
my party, to endorse the policy of the
Government, which has been an inaugura-
tion of prosperity, and which, if fairly and
honestly carried out, I believe will bring
us a great future. I believe that capital
is flowing into our country-the farmer is
benefitted by it-the manufacturers have,
I know, gained by it. The sneer made
by the hon. member for Centre Huron,
because the present hon. Minister visited
the manufacturers, ill became him. If he
could bring himself te the level of
his fellow-men, it would be a great
deal better. Ris kid-glove ideas are such
that he cannot talk te the farmers and
the workingmen, but the present Minister
of Finance has shown himself a man of
the people. I believe that the people of
Ontario recognise that the policy of the
hon. gentleman will produce the greatest
good to the country. How could the
whole fiscal policy of the country be
altered without some inconvenience? But
if, after one year's trial, it requires very
little modification, it shows that the
principle of it is sound, and I make no
doubt whatever, Sir, that under the wise
legislation of the present Government we
shall continue ta prosper throughout the
whole Dominion, and that a great future
is in store for us.
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MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : I do
not propose following the hon. gentleman
from Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) through the
whole extent of the political tirade to
which lie lias treated the House. As a
dealer in political carrion he bas no rival,
and I am quite willing to allow him the
entire monopoly of that business. I have
listened attentively to the splenetic
speech with whieh he attacked the Re-
form party, and was amused to see that
hehad taken down his favourite scrap-book
from its musty shelf, and turned over
page after page in order to give a series
of readings to the members of this House
as an exhibition of his own peculiar trade.
My hon. friend was particularly anxious
to-night to, as he said, demolish the
late Minister of Finance, The special
mission with which lie charged himself
was to traduce and villify, and I think
it will be universally admitted that lie ful-
filled his mission with remarkable ability,
an ability, Sir, which lie rarely displays
in any other direction. He attacked the
hon. member for Centre Huron (SirRichard
J. Cartwright) for changing sides, but will
that hon. gentleman look back at his
own career for a few moments? It so
happens that somewhere between 1862
and 1863, a county in the west was re-
presented by the same individual who
now represents it, and, if the Journals of
the House are turned up, it will be found
that the lion. gentleman, who is now sup-
porting the present Goverrtment with
so much vigour, supported the opposite
party at that time ; and if you look down
the votes of these years you will find that
lie voted along with the Reform party.
.The votes are recorded thus, '' Rykert,
Rymal, Scatcherd, Mackenzie," and so
on. Has my hon. friend been more con-
sistent than the late Minister of Finance?
What change has come over the spirit of
his dream? In what light has lie seen
the error of his way? From 1862 to 1863
he was a firm supporter of the Reform
party, and now we find him sitting down
in sweet communion with those to whom
he was so firmly opposed in by-gone days.
Is he the gentleman to point the finger of
scorn ? Is he the gentleman to condemn
even my hon. friend the Minister
of Finance, whose financial ability has
been recognised by this House, and whom
the whole country will recognise in the
proper way? The hon. gentleman has

MR. Ross.

dealt in reproaches against the Reform
party for what lie calls their political de-
bauchery. He must needs hurl invectives
against Mr. Currie, late member of the
Legislative Assembly of Ontario, and
against members who have made speeches
in different parts of the country; but he
is not entirely invulnerable in that
respect himself. My hon. friend, whose
inconsistency I have already exposed, had
a seat in the Local Legislature of Ontario;
and lie is the only member who was ever
brought before the Bar of that bouse and
indicted for political immorality. I will
read the report made by the Select Com-
mittee, during the Session of 1874. That
Committee reported as follows :-

"1. That the Great Western Railway Com-
pany of Canada, on or about the 1Lt day of July,
1870, paid the said John Charles Rykert the
sum of $1,000 for Parliamentary services ren-
dered by the said John Charles Rykert to such
company in the then recent Session of the Legis-
lature of Ontario."

Some HoN. MEMBER: It is hard to
believe.

MR. ROSS: Yes, my lion. friend on
my right says, " It is hard to believe,"
but I fear it is too true. The report con-
tinues :

."2. That one Edward D. Tilson gave the
said John Charles Rykert the sum of $100 for
Parliamentary services rendered by the said
John Charles Rykert in connection with the
Bill to incorporate the town of Tilsonburg, in
the Session of the said Legislature held in the
year 1871-72, such money being paid to the said
John Charles Rykert after the third reading of
such Bill."

Some HON. MEMBER: Oh, that can-
not be, there.

M . ROSS : Well, the lion. gentleman
can read the report for himself if lie likes.
It goes on further to say :

" 3. That the said John Charles Rykert re-
ceived from the Toronto Street Railway Con-
pany the sum of $150 for professional services
rendered by the said John Charles Rykert in
connection with certain legislation respecting
said Street Railway and the proposed Ontario
Street Railway, in this Legislature and else-
where."

"4 That at the time of the payment of such
moneys aforesaid the said John Charles Rykert
waa and still is a member of the Legislative
Assembly of the Province of Ontario."

I will now read from a minority report
of the same Committee. There was a
disagreement in regard to the circum-
stances under which the money was paid.
The minority of that Committee held that
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the money was paid for professional
services. Here is what they say :

" They find that the said John Charles
Rykert, while a meraber of your hcnourable
House, re.eived or was paid the following sums
of money by persons who were or had been con-
cerned in seeking or opposing legislation before
your honourable House or the Committee
thereof : the sum of $1,000 by the Great
Western Railway, which had been concerned
during the Session of 1869 in opposing certain
legislation provitted in the interest of the Canada
Southern Railway Company, and supporting
certain legislation sought by the first-mentioned
company in connection with the line of railway
known as the Air Line ; $150 by the Toronto
Street Railway, which had been interested in
opposing, during the Sessions of 1871, 1872 and
1873, certain legislation provided in the interest
of the Toronto Street Railway Company ; $100
by one Edward D. Tilson, who had been in-
terested in certain legislation provided by him
during the Session of 1871-2 for the incorpora-
tion of the town of Tilsonburg."
The minority and the majority of that
Committee in their report agreed as to
the fact of the money being paid, and my
hon. friend himself is of course fully
aware whether ho received the money or
not. The evidence is there. Now, Sir,
it will be a little surprising to this House
that entries like that appear on the
Journals of the Local Legislature, a
Legislature which my hon. friend did not
adorn, and from which he would have
been ignominiously expelled, but for the
mistaken kindness of Mr. Mowat
and the Reform party. Perhaps, how-
ever, he will adorn this Legislature, and,
after seeing the error of bis ways, will
repent and become virtuous. I hope so,
but I am afraid that the evidence which
recently appeared in one of the Courts
of St. Catharines will hardly support
my expectation. Howeyer, strange
things sometime happen in politics, and
it may be that my hon. friend may here-
after be more virtuous, but I do hope
that he will at least spare us the pain of
referring to these Journals, and of calling
the attention of the House and country
to his former political degradation. I
cannot go so far as to say that he was
bought, but I know that the money was
paid, that his political support was given,
whether as a consideration for that money
or not the hon. gentleman himself knows.
Then my hon. friend goes on to charge the
Reform party with decrying the credit of
this country. He takes the ground that,
because we are not satiafied with the
National Policy, because we choose to

say that it is not calculated to advance
the interests of this country, we are there-
fore unpatriotic and disloyal. The hon.
gentleman's charge in that matter is
scarcely worthy of consideration. It is
not tobe admitted for one moment that
the Conservative party monopolises the
entire loyalty and patriotism of this
country. The ground we take in
regard to this National Policy is
that it has not fulfilled, and that it
cannot fulfil, the promises made in
its behalf when it was first introduced. I
deny that we decry the credit of the
country, but we do say that the prosperity
which was promised because of the intro-
duction of the National Policy has not corne,
that the workingmen do not receive bet-
ter wages as theywere pronised, that busi-
nesshas notimproved as we were promised,
at least we have no substantial evidence of
its improving. We say it remains with
the hon. gentlemen opposite to show that
the business of this country has improved,
and that greater prosperity does ensue
because of this policy. Why, it was the
hon. gentlemen themselves that first began
to decry the standing and prosperity of
the country. Let me refer in proof of this
to the resolution introduced by my right
bon. friend the leader of the Government
in connection with this question. It
reads as follows:-

" That this House is of the opinion that the
welfare of Canada requires the adoption of a
National Policy, which, by a judicious re-adjust-
ment of the Tariff, will benefit and f->ster the
agrièultural,'tbe mining, the manufacturing and
the other interests of the Dominion ; that auch a
Policy will retain in Canada thousands of our
fellow-countrymen now obliged to expatriate
themselves in search of employment denied
them at home, will restore prosperity to our
struggling industries. now so sadly depressed."
Now, you will find inalmost every line of
that resolution evidence of the country
being decried. If you will go back to
1876, when the first resolution in regard
to this question was introduced, you will
find the same sentiment prevails, and did
there not come up from every platform in
Ontario a dolorous wail from my right
hon. friend about the depressed industries
of Canada, about the suffering working-
men, about the expatriated citizens, and
about the poor hard-working, ill-fed
labouring men 1 In the Eastern Townships
we were told that from the emerald lakes
and the green fields came up the cry,
" Sir John, come over and help ua " But
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so far from the Reform party decrying ment? Ar I to understand that patri-
,he country or pointing out its depressed otism means going up and down througl
condition, they took the ground that the the country like mountebanks, making
depression was overstated, and that, more- promises that can neyer be fulfilled in
over, it was a season of general depression the nature of things; deluding the work-
in the United States, Great Britain and .ingren with the promise that wages will
continental Europe; they took the ground inevitably rise ; deluding the farmer
that these depressions were pericdim, and with promises of prices that he can-
that, after a while, inthe natural course of not realise l If that is the patri,3tism
things, the depression would be removed meant by my hon. friend, then I ivish to
and the country become prosperou, kgain; be considered unpariotic. Let me show
and I believe that under the circum- how the patriotism of xny hion. fricnds
stances it would have recovered its pros- opposite is regarded by a certain Political
perity, in thet natural order of business, Economy Club whih sprng up, strangely
far more cffectually and speedily than it to say, very recently in Montreal, under
has under the treatment it is reiving at the wing oe f v oirie of the leading Conser-
the present tire. Is it unpatriotic for wus vatives there.
te tafke the ground that the country is ntt MR. McpALLa tM: No, r.
s , depressed as it is represented? If M . bROSS My hon. friend says niho
that is wliat niy lion. friend means iWell, lie -was not there at the time. I
by the ter unpatriotic, then I wish am not charging him with biinn one cf
to be considered unpatriotic. I believe the chickns that ent under the wig cf
that the depress d condition of te coun- that political club. re oas not got that
try has not been relieved by the National far yet, enly so far as to get a cheap sup-
iPolicy. I believe that if the depression ply of coal for lis tugs. Why, under the
does pass away it url be not because cf very wing of the hon. member for Card-
the National Policy but in spite of the well (Mr. White), in the city of Mon-
Naional Policy; that the improvement treal within a few doors of bis Montreal
in trade in the United States and else- Gazette office, wm, find a club organised
where, with te good crops witi which called the Political Economy Club, and
Providence lias favoured uis, xvili give an in their flrst manifeste they make use of
impetus te trade in the Dominion in spite the fellowing words
of the depressing effeots f the National

Sagainst British competition, by the imposition
te Say, would have cone soner liad net cf heavy Customohouwte dutie, and he appoint-
the hon. gentlemen opposite proposed te ment of Sir A. T. Gat, the mrdt prominent in-
tamper, as they have done, witli the ordi- dependence advocate in Canada, to negotiate
na.ry ries cf business. We are charged conmercial treaties with both France and

oSpaincan leav no possible doubt in the minde
with being unpatriotic; for whatt? because of intelligent observera that the policy Cof the
we have supperted anl economical Govern- I present Government is to fre themselves more
ment. arid more from the thraldom of the Colonial

MR. RYKERT: Hear, hear. system.M
MM. RROSS: My lion. friend says, That club takes the Protective system in-

"lhear, licar." iPcrhaps lie understands iaugurated by the hon, gentlemen opposite
economy just as well as ie did pelitical as an evidenoe that the Colonial connec-
borality. But are we npatrintie because tien witlc the Mother Country is about
we have supported that system cf trae te be severed, and e uaims tehse win t
that prevails in Egland, and bave e- appointment of Sir A. T. Gat as a nego-
fused te copy tle system cf trade whici tiator of commercial treaties an eviden e
prevails in te United States d Are we tlat the present Goenment are opposed
unpatriotic because we were geing on t our Colonial system, and look- at the
with tlie publi improvements of this sympathy which is created by the assim-
country just as fast as the means of this ilation cf our fystem of trade te that in
country would afford? Are we te be con- the United States as a proof that we are
sidered unpatriotic because we refuse t approaching nearer teo the institutions of
copy the American Civil Service system the United States, and when that assim-
and dismiss whle shoals cf public em- ilatito is complete Canada wdl be eut
ployés at cvery change cf Goyern- loose from the Mother Country. The

MR. Ross.
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hon. gentlemen may draw such conclu-
sions as they see fit from the mani-
festo of this club, but the fact remains
that the club based their manifesto on
the policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite.
Whether these gentlemen are identified
with this club I am not prepared to say,
but we know that it receives its entire
sympathy and support from gentlemen
professing Conservative principles. We
objected last Session te the National
Policy, because we believed it would
alienate the sympathies of the Mother
Country from Canada. We were not
mistaken in that opinion. The Canadian
Tariff was denounced in every English
newspaper, by every English statesman,
by English Boards of Trade, showing
conclusively that the feelings of Eng-
lishmen are aroused and their affec-
tions alienated from this country. We
objected to the Tariff on another ground,
that it would bear unevenly upon the
Provinces. Hon. gentlemen must know
that there are certain features in the
Tariff which have a tendency to alienate
one Province from the other. When we
entered into Confederation, it was on con-
dition that the interests of the whole
country should overbear the interests
of any particular Province, and that no
Province should be favoured to the detri-
ment of the whole nation. If a fiscal
policy is introduced, by which one Pro-
vince has special advantages over another,
or is burthened more than another, then
the original contract is broken and in-
justice is done. Inasmuch as the Tariff
has this effect, it does interfere with the
harmony which should exist between the
Provinces. On what ground has this agita-
tion in regard to the Fishery Award been
taken up in the Maritime Provinces?
Simply because they feel that this Tariff
presses upon them unduly, and it is as an
offset to the injurious effects of the Tariff
that they are seeking a certain portion of
this award. Let me give you a fact or
two, which will illustrate the working of
the Tariff. The percentage which Ontario
paid upon dutiable goods she consumed
last year was increased by 2½ per cent. ;
the Province of Quebec, Il per cent.;
Nova Scotia, 24 per cent.; New Bruns-
wick, 3J per cent. ; British Columbia,
21 per cent.; Prince Edward Island, 2
per cent. So unevenly does this Tariff
rest upon the various Provinces that the
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Customs' duties paid by Ontario have
increased by $1.16 per head; those
paid by Quebec, only 27c. per
head; New Brunswick, $1.40 per head;
British Columbia, $1.80 per head; Prince
Edward Island, 27e. per head. The
Tariff presses very unevenly. In one
case the duty is increased to $1.16 per
head; in another case it is increased to
$1.46 ; in another case 27c. ; in another
case $1.80; in another case it is only 9e.
You will see from the very nature of
things, that a Tariff that presses so un-
evenly upon the consumers of the differ-
ent Provinces must have an injurious
effect upon the political sympathies of
the people. Suppose that the people of
Ontario become restive and say that your
Tariff bas increased our duties to $1.16,
while it has only increased the duties of
the people of Quebec 27c. What reply
can you make? There can be no reply
only this, that any Tariff whieh would
press so unevenlyis iniquitous in the very
nature of things. Now, who pays the
coal tax ? Certainly not the people of the
Maritime Provinces so much as the people
in the Province of Ontario, who import
their coal from the United States, and, in
order to accommodate, asmuch as possible,
the people of Nova Scotia, the 50e. tax
was increased to a 60c. tax per ton.
The people of Ontario will be: disposed to
say, we have to pay 60c. a ton on
the coal we consume, and yet there are
people in this Dominion entirely exempt
from this obnoxious tax. What right
have we as members of this body politic
to be burdened with taxes which do not
lie equally upon every section of the
body politic. In the same way with the
flour tax: It is mainly the people of the
Maritime Provinces, who, as a matter of
necessity, bringtheirflour as returncargoes
from theUnited States, who havetopaythe
obnoxious tax of 50c. per barrel on flour.
The Province of Ontario is to a certain
extent, though indirectly, exempted from
that tax, and the people of the Maritime
Provinces may say: We have to pay
this obnoxious tax, in regard to which a
large portion of ber Majesty's subjects are
exempt. I will take another illustration.
The Great Western Railway of Canada is
to a large extent the great artery for
trade in the Province of Ontario. That
railway paid a coal tax of about $50,000.
The increase of the Tariff to the extent
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of 10c. per ton *will increase the coal
tax of the Great Western Railway by
$10,000. T hat means increased freight
and a reductionof profits. In the Maritime
Provinces, railways are not of the im-
portance they are in Ontario. Are we
not, therefore, discriminated against in
regard to this matter ? Are we not cor-
rect in saying that the tendency of the
Tariff is to destroy the harmonious feel-
ing which should exist between the
various parts of this great Confederation.
Its direct tendency is not, as it should be,
to bind together the different Provincial
interests, but to alienate them, and to set
up a standard of taxation in one Pro-
vince which does not apply to another
Province, and to leave the less favoured
Provinces to complain that they are not
treated fairly under the system of Con-
federation into which they have entered.
Another charge against the Tariff is that
it does not bear evenly on individuals.
This of itself, if proved, would be suf-
ficient to condemn it. The only ground
on which a revenue can be fairly collected
is that, as near as may be, all classes of
Her Majesty's subjects will be obliged to
contribute equally towards it. Now, let
us examine this Tariff somewhat in detail,
and see whether all classes of Her Ma-
jesty's subjects derive equal benefit from
it. Take the farmer to begin with. He
was promised, under this Tariff,
a home market for his produce.
On every platform in Ontario, the
farmer was told that, under the
existing system, he was obliged to send
his grain to Liverpool in order to find a
market. The hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways in the city of London told the
farmers of my county that under the pre-
sent system tbey were obliged to send
their produce 3,000 miles in order to find
a market, but that under this National
Policy they would find a market for their
products at home. Well, has this been
realised ? Look at the returns laid on the
Table of the House by hon. gentlemen
opposite, and what will you find i You
will find that, for the last six months of
1879, we exported $2,500,000 worth more
of animals and their products than were
exported during the previous six months.
And not only has there been an increase
in the exportation of animals and their
products, but we have actually exported
nearly $5,000,000 worth more of the pro-

En, Ross.

ducts of the soil during the same period
chan we did during the previous six
months. The farmer has to go to Liver-
pool to find a market for his produce as
he had before. He was deluded by hon.
gentlemen. Ie was promised a home
market, but did not receive it. I re-
member that, when hon. gentlemen oppo-
site werc agitating the National Policy
in my county, they told the farmers: Your
millers do not need to buy your farm pro-
duce ; they can keep their mills running
by importing cheap American grain; but,
when we get into power, we will put a
duty upon this wheat, and your millers
will have to pay you the difference of
the duty which we impose; you will
have a market and American wheat will
be kept out. But what have hon. gen-
tlemen done? Instead of fulfilling the
promises they made, they ostensibly put
a duty upon American wheat, and then
threw wide open the doors to American
wheat in order that our millers may
grind as much of it as they choose. This
is deluding the farmers from beginning to
end. If hon. gentlemen had felt disposed
to fulfil the promises they made, they
would insist upon the exaction of the
duties imposed. We were promised a
duty of 15c. a bushel on barley, and the
farmers were told that that would enhance
the price of barley. The duty was put
on, and how much has the price of barley
been enhanced? In what particular item
has the farmer got one cent more for any
product of the farm or dairy in conse-
qence of the adoption of the National
Policy ? I defy hon. gentlemen opposite
to point to one single instance in which
the farmer in Ontario has been
advantaged to the extent o' a shilling
by the National Policy. But I can show
you where disadvantage has accrued. On
every article the farmer consumes the
duty has been enhanced. The cottons he
uses have been enhanced 20, 40 and 45 per
cent. Ris woollens are enhanced in a
similar proportion.

Ma. FARROW: No.
MR. ROSS: I say yes; they have

been advanced. Notwithstanding that the
dissent of my hen. friend from North
Huron comes like a voice from the tomb,
I can tell him that I have looked at the
papers laid on the Table of the House, in
which it appears that the duties on wool-
lens have been enhanced some 8 or 9
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per cent. as compared with the previous
year. The hon. gentleman will find that
the duties on every description of wool-
lens are enhanced. He will also find that
the coarser grades of woollens pay a
higher duty than the finer woollens. I
repeat my challenge, that in regard to no
article sold by the farmer has he received
any Protection, and in regard to every ar-
ticle consumed by him the price has been
enhanced, from the furniture with which
he adorns his parlour to the hardware
with which he repairs his farming imple-
ments. In every direction the burdens
imposed on him have been increased, and
for these increased burdens he has re-
ceived no equivalent. Hon. gentlemen
were the friends of the workingman in the
hour of his depression. They promised him
better wages and constant employment.

An HON. GENTLEMAN: Hear, hear.
MR. ROSS: Hon. gentlemen admit it.

Well, here is a statement made by the
hon. the First Minister at the Amphi-
theatre at Toronto:

" We must grow up manufactures by a
judicious system of Protection, and, if we do,
the labourer and the workingmen will get em-
ployment, the capitalist will seek the assistance
of the workman, and there will be a community
of interest and a community of action. If we
have only a sensible system of Protection, if we
have only a common-sense system of law, we
will find that the workingman and the capi-
talist will work together, and the country will
blossom like a rose."
Does it blossom ? Can my lion. friend
the Minister of Customs point to
a single blossom-even to a bud ? Can
he detect its fragrance in the air? I can-
not, for one. Does the workingman of
the city of Ottawa smell the perfume of
this beautiful blossom, which was to grow
out of the National Policy? Does the
hon. the Minister of Finance see it bloom.
and blossomi If he cannet, no indivi-
dual can, for his imagination is so florid
that lie can see further into the future
than any of us can pretend to see back
into the past. Has my hon. friend for
Centre Toronto (Mr. Hay) seen it blos-
som ? Let us see what he said in the
Amphitheatre on that occasion. It was
as follows :_

" His hearers might depend upon it that the
working classes were the boe and sinew of
the community, and the reason the meeting
Was called was because more workingmen were
wanted i the country (cheers), and there was
a desire that the should be better paid and
have more work."

And on the eve of the election he issued
the following placards :-" Vote for Hay,"
"More employment and better wages."
That is the statement made by the hon.
gentleman in the city of Toronto, on the
17th September. Did the workmen of
the city of Toronto realise that? Have
the workingmen realised it in any other
part of the country? We know, as a mat-
ter of fact that, since the National Policy
has come into operation, wages have
actually declined, and the cost of every-
thing which the workingman consumes
has increased. He was promised by my
right hon. friend a reduction of duty on
some articles, and he was promised an in-
crease of duty on others. They promised
that there should be an increase on cot-
tons, woollens, etc., and a decrease on
sugar, coffee, and so on.

An HON. GENTLEMAN : And on
silks and satins.

Mn. ROSS: Yes, on silks and satins,
things ofwhich the workingman requires
a great deal. Have these promises been
realised ? In some respects they have.
So far as the increase on cottons, woollens,
and linens are concerned, they have been,
but lie pays as much for his tea, coffee,
sugar, etc., as ever lie did, and the
trouble is he does not pay it into the Trea-
sury, but intothepocketsof thosewhodonot
require it as much as he does himself.
Can my hon. friend show me where the
workingman has been improved by this
policy ? Have not all the promises made
to the workingmen been broken, not only
in whole but in detail? They have no
better wages, no more employment; ex-
patriation now as before ; families goingto
the United Slates as before ; people glad to
get away from the embarrassing influences
of the National Policy, knowing that, as
long as they remain here, they will be
pursued by the Collector of Customs, and
that everything they require for household
or family purposes will be heavily taxed.
Sir, the workingmen of this country have
been deluded. We say that the hon.
gentlemen have broken their promises,
and we bring them to task for having
broken those promises. We wish to tell
this country that they have promised the
workingmen more employment ; they have
promised them better wages; they have
promised prosperity ; and that, when they
made these promises, they knew they could
not perform them. When they promised
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the workingman more employment, they sirply with ballast. It just arounts to
promised what the right hon. gentleman this, that a return cargo is brougbt from
was obliged to refuse them the other day. the West Indies, instead of Great
The lumbermen were promised great Britain, by vessels wbich go to the West
advantages from the National Policy. Indies; therefore, this is aerely a trans-
Have they realised those advantages ? fer to the West Indies fror Great Britain.
Not at all. The manufacturers were They think perhaps that this is an advan-
promised great advantages, and I venture tage but I can see no advantage in it.
to say that they, and particularly the Even, however, if it does amoint to an
manufacturers of woollens, and cottons, advantage, wbat is the extent of it ?
and sugar, have received all the advantages Under the régime of the hon. gentlemen
which the National Policy affords. But opposite, we irported in the last six
that is a special, not a national advantage. nonths of 1879, 4,721 tons of sugar from
The National Policy has built up monop- the West Indies more tlan we did in the
olies, as we said it would, in favour last six months of 1878. It resolves it-
of a few sugar refiners, and woollen self into this, that we have irported
and cotton manufacturers, and some tug- extra sugar enougl to load ten small
boat'companies. Tug-boatsplyingbetween schooners, giving perhaps 100 to 200 men
Canadian and American ports, or plying employrent; and, because we Lave this
in Internationalwaters, are exempted from littie extra trade of 4,721 tons of sugar,
the coal duty, but inland boats must pay the hon. gentlemen say that we are on
50c. a ton on the coal they consume. The the bigh road to prosperîty, and that the
Tariff should not give special advantages halcyon days of peace and plenty are
to one over another. The man who plies dawning upon us. I do not see in that
lis tug-boat on a canal should.have the sucl an advantage. I do not sec the
same privileges as one who has tug-boats great prosperity on which they pride
anywhere else. Take the case of the themselves. The same thing may be
corn duty. The farmer is subjected to a said with regard to the tea trade. I
duty of 711c. upon corn. He gets no have exarined the statistics in reference
rebate, but the manufacturer of starch te that, and 1 find that in the
gets a rebate of 5c. on every bushel of last six months of 1879 we imported
corn Le uses for manufacturing purposes. 470 tons of tea, fror China and Japan,
Is not that unfair ? Is not that enougli more than was imported in the last six
to condemn the so-called National Policy? months of 1878, and, on thisaccount, My
The hon. gentlemen cannot work their hon. friend the Minister of Railways
own Tarif. On their own admission, it burst into extasies over the 'revival of the
is a failure and the people have to suifer. China trade. The hon . gentleman knows
So iucl for the special advantages sup- we do not iport directly one single pound
posed to be conferred by the TarifB They of tea from China; lie inows that not a
say it bas been an adantage, in that it pound of tea is imported by a Cana-
ias revived the West India trade, a trade dian importer, but that it sitply
whicb serTed to hanguish under the cohes trom a Boston or New York
Administration of the hon. merber for bouse ; it is simply a transfer of im-
Lanibton (Mr. Mackenzie). They say portation from ourselves to Boston
this trade has been rcvived. I have and New York merchants. But, even
taken the trouble to enquire into the ex- supposing this tea did corne fro China
tent of this revival ; and I ond that it direct, would that amount to a revival sf
arnourts to this. I find that a large por- prosperity? It would give enployment
tion of this revival is merely a transfer to a vessel of about 500 tons, manned by
of the trade frorn Great Britain to the ten or fiîteen. men. Why, Mr. Speaker, is
West Indies. I do not see any this the unprecedented prosperity wich
value in that. A Canadian vessel they teil us aboutt I arge ak from
would sail te Great IBritain with litt e acorns grow. " ehon gentlemen can
a cargo of produce or cattie, and she build up, witl; one cargo of teah a wbole
would bring a returu cargo cf sugar. nation s prosperity. A few cargoes of
Now, under the present system, instead sugar from the West Inies-and Canada
of returnîng with a cargo of sugar, she is prosperous and happy. But the mole-

to return with sonethmg else, or hills they have exalted into mountains
Ms n n Ross.
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are only mole-hills after all. In their
.own conscience they know they are de-
ceiving the country, as they did in 1878.
They say that commerce and shipping
have revived. Perhaps there is a great
revival in shipping; but, in the Mlione-
tary Times, I find the following statisties :
In 1868, Quebec built thirteen vessels,
tonnage 10,928 tons, value $434,680. In
1879, Quebec built not thirteen vessels
,but two vessels, tonnage 2,960, value
$105,971. Is not that reviving commerce
and shipping, and giving employment to
ship-carpenters, cordage-makers, and so
on ? That shows the revival of commerce
with a vengeance. But I have more to
say on this question of commerce; so far
from increasing it has decreased, taking
the returns laid upon the Table of the
House. I there find that in the last six
months of 1878 we exported and imported
e8,000,000 worth of merchandise more
than was exported and imported in the
last six months of 1879. I am adding
the imports and exports together in both
cases; for the whole bulk of the commerce
of the country represent the total employ-
ment of shipping, and railways, and for-
warders, and employés of docks and har-
bours. Well, then, I say that the exports
and imports represent $8,000,000 for the
last six months of 1879 less than in the
last six months of 1878. Does that
mean an increase in the commerce of the
-country? Does that add to the labouring
men's wages 1 Does that add to the
wealth of shipowners and railway com-
panies ? The modes and means by which
hon. gentlemen opposite try to prove that
the National Policy is a benefit are so
absurd that they only need to be pointed
.out to be condemned. It is absurd to say
that, if the duties are increased on com-
modities, we need not pay any more for
those commodities than formerly. If it
is true, as alleged, that $7,000,000
are taken out of our pockets more
than formerly, it is quite clear that that
same sum cannot be taken out without
increasing prices. If the woollen duty is
more than it was it must add to the price
of woollens. To tell the people that they
are paying a higher revenue now than
formerly, and that still their goods do not
cost them more than formerly, is traffick-
ing in the credulity of the country. Heu.
gentlemen say: But prosperity cannot
come in a day ; We must have time.

But, Sir, who was it said it did not
require time ? Who was it said stocks
would go up and prosperity come, and
the clouds be uplifted immediately
on the defeat of the late Government.
The hon. the leader of the Government,
speaking at Parkhill, said :

"If the Conservatives gained a majority
there would be a return of confidence at once,
and even before the new Tariff could be
introduced the manufacturers would have such
hopes for the future that they would be
employing more men, circulating money and
inereasing their busines, all of which would
reflect beneficially on the farming community.
The moment a Tariff, the effect of which was
to keep Canada f r the Canadians, was in-
troduced, confidence and prosperity would
return."
The did not want us to wait then. All
they wanted was that they should get in
power. The fact of the Liberal party
being defeated, they said, would restore
prosperity and a general advance-
ment in the commercial interests of the
country. All that was wanted was to
give them the reins of power. That was
their own promise, in their ante-election
speeches. But, now that they are called
upon to fulfil these promises, they go on
their knees, and say : We are not
ready for our trial yet; we were ready
before we attained power; we could
make strong promises then, but now that
you ask us to make those promises good,
we are not prepared ; it is too soon;
postpone the day of judgment; do not con-
demn us : it is true that, before we came
into power, we said there would be a gen-
eral "hum" and a general increase of
business; now we are in power we know
we have not done what we pronised.
They ask for time, and their asking for
time proves that they know that the pros-
perity they promised has not been realised.
We have the evidence from their own
mouths with which to condemn them.
We hold them up as having violated their
promises-in whole and detail-to every
individual in the country, from the sea-
man on the deck to the simplest lumber-
man in the district woods, from the
humblest housewife to the richest
millionaire. We hold them respousible
for having violated all their promises, and
if the opinion of the honest people of this
country were asked now, it would be very
different to that which was given some
time ago. I do not wish to follow the
hon. gentleman whoprecededme, atgreater
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length. I wish, however, tomake aremark
as to the Tariff changes of the bon. the
Minister of Finance. It was formerly held
by an hon. gentleman opposite that one
of the principal features of the Tariff
should be permanence, and that it was
wrong to make any changes. I remember
that, when my hon. friend the member for
Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright)
brought down his Budget and announced
some changes to be made in the Tariff,
the hon. the Minister of Railways
denounced them, and contended that they
would be demoralising to trade, and
interfere seriously with the business of
this country. But what do we find now ?
A Tariff in which there are over one
hundred changes. Articles are classified
in one forni and then put in another
form. How are we to know what this
thing is if every year this Tariff, which was
a marvel of excellence, is to be changed.
It was marvellous last Session, and I sup-
pose it is marvellous still, even in its
much altered condition. The Tariff is
not what it was last year. There are dif-
ferent articles on the free list that were
dutiable last year. How are we to know
what my lion. friend means by his Na-
tional Policy. If lie continues to change
it during the next four or live years as lie
has changed it this year, perhaps it will
resolve itself into " incidental Protec-
tion;" perhaps we will get back to Free-
trade, the point at which the hon. gen-
tleman started in his own Province.
Perhaps lie takes this way of settling
back to bis previous opinions, which, I
have no doubt, his better judgment ap-
prises him are right and proper still. But
this marvellous Tariff had to be
amended. The emendations have been
submitted to us, and some of them are .
surprising in their n.ture. The hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
referred to the duty on wool. There is,
no doubt that duty was imposed to trv
and convince the farmers that their in-
terests would not be overlooked. Does
the hon. gentleman (Sir Samuel L. Tilley)
suppose that there is a single farner in
Ontario so dull of comprehension as not
to know that that duty was a delusion
and a snare; that the kinds of wool men-
tioned are never imported into Canada ?
I venture to say that the hon. gentleman
will not collect 15 farthings from that
source during next year. Why should

MR. Ross.

we send to anv other part of the con-
tinent for wool grown at our own doors ?
It is one of the most transparent devices
conceivable to delude an honest people
by pronising them the substance, and
fulfiling that promise with a shadow.
Hon. gentlemen opposite claini that the
National Policy is as popular as it was
when brought down in 1879, and they
say that, as a result of that policy, every-
body is hopeful-that the lumberman is
hopeful, the fariner is hopeful, the manu-
facturer is hopeful, and who is not hope-
ful? Anyone who followed the hon. the
Finance Minister through his Budget
Speech, must have seen that one gentle-
man at least was not hopeful. Never did
any Minister bring down a Budget
to a legislative body that gave such
evidence of depression as the hon. the
Finance Minister himself. If he was
hopeful, his voice, manner and gesture
did not indicate it. On the contrary lie
gave the most uninistakeable evidence
that, if he had possibly relieved the de-
pression of the industries of the country,
lie was himself labouring under some
kind of depression. We have indications
that the National Policy is not as popular
as the hon. gentleman maintained it is.
We had a general election in the Pro-
vince of Ontario last June, and that elec-
tion to my mind had a significance. Let
me quote from a few speeches made during
the campaign to substantiate my position.
Mr. Meredith, leader of the Opposition,
took the ground that the National Policy
was in issue-one of the great issues
before the people. These are his words:

" One reason why the Ontario Government
should be condemned was because they had
taken a determined stand against the National
Policy. He believed that, when the 5th of
June came, they would give the same verdict
they gave on the 17th September."

Is there any hon. gentleman who
was a higher authority on the po-
pular cry in Ontario than the
leader of the Opposition ? But we
have some further evidence as to
what the question at issue was; some
other gentleman gave an expression of
opinion on the subject. On nomination
day in Toronto, the Hon. Mr. Morris said
"it was clear, beyond all peradventure,
that the battle must necessarily be fought
on the same line as it was on the 17th
September." Then, here is what. the.
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Toronto Mfail, a good authority on some
questions, said: " If they desire fair play
to the National Policy, they must shut
their ears to the charmer, charm he never
so wisely." Then the hon. gentleman
opposite (Sir Samuel L. Tilley) at the
amphitheatre, in Toronto, said, referring
to his Tariff,: " Let them as electors do
their duty in such a way as to sustain
this policy." In the Mail's report of Sir
Charles Tupper's speech at Hamilton, be
used the following words:-" He knew
too well that at such a crisis they were so
patriotic that they would sustain the
unanimous decision rendered by the coun-
try on the 17th September last." But
they did not do so in the city of Hamil-
ton. There there was another gentleman
-I think hon. gentlemen opposite know
something about him-Sir John A. Mac-
donald, who said at Toronto: " In oppos-
ing Mr. Mowat and his Government thev
were fighting the battle of the National
Policy just as much as they did on the
17th Septemlber." Here we have this
statement, in strong and emphatic terms,
from the leader of the Opposition in On-
tario, and we have it again from the bon.
the leader of the House, that the issue on
the 5th June last was, as far as the
Conservative party was concerned, the
same as on the 17th September. What
interest had my hon. friend from
St. John in the Local 7pohtics of
Ontario ? Was it necessary for hin
to air his eloquence in Toronto in
order that the electors might become
acquainted with him ? Not at all. He
was going to reach into their pockets by
means of the Customs Tariff, and wished
to bolster up the National Policy. What
did he know about the Local politics of
Ontario? Perhaps as much as be knows
about the politics of Timbuctoo. Was it
necessary for the hon. member for Cum-
berland to go and interest himself in the
politics of Ontario? Not at all. Those
hon. gentlemen united and went to urge
the people that the battle must be fought
out on the same line as in the previous
September. But the electors understood
that question perhaps as well as they did.
Take the city of Toronto. In September
the majority was 1,826; on the 5th June
it was 125. This was a reaction, but
perhap the hon. gentleman would call it
sustaining the National Policy. In
the city of Hamilton, we find that on the

1 th September the Conservative candi
date had a majority of 498, and on the
5th June the Reform candidate was
elected by a majority of 62.

MR. MACKENZIE: There was no
knight there.

MR. ROSS: The night bad coine and
gone and it had beeome clear day. There
was a knight before the day of
election, but the sunshine succeeded it.
Do bon. gentlemen feel now that there is
a reaction in the Province I They chose
the battle cry themselves, and on that cry
they went to the country and flung their
flag to the wind, and asked the Conserva-.
tive party to rally around it and sustain
the National Policy. But from the dif-
ferent counties of Ontario came back the
answer, clear and unmistakeable : We
want nothing of your National Policy."
The people were unequivocal in their ex-
pressions of condemnation. But we need
not disturb the few years they will sit on
the Treasury Benches by forebodings of
premature decline; we need not embarrass
them thus early in their career ; their sad
fate will overtake them quickly enough.

MR. PLUMB: Hear, hear.
MR. ROSS: My bon. friend from

Niagara (Mr. Plumb) bas an exceedingly
large margin in his county. I think I
can count it on the fingers of my right
hand, but he will find it growing smaller
by degrees, and beautifully less, until his
limping hexameters will be heard no more
in the land. My hon. friend had better
beware. There is a day of reckoning, and
even the sublime effrontery with which he
addresses the House must come to an end.
The grave, which I know be is not pre-
pared to fill, is already dug for him. We
may be called at any moment te
chant his requiem, and may even now, I
think, regard him as politically dead. I
will not trouble the House with many
further remarks. I wish to say that we
must remember that the resources of the
country are limited ; that our 4,000,000 of
people can be so overburdened with tax-
ation as to depress their prosperity and in-
terfere witl their comfort; and I warn hon.
gentlemen opposite that, unless the
system of extravagance which they have
inaugurated, for it stands upon every page
and in every line of every page of their
Estimates, is curtailed in some way, we
will be so far involved, we will be so
burdened with taxation that the pros-
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perity of the country must be crippled,
and our resources, great as they are,
overtaxed. To burden this country with
an increased expenditure for Public Works
beyond what it is able to bear is, to my
mind, a serious matter. In 1876, I moved
a resolution in connection with the Pacific
Railway, asking the Government, of which
I was a supporter, not to go on more
rapidly with that line than could be done
without increasing the burdens of tax-
ation. I think hon. gentlemen opposite
will be recreant to the trust reposed in
them, if they so overburden the country
with taxation, in any shape or form, as to
cripple the resources of this people, and
posterity will execrate the day when the
Conservative party was placed in power.
There is another subject in regard to
which I must warn the hon. gentlemen.
If they inaugurate a system of trade
which is retaliatory in its character, as
the present is designed to be, our neigh-
bours will be disposed to retaliate in kind,
which would alienate us and disturb those
close commercial relations which exist be-
tween us. I tell the hon. gentlemen op-
posite that they are inflicting an injury
upon the trade of this country, which an
opposite policy will not, perhaps, remove.
Weprospered underthe Reciprocity Treaty.
Why ? Because we Lad uninterrupted
commercial relations with the American
States; the prosperity we gained was due
to the freedom of trade between the two
countries. Can the hon. gentlemen hope
to be wiser than the Parliament of Canada
was at that time, and can they hope for
prosperity from an opposite course? Can
they hope, by damming up the channels
of trade--by interfering with every
brandh of trade and commerce-with
every useful occupation and calling in the
Dominion-can they expect, by a vicious
system of Tariff, to develop the resources
of the country, and add to that prosperity
we should secure by a free system. It is
not possible by the very nature of things.
The more articles you tax, the more
vicious yo make it, the more yourecede
from the safe principles of sound economy,
and the more you fly in the face of those
lessons taught by the great political econo-
mists of England, and, if hon. gentlemen
opposite are wiser than the gentlemen who
taught the people of England political
economy, we are very mück mistaken as
to the sources of England power. I

MR. Ross.

warn them, in the first place, against ab-
normalexpenditure for Public Works; and,
secondly, against the diversion of trade from
natural to artificial channels; and, thirdly,
against any tendency to disturb the peace
andharmonyprevailingamong thedifferent
Provinces. We have a great territory,
extending between two oceans, capable of
sustaining a population of thirty or
forty willions. We have a country
of great resources, which we can
rightly and honestly advertise in
the market of Europe as one in which
the emigrant will find a comfortable
home. If we so hamper our commerce
with vicious regulations that the emigrant
will find no great advantage on this side
of the Atlantic, what inducement will he
have to settle amongst us ? If every-
thing lie consumes is taxed more heavily
here than at home, his disposition to set-
tle among us may be changed,and we shall
not be able to secure that large addition
to our population which, under a more
favourable system of trade, we might
obtain. What hon. gentlemen should do
is by every possible means to make this
a desirable country to live in, by a better
system of Customs regulations. I hear
lion., gentlemen cheer ironically the
words " cheaper country." I mean that
condition of things in which business is not
wantonly interfered with, and the wheels
of commerce clogged by vexatious Cus-
toms regulations. This is the true pro-
tective policy, and, so far as hon. gentle-
men opposite are disposed to encourage a
policy of that kind, I am heartily with
them, and disposed to sustain them at
every stage. So far as they wander from
what I believe to be sound principles of
politic il economy, as regards expenditure,
so far as they are disposed to hamper
trade and interfere with free commerce
between Canada and the neighbouring
country, they will find in me an uncom-
promising opponent, and disposed not to
accept the remedies they propose for the
disease in the body politic, one not dis-
posed to give them any countenance in
their attempt to delude and mislead the
people of Canada.

MR. McCALLUM moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and Debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes before

Twelve o'clook.
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HIOTUSE OF COMMONS. enter into any discussion, into any Par-

Monday, 15th March, 1880. liamentary business, with this recent
bereavement pressing upon us. I have

The Speaker took the Chair at Three known that gentleman for many years; I
o'clock. knew him as a business man before lie
PRAYERS. entered Parliament; I was connected

SUDDEN DEATH OF MR. HOLTON.relations; hadost
SUDDN DETH F MR HOLON. intimate business relations with that gen-

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Now tieman, and I can voucli for what ail the
that the presentation of petitions is world vouched for, the unswerving up-
finished, it is my painful duty to rise to rightness and honesty of purpose of that
ask this House to adjourn. It is with gentleman in every relation of life, pri-
heartfelt regret and sorrow, amounting to vate, social, commercial, business and
a shock, that I heard yesterday that an political. He, Sir, held a unique posi-
old and respected member of Parliament tion in the Parliament of Canada. Al-
-one who has been with us for years- though a strong partv man, and some-
is no more. It seems but a few hours times, perhaps, from rny party point of
ago that we had seen him full of life, full view, too strongly actuated by party
of vigour,in the maturityof his judgment, motives, he never wavered from the
in excellent apparent health, and carry- probity of his judgrent and bis warm
ing out from day to day the useful career affection for his country. He held him-
which lie had promised to himself when self aloof from the bitterest struggles of
he first entered Parliament, and which he party, and we all, on this side, looked
had faithfully carried out to the end. I with confidence to him in matters where
feel, Sir, that the motion that I make as the honour, the dignity and the pros-
an humble testimony.for my ownpart of the perity of this Dominion, and of the Pro-
-regard which we a feel for him, cornes vince with which lie was connected be.
with peculiar fitness from mysef. We fore the Dominion existedwere concerned.
had neyer heen politically of the sane lie was holding a position in which hie
party. We have always been drawn up in disinterested usefulness for the country
lParliamentary confict in opposite ranks, was more distingvisued than at any other
but during ahl that time, thougl conflicting, period of bis life. e had survived mucp
we had, I am proud now and happy to say, of the hardened bitterness of party con-
and liappy to remember, unintergptedly a flict. le thougit only of the interests
great personal friendship.' v knew and of the country, and lie prided, and just y
valued bis good qualities, and lie, perhaps, prided, himself on being a great Parliamen-
in some degree returned the affectionate tary authority. is utiity to this louse,
regard which I always had for him. It bis utility to every member of this flouse,
was arranged across the floor, and it pains a ad his usefulness to the country in that
mne now to repeat it, that lie enterd into regard, was almost if not quite unequalled
that discussion that we should put an end in either brandv of the Legislature. I
to the practice of adjourning the fouse speak, of course, not in a party sense,
on the death of any one of its body when I say that bis mtd was an exceed-
except in very exceptional cases. p, Sir, ingly Conservative one, especially th t
think this is an exceptional case. It is affecting vested interests, affecting private
not the ordinary one of a nember, one of rights, lie was always found protecting
Our body, disappearing in the course of those interests and those riglts, and lhe
nature; it is ot the ordinary case of our resisted any and ah atteapts to override
knowing that a place we have seen oc- them by any revolutionary, any ha8ty,
upied by him will iereafter be seen any heroic steps, if I may use a memdieval

roccupied by another; but it presses upon expression. e always leant towards
e rl this case as if we had seen hm the side of protecting the rights of pro-

fail, as if we ad seen hut die ln the perty. As we ail know, e fouglt the
chair, which I now see vacant before battle of freedom, political and constitu-
ane. feel the shock so greatiy, tionaL 1 know what the regrets of hie
ad I feel that every member of tids positical friends i this louse munt ba.

iouse deg rs setruck by it, that we 1 know how useful he wa te them. I
uld fot, for the soul of us, profitably know what a great les bis death is to
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them. But I say, from the sincerity of
my beart, that I think the loss to the
whole House is as great as the loss to his
own political friends. And if it
be a loss to this flouse, how great,
how serious must be the blow to
lis personal friends. I have known
him so long, nearly, I may say, an age,
knowing him from youth upwards. He
was one of the last, if I may use the ex-
pression, of the old party, which used to
meet years and years ago in the old Par-
liament; and I feel, to use the language of
Edmund Burke, " what shadows we are
and what shadows we pursue." Sir, I
think we ought to make this an excep-
tional case. I feel that were any mem-
ber to rise to-day and enter into any dis-
cussion of importance, he would sec that
empty chair; he would think of that
kindly countenance, and lie would feel
with me that we ought to show respect
to his memory by adiourning the business
of this House to-day.

MR. MACKENZIE: I may say, Sir,
that everyone will join heartily in the
very just remarks made by the hon. gen-
tleman opposite, and especially those who
have long felt Mr. Holton's influence and
knew his excellent personal qualities.
It is impossible for those who have long
been his associates in public life, to esti-
mate the great loss that bas been sus-
tained by his own party, by the whole
House and by the country. I look upon
his death at this moment, as it would be
at any time, as a national calamity, and
I feel that anything we can do, as bis old
colleagues in this House, to convey a
sense of the impression we entertain of his
great worth tothe country, and especially
towards his bereaved family, should be
done. I feel myself utterly unable to
say-

[The hon. gentleman was here so overcome as
to be unable to proceed.]

MR. LAURIER: If in view of this
great calamity, this great national cal-
amity, I were permitted to speak with
personal feelings, I would say that there
is no one in this Flouse who has more
than myself reason to lament the death of
Mr. Holton. It was my privilege when
I was a very young man to become a
friend of Mr. Holton; and from that
moment up to the moment of his untimely
death, many have been the occasions I
have been able to appreciate the many

SIR JORN A. MACDONALD.

noble qualities which endeared him to all
those who came in contactwith him. Mem-
bers of this Flouse who knew him only
as a public man, who could judge of him
only from what took place on the floor of
the House, could appreciate his noble
public qualities-they could appreciate
the loftiness of mind that prompted him
in everything lie did-they could appre-
ciate his entire sense of and devotion to
duty, the noble manner in which lie car-
ried out his convictions of duty. They
could appreciate also the vigour, exempt
from bitterness, the moderation, exempt
fromn weakness, with which he always de-
fended his convictions. But they did not
know the whole man. Those, on the
other hand, who had the advantage of his
personal friendship, knew that bis private
virtues were on a par with bis public
virtues. They could appreciate his un-
flinching attachment to his friends, his
strong domestic affection, bis large and
tender heart, which revealed itself in
everythirg whether great or small. He
is now no more, and the best tribute that
could be paid to his memory are the words
which have fallen from the hon. the First
Minister's lips, "that bis loss would
be almost as much felt by those
whose views lie combated as by
those whose opinions he upheld. "
Though engaged all bis life in active poli-
tical struggles, though all his life a strong
party man, yet there is satisfaction in the
thought that in this country, where politi-
cal strife entails much bitterness, he bas
not left one single enemy behind him.
His losswill be mournedalikebyhisfriends
and political foes, and all feel to-day that
there is a gloom in this hall which darkens
it and which must darken it not only for
this Session but for rnany Sessions to
come. Mr. Speaker, by none will bis loss
be more keenly felt than by bis fellow-
countrymen of French origin. Al French
Canadians, irrespective of party, feel that
a man has departed from among us who
was the connecting link between many of
the discordant elements in our midst.
Our Province has been the home of bis
choice and adoption. He had lived all
bis life among us, and mingled continually
with us, and we always looked upon him
as one of ourselves. He lived a man,
who, in any station of life would have
naturally sided with the few against the
many. His nature also prompted him on
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many occasions to side with us French my voice in the language which is most
Canadians ; and his name in our Province familiar to me, and which was so fluently
has become a housebold word, as also spoken by the lamented gentleman who
wherever the French language is spoken has passed away, to those of the leader of
in Canada. He is now no more, and ahl I the Government and the leader of the
can say is that his loss is irreparable. Opposition in the expression of the regret

MR. WRIGHT: As one who has been and grief which we feel at the news of the
in the Legislature with the late lamented death of our lamented colleague. Mr.
member for Chateauguay, since 1863, I Holton was a member of Parliament for
trust I may be permitted to add a few more than aquarter of a century, and dur-
words to the very hearty eulogium passed ing nearly the whole of that term I have
on that gentleman by the First Minister, had the honour and satisfaction of sitting
and to place my last tribute, a simple in Parliament with him ; and although we
spray of Ottawa pine, on the coffin of a were by circumstances placed in different
gentleman whom we ail admired, es- political parties, yet the hon. member
teemed and respected. So sudden has never dealt with questions in such a way
been the shock, so extraordinary bas been as to be unable on the following day to
our bereavement, that I do not believe meet bis opponents and to grasp their
this country or this House can realise the bands as on the evening before. I, for
extent of our loss. We have had many my part, am aware that not only is his
sad bereavements in this House, as many death a great Ioss Vo the buse. and
of the old members canwell remember. We especially to his party, but I furtber con-
suffered a sad bereavement when the late sider it a very heavy loss to our Pro-
Mr. McGee passed away, when Sir vince of Quebec. vir. Holton did no
George Cartier departed, and others of elong to our politicalt party, ut we
our eminent statesmen dvent to their rest; claihed aim as one of us, as a distin-
but, with the exception of Mr. McGee, guished citizen who did honour to Our
perbaps noe one bas given us such a shock Province. I can but concur in ail that
as that just experienced. We had in the was said by the bon. leader of the Gov-
former cases some premonitio , some ernment wben be expressed, in such well-
shadow of the impending calamity; but chosen ters, how great was the grief
in this case, it burst on us in a manner which we fet when we beard of the death
sudden and extraordinary. Remember- of the bon. ember for Chateauguay; I
ing, as we do, the excellent gentleman can but say that this death is a terrible
gone o bis rest-remembering what an blow to ail of us, and that it sould warn
active part lie took in this Houe, and us, especialy those of us wbo bave com-
that, witb the laVe John bullyard pleted our fiftietl year, that our tu wn ma
Caniern, le was one to whom ail sides soo corme, and that we should ail so ait
appealed with extreme confidence, the tijat those who remain beind us May be
loss is one whicP can hardly be repaired. able to say that which we can now say of
Under a cold and somewbat serious Mr. bolton-that lie lias not Ieft a single
aspect, how concealed thebot lava of human enemy behind bim.
affection; and wemenof therankandfile, MR. CO URSOL: As the representa-
who did not take the front cank in tive of one of the important divisions of
discussion, knew we might safely the city of Montreal, where the death of
sppeal to 1m for advice and assistance our esteemed and regretted colleague i
On every possible occasion; and so, as our now the cause of general mourning, feel
OWn leader bas said, ti loss in His deat that I should be wanting to my duty and
is not simply that of a part , but a loss, untrue to the sentiments of my own beart,
before ail, to the country. We, as hum- were I non, Mr. Speaker, with your kind
hie soldiers of the Conservative party, permission, to lay my tribute of eulogy
have been arrayed against lin, and have and regret on tle freshly opened grave of
differed with i politically, but that p will a citizen, of a friend, st highly alued by

alot prevent o placing a modmst wreath us aIl, and w om have known so well
Une bis cofln and saying the wat sadword, The iu on. Mr. Holton died like asoldier
wFaredl n n the thick of the fighto; ht died at 

aR LNGEVIN: I cannot allow pot, wbere, for so many years, h. dis-
thn OPPOrtunity to pas without onting charged so faitfully, 0 honestly, and
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with so much self-devotion, his duties as
a representative of the people. All those
who have known the Hon. Mr. Holton,
as the citizens of Montreal have known
him, and as I have known him myself, are
well aware that in his public life as well
as his private life, he was frank, loyal and
sincere in his convictions ; of this he
everywhere, and at all times, gave proof ;
and the French Canadian people will never
forget the services he has rendered them.
He knew how to be just, and on many
occasions rose superior to prejudice in de-
fending the legitirnate rightsof the French-
Canadians, under circumstances of diffi-
culty, when other men would not have
dared to act as he did. French Canadians
feel that they owe him a debt of gratitude;
and I venture to say, on their behalf, that
his death will leave a void which will
long be felt by them in the ranks of their
friends of a different origin. As a citizen
in his public life, as a man in his private
life, a volume would scarce suffice to
narrate all his noble deeds and describe
his many virtues. As a citizen he
lent his aid to every work of public
charity; and the poor whom he as-
sisted could alone tell his numberless
acts of private charity, towards which
his heart was ever naturally inclined.
The poor, therefore, will bitterly deplore
his loss. I myself have been cognisant
of acts of benevolence accomplisbed by
him in secret, under circumstances when
many another man would have courted
publicity. To dogood silentlywashis great-
est pleasure, as it brings to-day, no doubt,
his just reward. I should have wished
for time to prepare myself to speak of the
virtues of so good a man-of the merits
of the great citizen whom death has just
snatched away from his family and his
country. But I felt that I must not
hesitate on this occasion, but give expres-
sion to the sentiments inspired by this
most sudden death-sentiments which, I
feel convinced, are shared by all the in-
habitants of Canada, and more especially
in the Province of Quebec. At this very
moment telegraphic despatches are being
received from every part of the country,
expressing the deep and widespread re-
gret caused by this calamity amongst the
ent.re population of Canada. I think
that the House, by enabling its members
to attend the funeral of a man so dis-
tinguished as Mr. Holton-a man who

Ma. COURSOL.

was so truly a patriot-will not only dis-
charge its just duty, but offer a well-
deserved tribute of respect to his memory.
I am sure also that the city of Montreal
will, in this instance, do as she has ever
done for eminent citizens.

Mn. GAULT: I may be allowed, as a
member for one of the divisions of Mon-
treal, to express my sincere regret at the
sudden death of the hon. member for
Chateauguay, which took us all by sur-
prise and shocked the whole community.
The name of Mr Holton is esteemed in
every household in the land. I dare not
attempt to give full expression to my feel-
ings on this sad occasion, on the sudden
departure of our esteemed colleague, a
better man than whorm never lived. His
death is a sad loss, not only to his con-
stituency and Montreal, but to the House
and the whole country.

MR. 1BÉCHARD: Let me be per-
mitted to unite with tbose who have
preceded me in rendering a last tribute
to our late distinguished colleague, whose
sudden and unexpected death has plunged
the House into mourning and filled it
with consternation. Since 1854, when
he entered Parliamentary life, Mr.
Holton has played a most important part
and has filled a most eminent position in
the political world of Canada. Strongly
attached to his political principles, he had
likewise the art of expressing them and
striving to bring about their ascendancy,
not only with great lucidity of intellect
and great power of reasoning, but also
with that tone of conviction, free from all
ostentation, that simplicity, that urbanity
of manner, which, while it made him
beloved by his friends, at the same time
commanded the respect and esteem of his
opponents. It is no small thing to hear
it said on every side in this House that
that great man, after a Parliamentary
career of more than twenty-six years,
does not lea-ve a single enemy behind
him. The country has lost a great man,
a distinguished patriot. But the loss to
this House is a still severer one. The im-
portant position which he filled here, and
in relation to which he had become a
most competent authority, made him 0n
of the most useful and distinguished
members of this Parliament. We shal long
feel the los of the counsels of that wise
experience which had caused him to be
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justly denominated the Nestor of the
-House.

Mn. PLUMB : I feel that every private
inember of the House has sustained a
great loss in the death of the bon. member
for Chateaugay, and that this calamity will
be a sufficient excuse for me to join in the
general expression of mourning, and the
general eulogiums which are uttered here
upon him who has just departed from
among us. It is fitting that we should
speak of him here in this Chamber, where
so great a part of his intellectual life was
developed and manifested, by which he
was best known to the people at large,
and will be longest remembered and most
revered by them and by us his sorrowing
oponents. It was but a few hours ago
since the gentleman, whose death we are
now mourning, seemed in full possession
of life and vigour, andwas activelyattend-
ing to the public duties which he dis-
charged with a strictness, and with a
fidelity which was an example to every
one in this louse. It is but a few hours
ago since Isat with himontheCommittee of
Banking and Commerce, where lie brought,
as lie always brought to the Committees
which lie belonged, the resources of a well
framed mind and a judgment which was
eminently clear and Conservative. I can
add nothing more in that respect to
what has already been said with
much feeling and eloquence by my bon.
friend the leader of the Government. I
had a very long and pleasant conversation
with Mr. Holton just previous to his
death, in which lie referred to the lament-
ed Sir George E. Cartier, and to some
passages of their public life together. I
thought him then in the full possession of
his health and his vigour, and no one
would have dreamed, while listening to
bis animated discourse, that we had not
the assurance that lie would not remain
for many years among us, an
honour to this flouse and an
honour to the country, and one
of the most useful members that has
ever sat in any deliberate body in Canada.
When he parted with his friends on
Saturday night, the impending shadow
was upon him. In another hour or two
bowever, he had gone over to that great
n1ajority to which we are all sooner or
later to be drawn. I may say, while I
stand here, that I have lost in him a
kind, generous and tender friend. One

with whom I have been in the most in
timate social relations, even since I had
the honour of taking a seat in this House,
one from whom I have received kindly
advice, one from whom I have received
great information and instruction, and
one in whose society I always found great
profit and pleasure. He possessed and
had the gift of clearly imparting a great
fund of practical knowledge, drawn from
extensive experience and acute observa,
tion, and study of men and of events. He
had been a constant and discriminating
reader during his matuier life, and had
acquired and assimilated in his mind,
a varied and extensive store of sound
English literature. He was specially
versed in the literature which is most in.
teresting to a people, who, like us, are
forming institutions upon the basis of
constitutional and popular liberty, that
which bears upon the momentous Par-
liainentary struggles whicli agitated
England during and subsequent to the
reign of Charles the First, and culminated
in the great events that secured Parlia-
mentary liberty to the Britisli Empire"
In the history of those stormy and san-
guinary conflicts lie had an accurate
specialty of knowledge, and it was a
favourite theme of his conversation. The
great ability, ease and clearness with
which lie grasped public affairs, enabled
him rapidly to form just conclusions, and
to enunciate opinions which were always
valuable, and which will long continue to
be quoted in this House and elsewhere.
He had extensive knowledge of Parlia-
mentary practice and Parliamentary
history and precedents, and through his
retentive memory, be was capable of
readily applying principles to circum-
stances, and of forming through his clear
impartial judgment an eminently just
conclusion. I met him late in bis Par-
liamentary life. Whatever may have been
his previous courses of thought and action,
be had then sunk the controversial in the
judicial habit. What he did here was
eminently in that direction. We, on this
side of the House, feel that we have lost
in him one who can scarcely be replaced,
in view of the broad and competent man-
ner in which lie dealt with subjects that
were constantly coming up. We al
know that in certain lines of legislation,
there was no man who could be so safely
appealed it. We feel that in every way
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this House and the country have sus-
tained a loss which is irreparable. To
my friends on the opposite side, I would
say this a time when we can meet
together and lay aside party disputes and
differences in a common sympathy and a
common sorrow. To thera I would say
that we fully appreciate the feelings with
which they nust have assenbled in this
House to-day, and have looked upon
yonder vacant chair. To the country
we may say from this place where we
know him best, and where we can best
appreciate him, that a loss has befallen
them which is alnost incalculable. But,
Sir, there is a deeper affliction still,which
I will not venture to touch upon. I will
not venture to cross the threshold where
private griefs are hidden from the public
eye, but I will say this that no man
within my knowledge more truly "wore
the white crown of a blameless life."
Perhaps there is scarcely any one among
us who, if suddenly called upon to make
up and close the great record of his life,
would find so few pages which he would
wish to blot as Luther Hamilton Holton.

MR. MOUSSEAU : Mr. Speaker, when
the intelligence of the sudden death of
Mr. Holton spread throughout the city,
grief was depicted on many faces and
many a stern countenance was wet with
tears. It looked as though everyone had
lost a father or a friend. The spectacle
we witness to-day is a still more moving
ene; we have seen the hon. the leader of the
Opposition-overwhelmed by grief caused
through the death of his hon. friend-un-
able to finish the eulogy he had begun.
We have seen the hon. the Prime Minis-
ter praise the regretted dead in accents
almost stified by emotion. Al those who
have spoken have been the echoes of the
sentiment of profound sorrow felt by all.
That sentiment does honour to the House,
but it reflects greater bonour still on the
man who is its object, and whose sudden
death has caused so much grief in this
House and throughout the whole country.
I think I -May sum up the leading
characteristics of Mr. Holton by saying
that, if on this day we are so deeply
moved, if we are all so overwhelmed by
grief, it is that Mr. Holton was for those
of bis own age a brother, and for thoae
younger than himself a father. That is
the true explanation of the feeling which
has manifested itself in this House and

MR. PLUXM.

throughout the country. His was a great
character ; and he was possessed of noble,
rare and precious qualizies as a public
man and a statesman. Sincerely con-
vinced of the correctness of his own views,
of the excellence of his opinions, the
soundness of his principles, lie sought
to make them prevail without provoking
theleastbitterness, oranyill-feelingin those
who differed with him. Like many great
men of whom history speaks, Mr. Holton
did good by example rather than
by precept. If a fault was commit-
ted, lie attributed it to the weak-
ness of our common nature rather than
to a bad intention. In his judgment,
patriotism required two things: that one
should live chiefly for the country and in
a subordinate manner for the party. In
bis case, political alliances were made
always to yield to the greater interests of
the country; and lie has been seen nobly
to take up the defence of a cause, although
by doing so he would have to separate
himself from some of his friends. A man
who acted out his political life in this
way, who was so liberally endowed by
nature, must inevitably leave behind
many deep regrets. But along with these
regrets lie has bequeathed an important
and wholesome lesson for the young men
about to launch into public careers. His
great and neble example will be the con-
solation of those who have lost him,
especially of the members of the Opposi-
tion, and of their chief who was his inti-
mate friend. I have said that to his equals
in Parliamentary experience he was a
brother, to young members lie was in
truth a political father. To whatever
side of the House a member was attached,
he was always sure of finding in Mr.
Holton a friend, a faithful counsellor, who
never refused, without regard to party, to
give the benefit of his great experience
and his wisdom to all who came to con-
sult him. Mr. Holton has ever been
found to be a citizen animated by an un-
selfish patriotism, and a true christian
love for his neighbours. By speaking in
this way of this distinguished man, I am
only fulfillng a duty specially incumbent
on the younger members, for I truly be-
lieve that with Mr. Holton we shall lose
more than the older members will.

MR. TASSÉ: I may perhaps be allowed
to add my humble share to the eloquent
and unquestionable tributes of respect to
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which we have just listened in relation to are now lamenting. Mr. Holton was one
the sudden and lamentable decease of one of the few eminent miads of wbom it
of the most useful, one of the most re- miglt Le said, "We contend agiinst him,
markable, one of the most experienced of but we are proud of bim." We sce fal
the members of this House, the Hon. Mr. upon bis opening grave tue tears of those
Holton. Of all the qualities of that la- who were bis companions in ans, who
mented gentleman which commanded our fougbt by bis side amid varying vicissi-
esteein and our admiration, there is one tudes for a cause wbich is 'ot mine, but
which I look upon as among the greatest, whicb be sincerely believed to Lc the
as one of those that did more honour to best; but we have also seen men who
his head and to his heart, that of the bave been lis opponents for more than
friend of youth, that of filling the position five and twenty years, such as the rigbt
of the friend and the adviser of the bon, leader of the Government, gie evi-
younger members of this House. He dence of grief no less deep, and ot respect
did not confine his counsel, marked, as a no less bigh, for the memory of hua who
rule, by great wisdom, and the result of a but yesterday, as it were-a new and
prolonged study of men and things, to striking proof of tbe instability of all
those only wbo worshipped at his own things human-took part in Our proceed-
political shrine, and who thereby had a ings with bis accustomed energy and
claim upon bis sympathy, but he dispensed ability. It bas been rightly said that the
them with like benevolence to those who Liberal party, of wbich Mn. iolton was
had enrolled themselves under a standard one of the leaders, and that this House,
to which he bore no allegiance, thus show- of which be was a luminary, bave suffered
ing that egotism-the reef towards which a severe loss. If, notwithstanding the
party feeling usually leads-had left no great services rendered te bis party in tbe
mark on bis great and generous nature. course of a long Parliamentary careen, we
And above all it is that I feel that I am but for a few montbs only assumed the
yielding to a sense of gratitude when I am heavy responsibilities of office, certain
impelled to address the House on this oc- it is that le always exercised great i-
casion in a tongue which, I remember fluence and great authority among bis
with pleasure, was not devoid of charm panty. With the independence of mmd
for the lamented member for Chateau- whicb characterised bim, ledid not sbrink
guay. The scene which w3 have just on several occasions from blaming the con-
beheld-mournfulas isthecausewhichgave duct of those of his friends wbom le con-
rise to it-is not the less a beautiful one, sidered to be wandering from the riglt
is not the less worthy of admiration, is course. Loyal to England, strongly
not the less grand. History bas handed attached to herinstitutiens, the admirable
down to us the name of a celebrated working of which le se well understood,
warrior who not only wept the death of desirous of preserving intact the tie wbicb
bis rival, but erected a statue to his binds us to ber, le did not besitate, some
memory. So we have just witnessed a few years ago, to condemn a movement in
not less touching sight, not unusual it favour of independence, whicb, in bis
is true in our Parliamentary halls, which opinion, could only endin annexation, and
is a eulogy on the institutions which in that way in the destruction of our
could inspire it, a eulogy cn the men who national autonomy. A friend of liberty
took part in it, and, above all, a eulogy on of conscience, and desirous that harnony
him who was deserving of so unanimous a and good-wil sbould reign among Our
testimony of respect. We have had people, he strongly reproved every action,
proof that however lively, however warm, every movement wbicb niglit tend te di-
however bitter even our political contests turb religious peace, recognising the faot
sometimes are, yet passion never so far that that is the sureet foundation for the
blinds us as to cause us to fail to recognise stability and greatness of this country.
in a loyal opponent the most admirable And ne one bas forgotten that on a cele-
gifts with which he bas been en- brated eccasion, when le wu sitting at
dowed by the Creator, intellect, recti- your right baud, Mr. Speaker, ho ener-
tude and integrity, when those gifts are getically denounced a political manifoto,

funited in so eminent a manner as wbich, at the time, reeouuded painfully,
they were in the cue of himb whom we and weich he considered to b. of a nature
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to light up religious warfare, the worst 'member of this House, but as an old
scourge which can ever desolate Canada. political friend, as a colleague of his in
This is one of the finest deeds in lis the Government of Canada, as one who
career; he will ever be honoured for it in bas for thirty years been on terms of
history, and it enables us to declare that intimacy and in close political sympathy
Mr. Holton has deserved well from the withthe late hon"member forChateauguay,
entire country. It was more than a 1 thiuk i would be proper to make one
good action, it was a great leason of wis- or two observations with reference to bis
dom and patriotism. And he owed it to position in this buse and i the country
bis spirit of toleration and conciliation before this motion is carried. The hon.
that for nany years he enjoyed the gentleman belonged to tle old sohool.
confidence of an electoral district, Hie belonged te a class of politicians wha
two-thirds of the population of are rapidy passing away-men of deep
whicli were French and Catho- convictions, of invincible curc e in de-
lics) the ceunty of Chateauguay, whicli in feniing tem, and always ready to make
its time thus gave a convincing proof of private sacrifices for the publie good. I
our liberality towards our tèllow-citizens lpok about this House, and i see very few
of a'different race. It is not for me, Sir,to faces of menbers wbo belonged tothe
pronounce judgment on the various acts Parliament of Canada wen li became
of Mr. Holton's political career, in rela- a member of it, and when , as a yung
tion t whieh a diversity of opinion may man, had the honour te rank mself
exist; I wish on this occasion to imitate among is political friends. From 1849
the brevity whicha lie liked to cltivate up te the ime cf Confderation, J may
of connection with bis speeches ; but J san, Mr. Speaker, that had the privi-
cannot refrain from repeatingI that his Iege-and it was indeed a privilege-tùo
prenature decease leaves a vod in this gather political encouragement, te lear
flouse whic it will be lard t fil. political wisdom from the more
Within a few years, death lias made mature experience, the better furnislied
serious ravages in our ranks, even mnd, of the lin. member for Cbateauguay.
amng our leading politicians ; i lias I Jdo not know, I cannot ca l to md, any
emoved from our midst McGee, Howe important question cf politics or of logis-
and Cartier, te speak cf but tliese tliree lation or gevernment, during all that
1on-at thie higlest point of their period, wit refrence te which I eld

erit and cf their glory; and n lw, re- any differe t viw from the ion. gentle-
orseless as ever, witlout the sliglitest man. At Confederation, lie teok the view

remonition, it lias suddenly cut short that the country was n t ripe for sucm a
he career cf a man who occupied an change, and lie teck that view asanestly;
nviable position, an eminent position in lie hgardod the question fro the stand-
ei Cetncils of th nation. Thougl point ef a patriot. e had apprehensions
hose great patriots, who dvoted their net only that the country was nt ripe
inergies in different ways te their cun- fer the change, but that it would involve
ry's god, while inspired by the same us n political and financial embarras-
ipi motives, have ceased to instruot us monts and dangers; and t ai net quite
vitli their enlighitenmeont and oxperionce ; sure that bis apprehiensions were without
bougli the State must in future be de- sorne good foundation. Hlowever, lie ac-
rived cf their valuable lielp in omergen- cepted that whicli the countr .y soomed te
ies throug which it must pass, lot us at approve; and we can afl bear witness
east learn f rom their example-to use an that lie ias laboured and assisted by bis
xpression of the lam ntod dead, ln a labours in the improvement of our laws,
elebrated drbate-never te despair cf and in securing the permanency aDd suc-
lie country, and lot us se act that the cess cf our institutions. bis suddeu re-
aood teachings e hichthey haveleft boind moval impresses this teouse, and iilr i-
hem, will stil be useful to the country pres the country,with a sorrowful feeling,
y serving as a guide te those te wlom ia for we have incumd a great and irre-
ntruted the control of its deatiny. parable as-a ooss which thio uouse

MR. MACDOUGLL : de not rise will fèl at every step, and lu ail iLs pro-
r the purpose of adding toerely te the oeedings, and will sustain with cu-

Lnguage of eugy upou the deceased tense regret. Ou account of uss great
M . MOUSa us.
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familiarity with our institutions and
the practice of Parliament, we have
all found, when differences arose, that his
judgment and advice could be safely fol-
lowed; and we all bear witness that, not-
withstanding his strong political feelings,
when the question was one affecting the
privileges or the honour of Parliament,
he was always found true to his country
and his duty, rising superior to partisan
feelings or political bias. We have in-
deed sustained a great loss. It has fallen
upon us suddenly. But, Sir, the younger
members of this House will have the
advantage-and I trust they will avail
thenselves of the advantage-of his
career, which from the feelings that will
be found to prevail throughout this
Dominion, will show that, when a public
man, in his place in Parliament, performs
his duty earnestly and honestly; whenhe
faithfully adheres to the prinniples which
lie avowed at the hustings, and redeems
the pledges lie may have made to his con-
stituents, lie will be appreciated and ap-
proved, and that in the end his country
will do him justice.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned at

Four o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 16th Jarch, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o' clock.

PRAYERS.

THE LATE MR. HOLTON.

MOTION TO ADJOURN.

SIr JOHN A. MACDONALD : As
it is usual to adjourn on St. Patrick's
Day, and as we know that a number of
hon. members will be absent on a melan-
choly duty, I propose that, when the
House adjourns to-night, it stand ad-
journed until Thursday, at three o'clock,
p.m.

Motion agreed to.

BILL INTRODUCED.
The following Bill was introduced and

read thefirst time :-
Bill (No. 77) To facilitate the detention and

safe keeping, in certain cases, of persons con-
victed in the North-West Territories or District
of Keewatin, and sentenced to imprisonment.-
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

42

GOVERNMENT BUSINESS.
Ordered, That Governaent Business shal

have precedence immediately after routine
proceedings on Thursdavs, during the remainder
of the Session.-(Sir John A. Mfacdonald)

FISH INSPECTION.
RESOLUTIONS CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

House resol'ed itself inte Committee of the
Whole to consider certain proposed Rsolutions
(Mr. Baby) respecting th, General Inspection
Act, 1874, and the amanding Act.

(In the Committee.)
MR. BABY : The object of the Bill it

is proposed to base on these resolutions
is to insert in the General Inspection Act
of 1874, in the schedule of fees a fee for
the inspection of smoked herrings. Ac-
cording to the law now in force, the fee
for smoked herrings only applies to
barrels and half barrels, and everybody
conversant with the matter knows that
smoked herrings are never put up other-
wise than in boxes. This measure will
meet the requirements of the trade, no
doubt.

MR. ANGLIN: These resolutions have
taken me by surprise. I have never
heard any demand for an inspection of the
kind. There is no difficulty in our mar-
ket as to whether boxes are full or not.
I know no reason why this impost should
be placed upon the trade, or why persons
should be obliged to submit their boxes
for examination. I represent a district
in which a large amount of herrings are
taken, and I live in a city in which large
quantities of smoked berrings are sold,
but I never heard it said that there was
any necessity for having such an examina-
tion as this. These inspections are
always vexatious, and I hope the lion.
Minister will pause before going further,
and ascertain whether there is any need
for the measure.

MR. LONGLEY: I think it is very
desirable that there should be an inspec-
tion of smoked herrings. As near as I
have been able to ascertain the sentiment
of fishermen in respect to inspection, it
seems to be somewhat divided, but I
think the balance of opinion is much in
favour of inspection. It is quite likely
that the quality of the herrings would be
improved under proper inspection. If,
under a tax of 1 c. or 1 ½c. perbox, the quality
should be improved to the extent pro-
bably of 5e. or 1Oc. per box, it is ap-
parent that, instead of being a detri-
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ment to that particular industry, it
will really be an advantage to the
fishermen. I have no hesitation in
saying, however, that I think a tax of 2c.
per box for inspection is far too high. I
have endeavoured to impress on the hon.
Minister the same conviction, but it would
seem that he has been largely influenced
by the opinions of the Board of Trade.
Now, with all deference to the valuable
opinion of a body of men such as those
constituting the Board of Trade, I think
the fishermen themselves are likely to be
better judges of what is a fair tax for in-
spection than any board of trade. These
boxes are 18in. in length and 9in. in
width. They are supposed to contain
beside, a certain weight of fish. Strange
to say, while the inspection lias been talked
about a good deal, and while inspectors
have been appointed, the law bas been
left in such an indefinite condition that it
was not known by the fishermen them-
selves or anybody else whether the inspec-
tion was compulsory or not, and if it was,
what fee was to be imposed. There is
nothing in the law to guide one in this
iatter, except the statement that the fee

for the inspection per half barrel of her-
ings shall be 3c., and upon that assump-
tion, I suppose, some have concluded that,
if smoked herrings were inspected at all,
the inspection fee would be 3c. Now,
let us look at this matter from another
standpoint. Under the law, it is not
obligatory on the part of the inspector
to inspect more than 10 boxes out
of each 100 boxes, so that only 100 out
of a 1,000 boxes would require to be in-
spected. Now, assuming that the fee
imposed is put at lc., the inspector has
$1 practically for inspecting ten
boxes of hr'rings, and $10 for inspect-
ing 100 boxes. So I contend strenu-
ously, in the interest of the fishermen
themselves, and on the score of equity
and justice, that the fee should not ex-
ceed at any rate llc. per box, and
my own decided opinion is that it
should not exceed lc. per box ; and
I shall feel myself called upon to contend
to the end that it shall not be made
larger. And if it is placed at a higher
rate than that, then you give the advan-
tage to the inspecter at the cost of the
hard-working fisherman, because there is
scarcely any industry that is more ex-
hausting or arduous in its nature. I

Ma. LONGLEY.

hope the hon. Minister will allow himself
to be suitably impressed with the re-
marks that have been made. I do not
think it is customary to put up many of
these herrings in half boxes, and I was
not aware that any were put up in quarter
boxes. I should say, however, that lc.
per box and 1 c. per half box,
would result in a very considerable
advantage to the fisherman, in view of the
standard and the quality of the fish
being raised. Under those circumstances,
no one would have occasion to find fault.
This particular kind of fish are caught
exclusively between Digby, on the west,
and Annapolis Royal, on the east. They
are caught on both sides of the river for
a distance of nearly twenty miles, and for
some vears this bas been an exceedingly
profitable industry. I am told by some
fishermen that the catch has been, in
certain years, 2.5,000 boxes, but I ap-
prehend that it has been very rarely that
the catch lias equalled that amount.
These herrings are widely known for
their excellent quality. They are sent
largely to Glasgow, Scotland, in which,
market they sometimes realise a very
high price. They vary in the locality
in which they are caught from 40c.
or 50c. to 80c. or 90c. per box.
The average price is about 50c. or 60c.
per box. I will not use the word
protest, but I certainly shall most
strenuously oppose the imposition fee
of 2c. per box on those llsh.

MR. GILLMOR: I suppose the fisher-
men in my constituency produce from
two to three hundred thousand boxes
of smoked herrings or they may be half
boxes. Their market price of these
herrings is rarely over 20e. per box, and
I have often known them to fall as low
as 10c. or 12c. If le. per box were put
on these fish it would be an enormous
tax. I have not had any conversation
with my constituents upon this subject
lately, but, when the matter was intro-
duced some years ago, they weie
decidedly opposed to it. I do not con-
sider that il is desirable, either in the
interest of the fishermen or the purchaser,
that this tax should be imposed. It will
create another office at the expense of
the fishermen. I cannot suppose that
if this inspection is enforced, it will only
be to the extent of 10 per cent. of the
boxes, but presume every box should
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be inspected as every barrel of flour and fore express my disapproval of it, as 1
fish is inspected, if any portion is think it unnecessary and unfair.
inspected. I shall certainly oppose the MR. LONGLEY: I ar net quite sure,
measure in my humble way, because in but it is My impression that smoked fish,
my opinion there is no necessity for it. or any other sort of fish require to be in-

Ma. WELDON: I quite agree with spected before being sold, and it were
the hon. member for Charlotte (Mr. Gill- better that the inspection should take
mor) that this tax would be a very heavy placewhere the fish are caught than where
imposition on the people of the county of they are sold. It is quite true that a sale
St. John and the other counties of New might be effected without any inspection,
Brunswick and Nova Scotia bordering on but, as a general mie, the purchaser would
the Bay of Fundy. It is a matter upon not feel himself safe in buying without
which I should like to communicate with inspection; and I think, with regard Vo
my constituents for the purpose of ascer- these sroked herrings, as well as other
taining their views. I feel satisfied, kinds'of fish, that Vhey require to be in-
however, that they will be opposed to spected, and are usually inspqcted before
this tax, and I fail to see, after listening Vhey are sold, so that the tax may as well
to the remarks of the hon. member for be imposed where cauglit as where sold
Annapolis (Mr. Longley), what benefit is after; so that I do net think any objec-
going to be derived from it. tion on that score amounts to much. If

MR. DOMVILLE : The hon. gentle- it weme practicabie, it certainly would
men desirous of protecting our industries seem to be quite fair to make a distinc-
are no doubt in the right. It cannot be tion as regards the inspection fee between
expected that if inspection is to take fish worth 50e. or 60e. per box and those
place it can be done without soneone worth 20c. per box; and if the hon. Min-
paying for it. We must bear in mmd ister could see bis way clearly to make a
that this inspection willenhancethe value distinction-lc. on fish cauglt in An-
of these fish abroad. I only make this napolis Basin and ýc. on those caught at
remark because there can be no wish on the Grand Manan and other points-itwould
part of anyone to oppress the trade of seem only reasonable and right.
the country or to put the fishermen to a Mi. BABY: The inspection fee men-
disadvantage. Whether the rate pro- tioned in the mesolutions before you, Mr.
posed is too much or not is another ques- Chairman, is not imperative in the strict
tion. sense of the word, not more so than the

MR. DOULL : I am not directly inter- other fées mentioned in the 68th section
estedinthis descriptionof fish. I must say, of the Act now in force are. It is only
however, that the smoked herrings which where there is a board of trade, Vhrough
find their way into our market, although which an inspecter is appointed, or
they must be of a coarser kind than the through the Government, where there is
herring the hon. member for Annapolis no board of trade, that the inspection is
referred to, are sold for 20c. abox, and fre- to be made. The fee as recommended at the
quently for less than that. I agree with time by the Chamber of Commerce of
the hon. member for Charlotte that Nova Scotia, was 3c. per box; and I put
the imposition of the proposed fee it down to 2c. only. However, after
for inspection would be more of hearing what bas fallen from hon. gentle-
an injury than a benefit. Now, men, and particularly from the hon. mem-
2c. a box for inspection would be a ber for St. John (Mr. Weldon>, I ask
very heavy tax, and in my opinion is an for more Vime to examine the law; and J
unnecessary tax. There is a good deal have ne objection that more attention
in what my bon. friend from Annapolis should be given Vo the subjeet, and that
(Mr. Longley) says, that the imposition you should leave the Chair, Sir, for the
f an inspection fee, and the necessity for present, report progress, and ask Ieave te

inspection, would be a means of improving sit again.
the quality of the fish. It would have MR. LONGLEY: I understand the in-
that effect. But do not let us tax an in- spection is Vo be compulsory.
dustry for that purpose so as to cripple Ma. BABY: Only where there is an
it, as it would be by imposing a tax of 2c. inspecter.
«n what is sold for 15e. or 20c. I there- MR. LONGLEY : Then the whole
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thing hinges on an inspector being ap-
pointed. We should first decide whether
the inspection should be made, and, if so,
what would be a fair inspection fee. I
do not think much could be gained by
making provision for inspection without
making it compulsory ; because some
catchers or curers say they do
not care for inspection ; they
feel that their own reputation
is sufficient to guard against putting up
unsound fish; but the qualities of fish are
likely to be considerably improved by
proper inspection ; and what we seek is,

gentlemen from the LowerProvinces, whoc
stated that the inspection would enhance
the price of herrings, principally of those
which are prepared for exportation.

MR. ANGLIN : If these resolutions
are passed, this inspection fee will be
compulsory clearly. At present there
are inspectors at all the principal fishing
ports which are places of export, and the
law gives those inspectors the right to
inspect the fish. ln no case would the
election be left to the fishermen or those
engaged in the business. Tfpon the re-

nre~înttin robablv of a. member. of this.
not to impose a tax on fishermen, but to House, where there iS no board of trade,
do what would be a decided advantage to the Govcrnment would appoint the in-
them by raising the standard of the fish. spector, and the inspection would becomo

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: As compulsory. It should be borne in mmd,
I understand it, these inspectors are only therefore, that, if we adopt the prin-
appointed on the recommendation of the ciple embodied in these resolutions, we are
board of trade, and these fees in the adopting the principle of compulsory
68th clause are for the purpose of paying inspection. With regard to other kinds
the expenses of inspection, so that the of fish intended f.r exportation, it may
cost of this inspection shall not be thrown be desirable that they should be classified
upon the Consolidated Revenue. I quite carefully, so that a proper reputation may
agree with my hon. friend who bas just be established in the foreign markets.
spoken, as to the principle upon which ail The poorer kinds of this fish bring such a
inspections are based. It is of great im- small price that there is no inducerent to
portance that no bad article of trade should export them. The only smoked herrings
be allowed to go to a foreign country. A that -vrili ever find a market abroad will
fewsuchcasesmight destroyalarge and pros- be those which are carefulv selected by
perous trade. Thatisthe principle ofinspec- the parties shipping the fis. The hon.
tion. The only question here, therefore, Minister will see that those of us who re-
is whether the fees are too high. If they present fishing districts are not prepaxed to
are they should be reduced. My hon. express approval of this measure and I
friend the Minister of Inland ]Revenue hope before further action is tcken the
has heard what has been said, and will House will have ample time to considcr
give the subject due consideration. this matter. It is a subject we need not

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. the quarrel over; we all wish to do what is
Minister of Inland Revenue says this was best calculated to promote the generai in-
at the instance of the Board of Trade of terests of those districts. The hon. mem-
Nova Scotia. There is no Provincial ber for Charlotte (Mi. Gillmor), who
Board; there is only a Board of Trade at represents the largest number of persons
Halifax. engaged in any part of the Dominion in

MR. BABY: I stated that many repre- the herring fisery, says the proposed
sentations were made in this direction. neasure would be.regarded by the fisher-
There was a flaw in the law wbich, whist men as an onerous lax. I think this
providing that the inspection sholid take natter, in view of these fcts, should not
place, mentioned no fee in this respect- be astiy dealt with.
this fee havinheia by an oversigft, no
doubt, been oesitted from the e ledule.uon,
There are several clauses in te Statute the conpulsory clause respecting fish, o-
wbich. say that the inspection of snoked tbing is said about smoked fis , so, unless
herrings shal take place, and what will son'methng to that effet should be intro-
beb the quality of the herrings submitted duced, based on the resolution, it would
to sucb inspection, but no reTuneration not affect the fish spoken of
provided for the inspector. These repre- MR. ANGLIN : that case have ns
sentations wtere made by a nuber of objection at ail.

exressn. G ap roal of hi mer ; andI

hope beor urhe cto iEtkn h
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MR. LONGLEY: The inspection of
pickled fish is comptlsory.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes,
but unless that clause is made compulsory
by inserting "smoked fish," the inspection
would not be compulsory in respect of
that class of fish.

MR. BABY : For the information of
the House, I will repeat in French the
explanations given before. The law, as
it exists at present, provides that smoked
herring shall be inspected wherever there
is au inspector, and where there is no
inspector there is no inspection. It pro-
vides for imposing fees upon barrels and

ally reconnended to the Government for
app)ointmienit.

Progress ordered to be reported.
House resuomed.

(In the House.)
Progress repoI ted.

BILL INTRODUCEI).

The following'i ill (fiom th!, .&,n (ttc)
was intro,(uced and read the irst tinte

Bill (No. 78) Respecting the Presiient,
Directors and Cnpany ot the Biank of New
Brunswick.-( Jr. b'w-pee, St. Johin.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

Ways and Me1ans. [M'ýARCH 16, 1880.]

half-barrels of smoked herrings, which is ADJOURNED DEBATE.

an anomaly, as iish of this kinid is alvays House resuned the a'ljourned delb'te on the
packed in boxes, but no feo is stated for proposed moton (Sir Soæl L. Ti/ley) for the
boxes and half-boxes of that article, and second readiig of the R-solutions relative

these resolutions are meant to supply that to duîties of Uustoms andi Excise reportel from
.the Commiittee of Ways and -Means (M\arch

defect in the lav. As to fixing the 9th).
amount at c. per box, that rate was at
the time suggested by the Nova Scotia MR McCALLUM : I crave the in-
Chamber of Commerce and others in that dulgence of this Huse while I make a
Province, and also by interested parties few remarks on this subject, in reply to
in the Province of Quebec. However, the observations which fell fron the lips of
after hearing an expression of opinion the previous speaker. In my opinion,
from. hon. menbers present, and as this Sir, the members of this House and the

is a matter requiring careful considera- people of this country feel grateful to the

tion, the Government will now ask the Government for the success of the

Conmittee to report, with leave to sit National Policy inaugurated last year.
again, and before sitting again will en- Hon. gentlemen opposite tell us that we

deavour to as .ertain whether the rates have not kept our pledges. What were

proposed are really too high or not. our pledges when we were on the other

hR. GRANDBOIS: Notwithstanding side of the House I What did we say
the opinion of the hon. Minister, I i when we went before the people ? Our

the buyer of herrings is te most com contention always was that the Govern-

petent person to examine them and judge ment of the day, no inatter what was its

of their quality. I think inspection is political character, whether Tory or Grit,

unnecessary, and will be very unpopular. Reforrm or Conservative, must have money
It is the opinion of those who are per- to carry on the affairs of the country, to
fectly competent to give an opinion that pay the expenses of Government, to pay
ion is of no use whatever. J the interest on debt, to make the neces-

-MR. BABY: Not only the Board of sary public improvements; but we claimed,

Trade, as I sid before, but a large num- also, that the money should be collected

ber of erchants who are largly engaged in such a way as would as far as possible
her o e wassist the people. Has not the Tariff

in the herrinco business have representedth pol.bsnoteTaiinath d errmg b brought down by the hon. the Finance
at different times that smoked herrngs Minister last year had that effect ? The
n boxes ought to be inspected. For this hon
the present 0law does .not provido, and n. gentlemen opposite, ciuni tlîat it bas

hence these resolutions. not. Why, they have eyes, and see not;
en LLE:lutins inspection they have ears, but hear not ; they have

MR. VALLÉE : Is this inspection to minds, but will not tn lerstand. They
be obligatory ' are croaking and murmuring, but it seems

MR. BABY : It will be obligatory to me their cries are the lamentations of
where there is an inspector, and there is drowning men catching at straws, drown-
always an inspector where there is a ing in the political sea of their own in-
board of trade, by whom they are gener- consistency. I might refer to the broken
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pledges of the hon. gentlemen opposite, i
not by way of excuse for ourselves, be-
cause we have nothing to excuse ourselves
for, and two wrongs will not make a right,
any more than two blacks willmakea white.
What was the policy followed by the
Grits in 1873-4, when they came before
the people ? I remember well reading
in the chief organ of the party of hon.
gentlemen opposite what the hon. the
then Prime Minister said before the
electors of Lambton. He told them he
was going to raise the standard of public
morality, and conduct the business of the
country on principles every honest man
would approve, and which would bear
the light of day. If he did raise that
standard, it did not float long; it was
soon hauled down, and disappeared, owing
to the actions of his colleagues and sup-
porters in this House. I remember when,
in 1873, the late Premier addressed the
people of Lambton, he said that, during
the Ministry of the Hon. Sir John A. Mac-
donald, the corridors and lobbies of Parlia-
ment at Ottawa were filled with oontrac-
tors and expectant contractors, influenc-
ing, threatening and bribing members to
support that Government. But the right
hon. leader of the present Government
has kept these contractors in the lobbies
and corridors, while the hon. member for
Lambton, on entering office, gave some
of them seats and contracts in his Cabinet,
and put one in the Speaker's chair. If
that was not trailing the standard of
public morality in the dust, I do not
know what it was. What was the pledge
and platform of hon. gentlemen opposite
in 1873-4 ? It was economy, purity and
the giving of contracts for public works by
tender and to the lowest bidders. What
about the Palen contract, the Goderich
Harbour matter, and other similar transac-
tions? They also spoke about the indepen-
dence of Parliament. The last speaker
in this debate (Mr. Ross), speaking of the
hon. member for Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) was
very sharp in his criticisms. What bas
been the stock-in-trade of those hon. gen-
tlemen for the last five years i They
have dealt a good deal of abuse to the
hon. memberfor Lincoln,but he stands well
in his county, and, if you look at the evi-
dence given by the solicitors of the Great
Western Railway, you will find it stated
that the money Mr. Irving gave that hon.
gentleman had nothing to do with his

Mi, MCCMeuVX.

Parliamentary services. He was tried be.
fore a Parliamentary Committee, com-
posed principally of Grits, who, if they
could have sunk the hon. gentleman,
would have done so. But how does h.
stand in his own county I He beat at
the last election, a strong, honest man,
and, had he not stood well with his con-
stituents since those charges were made
against him, he would not be here to-day.
That is proof positive that the policy
of hon. gentlemen opposite, as I told
them before, was not in accord with the
opinions of the people of Lincoln. The
hon. leader of the Opposition has talked
lately of the deplorable condition of the
United States, as to their trade ; he went
so far as to say they had not ships
enough to exchange their produce with
other countries.

Mi. MACKENZIE : I said not a
word about United States shipping.

MR. McCALLUM : That is very like
the hon. gentleman. I will read, how-
ever, what a friendly organ of his party,
the Quebec Globe, or otherwise the Mon-
treal Herald, says in reporting his speech
the other day on this question :

" Mr. MACKENZIE : Yes, I suppose that
the less our imports are, we are so much richer.
The hon. gentlemen opposite, by their Pro-
tectionist policy, have set themselves deliber-
ately to reduce and destroy our foreign trade.
I believe no country possessing a fleet of vessels,.
no country having commercial relations with
the world, can avoid having a foreign trade.
Because the Americans have ceased to have a
foreign trade, they have sunk in the scale of-
nations. They have fallen behid the age, be-
cause they have no means of exchanging com-
modities with the rest of the world."

What does that mean?
Ma. MACKENZIE : There is nothing

about United States shipping in it.
MR. McCALLUM: I will leave the

country to judge if the interpretation I
put on the hon. gentleman's speech is
not correct. If the hon. gentleman
would look a little further, to the United
States commercial reports, he would find
adifferent exhibit and that he in very much
mistaken. Such statements are on a par
with others frequently made by hon.
gentlemen opposite across the House.
They have for years decried the policy
of that Republic, asserting it was in a
bad condition and getting greatly im-
poverished. What is the fact ? I have
a statement of the exports and impoits of
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the United States for the last thirty
years, but will take the ten-year periods:

(Not Coin and Bullion.)
Importa. Exporte. Total.

1850.... ...... $164,034,033 $134,000,233 $393,934,266
1860........... 36,282,485 816,242,423 652,524,908
1870 .......... 419,803,113 376,616,473 796,419,586
1879.......... 433,979,124 698,340,790 1,132,319,914

Increase f rom 1850 to 1863................ 253,590,642
"i "é 1860 " 1870 ................... 143,994,678
"é "i 1870 " 1879 ............ . . 335.900,328

Balance of Trade against United States
1850... ...................... 29,183,800

"4 " " " " 1869............ 20,040,062
"i " " "é " 1870............ 46,686,640
" "i " in favour of United States

1879 ............ 264,379,165

This is the country that has been decay-
ing under Protection-that has fallen be-
hind in the race of nations, and bas not
ships enough to exchange its commodities
for those of other countries. Its trade
has trebled in thirty years. Though its
shipping might have been more prosperous
in former years, it possesses over 4,000,000
tons at present in foreign trad3, which is
no very bad condition of affairs. The hon.
member for Lambton the other day found
great fault with the Minister of Railways
because he made some remarks on the
hon. gentleman from Centre Huron (Sir
R. J. Cartwright) being a renegade Tory. I
am of opinion that the hon. the Minister
of Railways and Canals is not as good a
judge of a renegade Tory as the bon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie).
That hon. gentleman at one time, speak-
ing to the electors of Hamilton, in 1871,
defined a Tory as a ourious animal, and
he said, if you remove the skin, you find
a Tory, and then reniove the flesh to the
bone, and you find him a Tory still. The
hon. member for Lamubton savs that he
was in accord with him on al subjects
before he went into the Government. I
suppose lie subjected the lion. gentleman
to the surgical operation allucled to. If lie
did, lie is better qualified to express au
opinion as to wbat be is composed of
than the bon. the Minister of Railways is,
whodidnot put him through theoperation.
le savs that no man ever becane a mem-
ber of his Cabinet who was not in accord
with them. I know lie lias been in the
habit of saying that the hon. member
for Centre Huron (Sir R. J. Cartwright) was
in accord with them for years before lie
entered the Cabinet. I do not think the
House or the people of the country will
accept that statement as correct. I
think it is quite the reverse. We have
the authority, and I am sure we cannot
have a better authority than the organ

of the party, the Globe newspaper, in
regard to the hon. gentleman. It said
he was " a mixer and a nuddler,"
and was guilty of almost all the
political crimes possible. Other planks
in the Grit platform were: Parlia-
mentary control over expenditure of
money and independence of Pai liament ;
to keep the people's representatives free
from favours fron the Crown ; but they
had no sooner got possession of office
than they scattered all these planks to
the four winds of Heaven, and allowed
members of the Government and the
Speaker of the House and their sup-
porters to fatten on the Public Treasury.
This was the result of the policy pro-
mulgated by lion. gentlemen opposite.
But do we not remember the steel rails
transaction? We reniember how they
put their hands into the public purse for
the purchase of 50,000 tons of steel rails,
and, when they were brought to task for
it, the then leader of the Government
said it had never been promised that
it should be done. On that occasion
the late member for Hamilton (Mr.
Irvingi brought theni to book in this
House, once on account of their violating
their pledges in the matter of having con-
tracts laid on the Table and expending
the people's money without a vote of
of Parliament. Hon. members will re-
member the late Government bringing a
Bill into the House to build a railway
from Esquimault to Nanaimo, in British
Columbia"and we remember the lion. mem-
ber for West Durham (Mr. Blake), and the
member for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) op-
posed the passage of that Bill, although
they accepted seats in the Cabinet shortly
afterwar ds; and the hon.member for Lanib-
ton tells us that his Government was in
accord on all questions. But they could
not have been in accord on this question ;
for we know the bon. members for West
Durham and Bothwell voted against the
Grit Government on that occasion. We
know they didnot agree onthat policy. We
have not learned yet who gave away his
principles on that question. We should
like to know whether Mahomet went to
the mountain or the mountain to Ma-
homet. On the question of the reorganis-
ation of the Senate, the hon. mem-
ber for Bothwell (Mr. Mills) was
not at one with the Government.
The real leader of the party in another
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place cane out in the Globe newspaper and
.placed bis big fo)t upoa that scheine, and
said they hatd a iit of iidsumner madrness,
but now they tell us they were in accord
upon all questions. The hon. member for
Middlesex, in his speech, referred to the
Montreal mnuuifesto as a annexation mani-
festo. Now, wio is the head centre of
that annexation clique in Montreal? What
lias he ben forimerly, aud what is lie now?
I do not know that it is necessary to name
hin. He was sent to Phi adelphia at one
time by hon. gentlemen opposite, and em-
ploved at a salary of $3,000 a year.
What did they send hiu there for l If
they knew his proclivities, was it to buy
or to neg tiate an arrangement between
this country and the United States? But,
Sir, I cau say this that they sent him there,
and lie revel there at the country's ex-
pense, iii wine and cigars, for a loug tine.
Theyse nta him to Parisafterwards, and Ihold
in n hand a very amusing document ; it
is an account of the expenses of the party
when thev wer off on a " jamboree " at
Philadelplir-I canot call it anytlhing
else. It is an account of expenses for
wiies and cigrls, besides what they paid
for Annuie.

An Hox. MEMBER : Detter not say
Anne" iore abut it.
Mt. McC'ALLUM: Well, no; I will

not say any more about it. Why, Sir,
these geie meni revelled at Philadelphia
in vines and cigars. The expenses at
Pliladîelpiat, for living alone, for a short
timue aunueuted to 87,625, and for wine
and cigars, $757; and tiese are the men
that proiiseC the country economy. But
they didi not stand long ; they were
turned adrift, aind they say now : Oh, if
we had a chance of going to the country
again the country would be with us.
Wlhat guarantee have they got for
anything of the kind ? Is it because
Oliver Mowat's Government was sup-
ported in Ontario last sunmmer I I think
the bon. nimember for West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross), wien lie spoke of that, went
beyond the mark. He should not go
back on the Covernment that enploys
him. Oliver Mowat was governing On
tario in a mtucli better way thani
the Grit Governrment had governed
the Dominion. Speaking of the Pro-
vince cf Ontario, we know that
they are Reformers, because at the las,
Dominion elections they turned thei

MR. MDCALLUM.

out; they would not have any more to
do with them ; they would fain support
Oliver Mowat and nothing more. The
ion. gentleman says I get my coal free.
Well, Sir, I call upon lim now to make
that statement good. If be gets up in
this House to make assertions of that
kind he nust substantiate thein; and I
defy hlim or any other man in the country
to say I have rece-ived or want any favour
fron the Government, or that I get one
single cent of drawback on this coal mat-
ter. I have an interest in steam-tugs, and
I had last sumnir ; I had an interest
in three tugs running on the river. If I
take my coal on board in the United
States, and burn it in international
waters, how is the Governimentto get duty
on it 0 You must first catch the birds
before you cook theni. The lion. member
for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) might just
as well say that, if lie is in the United
States, and takes his breakfast in the city
of Buffalo, lie must pay duty on the tea
lie drinks. This was done in the
interest of the coal merchants of the
counties of Essex and Laibton. If you
go into the United States for supplies or

oaI you need not report at tie Custom-
house, but if for any other' purpose you
must pay $2.50 for report and clearance.
If the lion. inember for Middlesex, when-
ever lie lias occasion to go to the United
States, wisies to pay duty on the tea
that lie drinks there, I ai perfectly will-
ing to pay duty on my coal. This hon.
gentleman tells us that the Tariff causes
discontent in the Provinctes, and that the
people of England do not like it. Let
us for the momient grant this. We know
it niakes a difference to the people of
England and the United States. But I
would rather be true to my ownî people; I
would prefer to be loyal to my own people
than to the people of England and the
United States. But it is not so ; the
people of England -are not dissatisfied
with us; the people of England appreciate
mis, and -e stand better in that country;
they see to-day that we are trying to open
up tiis country and trying to nake a
home for the crowds of toiling men of
England. It is said that we are offending a
few shopkeepersin Sheffield and Manchester
'y doing this. What need we care? We
lave a riglt to do as we think proper;
hat has been conceded to us. The gentle-
nan opposite tells us in a warning voice to
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te careful. I w:.ant to know if we are
here on sufferance. We are told that we
have given offence to the United States.
Why, we have paid then the greatest of
complim-mts by copying a leaf out of
their book. We are told that our Tariff
siiould be franied so that it would bring
about a reciprocity for all countries. I
remeniber on a former occasion delegates
being sent fron this country to the
United States. I was very much inter-
ested ni the question at the tiie, because
the county I live in had large business
relations with that couutry. Sir
Alexander T. Galt was on that delega-
tion; Mr. Iowlaud, Lieutenant-Governor
of Ontario, was on that delegation; Mr.
H-nry, froim Nova Scotia, was on that
delegation. I was proud of my country
when I saw the wav in which those gentle-
men carried on the negotiations. But
wlat did they offer us We asked for
bread and they offered us a stone. Tlicy
offeed us reciprocity in grind-stones. I
tioughît lion. gintlenien opposite were
gritty enough an 1 diI not want any more
grind-stones. Tie Governmeit of the
hon. member for Lambton was not satis-
fied with that rebuff, but sent Hon. George
Brown fron Toronto to \Vashington, with
his liat in his hand, and nothing has
conie out of it except that tiis country
has paid a bill of expeises. 1 an in
favour of Re-ciprocity, on equal termis,
with the Unitel States, but commion
sense ad decency teaches us that over-
tures miust now come from the Americans.
Whîat vere we to do under the circuu-
stances ? The lat3 Government seemed
content to sit here and wait for
the prosperity of the country to revive
of itself. Bat this A dministration
adopted a diiferent plan. They took
measures to bring about better times, and
every intelligent man must admit they
have succeeded in a marked degree. But
the lion. member (Mr. Ross) says the
people of Ontario have to pay a duty of
,60c. a ton on coal. That is a great
grievance. In talking as he did, he
seemed to be trying to set neighbour
against neighbour and Province against
Province. If it were not unparliamen-
tary, I would call such talk treason. Lord
Redesclale says : " Treason to the people
is a much more heinous offence than
tre jon to the Crown." I would like the
hon. member for West Middlesex to

understand that the 60c. duty on
coAl is not felt verv heavily in the
Province of Ontario ; it is yet a wooden
country, and there are thousands
of cords of wood now rotting in the
wooîis, and there is but littie coal used
for fuel in Ontario, exeept iii cities and
towns, and bb large nujo:ity of
people do not feel the tax ou c >a[, as they
burnt wood for fuel. I w t 1t h to
understand that the people of Ontario
are willing to stand that t·tx on coal in
order to assist the miners of Nova
Scotia. There is no doubt but that the

prasenit Tariff is a inatte(r of coi)roImise
but, in talkinig about it, lion. gentlemen
opposite fail to tell ns what tiey would
do if they were iii powý r. When they
sat on1 this side of the Houise, thev folded
their armis and did othing. 'lTe ship
of State might drift on the rocks, but
they said :We cai do nothingw; we
have got to the utmost linit of taxation
in this country. They t -il us that
we have raised the taxation of the
country. Well, we did so, but
we got a little more money in return
than they (id. To sbow the House that
I ai correct, I will quote from the speech
of the bon. memnber for Centre Iluron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwrilght) in 1878, in which
lie foreshadowed direct taxation. [ Vide
Debates, 1878, p. 437.] The lion. gen-
tleman alunitted that he had gmne as far
as he could. He was wedled to the 171
per cent., but we contenîdecd that the re-
venue should be so changed as to assist
the industries of the country, and, as far
as possible, to give the Canadian market
to Canadians. To show that this lion.
gentleman bad great antipathy to the
cities, I will quote further fron that
speech. He was desirous of taking the
power to manage their own taxation
from the cities. [Vide Deba<tes, 1878, p.
435.] The House will see that the lion.
gentleman wanted to gel direct taxes
from the people. I cannot sec for what
other object this language was used. My
hon. friend fron West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross) went into figures to show how much
per cent. the people of Onttrio paid per
head more than the people of Quebec and
the other Provinces. I would like to
know how lie arrived at bis conclusion.
Can he explain bis process ? No one
could-nobody could give a correct esti-
mate of the contributions of each Pro-
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vince. low is he to tell what amount
of imports, that paid duty at Montreal,
Quebec or Halifax, is consumed in On-
tario ? It is a mere guess of the hon.
gentleman; his whole speech was also a
mere matter of guesswork. Hon. gen-
tlemen opposite charged that the Tariff
would have the effect of making the
manufacturers rich. They appear not
to like our having any rich peo-
ple in the country. They also de-
clare the manufacturers will only be rich
for a while, and thît afterwards, with
greater competition, they will become
poor; but meantime they swallow up
everybody and everything, and then
swallow themselves at last-I donot know
any such animal-perhaps the hon. gen-
tleman will explain. I will leave hon.
gntlemen opposite to explain this paradox
if possible. I do not think the compari son
fair as regards the manufacturers. The
hon. member for West Middlesex got up,
and, parrot-like, repeated the statesments
of the hon. member for Lambton about the
commercial question. Anyone who will
look dispassionately at the returns of the
hon. the Finance Minister, will see that
we are not in the position those hon. gentle-
men have described. We can see we are
improving already; that there is hope for
this country; that the exports are more
and imports less for the last six
months, and that there is a difference of
$15,000,000 between the exports and im-
ports. If we double that amount for the
whole year, we shall see that after the
adoption of the National Policy, the coun-
try will be better off by those $30,000,000
than in the preceding year. They have
also taken the farmers under their
paternal wing. Now, to what extent
have the farners benefitted from the
National Policy ? According to the re-
turn in my hands, I find that the con-
parison for the six months ending Decem-
ber 31st, is as follows
Imports entered for home

consumption.
1878............... $41,187,242
1879.................. 34,048,894

$7,138,348
Exports.

1879..................S54,283,241
1878 ................. 46,376,598

$7,907,243
Tot-l in favour of Canada for six
months enling 31st Decenber, -7

1879.................... $5047,91
MFt. MCCÂLLUM.

Balance in favour of the National
Policy if the next six months
are as good as the last........$30,05,182

The country is going to benefit by the
increased exports and imports, because
the labour engaged in manufacturing the
goods formerly imported into the country
will be employed here by ourselves, thus
keeping the money in the country for the
advantage of our own people instead of
giving it to foreigners. If those
hon. gentlemen will look dispassion-
ately at those returns, they will
see that this country has turned
the corner, that the presenît Government
has got us out of the disastrous groove
the last Government had brought us into,
and which soon would have brought us to,
ruin. I do not say we are going to get
rich fast, but we are on the fair way to
prosperity. Well, these gentlemen say,
of course, that the Tariff is ruining trade.
The fact is that we carry more of the pro-
ducts of other countries than we did be-
fore, and besides we carry more of our
own. If they will only look at the state-
ments I have given, they can come
to no other conclusion than that our
carrying trade has greatly improved.
They say that the farmer is not bene-
fitted, but he gets the benefit of supply-
ing the home market to the extent of
$14,191,000. That is some benefit to
the farmers of this country. I know
we cannot go into the question of how
many bushels are sold, because we have
not got the returns, except for the
first six months. We were told the
other day that the prices got by the farmer
had not increased. But I know better,
as representing an agricultural con-
stituency. I am an agriculturist myself,
and I can tell them that this Tariff has
assisted the farner. The price of oats
now is much higher than it was before.
Though the crop of oats last year was a
good one, the price still keeps up to 33c.
per bushel, whereas they used to bring
only 24c. or 25c. a bushel. These gentle-
men say that we are making of Canada a
nation of paupers. They would not allow
us to tax ourselves to carry on those great
public works, which will be of so great a
benefit to this and future generations.
The hon. member for West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) told us we promised the peo-
ple if we got into power we would restore

I prosperity and confidence to this country.
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Well, have we not done so? I Have we
not fulfilled our pledges. On the 18th of
September, the next day after the elec-
tion, affairs began to improve. On that
day the housewives of Canada brushed off
the flies from the wheel, as we do the flies
from the windows ; so wegot rid of the hon.
gentlemen opposite. My hon. friend from
West Middlesex says the hon. the Finance
Minister put a tax on wool. Well, those
gentlemen will have to stop a long time
in the cold shades of Opposition before
they can pull the wool over the eyes of
the electors of Canada. They tried it, and
they have failed. For niyself, I would
like to see a duty of 4c. a pound on all
wool coming into Canada. Why ? Because
we can grow our own wool in this country.
Our farmers could grow any quantity of
wool in this country if they only had
price enough. We pay taxes on tea, and
we do not raise an ounce in this country.
I say this Government lias benefitted the
farmers by raising the duties on coarse
goods that were formerly imported at a
low rate of dute. We have by this means
given the manufacturers Protection, and
enabled them to give more to the farmers
for their wool than formerly. We shall
not again see the the wool as low as it
was a year or two ago. The fariers of
this country understand that question
very well, and will not allow those gentle-
men to pull the wool over their eyes.
The hon. gentlemen want a cheap country
to live in. Well, we have a cheap country
to live in now. They can go to the In-
dians on the plains, and live cheaply by
the chase. They can go back to barbarism,
and then they can live cheaply. But we
do not want to do that. We want under
this policy to live so that the majority of
the people of this country can live com-
fortably and have the necessaries of life.
The object of this Government is to give
theworkingman a good day's wage for a
goodday'swork. The industryof the coun-
try is its wealth. We could not get along
in the world without work, and I am sure
that Canadians would have no desire to
do so. We are told about the promises
we made to the workingmen. Well, we
told them that the revenue in this
country, as far as possible, would be col-
lected so as to give them work. Is there
not more employment in this country now
than when hon. gentlemen opposite
were in the Government and there will be

more and more. As far as the National
Policy isconcerned,hon. gentlemen hold us
responsible. We accept the responsi-
bility. We do not wish for a moment to
shirk any of it. They make the excuse
that when they were in power they were
unfortunate and had bad crops. There
is no wonder that the people went back
on them because, if a man is unfortunate
in all his undertakings, you do not want
to employ him. The people were of that
opinion, and they got rid of hon. gentle-
men. The lion. member for Middlesex
(Mr. Ross) told us the other day that the
people of this country were leaving for
the United States in order to escape the
Customs officers. I want the bon. gentle-
man to understand that the United
States is a much more prosperous country
than Canada, and when I was on the
other side of the House I told hon. gen-
tlemen so. I know it to be so. I have
business relations with many parts of the
United States; I can speak from my
own knowledge. At the same time I
want him to understand that the emigrant
will have more Customs officers after
him there than he will have here, but
under the Protective system that prevails
there they are able to employ more
labour and pay better wages. The lion.
leader of the Opposition lias found fault
with the hon. the Finance Minister
because lie is going to extend the issue of
Dominion notes. I think, if there is any
one point in the statements of the hon. the
Minister of Finance that deserve favour-
able consideration more than another at
the hands of the people of this country,
it is that one question, because we have
now to pay so much interest on English
capital. We know that it has become a
very serious matter for us now to collect
revenue enough to pay the interest on
on what we owe. I consider that the
Government is acting wisely in using the
credit of the people of this country among
themselves instead of going to England
for it. What lias been the practice of
the Finance Ministers of this country 1
Each one bas acted in the groove that his
predecessor did. The present Finance
Minister lias struck out for himself
in the matter of the National Policy, and
lie is now striking out in the way of a
National Currency. If Canadian credit
is good enough to borrow English gold to>
pay for Canadian labour, is it not good
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enough to pay for Canadiian labour withont
Englisi gold, on wlich credit we wisl to
base a National Cnrrency. It is a
a matter of confidence in our ability to

pay, because, if we are not able to pay
the interest on our principal in full, the
mon y-lenders of Lombard-street will not
give us a dollar. ln going to England,
we said we wanited , 100,000,000 to build
tis Pacific Laivav, or to nmake other
public works. I have come to
the conclusion that it vill cost us
fiee miliotns a year interest, in-
cludintg the manag.ement of tise ioan.
In tlirty years the people of this country
would have to pay , 150,000,000 for the
use of tlat $0,00,00, and st!il have
the principal to pay. But supposing we
extended te policy brouglit down to the
House, by accepting the currency system
suggested of legal itnders and bonds, tie
one changeable with tihe other, at the
option of thme holder ; supposing we want
this year ï10,000.000 or $20,000,000; if
y>u want $20,000,000 say, issue
$10,000,000 in Domintion notes, and
$10,000,000 in bonds at interest at 4 per
c ant. thereon, payable seni annually in
gold, the Dominion notes, of course, pay-
ing no interest at all, the one convertible
wh the otiher at the option of the holder,
the result would be a cheap loan to the
country ; and, Sir, who will deny that we
should Iave cieap money Capital and
labour aie joint partners in producing
wealth. Whensever capital is paid more
than fair interest for its use, labour nust
suffer, and onsly gets what is left, or, in
other wor ds, the mnoney lender gets bis
pay wiether business men suffer or not.
Under sucli a systen interest would get
so low that 5 or 6 per cent. could not be
got, and people would change their cur-
rency for bonds paying 4 per cent.
We should thus get a loan from the
people of tis country; and, if we issue
that $100,000,000 in that way, it would
cost this country only about 2 per cent.,
because, issuing it in half-and-half, the
bonds at 4 per cent. and the Dor'xinion
notes paving no interest, we should thus
be getting a loan at 3 per cent. less
than it could be got otherwise. It is said
that, if tihis systein were adopted, the
people would tell you that, if you did not
have gold as a basis, no one would accept it,
and that we could not pay for our imports
without gold as a basis. I would ask

MIR. MCCALLUM.

bow you pay for it now. You do not do
it with gold. Tbe exchanges of this coun-
try are not carried on by gold now. You

Pay by vour exports, and i consider that
the balance of irade would soon be in our
favour, and that our exports will be
greater thian our imports, so that there
will be no difficulty in getting excbange.
It is the very thing, and shoid beadopted.
I can say that you wili bave no less gold
then tian now, but you will have
less need of it. How do you get
gold now ? We get it in exchange for
exports, and enigrants bring it iiito the
country, and we dig it out of the ground.
Any man in bis senses can see how well
this National Currencv woulI wo:k to our
advantage. Will we bave less exports
and less emiigrants ? Certainly not. And
ve shall bave more gold and less need of

it. The hon. nember for Lanbton (Mr.
Mackenzie) could not let the chance go by
without having a slap at a friend of mine.
le said in bis speech, a few days ago, in
reply to the hon. the Minister of Finance

" There is a famous financier in Hamilton, in
the employ of the Government, who, in bis
original scheme for paper money, made his cur-
rency notes, which were to be redeemable in
paner coloured yellow, in order to resemble
gold as much as possible. The hon, gentleman
intends to have 15 per cent. in gold, and 18 and
10 per cent in yellow paper, I sup pose."

He has gone out of bis way to give a
slap at a good, able and honest man, who
has done as mauch as any man for the
good of this country, but they must bave
a slap at sonebody. I am not going to
detain the House any longer.

Some HON. MEMBERS: Go on.
MR. MeCALLUM : I do not wish, as I

have said, to detain the House any longer,
but, if they wish me to go on with their
history, I can give them as much as they
want. I do not wish to say anything
about them individually. I know
them. collectively, and the country
knows them and knows no good of them.
They are where they will remain, in the
cold shades of Oppositioni. I thank the
House kindly for the patient hearing they
have given me, and I will now take my
seat.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
MR. OLIVER : It is mv desire to make

a few remarks upon this very important
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subject, which has engaged the attention brandies, whiskeys, wines, cigars and to-
of the House for the last few years. I do bacco ; and this was covered up under
not purpose taking up much of the time the head of " Colonisation Roads."
of the House, but certainly it is my duty This shows clearly the difference be-
and my privilege to say something upon a tween the expenditure of the Reformeie
subject which is of such great importance and the expenditure of the Conservatives.
to the people of this country. I listened During the course of his remarks, I hear a,
to the hon. member who addressed the my hon. friend from Monck state that t e
House before recess, and I must say that Tariff would bring about Reciprocity. I
we had in that speech a little of every- thinjk I heard the lon. the Minister
thing. It reminded me of the Yankee, of Finance make a sinilar remark. I
who, when he went to a hotel, always took have read the same statement in the Con-
some hash for dinner, for the reason that servative press, and I have heard it at
when he took hash he had a little of all public meetings throughout the country.
that was going. Such was the speech Well, Sir, there is a difference of opinion
of the hon. member for Monck (Mr. as to whether it will bring about Reci-
McCalum). I think that the remarks he procity or not. I find that there are some
made with reference to the paid Secretary very high authorities who think that it
who attended to the affairs of the Dominion will bring about something else sooner
at Philadelphia, three years ago, were un- than Reciprocity. Let us take the opinion
called for. We know that a house was if Mr. John Bright as to what will be
rented by the Government for the use of the result of the Reciprocity Treaty. In
the Board of Commissioners, and not only answer to a letter froi Mr. Forbes, pub..
for their use, but for the use, to a large lished in to-night's paper, he makes t] e
extent, of Canadians who visited the Ex- followingremarks with regard to the cour, e
position. The Commissioners received taken by the Canadian Government:-
nothing for their services; their time was
given to the country for nothing. Of "I regret the course taken by the Canadir n

cuethe Secretary was paid, and he had Government. I regard it as the first step incourse, the direction of separation from the Mothr-
to be hospitable to the Commissioners as Country. If the Colonies were wise they would
well as to the Canadian visitors, and, as a follow our example. If they will not do so % e
matter of course, he had to provide some must leave them to their own course, but I
of the luxuries of life to dispense to tlie think they should not come here for loans or

of for guarantees for loans.
Canadian people. I do not approve of
having such things brought before a legis- That is the opinion of Mr. John Bright,
lative assembly. We know that that has and I say that the first step has been
been the practice in the Province of On- taken towards the very course which be
tario recently. It is known that a return mentions. I find there is to be an exhi-
was brought down which showed the ex- bition in the Australian Colonies during
penses of the Lieutenant-Governor's trip this spring, and the report ofthe lon. the
through the western part of the Province Minister of Agrioulture shows that he
and Manitoba; and I may say that the las appointed an American to represent
only difference in that respect between Canada at that exhiê'ition. Js this not
Conservatives on that side of the House one step towards annexation Is it an
and the Reformrs on this side is that acknowledgnent that we have hot a
the former are able to cover up their single person in the w ole Dominion that
tracks more successfully than the Re- is fit to represent Canada at the exhibi-
formers. We find that, when any ex- tion of the Australian Coloniem, and th«t
penditure is incurred by the Reformers, a we were obliged to borrow Mr. William
plain statement is made of that expendi- Cameron, one of the New York Commis-
ture, and for what it was expended. But sioners, as our representative.
re find that, iien the Conservatives take MR. POPE: ie is a British subject.

a pleasure trsp, the expenditure is covered Mo. OLIVER: I apprehend that he is
up under some other head. We found an American, or li would not have been
that, in Ontario, in 1871, when the Com- iappointed on the New York State Com-
Missioner of Crown Lands took a trip in mission. I hold in my hand a
the direction of Lake Superior, $500 or clipping from the Western Morning
$600 were expended in luxuries : in Kews, a paper that is published and
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circulated extensively in England. It find that, in the following year, 1858
reads as follows there was a defiit againt Canada of

"Are not our manufacturers neglecting the $3,375,000, undor the John A. Mac-
Australian International Exhibitions? Great donald Government, and that the balance
complaints are made by the Colonists of the in- of trade had been reduced from
difference of the Mother Country. What is $12,000,000 to $3,000,000 against
more important, the vigorous patronage of the
United States is quoted with effect as a con-
tract. America seems to have made up h-r trade in our favour o $184,000. In
mind to win the Australian trade, aad, if she 1863 however, the balance of trade rose
does, she will wear another feather in her cap, to $3,50000u
and England will, in a sense, have to pay frConfderation took placethe
the plunem. A time when Canada is dicussing
Reciprocity with tbe States to the exclusion of balance of trade was $10,552,000 against
Eugland, is hardly the time for giving a slight Canada. In 1872, 1873, and 1874,
to th-ie Colonies, which in every sense are still themost prosperous year we havehad since
loyal." Confederation, the balance of trae was
This is as much as to say that more atten- against us to the amount of $105,000,000,
tion ought to be paid to the Australian or $35,000,Y per year. It fell to
Colonies than to Canada,because they are $80,000,000 in the years 1875, 1876, and
more loyal to Great Britain than wo are. 1877,or$26,000,000ayear. ButIhave
We heard a great deal from the hon. still higher authority in support of the pro-
member for Monck with reference to the position. I turn to the Budget Speech of
balance of trade. There was also a great 1873, when the Hon. Mr. Tilley was
deal,in the Budget Speech with regard to Finance Minister. We alI looked upon
the same subject. I have satisfied my- that.hon. gentleman then as one of the
self that there is a great deal of delusion fittest men to manage the financial affairs
in this balance of trade question. I have of the Dominion, and believed that he
been looking over the statistics of France, had a thorough knowiedge of the com-
and I find that, in 1868-9, previous to mercial interests of the country. What
the Franco-Prussian war, when the coun- did he say in that Budget Speech ? He
try was in a prosperous condition, the pointed ont the wonderful progress the
bilanco of trade was against ber to the country was making, and, as an evidence
a nount of £24,000,000 sterling for two of that progress, he alluded to the very
ycars. In 1872-3, immediately after large amount that was invested in bank
that disastrous war, so far as France was stocks. 1e called attention to the steady
c mcerned, the balance of trade was in progreas made in the value of the exporÎs
tavour of France to the amount of and imports since the commence-
£18,500,000. I find that in 1876-7, ment ot the Union. He gave the
a Fter France had fully recovered fron the imports for the five and a-half years since
effects of that tremendous war, the Confèderation, but 1 will not trouble the
b .ance of trade was against ber to the House by reading them in detail. 1e
a nount of £27,000,000 sterling. We also gave the exports for tbe sane
find, also, on looking at the trade and period. The imports, during the five and
navigation returns of France fcg 1878, a-half years, he pointed out, amounted to
that the balance of trade was against ber $478,071,000, and the exports to
t the amount of £43,646,000 sterling. $401,926,000, showing a balance of trade
This is proof positive that a country may against ns for that period of tueof
without injury have the balance of trade $76,145,000. 1e concindes the para-
aainst it when prosperous. But, coming graph in the following manner:-" This
to our own country, I think I have is another evidence of the steady and pro-
sufficient proof to convince the hon. meni- gressive prosperity of the country."
ber for Monck that the balance of trade Now, here 18 the authority of the Hon.
igainst a country is not an indication of Mr. Tilley in 1873, and it will be seen
• ùpoverty. In the return of July 1st, that the Finance Minister of that day
1857, it is shown that the balance of disagrees with the present Finance Minis-
trade was against Canada to the extent ter. The Finance Minister ofthe present
of $12,424,000. Now, the most pros- day says that the balance of trade being
perous time which Old Canada ever saw, aginst a country is an evidence that that
was immediately bef ore that year. I country is not in a prosperous commercial

MR. OLIVER.
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condition. The hon. member for Monck
joins him in the statement. Are we to
rely upon the statements of the hon. the
Finance Minister to-day or upon the
Finance Minister of 1873'? I think it
would be safer to take the statement of
the Finance Minister in 1873 than the
statement of the hon. the Finance Minis-
ter in 1880. Then there was another
statement made during this discussion.
It was made by the hon. the Minister of
Railways, who said that the liabilities and
great obligations under which the present
Government are labouring were handed
down to theni by the late Ministry, of
which the hon. member for Lambton was
the leader. Is this statement correct or
incorrect ? If correct, then it ought to be
accepted. If it is not correct, then little
faith or reliance should be put upon the
statements of any hon. gentleman who
would rise, with all the assurance possible,
and make such an assertion in Parlia-
ment. What are the obligations resting
upon the Ministry of to-day ? They have
got to complete the inland navigation of
the country, the Welland Canal, and a
large share of the Pacific Railway. Were
these obligations undertaken by the late
Government, or by the Government in
power in 1873 ? Anyone who looks into
the Public Accounts will conclude that all
those great public works were handed
down by the Government of 1873 to the
Government that succeeded it. in the
latter part of 1873. I find that the late
Government spent upon certain of those
works the following sums :-On the St.
Lawrence Canals, about $3,000,000; on
the Welland Canal, about $7,000,000 ; on
Ottawa works, $1,400,000; on Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick Railways,
$1,350,000, that is up to the 20th Febru-
ary, 1878 ; on the Intercolonial,
$6,000,000 ; Pacific Railway, $8,300,000,
and on Ottawa works about $300,000.
Now, many of those public works have
not been completed, and they are handed
down to the present Government, who, I
suppose, will feel they are obliged to carry
out and finish certain of them. The hon.
the Minister of Railways stated the late
Government were responsible for the
commencement of those public works. Is
this true or not ? In turning over the
records of Parliament, I find that the
Finance Minister, in 1873, immediately
after the Session, went to England to

borrow money, and borrowed about
$12,000,000. Why? If not to carry out
and develop the public works of the
country, which they had 'entered into. I
have another evidence here which is suf-
cient, I suppose, to convince the hon. the
Minister of Railways and the hon. the
Minister of Finance that these works
were undertaken by the Government in
power in the beginning of 1873. Here
is an extract from the Budget Speech of
the hon. the Finance Minister in the Ses-
sion of 1873, on page 16 -

" We are about entering upon new and in-
creased engagements involving a very large sum
of money. We are entering upon works-we
have already done so-which will require a
large increase of our debt. We have
$10,000,000 to expend on the Intercolonial
t ailway ; we have $30,000,000 for the Pacific
Railway, and the Canal system that has been
accepted by the Government will involve an
expenditure of at least $20,000,000."

Now, I think that this is sufficient proof
that the Government of that day under-
took the construction of those large pub-
lic works, and that they were handed
down as a legacy to the late Government,
in place of them being a legacy from the
late to the present Government. I find
also in the Public Accounts that, during
the time of the late Government, from
the 1st January, 1874, to the 28th Feb-
raary, 1878, there was spent on public
works, out of capital, borrowed money,
the large sum ,of $2,000,000 ; and out (f
revenue they spent on the improvement
of rivers, public buildings and harbours
and piers the very large amount of
$2,671,000. After having spent that, the
whole increase of the ordinary expendi-
ture fromu 1873-4 to the 1st July, 1877,
was only $200,000; so that, as to the
public works imposing great burdens on
the shoulders of the present Government,
they were undertaken and commenced by
those hon. gentlemen when in 'power, in
1873, and previously. We have
heard a great deal about the
great prosperity enjoyed by the
country at present. I have en-
deavoured to see it, and have looked
in various directions to ascertain wbere
it exists; and there is one evidence here,
contrary to the statements of hon. gentle-
men opposite. I find there is no better
test of the prosperity of the working
classes of our country than the Dominion
Savings Banks Accounts. In 1876-7,
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their deposits amounted to $5,726,000,
and, in 1877-8, they had increased to
$7,427,000, an increase in the year of
$1,700,000. On looking at the following
year, what do we find i That the de-
positors in the Dominion Savings Banks
had withdrawn their deposits to the
amouit of $551,000. Apparently, this
is an evidence that the working classes
had to draw their deposits in order to
pay their current expenses. There is an-
other evidence. Anyone that will en-
quire into the value of real estate, in
any section of the country, will come to
the conclusion I have reached-that its
value is not as much to-day as two years
ago by 10 to 15 per cent.

Some HoN. MEMBERS: Twenty-
five per cent.

MR. OLIVER: Yes, in some sections.
In my own section, improved farms,
with buildings upon them, could be sold
as high as from $75 up to $100 an acre
two years ago. Now, there is not a farm
that would sell for more than from $60
to $70 an acre; and this decrease
in value is witnessed also in the Province
the hon. the Finance Minister comes from,
and, I am told, in Nova Scotia as well.
Perhaps the hon. gentleman will say the
decrease with us is in consequence of the
large number leaving the western section
of the Dominion for the North-West Pro-
vinces. How would that answer apply
to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick?
The people of that section, instead of
going to the Canadian North-West, are
going to the American States-the great
bulk at any rate. Again, take the rents
ofproperties-a verygood guide to go by-
in the cities and towns in any
section, and you will find they
are less to-day than two years ago.
In some cities-and I am told that St.
Catharines is in a most deplorable condi-
tion, so far as rents are concerned-
tenants are reported to enj oy the privilege
of living in houses without paying for
them.

MR. RYKERT: You have a bad au-
thority.

MR. OLIVER : I will give you my
authority before I have done-it is a good
Conservative organ. I am not going to
enter into the subject of the value of
stocks, nor the number of insolvencies
during the last year; but we all know
that, for whatever reason, stocks fell

MR. OLIVER.

enormously, that they are now lower than
ever, and that there is a want of con-
fidenoe in some of the institutions of the
country, and that bankruptcies have
wonderfully increased. We come to the
evidence of the great prosperity said to
prevail-the people leaving the country.
I examined the returns made to the
American Government, and found that,
during 1877 the following nur bers left
this country and settled in the United
States :-

1877.
Quebec and Ontario, twelve months.. 16,003.
Nova Scotia, .. 3,467
New Brunswick .. 1,45T
Prince Edward Island .. 487

Total......21,474
And for the six months of 1879, from

January to July:
1879.

Quebec and Ontario, six months....10,810
Nova Scot'a .... 2,074
New Brunswick .... 2,004
Prince Edward Island " .... 258

Total......15,146

This is the way the people of the coun-
try have been leaving for the States. Yet
we are told it is prosperous, that the
people are happy,and are staying at home.
The difference in favour of 1877 is over
9,000. Now, we come to Hamilton, and,
if there is a city in the whole Dominion
that ought to be benefitted by the imposi-
tion ot a Protective Tariff, it is Hamilton.
It is the centre of the manufac-
tures of Ontario, and bas always
been so regarded. The hon. the Finance
Minister will agree with me that it is the
most important manufacturing centre in
Ontario. In 1878, there were in Hamil-
ton 377 empty houses, and in 1879, 528,
or an increase of 15 per cent. for one
year. This is the evidence of its pros.
perity. In Ottawa, at present, there are
over 700 empty bouses, and this is a fair
sample of all the cities and towns in the
country. But I have an authority I wish
to cite to hon. gentlemen opposite; the
Halifax Reporter-I think a Conservative
organ-which has felt the pressure of the
hard times so severely as to have had to
take advantage of the Insolvent Act re-
cently. I read the speech of the hon.
gentleman who moved the Address in this
House (Mr. Richey), and you would think
by it that the city of Halifax was a per-
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feet garden of Eden, that everything was
prosperous and happy in that favoured
section. But what says the Halifax
Reporter ?

" Walk through any of our strnets and you
will find warehouses, shops, factories or dwell-
ings closed up, and there are dozens of houses
occupied by persons who pay a mere nominal
rent or none at all, who are permitted to live in
them on sufferance, liable to be turned out at
any time, because the owners know that they
can insure them on more favourable terms if
occupi2d than if empty. Every steamer, Land
nearly every train that has left this port and
city during the past summer,fall,and winter, bas
taken more or less people who have given up
in despair the struggle to make a living here,
and go elsewhere ia the hope of striking some
work. in will be infinitely harder to entice
these people back thaa it wouli have been
to have kept them here."

It was often stated, and before the last
elections, also, that the workingmen were
to be benefitted by the National Policy-
were to have steadier work and higher
wages. Now, it is stated on the other side
of the House that the Government bas
fulfilled all its pledges to the people. ias
every promise been fulfilled? ls the pay
of the workingman increased? I have
heard it stated here that it is not, and I
have not heard the employers of labour
in this House or out of it try to contra-
dict the statement. If the employers
supporting the Governmentcould honestly
contradict the assertion that labour bas
not increased in value, they would have
done so. I have read in the press of hon.
gentlemen opposite that the trade of On-
tario and the financial condition of the
labouring class of this city was better
now than previous to the adoption of this
Tariff; the argument used was that there
was no soup-kitchen in Ottawa this win-
ter. What happened only a day or two
afterwards ? The journal which is the
organ of the Government here published
a financial statement of the expenditure
and revenue of that same soup-kitchen,
that had been running all the winter. We
have further evidence of the poverty of
the working classes in the statements
made by the representatives of Prince
Edward Island, and we have a striking
representation from Nova Scotia. We
fmnd that, financially, it is bankrupt, and
knocking at the door of the .Federal Gov-
ernment, asking it to save the Province
from bankruptoy, by handing over a por-
tion of the Fishery Award. A similar

43

statement is made by the members from
Prince Edward Island, the majority of
whom are supporters of the Government.
I think only one of them voted against
the Tariff. They all come now and say
the Tariff poliey has injured the Island,
and that to recoup them for the injury
sustained they will have to get part of
the Fishery Award.

An Hox. MEMBER: And if they do
not?

MR. OLIVER: And, if they do not,
they will put themselves in the same
position as the people of British Columbia
did a short time ago-ask for secession.
I see that, in the Legislature of Nova
Scotia, a gentleman has given notice that,
unless a part of the Fishery Award is
given to that Province, he will move in
the legislative halls that the Province
secede from the Dominion. Now, we have
another high authority, the Manager of
the Intercolonia, Railway, who testifies
that the country has not prospered under
this Tariff. We find that the Manager,
Mr. Pottinger, in hi. report, states:
" The prevailing depression in all kinds
of business has so affected the traffie of
the road as to cause a considerable decline
in the gross earnings." That is high au-
thority that the country is notin that pros-
perous condition gentlemen opposite
would like to have us believe. Now,
there is another evidence. There was
laid upon the Table of this House a
petition from the city and county of St.
John, represented by the hon. the Finance
Minister, and does that say that the
Tariff bas benefitted that particular sec-
tion of the country ? And bu it remem-
bered that there are 3,000 voters' names
to that petition, and only about 4,000 in
the division altogether. Now, I come to
some of the objections which 1 take to
this Tariff, as the representative of a large
agricultural county. The first is the tea
duty. It has been said that tea ias not
increased in price. That statement is not
correct. We find that, by a return
laid before Parliament the other day
there has been imported from the
time the Tariff Bill was passed to the 31st
of December last the large amount of
2,129,0001b. of tea from the United.
States, and that tea paid 10 per cent.
discriminating duty. Well, now, if tea
had not increased in price, and the
Americans had paid 10 per cent. more
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duty than the importers in the city of
Montreal, if the importers of that city
had imported it at 10 per cent. into this
country less than the Americans, and
had sold their tea at a reasonable rate,
ho-w is it possible for the Americans to
sell their tea here ? It is quite impos-
sible. Put 10 per cent. against them,
and, if the Canadians had sold tea at a
reasonable rate, the Americans could not
have sold it. The great objection to the
tea duty and the discriminating duty, and
the extra duty put upon sugar, is the
fact that that duty does not go into the
Dominion Treasury. It goes into the
pockets of the manufacturers and the im-
porters. Now, everyone that knows the
export wholesale price of sugar in the
city of New York, and adds the old duty
to it, and the cost of bringing it to
Canada, will find, when they compare it
with the prices in Montreal, that we get
it laid down from le. to lic. less per
pound. There is another objection we
take to the sugar duty, and it is that it
is diverting the wholesale trade from
Ontario. It is destroying the wholesale
trade in sugar in Ontario. I find by a
return that was brought before Parlia-
ment, a few days ago, we îmported in
1878 of sugar direct into the Province of
,Ontario 32,000,000lb., and we imported,
in 1879, 9,000,0001b. We lost the
profits arising from the importa-
tion of 23,000,0001b. of sugar.
The city of Montreal got the benefit of
-that. We find that in the Province of
Quebec they imported in 1878,
19,000,0001b., and in 1879, 48,000,0001b.
New, the great objection to the
renoval of the import trade from the
Province of Ontario to the Province of
,Quebec is, in my opinion, that the im-
portation of sugar into this country is
done mostly by one large firm, and when
-there are any- profits they are all made by
one firm, and the other merckants of the
,country do not participate therein. We
find that there bas been an inerease in
the price of sugar during last fall, and
that the Redpaths made by that increase
a profit of some $800,000 at one time.
Now, if this Tariff had not been in
existence, that $800,000 would have been
distributed all over the Dominion; the
merchants who ield sugar and imported
sugar into the various cities of Ontario
and the other Provinces, would have par-

MI. OLIVER.

ticipated in the increased profits of the in-
creased price of sugar.

Mi. GA ULT: They have two sugar
refineries in Montreal, conipeting very
closely with each othe r.

MR. OLIVER: Not liard enough, I
imagine, to harm each other much. An-
other objection I take is to the extreme
Protectionthat is afforded to the manufac-
turers of cotton. It is impossible now
to import cotton into this country
to coapete with the Canadian manu-
facturer. We have now three or four
manufactories of cotton in this country,
and what is the result ? Every merchant
in this country is at the mercy of these
institutions. The merchants of the west
at one time were in the habit of going to
the city of Toronto or to Montreal to
buy their goods at certain periods of the
year. But a merchant doing a retail
trade does not want to import a sufricient
quantity of cotton to supply his retail
trade for six months, and, when Le
purchases cottons, lie purchases enouglh
to supply him for the six months, giving
his order for the cottons to be shipped to
him at certain periods during the six
months at a quotation. Now he cannot
do this. If lie goes to those institutions
now, and wants a certain quantity of
cotton to be sent to him at once, a certain
quantity at two months and a certain
quantity at three months, he cannot get
a quotation for the cotton. He does not
know what price lie will have to pay for
it. The manufacturers tell him: We
will quote the prices of cotton that is
sent to you to-day, but we cannot give
you the quotation for cotton that you
want six months hence; you will have
to take the cotton without and cannot
help yourselves. That is the position the
merchants of our country have to take
with reference to those institutions that
were making 16 and 18 per cent. profit
before the imposition of this duty.

Mn. MACKENZIE: They are com-
peting with each other, too.

MR. GAULT: Some of them are mak-
ing no profit at all.

Mi. OLIVER: The prices of all iron
and steel manufactures are increased to
a large extent.

MR. JONES: No.
Ma. OLIVER : The hon. gentleman

says "no." The is not a six-year old boy
from one end of tiis Dominion to the
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other who does not know that the prices ducer by 15c. per bushel, las that
have gone up. You cannot buy 1001b. prediction been fulfilied? We find that
of nails to-day without paying for them before the defeat of the late Governient
at least a dollar higher than before the barley was worth $1.10, and the highest
imposition of this duty. There is price now is 80c. per buskei. We tind that
another evil connected with this Tariff, th price of oats, peas and other cereals
and I consider it one of the greatest evils are in soine instances iower than before
that can affect any country, and that is, and in some instances ligher. M- tind
the encouragement it gives to smuggling also that ]ive stock bas decreased in value
from one end of the Dominion to the since that ture. I am. not sayig that it
other. Go to the Detroit River, to is the National Policy that las brouglit
Windsor, Sarnia or Amherstburg ; go down the prices, but I an merely stating
into any of those towns on the frontier; that the arguments adduced by lon gen-
go to the line between the -Province of tlenen oppDsite before the last election
Quebec and the United States, or to the were unsouiid, and the prodiotions made
line between New Brunswick and that by tbem have not been realised by the
country, and all you have to do is to cross country. Ve fnd in the new Tarif an-
the line in the course of the day, buy other littie sop to the farmers. We
what goods you want, and tell them that End ainongst the schemes of the hon.
your kitchen door will be open, and you the Finance Minister one of the greatest
will find the goods there next morning. marvels ever advanced on the floor of
If you want a barrel of oil, all you have Parliament, and it is that of a tax of 3c.
to do is to tell them that your barn door a pound on long wool, of which we do not
will be open, and you will find the barrel consume a pound in this country. It
of oil put upon the stock next morning was said by the right hon. gentleman
for you. That is all that is to be that the American policy vas an un-
done. Notwithstanding that there are scientific policy, but the policy he was
detectives appointed upon the Detroit going to carry out in Vhs buse would
river to detect and ferret out smugglers, be a scientifie one. Ail the wool we
there are parties continuously crossing, manufacture in this country and import
day and night, and bringing goods from is short wool from the Cape, fron the
that country. Now, it is said that this Australian Colonies and South Anerica.
benefits the farmers. My hon. friend Now, the hon. the Finance Minister,
from. Monck (Mr. McCallum) said it would perhaps, is not aware that we raise not
benefit the farmers because it -would give ony long wool, in this countr but short
theni a home market, and the bext wool. Whether he is aware of it or ot
moment lie proved that our exports were ieo is giving protection Vo one friner and
larger than they were before. Now, how to another farter none. Here is a far-
au that be a If our exports of the pro- i mer with a flock of one hundred long

duets of the soi, of animaas and other wooled sheep, and lis neighbor las a
things have iacreased, how is it possible flock of one hudred South downs on
that tte farmers have a larger home mar- an adjoining farm. The farier
ket than before. Now, we find that the with the long wooled sheep ihas
oly thing that lias increased in price is a protectios of 3c. per pound,
wheat. We know well wiy that is. 1 is wlhae lis neigbour with the Sout-
kuown tlia.t it was the failure of the wheat downs ias no protection. Would the
crop in Great Britain and Europe that hon. gentleman explain wliat sciene
caused the increase of price, and we had there Là in that. We inported bast year
an extra good crop. IBut suppose there 4,976,0001b. of wooi, every pound. of which.
had been a fair average prie in Europe îwa short wool, and every pound of that
ast year, and that we had had a small fwool came into competition wit the short

crop, 1 ventuire to say the price would noV wol raised in tlis country. WLy, if the
have been over 80c. a bushel. We also long wool, which we do not manufacture
fiud that the prie of barley is lower than iu this country, is protected, should not
before. The right hon. gentleman who the short wool, that we do manufacture,
leada the Qvernmont said that as moon as lie protected? It will be difficut for the
là per cent. was put on barley, the prie sion. gentleman te explain lihere whs
would ie increra.d to tMe oadian pro- science comes in i this item. Now, we
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find another piece of science in this diture, some 200 or 300 hands have been
Tariff. A year ago I tried to convince dismissed from the Intercolonial Railway,
the Government that it would be wise to and that a large number of employés have
give the people of Manitoba and British been dismissed in the Dominion trom the
Columbia the privilege of importing stock various services for the same purpose.
free of duty. But the Government would What do m e find on comparing the Publie
not adopt that view; it was scientific to Accounts with the Estimates now before
put a duty upon then, and I un- the House, and that is scarcely a fair
derstand now they are about to comparison, for the simple reason that, in
give the privilege of importing stock into all probability, before this House rises, we
that country free of duty, and thus that will have Supplementary Estimates adding
which was science last year is not science to the present Estimates. We all know
to-day. Now, what does that scientific that, for a large amount which appeared in
policy cost us ? The hon. the Finance the Public Accounts of 1878-9, the Govern-
Minister had a great deal of help in pro- ment was not and is not responsible. I
ducing this marvel. We find that he had find, by a comparison of the Public Ac-
the assistance of W. H.. Frazer, Senator counts of 1878-9 with the Estimates now
Fabre and others, and that there was paid before the House, that the amount of
for outside help $3,999. There is interest on loan has been increased by the
another serious objection to this Tariff in sum of $543, 000. If there was one thing
the duty that is imposed upon western my hon. friend was condenmed for by hon.
corn. We find that there is a large gentlemen opposite, it was for having in-
trade developing between this country and increased the Public Debt and the yearly
England in the export of beef. taxes of the people te pay for the interest
By the imposition of 7-1c. upon on that Public Debt. We find that Civil
western corn, the price of raw. Governmenthas beenincreasedby$56,000.
material for feeding this stock is increased We find that the Administration of Jus-
to that extent, and we are less able to tice las been increased by $30,000.
compote with the Western States in the We find that the Pension and Superan-
English market in the item of beef. nuation payments have been increased by
Another thing is that it puts the English $9.5,000. My hon. friend the member
and Scotch feeders upon the saine footing for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) was charged
with the Canadian feeders, 3,000 miles thatthePension and Superannuatiou suas
away f rom the English market. One of bad increased too rapidly during bis
the English delegates to this country Administration. We find that in regard
stated to myself last summer that they to Custonis, the increase is $4,854. 1
were laying down western corn in Liver- reniber the elaboratc statements that
pool at the sane price that was then being used to be nade by the present Minister
paid for it'in Canada. Now, this is an of Customs to show that the percentage,
injury to the Canadian feeder, and the as compared with the collection of the
sooner it is remedied the better for this Customs duties, was greater under the
new industry that has grown up in this Administration of the late Government
country. I have done with that, for I than under the Government which pre-
believe that the whole Tariff has been an ceded it. Now, Sir, with ail his pre-
injury, with the exception of a benefit to tensions, with ail liselaboratestatements,
the manufacturers of cotton, the manu- we find that he las been compelled to in-
facturers of wool, aud the refiners of sugar; crease the expenditure of that Depart-
but I desire before I take my seat to ment by $4,854. Wefind that the hon.
iake a few very short remarks with re- the Minister of Inland Revenue las also
ference to the finances of our country. had to increase bis expenditure by the
We have heard that the late Government, large amount of $24,000. We flnd that
which was lead by my hon. friend the Pest Office expenditure has been in-
from Lambton, was the most extra- creased by $67,000. We flnd that the
vagant Government that ever ruled total Estimates amount to $25,007,203,
in this country; that the present Govern- to whidl ouglt to be added $300,000 for
ment since they came into power have surveying Dominion lands in the North-
been going on reducing the public expen- West In looking o-er the Public
liture, that, in order to reduoe the expen- Accounts, i find that tbe Adminis-
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tration of the right hon. gentle-
man, previously to 1873-4, paid for
surveying Dominion lands $735,601;
and during the Administration of muy
lion. f riend the member for Lambton he
paid out of revenue $667,981 for that
service, making in al $1,403,582. If
there is one proof of the deplorable condi-
tion of the country it is that we have to
borrow money to survey our lands in
the North-West. Why should that
$300,000 be charged against capital ac-
count instead of, as it was, against revenue
accountl It is to lessen the estimate for
Consolidated Revenue, and make it appear
to the countrythat hon. gentlemen opposite
have kept their Estimates down to the
very lowest figure. The Public Debt of
the Dominion was $147,481,557 when
my hon. friend from Lambton left power.
When lie took office it was $140,000,000.
Nov, according to the Public Accounts
of 1878-9, since that time the hon.
the Minister of Finance has borrowed
$15,000,000. There is a scheme beforethe
country to nake a forced loan on the
people of this country to the amount of
e10,000,000. That will increase the
Public Debtof thecountry to$172,481,557
or, taking the population at 4,000,000,
the Public Debt will amount to
$43 per head. The debt of the
United States is only $46 per head, after
going through one of the most gigantic
civil wars that ever afflicted a civilised
country. In the Dominion we have a
debt of $43 per head, and we have never
had a struggle of any description, and we
haveneverlhad a life lost, except one or two,
in the change of Government or the set-
tlement of established Government
throughout the length and breadth of
this country. If there is a party in this
country in favour of annexation, and it is
said there is, although I do not know that
there are any in my section of the coun-
try, it will be one of the strongest argu-
ments in their possession that we are in-
creasing our debt while the United States
are reducing theirs. It is time for the
people of this country to pause and think
of what they are doing. It is time for
them to pause and consider what the fu-
ture of this country is going to be. When
we find that the adjoining Province of
Quebec is $10,000,000 or $12,000,000 in
.4 ebt, when we find the Province of Nova
gcotia making d'mands upon the Treas-
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ury, when we find gentlemen here from
Manitoba asking for better terms. when
we find the whole of the people
dissatisfied from one end of the Dominion
to the other, with reference to the
finances of the Dominion, it is time for
the people of this country to halt and
pause and consider what tney are doing.
I consider that we ouglit to be careful in
in the large expenditures which we are
undertaking at the present time. Why,
Sir, there should be nothing undertaken
until our finances are in a better con-
dition. There should be nothing under-
taken that bas not been contracted for
and entered upon by the contractors with
the Dominion Governnient. All public
works, except works of absolute necessity,
ought to be put a stop to. Look at the
enormous amount of money that it'will
require to build this gigantie Pacific.
Railway, fron the eastern slopes of the
Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean.
Add the amount that will be incurred in
the construction of that work to the
present Public Debt, and you will find
that the debt of Canada will greatly
exceed that of the United States. I hold
that every public work, both for the
improvement of navigation and the open-
ing up of the country with railways which
are not absolutely necessary, and which
have not been entered upon, ought to be
discontinued. There is only one more
matter which I desire to refer to. We
have heard a great deal about the writing
on the wall since this discussion con-
menced. It has been stated by hon.
gentlemen that the National Policy was
not an issue during the last Local elec-
tion, but I think the House has receiv'ed
sufficient proof to warrant the conclusion
that it was. I have, however, one or two
other items of proof which will further
convince them that it was an issue before
the country previous to and during the
last election. What says one of the
Conservative organs just previously to the
last election :

" The Grits hope by their raving i to make
the Tilley Tariff so unpopular before the Local
election tha; they think Mowat may squeeze
ru by a narrow majority, and thus hold the
Ontario Government. They will fail, however.
The Local Opposition are not afraid to go to
the country on the National Policy, and to show
their colours they have put themselves on record
in the Local House. They moved the follow-
ing resolution : ' That this House, while deeply
regretting that the country still continues to
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suffer under depression, is of the opinion that
the depression might have been mitigated by
judicious legislation ; and further regret that
the members of the Executive Council of the
Province of Ontario did, during the late Domin.
ion Elections, identify themselves with the
policy of those who opposed legislative
measures tending to the relief of the industries
of the country."'

That resolution was put upon record in
the Local House of Assenbly. I have
another nice little piece from the flourish-
ng city of Hamilton, that magnificent

centre of commerce and manufacturers.
This is what that city did before they
elected a gentleman to represent them in
the Conservative interest. I will read
the preamble and the resolution. They
are as follow:-

"That this Convention recegnises in the
new Tariff now before the House of Commons
a faithful and an honest fulfilment of the pro-
mises made to the people by the leaders of the
present Dominion Government.

" That, in the opinion of this Convention,
the said Tariff is well calculated to promote
the prosperity of the country and te develop
its industrial resources.

" That the O#ntario Governmeit, having
used its influence and its patronage to prevent
the a loption of the said Tariff, there is grave
reason to apprehend that it would use them
to embarrass the Dominion Government in
the r effort te give the said Tariff full efect,
should the said Ontario Government be sus-
tained in the approaching elections.

"It is therefore resolved, That, in the
opinion of this Convention, the Ontario Gov-
ernment is not entitled to the support of the
electors of this Province."
That was the resolution passed in the
city of Hamilton when they were select-
ing a gentleman in the Corservative in-
terest to become their standard bearer.
What did my hon. friend from Hamilton
(Mr. Robertson) say on the strength of
that resolution ? He said that, if a Re-
former or a Grit was elected at Hamilton
to support the Mowat Government,
he would consider he was sitting as their
epresentative under false pretences.

MR. ROBERTSON (FIamilton) : I
merely wish to remark that the state-
ment of the hon. member for North Ox-
ford is not in accordance with the fact.
I never made such a statement. It has
been contradicted over and over again in
the press,andI amastonishedthatheshould
reiterate that which, of his own know-
ledge, is not a fact.

MR. OLIVER : I do not know of my
own knowledge that it is not a fact. I
think the bon. member for Hamilton is a

M't. OLIVER.

little too strong in his remarks. I ac-
cepted the statement, which was not cor-
rected, and which appeared in the publie
press, that, when this resolution was
passed, the hon. gentleman said that, if the
Conservative candidate was not elected, lie
would consider he was representing the
people of Hamilton under false pretences.
If the hon. gentleman did not say that, I
accept his denial of it, but I would like
to know what ho did say with respect to
that resolution, or if he said anything at
all. The published statement not being
contradicted, I was under the impression
that the hon. gentleman had changed his
views from that time, and that lie thought
that if lie was to represent the people of
Hamilton under false pretences, the best
thing lie could do was to represent them
for the balance of the period under false
pretences, for lie was never going to be
returned again. This is what I considered
the view of the hon. gentleman. I thank
the House for their great kindness in
paying sucli attention to the remarks I
have made.

MR. SPROULE : I have listened with
some attention to the remarks that have
been made with reference to this Tariff
by the hon. gentleman, who appears to
have included in his speech denunci-
ations against everymember of the party
favouring this Tariff who has spoken
on the subject. He said at the com-
mencement of his address that lie was not
likely to detain the House long. After
that, he travelled over the greater part of
this country from the east to the west,
from Nova Scotia to Vancouver Island,
and from the south to the north. He
oalled up every shade of argument against
the National Policy in support of the
position lie has taken, and the position
that every dther member in this House
on the Opposition side has taken. He
said just before closing that lie believed,
in some cases, there had been an increase
in prices, but at the same time he was
not going to say it was due to the
National Policy. They have always failed
to recognise or to admit anything good as
coming from the National Policy, but,
wherever there has been a lowering in the
price, they have been only too anxious to
attribute that to the failure of the
National Policy. About a year ago this
House was employed in a most
animated discussion in reference to.
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the prospects of the new Tariff, and it une you can approxitnate to that, the
was then a matter of theory. That theory nearer may you assume the country to be
was based upon substantial reasoning,and i a heaithier condition. In looking ovcr
is largely borne out to-day, and -will satisfy the varous departments, we reasonably
any reasoning mind that the opinion, ask thecquestion. Are they better employed
then promulgated were well founded. It than they were a few years ago Take
was predicted that the National Policy the fartzers. It was said by the hon.
would not be a boon to the labourers of member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
this country, but we are able to prove that the farmers and the labourers of this
that the National Policy has been a great country bad not been benelitted bv
boon to the labourers of this country. It the National Policy, and tho lion.
is only by comparing the condition of the menber for West Middlesex- chai-
labourers a few years ago with their con- longed any member to produce one in-
dition to-day, that we are able to form a stance where agricuiturai employment
correct opinion as to whether it has or has bad iniproved or ncreased to the benetit
not been a benefit. We are not in pos- of the farmer silce 1878. 1 think it was
session of very elaborate statistics, but, so very strange that lie slould dare to draw
far as the statistics go, we are able to show upon the creduhty of the pubic and risk
that it has worked successfully and given bis own reputation by sending broadcast
more em>ployment to the labouring classes. among the farring comunuity such a
If we look at the last six months of 1879, statenient as that. If we compare grain
and the last six months of 1878, we shall this ear witl grain last year, the
be able to fori an idea on this particular ence is very great, and will show a de-
point. If the products were greater, and cided advantage to-day i favour cf te
if the country was able to export more firmîng eommunity over the po-îtion bhey
during the last six months of 1879 were in bweive months ago. In order to
than during the last sixmonths of 1878,it make a comparison, I book the file of the
must be an evidence that the country Gloe for December, 1878, and I book
was better employed. In the last six down bbe prices for everr day in that
mnonths of 1878 ite produce exported montl. I then took the Globe for De-
amounted to nine million dollars, cemner, 1879, and did the same. I added
wortlh. ln the last six months of 1879 together the prices for the dieérent (ays,
these exports were increased to a little and thon I divided the resuit hy the days
over ten millions. During the last of the nonth, and thus struck the aver-
six months of 1878, animals and ageprice. Ithoughtthiswouldbeavcry
products amounted to $8,972,000, good criterion to show wbebler te
but in the same period of 1879 they eulturists in this country were receiviuýg
amounted to $11,500,000. This is surely more or lem nowfor their labour than foi-
a largo increase, and an increase in the meriy. In December, 1878, I fnd that
right direction. Agricultural products, the average price for wheab, thus ascer-
a line of all others in which farmers in baiued, was 84c. per bushel, but in the
this country are interested, amounted in corresponding ronth of 1879 it was $1.28
the last six montlis of 1878 to per bushel. Now, take oats. lb was
$17,556,000, but in the last six months contended, and very strongly, that bhe
of 1879 to $22,688,000. This is evi- duby imposed upon oats, which was un-
dently an improvement, and an im- tendel to prevent bbe Americans frorn
provement in the right direction, sending teir oats into this counbry,
and a true argument that the coun- would not improye the price of oats
try is in a better condition to-day than in here. But I find that the aver-
1878. I believe that, in ascertaining age price of oats in December, 1878,
what the condition of the country is, it is was 31c. per bushel, whilc, in December,
essentially necessary to ask how the peo- 1879, by tbe Globe's own showing, oata
ple are employed, and, if you End them were 39e. per hushel, or 8e. per bushel
mostly employed, and working mutually more. lb does not require a large
for each others' wants, and in such a man- amount of intelligence for the farmer to
ner that the employment is distributed sec through this, and they cannot help,
fairly, so as to produce what the people wIile they have access to the press ofthis
Of the country want, the nearer i every countr , seeing that they are now reeiv-
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ing more for their grain than in 1878.
Take peas. In December, 1878, the
average price of peas was 62c., while, in
the saie month of 1879 it was 69c., or a
difference of 7e. per bushel. Then take
pork ; another article in which the farmer
is greatly interested. In December, 1878,
he was getting for pork $4.36 per ewt.,
but in the saine month of 1879 the price
was $6.45, or a difference of $2.09 per
cwt. I think any fariner can see that it
is an improvement. Any farmer, having
a hundredweight of pork to sell will re-
quire more than the logical reasoning of the
bon. member for West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross) and of the hon. inember for North
Oxford to show him that he is receiving
no benefit froi the National Policy.
Take the article of wool, a special article,
which, it was pointed out, would be dete-
riorated by the National Policy. It was
contended that there were 2,400,0001b.
which we could not sell, and that the
highest figure it would bring was 2 le. per
pound, but we find that at the end of
1879 it had gone up to 3 1c. per pound,
a difference of 10c. per pound in fa-
vour of the farmer. Now, hon. gentle-
men may take exception to the National
Policy on this score, in view of the fact
that, whilst there was no duty placed
upon wool, it was higher last December
than in the previous December, but the
reason given for the probable increase of
the price of wool was that a large amount
of carpets could be manufactured in this
country, and a large amount of other goods,
that were previously imported, and the
wool used for that purpose would cause
an increased market at home, and that it
would give us a higher figure for that
commodity. The result has justitied that
opinion. Take now the article of butter.
In 1878 it was only 17c. per pound. ln
1879 it rose to 22c. These are the prin-
cipal articles on which the farmer depends
for his living. Every fariner is able to see
that he is receiving a substantial benefit
from the National Policy, and when he
can see this it must destroy his respect for
the integrity of those gentlemen in this
louse who say that the farmers are no

better off than during the Administration
of the late Government. I may say
in reference to the assertion made by the
hon. member for North Oxford, that
fairms are sold at a much lower price this
year than they were a few years ago, and

MR. SPnoULE

that therefore the country is not in a
prosperous condition, that this is largely
due to the heavy emigration from the
Provinces to the North-West. We
have an unlimited country, which is being
settled, a country specially adapted for
agricultural purposes, where farmers may
find a fair remuneration for their labour,
and where they may be able to raise a
good deal more than they have been able
to do here. This is the reason why there
is not a larger demand for farms in this
part of the Dominion, and this is thE only
sound reason that can satisfy any think-
ing mind on this point. It is in no way
attributable to the efficts of the National
Policy. The hon. member for Lambton
said that some 200,000 emigrants
had gone over the line in consequence of
the high Tariff which confronted them
at every town. Why should they do
that, when they would be met in crossing
over the line with a much higher Tariff
on the other side ? It seems a strange
and very feeble argument for the hon.
gentleman to make use of. It is said
that the labouring class in this country-
which is a very large and numerous class
-are not in so healthy and prosperous a
condition, and are not paid so well as
they was a year ago. I think anyone
travelling in this part of Ontario will see
that there is not by any means the saine
amount of poverty existing to-day as
there were a year ago, and not so many
dependent upon public charity as
there were a year ago. Look at
the few that came here a short
time ago to ask for Employment.
They were told that, if they would call at
the town hall, and give in their names,
efforts would be made to find them em-
ployment. How many names were left
there ? I am credibly informed that there
were only some three or four names given.
I am quite satisfied, and a great many
hon. gentlemen in this House are satisfied,
that that was notbing more than a poli-
tical manoeuvre, made use of to bolster up
a sinking cause, by the hon. gentlemen
representing the Opposition in this louse.
It was nothing more than an attempt to
show that there was a large number of
people out of employment, and that the
labourers in this country were in as bad, if
not in a worse condition, than they were a
few years ago. On this particular subject,
I may say that it is weRl known that the
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Savings Banks of our country will serve to help in the harvest. I conmuni-
as a good criterion for ascertaining the cated with Mr. Donaldson, and asked
real state of the labouring classes. The him for eighteen men, but, ii-stead of
depositors in the Post Office Savings eighteen, only three could be sent. He
Banks are generally of the labouring said that the demand for labour was so
class, because they are not able to accu- great througbout the country that lie
mulate large sums to invest in lines giving could not send any more, andf he stated
more ample securities and a higher return. further that the men would want their
They put away just as much as they can $18 to $25 per month for wages. I re-
spare after providing for the necessaries of minded him that wages were only from
life, and deposit it in the Post Office $14 to $16 a month a year ago, and lie
Savings Bank. In looking over the replied that times were better, and that
returns for the last six months of they were asking better wages, and were
1879, and comparing them with the getting better wages now. We can
same period of 1878, we can form reasonably expeet this condition of things
a good idea of the comparative condition to exist when Nve find that the fariner
of the labcuring classes. I find that these receives 44c. a bushel more for wheat,
deposits for the six months up to the end 8c. more for oats, $2.09 per cwt. more
of December, 1878, were 20,000 in num- for pork, 1Oc. a pound more for wool, and
ber, while, at the end of the same period 5c. more for bis butter. I say it is al
of 1879-if the state of poverty which natural, and thelabouring man must ex-
has been said to exist did exist, the labour- pect to get and must get a higlier price
ing classes, who were, as has been said, for bis labour. In advancing bis theory
largely dependent on charity, would be in reference to the imports, one hon. gen-
tempted to draw out their deposits-there tieman gave the returns for the six
were 28,000 deposits. The amount de- months to show that the country is not
posited in the six montbs ending 31st in as prosperous a condition as it vas
December, 1878, was $864,504, and in some time ago. He compared the total
the same period of 1879 we have an in- imports for consumption for 1878 with
crease, the amount deposited being $1,- the total of 1879, and, because le found
458,000. I think hon. gentlemen must the latter less, lie argued that the country
see in this an evidence of prosperity. was not in as healtby a condition. If that
The number of new deposits in 1879, hon. gentleman badonly taken the trouble
compared with 1878, shows still more to ivestigate the facts, lie would have
conclusivelv an increase of prosperity. In been compelled to admit that lis figures
the last six months of 1878 the num- were only a verification of tlie arguments
ber of new deposits was 4,000, in advanced en this side of tle buse a
the saine period of 1879 the new year ago. He would have found that the
deposits were 7,000, or 3,000 more new falling off i imports was due to an in-
deposits in 1879 than in 1878. In look- creased manufacture here, which had
ing over these deposits, it is satisfactory given employment to a large number of
evidence to my mind that the labourers men, wlo were formerly out of work.
in this country are better off than they Let us look at the figures. I 1878 we
were a year ago. A s to the wages of imported for home consumption, from
these people, it was said that they were Great Brîtain, $16,000,000 worth of
lower. I remember that the hon. mem- goods but in 1879 our imports from that
ber for West Middlesex stated that lie country amounted on]y to $11,000,000, or
was prepared to assert that wages were a decrease of $1,000,000. Our iniports
not as high in 1879 as in 1878. Well, I for home consumption from the United
recognised this through his very long States in 1878 amounted to $21,000,000;
speech, that lie was prepared to assert in 1879 they -were only $14,000,000, or a
anything, the whole of his argument falling off of $7,000,000. This ouglt to
being based on his own simple asser- be a strong argument against the position
tions. He was ready to assert of lon, gentlemen opposite, who claimed
that the labouring men were not that the new Tarif would operate more
earning better wages now than they were agaiet Great ]ritai tlan the United
a year ago. I may say that I was ap- States. The decrease i imports proves,
plied to by farmes who required bands to My mind, that, wlen the people found
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the necessity of manufacturing those dif- tienal Policy. Then 1 flnd from these
ferent lines of goods they formerly im- same returns that we formerly had eleven
ported, capital was invested in that direc- glass manufacturers in this country. At
tion, the unemployed labour was employed oue time that trade was doing well, but,
in those manufactures, and the goods owinrt to the strong competition of the
were made at home, instead of abroad. Ainericans and their successful efforts in
Establishments were restored in every throwing their o-er-production into Can-
part of the country that a few years ago ada, the glam manufacturers were
were crunbling to ruin. It has been compelled to abandon the busi-
statedl that the manufacturers vere the aness, and in 18t8 tiere was
only class proapering under the Tarif, and onlv one establishtr ent in operation,
the saine hon. gentleman took the trouble an that was in the manufacturin city cf
to tell the buse that they macle largc ilamilton. No , if that satate of affairs
profits before, but that now the are heap- is regarded by hion. gentlemen opposite as
ig up colossal fortunes. 11e ouglit to encouragn , thev aust arrIve ut their
have informed imiself of the condition of conclusions by a strange mode of reason-
the manufacturers previous to the intro- ing, which no intelligent men would
duction of the Tarif. It is only neces- adopt. Under the National Policy, how-
sary for me to cite a few instances to prove dever the Burlin ton Glass Works, withof
that they were not in a prosperous con- jseveral other est-ablisliments of that ciass,
dition. Looking over the retur s made have bein resusciftated, and are now
when ion. gentlemen opp osite were in runisegefuil blast this one with a force
power, I find a deplorable condition of of 100 men. Alloýving, as before, that
things. In 187î3, there were seven com- each wvorkman represeuts five moutha that
panies engaged in the manufacture o are fed by is labour, this must be
boa and nuts by inachery, for our rail- encouraging evidence to every impartial
ways and other public works. They md that the country is i a better con-
were situated in Halifax, Toronto, Mon- dition than it was when hon. gentlemen
treal, Ottawa, Paris, Port Hope, London opposite sat on the Treasury Benche.
and Hamilton. A capital of $200,000 Then, what is tau verdict in refrence to
was invested in that industry, and a large tfo mercantile class. It ias been argued
number of men were employed. What that, because there wvas a large number of
was the condition of this brandli in 18781 bankruptcies for the last year, tTh co-
Only $20,000 remained of tlie large cap- mercial commuity was not in a ealthy
ital invested; the factories were idle, and condition, and that it was owving te the
the men had been compelled to go to deleterious effect of the National Poliy.
ether places in searci of work. On]y one Tvese io l gentlemen forget that man
establishment inthat hue using machinery could net start in business to-day and
was in eperation. Was that a liealthy break clown imrnediately-he will run a
condition of thing,3 l War that an evi- few years at least before lie wil give in.
dence of manufacturero rolling up large We explain the increase in the nuter of
fortunes ? I think it is the mot uniris- bankmruptcies by the fact that tlie cuntry
takable evidence f a deplorable state of hadbeen going down for years, and finally
affair, which must have grievecl every reaced the climax ef depresiyn. prien
lover of lis country and umanity. But the wrat came to try worst, and trader
what is tlie condition twit respect saw ne glea wh f better himes, tey began
te tlat line IOW 1 In the short space ef te hand ever their estates te the assignees
twelve or feurteen mentIs, under the Les- te settle up. It may be tliat the dawn of
tering influence f this Tarif , several a better era, te be inaugurated by the
establishtents have started, some em- National Policy, induced some te seek
ploying fwfay, soe sixty, some nearly ene relief in bankruptcy, in the hope of start-
hundred men, and every labouringe man ing anew wen the geod time came;
empleyed i; these factories probably re- but it is nevertleleas the fact that the
presents tha feeding of a family of five country was going clown to11 ail th>
persons. Thus we fnd that undreds of ime hon. gentlemen opposite manage
men have found employent in one its affaira. The statements of the Mon 
brancl of induatr owing to the introduc- tary Tines, LIe Montreal eraldand other
tion and beneficent operations of the Na- representative papera in different part8 of
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the Dominion, show that merchants are
paying their way better and buying more
freely, and that the prospects of the future
are visibly brightened, and all classes be-
lieve we have started on an era of perma-
nent prosperity. If we had had a steady
winter, and the roads had been good, we
would have been able to tell a tale in that
particular line which would have as-
tonished those who are most sceptical in
regard to the improved condition of the
small traders. Then let us refer to the
lumber trade. Hon. gentlemen opposite
contended that that interest would be
ruined by the National Policy ; that the
duty on pork would increase the expendi-
tare of lumbermen, and they would be
unable to secure men except at higher
wages, and would not be able t ' carry on
their business. How far do those asser-
tions square with the facts ? To-day
lumber is nearly one-third higher than it
was a vear ago. It is truc that this is
partially due to the rise in lumber in
European countries, but that does not
wholly explain the advance. It is par-
tially due to thie result of the policy of
the Government. It has established con-
fidence in the country. People are
building houses and factories, and much
more lumber is being consumed in Canada
than was a year ago, and, as a natural
consequence, the price has gone, up. The
hon. members who advance the theory
that the advance in the prices of articles
which Canadians have to sell must be
accounted for solely by the fact that
the price of those articles has gone
up ia Europe are not ready to admit
that the almost universal advance here
is due to an entirelv different cause.
I claim that the National Policy has re-
stored confidence, and we find capitalists,
who a year ago kept their money locked
up, investing freely in various undertak-
ings, and thus assisting in the return of
better times. We have more people em-
ployed to-day than were at work a yearago,
there is more capital in circulation, and
there is a more cheerful and hopeful
spirit among all classes of the community.
Anyone who looks at the condition of our
large cities will see that there are not the
nlumber of men walking around out of
work there was last year. There
nust be some reason for this, and we find
i lin the confidence which has followed
he wise policy of the Government. I

think we have sufficient evidence to
warrant us in saying that there are 25,000
men now in employment who were idlelast
year; but place the figure at 10,000, and
allowing five persons to be supported by
each man, we have 50,000 people now
self-sustaining whom the country was
compelled to support in sone other way
a year ago. The hon. members for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver), West Middlesex
(Mr. Ross). and Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) endeavoured to show that the re-
sult of the late elections in Ontario was
due to the National Policy. While the
contest was going on, I had the pleasure
of meeting many representative men, and
I can state that at public meetings and
elsewhere they gave the strongest assur-
ances that the election was not to be
fought on the National Policy, but
that the Conservatives should call
in question the actions of the
Government of the Province. I went
fron platform to platform in my county,
and I never, except on two or three ocea-
sions, heard the National Policy question
referred to or used, as an argument. There
were other questions in which the people
were more intimately interested. We
had the question of the educational sys-
tem of the country; the exemption of
property fronm taxation; the liquor
license laws ; the expenditure on the
Government public works; colonisation
schemes; Model Farm expenditure and
usefulness, etc. ; distribution of the
Railway Funds, in the unfair way they
dil i. These were the vital questions
that tested the strength of political
parties in Ontario in the last contest.
I can assure hon. gentlemen opposite that
this assertion will but detract from the
respect in which they are held by many
of their friends in Ontario. The election
was fought fairly upon the ground of the
merits or demerits of the Local Govern-
ment; and, while we might give many
explanations in reference to the result of
the elections, we cannot, in justice to the
National Policy, admit there was a
verdict in any part of the Pro-
vince upon it. Notwithstanding the
fact that those hon. gentlemen op-
posite have brought forward in
their organs statements to show the hon.
the :First Minister said this or that in
reference to that contest, they forget this
was on the eve of the voting, when the
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minds of the people were made up and
the verdict rendered, although not re-
corded. I visited a large number of places
in various ridings, and only at three
meetings was the National Policy called
in question at all. I think this ought
to satisfy us that the country is in a more
healthy condition and the people are
happier than before the introduction of
this poliey, and that they are loeking for-
ward to a not very far distant time when
the country will return to that prosperity
enjoyed in 1873, when the men now
wielding its destinies were in power. It
wouîld require a great waste of argument
and much sophistry to establish the theory
that the National Policy is doing the
country great injustice or injury. No
matter how often the assertion is made,
or from what authority, I believe that
the hon. gentlemen opposite are only
weakening their own strength among the
representative classes of the country,
especially with the agriculturists, manu-
facturers and labourers, when they try to
sustain the proposition that the country
is in no better condition than before the
introduction of the National Policy.

MR. GIGAJLT: Our new Tariff was
adopted a year ago. In view of what has
since occurred, have we any reason to re-
gret the step that we took, and does the
public interest require that we should
modify our Tariff and accept the Free-
trade principles of the Liberal party? If
we were wrong in adopting a system of
Protection, pride cught not to prevent us
from acknowledging the fact, for the
Conservative party have always aimed at
promoting the material and moral welfare
of the Canadian people. If, on the con-
trary, events justify the position which we
assumed, duty commands us to follow up
with energy the path which we traced out.
During the discussion on the Tariff last
Session, the Liberal party prophesied that
the system would eut short the revenue
from Customs. Has that prediction been
verified ? Certainly not ; for the revenue
fromCustomshasincreasedto$6,678,191.39
in the last six months of 1879, as
against $6,320,863.20 in the last sx
months of 1878. The Liberals also pro-
phesied that our financial policy would
ruin our credit, especially in England,
and yet since last Session the hon. the
Minister of Finance has been compelled
to effect a loan, which he obtained

MR. SPROULU,

upon conditions and at a rate of interest
of a more favourable nature than has
been the case in relation to any previous
loan. By the Public Accounts, which
have just been distributed to us, it appears
that the average interest on the part of
our debt which is payable in England, has
been reduced from 5.55 per cent. to 4-51
per cent. This is how our credit has been
ruined among English capitalists. At
the last General Elections we maintained
that a people, like an individual, which
buys more than it sells, that is to say,
which imports more than it exports, is
likely to experience a great dearth of
money. For several years past the amount
of our imports exceeded our exports by
several millions of dollars annually, and
we contended that a system of Protection
would have the effect of diminishing our
imports and increasing our products and
our ex)ortations. By the statement of
our exports and imports which bas just
been submitted to us, we observe that our
imports during the last six months of
1879 amounted to $34,048,874, and our
exports to $54,283,841 for the same
period of time, thus showing that our
exports considerably exceeded our im-
ports. The Liberal party maintained
that our policy would have the effect of
irritatingtheAmericansand that our trade
with them would suffer. Yet we note
with satisfaction that our exportations to
the UJnited States amounted to$ 17,699,705
during the last six months of 1879, while
for the corresponding period of the year
1878 our exports to our neighbours only
reached $16,860,895. In his speech on
the Address, the hon. member for West
]Durham expressed a desire to have a re-
presentative at Washington for the pur-
pose of negotiating a Reciprocity Treaty
which would provide for our products
easy access to the American markets, an
attainment which the Opposition, with
reason, consider most advantageous.
Now, what is the legislation which has
placed the American market in so en-
viable a position ? Is it not a Pro-
tective policy, the very system which our
Liberals denounce as so fraught with
ruin, which has produced in the Ameri-
can Republic the magnificent results
which we al admire 1 The hon. member
for Lambton, in his speech on the Ad-
dress, declared that it was his intention
to encourage Canadian manufactures by
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opening foreign markets to us. He
understood that it is the duty of a Gov-
ernment to encourage industries ; lie was
ready to bestow riches on the manufac-
tures which to-day he appears so greatly
to despise, but the means proposed could
not have the effect desired. How would
lie have our industrial establishments, as
yet young and tottering, contend on the
foreign markets with foreign manufac-
tures, while our manufacturers have not
possession of our own market, and can-
not contend even here with foreign com-
petition? The present Goverarnent has
begun by ensuring to us the control of
our own market, and is labouring with
energy and perseverance to open wide to
us the markets of France and Spain.
That is the only policy which
can give an impetus to our in-
dustries and cause them to prosper.
The hon. meinber for Lambton still repeats
his assertion that the Tariff must of
necessity compel the consumer to pay
higher prices for our manufactured pro-
ducts, and makes that assertion when he
knows that the American manufacturers,
in spite of the system of Protection, or
rather, thanks to that system, sell their
manufactured products at extremely low
prices; lie makes that assertion, when he
knows that, during his own short tenure of
office, the American manufacturers, while
paying a duty of l7 per cent., used to
rush their goods into our market and sell
then at lower prices than our own manu-
facturers, under the system so highly
vaunted, but which has proved so fatal to
the lion. the leader of the Opposition. Not-
withstanding the gloomy forebodings of
the Liberals, our fiscal policy has already
produced most gratifying results, and we
can face the future with confidence and
trust. The advantages of our Tariff are
not to be judged by the experience of one
year. When the abolition of the Supreme
Court was under discussion, the lion.
member for West Durham spoke as fol-
lows: " We are are like children, who
plant seeds in their garden in the morning,
and pluck them up in the evening to see
if they are growing, when we pluck up an
institution which has hardly had time to
germinate." If we were children because
we wished to abolish the Supreme Court,
organised five years ago, under the late
Administration, how much more puerile
is the conduct of those who wish to destroy

a Tariff established only one year ago,
when it is certain that our Tariff has pro-
duced better results than the Supreme
Court. The National Policy which has
just been inaugurated, has helped us to
rise froni the state of depression into
which we had fallen. Money is more
abundant, a larger number of tradesmen
are employed, and any man who is not
blinded by party feeling, will admit that
Canada is in a more prosperous condition
than she has been of late years. Let us
not be surprised to hear the Opposition
proclaiming that our policy is the ruin of
the country. For thirty years past they
have always repeated the sanie cry, but
that has not prevented Canada from ad-
vancing, thanks to that sanie policy.
When the Government were helping to
build the Grand Trunk Railway, we were
about to be ruined. The building of the
Victoria Bridge was also to ruin us; and
yet the Liberals thèmselves are now
asking for the construction of another
bridge opposite Montreal. Everyone
must now admit that the establishment of
our great railways has given a great im-
petus to the advancement of our country.
When we consider that in 1851 our popu-
lation was only 2,500,000, and that to-day
it is 4,000,000 ; that in 1851 wo had but
8,000,000 of acres of land under cultiva-
tion, and to-day we have 36,000,000 of
acres settled upon; when we find that in
1844 we had only forty miles of railway,
and that to-day we have 7,000 miles, we
cannot but b@ astounded at the prodigious
development of Canada; and at the same
time we must admit that that develop-
ment is due to the wise and enlightened
policy of the Conserçative party. Every
time measures have been proposed which
were calculated to increase our publie
wealth, the Liberal party has invariably
undertaken to oppose the advancement of
the country, and the efforts made
to give Canada the position she is
justly entitled to in view of our vast
agricultural and other resources. Hence
it is that we put but little faith in the
predictions of our Liberal opponents.
When the Opposition assert that our
manufacturers cannot manufacture as
cheaply, or give the sanie finish to the
goods we import, they insult the intelli-
gence and skiîll of our mechanics, who are
not a whit behind the skilled artisans of
other countries. After having examined
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the results we have attained from the
fiscal policy inaugurated by the Ministry,
we cannot but congratulate them on the
patriotic course they have adopted, and
promise our support to the policy of Pro-
tection, which is a fitting corollary to
the policy carried out in reference to the
railways and the canals.

MR. KING : It is not my intention
to attempt a reply to the arguments of the
hon. gentleman who bas just taken his seat
(Mr. Gigault), as I confess, to me, they
appear unanswerable, since I fail to
understand the language in which he bas
spoken. I propose, in dealing with this
matter, to confine myself more particularly
to the question as affecting the Province
to which I belong. I regret that the
hon. the Minister of Finance, in deliver-
ing his Budget Speech, should have
thought proper to charge hon. members
from New Brunswick, on this side of
the House, with baving, in their attempts
to strike down a Minister of Finance,
damaged the reputation and credit
of their own Province. Let me
say, Sir, I have no such desire.
I venture the opinion that, if hon. gentle-
men opposite would fairly consider the
matter, they would concede that the hon.
gentlemen from New Brunswick, on this
side of the House, have quite as much in-
terest in sustaining its reputation, inter-
ests, and credit as the hon. the Finance
Minister and his small following from
that Province. In his remarks the other
day, he thought proper to characterise a
petition laid on the Table, from 3,000 of
the electors of St. John, N.B., as a piece
of political clap-trap. With that I have
nothing to do, but from his sentiment,
nevertheless, I beg leave to differ. He
said, if it was designed to influence the
Government to ::hange its policy, why
was it put into the hands of men who did
not agree with them 7 Are we to infer
that only Government supporters should
present such petitions?

Srn SAMUEL L. TILLEY: No; I
said why was its presentation delayed till
that moment.

MR. KING: I have the report from
the Ottawa Citizen, the only one I have
seen. Its report gives the words I un-
derstood the hon. gentleman to utter, as
follows :-

"If it wa to influence the Government to
MI. GIGAULT.

make a change, why was it put into the hands
of men who do not agrec with us politically ?"

Are we to infer from his remarks on that
occasion that no representative of New
Brunswiek, for example, no matter how
great its grievances may be, is to ap-
proach the Governnent with the hope of
redress ; that it may only be looked for
when solicited by representatives in
political accord with the Government.
I take it for granted that is the inference
that will be drawn fromn the hon. gentle-
man'sremarks, and Ithink it came with bad
grace from him, and that the doctrine
will not g-> down with New Brunswick.
I think that they understand too well
their own position before Parliament to
accept it, and know that they have the
right of petition. He may treat with
scorn the prayers of said petitions, but,
notwithstanding, they will continue to
present them se long as they remain
aggrieved members of this Confederation.
I do not propose to follow the bon. the
Finance Minister through his Budget
Speech, from Prince Edward Island to
Vancouver ; but there are some facts in
connection with my own Province, with
which I am familiar, and I will deal
with these. If at present I had before
me a map of Canada, and wished to
ascertain its correctness, I would first ex-
amine places with which I was familiar,
and, if I found their tracings were care-
fully drawn, and that all the surround-
ings were correctly delineated, I would
take it for granted that the map was
correct. But, if I found gross errors at
those points, I should conclude the map
was not a correct one. I intend to
apply the same rule to-night. The
speech of the hon. the Finance Minister
is public property, and open to criticism,
and, before I go further, I will call atten-
tion to some remarks he made last year
in attempting to show the immediate
effects of the National Policy in New
Brunswick. He is reported as follows:-

" Since the 14th of last month, many of
those manufactories which had closed down,
have been re-opened. An Act was passed in
the LegiBlature, a few days, to incorporate a
company for a sugar refinery. Application
has been made to extend a cotton manufac-
tory, and increase the capital of the company.
The glass works are again in operation."
I ask the hon. the Finance Minister
whether, while visiting the manufactures
in St. John, last fal, he called at the
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glass factory, and found it in operation I "I found the sash, door and carnage
I assert to-night that the National Policy manufacturers were not doing as mucli as in
ias not had the effect described, and that 187 the other manufacturera had dounledliasnothadtheeffct escibe, au a their capacity in the last six inonths, and were
the closed works at St. John could not be prepared to double it btill furthcr dur.n, the
and were iot revived by it. I think it next year When we fini that, since the poli
would be somewhat difficult for hii to was inaugurated, in the town of o0oncton

would~~~ besrnwataanufac tory had lieea establishcdl with a
point out the numerous factories that had capital invested of $20,OOu paid
been closed down previously, re-opened Up," etc.
under this policy. A reference is made
to the incorporation of a company to mot referen tot fatory a ipe
establish a sugar refinery in New Bruns- p
wick. d that it was in contemplation long befreic.Iapplqie tor the grefiry o- the introduction of the National Poiicy.not have appliedTe article proposed to be manufactured,
day being established in Moncton. I an
almost positive that they applied tu the a coint ion is p celi a
proposed sugar refinery at Fredericton,c UJnited States, and I dare say, the British
which bas since died a natural death. Goverument. It must appear to every-
I quite agree with the hon. gentleman as
to the enlargement of the cotton manu- o
factory in St. John. That factory existed if an article of ment, can le as success-

twety ear ag, ad bcam prspeousfully prosecuted under a low as under atwenty years ago, and became prosperous
long before the National Policy was high Tarif. The hon. the Finance
heard of, and, so far as the principal
articles manufactured at that establish- When we find a sugar refinery with capital
ment are concerned, it had the markets of subscribed and arrangements beîng made for its
New Brunswick under a 10 per cent. construction in the town of Moncton.A
Tariff. We have no great cause to con- I lelieve that a number of gentlemen
gratulate ourselves on the enlargement of have formed a company in Moncton, and
that factory ; it is intended the people of uade arrangements as stated. We do
the rural districts shall pay for its enlarge- lot deny that it is possible, in tbat town,
ment. Cotton warps and factory cottons to carry on sugar refining successfull,
are subject to a duty of from 30 to 40 per when they have the Government of the
cent., and in certain localities of New Dominion at their back, willing, if report
Brunswick the farmers are paying more be truc, to place the Government rail-
for the support of that establishment than way at their disposai te carry freiglt kt
they are compelled to contribute to the reduced rates.
support of their poor. We were told SiR SAMUEL L TILLEY Ilear,
that Protection was going to revive hear.
slaughtered industries, and that the want Mit. KING: This makes a double kind
of it had been the cause of the serious de- of Protection. Reference W" made by
pression in the manufacturing interests of the hon. gentleman to a cotton factory at
St. John. I ask the hon. the Finance St. Croix River, as follows
Minister if the National Policy has had the "When we fid that recently the inhaMtanta
effect of reviving the Coldbrook Rolling of the town of St. Stephens were summened
Mill; if that establishment, which formerly together for the purpose of considering the pro-
employed a large numberiof men, is in priety of establishing a cotton factory ca the

isno"hm"thry l St. Croix River, that would involve an exe-
operation ? There is no "' hlum~" there-I pnoperaion? herediture cf $300,000; that the site lias bèen
only wish there was. I regret that many selected, the stock being subscribed, and thaz
things are not in the condition the hon. American capitalists offer to huild it if the
gentleman describes. I believe that the l.cality will free them from taxation for twenty
raw material, old rails, formerly used to years; when we find these vaious industries> *rgauised, involving a capital of $1,OOO,O, 1keep that factory running, have, within will ask this Honse and the country whether
the last few months. been shipped to the Ontario aad Quebec have shown a greater
United States, on Government account, anount of enterprise."
and sold at prices far below their market We do not deny that a cotton factory
Value. I will read another extract from may be run profitably there, though as yet
the speech of the hon. the Finance Min- less than $12.000 of stock bas been taken
itxr this year, referring to St. John e i ar it; but we have no other founchtion
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than the hon. gentleman for asserting
that $1,000,000 is at present being in-
vested in New Brunswick in manufac-
tures. I think lie fell into the same mis-
take this year as last, namely, counting
his chickens before they were hatched.
Last year, in attempting to prove the
National Policy was just the thing
for New Brunswick, lie is reported as fol-
lows:-

" According to a statement made by Mr.
Everett. the President of the Manufacturers'
Association of the ciby and county of St. John,
in 1874, as compared with 1878, giving the
amount of capital invested, the number of
males and females employed, and the annual
wages paid, it appears that in 1874 there
were 8,428 males, and 1,769 females employed
ia these manufacturing industries. and that in
1878 the number employed was reduced to
5,031 males and 1,821 females."
I might just renark that I think in all
fairness the hon. gentleman ought to have
stated that, duringthe tiniethat intervened
between the making of that report in
1874 and 1878, two-thirds of the city of
St. John had been destroyed by fire, and
$15,000,000 over and above insurance had
been swept away in a single night. I ask
the hon. gentleman whether thereduction
in the number of factory operatives was
not as largely due to that fast as to any
other. The hon. gentleman claimed that
this falling off was due to the want of Pro-
tection and the sharp competition with
the United States. During the Recess, it
has been my good fortune to obtain a
copy of the report of Mr. Everatt, which
I have carefully analysed. It will be
understood that the hon. the Minister of
Finance has sought to create the impres-
sion, whether warranted or not, that New
Brunswick, according to populatim, was
ahead of any other Province of the
Dominion as a manufacturing centre.
Let me read from Mr. Everett's report in
order to see whether the position the hon.
gentleman has taken is sustained by the re-
port which he chosen to quote from. In
the first place, wehave: Blacksmiths, 100;
coopers, 10; saw-mills, 2,225 ; bakers,
160; builders, 1,320 ; painters, 100;
printers, 150; riggers, 70; shipsmiths,
35 ; spar-makers, 10 ; steam-fitters, 20;
making a totalof 4,200 people, whom the
hon. gentleman classes as manufacturera.
Now, I contend that these people are not
in a proper sense manufacturers, and that
instead of being benefitted by the opera-
tion of the National Policy, they are feel-

MR. KING.

ing the burdens imposed on them bv it.
Then we come to another class : Boat-
builders, 25 ; block and pump-makers,
80; carvers, 72; iron-knee manufacturers,
60; sail-makers, 60; making in all 297.
These men are solely dependent uponship-
building for their living, and, if the ship-
builders get the drawback which the
Government have promised them, they are
in no way protected. Then we come to
another class: Jewellers, 42 ; engravers,
60; match manufacturers, 30; milliners,
750; paint and lead, 13 ; soap-makers,
25. Total, 92'. The hon. gentleman
will recollect that last year, when the
Tariff was under consideration, lie said
that the increase of 21 per cent. in this
direction was not for the purposes of Pro-
tection, but for the purpose of raising
revenue with which to meet the antici-
pated deficit. 1 take it that the hon. gen-
tleman will not claim that this classof per-
sons are in anyway protected. Then wehave
harness-makers, 63; last-makers, 5;
marble-workers, 70; sash and blind, 210;
axe-makers, 27; nails and spikes, 272;
carriage-makers, 120; foundries, 426;
trunk-rmakers, 20; coffee and spices, 13;
oil clothing, 5; tin-men, 71; brewers, 20;
book-binders, 20; amounting to 1,342 in
all. It is safe to assert that, notwith-
standing the pretence to protect this class
of manufacturers, the duties imposed
on the raw material used by certain of
them more than neutralise the benefits
the Tariff was protended to confer. Others
of them had control of their markets here-
tofore, and asked no additional protection.
Then we come to another class, who can
fairly claim, and do deserve, full benefit
from the protection afforded by the hon.
gentleman's Tariff. Tbese are the gentle-
men who are unable to stand alone, and
therefore require support from the Govern-
ment: furniture, 150; tanneries, 75; cot-
ton factories, 215 ; brushes, 50; hats and
caps, 70; brass founders, 50; confec-
tioners, 40; file-makers, 5; fishing tackle,
2 ; mattrasses, 5; pianos and organs, 24;
patent medicines, 6 ; potteries, 15; rope
inakers, 60 ; paper bags, 17; saw makers,
24; undertakers, 27-total, 835. There
is still another class left: boot and shoe
manufacturera, 1,071 ; clothing manufic-
turers, 800-total, 1,871. Of the boot
and shoe-makers, undoubtedly a large
proportion of the number alluded to never
sought employment in a factory proper, but
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are engaged in customwork throughout the
city and county of St. John, to which the re-
port refers. The same will apply to those
put down as manufacturers of clothing.
I am satisfied that in the most flourishing
time in St. John, there has not been so large
anumber employed in the manufacture ofthe
ready-made article. Of the 9,420 manu-
facturers, as stated by the hon. gentleman
in his Budget speeches, two years in suc-
cession, we find 4,200 belong to the
labouring classes, and are in no way pro-
tected by the operation of the National
Policy, and that less than 1,000 are receiv-
ing any direct benefit, while the remaining
thousands are called upori to pay the
taxes. I think that statements like this,
uttered on the floor of the House, are
calculated to mislead the members, and
are entirely out of place, and I think the
hon. gentleman sbould have looked into
this statement more carefully before he
put it forward to the inj ury of his own
Province. Some hon. members may have
voted for the National Policy, believing
that it was for the best interests of the
whole Dominion, including New Bruns-
wick, and may have founded opinions
upon statements such as the one to which
I have alluded. My object is to place the
responsibility on the right shoulders.
The hon. the Minister of Finance, during
the past year, thought proper to visit the
different manufactories throughout the
Dominion, and, in the course of his
rambles, lie visited St. John. I would
suggest that, the next time he visits that
city, if he is really desirous of getting
correct information with regard to the
prosperity of New Brunswick, he should
look into the country market, and, as in
case of the manufactures, he might put
the following questions to the farmers,
anongst whom lie would doubtlessly find
many of his former friends and supporters.
It would have been reassuring to these
gentlemen to know that a Minister of
Finance took so great an interest in their
welfare. Has the National Policy given
you the home market which he promised
you, and has the duty of 1Oc. per bushel
on potatoes and oats succeeded in raising
the price by keeping out the American
article? He might go further, and ask
whether the imposition of the duty on
corn meal had tended to raise the
price of coarse grains, oats, etc.,
as he asserted last winter it

would. I think that one answer -would
have been all that was necessary. I do
not hesitate to say that the lion. gentle-
man would have found last suminer those
who would have told him that never with-
in the past twenty years had the farmers
in that Province been obliged to accept
lower prices for the surplus products of
their farms, or compelled to pay compara-
tively higher prices for the articles they
have to purchase. The hon. the Minister
of Finance miglit bave found in that
market the farmer in middling circum-
stances, who, perhaps, was tryiig to dispose
of the products of a small dairy. That
man might have told him that, whereas,
previously to 1879, 201b. of butter would
have purchased a barrel of cornmeal,
301b. would then be insufficient for that
purpose, and that it would take the pro-
ceeds of 41b. of butter to pay the duties
alone. That fariner could also tell the
hon. gentleman that the increased duty
on pork that had been pronised, but has
been entirely overlooked in readjust-
ing the Tariff, with other protection
promised during the elections, had not
benefitted him at all. It is true that,
after the butter and cheese had nearly
passed out of the hand of the farmers,
there had been a rise, which was not due
to the Tariff, as no additional duty had
been imposed on these articles. If the
hon. gentleman was not then satisfied, I
would here recommend himto visit the ship-
yards and saw-mills of St. John, and, if he
found the real "hum" in that direction, he
might rest assured that his friends, the
manufacturers, were in a prosperous con-
dition without a doubt. In his Budget
Speech, knowing the duty on corn-meal
was unpopular in New Brunswick, he
sought to satisfy the people of that
Province by telling them that what they
paid by way of duty on corn-meal was more
than compensated forbythereluctionofthe
tax on molasses. I desire to state in this
connection that a considerable part of the
decrease of duty on the article of molasses
is due to the fact that molasses is 50
per cent. cheaper than it was the previous
year. The amount realised by the appli-
cation of an ad valorem duty must, in
consequence, be greatly decreased. The
lion. gentleman need not, therefore, take
credit to himself for the whole of the
reduction on molasses. It is true that,
while he was in St. John, the glad news
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reached that city from the other side of that, whereas the Tariff of Canada was
the ocean that lumber had risen consider- higher than the Tariff of New Brunswick,
ably iii price. I have no doubt he was there was great danger of that Tariff
glad to hear of it, and am confident that being applicd to New Brunswick. 1 re-
he is looking to what be characterisedlast collet tat on several occasions, the
year as a waning industry for the means lion. the Finance Minister quoted the
of mieeting a large proportion of the de- utterances of Canadian statesmen to
ficiency lie expects to have the present prove tbat sucb could never be the case. I
year. We do hope that the increase in recollect, and, if it were worth vhule, I
the price of lunmber will help to make the could produce speeches which the hon.
country prosperous in scite of the Na- gentleman delivered, in wich ie stterly
tional Policy, and that oerators in the repudited this idea. Aun yet we find
business can afird an adxance of wagcs 'lhim ere, in less than twelve oears,
to tlieir ei-ii)ioyés. Let ne lpbw refer to not a lontgc tinc iu the vfe of a nation,

soe f chi I lced before the imposdig the odious burdes of a Protec-
House iast year with reference to that in- tive Tariff on his own Province. I.say,
dustry. I have had no reason to change Sir, that it was through such statements
mny views as to the increased cost of pro- as these, put forth by the hon. the Minis-
du2ing lumber under the National Policy, ter of Finance himself, that the Opposi-
except in one particular. I admit that I tion in New Brunswick to Confedera-
was nisled by the opinions advanced by tion vas disarmcd. We were told that
the bon. gentlemen opposite. They stated St. John was to be the Birmingham and
that, without a doubt the one great result Manchester of the Dominion.
of the National Policy would be to M_ 1n. DO.MVILLE : So it is.
increase the wages of the workingman, Mf. KING : I challenge the lion. gen-
and 1 ussumied that the wages of luinber- tleman if lie will trawvel from Quebec to
mnen would be hkely to risc. But S admit Sarnia, sarch as l oer this back countr,
in that I outwas mistaken. No such result to sa that he till find ay of the pro-
bas followed. wNaeer, for twenty years, ducts of St. J o, save that of the Parker
have I been able to get men Cotton Factorv.
so cheaply as I have during the An HoN. MEMBE : There are some
past autuino. The hon. gentleman, of them here.
however, wlen in St. John, adnmitted M
that the advance in the price of lumber campaigu, on account of their fear of i-
was not due to the National Policy. crcased taxation a suggestion was made
During the last season, the impression to thc lon. the Minister of Finance-wbo
was sought to be created that the hon. ut that time filled a more humble posi-
gentlemen who opposed the 'T'ariff were tion, less reunerative, but no less bonour-
the very gentlcnîea who, thîrteen years able, tliaf the positio he no occueies-
ago, wvere opiosd to Confederation. I that t e people of New Branswick sould
uni lirejiared to cleny that. I inyseit dicl be allowcd to retain their revenue and set
wvbat I could in in humble wvav to aside a portion of it towards the support
assist iii carrying the sciiede of Confeder- of te Federal Governrent. To tis he
ation, and I an preparcd to assert tiat ohjccted that, as St. John and Halifax
in thîs House to-niit thsere are gentlenmen werto do the importing for ail this back
who vio:ently opposeil thie introduction of country, Ontario and Quebcc would never
that masure who are supportingr the consenit. How much importig in this
Finance Minister ut the present tiie. !wav mas St. John cone for these Pro-
t is truc thuat we 1ave on thils side of the hnces h Then Mne ere told, e
house sone gentleme who hir)osed that Nw Brunswick, that our population

measure, and they can no re- would increase by 1881 to 400,00 in-
tur e to thiir constituerts and say habitants. In 1871 the population was
We told you so; ail thuat we prcdicted 285,00. and venture to say that, wen
wits reference to the resut of Confedera- the Census is taken rext ycar, it Nvill ho
tion bas proved to be truc, white those fouiid not to, be far in excess of 300,000
wo support d that easure bave been inhabitants, and I aa a incniidad to fur it
humiliated. Oe of the principle objections will fall short of that number. I sould
to Confederation in Newv Brunswick w-as rccomm d th e Government not to lose

Moc. KttN,.
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any time in taking the Census, for, if
within the next year emigration froni that
Province continues, the population will
be considerably reduced.

MR. MACKENZIE : There may be no
Census to take.

MR. KING-: Hon. gentlemen have
thouglit proper to deny the fact that peo-
ple are leaving New Brunswick. I think
that persons living there, and who are
continually there, ouglt to know what is
transpiring in that country. I know that
people are leaving, and that they are not

going to the North-West, as lias been
suggestel. I know of none fromn the
county I have the honour to represent, and
in which the lion. gentleman was borni,
that have gone to the North-West, with
the exception of one person, who did go
to Manitoba, but he came away again
three months afterwards.

Ma. MACKENZIE : Perhaps he saw
the Goverunient advertisements about
Minnesota.

Mi. KING: Now, need we wonder
that the people of that Province are
discontented and discouraged, when they
find that the debt of this Dominion is so
rapidly accumulating, notwithstanding
the promises made at the time of Con-
federationi that thirteen million dollars,
annually, would be sufficient for all
purposes, and when they find the lion.
the Minister of Finance is now asking
for twenty-five or twenty-six millions of
dollars-double the amount that le said
would be required to carry on the affairs
of the country. Need we wonder, when
the people are made aware of these facts,
that they are leaving the country
discouraged, wlen we consider that in
the last year an amount, equal to the
per capita subsidy paid the three
Maritime Provinces, was spent in subsi-
dising 30,000 Indians in the North-West
Territory. What can the people of New
Brunswick think, but that they have
sold-sold in the truest sense of
the word - to the Indians. The
hon. gentleman in his recent speech
in St. John, concluded with a grand
peroration, and, if he is correctly reported,
he said his only fear was that we would
not be able to find ships sufficient to
carry the emigrants that would come to
our shores destined for the North-West
Territory. Now, we would like to see
some emigrants in our own Province.

The hon. gentleman seens to be so en-
amoured of the North\-Vst, that the
suspicion is gaining ground in New
Brunswick that, contrary to nature, lie is
looking for the sui to rise in the west.
If, Sir, we had arrived at a peilod iii the
history of Confederation at which those
gentlemen who have been instr unental in
bringing it about had passed awav, and
if we had in this Parliament aiother set
of men to deal with, we in New Bruns-
wick would have good reason for oppos-
ing su ch a policy as that to which I an
referring. Buit, when wo find this self-
same Protective Tariff being carried in
this House by those who madle, us
sucli promises, we ean neyer consent to it,
never.

An HoN. MEMBER: Hardly ever.
MR. KING: Under these circun-

stances, it need not be wondered at that
the people of New Brunswick are against
this policy ; but, notwithstaniding
the future may look dark, the people
of that Province do not wholly despair ;
to use a familiar phrase of the hon. the
Minister of Finance, they sec a " silver
lining in the cloud." By the resuit of
the Ontario Local elections, we may take it
for granted that she bas returned to lier
first love; Prince Edward Island is wbeel-
ing into line, Nova Scotia cones riglit side
up every other time, Quebec will ere long
have seen lier folly, and, when the hour
arrives for New Brunswick again to speak,
she will be founid true to the priliciples
which have made her, and the Empire of
which shc forms a part, great, glorious
and free.

Mit. DOMVILLE moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

Motion agreed to, and Debate adjotrned.
House adjourned at

Ten minutes after
Eleven o'elock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
Thursday, 18th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.
SOUBIS AND ROCKY MOUNTAINS RAIL.

WAY COMPANY INCORPORA.
TION BILL.

(3fr. Boultbee.)
FIRST READING.

MR. BOULTBEE moved that the 49th
Rule of the House ba suspended, in rela.
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tion to the Bill (No. 79) to incorporate the
Souris and Rocky Mountains Railway,
and that leave be now granted to introduce
the saie.

SiRa RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I think it was understood that, when the
Rule was suspended, the special reasons
therefor shoiud be stated.

MR. BOULTBEE : As I stated the
other day in the Committee, the proper
notice was given and the petition pre-
sented for introducing tbis Bill three
months ago. Petitions were sent from
Rapid City at the proper time, but were
delayed a month on the way, and only
reachedi here a day too late.

Bill read thefirst tine.
BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read thekß-st lime

Bill (No. 80) To simplify Criminal Procedure
in the Province of Quebec, and to dispense with
Grand Juries in certain cases.--(ir. Cotusol.)

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the adjourned Debate on the
proposed niotion (Sir Samuel L. Tilley). " That
the resilutions adopted in Committee of Ways
and Means, on the 9th inst., be now read the
second time."

MR. DOMVILLE: When I moved
the adjournment of the debate the other
night, my lion. friend the member for
Queen's, N.B., (Mr. King), was loudly
denouncing the prospects of New Bruns-
wick, and lamenting its future. In fact
his speech amounted almost to a funerali
oration. I thought, at times, that New
Brunswick was even worse off than it had
been painted to me by those in opposition
to the present governîment, when I left it.
I was surprised to see him take up the
cudgels for St. John ; there are others
here, an ex-Minister, from the city and
county of St. John, for instance, who might
fairlv have done that for her. But I do not
think St. John should be made the battle
ground, or made responsible, for anything
that falls short in the prosperity of the
country. Why should St. John always
be held up before the public ? Is ià not
enough that we have suffered by the great
ire of 1877, when riearly the whole city
was swept away, and we were taxed to
the utmost to build it -up again, without
having all our financial difficulties laid to
the National Policy ? It is not right;
it is not just to do so. I couli mention
other cities that hadtnofire, and that suffered

quite as badly as St. John during the
MR. BOULTBEE.
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commercial disasters of this country
and yet nothing is said about them
The hon. gentleman used the argu-
ment that because he was in Oo-
position lie could get no justice. H-
stated that no one could approach the
Government for redress unless they were
supporters of the Government. Now, I
would like to ask bin what he wanIs.
Last year be found faulu because the
Tariff did not gofar enough. -He plumed
hinself upon having been a life-long tem-
perance advocate, and a fast friend of the
hon. the Finance Minister, and said he re-
gretled he could not support hini. TIea
,je went on to sav that the iural con-
sèituencies of that Province should have
protection for wool and other articles
that tiey raised. Now, lie bas gotredress
in that respect, le bas got a pro-
tection on wool of Sc. per pound;
yet be expresses no thanks on the part
of his constiiuents, but still goes on grum-
bling. The hon. gentleman and his
friends are doing all in their power to
damage St. John and the whole Province
i respect to its credit and prosperity.
When the hon. gentleman says he cannot
get justice, does lie mean patronnge ?
When his friends were in pow er, I can
point to instances where patronage was
abused by giving officers emoluments
which were not justified by law. I need
not name them, because the bon. gentle-
man knows them himself, and I do not
wish to bring on the floor of this House
any individual case of that kind. The
bon. gentlemen thought they were going
to do something wonderful at the late
General Election, but, in spite of all the
leverage that could be brought against
us, we were able to hold our own and carry
as many seats as before. I arn not pre-
pared now to refute the figures which the
hon. gentleman submitted to the House,
because I do not know the pages of the
Blue-books out of which they have been
raked, but I recognise the same hand in
stringing them together as concocted those
for my opponent in the last General Elec-
tion, and who has for the last two Sessions
been so busily employed manufacturing
those statements for some hon. gentltmen
on the other side. He fnds fault with
the Parks factory of St. John. I have seen
Mr. Parks recently, and I ascertained
that he has been enabled by the National
Policy to erlarge :iLi .verks, and he now
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employs some 300 or 400 hands. He vessels can get a load of a class of lumber
also made some comments with regard to for which there is constant demand, and
iron works having shut down. I will thus always obtain an outward cargo.
not say anything upon that point, because St. John is capable of doing someliing; it
I am interested in that subject myself. is not so down-trodden as the hon.
If the iron factory, in which I am inter- gentleman would have it understood.
ested, cannot participate in a Tariff which Ve cannot biane the bon. the Finance
is of general benefit to the country it is a Minister for taking into consideration the
personal matter. We are here to legislate development of tho whole couni rv. I
for the whole Dominion, and not one par- shoukl blame himn if lie did n t. It
ticular Province, or county, workshop or would be a narrow policy if lie nerely
trade. If, in four or five years, even ac- legisated for St. John, ani not for the
cording to my hon. friend's story, we shall whol country. If the Great North-West
be able to point to one factory that bas develops, as we have reason to bt hieve if
prospered under the National Policy, will do, instead of flic 55,000 tons of
while we cannot now point to a single in- sveets nov imported, we sbah probably
dustry that was benefitted by the legisla- raquire 155,000 tons, ad Mont-
f ion of the late Goverament during the rcal and St. John ,ill eani toke thîcir por-
past fwve years, it will be a consolation tion of the trade. TIen we saoh lve our
to know that our efforts to build up tile warves, war veouses, t bste-ieve, and
industries of Canada have even. bee w so everyone employef. te are sufferirog
far rewarde3, and that our attenpts svere now fronw contraction of p rade,
in the rigit direction. I would like to ai d Our people are Hlisbeartened.
see my hoii. friend exhibiting to us Those are flie tacties cf flic Opposition of
his scheme for the benefit of St. John. the day. It is fp0 thili; it will not
I should like to se him showing that, b answor. After a fair trial f le National
the improvei ent of the harbour, the Policy, when we are enablel to show fhe
establishment of arbour Commissioners, peope whf we Lave d1We iiring the five
the extension ofihewharvesandtebridg- years, they icl sec the justice of the
ing ch fo re River St. John, the City TaridY, although it ma not have pleased
would be enefitfcd. I should like to see everybody. But I hink that e sha be
him ShOW thiat f lie construction of the able to look back ul)oi it and fairly say
Meganie iRailway would place St thact the Tarif was conacived wll and had
John 32 5 miles nearer the North-Wes, popne its duty. hve cannot leisate fv
fLan by the Intercolonial, and that fhere as to meet flhe demands of atl classes in a
would be nothing fo prevent St. John moment; that which will effect t e mlost
from competing with the whole Domin- good for the largest numnlber of people is
ion for the trade of the North-West. 1 what ve want for Canada. My hon.
With the denunciations heaped on the friend found fault vith reference to the
Government by hon. gentlemen opposite, sale of old rails. I am sorry nyself that
where are we to look for themeansrequired they went out of the country, as I would
to make our railway connection and in- have liked to have bought them with him
crease our West Indian trade? I think it on joint account. If I cou ld have fore-
would be better for the hon. gentleman seen that iron would increase 50 por cent.,
to show us how the country could it would have been a brilliant speculation.
generally be benefitted than to be all the What is the good of crying about milk
time running it down. With the neces- that is spilt? Mr. Pottiriger got rid of
sary railway connection, and a sugar them whien Le thought there was a good
refinery, we should command two-thirds chance of getting a fair price, and I do
of the West India business, because, by not think any blame should be attached
the policy of the hon. the Finance Minis- to the lion. the Minister of Railways for
ter, no sugar or molasses can come i the transaction. My hon. friend also
into the Dominion unless it cornes referred to the money portion of the
through a Canadian port. Now, what Government's policy. I canot join with
port is the most advantageous for the the hon. member for Noitli Norfolk (Mr.
West India trade, in which 300 or 400 Wallace) as far as lie goes, but I do not
vessels are required? Certainly St. see why we should stand still and occupy
John, where all the year round the the same position in regard to banking
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that was occupied 500 or 1,000 years ago.
We must progress with the tiines, and
legislate to meet the requirements of the
present, and I believe that the Gover-
ment's proposition to issue the $8,000,000
is a wisc and necess:n-y one. There may
be opposition from the banks, because they
are jealous of what they consider their
own peculiar privileges; but banks are
only the mediums through which we tradJe,
and they prosper by the monev they make
out of the commercial coniunity. The
Government are perfectly justiicd in the
step they have ttkeu, aud I think they
might go further, and take away the
whole circulation of the banks. If there
is any profit in the circulation let the
people have the benefit of it, and if there
is any risk let the Governmnent run it ;
but do not let us allow any iucorporated
bady to nake money out of a systen of
issuing paper money of their own. I am
not prepared to champion the "rag baby"
our friends talk so much about, but I
think that the banks, who show such a
great auîxiety, and argue that the banks
should have a pap-r issue equal to the
full extent of their capital, are reallythen-
selves the strongest advocates for the
"rag baby," only they seek to keep the
control of it in their own hiands instead
of allowing the Governmient and country
at large to have the bnefit of it as well
as the profit. I would Jike to see the
Government's banking policy go hanid-in-
hand with the National Policy in protect-
ing all the industries of the country. I
want to sec everything made in Canada,
except tea and rum. The latter I prefer
to see inported, because we will then get
the genuine article. I differ with the
Government in regard to soie of the de-
tails of the Tariff, but in those respects
they may be correct, and I in the wrong.
Although my friends fron Nova Scotia
may not agree with me, I believe that, if
the duty were taken off coal and placed
on iroa, we would have more coal burnt
than we have to-day. Two or three
hunired thousands of tons of iron
are wanted yearly in Canada for the
railways in course of construction, and
if that were manufactured here it
would necessitate a consumption of from
80,000> to 1,000,000 tons of coal, rnd we
would achieve the double obect of mak-
ing the iron and consuning our own coal,
and at the saime ctime developing one of

MR. DOMVILLI.
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the most important industries of the
country and employing much skilled
labour. But the hon. the Finance Min-
ister nay say, with Lord Bacon: " Young
men too quick, old men too slow ; the
happy medium is the right one to strike."
Perhaps the lion. the Miaister may have
struck the happy medium, and nay in-
crease and regulate the Tariff so as to
gralually develop all the industries of the
Dominion. The duty upon molasses and
the increased cost of living were also re-
ferred to by my hon. friend. He told us
last year that the duty on shipping
naterial would make ships dearer ; but
we find they are cheaper, and cost less to
build than before. He told us logs
would cost more to get out ; but we find
they cost less. Almost every article that
enters into the consum tion of the
labourer is cheaper. It is onily the other
day we were paying 8c. duty on molasses,
but since this Government came into
power molasses is sold at 28c. a gallon in-
stead of froin 40c. to 50c. as under the
past régime. We find the saine thing
with regard to sugar. It is stated that
Redpaths have made a large fortune out
of that article. Well, why should they
not, so long as sugar is no dearer. Coi-
mon raw sugar used to be sold on the
wharf, wholesale, at 9e. to 10c. per pound
and we can buy refined sugar at less money.
So long as the people who use it do not
have to puy more for it than it cost to in-
port under the old Tariff, they are not in-
jured, but, the contrary ; as it has trans-
ferred to Canada the importation of raw
sugar from the West Indies, which the
United States enjoyed heretofore, and
has given our own people employment
in manufacturing it. A glance at the
following table will show the course of
trade

Imports from
Great Britain.

Tons.

Imports from
UnitedStates.

- Tons.

Imports front
West Indies.

Tons.
1875... 13,000 19,200 22,200
1S76... 23,800 19,300 7,60
1878... 12,780 24,750 16,500
Thus showing you that in one year the
change in our favour has been largely in
favour of building up the direct West
India trade, which we were gradually
losinlg under the blind policy of the
late Government. The lion. gen-
tleman talked of Quebec and Ontario
as the " back country" of New Bruns-
wick, but I hardly clught his meaning
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there. He told us that he voted for
,Confederation, and that lie had since
.changed his mind on the sulject. The
question of Confederation should not be
.dragged into this debate. It is past and
settled, and those opposed to Confeder-
ation must now accept it whether they
like it or not. A petition was sent fron
St. John, praying for a repeal of the
Tariff duties. I have searched the

names diligently, and I cannot fnd any
on it but those of persons who were i
opposition during the elections. The
better plan for my lion. friends, if they
wanted to achieve their object, would
have been to call a public meeting in St.
John for the denunciation of the policy
of the Cabinet. They could have got
their leading people on the platform
condenning the Governnent, or have
asked the hon. the Finance Minister
to resign his seat as representative of St.
John. That was their proper course
but no, they took half measures. They
did not dare to ask them to condemn the
Governmcnt openly, or ask the hon.
member for St. John to resign his seat,
which I do not think lie would have
done even to please them. Then they
endeavour to make the country believe
that the whole city is against the present
policy. I know there is discontent ; but
the people are poorer in consequence of
-the fire, and everything is done to cripple
the credit of the city. There is no kind
word of encouragement said to them by
the New Brunswick representatives
following Mr. Mackenzie.

MR. CASEY : Hear, hear.
MR. DOMVILLE: My hon. friend

opposite says "hear, hear." When
his Civil Service Bill comes into effect
the citizens will be happy, for they
will have a chance of applying for Govern-
ment situations fron him as, doubtiess,
when a change of Government takes place,
he will be Minister of Education, and
have the whole patronage of the Civil
Service in his hands. But show those
people that you take an interest in them,
and intend to assist them as well
as the people of the North-West,
tell them to be hopefuil and ener-
getic, and much of the complaining will
disappear. Much pressure of another
character has been put on the people of
New Brunswick; need J refer to it? It
j'as been applied since 1866, since Con-.

federation. We have heard of people who
wanted certain trifles and little favours,
whichthey could not get because Confedera-
tion had ruined the country. In these
days it is the National Poliey that bas
ruined the country. Wlen logs went up

1 theother day, thehon. meinber for Queen's,
N. B. (Mr. King), could not well tellthe peo-
ple that the price had been killed by the
National Policy in England. In his
speech in 1878, he said that the reason
why the price was down in England was
that the people were too poor to buy them.
Now, according to him, it is the people of
St. John who are too poor. Doubtless
there is a great deal of commercial dis-
tress all round ; but, unfortunately, New
Brunswick is picked out as the party
battle-ground. Much lias been said about
the people leaving the Province; the bon.
gentleman (Mr. King) having said that
be knew of only one man tiat went to
Manitoba, and that he came back dis-
gusted, but thousands had gone to the
Western States of America. I did feel
sorry for the emigrant to the North-
West when this report was made, because
I imagined that this poor man must have
felt very lonely by himself, being unde-
cided for a time whether to remain there
or come back to Queen's, N.B., or go
further west. We were not told the call-
ing of that man, or the conditions under
which lie departed. He may have gone
like Japhet in search of a father, and
come back unsuccessful. A great many
people have left St. John, no doubt. Was
it not better for them to take advantage
of the winter and get employment in
Boston, Portland, or elsewhere, until
spring ? Who went away ? He says
they were operativcs in the saw-mills.
They could not have been, because, since
the lumber rose the other day, there
is a prospect of all the mills being at
work on the opening of navigation.
Logs never come down in winter, and thus
the same cause that deprived the saw-
mill men of work this year must have
done it in years gone bye. Consequently,
if the men are to cut up deals for the
English market, they cannot go to saw
in the States. The hon. gentleman (Mr.
King) must change front and say they
were mechanics in the ship-yards. If so,
how can they build ships for Great Britain,
if she is not purchasing ? As he said
last Session, we must look to England to
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buy our ships. If ships are not required
in New York, as we have found, there
being very lately a fleet there unemployed,
how can we dispose of more ships than
the markets of the world will absorb I
There is no demand for them at present.
Consequently, at St. John, there are only
three or four ships building, where there
used to be twenty to thirty. That has
nothing to do with the National Policy.
What seemsto himx the uniortunatecircum-
stanceis that ourpolitical friendstook office
in 1878-a very unfortunate thing for
hon. gentlemen opposite, who were driven
out of power by the almost unanimous
voice of the poor man, who wished to
see a party in power who would respect
his welfare and work for his prosperity.
Besides, in St. John, we had a very large
floating population, much of it from the
United States, which came to rebuild
the city, including bricklayers, carpenters
and other mechanics. I think I have
shown that the exodus from St. John is
not due to the National Policy, but to
the great fire. Returning to the subject
of the farming districts, the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. King) spoke of, I would like to
go with him to Queen's, and hear his
denunciations of the Government for
its Protective policy, before the farmers.
He said himself they should be protected,
in his speech of 1878, and yet he is un-
willing for party purposes to stand by his
own convictions and what he knows to
be the views of the the farmers.

" He (Mr. King) did not wish to be consid-
ered as advocating Protection, but, on the
principle of fair play, he would ask for the far-
mers of his county the same kind of Protection
the hon. the Finance Minister was williag to
accord to clock-makers of Hamilton. or the
manufacture rs of patent medicines in St. John.
He would also remind the hon. gentleman that
bides, wool, and eggs, were all products of New
Brunswick farms, snd ought, in ail fairness to
the farmers, to have been subjected to duty."
Well, there is only one patent medicine
manufacturer in St. John, so it can hardly
apply to the business. So the hon. gentle-
man could claim protection for the far-
mers, and all in bis own county are in
favour of it ; because the last year their
agriculture was stimulated by the in-
crease in the price of wheat. It is many
years since they sowed so much wheat,
we having to import our breadstuffs
from Ontario and the United States at i

great loss of gold. But last year Queen's
grew almost enough wheat to feed ail ts

M% Dexyrru.
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own people for the, year. The farmer
says: I would rather see flour at $8 a
barrel when I have it to seIl. Con-
sequently, no injustice has been done him.
I am prepared to advocate against the
hon. gentleman in his own county the
National Policy. He told the people
that my hon. friends did not intend to
give them this National Policy.
He said: They are going to humbug you.
Yet, when they reached power and estab-
lished this policy, the hon. gentlemen
opposite appear disappointed at the carry-
ing out of our pledges. I pledged myself to
the advocacy of Protection; and we have
the satisfaction of knowing we have been
true to our promises. If we have done
injustice to the country or our consti-
tuencies, or have failed in our duty, we
will take the consequences, and not ask
the Opposition to sustain or assist us.
He (Mr. King) said to the House, in 1878,
and I quote from the Debates:

"The principal industries there were farming,
lumbering, shipbuilding, fishing and the carry-
ing trade. These industries were, rnany of
them, at the present time, struggling for an ex-
istence. The cause of this he contended was
not to be found in the Dominion, nor in the
legislation of this Parliament, but was due to
the fact that our customers in Great Britain
and other foreign countries were too poor to
purchase our staple articles of export from us
at remunerative or even paying prices, and the
consequence was that prices were run down at
fearful rates and our people were embarrassed."

Thus he admits that the country was not
prospering when we came into power, and
states as a reason that we are governed by
outside conditions, and yet lie now tells
us the National Policy has done it. He
asked for a duty on wool last year for the
farmers, and this is granted; yet he says
he can get no redress. He told us in 1878
that, as a matter of fair play, the farmers
should be protected, whilst now he says
Protection is ruination to them. The
hon. member is so illogical that I cannot
do more than leave it to the people
of New Brunswick to form their
own opinions of his unpatriotic course.
We depend on our constituents; we depend
on the whole country to support us in
doing our duty. If the country thinks
that we have not done what is right, or
shown skill inconducting the affairs of the
country, we will have the satisfaction of
knowing that at least we attempted to
benefit Canada; we did not sit down for
fve years without attempting to do any
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thing to alleviate the sufferings of the ing the policy of the hon. the Finance
people. We did our best, and, if we have Minister, who is bis leader. I recollect
failed, we have done what we consider in that not very long ago, at all events not
the best interests of the country, and we long in the history of a nation, Mr.
are willing to accept the verdict of the James Domville was present at a Board
country, whatever it may be. Better to of Trade meeting, when he did not enter-
try and give the trade of the country to tain the opinions lie now entertains upon
our own people, even if we fail, than to this great question, and, when a mem ber of
be turned out of office, as our friends now that Board of Trade moved that a petition
in opposition were, by carrying out a policy should be presented te Parliament praying
which drove the best talent out of Canada for a repeal cf the duties upon fleur, ceai
and made the nation poor, by allowing our and coke among those who voted for the
enterprising neighbours across the border resolution stands the name of Mr. James
to take away all our gold, instead of Demville. I recollect, upon another
keeping it at home and making the coun- occasion, when a resolution was meved
try rich. When the Americans will con- by a member cf that Board cf
sent te trade wit.b us on equal terms, Trade, te the effeet that the
giving our people the same advantages as revenue required by the Government
they derive frei us, it will be time eneugli was se great as te affird. ail the
te talk ff Free-trade; but, until then, I incidental Protection required, and that,
will neyer support any Tarif whicb places instead of adding toe the Tarif then
cur own mecbanics, manufacturers and existii;g, the duty sbould, Le gradually
farmers at sucl an unfair disadvantage as reduced, se far as the needs of the revenus
the hon. gentleman f rom Queen's and the would allw, the bon. member for King's,
party Le follows seek te force on Canada N.B. (Mr. Denville), as not satisfied
at ail liazards. te give a sent vote upon that occasion,

MR. CAME ON (South Huron : I but was found ameng the orators
have listened wit a great deal of atten- asddressing the Board cf rade. Among
tion te the rearks cf the bou. gentleman other things, he said Le was himself a
who bas just taken bis seat. I had manufacturer, and e expressed the
placed aefore me on my desk a seet cf sentiment cf the otbe manufacturers of
feelscap, intending te take notes of the bis Province. H1e would Le sorry te see
hon. gentlemans points. The sheet additional duties împosed upon manu-
happens te be blank, se far. I endea- facturers, as Lie believed they could then
voured vainly te grapple with the line cf successfully compete witli the -world.
argument taken by the hon. gentleman in The on. gentleman appears te bave
faveur cf bis position. I understeod, changed, bis mind since tben, and new Lie
however, froru the drift cf bis observa- tells bis leader that, aithouglh Lie is sorry
tions, that, athougd se was net quite there are some taxes inposed, upon the
satisfied wit the action of the bon. tbe w ole he is rather in faveur cf the policy
Finance Ainister, le was ratber inclined cf the Government, ana ig t sodne respects
te faveur an additional Protection insonie would like te see additienal 1"rotection.
things and a repeal of the duty upon some The on. gentleman forgets te tell Us
others. OntuewholeasIunderstoodhim, whether, in tbese industries, in wbic Le
fle was in faveur cf inoreasing the taxa- is hihe self large]y engaéed, the policy cf
tien that the bon. the Finance Minister the a- overment bas been a success. I

ad already imposed on tle country. He understand that at ee tiee the ofn.
may bave caged bis opinions, as al gentleman was largely engaged in the
great man have a perfect rigbt te change soda trade, but be forgot to tel us.
ther. e omay now e found conscien- wbetber under the operation cf the
tiously advocating Prtection, althougb National Policy bis dividends were
several years ago the bon. gentleman was largely increased or the reverse. me is
an eut-and-owt Free-trader. I would largely interested, so I am informed, in
net for a moment suggest that it was real estate in the city cf St. John, but
siinply because the hon. gentleman ie forge to tel us the ameunt cf divi-
happens te sit upen the other side cf the dends ihe had been able te reap freuals
leuse, and net on this, that Lie has investments tn that city. He bas
changed bis opinions, and is now support- failed te tel us wheter the cefn-
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panies with which lie is connected, the year 1879 and the corresponding
and in which lie has a con- period of 1878. Witli characteristic
trolling influence, have been benefitted empbasis, lie said: There wa the resuit
by the policy of the hon. gentleman who of the National Policy the deposits bad
leads hin in this House. I will now increased in the six months of 1879 over
leave the hon. gentleman in the hands of the six nontlis of 18î8 by over haif a
the representatives of bis Province, who, I million dollars. The lon. gentleman
am sure, know well how to deal with him. told part of the truth, and forgot to tell
Before proceeding with the general re- the whole truth. He forgot to tell wbat
marks which I propose addressing to the the condition of the account was on the
House I have one observation to make 3lst December, 1879. He forgottoteil the
with regard to the speech of the hon. fouse that there had been a falling offin
inember for East Grey (Mr. Sproule). the aggregate amount of deposits for the
One of the points on which lie relied was ear 1879 of something like haif a million
that the National Policy had benefitted dollars, le forgot to state thât, though
the classes it was intended to benefit the deositors lad increased in number
that it was a material benefit to farmers, for the 1ast six ronths, the aggregate
the prices of whose produce bad largely arount for the year had fallen off by baîf
increased since the 17th of September, a million dollars. We know that the
1878. I challenge the hon. gentleman's class of men wbo generally make the
figures, and I say lie cannot find in any deposits in the Savings Banks are usually
great centre of trade, in the western sec- the poor people, wlo put their dollar, or
tion of the Province of Ontario at all tleir five dollars, or tleir twenty dollars
events, that the prices of grain have in- in the bank, and, wben the hard times
creased between the 17th of September, core, these men, in order to keep the wolf
1878, and the 16th day of March, 1880, fron the door, lave to witldraw their
with the single exception of wheat, and deposits, and the resuit bas been a falling
Le will admit that the price of wheat is off in the total amount of those deposits
in no way regulated or controlled by what by some baîf a million dollars between
may be done in this House. these two periods. The bon. gentleman

MR. SPROULE: I took those figures forgot to tell tle bouse another tbing,
from the Globe newspaper. wlicl would account for the increased

MR. CAMERON: But, if the hon. number of depositors and tle inoreased
gentleman will look over the Globe or the ,rount of deposits during the last six
Mail, between the 17th of September, nonths of 1879 and the last six months
1878, and the 30th January, 1880, le of 1878. I do not nean to say tlat
will find that every single article the the aggregate decrease of tbese deposits
farmer sells, except wheat, has been re- is altogether owing to the policy of the
duced in price instead of being increased hon. gentlemen opposite, but to one ex-
since the introduetion of the National tent tley are no doubt responsible for
Policy. Another point upon which the the resuit. We know that during the
hon. gentleman based an argument in lest year tbere have been several bank
favour of the National Policy and justi- failures, and tle resuit las been a want of
ied its continuance was that the deposits confidence in tle financial institutions of
in the Savings Banks Lad largely in- tle country' among tle class of people
creased during the last six months of who deposf small surs in these institu-
1879, as compared with the last six tions, and we know that to a large ex-
months of the year 1878. With all the tent the Government and tbe policy of
econfidence with which my lon. friend the Government is responsible for tlat.
is noted when le ventures to address We know that, witl tle poor people wlo
the House, lie spoke of the increase in the deposited with tle bank their earnings
mumber of depositors and the large under a different policy, tbe moment the
<deposits during the period referred to, uncertainty began to prevail, their con-
and in confirmation of lis argument fidence began to be lost in our aonefary
quoted the report of the Post Office institutions, and tbey took the earliest
Department, and gave the figures of the opportunity of withdrawing their deposits
deposits in the Savings Banks of that from these institutions and placing them
Department during the last six months of in the Post Office Savings Banks. These
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facts will easily account for the increase
in the deposits for the last six months ol
1879 over the corresponding period ol
1878, and the aggregate decrease for the
vear. I recolle:t well, that when, last Ses-
sion, the hon. the Finance Minister brouight
down to the House bis Budget, in what,
to niy mind and from his standpoint, vas
a powerful and able speech-I will give
the hon. gentleman credit for that-we
pointed out that the promises ot the hon.
gentlemen opposite made before the elec-
tions had not been fulflled, and that in
the nature of things they could never be
fulfilled, we were answered by the hon.
the Minister of Finance and his friends
that it was not to be expected that the
mere change of Government and a pro-
posed change in the Tariff, althougli lion.
gentlemen were cominitted strongly to
Protection, would accomplish the object
which the authors of the National Policy
had in view in a day or a month; that it
would require time for the people to un-
derstand and appreciate the blessings
that would flow from this proposed
poli-y; it would require time to develop
fully the surprising results that would, ac-
.cording to thehon. the MinisterofFinance's
predictions, unquestionably follow the in-
troduction of this new policy. It was a
new process of extraction, and, like all
other innovations, it required care and
skill in the handling, and time in the de-
veloping process. We then pointed out:
That may b. all true enough, but that is
not what you told the electors. These
are not the arguments you made use of in
the political campaign. These are not
the arguments by which you de-
luded the electors into voting for and
putting you in office. Then the assurance
was: Electors, we will change all this
in a moment of time ; the hour we are
sworn into office the change will be com-
plete-a lasting, abiding, permanent
change for the better. We were further
answerel by the hon. gentlemen opposite,
not with a denial of the false pretences
under which they gained the objeet of
their ambition-that they could not deny,
the evidence was too fresh and too clear
to admit of that-but that we were not
to expect in an hour the full effects of the
National Policy; that we were not to ex-
peet in a day that the prosperity promised
by the present Administration, as the
re3ult of the change of Government,

could be realised; that we were notstates-
manlike in our demand that the pledges
of the hon. gentlemen opposite should be
promptly fulfilled ; that we were un-
patriotic in drawing the public attention
to thîe continued depression in trade, niot-
withstainding the National Policy-; thatwe
could nîot expect a miracle in trade from
the introduction of an untried cxperiment;
that the National Policy would iii tine
produce its legitimate results. Sir, we
knew that all along. We expected
notbing; we anticipated nothing but
failure ; we sinply drew the attention of
the House and the countrvto the extrava-
gant promises given and the pledges
made by lon. gentlemen opposite
to the electors before the elections.
We compared the pledges with tie fulfil-
ment, and pointed out how marked and
distinct the one had been made and how
signally the other had failed. We were
asked to have patience-to wait. From
an honest and sensible standpoint there
was reason in this ; from honest and sensi-
ble men there was fairness in this request ;
but from hon. gentlemen and from lion.
gentlemen's standpoint there was noue.
They assured the country that, the mo-
ment they assumed office, that moment
prosperity would return, business expand
and trade revive. We knew they were
not true prophets; we pointed that out
to them last Session, and we were told to
wait until the end of the year. Well,
Sir, we have waited, waited until the end
of the year, waited until their policy had
a chance of developing itself; we have
waited with the patience and calmness of
men who honestiv believed that the policy
to which hon. gentlemen were recklessly
committing the destinies of tis great
country would in the end prove disastrous
to its best interests ; we waited with the
assurance of the hon. the Finance Minister
that the result at the end of the year
would justify the position he took. Well,
Sir, at the end of the year what do we
find ? Business expanded î trade revived ?
prices to farmers higher? the une mployed
employed ? labour for all ? wages higher?
the tide of immigration flowing into the
country i stock higher i bankruptcies
fewer? ganeral prosperity spread all over
the country ? Not at all, Sir, except in the
fevered imagination of hon. gentlemen
opposite. Do we find the gloom
which the hon. the Finance Miuister
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spoke of last Session dispelled? The hon.
the Finance Minister himself happy with
a large surplus? The Public Service
carried on as effectually and efficiently as
usual I Light-houses, piers, harbours,
breakwaters constructed and maintained
as in former years? Not at all, Sir. Do
we find the dark cloud which the bon. the
Finance Minister spoke of last Session, in
such solemn tones, removed? The light
of a more prosperous day breaking on the
commercial horizon? Do we see through
the vanishing clouds of commercial depres-
sion the silver lining that the hon. the
Finance M in isterassured us t welve months
ago we would see? Net at all. It is true
that the hon. the Minister of Finance
speaks with confidence, but the tone, the
voice, and the manner betrayed the un-
easiness within, and still he asks us to
wait. Wait one year more? no; two
more ? no; three more? no; but he says:
Have patience and wait. He tells us
that no one expected this poliey would
work miracles ; no one expected to raise
the country from what they are pleased
te call the "slough of despond," in which
they say they found it, and place it on a
sound commercial and financial footing in
one.year, and thereforehesays to us "wait."
Well, Sir, we have waited with the
patience and forbearance of Job for the
promised prosperity, and we have waited
in vain. We knew the promises made at
the elections could not be iulfilled; we
knew the predictions made to the House
last Session could not be realised, and
now, Sir, are we to take the advice ofthe hon.
the M inister of Finance and wait another
year? We may do so, and wait until the
end of this Parliament-wait until a
deceived and indignant people will
rise in their might and hurl them
f rom power-and we shall wait
in vain for the promised -benefits of the
National Policy. Sir, hon. gentlemen
know it ; they know blood cannot
be taken out of a stone; they
know a poor man cannot be made rich by
taking from hini the little thathe has. They
know that you cannot make a compara-
tively poor country rich by extracting
from its consuming millions-using the
strong and expressive language of the
hon. the Minister of Railways and Canals
-additional taxation. That is what the
hon. gentleman has undertaken to do-
that is the conundrum which the hon. the

MR. CAMERON.

Minister of Finance has undertaken to
solve-the riddle be bas undertaken to
unravel unsuccessfully. As the hon. gen-
tleman failed in solving the problem, he
should honestly and candidly admit that
he has, as able and better men failed be-
fore in undertaking a thing that, in the
nature of things, cannot be accomplished.
Do not continue the delusion, do not per-
petuate the shame ; with the fact of the
failure so clearly staring you in the face,
openly and honestly tell the deluded and
deceived farmer, mechanic and labourer
that you have failed and that you were
mistaken in assuring him before the elec-
tions that a country could be marie pros-
perous by Act of Parliament. Sir. we
told the hon. gentleman last Session what
the result of his policy would be. The
hon. gentleman admits that the manu-
facturing interests are not all satisfied, be
admits that there is poverty and distress
in the land. The hon. gentleman is
candid enough to do that; his colleague
has not even that candour. He must
admit that the condition of the farmer is
net improved-that labour is scarce and
wages low. He bas been eighfeenmonths
in office and bas failed, utterly failed, in
relieving the distress. The hon. gentle-
man's leader said at Parkhill that the
moment they assumed office prosperity
would return. It lias not returned. We
did net believe it then, we do not believe
it now; and the hon. gentleman's
speech is the verybestevidence of thefact.
But, Sir, in warning the country against
the policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite,
we are told by the hon. the Finance Min-
ister that we are striking down the credit
of the country. That we are proclaiming
to the world that prosperity has not been
restored, that the country is still suffering
commercial depression, that, therefore,
its character and reputation is injured at
home and abroad, and that, therefore, we
are pursuing an unstatesmanlike and un-
patriotic course. Sir, I say that, if theý
facts on which we base our arguments
exist, we are not responsible for the facts
or the consequences. If prosperity bas
not been restored, if the trade of the
country is still suffering, if labour is scarce
and wages low, if the people are leaving
the country, it is the fault of hon.
gentlemen opposite ; and, if they are now
harvesting a crop cf idleness, starvation,
a beggary of labour and a pestilence of
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insolvency, the fault is theirs, not ours.
But, Sir, the moment we who sit on t is
side of the House raise our voices against
the policy of the Government, the mo-
ment -we point out that the policy, if per-
sisted in, can only end in ruin and disaster
to the country, that moment we are unpat-
riotic and our conduct is unsi atesmanlike.
Sir, I deny that in any respect ive have
done more than it was our plain and
honest duty to do, thinking as we do on
these grave and important matters. But,
Sir, if it is unpatriotic in us who sit on
these benches to point out, in calm a.ie
temperate words, the folly of the policy o,
hon. gentlemen opposite, bow much
more is that course unpatriotic wlen
done by hon. gentlemen on the Treasury
Benches, with all the responsibility that
attaches to the Ministers of the Crown î
The House and the country know that
the stock-in-trade of hon. gentlemen op-
posite before they assumed office was
striking at the prosperity and credit of
the countrv. The master spirit of the
House, vho moulds his followers as clay
in the hands of the potter, in his famous
speech at the amphitheatre, addressing a
gathering of his gaping followers,
said: '' Property is becoming so valueless
that 3 ou can purchase property for com-
paratively nothing, and the sluinkage is
so great that a man who thinks himself
well-off one year finds lie is poor the next.
I aský whether wages have not fallen,
whether there bas not been a decrease in
the population and an increase in the
number of insolvencies." And yet, with
theue utterances fresh in the memory of
everyone, with every possible effort made
by the leader of the hon. the Minister of
Finance to ruin the credit of the country,
and sink it into that "slough of despond"
'where the hon. the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals says he found it
when they came into power, we are
taunted with unpatriotic conduct bŽcause
we warn the House and the country
against the mad folly of relying on a
system of unjust and uneven taxation to
relieve the commercial depression of the
country. Sir, you cannot gather figs
from thorns ; no more can you hope for
continued and permanent prospe:rity by
increased taxation. Hon. gentlemen
think that, by adr i -g to the burdens of
the people, you can merease the bappiness
ni prosperity of tie people. They prc.

claimed that doctrine on the stump, on
the hustings, and on the floor of Parlia-
ment. J well recollect the exordium of
the speech of the hon. the Finance Min-
isier last Session, the impression it
maide on my own mind, and the mad
folly I thought I saw conceakd under its
wild and visionary theories. I well re-
collect the bright picture which tie bon.
gentleman attempted to paint of the sun-
shine and prosperity that gladdened the
hearts of the people of this
country while he was in office,
and of the darkness and gloom
that setled on the land when le retired
from office, and the still darker and
gloomier condition of affairs when be re-
turned from the ease and retirement of
the vice-regal lodge at Fredericton to mix
once more in the stiîring scenery of active
political life at the capital. Sir, no word-
painting of mine can at all do justice to
the hon. gentleman. Let me recal to the
recollection of the House what the hon.
gentleman then told us. [Vide Debates,
1879, p. 409.] Now, I challenge the
hon. gentleman to point to a single
instance in the history of Canada
wiere a Finance Minister, whose very
existence depended on the credit of the
country, who required at once to resort to
the money markets of the world to carry
cn the Public Service of the country,
painted so dark a picture of the condition
>f 1 he country as he then did. The bon.
gentleman can find no parallel in history.
No, Sir, I am mistaken. History does
point to one man madder and wilder
than even the hon. the Minister of
Finance. He commenced the deprecia-
tion of his country. The bon. the
Minister of Railways and Canals put
the finishing touches to the picture.
Last Session, he outdid the bon. the
Minister of Finance, and this Session in
the violent speech he delivered, he outbid
his colleague in the Government, and his
rival for the reversionary interest in the
leadership of the party, in wholesale abuse
and denunciation. He accomplished the
Snest piece of acting I ever witnessed in
the House or out of it, when be said:
" If ever I felt I would like to stand in
my hon. friend's shoes, it would be
to-night." Sir, every word he sr oke,
every sentence be uttered, e-very action
was a stab at the hon. the Minister of
Finance, and an open and palpable bid for
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the leadership of the party. He struck
out for higher game than the hon. gentle-
man's shoes. No one in the House could
fail to see it. The hon. gentleman has
fairly won the position, and can fairly
claim the victor's palm, and step into the
boots of the leader of the House. The
hon. the Minister of Finance must see
the folly of entering the contest with his
redoubtable rival. The hon. the Minister
of Finance cannot but see that the hon.
member for Cumberland's audacious state-
ments, bis reckless assertions and his
successful assault upon facts and figures,
won for him the admiration of his friends
in the House, and the loud and repeated
applause of gentlemen opposite. The
hon. gentleman bas proved a success,
and I congratulate lii upon bis suc-
cess. I congratulate hon. gentlemen
on the choice they have made.
The successor is in every way worthy of
the position, worthy of his following, and
especially worthy of his great predecessor.
Botb, out of oflice, denounced in unspar-
ing and unmeasured terms their political
opponents. Both, out of office, did all
they could to depreciate and injure the
credit of the country at home and abroad.
The bon. the Minister of Railways and
Canals continued bis denunciations on
the floor of Parh.ament after be becime
the sworn adviser of the Crown. Sir, I
have noticed in even my short Parlia-
mentary career that, whenever'an opponent
was to be denounced and abused, when-
ever an argument could not be met by
a counter argument, whenever in the
political exigencies of the party
facts were to be distorted and
figures made to speak the exact
opposite of what they meant, whenever
it became necessary to arouse the flagging
zeal of the supporters of the Government,
the bon. member was on hand, the lion.
member played the rôle of a political
bully, and always played it satisfactorily.
The hon. gentleman, in bis Budget Speech
of 1879, said: " Where wealtb, prosperity
and happiness were in Canada, we now
find gaunt poverty and distress pervading
the country from end to end. I (lo not
envy the hon. gentleman his feelings,
when lie casts his eyes over the horizon
of his country and finds here
and there spectres gaunt with
famine and distress, poverty where wealth
existed, famine where plenty was known."

M. CAMBRON.

Sir, I challenge the bon. gentleman's
statements. I take issue with him on
the facts; they existed only within the
hon. gentleman's vivid imagination. I
assert, without fear of successful contra-
diction, that no country on the face of
the earth was more peaceful, contented,
happy and prosperous than Canada then
was, in view of the great wave of com-
mercialdepressionthathadthenpassedover
the land. The hon. gentleman has
unbounded faith in bis leader. We will
not question that Ion. gentleman's hon-
esty or integrity. We will not call in
question the correctness of the evidence
of bis right bon. friiend ; and I will prove
the correctness of my assertion out of the
mouth of the gallant knight who leads
the House-not haphazard remarks, made
in the heat of a political debate, but by
words carefully weighed, and calmly and
deliberately uttered at a social gathering
and among congenial friends, and with a
full sense of their importance. The right
bon. gentleman said in July, 1878 : " I
thank Providence we are now, in the
tenth year of Confederation, a pros-
perous, happy and . contented peo-
ple." The Ion. gentleman's slanders
on the country, that made bim, and gave
him the notoriety be bas so fairly earned;
the bon. gentleman's unfounded and
audacious statements ; the ion. gentle-
man's unwarrantable attacks on the repu-
tation of the country, I answer, in the
calm and deliberate language of bis leader:
L I thank Providencethat we are now, in
the tenth year of Confederation, a pros-
perous, happy and contented people." I
well recollect the speech of the bon. the
MinisterofFinancela st Session. Ilistened
to that speech with the utmost attention.
I listened this Session to the bon. gentle-
man's speech on the Budget with profound
admiration of the bon. gentleman. The
hon. gentleman occupies a unique position
in the House. He occupies the unenvi-
able position in Parliament of being able
to present lis views and arguments with
the utmost possible gravity, even though
the experience of the past and the facts
and figures of to-day stare hii in the face
and confront him at every turn. He bas
the faculty-the peculiar faculty-in a
marvellous degree, of being able to ex-
hume the skeleton of a financial policy,
dead and buried forty years ago by the
most intelligent and advanced nation
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on the face of the earth, and present it
to the country as the living embodiment
of a policy suited to the wants and re-
quirements of this new land of ours, and
present il so as to meet the approval,
nay,the enthusiastic approval, of the hon.
gentlemen opposite. When my hon. friend
from Centre Huron (Sir Richard J. Cart-
wright) stood up in his place in Parlia-
ment, in replying to the hon. the Minister
of Finance, and, in his clear, logical and
argumentative style, stripped, as it were,
the very skin and flesh from the " thing"
which the hon. gentleman had set up for
the admiration of the country, it stood
revealed to the world in its truc character,
as nothing but a skeleton after all. The
hon. the .31 inister of Finance attempted
to cover the exposure through the aid
of the hon. member for Cumberland (Sir
Charles Tupper), but the speech remains
unanswered until to-day, and, in fact, it
is unanswerable. I did not envy the hon.
gentleman's feelings that night ; I do not
envy then now. Fron my place in Par-
liament I watched the hon. gentleman's
actions; I saw his restless and uneasy
attitude : I saw his assumed in-
difference ; I saw his futile attempts
to ward off the ponderous blows ad-
ministered by the bon. member for Centre
Huron, drawing blood at every stroke;
I saw his long and laboured breathing;
I saw the smile that occasionally played
over his face-the smile was a grim and
sickly one;--I saw the bon. gentleman
gradually (lisa)pearing, lower and lower,
behind his seat-I expected every
moment to see him on the floor. At
once the picture presented by the hon.
gentleman mirrored in my mind the
stirring incidents that occurred in the
Society of the Stanislow. The lion. gen-
tieman is a reader, and he will recollect
that Brown of Calaveras, and Jones of
Table Mountain, were earnestly discuss-
ing whether a skeleton, discovered by the
latter, was the tones of Jones's long lost
mule or the remains of the paleozoic age.
"Then Abner Dean of Angels rose to explana-

tion, when
A chink of old red-sandstone bit him in the

abdomen
He Emied a kind of sickly smile and sunk

upon the floor,
And the subsequent proceedings interested him

no more."
I will now leave the Finance Minister for
a moment or two, and pass to his col-

league, the hon. member for Cumberland;
but, before doing so,I have a confession to
make. I have always lad a strong par.
tiality for fiction. I well recollect that
in my boyish days I read witlh wonderful
zest such standard works as " Jack the
Giant Killer," " Munchausen," Robinson
Crusoe," and " Gulliver's Travels,"
and I must confess that even in my
maturer years I still retain the partiality
for works of fiction, and I say to you,
Mr. Speaker, that if you desire to revel
in the realms of fancy for awhile, I cen
recommend for your perusal the latest
edition of the latest romance, ns revised
and corrected by the author, Sir CLarles
Tupper, and I can assure you you will
find in its pages the finest romance of
modern times, far in advaiice of either of
the productions that gladdened ny child-
ish hours, and to which I have referred.
As I propose troubling the House witli
an analysis of this latter production, I
bave taken the trouble to arrange the
statements in chronological and consecu-
tive order for the convenience of mem-
bers ; and here let me confess to a difli-
culty that beset me at the outset-the
difficulty of naming the ion. meniber for
Cumberland's productions. " Mune hau-
senisms" first suggested itself to ny mind.
Then "Gulliverisis." After mature re-
flection, I abandoned thosetwo suggestions
and decided on christening the ion. gentle-
man's offspring "Bounce s." I shall there-
fore proceed to introduce the House to
the hon. gentleman's " Iounces." Com-
mencing with "Bounce" N o. 1, the lion.
gentleman said :

"But he forgets to tell the House that the
largest expenditure-largely increased by the
hon. gentleman's own acts after hec succe eded
to power-was $22,300,000. 1 showed to the
House in the speech 1 made in reply to the
ion. gentleman, in 1878, that, if le deducted
from tIh amount of 823,316,O0 the amounts
not included in his own expenditure. it would
reduce the amount for which the Governiment
of mny right bon. friend was responsible toý
$22,300,000.

Here the ion. gentleman boldly asserted
that the largest estimate brouglit down to
Parliament by hon. gentlemen opposite
when formerly in power was $22,300,000,
but the hon. gentleman did not condescend
to give us the figures that made up that
aggregate sum. l e contented hinself
with making the bold.and reckless asser.
tion. I have taken the trouble to ex-
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amine into the matter with care, and I
find, by the Public Accounts,4to which I
would draw the careful attention of the
House, that the estimate to which le
refers was $23,685,000, and in addition to
this there is an item of $200,000 for
Legislation in the two extra Sessions of
1873, which properly ought to be charged
to hon. gentlemen opposite, as they were,
by their scandalous conduct, the cause of
these two extra Sessions of Parlia-
ment. Then there is an item of $105,000
for the elections of 1874, which also pro-
perly belongs to the Estimates of 1873-4.
To this should be added the cost of the
late Sir George Cartier's funeral, the
cost of the New Brunswick School Law,
and several other items, which really
makes the aggregate of the Estimates
of 1873-4 over $24,000,000-a difference
between the hon. gentleman's state-
ments to the House and the facts of
$1,700,000. This nay appear a small
sumn in the eyes of the hon. member for
Cumberland, and that the difference does
exist the public records afford ample
proof. The hon. member for Cumberland
then proceeded to say:

" Would hon. ge atlemen beliere it ? The
first estimatc the hon. gentleman brought
down was between $26,000,000 and
$27,000,OO. The Statutes of 1874 will show
that this gentleman, who now charges my hon.
friend here with wild extravagance, because he
has an estimate of $25,000,000, with $1,000,000
more interest to pay, and $600,000 more sink-
ing fnnd to pay than were required in his
estimate of 1874."

Before making this bouncing statement
the hon. gentleman should have con-
sulted the Estimates for the year 1874-5
to which he refers. He ought te have
consulted the records of Parliament; le
ought to have read the hon. the Finance
Minister's speech of last year. He does
not condescend to give us the figures that
make up this sum; he coolly tells us that
the first estimate of my hon. friend ag-
gregated nearly $27,000,000, and then
quietly passes on to some equally extrav-
agant assertion. On reference to the
Estimates for 1874-5, I find that the
original Estimates for that year were
$42,230,406, less Public Works charge-
able to capital, $1,606,625, and less
paid for reduction of Public Debt,
$5,752,651; in all to be deducted from
original estimate, $17,359,276, thus leav-
ing the Estimates for thatyearat the sum of

Mu. CÂMERON.

$24,871,140, instead of $27,000,00r0, as the
hon. gentleman puts it. The hon. gentle-
man's figuresjare astray. His statements are
wrong by nearly $2,000,000, but, in the
eyes of the hon. member for Cumberland,
that is a small matter. This is "Bounce"
No. 2. The hon. gentleman, in his usual
exaggerated and extravagant style, then
proceeds:

" Talk of deficits. Well. there is no subject
with which he is more familiar. He is a master
of deficits. There is no man in this country or
in any other that could be found to equal him
in the manufacture of that very interesting
financial feature, deficits * * * This
item swells the total deficits of the honourable
gentleman to $8,116,968. The hon. gentleman
may well talk of deficits, when he eau boast of
having accumaulated $8,116,968 of deficits in
those five yeara."

Now, Sir, I challenge the hon. gentle-
man's assertion. I challenge the correctness
of his figures. I defy him to make good
this astounding statement by the records
of the House. The hon. member for
Lambton clearly explained that the total
deficits during the five years his Govern-
ment occupied the Treasury Benches were
$5,491,324, less the sum of $4,190,064
paid on sinking f und ; this would leave a
netdeficit of only $1,301,260. I ask the
hon. gentleman by what process of mani-
pulating the figures he arrivecd at the
conclusion that there was a deficit of
$8,116,968 in 1874-5. I challenge the
hon. gentleman to make good his asser-
tion. He cannot do so. This is "Bounce"
No. 3. The hon. gentleman proceeded
with his criticisms of the financial policy
of the member for Centre Huron, and
asked, in his loudest tones, and with
characteristic vehemence. " What did
the hon. gentlemen leave us when they re-
tired from office," and he proceeded to
answer his own enquiry by stating:
"They left us the legacy of an enormously
increased Public Debt and immense pub-
lic works to construct, that will tax the
energies of the country for fifty years to
come." The hon. gentleman, before
making this extravagant and untrue state-
ment, should have read the speech of his
colleague, in the Session of 1873, and
should have made himself familiar with
the facts before risking his reputation on
these allegations. The hon. the Minister
of Finance, in his Budget Speech of 1873,
admitted the then Goverament had
pledged the public credit for the construe-
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them :

"To-night my hon. friend has been able te
comc down with the evidence from the public
records of the country, and show that his ex-
pectations with reference to the effect of the
Tariff upon the revenue have been abundantly
sustained and placed beyond doubt in the mind
of every person, except that of the bon. mem-
ber for Centre Huron (Sr Richard J. Cart-
wright)."

45

roug ow yL e ou overnmen ni
1873 by $8,500,000. Where did the
hon. member get those figures î Did he
examine the Public Accounts ? Did he
examine the Estimates ? or was this
merely one of the wild and reckless
statements he is constantly throwing
across the floor of Parliament ? On
referring to the Estimates for 1874-5,
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tion of public works to the extent of Nw, I confidently appeal to tbe members
$60,000,000. The hon. gentleman would of this buse. I confidently appeal to
have been nearer the mark had he said the hon. gentleman's coileagues, when I
$100,000,000. Scarcely a dollar was say that not a single word that feu fron
added to the Public Debt during the exist- the lips oi the Finance Minister
ence of the late Government. I may well, would justify the lion. member for Cum-
as the people of the country no doubt berland in using this wild and ex-
will, put this outrageous assertion travagant lanuage. whv, Sir, the
of the hon. member for Currber- lion. the Linister of Finance had
land down as "Bounce" No. 4. The the candour to admit that there -vas
hon. gentleman's passion for exaggera- a deficit af $.00,000, and gentlemen vho
tion is still unsatisfied. He proceeds: are conversant with the financial atiairs of

" 1om that hour Canada, step by step, the Dominion are weiI satisfied that the
sank from the high position it had occupied, deficit will be largely increased before
until the indignant public sentiment of this the lst of Juiy next. If the lon.
country hurled the hon, gentleman and the 1inisters )r01 hecies have ail beenrealised,
Government from power. If there is a man in
this House, or in the country, who ought to
have sone little information when lie is chal- how t is that the hon. the Finance Min-
lenging and investigating the efforts of my hon. ister las te cone dewn to Parliament this
friend, who was called in the great emoergency year and propose a hundred changes in
of bis country to endeavour to liftit out of tT
the slough of despond into which the manage-
ment of the hon. gentleman opposite had sunk easily understand liow lon. gentlemen
it, it is the hon. gentleman himseif." have aparently reduced the deheit te se

Sir, I deny, in the strongest language I low a figure. Why, Sir, any Goveru-
can use, the statement of the hon, mem- ment can inake botl ends meet if tbcy
ber for Cumberland, that, during the five Puîsue the îolicy the preseit occupants of
vears the hon. niember for Lanbton suc-
cessfully wielded the destinies of this Durin this Sessio I have notced one
country, the country was sunk in the hon. member after anether rise la bis
" slough of despond; " and I answer place in Parliament and ask the lion. the
the hon. member for Cumberland's, un- Minister cf Public Works if lie intended
founded assertion to the contrary by t
quoting the language of the hon. gentle- other hon. gentlemen askinc if it is the
man's master. The bon. leader of the intention of the Governent te improve
House stated on the occasion I have this harbour or that one. [find a score of
already referred to: 'We are now in the questions cf that kind, and the invariable
tenth vear of Confederation, and I thank
Providence we are a happy, prosperous make those imprevements. If tue Gev-
and contented people," and yet, in the ernment starve the public vorks of the
face of the language of the hon. gentle- country, and do net repair liers and liglt-
rnan's leader, he bas the audacityto tell the houses, harbours and breakwatcrs, they
House and proclaim to the world that, May easily core down te Parliament and
during the Administration of the hon. boast that te some extent the revenue
member for Lambton the country was and expenditure has been harmoniset.
sunk into the " slough of despond." But the hon. gentleman went a step
" Bounce " No. 5. The hon. member for further. le declaret that net only dit
Cumberland then tells us, and in order the late Minister of Finance roll up a
that the House may be seised with the deficit cf $8,000,000, but he increased

te l thehexpenditure ver the last Estimateswon ju stmify the hon. member for C u

berldin~ UuingL this. wild- andV ex-L~I1L I
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I find that the amount was $24,871,000; In many parts of the rural districts, hay
the Estimate for 1873-4 was $23,691,000, can now be had at $6 a ton. Verily an
a difference of a little over$1,000,000. Yet extraordinary way of improving the con-
the hon. gentleman, with his magnifying dition of the farmer.
glasses, magnifies tis small excess in ex- Mn. ROCHESTER : Give us the price
penditure into an increase of $8,500,000. of rye.
This is "Bounce' No. 7. There was another MR. CAMERON (South Huron) : I
statement of the hon. member that aston- have not the figures here, but, if the bon.
ished me, and I am sure it surprised and gentleman is in the habit of using rye, he
astonished malny other hon. gentlemen. can get the quotations for hinself. While
He stated: "1If you go to the fariner, you the prices of articles the farmer bas to sell

will find that he recognises the improve- have increased, the articles be must neces-
ment in prices for the articles lie has for sarily buy have largely increased in price.
export or home consumption in the home Rubber goods bave increased in price 40
market." The hon. the Finance Minister per cent., hardware increased 12 p er
told us that every industry in the country cent., groceries of all kinds 121 per cent.
was flourishing, that trade had expanded, Nails are said to have advanced largely,
and business had revived, that, in com- at least $1 a keg. Cottons and woollens
modities the farmer had to sell, prices have also increased, and I have no doubt
were up, and that, with respect to articles that every article consumed by the farmer
-e had to buy, prices were lower than is dearer to-day than it was twelve months
a year ago. The hon. member was bound ago. The hon. gentleman's statements as
to be on the safe side, but he ought to to the improved condition of the farmer
bear in mind that, in this, as in everything under the National Policy is " Bounce"
else, lie cannot blow hot and cold. The No. 8. Another statement was made by
hon. the Finance Minister's statements the bon. member for Cumberland to which
were moderate, although incorrect in some I wish to direct the particular attention
respects; and, placed beside the extravagan of the use. I do not mean to say that
assertions of the bon. member for Cumber- the bon. gentleman wilfully mlsrepre-
land, theywere exceedingly moderate. The sented the facts. He did so either wîl-
hon. gentleman knows very wellthat wages fully or ignorantiy, and, iu cither case,
have not advanced ; that what the farmer the bon. gentleman is at fauit. 1 se that
has to sell bas not increased in price, but be is not in bis seat. Well, it is not My
that what the farmer bas to buy has business whether be is there or not. It
advanced. The bon. gentleman knows is bis duty to be there, and if be is absent
that business bas not expanded, and that it is not my fault. On page 464 of last
trade has not revived, and that depression year's Debates, the bon. gentleman in dis-
and gloom still exist in the land. In cussing the Budget Speech said
confirmation of what I say, I wish to direct "I believe the resuit of the imposition of a
the attention of the House to the state duty on coal will be to bring about Free-trade
.of the market on the 17th September, in that article hetween Canada and the United
1878, and the 30th January, 1880. I States."
take the figures from a Toronto news- The bon. gentleman predicted witb ail the

paper, published in January last. The confidence of a propbet, tbat putting 50c.
following table will convinc e the sceptical a ton on coal would necessarilv cause re-
that my statements in this respect are ciprocity between Canada and the IJnited
-fully borne out by facts :-States. I ask if is prediction as been

Free-trade Protection verified? bas any proposition ever been
Prices. Prices. made to tbe United States Gover ment

Sept., 1o78. Jan. 30, 1880. to allow Canadian c a e to go in free, in

First-cas catte....$ 5 00 4 5 consideration of Anwericancoal coming
.Second-class cattie ... 4 25 3 75 Znt
Thirdlass catte. 3 25 2 2 nte this country free The statement of

Barley, No.1......... 0 78 the bon. gentleman i this regard as the
ats.................h34 35 most absurd that I ever eard uttered

Peasb..................u64 65 on the floor of Parliament. fore we are
irested og, 1001i nt m f O p 4 of l a

Mutton, te u.......detpee sad :
Blay, ton.............. 13 00 10 " territory stretching for thousands of miles,
Straw, ton......... 12 0 6 50 and yet it is claimed that a simple duty

MR. OÂMECRON.
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of 50c. a ton on coal will coerce 50,000,000
of people into opening their markets for
the introduction of Canadian coal. The
bon. meinber was evidently trying to
solve the problen which Lord Dundreary
could not solve-he wanted to make the
dog's tail wag the dog. But the hou.
gentleman went a step further-he said
tbe other nigit when discussing this
question:

"The output of coal in Canada during
the past year has largely increased. The
duty of 50c. per ton lias been the means
of opening up the msarkets of Toronto to some
extent. Every person knows that while there
was a duty of 50c. imposed on coal during the
past year, the price of coal fell to the lowest
price it ever was in the past history of the
country. We have, as the result of this Tariff,
the coal nining interesta stinulated. without
any person suffering in any section of the
country, and in adding an additional 10c. my
lion. friend expects the coal mining interest
of our own country to corne into fair competi-
tion with the coal of the United States, in
Toronto and Ham lton."
I tell the hon. gentleman that the state-
ment he makes is wholly opposed to the
facts ; and I challenge him to prove
the allegation he thus recklessly
miakes, with all the responsibility of a
Minister of the Crown, in answer to the
unanswerable arguments of my hon.
friend from Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright). I challenge him to prove
by the public documents, by any official
or authentic documents, by the returns
made to Parliament, that a single state-
ment he has made in the speech from
which I have quoted on the coal question
contains a grain of truth from beginning
to end. lie said:

"My hon. friend the Finance Minister has
been able to prove that every prediction with
reference to the effects of the National Policy
bas been fully verified and carried out."

We find the contrary to be the case.
One bon. gentleman said that the returns
submitted to Parliament would prove the
correctness of his statements. The docu-
ments beQfore the House prove exactly the
reverse. There is not a single return,
there is not a single Parliamentary or
otier document or return before the
louse, that would in the very slightest
degree justify the hon. gentleman in the
scandalous and misleading statemnent he
bas allowed to go abroad throughout the
country. What are the facts ? If there
was a larger output of coal in Nova Scotia

during the last year that output must
bave gone somewhere. If imiust
either haye been consumned ii Quebec
or Ontario, or beie exported to the
United States. It lias not been
consumsed in Ontario, as I shall presently

prove to vour satisaction. I was as-
tonisliedI by the reckless statenents of

the lion. gentilean on this point, and I
took the pains to examine the Tnide Ie-
turns for several years, and compu)ared
thei witli the Returns for IS7t. I
thouglit I w as prettv conversant with the
state of the coal trade, but tie hon. mem-
ber's bold ansd audacious statent fairily
teok my breath away. I ask himn nîov to
listen te what I an going to tell his on
this subject, if lie is withîin rage of my

voice, and, if lie is iot, tihen lie ousght te
bc. I notice that, wlenever the lion. gen-

tiemsan has made any scandalous statmlent

in the House, or when lie insdulges in a
violent and unprovoked attack on
any bon. gentleman, lie does iot
rensain in his place until the de-
bate is over, and a chance of
reply face to face is given to the inenber
assailed. He prudently keeps out of his
place in the Hoiuse, and out of his antag-
onist's reach. His conduct iay be
prudent ; it certainily is iot manly. Now
I desire the lion. gentleman to listen to
the figures I ain about to quote, and then
shall ask tie hon. memîber for Cunber-
land to rise in his place in the House and
candidly state that he had misrepresented
the facts when he made the statement I
have already quoted. In 1877, the Pro-
vince of Ontario imported coal froi the
United States to the amount of 623,205
tons ; in 1878, 593,725 tons were im-
ported, and 648,144 tons in 1879. The
hon. gentleman, or any other hon. nember
who takes the trouble to investigate the
matter, will find that the figures I gave
are correct, and, that instead of the im-
ports of coal into Ontario decreasing in
1879, there was an increase in the impor-
tations of 54,419 tons. So that it is
clear that, if there was an increase in the
product of coal, the increase did not reach
Ontario. But it may be said the Pro-
vince of Quebec absorbed more than for-
merly. Let us -see. I challenge the hon.
gentleman's statements on this point with
reference to Quebec. Let us see how the
record stands. In 1878 the imports of
coal to that Province were 257,176 tons;
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and in 1879, 277,039 tons, showing an question that authoritv it is the autho-
increase of 19,853 over the former year. ritv of a commercial paper, apaperthat can
It is quite clear, then, that the extra out- have noobject in misrepresenting thefacts.
put of coal, if it ever existed, could not The figures I have so far given, and the
have gone to Quebec, and equally clear correctness of this article, 1 challenge the
that it could not have gone into Ontario. boit gentleman to deny.
But perhaps the hon. gentleman nay say Sin CHARLES TUPPER: I arn pre-
it bas gone to the United States. Well, pared to sustain the statenent tat the
I will test the hon. gentleman's accuracy output of ceai in Canada the last year
by that standard and see if lie can escape. was greater than in the vear before.
I find by the Trade Returns that the total ME. CAMERON (South Huron) : I
amount of coal exported from the deny the statement again, and will prove
Dominion in 1877 was 249,536 tons; in the correctuess of my assertions, and the
1878, 340,127 tons ; and we exported in incorrectness of the bon. gentie-
1879, 315,7:3 tons. In other words, we man's, by tbe returus brought down to the
exported in 1879, from the whole liuse, and te wbich the hon. gentlemun
Dominion, 23,404 tons less than we did bas appeaied. But tbe lion, gentleman
in 1878. I have thus shown iy the may attenpt to escape by saving that the
figures that there could not have been Natial Poiicy bas only been in force
a larger armount of coal in 1879 thain six months of the financial vear, and
in 1878. Had there been, the coal must tbat therefore the returus afford no fair
have found an outlet in Ontario, Quebec cemparison. That is ijot the ground the
or the United States. It could not lion. gentleman put it on, and I an dis-
have gone to Ontario, because we ime-ussing the cerrectness of lus allegations
ported more in 1879 than in 1878 ; it but, even on that ground, the lion. gentie
could not have gone to Quebee, because man's statements are whoii beside the
Quebec imported more in 1879 than ii trntb. We bave a Pariiamentary retnrn of
1878 ; it could not have gene to the the output cf coal for the last six months
Unitedl States, because we exported less ani aiso for the hast ten montbs of the
in 1879 than in 1878. And the logical present financiai year. WTe bave aisû
sequence of all this is that the National the report cf tbe Minister of Mines
Policv has not benefitted the coal trade. in Nova Scotia, and ail three documents
Now, in view of these facts, what founda- aflord concurrent testimony that the out-
tion had lie for so grossly misrepresenting put cf coal was less in 1879 than i 1878.
the coal industry. 1 ask him to admit I am going te establisi this fact by addi-
that his statements were wrong and tional testi-ony, se conclusive that
calculated to niislead, and to withdraw even the hon. gentleman cannet escape me.
thenm at once, and I ask him before he returns I have aliuded te show that,
makinig similar statements, intended to go for the first six montbs cf 1879, after the
abroad in the country, misleading the introduction cf the National Policy, the
great body of the consumers, to turn to imports were 572,884 tons, assuming, for
the records of Parliament for correct argunent's sake, that for the next six
information and to post himself thorougily montbs tbey wili be equal te the laýt, you
up. For the hon. gentlenan's informa- baveabout,150,OuO tons importedintothe
tion I will read an article on the question Dominion. Weimpcrtedin18î8,894,798
I am now discussing. In the Journalcf tons. Giving hon. gentlemen opposite
Commerce, cf 13th February, 1880-a the benefit cf the larger figure-cf the
journal that can have no object in lying retura for the first six months and assum-
on this subject-I read the following ing the imports for the next six nuenths
statement:- te equai it-the amount for tbis year,

" The output of coal for the United States for under the National Poicy, wiil exceed
187-9 is sonewhat less than 1878. The falling that for last year by 200,000 tons ; and
off of shipments to the United States is due to vet tbe hon. the Mînister cf Railways
the large productions in thàt country during teils us there was a larger output frein
the year, while the lessened shipments to St
John, N.B, are due Io the circumstance that Nova Scotia this year than ever before.
nearly all the new buildings are suited to the Sm CHARLES TUPPER: I said
burning of anthracite coal." that the output of ceai in Canada during
J suppose the hon. gentleman will not the last year was larger than the year be-

MR. CgMERON.
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fore. I have the figures for this asser-
tion under my hand.

MR. DOULL: The outpat in Nova
Scotia last year was larger than that of
the year before by 18,000 tons. So says
the return from the Departnent of Mines,
N.S.

MR. CAMERON (South Huron): I
was answering the hon. member foi
Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper), who
stated that the output of coal in Nova
Scotia was larger last year than the year
before. The hon. gentleman's whole argu-
ment was based on the Nova Scotia out-
put. He had reference to no other coal
fields, and from his line of argument could
not possibly have referred to any other
coal than that of Nova Scotia.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I spoke
of Canada as a whole.

MR. CAMERON : Where is there coal
except in Nova Scotia, to which the hon.
gentleman alluded? Is there any in New
Brunswick ? The hon. gentleman can
give no figures bearing on any other
than Nova Scotia coal. His whole
argument pointed to Nova Scotia, bis
object being to show the benefits to that
business by the developmlent of its coal-
mines. In addition to the returns already
submitted by me to the House, I have
a return for the last ten months of the
carrent financial vear, showing that we
imported even under the National Policy
during the last ten months 864,986 tons.
The imports for the next two montlhs in
the same proportion would be 172,997
tons, or, for the whole year, a little over
a million tons. Now, we only imported
in 1878, 898,000 tons, which would leave
the importations for this year iu excess of
those of 1878 about 143,000 tons. So that
under the National Policy the evidence is
conclusive that the output is less than
under the policy of hon. gentlemen on this
side of the House. The Journal of Com-
iferce of 6th February, 1879, points
this out clearly. It says : " In 1878 the
import of coal was 894,798 tons free of
duty ; in 1879, six months, the quantity
was 572,884 tons, and the duty $286,442.
The import of coal does not seem to have
been affected by the duty." Sir, I have
not yet done with the hon. member
for Cumberland and the coal question.
The hon. member for Pictou (Mr. Doull)
said that he has the last returns of the
Minister of Mines to the Local Legislature

1 of Nova Scotia. I have them, also, and
will read an extract on this subject to the
House, to show still more conclusively the
recklessness of the lion. gentleman's pro-
positions:-

" The annual report of the Mines Depart-
ment, presented in the House of Assembly,
gives the following among the productions of
mines in this Province for the past year : coal
raised, 788,273 tons; coke made, 9,646 tons.
In the coal trade of Nova Scotia the total sales
for the year 1879 amount to G88,624 tons,
being a decrease over the sales for the year
1878 of 4,883 tons."

I tlink I have convinced the House, at
all events those who are open to con-
viction with reference to the coal question,
that the hon. gentleman lias, beyond all
question, been guilty of '" Bounce " No.
9, and I trust I have brouglt the fact
home to the hon. gentleman's conscience.
J pass to the question of emigration, and
I ask the hon. gentleman if his anticipa-
tions in this respect have been realised ; I
think not. The nniveral testinony
to-day is that the tide of emigration, in-
stead of flowing into Canada, is steadily
flowing out of it. Let me read the hon.
gentleman a few extracts culled fron the
public press on this subject. A paper

published in Summierside says : " It is
estiniated that over .300 people have left
Summerside within the last eight months,
and only seventeen emigrants have
come in. The National Policy lias not
helped Summerside or Prince Edward Is-
land so far." A Nova Scotia paper says:
" Two hundred and sixty fariers left
Liverpool a few days ago to take up land
in Texas; most of thein were fairly pro-
vided with means." Another paper says:
" A party of 250 Canadian emigrants
bound for Kansas, passed through -Detroit
a few days ago by Grand Trunk Rilway
and went west by the Michigan Central."
When the hon. the Minister of Finance
was presenting his Budget Speech last year,
he was good enougli to tell us that the
National Policy would open up the coun-
try, that it would create increused activity
in business and commercial circles, that
large capitalists would invest in manufac-
turing industries, that it would stimaulate
business enterprise of all kinds, that con-
fidence would be restored, that the dawn
of a better and brighter day was about to
break on the commercial horizon, and that
all this would encourage a steady and
continued flow of emigration to Canada.
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The lion. the Minister of Railways and
Canals, never behind his rival, painted in
still more brilliant colours the picture of
this great country under the policy in
which they were then launching the des-
tinies of this country, and cheered us all
with the assurance-and hon. gentlemen
know how assured and confident the hon.
gentleman always is ; he never -hesitates,
and lie never doubts-he assured us that,
the moment the news reached across the
ocean that Canada had adopted a National
.Policy, that moment there would be an
overwhelning rush of emigration to
Canada from the centres of population in
the Old World, who would spread 'ill over
this country, and rapidly populate with
millions the vast fertile fields of the
North-West.

MNIR. ORTON: May I ask the hon. gen-
tleman what lie is reading from?

Mr. CAMERON: If the hon. gentle-
man is very anxious to know, ie can
come across the House to me and I will
tell him all about it. I am giving him
information he never had before. I am
reading extracts from Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island an-d other newspapers.
And, by the way, I do not wonder that
people leave the country to take up land
in Texas, because it is pretty clear that
we have men, formerly in this House,
actigti as emigration agents, for the sale
of lai ds in the United States, and issuing
pamphlets under the authorityof ourAgri-
cultural Department. And now, Sir, we see
the effect of il. We see that sixty far-
mers with their families left Liverpool,
Nova Scotia, 300 left Summerside, and
thousands left other parts of Canada to
take up land in Texas. This is not all.
We find, by the report of the American
Consul at Sarnia, that, for the three months
ending 1879, 22,600 people passed from
Canada by that port to the United States.
And fron that report it is clear that we
have been sending out of the country the
very class of men that, above all others,
we ought to retain in the country. I
will read tle American Consul's report on
the subject. He says :

"Some id-a may be gained of the manner in
which emigration to this country is increasing
by the fact that, for the quarter ending Decem-
ber 30th, 1879, the total numbar of emigrants
entering this port was 22,600. Of this number
176 were cabinet-makers, 741 carpenters, 2,804
farmers, 402 farn-labourers, 7,505 labourers,
and 134 shoenakers. Nearly all these emi-

MR. CAMERON.

grants brought with them money enough to
give them a start in the new world to which
they come."

Another American authority says that
100,000 persons have emigrated from
Canada to the United States during the
past year. If that is so, and I bave no
reason to question the correctness of these
statements, the hon. member for Cumber-
land cannot honestly say that the National
Policy bas enconraged emigration to
Canada, and I can therefore safely
call this " Bounce " No. 10. I
now pass for a moment to the question
of the manufacturing industries of the
country and the hon. member for
Cuimberland's bold and defiant ]an-
guage on the subject. The hon. gentle-
man is always bold, audacious and
defiant. He said : "I defy him to put
his finger on a single industry in Canada
of any kind that is not in a better condi-
tion than it was a year ago." Sir, I take
up the hon. gentleman's challenge, and I
answer his defiance, not with bold words
and audacious assertions, but with a few
plain, simple facts. I ask the hon. gentle-
man if lie or his colleagues or friends in
Parliament did not send to everv manu-
facturer in Canada a circular marked pri-
vate and confidential, asking for informa-
tion as to the working of the National
Policy? I ask him if answers were not
returned to these circulars, andif the hon.
gentlemen have not now got these answers
in their possession, and if these answers
were to be submitted to Parliament?
Sir, these answers were not satisfactory to
to hon. gentlemen opposite and these
answers are concealed from the people.
The circular to which I refer is as fol-
lows :-

"Private.
"OrrÂwA, Ont., July 22nd, 1879.

"DEAR Sin,-Would you kindly confer on
me the favour of filling in the annexed answers
and returning as soon as possible, as I desire to
prepare a full record, and shall rely upon your
judgment in making retu.rns for your district.

" Very sincerely yours."

This circular was scattered broadcast over
the land. One bas some curiosity to see
the answers to it, and I think hon. gentle-
men opposite should at once bring these
answers down to Parliament. As the hon.
gentleman bas failed in the discharge-
of this duty, I propose submitting
the answers sent by one of the-
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parties to whom the circular was
addressed, as a sort of specimen brick.
The person alluded to added the following
information as the result of the National
Policy :-"Monkland Mills closed; Fergus
Mills closed; Johnson's Tannery closed;
Sewing MachineFactory closed ; Douglass'
Mills close(." One would think this list
of disasters enoulgh for one village to
chronicle. The correspondent, however,
adds, under the head of " Industries started
since the Government change of Policy,"
"Six marriages and twelve deaths." The
hou. gentleman defies us to point out a
single industry that has not prospered
under the National Policy. I ask him
what bas become of the great corset fac-
tory of Windsor, that was to employ 500
hands ? Sir, itdoesnotexist. The hon. the
Minister of Finance visited a number of
factories last fall, with a view of ascer-
taining the exact condition of the manu-
facturing industries. The hon. gentle-
man was graciously received wherever
he went, and, because lie was graciously
received, ha returned to Ottawa
triumphantly declaring that the Na-
tional Policy was a great success.
But hon. gentlemen should remember
that it is not at ail to be wondered at that
the hon. gentleman, with his smiling and
beaming countenance, was received with
cheers wherever lie went. That is not to
be wondered at from men whose fortune
the bon. the Minister of Finance could
nake or mar with the stroke of his pen.
But, while my hon. friend took so much
pains to visit some factories, I ask hîim
were there not a good number of factories
which the hon. gentleman took particular
pains to pass by-factories that have
passed out of existence since the National
Policy came into force. The hon. gentle-
man visited one factory in Guelph, and the
result of the visit was that lie had not left
there twenty-four hours when that factory
went into insolvency, and now offers to
pay twenty-five cents on the dollar. The
hon. gentleman in his visit to Almonte
neglected to visit the Almonte furniture
company, the Almonte iron works, the
Almcnte woollen extract mills, the
Cameron extract mills, and a number of
other industries that had beer killed under
the National Policy. The bon. member
for Lincoln follows in the same track as
the hon. the Minister of Finance and the
hon. member for Cunberland, and

declares that, without any exception, the
manufacturing industries of bis section
are in a flourishing condition. Why does
the hon. gentleman not know what is
passing at his own door ? Does he not
know that, of ail the cities of the west,
St. Catharines has the unenviable notoriety
of being the most distressed, and of having
benefitted the least by the National
Policy ? Let me read to the House what
a newspaper publislied in that city says
with respect to the trade of the place and
the National Policy.

"In regard to the efforts of the National
Policy in Lincoln, we may mention the closing
of the Union Foundry that once employed
50 men, the Spoke Works with a pay list of
60 men : the Dolphin Works, 20 men ; the
shipyards--Shickluna, 200 men, and Simp-
son, 75 men; Sullivan's Planing Mill, 20 men ;
McCormick's, Dyer's, Sword's, Doison's
Riddle's, Switzer's, Dougan's, Jane's, Badgley's,
Ness Eros.', John Sutton's, Wilson Bros.', and
others, builders, not a single man of whom,
with the exception of Mr. Dougan, who has
three or four men employed, is now employing
labour, and the most of whom have come to
financial grief. Indeed there is not a single
building enterprise unscathed in the city by
commercial depression. And, bes des these,
G. and N. Oille, who a short time ago eiployed
sixty men now have tenon their roll;Abell Bros.
have been reduced from fifteen men to three
men ; Holmes and Greenwood from fifteen to
three men ; Wales, from twelve to three mei.
And dark as this picture is, it is by no means
complete. Not less than 2,500 inhabitants
have left the city during the past eighteen
months for the United States-nineteen fami-
lies, representing about 150 people, within the
past month, by the Great Western Railway
alone. Rents have been reduced on all unleased
property in the city fully 50 per cent. There
are not less than 400 vacant dwellings and
places of busiuess. As against this most pain-
ful revelation of depression, we have only to
record the establishment of a single new enter-
prise within the limit of the city, namely, a
Cotton Batten Factory capable of a business of
from $12,000 to $15,000 a year, and employing
some six or eight men and boys. We defy Mr.
Rykert to enlarge upon this list of advantages,

i or to gainsay a single item of information here
placed on record. It is true that the Saw
iFactory, especially protected by the Gonvern-
ment Tariff, bas been able to maintain its pros-
perity, thouglh there bas been no appreciable
increase in the number of hands employed or
the amount of wages paid. The Axe Factory
is also in operation, though employing many
men less than three and a-half years ago. It
would be interesting if some member would
read these facts in Parliament and ask Mr.
Rykert to explain."

An HoN. MEMBER: That is a Grit
organ.

MR. CAMERON : That organ chal-
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lenges the statement of the bon. buse. The hon. gentleman then ex-
gentleman from Lincoln; it defies him pressed lis surprise that the National
prove the statement he bas made in the Policy, only in existence one mentI
House, and tells him, if be goes up to St. had so stimulated ail kinds of trade that
Catharines, lie will see the condition of the these mauufacturing industries were
industrial classes there. called into existence in the short space of

An HoN. MEMBER : It is the one month. The hon. gentleman points
biggest liar in the country. to-day to precisely the sane industries

MR. CAMERON : I think there is one and tells us that nov they are about to
exception. The hon. the Minister of spring into active life, and that the
Finance says the people are satisfied National Policy is the cause cf ail this.
with the National Policy. Sir, I The hon. gentleman forgets bis speech
deny it. I would ask the hon. cf last year and the significant faet that
Minister if, on his tour in the west these industries are ne further advanced
in searcl cf a "hum," be dli net make a to-day than they were twelve months ago.
speech in the city bail, London, and if, 1In fact, without elaborating this point, I
ou that occasion, he was net besieged wth nay say in general terms t at the returr.s
people cf ail classes complaining cf the Ibrougt dow te Parliatient, the infor-
bad effeets cf the Tariff I 1 ask bimi if rrnation gathered from ail sections of the
somne cf the warmest supporters cf the cuntry, show very clearly that the
Government in that citx did net point out National Policy bas so far prved a
to him tbat the Tarif w-as so badly con- 1falre in restoring general prosperit,
strueted that it vould require a week to and that the on. meniber for Cutber-
point eut its in.jurions effeets ou the dry- land's dfiance to us to point cut a singie in-
goods trade alone. I ask him if te dustry that is not in better condition te-
wholesale grocers, the confectioners, the day than twelve mooths ago, is like al
carriage-makers, the glove-makers, the tat lion. gentlenan's assertins, vain
ehemical oc nufacturers, were not e me and empty beasting, atd am
ad all complaining cf the injurio s safe in putting this dow n as "Bounce"
effects of the Tariff oI the indus- No. 10. I have oe other observa-
tries in whicli they wvere engaged; tien te address to the hon. mnem-
and in some ineasure te meet these cec- ber for Cumberlayd, and then I pass
plaints the bon. gentleman des not pro- on for a moment or two te more cengenial
pose amendments te what the s on. mem- work. The hon. gentleman tells us with
ber for Cumberland cals a marvellously the greatest possible gravit addressing
perfect Tarifn. the leuse i an exceedingly offensive

An HON. MEMBER: The lawyers
were not complaining, were they?

Some HON. MEMBERS: Order.
An HON. MEMBER : That is in

order. The lawyers were not finding
fault.

MR. CAMERON : I quite understand
the lion. gentleman's intentions in making
this interruption, but I am not to be put
out of my line of argument by the hon.
gentleman's interruptions ; be does not
know any better. The hon. the Minister
of Finance, having pointed out the sue-
cess of the Natioual Policy in the west,
now tells us that the manufacturing in-
dustries in his native Province, New
Brunswick, are flourishing. He tells us
that sugar refineries, glass factories and
cotton mills are springing into existence
there. The hon. gentleman forgets that
lie told us precisely the same things in
his speech cf the 17th April, 1879, in this

MR. CAMERON.

tone, that :

" The hon. gentleman forgets that, in an un-
fortunate hour for the Opposition, the late
Premier. in an evil hour for his party, in an evil
hour for Canada, selected a renegade Tory as
Minister of Finance, a man who had openly on
this floor admitted that he lef t his part y because
he could not obtain the position in it for
which he thought his talents fitted him."
I ask the hon. gentleman on what au-
thority he makes this scandalous charge ?
I ask bim to produce the evidence on
w-hich lie alleges my hon. friend left the
Conservative party because lie could not
obtain the position which lie thought
he was entitled to. lie hon. gen-
tleman ought to know that my hon.
friend left the Conservative party when
no honest or honourable man could longer
belong to a political party whose leaders
had prostituted their positions to the
basest possible purposes. My hon. friend
has all along maintained a clear record
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and high political reputation. He could bon. gentleman went back on lis frst
do neither by longer continuing in the love and became a Protectionist. In
ranks of the Conservative party. He left 1876, -when it was generally believed the
bis former political associates, but, before Governnent proposed to Licrease the
doing so, notified the leader of the party Tarif, the lion, gentleman again became
that lie could no longer be considered a a Free-trader, and came down to Parlia-
member of the Conservative party, and ment with a stiring Free-trade speech in
yet the bon. member for Cumberland bas bis pocket. The hon. the Minister of
the audacity to say that my bon. Finance did not propose a change ii the
friend left the Conservative party Tarif, and everybodv knows that power-
for mercenary motives. Sir, the ful Free-trade speech was lost tO Uie
charge bas been made before now, world ; but te lon, gentleman was
and denied over and over again, equal to the occasion; he bnd no con-
and the stale scandal is to-day repeated ciencions scruples about chnnging sides
with renewed venom by the member for and, at G p.n. of the sanie day, the lion.
Cumberland. My lion. friend challenges gentleman came dowi to Parlianent and
the correctness of the statement. He delivered a strong Protection speech.
challengcd the bon. the leader of the Gov- (T lion. gentleman's friends need have
ernment to publish the letter in whicl he no fear of bim. He can change sides, in
announced lis intention of severing his either polities or principles, quicker thaî
connection with the Conservative partv, any nman, eitber in tlhe flouse or out of
as tnt letter contained tle clearest d hi- it, and yet gete on. gentleman bas ti
cation of luis colduct. Ta bon. tae audacity to challenge iny lion. friend
leader of tbis fouse has not Lad the as a renegade gnory. I have now
manliness to do so, and s the old story donc wirh the bon. ember for Cum-
is repeatcd by the lion. member for Cum- berland. I bave endenvoured, I
brland. If the lion. gentleman eau take must adiit but feebly, to analyse tce
pleasure in wallowîg in sncb political bon. gcntleaan's speech. Time chocs
offal, so far as we are concerned be not permit nie to pursue the interesting
shall have a monopoly of it. But let nie enquiry. It affords an unfailing and ex-
ask the hon, gentleman if, wben he called austiess thenie for the curions and
my hon. friend a, renegade Tory, lie re- enqirin ind, and, for te information
-flected on the historv of hinîsf and bis of tliose who may be inclied to dig still
coleague. Let tbe on. gentleman look deeper into theseminesof moden romance,
bebind hii and before him, to the rigbt I nay say that I bave tablated tno bon.
of hini and the left of him, ad lie will gentleians assertions under different
find iniiscf surrounded with renegade beads, and then struck a general average
Reformers. What is the hon. gentleman's wit the f llowing result -75 per cent.
colleague, the lion. tbe Minister of Finance, of " bounes" 15 per cent. of "struggles
but a renegade Reformer? Ids the hon. bewee te lione ct

Th o. gentleman rind need, hav

niember for Cumberland again ponking fun which i the facts always carne off second
at bis colleaguie l It looks inarvellously best; and 10 percent. lvith a grain of
hike it. Bait let me ask tic bon. gentleman truth. I now leave the lion, gentleman
if he is not, if not a renegade in poaitic, to the tender Hercies of bis friends, and
at least a reneade in principle. W y the pass to the bon. tI Mnister of Finance.
hton, gentleman bas cbanged his political The hon' gentleman tells us that there is
views at least a score of times in bis a considerable faltiheg off in the Excise, and
poitical li!e. Why, Sir, in 1870, tbe he is pleased to attribute that to tc
hon, gentleman -vas a loiid-moutbed IPro- increase of temperance principles. As a
tectionist; in 1874, the on. gentleman teetotaler myself, I could heartily join
was a rampant Free-trader, and made a witb the bon. gentleman in congratula-
powerfulFreetrade speech in Parliament, tions, if the hon. gentlmans opinions in

fand denounced my on. friend from tbis respect were correct. I fear, how-
Centre Huron, wben proposing some ever, that the hon. gentleman is mistaken.
slig t changes in the Tarif, as being a D d it neyer strike the md of the hon.

iProtectionist and about introducing tbe gentleman that the falling off may
thin edge of the Protection wedge into be accounted for in a muc more
,Dur commercian popicy; in 1875, the oikely and lees t ato stactory wai

enqir. t afodsan nfilng ndex
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Did it never occur to the hon. gentle-
man that it might be accounted for by
the fact that there is more illicit distil-
lation and more smuggling now than
there ever was before? I venture to say
that it will be found by the returus of
the hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
that there have been more seizures for
illicit distillations in the last twelve
months than ever before. In many
portions of the west, the hon. gentleman
can get as much swamp whiskey as be
likes. It is clear f rom the number of
convictions under the Revenue Act that
there is a large amount of illicit distil-
lations, and it is equally clear that this
illicit distillation is the direct result of
the change in the Tariff; and increase in
the Customs or Excise duty beyond a
certain point always encourages smuggling
or illicit distillation. It will be recol-
lected tbat, when the hon. member for
Centre Huron brought down his Budget
in 1874, and proposed some changes
witlh respect to the Excise on spirits, the
hon. member for Cumberland denounced
my lion. friend's proposition, and stated
that, if the changes were made, the result
wvould be an enornious amount of smug-
gling and illicit distillation. i commend
the member for Cumberland's speech
to the hon. the Minister of Finance. li
bis predictions, the hon. gentleman will
find the secret of the falling off of the
Excise iii this respect. There was an-
other stateinent made by the hon. the Minis-
ter of Finance that surprisedi me a good
deal-that is with reference to the duty
on sugar. The hon. gentleman will ad
mit that the condition of the sugar tradeto-
day lias not fulfilled his anticipations.
I find the following statement made by
the hon. gentleman with regard to the
sugarduty. -He says:

" With regard to sugar, there will be a de-
crease in the price of it. This lias been
questioned, but f have not the least doubt,
under the operations of this Tariff,there will be a
decrease in the price of that article also."

gentlemen who sit opposite, predictions so.
lavishly made and so signally unfulfilled.
Before I resume my seat I wish to refer
for a moment or two to the hon. the leader
of the Government, who told the people
in his famous speech at the amphitheatre,
Toronto, before the elections, that pro-
perty was becoming so valueless that it
could be purchased for comparatively
nothing. I would like to ask the hon.
gentlemen on the other side of the House
if, since then property lias increased in
value. The universal testimony from
all sections of Canada is that it has.
not. On the contrary, the price of pro-
perty has decreased by 25 per cent.
outside the large cities or manufacturing
centres, a decrease tbat is simply enor-
mous considering the circumstances of the
farming classcs. There are scores of
houses in the small towns and villages in
this country that you can get for little or
no rent, and in many places you cannot
get them occupied even for the taxes.
In Western Canada, land can be
bought for $20 an acre less than
two vears ago, and yet hon. gen-
tlemen tell us of the wonderful suc-
cess of this National Policy. The hon.
the leader of the Government also referred
to the shrinkage in the value of stocks.
Everybody knows that my hon. friend's
predictions in that respect have not been
verified. Let nie read a quotation show-
ing the market price of Bank Stocks in
September, 1878, and February, 1880:

BANK STOCK QUoTATIoNs.
15 Sept., 1878 17 Feb., 1880.

M ontreal............171 ............ 1381
Ontario........... 83 ............ 721
Consolidated ...... 743 ...... Suspended.
People's........... . 741..........60
M olson's............ 95 ............. 80
Toronto.............1401 ............. 122
Merchants'........ 96J ............ 9I½
Eastern Townships.. 1061 ............ 100
Exchange .......... 78 ............ 50

Vi ll arie ......... 653 ............ 10Feeral ........... ........... 101

The shrinka-e on these stocks since Se-p-
I ask the hon. gentleman now if the price tember, 1878, amounted to several millions
of sugar has been reduced by reason of of dollars, and a part of it is undoubtedly
the hon. gentleman's Tariff ? Everyone due to the National Policy. Some of
knows that it lias not, and that to- these banks bave passed into insolvency
day sugar is at least a cent a pound since hon. gentlemen came into office.
dearer that it was twelve months ago. I do not mean to say that that was the
The hon. gentleman's predictions have not result of the National Policy, but what I
in this respect beenverified, any more than do say is that the National Policy has not
the other predictions of the other hon. improved the condition of the stock or
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any other market, as the hon. gentleman by those sane hungry and starving men,
said it would, and in that respect also the gaunt with distress and famine, who laid
hon. gentlemen have proved themselves siege to the Parliament buildings and pre-
false prophets and deceivers of the people. vented Ministers frorn peaceable access to
ln a word, Sir, this policy bas not had Parliament, except through the aid of the
the effect of building up a trade expand- pusse conitat us. When thesepoor and starv-
ing commerce, creating general pros- ing men asked for work, everybody knows
perity, inducing a tide of emigration, the answer lon. Ministers gave them.
and imposing new life and vigour into The starving asked for a fisb, they got a
business generally, ashon. gentlemen said scorpion they asked for bread, they got
it would. The hon. the leader of the Gov- a stone thcy asked for bouest labour,
ernment told usthat in 1878trade wasdull, they were given the advice that Horace
wages low, the young men leaving the Greelcy gave the young man, "go west."
country, and the captains of industry by They asked civilly for the privilege of
thousands passing into insolvency. We earning their living near their hores,
say the condition of affairs is worse now they were invited to go to British Colum-
than in 1878, and that hon. gentleman bia at their owvn expenseandthere compete
replies not with a denial, but with the state- with "Chinese cbeap labour." That is
ment that the increased number of insolven- the advice, that is the assistance that these
cies isowingto the expected repealof theln- champions of the workingmen before the
solvent Law, and that traders were anxious elections gave them, when their services
to rush into insolvency before the Insolvent werenolonerrequired. Theysaid:True
Law was repealed. Does the hon. gentle- we promised you work, we promised you
man not know that no one can become an good vages and constant employment, but
insolvent of bis own accord? That ea unfortunately, now we have no work; we
only be done by his creditors, and, if can do notbing for you; Government eau-
the creditors are pushing men into insol- not interfere go to British Columbia
vency now, the same state of things emigrate. Tlat was comforting advice
existed in 1878. I cannot close my re- for the dependent but honest labourer,
marks without drawing the attention of who begged for the privilege, only the
the House again to the fact that the privilege, of earning bis living. Go to
evidence shows that no one bas been IBritish Columbia. Men wvhose families
beuefitted bv this National Policv but the t were starving, men wo bad not a meal in
suoar refiners and the manufacturers of the bouse, nor a dollar to procure one
Cotton and woollen goods. The evidence with, were coolly advised to go to British
is equally clear that tte farmer is injured, Columbia. The conduct of bon. gente-
the merchant is injured, the mechani ment opposite is a direct insult to the poor
is n ured, the labourer is injured, in fact ad labouring classes; an insult that I ah
it is injury, ruin and disaster aIl along sure theywil not forget; an insu t that the
the he. One wordintisconuectionand 1In labouring classes of Canada wilh wipe out
shail bave donc. The hon. memberfor Cumn- at the next chection. One word of advice
bertand referred to the condition of tae la- to myMhon. fried opposite and I bave doue.
bouring classes in Canadaand especially in Sir, I welh recolhect the remarks of my
the City of Ottawa, andstatedtattheirTcon- hon. friend last year in closing the debate
dition is better now than in 1878. lse said on the Budget. se tohd us re ad de-
thatybon. friend the memberfor Lambton voted tee greater part of lis life to the
wts inudated with applications from t he service of bis country ; lie told us
starving', pooa of Ottawa; that they asked that he had oeen egaged in oman
for -bread, and bie gave tbem a stone; and of the stirring scenes and events of bi's
tht so great were their importunities that long poliical ife, and ow, in bis old age,
mv hon. frîend had to go down a back stair- and when toe shadows were slowly, but
wav to avoid the hungry and m.ddened surely, coming over him, the one hope and
crow-d who came to him for assistance. TEe aim of bis hife 'was to leave to bis chil-
hon.gentleman forgot to sate to the ] wuse dren an honest came and unblemished
and the country that, within the last few political record, and that now his tighest
days, acd in the face of Parliament, the ambition was to leave tem and the
bon, gentleman at the head of the Gov country lie had served se well the
rlment and bis colleagues were bsieged National Policy as a ertage. Sir, b
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trust it will be many a long day before to a tub-not an empty tub by any neans,
the lion. gentleman's always beaming and as we have lad evidence to-niglt-but, if
pleasant face shall have passed away from we were to test him by the old saying of
among us. But, before the time does the tub we should core to the conclusion
come, as come it must, before the day -I do not think I ar uncharitable in
wanes and the shadows grow longer, saying so-that not only ad he perused
trust the hon. gentleman vill retrace his Jack the Giant Killer" wher a ebild,
footsteps, become a wiser and better man; but that lie had not read mc
fall back on the honest reputation hon- of anything else since. That wouli1 be
estly acquired in the vigour of his man- the conclusion we would naturally core
hood and the maturity of his judgment, in to on hearing the style in which this
his native Province,fighting the battles of hon. gentleman addressed the House on
the people against the enemies of the this grave subject. He told us also-I
people, fighting the battle of civil suppose it vas for the amusement of the
religious and constitutional liberty House-a very affecting anecdote about
against the foes of all ; that lie will leave a mule, and bis voice ccrtainly became
this heritage to his children is my earnest turned to an accent of kindly syrrlatly
prayer, and not the shadowy and shat- with the animal while he was narrating
tered one which lie has lately acquired as the incident. I could not gather wlat
the champion of a policy that can have it was exactly, but I understood the
but one termination-disaster to the point of the story to be this that sore
country and oppression to the poor. man, witha lack ofcommon sense, coming

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left too near a mule, got kicked by the
the Chair. animal. Fortunately, pcrhaps, for the

Afte Recss.lion. gentleman, there was no mule in lis
After Recess. immediate vicinity at the time of is

MR. BOULTBEE: I listened to the speech; so he was rclieved fron any
speech of the hon. member for South danger,for, though lie cxpressed hirsef
Huron (Mr. Cameron). It did not seem se kindly towards the animal, lie niit
very clear to me, and I do not think it have met witl the same fate as his f riend
seemed clear to hirm or anyone else who on the occasion referred to. I could not
heard it. I did think that the question understand very wehh wlat the hon.
now before the House was so important gentleman vas driving at, but several
that it deserved to be treated with some lon. members from the Maritime Pro-
degree of gravity and consideration. This vinces, sitting near me, gave me to
question should not be treated with the understand that one of the subjects lie
flippancy with 'which lie treated it, and I was talking about was coal. Now, there
must confess that I wondered that a gen- is nothing wc in Ontario hold to be so
tieman who is so old a Parliamentarian as important a matter as the duty that was
himself, a man who has been so long in imposed upon coal. We were willing,
the councils of the country, should have thougl it came princip *lly out of our own
made such a liarangue as lie has delivered. pockets that a fair duty should be im-
I could not see what lie was driving at, posed ou coal, so that the Mark me
and found no solution until I heard him Provinces should bave some balance of
declare himself the sort of literature on compensatian for tle duties on com-
which lie had slaked his thirst for know- modities which tley require. I was
ledge in hisyouthful years. He told the anxious to learn how the matter had
House confidentially that, when voung, lie resuhted, and I find that, instead of its
had perused "Jack the Giant Killer" and being correct, as le stated, that the
the "Arabian Nights," and various other quantity of coal imported into Ontario
works of fiction of a cognate character. and Quebec lad not increased, it las
A gentleman who has read so much of increased during the past year very
literature will doubtless recollect an old hargely; that something hike 50,000
saying of one of the ancient poets " that tons of coal more were brouglit from
a tub retains very long the odour of the the Maritime Provinces this vear into
liquor that has been kept in it." He the Upper Provinces than before.
would doubtless pardon me if lie were pre- The Governrent are now arraigned by
aent for comparing him, even figuratively, the Opposition speakers for having formu-
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lated and inaugurated a Tariffand a fiscal
policy for this country which bas not
worked satisfactorily-that is their pre-
tension-and which has placed us in a
worse position than before. Now, it is
unfair to charge the Governnent with
that Tariff. In proposing that Tariff, they
only obeyed the clearly understood will
of the whole people. I can speak at any
rate for Ontario, and I know that,
throughout that Province, in every city,
town, village, and township, the Protec-
tive policy was put forward by every
man who took an interest in the welfare
of the country, not only Conservatives
but Reformaers, and I take it that the
Government, in framing this Tariff, was
onlv giving an expression to what vas the
will of the people. The last election that
took place, so far as Ontario was con-
cernied, was an extraordinary election.
It brought men into this House, myself
among the number, I dare say, that never
would have come had not the people de-
terilnecd that this policy should become
law. The people rose, not only the Con-
servative party, but the flower of the Re-
forai party, and put down their foot so
strongly in favour of having sonething
done in the way of renedial legislation
that manv a man was returned to this
House -who would not otherwise have
corme here. It was that quiestion that
brouglt out men like Robert Hay,
peaceably pursuing his avocations, to
separate himself from the party with
which ho had been connected for a life-
time to join with men who proposed to do
somuthing for the country in the hour of
its need. This was the view taken by
the people throughout the Dominion, and
no man of common sense, or common
honesty, can deny it. What, then, was
the duty of the Government ? Could
they shut their eyes to what the people
wanted ? Were they to let the country
drag along from worse to worse, or to try
Ly wise legislation to bring about
a better state of things ? I think
that was the duty of the Government,
and I think I shall be borne out by any
fair-minded man in saying that the duty
of the Opposition should have been-
though they doubted the wisdom of that
policy, yet when they found that the
country was against them and they
came back to this House with such
a miserable following in numbers,- ]

to accept the situation. Their duty
shouild have been to say : Well, we did
not agree with this policy, but the coun-
try wished it carried out, and we will
endeavour to help the Goverrnent to give
it effect. Such was their duty, and such
would have been the course of patriotic
men. We read of nany cases in other
countries where the Opposition have felt
it to be their duty to submit themselves
to the will of the people and endeavour to,
carry that will into effect. But what do
we find the Opposition doiing here ? They
are not trying to assist the Government
and the country to put that policy into
shape ; they formnulate no proposition,
they bring in no resolution, they do not
propose any amendment; but they devote
all their energies to petty, carping criti-
cism of simple incidents arising out of this
policy. They are striving to mîtake one
man dissatisfied with his neiglibour, one
Province dissatisfied with another Pro-
vince ; they are trying to set the Mari-
time Provinces against Ontario and
Quebec, trying to bring out British
Columbia in opposition, trying to create
jealousy and dissatisfaction everywhere.
while we are trying to weld all these
Provinces together into one powerful
Confederation. Sir, that is not the course
of patriots ; that is not the course of men
who love their country well. The lion.
gentleman who spoke last asked how we
could expect to make a country rich by
adding to its taxation. He surely
must have forgotten how, when the
party lie supports was in power, it
rolled up deficits and pledged the
country to such enormous expenditure
that the imposition of fresh taxation
became an absolute necessity. The re-
venue had to be raised, and it was the
part of wisdom to make the raising of that
revenue a dvantageous to our own people,
when duties had to be imposed. But we
have not raised one dollar more than was
necessary; it is hard enough to raise a
sufficiency. I think we are fortunate that
the hon. the Finance Minister lias been
able so nearly to make the revenue
balance the expenditure, and I think the
country is grateful to him for it. I think
it is scarcely respectful for hon. gentle-
men on the other side to speak as they
have done of a gentleman of the character
of the hon. the Finance Minister-sneer.
ing at his intelligence, sneering at his
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ability. The late Minister of Finance carrying out the will of the people in this
made use of an extraordinary expression, regard. Capital is very sensitive. Men
which I took down ; lie said the present do not like to invest their ney in
hon. the Finance Minister was a very business, which in a short time may bc
accormodating Finance Minister, and upset or destroyed by an alteration in the
that lie lad a very accomnodating follow- commercial system of the country. 1 (Io
ing. It seems to me, froin what I have sa tiat when the country iad suffered
been able to observe of men and things, se long and then deteriined Te inaugu-
that statesmen are not those who are so rate tis new policy, it should have been
bound up in the arrogant, selfish egotismn the dutv of the Opposition, at ieast, to
of their own esteeni that they can make say : ive it a trial, if for only a certain
no change. It seems to me that wise nmber of vears. Because I know
statesmanship is rather shown by making large nmbers of people are leterrei
a change when the changed conditions to frem geing iute business at the present
whicl the country is subject show that tune because it lias been laid down
an application of new principles was to be in the Gle baving a vast influence,
macle. Statestnacship is not that a man that ail other dilrences pust be slk in
shal stand on the pedestal of lus own order to do away with this horrible
digiiy, repelling- froin Liin ail counsel, Tariff. Sucli a feeling of anccrtaintv is
ailowing 1e one to corie near ii and doing a great injury, and retarding the
saying t know this tbing, and only speedy working ot of the ef macts ofthis
me, and 1 perm-it ne mn to interfere Tariff. But not oniy Conservatives, but
wit me. The great "JI" sticks ont too the wise and liberal men arnion iRe-
large in a man like that. Statesnanshi c is formers, are well satisied wit the wisdoni
shown in being able to adapt oneseif to the of this easure. I canr give two in-
cliaugec circurstances ofthecosntry, but I stances of this in my own riding, of inuen
mean that the change should onl r take who bave a Provincial reputation. b
place after the gravest consideration, and venture te say their naines are we l
after consultation with the best men that know to everv Ontario mernber in this
can be found, not by reasen of miere petty leuse. One of theme is Mr. Spaig t, a
spleen or disappointed personal ambition. grent waggon-maker, who as been
Nox, how hias this Tarififbeen received by Warden of tie County ofYork, sa d who is
the country ? Is it a fact, as stated by a streng Reformer, who opposed me at the
the Opposition, that it bas been received late electioens. I met hia recntly, and
with widespread dissatisfaction, that discussed the National Policy with huni
every man is miserable and distressede ste tld me lie thught it was a ise and
No, Sir, it is net se. The feeling of the geod policy, and was ding the people
ountry is not chaged that this is a wise good and giving the people satisfaction.

measure and will prove beneficial. But e was sure it weud de more good.
ne man whe is net binded by mere party No Man, I think, lias a better opportunity
bi nmotry would pretend that prosperity of juis ging wether the farmers are satis-
coud be brougltiii nine montes, necess- fied wit this Tarif than lie lias. He
itating as it dees a change in the wliole said lie found increased confidence, net
fiscal relations of the country. In only in business, but among farers.
making this Zreat change probably more e was satisfied tlat tlings would get
than a tweve-month, perhaps two years, better. Nothin, I think, conduces more
afust elapse, before this pohicy can work te tle well-being of a country than con-

itself ont. It is net twelve montlis fidence. Another man, perhaps aswidely
scnce this change was adopted, and et known as lie is, Mr. Russel, one of the
course mr iad to adapt thenselves to greatest cattle-breeders in tie country,
the changed state of thingrs ; capital lias te and a strng Reformer wo epposed me
be found and set afloat; it bas te be at my election, cme te My office,
turned biite new avenues. The worst two or tliree montbs age, and told me lie
thing tliis policy lias had te encounter is was well satisfied with this Tariff, and lie
the unpatrietic conduct of tle Opposition thouglt that farmers were generarly eell
from ee end of the country o the satisfied with it. I put this question te
other, ever since that policy becase law, him, becase I knew that it affected him:
declaring their unceasing hostiity te "How des the duty on cern affect you?"
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-He replied : Of course it made a country, I have had nany letters from
trifling difference at first, but he found there, stating that there lias been more
he could feed his cattle on other articles talk about Canada of a favourable char-
with equal advantage. These are men acter since Sir John A. Macdonald's
well known, of large reputation, of great visit there, andiic( lis interview with
intelligence, who have travelled about a Lord Beaconsfielc, than there lias beeiï
good deal, and who know the country for the hast twenty vears that the eonn-
well, and their opinions, I think, are worth try lias grown lu favour, and that there
soniething. I think we may sui up the is ping to le an enigrati froni Eng-
whole matter by saying that at the last and to this country, not of ii utterlv
General Election the country was felt to witlont means, but of persons more or
be in a deplorable situation. Thé laLe Gov- less lossescl of nev, wliihi lie of
ernment refused to do anything by way great advantage to the Dominion. rîiat
of legislation to alter it. The people were is ail advantage whicb, at any rate, has
not satisfied with this. Tbey displaced grown out of the interview between the
lion. gentlemen opposite, and returned a leader of our Governient and Lord
strong party against themn, out of whieh I Beaconsfield. Tiere is a reinark that I
the present Goveriinent was formed. meant to have noticed before, that feu
That Government brought about such from te late Minister of Finance. l
legislation as the people desired. They discussingthis question, lie said, in elict,
have succeeded in the first year in very tlat it was not an advantage to a couiitry
nearly balancing our accounts, and in main- tlat the expoïts shculd be larger than the
aging our affairs so that a very small deficit imports. It appears to nie that no rreater
exists, and that caused bv the action of mistake tould le made than that. If we
the late Government. They have made can se nourish and clierish our on
arrangements for carrying ont the rail- manufactures that ve produce to a large
-way policy with thorough activity. - It extent what we want, and we can so
Was conducted, I think no one will deny, manufacture that we import sa
by the late Government vitli a m vost $50,000,000 in a year, and we are ale te
fatuous imbecility, leaving the ine witl export $60,000,oi , it does appear ten m
a Iink i the (-entre not begun or con- that wve sliould have that $1 0,000,000
tracted for. The present Goverfment extra to spend a eongst ourselves. Hon.
have made every arrangement to have gentlemen of the Opposition i t discussing
that link compheted, and they wilh, I this question are very fond of indulging
think, have it com-pleted very nearly as in a spirit of propmecy. When lon.
son as the other links begun by th w late gentlemen are predicting a dark future for
Goverment. Il addition to this, they psthis country, when predicting its utter
are, in carrying ont the views of t grin, when sliowing that we aae about te
cou.ntry, endeavourig to develoli our Far starve to death, that nothing but disrace
West. They have 160 miles of the road will befal bs, wlien they are ftlling the
west of Winnipeg under contrct. The air wit u vaticinations so grave, more nearly
have also made arrangements for f urther akin to the neandholic ravings of a
opening up that country of unexampled diseased imagination than soun predi-
fertility, whioh -we hear in the present tien, I wonld 'venture to offer my divina-
year is to receive so large an emigration. tion against then, and say that I believe
In regard to that, I1 a say that the that this policy, if persevered in, instead
leader of the Opposition sneered at the of the lion. the Minister of Finance eav-
leader of the Governmcnt on account of ing cis memor covered wih execration,
the interview hiý recently lad with in th future it will be embalmed hin the
the English Premier. He said: I think memory of a grateful peopie when the
that, from what feum from Lord Beacons- naies of is detractors are forgotten. I
ield, his ear had been gahiedby sorne wa- awould sav this, Sir, tîat, if we are to make

derig vagrant. I thought that was nwt, Canada a w country for ourselves, if we are
werhaps, a respectfh way of speaking of to build up this great Confedemation into
the leader of the Govern ment. That, the nation it deserves to e, rich as it is,
however, matters not. Ai J bave to say wit every eement of material wealth,
isthat, having Englirh connectionsmyseif, peopled with a people at least as intasli-
son aeing in correspondence with that gent as any on the face of the earth,
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gifted with no ordinary degree of energy was that the llour mils, oatmeal mills,
and determination-if, Sir, we are to and mining and lumber industries would
achieve this result, we must do it by have to shut down. I should like that
patriotic feelings. There must be a sink- hon. gentleman to nare the first one of
ing of miserable party and provincial these that bas shut down on account of
distinctions and diffèrences. There must the new Tarif during the past ar.
be a little giving way of one to another, An lON. MEMB E: The soup
because, in a conwnunity like this, jtust as in kftohen bas been shut down.
a family of individuals, there nast be mn. WALLACE : Yes, the soup
mnutual concessions to produce nmiutual kith.ens appear to be the fnly industries
iappiness anti prosperity. The vote in that have one out of business, and they

support of these resoltitions was one of the were alirnost thie only new industries
nost rernarkable votes that ever took inaugrated during the paefori Aye inis-
place in the history cf nations. In this tration. TTe hon. gentleman also said
Chauber we ad a large number cf men that the iceased cost of anufacturin
suppoting the Govern ent on itsgeneral sait woul crush this industry out if
policy, but, with their diverse interests existence, ane that the cost would be
terng the e apart i varions ways, they increased 10e. per barrew. The fact, ow-
fousbt and contended for their varius ever, is that, in Goderic, the head-
interests, day after day, as tue discussion quarters of sait sanufactured in Canada,
took place, and tried to get this and that salt is 5c. per barrel Theaper than
advantage for the various coimunities to before. He aiso stated that, in
which they belonged, and, afterhaving tried consequence cf the increased price cf coal,
bv every legitinate means to put the railroad freiglits would have te be raised
nation in the best shape they could, they to a very considerable extent. What do
were satisfied to vote as one man, and we find in that respect ? At the present
give effect to a Tariff prepared for the time we are having our salt conveyed
good of the whole. Iwould say that he isno from Godericli to points in the county of
good friend to bis country who is con- -York for 1 2c. a barrel less than a year
tinually going about hoping to reap sone ago. Hon. gentlemen opposite, and especi-
petty advantage by stirring up one aly the hon. member for Laibton (Mr.
-Province against another. We cannot Mackenzie), predicted that the prices of
have such a Confederation as we ought agricultural implements were to be raised
to have if the Maritime Provinces will very much. He said last year, as re-
not give way a little to Ontario and Que- ported on page 1075 of Debates, 1879
bec. Ontario and Quebec must also give "That it is impossible for the implement
way to the Maiitime Provinces. There maker te seil their products te the farmers at
must be mutual concession. There must the rate they are now selling them at. The
be a general desire to get rid of resuit will be an inevitable increase in the
little difliculties in order to work range cf te everycue who bas te pur-
out a siheme like tlmis, beause it is aimp

grand smheme, and one that deserves net In contradistinction te that I would like
only the worthy consideration cf this te red letters I have recived frem lead-
Ilouse, but cf the wbore eountry. I ing manufacturers in te county cf York.
believe it is now beine welded together Mr. John Abel, one cf the largest manu-
so as to make a Confederation of which facturers cf agricultural implements in
we can all be proud. Let us, as far as the Dominion, writes as follows :-
we can, for the purpose of building up a
great nation here in this western world,
sink all little personal differences, and
all unite for our common coantry.

MR. WALLACE (West York): The
hon. mnember for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) stated in the course of his
remarks that every prediction the Op-
position had made last year, with
reference to the National Polioy, had been
verified. Well, one of their predictions

MR. BOULTBEE.

"I have not advancedl the price of any
article I am manufacturing since the National
Policy came into force, neither do I think there
will be any advance, notwithstanding the great
advance in prices of pig and bar iron."
Another gentleman of the same county,
who is one of the largest manufacturers
of implements, writes as follows :-

" The great benefit we, in common with
other manufacturers of agricultural implements,
derive is, that the policy of Protection gives us
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the North-West for the sale of our products.
Manitoba and the North-West open up an
almost illimitable field for our manufactures
and I an satisfled it will make Ontario one
great hive of busy workers. With Protection,
the field is ours, without it, Brother Jonathan's.
because of his contiguity. Does the Manitoba
farmer pay more than he did under the 17½ per
cent. Tariff ? No, our goods are now sold to the
Manitoba farmer at about 10 per cent. less than
under the old Tariff. You can readily under-
stand that, if we make and sell a large quantity,
we can sell cheaper than if but few are made."

Here is another gentleman, residing in the
West Riding of York, also a large manu-
facturer. He says

" With the machinery we have coming across
the Atlantic, our mill for making cloth will be
double what it was on 14th March, 1879. If it
had not been for the Tariff we should have had
to shut up, because the limited sales we could
make would never have allowed us to reduce
the cost of production. Though we are now
paying higher wages than a year ago, by manu-
facturing very large quantities we are enabled
to sell cloth at lower rates, and the wholesale
dealers tell me that our goods last year were
cheaper and better value than they could in-
port under the old Tariff. But nothing but the
Tariff could have enabled us to make them
cheaper."

These are the opinions of gentlemen who
are large employers of labour, and whose
opinions are worthy of consideration.
But we have been told by hon. gentlemen,
time and again, that everything is going
to the dogs, and that the country will be
ruined. While the hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) was speaking,
he recalled to my memory the following
item, which appeared in the city papers
the same evening:-

"The contractors on the Welland Canal have
raised the wages of labourers on the Canal from
one dollar to one dollar and twelve and a-half
cents per day."

I would like to ask these hon. gentlemen
if any little items of that kind were pub-
lished during the period they administered
the affairs of the country. The changes
were always the other way. We read of
wages reduced, time shortened, and a
great number thrown ont of employ-
ment. I have a little more evidence
to submit from the Toronto Globe.
In the Toronto Globe of January 2nd,
1880, I find the following, specially re-
ported for the Globe by its Montreal cor-
respoadent :-

"From visits to our principal firms in the
different branches of the wholesale trade and
manufactures, your reporter learned that the

business transacted during the past six months
has been largely in excess of any year since
1873. * * * The outlook for the spring
trade is most encouraging. Already orders are
pouring in, which augurs a more extensive busi-
ness than even the late improvement warranted.
the most sanguine in expecting. Local manufac-
turers of cottons, woollens, and other fabrics, as
well as iron-founders, are kept very busy, and, in
nota few instances,they are obliged towork over-
time to meet the constantly increasing denand.
The Hochelaga cotton mill, for instance, whieh
bas lately added a new wing, gives employment
to four hundred additional hands, and is so
pressed with or lers that it is running up to nine
o'clock at night, without being able to supply
the orders. In the other branches of trade
it is the same gratifying story. The effect of
this state of things is apparent in the improved
condition of the working classes. At no similar
period of the season for several years past have
there been so few destitute and idle people in
our midst."

I think that is a full answer tothe charges
made against the National Policy, to the
effect that employment is not to be had
for the labouring classes.

An HLON. MEMBER : What paper ?
MR. WALLACE: The Toronto Globe.

This rame paper goes on to say :

"The railway and shipping interests con-
nected with the city have never been so pros-
perous as during the past year. The increase
in freights has been enormous. The Grand
Trunk alone during the past six months, shows
an increase of over $400,000 in excess of the
same period of 1878."

An HoN. MEMBER: What paper 1
MR. WALLACE: The Globe. This

proves that the country is gaining con-
fidence in the future of the Dom.inion.
They are not afraid to invest and help it
along. Further on the same paper says:

"The leather trade is buoyant. During the
past week a city firm exported to England
10,000 sides of Buffalo sole. This makes
60,000 aides of sole shipped to England during
the last three months, reducing the stock here
to a very low ebb."

Gentlemen on the opposite side of the
House say that prices have gone up under
the pressure of the present Tariff. They
say that the price of nails has increased ;
that is true, but it is a fact that the price
of nails under the National Policy was at
a very low figure. Nails were sold last
summer at $2.75 per keg. That is the
lowest figure that has been reached for
twenty years. The price up to the time
of the inauguration of the new TarifF was
$3 for nails, and in the United States
they have now reached a price $1.55
higher than they are here. Under the
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Protection laws, the prices are less in
Canada than in England or the United
States. We have also been told about
sugar. I say that sugar is cheaper than
it has been for a dozen years.

Some HON. MEMBERS : Oh, no.
MR. WALLACE : Oh, but yes. The

price of raw sugar of a fine quality during
July and August last was 6 c. per
pound. There is a misconception on
this sugar question. Some people
imagine that raw sugars are not fit for
common use until they have gone through
a refinery, but there are some raw sugars
that are as white as this paper, and have
been selling at 61c. per pound. In
Toronto, sugar bas not been sold so cheap
and of so good a quality for many
years for that price. The hon. gentlemen
opposite say that tea has increased in
priee. Well, it bas increased somewhat
during last fall, but it was not in-
creased in Canada but to a very slight
extent, though it had doubled in price in
China. The increase in the prica of teas,
therefore, isnot attributableto the National
Policy. It is said that the price of
cottons is raised. We have a better
quality of cotton goods sold in Canada,
and we find that the price is about the
same as before. The price of raw cotton
is increased from 8jc. to 12c. or 14c. It
has increased about 50 per cent., but the
price of cotton goods has increased little or
none, although the quality is much better.
This calls my attention to another state-
ment made by the hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver). I believe he said the
people were dissatisfied, and had been
misled by what they had been told in
1878. In reforence to misleading the
people, it may be well to refer to the re-
marks of the Hon. Mr. Mackenzie, made
to the people of Toronto, in May, 1878,
on the National Policy. He said:

" In 1876. the entire production of the iron
manufactures of the United States was, as
nearly as may be, $100,COO,000. The total ex-
ports of that production amounted to only
$688,612 or eleven-sixteenths of one per cent.
of the entire produce of their manufactures."

the Chief of the Bureau of Statisties on
the Commerce and Navigation of the
United States, for the same year that
Mr. Mackenzie referred to, that is, 1876,
shows that during that year the exports
of iron and manufactures of iron were
$8,837,894, and he told the people then,
and published it through the country,
that the exports were only $688,000.
That means that twelve times as much
as that which the hon. gentleman had led
the people to believe was exported.
After that, will the hon. gentleman say
who were the men to mislead the country
previous to the elections of 1878. I
would like to ask if that was not mis-
leading the people. Another great gain
to the country froi the National Policy
is in the increased prices the farmers
have obtained for their agricultural pro-
ductions, by which they are enabled to
pay their workmen better wages and give
them more employment. while they might
otherwise have had to keep them idle.
We find the prices in Toronto as fol-
lows

2nd January, lst April, 1st January,
1879. 1879. 1880.

Flour-Superior
extra.,$4.00 to $4.1O $4.40 to $4 50 $5.90 to $0.00

Fall wheat. 93 to 95 1.03 to 1.04 1.30 to 1.32
Oats...........25to 28 34to 00 35to 37
Dressed hogs 3.50 to 4.00 5.00 to 5.75 6.10 to 0.00

Showing a healthy upward tendency dur-
ing the time the new Tariff has been in force.
Another great benefit from the National
Policy is this : that the Provinces can
supply one another with their products.
I have referred to the statement brought
down by the hon. the Minister of Cus-
toms, showing the amount of grain im-
ported for home consumption from 15th
March to 31st December, 1879, and also
a similar statement for the eight and one-
half months before the policy came into
force, namely, from lst July, 1878, to 15th
March, 1879. The result is as follows :
The total grain imported for home con-
sumption was 881,466 bushels, valued at

That is, that they produced $100,000,000 months, that is, the period botween l5th
of iron manufactures and exported less Marci and 31 st Decon ber, 18î9; while, in
than $1,000,000 worth. He tried to theîeriodof eight and one-haîf months
show that they might supply their own preceding the going into force of the
country under a Protective policy, but National Policy, the total grain entered
they could not export any. I will quote for home consumption was 12,255,849
from statistics. The annual Report of buahels, valued at $7,003,680. These

Mn. WALLACE.
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figures show fourteen times as much grain
entered in the period of eight and one-
'half months under the old Tariff, and at a
value of nearly twenty times as much as
is now imported in the first eight and one-
half months under the new Tariff, for
home consumption. The number of
barrels of flour imported for consumption
for a similar period, under the old Tariff,
was 468,000 barrels, and, under the new
Tariff, for a like period, for home con-
sumption, was 63,341 barrels. This
shows that the farmers of Ontario and the
other Provinces are reaping great benefits
from this new Tariff, by supplying local
wants from the home markets. But the
great benefit to the Dominion is the sub-
stantial union of the Provinces. For
thirteen years that union has been, in a
great degree, merely a union on paper.
There has been no real bond of union
between them. If we continue the pre-
sent policy we will have a more binding
and cementing Union of the Provinces
than by any other ieans. I do not
intend to detain the House any longer,
and, in conclusion, I have to express the
lhope that this Policy will in the future, as
in the past, be a greatbenefitto the whole
Dominion.

MR. ARKELL : It is not my intention
to take up the time of the House longer
than a few moments. I think the dis-
cussion on this policy is premature. In
about two years from this time, we shall
be able to judge as to the value of that
policy. I think, if it be given two years
trial, we shall find that the gentlemen
opposite will not be so ready to get up
and speak in opposition to it. I intend
to speak only of what I know something
about. The hon. member for North Ox-
ford (Mr. Oliver) said there had been no
advance on grain in Canada other than
wheat, and that had been caused by the
failure of the crops in England. If lie
came into my riding and made such a state-
nient, he would get laughed at. I know
that, previous to this Tariff coming into
force, the farmers of East Elgin were re-
ceiving from 45c. to 50c. per bushel
for corn, while under the new Tariff they
have been readily receiving 60c. per
bushel. The same thing is to be
found with regard to oats, which,
under the new Tariff, have advanced
loc., a rise just equal to the amount
of duty put on. In speaking about wheat,

1 think the policy of the Government is
not quite right in that direction. Under
that policy, it is well known that our best
wheat is shipped to England. This is a
great injustice to this country-giving to
our own people an inferior description of
flour produced froin inferior western
wheat. But, if the policy of the Covern-
ment in this respect be changed, I ani
satisfied that the Tariff will in every
other respect, as in this, give satisfaction
to all the Provinces of the Dominion.
The bon. niember for North Ox-
ford, (Mr. Oliver) says there bas been
no advance in the value of stock. I
see by a St. Thomas paper of yesterday
that two parties engaged in buving and
selling stock, liad purchased 750 head for
the English market, at the sum of $60
per head, and I came to the conclusion
that the prices must have been satisfactory
to the farmers who sold them. Speaking
about manufactures, the member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) said the
only benefit that had been derived
from the National Policy was obtained
by manufacturers. Well, it is a
very good thing that we can get tlat
admission. It is a good thing to find
that it is a benefit to someone. In
my own town of St. Thomas there are
not many manufacturers, but under this
policy I think we will keep growing in
that direction. There is one firm
engaged in the manufacture of threshing
machines, and all kinds of farming imple-
ments. This firm is composed of two
stauncli Reformers, men who never
voted the Conservative ticket. I allude
to the firm of Haggart and Cochrane.
Last December, Mr. Cochrane went to
see what kind of a country Manitoba
was. When be came back, he reported
to his friends that he had arrived at the
conclusion that it would prove the garden
of this Dominion. Speaking of his own
particular line of business, he said that
under the old Tariff it was impossible to
send a threshing machine or other agricul-
tural implement from Ontario to
Manitoba, because the market was com-
pletely drugged with those articles from
the United States. But, under the present
Tariff, he stated lie could ship his
machines into that Province and under-
sell Americans. I am satisfied that that
gentleman will never give a vote adverse
to the National Policy. I am not pre-
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pared to say that the firm will vote the given dissatisfaction to some of the Min-
pure Conservative ticket in future, but isterial supporters, if not to the Min-
it is certain thev are satisfied with the isters themselves. But hon. gentlemen
policy of the present Administration. should possess themselves in patience.
The hon. imember for South Huron (Mr. They must know that an Opposition in
Cameron) stated that property lad criticising Government neasures must
depreciated in value 50 per cent. Well, criticise them in the direction wlich te
I do not know how real estate is in his them uppears right and preper, and they
part of the country, but I am not aware must expect that the that are
of any decline in value in the county of enunciated, the statements that are made,
Elgin. Farîms are wortlh just as much will net be sucb, perhups, as they would
there as ever they were, and farmers are desire to listen te. But it is the giory of
meore anxious to keep then than they oui institutions, Sir, thut we have under
were formerly. With regard to empty them free speech and free expression of
liouses in cities and towns referred to by theught; that we net only have libert te
lion. gentlemen opposite, I may mention tlink as we choose, but lberty te give ex-
that there are no bouses to be pression to ughts always remem-
hi ad ii St. Thomas. We are crect- bering te express them in such a manner
ing every season from 100 to 120 as becemes gentlemen. I desire te offer

bouses, and there is still a great demand a few remarks te-ight with reference te
for dwellings. If we build at that rate the subject before the fouse, and which
for ten or twelve years to cone, I an lias leen before it for the past few days,
satisfied that wve can find occupants for and in doing se 1 wiii endeavour te speak
tbem. Now, the question of the balance without uny acidity cf temper I wil
Of trade lias been referred to. Holin. gen- endeavour, as far as I an able, te let any
tiemen opposite bave argued that the statements that I inay give utterance te
balance of trade in favour of a country is Le words cf truth and seberness. Theuah
no indication of its prosperity. If that is my views may net Le the views cf the
the case, I tliink the United States must hon. gentlemen opposite, it is pessible,
be getting very poor indeed, for last year periaps, that thcy may be enabled te sec
they had the balance of trade in their that there is a standpoint ut least frei
favour nearlv to the amount of which parties standing here sec things in
83 00,000,000. My own impression is a difféeent light te that in which they are
that just as soon as the balance of trade viewcd by hon. gentlemen opposite. It
turns in our favour-and I sec plainly that will be necessary, perhaps, just te glance
it is coning round-there is no doubt it at the history cf this country for a
will keep increasing to a large amount, ycar or two in order te rightly under-
and the country will prosper proportion- stand wbere we have arrived, and why
ately. I will close my remarks by stating are discussingthis question atthe lengthî we
that the people of my county are perfectly are doing. It wiii be ii your recellection,
well satisfied with the Tariff. They are Mr. Speaker, as it is in my own, and in
satisfied that the hon. the Finance Minis- the recollection cf other hon. members cf
ter will froi time to time make any the ouse, tbat two years ugo another
changes that -may be necessary. We Administration occupied the Treasury
must all understand that changes may be Benches. It wiii be remcmbered that
required in order to make the Tarif work shortly after that period an election had
in a harmonious manner. I think we te Le held. The people were te Le ap-
have the right man at the head of the pealed te. The people were te say wiue
financial affairs of the country, and I have should be their rulers and administrators
no doubt but that everything he does in during the ensuing term cf the ordinary
regard to Tariff arrangements will be for life cf a Parlianent. As usual on such
the best interests of Canada. ocoasions, the Ministry cf the day and

Mr. PATERSON (South Brant): As their supporters, who had confidence in
members of the Opposition we have a them, appealed te the country for a con-
duty to perform in this House, and in the tinuance cf its confidence on the ground
endeavour to perform that duty it seems that their affairs had been managed
that members of the Opposition who have economically, wisely and welI. Gentie-
given utterance to their thoughts have men who opposed that Administration

MP. ARKELL.
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many of whom now constitute the sup- common te both sides of the buse.
porters of the present Government, took But to-night we are in possession of certain
the ground that there had been incapacity, facts, certain oflicial figures-figures that
that there had been extravagance, that may le distorted, but figures that are be-
there had been inability, that, in point of fore the public and tliat the public cai
fact, there liad been corruption on the understand, figures that will not lie; and
part of the Ministers, and, of necessity, in the light of those figuresas well as in
corruption on the part of those who sup- the light of past figures, I ask lion.
ported them ; and the cry of the then n mbers, 1 ask vou, Lr. Speaker, 1 ask
Opposition, and now iMinisterial party, the people of this country to judge
was that Mackenzie's Administration Nviether the men who occupy the Treasury
must be deposed froin power chiefly Benches have fulfilled, in the direction of
because they were incapable and extra- economy, the jdcdges tle gave to the
vagant-because they had plunged the country. And Iask the lon.gcntleîî
country into distress and could sec e at their backs, if they still reinember the
way of extricating it. Taking advan- pledgesthey gave te their consttuents
tage of a state of things that existed at totheeffeet that,if the Conservative Gev-
that time-a state of depression in the ernment increased the public expeiditure
country- they were enabled to make an instead of reducing it, tley would turu
impression on the minds of sonie of the round and help te put thei eut of p
people ef the country. Net a very Il selcon. oebers befoe the, whose
strongB great or wide impression was tanes I could mention, io gave suceli
made, but an impression wvas made on a promises.
certain number of minds in a great un- f . RuCHESTER : tha e tuic.
ber of diffurent constituencies that eas Mn. PATEiRSON: It isl ntlicess;arvt
sufficient in its effeet te hand over those naie them. I dore say the lien. wlener
constituencies frem. supporters mf the for Carleton (Mr. yochMter) would have
late Administration te ion. gentlemen taken the saoe tack if lie represented
whe now support the G-overnnent. How a western county vlere the Grit
was it donc? One of the fartors was thc elenent, as it is called, is stredig. T e
denunciations hurled against the Mac- hon, gentleman anticipates my argtlment,
kenzie Administration because of their and amits by his interruption that lie is
reckless extravagance. That cry soundcd cognisant of sucl pledges laving been
from every platfermn througbout the made. What is the record? The record
lengtb and teebreadth of the country. It is what might have been expected froe
was stated that the financial maniage- the past hiistory of these lien. gentlemen.
ment of tie late Administration was such The sae bon. cntlemen wlio comprise
as would lcad te national bankruptcy in tre Administration no - were in power
a few years; that excessive expenditures seven years before. The peple f the
had crept int every branch of Civil Gov- cuntry are therefore famihiar scvith h ti'
ernmnt, and th t it was ncessary to record. During te seven years rf toeir
apply the ptuning kife, sharply, quickly fermer Administration, te expenditure
and deeply ; and the cry was : Gàive te us was swoll-en frein $13,000,000 te
the reins of pewer- einstate the Con- $23,000,00 the controllable expenditure
servative narty. Truc, the people had as increased fom $3,O00,000 te ever
Iittle te hope for front the history of that $~8,000,000. That was thieir record. Five
party, but they were led avay by the years of the Mackenzie Administration
cries of those bon. gentlemen, and said: succeeded, and how stood the record ?
We will give them a trial. Well, the Giving the year 1879-for 1 am willing
trial has been given, and now, after nearly te assume full respnsibility fer that, since
two ears' administration by the Con- I chaiged the lion, gentlemen opposite
servative party, we are ini a position te- with full responsibility for 1874-was
nig t teo compare notes, to speak with there an increase of $1Ô,000,000, such as
more accuracy than we were able te do a the previeus Goverument made? No; the
year ag , because a year ago there was a increase was very little over $1,ge0,000.
great deal of prophesying, a great deal of Take the ordinary controllable expendi-
forecasting of what was te be. J do net ture, and how did the Gvlackenzie Gover-
Say it was confined te one side, but was mentstand? Attheendofthe five ears,
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instead of having anincrease of $5,000,000,
it had decreased $1,300,000. Then we
come to the present record of those gen-
tlemen who are again on the politicai
field, and masters of the situation, who sit
in Parliament with a vast majority of in-
telligent men behind them, men who have
a stake at interest in the country, men
who, if it were not for party pledges,
would openly confess that the promises
made before theelections have not been ful-
filled, and would be ready to admit that
the people had been promised what the
Government were unable to perform.
The Estimates for the ensuing year are
before us. Is any economy visible therein?
Is there a curtailment of the amount of
the people's money demanded to carry on
the Government ? From these Estinates
I have ascertained the fact that, in the
first Estimates before, the Supplementary
Estinates are brought down, $2.5,0u7,000
are asked for-$1,000,000 more than the
Mackenzie Government demanded. I
ask them what they want this extra

1.000,000 for. They told us they
would manage things more economically.
Why is this ? Is it because some sud-
den calamity bas overtaken the country,
or on account of some special vote that
was unforseen ? No, Sir. There is an
icrease in aliuost every item-an in-
crease in every controllable item. There
is an increase of $42,5 70 for Civil Govern-
ment. That is in the Departments pre-
sided over by those gentlemen, who said:
Give us the reins of Government, and
we will cut down the expenses ; who
denounced the extravagance of Mr. Mac-
kenzie and his colleagues. I corne to
Immigration and Quarantine, an expendi-
ture which was sharply criticised by the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture, when he
was on the Opposition side of the
House. They ask for $14,400 more
for that Department. Then there is
the item of Pensions and Superannuation,
a matter that hon. gentleman opposite
waxed eloquent over when they were
before the people-this Superannuation
and Pension fund that was draining the
life-blood of the people to give to a lot of
men that ought to provide for their own
future. Oh, the denunciations we listened
to in respect to that fund. But $14,871
is asked for on that account. How stand
the Estimates in regard to Public Works
and Buildings chargeable to income, that

MRt. PATERSON

were managed so recklessly by the Mac-
kenzie Administration, according to the
statements of the present Minister, who
assumed in days gone by, as I dare say he
would bave the hardihood to assume now,
he is so much more competent ? Where
is the economy when $112,000 more is
asked than was asked by his predecessor ?
Take Railways and Canals, chargeable to
income, and you find that $48,000 extra
is asked for. Take Customs, upon which
the hon. gentlemen opposite were so elo-
quent in the time of the late Government,
as they pictured the officials sitting in the
offices with nothing to do, and how stands
the requirement for that Department ?-
$7,496 more are required for tfiat than
the Mackenzie Administration asked in
their highest year. Take the Depart-
ment of Excise, that was to be managed so
economically; $1,351 extra is demanded.
Take the Post Office, that was such a
fruitful theme for declamation on the part
of hon. gentlemen opposite, what are its
requirements ?-$90,000 in excess of the
Estimates of last year. I said I would
run through the whole list, but why need
I go into detail, when you have the fact
before you in the Estimates, that in the
first requirements laid before you on the
Table, to be supplemented by further re-
quirements, $1,000,000 more is asked
than was demanded by the late Admin-
istration. That is the record of the
present Government for the first year of
their financial management, and the result
they cannot deny. They stand in the
position of men who have promised what
they have not fulfilled-what it was not in
their power to fulfil-of men who have
deceived the people, having given esti-
mates of public expenditure they could
not carry out. Another charge made
against the late Administration was that
it was continually rolling up deficits
threatening to engulf in ruin the country.
There were deficits under the Mackenzie
Administration, no doubt. For four
years there were deficits, and one year
had a surplus. The total of the deficits
was $5,491,314. The hon. the Minister
of Railways, in his remarkable speech,
which was so thoroughly dissected this
afternoon, andin which so many Tupperisms
were discovered by the hon. member for
South Huron (Mr. Cameron), stated that
those deficits reached $8,116,968, showing
the slight inaccuracy, the simple imagin-
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ative stretch of $2 695,201, or a discount of
471 per cent. There is no use in our
dealing in figures not in consonance with
the truth, when everyone can look at the
public records. If we deduct the sink-
ing fund, the money laid by for the
reduction of the Public Debt, the nett
deficit would be reduced to $1,306,000-
not a very serious matter indeed. With
that fact staring us in the face, we find
the hon. the Minister of Railways
magnifving the deficits by 471 per
cent., thinking, by mere assertion and
force of character, to make people
believe the amount was $S,000,000.
The speech of that hon. gentleman was as
full of inaccuracies as was possible even
to its author. Read it through and
through, and you will be amazed and
astonished at its expressions and senti-
ments. When the facts seemed to come
in the hon. gentleman's way, and the
figures were against him ; when the plain
unanswerable statements of the late
Finance Minister stood out before him;
how were they met 0 By volleys of
abuse. When he stated the correct total
of the deficits, the present Minister
of Railways could not disprove it, but
could hurl the taunt that that hon. gen-
tleman was the king of deficits. When
the late Finance Minister made state-
ments about this Tariff that could not be
controverted, the hon. the Minister of
Railways thought he found an effective
retort in the remark that my hon. friend's
head was impenetrable. When the hon.
member for Cumberland (Sir Charles
Tupper) was m'et by statements he could
not otherwise controvert, he replied that
the late Administration and their friends
belonged, or ought to belong, to animals of
the long-eared family. The figures of
the late Finance Minister, however, can-
not be controverted. No wonder that
the hon. the Minister of iRailways was so
plainly found trying to turn the attention
of the House from matters of fact to
matters of fiction, when lie discovered the
facts so strong against himself. But my
hon. friend will not forget that, in this
House and country, there is no room for
gentlemen of reputation like himself, to
risk reputation by departing from
statements of fact to indulge in fictitious
assertions, such as may be in favour with
the hon. member for Cumberland and
other hon. gentlemen opposite One

copy of "Tupper's Proverbial Nonsense"
in the country is enough. If any
gentleman prefers to give free rein to
his imagination-to talk of hundreds
of thousands of tons of shipping, that
all vanish into thin air; to indulge in the
unreal, fanciful and romantic ; let that
hon. Minister retain the monopoly. I am
sure the late Finance Minister will shun
that rôle. But I will now deal with the
Tariff question, after noticing the remark of
the bon. the Minister of Railways that the
hon. member for South Huron had, in the
matter of coal, misrepresented hini-that
lie spoke of the output of the Dominion,
not of the product of Nova Scotia alone.
The bon. gentleman's statement was made
in discussing the question from a Nova
Scotia point of view, when, in all fair-
ness, he urged that the statement applied
to the Nova Scotia mines and none other.
He asked: Does not the hon. gentleman
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright) know that in
St. John the price of coal bas been lowered?
How? said that hon. gentleman, if
the hon. gentleman bas not mastered
that, he has not mastered the first princi-
ples of that question ; does he not know
that 100,000 more tons of coal produced
would enable the coal to be sold lower ?
I ask if that had not direct reference to
the Nova Scotia coal mines ? Will even
he, with all his effrontery, dare to say
that any British Columbia coal finds its
way into St. John? The connection in
which his argument stands proves that it
applies alone to the output of coal in Nova
Scotia. Finding that a gentleman, forti-
fied with official facts and figures, was on
his track, he attempted to shelter himself
behind the subterfuge that lie had not
been speaking in reference to the
mines cf Nova Scotia, but of those
of Canada, including British Columbia.
Another factor brought into operation
to secure their late success was the cry
that Protection was needed; that great
stagnation in our industries prevailed;
that the amount of depression was simply
deplorable, etc. The hon. member for Cum-
berland pictured the gaunt spectres of
despair that wandered up and down the
country, the people suffering from want
and famine ; the children, with hungry
eves and shrunken features, looking to
helpless mothers for food, and lie next
assailed Messirà. Mackenzie and Cart-
wright, who so lamentably conducted the
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affairs of the country. Yet hon. gentle- 1 tionsofthehon. the Finance Ministerjudg-
men opposite now talk of our want of ing from the officiai figures he hasgiven us,
patriotism, as they point to the present been verified? I candidly admit be was
condition of the country; they say that not alone, last year, in foreeasting the
for five years we destroyed it, while future. The leader of the Opposition
they have endeavoured to teach the people did so, too; but to-night we bave to de-
that their success and prosperity depended termine who was the keenest in vision,
upon legislative enactments and them wbieh of them most fully realised the
alone. Those hon. gentlemen must not probable operation of the policy of the
find fault when, taking up their own hon. the Finance Minister. At this point
theory, their weapons are turned against I must notice one of bis statements-that
them. The people are asked to judge the Tarif was not framed as against
by the resuilts to our trade of the Great Britain and in favour of the
new policy, by its success in the improve- United States. The late Finance Minis-
ment of the country, whether those gen- ter and late Minister of Custoras (Mr.
tlemen have, in their position as Minis- Burpee) asserted last year that the Tarif
ters, achieved the success they boasted discriminated against the manufactures
they were capable of bringing about. It of Great Britain and i favour of the
has been stated here to-day, as often else- United States; and, while I took the
where, that it was futile and useless saie view, I was not one of those who
to condemn the Finanee Minister and attached so very mucl importance to the
his colleagues and supporters for the fact that it bore against Great Britain.
Tariff, because the people had demanded I think ve bave a right to frame a Tarif
it. I denied that statenent last year, and against that country if we sce fit. But our
deny' it again. The people did not know contention was that, borrowing as ve do
what the National Peliey was; they asked in the Old Country for our public works;
those hon. gentlemen, tirough their re- having been met so generously, and hav-
presentatives, during the late Adminis- ing received so long the protection of the
tration, to tell them what that policy was, British flag; claimiug as we do to forra an
when their present leader replied it was integral portion of the Empire, we beld
not the duty of the Opposition to formu- that, vhile we did levy taxes, it was the
late a policy, adding : We shall not tell duty of the hon. the Finance Minister to
until we get into office, -when we can sec at any rate that the Tarif did not dis-
ascertain the wants and requirements of criminate against that country, and in
the people ; but wve tell you we will put favour of a foreign country. I credit him.
in force a policy that will give steady with not desiring to do so; I believe be
work to the idle; higher prices to every desired to avoid it in framing bis Tarif, and
farmer for all he has to sell; will dot I ask bi to discuss the point-to take the
your rivers and streams with magnificent turns of the imports from the United
erections for manufacturing ; we will give States, Great Britain, and the otber coun-
a startling impetus to the prosperity of tries, and examine in their light the
the lumber interest ; we will cause com- operation of bis Tarif. What do we
fort and prosperity to be greatly magnified find? We find in the six months'return,
by this wonderful remedy ; shoals of fish ending in December, 1878, as compared
in our waters will be vastly increased; -mithDecember,1879,the followingfigures:
our sbipping will be doubled, and, where At the end of December 1878, under
there is now wailing and distress, al yl the Mackenzie Administration, there wlas
be joy. As the hon. member for Cum- imported fro Great Britain of dutiable
berland said "The wilderness that the goods $14,481,676, on wvich their vas a
late Administration made this country, duty collected of $2,835,387, or an
shall again blossom as the rose." We average duty of 20 per cent. From the
must enquire how far these clcudy pre- United States there was nnported
dictions have been fulfilled. We have to $11,748,796, on whicl Chere was a duty
see, not simply whether the taxes havebeen collected of $2,624,284, or an average
heaped up by this National Policy, as duty of 22,- per cent. Now, we cone to
they have, but whether hon. gentlemen consider tbe effects of the Tarif under
opposite have given us, with that, tbe the present Administration. We find that
promised prosperity. Have the predic- from Great Britain there was inported
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$12,183,666, duty collected, $304,487,
or an average duty of 25 per cent.
Fron the IUnited States there was
$9,560,637, and a duty collected of
$2,247,436, or an average duty of 24 per
cent. The hon. the Finance Minister
then failed in properly forecasting the
effects of his Tariff. The late Finance
Minister was perfectly accurate in fore-
casting it, as is proved to a demonstration
by the figures laid upon the Table of the
House. Under the Cartwright Tariff, I
repeat, the dutiable goods from the
United States were charged 2- per cent.
more than the goods from Great Britain,
while, under the Tilley Tariff, goods froni
Great Britain are charged 1 per cent.
more than those f rom the United States,
making 31 per cent. difference in the
Tarifs of the two Administrations.

Sir SAMIUEL L. TILLEY: What
about free and dutiable goods together ?

MR. PATERSON : I quite understand
how the hon. the Finance Minister ar-
rived at the conclusion he did when he
made his statenient to the House the
other night. But I would have thought
that the lion. the Finance Minister, having
endeavoured in that sly way to gain bis
point, would have hesitated before openly
risking his reputation by calling atten-
tion publicly to the fact that in estimating
the operations of his Tariff lie was forced
to the subterfuge of combining the free
with the dutiable goods. Let me througlh
you, Mr. Speaker, ask that lion. gentle-
man a question. In those free goods from
the United States what do vou find ? You
find free breadstuffs. Is there a British
farmer that will complain to the hon. the
Finance Minister if Le puts $10 on every
bushel of grain that comes into this
country i What do they care for that 1
How are they interested in the free
goods ? The only question that affects
them is the one in which they thernselves
are interested. No breadstuffs, no grain,
ever comes from England here. The
only goods in which they are interested
are the dutiable goods, the manufactured
goods, the only goods they can send off,
the only goods in which they compete
'with the States for our trade. I am
glad the hon. the Finance Minister bas
confessed openly that he was forced, in
order to show a balance of trade in favour
of Great Britain as against the United
States, to link in $14,000,000 of free

goods, mostly breadstuffs, of which the
the British public do not send one cent's
worth into this country. I defy the bon.
gentleman to contradict it. I defy the
hon. member for Cumberland (Sir Charles
Tupper) to controvert the fact that, from
the figures he has furnished himself, on
the goods in which Great Britain is
interested, there is 321- per cent. more
levied against them than against the
United States; 21. per cent. directly
placed against them by that hon. gentle-
man as against 1 per cent. in their favour
under the Mackenzie Administration.
Now, I would ask the hon. gentleman's
attention to another fact. It was claimed
that in the introduction of this Tariff,
we were to have a scientific Tariff,
that the Cartwright Tariff was not pre-
pared upon anything like scientific princi-
ples at all. But the lion. the Minister of
Finance did not assume tbat lofty
toue that was assuied by the hon.
the Minister of Railways, in regard
to the late Finance Minister, that
he was an utterly incapable man,
that lie was perfectly paralysed, that
be Lad no idea of figures, or how the
operation of duties would affect the pros-
perity of the country. Those hon. gentle-
men wanted a Tariff that would shut out
all foreign goods imported into this coun-
try, and yet give just as much revenue
as it did before. They were going to pro-
duce all the goods that were used in the
country without levying any internal tax,
and raise all the money required by some
wonderful means, of which they professed
to possess the secret; the wonderful de-
vice being to fill our Treasury out of the
pockets of the Yankees. That was to be
their scheme, and, when we look at it in
detail to see what ihis wonderful, scien-
tific Tariff was, we find it in the one that
was presented to us last year: a Tariff
that was launched as the acme of perfec-
tion last year; and now, when it is
amended in a hundred points this year,
the amendments are still introduced as the
everything that was wanted to make it
perfect and complete. I dare say, as the
hon. member for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) said, " that every
year this Tariff will have to be tinkered."
The late Finance Minister must not
be sarcastic. The charge against him was
that he was a " fly-on-the-wheel," and
those hon. gentlemen, to show that they are
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not " flies-on-the.wheel," will keep adding
a little more every year to their Tariff.
Now, let us look into the operations of
this Tariff, and I would ask the hon. the
Finance Minister, if he thinks it worth his
while, to follow me in my calculations,
and, if I am not correct, let him set me
right. It is a very important calculation.
It is taken from the figures furnished us
in the comparative statement of the value
of goods that were imported for the six
months ending December 31st, 1878,
and for the six months ending December
3lst, 1879. It is one of those returns
that are so valuable to the Opposition at
this moment, for I have not seen a com-
parative statement brought down
by the Orders of the House that has not
told strongly against the hon. gentlemen
that have been forced to bring it down.
In the six months of the Cartwright
Tariff ending December 31, 1878, there
was imported of dutiable goods
$28,472,595, and there was collected on
them a duty of $6,320,862. There was
an average duty levied upon them, in
order to secure that amount of revenue,
of 22- per cent. Under the operation of
the present Finance Minister's Tariff, for
a like period of six months, we find this
result: Importation of dutiable goods,
$24,845,742, with a revenue derived
from them of $6,678,191, or an average
duty of 26¾ per cent. I am now coming
to the scientific point. There is this differ-
ence of 41 per cent. in the burdens that
have been placed upon the people of this
country. But what I want to call the at-
tention of the House to is this fact, that
4Î per cent. additional burden laid upon
the people under the Cartwright Tariff,
instead of under the scientific Tariff of
the hon. gentlemen opposite, would have
produced-what resalt ? Why, that 41
per cent. on the importations under the
Cartwright Tariff would have given for
that half year $1,28 1,266 more revenue.
But, in one year, the rate of duty levied
by that bon. gentleman opposite-the 26-
per cent. he bas charged on every dollar
of dutiable goods that the people ot
this country consume-if levied, not under
his scientific Tariff, but under the Tarift
as arranged by the late Finance Minister,
would have given more revenue than he
gets to-day by $2,562,532. The same rate
of duty would have given that much more.
Now, where is the science ? The point
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where the hon. gentleman thinks he bas
got me is this. He will say : There have
not been as many goods imported this
year as under the Cartwright Tariff, and
I grant that, but is not that one of the
effects the hon. gentleman piomised by
his Tariff, that it would decrease the im-
portation of these goods ? But under the
classification of the goods as made by the
late Finance Minister, if it had been
necessary to increase the average rate by
4, per cent. in order to increase the
revenue, he would not have stopped the
importation of goods into the country ;
they would have corne in as they did
before, and, that being the case, we would
have had, under the Cartwright Tariff,
without any more taxation than we now
have, two millions and a half more
revenue instead of having, as the hon.
gentlemen opposite have, a deficit of from
one and a-half to two million dollars. But
I have not pointed out al the merits of
those hon. gentlemen's Tariff yet. It is
an important fact that under the
Cartwright Tariff we would have had
two millions and a-half more money
without any increase in the burdens on
the people, and we would have had, in ad-
dition, free coal, free flour, free bread-
stuffs of all kinds, sugar for le. a
pound less and tea for 10 per cent. less.
And yet those hon. gentlemen talk to you
about a scientifie Tariff, so arranged that
a tax of 4¾ per cent. additional means
$2,500,000 less of revenue, besides
taxing the prime necessaries of life in fuel
and food. The statement is there; the
bon. gentleman can see for himself the
proof of my reasoning. Perhaps he will
be able to controvert it. The only argu-
ment he can advance is that, if the late
Administration had increased the rate of
duty by 4½ per cent., there would not
have been so many goods brought into the
country. Sir, there would have been.
The importation of goods bas not been
stopped by the 4- per cent. added by that
hon. gentleman under his Tariff. The
late Administration might have put
on 4½ per cent. more, and the imports
would not have been diminished. They
have every reason to believe the importa-
tion would have gone on, and they would
have had two and a-half millions more in
the Treasury, and, as I stated, free
coal, free breadstuffs, and lc. a pound
less on sugar. The hon. gentleman can
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determine it for himself. In the matter
of sugar alone, under the operations of
the scientific Tariff of the hon. gentleman
-and here again I speak from official
figures furnished by the hon. gentle-
man himself-10,000,0001b. more of
sugar have been imported during the last
six months than were imported during the
last six months of the Mackenzie Admin-
istration. How much more revenue did
lie get ? He has a decrease of over a
quarter of a million on revenue. But
there was an increased importation of
l0,000,0001b. of sugar; that means a loss,
by the higler rate of duty on sugar, of
about $600,000 by way of revenue. Has
it gone into the pockets of the people 1 If
it has been left in the pockets of the peo-
ple, there has been no wrong. But if this
half a million dollars is lost to the revenue,
and is not in the pockets of the people,
where is it i If it is in the pockets of
persons to whom it does not belong, and if
it was not given voluntarily by the people,
but was taken by Act of Parliament, I
ask what name shall be given to the hon.
gentlemen who passed the enactment that
took $600,000 of the people's money out
of their pocket to put it, not into the pub-
lic revenue, but into the pocket of some
individual in this country ? It has been
asserted by hon. gentlemen opposite that
sugar has been lower in this country than
in the United States. I happen to handle
sugar considerably myself, and I know
that, during nearly the whole time which
this Tariff has been in operation, the rul-
ing price of our refined sugars has been
from ¾c. to 11c. per pound higher than we
would have had to pay for them had the
Cartwright Tariff been in force, under
which we got half a million more revenue
than under this. Let us remember the
fact that there are only one or two re-
fruers in this country. The hon. member
for Montreal West (Mr. Gault) said the
other night there were two competing
keenly. There are two there now, but
they are virtually one. The capacity of
the refinery of Redpath and Son is over
60,000,0001b. per year. This is the
amount turned out by them, with an in-
crease of from ¾c. to le. per pound to the
ordinary legitimate profit. It means that,
in addition to the ordinary and legiti-
mate profits to which they are entitled,
they have been enabled by the enactments
of the hon. the Finance Minister to take

out of the pockets of the people of this
country $450,000 to $600,000. I do
not blame Redpath and Son. There is not
an hon. gentleman in this Chamber that
would not do the same thing. The St.
Lawrence Refinery Company are not to be
blamed if they combine with Redpath and
Son, as they will do, and then they
will have the people of this country at
their mercy. If the hon. gentleman sees
that such is the effect of his Tariff in the
one item of sugar, he will readily under-
stand me when I say that, if we had the
same average increase of duties under the
Cartwright Tariff, and as adjusted by
that hon. gentleman, we would have had
$2,500,000 more revenue, besides having
sugar for le. a pound less, and our coal
and flour absolutely free from taxation.
Now we pass on to consider the claim that
was made by those hon. gentlemen that, by
their restoration to power and the enact-
ments they would place upon the Statute-
book, manufactures would increase and
everything would prosper. Those lion.
gentlemen manifest a good deal of uneasi-
ness, a good deal more uneasiness at hear-
ing the utterances of their right lion.
leader read than I see them manifest
sometimes when that right hon. gentleman
has addressed them. 1 do not know why
it is that, when the words of that right
hon. gentleman are read, and read from
the organ of bis own party, they
should manifest so much restiveness. I
do not know how it is that, when a sen-
tence of that famous Parkhill speech of
lis, that was so loudly cheered when it
was delivered, is read now, the hon. gen-
tlemen opposite should become so restive.
It cannot be that it is simply because it is
read by a member of the Opposition.
The words are there, uttered by their
worthy chief, and lie has promised there
distinctly that, if the people would place
him in power, prosperity would return,
confidence would be given back, stocks
would increase, the country would become
prosperous, even before their Tariff was
submitted. The very next day lie said that
would take place, but 540 days have
elapsed since then, and still the cry of the
lion. gentlemen opposite is: Give the
policy time to develop itself; it has not
yet had time to produce its beneficial
effects. Well, that may be, but the coun-
try is not disposed to look at it in that
light. A man who should obtain
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a loan of money from another man,
promising to return it next day, would
be considered to have forfeited his honour
as a man if, after 540 days had elapsed,
he failed to make good the return of that
money ; and, if, when asked for it, lie
turned round and said: You must give me
time in order to do this, what could be
said of that man ? What is the difference
between such a man and those gentlemen
who said : If you will return us to power
you will have prosperity on the very next
day ; and, after 540 days have passed, they
come to this House and as suppliants, as
insolvents, ask us to compromise our
claim witli them, or at least to give thiem
an extension of time ? Sir, they need it.
In all the operations of this Tariff it bas
failed to do what those bon. gentlemen
promised of it. They claimed it would
stop disaster and give confidence, and
they claim now that it has realised those
expectations, because there is more con-
fidence in the country now, and things
are in a better state now than a year ago.
Will the hon. gentlemen be prepared to
listen to me while I make then an ad-
mission in reference to this point. A
peculiar state of affairs reigns in Canada
at the present time. On the one hand,
there never was more misery than there
is now. There never were more men out
of work. There never was greater suf-
fering and destitution among certain
classes than at the present moment; yet
I am free to admit that, while that is the
case, there is an undertone of confidence
and buoyancy that we were strangers to
two years ago. I believe that we are now
to have better times than we have had.
I believe there is to be a revival in busi-
ness. I make this admission designedly,
for this reason, that the people of the
country, when that revival comes, may
know that it bas not been brought about
by the legislative enactments of bon.
gentlemen opposite. I invite the atten-
tion of the House to the consideration of
the following figures also furnished by the
hon. the Finance Minister. I find that,
for the six months ending 31st December,
1878-the last six months of the Mac-
kenzie Administration-the exports ot
the produce of the forest amounted to
$9,257,471. I find for the six months
just ending, under hon. gentlemen oppo-
site, the exports of the same article were
$10,304,081 I find that the exports of
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animals and their produce for the last six
months of the Mackenzie Administration
were $8,494,872. Ifindthat, during thelast
sixmonths, theyamounted to $10,840,190.
I find that the exports of agricultural
produce in the last six months of the Mac-
kenzie Administration were $12,089,000.
During the last six months of 1879 they
amounted to $14,801,652. That means
that we have had an increase of the
exports of those three articles during the
last six months, over the last six months
of the Mackenzie Administration, of
$5,504,565. Are these figures right?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Yes.
MR. PATERSON: I am glad at any

rate that I have bit on some figures that
the bon. the Finance Minister admits are
correct. They are correct, and I rejoice
with the hon. the Finance Minister in the
hole they fill. It can be no satisfaction
to any Canadian to know that this coun-
try is suffering under reverses. It can be
no satisfaction to any Canadian, I care
not what political stripe be may be of, to
see the continuance of hard times and the
depression of trade exist in the land.
When I find an increase of $5,500,000 in
the exports of three articles alone, there
is ground for greater confidence in the
minds of the people. But it should be
borne in mind that the legislative
enactments of the hon. gentleman have
not influenced that matter in the slightest
degree. The hon. gentleman surely is
not impious enough to claim that by his
legislative enactments lie has caused the
rain to fall from heaven and the sun to
shine on the earth, or that be bas caused
it to produce more trees, or that be has
enabled the cow to give more milk, and
thus enabled us to obtain more
butter and cheese. He tells many
strange tales, but lie will hardly
allow his imagination to carry him away
to that extent. The hon. gentleman will
hardly claim that lie bas been the means
of sending up the lumber market of
Albany $2 per thousand, or that he was
strong enough to force up the butter and
cheese market of Great Britain.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I
thought butter and cheese had not in-
creased in price.

MR. PATERSON: The price has in
ereased, but the hon. gentleman will
hardly claim, that the National Policy has
succeeded in doing that.
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SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It is
a question of fact. The hon. member for
West Middlesex (Mr. Ross) said that the
price of nothing but, wheat had been in-
creased.

MR. PATERSON: I will leave the
hon. gentleman and the hon. member for
West Middlesex to figh t that matter out
between themselves. I was saying we
have had increased prosperitv, and that is
the reason that there is nore confidence in
commercial circles. What would hon.
gentlemen have done if they had had a
year 111e that of 1876, when the Mac-
kenzie Administration was in power, and
when there was almiost a famine in this
land ? Then, instead of being able to ex-
port $8,000,000 worth of breadstuffs, the
balance was turned against us and we had
to import more than we exported. Hon.

gentlemen were cognisant of that, yet
they did not hesitate to play the rôle of
demagogues, and actually blame the late
Administration because there had been
a famine in the land and because Pro-
vidence withheld rain. I pass on
to notice the commercial interest
which it was promised would be bene-
fitted by the Tariff. What has been
the effect of the Tarifï in reference to
commercial matters. It is this ; it has
removed the tea trade in a great measure
from the hands of wholesale dealers in
Canada, and almost centred it in the
cities of Boston and New York; bas
taken away from Canadian wholesale
merchants their opportunities for opera-
ting in sugar iii foreign markets, and
centred the business in two firms in
Montreal. It has also taken away their
opportunities of buying woollen and cotton
goods in the foreign markets. To the
agricultural interest the Government
promised high prices, but I defy any hon.
mnember of this House to show how the
price of one single article of agricultural
produce has been enhanced through the
operation of the National Policy. We
never denied that wheat, oats and barley
mnight advance. We never denied that
if there was a famine in Europe there
would be a greater demand for wheat. and
that it would go up in price. It will
be within the recollection of the House
that we got $2.25 for wheat when there
was no duty on it. What we claim is
that the present rise in prices is due
entirely to the rise in foreign markets,

and that it is uncontrolled by the com-
bined wisdom of this Government of ours.
The cry of the hon. gentlemen was : We
will give the farmers a home market, and
they asserted that it was a shame that
millions of bushels of American wheat
should come into the country with-
out paying any duty, while we have.
to pay a duty of 15c. per bushel on all
Canadian wheat going into the United
States. I find, however, from an Order
in Council, that any miller in this coun-
try can go to the United States and
bring in the whole wlieat crop of the
United States in bond, and grind it in his
own mill, instead of grinding Canadian
wheat. But he can do more under that
Order in Council. When wheat is getting
scarce in the Canadian market lie can
bring in American wheat, grind it, and
sell it on the Canadian market. Then,
after the Canadian barvest has been
gathered in, and the price of wheat has
gone down, he can grind Canadian wheat,
and export it in its place as an equiva-
lent. Hon. gentlemen went through the
farce of putting 15c. a bushel on wheat,
and they opened the door through this
Order in Council to all the surplus wheat
of the United States.

MR. BOWELL: The hon. gentleman
has not quoted the Order in Council cor-
rectly.

SIn ALBERT J. SMITI . But we
know how it works.

MR. PATERSON: It will afford me
a slight rest to read that Order in Coun-
cil. It is as follows :-

"GOVERNMENT HOUSE, OTTAWA,

"Thursday, 10th day of July, 1879.
" Present:

"His EXCELLENCY THE GovERNOR IN COUNcIL.
" On the recommendation of the hon. the

Minister of Customs, and under the authority
given and conferred by the 125th section, clause
1st of the Act 40 Vie. cap. 10, intituled : an Act
to amend an à consolidate the Act respecting the
Customs,-

" His Excellency the Governor-General has
been pleased to order, and it is hereby ordered,
that the grinding and packing of wbeat, maize,
and other grain, in bond, shall be done and con.
ducted under the regulations and restrictions
following, namely:-

" 1. The Collector of Customs at any port of
entry, Ehall receive entries of foreign wheat,
maize, or other grain to be ground and packed
in bond for exportation or consumption, and
such Collector shall deliver, or cause to be de.
livered, such wheat, maize, or other grain to be
forwarded on to the port of destination, where
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may be situated the mill or mills at which the
said wheat, maize, or other grain is to be ground
and packed in bond as by law permitted.

" 2. The wheat, maize, or other grain shall be
so forwarded under bonds to be taken either by
the Collector of the port of entry, or by the
Collector at the port of destination, as may
best suit the convenience of the importer, which
bonds shall be taken for an amount that will
cover the duties chargeable upon the said wheat,
maize, or other grain, and be conditioned for the
due payment of such duties should such wheat,
maize, or other grain go into consumption ; or
for the due exportation of such wheat, maize,
or other grain, or the equivalent thereof in flour
and meal ; and on proof of the payment of such
duties, or of the due exportation as aforesaid,
within one year from the date of the said bond
or bonds, the said bondq shall be duly cancelled ;
and if such bonds shall be given at the port of
destination a certificate of such pa, ment or ex-
portation, under the hand of the Collector of
CLstoms at such port, shall be forwarded to the
Collector at the port of entry at which such
whe.at, maize, or other grain shall have been im-
ported or entered for manufacture in bond.

(Signed) "W. H. HimswORTH,
" Clerk, Privy Couneil."

I think hon. gentleman listening must
see that I have correctly interpreted this
Order in Coincil. What the Order says
is that American wheat may be imported
into Canada and its equivalent in flour
exported within one year, but it does not
say that that flour must be made of
American wheat. Canadian wheat can be
used as the equivalent, as I have no doubt
it is.

MR. BOWELL : That is not correct.
MR. PATERSON : Very well, we

have the document here, and the far-
mers will be able to interpret it
for themselves. I have taken the
trouble to ascertain wbat effect the
imposition of the duty on wheat
has had, and I glean these facts. I find
that, from the 15th of March to the 30th
of June, a period of three months from
the enactment of the Tariff, 559,968
bushels of wheat were imported from the
United States. The farmers, in the sim-
plicity of their hearts, thought that 15c.a
bushel would be levied on these 559,968
bushels of wheat, in order to give them
Protection. Now, I have to tell every
farmer how much money went into the
public chest in the shape of duty on those
559,968 bushels of wheat. There was
placed in the Treasury, by way of duty
on that wheat, $210 altogether. In cal-
culating the average per bushel I could
hardly find decimals small enough, but,
as near as it could possibly be ascertained,

MR. PATERSON.

it amounted to about one-thirtieth part of
a cent per bushel. It is thus that the
farmers have been scientifically and de-
liberately deceived by hon. gentlemen op-
posite ; and they need not be surprised
that there is a feeling of indignation,
scorn and disgust, and that it found its
manifestation in sweeping away the can-
didates that were supported by them in
the last Ontario elections. They could
not content themselves with what
they did ; it was surely enough
coutumely if I might be allowed
to use the tern, without adding insult
to injury, by coming down as they
have done with a proposition to put 3e.
per pound on wool, but only on the
kinds of wool of which we do not import
one pound. It is the last straw that
breaks the camel's back; and the hon. gen-
tleman is advancing in years, and having
got where he is, he cares verv little for
the back of the camel, or whether it is
broken or not. We pass on now to
another interest-the lumber trade-
which bas to be developed. But the lum-
berman has received no benefit whatever;
he is taxed, and heavily taxed. A heavy
tax is put upon his provisions, and upon
the implements he uses, but, in respect of
his timber, which is dependent upon the
foreign markets, the hon. gentlemen
opposite were utterly incompetent to help
him in the least degree. How has their
policy acted in reference to the fisheries ?
Has it given us any more fishes to the
sea ? What are the ominous words
uttered here by the representatives from
Prince Edward Island, representatives
that support the present Government ?
They show clearly that that Province does
not reap any advantage whatever from
the National Policy; and already we
hear from the people of that Province,
deceived and exasperated as they may
well be, the ominous word, "secession."
With regard to the shipping interest, we
need not do any more than recal to the
attention of the House the statement
made by the hon. member for West Mid-
dhesex (Mr. Ross) to show what disas-
trous results have overtaken that interest
in this country. The agricultural inter-
est, the lumber interest, the ship-
ping interest and every interest is in a
worse condition than ever before. There
is, however, one interest which gentle-
men on the opposite side took specially
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under their wing; an interest which SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: My
raised the clamour for the National Policy strongest case is that very petition.
in this country, in order to secure the MR. PATERSON: In what respect is
prosperity of that one industry which it the strongest?
they pre-eminently wished to encourage. SiR SAMUEL L. TJLLEY: 1 will
What has been the effect of the National tell you when I spcak of it.
Policy with reference to the manufactur- Mn. PATERSON I wouH like t@
ing interest I Here, Sir, at any rate, we lear it now. The hon. gentleman stated
have to bear testimony to the fact that in bis Budget Speech tlint, wben lie went
a few manufacturers in certain lines have on that piigrimage of bis, li found that
benefitted by the legislation of hon. gen- manfacturers were discontented iii Some
tlemen opposite-and not many of places, and from that be judged that his
them. \V e have a benefit derived by tbe Tarifi wvas' not -too mucli iii their favour.
sugar refiners. There are but two of wold ask him if be as any reason to
them in existence. One of themi is a believe that iledpatli and Son are dissatis-
mali one: I wislR to refer more parti- fi.d witl tbe rariff. If they are telly

cularly to the Redpath establishment. satisfied, the lie should then feel, ac-
cordin to is own reasoninp , h wetMo. PLthMa: We bave heard thatih o that 

before. had nnduly favoured thedn. it is not
only true, that agricultural impe-

Me. PATERSON: It possibly might menits and the iron trade fave sur-
do to hear it again. Tbere would be fcred but also tbe boot and shoe
something for the bon. member for trade, and every industry that
Niagara (Mr. Plumb), iaving meard iti employd ten or a hundred times
often, to explain, wby legishation bas as many men as wert .mployed by ail the
trown ail tBe profit into the pockets of sugar efineries that ca be inthis country.
one firm. Will lie give as bis answer One undred and twenty million pounds
that te people have been recouped by of sugar a year is tbe wole amount re-
getting additional employment? m ill quired to be manufactured. Sixty million
that be said? We have the testimony pounds are produced by edpat's estab-
of one of the proprietors of that establish- lishment. Two refineries of that size will
ment that, counting the porters and dray- supply ail that is wanted. We would
men, andpail the men that makethe then bave ony 600 or 700 men empoyed;
barrels, ail the men that car their sugar there would be $1,000,000 more paid out
and all their employés of every descrip- of the peoplcs pockets for sugar, and baif
tion, they employ 300 or 400 men. a million dollars less revenue. This would
But, in giving these 300 or 400 men em- be the result, it my figures are correct, and
ployment, what opposite result has been anyone car decide for himself. Now,
produced? I tell the bon. member for I Say that, if the hon. thc Minister
Niagara that, since the introduction of of Finance would take every one of these
this Tariff, there have been as many sugar refinery employés, and buy for eadl
thrown outof employment bythe numerous a farm of thc best land in Ontario, and
steam-baking and confectionery establish- give him in addition $500 per annum to
ments that have gone into insolvency in take bis case, lie would save money to the
Consequence, in part at least, of the people of this Dominion. Divide Up that
change in these sugar duties. By these million and a baîf dollars taken ont of
failures of confectionery establishments us between these 300 or 400 men, and
there have been as iany men thrown out sec how much money it would give c.
of employment as the Redpath sugar re- Jf in order to raake a home market it is
finery has given employment to. With necessary to keep in the country these
reference to woollen materials and cotton 300 or 400 consumers of our farm pro-
goods, it is said that there bas been a bene- duce, the plan I have suggested would
fit, and also that there bas been a benefit save the country haif a million. If there
in the rubber establishment. The hon. be anytbing tbat is unjust and oppressive
the Minister of Finance is in possession iL is the tarif on sugar. What 1 most
of a circular, signed by certain manufac- deplore is that trade and commerce and
turers, stating that the Tariff has dam- the Tarif should become an issue between
aged their industries. the two political parties. Party objects
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and party ties carry away gentlemen oppo-
site to the support of a policy that they
must know to be wrong. I am surprised
that a gentleman of such intelligence and
capacity as the hon. member for Clard-
well (Mr. White), who is not in his
seat just now, should be carried away
in this manner, and that gentlemen
from Montreal and other commercial
centres should allow their party pre-
judices to so pervert their judgment.
Is there any one of the hon. gentlemen op-
posite that does not know that they are
befooling and insulting the people of this
country by persisting in this policy.
They must be all aware of it; but,
because it is denounced on this side of
the House they will not recede, and the
consequence is that we shall have to go
on another year, with six or seven
million dollars taken out of the people of
this country, the large proportion, if not
all of it, going into the pockets of a cer-
tain few instead of going into the Public
Treasury. That is what we have had
and what we must continue to have as
the effect of the National Policy. We
are told they bargained for this result,
but the people of this country will not say
they bargained for this. They bargained
for whathon. gentlemen opposite promised;
but this is not what they promised.
Depression existed in trade. They said
it was caused by the Government, and
that the remedy to apply was to turn out
that Government and give the reins of
power to themselves. Having been seated
on the Treasury Benches, they remind me
of the quack doctor in a western town,
who was asked to prescribe for a child in
a low fever. He said : " I do not know
mnuch about patients in that state, but
give the child 'this medicine ; it will
throw it into fits, and I am first-rate in
curing fits ; " the remedy being to stop
the medicine. The hon. gentlemen op-
opposite found the country feverish ; they
found it in a low state, and they asked to
be allowed to apply the remedy. Now
they say: "We thought we knew the
remedy, but we were mistaken in the
disease ; but we can give you fits, and
we are good in curing fits." The people
think they have got "fits" in the taxation
which has been heaped upon them, and
the Opposition say that in order to cure
the evil results they have entailed on the
country through the operations of their

MR. PATERSON.

nostrum, in the shape of excessive taxa-
tion, that taxation must cease. Let
the people pay into the Treasury no more
than is required for the wants of the
country. Hon. gentlemen opposite, and
the hon. the Minister of Railways especi-
ally, have declared that the country is
still with them. I have to tell them that
they sit there virtually by the fact that
Parliamentary life in this House is five
years. They sit there by virtue of hang-
ing together, and they will sit their time
out because they are banded together for
that purpose. But they must be
cognisant of the fact that their official
life will cease just as soon as the
peuple have an opportunity of pro-
nouncing judgment on their policy.
It wili be reniembered that this ques-
tion came up last Session, and I
want to allude to the result of the Ontario
elections, for I consider they bear upon
this question. I consider that they ought
at any rate to give premonitory warning so
hon. gentlemen opposite that the course
they have pursued is not one regarded as
purely beneficial to our interests. That
policy was emphatically condemned by
the people of Ontario, so far as they liad
any power to condemn it. when the Local
Government appealed to them in June
last. During the Tariff Debate last year,
I made some remarks in reply to an
hon. gentleman opposite, which will be
found on page 1532 of the Debates, 1879.
On resuming my seat I was taken to task
by the hon. the Minister of Agriculture.
The position taken by myself was that
the June elections would be a test of the
popularity of the National Policy, and
it was accepted by the hon. the Min-
ister of Agriculure. The Ji ail newspaper,
the organof the hon. gentlemen opposite, in
commenting on my remarks, said, edi-
torially, on April 28, 1879 :

"Mr. Paterson, of Brant, is as good a finger-
post in political matters as any other. In his
speech on Thursday night lie mas frank enough
to tell the House that he was of opinion that
the people of Ontario were watching the pro-
ceedings of the HLouse, and that at the coming
elections the popular feeling against the Tariff
would make itself felt. It is now somewhat
satisfactory to know that Mr. Paterson and his
friends are desirous of bringing Dominion
issues into the Local elections : perhaps the
people of Ontario will give the matter their con-
sideration. The Reformers are desirous of
testing the earnestness of the people of On-
tario in favour of the National Policy-the-
people would, perhaps, prefer to be tested.
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We believe the people are as fully in favour of
the National Policy now as they were in Sep-
tember last. Messrs. Paterson and Mowat
seem disposed to join tleir voices in declaring
that the National Policy is oppressive and un-
popular, perhaps the people will accept the
issue and undeceive these gentlemen."

Well, the people acceptedl the issue,
and somne gentlemen were deceived,
but it was not Messrs. Mowat
and Paterson--it was the lion. gen-
tlemen opposite. Tien we find the
right lion. the leader of the Governmîent,
the hon. the Minister of Railways, from
the distant Province of Nova Scotia, the
hon. Lhe Minister of Finance, from the
distant Province of New Brunswick, going
post-baste into the centre of Ontario ii
order to cast their influence on the side of
the Conservatives at those elections. lii
the amnphitheatre in Toronto, three nights
before the polling, we find, by the M/ail
of June 3, that the riglit hon. gentleman
(Sir John A. Macdonald) said:

" He warned all friends, and those of the
opposite party who approved of the National
Policy, that if they voted for the support of the
Mowat Administration they would be voting
for the maintenance and continuation of a
Government who had tried to defeat the
National Policy, and to crush down the infant
and struggling industries of Canada."

On the saine occasion Sir Samnuel L.
Tilley said :

" Let them, as electors, diseharge their duty
in such a manner as to sustain this policy."

Then there was a belted knight, the bon.
the Minister of Railways, who hastened
up to Hamilton to address the electors,
and what did lie say, according to the
same newspaper

" lie knew too well that at such a crisis the
people were so patriotic that they would sustain
their unanimous decision of the 17th Septeinber
last."

What do these words mean ? They mean
that this entire Government threw its
heart and soul into the Ontario elections,
and told the people that, if they cast a vote
against the Opposition in Ontario they
were voting against the party in this
House wh-ch gave the country the
National Poliey. And what was the
verdict? Thirty-six seats won by friends
of the Opposition of this House, while
they only lost three-a change so great
that, if it were niade here, it would amount
to sixty-six votes, would make those hon.
gentlemen tremble in their seats, and

47

would crumble their Administration to the
rround. Now, they claim that the people
of Ontario did not consider that issue.
They say that the Globe and Mr. Mowat
said that the National Policy did not
enter into the elections. WVell, what did
the Mail say ? In an editorial on June
7th, two days after the elections, it said

"Jntil within the last three days the
Toronto Globe protested against the intro-
duction of thse National Policy into the
contest." There is an adnission of the
fact that the Globe did not always say that
the National Poliey Lad nothing to do
with the elections. Did the National
Policy give Mr. Mowat his sweeping
victory Hon, gentlemen opposite know
tbat their friends in Ontario are one
with theiselves they kniow that they
will take the eue from this (overnmnent.
What was the eharacter of the Mowat
Administration, as pourtrayed by the
lion. friends of the gentlemen in power'?
According to their statenents, it was
the nost corrupt Administration that
ever sat 'on the Treasury Benchies; they
had wasted $12,000,000, anid were guilty
of direct acts of corruption. Senator
MePherson, one of the great authorities
of this party, wrote a pamphlet, in whicl
lie proved that the Mowat Administration
iwas not only the niost incapable but the
most corrupt and extravagant of any
Administration. Well, how did that
Governnent get their mnajority? Hon.

gentlemen opposite are on the horns of a
dilemnia. They must either admit that
the Ontario Reforn party went in.
on the strengtlh of the failure of the
National Policy, or they mnust admit that
Senator McPherson and his colleagues in
the Dominion Government have villified
Mr. Mowat and his supporters. They
can take which lorn of the dilemma tbey
choose. In conclusion, I desire to say
a few words upon a matter I think it
is time for us to pause and consider. I
am willing to admit that the lion. the
Finance Minister hai some strength in
his argument when lie pointed to the
fact that lie had negotiated a loan in the
London market on better terirr, than had
been obtained for many years previous-
when lie pointed to that as proof that his
Tariff was not regarded by the people
of Great Britain as hostile to them. It
is pleasant, when we have to find so much
fault, that we can award a meed of praise
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when it due. I am free to admit the fact
that the hon. Minister effected a good
loan, and lie is entitled to all the credit
such a transaction should bring. It is
not with a desire to detract from that
credit that I inake this observation, but
I make it because it seems to point out
to my mind a consciousness of something
which the hon. Minister is aware of. He
told the people of Great Britain that, if
this Tariff operated against them, lie
would give relief in relinquishing certain
dutics which bore upon them. But lie
bas not donc so, and it seems to me
significant that the hon. gentleman is
conscious of the fact that, though lie made
a good loan, he cannot, with the Tariff
standing as it is, go a second time to
the London market for money,
and consequently we have this
forced loan of $8,000,000 from the
Canadian people in order to relieve him.
If lie went there with such success the
first time, why does lie hesitate to go
again, and why is it necessary to come
here to propose legislation for this forced
loan ? It seems as thougli the hon. gen-
tleman is conscious that, so long as the
Tariff remains as it is, he dare not go to
London again for money, He may also
be conscious of anot:er fact, that the
people of Great Britain are watching the
finances of this country, and know that,
while the hon. gentleman is doubling tax-
ation on many articles, there is a greater
deficit than ever before. They can see
that the Public Debt is being run up to
proportions beyond the strength and
endurance of the country-that the debt
has gone up to $155,000,000 under those
bon. gentlemen, for they are responsible
for the whole increase of that debt. The
increase that took place under the late
Administration was for works the coun-
try had been pledged to. The present
Government have augmented the debt
from $75,000,000 nett to $155,000,000 ;
they are now forcing a loan on the people
of $8,000,000 more-a National .Debt,
altogether of about $40 per bead. It is
tâme the House should ask itself, and the
country also : Whither are we drifting ?
It is time to insist on the brakes being
put on the wheels of State, and that no
outlay should take place but such as is im-
peratively demanded in the development
of the country, and as will speedily repay
itself. I am a Canadian, above all things,
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and wish well to Canada; I have no fault
to find with the existing arrangements
between it and the Mother Land. I do
not desire the severance of the connection
i-n any sense; but, if there be any danger
to that tie and of a new connection being
formed with the people to the south
of us, it is likely to arise from the enor-
mous, sudden, rapid increase of the
Public Debt. The moment you give the
)eople to understand that our debt is greater

in propertion than that of the United
States, you snap one of the strongest cords
that binds us in allegiance to the
Mother Country. Should a change in the
relations of the Dominion to the old land
in future take place, I desire that Canada
may have so managed lier financial and
other affairs as not to be willing to trans-
fer lier allegiance to the Republic, but to
take her destinies into lier own hands ;
and, on this continent, more than half of
which she owns, to build up a name that
would be a credit and an honour to any
nation. I hope we shall cultivate the
sentiments that will bind us firmly to-
gether, and help us to achieve such a
glorious result. If this is to be done, it
can only be by guarding against rushing
up our Public Debt to such an extent as
would drive us to the neighbouring Re-
public to get rid of burdens and evils the
country could not otherwise shake off. To
these considerations I hope that hon. Min
isters will address themselves, and that
for the next few years they will ask for
only such expenditure as will be found
necessary to the development and material
progress of the country. I hope that we
shall not engage in any enterprise that
would not only sink much money, but en-
tail the management of costly public
works, which would add millions in a few
years to the present heavy burdens, and
cost, like some existing works, hundreds
of thousands a year more than they pro-
duce. I thank the House for its kind
attention to my remarks, and assure
hon. gentlemen that, if I have given any
offence to any of them, it was through no
improper, unjust or malicious motive. If
my arguments and figures can be contro-
verted, I hope hon. gentlemen opposite
will address themselves at once to the
task. If they succeed in setting me right,
I shall appreciate the benefit, and thank
them as the instruments of so much good
-to myself.
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Mi. ORTON: It is not my intention
to prolong the discussion on the National
Policy, because I do not think there is
anything to be gained by it. The time
will cone when we can approach it with
far more profit to hon. members and the
country. I believe that then some of
the hon. gentlemen opposite who have
made long speeches on the subject will
regret very much what they have said.
We have witnessed before, with certain
hon. gentlemen opposite, extreme regret
for the eloquent speeches made by them
on the trade of this country. I recollect
the speech of the hon. member for South
Brant (Mr. Paterson), in 1874, when lie,
with all his eloquence and peculiarly
forcible manner, tried to impress the
flouse and get his sentiments circulated
through the country, tu the effet that, in
order in order to benefit it, and advance
its best interest, we should adopt
a high Protective policy. But party ex-
igencies required him to change bis base ;
and we witnessed the facility with which
he could not only change his base, but
the boldness with which lie could express
his regret for having given utterance to
sentiments in favour of Protection. There
are other bon. gentlemen on that side
who have also been obliged, for the sake
of partv, and without any regard to the
public interest, to desert the principles
they first advocated in the House, the
principles which they believed then were
in the best interests of the people. I re-
member the hon. member for North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton) making one of the most
powerful appeals ever made in favour of
Protection, and the hon. member for North
Oxford (Mr. Oliver) uttering sentiments
in favour of Protection, not onl v to manu-
facturers, but the agricultural interest.
But, when their leader adopted a different
idea, and told his followers they must
favour Free-trade-that it was necessary,
as the friends of Free-trade in Canada
were strong-they deserted their honest
principles in the interest of their party.
I could not help making a few remarks

He will find, however, no scandals in
thei; no money wasted on Goderich
Harbour, or on Fort Frances Locks and
the water-stretchep, or on Anglin printing
jobs or Palan contracts. There have been
no hundreds of thousands thrown away
on steel rails long before vanted, or on
rails presented to the Canada Central
Railway, without benefit to the country.
The hon. the Finance Minister stated very
good grounds for a judicious increase
of the expenditure. He told the flouse
that, in conseq1uence of the im-
pulse recently given our trade and
commerce, a large increase of immi-
grants was expected, a large portioli
of our -vast North-West Territory settled,
and that our revenue would b>e conse-
quently augmented. Iew roads and
post-offices would be necessary, with
sîniilar improvements, as a prehimlinary to
increased settlement; trade and the public
income for curreut year warranted t his ii-
crease. The hon. member for South Brant
was kind and pleasant enough to say that
the Government possessed supporters of
intelligence, and that their friends repre-
sented any amount of wealth ; but in the
next breath he attempted to iake the
House believe that those independent
gentlemen, like thehon. member for Centre
Toronto (Mr. Hay), and others, who had,
during a long lifetime, co-operated with
hon. gentlemen on the opposite side in
politics-that those independent men,
who -were driven out of the Reforn
ranks, and were obliged, out of patriotism,
to act as they have done, had not acted a
proper part. Does he mean to insult
them, by stating that they would sit here
and give utterance to sentiments that
they did not believe ? Does he mean that
intelligent Conservative members came
here after hard struggling to carry their
elections for the paltry purpose of sup-
porting a set of men in office, without
higher sentiments or worthier ideas to
influence their course ? The hon. gentle-
man made a very violent attack on the
hon. the Minister of Railways, the reason
f i h I. il d t d IfA

on ti s occas on, ater tL e anec ove o t e or w c n e y un uisai. 

hon. member for South Brant in reference there ever was a speech that utterly ex-
to fits. When I saw bis struggles and posed the hypocrisy, the entire want 61
violent contortions, I felt he was suffering patriotism, and the petty character of the
from fits, and, being an expert on fits, I principles which guided the Reform party
felt it my duty to give him a remedy for in the past, and in its conduct in this
his trouble. In the first place, lis speech Ilouse since the last elections, it was the
referred to the increase in the Estimates. speech of that hon. gentleman in reply to
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the late Finance Minister. I can easily
imagine how the late Finance Minister
mnust have felt that effort, and also how
his followers, who admire lis peculiar
romancing faculty, must have felt it. The
hon. inember for South Huron said he
had a sort of affection for romance, and I
am sure we believe le prefers it to truth,
if we judgec by his long, ranbling speech
on all sorts of matters beside the questions
at issue, and that lie is a worthy follower
of the lat- Finance Minister. Compare the
course of the present with that of the late
Finance Minister, who, twenty-four hours
after lie irought down the Tariff, saw all
the corridors of the House crowded with
deputations, from all quarters. who came
to beseeci hii to give more consideration
to the welfare and business requiremients
of the country. He was obliged to occupîy
hveT Lumiliating position, and change

that Tariff to such an extent as to put it
almost beyond his ow-n power of recogni-
tion. I also recollect the years that we
on this side sat in Opposition, pleading
the cause of the country, and the deaf ear
that lion. gentleman turned not onlv to us,
but to the nost active and energetic
business mnîci who came to pray
that lie would consider wlat tlie
interests of the country required,
and relieve its struggling industries, and
try to rescue the country f rom the despair
into which it was falling under the Ad-
ministration of hon. gentlemen opposite.
I reinember, with what self-satisfaction,
and arrogant assumption of superiority,
peculiar to himiî, le motioned theni ah
away, seemiug to say: I know everything.
His great object seemed, not to enter into
the views and feelings of the people, but
to show that when lie gave lis opinion it
had to be followed, at whatever risk to
the interests of Canada. How different
has been the course of the present Finance
Minister in all respects. I could not
help thinking, when listening to the long
tirade of the late Finance Minister, that
when he passes away-a fate I hope far
distant-the epitaph that Robert Burns
applied to .' Jamie" might vell lie in-
scribed on his tomb :

" Beneath these stanes lies Richard's banes,
Oh, death, in my opinion,

Ne'er took sueli a blathering one
Into his dark dominion."

We have beard him indulging in long.
winded speeches, niglit after night, regard-

MF. ORTON.

less of the people's wants and interests,
and of the fact that himiself and col-
leagues vere driven ignominiously from
office by an indignant community.
Wlien the present Finance Minister and
his colleagues received such an over-
whelming expression of the confidence of
the people of this country, what was
their course ? Did they say they knew
what was better for the people of Canada
than the people themselvs? No, but
the lion. the Finance Minister was willing
to receive advice froni all classes, and day
after day he received deputations with
courtesy and kindness, to obtain from
them information with reference to the
different industries of this country, and
the result was the bringing down of the
Tariff, which is iot only an bonour to
that hon. gentleman, but a credit to our
country. It will, I an convinced, raise
our country from that condition of de-
spondency into which it was brought by
the maladninistration of the former
Government. . I believe that the policy
of this Government is one emi-
nîently in the interests of Canada.
The bon. member for South Huron (Mr.
Caieron) stated to-night that Pro-
tection, as a principle applied to the im-
provement of trade, was a long exploded
doctrine. But can he say that such is the
case when we find that almost every
nation advanced in civilisation is protect-
ing itself against Great Britain, the only
Free-trade country in the world 1 They
are all protecting theiselves against
Great Britain, and that country is obliged,
through many of her leading men, to
acknowledge, though strongly wedded to
Free-trade, that it will be impossible for
ber to hold her supremacy unless she
adopts Protective measures. Protection
is one of the very first impulses of man ;
it means self-defence, and is there a
nation under the sun with any spirit that
would submit to have their industries
destroyed and their trade taken away
from them without attempting to
defend their position ? I think not, and
I believe the time is not far distant
when even Englishmen themselves will
be compelled to admit that their Free-
trade policy has been a failure. I believe
in the abstract that the principle of Pro-
tection is the only one by which Free-
trade can ultimately be obtained among
different countries. In order to secure
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fair trade relations with other countries,
it is necessary for us, first, to adopt Pro-
tective duties against those countries that
raise barriers against our trade. Canada
is placed in close proximity to the great
American Republic, which has adopted
a higl Protective Tariff. We were
obliged in self-defence to put on Protec-
tive duties, believing that we would by
that means show the Anerican people
that, thougli we were sinall compared
with theN, we werc yet possessed of
some enterprise and publie spirit, and
would not tamely submit to have our
trade destroyed and our interests sacriticed
for the benefi t of that Republic, and
that we would not be driven into
annexation by their higli duties;
and so we determined to put on Protec-
tive duties and defend ourselves in a
nanly way. WYe hope our vast territory

will, by this ineans, ultiniately become
the home of a nation as great and power-
ful as the United States. I believe to-
day that many of the leading statesmen
ini the United States recognise that it
would be to their advantage to bave fair
trade relations with Canada, and that the
day is not far distant when tbey will
apply to us to enter into a Reciprocity
Treaty, by which fair trade relations may
be secured between the United States and
Canada. I believe that, if Great Britain
were to exercise the influence she pos-
sesses, she could induce the United States
to give, in self-defence, as it were, entrance
to lier manufactured wares. If Great
Britain were to put a duty upon agri-
cultural products from the United States,
and receive only those coming fron lier
Colonies, what would be the result ? In
a few years the farming population
of the United States would become
discontented, and large numbers would
come over to our North-West, and fill up
our vast and fertile Territories. But it
would not be long before the shrewd
people of the United States would see
that it wvas to their advantage to enter
into some fair trade relations with Great
Britain, and eventually such relations
would result to the great benefit of both
countries. I believe it is the duty at the
present time of our Government to in-
struct their agent to Great Britain, who
is a gentleman of very great ability, to
use his'influence with the British Gov-
-ernment to consider this matter, for it is

one of very great importance. I believe
that, if it were fairly laid before the work-
ingmen of Great Britain, in whose in-
terest the Corii Laws were abolisbed,
they would sec that it is to their interest
to have the duty put upon Amtierican
breadstuffsand neatstuffs and toallow Col-
onial breadstuffs and meatstuffs to comein
free, bcause they eau see thatit would give
then by that means an immense market
for the manufactures of Britain iii lier
Colonial possessions; itwould increase her
market ten-fold, and give employnent to
her masses witbout adding to the cost of
breadstuffs. The United States and otier
countries now produce a surplus' of bread-
stuffs, and if they were shut out of the
Englishi market, they would be compelled
to grant Reciprocity in crder to secure a
market for their surplus breadstutls. The
hon. imember for South Huron (Mr.
Caneron) referred to the lumber busi-
ness. It is true that much money is
made by a few individuals in this coin-
try, who cut down our forests, which
nature has given us, but thi welfare of
the lumilering men is of little general im-
portance. But we all know that a vast
improvement lias taken place in reference
even to the lumber business. I do not
mean to say that it lias resulted froin the
National Policy altogether, but I do mean
to say that the inauguration of this policy
lias given confidence to the people of
Canada ; it bas given confidence to the
capitalist, and people are now ready to
in est their ineans in building operations,
in which luinber is used, and iii manîufac-
turing industries generally. I think this
has something to do with increasing
the prosperity of the luinbering interest.
Wlien I listened to the loin. imember
for South Brant (Mr. Paterson) to-niight,
I could not help feeling that lie was pos-
sessed of a degree of presumption and
boldnless that few men possessed. Does
lie not reflect that this National Policy is
not carrying out nerely the views of a
Ministry or of a Parliament, but that it is
carrying out the strongly expressed wishes
of the intelligent people of Canada. In-
stead of decrying or denouncing this
policy, lie should, as a patriotic Canadian,
endeavour to give it a fair trial. When
hon. members on the other side of the
House are denouncing this policy, and
trying to show that their country is still
suffering froni depression, they are acting
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in a very unpatriotic way. They are
destroying the confidence of the capiralist,
and preventing him fromn investing in new
enterprises to the same extent that he
would otherwise do. I say that we should
give this poliey a chance to develop itself,
and, if, at the end of four years, it is found
that it has not been in the interests
of the people of Canada, then will
be the time to get np in this
House and denounce it, as we have
heard it denounced to-night. But I
believe tiat four years hence this
policy will have proved so great a success
that no one in this House will dare to
denounce it. I wish now to consider the
agricultural part of the question. The
hon. nember for South Brant
endeavoured to show that the policy had
been of no advantage to the farmer. I
am sure if he took a tour througli the
agricultural districts of Ontario, and told
the intelligent farmers such a story as
lie has told to-nigbt, he would be laughed
to scorli. I can point to one article alone
from whieh the farmers have derived
more profit than they have lost through
the increased taxation which that hon.
gentleman says has been imposed upon
the farmers of Canada by this Tarif.
Rle says there has been an advance
of 4 i, per cent. upon manufactured
woollen goods, hardware and cotton goods.
Now, what does that amount to
An ordinary farmer's family is
composed of, say, five individuals.
I think they will require about
$21 worth of manufactured woollen
goods, $25 worth of cotton goods,
and about $40 worth of hardware in the
year. Now, I think that is a very liberal
amount of nanufactured goods to allow
to a fariner and his family for one year.
At 41- per cent. of additional taxation
upon there articles, lie would have to pay
on woollen goods 94tc. per year ; on cot-
ton goods, $1.122, per year, and on hard-
ware $1.80 per vear. Now, we will take
the hon. gentleman's own figures on
sugar. One hundred pounds will be a
fair allowance for each family in the
course of a vear, or a little less than one
pound for three davs. At a cent a pound,
the increased taxation would amount only
to $1 per year. I shall shortly show lie is
incorrect in reference to this. However,
we will allow le. per pound increase
upon tea, and what does it amount to ?

MR. ORTON.

A farmer's family, I think, will consume
about 301b.; that means 30c. a year.
The whole amount of the duties there-
fore come to $5.17. I said I could show
conclusively on one article alone that
the farmers were benefitted by thia
Tariff, even supposing that they did not
get an increased price for another article.
You will recollect that a year ago wool
was only 2 0c. per pound. The country
wî s overstocked, and it could not be sold,
even in the United States, because we
were shut out of that market by high
duties, consequently wool accumulated to
a large extent in Canada. The effect of
this National Policy, however, has been,
not only to consume that large accumula-
tion of wool, but we have been compelled
to import it for the first time from Scot-
land and England to supply our manu-
facturers. The price of wool to-day, in-
stead of being 2 0c., as it was a year ago,
is now from 30c. to 35c. I think I am
not guilty of exaggerating when I state
that the average fariner of Ontario will
have a flock of twenty sheep; the wool
from each sheep will weigh about five
pounds, making 1001b. in all. Re-
ceiving 15c. per pound for his wool more
than he did before the inauguration of
the National Policy, he makes $15, or
three times as much as the whole tax
that the lion. member for South
Brant claimed the farmer was obliged
to pay ? The whole influence of the
Globe newspaper to-day is used
to frighten the farmers of Canada,
and in trying to make them
believe they have been taxed down to the
earth ; that they are obliged to pay the
piper, as they say, and that the "bloated"
manufacturers are living on the proceeds
of their industry. But what is the fact I
If we pursue the subject a little further,
you will see that the profit of the farmer
on cattle alone, in consequenîce of the in-
creased duty on cattle, is advanced to a
large extent. The whole market in this
respect is better than it ever was before.
At our large distilleries immense num-
bers of cattle are fed. Before this Na-
tional Policy was inaugurated a large
proportion of these cattle were brought in
froin the United States; now Canadians
have to supply these cattle, and the
farmers derive the benefit. The result
has been that meatstuffs have advanced at
least a cent per pound, and I think every
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farmer will have two head of cattle to
sell, which will weigh 1,0001b., tak-
ing a low average ; that means a
profit of no less than $20. Thon
again, with reference to oats, which
wero about 25c. before the Tariff was im-
posed. We remember, however, imme-
diately afterwards, before a new crop
came in, the price of oats advanced
10e. We find to-day, that notwithstand-
ing that we had the largest crop of oats
that ever was produced in Canada, not-
withstanding the fact that the average
yield was froim 50 to 60 buslhels an acre-
in my own county I know of an instance
in which 90 bushels was taken from one
acre o f ground-notwithstanding this enor-
mous yield, we find the price of oats has
kept steadily up to somiewhere about 35c.
a bushel. Taking 300 bushels as the
product of one farmer, the benefit lie will
derive on oats will amount to $30. With
regard to whea:, I claim that, notwith-
standing the remarks of the bon. gentle-
men opposite, the result of giving our
farmers a market for the flour used in
the Lower Provinces, bas been to benefit
the Canadian fariner by increasing the
price of his wheat about 5c. per bushel,
and the benefit the farmer will derive on
his wheat, putting it at 200 bushels
-this is a small average I think
-will amount to $10. In counitries
where rye is raised, the benefit has
been immense, and on every class of pro-
duce raised on a farm there lias been an
increase of profit, and on these other
articles we may fairly place it at about $8
of increase. That will make a total profit
to every farmer in Canada over and above
what lie could iake out of his farm pro-
duce previous to the operation of the
National Policy, a sum of no less than
$83 as against $5.17 of expenditure which
that policy, according to the hon. member's
assertion, bas involved. We all know,
however, very well, that woollen goods
have not increased in price to any appreci-
able extent. On my way to Ottawa, I
had occasion to go into a wholesale vare-
bouse in Toronto, and I had some conver-
sation with one of the proprietors, I
said to him: "Are you importing a large
quantity of woollen goods?" His reply
was: "Before the introduction of the
National Policy we hardly had a piece of
Canadian cloth amongst our stock, but
since the National Policy has gone into
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force, we have almost wholly used woollen
goods of Canadian manufacture, and we
find that our trade has greatly increased."
I asked him if the price was increased to
the consumer. He replied that it was
not. He said that there might be some
difference in the finer quality of goods,
but that the coarser could be produced as
cheaply here as in England, and that the
bulk of the goods used by the masses of
the people have not been increased at all.
I think this is a very satisfactory condi-
tion of affairs. We have heard from a
practical business man in this House, and
one who knows sonething about the trade
in this country, that the increased cost of
cotton goods to the fariner is very small.
I think it is impossible to come to any
other conclusion than that, as far as the
farmer is concerned, he is benefitted to an
enormous extent by this National Policy.
If the great wealth-producing power of
this country, the agriculturists, are
benefitted, every class of our people
is benefitted, and our country must
go on advancing in prosperity.
The increase of five millions in our ex-
ports, which has been referred to, does not
give anything like a full index as to the
increased prosperity of the farmers and
the people of this country. It is not only
the amount that is exported that we have
to consider, but it is the aaonint that is
consumed at home. We have heard from
a gentleman here, whose testimony cannot
be doubted, how greatly the condition of
the workingmen has improved. They
are enabled not only to get employment
more readily, at higher wages, but they
are able to spend more and live botter, to
the greatbenefit of the farmers of Canada.
The hon. gentleman referred to the sugar
refineries, and said that in the time of
the late Government the people had free
coal, free flour,and free sugar, but lie for-
got to tell us also that the capital em-
ployed in mining the coal was spent
in a foreign country-the United
States. He forgot to tell this House that
the capital expended in manufacturing
flour for the people of this country, while
we had the free flour, was spent to a very
large extent in a foreign country-the
United States. H1e also forgot to tell us
in reference to sugar that the money that
was made, and that is being made by re-
fining sugar, was not made by a Cana-
dian and distributed among the people of
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Canada, but it was made by the refiners Territories, when they may feel the duties
of New York, of Glasgow, and of other operate heaviiy upon them in the matters
places outside the Dominion. AI- of cigars, brandy, corkscrews and things
though, Sir, we may have to pay the of that kind. The bon. member forSouth
Messrs. Redpath the sum of $600,000 Brant (Mr. Paterson) referred to the
per annum for manufacturing our sugar, difficuities experienced by the candy
we have the satisfaction of knowing that manufacturers of Canada. 1 was rather
that money will remain in the country, astonisbed by the rcmarks of the hon.
and assist in developing our internal re- gentleman, considering that he iniself has
sources. It can do no good to the Red- succeeded to so great anextent as a candy
paths unless they distribute it, and it manufacturer hinself. He bas a large
must naturally be distributed for the nufactory in Brantford, and another
benefit of the people. We bave the establishment in Betleville, and he at ay
.satisfaction of koowing that confidence rate bas not nuc need to complain. In
ias been restored in the coun- conclusion, I canot help hoping rhat our
trv. ]3efore tiis Governncnt carne neil(bours on the other side of the huse
into poxver, the people xvere sinking wili se the error of their ways, and
beneath a load of despair, and at tiies endeavonur e pursue a patrioti course.
they lost hope cntireay. But, afster the I believe there are some gentlemen on
meinorable 1 '7tlg of Septeember, there cas that sie of the bouse who h fel that
rejoiciig fromn the Atiaîiticto thîe Pacifie. the--ir fricnlds have been pursuing a verv
~l ev vllag an l et ç dangerous course i have not yet loard

thi Dniiion te )e,,Ieteti'L11,iejicd hmanctr in iBeranford Nd Notrfl

because they were chliaeved feoin the (Mr. Charlton), who was illways ready to
slavery of a bad Goveriinent. The lion. speak on tlis question. We have a pain-
hasmber was conpeled to ain lit that fui recolection of is hlavig changcd his
there oud b3 a revival of trade, but, vieis o n ha orer occasion, and oIuebvv
with a strange i pconspstency, lie stated in lie ioresees now that the ieform pars, ai
the saie breath t sat t aere neaer was so have to change their principies andce.
much distress in this countv. afe then Protectionists before they viii agailn re-
referred to the Local Elecios, but we ceive the confidence of this coutr . I
knoi that tey were not carried icn op- thank the use for the patient hearin
position to the National Policy. We which they have granted to nie on tis
know that was not a question that was occasion.
broust beforetre people. We knowthat M . WELDON moved the adjouru-
Mr. Mowat is generally known as the ment of the debate.
Christian politician, and wten lie states a Motion agreed toandlDebate adjourned.
thing to the peope of Cariada they believe use adjourned at
what hesays. Tiey believed tim w en Tn minutes after
he stated that the National wPoicy bad Tweve o'clock.

nothing wbatever to do vith the contest
that was oihe on ii Ontario. T e ques-

poiin to th National Polcy WeMO

ticn was whetler Mr. Mowat i l ad acted
honestiy an faitirly in the mangementrlay, itf 1880.
of their Local afiirs, and tbey felit tat
there was very litte fault to fi d The Speaker took the Chair at Three
with lis Administration, consequenty o'clock.
they gave hieei tpeir vey-P
ind confidencec. The peophe tnien y ead
foit tbat the National Policy ]îad oniy IrELIEF 0F 17HE DISTLIESS INIRLAD
been inaugtrated for a short tire, aNrd REMARKS.

they couid îot forai ans idea as to whether M. GAU LT : I have observed a cable-
it wouid be a great benefit or not. f do grain, stating that the hioney voted by
not k-now what the Governmcnt, of this Parliament for the relief of the dis-
Ontario bave to do with the Chstoms tress in Ireland is to bc devoted to the
duties, or anytbing of that kind, except purchase of fishing-nets, boats, etc., for
whein the iieibers of that Governrent the use of the distressed fishermen. I
take tours or trips into the North West did not understand that the money was

Mo. ORTON.
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to be so applied, but that the Home Gov-
ernment would inmediately apply it to
the purchase of food and clothing for the
famine-stricken population.

MR. ANGLIN: I an glad the hon. gen-
tleman has brought this natter before the
Hbouse. If the telegrans are con ect, the
Mansion House Comnittee of Dublin do
not approve of this mode of distributing
this money, but say that if they must take
it on those conditions they will take it.
There is an immediate, pressing demrand
for food and clothing, particularly for
food, and I think it was the intention of
this Parliament that the ioney should be
applied to the relief of those suflring for
want of food.

MR. McCUAIG: The money voted by
this Parliament has been tranusmitted to
the Colonial Secretary, and I have every
confidence that the British Goveronient
will see that the money is distributed for
the purpose intended. I think it is mi-
proper to raise such a (iestion now.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : It is not
at all improper, Mr. Speaker. As a
meniber of the Government, I have no
information, except the cable received by
the Governor-General, whicl was read by
the hon. the leader of the Government in
Council a few days ago, asking to which
of the two faunds-tlie Mansion House
Fund or the Duchess of Marlborough's
Fund-it should be handed over. I
think the answer of the Governmnent vas
that the Government had no choice be-
tween them, and they would not object if
the funds were distributed between the
two organisations.

MR. ANGLIN : The objection is that
the money should be diverted fron the
purpose for which it was originally voted
-the relief of those actually fanishing
from want. The object of the British
Government is a good object, and, if the
demand for food were not so urgent in
many parts of the country, there would
perhaps be no objection to it.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I know
the first cablegram sent contained these
words : "For the immediate relief of those
suffering," but I will make enquiries and
see how the niatter stands. This is the
first intimation I have received of the
matter.

MR. RYAN (Marquette) moved:

" That the petition of D. M. Hagarty, M.D.,
and others, a Commiittee appointe4 at a public

meeting, held at Portage. la Prairie, Manitoba ;
praying that a Com.mittee be appointed to con-
sider and report upon the advisability of taking
steps to relieve the suffering peasantry of Ire-
land by the encouragement of Irish immigration
to Manitoba and the North-West Territories,
and secure to the Giovernment of Canada the
repayment of any loan for the purpose above
mentioned, as in the case of the Mennonite
immigration, be referred to the Select Stand-
ing Commnittee on immigration and Colonisa-
tion."

MR. BLAKE: The concluding para-
graph of the motion would seem to in-
dicate that it was a proposal for advanc-
ing public funds. 1 do not know vwhether
there has been any reconmendation to
the Crown.

Mi. SPEAKER : The petition has
been received, but I am told it was in
such general terms that tiere could be no
objection to it.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
do not know wlhether it is exactly con-
trarv to order to make suci a reference,
but I do not think the Goveruînenît can
consent to such a reference.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawn.

WAYS AND MEANS -THE TARIFF.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

louse resumed the adjourned debate on the
proposed motion (Sir Samuel L. Tilley) for the
second reading of the Resolutions relative to
duties of Custons and Excise, reported from
the Comnitttee of Ways audMeans (March9th).

MR. WELDON : In addressing the
House on the question of the Tarifl, I
desire to confine myself more particularly
to its relation to the Province I have the
honour to represent. There is another
reason wliy I desire to do this, because
the constituency the hon. the Minister of
Finance represents forms a part of the
city and coanty of St. John, the con-
stituency ny hon. colleague and myself
represents, and I desire to show whetber
he represent or misrepresents the views
of that constituency. In calling attention
to the matters referred to by the hon.

gentleman, particulhrly in regard to
manufactures, and the condition of the
city, it would only be right to call the
attention of the House to the position of
the Province when it was in-
duced to enter the Confederation,
I felt that the interests of the Province
were not sufficiently guaranteed by the
scheme proposed, and made my opposition
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against that scheme. My hon. colleague dif-
fered withme onthat subject. The grounds
that were put forward to the electors of
New Brunswick were that they should
have a good commercial route of railway
and a moderate revenue Tariff. The Tariff
of Canada was reduced as if a pledge to
show that that intention was to be carried
out, but Iwill show howfar the objectshave
been carried out by the Government both
in that respect and with regard to the
Intercolonial Railway. We were to re-
ceive all foreign merchandise, we were to
be the seat of the manufactories of this
great Dominion, but all this has been
entirely falsified. I am surprised that
the hon. member for King's should go far
away to build a road through a foreign
country to do away with the Government
railway. The lion. the Finance Minister
has called attention to the fact that our
Province has sustained great difliculties
and trials, that St. John was totally
destroyed by fire two years ago, and that
the lumbering interest, and the shipping
interest-two great interests in that Pro-
vince-had not been so remunerative as
in days gone bye, and that the sufferings
of the people of that Province had been

vr -rat Now in accountino for- this

borne upon us in a very heavy manner,
and is a violation of the pledge on whieh
we entered into Confederation. It was
understood that it was imposed merelyfor
the exigencies of the country ; but it now
must be brought forward, not for revenue,
but for the purpose of protecting a few
manufacturers. I regard it as a breach
of faith. The petition presented by a
large number of inhabitants of St. John,
by the electors of that city and county-
many of whom were friends in bye-gone
days of the hon. the Minister of Finance,
among whom many a name would strike
him as very familiar-contains the fol-
lowing clause :-

" That your petitioners would also call es-
pecial attention to the fact that the Dominion of
Canada is mainly composed of a number of
Provinces, which, before the accomplishment of
Confederation, each possessed the power to re-
gulate commercial dealings with the others anl
with foreign countries, and that each Province,
by the Act of Union, surrendered this import-
ant power, upon the understanding that the
legislation of theCentral Parliament should have
impartial regard to the industrial and commer-
cial interests of each Province. That your
petitioners contend that the present Tariff, so
far as New Brunswick is cseerned, is a direct
infringement of this understanding, and of the
compact of Confederation."

y g . , g n Tha is thedistress and these difiiculties under which That is the expression of 2,800 electors

we have laboured, the hon. Minister and of the city and county of St. John. Let

the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White) me digress for a moment, to refer to the

attributed them-the one to our having remark made upon it by the bon. member

ceased to be a commercial centre, and the for King's (Mr. Domville), that it was got
other said this depression of our shipping up by the Opposition. True, it was got

and lumber was owing to the great fire at up by an opposition-by the opposition of

St. John. The inemory of that calamity a large number of men who, in 1878, had
will long remain in the remembrance of supported the hon. member for King's and

the people of New Brunswick, but no one the hon. the Finance Minister, men who

who knows the position of our city will lived on the principal streets of business;

attribute the difficulties of our shipping and you will not find wanting the names of

and lumber trade to that fire ; these were many of the men who, lm 1878, were

in no way affected by the lire; no one can 1 deluded and carried away by the mis-

venture to say that, in regard to the trade representations of the hon. member for

and staple manufactures cof our country, King's and the hon. the Finance Minister.

they were affected by that fire. After that That telegram, sent with regard to the

blow had been struck, after our business cTarif, stands forth i glowmg colours, l
places had been destroyed in that fire, scarlet letters of shame. When a tele-

after we began to realise our position, the gram was sent in the heat of the contest,

energy of our people began to display what was the reply of the present

itself. I feel proud of the energy that leader 3

was displayed; we commenced to rebuild "It is an absurd falsehood. Neither at Lon-
our city, to start our trade, and regain a don or elsewhere have 1 gene beyond my motion

portion of our prosperity; and in a in Parliament, and have neyer proposed an in-
poetu fortsiOncrse b h crease, but only an adjustment cf the Tariff.
moment our efforts were crushed by the
imposition of the Tariff of the hon. the " J. A. MACDONALD."

Minister of Finance. That Tariff has The hon. the Finance Minister, in col&-

MR. WELDON.
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menting upon this petition, designated it
as a pieoe of political clap-trap. Now, no
member has a right to apply such an
epithet to a petition with regard to the
policy of the country, with regard to a
buraing question like the Tariff, even if
it were signed by only half-a-dozen elec.
tors ; but the language is grossly unjus-
tifiable, nay, it is an insult, when applied
to a petition bearing more than 2,000
signatures. The hon. gentleman asked
why it was not presented before. I will
tell him. The citizens of St. John felt
remonstrances would be unavailing, as
the Government had not heeded other
remonstrances, both from friends and foes,
and they sent their petition here so that
it miglht appear on the records as a
protest and a challenge to the assertion
that they approved of the policy. In
calling the petition clap-trap, the bon.
Minister forgot that, when he occupied
the position of Lieutenant-Governor of
the Province a certain petition was circu-
lated quietly for months in St. John, and
was spruing upon the public only the day
before election. I think the term " clap-
trap" is more applicable to the remarks
of the lion. Minister than to the petition
lie referred to. The lion. gentleman
said:

would have missed many familiar faces
of fellow-workers in the cause in the days
gone bye, who felt they could not attend
under the circumstances. At one of those
banquets, seventy or eighty persons were
present. It was not presided over by a
citizen of St. John, or a supporter of the
Government, but by an American citizen,
an upright, honourable man, and one as
zealous in the cause of temperance as the
hon. gentleman opposite. I have no doubt
he will be much astonished when be reads
that the banquet over which lie presided
had a political significance. The vice-
chair was occupied by a man who does
not share the political views of the hon.
Minister. The nîext evening there was a
political banquet, so declared by the Gov-
ernment papers, at whichi niety persons
were said to be present. Five of those
said to be present by the local organ de-
clared that they were not there ; six or
seven were not residents of the county,
and one man so far forgot Lis position
as Judge of the Supreme Court
as to descend into the political
arena and attend that demonstration.
Nearly one-half of those who attended
were either office-holders or office-seekers.
The hon. gentleman said the dinners were
divided in order to accommodate those
whon wraedn to take> art inte1 eonta

" When I visited the city the other day,
though I did receive (thougn the hon. member tion. They were, as a matter of fact,
expresses some surprise that I should have been divided in another sens@. One was a
met with a limited cordiality), a dinner, at cold water banquet, and I believe, if the
which forty-seven sat down; but we had two hon. member for West Middiesex (Mr.
dinners. The hotels we have there are not
large enough to give dinners to 200 persons at aRe-;i) came down to St. John, he would
time. I will venture to say at the two dinners receive asgreat an ovation, if not a greater
we had as many guests as the hon. gentleman one. At the other dinner tbeyhad sherry
had on the occasion of his visit as Premier." withtheir soup; sauterne with their hsh;
Well, the hon. member certainly had they washed down the entrées with Cham-
two dinners or banquets, whatever they pagne; they lad hock and claret with
may be called. One, however, was given the game, and wound up with sparkling
to him as a member of an Moselle, port and ale. Tie hon. memner
order, at whose head he was for a boasted thatliereceived as largeandhearty
long time in the Province, and as an a reception as the hon. member for Lamb-
earnest, consistent advocate of the prin- ton (Mr. Mackenzie). When that hon.
ciples of temperance. The temperance gentleman went to St. John, adinner was
people of the city met him in the parlors given in the hotel, at which from 160 to
of the Young Men's Christian Association, 180 persons were present, whereas the
for the purpose of presenting him with political dinner given to the hon. men-
an address. On that occasion, political ber opposite was only attended by ninety
friends and foes were present for the pur- persons. I thiuk thc word 'clap-trap"
pose of doing honour to a distinguished might appropriately be applied to the re-
representative of the temperance cause, marks of thc hon, gentleman about the
and not to a member of the Government. dinners given to him. With regard te
I have no doubt if the hon. gentleman the bankruptcies, the lon. gentleman
looked carefuaty around the room, lie saidd
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"It has been attempted to be shown that
the bankruptcies of the Province have exceeded
those of any Province, and I was surprised to
ind an attempt made to attribute these
bankruptcies to the operation eof this Tariff. I
will say here, and I think without fear of con-
tradiction, that there are not more than two
Provinces in the Dominion, taking into con-
sideration the population and amount of busi-
ness done, that have had fewer failures and
fewer bankrupteits than the Province of New
Brunswick."

Now, I think the hon. the Minister of
Finance knows that, so far as the business
men of St. John are concerned, they are
as a rule well covered with insurance. It
was not the business men who suffered ;
it was those men who had saved a little
for rainy days and old age, wbo were im-
poverished. I can point to many business
men who came out of the fire with a large
surplus, and are in a better position than
they were before, because the insurance
enabled thein to realise the full value
of their property, that have been started
in business, and the wholesale trade of
St. John started again. I would ask the
bon. the Finance Minister where are now
the men who started in business at the
end of 1877? Most of them in the
Bankruptcy Court, their business driven
away by the heavy impositions of the
Tariff. One after another our wholesale
houses have suffered, until only two are
standing, and it is said that even they re-
luire an extension of time. I believe

this Tariff has been a heavier blow to us
than even the fire. Houses, whose names
were as familiar throughout the Province
as household words, have had to succumb
through the operation of the Tariff. With
regard to the exodus of the people, the
bon. the Finance Minister asserted that
the lion. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) made misleading statements.
The contradicted statement of that
bon. gentleman was that, in 1877,
there were less vacant houses in
St. John and fewer unemployed
than to-day, while wages were
better than to-day. " That was not
fair," said the Finance Minister. "1He
should have said: The great fire took
place iii 1877, that thousands were there-
fore employed in works of restoration,
increased wages being the result. Now
that the city has been re-built, is it to be
wondered at that thousands are leaving
andthat wages are lower ' True, in 1877,
after the fire, a great many came to thej

MF. WELDON.

city, but not so many labourers as con-
tractors, who came to make engagements
to build, trade being dull in the States.
By theend of 1878, most of the Ainerican
and Upper Canadian contractors, with
the labourers they had brought, had left.
That does not account for the great
exodus we complain of. I knew good
men, whio have been in St. John twenty-
five years, attached to the place, obliged
to leave, the bulk of the emigrants being
stalwart young men aid women, inferior
to none who have gone to seek a living in
the States. I w'ould ask the lion.
the Finance Minister whether they did
not leave for the Republic, and not the
Canadian North-West? Just before the
House opened, I took up a St. John,
N.B., paper, of March 18th, in which I
read :

" Sr. Jons, N.B., March 18-The steamer
Falmouith, for Boston, took away over 150
passengers this morning. Out of this number
not over a dozen hailed from St. John, the
major part of then consisting of young men
and women froma Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island and froin the country districts of New
Brunswick."

Was it the greatfire that sent those people
away? I ani sure that to-day the Census
would show that the natural increase of
the population would not nake
up for the loss by emigration.
With respect to the recent duties imposed
on the country, I will read from the peti-
tion in my hands :

" That your petitioners would call attention
to the following provisions of the present
Tariff as being entirely opposed to their
interests, and as calculated to impoverish the
city of St. John and the Province of Ne.w
Brunswick, for the possible advantage of a
limited number of Cacadians elsewlhere,
namely :-The duty on wheat, wheat flour,
corn meal, Indian corn, and other cereals.
The duty on sugar and tea. The duty on
cotton and woollen goods of all kinds, includ-
ing ready-made clothing. The duty on
materials used in ship-building; on iron,
including pig, scrap and manufactured; on
zinc in sheets ; and on coal. The duty on
books and stationery. The duty on certain
carriage materials, namely, second growth ash
in planks, and on ash, oak and hickory, sawed
in strips, split and rough. The duty on
varnishes. The duty on machinery and
mechamics' tools. The duty on earthenware,
-white granite or iron stoneware, and C. C. or
cream-coloured ware. That your petitioners
also object to the several provisions of the
Tariff whereby the duty upon imported goods
is ascertained and adjusted by weighing and
measuring combined ; as causing much needless
contestation, delay and expense to the im-
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porter, and as adding largely to the cost of
consuners, particularly of the poorer class,
against whose interests the Tariff pratically
operates. "

This is a complaint from the city and
county of St. John. At one of those
banquets, the handy Mr. John Boyd
said lie liad spoken to the hon. the
Finance Minister as to our position at
presenut, and had been told by 1im, with
tears in his eyes, that he would do what
le could for St. John. The people,
including the lion. the Finance Minister's
best supporters, would tell him, any
moment, that every word of the petition
was trae ; that day by day we are
being impoverished by this National
Policy. I claim that, so far as
the principle is concerned, even
for the manufacturers, the Tariff is based
on no sound principle whatever. Thougl
argumenti mnay be adduced for protec-
tion to manufactures. a duty on raw
materials is objectionable to this interest.
The poliey is designed or calculated to
build up the interests of a limited nuim-
ber at the expense of the many. Witl
regard to our lumber interest, it is true
there is at present a revival, and tlat we
look with confidence tg a busy spring
but this advantage is not due to the
National Policy, but to the rise in the
English markets, and large purchases by
English merchants last winter. Without
that impulse, the luiber trade would al-
nost have had to be abandoned. On the
other hand, everything cthe lumberer buys
is increased in price by the Tariff. One
of the largest lumber merchants in New
Brunswick, fornerly a inember of Parlia-
nient, who employs 400 men in the
woods, told me that his supplies this year
cost 25> per cent. more than last
year. With reference to our shipping,
we heard a great deal last Session about
the duties being imposed only to enable a
drawback to be granted on ships, and
that it would equal the duty. How many
times have drawbacks been obtained in
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ? So far
as 1 am aware, not once. Some Order in
Council was issued, that 5 0c. a ton would
be allowed as a drawback ; but, when the
hon. the Finance Minister was in St. John,
visiting the factories, he was met by a
deputation of shipowners and builders,
and what did they tell him 1 They in-
cluded some of his best friends, who had

voted for him in 1878, and they told Iii
the duties on building materials amounted
to $1.85 a ton, and that $1 a ton ought
to be returned on every ton sent off.

An HoN. MEMBER: What did le
tell thei ?

Mn. WELDON : He said: "Write to
Ottawa." At a time when we have to
compete with the iron sLips of other
countries, and the greatest efforts are being
made, in connection wîith the navigation
of the Suez Canal, to divert trade fron
our fleets, ev-erv ship of 1,000 tons that
leaves St. John lias to pay -1,80W in
duties, of which, $1,000 is the addition
niade by this Tariff. I have vainly looked
to sec where the countrV was deriving any
benefits fron this vaunted National
Policy. We were told during the elec-
toral campaign of 1878 : Only let the
hon. Premier be restored to pow er, only
let that party again resiume their places
on the riglt of the Speaker, and the pros-

perity of the country will return. We
met last Session, and the prospcrity had
not arrived; if anything, the condition of
affairs was a little worse. It was said
that, as soon as the Tariff was brought
down, business would revive, and here we
are to-day with the prospects of the
country nearly as dark as ever. The
ion. member for Centre Wellington
(Mr. Orton) said last evening that
we were unpatriotic because we decry
this Tariff. We do not decry it now
more than ever we did, because we have
always been opposed to it. It is not we who
are chargable with a want of patriotism,but
rather those lion. gentlemen who sup-
port a policy whose effects are so dis-
astrous to the country. Those gentlemen
deluded the people, and made them false
promises, to induce themu to returnt those
gentlemen to power. The lion. the Min-
ister of Finance, last autunn, visited
several parts of the Dominion to observe
the effects of his Tariff upon industry. I
can only allude to the flying visit le paid
in December to the factories in his own
constituency. He visited a number of
factories there, and left unvisited a great
many others. Last year that bon. gen-
tleman said there was a clock factory
started in Hamilton, I believe, but we
have not heard that lie visited it. Did
the hon. gentleman visit the Coldbrook
Mills, that on the 17th of September,
1878, were flourishing, and from which
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the men were taken to the polls to vote there were seven marble shops in this eity, and
for the hon. gentleman, and against My today there are only two at work, and they both

e , n did not sell $40 worth for the last five months.colleagne and nyself, under penalty of dis- The marble-workers are migratiug to the States
missal if they did not ? Those mills are daily." b

silent now. Did he go to the Ashburne .
Mills, and see his friends who took There is a letter of a workingman, show-
active a part in promoting Lis election ? ing how the National Policy has worked
I would like to know the conversation1 1 regard to his trade. The hon. gentie-
that passed between those gentle- man last year promised that a bolt factory
man and the hon. the Finance would shortly be established in St. John.

Minister. IDid he visit the paint- -To my knowledge that bolt factory lias
shops of G. F. Thompson and been startimg for the last five years. We
Son, or the shops of J ones and were told that a cotton mill was to be

Emery ? I use those names be- built, and a million dollars put into it.
ca Iuse th ereaall isupptes o- Now, with regard to that cotton mill. I
cause they were ail supporters *of have >a letter from a ge.,-tlemaniii whic.hl
the hon. gentleman; but I could mentionh
a great many others. Did lie visit the he says:
ship-yards of Fraser and Company, of "That cotton mill was only got up to make a
Dunlop, of Lynch,and see what was going split in the county. It is a dead letter now."
on there The shipbuilding business is Seven thousand dollars out of the million
the most important one for our city, and were subscribed for that cotton factory.
when that is gone all other kinds of busi- I was startled the other night bythestate.
ness suffer. The Protective policy of the ment of the hon. member for North
hon. gentlemen, instead of cheapening the Oxford (Mr. Oliver), who said that, while
articles entering into that industry, has the public debt of the United States
augmented the price of every one of them, wras $46 per head, ours had already
and crushed the business out of existence. reached $43 per head. At the saine
It has fallen upon the tools the workman time it is weIl known that our re-
uses, upon the bread he eats, upon the sources are in no way comparable
clothing le wears, upon the blankets in to those of the United States, to en-
which he wraps himself at night. All able us to meet our liabilities. I notice
these articles have been put under a duty of that, by the last Census of the United
40 or 50 per cent., and in many instances States, over half a million, or nearly one-
are beyond his -reach. My hon. friend seventh of the entire population of the
from Queen's said, last year, wages would Dominion, were put down as natives of
increase, and in that he was mistaken. Canada. I believe that emigration from
Se far, wages have net increased, while Canada to the United States will he still
tll the articles of consumption the work- greater this year than it has ever been
ingman bas te purchase have largely risen before. It is time we shouldlook this mat-
in price, and scores and hundreds of ter fairly in the face. This habit of de-
the working classes have emigrated nouncing the United States by hon.
to find refuge in another country. gentlemen on the opposite side I protest
I vould ask the hon. gentleman if lie against. What we want is Canada for Ca-
visited the marble factories. I will read, nadians and for emigrants. I am proud of
with the permission of the fouse, a letter being a Canadian, and expect to remain
I received from a plain workingman the here all my life. No one is more inter-
other day, He does not use very choice ested in the prosperity of thecountry than
language, but I am satisfied it came from myself, and I de net think we oughit te be
the heart: carried away by unfulfilled prophecies and

"Your attention is referred to my letter re- fanciful delusions. Ut us endeavour te
specting unfinished marble, which was always reduce our taxationand make this a eheap
admitted duty free till the eursed National
Policy came into operation. The dutyon the raw
material is so oppressive as to make it atterly dueement to those who have been obliged
impossible to do business till there is a change te leave us to return and live beneath
in the Tariff. * * The Cape Breton their own fiag, and obriate the necessity
marble is only fit for candy and butchers' slabs; of emigrants tq this country renouning
if ex posed to the weather in cemeteries would
crack, eraible, grow black, and moss over in ten their allegiance. By that means we wil
yea. * ' Before the National Policy be able to carry on the businef of the

M1I. W1ULDOKr.
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Dominion, and by that means we shall be
able to fill up our unoccupied lands. But
if we continue, year by year, to increase
our taxation, we should not complain if
our young people and the emigrants from
the Mother Country seek a foreign share
and a foreign clime. What we have to
consider is the best means of making this
a home for our own people, and- for
those who cross the Atlantic in search of
a home.

MR. DOULL: I desire to say a few
words on the question now before the
House, but before doing so allow me to
say that I think too much of the time of
the House, at a very heavy cost to the
country, is occupied with long-winded
speeches, which are very little more than
a re-hash of the stump speeches inade by
hon. gentlemen previously to the last
election, and which were again served up
to this House last Session. The House
and the country are undoubtedly nau-
seated with them no matter how skil-
fully tliey may have been remodelled. The
question of Protection as against Free-
trade has already been settled by the
country in favour of the former, and until
the country reverses its decision it is the
duty of this HBouse, on both sides, to
accept the decision of the country, and
assist the Government in carrying out the
expressed wishes of the people in the
way that to them appears best calculated
to promote the general interests of the
Dominion. In order to do so it is abso-
lutely necessary to lay aside sectionalism.
I regret, however, to find that in this dis-
cussion sectionalism shows itself cropping
outeverywhere. When agentlemanbelong-
ing to a certain Provincerises,hisarguments
and statements have reference to nothing
but the Province to which he belongs. I
think that in a matter of this kind we
should rise above our particular Pro-
vinces, and look at the question as it
affects the whole Dominion. I am aware
that there are interests in every Province
that the members representing those Pro-
vinces -have a right to see are respected
by the Government in the Tariff they
have submitted to the House. But I do
not think we should set up the particular
interests of one Province as against all
the interests of the other Provinces. The
hon. gentleman who has just sat down, in
speaking of the effect of the National
Policy upon the Province that he as the

honour to represent, bas said mutch in re-
gard to which I can agree with him, He
has spoken of the National Policy as
having driven our machanics and young
men out of the Provinces of New Bruns-
wick and Nova Scotia, and even out of
the county I have the honour orepresent.
I deny that the National Policy has any-
thing to do with the number of persons
who are going from the Lower Provinces
into the western part of the Dominion
and into the United States. It is true
that many have gone from Nova Scotia
into the western Provinces and the United
States during the past year, but I deny
that the National Policy had anything to
do with it. I have no hesitation in say-
ing that I think the policy inaugurated
by the Government is a sound and wise
policy. TheGovýernment have endeavoured
to the utmost of.their ability to meet the
views of the several Provinces, and it has
been a very difficult matter for themto
reconcile the conflicting interests of the
several Provinces. When I say that, I
may state, as a representative of the Pro-
vince of Nova Scotia, that I am not fully
satisfied with the consideration they have
given to the industries of the Province to
which I belong. At the same time, I
believe that the difficulties that they
have had to contend with were such that
it was almost impossible for them to give us
all we asked for. But I have this to say,
that, notwithstanding we have not got
that protection for the great industry
that I have been advocéting more par-
ticularly in this Parliament which I con-
sider it deserves at the hands of Parlia-
ment, I am proud, however, to say that
the effect of that duty on that industry
has been such as to give us an increased
market. When I spoke on this subject
last Session, I expressed my dissatisfae-
tion with the smallness of the duty placed
on coal, and said that I feared it would
not give us a large market. I said, how-
ever, that it migh't to a certain extent in-
crease our market in the Province of
Quebec. I am glad to say it has very
materially increased our market in the
Province of Quebec, and, had it not been
for the duty of 50c. a ton, we would not
have had a market for one-half of the
eoal we sold during the past season. That
duty has not .only retained for us the
market we had in the Province of Quebee.

-but it has given us a largely increased
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market there. I may state that, if, in National Policy has a great deal to de
the later part of the season, we had been with the increased price of lumber,
able to obtain shipping to carry our coal, and that it bas stimulated trade generally
we might have sent a much larger througbout the Dominion, and that
quantity to Ontario and Quebec than we it bas leef successful in restoring that
did. So, instead of the National Policy confidence in the commercial comnunity
affecting the coal trade injuriously, it has whicl existed before the party now ii
really affected it very beneficially. I am opposition acceded to power. A good
proud to say that the prospects for the deal has been said by Opposition speakers
incoming season, taking into consideration to the effeet that the prosperity pro-
the additional duty given us by the hon. mised by the Government before the
the Finance Minister, together with the el'ctiois had not arrived. h is childisl
increased price of coal in the United to expcCt that that prosperit should coile
States, are that we will bave a much ail at once. The countrv is alreadV in a
larger narket ini Quebee, and I hope more prosperous condition than it was
a very considerable part of the On- before the lresent party came iîto power,
tario market, for our bituminous coal. and I have no doubt that before th end
Hon. gentlemen on the other side have of the yenr we shah find the Country in
saicd that tNe National Policy bas mn- as prospeious a condition as we can
teriallv interférecl with the shippiî 111- easoniably expet in so short a tlme bers
dustry. I arn iintersted in sluipp)id, and that whica will then have elapse( since
I would like those lion. gentlemen to the present Administration cane into

hoint aut ibe wat respect the National power.
Policy bas itcrfered with that industro. Mit. BOURBEAU I an desirou of
I an not aware that it bas even iucreased offcring soe remrks on the important
the cost of the construction of vesseis. siojep t which on as engaged the attention
I think tlnt the National Policy bas af- of the efuse for some days. lias the
fected the shipping interesib beyeficialv, National Pothcy-in oter befords, tbe sts-
iistead of irijuriously, and that it bas tei of Protection adopted by the preseit
restoreil to the Lower Provinces the Gxovernrýnt-lnl c the ffct of ncreasing
West Indin trade which hmd been pre- prosperity ioi the Dominion of Canada?
viously taken aw-ay froni us for the want Hon, gentlemen opposite maintain that it
of that Protection ncessary to our sbip- lias not their speeches tend to show that
pin, industry. The mine ow-ners are so the afirirs of the country are going fron
much inpressed with the benefits that are bad to worse. I rise to declare that the
likely to accrue fro i the Tarif that tey systcna of Protection adopted last Session
are putting forth efforts te 'aise a larger lias anrdad producd good results. Intel-
quantity of coal than they bave donc for ligent electors can sec for tinmselves that

onta vears past. And I believe tat, prosperity as increascd in the countrv.
Plic the oeineg of navigation, w-e will Een the electors wlo sent to this ous
be iii a position to slip coal in larger tlie hon. members opposite to represcnt
quantities than we have in the past history their interests are well aware that many
of ou coal mines. The bon. gentleman of their pioducts aie now sefling at more
Trom St. John (Mr. Weldon) lias said reniunerative prices tlîan thcv dici wheu
that,inconsequence of tbeNational Policy, power was in the ands of the Liberal
merchants and brokers in the city of St. party. W now sec that trade is assum-
John have been precipitatrd to bank in poportions whicli inspires confidence
ruptcy and ruin. cannot, as a business in the future. What did we se, barely a

fan, sec how the National Policy could year ago, in the villages as well as in
have that efect. If snc is te case, St. the towns of the Dominion ? We saw
John must be an exception, for we have empty bouses, real property depreciated
not heard of any other city in the Do- at value; and lie who was desirous

inion being similarl affected. He as of disposinth of a portion of bis property
also stated that the National Poicy las was compelled to sacrifice it for a price
seriously affected the lu ber interest. It considerably below its value. And now
may havedonsoasfar asthe cost of gtting we see with satisfaction that the value of
out the lurnber is concerned, but in ne real property in the country das begun t
Otiier way. 1 arn of opinion that the increase, not very rapidy it is true, be-
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cause, as bas been stated by the hon.
member who has just sat down, the busi-
ness of the country has been subjected to
such extreme depression thatthe Nati nal
Policy bas not yet had time to produce
the effect of increasing the value of pro-
perty to a considerable extent. But, if,
while hon. gentlemen opposite governed
the country, from 1874 to 1878, we saw
the value of property diiminish from year
to year, until a propijetor could no longer
sell for more than two-thirds of the value,
the sante rule applying to the letting of
property, is it surprising that it takes a
little time for the country to awake froin
its dejection, and willnot hon.gentlemen of
the Liberal party have the patiencelto wait
yet a little longer until the country again
attains that prosperity which we enjoyed
when those hon. gentlemen were called to
power. Now, owners find tenants for their
property, and in our mnanufacturing cen-
tres we see great preparations goîng on
for the reopening, to the great satisfac-
tion of unemployed artisans. of factories
which hive long been closed. In the
county which I have the bonour to repre-
sent, the putting in force of the National
Policy has produced good results, and I
say so with the knowledge that my words
will be recorded in the archives of Parlia-
ment, and that I may be reininded of
them hereafter, and asked whether I stated
what was the truth. I sav, and I say it
with satisfaction, that the electors of my
county, even those of theni who are in the
habit of voting with the Liberal party,
see and acknowlege that prosperity is be-
ginning to reign in the land. They
acknowledge that the aspect of affairs is
brightening, and they attribute that fact
to the policy of the present Goverunient,
without fear of injuring their party. We
have seen trade ieceive a considerable
impetus, and those of our farmers who
engage in lumbering operations are
actively occupied in getting out saw-
logs, and in putting in order the saw-
mills which will couvert them into
planks and boards in tbe course of the
coming summer. We have, in the
counties of Drummond and Artha
baska, extensive sawing establishments,
which for the most part for some years
past have been idle, and such is especially
the case in the village where I reside.
Now, only yesterday, I heard it stated in
this House by hon. gentlemen opposite

48

that the lumber trade was not prospering
in the country ; it was admitted that there
was a considerable foreign demand, and it
was contended that, if the luniber trade
was beginning to i mprove, it was not in
consequence of demand arising in this
country. But I can state that on the
Arthabaska piling grounds for soie years
past there stood several million feet of
luiber, and, although it was not of a
nature to be shipped abroad, not being of
nierchantable quality, yet the piling
grounds are now empty ; the hunber, in
the course of last sunmmer, was sold for a
reasonable price, and sent to Quebec and
Montreal, to be used in the coistruction
of new factories and other buildings of a
like description. I nay point out that
proprietors of factories at Montreal and
Quebec have made extensive additions to
their buildings, and have sent in heavy
orders for lunmber, thereby giving us
an opportunity of clearing our pil-
ing grounds of wood which was li
a fair way to becoine valueless,
and at the same time to make roon
for new lumber of a superior quality.
But not only have we the satisfaction of
seeing our wharves relined thus rapidly,
but we have also the prospect that later,
when the mills are in full operation and
activity, workinginen will find employ-
ment at renunerative wages, and be
enabled to live in confort and abundance.
It is well known that for several years
past the poorer classes in the country
districts, and in towns and cities, have
been a burthen on the wealthier class of
the community, no one being in a position
to utilise the labour of the poorer classes.
The latter were, nevertheless, niost
anxious to earn enough to support their
families, but found it useless to look for
employment, which was not to be found.
It is, therefore, most gratifying to witness
the large amount of logs sold this winter,
and the mills getting ready to cut then
up, when we know that hundreds of
families derive their means of support
from those mills. This will also stimulate
trade and secure for the farmer a reason-
able price for the produce of his land.
The railway companies, shipowners, and
all those whose business it is to carry the
lumber to foreign markets, will be greatly
benefitted. The agricultural classes will
also benefit largely, because they will find
a market for their produce in the manu-
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facturing centres. I can testify that
from 1867 to 1874, when trade was brisk
in Canada, and we had so many mills in
operation, our farmers had a good profit
on their grain and other products they
had for sale. Then prosperity reigned in
the country; the farmers were con-
tented; the labouring class found em-
ployinent, and trade was in a flourishing
condition. But. since 1874, when the
policv of the Liberals, by the effect of thier
ruinous Tariff, closed the doors of the
manufactories and turned the workingmen
out upon the streets to starve in idleness,
we have had farmers,labourers, mechanics,
and traders, uttering complaints and con-
demning the policy of the Liberals as the
cause of their distress. The -National
Policy adopted by the present Govern-
ment has intervened to put an end to that
distress, and I eau testify that that poliey
Las been nost cordially approved of.
WhVen I visited the electors of Artha-
baska and explained the Tariff to thei in
detail, they manifested the greatest satis-
faction. The electors of the united
couinties of Drumiond and Arthabaska
have always been in favour of a National
Policy; they have always supported a
policy of Protection. When in 1871 the
lion. imeniber for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier) stood for those counties, he him-
self accepted also, notwithstanding his
other political principles, the doctrine of
Protection, and, in consequence of so
doing, gained a splendid victory, having
been elected by a majority of over 800
votes. Does not that clearly prove that
the electors of those counties were in
favour of the policy of protection ? In
1877, when I offered myself as a candi-
date before the same electors, I myself
adopted the sanie policy. I spoke pub-
licly in every parish in the two counties,
proclaiming the adivantages of Protection,
and the electors,notwithstanding that the
gentleman who then represented them
had just been called to fill an important
position in the Government of the day ;
notwithstanding this, and because he had
renounced his policy of protection, be-
cause he lad failed to grant Protection to
the farmer, to the manufacturer, to the
workingman and to the trader, the electors
rejected him and elected the candidate
who had declared himself to be in favour
of the National Policy. I had the honour
of being elected then to a seat in this

MR. BOURBEAU.

House. During my first Session in this
Iouse, the hon. the leader ofthe Opposition

of that day presented to the louse a
motion calling for the adoption of a
National Policy, for the purpose of pro-
moting the interests of trade, agricul-
ture, and our national industries, and of
more fully developing the wealth of our
forests and our mines. I lad the honour
to vote for that motion, though it was
not aclopted by the Hlouse. In 1878, we
went to the electors on the principles
asserted in that motion ; we adopted a
policy based on that self-saine motion of
the hon. the leader of the present Govern-
ment, and from end to end of the Do-
inînion of Canada the electors endorsed
that policy by an overwhelming majority.
About that time the Eastern Townships
were honoured with a visit from two
eminent gentlemen, I mean the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) and
the hon. iMinister of Finance of the day
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright). Those lion.
gentlemen thought proper, on the eve of
the elections, to travel through the coun-
try, from one end to the other, in order to
show their faces and declare their policy.
Mr. Speaker, I think, if anyone ever de-
sired to be thanked, we owe a debt of
gratitude to those gentlemen for having
cone into our counties to hold public
meetings as they did. Still, I do not
thank them, for they had no intention of
benefitting us in the manner they suc-
ceeded in doing. No sooner had they
exhibited theinselves in our townships and
set forth their policy, than the electors
were enabled to come to a decision, and
determine that they shouldi not vote for
the policy of those hon. gentlemen. I
think they produced a like effect in the
other parts of the country visited
by them. When those gentlemen
went all over the country during
the General Elections, they had no idea of
the harm they were doing to themselves.
In the same way now, when tbey are
delivering speeches in this House against
the National Policy, they are unable to
see the resuîlt of those speeches. I
myself reside in the country, and having
had daily opportunities of meeting a large
number of the electors, I know that all
but those who are inveterate partisans,
acknowledge the benefits of Protection;
all but these admit that the policy of
Protection has produced the happiest
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results. It is asserted that the prices of tweeds. We find thaé wool is selling
of products generally have been raised to to-day 10c. dearer than last year. There
the consumer. Ron. gentlemen opposite may be some articles, which the farner
are striving to convince the people that the does not produce, which have increased in
effect of the National Policy is to price, but this is certainly not owing to the
increase the burthen of the consumer. National Policy. It is alleged that the
Now, in reply to that, I would say that price of sugar bas risen on account of the
the prices of articles of consumption has National Iolicy. WelI, never for twenty-
not changed much. Being in trade five years have we bought syrup se eaply

iyseif, I ain in a position to mark the as we did last summasr. In Canada,
fluctuations in the pices of the varieus our coeuntr t ierchants have neer
articles of erchandise and prdduce that been able toe buy syrup for less tian
enter the country. I am ii a position te 35. to 45c. per gallon; but last
state tliat the prices are net sucli as te autumn only frm 27 . to 30c. per gallon
mfin the agricultural class and the was paid hvr syrup of the first quality
werking class. In to first place, tweeds ceming fri Bertuda, syrup which is

anufactured in this cuntry bave net higbly prized by the censumers in Canada.
ancreased i price, but rater dîminished. I spke, a few oments ago, about the
I eaintain that tweeds bave neer been tweeds. can say as much for the cloths
as ceap in this courry before as thev whic are manufactured at Montreal,
have been af late. Thanks te the tbanku te the National Policy. Up te a
encouragement given te our manufac- recent perid we imprted a great quan-
turers iy the Natienal Policy, the latter tity of beavy cloths, which were used te
now ofer us a more abunant variety make overcats and other arments neces-
of patterns, they funish us a superier sary in the rigorous seasons. Wel,
quality of article, and are striving te Mr. Speaker, we have at Montreal cloth
furnisa threads ef equal quality and anufactories which tur eut btter
pattern te these we used te fabrica than those which. reach us frein
get from Scetland. NWe bave quite abread. Inasinucb as tbe inanufacturers
a number of manufacturers in this of Mntreal bave net te pay tranport
country well able t stand competitien in Jand Custos duties, as the imp erters de,
the article of tweeds witlb the most skilful and, furtbermore, as try bave noet te pay
manufactarers in other countries. And, if, Customns dutes upon tbe raw material,
thanks te the policy of Protection, foreign tbey are enabled te seli cloths cheaper
tweeds can ne longer compete witb thwse than tbe importer can do. Tis alis
nanufactured by us at home, bow can it is due te the Natienal Policy. This is

ho said that tbe consumer is obligedp t pay the advantage gained by Protection. By
dearer for bis tweeds 3 But the tost im- buying clota praduced in this country
portant peint is that tweeds wanufactured rather than cloth impertcd, one acts in a
in this ceuntry are intinitely supenior in patriotie manner; by se doing encourage-
quality in many cases te those imperted ment is given te the industries of our own
frein abread. Our home-made tweeds are ceuntry. I may bring forward anoter im-
made of good wool, bonestly, and in such portant argument. Last autumn our coun-
a manner as te render gaod service te the ties were overrun by the agents of
purchaser. Tbe tweeds whic cme te us manufaeturers of axes, scythes, and other
from Europe areoften made upwitivhoddy farmig implements, in order to introduce
and cotton ; tbey are imported by j obbers, their commodities. Now, we have in Our
and are only suited to deceive the pur- own country immense manufactorie of
chaser and cause him te lese his money. implements of this kind, wbic can defy
But when tweeds manufactured in this foreign corapetition. Our farers gen-
country are bought, then goed eloti is had erally look eut fer agricultural impe-
fer tie nofney, made ef the wool of tbe ments made in this country, finding thea
country ; the manufacture of which te be of goed quality. Last autumu a
yields a profit te the manufacturers and duty of 35 per cent. was imposed upon
satisfaction te the buyer. The fariner tools coming frein foreign countries. In
bise is befriended by the National Policy, order te prove te the gentlemen of tB
because foe sell t greater adrantage his Left that this duty of 35 per cent his net
wol, which enters into the manufacture icreased the price of the e articlect may
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mention one fact. It is this : that the selling now their pork dearer by one or two
American manufacturers, wishing to in- dollars the hundred pounds, cannot be
jure the Canadian ones, come and offer deceived as to the effects of the National
us their axes and their scythes at the same 'Policy, and you cannot make them believe
price that we can procure thein from that their profits at the present moment
Canadianmanufacturers; and furthermore, are not more advantageous or greater
they offer to pay the freight and the Cus- than those made last year. Well, it is
toms duties into the bargain. One day I the saine thing as respects the greater part
was about to give an order for axes and of agricultural produce ; it acts in a similar
scythes to a manufacturer in the Pro- way for ail classes of society. Neyer
vince of Ontario, and on that very day in the Eastern Township- did N c see a
there came into our townships a manufac- more lively trade than that prosecuted in
turer from the United States, who offered the months of September, October, Nov-
to sell his goods at the sane price whiclh ember and Deceniber last. We saw then,
the Canadian manufacturer had offered tbroughout ail parts of the country, agents
thein for, and he undertook, besides, to buying grain, buying live stock, and other
pay the duties at the port of entry and to agricultural produce; and, -wbat was bet-
pay the freight also. Nevertheless, -we ter than ail, the agents carried suficient
bought these goods cheaply. We pur- money to pay cash for what they bouglt,
chased theni on more favourable condi- and the fariers wre able at once to
tions than during the previous year. It secure the price of their property, which
is evident that the Americans took ad- they were neyer in the habit of doing for
vantage of us, thanks to the policv inau- several years previously. Wefore the
guraed in 1874 by the Liberal Govern- adoption of the National Policy, the
ment; they discovered a veritable farmers endeavoured in vain to sd their
bonanza in this country of ours, and for a produce for cash they could hardly sel-
long time they have secured exorbitant it on credit even. And et, notwith-
prices for their goods, after havinm caused standing the fact that trade has revived,
our manufactories to shut down. cn ie that payaments are made more easily, and
case I have mentioned, like a good that business is more brisk, I hear every
patriot, t efused the of rs made to me day members of the Opposition stating
bv this American agent, giving the 1re- that the National Policy has ruined the
ference to the Canadian manufacturer, affairs of the cuntry. Arn I nt right
because I wished to encourage Canadian in saying, Mr. Speaker, that, if I were to
manufacturers, in order to provide en- offer them advice, it wold be: Refrain
ployrient for the workmen, and to make from seaking against the present policy
families happy who would not be se if we f The Governinent; because the electors
went for our supplies to foreign countries. follow their moeerents closely, theyhear
By acting in this way, we likewise en- them, they read theirspeeehes, and they are
courage the agricultural class, whofind in in a position to pass judgent upon them.
the manufacturing centres a ready mar- MR. ROBERTSON(Hamilton> propose
ket for their produrts. Were to give to make a few remarks in reference to the
advice to the hon. memibers of the Left, I question which is engagingr the attention
fwould say to them If ou do n t of this use. I confes that I would
wih te do wrong, discontinue speaking much prefer doing s at a later heur of
ii of the National iPolicy ; cease to dis- the evening; it is nt satisfactory t
parage a thing which ail electors, includ- make a speech to a bouse, naturally re-
ing your own, acknowledge to be profit- luctant te hear a young meber, and
able, net nly to theselves, but te ail particularly when, at the beinning, it
the inhabitants of this cuntry; your must be broken in upn by Recess; but,
supporters, whe are selling their produce as it appears there is ne disposition to con-
-at a dearer rate to-day than they did last tinue the discussion by other hon. mem-
year, are able te form a eorrect opinion bers at this time, I feel it incumbent
-of the opposition y are making to the upen me te offer a few refections on the
National tolicy; the farmers, who t- subject now under cnsideration. I de se
-day are selling their butter at fro 15ce. with seme reluctance, because I feel that
to 20e., 22e. and 25c. the pound, while last the question has been pretty fully and
year they enlyoldit at 8c. or lOc., who are minutely discussed already. of canot
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say, however, that it has been fairly con- to give a helping hand to avert
sidered by the hon. gentlemen who occupy the impeuding issue. That idea
the Opposition Benches. One would sup- went abroad throughout the widtli
pose that the spirit of patriotism, which and breadth of this Dominion, and people
pervades the breast of every lover of his began to enquire: Why have we a Gov-
country, would be so deeply implanted in ernmeut? For what purpose have we a
the constitution of every gentleman who Government at al? That question was
occupies the proud position of a repre- askcd; and the Conservative party feit
sentative of the people in Parliament, thatitwashightimetobestiritself. Sir,
that it would be his last resort to de- that party Mien occupiel but a suil cor-
tract from the importtnce of the coun- ner in this use; but thcy were a littie
try, or to make little of its effort towards baud of heroes; they, it is true, occupied
material progress and national greatness. that corner, which is now so muc: more
But we know it is said " we live and learii," properly fill by the gentlemn opposite.
and we have lenrned to know- that,- Wel , Sir, the Conservative party re-
awthough we had, through the Session of sponded to the cal of the suffwring
1879, th-viwsof laon. gentlemen opposite country, they struck the hod of public
antagouistie to the policy, whici the sympathy, and, like truc statesien, per-
country pronounced itself so decidedly e in ceived nhat the country rquired, what
favour of on the i 7th Septernber, 1878, the necessities of the case (leinanided.
these lon. gentlemen are stili dis- They were rceived ith opeu arms, and,
sitisfled, and we fiad them, after a year's in the short space of eight hours, they
experience, still loudly denoncing that hurled the igcapableo fro i place and
policv; atthough Sir, thcir chief leader, power. They left that Goverset aur
the Hon. George Brown, ns sha show, thein adherents to ;wallow alone in that
declared from hi place in the Senate sane ofsogh of despond" wicc tiey
that the National iPoiicy shoud have a themselves had created. We have here
fair trial at the hands of the party. a good deal about depression ; we bare
If these gentlemen were honest men, and heard from the members of the Opposi-
desirous of doing that Policy justice, they tion of nothing, else but <ilepi'esýion ; WC,
would no fhaeely admit that it is gradralny eave heard of it and nothing else, ever
and sureiy raising the country froin the since the people left theni to thieir
aslough of despond" into which the hou, wretched fate. And why need we won-

,entlenen opposite had pluuged it. In der that these hon. gentlemen shoud
discussing toe question, it is necessary to speak so much of depression? Are they
make some reference to what the state of not depressed? Is there any chance of
the country was previos to and during their ever being in any other state su long
1878. We found it, ten, in su a as the people of this coutry keep the
depressed condition, that it was a -where they are No, sir. They are ut terly
dilicuit thing for artisans to get cmn- crestfallcn; they see the country throuigl
ployment. We found it completely the highly-smokcd glasses of their own
prostrated. We found large manfac- depression ; they canuot see the Sun shine
tories shut up and capital lying idie. through th cloud, of their despodency
We found artisans and skilled mechanics they are unable to console theinselves
willing to settie down to the ordinary with the faintest ray of hope that te day
work of common labourers, in order to jwill ever daxva to usher them to the
get the means of keeping, body and soul Trcasnry Benches. Thlat being the case,
together. That was the state of t Tings of course we must expect, and be prepared,
swhen the late Government were sitting tu hear from on. gentlemen some of the
plere in ful power, and, as they flattered most extraordinary talts of suffering and
themselvos, in fui posseson of the con- destitution, of misplaced confidence and
fidence of t peple. a e found those broken promises, that ever were inveted,
gentlemen, who possssed, or ought to imagined or came to pass. g e is no new
have possessed, a full knowledge of the tale, however, for Canadians o listen
state of the country, declaring that they to; for twenty long years the san e
could do nothing-declaring, their utter j systein of detraction and villifleation
inabiity o do thc flrst thing to place the iwas aeorten to by hon, gentlemen op-
contry in a proper position' or 1posite nd their organes when they
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were in the cold shades of Opposition.
It is the same old system revived; it was
a systeni then, as it is now, of malignity
and atrocious falsehood and villification.
Everything was said and done that could
be said and done to belittle the country
and ruin its leading statesmen in the eyes
of the Mother Country and the world-
to pull us down and keep us down vas
apparently the great object of their am-
bition. In the course of time, by the
foulest of means, they did obtain power.
The people were wofully deceived, it is
true, but that was nothing. The leaders
had the reins of Government, and they
governed us accordingly for five years,
during which time the people received
such a lesson that they will not soon
forget it. The country was all but
ruined, and was, vear by year, going
to destruction: but the time, came
wlien the people showed their abhor-
rence of such a Government, but it
was only in the effluxion of time, for the
lion. gentlemen, having got possession of
the Treasury Benches held on to power
as long as possible, governing in a manner
to which it is not necessary for me f .rther
to refer. After crying out for twenty
years : Give us the reins of Govern-
ment ; give us an opportunity of carrying
on the affairs of the country and we will
show you such a state of affairs as was
never seen before ; they got the reins
of Government. and we did see a state of
affairs-such a state of affairs as we had
never seen before. No one ever dreamt
of seeing such a state of affairs as we saw
during the Administration of the hon.
member for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie),
and, I may add, no one wishes to see a
recurrence of that state of things. I
2night go on and say how it was they
gained power, that it was by the treason
of many sycophants, who turned traitors
and becane rats, deserting the political
ship-men who had fawned on those who
had warmed them into political existence.
But well understanding the material of
which they were made, the leaders of the
Grit party knew that they could not
trust themn in their hour of need; and
they planned what has been justly
characterised " a midniight attack." The
House must be purged, they said, it
haqd been elected under a corrupt Govern-
ment. They succeeded in carrying out
their atrocious plan, and they were return-:

MaL ROBERTSON,

ed here with an overwhelming majority.
Results show too well how they obtained
it; and, having done so, how they availed
themselves of the mispla ced confidence ofthe
people. That great standard of " purity"
which they hoistedandcarried through the
length and breadth of the land was tound
to be spurious. It was pulled down by
its own godfathers and trampled in the
dust. Well, Sir, as I have stated, the
country rose in its might and drove these
gentlemen out of power, and placed better
men, I an happy to say, in their posi-
tions. Thus much of byegone times.
Now, Sir, for the present; and permit
me to say that I do not know that I would
have said anything with reference to this
question had it not been for some of the
remarks I have listened to, and which
have beenmsde by hon.gentlemeni opposite.
They have singled out the city which I
have the lionour to represent as being
one worthy of notice. The lion. member fer
North Oxford(Mr. Oliver) waskind enough
to speak of it in a manner that led one to
suppose that, if there was one spot in the
Dominion which should receive benefits
froin the National Policy, that spot was
the city of Hamilton. Yes, Sir, and by
way of showing why it should have im-
provea, and how it had not improved, lie
had the goodness to read a small para-
grapli from that most veracious of
all shets, the Hamilton Times.
To show how utterly destitute, how
bard up the hcn. member for Oxford was
for an example to exemplify the want of
prosperity in Hamilton, and how little
the National Policy had done for that
great manufacturing centre, he had to
resort to that most unreliable authority,
namely, the columns of the paper I have
already alluded to. It is there recorded,
lie says, that during 1879 there were in
the city of Hamilton 528 empty houses
and that in 1878 there were only 377
Now, I say that that is like not only a
great many other assertions taken from
the saie source, but like a great many
that bave been made on the floor of this
House. It is possible that there are now
500 empty bouses in that city, but before
you can draw an unfavourablecomparison,
yo must show how many there were
empty in 1878. I deny that there were
only 377 empty houses in Hamilton in
that year. I have no doubt I can safely
say here, and I believe I will be vindi-
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dicated by an actual count, that there
were more empty houses in the city of
Hamilton in 1878 than there are at this
day, taking into account, as I subnit in
all fairness you must, the scores of
houses that have been built within that
city in the last year. And what class of
houses have been built there ? First-
class, not little tenements 18x20, such
as the hon. gentleman is accustomed to see
in Woodstock, but handsome, well-
constructed dwellings, with all
modern improvements, showing clearly
to my mind, and to every dispassionate
mind, that the means of the people are
becoming improved. We cannot doubt
this when we see tbem leaving the houses
of a more ancient construction and taking
up the modern edifices with all the im-
provements of the present day. Now,
Sir, I think hon. gentlemen should not
make such a parade about empty bouses,
in any manufacturing centre, because the
question arises: How did they become
empty, and why were they erected in the
first place? They were erected when the
right hon. the leader of the Government
was formerly in power, when the ex-
chequer was overflowing, when times
were good, when every mechanic could
find labour at his hand, and was working
full time, and had his well-earned wa'ges
always ready for him. It was thought
that there was room for additional bouses
then, and that scores of faniilies would be
ready to take up their abode in them, and
gentlemen who had means at their disposal
fancied that they could see that these
good times were on go on and
continue, and they were induced to put
up bouses to be occupied, not by men of
means, but by the artisan class, who
were then flocking into all the centres of
industry; and these bouses at that time
were fully occupied, and empty houses
could with difficulty be found in the
city of Hamilton. But what a change
came. In 1874, after the General Elec-
tions, when the hon. gentlemen op-
posite obtained power, and began to pro-
mulgate their policy, these houses came,
year by year, to be less and less occupied,
until, in 1878, there were not much less
than 500 empty dwellings, I will venture
to say, in that city. But that is all
-chauged now, and I propose to show be-
fore I finish that the city of Hamil-
-ton is now in a flourishing condition;

and that its prosperity is a mere indica-
tion of the prosperity of the whole Domin-
ion, and that it is due to the National
Policy. However, before adverting to
that portion of the remarks I inetend to
make, I propose to address myself to the
consideration of another statement which
bas been made by some hon. gentlemen,
and that is this : It is said here by lion.
gentlemen now, as it was said during
the last Session, that the Government
had obtained power by the false repre-
sentations of The leaders of the party-
that the people were Jumbugged and
befooled, as it were, in putting confidence
in the Conservative party-that they,
the people, lad been induced to accept a
policy of which they knew nothing, and
they said that the local elections in
Ontario s4ttled that question, and proved
their assertion to be perfectly correct-
in fact, that the election which took place
on 5th June last, showed conclusively that
if the electorate liad the power then they
would have reversed the -vote of the 17th
September, 1878, by an overwhelning
majority. That statement was made by
the gallant knight for Centre Huron
(Sir Richard J. Cartwright); it was re-

peated by the bon. ineiber for Lambton
(Mr. Mackenzie), and reiterated bv all the
supporters of these gentleman. What
was the fact? When theelections caine
round, I am quite prepared to admit,
thát the Conservative or Protectionist
party, felt that it would be a grent gain
for them to wrest Ontario froui the
Mowat Administration, and the Coiser-
vative party was prepared to take up the
gauntlet thrown down in this louse by
the bon. gentlemen opposite, and go
before the country on that issue,-
but could you get the Grit press
to do anvthing of the kind ? Coild you
get Mr. Mowat or the supporters of the
Mowat Administration to take that
question up and make it the issue?
Not a bit of it. I admit that the
Conservatives thouglt it dangerous to
hive a gentleman like Mr. Mowat, who
was in accord with Mr. Mackenzie's Ad-
ministration, and who travelled from one
end of Ontario to the other with that bon.
gentleman, making himself conspicuous
on every platform in the Province as a
most ardent supporter, returned with a
majority at his back. We felt that they
would have power to do a great deal of
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evil, and that it would be better if the
Dominion and Local Governments were
in accord, so far as the National Policy
was concerned; and every effort was made
on the part of the Conservatives to raise
that issue.

MR. OLIVER : Hear, hear.
MR. ]ROBERTSON : The hon. gentle-

man says " IlHear, hear." Has ie the
temerity to say that the Reformi party
accepted that issue?

MR. OLIVER : We did.
Mi. ROBERTSON: Nothing of the

kind. I believe they did in Oxford, but
that was certainly a nice place to try
the question. " We did," because I we "
thouglt " we" were all right there but
where there was the slightest chance of
there being a difference of opinion, " we
didn't." But as to the question in the
city of IHamilton, the hon. gentleman read
a resolution that was passed at a conven-
tion of Conservatives previous to bringing
out their candidate, which declared that
that was their policy. But did the Op-
position have the courage to say : " We
accept that as the issue. You took this
city under false pretences before. You
made a imidniglit charge upon us, and took
us by surprise when we were asleep,and we
are prepared to show you now that Ham-
ilton is not for Protection, but for Free-
trade ?" Not a bit of it. I will give
some evidence on that point, which, I
think, wvill clinch the matter. I hold in
my band the address of the hon. gentle-
man who ran in the interest of the Mowat
Administration in Hamilton, Mr. J. M.
Gibson, a talented young lawyer, who
succeeded in carrying the city. He com-
menced his address to the people in these
words :

" The true issue before the people of this
Province at the present timie, and which you
are to pronounce upon is, whether the Gov.
ernment of the Hon. Oliver Mowat has by its
past record established a claim to a renewal
of publie confidence, or whether that confidence,
having been forfeited, they should be com-
pelled to give way to a new CaLinet, with Mr.
Meredith, of London, as its iead."

That was the bugaboo-" Mr. Meredith,
of London." He was to be the gentle-
man, residingii in London and not in
Hamilton, who was to frighten the elec-
tors of the latter city from voting against
Mr. Gibson. There are sixteen paragraphs
in Mr. Gibson's address, but not one of
them touches upon the ýNationa1 Policy.

MI. ROBERTSON.

But what does his organ say ? Giving him
credit for being discreet enough to say
nothing about that question previous to his
address, which, I think, was published on
the 20th May, I find in the -Hamilton
Times, that veracious paper I spoke about
a minute ago, a short paragraph to this
effect

FREE TRADE VS. PROTECTION,

'Our contemporary (the Spectator, May 19th)
is rapidly acquiring the peculiarities and
characteristics of Rip Van Winkle-presum.
ably asleep for nany months. The Spectator has
apparently not heard that during its slumber
the 'iNational Policy,' that grand ultimatum
and ne plus uiltra ot every Protectionist, has
ceased to be for a time a living issue, having
from a burning and exciting theoretical ques-
tion, become merged in the rugged reality of
an Act of Parliament. If the Spectator * *
* desires to continue the warfare, let it post.
pone the battle until at least the legitimate
practical issues now before the electors are
disposed of, etc."

I think that is a little in advance of the
address ; but when we turn to the next
issue of the paper, we find an editorial
eulogising the candidate highly. The
article read s:

" We have great pleasure in calling the at-
tentin of every elector in Iamilton to the ad.
dress to the electors * * * issued by Mr. J. M.
Gibson, * * * we think * * * that he will
admit, that as a manly exposition of a liberal
candidate's views upon the record of the Govern-
ment " (Ontario Goverament) "and upon the
live issues of the day, it could not have a
superior."

So far, I have spoken with reference to
that question, and after recess I shall
enlighten the hon. gentlemen who ocupy
the Opposition Benches, and who have
spoken so much and so eloquently there-
on, as to whether it was or was net " the
live issue in the June elections," in a
way that will satisfy any impartial mind.
I shall show that "we did " not raise that
question, because "we did " not dare to
take up the gauntiet.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker leit
the Chair.

After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.

THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally read
the third time and passed:-

Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment
of Superannuation, Provident and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Company.
-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)
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Bill (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand MR. CAMERON (North Victoria) :
Island Bridge Company.-(MJr. McCarthy.)Isiad BrdgeCompny.-(Mr Mcarthy.) have another objection to the second read-Bill (No. 17) To incorporate the Bell Tele- b
phone Company of Canada.-(Mr. Kilvert.) i ides that of the absence of the hon.

member for Iambton and other lion.
The following Bills were severally co2- members interested in this Bi, namely,

sidered in Committee of the Whole, re- that it seeks to introduce a vicious prin-
ported, read tte third time and passed - ciple of legisation, in making this Parlia-

Bill (No. 33 To amend and enact as amended, nient a Court of Appeal fror the ordinary
the Act incorporating the Dominion Grange of Courts of the country, to try legal ques-
the Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.-(1r. tions. This Bil is nothing more or less

alcCallum.) writ in the nature of a quo
Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Mail Print- uarrawto settino

ing Company-(Mr. J3cCarth,'.) f
Bill (No. 29) To amend the Act intituled an man, the rival of another, should be de-

Act to incorporate the Anchor Marine Insur. clared uly elecLed instead of him to the
ance Company.-(Mr. Cameron, South uron.) board of directors of this company. The

Bill (No. 5) To amend the Act 36 Victoria Bil proceeds on the assertion that such
Chapter 108, intituled an Act to grant addi-
tional powtrs to the Quebec and Gulf Ports and such a tbing was the intention of the
Steamship Company.-( Mr. ilcGreery.) Act of 1877. This assertion 1 totally

SECOND READINGS. deny. If the parties concerned in this
case cannot vote as private stockho1der;

The following Bills were severally read they cannot vote at ail. This Bil pro-
the second tine ceeds on tbe assumption that they bave

Bill (No. 73) To amend an Act respecting the no right to vote at al, or to anyrepresenta-
Port Whitby Harbour Company.-(M1r. Kirk- tive on the board. If wliat the author
p(trfick.) of the Bil states as to the intention

Bill (No. 78) (from the Senate) Intituled an of the Act of 1877 be correct, wbich
Act respecting the President, Directors and
Company of the Bank of New Brunswick-(Mr. I deny, Jet the parties in favour of this
Burpee, ýSt. John.) view take proceedings in our Courts.

Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Souris and Do not Jet us turn this House into a
Rocky Mountains Railway Company-(31r. tribunal to try contested elections in a
Boultbee.) private company. Objection should pro-
NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY ACT perly be taken to this Bil now; it sbould

INTERPRETATION BILL. be alluwad to stand until the hon.
[BILL 76.] member for Lambton, aho knows best

(Mlr. M1cCarthy.i the intention of the Act of 1877, is in his

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. ANGLIN: I think it would be
better to delay this Bill until the hon.
member for Lambton and other hon.
members interested in its provisions are
present.

MR. McCARTHY: The Bill is merely
to declare the meaning of the 12th
section of the Act of 1877, saying that
these shareholders are to vote separately,
and not with the bondholders and other
stockholders. I see no reason for delay.

MR. ANGLIN: This is much the
same as the Bill of last Session on this

place.
MR. MACMILLAN: I remember

very well, when this Bill of 1877 was
passed, that it was almost universally
understood in the Committee that the
original stockholders should have a repre-
sentative and one director on that board.
Those stockholders got up the company
and put their money into it, and, with
the present arrangements, unless some
explanation is given with reference to
this Act, they will have no representa-
tive on the board. The managing
director, who ought to be the servant of
the stockholders, controls stockholders,
directors and the whole board. It is

subject. very littie that the original stockholders
MR. McCARTHY: No; this Bill is ask-one representative or director on

designed to declare that the intention the board-which I have no doubt it was
of the Act of 1877 was that the private the intention of the Act of 1877 to give
shareholdors should vote separately, and them
be entitled to a director representing SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: 1
themseltes. really do not know whether the ore-



holders have a right to a director or not,
but the discussion already commenced
shows the necessity of this Bill going to
the Committee on Railways, which is the
only authority for the settlement of the
question, after hearing both parties. I
can see no object in delaying the measure.

Bill read the second time.

WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumed the debate on the motion for
concurrence in the resolutions, reported from
Committee of Waya and Means (Marcti 9th).

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton) : When
the House adjourned, I was reading sone
extracts from a Hamilton paper in proof
of my contention that the National
Policy was not an issue inthe late local elec-
tions, and I propose now to continue that
course. I wish, if it is possible, for ever to
set at rest this question ; althougli I
may have but a vague hope in that re-
spect, knowing with whom we have to
deal. We know that the snake is often
"sootehed," but it is not always killed;
and so long as hon. gentlemen can find
time to get up in their places and address
the House, and so long as the Grit press
throughout the country announces the
fact, iT will be stated hereafter, as we
have it stated now, that that was the
question in Ontario, and that the people
of Ontario reversed their verdict. Now,
I propose to set that matter at rest, and
to prove it out of the mouths of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite and from the columns of
their own press. I propose to read still
from the paper called the Hamilton Times.
That paper stated, on May 2lst :

" We had hoped that when Mr. Hugh Mur-
ray ascended the public platform, he would
have condescended to have informed the electors
of Hamilton as to why it is he seeks to pull
down Mr. Mowat and set Mr. Meredith, the
Londoner, up in his place. But we have been
greviously disappointed. Last night, at his
first public appearance, Mr. Murray repeated
his tactics of the night he was nominated * *
The nonsense he talked about the National

Policy, which is not an issue at all, completely
disgusted those of his friends who are not
working for him in the hope that Reformers
will be turned out of offce by Mr. Bowell
to give them warm berths at the public ex-
pense. Mr. Mowat has no control over the
'N. P.' or anything akin to it, and it is the
veriest rubbish for an intelligent man to stand
up before intelligent electors and tell thema
.anything else."

I hope the hon. gentlemen opposite will
SI JONX A. MÂcDONÂLD.

The Tarif.

take the hint and not talk any more
" nonsense."

" The workingmen of Hamilton are not the
simpletons Mr. Murray evidently gives them
credit for being. They know that we have the
' N. P.' for five years at least, and that it will
have a fair trial. They understand they have
nothing to fear fron the Reform party in that
behalf."

Now, what I object to is that they are
not carrying out their promises in that
respect. They are not giving the " N.P.,"
as they chose to call it, a fair trial. They
detract from it in every way possible, not
only in their places in this House, but
throughout the press. Then, Sir, on the
22nd of May, we find that this sanepaper
made use of these remarks :

" It is the fashion for the Tory canvassers to
cry out ' George Brown ! to the electors of
Hamilton, as if lie or bis naine were a patented
bug-a-boo calculated to frighten thein to vote
at any or all times for the Tory party. It is
just now being circulated that he is doing all
he can to destroy the '.National Policy' and
ruin Canada. This is a very favourite cry in
Hamilton, where, as the Spectator seems to
think, there are people who imagine that the
names of Mr. Brown and his newspaper are
synonymous terms for the arch enemy of this
city. Would it greatly surprise these people
to know that in a speech in the Senate upon
the Tariff, Mr. Brown, while he exercised bis
right as a eitizen and a legislator to criticise
that measure, said :-'I hope that the right
may succeed, and that the good times will
return. I shall not say a word that would
prevent the Protectionists having a full chance
to show what they can do by their policy.'"

I ask hon. gentlemen if they themselves
will tell us now, in the face of this, that
the Hon. George Brown is carrying out
that policy ? Is he not, on the contrary,
using the influence of his powerful organ
for the purpose of preventing it from re-
ceiving a fair trial ? Hon. gentlemen
may say, "Oh! that is only the Hamilton
Times." Well, I admit the H amilton
Times is not the most veracious authority,
in fact, I am willing to admit that it is
the most scurrilous and unreliable news-
paper pnblished. I have said that before,
and, in order that there may be no doubt
as to the correctness of the position taken
by me in this matter, I beg to refer
to the reports of the speeches made by the
Hon. Oliver Mowat when he was on bis
missionary trip through Ontario, to make
good the ground he thought he was losing.
The hon. gentleman made a speech in the
city of Hamilton in reference to this
policy, showing conclusively to my mind
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that he did not dare to take up the ques-
tion either in Hamilton or anywhere else,
and make it a test question before the
electors. Mr. Mowat on that occasion
said:

class of so-called Reformers which we have
here. He is a man willing to sink party
differences and personal squabbles, and
act for the general benefit of the country.
Mr. Elliott gave his thorough support to

"The great reason which is urged. why the the party at present i power in this
people of Ontario should withdraw their confi- House, and at the same time he became
dence from ns on this occasion is, that on the the nominator of Mr. Mowat when he was
17th of September last, the majority of them offerin for East Toronto, in oposition
declared in favour of what is called the
'Natonal Policy,' (Hear, hear and cheers,) to my hon. friend the Hon. Mr. Morris.
and it is urged that, having expressed Mr. Elliott said:
that opinion then, they should vote agaiust
us now. I accept the compliment which "1He proposed Mr. Oliver Mowat as a fit and
is paid to the present Government in urging this proper person to represent the Division in the
as the prime reason why the confidence of the Legislative Assembly. ln doing so be said
people should be withdrawn from us, because it 1 that if the questions now before the electors
shows that our opponents feel that they have had reference to Dominion polities, he would
no solid ground on which to object to the pre. heartily and fairly support Mr. Morris. and
sent Government. (Loud and prolonged cheer- just as heartily and fairly oppose Mr. Mowat.
ing.) This shows that on all matters which The daties of the Dominion Parliament and
ought to be taken into account, that the Legislative Assembly being different, how-
they are very weak, avd they are afraid ever, he could see his way clarly to giving Mr.
that the people will see and feel and pronounce Mowat his hearty support on the present occa-
that they are weak. Therefore it is that they sion. He (Mr. Elliott) could claim for lhinself
ask you to bring in au element which ought not that he had been a supporter of a National
to be introduced here, and which ought to have i Policy when a great many men who had since
no bearing on the matter which you are about obtained popularity on account of it turned a
to decide. (Hear, heýar.) The question of a very cold shoulder to it. Shortlv after the
'National Policy' is one with which the Pro- Reciprocity Treaty with the United States was
vincial Legislature a'd the Provincial Govern- abrogated, it was seen by himself and a num-
ment has nothing to do. and which thev cannot ber of others, that we in this country were
influence in the slightest degree. * * placed at a great disadvantage as compared
We have no jurisdiction whatever over the with our neighbours. Some of them approached
Tariff. We eau neither put on nor take off the Government with a recommendation that
duties. We cannot interfere in any way with something should be done to remedy that
the action of the Dominion Government state of affairs ; and Sir John Macdonald said,
nor with the action of the Dominion 'Agitate the question in the country, make
Parliament upon that subject. * * * it an issue at the polls, send men here favour-
The Dominion, Government, as I have said, able to such a policy, and we will adopt it and
has a majority of from two or three to one in carry it out.' The Conservative party had
the House of Commons at Ottawa. They have adepted that principle and carried it out in
a large majority from every Province but one good faith, and for that he gave them credit.
iin the Dominion and they have that majority He (Mr. Elliott) declared himself here to be a
secure for five years. If with all that advan- firm supporter of Sir John Macdonald in re-
tage, if with the advantage of that enormous gard to the National Policy, so long as he con-
superiority in numbers in the House of Com- tinued to carry out that policy, but when he
mons-a superiority secured for five years-the came to consider our local politics he found
'National Pohcy' would be endangered by that a very different set of interests had to be
the Ontario Government not being in politi. dealt with."
cal accord with the Administration at
Ottawa, then there must be certainly some- And so Mr. Elliott goes on to show why
thing very wrong either about the Government he gave, as lie said lie always would give,
at Ottawa or about the 'National Policy.'" the right hon. gentleman, who now leads
So much for Mr. Mowat's own statement. the House, his hearty support so long as
I need only now refer to the nomination le eariied out the policy which was then
speech made by Mr. Elliott who nmomi- i force in this Dominion. Now, I suh-
nated the hon. gentleman. Mr. Elliott mit that I bave proved beyond a doubt
made it quite plain as to whether the that the questiou of the National Policy
question of the National Policy was to did not enter into the dieussion, and waz
come up before the electors on that oc- not a factor therein during the iast Ontario
casion. Everyone in Ontarie knows, at elections. 1 have proven it out of the
any rate those who reside anywhere near mouths of lion. gentlemen opposite, anil
the city of Toronto know, that Mr. out of the columns of their own press;
Elliott was and is a life-long Reformer. andIliop that hon. gentlemen opposte
Ris father was a Reformer before him. will show that they have at leat one
Mr. iiott is a true Reformer, not of the spark of political honesty in their compo-
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sition, and will admit the fact, and for- that the good time was now coming, and
ever hereafter hold their peace on that that the sun was rising. The only
subject. Mr. Speaker, I must apologise exception to the general feeling of satis-
to the House for having taken up so faction was to be found in the few clear
nuch time on this natter, but, as I had Grit circles-here and there these gentie-
been personally referred to in connection menwandered, disconsolately bowed down,
with the subject, I trust the House and feeling that the country had deserted
will consider that sufficient excuse for my them. Scores of men who had been
having called attention te it. I propose acdustomel to vote with the Refori
now to refer to a matter of much greater party were deligbted wben tbey hearc
importance, namely, to what the National the resuit, and they said, "Well, I had
Policy has done for this Dominion. It to vote witb my party, but, thank God,
has been well and truly said that Hamil- they are ont of power now, and the last
ton is a large manufacturing centre. I link is broken whnch bound me
am proud to say that that city is now to them." The lon. ineniber for
reaping the benefits which the wisdom of South Huron (Mr. Cameron) contrasted
lier electors saw would accrue from their the manner and expremsion of the
action on the 17th of September, 1878. At lon. the Finance Minister when lie
that time the city was in a most deplor- brougbt down bis Budget last year, witl
able condition. The bon. member for that of the Finance Minister this year,
South Huron (Mr. Cameron) in his "On the last occasion," said the hon.
speech the other night, could not refrain gentleman, "gloom and despair overspread
from following in the questionable style the features of the hon. the Finance
of speaking which bas been followed by Minister." For my part, I thought the
the lion. gentlemen of the Opposition; and bon the Finance Minister spoke with a
he referred to the pledges that had been confidence that bc felt that lie lad suc-
made by the right hon. gentleman, the ceeded in carrying out bis promises to the
leader of the Government, and said that country, that bis policy, and that of bis
he was willing to give the Government a Goyernment, had succeeded. If there
reasonable time to work out this policy, was any Igloom" on bis countenance it
and then, in his grandiloquent style and was but the shadow thrown across the
windmill fashion, cried: "We have floor,by the darkness whicl prevailed on
waited a whole year." Why, does tle the opposite side of the House. I now
hon. gentleman not know that it is propose to give a few facts showing the
easier to destroy than to build up, and effects of the National Policy in Hamil-
what bas taken five years to destroy ton, and I think that what is the case in
under the Government which lie sup- Hamilton will be found to be the case in
ported cannot possibly be built up in one the other cities of Canada; it will be
year. But when we have brought it back admitted to be a fair indication of the
to the state in which it was five years wlole. I lold in my land a statement
ago, we will have accomplished a task taken from the reports publisled by the
which the country will be grateful for. lon. the Minister of Agriculture, and tle
What was stated previous to the last elec- facts it contains have been furnished by a
tions bas already been verified, because the gentleman wlom the lon. gentlemen
supporters of the right hon. gentleman opposite eau say nothing against, for li
knew well that the country was so was appointed to the office of Emigration
thoroughly disgusted with the incapacity Agent in Hamilton by the leader of the
of the late Government that any change Opposition, and stili enjoys the confidence
would be for the better, and would be of the Mowat Goverument, I mean Mr.
followed by restored confidence. On the John Smith. He is a well-known
18th of September, when the telegraph gentleman in our part of the country.
carried from one end of the Dominion to Now, Mr. Smith, in bis report for the
the other that the Mackenzie Administra- year ending 3lst December, 1879, says:
tion had been hurled from power, men "There has been a large increase in the num-
felt at once that confidence had been ber of factory operatives arriving during the
restored, and a great incubus withdrawn season, for whom there las been a steady de-
from the progress of the country. Every mand at the current rate of wages.IlOwing to the large crop of cereals there wuaman walked with bis head erect ; he felt a good demand for farm labourers during the
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harvest at a high rate of wages; and a large por- bring out their capital with them, and
tion of this class of emigrants have met with thus contribute to the general advance-steady employment. ment and wealtl f the country and in

"There has been a large expenditure uponm
public works in this district during the year, a few years we will see, what is now but
consisting of drainage, canal and railway con- ordinary good farms, bloom and blossomx
struction ; which has created a demand for un- as the rose, and under the beneticial effeetsskilled labour at remunerative wages, the aver- cf the National Policv and the -eneral
age being $1.00 to $125 per day. 'l

"The past year has been one of productive. management of the present Governnent,
ness to our agriculturists, and thiere has been this country will take sucli a position
a good demand for all kinds of produce with in- among the nations of the earth as hercreasing prices ; the dairy products participat-
ing in the general advantage, butter aud cheese resources and her people are capable of
having fully recovered from the low prices rul- placing lier in, and entitle lier to. But lion.
ing at the opening of the season. genitlemîan opposite-should we judge

There has been a large interest in the fromn their conduct in this House, and theNorth-West Territories auring the past year, 1 tieir press have ne wish
a great number having availed themiselves of writmg i t
the provisions for the settlement of the public to see suci a state of affairs.
land. The numerous enquiries through this They would rather see a black desert.
agency show that the public mind is being Mr. Smith proceeds:
directed froin the Norti-Western and Middle
States of the Union towards the lands of the "There has been a narked improvement
Dominion, which has had the effect of closing during the year in the industrial and manu-
up the American land offices of this city." facturing interests ; there have been many new
I wish to inform the hon. gentleman that industries and imanufactories opened up in
in 1878, acting, I presume, on the high this district, and the elements of successinfused

enconmiumns passed upon the State of Texas larly the case wit establishmeedab isnprticuo
by the lion. the leader of the Opposition, rolling mills here for the purpos3 of manufactur-
the Americans actually had the audacity ing iron ; also, the nail works in connection
to open an agency in the citv of Hamilton with the same establishment. The Britannia

t emirants to that State. Thev Company from Meriden, Connecticut, have also
.aa J erected a factory here for the purpose of manu-

exhibited in the windows of their office the facturing plated-ware, being a new industry in
products of the soil, corn, oats, barley, etc., Canada ; the Forge Company have eularged
andi induced everybody they could to take their shops te double their former capacity, and
u lands there. That was the time when are now rnnnig nght and day to keep pace

with their orders. The Dundas and the
our people found it necessary to leave the Lybster Cotton Mills Companies have both in-
country and seek a home in foreign lands. creased their capacity, and the mills are run-
If hon. gentlemen will refer to the emi- ning to their f ulle4t capacity in order to supply

ration returns of that time they will find the demand made upon them and to keep up
with their contracts. The result of this in-

that the exodus from all parts of the Do- creased activity has given an impetus to the
minion was f ar in excess then, of what it labour market, and bas largely tended to the in-
is now. The hon. meniber for North creased population and the influx of people
Oxford spoke feelingly of the depreciation from the United States. There has been a

. Poe 7restored confidence in commercial circles, and
in the price of farm lands in Ontario. with the high prices ruling for ell kinds of farmu
He spoke about farns being sold some produce to supply the foreign demand, I antici-
years ago at $75 or $100 per acre, and pate an increased demand for all kinds of labour
now being reduced to $60 per acre. during the current year.
Now, I know that so far as Ontario is Now, beforethis policywas inaugurated we
concerned, the price of land does not range had no rolling mills in Hamilton ; we
so high as it formerly did ; that is not had no nail factory. We had a forging
a subject of congratulation. But what is establishment, with one trip-hammer,
the reason that these lands have depreci- which was working a force of eight men,
ated in value 1 It is because the Great four days a week. So Mr. Smith goes on
North-West has been opened up to our pointing out the different industries that
sons, who go there in great numbers to find are being fostered by the admirable work-
homes. The farms which they leave be- ing of the National Policy. There are
hind them will, in consequence of the statements attached to hic report which,
wisdom and foresight of the policy of the among other things, show the amount of
hon. the Minister of Agriculture, be capital brought in by emigrants and settlers
bought and occupied by the tenant far- at the Hamilton agency, for the year end-
mers of England and Scotland, who will ing December 31st, 1879. He shows
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how much was brought in during each in the Old Country, knows littie or noth-
month in 1878, and during eaeh month in ing about our affairs. If they will not
1879. We find that during the latter do so, we must leave them to their own
year $199,000 more capital was brought courses, but I tbink they should not core
into the Hamilton agency than the year here for bans or the guarantee for bans."
before. That is a fact which proves, I One would suppose that we were in the
think, that the people have not turned habit of going ove.r thore, hat in
their backs upon Canada. Now, the bon. baud, begging Mr. Bright and bis coun
member for North Oxford (Mr. Oliver) trymen to lend us mcney. The bans are
in the most feeling way imaginable, a matter of business arrangement and
alluded to a letter written by the great negotiations, and if it did not suit the
John Bright. My idea is that it was purpose of the London money lamders to
not very "bright" on the part of the lion. let us bave money, we Nvould not get it.
memnber to do so. You night as well read We bave to give good sacuirity, and pay
from a letter written by the Hon. George as good a rate of iiterest as tbey can get
Brown, the gallant knight for Centre fron others. It is simply a business
Huron, or the bon. the leader of the Opposi- transaction. The people have monay to
tion. But what does Mr. John Bright lend, and, unfortunateir, we have to
say: "I regret the course taken by the borrow, and we get just the sanie tarms
Canadian Government." We are aware as other people. I dare say Mr. John
of that. Of course, the leader of Bright's friends in the money Market,
Free-trade in England would like us to will not thank him for bis gratuitous
send our raw material over to England, sugestions. I have alluded in genaral
to be manufactured and sent back to us terms to the affect of the National Policy
in that state, and thus compel us to pay i1  Hamilton, and I wish now to refer
for the manufacturing. " I regard it as more in detail to a few of the loading i-
the first step in the direction of separation dustries that have either been created
from the Mother Country." Poor man. silce the inauguration of the Tarif or
H1e is much to be pitied if be regards it were completeiy subdued undar the Ad-
in that light. Judging from the way be ministration of lon. gentlemen opposite.
treated this country before, I do not Tbe rolling milîs is a new entarprise In
think he would1 wýrry himself very mucl the building and plant, $200,000 are
in case of the sep ration. In this very investod; there is an active capital
letter to Mr. I 'îoes, lie shows that his of $100,000; the wages paid par
love for this country is measured by the month amount to $9)000 ; the
number of ducats he can take from the output of work per annum amounts to
people of this country and put in his own $600,000, and 200 hands are kept em-
pocket. " I have no belief in the main- ployed. For the benefit of my esteemed
tenance of the Empire on wbich the sun friands from Nova Scotia, I May statothe
ner sets." That is a nice kindofmanito consumption of coal at that establisbm nt
dictate to us Canadians. 11e ias no faith is 25,000 tons a year. The nail factory
in the maintenance df the Empire on is another new enterprisae; it h as $25, 000
which the sun neer sets. IcIt grieves invested in buildings and plant; active
mie to se the Colonies departing from the capital, $50,000; wagrs per lonts,
principlos wbich ail souad thhory and our $2,500; output per annum, $200,000, and
exparience bave sbown to ha wise." Now, the number f hands in constant empoy-
in mny humblejudgmtent, as well as in the ment, flftye Ther are two glass fac-
judgment of many far botter and wiser tories in Hamilton. Thre or four con-a
mon, it is a question wiether Free-trade panies became bankrupt in trying to con-
bas bean a wise policy for Grcat Britainp; tinue operations i one of tlem under
and thora is a discussion in progrss as to thesplendid regime of hon . gentlemen op-
wbether it is not advisable to return to a posite. One of the factories wich was
poicy of Protection. "tIf the Colonies closed previous to the introduction of the
ieere wise tney would foldow our ex- National Policy, bas now $40,000 x-
ample." 'Webl, we think we are capable vested i buildings and plant; montly
of judging for ourselves. Being on the, wages, $4,500, and number of banda on'-
spot, we know what the situation is. ployed, 135. Previous to the change n
Mr. John Brighit, writing fro' Bs desk the Tarief the forge works were o ly

Ms. uROBgRTSON.
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running half time with a force of eight
men. Since the alteration took place,
they have increased their capacity over
50 per cent., and are now work-
ing day and night to meet their
orders. They have $25,000 invested
in buildings and plant; the monthly
wages amount to $2,000, and forty hands
are kept in constant employment. In
connection with this I will read a letter
from the esteemed president of the con-
cern, Mr. James Walker, than whom a
more worthy and true gentleman does not
exist either in the city of Hamilton or
elsewhere. In answer to a letter I wrote
him on the subject, he says :

' You ask me about our work, and the effect
the National Policy Tariff has had on our
forge? From the time of its coming into oper-
ation we have been kept occupied. We have
doubled our power, and now work our two
hannners with a day and night gang of men.
We are paying about $2,00 per month in wages,
and odher supplies in proportion. And whilst
we have Canada market for our axles protected,
we sell in Hamilton at a lower price than
either Buffalo, Detroit, or Cleveland, showing
that we do well for the railway interests of
Canada."
That, I think, is a satisfactory report so
far as the forge works are concerned.

Mn. PLUMB: It is not satisfactory to
the Americans.

Mit. ROBERTSON : No, I have no
doubt it will tend to add to their depression.
Then there is the spoke and hub factory,
which is newly established in Hamilton ;
It was formnerly in operation on aismall
seale, about eight or nine miles west of
the city, but the proprietors were obliged
to come into town in order to increase
their capacity so that their establishment
could keep pace with the demand. They
have $50,000 invested in plant and build-
ings;monthly wages, $1,250, andtheypayto
farmers $20,000 a year for blocks. Hon.
gentlemen opposite who take such an in-
terest in the down-trodden farmer, will do
well to note that item. At present thirty-
five hands are employed, but as soon as
they get up their new machinery, which
is now on the way, about as many more
will be engaged. Another important in-
dustry which has been established since
the inauguration of the National Policy
is the Meridi4n Britannia Metal Works.
This company has $100,000 invested in
buildings and plant; active capitl,
*25,000 ; monthly wages, $1,500 ; hands
employed, fifty; output $200,000 per

annum. An increase in the machinery
will enable them to keep a hundred men
employed. Then there is another glass
factory, whicli was shut down by the policy
of the late Administration. The pro-
prietors were life-long lReformors, but
the same kind of Reformers as Mr.
Elliott was. They felt that truc re-
form consisted in the inauguration of
measures for the benefit of the country
first, and taking care of the party after-
wards; and when the present Tariff was
suggcested, they became strong supporters
of the party now in power, and were
among the most enlightened and enthusi-
astie supporters ny colleague and I had
at the last election. They are reaping
their reward; and I have no doubt how
they will go, when > the day comes,
for the representatives of the people
to give an account of their stewardship,
by going back to the country. The
tobacco factory of GeorgeTucket and Cons-
pany is flourishing. It always has been a
prosperous concern ; it was one of those
lucky industries that was protected before
the present Tariff was adopted. It is pros-
pering, however, still more in consequence
of the general diffusion of prosperity
throughout the land, and now employs
more bands than ever before. Then we
have J. H. Killy and Company's ma-
chine shops-a large establishment.
The Tarif' does not do that con-
cern as much good as we all
wish it might, since certain raw material
they use is taxed, but it is reaping a
benefit from the general prosperity of the
country. The firm have been obliged fo
double their capacity, and are working
with all the power they can bring to bear
on their orders. We have a numiber of
extensive foundries and other establish-
ments, altogether too numerousto mention,
which are running to their full capacity,
and the general average of wages bas in-
creased 10 per cent., and there has been
an increase of at least 100 in the number
of bands employed in these different
establishments. With regardto the build
ing trade, more buildings have been
erected than during any previous year,
and the edifices are of a better class. In
the town of Dundas, two or three
establishments are now flourishing, one of
which, the Canada Tool Works, was all
but snuffed out during the operation of
the old Tariff. That concern has largely
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increased its capacity. It gives employ-
ment to eighty hands; the monthly
wages amount to $3,000, and there are
$80,000 invested in buildings and plant.
The Dundas Edge Tool Works or Ax-e
Factory was closed before the present
Tariff was adopted. That industry lias
revived. In buildings and plant $10,000
are invested. Only fifteen hands are now
employed, but the forernan is in the
United States endeavouring to bring
skilled workmen over, and it is intended
to increase the working force to
fifty men. The Dundas CottonMillsbave
increased their capacity very materially.
Tbey have $400,000 invested in buildings
and plant; active capital, $100,000; out-
put per annum, $450,000; monthly wages,
$8,000, and number of hands eniployed,
450; number of bales of cotton manufac-
tured per annum, 200,000; the increase
of looms and throstles is 103. So far I
have spoken of the larger class of indus-
tries; but I eau assure this honourable
House that the great benefit which the
people of this country are receiving in
consequence of this great and fostering
policy is not confined to these by any
means. The fact is there is hardly a trade
or calling which is not experiencing day
by day advantages from its influence ; and
I should not be doing amiss in this con-
nection to allude to one more enterprise,
although small, comparatively speaking,
which affords a good illustration of the
general state of affairs, and that is the
Canada Whip Company. I have it from
the senior partner of the concern, that
during the last two years of the Govern-
ment of the hon. member for Lambton,
this establishment was reduced down f rom
one of considerable importance to a small
affair,employing only eight hands for four
days in each week. It now gives con-
stant employment to nineteen, and cannot
fill its orders as fast as required ; and
while it formerly was obliged to send
travellers out to solicit orders, now
it has bas not, nor has it for three
months past had one on the road.
That is the way in which the " hum" is
to be heard in and about Hamilton and
neighbourhood, and, from all I can
learn, that is only a fair index of what is
to be found in other parts of the
country.

MR. RYMAL : Tell us how the clock
establishment succeeded.

MR. ROBERTSON.

MR. ROBERTSON : In order that
the hon. gentleman may have some con-
fort, I will tell him al] about it. I have
no doubt his radiant countenance will be
as bright as noonday when I tell him that
the clock establishnient is not started
yet, but will shortly. The clock was
wound up so completely by the late Gov-
ernment that it could not get started
again. It is there still, and it is due to the
conduct of the lion. gentlemen opposite,
and the doinzs of the Globe and its satel-
lites, that it has not started before. That
clock establishment, however, is in the
hands of gentlemen deterinined to push
it on, and, no doubt, in the course of a
few weeks, if I am not misinformed, the
hon. gentleman (Mr. Rynal) will have
to go about the streets of lanilton, with
head down, and saying, "Well, well,
there is another reason why we should
be depressed."

MR. RYMAL: We will wait till that
happy time comes.

MR. ROBERTSON: I wish to refer
to a matter, more of a personal nature,
though not to myself, but tothe great good
done to this Dominion by the hon. the
Finance Minister, in bis recent peregrina-
tions through the country. If there is
one thing more than another which has
inspired the people of this country with
confidence in the present Government,
it is the interest manifested in the work.
ing of the new policy, by that hon-
gentleman and other members of the
Government. The present Ministers
have not followed the questionable
example of their predecessors in office ;
they have not shut themselves up in
their Departmients. When gentlemen
would come to see them, prepared to offer
suggestions as to what was really
required by the country, or to offer
some hint which their practical know-
ledge made valuable and of great benefit
to the country, they did not shut them-
selves up within their inner selves,
compress their lips, put their hands
in their pockets, or treat their
visitors as if they were not honest men ;
on the contrary they received them cour-
teously, and expressed themselves ready to
hear everything they had to say, and to
act upon what was considered beneficial.
His progress throughout the country, not
only gave him the knowledge of what was
actually going on, but gave the people to
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understand that the members of the Gov-
ernment were willing to learn from men
experienced in the industries of the land,
and who must of necessity know some-
thing of what was requirei. Tie lion.
gentleman has taken the trouble to go
from factory to factory to see fQr himself,
and to inspire the people with confi-
dence and the name of Sir Sanuel L.
Tilley is to-day a household vord with
the people of Ontario, while the naae of
his prodecessor in office is such as no
hon. gentleman would feel great deligh t
in carrying. Of course this is said and
meant in a political sense only.

SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRiGHT:
It is not the slightest consequence to me
whether it is said in a political sense or
any other.

MR. ROBERTSON: I quite under-
stand that remark. It illustrates exactly
what I have beea speaking of; it is in this
style that the honourableand gallantknight
from Huron, treated all those who daied
to approach him--it was this beautiful
exclusiveness-this self-importance-this
touch-me-not--I know everything-you
cannot teach me-policy, that has so
endeared the gallant knight to the great
majority of the people of this country. It
is " of no consequence," of course it is
not, he was always telling them that their
complaints were of -no consequence "; he
shut the door of his office to them, on the
ground that they were of "noconsequence";
he refused to see them, averring that they
were people of " no consequence "; he put
aside with quiet contempt their views
when they did reach him as of " no con-
sequence "; and let me tell the hon. gentle-
man, that on the 17th September, 1878,
the people of Canada deliberately weight-
ed him in the ba!ance, and found him and
declared him of "no consequence "-And
it was that high and mighty exclu-
siveness that sent the hon. gentle-
man to seek a seat where he was
personally but little known. Sir, the
people of this country believe that there
ought to be some community of feeling*
between the governed and the governors,
and they have found it in the persons of
the hon. gentlemen wlio so adairably
fill the Treasury Benches, and who have,
Since they took office, fulfilled every
pledge made to the people of Canada.

MR. CASEY: The hon. gentleman
who has just sat down began his speech

49

with the ramark that young iemîîbers
were not generally well received. In
this he is imistakeni ; younîg memnbers are
generally well received, but on this con-
dition: that they refrain from making
theiselves particularly offensive to older
menbers, and are a little moderate i
tone aindi language in treatigri subjects
gcenerally. I can liardly say the lion.
gentleman (Mr. Robertson) bas fulfilled
tiese conditions. The first instance of
the breaci of that couirtesy due from a
voung to an older nemiber applies to my
hon. friend from North Oxford (VIr.
Oliver). He charged that lion. gentleman
with using a subterfuge, because he
quoted a statement froni the Hainilton
Tiitnes, which the lion. memtiber for Hamilton
(Mr. Robertson) stated, in a sarcastic
setnse, was very " veracious"-in other
words, frequently told fibs. le (Ir.
Robertson) admits one lialf of the Times'
statement, namely, that over 500 louses in
that city were lately vacant. He stated
that, though there were that many vacant
now, thore were more vacant in 1878
than the Tinmes stated, and he challeuiged
an actual count to decide between hiu-
self and the Tnies. It is very strange
the hon. gentleman should have admitted
the half of the statement capable of veri-
fication, and denied the ialf which was
not so. An actual count of the houses
vacant last year is impossible. I think
that the evidence of the reporter on the
subject of the number vacant a year ago
is as good as that with reference to the
number now vacant. which the hon. gen-
tleman admits to be correct. He has
not helped himself much by his reference
to those houses, but has practically ad-
mitted the Timoes' statement. He ex-
plained that the reason why houses are
now vacant is that, when people get bet-
ter off, they build new ones-out of the
city, perhaps he means under the
mountain. In other words, the in-
crease of population does not keep pace
with the increase of houses in Hamilton.
He admits the population is not increas-
ing, or the houses vacant would be filled.
He went'further, saying that a great many
of the idle houses were built in pros-
perous times, when the right hon. leader
of the Governient was last in power,
about 1872 or 1873, perhaps, which is to
say that, under the Revenue Tariff of 15
per cent., Hamilton was extremely pros-
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perous, while now, under the high Pro-
tective Tariff, an enormous percentage of
houses lie vacant. That is not a strong
argument for the benefits of Protection.
Not content with casting slurs on the lion.
gentleman (Mr. Oliver), the bon. member
for Hamilton has slighted Woodstock,
wliich, so far as I know, possesses a very
fine class of houses-I think finer than
nost towns of its size in the country. I
think the bon. gentleman will not help
his case by insulting a whole town in re-
gard to ils houses, in this manner. IHe
passed on to another matter-to prove
that the National Poliev was not an issue
at the last Ontario elections-to do whicl
lie asserted that Mr. Mowat and friends
did not iake it an issue, and were not
willing to accept it as such. I think Mr.
Mowat followed a perfectly consistent
course. It bas always been a Reforn
principle to separate Dominion and Local
affairs. Mr. Mowat said : We go to the
country on our merits; we believe we
governed the Province properly, and ask
your support, if you tbink so. But,as the
ion. member for Hamilton said, the Op-
position were not content with this issue ;
thev thougiht the National Policy would
be a great advantage, a source of strength
to then, and dared Mr. Mowat to make
it a question. They said that, if the elec-
tors supported Mr. Mowat, it should be
taken as a condemnation of the National
Policy, that would shorten its duration.
I think that, when a party like the
Ontario Opposition insist thus in dragging
in a question, and making it an issue for
their own advantage,they should hionestly
accept the popular verdict upon it, which,
in this instance, was overwhelmingly in
favour of the Reform party. What
would they have said had the elections
gone the other way ? Does anyone sup-
pose that the hon.rmember for Hamilton
would have stated that the carrying of
the elections by the Conservatives, last
summer, did not mean a verdict of On-
tario for the National Policy ? But
almost the cruellest thing in his remarks
was that his party thought it necessary
to make this an issue. That is desper-
ately hard on the Ontario Opposition.
They had no hope whatever in the intelli-
gence and influence of their represent-
atives in the Local House, and believed
their only prospect of carrying the elec-
tions was to drag in the cry so successful

Mu. CASEY.

a year before. They forgot the difference,
however, between the two occasions;
that, on the first, the people did not
know what the issue meant, and on the
second, they did. The hon. gentleman
also says it is easier to destroy than
to build up, and in about five years he
hopes to see prosperity restored. The
time of renovation is lengthening out.
During the General Elections, the re-
storation of prosperity was to corne im-
mediately the Conservatives gained
power. Last Session it was te corne,
perliaps, in a year; this Session it is
to corne in five. When the next elections
approach, we hardly dare think to what
future period the restoration will be post-
poned. The hon. member for Hamilton
told us, also, that the American Land
Office in that city had been closed, in
consequenee of the good management of
the present Governrment. I think that
a very natural consequence of that
management. Why should the Ameri-
cans keep a Land Office, there, and ad-
vertise their western country, when the
Dominion Government does it for them

gratuitously in such pamphlets as the
"holiday trip " of the Hon. Peter Mitchell.

An HON. MEMBER: Is there any-
thing about corkscrews in it?

Mn. CASEY: The pamphlet contains
sixty-three pages, and about forty are devot-
ed to Minnesota, Texas, Indiana, and other
western States, and twenty-three to
Manitoba, a great portion being rather
abusive of that country. The hon. gentle-
man also stated that there had been an
increase of about 10 per cent. in the
wages of iron-moulders in Hamilton. lt
had been stated in the press that this
occurred just after the visit of the hon.
the Finance Minister, last fall, was al-
lowed for seven weeks, and then with-
drawn, leaving the rate as before. It
seemed necessary to show the men some
shadow of the realisation of the pretty
things said to them by the leaders of the
Government in their travels. Next we
were treated to a comparison of the per-
sonal popularity of the present with that
of the late Finance Minister-the name
of the first being described as a house-
hold word, while that of the second is
hardly mentioned. As to the personal
popularity of the present Finance 1Minister,
no one grudges it to him, but of his poli-
tical popularity it is better not to say
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too much. It is quite possible that any
Minister who went round visiting the
manufactories, and saying pleasant things
to masters and men, patting them on the
back, and promising them good things all
round the next Session, a gentleman with
such a pleasant face and manner of sav-
ing things, as belong to the hon the
Finance Minister, would be well received;
nor should I be surprised if they continued
to believe lis fine promises for another
year or two, if not disappointed before.
What the hon. member said about the
"hum" in Hamilton is as good an introduc-
tion to what I intend to sav further as
anything e'se. He is the first member
who has had the courage in my hearing
to locate the " hum" at home, and I give
him credit for the possession of that
courage; but whether he will feel so com-
fortable after the matter has been investi-
gated, I do not know. The hon. gentle-
man, however, resembles other lion.
gentlemen on that side who have
addressed the louse, in so far as lie has
not given any statistics to prove that
there has been a substantial increase in
the general manufactures of the country
under the National Policy. The hon.
gentleman, I think, has mentioned two
new industries, glass-making and silver-
plating, and that is more than I have
heard any other hon. member claim.
Hamilton must therefore be a favoured
place. But there has been no claim by
my hon. friend that there lias been a
general increase in the manufactures of
the neighbourhood, and, if there has been
a claim made, no proof has been offered
in support of it. I desire now to make
some reference to the manufactures of
western Ontario, and I say unhesitatingly
that those who had no active foreign coin-
petition before this Tariff was introduced,
agricultural implement-makers, stove-
makers, carriage-makers, etc., instead of
being benefitted by this Tarif, have been
injured thereby. A first-class firm of
agricultural implemen-tmanufacturers in
mny own county, state that they are out
of pocket tc the extent of $3,000 a year
by the operation of this Tariff. This loss
is due to the increased tax on raw mate-
rial, while they obtain no increased
price for their goods. They never had
any foreign competition, and consequently
they required no protection. Previously
to the adoption of the National Policy,

they exported threshing machines to the
United States, which they cannotnowdo;
and while now they export somewliat
to Manitoba, the protection they derive
there from the National Poliov does not
recoup them to any appreciable degree
for the loss on the home trade. A large
firm in St. Thomas, that of Messrs.
Haggart and Cochrane, make the same
stateinent in regard to the home trade,
but expect to gain something on the
Manitoba trade. In reference to London,
a neighbouring city, and one in which I
take some interest, I will read you a
statement I have received froin a very
prominent gentleman there, who is a
large carriage and agon-maker. le
tells me the National Policy las increased
the cost of inaterial but not the price of
the finished article, and lias destroyed
their trade with Australia altogether, as
they could hardly compete with the Ameri-
cans before the National Policy, as Boston
manufacturers could ship at the
manufactory while they have freight
to seaboard to pay. This gentleman was
one of the largest exporters to Australia.

Ma. MACMILLAN: Name.
Mn. CASEY: The name is Mr. John

Campbell, and it must be remembered
that this trade with Australia cost the
country thousands of dollars to open up,
and it seems certain, from all I cangather,
that the National Policy is preventing
our merchants from taking advantage of
that trade. I give the name of this gen-
tleman because he has made statements
publicly in the London press, and I sup-
pose he has no objection to have his name
used here. It is true lie is a Reformer,
but lie is a man of business, -who built up
his business from a small beginning, and
lie would not allow any party feelings to
interfere with his trade interests. When
the hon. the Minister of Finance
visited his factory in London, lie told
him some of the same facts: The
only alternative these manufacturers
have now, is either to combine for the
purpose of raising the price of the finished
article in proportion to the increased price
of raw material, or they must deteriorate
the quality of the article they sell. Per-
haps the latter will be the most likely
adopted, as it will be the mest popular
course. The wages question also comes
up in London. In reference to that, Mr.
Campbell says: He never knew the
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wages of skilled workmen to be as low
as at present, and that they are undoubt-
edly much lower than a year ago. He
never saw so many labourers unem-
ployed as at present. Many are in abject
poverty, begging bread for their children
to eat ; others are satisfied if they can get
work encugh from the corporation to
enable then to earn $2.00 per week.
This Tariff discriminates against the car-
riage manufacturer in favour of the
upholsterer. Moss, which enters largely
into the manufacture of carriages for
stuffing, has to pay 20 per cent. duty,
whilethe same moss, imported for stuffing
furniture, comes in free. I may, per-
haps, suggest this to hon. gentlemen that
there are among their supporters those
interested in the furniture trade, which
may be the reason why moss for furniture
comes in free, while the same moss for
carriages has to pay a duty of 20 per
cent. Repp is also free for cabinet work,
while it is taxed to carriage-makers and
others. I am informed that carriage-
makers will have to commission cabinet-
makers to import their goods for them.
It is worthy of rernark that no new trade
has been started in London under the
National Policy. I have a list here of
the industries started in that city under
the Administration of my hon. friends on
this side of the House, as compared with
the utter lack of new industries started
under the National Policy, and the House
will see that many of those industries,
which are claimed to be so prosperous
now, were started long before the
National Policy came into existence.
The complaints of agricultural implement-
makers do not come from London alone.
I have here a copy of a circular that bas,
I believe, been sent round to members of
the House, emanating from a number of
leading agricultural implement-makers,
'who have clubbed together to make these
representations. It was presented to the
hon. the Minister of Finance before the
Session commenced, and is to the effect
that their business suffered from the in-
creased cost of raw material under the
National Policy, and that specific duties
on finished articles were needed to
protect them in Manitoba. I think,
Sir, it is clear that the Tariff dis-
criminates unfairly against agricultural
implement manufacturers. Another hon.
gentleman, the member for Lincoln (Mr.

MF. CABET.

Rykert) told us that there was somewhat
of a "hum" in his constituency. He
told us that the increase of business in
St. Catharines had been 50 per cent. dur-
ing the past year. Some gentlemen in
that town have taken the trouble to send
me a few items of information in regard
to the business of St. Catharines, which I
am inclined to suppose are correct; but
which, of course, the lion. gentleman will
have to disprove if he can. These credible
and well-informed parties tell me that,
instead of there being an increase of 50
per cent., there has been a decrease of 75
per cent. The list is as follows:-

"St. Catharine's wheel-works, employing
usually 80 men has been shut down, and is ad-
vertised for sale.

" St. Catharine's stove factory-50 men-for
sale.

" Oille's foundry, fornerly 60 men, now 10
men.

" Yale and Company's foundry and machine
shop closed-for sale.

" Abell's foundry and machine shop, shut
down ; and two of the brothers left country.

" Dolphin Manufacturing Company (paints),
in hands of official assignee.

"Shickluna's ship-yard, usually 200 men, now
20 men, and this will be a large average for the
year.

" Simpson's ship-yard, closed.
" Sullivan's planing-mill and lumber-yard, in

hands of assignee.
" Twelve master builders, who used to keep

200 men in 1875-6, have now not over 10, and
not a shop is open."

The hon. gentleman claimed credit last
year for a cotton batting factory that had
been started there, as the result of the
National Policy. I am told that it was
an American who started it; but, finding
it did not pay, he sold out. I am also
told that only one man was employed
there, and that lie now is working on half
time. I suppose the hon. gentleman will
not deny that.

MR. RYKERT: I do, and I also desire
to state that three of the firms in the list
read failed four years ago.

MR. CASEY: The list continues, as
follows :

"R. H. Smith's saw-works,well protected, and
with raw material free, and likely to make
money, applied in December for remission of
taxes for tive years, which was granted.

" The Welland Vale Works have not half as
many men working as before."
The mowing-machine knife works are
prosperous, because they are the only
works of the kind in the country. Two
thousand five hundred people left
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St. Catharines for the United States
in the year, and fifty farm people left
by the Great Western Railway in
February. Many St. Catharines mechanics
are working at Cleveland, Buffalo, Lock-
port, andelsewhere, and their families will
low them in the spring. If the hon.
gentleman can show this statement to be
untrue-

MR. RYKERT : If you will allow me,
I will.

MR. CASEY: You cannot speak again
in this debate; but you can take some
opportunity of contradicting this by proof.
You must understand I only give these
facts on my belief in the credibility of
these gentlemen, and if they are shown
to be incorrect, I will admit their incorrect-
ness. The book trade have complained that
the Tarif is unfair ; they say that 15 per
cent. is a very heavy burden. It is unne zes-
sary too, since the home publisher has
perfect protection under the Copyright
Act. I have in my pocket a letter from
a book-dealer, urging reasons for reduc-
ing the book tax to 5 per cent.
I have another communication from
a dealer in sewing machines at Halifax,
to aniother member, who bas handed it to
me for use, making serious charges in re-
gard to sewing machines. He says that
cheap hand sewing machines are taxed 50
per cent., while the higlier priced ones are
taxed about 35 per cent. This is a tax
on poor people who have to earn their
living by using these machines. The
sewing machine makers here do not need
this protection,since one at least-theWil-
liams' Singer Company, Montreal-has a
branch in the United States and sells th ere
cheaper than here. But leaving the
question of how manufacturers and dealers
in manufactures are affected by this
Tarif, I wish to call attention again
to the position of the farmers, whom
I specially represent, under this Tarif.
Throughout, it shows a discrimination
against them ; their interests must yield
whenever they clash with those of the manu-
facturers. The farmer expected that be
would be encouraged as much as any
other class. It is quite unnecessary to
argue the point whether he gets any
benefit from this Tarif on peas or barley
or wheat or on beans. As to corn, on
which lie might be said to receive a bene-
fit, we have to notice an imposition of 7c.
on corn imported by farmers and feeders.

while the starch-maker pays only 21c.
on corn inported to make starch.
To corne to pork, the farmer was told that
he was to get a good profit on his pork ;
but a discrimination is made against him
in favour of pork-packers, who are allowed
to pack American pork in bond and ex-
port it. Pork-packers are manufacturers,
and the'farmer is deprived of bis only
home market for bis pork by this invidi-
ous discrimination. Then in regard to
wheat, again a distinction is made in
favour of the miller. He is allowed to
grind American wheat in bond, on the
ground that certain qualities of Ameri-
can spring wheat are necessary to make
good flour. Why not raise it in Canada?
Indeed, the same quality is raised in
Manitoba. The professed obýject of the
National Policy is to induce us to grow
and make things here which have not
been made and grown here before. In
regard to hides and leather, the farmer is
still left in the cold. The tanner is
allowed to put on an increase on the price
of bis leather ; but the farmer does not
get any more for his hides. The fariner
gets no more for bis wool, because it is a
kind that is not imnaorted. The cabinet-
maker is largely protected, but the farmer
of Western Ontario, who produces the
wood used by the cabinet-maker, is
not benefitted at ail. When I urged
these points on the bon. the Finance Min-
ister, last year, I was told that the wood
was the raw material of the cabinet-
maker, and therefore could not be taxed.
Well, so is pig iron the raw material of
the iniplement maker,and there are several
raw materials that are taxed, and, there-
fore, that argument has no weight, at least
it is not allowed to have weight except
where the interests of the farmer and the
manufacturer clash,and there it is brought
to bear against the former. We have
excellent black walnut wood in Ontario,
but black walnut wood of an
inferior quality is brought from
the United States ; black walnut,
I notice, is even imported from Bulgaria.
It is a crying injustice to the farmer that
he is not protected, while everybody else
is protected all round. The farmer has
grown disgusted ; a stronger proof of this
than the Ontario elections is to be founid
in the fact that a large exodus of farmers
is taking place from Woodstock and
Ingersoll westward-a large exodus to
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the! western States. It is within my
own knowledge that more farmers have
gone from my own neighbourhood last
vear tlian in any year I eau remember.
Fifty farmers left St. Thomas on one
train; a large number have gone west,
and some have gone to Manitoba, but
very few have gone to Manitoba. Why
these do not go to Manitoba may be best
explained by the emigration document
sent out by the Government. The Hon.
Peter Mitchell relates of the American
Consul, who had been in Winnipeg, but in
now in Minnesota, the following. After
admitting the richness of Manitoba lands,
lie said:

"But yet your settlers won't stay with you-
there were some thirty families came away
last summer thAt I know of, and it is all be-
causs they have no faith in your giving them
raiiway facilities."

And so on in the saine strain.
He goes on to give other reasons
vhy settlers do not stay in Manitoba,

and I think they are very good reasons.
Perhaps the Government thinks it will
save the rush of emigration into Mani-
toba before the country is ready
to receive theim. I must, before closing;
make a few general remarks on the prin-
ciples of the Tariff. I will go into no
further details, because they have been
gone into very fully already. The true
aim, the whole tendency, of this Tariff is
to create monopolies. It is impossible for
a Tariff to foster a number of moderate-
sized manufactories under Protective
duties. There are periods of high prices,
tremendous over-productions, then a glut,
a break-down of the markets and the
manufacturers, except a few, and those
few who remain, reap the spoils. Such a
course of events is fatal to small manu-
facturers, and the biblk of the manufactur-
ing trade will remain in the bands of a
few monopolists. We have not reached
that yet here, because manufacturers have
not been stimulated so much as was ex-
pected. In the case of the sugar-refiners,
however, there is a monopoly already.
In cottons and woollens there is a
monopoly in a few hands. We know
how all monopolies were looked upon in
byegone days; we know that wars and
revolutions were brought about by them
in the Mother Country. In those days
the monopoly was granted by the Crown
in return for paymients of money. But a.

ME. CASEY.

monopoly is none the less odious because
it is granted in return for political in-
fluence instead of for cash. These have
been so granted, for the hon. leader of the
Government promised that if they would
put him in he would do all they asked
him ; lie would do whatever each trale
required. These monopolies will go on
becoming more burdensome, and they
will be hard to get rid Of. It
will be their interest to sustain the
Government which gives them their
privileges by the most corrupt means.
At the last elections, they hired agents to
support hon. gentlemen opposite. At the
next they will subscribe to an election
fund, and the Governiment will not
hesitate to use their money. Has not a
Governinent of the same party, comprised
of identically the same hon. gentlemen as
the present one, received large sums of
money from a public contractor and
disbursed it to many persons.

Some HON. MLEMBERS: No, no.
MR. CASEY : The then Premier of

the Government disbursed some of it
personally, and another member of that
Government took sone to disburse. W>e
have an assurance that this conduct will
not be repeated ; -we have had no dis-
claimer of the moral wickedness of that
act. We bave had no disclaimer
of that affair from the virtuous
Minister of Finance; but we have had
something fron the present Premier, at a
nomination speech at the town of King-
ston ; and here it is

" With reference to the Pacifie Scandal-

An HoN. MEMBER: What lias
that to do with the Tariff ?

MR. CASEY:
" With reference to the Pacifie Scandal, if

the thing had to be done over again, I would
not make the saine mistake. In England,
whpre there is a higher political morality, the
elections were managed by the Carleton club
fur the Conservatives and the Reforai Club for
the Liberals."

An HoN. 3MEMBER : Eeep to the
point.

AR. CASEY:
"In Canada there was nothing of the kind,

and wren subscriptions came in to aid in elec-
tions they were sent to the leader of the party.
I received money, and I an sorry I did, for we
should avoid the appearance of evil. 1, how-
ever, distributed the money I received all over
the country. and not one cent went to King-
sten. So conscious arn I of mistakes having
been made in this respect, that when I went to
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'Toronto the first thing done was to start the
United Empire Club, which has received and
distributed the subscriptions."

He is sorry he received the monev,
because we should avoid the appear-
ance of evil. This is the statement
of the hon. gentleman who is now Premier
when he went before his constituents
asking for their confidence. The first
thing lie did was to organise a club to
distribute the money for him. That club
lias been hard ap; but when the woollen
interests, and the sugar interests, and the
cotton interest have contributed, tiere
will be plenty to eat and to drink. We-
weretold why it wasestablished, and we see
how a great interest has been created to
supply the funds. The two facts fit
nicely, and show one of the reasons for
the existence of the National Policy;
that is oppression, and the mnost odious
form of oppression imaginable rules by
purse power, and uses its power to make
more money. It is not even as respectable
as the tyranny of an old-fashioned despot.
But, Sir, unless they are coerced by the
sort of ieasures I have indicated, the
people of Canada will not long submit to
the tyranny of a few parvenu autocrats,
who maintain power by the length of
their purses, and use that power to make
their purses fuller than they were before.
The Tariff has created a war of classes and
Bections. There is a war against the
manufacturing class and a war against the
.consuming class-there is a war between
the Eastern and Western Provin2es. We
saw to-night that the hon. member for
Pictou *as not satisfied with the duty on
coal, and lie told us that it would have
been increased but for difficulties that
were thrown in the way of the Govern-
ment. The most serious difficulty to
which lie referred was, no doubt, the
resolution of even the Conservative mem-
bers from the other Provinces against
further taxation. We have yet to see
the tremendous conflict that must take
place between consumers and manufac-
turers. Consumers must combine and
make their power felt, at -whatever risk
or cost. This will be done, sooner or
later, and the country will be convulsed

-as it never was before. When that time
arrives, the party which brought about
-the tremendous confliet will suffer forever
from the stigma it will attach to its name.
1 have always felt glad that our leaders.

did not yield to the instigations of some
of our Protectionist friends, who wished
them to try ineasures of Protection to
satisfy certain classes. T am very glad
they went out of power rather than do
that, because I fplt sure that Nemesis
would speedily Dvertake any Government
that undertook to frame a Protectionist
Tariff to satisfv all classes, and that
Nemesis lias overtaken the lion. gentlemen
opposite. Only lately T heard this senti-
ment expressed in another fori by a
Conservative, who was oppoýsed to nie at
the last election. He was an importer,
living at St. Thomas, but lie moved into
another neighbourhood. A year ago, lie
supported the National Policy, believing it
to be a good thing for the country, but lie
recently said to me " Casey, it is the
best thing for you fellows that you let our
fellows try this. Taking upthis job is the
worst thing that ever happened to us."
I tiink that gentleman's opinion was
sountd, and that it was a happy day for
the Liberal party whien the Conservatives
undertook the impossible task of making
everybody rich at the general expense of
the country.

MR. HESSON : I will not trouble the
House with many remarks on this worn-
out subject. This whole matter was gone
into at length on the introduction of the
Tariff last year, and the debate this Ses-
sion bas struck me as a waste of timne to
the House and a heavy expense to the
country. I had not purposed saving a
word on the subject. but that some figures
that have fallen from hon. gentlemen
opposite are so misleading that I wish
to avail myself of this opportunity of
correcting the erroneous impression they
may make. I am afraid that the task
will be a pretty heavy one, but I tbink it
is important and proper that the state-
ments of some lion. members opposite
ought to be refuted at once. In the very
long, and perhaps it may be called able,
speech of the hon. member for South
Oxford (Mr. Oliver), the other evening,
there are some inaccuracies which it
would be unfair to let go to the country
as uncontradicted statements. I knew
something of the figures lie quoted, but
in order to convince myself that I was
not astray in my recollection of the
facts, I examined the returns and took
the figures, not from the Globe or
ifail, but from journals like the Journal
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of Comnmrce and Canada Gazette, which
give honest facts, and upon which the
people can rely. The hon. member for
South Oxford said :

"It was contended by Government sup-
porters that the country was now in the enjoy-
ment of great prosperity. He had been looking
anxiously for that prosperity, but had been un-
able to find it. One of the best criterions by
which to judge prosperity was the condition of
the Savings Banks. He found that in 1876-7
the deposits in the Dominion Savings Banks
amounted to $5,726,000, whicb in 1877-8 had
increased to $7,427,000. But since that time
$500,009 had been withdrawn, showing that
poor people had found it necessary on account
of hard times to draw upon their savings in
order to pay current expenses of living."
Now, that statement is misleading. On
examining the Savingas Bank account from
1878 up to January, 1880, I find figures
which give a different result. In March,
1878, the total anount at the credit of
that fund was $5,927,772. The deposits
during that month amounted to $349,122.
The withdrawals were 8400,579, or
,51,397 more than the deposits for the
montli. In March, 1879, we find a
slightly better state of things. The
total deposits were $6,170,685. Dur-
ing the month $354,792 were de-

posited, and the withdrawals amounted
to $364,898, leaving an over draft
of only $10,106 for that month.
We will now see what the figures were
on the 1st of January, 1880, ten months
af ter the inauguration of the National
Policy. The deposits for January of the
present year were $456,021 ; the with-
drawals amounted to $333,764t, leaving a
surplus of $122,256 for the month. The
total deposits at the credit of that fund on
January 31st, 1880, now amounted to
$6,729,417, an excess over the previous
year of $558,732.

SiR SAMU EL L. TILLEY : It is a
million for the year.

MR. IESSON: I am told by the hon.
the Finance Minister it is a million for the
year. That is another proof that the
National Policy is quietly but surely
effecting its good work. The fact that
this suin stands to the credit of the poor
hardworking people, who are saving for a,
rainy day, is an evidence that the country
is not in the deplorable state depicted by
hon. gentlemen opposite. Turning to the
deposits in the chartered banks, I find that
on the 31st March, 1871, the total
deposits amounted to $61,667,373. Now.

MR. HEssoN.

if times had got worse, as hon. gentlemen
opposite daim, we would expect to see
that sum decreased. On the 31st
March, 1879, however, the total deposits
in the chartered banks had increased to
$62,566,840, an increase in the year of
only $899,467. On the 31st January,
1880, there was no less than $68,916,089
of deposits to the credit of the people in
the chartered banks, an increase for the ten
months, up to January 31 st, of $6,349,249.
I think that constitutes a good, sound
and logical reason for believing that the
times have improved, and that the
National Policy is working beneficially
for lie general interests of the country.
The hon. member for Brant (Mr. Pater-
son) said:

"The occupants of the Treasury Benches
grew very uncomfortable when their leader's
speech, as.delivered at Parkhill, was read to
them. He had pledged his word of honour
then that prosperity would return as soon as
they could secure power; but 540 days had
gone by since then, and still they cried out for
more time, trying, like bankrupts, to secure an
extension of time from those to whom they
had pledged such a marvelous change."

I think it is only fair to go to the records
and ascertain whether, if such promises
m ere made, they have been f ulfilled. I
will not go to the Globe, nor will I refuse
to give names, as the hon. member for
Elgin (Mr. Casey) did just now. The
authority I will give will be found in the
editorials of the Mlonetary Tines, from a
man who is not friendly toward the Con-
servative cause, in which it is said :

" As the year draws to a close, and there is not
much doing, it is satisfactorv to hear the confi-
dence expressecl in commercial circles, that the
improvement in business which has been experi-
enced during the past few months will be more
fully realised and developed in opening of next
year's busines. Tweed and cotton manufac-
tories are fully occupied, and prices advancing.
New life and activity have been given to min-
ing enterprise. In North Hastings several
iron mines are being developed ; outside of
North Hastings iron mines are beginning to be
developed. The Baldwin mines, a few miles
from Bull, are producing 300 tons per day."

Then we are also told. by the same
authority, that the lumber trade was
never so bright or promising as now. I
will give another quotation, which I think
will satisfy hon. gentlemen opposite that
the Tariff is working well. The Mionetary
Times says : .

" The closing months of 1879 witnessed a re-
markable advance in prices of general produce.
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and merchandise, accompanied by an altogether such a record as this journal gives, in
unexpected revival of trade. New life was sud- relation to that particular industry:
denly infused into almast every departinent of
industry, and, to the surprise of business men "There are three good.sized pork packing
everywhere, a day of profits quickly succeeded houses in Hamilton, and, according to the
to the era of losses, which had come to be re- Spectaor, their proprietors are as one in de-
garded by many as only terminable through claring that the new Tarif las hclped their
general bankruptcy. The change, which was trade. Mr. F. W. Fearman, who bas heen
radical and complete, was soon discovered to many years in the provision business in an ex-
be well-founded. Mcney flowed in at financial tensive way, has between thirty and forty
centres freely, and, in consequence, the year hands cmployed, and expeets to haudie 12,000
closed with tradesmen wearing an unwonted hogs this seasoo, says that under the old Tarif,
look of cheerfulness, and predicting the future Anerican dealers were able te rush their surplus
with no little confidence." stocks into Canada and this lad a very bad

effe,ýt on the trade. At present there is a very
It would be most remarkable if the good prospect, since the Americans have been
National Policy should have produced ail shut out. Mr. Thos. Lawry bas a staff of
this, or an extra crop of cereals should twenty-eiglt men, and a beavy stock of hogs,

haveproucedit. But t i, afer ilhaving aiready handled so.i.e 6,000 of anhave produced it. But it is, after all,2501b., and expecting t
natural that a change cf poicy wousd in tura out 2,000 tinnets o lard. Ho sends
the minds of many business mon croate a goods ahl over west Ontario and to Manitoba as
presumption or impression that brigliter well, two car loads being bound for Winnipeg

Sthis eek. The Argyle packing house of Mr.
timos were ini store-that they shoul(l John Campbell, experts goods, such as bains,
have more confidence and enter into n hew side and rol bacon, and, mess pork, to the
entorprise leading to good resultsto them Vest Indis and te Scotland. The bulk of itssCi business is done in Canada, hewever, and thes tha c y. I e thn. propi Meter expects te de a very much heaierother item interesting business this year than last, the duty en aling
gentlemen from an editorial in the ilfoze- packers in this covet y te work te greater ad-

haoy gimes also, under the heading vantagea
Mercantile Failures" So m ica for the bonetary uitiei. We

"The last three months of 1879 show an irn- sha 1oW see what the Jourhal of Cn-
provement in the condition of our mercantile merce, a journal also unfriendly to the
affairs, however, whicb is as gratifying as it is Conservative Governiment says. It says, on
marked. The aggregate of failuires among the trade of Canada, under date of
Canadian traders during that periol is by far
the smallest of the four quarters of the year, pDrcember 3sst, 1879:
forming but 168 per cent. of the whol twelve- "lsThe close of the year finds the general mar-
mentb, while those of the third quarter formed(k lets in a hoalthfui and promîssBng state.
238 percent., of the second, 19î, and Of the 1Surely there is e brandi of trade but has
flrst 39,7 per cent. The fourth quarter of 1878 h found a better harvedt than could have been
373, $5,013 941. The fourth quarter of 1879, expect ed in midsummer even if hoped for, and
4 17, $4,923,367. It is hero shown that the probably thre is ne line of industry, taken as
failures in the last quarter of 1878 were in- a whole, but can look ack upon ts as at least
creased in number and amount over the three a less unsatisfactory year than its predecossor.
months ending September. This year (1879>, Nor is it neceslary that tbe retrospect shoud
on the contrary, they are 7 per cent. leEs." ie pictured entirely from a negatve standpoint

NowMr. peaer, conide iLa isThere are positive occasions fer trade con-
nterprise Seaker, to gon r t th - Wgratulatii ns, and these are neither few in its

good evidence; and tat fortlielastquarter b ines r doubtful as te title. During the latter
of 1879 the improvement has been verv h lf of the year fortunes have been made in
rapid and positive. I believe that several departments, of legitimate industry,
genlmen rom an ditrliable m th Ko netably in hardware and provisions. In gro-

a t ao, e h i ceries, in leather ad its manfactures, in furs,
"nder the date of the Soth March, 1880, in eus in chemicals, in ceai, a good and profit-

we have in it these remarks i an edi- able business bas ben done, ad even in dry
toeal, which t wish to read bercaus the goeds a general average would we think declare

affais he er, hc Wes an g n Cas i the yeara satisfactoery ee. The shipping
mark.e Te agrWegt ofgfailur. among trade ras been excellent, steady engagement

stated that the transactions of the pork- of all tonnage offring at good payîug rates
pakers had not been satisfactory under from shortly after the opening of navigation to
the new policy, that is, for the city of its very close. Farmers bave been especially

m hlesth ohere thi qar f d kfavoured with the double boon of gond crops
Hamilton, at f thene 19- and oftheaSrelyprices and the outflow of their prs.
iad been so prevaient, and where we were perity as percolated through our whole com-

tod so many houses were empty. tt is, mercial syster, infusing new life into very
at ailu events, agreeable to me, if not to artery. "
hont gentlemen oppesite, thiat we have A revival was not unexpected to us, how.
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ever, but was to lion. gentlemen
opposite. I trust that, before another
year passes, we shall be able to
convince even them on the point.
We have heard a good deal about the dis-
advantages of a Protective Tariff, and of
the ruin and decay that must inevitably
follow its introduction. I will now give
a picture that I an sorry to have to ex-
hibit, for it affects a country we all love
-the land of our fathers-taken from an
article in the Journal of Commerce on the
cotton industry in England, the centre
and heart of Free-trade :

" Accounts from Manchester give a gloomy
description of the condition of affairs in that
great centre of the cotton industry. Within a
radius of thirty-five miles from Manchester is
found the most densely populated district in
Great Britain, taking in Liverpool, Leeds,
Sheffield. Stockport, Oldham, Wigan, Black-
burn, Bradford, and other important cities and
towns. This district now suffers more severely
than others in proportion to the denseness of
its population and the greatly dimin-
ished demand for labour in all de-
partments of trade. The stranger who
walks through Mmchester to-day finds
there many silent mills, long rows of
empty bouses, and throngs of 'idle workmen.
In and about the city there are clustered 2,000
cotton mills, employing from 50 to 2,500 oper-
atives each. The Haworths Mill, of Salford, the
largest in Great Britain, and employing about
2,500 hands, is running froin four and a half to
five days a week. One manufacturer states
that he has not made 1 per cent. on his
capital during the last year ; another manufac-
turer, employing but fifty hands, is losing $250
per week, but would lose $275 per week if he
should stop altogether, A report has recently
beeu prepared by the American Consul at Man-
chester, which sets down the year 1878 as a
year of unprecedented depression in the cotton
manufacIures, but during 1879 the same causes
have been at work in an intensified form; and
the condition is still worse. The high price of
cotton, the low price of manufactured goods,
the smali demand for cotton goods in England,
the smaller foreign orders, close campetition,
and the prevailing uncertainty of affairs are
among the causes to whieh he attributes the
present unrest and gloom. Good observers do
not see any reason for anticipating improve-
ment."

Dr. John Watts, author of the article
on cotton in the New Encyclopedia, is
quoted as having said lately:

"I see no possibilitv for a revival of the cot-
ton trade in the near future. The only cir-
cumstance that can aid the manufacturer is an
increased demmnd for manufactured goods ; and
where are your orders to come from ? I see
very well the causes of the revival in the iron
trade. Many cities are just at present building
ti-amways on a large scale, and they consume

MR. HESSON.

large quaitities of iron. Large orders are com-
ing over from America, both from the United
States and Canada, but where are orders for
cotton goods to come from ? The recent
famines in China and India have closed
those markets almost entirely. The Pro-
tective policies of Germany and the
United States drive away all foreign goods in
the cotton line ; the great failure of the har-
vest in England has dimiuished to an alarming
extent the home demand, and the same
is truc in regard to France. The notion that
the present depression is a fugitive one is
false. Only by a change of national and indi-
vidual policy can matters be bettered. The
rise of the cotton trade must be very slow, and
it will follow far behind the advance in the
other trades. A return to prosperity in gen-
eral will of course bring up the cotton trade,
but a long time must elapse before that is
brought about."

Even in good old England where, if Free-
trade bas any merit, it should be a
panacea for the country's troubles, and
where they have had such experience of
it, and such skill in all the arts and in-
dustries, it is felt there can be no relief
except in a change of policy; and because
we here are adopting a new policy to try
and build up our young industries, we are
charged with pursuing a foolish, if not a
dishonest, course. Hon. gentlemen oppo-
site can see that even a great or wealthy
country like Free-trade England can suffer
in sucli trying times as the present. Let
us now turn to the cotton trade of Canada,
and see what the Journal of Com erce
says about it :

"The Montreal (Valleyfield) Company,
which has been in existence about three years,
paid its first dividend, six per cent., recently.
The Canada Cotton Company (Cornwall) bas
been running some six years and bas never paid
a dividend. It began with a capital of $250,000,
which was subsequently extended to $525,000.
The bonds of the company, secured by mort-
gage on the property, were lately renewed for
five years, and the stock has recently been sold
as low as 12- and even 10 per cent. The con-
pany has been making money during the past
six months for the first time, and as one of the
principle shareholders is now devoting his ex-
clusive attention to the business, it may
possibly, ere long, show üetter results. The
Dundas Cotton Company, although not the least
successful of our industries, have never paid
more than 8 per cent. The Lybster has not
exceeded 8 per cent. and has more than once
been compelled to pass a dividend.

Why could not these factories have paid
their first dividend some years ago, when
hon. gentlemen opposite had their much
praised Tariff;in operation ? Why should
it be left to the operation of the present
Tariff ? No new industry like it could
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then have vielded afair dividend, and this
was the first seen of a dividend for the
Cornwall Cotton Company for six years.
Another article from the same source
says, under date of February 5th, 1880 :

"As the tide of tirne floats us on towards
the season of activity, waifs of promise are dis-
covered here and there, pointing to the realisa-
tion of current expectations. The hardware
market, which has so long exhibited phenome-
nal strength, still leads the van, and again a
higher notch is tallied in the scale of prices.
The trade is buoyant and one might almost say
presumptuous in its confident assurance of an
active and profitable seasoi ; yet it must be
admitted that the horison is altogether free'
from cloud-like auguries of reactions. The dry
goods trade now also gives a good report. The
accounts from travellers are highly satisfactory.
Spring goods are meeting with fair to eager
demand, and we hear of orders coming in with
a rush."

public Statistics that the total imports
f rom Great Britain for the last six months
ending December 31st, 1878, while the
late Government vas in power, reached
$16,768,776; the duty cellected,
$2, 835,378, being an average of 17 per
cent. on the total imports. From the
United States, in the saine period, our
imports wvere $21,411,150 ; total duty

collected, $2,624,284, or not quite an
average of 12¾ per cent., a difference of
no less than 441 per cent. in favour of the
United States as against Great Britain.
The hon. inember for South Huron (Mr.
Cameron) said on thissubject,thatthe new
Tariff showed no lesm a difference than
4 per cent. against Great Britain, while the
Tariff of the late Administration gave her
an advantage of 2 per cent. I should

We had reasoa to believe from hon. have much regret at any such resuit ; but

gentlemen opposite that the Dundas I find one wholly different : instead of 4

Company was rolling in wealth and per cent. against her, the difference is now

makin, large profits through absence of more nearly in lier favour, as, I think,

competition ; tiis establishment, amongst can be shown from the imrports of the last

others, was described as charging high six months ending Deceiber 31, 1879.

prices for its goods and accumulating The total imports fron Great Britain at

wealth at the cost of the poorer classes. said date amounted te 15,514,:358. The

Yet, here we find, on the very best evi- j duty collected was $3,014,487, or a duty

dence, that it has never, at any tine, averaging 191 per cent., or ail increase

paid more than 8 per cent.-not too much over the old Tariff of 2 par cent. The

for capital invested in such an enterprise, total imports from thie United States for

with all its consequent riskis. Every the sane period were $14,331,918 ; the

Canadian ought to be glad to know the amount of duty collected, $2,247,436, an

country's industries are prosperous. Men average rate of duty of 15ï per cent., or in-

should not, as hon. gentlemen opposite crease of 31 per cent., as against an increase

have, try to sow distrust among the of 21 per cent. upon imports from (reat

people and make them feel discontented Britain. These returns show there has

and unhappy with their country. I could been under the new Tariff an increase of

furnish other quotations to establish the only 21 per cent. over the old Tariff of the

view that times were improving, were it late Administration on British imports,

necessary. The lion. menber for South and of 31 per cent. on American, an

Huron (Mr. Canieron), in a tiresome, two improvement in favour of imports

hours' speech, the other evening, strove to from Great Britain of 1 per cent.

prove that evil resulted from our Tariff These figures are correct, and can be

policy upon the trade with Great verified by any hon. gentleman who will

Britain. As I should have regretted take the trouble to verify them, as I have

such result, I looked into the matter to done. I find these are the correct results

see if he was correct ; and I am glad to and I have nothing to be ashamed of

learn from the public records, and not in supporting a policyýthat produces such

from a scrap-book, such as the hon. gen- a record. I find that, while the general

tleman used on that occasion, that his trade has been developing, we have made

conclusions were unfounded. I would improvement in other directions. Under

advise the hon. gentleman not to attempt the late Administration there was ad-

to pass off upon the members of this mitted from the United States during the

House items from a scrap-book, made up last half year of 1878 no less than

of clippings from the Globe, Hamiton $9,600,000 worth of goods free of duty;
Times, and such like bad authorities, as for the same period only $4,771,281
reliable information. I find by the worth came in from Great Britain free, or
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just about one-half. What has been the Finance Ministerwill endure whenthe hon.
result under the new Tariff J I am gentlemen opposite shah have been for-
happy to point to the results in that gotten.
direction, because I felt that our trade Mn. COCKBURN (Muskoka): I do
with Great Britain was being hampered not propose to trouble the buse with
by the course of the late Government in many remarks, but I hope that what I
admitting so many American goods into say will be at least governed by cor-
our market without raising any revenue mon sense and not the mere drivelling
out of them, while, at the same time, a style thaf I have heard from Mary hon.
very small quantity was admitted from gentlemen. I like to hear the remarlia
Great Britain free. During the last six of hon. gentlemen oppositewhenfheycon-
months of 1878, under the Mackenzie fine themselves to fhe point under dis-
Administration, free goods from Great cussion. I apprehend that it is tolerably
Britain amounted to only $2,287,100, clear fror this discussion that we vil
against $9,662,354 from the United have to agree to disagree; at the same
States. Now, under the new Tariff, for six tine the debates on this subject May be
months ending December 31st, 1879, fraughtwith gocdfor flefuture. lon.
free goods fron Great Britain amounted gentlemen opposite pretend that we have
to $3,020,696, and the free goods frorm now got back to the prosperous fires that
the United States for sane time had dim- we bad previous to 1874, and fhey daim
inished to $4,771,281. I hope, therefore, that the National Policy las been a large
that we have heard the last from those factor in producing this rosuit. Now,
hon. gentlemen of the pretension that let us reason fle matter. I am wihing
this policy has been discriminating agaixst to confess thaf flere is a better appear-
Great Britain. I consider it bas been ance. One of fhe chief causes, in my
legislation in the right direction; and opinion, of this improvement was the rise
when the Americans are prepared to deal last ycar in the price of wheat. Wlaf is
fairlv with us it will be time to consider fhe cause of fli rise of wheat and farm
whether we shall allow free goods to produce generally? It was owing to the
corne in to any greater extent frein that higler price in Britain, resulting from fli
country. I am in favour of taxing everv failure of fli crops lere. The hon.
article that they impose a duty upon geafleman who last addressed fli House
going into their country from this. We mentioned thaf there was an increase in
are justified in protecting the manufac- fle price of butter, cheese, andsome ofler
tures and commerce of Canada, witl her articles, and lie claimed thaf that was due
long frontier and comparatively feeble re- fo the National Policy. But we know
sources. I am satisfied that after a few the National Policy bas had nothing fo do
years hon. gentlemen opposite will be witb if, and it is puerile for hirn
compelled toacknowledge that Sir Samuel to stand up here and insuif fli
L. Tilley has done a great work for his intelligence of the House by repeaf-
country in introducing this Tariff. Hon. ing the old womanisb stories of 1878. 1
gentlemen opposite acknowledge that busi- ar sure tli hon. gentlemen who sit on
ness bas begun to improve, but they deny fli Treasury Bencles do nof believe a
it is attributable to the Tariff, and say word of if, altbough if cores fror one of
that better times would have come in any their thick and thin supporters. If is
case. Well, Mr. Speaker, if it is desir- perfecfly clear this is due enfirely fo other
able that we should have better times it causes. The bon. member for East Grey
is the duty and the interest of the country (Mr. Sproule) bas spoken of fli price
to keep those men at the head of affairs of lumber being advanced. Tbere is no
who have the good fortune to fall in with doubf thaf the exporf frade to the United
good times. From 1867 to 1873 we had States las been stirulated a good deal.
prosperous times, a rapid growth, and But I have Jetfers here from Most
bright prospects in the country; but since reliable men, showing thaf the price of
that day, until the year 1879, it bas been lumber bas nof xaterially advanced in
a period of reverses, gloom, financial and our local market, while the sales are
industrial depression. The hon. gentle- duller than they have been during fli
men now at the head of affairs are ridi- past twelveyears. Butevenwere fli Cana-
culed, but the memory of the hon. the dian markets more buoyanf, I would noV
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accredit that improvement to the National
Policy, but to the stiniulated export traie
with the United States, which would
naturally relieve our own market. In
reference to the numerous statenients,
pro and con, which have been made in re-
ference to the effect of the National
Policy, it may have started up sone
small industries throughout the country,
but at the same time it has extinguished
others. la order to show that a great
deal of trash is spoken, and a great many
unreliable statenents made in reference
to the effect of this Tariff, I nay say that
a circular has been sent around by a
crockery firm in this city, declaring that
the National Policy has resulted in the
establishment of a pottery in St. John,
while, as a matter of fact, that pottery
was established in 1874. The hon. the
Minister of Finance seemed to glory in
the falling off of our imports. I think
the falling off in our imports is the reverse
of a sign of national prosperity-because,
if we have no imports, our producers will
have to pay double freight for the trans-
portation of their produce to market. A
great many supporters of the National
Policy always refer with mingledpride
and satisfaction to the starting of a sugar
refinery in Montreal. It is a well-known
fact that that sugar refinery might have
gone on well enough under the previous
Administration and made a fair margin.
Sugar refiners, however, have been ac-
customed to make very large profits, and
nothing but very large profits will satisfy
their rapacity. I am willing to grant that
the starting of that sugar refinery in
Montreal has given employment to about
400 men, but it cost the people of Canada
$4,000 for each man employed in that
refinery. Sugar is said by hon. gentle-
men to be no dearer now in this country
than it is in the United States, and a fair
proposition is that if sugar were imported
free we would have sugar laid down at
3 .c. and 3¾c. per pound. At the present
time we pay $3,500,000 for the sugar we
annually consume, while only $2,000,000
goes into the Treasury, and the balance of
$1,500,000 more than we should pay goes
into the pockets of the sugar refiners, who
give in return employment to 400 men,
at a cost to the Dominion of $4,000 per
man. One of the principle arguments in
favour of the National Policy at its inceP-
tin was that it would tend to prevent

people from leaving our country. Every-
one knows how it has failed in that re-
spect. I was speaking to a resident of
this city the other day, and lie said that
if the people of Ottawa left the city as
rapidly in the future as they had during
the past twelve nonth3, the city would
soon be disenfranchised of one of its pre-
sent members. Wlen the last United
States Census was taken in 1871, there
were 510,000 Canadians in the Uniîion
who left Canada under the rule of the
present gentlemen. But if emigration
goes on fron the Dominion at the
rate it has been going on, I am afraid
that by 1881 the Canadians in the
United States will amount to 1,500,000.
It is strange that all the great periods of
an exodus from thiis country should be
while Conservatives are in power. I do
not say this is altogether the fault of hon.
gentlemen on the Treasury Benches. but
we must take things as we find them, and
there are a large number of Canadians
settling in the United States. Very
little credit can be given to the National
Policy for what it has done. It is per-
fectly absurd for some hon. gentlemen to
get up and make the statements which they
have addressed to the Hlouse. In doing
so they have nerely wasted the tine of
the House. My intention was to offler to
the House a few common-sense propo-
sitions, which I thought could not be gain-
said, and I trust I have done so.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell) moved the
adjournment of the debate.

Motion aqreed to, and Debate adjourned.
House adjourned at

Fifteen minutes before
One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
MIfonday,

The Speaker
o'clock.

2nd larch, 1880.

took the Chair at Three

PRAYERS.

EASTER ADJOURNMENT.
Resolved, That when this House adjourns

on Wednesday next, it do stand adjourned
until Tuesday, 30th March inst.-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)
LAW AND TRANSLATION-AMALGA

• MATION OF PARLIAMENTARY
DEPARTMENTS.

COMMITTEE APPOINTED.
Resolved, That a Select committee be ap-

pointed to act with a Committee to be appointed
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by the Senate to considerwhetheritwouldnot be
attended with economy and advantage to the
Publie Service, if the Law Department of each
House and that of Translation, were respec-
tirely amalganated ; and that such Committee
do consist of Messrs. McDonald (Pictou), Lan-
gevin, Mills, Kirkpatrick, Anglin, White
(Cardwell), and Tasse. -(Mr. Mc Donald,Pictou.)

RIVIÈRE'DU LOUPI BRANCH PURCHASE
CONFIRMATION BILL.

(Sir ChewIes Tupper.)

FIRST READING.

bIR CHARLES T UPPER iutroduced
a Bill (No 81) To confirm the purchase
by the Dominion of a portionof the Grand
Trunk Railway, and the agreement made
with the Grand Trunk Railway Coin-
pany of Canada with respect thereto.

MR. ANGLIN : If this Bill is to con-
firm a bargain or sale, and to ratify
a noney transaction already authorised
by Parlianient, it is unnecessary ; but if
the Bill relates to the expenditure of
money not so authorised, it ought to be
introduced bv resolutions.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: The Bill
itself was introduced bv resolution Iast
year in the usual way. Parliament gave
its censent to those resolutions and
voted the money, and the money has
been expended in conformity with the
vote, and this is simply to confirm the
action thus taken. It is not in relation
to an application for money already
expended, but is for the purpose of con-
firmiing a transaction done under the
authority of an Act of Parlianent.

MR. ANGLIN: Why is any confirma-
tion required ? If the Act of Parliament
gives full authority, no other Act is
required. It must be because the hon.
gentleman feels that he has done some-
thing not so authorised that lie introduces
this Bill. The very fact of asking for the
confirmation, implies that lie bas incurred
some obligation which the previous Act
did not warrant.

Sm CHARLES TUPPER: Strictly
speaking, there is no necessity for
this Bill. But inasmuch as ten
or twenty years hence some ques-
tion might possibly be raised on
the part of some shareholders con-
nected with the Grand Trunk Railway,
it was thought judicious to have the Act
ratified after its conclusion. If the hon.
gentleman, on the second reading of the
.Bill, thiks that it i- not required or is

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

not wise, it will be competent for him to
raise his objections.

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH: I doubt
very much whether the Act of last Ses-
sion authorises all that bas been done.

MR. MILLS: The House cannot go
behind the propositions the hon. gentle-
man submits for its consideration. He
evidently proposes to deal with something
that bas not already been sufiiciently dealt
withbythis Parliament, and I think we are
bound to conclude that this is a matter
that requires to be introduced by resolu-
tion. If the hon. gentleman's statement
turns out, when the Bill comes before
Parliament in proper forai, to be well
founded, then it may be a reason for not
proceeding with the Bill, but the House
cannot assume there is no reason for pro-
ceeding with the measure as a ground
why the hon. gentleman should depart
from the usual practice in its introduc-
tion.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : It would
perhaps be as well for the hon. gentle-
man to see the Bill before he under-
takes to criticise it. If it is
found that it is open to criticism,
he will be better able to make it than by
raising an imaginary ground of objection.
I think it will puzzle hon. gentlemen to
lay their Lands upon any precedent what-
ever for introducing resolutions a second
time after resolutions have been
already introduced, a Bill founded upon
them, and the money voted and expended
by the Government in conformity with
an Act of Parliament.

MR. MACKENZIE : Hon. gentlemen
will also search in vain for the precedent
of a Minister introducing a Bill to do
something that has already been done.
Either this Bill means something more
than the resolutions and Bill already
passed, or it is unnecessary.

MR. SPEAKER: I do not see any
objection to the introduction of the Bill.
As it is only to confirm an agreement
made by Act of Parliament last year, I
do not think it necessary to ask for reso-
utions.

Bill read thefirst time.
PRIVILEGE-ALBERTON, P.E.I., SUB-

COLLECrORSHIP.
PERSONAL EXPLANATIONS.

Mi. YE O : A few nights ago the hon.
,he Minister of Marine and Fisheries
brought a charge against me of haviug

Sutb-Collectorsheip.[COMMONS.]
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presented the resignation of Mr. J. F
White, sub-collector of the port of Alber-
ton, Prince Edward Island, to the De-
puty Minister of Customs, telling him at
the same time to make a note of the fact,
but that I intended to keep it in my own
possession until after the election, when,
if Mr. White was sucessful, I would give
the resignation to the Deputy, but, if he
was not successful, I would return it to
Mr. White. This I emphatically denied
at the tiie, and the next morning I went
to see the Deputy, and asked him if he
had ever seen nie in lis office on such an
errand. He replied that lie did not re-
ienber. I then asked bim if he ever

saw me in bis office at all with letters or
documents of any kind. He repeated
that lie bad no recollection of ever seeing
me there. I thei asked him if he would
give me a letter stating that lie had not
seen me in his office with Mr. White's re-
signation. He said: " I cannot well do
that, as I have a dim recollection of two

gentlemen comilng into my office with a
resignation." "That," I said, "might be
true, but, as you know nie very well,
why did you connect my name with
the iatter?" His reply -was that lie
could not keep these things in his head ;
lie told the bon. Minister at the time of
two grentlemen callinz upon hin with the

tion of Mr. James F. White, and to say that
your concluding remarks make it impossible for
me to enter into the matter in reply. I have,
however, written Mr. Bawell and sent him
your note, and I presume it will be allowed to
rest there as far as I an concerned."

I then wrote to Mr. James F. White, ask-
ing him if hehad ever sent nie his resigna-
tion, or Lad ever written to me in Ottawa
on that or ainy other subject. I will read
to the House an extract froni that letter:

"In answer to yourî of the 2nd instant, in
which you say, in a recent discussion in the
House of Coinmons, regarding dismissals of
officials on this Islani, Mr. Pope brough; up
ny name, and said : 'At the time I was running
my election, I sent ny resiguation as Collector
of Customs at Alberton to you, and wished you
to show it merely to the Deputy-Minister of
Custons, and hold it till after the election, and
if not elected to return it (the resignation) to
me.' I have to say I am very mucl surprised
to hear that Mr. Pope made such an assertion,
for although opposed as I am to Mr. Pope in
politics, I had too much respect for him, per-
sonally, to think lie could make a statement so
utterly at variance with truth. I never,
directly or indirectly, sent or caused to be sent
my resignation to you, for any purpose what-
ever, and think Mr. Pope must have been im-
posed upon by some of his very unscrupulous
followers."

WELLAND CANAL- OPENING OF NAVI.
GATION.

QUESTION.

resignation, but what be said lie did not Mn. MACKENZIE: 1 would like to
now recollect. I told him that the mat- ask the hon. the Minister of Railways
ter was very important to me, and that I and Canais, if lie would answer a question
would give hin a day to think it over without previous notice. J bave received
and nake enquiries, and would expect a a number of very urgent communications
decisive answer from him at the end of within the last few days, respecting the
that time. I got no answer, and I then opening of the Welland Canal. It is a
vrote him the following letter, which I matter of extreme importance. Tho ice

will read to the House: in the lakes as about ail disappeared,

" The Minister of Customs stated in the and navigation ought to open mucl carlier
House last night, that last year I called upon this year than usual, and the success to a
you, stating that I had a letter from Mr. James ereat extent of the the years operations
F. White tendering his resignation as Sub- down the St. Lawrence depend on that
Collector at Alberton, Prince Edward Island; Canal being opened within a very few
that I showed it to you ; that I told you to re-
member that I had presented it, but that I days if it could be donc. I have observcd
declined to leave it with you. Now, as I did a notice in the newspapers to the effect
not call upon you last year for this or any that it is net to be opened until May lt,
other purpose, as I never was in your office, a date mucl later instead of earlier than
nor had I any conversation with you, I cal
upon you as an honourable man to give an ex. usual It would be a great calamity t
plicit denial to what I cannot otherwise char. the trade of the St. Lawrence if it should
acterise in every particular as a malicious be found impossible te change that date.
falsehood." I have brought the matter before the
To this letter I received the following hon. gentleman and the fouse with a

reply :- view te obtain some expression of opinion,
"1 beg to acknowledge reoeipt of your note which I trust wil relieve our merchants

of 2nd matant- respecting the alleged reigm and seamen from the apprehension under
,

Welland Canal.
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which they at present labour. I have possible to take into consideration the
also received a number of communications question of rendering rompensation,
about the accommodation at Montreal. so as to compromise with the contractors
From the basins at the mouth of the for a violation of the contract
canals up to the large basin where the to that extent, so that it might
Government wharf is situated, the water be possible to obtain the use of
is nineteen feet deep, and accommodation the canal before the 26th of April. He
therefore can be had, for which charges said that would not be practicable, be-
of course will be made on a large number cause in the construction of the nev
of sea-going vessels. I trust the hon. works isinvolvedthe necessityofconstruct-

getlmavill make such arrangements ioangaentlemian wilnaesc.arne-et i(fanw bridge, to enable the Grand
as will enable shipping to take advan Trunk Railway to cross the canal; and,
tage of the accommodation to be obtained in order to obtain that, a diversion lias
in those basins. b-en made, so as to have the bridge needed

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I am by the Grand Trunk Pailway made at
very inuch obliged to the hon. gentleman another part. The removal of the
for putting the question he has, because obstruction at Port Coîborne would not
it relates to a question of very great arcoiplish that object, because the erec-
public interest and importance, and I an tion of the superstructure of the bridge
very glad to have an opportunity of stat- required by the Grand Trunk Rdlway
ing to the House, and, through the press, could not be begun until the l3th of
to the country, the explanation that is April, and it could not be constructed
required to be made in reference to the before the 26th of April. Consequently,
opening of the Welland Canal. Com- the first diffcultyis the contract made with
inunications of the saine urgent character Messrs. Hunter, Cleveland and Company,
as those referred to by the lion. member giving thern until the 26th of April before
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) have watering the canal; and, secondly, the
reached myself. I called upon Mr. Page, bridge required by the Grand Trunk Rail-
the Chief Engineer of the Department, way, which could not be begun until the
to know what it was in my power to state i3th of April. I regret exceedingly that
in reference to this question. It was re- these difficulties have occurred ; but I arn
presented that a very great injury tw the afraid there is no ossibility of having the
trade of the country would occur if we canal in operation before the lst of May.

ere notiable to open the Welland Canal have called upon Mr. Page to make me
by the middle of April insteaGr of May a report in reference to these difliculties,

t. ln some places it lias been remarked and lie is engaged on that now.
that it would not be opened until a much MR. MACKENZ : And with refer-
later date- 1 regret extremely to find ence to the Lachine.
that it appears to be impossible to open S th CHARLES T PPER : With
the canais before May Tht. In explana- reference to that, every facility witl be
tion of that impossibility, Mr. Page says, given.
that tbe contracts which were etered M an. MACKENZIE : Are the gates
into by my lbon. predecessor, in 18t76, a6h ready
which are stili in force-J now refer to SI CHA LES TtPPER : It wl be
the contract with Messrs. Hunter, Murray seen that it is inconvenient to answer off-
and Cleveland at Port Colborne-expressly hand, questions relating to the details of
gives the contractors the right to keep the the Engineering Department. I wi
canal unwatered until the 26th day of ascertain and give the information at an
April. And frown the 26th of April, the early date.
time at wich they are allowed to keep MR. GAULT I regret very much that
the canal unwatered, till the Ist of May, there is no likelihood of the canal being
is required to remove the con.er dams. I opened before the st of May, because it

ave asked Mr. Page if we were bound will entail a very serions loss. J wish to
ander this contract not to allow the water impress upon the Government the neces-

to nlow into the Welland canal till the sity for trying by all means te make some
26th of April, and whether, seeing that the compromise by way of pay as compensa-
delay would cause a serios los to the tien to the cntractors, se as to gét the
trade f the ountry, it wold not be canal opened at an earlier date.

Mia. MIOKrerzee.
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PRIVATE BILLS.
THIRD READINGS.

The following Bills were severally con-
sidered in Comnmittee of the Whole, re-
ported, read tte third time, and passed -

Bil (No. 31) To incorporate the St. Clair and
Lake Erie Navigation Company.- (Mr. Stephien-
son.)

Bill (No. 47) Respecting the Great Western
and Lake Shore Junction Railway Company.-
(Mr. Carlinq.)

JORDAN BAY BREAKWATER, SHEL-
BURNE COUNTY.

QUESTION.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to repair the Jordan Bay
Breakwater, Shelburne county, dur-
ing the coming season, and if so, what
amount is to be expended upon this work.

MR. LANGEVIN : This matter is
still under the consideration of the Gov-
ernment.

CAUGHNAWAGA FERRY BOAT--PIER
AT LACHINE.

QUESTION.

MR. BERGERON enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
build, during the coming season, a dam or
pier at Lachine, with the object of pre-
venting, as far as practicable, the ice-jam
in that locality, and facilitating the pas-
sage of the ferry boat to Caughnawaga.

MR. LANGEVIN: The Government
is giving due consideration to the subject,
and will endeavour to provide the neces-
sary means of meeting the difficulty.

WELLINGTON, GREY, AND BRUCE
RAILWAY MAIL SERVICE.

QUESTION.

MR. GILLIES enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government, during
the current year, to extend the evening
mail service by the Wellington, Grey, and
Bruce Railway, to Paisley, Port Elgin
and Southampton, which service is now
enjoyed by the people of Walkerton, and
has been so enjoyed by the inhabitants of
that town and locality for years past.

MR. O'CONNOR: That matter is un-
der the consideration of the Post Oflice
Departinent at present.

FRACTIONAL CURRENCY.
QUESTION.

MR. KEELER enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government, in the

50

proposed issue of Dominion Notes, to
pro vide that a proportion of such issue be
in a fractional currency.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : There
are at present something like $140,000 in
circulation, and we have not yet decided
how far we will extend that circulation.
I doubt whether it will be extended
materially beyond what it is at present.
We may issue $20,000 additional, pending
the receipt of silver coin ordered, in
twenty-five, ten, and five cent pieces.

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS MINERALS.

QUESTION.

Mn. BOURBEA U enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
move for the appointient of a Coniniittee
to make enquiry as to our minerals in the
Eastern Townships, and to cause pamph-
lets to be published in both languages,
with a view to furnish fuller information
as to the richness of our mines.

MR. POPE (Compton) : It is not the
intention of the Government to do so ;
we rely upon the report of the Geological
Survey. Neither is it the intention of the
Government to cause the pamphlets to be
published as the mines are a matter en-
tirely under the control and management
of the Provincial Governments.

QUEEN'S, P. E I-BELLE CREEK HA-R-
BOUR IMPROVEMENT.

QUESTION.

MR. BRECKEN enquired, Whether it
is the intention of the Government to
make provision during the present Ses-
sion for the improvement of the harbour
of Belle Creek, in Queen's county, in the
Province of Prince Edward Island.

MR. LANGEVIN : This matter is
still under the consideration of the Gov-
ernment.

CANADIAN TOBACCO.
QUESTION.

MR. BOURBEAU enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
cause to be published, in both languages,
English and French, pamphlets giving
information as to the best method to be
adopted for the cultivation of Canadian
tobacco, and as to the best manner of
properly preparing it for consumption.

MR. BABY : It is the intention of the
Government to give the best possible
encouragement for the cultivation of
Canadian tobacco.
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CULTIVATION OF THE SOIL-PAMPH-
LETS ON.
QUESTION.

MR. BOURBEAU enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Government to
cause pamphlets to be published, in both
languages, English and French, setting
forth the best mode of cultivating the
land for the raising of the various agri-
cultural products in Canada, and giving
information, also, as to the best quality
of seed.

MR. POPE (Compton) : It is not the
intention of the Government to do so ; the
subject is one of great importance, both
Local and Federal Governments being
interested in it.
QUEEN'S, P.E I.-RUSTICO IHARBOUR

ENTRANCE.
QUESTION.

Mr. BRECKEN enquired, Whether
it is the intention of the Govcrnment to
make any provision, during the present
Session, for deepening and improving the
entrance to Rustico Harbour, in Queen's
county, in the Province of Prince Ed-
ward Island.

MR. LANGEVIN : The information
the Government has in reference to this
harbour is not sufficient to enable them
to decide on this question. When an
engineer goes in that direction, next sum-
mer, he will receive instructions to visit
the locality in order to make a report
thereon.

BRITISH COLUMBIA - CHARGES
AGAINSTTB W PEARSE~

MATANE WHARF.
QUESTION.

MR. FISET enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government toplace a
sum in the Estimates for the completion
of the unfinished portion cf the wharf at
Matane.

MR. LANGEVIN: The Government
is not in a position to proceed to the
completion of these works. Last spring
two of the piers were injured by the high
water, and it is necessary that we should
see in the coming spring whether the
water and the ice will produce like re-
sults before we can decide whether ve
shall proceed with these works or not.

AMERICAN RAILWAY DECOY AGENTS.
QUESTION.

Mn. TASSE enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to
adopt rigorous measures to prevent the
practice now and every year carried on
by a certain number of agents of Amer-
ican railways, for purposes of specula-
tion, of decoying, in most cases by means
of false representations, the inhabitants of
our rural districts to go and work in
American manufactories.

Mn. LANGEVIN : The Government
would be happy to find some means of
overcoming this difficulty, but have failed
to do so up to the present moment. We
would be pleased if the hon. gentleman
would indicate to the Government some
mode of obviating it.

GOVERNMENT LANDS AT SOREL.
QUESTION.

QUESTION. MR. VANASSE enquired, First,
MR. McINNES enquired, Whether it whether the Go vernment own lands and

is the intention of the Government to buildings within the limits of the town
send the Chief Architect to British Col- of Sorel, the extent of the said proper-
umbia to investigate the charges made ties, and whether they have been Con-
last Session against Mr. B. W. Pearse, stantly under lease since st July, 186î,
Local Engineer, respecting the British and up to this date; second, whether the
Columbia Penitentiary, Victoria Post Governnîent is stili the owner of certain
Office, etc., and if so, when. islands in the River St. Lawrence, op-

Mn. LANGEVIN: Until quiterecently posite Sorel, the name'of the said islands,
I was not aware that there had been a their extent, and whether they have been
discussion on this matter, and that at ail times under lease from the lst
charges had been made against this officer July, 1867, up to dais date; third,
while I was away last Sessiong The mat- whether the Governent intend tow sel
ter a being investigated, and I hope to ail or any of the said properties.
be able te have it suamitted te the Privy MR. LANGEVIN: 1 nust request
Counil on rny own report without heing the hon. member te substitute for this
obliged to end. the Chief irchitect t question a notice of motion calling for
British Columbia. the prodrctio of thi infrmation ds

MR. BOU1RBE£V.
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writing, as the supplying of it by word of
mouth would be difficult, and would oc-
cupy too much time.

BAY ST. PAUL WHARF.

QUESTION.

MR. PERRAULT enquired, Whether
the Government intend to coristruct, during
the course of next season, or later, a wharf
at the Bay St. Paul, in the county of
Charlevoix, and to. utilise for that pur-
pose the pier which was there con-
structed.

Mn. LANGEVIN: The Engineer bas
not yet made his report nor furnished his
plans for this public work. If, however,
I have been correctlv informed as to the
probable estimate for the construction,
considerable modification must be made
to allow of the Government considering
the expediency of carrying this work into
execution.

FISHERY AWARD-CLAIMS OF TRE
MARITIME PROVINCES.

RESOLUTIONS PROPOsED.

MR. MAcDONNELL (Inverness)
moved, That the louse do now go into
Committee of the Whole to consider the
following Resolutions

1. Resolved, That the sum of $5,500,000, paid
by the Government of the United States to the
Government of the United Kingdom, under the
Fishery Award, was the ascertained amount of
the excess in value of the privileges accorded
under Articles 18 and 32 of the Washington
Treaty to the citizens of the United States,
over and above the privileges accorded by
Articles 19 and 21 of said Treaty, to the sub-
jects of Her Britannie Majesty.

2. Resolved, That the privileges so accorded
to the citizens of the United States, consist in
the " liberty to them in common with the sub-
jects of Her Britannic Majesty, to take fish of
every kind, except shell-fish, on the sea coast
and shores, and in bays, harbours, and creeks
of the Province of Quebec, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland and Prince Edward
Island, and of the several islands, thereunto
adjacent, without being restricted to any dis-
tance from the shore, with permission to land
upon the said coasts and shores and islands, and
also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the pur-
pose of drying their nets and curing their fish,
provided that in so doing they do not interfere
with the rights of private property, or with
British fishermen, in the peaceable enjoyment
of any part of the sea coast, in their occupancy
for the same purpose." It being understood by
the high contracting parties, that the said
liberty applies solely to the sea-fishery.

3. Resolved, That the said privileges ac-
corded to the citizens of the United States,
were territorial rights belonging to the dif-

ferent Provinces to which the fisheries in which
they were granted are adjacent respectively.

4. Resolved, That the disadvantages and in-
jury suffered by reason of the granting of said
privileges to the citizens of the United States
are of a local nature, and are suffered by the
inhabitants of the several Provinces upon whose
coasts the said privileges are enjoyed.

5. Resolved, That the Governinent of the
United Kingdom have apportioned and paid to
the said Province of Newfoundland the sun of
$1,000,000 as the estimated portion of the
amount of said award to which the said Pro-
vince was entitled, for such of the said privi-
leges granted to the inhabitants of the United
States, as are enjoyed by theni on the coasts
and sea shores of Newfoundland.

6. Resolved, That the balance of the amount
of the said Award, namely, $4,490,882,94. has
been handed over by the Government of the
United Kingdom to the Government of Canada.

7. Resolved, That it is the opinion of this
House that the said other Provinces of Quebec,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Ed-
ward Island, notwisthstanding that they form
a part of the Confederation of Canada, have
each claims and rights to distributive shares of
the said amount of said Award, according to
the extent to which the said privileges were
enjoyed (n their respective sea coasts and
shores, on the same principles on which the
claims and rights of Newfoundland were re-
cognised- and that the said clainis and rights
of the said other Provinces have not been imi-
paired by the fact that they form a portion of
said Confederation.

S1R SAIMUEL L. TILLEY: I wish
the hôn. gentleman would let this matter
stand. Certain returns have been asked
for which are really indispensible to the
discussion of the subject.

MNR. MAcDONNELL: I am sorry
that I cannot accede to the request of the
hon. member. I recall to mind the treat-
ment I received at the hands of the Gov-
ernment during the last Session, in refer-
ence to a Bill I introduced. I was re-
quested then to allow the matter to stand
from time to time, until it was too late
to take action, of which the Government
afterwards took undue advantage and thus
defeated the consideration of the Bill. I
think the safest course to pursue now is
to press the consideration of this question,
particularly as this is the third time
I have been asked to postpone it. The
subject of these resolutions is one to
which I would ask the earnest considera-
tion and attention of the House. It is a
question of vast importance beyond the
mere question of the money involved.
It is a question which deeply affects the
political position and well-being of this
Dominion. It is a question which has
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arisen out of the Confederation of British a cannon-shot, as defined of old. What
North America and which could not be does " Phillinore's International Law'
foreseen at the time of Confederation. It say on the subject ? It says:
is a question which greatly agitates the " Though the open sea be thus incapable of
public mind of Nova Scotia, Prince Ed- being subject to the rights of property or juris-
ward Island, Quebec and New Brunswick. diction, yet reason, practice and authority have

T firmly settled that a different rule is applicableThe question of the division of the Fishery to certain portions of the sea.
Award is one which. intimately interests " And first, with respect to that portion of
those Provinces, and bas been before the the sea which washes the coast of an indepen-
House on various occasions. It was dent State. Various claims have been made
brou-ht before the H1ouse last Session b and various opinions pronounced, at different

Sbiy epochs of history, as to the extent which
the hon. mnember for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin). territorial property and jurisdiction may be
At that tine, however, I was displeased extended. But the rule of law may be now
with the manner in which that considered as fully established-namely, that
hon. -entleman treated the sub'ect. this absolute property and jurisdiction does not

oe. extend, unless by the specific provisions of a
I felt aggrieved, as a representative of Treaty, or an unquesdioned usage, beyond a
Nova Scotia, so deeply interested in this marine league (beingthree miles) or the distance
subject, to find that the hon. gentleman of a cannon shot from the shore at low tide.
(Mr. Fortin) brought that subject before This high, unquestioned authority settles
the House on a Saturday, when not one- that this property, within the three-mile
fourth of the members of the House were limit, is an absolute territorial property.
in attendance-a non-Sessional day. I The property of Prince Edward Islandi,
was sorry to find en that occasion, in- for example, includes not only the dry
stead of the Treasury Benches being filled, land, but that and three miles of the sea
only tlree or four Ministers were in their all round its headlands, besides its bays.
seats, and that the Government had treated The Crown holds the title of this pro-
this subject with very great indifference perty as against all foreign nations. The
-on that occasion, as on every other occasion Crown, as we know, is a mere fictitious
when the subject was brought forward. tern in this respect; the Crown is a meme
It is known that the Local Government trustee, holding property in every Pro-
-of Nova Scotia, over a year ago, made vince for the benefit of its inhabitants
application to the Dominion Government respectively. Although the Crown las
for a portion of this money ; that an a right to make Treaties and alienate or
Address of both bouses of that Province give away those fishing grounds, if it
was sent to this Governient for that receive any consideration therefor, it is
purlose, and that up to this vevy day the applied for the particular bcnefit of the
Dominion Government lias not deigned people immediately interested in it. The
to reply to these applications. This case of Newfoundland, for instance,
question was not foreseen at Confedera- receiving the $1,fishi0, and indeed the
tion; it lias arisen out of t e Union, but Dominion receiving the balance. I take
is not provided for by the terms of it as an axiom or principle which al till
Union. It is said the whole Dominion subserbe, that each of the several Pro-
owns the Fisheries. I say the Fisheries vinces composing the Dominion, previon s
-t the various Provinces are territorial to Confederation, practially owned the
rignts; tat the Fisheries of each are part isheries adjacent to ch, as well as tie
:and parcel of its public domain, and that, Crown Lands within its limits; that, while
witlout Confederation, eacl would have the atents or grants of the Crown lands
received a portion of the Award. In were to be made out in thename of the Sov-
proof of this position, I need only point ereig, the price of them ures to the
ont tht Ne foundand as received a benefit of the people of the colony inter-
iportion of this rnoney. _What are those ested;- likewise, whcn theme is a grant of
Fishrv r ights ? ow have we them? Is fisheries, of what are a territorial pro-
it not by virtue of their adjacency to the perty, njoyed by the people of the Pro-
varions Provinces. Otherwise the vince vy eigdt of forming a portion of its
Dominion would i aim to have no rights do ain, then those people have an equal
in those Fishery waters. The jurisdic- rigbt to receive the price or considemadon
tion, the property of each Province, ex- for the transfer of that rigit, on the same
tends thmee i-ailes into the sea-or principle as on the transfe of Crown lands,

MRP. MACDONNELL.
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I presume no hon. gentleman will gainsay mentioned. It las been argued that the
or combat this position. That was the Dominion las toprotect them. I admit
position before Confederation. Is there it for argument's sake, altbough there is
anything in the terms of Union or Ac nothing in the Confederation Act to that
of Confederation which has divested the effeet. If the Dominion does so, very
Provinces of those rights and transferred well. There is nothing in that
them to the Dominion ? No. The Act Act to compel it to do so. The Act
is as silent as regards territorial riLihts in throws on the Dominion Goverirnent
those waters as it is respecting the riglits the duty or obligation of making laws
to the Crown lands. There is nothing in for the good government and con(uct
the UnionAct transferring to the Domin- of our Fisheries; but there is nothing in
ion those territorial rights. What does it as to the manner in vhich or by whom
the Confederation Act say in reference to those Fisheries shah be lreserved. The
the fisheries? Simply that the Parlia- Domiion Governent is vcsted with the
ment of Canada shall have power to make power of making laws regarding ail our
laws for the peace, order, and good gov- Fisheries, whether private or public,
ernment of Canada, in relation, among aithough the former are civil rights. I
other subjects, to the sea coast and Inland admit, for the sake of argument, that the
Fisheries. [Vide sec. 91.] There is no- Dominion is under obligation to protect
thing in this or any other section trans- the Fisberies. 1 ask if tha obligation can
ferring the rights in those Fisheries from be discharged by, instead of doing so,
the Provinces to the Dominion. Oneof the becomingaparty to theiralienation or
principles of Confederation was that each transfer to a foreign pover? It is most
Province was to maintain its identity and iniquitous, wrongful and unjust for the
its righits, in every respect, as they existed Dominion Government, if wbule under tbe
previous to Confederation. except in so far obligation to protect our Fisheries, it con-
as they were curtailed by and transferred sents to a sale ofthem for $5,500,00O, and
to the Dominion by the Act of Union. deprive the parties immediately interested
All contracts are construed strictly against in them, the practical owners of them,
the grantee. The grantee cannot take of the money which if )ockets itself. L
more than has been transferred to him. is said those riglits lelong to the Crown.
There is nothing in the compact of union So Éhey do, but for t'e benefit of the
giving the Fisheries to the Dominion. people of the Provinces adjoining them.
Therefore, if we find those rights belonged The Crown bas undertaken te deal with
to the Provinces before Confederation, them. It has already given to' New-
and I have shown they were not trans- foandland its share of the Award, and
ferred, I ask, by what authority or act had we net Confederation, the British
on the part of the several Provinoes does Government, acting for the Crown, would
the Government of the Dominion claim transfer to the several Provinces their
them. The Act of Confederation is not proportion of the money as it bas to New-
silent as to the specific interests given the foundland. Owing to Confederation, the
Dominion in the various Provinces; and British Government bas not comnUni-
it is an old naxim that the inclusion of cated with the Local Governments. It
one thing is equal to the exclusion of communicates with them throngh the
others. If the powers of the Union Act Government of the Dominion, and it bas
has undertaken to specify distinctly paid over to it the money for a proper
what Provincial rights and properties are distribution. The Dominion Government
transferred to the Dominion, then ail now occupies the position, in regard to
such not so specified continue the property this money and to the rights of the
of the several Provinces. Section 108 of varions Provinces, that the Imperia]
the Act reads thus :Government occupied towards those

" The public works and property of each Provinces before Confederation. The
Province enumerated in the third schedule to Dominion holds this money to-day as
this Act shall be the property of Canada." a trustee for the several Provinces inter-
Our railways, penitentiaries, and other ested. Those Provinces have suffered a
properties mentioned in the schedule, went loss, whereas Ontario and British Colum-
to the Dominion ; but it is silent in re- bia have suffered nothing, while Quebec
gard to the Fisheries, except as already lias sufftred very little. It is the people
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of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,
New Brunswick, and a portion of Quebec,
who bave suffered, because they depended
upon the Fisheries largely for their liveli-
hoodi. Not only the fishermen were in-
terested in this great industry, but the
merchants, the manufacturers, and others
who came into business relations with
them. It may be said that those Pro-
vinces have suffered nothing, that it does
not diminish the value of the Fisheries, to
have the A mericans fish in them. In
answer to this, I have only to read an
extract from a speech made by the hon.
the Minister of Railways and Canals, one
of those powerful speeches in which he
advocated in the Legislature of Nova
Sceotia, the Union of the Provinces. In
1866, that hon. gentleman said :

" The time has passed when these Provinces
would not have to contribute largely to the
defences of the country. Either the fishing
grounds, so valuable to us, must be given up
without a struggle te the parties who have been
accustomed in the neighbouring States to use
them for years, or the cest of defending them
mus- be largely thrown upon those Provinces."
Now it cannot be said by that hon. gentle-
man that the Fisheries have not been in-
jured, for here he says that they have to
be protected, that without Confederation
we would have to protect them ourselves.
The British Governnent have been pro-
tecting our Fisheries for years by ber
cruisers, and why should that be if they
were incapable of being injured by the
Americans fishing in them? The best
proof that these Fisheries were susceptible
of being injured is the fact that it bas
been deemed necessary to protect them.
I would ask what the Province of Ontario
gave in consideration for those fisheries?
We have thrown into this Confederation,
apart fron the Fisheries, in proportion to
our population, as mucli as Ontario has.
What have the Upper Provinces thrown
into the Union as an offset to our Fisheries
if tbey now claim a portion of the money ?
Ought we to lose our Fisheries by this
Confederation, when Ontario has lost
nothing by it ? When the delegates of
Nova Sceotia, New Brunswick, and Prince
Edward Island met together to form a
Maritime Union, and were interrupted
by the arrival among them of the Cana-
dian delegates, if, on that occasion, the
delegates from old Canada had proposed
that underthis Confederation our Fisheries
were to be alienatQd, and the price there-

^MR. MACDONNELL.

of, five millions and a half dollars, was to
go into the Dominion Treasury, I ask, if
there was a man in the Maritime Pro-
vinces that would have consented to that
Union ? There would not have been an
elector in the Maritime Provinces to
raise his hand in favour of Con-
federation with such a proviso. Even
the hon. the Minister of Railways
and Canals himself would have re-
coiled from such a proposition. Hon.
gentlemen have made strenuous efforts to
get Newfoundland to enter the Union.
They have courted Newfoundland, as
they courted the Maritime Provinces, to
get her to corne into the Union, but the
way these provinces are treated now is
small encouragement for ber to corne in.
The Fisheries are the birthright of the
peopile of those Provinces; they were the
source of livelihood to many when the
country was a wilderness ; and I shall be
much surprised if I find one hon. gentle-
man from the great and wealthy Province
of Ontario who would be mean enougb to
sav that that Province wants a part of
the price of the sale of those Fi.sheries,
that were almost the sole resource of the
poor fishermen of Gaspé, the iron-bound
coast of Southera Nova Scotia, and of
Cape Breton and Prince Edward Island.
I do not expect to find an hon. gentle-
man in this House to record a vote to

perpetuate such an injustice. As to the
protection of our Fisheries, I say in all
gravity we do not wish our Fisheries
protected in this manner. We do not
want them protected by selling them to
aliens and depriving us of their price.
It would be better for us to have our Fish-
eries used in common by the people of the
United States and ourselves, without any
Protection whatever. Our Fisheries were
protected before we entered into Confed -
eration, and I feel satisfied that the
British Government would protect thei
still. Her men-of-war might as well hover
around our coasts to protect our Fisheries
and keep her marines employed at sea
as to lie idle in the docks. We have had
many grievances under Confederation,
and I must say that the result of it, so far,
bas proved very different from what I
myself anticipated, and I was one of those
who took an active part in carrving it
into effect. This is not the only injury
that we have suffèred under Confedera-
tion. It is well known that when the
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Treaty of Washington was being negoti- it as demanded, and admit the right of the
ated, Nova Scotia was most anxious te Provinces interested, there is but one
secure the admission of her coal into the course left for them, and that is to appeal
United States free. Our Fisheries were to the British Government. 1 believe
the only lever we had to get the Ameri- the British Government hould not have
cans to admit our coal free. What do we handed this money ever to the
find to-day 3 We find our Fisheries taken Dominion Government without first
from us, and bartered away, and for what? knowing how it should be ap-
In consideration of our getting access to portioned. The money did not belong
their markets with our fish, mar- te Great Britain. The British Govern-
kets already glutted with fish caught ment were the trustees of this money for
in our own waters. We find that for the people having daims upon it. To-day
the last twelve months the exportation of the Government of the Dominion are
our coal tothe United States has decreased the trustees for the same purpese, and 1
by 36,000 tons, by reason of the high say that these Provinces will take this
duties which have been placed upon the matter to the foot of the Throne, if neces-
manufactures of the United States, which sary, i order to obtain justice.
have diiinished trade between Nova MR. RICeEY: As the Government
Scotia and that country. hope hon. have intiimated their intention of b ring-
gentlemen will take a just and equitable ing down the papers, and I think it is
view of this question. It is said we desirable to have ail information pos-
have no legal right te this mtney. I do sible on such an important subject, I
not thi. that, ini considering the various move the adjournment of the debate.
public questions that arise between this MR. FLYNN: I am very much sur-
Dominion and the various Provinces prised that the hon. member for Halifax
thereof, we are to be bound down by (Mr. Richey) should have made the
the cast-iron rules cf law. I motion befre the ouse. I should have
believe these questions must be thought ie would have been most anxious
settled according to the immutable for the discussion of that question, con-
laws of justice and equity as between the sidering the extent te which tbe county lie
people of the various sections of this represents is interested in the subject.
Dominion. It cannot be deniei that we This motion has been on the Notice Paper
have an equitable riglit te a part tf this for several weeks, and on two occasions
rnoney. I go further, 1 say we have a my hon. friend from Inverness (-Mr.
legal right also. Our several Provinces MacDonnell) bas consented to the post-
are stili separate and distinct, and have ponement of the discussion. If the
the same riglits as they had before Con- motion for the adjournment of the debate
federation, with the exception of those is carried, it is questionable whether we
particular subject that are specifled in shal reach the subject again this Session.
the Act cf Union as c aming within the That being the case, I do nt thïnk I
purview of the Dominion Govern ent. should be doing justice te the Province of
I do net blame the gentlemen who pro- Nova S cotia and the county I have the
moted the Act cf Union for having no honour te represent, if I did net take
proviso in it relative te this matter. It this opportunity cf stating my views
is one which could net be foreseen. The upon the question. At the time of the
delegates fran the Maritime Provinces adoption cf the Washington Treaty, it
nover hawe any idea that their Fisheries was considered that we were net getting
would be sold for this sum of money and an equivalent for concedirW to Aerhcan
that it would be appropriated by the citizens the rig e

Dominion. Had they any foreknowledge the inshore Fisheries cf the Mari-
of that fact, they would have had a pro- time Provinces. By the terms cf
vision the Act for giving the several that Treaty we btained the rigt to
Provinces the share to which they are participate i the American Fisheries and
ntitled and now fhaim. say again that te have our fish admitted free cf duty t

I feel that this honey has been placed of the United States. I need net say t
the hand of the Dominion Goverment the bouse, at a events I need net say
aI a trust; and if this goverment and to hon. gentlemen representing the Mari-
dhis ouse do nt make a distribution cf time Provinces, of how little value the
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right to participate in the American sucl a way that the people of the Mari-
Fisheries was to Canada. The only other time Provinces and the fshermen will get
concession guaranteed was the admission the benefit of it. It is not for me to
of our fish free of duty. I contend that point out the mode m which it should be
this was not an advantage of very great expended. There are a variety of ways
moment to the people of the Maritime in which the fishermen and the Province
Provinces. The advantage, if there was generally miglt be benelitted. We are
any, was obtainel by the people of the in great need of brenkwaters and harbour
United States. They alone paid the duty, protection in my county, and in conse-
and they, as consumers, naturally secured quence of our not having these our fisher-
the benefits arising froma its remission. nen soretimes can only fish three days
Consequently, it was contended, and very out of the six. ]uring the time I have
fairly, that not having received an equiva- been in this buse, I have always feit
lent for the right of permitting A merican that it is a very difficuit matter to get
citizens to participate in our inshore even a small amount for harbour improve-
Fisheries, we should get some compen- ments in Nova Scotia. It las been
sation. The matter vas left to arbitra- stated that the sum of $40e000>000 las
tion. The sum clainied was $12,000,000, alreacy been spent on the Canadian Pacifie
and the Award made was $5,500,000. Railway; we have had to pay in the past
This Award proves conclusively the value our share of taxation for the construction
of the right to participate in those inshore of that gigantic work, and in the future
Fisheries. When we look to the number this taxation nIl be largdy increased by
of Anierican vessels engaged in this the National Policy, from which the peo-
Fisherv, to the amount of capital em- pie of the Maritime Provinces, and par-
barked in it, to the large towns built up ticularly the fishermen, can derive no
in the eastern part of Maine and Massa- possible benefit. On the contrary, that
chusetts, largely by those who fished on policy las beerminous to them by in-
our inshore waters during the Reciprocity creasing the cost of everything they
Treaty that existed from 1854 to 1864, use in their arduous avocation. I trust
and afterwards, under the Washington that hon, gentlemen representing the
Treaty, we can see that the Award was Maritime Provinces, no matter on which
largely based on the benefits derived by side of polities, will oppose this motion,
American fishermen. An important ele- and demand that the fishermen of the
ment in the consideration of that Award Maritime Provinces be accorded their
was also the loss sustained by the fisher- rigots. I trust this motion will not carry,
men of the Maritime Provinces. It was and that we will now have a fair and fll
contended that by conceding the rigit to discussion of this important question.
.American citizens to participate in our MRp. KILLAM : I do not propose to,
inshore Fisheries, they were enabled to detain the Hose with any lengthened
compete with our fishermen in the Amen- remarks on this question, but I do think
can market, and by gaking the supply thatat the present time we shouidreceive
more abundant so cheapen the flsh that sorne indication of the Government
were cauglt by our fishermen. If they policy . This question las been before
did not dsh in our waters our fishqr- Parliament for nearly two years now, and
men would supply the American it devolves upon the Government to deal
markets. If i bad not been for testimony with it at once. I suppose lon. gentle-
to that effett the Award would haot have men will teli us by-and-bye that they have
been anything like what it was. In me- a policy, and that it vill be brougit down
gard to the distribution of this Award, J in due time. I think we should be in-
believe that the people of the Maritime formed, and that without delay, whether
Provinces alone are entitled in equity and it is the intention of the aovenment to
justice to it, because their intemests alone divide this Fishery Award between the
are afRected by the privileges given to Mwitime Provinces-we, whose pa-
Amemican fishermen. The other portions terests were traded away, and who alone
of the Dominion do not foel in any way are affected by the Washington Treaty,
the effect of this privilege. Under the as far asthis FisheryAward is concerned-

ircumstances I do not hesitate to say whether this money is to be used in such
that this money should be disposed of in a manner as wil promote the interests
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ef our Fisheries generally, as suggested
by thc hon. member for Gaspé last year, or
whether it is to be sunk in the Pacific
Railway construction. The people of the
Maritime Provinces believe that their
interests will not be sufficiently protected,
if such large amounts are to be spent in
the construction of railways in the North-
West and in British Columbia. They
are quite content to have any legitimate
amount spent in that direction; but when
we find that it is almost impossible to
get a sufficient sum to establish steam
communication between Prince Edward
Island and the main land, and that the
policy of the Government is rather to
destroy and break down railway com-
munications already existing in the Lower
Provinces, our people are rendered dis-
satisfied and discontented. All the papers
of any interest are now before us in the
correspondence laid on the Table of the
House of Assembly of Nova Scotia, and
accessible to any members of this
House. They only show that the Domin-
ion Government has refused to answer
the repeated applications of the Provin-
cial Secretary, and I believe the excuse
of the hon. the Minister of Finance is
only to enable him to get clear of the
matter for this Session. I trust this
debate will not be adjourned ; delay is
altogether unnecessary, and the question
of the disposal of the Fishery Award
should be determined upon at once.

MR. DALY: I believe we are now
discussing the question as to the adjourn-
ment of the debate, and not the merits
of the proposed resolutions. It is not
my intention to yield to the hon. member
for Richmond (Mr. Flynn), or to any
other hon. member, in my desire to obtain
from the Government thatj ustice which the
fishermen deserve at their hands in con-
nection with this question ; and I believe
the real friends of the fishermen sit on
this side of the House. But when a
member of the Government has asked
that this discussion should be ad-
journed for the purpose of bringing
down papers, I do think it most
unwise of hon. gentlemen opposite to urge
on the discussion at the present moment,
when it cannot be as thorough and
exhaustive as could be wished. I beg,
therefore, to second the motion of my
hon. colleague, in order that we may be
able at a future time to discuss the sub-

ject more fully and satisfactorily and
with better prospects of attaining the
object we desire.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne): As
one of the representatives of the Province
of Nova Scotia, I think it a great injustice
that the motion moved and seconded by
the two members for Halifax should be
allowed to pass. The consideration of
this subject bas been adjourned before on
two or three occasions, at the wish of the
Government, and now every effort is
being made to stifie discussion, and, if
the motion is allowed to carry, we will
not be likely to have the subject
brought up again during this Session.
I believe, with the rest of the members
who have spoken on this side of the
House, that we have a strong claim to a
portion of the Fishery Award. There are
very few of the representatives from the
Maritime Provinces-even the sup-
porters of the Government-who do not
strongly agree with this view. For the
iast three or four months the question
bas been agitated in my Province.
At the annual meeting of the Cham-
ber of Commerce, held in Halifax
the other day, this question was
fully discussed by the merchants of that
city, and it bas also recently been brought
before the Local Legislature of Nova
Scotia. One of the reasons put forth
why Nova Scotia claims a portion of this
award is that, while the fisheries of
some of the Provinces, including Nova
Scotia, were sold to the Americans, the
fisheries of other Provinces remain. The
fisheries of British Columbia, the
fisheries of Ontario, and the fisheries of
the North-West, in the Hudson Bay,
remain in the possession of this Dominion,
and the only Provinces affected by the
Fishery Award are the Maritime Pro-
vinces. If a share in this award is not
granted to them, I do not hesitate to say
that the Confederation is in danger. The
strongest supporters of the Government
are advocates of this amount being given
to the Maritime Provinces. Correspond-
ence has been going on through the whole
year ; and now, when the matter is
before the House, it is attempted to put
it off. I believe that, if this question goes
over now, it is the last we shall hear of
it, and very little of the Fishery Award
will find its way into the coffers of the
Maritime Provinces. I hope that this
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debate will go on, and that we shall have
a full and free discussion of this question
to-day.

MR. YEO : I do not see wliy this
debate should be stopped. I do not
think that we could have a better oppor-
tunity of discussing the question. I
feel surprised that any hon. gentleman
from the Maritime Provinces would, after
the motion has been put off so
often, try now to hinder its
being discussed. I do not see what
other papers than those before the House
are required. I am satisfied that Prince
Edward Island has a just claim to a very
large share of the Fishery Award. It is
well known that if it had not been for
the exertions of the able counsel from the
Island, and the valuable testimony of
fishermen from that Province, showing
the great value of the fishing round its
coast, the Award would not have been
nearly as large as it was. Newfoundland
has now its share of the Award, which
was given to it without question; and
Prince Edward Island stands, in as good a
position with respect to the Award, under
the Washington Treaty, as that Province
did. I do not see any reason why the
Governmentofthe Dominionshouldnotpay
the money over to the Island as the Im-
perial Government did to Newfoundland,
without hesitation or delay, as they must
know that in withholding from the Island
a share of the Award they are keeping
from it what is its just right. The peo-
ple of Prince Edward Island feel deeply
on this subject, and are determined to
have their rights. If the Dominion Gov-
ernment will not do them justice, they
will apply to the Imperial Government
for a share of the compensation
for the valuable property that has
been taken from them. It cannot be said
that the Island has slept on its rights in
this matter. In 1878 the Provincial
Government forwarded an able Minute of
Council to the Secretary of State, in which
were set forth the grounds of the Island's
claim to a share of the Fishery Award.
In 1879 a second memorial was sent, for-
tified by a joint resolution of both branches
of the Provincial Legislature, insisting
upon the same claim. No notice was
taken of these applications until very re-
cently, when the Committee of the Privy
Council reported on the claim, giving the
Island a point blank refusal. But neither

Ma. ROBERTSON.

the people nor the Government of the Is-
land will accept this refusal as final. They
will, as I before stated, go for justice to
the foot of the Throne. Last year I asked
for returns with respect to the Award, and
was the only member from the Island who
then pressed its claim for a share of the
Fishery A ward. The reply I received
from the Government was not at al en-
couraging. They, in fact, did not appear
to wish to have the question raised at all.
At the last part of the Session a resolution
was before the House, proposing that the
Fishery compensation be expended in har-
bour and other improvements. This I
altogether disapproved of, as the Dominion
Government are bound by the terms of
Confederation to look after these works
and to protect the Fisheries. I looked upon
this proposition as a device to keep the
Province out of its just rights, and con-
sidered those Island members who sup-
ported it were not acting in the interest of
the Province they represented. Prince Ed-
ward Island was induced to enter the Con-
federation by promises, the greater num-
ber of which have been broken. We were
then assured by the leading advocates of
Confederation that the Tariff would
never exceed 15 per cent., but now on
nearly all imported goods it is doublethat
amount. But, although tbis Tariff is
now felt to be oppressive by the people of
the Island, and two of its representatives
supporting the Government have admit-
ted this, they still support the Govern-
ment that imposes these very duties, and
will vote for their continuance in office.
They ask for a share of the Fishery Award
to compensate the people of the Island for
the injustice done them by the Tarif.
But the two subjects have no connection
with each other. The Island bases its
claims to a share of the Fishery Awardon
just and reasonable grounds, and not as
compensation for the injury which the
oppressive Tariff that the hon. members
for the Island and their leaders have im-
posed upon its inhabitants.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Rcess.
Ma. YEO: If Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick have anything like a case, the
Island must have a far better one. Prince
EdwardIsland was an independent Colony
when the Washington Treaty was nego-
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tiated. The right bon. leader of the
Government by that Treaty sold the
Fisheries of the Island over the heads of
its people, and now lie refuses to give
then any share of the money lie received
for them. Being very anxious to see the
grounds upon which this act of gross in-
justice was perpetrated, I asked for the
report of the Sub-Committee of the Privy
Council. When, after some unaccount-
able delay, I received it, I was surprised
to see that the Island had been refused
what the vast majority of its inhabitants
believed to be their undeniable right on a
mere legal quirk. Because the Island
joined the Confederation on the very day
that the law enacted by the Congress
of the United States confirming. the
Washington Treaty took effect, the Gov-
ernment of the Dominion consider that
the Island has lost its right to any interest
it then had to a share of the compensation
to be awarded it for the loss of its
Fisheries. The Island was a party to
the Fishery provisions of the Washington
Treaty. The consent of its Legislature
was required to give effect to those pro-
visions. That consent was given, and a
law was enacted confirming that part of
the Treaty. The Island had done its
part, and it had no control over the
action of -the American Congress; it is
therefore unjust that the mere accident
of its appointing the 1 st day of July,
1873 for the Treaty to go into effect,
should deprive the Province of any right
that it possessed before it entered the
Confederation on that day. If the right
hon. leader of the Government takes
shelter under a technical point like this,
which an honest man in bis private deal-
ings would scorn to resort to, lie would
do the people of Prince Edward Island a
very great wrong. I did expect to see in
the report of the Sub-Committee some
reply to the arguments and representations
contained in the Minutes of Council from
the Island, and some opinion on the
justice and reasonableness of the.appli-
cation of its Government, and 1 certainly
did not expect to see in it what looks
very much like a pretext to deprive the
Island of what the framers of that report
seemed to regard as its just right. For
my own part, I do not believe that the
Island ever gave up to the Dominion the
rights which as an independent Province
it possessed in its inshore Fisheries. The

inshore Fisheries were always regarded as
the property of the Colony, and the Imperial
Government protected their rights from
invasion from the fishermen of foreign
nations. They were a source of wealth
to the Colony, and afforded many of its in-
habitants their only means of support.
So fully was this right recognised that
even the Imperial Government did not
permit the Americans to use the inshore
Fisheries of the Island without first gain-
ing the consent of its Legislature. The
Dominion Government is now acting with
Prince Edward Island in a far more high-
handed manner, and with less considera-
tion for the rights of its inhabitants, than
ever the Government of the Mother
Country did. I wish it to be understood
that the people of the Island do not wish
theirrepresentatives to come to the Domin-
ion Government begging for a share of the
Fishery Award. They ask in this matter
no favour from the Dominion Government.
All that they want is justice. Neither
do they ask for a share of the Fishery
Award as a compensation for the injury
done them by the Protective Tariff. That
is quite another matter, and as soon as
they have an opportunity they will call
their representatives to account for the
action they have taken with regard to it.
What their opinion is with respect to the
National Policy, and how they will treat
those who have helped to impose
it on the country, may be inferred from
the altered tone of some hon. gentleman
from the Island with regard to it.

MR. MUTTART: One would think, to
hear the hon. leader of the Opposition
from Prince .Edward Island speak, that
he is the only representative fron that
Province who is interested in the Fishery
Award. He talked about servile fol-
lowers, and he said a good deal about
being the only one standing up for the
rights of Prince Edward Island. This is
one of those truths of bis, like his denial
of the transaction in connection with
James White's resignation. ' I, for one,
am particularly anxious to see this matter
go to a vote, to see who is for and who is
against a division of this Fishery Award.
It has been insinuated by some of the
hon. members of the Opposition that they
would give us a share of this Award if
they were in power. This I doubt.
However, this has been said, I think by
the hon. member for Shelburne (Mr.
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Robertson) ; at any rate something bas my argument on what was understood
been thrown out to that effect. I would, previous to our coming into the Confed-
therefore, like to see a division taken eration, and that our coming into Confed-
upon this question, no matter what the eration by a mere accident should not pre-
result might be. There is no doubt judiceour claimsto a portion ofthisAward.
the Island has a special claim over and Since then the papers have core down,
above the other Provinces; and we are and 1 see the reasons for obj ecting to this.
prepared to join hands in any undertaking With ail due deference to the opinion of
to bring about a fair division of the the hon. entlemen who composed this
Fishery Award. I hope that the Sub-Committee, I must say that tley did
hon. member for Prince, P. E. I., (Mr. not give that attention to the matter
Yeo) will confine himself to facts, and which its importance denianded. It is
not take credit to himself above and well-known that this particular clause
beyond all others. He left last of the Treaty was to be agreed to
year before the Session broke up; by the Parliament of Great Britain, the
and in this way he may not have Parliament of the Dominion of Canada
been aware that other hon. members the Legislature of Prince Edward Island'
stood up for their rights on this question and the Congress of the United States.
in this House. For my part, I do not The Cominissioners said that on account
intend to give up pressing our claims. of Prince Edward Island coming into
We do not cone in the capacity of beg- Confederation on the lst of JuIy, she had
gars, hat in hand, asking for what does no right to a portion of the Award. It
not belong to us; but we believe that the is clear to me, however, that our daims
Maritime Provinces being the only suf- should not be contingent on the legisia-
ferers, they should be remunerated in pro- tion of any other country. The inere
portion to the loss sustained by them. reason of the Island cominc into Con-
Prince Edward Island's claim to a share federation on July 1, 1873, is no reason
of the Fishery Award have beenî already why its rights should be overlooked in
fully submitted for the considera- this respect. I hope the Government
tion of the Government; and I trust will reconsider their decision, and wil
that, although so far efforts in that yet givo the Island its just riglts in
direction have not been successful, this matter. 1 was a little surprised to
we will yet obtain for our Province re- hear my bon. colleague from. Prince,
muneration for the loss we have sus- P. E. I . (Mr. Yeo), state that he was the
tained in having our valuable Fisheries only member who bad pressed this matter.
handed over to the Americans for a term He must have forgotten what passed at
of years. Acting on the principle that the hast Session of Parliament, when he
what was obtained from the Fisheries only made one small speech in support of
should be given back to the Provinces this proposition. A motion for the dis-
where those fisheries belong, it is hoped tribution of the Award was made by the
the Government may yet decide to give hon. member for Gaspé (Mr. Fortin), and
the interest, at least, of the amount so I looked in vain in the Debates for a
obtained to the several Maritime Pro- speech in rebuttal from the hon. gentle-
vinces in proportion to their just claims. man for Prince county. If the fouse

MR. HACKETT: I would like to had agreed with the hon. member for
make a few remarks on this question. I Gaspé, the Award might have been dis-
have already addressed the House on a tributed, and Prince Edward Island
similar motion, but I think it my duty would have been lcft out in the, cold. I
now to make a few remarks upon this belieye it was the intention of the hon.
important matter. When I last addressed gentleman to make this a party question;
the House I was not aware that a Com- but it is not a party question. h affects
mittee of the Privy Council had decided the whole people of the Island without
that Prince Edward Island had no special regard to party. We do not base our
claim to a portion of the Fishery .Award. aim on the National Policy or anything
On that occasion I expressed myself of that kind. We think our daim is an
strongly in the contention that Prince equitable one, and we want it passed on
Edward Island should receive a special its own merits. I trust the Government
portion of the Fishery Award; and I based wiI come to the conclusion that Prince

MR. MTJTTART.
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Edward Island is entitled to a fair pro-
portion of the Award.

Sra SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The lion.
mover of the motion appears to be under
the impression that the object of the Gov-
ernment is to postpone this matter in-
definitely. I may say that the Govern-
ment have no such desire. They think
that this matter should be settlei during
the present Session. As I stated before,
however, there are reasons why this de-
bate slould not have taken place to-day,
and I am in favour of the motion of my
hon. friend behind me (Mr. Richey) for
the adjournment of the debate. The
Government will be prepared to take up
this matter at an early day.

MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. mem-
ber has had the notice on the Paper for
weeks, and he has been put off night
after night. He is obliged to be absent
from the House for awhile, and yet the
hon. gentleman (Sir Samuel L. Tilley) is
opposed to the debate proceeding, without
assigning any reason whatever. The hon.
the Finance Minister has not stated what
papers he wants to have down. Now,
the principle on which the Government
must act must be perfectly well-known
to Ministers, and I do not see any valid
reason for postponing this matter.

MR. MACDONNELL (Inverness) : I
was surprised to find that this discussion
was desired to be adjourned, and I was
more surprised to find that the hon. mem-
ber for Halifax had the hardihood to rise
and move the motion. It was not
enough lie should do so, but his colleague
had to second the motion. If there is
any constituency that is more interested
in this matter than another, it is that of
Halifax. It is the centre of the trade o
Nova Scotia, and its population is largely
interested in the Fisheries and the resoluî-
tions before the House. I can easily un-
derstand why the Government want to
shirk this question. Their silence, ever
since the money was paid,shows that they
do not wish to grapple with it. But not-
withstanding the dubious attitude of the
Government, and all their ingenuity, the
electors of the county ot Halifax will not
have the wool drawn over their eyes.
They understand this question, and will
refuse to be hoodwiùked by their repre-
sentative or the Government. The hon.
members for Halifax are afraid to vote
against the resolutions, but more afraid

to vote against the Government. I
listened with amazement to the remarks
of the hon.member for King's, P.E.I., (Mr.
Muttart) and for Prince (Mr. Hackett).
The bon. gentleman whom tlhey attacked
(Mr. Yeo) is the body and soul of the
representation of the tight little Island.
He alone fights truly for its share of the
Award :noney. He is a unit on the sub-

ject. His position is no ambiguous one.
He is more than equal to ail the other
representatives from that Province
together, who, instead of assisting him
and standing together, shoulder to shoul-
der, to compel the Governiment to dis-
gorge this money, they have pounced
uponl him with furious abuse. They
never moved from their seats to speak on
the subject, and were about to let the
motion to adjourn pass sub silentio, till
they were wakened up by the hon. mem-
ber for Prince (Mr. Yeo). It is an absurd
and cowardly proposition for the Govern-
ment to adjourn this debate. Three
weeks have elapsed since I introducedthe
resolutions before the House. Three
tirnes did I postpone their consideration,
at the request of the Governiment, who,
ever since they received this money, have
treated the applications of Nova Scotia
for a share of it with silent and supreme
contempt, instead of taking a manly and
frank position, and, if opposed to the
claim, not to shrink from announc-
ing so. When the subject was
before the House during last Session,
there were but three of the twelve
Ministers composing the Cabinet in
their seats. The hon. the Minister of
Railways and Canals did not deign to
move out of his office and was not seen
at all in the House that day. Sir, I
awaited some action on the part of the
Government on this important subject
foroverayear. Iawaited this Session until
it was well advanced and seeing that their
policy was to shirk the question, I thought
the time had come to bring it before the
House, as I have done by the resolutions
on the Table. I hoped that if the Gov-
ernment declined to bring the matter for-
ward, some supporter of it, who had more
influence with it than I have, would do
so. I waited in vain, Sir. The people,
the Government and the Legislature of
Nova Scotia are looking with anxiety to
a speedy decision in this matter, and I
regret exceedingly that the Government

Fishery Awuard.
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and their supporters are playing a double
and cowardly game. I believe I have
done my duty in connection with this
important question, and only wish that
hon. gentlemen supporting the Gov-
ernment, would do theirs. I have brought
the subject squarely before the House, and
trust it will deal with it as becomes its
dignity and honour.

SIn CHARLES TUPPER: I am a
little surprised at the tone given this de-
bate by the hon. gentleman who has just
sat down. In my experience in Parlia-
ment, I do not remember an occasion on
which a member of a small minority,
anxious to obtain favourable consideration
for a measure in -which he thought his
constituents were interested, ever at-
tempted the line of discussion pursued by
the lion. member for Inverness (Mr. Mac-
Donnell) to-night. We are now discussing a
in otion for the adj ournment of the debate,
and not the substantive proposition itself,
and I do not intend until this motion is dis-
posed of, to refer to the very important
question in the resolution. I wish to
draw the attention of the House to the
very extraordinary position he has taken:
when met by a proposal from a gentle-
man just as deeply interested in this
question as himself, and representing con-
stituents as deeply interested in it as those
of the lion. member for Inverness,toadjourn
the debate-and when informed that the
Government were prepared to give it the
fullest and fairest consideration, but wished
a postponement of the discussion till they
could lay on the Table certain papers that
are believed to have an important bearing
on the subject, the hon. gentleman instead
of at once accepting the statement of Min-
isters, which is always accepted on such
occasions, persists in his motion. What
is the conclusion such a course suggests ?
That the hon. member for Inverness is not
sincere, and only seeks an occasion to assault
the Government, and place his own views
in such a position of antagonism to hon.
gentlemen on the Government side as to
render it impossible for any suitable con-
sideration to be given his proposition;
that, in fact, his object is not to subserve
the interests of the fishermen or the
Maritime Provinces, but purely and
simply to endeavour to obtain a little
part;y advantage at the expense of the
parties whose interesta he has mag-
nanimously taken under his charge.

MR. MÂcDONNELL.

MONS.] 3faritine Province Claima.

That hon. gentleman says, most plain.
tively, that for years this matter has been
allowed to rest. Let him say why, when
a member of a party, possessing the Gov-
ernment and a large majority in this
House, le sat dumb, not having a word
to say in behalf of his constituents in re-
lation to this question.

MR. MAcDONNELL: Does the hon.
gentleman say the money was paid by
the United States during the time of the
late Canadian Government ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : If the
hon. gentleman thinks lie is going to
escape by an insignificant quibble of that
kind he is mistaken. I say the Fishery
Award was met then, and there was
every reason to suppose it would be paid.

M. MAcDONNELL: The matter
was still in doubt.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : No doubt
that left the hon. gentleman quiescent
when his advocacy of that claim would
have given the late Government embar-
rassment, when he was giving zealous
support to a Minister representing Nova
Sceotia and the city and county of Halifax.
Why did he not then press that claim, if
he thought it just? He says he is going
to appeal to the Imperial Government;
was it not the time to appeal before the
money was paid over? He had no
word to utter or question to put to the
late Government on this subject, for fear
of troubling it and its member from Hali-
fax. The hon. member for Inverness did not
then ask, would the money go into the
Consolidated Fund, or be divided among
the fishing interests in virtue of their
special claims. He supported very quietly
a Government that had as much power to
deal with it as the present. He will have
to speak longer and louder, and adopt a
still more violent tone, in order toconvince
the most ignorant and benighted of his
constituents that he is sincere at present
or has any other object than raising a party
issue and dealing with it from a party
standpoint, in the manner best calculated
to defeat that professed object. He
mistakes the intelligence of the people
and the House if he thinks he eau, at this
late hour, adopt this highly offensive tone
-a tone calculated to damage beyond
measure, the very question he deals with
and the interests he pretends such anxiety
Lo promote.

Mi. ANGLIN: We must all be sur-
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prised at the remarks of the hon. the
Minister of Railways on the alleged offen-
sive tone of the hon. member for Inver-
ness (Mr. MacDonnell). The peculiar
fashion and special faculty of that hon.
Minister is to charge hon. gentlemen on
this side with a want of sincerity, honesty,
intelligence and courtesy-in fact with a
want of all the qualities which gentlemen
ought to possess. I cannot understand
how the hon. member for Inverness, even
if he desired it, could use this question
for a party purpose, or with any view of
embarrassing the Government any more
than the Opposition. The assertion that
that hon. gentleman sbould have made
this motion in 1878, is, I thirik, utterlv
preposterous. The Award had been made,
but the money was not paid over'; and there
was much room to doubt whether the
United States Governient would or would
not pay it over. The United States
Secretary of State had protested strongly
against the Award to the British G overn-
ment. Under those circumstances it
would have been utterly improper for any
hon. member of this Parliament to raise
a question as to how this ioney should
be appropriated, as it -would have been
improper on the part of any Government
supporter to have assumed that the Gov-
ernment would not distribute that roney
justly, properly and fairly. What passed
between the hon. iember for Inverness
and the late Government on this subject,
is not known to any of us. If lie had
raised the question, Le would Lave been
acting within bis duty, perhaps, as the
representative of a fishing district; but
he would not have been neglectful of his
duty if lie had hesitated to press that
matter under those circumstances. Hon.
members cannot be divided on this ques-
tion by party lines. Hon. members froin
Prince Edward Island united in saying
that that Province holds a peculiar
position with reference to this money,
having different claims from those of any
other Province. Again, the bon. member
for Inverness, in his able presentation of
his case, raised an entirely new question
-that of the territorial rights of the
various Provinces. I believe that if be-
fore Confederation the various Provinces
possessed, as lie alleged, full territorial
rights over the waters within three miles
of their coasts, these waters remain still
within provincial territory ; and we have

no more right to dispose of any of these
riglits than of any portion of the lands
within any Province. But there is very
strong reason to doubt that the waters on
the shores of the Provinces were ever
made a portion of their territory respec-
tively. I think, notwithstanding the able
argument of my hon. friend (Mr. MacDon-
nell), that the old Imperial doctrine was,
that the provincial territory extended
only to low-water mark, and that
ail beyond formed a part of the
Province before Confederation. My
impression is that the first provision
as to the jurisdiction of Canada over our
Coast Fisheries is found in the Confedera-
tion Act itself. I think it may be fairly
presunied thatthisquestion ha sreceivedthe
full consideration of the Government by
this time. New Brunswick lias also ap-
plied for a portion of the Fisbery Award,
as the price of lier Fisheries, and so have
Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia.
So the whole question must necessarily
have engaged the attention of the Do-
minion Government more than once
within the last year or two ; and when we
are asked to postpone the debate, because
the Government are not prepared to take
part iii it, we are entitled to have a little
further explanation before the debate is
postponed. If Ministers are prepared
to say that they have not yet made up
their minds as to whether the Lower
Provinces have or bave not any claim, or
to ask time to arrive at a conclusion, 1
will say they are entitled to it, and that
the debate should be adjourned; but to
ask us to adjourn a debate, which lias been
postponed time and again, in order that
some papers may be brought down, of the
value of which we know nothing, and
which we cannot imagine to have any
value, is asking too inuch of us at this
time. I believe that, in ail equity and
iustice this mioney, obtained as the price
of our Fisheries, ought to be used for the
benefit of the people living on our coasts,
who make their living by fishing,
and who, by the pursuit of their arduous
and hazardous occupation, add so much to
the wealth of the Dominion. J see noth-
ing in the Estimates for the benefit of
this class. While the Government are
pouring out millions on the North-West
and the Pacific coast, all the services
in the Lower Provinces are abso-
lutely starved, and especially those

Fishery Award.
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from which the fishermen would
have derived advantage. Not a
dollar is to be spent on the fishermen of
New Brunswick, and scarcely anything on
the Nova Scotians; though, thanks no
doubt to the care of the hon. theMinisterof
Public Works, there will be sone expen-
diture for the benefit of his Province,
Quebec. I cannot see any evidence that
the Government have come to the con-
clusion that the fishermen have any
special claims on this fund, or on their
consideration, by reason of the fact that
this large amount of monev has been paid
for privileges which were practically en-
joyed by the fishermen only, and for that
which, if anything was taken away, was
really taken from the fishermen.

MR. BRECKEN : I agree with a
good deal of what has fallen from the
hon. the Minister of Railways, with
respect to the very extraordinary course
whichthe hon. member for Inverness (Mr.
MacDonnell) has pursued in introdueing
this important subject. I did hope that
the hon. members from the Lower Pro-
vinces, when they braced themselves up
to meet this question, would forget party
feeling and band together in such a way
as to convince the Government that they
really and truly believed in the justice
and equity of the cause they were ad-
vocating. I was surprised and disap-
pointed when such a fierce attack was
made upon the bon. member for Halifax
(Mr. Richey) for moving the adjournm ent
of this debate. At once hon. members
from the Maritime Provinces, whose in-
terest it sbould be to strengthen our
hands, pounced upon my bon. friend from
Halifax, and charged him with having
moved the adjournment of the debate for
the purpose of indefinitely postponing the
discussion of this question. Even the
bon. member for Prince, P.E.I., (Mr.
Yeo) charged his fellow - representa-
tives with being servile followers of the 1
Government, ready to do their bidding at
the cost of the interest of their constitu-
ents on the Island, and that we were s
hollow-hearted in the advocacy of this
cause. Charges of this nature, coming t
from the hon. member for Prince county, t
are not very disturbing. The hon. member
for Inverness (Mr. MacDonnell) had not 1
been on his feet five minutes, attributing r
most unfairly and unjustly partisan and
unpatriotic motives to bis fellow-workers, 1

MR. .ANGiLIN.

MONS.] .faritime Province Clains.

when I discovered he was describing bis
own case exactly. The hon. member for
Prince, (Mr. Yeo) has been eloquent
in describing his valorous conduct and
great services to Prince Edward Island ou
.this question. This is the first I have
heard or known of the valuable services
of that hon. gentleman. The hon. member
for Inverness has undertaken tolecture my
bon. colleagues who support the Govern-
ment, and bas attributed to them un-
manly motives. If be wanted to destroy
his case, and convince this House that Le
himself was acting the role of a partisan,
he could not have taken a more effectual
course. The bon. the Minister of Rail-
ways stated comnion prudence should
have dictated to the lion. menber for
Inverness a different line cf action. He,
the member for Inverness, was a imiember
of a sinall minoritv in this House, and
while lie pretendedto base his case upon
the broad principles of equity and justice,
rather than on the strict rules of law;
be, instead of appealing to the sense of
justice of the Government before lie had
any evidence of insincerity, charges them
with an attempt to prevent discussion on
this vital question, and refuses to take the
assurance of the bon. the Finance Minister
that the Government in asking for a post-
ponement, did so simply that documents
now in course of preparation, which have
reference to this subject, should be laid
before the House, and that the Govern-
ment had no desire to evade the discus-
sion, but, on the contrary, were desirous
that it should be debated this Session.
For myself, I may say I would like to see
bte promised documents. I am familiar
with the correspondence that bas eman-
ated from Prince Edward Island, and the
answer of this Governinent thereto, but I
ai not familiar with the documents that
have emanated from the other Provinces.
Notwithistanding the taunts thrown out
by the hon. members for Inverness and
Prince, I intend to vote for the adjourn-
ment. I have sufficient confidence in the
incerity of the hon. Ministers of Finance
Lnd Railways when they tell this House
bat they are desirous of having thisques-
ion disposed of this Session, and to take
hemat their word; and Itellthe hon. mem
er that if he really wants some substantial
esults to flow from the action be bas taken
n bringing in hisresolutions, he had better
e less violent in his attacks, and not
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jump at the conclusion that we are likely
to see this discussion inidefinitely post-
poned. I have already urgerd the special
and peculiar caims of Prince Edward Is-
land upon the consideration of this Gov-
ernment to a share of the Award ; but as
we are niow speaking to the question of
adjournmient, and as there will be another
opportunity, I will iot detain the House
at present, further than to urge a point
tiat lias iot as yet been noticed. I
would direct the attention of the House
to the position of Newfounlland. It is
urged by those who oppose the distribution
of the Awarld anongthe fishing Provinces,
that the fishirg territory within the three-
mile limsit is a Dominion interest and not
a provincial right. At present I do iot
express an opinion one way or the other,
but even admnitting that the authorities
established the point that these Fisheries
are Dominion and not territorial rights,
still I contend that the fact of the
Imperial Government with the consent
of the Dominion, laving apportioned
$1,000,000 to Newfoundland, shows that
the fishing interests bordering on that
Province were considered practically as
territorial and provincial property ; and
that by the rights conceded to the Ameri-
cans under the Treaty, the Island of New-
foundland had suffered a loss to the
amount paid her. Now, Mr. Speaker, if
the position is a correct one that these
Fisheries are not territorial rights, then,
before Confederation, they would be con-
sidered Imperial. If so, why was not the
$1,000,000 received by Newfoundland
paid into the Imperial Treasury ? I sub-
mit that the Dominion practically stands
in the same relation to the different Pro-
vinces which compose the Dominion as
the Imperial Government does towards
Newfoundland. Of course this must b)e
taken in a qualified sense, and is applic-
able to the settlement of this question.
If the Mother Country treated theFisheries
of Newfoundlqnd as a source of trade be-
longing to that Province, why should not
Canada take the saie view of it, and in-
demnify the Maritime Provinces out ot
the Awardý Five millions and a-half has
been declared to be the measure of
benefi t gained by the Americans
for their advantages under the Treaty,
and the amount of damages sustained
by the Maritime Provinces under that
compact. I submit that the inhabitants

51

of Ontario and the G-reat North-West
have no greater interest in our Fisheries
than have the inhaitants f Great
Britain in the fisheries of Newfoundland.
The Doiminion Goveriunent liave stepped
into the shoees of the Imperial Govern-
ment. Newfousndlnid lhas ben indeim-
ifiied for lier loss ; why should not the
Lower Pro vinces have tihe balance divided
anong thein -s proporticn to the loss tlat
they have sustained ? Tie hon, membîher
for Inverness las been very rash and im-
p rudlent in the manner in whiclh le has
approached this case this evening. I sus-
pCet hie has been too anxious to Imlake
political capital at the expeinse of those
interests which it is his duty to advocate.
I hope fiat the Goverinment will over-
look tie reckless codi(LuCt of my hon.
friend. who lias consttuted imiself the
'cihampio of the Lower Province men in
fightiug tiis battle, and that bis blunder-
ing mismanagement will not injure our
cause, and that his sins will iot )e visited
upon the heads of unoffeiding menmbers
who are aixious to see justice done in
the premises. I trust thiat the Grovern-
ment will re-consider their deteniiation
as affects Prince Edward Island, and will
see substantial reasoi which will justify
themu in awarding that Province com-
pensation for the loss she has sustained
by the serious destructionof ler Fisheries,
a property which I submit practically
belongs to her.

Motion made, and question proposed:

That the Debate be adjourned-(Mlr. Richey.)

The House dirided.-Yeas,lll; Nays,
48.

YEAs:
Messieurs

Abboth Lane
Allison Langevin
Angers Lantier
Arkell Little
Baby Longley
Bannernan Macdonald( KingsP.E.1)
Barnard McDonald(Cape Breton)
Beauchesne McDonald (Pictou)
Benoit McDonald (Vict., N.S.)
Bergeron Macmillan
Bei-gin McCallun
Bill McCarthy
Bolduc McCuaig
Bourbeau McDougall
Bowell McGreevy
Brecken McInnes
Bunster McKay
Bunting McLennan
Cameron (N. Victoria) McLeod
Carling McQuade

Fishbery Award.
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Cimon McRory
Colby Massue
Connell Merner
Coughlin Montplaisir
Coursol Muttart
Cuthbert O'Connor
Daly Ogden
Dawson Orton
DeCosmos Patterson (Essex)
Desaunîiers Perrault
Desjardins Pinsoaneault
Doull Pope (Compton)
Drew Richey
Dugas Robertson (Hamilton)
Fitzsiimnons Rochester
Fortin Ross (Dundas)
Gault Rouleau
Gigault Royal
G•irouard (Jacq. Cartier)Ryan (Marquette)
(irouard (Kent, N.B.) Rykert
Grandbois Shaw
Hackett
HFladdow
Hay
Hesson
Hilliard
Hooper
Houde
Hurteau
Ives
Jackson
Jones
Kaulbach
Keeler
Kranz
Landry

Sproule
Strange
Tassé
Tellier
Thompson (Cariboo)
Tilley
Tupper
Yanasse
M ado
MVallace (S. Norfolk)
Wallace (West Y OiL)
Vhite (Cardwell)

White (E. Hastings)
Wright.-11.

NAYs :

Messieurs

Anglin LaRue
Bain Laurier
Béchard Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Blake MacDonnell (Invtrnes,)
Bourassa Mackenzie
Brown McIsaac
Burpee (Sunbury) Malouin
Cameron (South Huron)Mills
Cartwright Oliver
Casey Olivier
Casgrain Paterson (South Brant)
Chandler Pickard
Charlton Riufret
Cockburn (Muskoka) Robertson (Shelburne)
Coupal Rogers
Dumont Boss (West Middlesex)
Fiset Rymal
Fleming Seriver
Flynn Skinner
Geoffrion Smith (Westmcreland)
Gillmor Snowball
Gunu Tompson (Haldimand)
Guthrie Trow
Xillam Yeo.-48.

Motion reset-redl in the affirmative and
RDebate Soelbu.r

BILL INTIRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduoed, and
Reod t(etMdfirdt timel

Bill (No. S2) To prevent fraud in the manu-
facture and sale of agricultural fertilisers.-
(Alr. Landry .)

NEW BRUNSWICK - CATTLE TRADE
WITH GREAT BRtITl'AIN.

MR. BU RPEE (Sunbury). in moving
for an Address for copies of correspon-
dence with the Government relative to
subsidising a line of steamers to ply
between St. John and Liverpool, for the

purpose of proinoting a trade in cattle
and farmr produce betweenthe Province of
New Brunswick and Great Britain, said:
I regret that the Governient will not
allow the motion stand until thehon.imem-
ber for Queen's (Mr. King), who Lad
given the notice, could move it. I desire
to say, in moving the resolution, that it
is a subject exciting some iterest in New
Brunswick at the present time. At a
recent meeting of the New Brunswick
Agricultural Association, they passed re-
solutions to mem orialise the Government
to give a subsidy to a line of steamers
froin St. John to Great Britain in the in-
terest of the exportation of agricultural
productions, such as cattle, potatoes, hay.
etc. Several of the county municipal
councils have passed resolutions in the
same direction, anid the Municipal Coun-
cil of the city of St, John have beeniov-
ing in the same matter, and, I } elieve,
presented a memsorial to the Finance
Minister, asking for a subsidy for the
same object, on his recent visit to St. John.
There is no line of steamers at present
plying between St. John and Great
Britain regularly, the want of which is
being very much felt, especially for the
exportation of the productions of the soil.
Several cargoes of potatoes were shipped
from that port to England last season in
sailing vessels, but the length of tie voy-
age anid consequent delays which sailing
vessels are subject to, act very preju-
iudicially on the trade, and are a serious
drawback to the developnment of that in-
dustry. A very large surplus of potatoes
are produced, and could frequently, as
was the case last season, be made a profit-
able article of exportation to England, if
steam vessels were available from St.
John to Great Britain. The fattening of
beef cattle suitable for the English mar-
ket is now receiving increasing attention
by the farmers of the Province of New
Brunswick, who would be greatly bene-
fitted; and no doubt an impetus would be
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given to that important branch of agri-
culture, if steam communication were
to be had direct froi St. John to
Liverpool or other ports of Great
Britam. If the Government wouild de-
cide to give a moderate subsidy for the
cbject stated, it would materially assist
the maintenance of the much-needed
communication. There was at one tinme
a line of steamers which made regular
trips to that port, and had been discon.
tinued for want of sufficient business ;
and it may be said witli sonie force that
if the trade of St. John vill not support
a line of steamers. it is useless for the
Governnment to attempt to do so by giving
a subsidy. The trade at the port of St.
John1 bas no doubt fallen off the last few
vears. whieh is attributable to various
causes and circunistances, not least of which
is the location of the Intercolonial
Railwav on a route wvhich had the
tendency of turning the volume of traflic
fromu tie port of St. John, and which the
lion. gentlemen, now occupying the
Treasuiry Benches, are responsible for.
Had the Intercolonial Railway been
located by the Valley of St. John,
steamers would no doubt have contiiued
to do a profitable business, without a
subsidy, from Liverpool to St. John, a
censideration whicl should have sone
influence with the Government. 1 fear
that I will have very little influence
upon the Government in pressing this
claim. It has become too apparent during
the Session, and especially within the last
few days tiat there is no disposition to
hear ansy Opposition menbers on the
grievances of their constituents. There
appears to be an indifference shown to
hon. members on tbis side of the House
when advancing the interests of their
constituents, but I nust remind the
Government and the hon. the Finance
Minister that we have constituents
behind us, whose interests we must
represent, although the Government may
turn a deaf ear, and treat us very
cavalierly. Yet the time will come
when the country will speak, and
I hope that, in this instance, at least,
where the constituents of the hon. the
Finance Minister are so greatly concerned,
the Government will give attentionto the
wants of St. John, and grant this subsidy
to assist in the development of the agri-
cultural interest of the Province of New
Brunswick.

Motion agreed to.

GOVERNMENT BANK INSPECTION.
MOTION FOR COMMITTEE WITHDRAwN.

Order for Coinittee of the Whole to con-
sider resolutions to anend the Banking Acts,
so as to provide a system of compulsory insjec-
tion by Governnent Officers, read.

Mi,. ORTON : In consequeice of
the loose mranner of the nian-
agement of banks, and the ex-
posures that have been made uider re-
cent failures, both in Canada and Great
Britain, a widespread distrust lias arisen,
and a feeling that there is so.nething
wrong in our banking institutions. On
that accounît I propose to put these reso-
lutions on the Paper. It is not my in-
tention to go into ansy long discusseis of
this question. It is oe that deserves
the fullest consideration on the part of
this House, and of the Geovermîrnent in

particular. The object of ny motion is
to draw the 'attention of the louse and
the Government to this important iatter,
so as to allay, if possible, feelings of dis-
trust existing in this count ry. I hope
the Governuent vill give their serious
consideration to this matt-r, and, as I un-
derstand thev are itroducing a Banking
Bill, I will nîot push this motion any fur-
ther, but will withdraw it

Motion1, with leave of the House, witlt-
drawa'n.

THE STEAMERS "GLENDON " AND
"NOITHERN LIGHT."

MOTION FOR RETIRNs.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH, in mnovinig
for an Order of the loiuse for a return
sbowing the services performed by the
steamer Glendon, since the Ist of January,
1879, to the present tine, iniuding the
number of light-houses and fog-whistles
supplied; with a statenient of the time
occupied in going to Sable Island and
neturning, in connection with the wreck
of the steanship State of Virginia, with
the number of persons brought froni said
Island, and the quantity of cargo; also, a
return showing the services performed by
the steamer Northern Light, since the Ist
January, 1879, up to the present time,
the number of trips made, together with
uhe number of passengers and quantity of
freight carried during that period, said:
During the last Session, a very violent
attack was made in regard to those
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steamers. I was not very niuch exercised
on the subject, for I feit that time would
rectify the wrong. There is no doubt
that the Glendon was not adapted to the
service for which she was originally in-
tended ; but it was stated that she was
utterly worthless, and that the money
expended on her was an absolute waste.
I thought that was not the case, and that
miy lion. successor would bear nie ont in
that opinion. I observe that he has done
as I expeeted lie would, continued the
steaier in the service, and I think he has
acted w iselv. Froi the report this yea,
I find that the Glendon bas been attend-
ing to the Halifax buoy service, and sup-
plying light and fog whistles. I find
that she was also sent to Sable Island to
bring off the passengers of the Siate o/
Virginia, a large steamer that was
wrecked there. I think that the
steamer is doing good service, and that
the noney expended upon lier was not
wasted. With regard to the Nortlern
Light, I think that the policy of the late
Administration has been fully vindicated.
The Prince Edward Island members
spoke in the highest ternis of her.

Motion agreed to.

YAMASKA RIVER NAVIGATION.
MOTION FOR ENGINEERS' REPORT.

MR. GIGAULT, in moving for an
Order of the House for a copy of the re-
port of the Engineer who surveyed the
River Yaiaska, in the year 1878, with a
view to render it navigable, said : My
object in giving this Notice of Motion
was to draw the attention of the Govern-
ment to the importance of the scheme for
rendering the River Yamaska conpletely
navigable. I am informed that in 1878,
au engineer made a survey of this river
at its moutb, and I am desirous that that
survev should be coutinued as far as St.
Césaire, in may county. The river is
navigable throughout the greater part of
its course. It is navigated every summer
by steamboats from the St. Lawrence to
.St. Aimé. During sone years three
steamboats have passed from St. Césaire
to St. Hyacinthe at different times, and
have also gone as far as St. Pie, in the
county of Bagot, by vay of Black River,
which falls into the Yamaska. If those
undertakings did not succeed, the w&nt of
success was due to the fact that the boats
could not run up the stream, in conse-

Sir ALBERT J. SMITH.

quence of the rapids at St. Hyacinthe and
St. Aimé, which are only a few arpents
long. We are desirous tlat the Govern-
ment should do away with these obstruc-
tions to navigation, by constructin1g locks
or short canals alongside these rapds.
The cost would be sniall, bearing in indî
that this river from its mouth to St.
Césaire is sixty or seventy iles long,
and that the advantages resuti' froni
thiese works to agriculhure, trade and ini-
dlustrv in the counties of Rouville, St.
Hyacinthe, Bîgot, Richelieu and Yaiîaska,
would be immense. A rich and fertile
plain extends on eaci side of the Ya-
maska; on ïis banks are situated the
important and populous city of St. Iya-
cinthe, and otlier localities remariablJe for
their trade and institutions. WhWat we
need is an easy, rapid and econonical
mîeans of communication for the transport
of our agricultural and otier products,
and that neans the Yamaska wil! afford
us if the Government will expend the
amount necessary to make the river navi-
gable throughout. IUpwards of $8,000,000
have been expended by the Government
inthe interests of navigation upon the river
St. Lawrence, and the way to render that
expenditure more useful is to improve the
navigation of the affluence to that great
river; and the Yanaska is certainly one
of the important tributaries of the St.
Lawrence. There is therefore not only
local interest connected with this work
but public interest also. We are expend-
ing in the west large sums of noney for
the construction of the Pacific Railway,
and other national undertakings, which
will powerfully contribute to the develop-
ment of our resources and the increase of
our population, and thereby of our public
revenue. I am far from being opposed
to those public works, which are destined
to place Canada in the position which it
deserves to hold, but I would not have
the Government neglect the interests of
other parts of the country. The five
counties tbrough which that river runs
contribute largely to the public revenue,
and have received bardly anything for
public works from the Federal Govern-
nient. I therefore trust thlat the hon.
the Minister of Publie Works and his
colleagues, animated, as I am sure they
are, with the desire of doing justice to all
parts of the Dominion, will take my re-
quest into favourable consideration, and

Vavigationi?.(CO-MMONS.]
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will order a survey, so as to obtain an ap- counties of Yamaska and Richelieu.
proximative idea of what the necessary formed themseives into a partneiship for
outlay wouild be. the purpose of creating a Navigation

M1. VANASSE : I do not desire Company, iii order to develop trade ili this
to take up the time of the House part of the country. They Iad buit for
uselesslv, by speaking on the sub- them a splendid steamboat, cailed the
jeet which the motion of my hon. Yrunaska. Fros the first vear the re-
friend has introduced. But in my posi- turns from the manager's offce of this
tion as a repre entative of one of the coifpany show that they succoeded in
counties traverscd by the Yaimaska, I obtaining during the scason of naviga-
cannotû aliow this opportunity to pass with- tion, receipts to the aniount of over
out reminding this House of the im- $10,000. 11 1859 the receipts amountei
portaince of the territory watered by this to Later on the )owerfui
river, and aiso of the riciness in an agri- Richelieu nnd Ontario Navigati Con-
gultural, industrial, and commercial point pany, discerning the importance of this
of view, of this section of the country. conmercial liway, purchased the pro-
The River Yamaska flows out of Missis- perty and riglits of the Yamaska Com-
quoi Bay, and falls into the River St. pany. They now maintain a regular hne
Lawrence after passing through the of steamboats between the town of Sorel
counties of Rouville, St. Hyacinthe, and the village of St. A in order to
Bagot, Richelieu and Yamaska. its assist the trade of the ricl parishes cf St.
width ahnost throughout its entire lenigth Michel St Davi
-which is nearly eighty miles-varies St. Aimé, St. Guillaune, St. Bonaventure,
from 800 to 1,000 feet, and its depth andtheothersurroundigparilses. Suchin
frou 4 to 10 feet at high water. The a few words is the history of fois part of
population on the river banks was tie country, ani a hasty sketch cf tie
estimated in 1871 to be more than important trade which is annually carried
130,000 souls. In ordertogivethe House onthere. WhenIconsiderthe fertiiity
a sketch of the resources of this portion of the district, and tse spiri It
of the country, I will ventuce to repro- dustriai pepulati.n, I do not hesitate
duce some figures taken from the official to affirm, Mr. Spealer, that this trade
returus in the last Census. The super- would be a hundred times larger after
ficial extent of the counties traversed by the reroval of the obstacles encountered
the Yanaska amounts to 1,170,198 square in the navigation of this river during the
acres, of which more than 500,000 acres months of July, August and September,
are under cultivation. In 1871, there i cadi year. It is for this reason that
was harvested in this territory 241,764 we ask the Goverument to conne to our
bushls of wheat, 1,656,076 bushels of assistance, if sucl a thiug is possible.
oats, 347,786 bushels of peas, and more M
than 129,000 tons of hay. I pass over that tie present question bas engaged the
the vield, which is considerable, fromn the attention of the friends of agriculture,
other cereals. The products of the work- industry and commerce, in this section of
shops and manufactories established in tie country. In tie month ofApril. 1859
these various counities rose, in 1871, tie Governmeîst of United Canada gave
above the value of $875,000. The River instructiosstothe Montreal Harbour Coi-
Yamaska again furnishes the means of missioners to have a survey made cf the
transport of a considerable quantity of River Yamaska, and an estiinatecaleiatecl
cordwood. There is, besides the trade in of the amount required for its iniprove-
saw-logs, and that ii hemlock-bark, the ment. The engineer, Mr. Forsyth, made
buildig of barges and lighters, of which I an examination. Re states in bis report
was unable to obtain any authentic returns. that tie desired inprovenient miglit be
Theproprietors of the richiron miinesof St. effected by dredging, costing the sum of
Pie de Deguire. iii the'county of Yamaska, $10,800 No action, however, was taken
export annually by means of ihis river on the recemmendations of this engisseer.
more that $50,000 worth of minerals, About 1860, the Trinity Bouse cf Mon-
while they export then to a considerably treal, also caused sureys to be nade of
greater value by the River St. Francis. this river, witb ne better resuit. Finally,
In 1857, several influentiai citizens of the in 1878, a short time beiore the last
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General Elections, the hon. leader of
the Opposition, then Minister of Public
Works, ordered a third survey of the
river, of which we have never heard a
word. It is in order to get some infor-
mation about it that my hon. friend has
just made his motion. Well, we take up
to-day, in our turn, the work of improve-
ment so often commenced and so often in-
terrupted by the badness of the times.
We respectfully invite the Governmentto
leave the great deserts of the west to the
influence of the great impulse of progress,
which lias been given them to such a
favouring extent, and pay attention t o the
fertile plains of the East. The River
Yamaska is the nitural channel of eom-
mnerce of a fine and rich country. It re-
presents a large amnt of capital, wlich
ought not longer to be left mproductive.
It is really the duty of the skilfuI and

practical men, who at the present moment
manage public affairs, to labour to iprove
it gradually by dredging and a system of
canals. Besides this, it is to be h1op)ed
that the Government will rermeinber,
-when they are distributingi the public
funds, that the noble Yanaska river is
the only one in this part of the country
whicl bas never yet been favoured by a
grant from the Treasury for improve-
ments, at once necessary and easy of
execution. For all these reasons, on
behalf of progress and of justice, I
second with pleasure the motion of my
hon. friend.

MR. LANGEVIN: The Govern-
nient has no objection to the motion
which lias just been niade. As to the
works of which lie speaks, a fresh
examination must first be made before
we can tell what amount it would be
necessary to expend, and whether the
GIovernment would be in a position to
request Parliament to vote it. The
Governiment which preceded the present
one had surveys made in order to ascertain
whether the river could be made naviga-
ble in such a way as to be used in the
exportation of the products of the £ve
counities crossed by it. That policy
must evidently be the poicy of the present
Government. Before coming to any
decision, however, the nature of the work
to be done must be ascertained. In any
case the Government is well disposed to
meet the views of hon. members in this
respect and will promise te look into the

MR. VANASSE.

maLter during the recess following the
present Session.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES-DEPUTY
INSPECTORS.

MOTION FOR REPORT PROPOSED.

MR. CASEY, in moving for an Order
of the House for a copy of any report or
memorandum nade by the Chief Clerk of
the Weights and Measures iBranch of the
Department of Inland Revenue, since
10th October, 1878, concerning the
efficiencv or standing of the Deputv
Inspectors of Weights and Measures,
said : This motion grows out of a former
discussion on the subject of the dismissal
of the late body of Inspectors of Weights
and Measures. The question of the
efficiency of these gentlemen vas raised
on that occasion an d created a geieral im-
pression that their inefficiency lad some-
thing to do with the disniissal and reten-
tion respectively of those men. The
contention of the Government was that
the reason they did not keep as many af
thein as were required to fill the smaller
nunber of positions created by ti new
law, was that they were not considered
competent to fill those positions. I have
been informed since that debate that the
Government lad in their possession,
shortly after they came into oflice, a
report made by the lead of the Weiglhts
and Measures Branch of the Inland
Revenue Department, as to the efficiency
of every Inspector in the service, a
report made after actual inspection of the
diffèrent agencies. I ask for that in my
motion. I was also told, on very good
authority, that the Deputy Inspectors in
the Province of Quebec received notice in
May or June last that they would be
required to pass an examination in ten
days fron the date of that notice, which
examination, however, did not take place,
although, I believe, the papers were pre-
pared. Taking all this into considera-
tion, it seens, to my mind, very probable
that the Governrment did intend to carry
out the idea suggested, and retain as
many of the old Inspectors as were found
fit to fill the smnaller number of places
under the new law, but the pressure of
friends asking for places compelled them
to turn out the whole batch and create
a set of vacancies. I wish to call
the attention of the hon. Minister to
a few discrepancies in his statements. On

Deputy Insp)ection.[COMMONS.]
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a former occasion the hon. Minister told report should not be brought down be-
us that there were 125 Inspectors under cause it is of a confidential nature. It
the old law, but it was shown at the vas insinuated that thoso officers wcre
tine that there were only ninety-seven. dismissed on account of inefficiency. The
He also stated there were only forty under report would clear up that question. It
the new Act; I have been told woud, I admit, be improper to ask for
that there are sixty unemployed under the the report if the oficers were stili in
new Act. He also said that twelve of office; but I do not think the objection
the old Inspectors were retained ; now I applies to nîeîî wvo have been dismissed.
have been informed that only six have It would be as proper to brin( it down
be2ni retained, narneiv, Drunirond, of as to brn down the bapers about the
Cape Breton ; Freize Fredericton ; disiissal of a postniaster or an otheI
Grégoire, Quebec wYoung, Waterloo ; officer. The aet cotains information
Sirnard, Saguenay ;and Pennoyer, Shier- to wvhieli the House is entitled.
brooke. 0f course tiiere miay be others, MRt. BABY : Thiere are certain tlnug;(ýs
and if so, the hon. Minister can grive their in the reporL ahic it ould o infljiciOUS
naines. The lion. Mliniister tolcr us that or distasteful to those conected with the
those Inspectors ail got six molnthts' notice. service to pulisli. I have no o jection
-Now, o know that the Inspector in cy to bring down tne other pabers.
county (d not As I understaad the Mi. CASEY: There surelv ea ie no
l'Iatter, the only notice those officiawis got more objection to briing lown the wa-
vas given on June lth, 1879, and fas pers i regard to the whpe of the hlefi-

to the effeet that their services would be ciaries than to one or two. It caîînot be
dispensed with on the lst July. The hurtful to teir public usefulness ; and,
argouiment of Centralisation could not have ven there have len wholesale disissals,
inluenced the dismissal of one gentlean it appears quite proper to ask for the roof
and e. appoiumet of another in the of t e case on wch they have been Jus-
City of O, tawa, for the Inspector vho was tified. For justification it Must be show

ismissed liveh in the city, and the new that tie parties dismissed were ]ess effi-
officiai came from Carleton Place. The cient than tlieir successors. Of course if

Isetrat Hull, I understatnd, is mavor the lion. gentleman prit nbsojc

thses pectors all.gotrsixtmonths'snotice.

of the City, and bis officiaw, duties wold tion to bring cown the report, ttoere is no
certainly incapacitate him fron d per- use in pressing the motion ; but it would
forming the duties of Iispector of W-ighots be a refusal of information the House is
and Measures. He was also appoiMted entitled to. Tis report eignt, h looked
by the Quebec Governîentias clerk of upon as proof of the case aiwaolst the dis
some Court. missed. The hon. gentlenan (M . iat y)

MR. BABYt: I would have a great did not answer my question as to how it
deal of p)leasure in responding to the bappened tat the Inspector of W ights
motion of the hon. gentleman, but the and Me Ysures i: Tlel as liuited to t e
report in question, being made by exercise of bis municipal office.
an officer of the Departent to the MR. BABY : The Inspector for Huil,
Minister, is contalitial, and ought not to M . Leduc, since hv eas appointed, was
hl pubished. This question eas venti- tendered the position of Clerk of the
lated before. I nmy state that the e- Court, and ho tendered bis resignation
partoent intends to ea upon the In- as Inspeetor, which bas since been ne-
spector and Assisant Iispectors to under- cepted. He is now Clerk of the Court
go the examination. The Board will only.
meet next July for that purpose. There MR. ROSS (West Middlesex): The lion.
fas I admit, a littie discrepancy as to the Minister of Innd Revenue bas given

the number of officers found in the us no reason why the Inspectons of Weights
Weights and Mensures Branch an those and Mensures receivei such short notices

hppoiited in their stead. There are for dismissal. Te notice to one of them
about flfty-four to fif ty-six Inspectors andi wns, that on the lst July bis services
Assistants instend of the ndimber stated wouid be no longer required. If the hon.
before. I hai left out the former, gentleman intended to deal candidy with

MR. CASEY: I do not think I can the officiais not incompetent, who were
agree with the hon. gentleman tht the officers of the Department, he would at
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least have given them a longer notice. It
seems they looked forward, hopefufly, to
a re-appointment, when, at the last mo-
ment, some more fortunate competitor,
whose political prineiples were more in
harmony with those of bon. gentlemen on
the Ministerial Benches, received the
honours and emoluments of office. By
the Superannuation Act of 1870, those
discharged oflicials have a pretty strong
claim on the (overnment for compensa-
tion for the abolition of their engagements
This Act provides that any persorn re-
moved froin office, because of its abolition,
may receive certain remuneration. I

July last. On the contrary, it seemed to
point to the probability of future eiploy-
ment in connection with that office. I
think, under those circumstances, it is
only due to those former Inspectors,
sumimarily dismissed, that the circuni-
stances should be brought to the attention
of the House. Though we are all pre-

pared to admit that the Government have
authority to dispense with those officers,
I think, taking the circumstances into
aceount, they have been rather hardly
dealt with.

Mn. CASEY : There were elections in
Ontario on the 5th June, and it might

would like to know whetber the hon. the have been very awkward to gentlemen on
Minister of the Interior is disposed to deal the Conservative side to have this notice
as kindly with the Inspectors of Weights go ont.
and Measures as the Act contemplated-- Motionwith leave of the ilouse, ifit-
to give thei any remuneration or retiring drawn.
allowance, considering they were dis- IMMIGRATION PUBLICATIONS.
missed with a view to the economy of the
service. They were not removed for im MOTION FOR RETURN.
competence, but presumably for reasons MR. TROW, in moving for an Order of
of State, and without any regular notice, the buse foi copies of ail publications
except one of only a few weeks, and they issned by the Goverument; also, of al
naturally complained that they were i publications, copies of which have beEn
severely and unjustly dealt -with, receiv- purcased by the Goverument for distri-
ing no opportunity of providing for them- bution,witb a view to encourage mmmi-
selves before discharged.gration into the , with a state-

MR. BAIN\: A previoRs Inspector, ment ivin the names of the athors
after a recent discussion in this bouse, of snce publications, the number of
dre ntiv attention to the fact that there copies of c, whether prihted by ov-

must Lave been a m-pistake on the part of erament or purchased already printed
Ministers witI regard to the leIngth of the fro gi the authors or publishers, and the
notice of dismissal given-as to six expense incurred or to be incurred
months being the notice. This former in respect of each such publication,
of1icir-1 states, in a note to me, that the said : As the hon. the Minister of Agricul-
notice to hini is dated l2th June, 1879 ; ture and Immigration, a few evenings ago,
that he thinks lie received it on the 14th, taunted me with havirig received money
stating his services would be dispensed fron the Government for my pamphlets
with at the end of the month, and about on Manitoba and the Great North-West,
the 18th June the instruments in his and used very strong, unguarded, and
office were taken possession of by the malicious expressions respecting my par-
Government and his office closed-mak- ticipating in profits for the vork, I think
ing, in bis case, about one week between it would be proper for me to say a few
the notice and the close of his office. He words now an opportunity presents itself,
says that about the middle of the preced- in reference to the manner information is
ing March, he received a copy of an Order being circulated by that bon. gentleman
in Council requesting the Inspector to in advertising the Great North-West. On
confine his attention to the duties of bis that occasion I made a selection of several
own office, without travelling, and re- copies of pamphlets on immigration but
ferring to the 1 robability of future instrue- have unforfunatel leff those I selected,
tions being given them. But lie says witi but one exception, af the lotel. Thc
distinictly that there was nothing in that one I bold in My hand is not as complefe
circular conveying the remotest impres- as I would like; I find eigit or ten pages
sion that the services of the Inspectors clipped ont. I would like to know from
were f0 be dispensed with on the lst of th hou. the Minister of Agriculture the

MR. Ross.
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nunmber of those pamphlets that have been
purchased and circulated, and whether
it is those clipped or unclipped that are iii
general circulation. He hiad better un-
dertake a second clippiig, in orderto inake
the pamphlet acceptable, because I find the
first page, the title page, is very objec-
tionable, and should have been taken out.
Most likely it lias been unobserved by the
officials of the Departnent. I have been
informed that some dozen officials have
been eiployed clipping and mutilating
those pamphlets for several days, but they
have neglected the main part, as the very
title page reads thus:

" Fertile lands, cheap and healthy home-
steads, in the famous Red R-iver Valley, State
of Minnesota. The St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Manitoba Railway Company offers for sale, to
actual settlers, about 2,000,000 acres of the
best wheat lands, chiefly in the Red River Val-
ley, and contiguous to their lines of railway
running fromn St. Paul ta the Manitoba bound-
ary line, at prices ranging from $3 to $5 per
acre, and easy terns of payment."

We find in this pamphlet a very large
map of Dakota, Minnesota, and other
Western States, with only about three-
fourtbs of an inch space on the corner
devoted to Manitoba and the North-West.
Then it advertises the sale of 3,000,000
acres of land in those States. The
pamphlet is got up by the lion. Peter
Mitchell, who travelled very extensively
round Chicago, St. Paul, and Minnea-
polis. It gives a minute description of
the various dinners be had in those cities
minutely describes the different railway
routes, the hotels, and so forth. He says
Minnesota is a perfect Paradise for sports-
men, and observes also that there are
large tracts of prairie lands, plenty of
fuel, and desirable localities for persons to
settle upon as to water. He iad always
understood that it was a great drawback,
but he had tasted it fron several streans,
and pronounced it very good ; that the
soil was a magnificent black loam-as
black as his silk hat-and capable of
being cropped with wheat year after year,
indefinitely, without manure. There are
thirty pages in this beautiful pamphlet,
of which I do not know how many thou-
sand copies have been circulated, taken
up with descriptions of Chicago, Minne-
sota, Dakota, etc., before Le landed in
Manitoba. When there a friend drives
him to Portage la Prairie, and states
that they were seven hours in going

sixty-three miles, and may have returned
in seven hours, but being overtaken by a
storm were obliged to remain over night.
Then lie gives a description of the city of
Winnipeg, and condenns the route of the
Pacific Railway. The writer then enters
into politics a little iii condemnation of
the previous Administration; and says he
does not know what Mackenzie was think-
ing about iii railway construction. Ife
certainly nust be a reliabie scien-
tific engineer, because lie says if
the road had been constructed a
few miles to the north or south from
where the line is now located, it would
have saved hundreds of thousands of
dollars, and yet lie says that lie is not in-
fluenced by any political associations or
friendships. There is also a great deal of
information respecting the weather. It
says it is warm in sunner and cold in
winter, and the sun shiines by day and the
moon by night ; but a good deal of impor-
tant information bas been cut out.
I would like to know the object of the
hon. gentleman in eliminating that
information. I notice that one of the
advertisements in the unmutilated volume
was a whole page showing the accommo-
dation and convenience for travellers at
the Russell House, Ottawa; another page
descriptive of the Rossin House, Toronto,
and also the Queen's Hotel. The Hudson
Bay Company's lands for sale, eligible
locations cheap, etc., were also inserted.
Instead of the Governnment advertising
Hudson Bay property, my lion. friend
the member for Selkirk should have pur-
chased and circulated the pamphlet. I
consider the hotel-keepers and others who
paid for advertisements should be
recouped for damages sustained by the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture clipping
and mutilating the pamphlet before circu-
lation. Witlh regard to the statement
made by the bon. the Minister of Agri-
culture on a former occasion, that I re-
ceived money for writing a pamphlet, I
may say while on my feet that I defy him
or any other man in the Dominion to say
that I ever received a single cent for
what I did. So careful was I that
nothing should be done that would look
like payment to me of any kind, that
when Mr. Lowe, Secretarv of the Depart-
ment, sent me a dozen pamphlets rather
better bound than those for general cir-
culation, I sent back $6 to pay for them,,
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for vhich I have a receipt. Instead of
receiving money, I paid out $2,000 in
travelling expenses, for which I never
received any return.

Sin CHARLES TUPPER: I would
like the hon. gentleman to explain why,
if it is such an objectionable pamphlet, he
should give it such a widely extended ad-
vertisement as he bas done by the atten-
tion he lias drawn to it in this House. I
am a little surprised at the new-found
zeal of hon. gentlemen opposite in refer-
ence to the importance of preventing any
information being given respecting
the United States. I have laboured
under the impression that a large number
of gentlemen opposite were more zealous
in their advocacy of American interests
than they were of Canadian interests. I
have been sneei ed at again and again by
hon. gentlemen opposite, for the extrava-
gance of my statements, when I ventured
to express an opinion that we had the
most fertile and valuable description of
country that vas to be found in the
world in our North-West. Many of the
people who go to the Western States are
attracted to Manitoba, since we have suc-
ceeded in drawing the attention of the
world to that country as it bas never
been before. I find we are not only
holding our own against these American
States, but that thousands are induced to
emigrate from Minnesota, acro'ss the
border, to our own country. So if people
should be attracted to that section of the
country, they will be only brouglit more
nearly to the point were sound and cor-
rect information regarding our North-
West is to be obtained. In reference to
this pamphlet, does the hon. gentleman
know that the writer of it was the special
correspondent of one of the leading poli-
tical organs of hon. gentlemen opposite?
Does the hon. gentleman not know
that every word of that pamphlet
was published in the Montreal Herald.
Every word of censure the hon. gentle-
man bas uttered here in reference to this
publication falls upon his own party and
the organ of his own party. The bon.
gentleman knows that the strongest advo-
cate of the interests of the United States,
of their institutions, of their country, ot
its character, and everything in relation
to it, have been found among leading
gentlemen on the opposite side of the
House ; aiid I rejoice to know that our

Ma. Tnow.

efforts have at last brought these hon.
gentlemen to a proper sense of the unpa-
triotic character of their conduct in the
past, and in the future I trust we may
rely upon themi to sustain us in the efforts
we have been making for the purpose of
placing our own country in a proper
position in relation to this question. The
hon. gentleman, perhaps, forgets that a
gentleman who was elected an indepen-
dent member of this House, the gentle-
man who was claimed by hon. gentlemen
as one of themselves, in his place in this
House, stated that be was not prepared
to say that hon. gentlemen opposite were
in the pay of the United States, but this
lie would say, that their whole policy in
reference to the management of the pub-
lie affairs in tis country indicated that
had such been the case, they could not
have laboured more zealously to deserve
the reward they were receiving. I con-
gratulate hon. gentlemen opposite on the
change of tone on their part. I am glad
the hon. gentleman goes s9 far as to hold
up to obloquy the conduct of the leading
organ of the party in Quebec, in circulat-
ing a pamphlet extolling the advantages of
the Western States.

MR. MACKENZIE : The hon. gentle-
man has found it necessary to make an
effort to cover the retreat of the hon.
member behind him. It would have
been better if lie had explained to the
House why the Government lias spent
the money of this country in advertising
a foreign eountry, the United States.
He bas given no explanation of that.
The hon. gentlenan lias been cauglht.
The Government have been caught.

An HoN. MEMBER: Where ?
MR. MACKENZIE : They have been

caught in Minnesota-in every place but
where they ought to be cauglit. Why,
Sir, last year when I challenged the land
policy of hon. gentlemen opposite, wlien
I stated that land could be obtained on
more advantageous terms in several of
the States of the neighbouring Union,
I was asked " where ?" I mentioned
Texas as a place, where, on ac-
count of the unwise laws of the hon.
gentlemen opposite, land could be ob-
tained on easier terms than in Canada.
I say that now, and I say it is a most in-
famous thing, that hon. gentlewen op-
posite have endeavoured in the first place
to have an unwise land policy, and then
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to publish pamphlets containing most
glowing advertisements of better lands in
the United States. Now the hon. the
Minister of Railways and Canials gets up
to defend the phamphlet, to defend his
colleague.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: No.
Mn. MACKENZIE : Yes, the hon.

gentleman's whole speech was ai apology
for it. The lion. gentleman says: " I
have passed a glowing eulogy on Texas."
I challenged the head of the Government.
I challenge the whole pack of them to
find one word of mine, in any part of mny
addresses, public or private, where any
eulogiumN was passed on any part of the
United States. But here is the
Emigration Department, purchasing
paiiphlets by the thousand, and
circulating them. To be sure there
is an enasculated edition of that paim-
phliet published, but the whole of the
evil matter is not eradicated. I sec that
thera are advertisenents of sonie of the
Deparne'nts in this pamphlet. Are those
advertisements paid for, and who got the
money ? Let us have a full statement
instead of the bon. the Minister of
Railways slanderous attacks. To be
sure, to use an old proverb, the lion.
gentleman's tongue is no scandal, but we
know it is always at the service of' bis
colleagues, if any of them are unable to
present a tolerable case. When the hon.
the Minister of Finance broke down in
his attempt to present to the House a
decent Budget Speech, the hon. gentleman
was allowed to comne up behind him,
using the foulest wcapons of speech lie
could lay hold of, and throving a mass
of filth across the floor of the House.
Now zhe bon. the Minister of Agriculture
finds himself in a scrape.; the hon. the
Minister of Railways is ready again
with his old weapons. Well, I pity the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture. He is
a respectable, decent sort of a man. My
own impression is that be was imposed
upon by bis ex-colleague. but lie ought to
make a proper apology to the House
He ought to state frankly lie was imposed
upon, and tell us who did it, low nany
copies of the emasculated edition have
been published, and how many of the
complete one ; what was the cost, and
whether the advertisements of the Gov-
ernment Departments, which are utterly
useless, were paid for at the regular

rate. This information will be of some
use. The speech of the hon. the Minister
of Railways was of no earthly use that
I can conceive of.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): I thiink the
bon. gentleman is exceedingly unkind to
bis own friends. If lie will look behind
him, he will find the gentleman who is
chiefly responsible for the publication of
this pamphlet. What is the fact with
regard to it? It is the result of a trip
maide by the lon. Peter Mitchell in the
United States, for the inspection of ait
enterprise of \vhicli the lion. member for
Selkirk (Mr. Smith) is a promoter and
strong supporter. That trip, if I inis-
take iot, vas made in coipanylY with the
hon. gentleman. The letters were pub-
blshed by the Montreal IIerad, and I
believe that 50,000 copies of the paiplilet
were paid for, not by Mr. Mitchell, iot
by this Governient, but by the hon.
gentleman who sits practically as a sup-
porter of the Opposition. If there is
anvthing wroig in the pamphlet, the hon.
gentleman is practically responsible for it.

MR. ANGLIN: If anvtiing further
were wanted to condemn the publication
of this pamphlet by the Government, it
bas been furnished by the hon. member
for Cardwell (Mr. White). He tells us
that the Hon. Peter Mitchell, the writer
of this pamphlet, was employed by a
inember of this House largely interested
in a railway running in a foreign country.
I do not know that we have any right to
accuse Mr. Mitchell with having donc
anything wrong, if lie bas written only
wlat he believed to be the truth ; but
certainly the Government should nlot
invest the public money of this coun-
try in the purchase of tens of
thousands of these pamphlets, written
for the purpose of furthering the interests
of a railway in a foreign country. The
hon. gentleman when he thought he was
making ont a case against an hon.
member of the House, bas proved beyond
all question that the conduct of the Gov-
ernment is entirely indefensible, and
that the money of the country lias been
worse than wasted.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : As my name
has been brought forward so promineintly
in this discussion, it will not be deemed
out of place for me to say a word or two.
It is true that I have an interest in the
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St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Rail- ~ ment and Railway lands along the St.
way, and the lands in Minnesota. Paul and Manitoba road, are principally

MR. MACKENZIE: Three million farmers from Wisconsin, Illinois, Michi-
acres. "an, and other Eastern States, wlio, havin-

MR. SMITH: Yes, perhaps there are sold their farine there at gooc prices, take
three million acres, but 1 hope that does Up wheat lands in Mir1iesota, and each in
not iake nie less a Canadian than other possession of ranging from $1,000
wise I w ould be. I have been in this to perhapsOOO, contribute to building
country now for upwards of forty years, up the country at once. These are
and can therefore daim to be as mucl a Anericans who very naturaly prefer their
Caiadian as sost lion. gentlemen in tius own institutions to ours, and so remain
Ilouse. 1 regret that the lion. niember ulider-their owýnGovernmiýent; andthe hon.
for o Wst is not in bis place iii gentleman froi Cardwell is aware that
the flouse, because I canl recollect wlen the grent iority of Cancadians ared-
and and the on. Peter Mitchell-who ing beyond St. Paul , who do not go to and
wrote toevery pleasing and interesting remain in Meanitoba, become settler-s
letters. whichI Lave so engcagyed the atten- in the Territorv of Dakota, nnd not on
tion of lion. gentlemen, and in wbicb lie the lands of the St. Paul and Manitoba
speak. i1 bigr terns of t e land i Company. The letters in question,
fMinesota, and stils nore favourably of inritten by Mr. itchell, I repd lwhen
those of Mabitoba- can recollect when they appeared in the newspapers, but in
those gnten and nyself were on their present pamphlet form have not
te train between Wnipeg and St. Paul, seen tien, nog wan I awar what advcr-
en ur reur i fo Manitoba, we aettn tise nts that amplilet contained. I

thse Ligra-,tioni Agcnit of the Dominion know tbe letters to be very racv, pdeasing
Goveriient, aud tbis gentleman and interesLing reading, affordiohn a great
wvbomi I thien saw for the tiret tume, on 1 deal of information botb -.bout--Ninnesota
being asked if any efforts were made y and our own Nort-Xest; speaking
the oiiels of the St. Paul, inneapolis hiochlv of the former, and stil more so of

s Manitoba aaitay to keep bhcn Manitoba; and although tley were not
eniogrants on their wan to Manitoba, written at the instance of the St. Paul
replied: certaionl not ; but tat on the Railway Company, the gentlemen con-
contrar every possible assistance and nected vith it were, I believe, so vïry
facilities sere afiorded tiiese enigrants for well pleased wit them s to wsh to have
groing tlîrougl to their destination. He then re-produced in their presnt forn.
did sny that some otser -An ericgn Rail- The publishers of this pamphlet were no
way Conspanies acted difforently, but that doubt ver willing to take advrtisements
bni nothing to do witlî the road referred from any quarter; it is, I believe, tbe
to. That snch ie tise conduet f olowed by ordinary course of trade to do so, and tioe
the people of tie St. Paul and Manitoba hon. t ember for Cardwell hinself (Mir.
liailwny bas been fully substantiated by iWAhite) -would not formerly have beeitated
otiers, including the agents of Canadien Ito do the Tame t ting as a matter of busi-
Railwa pn, who bave gone up in nes. I certainly a not tbe apologist of
charge Of parties of emigrants for Mani- the Goern ent in this fouse but nny
toba; and it is perliaps fortunate for iis impression is that the expense of publish-
countrV, that ttat Railway Company, and in- these letters was borne prncipally
their lands in Minnesota, are controlleci ouitside, of any contribution from, the
by those Nbo are so fiiendly to Canadka, bon. the Minister of Agriculture and lis
and so anxaous to give every reasonable colleagues. Now, a word witi regard to
fwcilit for sending erigrants into the myself. No one can say thatI have ever
bort- est of the Dominion. Their in- put forward the byaims of the lnitcd
structions to their offciais are that no States for emigration in preference to
attent should be made to keep back Manitoba and the North-West TerritorY
these people on their way to Manitoba, Quite otherwise: and when recently in
but on the contrary, to aid and assit England, on te question of the re-
them as far as possible, aud 1 believe that sources and development of Canada
these instructions are lonestly carri.d bein broubt forward at a meeting of
out. The settiers boti on the Govern- the Royal Colonial Institute, I took oc-

MR. SMITH.
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casion thère to speak in the most marked
terms of the advantage Canada had over
the United States in this respect. The
hon. member for Cardwell, in the course ot
his observations asserted, that had the
hon. leader of the Opposition remained
in office, the whole carrying trade
of the N'orth-West would have
been controlled by my associates and my-
self, but he must know that the facts of
the case point to an entirely different
conclusion; and 'it is now acknowledged
by every candid man, who fully under-
stands the question, that it would have
been greatly to the advantage of Canada
and the North-West had tue arrangement
proposed by the late Government for the
working of the Pembina Branch been car-
ried out, because the saving to this coun-
try would have been very great, while
the work would have been much more
promptly and more satisfactorily per-
formed than it has been up to this time,
or tian was possible for the Government
to acoomplish with the limited supply of
rolling stuck at their disposal then. I
do know, but so thoroughly convinced are
the proprietors of the St. Paul Railway,
that the odds in that agreement were all
in favour of the Government as against
their own pecuniary interests, that they
would not now entertain any similar pro-
position as that they tien agreed to, nor
have they ever considered th'emselves
under any obligation, personal or other-
wise, to the then Government in respect
of that agreement, which the hon. mem-
ber for Cardwell affects to consider as
having been conceived, not in the inter-
est of Canada, but in that of a foreign
corporation I would not have spoken
njow had I not been so markedly referred
to in this debate, and I close by repeating
that, while I have interests in Minnesota,
I also have an interest in -Manitoba per-
haps as large as most other people in the
country, and I believe that I have as
much regard for and am as anxious to
promote everything that may be for the
advantage of the Dominion and our North-
West as any other gentleman in this
House.

MR. POPE (Compton) : I am afraid
that my hon. friends on the opposite side
will not take a great deal of comfort from
the hon. member for Selkirk (Mr. Smith).
The hon. member for Lambton (Mr.
Mackenzie) said, however, that the,

hon. the Minister of Railways got up
to apologise for this pamphlet. But that
hon. gentleman (Sir Charles Tupper) did
not apologise for it. He did not say it was
a. good pamphlet, or anything at all by
way of apology. But I must try to take
care myself, since the hon. member for
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) has paid me
the compliment of saying that I am a very
decent fellow. I will explain the matter
to the satisfaction of the hon. gentleman,
to that of this House, and to that of the
country, which have been so led astray by
publications in the Toronto Gloibe. In the
first place, with respect to a map which
was produced in this debate-that was
simply a map of a railway company to
show the road over which every emigrant
has to travel to go to Manitoba, and it is
absurd to attempt to blind them to the
fact, or to attempt to iake them think
that thef are not travelling through the
United States; or to think that they
will not know where they are, and not
find what sort of country they are going
through. So much for the map. The
hon. membér for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie)
goes further, and publishes to the world:
he tells the people of this coun-
try-that they will do better to
go to Texas than to Manitoba.
Why, the fact is that men 'have been in-
duced to come out from Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and, finding no advantages,
returned to the Old Country. I can
further tell the hon. gentleman that there
is not a single State in the Union where
lands are sold on as advantageous terms
for settlers as in Manitoba. This is apart
from the lands given away in Manitoba.
With respect to the mare's nest, with
reference to the scrape that I have
got into-this dreadful catastrophe
which it is alleged has befallen me-
what is the result î It all amounts to
this, that I have never paid one 'single
sixpence for this pamphlet. I have
never given any order for one single copy
of it, and I wish this fact to go through
the length and breadth of the land.
Where are the tens of thousands of
dollars, the hundreds of thousands of
dollars, that has been alleged were
spent on this pamphlet 4 Not one single
dollar has been spent on it by the Gov-
ernment; not one Single order has been
given ; and, in so far as this pamphlet
is concerned, no .money will be paid on
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that account, and no order will be given the conductor, actec as emigration agents.
for it in the form in which it is now An article appeared in the Toronto Globe,
published. J do not want to go to the a few days ago, in which it was stated
hon. member for Lambton for a recom- that 400 emigrants had left Ottawa for
imendation as Minister of Agri- Dakota, and that only tbree persons on
culture. My course as a promoter the train were bound for Manitoba
of immigration is known to this Now, on thattrainthere were thirtyor forty
countrv, and is known to the hon. gentle- acquaintances of mine, who vere going
men opposite. I an willing to stand by to Manitoba. The reason that naost of
the past, and in the future I intend to le the emigrants wcregoing to Dakota is
guided by the principles which have easily found. For the five years that the
guided me ii the past. All these foolish hon. gentlemen opposite held the
and nonsensical assertions, that the people's reins of power, thev dEd notbing for the
money has been spent on these publica- colonisation of our own territorv. As a
tions, are unifounded. There is not a resuit of their policva large number of
word of trutlh in them. people -vent to the States, and they have

MR. MACKENZIE : Will the hon. sent hack letters to tlieir fricnds, urging
gentleman say if the Department paid for them to go to Dakota rather than to
the adtertihsement. Manitona.

. POPE :I have never paic for ai Mn. CASEY gIt is ail vcry wel for
aivertisenient ini that pamphlet. BIt I lton mc0bers to tadk about tat railwav.
ara toli there are advertisements iii t Dat The question uner discussion concsrns
pamîlclt that were neter ordered, and certain pamphlets, and I have ne doubt
that they would net be pad for. Is tierei the hon. the inister of Agricrtlture
anv other question that the lien. gentie- would ine lad of an excuse for replying
man wishes to put? 1 take it for granted to te renarks hade froni thais side of the
that there 15 fo other question. If there iheuse. The hron. Minister toid us tiat

is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ esl fond Forie thesioi fiven year that. thele i is

i reinqwn directions for certain matters te
mein fore hcld tonir peace. isappear in te pa nplert. WLat bas the

MaR. AN_ýGLIN : I have a question. 1Departînent te de with the pamphlet
Wiîv -u-ere net t]ese partrcular statements unless it was erdcred?
niae wefore Wb is it that the hon.E Te n
,enitllan's coile>aguses appear te eave been raid nothin thf the figd.
in the dark on the subjeet? Wy was it Mn.
that POE : I ha e ne e pad fo n M r. CA SEY : It istall er yt we lsfor

sideration be re the statemnent But Iton meberson.l Thu thon inisy.
amdtod there ae advnert een i ter said lie gave instructions that thcey

pampe tat wer nineve rdeedacran pa mples an I ae odob

But heiat lde no says, dees the hon. were net te he put in.
ainister f Ariculture i nlo ne.an that M . POPE (Conipton) : I said tfo a I

ne special order had Iet been iven or ad given ne rders, and that the Depart-
that ne precise nunber lias ben nient H ould net pay for thie pamphlets.
nanîed? -Will hie say tliet the pamphlet Mi,. CASEY : I wvas referrin- te an-
lias net b enu received at his Departnîent I other rernark of tlie hon. genulemeni whidh

An ox. MEMBrERq te hon. gentle- bears ne other construction tai the one
man is oeut of order. I placed upon t The questions the lion.

M. ANGLIN : I h ani astinn Diber lias to aliswer are thes Did hle
questions whic the lion. the Minister of order the pamphlets; dees e intend te
A«rdculture ias invited us te ask. pay fer the, ah. if net, how did they

t. BANNERMAN I s was surprised coe te be distribted as enign aoin pan-
at the assertion made bj the on meber phlets ? Is it te be supposed that th
for Selkirk (Mr. Smith), a lew nments lion. Peter Mitchell is printing them eut
ago-that nome of the employés of the of his own pure generosit t
road in which lie is interested-the M . POPE The on. aenber is net
St. ePaul and Minnesota Ralway-at as quite fair in lis statements. I stated
emigration agents. I was over that rod plainly that I neer ordered the pamph-
in June last. The passengers were argely lets.
enigrants, and I noticed that ail the em- MR. MACKENZIE : Were the pain-
ployés of the road, from the brakesman to phets i the Department h

Mi POPE.
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MR. POPE: *1 never ordered them. I
think that stateinent is enough.

MiR. THOMPSON (Cariboo): I may
state that I for one never got a copy of
the pamphlets referred to. If they have
been distributed anong nembers or pro-
miscuously round the country, I would
lik to know why I did not receive
copies.

Mu. ROSS (West Middlesex) : I sent
to tie Departnlit the other day foi a
dezen copies of each pamphlet that had
been printed. Among those sent to me
early in the Session I found a dozen
copies of the pamphlet referred to. Later
on I found another instalment of the
samne pamphlets with the leaves eut out.
It is not really a matter of imiportance
whether muoney was paid for them or not.
Tlhey came from the Departmxent with its
imprimatur upon theu, and they were
sent direct to our constituents to g7ive
them information about the country. On
page -19 I find the followving:

"Ii the State of Dakota the Government
gives twenty years to pay for the land, and
charges 81.20 per acre ani 6 per cent. interest
till paid ; and if the settler plants ten acres of
trees on his quarter-section the State it exempts
nin fromn taxation for ten years. This is
a more liberal policy than that laid down [y
the Government of Canada, who only give
eighty acres of a homestead and a riglit to pre-
empt a like additional quantity, but none of it
within certain distance of the railway, called
the six-mile belt."

It is possible the lion. gentleman has
allowed the innocent and guileless Peter
Mitchell to get on the blind side of him;
but now that he knows the nature and
tendency of these pamphlets, lie should go
further, than cutting out the advertise-
ments, and withdraw them from circula-
tion altogether.

MR. BAIN : I am prepared to accept
the statement that the hon. the Minister
of A griculture did not order those pam-
phliets, and did not pay any money for
thenm. But somehow those pamphlets
have been largely distributed from his
Department. The hon. member (Mr.
Thompson) who complained about not
getting copies, ought to know that to
secure then lie should make application
to the Secretary of the Agricultural De-
partment. There is sonething singular
about the fact that those pamphlets were
circulated from the wrapper-room, and
under the auspices of the House. It must

be satisfactory to the House to learn that
no money lias been expended thereon.
The hon. member fron South Renfrew
(Mr. Bannerman) stated that the em-
ployés of the St. Paul and Minneapolis
Riailway, and agents of other railways,
having landsfor sale, waylaid passeigers to
Manitoba,and induced them togotoDl)akota.
It was only this evening, that in conver-
sation with a reliable gentleman, just
returned from the Northl-West, he stated
that of the last excursion train that went
out from Ottawa, the greater part of the
passengers went to Dakota, and that
increased nunbers were going there this
season compared with last ; but -Le stated
nost emphatically that tie officiais on
the trains of the St. Pail, Minneapolis
and Manitcha Railway were instructed
not to interfere with or attfempt to
influence emigrants passing througlh to
Manitoba, and tha4 they did not do so,
leaving theni free to go on their way
unmolested. But this emigration to the
WVestern States is only the legitimate

results of the policy just enunciated by
the hon. the Minister of Railways, and
defended in his usual vigorous style, and
the practice of his colleague in the
Departinen t of Agriculture, in circulating

pamphlets, advertising Minnesota and
Dakota lands; and in proof that their
labour on behalf of the Western States
is bearing fruit, I beg to read a shcrt
extract from a recent copy of a Tory
organ, in my Riding, that is not guilty
of copying such articles froma Opposition
journals, suche as the Globe, and whîicli
reads as follows :-

" Large numbers of Nova Scotians continue
to leave for the Western States. The distress
in Guysboro' county, as well as in the city of
Halifax, is severely felt, and the calls upon the
charitable societies are heavier than can be
met. An appeal, issued by one of these
societics, says that unless it is furnished with
neans at once it nust suspend work. The
emigration is chiefly from Cunmberland county."

I cannot help thinking that the explana-
tion of the hona. the Minister of Railways,
in reference to the pamphlets, goes to
establish these facts. 1 suppose tiat some
of the pamphlets must have found their
way eastwards, and are now bearing fruit.
I think I may fairly challenge the hon.
gentleman opposite to look back over the
record of their predecessors the present
Opposition, in emigration matters, and
look at the result of the labours of the
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Emigration Committee during that time;
they will search in vain tlrough the
publications of the Department during
that period for anything that can be
construed into the least euolgv or adver-
tisement of the western States. I think
it will be in tlie recoiectio of lion.
ieiben rs that it was whi.le iy Ji on. friend
froni Smuth Perth (Nir. Trow) was chair-
mn of that Conmittee that he inaugur-
ated a new system by wbich a large
amounit of valuable information was col-
lected respecting the Canadian -North-
West, and the unoccupied lands of the
never countries of Ontario and the dis-
tricts of Maskoka and Parry SounI.
Facilities were also givenî to mem-
bers of the Easteri Provinces to lay be-
fore the Committee useful information
for the purpose of attracting emigrants
to their shores. I defy hon. gentlemen
opposite to point to any record in which
during so short a period so much valuable
information was collected as during
the tine that my hon. fiiend presided over
that Committee, upon the deliberations
of which he betowed so much care. It
was printed with our annual reports and
we all kuow how eagerly they were
sought for and how widely they were
circulated. No lion. member will deny
that that information was of the greatest
value to all connected with schemes of
enigration to this country. It was used
by officers of the Departnent, and con-
densed, and was circulated through our
Emigration Agents in theMotherCountry.
I defy the hon. gentlemen op-
posite to point out a single page of these
reports in whicli the authors praise our
North-West Territories bythis left-handed
method of giving information with re-
gard to Minnesota. and Dakota, through
pamphlets like the one under discussion.
It was quite consistent that the lion.
member for Selkirk (Mr. Smith) and
others, o îvners of the St. Paul and Min-
neapolis Railway, should circulate this
pamphlet written by the Hon. Peter
Mitchell. It was a legitimate business
enterprise for them to purchase and cir-
culate these pamphlets for the advertise-
ment of their lands, but I cannot lielp
feeling that it looked somewhat negli-
gent on the part of the hon. the Minister
of Agriculture to have allowed the circu-
lation of that class of literature under the
auspices of his Department. ' While

MR. BAIN.

bound to accept his denial of any personal
connection with this pamphlet, it seemns
strange indeed that such large numbers
of it have been circulated through the
agnc- of this Department, and it reflects
no eredit on his management or cire in
suîpervisi ng its oflicers.

Mp. BLAKE : I think that the lion.
the Minister of Agriculture omiitted one
important point. I refer to the ýappeal
made by the holn. member for South
Pefrth with reference to tie hon. Minis.
ter's statemnenit on a former ocasioI,
made no doubt in the lieat of debate, as
to the pamphlets of my lion. friend beingr

purchased by the Department. The hon.
the Minister of Agriculture alleged that my
lion. friend had been a pecuniary profiter
by sone purcliase of his panph-
let. The denial of my hon. friend
froin Perth, niade at the time,
lias been repeated to-night, and the lion.
member lias callec upon the lion. Minister
to state wlether he deliberately asserts
the contrary ; and if not, to make the
retraction due under the circumstances.
Now, there is no humiliation in a gentle-
man who has been betrayed into an in-
accuracy adnitting the fact and acknow-
ledging his error ; but it is, in truth, a
humiliation to persist, either by silence
or by speech, in an inaccuracy affecting
the personal honour and standing of
another, after attention has been directed
to it and the opportunity for enquiry
given. I arn sure the hon. the Minister
of Agriculture will not let the debate
close without stating whether he intends
deliberately to charge my hon. friend, in
the face of his denial, with having been a
pecuniary profiter by the pamphlet. The
hon. the Minister of Agriculture has
been asked several questions several times
without any response being elicited. It
is material to know what answers can
be given.

Mr. POPE (Compton) : You do not
give me a chance.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. gentleman
lias lad several chances.

MR. POPE: No.
MR. BLAKE : It will be convenient to

know how many copies of the Mitchell
pamphlet were received by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture; how long they re-
mained there ; what lias become of them;
whether they have been in whole or part
distributed to members or to the public as
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emigration literature ; what number has
been distributed ; wiether they were all
distributed in complete forin, or some in
a mutilated statu; whether there remain
any copies and what is going to be done
with them i

Mr.. POPE : There are net any in the
Department. Perhaps three or four hun-
dred copies of this pamphlet found their
way te it before I knew anything of
tbern. As soon as my attention was
called to the fact I stopped their recep-
tion, and liad what was left sent back.

Mn. MACKENZIE: Where to ?
Mi-. POPE: To the parties who sent

them.
Mn. MACKEiNZiE: Where to !
MRt. POPE To the Montreailierai.
MR. BLAKE : Couild you not tell how

many came to the Department?
MR. POPE: No. I presume many

found their way here direct froi Mon-
treal. I know nothing of these pampb-
lets. Witl regard to the personal matter
alluded te by the bon. member for West
Durhani (Mr. Blake) I an glad lie has
referred to it. I intended to have noticed
it before. I have nothing to retract.
I did not say tle hon. gentleman from
South Perth (Mr. Trow) made noney out
of his pamphlet, but that he might have
made nioriey. I will say now that I have
enquired into the inatter, and fiad
that the lion. gentleman did not make
money out of it.

Me. SMIITH (Selkirk) : I think it is
no mrn)e than justice to the ln. Peter
Mitelhl, whose name has been brought
forward in this debate, to state that, so
far as my knovledge goes, he never bene-
fitted to the extent even of one sixpence
by the publication et tlese pamphlets, or
by his trip to the North-West, and I am
certain that lie did not receive anytbing
in the wav of remauneration from the
RailwCay Company. In short, the pleasure
he derived on the journey was all lie got
by it, and this pleasure I am glad to say,
was shared in equally by those who were
fortunate enough to be his companions;
as it is well-known to all who are ac-
quainted with Mr. Mitchell, how genial
and agreeable he is as a travelling com-
panion. At the time he left Montreal for
the North-West, those who accompanied
1im had not the slightest idea that he
would write even one letter for publica-
tion, nor was it until the second had been
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written, that any gentleman connected
with the railway became aware that lie
intended doing so. These letters were so
very racy, and withal so very anusing-
telling, as one of them did about a
threshing and self-binding machine,
which, having been run away with
by the horses in one of the immense
wheat fields of Mininsota, continued to
reap and bind a succession of hundreds of
sheaves, wbich went on circling the air
for half a mile together, with much other
matter periaps not quite so amusing, but
more instructive, and his friends eur-
aged him to add to theim, and to send
thein for publication to some Of the
Montreai papers. I believe the h on. nimember
for South Rtenfrew to be in error in say-
ing that train conductors, and othier peo-

ple in the pay of the St. Paul Railway,
constîtute themselves mission:aris for re-
taining in 1iniesota p)assengers who
intendedc gcoing throughi to Manitoba: and
I repeat, that the instructions of the oi-
cials connected with that Company were,
that no such effort should be made in their
behalf, and that the Emigration Agent
of the Goverament, himself, told one of
the hon. members of this louse that
these officials strictly refrain froin s, act-
ing. I have in muy band letters received
this evening fron the Vice-President and
General Manager of that road, which
speali of the difficulty they had to con-
tend witb in consequence of the unusual
severity of the winter-on one occasion
59° below zero at Pembina--in sending
through settlers for Manitoba, and of the
great exertions that were used to <lo so.
Now, what better opportunity could have
offered itself for keeping these people in
-Minnesota, had the wish been to do so;
and yet unusual efiorts were made, and
heavy expenses incurred, in rendering
them with as little delay as possible at
their journey's end.

Mit. BOWELL : Eyereyone must begrati-
fied at the disinterested conduct shown
by the proprietors of the NorthernPacific
Railway, as exhibited in the speech of the
hon. member for Selkirk. It is asking
the House to believe a little too much to
say that people owning millions of acres
in the north-western States are not inter-
esting themselves in having them settled
and in placing on these lands as many
emigrants as possible. I have an indis-
tinct recollection of a debate in this
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louse a few years ago,
Government was entering
ments with the Northern P
Company for the leasing c
Branch, and I was under t
that the hon' member for
Snith) then made a dist
that lie was not interestec
and had nothing to do with.

MR. SMITH: I neve
statenent in this House.
was that I was iot inte
Steambuat Company spok
same time.

when the late bas been refuted over and over again-
into arrange- The hon. member for North Wentworth

acifie Railway (Mr. Bain) and the hon. member for
f the Pembina Elgin (Mr. Casey) stated positively that
he impression no member of their party, during the con-

Selkirk (Mr. tinuance in office of the late Goveriimecnt.
inct statement ever said anything deprecatory of the

in that road Province of Manitoba, nor in favour of the
it. ( United States. The hon. member for
r made that Lambton repeated, what I have heard
WLat I stated him repeat in this Flouse over and over
rested in the agij n,to-night, that he never said anvthing
en of at the in disparagement of M anitoba in contrast-

ing it unfavourably with Texas. Let -us
MR. BOWELL: I bow to the explai- hear what he saidas reported in the0Oilicial

ation. Hon. gentlemen will recollect Reports of this H-ouse, when I will leave it
that I read the paragraph from a St. Paul to hirn to say how far it is borne out by the
paper at that timne, in which the name of record.
the hon. member for Selkirk was men- I do not understard why the hin.
tioned in connection with that enterprise, man anticipates a large revenue from the lands
as being interested in it-lie was to be sold, because it is absolutely iwkispens-
accused, perhaps improperly, of being in- able, in order to induce settiers to corne into

- -- the countrv, that we should fnrnish them w'ith
terested in the lense then about being land free of charge. Does the lon, gentleman
made with that road for its operation, and imagine that settiers will go to the North- %Vest,
in the carrying of passengers. On behalf ani buy land at $2 an acre, when there are
of the Customs Department, I desire to millions of acres of land offered for nothing in
say, 'ost positively, that a1though ther the United States?

is a page advertisement in connection n E. in t Uied te
with the Departmentof Customs attached 'Mn. MAcKtzi: There canbe no question
to the pamphlet under discussion, it was about that.
put in there without my consent. On the s L
contrary, I refused that consent to Mr. "MR. MACKENZIE: WeIl, my hon. f riend
Mitchell, telling him that it was not my fror Niagara is exceedingiy wise. but I doubt
business to give advertisements to assist his possession of information on that point. If
in publishing a pamphlet which had for ie hon. gentleman will examine the condition

e' of the State of Texas, lie will find thiat that
its main object the encouragement of the State alone will furnish more land free than ho
settlement of the lands of the United las any idea of. The very fact that they are
States. Why he copied, and why he pub- pouring ten or twenty times the number cf peo-
lished that advertisement, I know not, pie into these new territories that Canada islishd tat averisemntable to do, proves conclusively that it is true.
except,. perhaps, in the hope of getting If the hon. gentleman is proceeding on the
paid for it some day or other. Hon. gen- hypothesis that in Canada alone is there any
tlemen opposite did not seem to relish the land available, he will find himself greatly
explanation made by the hon. the istaken. We have found it very difficuit in-
Minister of Agriculture. No doubt teselement,Swhere the land as gven away by the overn-
fancîed that they hnd discovered a mnare's ment. at is stili more difficult t h send settlers
nest. Fiudiug that they were being to the far-off western country, where they haveMt lu ttehnh the initial difficulties of a new countr to coin-

thecountry, thatr we should furis them with

it f ia tend with, not less in amount, th gh ditlerent
in kind, than the setter cf our own wooded

gro on and make wild statements, such as districts. Thev have n long winter, abrence
that made by the liou. member for Gicu- cf luinser and building materials, and dificul-
,cester, about the " tens cf thousauds" cf ties of transportation."

pamphlets, and thousnnds cf dollars cf the Now, if any eue can rend those sentences
-country's imoney being spent in advertising and sny that there is net n glowing picture
Americai lands ; he allow"ed them te pro- -that is the expression used by the son.
ceed, and uow. they, are chagrined te find gentleman himaself-and an in'vidiou s dis-
taat these charges are without foundation tinction draw between the State cf Texas
in fact. It niatters net, however posi- and the Gre t North-West, then the E m
tively my hon. friend made the denial, it lish language means nothing. We nit'

MIL BOWELL.
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th at we cannot expect to effect settlements te fasten the act upen ni- lion. friend. and
in our own country when settlers can get tle responsibility upon the Geverient.
land down in Texas for nothing. We I wish the hon. gentleman to understand
are then told of the state of the climate in that 1 do0 net tind fauit with the con-
the North-West, the disadvantage of the panv foi, trying te setile its own land.
great distances, of having no lumber for Nor will anvone le surprised whe have
building purpose, and the diffleulties ofgoe to Manitoba a the route
transportation, and that all these disad- over the western railways th at îany
vantages are not found in Texas. One
country is held up as possessing the tention of stttiii- ii th o e
advantages of free land, while the would stop) M iiiesota or go beyond
difficulties of transport, the want of Dakota, aud I have no doubt that such
lunber, and the cold winters, are set wîll continue to he the case outil oui
forth as bugebars to frighten the people railwaYs are rau into the iterior of thot
away fron our country. Now we are country and supp>b'îented li steani
being told that niothing bas ever been said navigation. But afteî the sai facilities
either in the past, or likely to be in the are afforded in oui terîîtorv fo rg' tting
future, whiclh would injure the settlement te market with the prodoce of their
of the Great North-West. farrns and their cattie, the tide cf

Mu. MACKENZIE : It is quite true. enciant.s which bas be ow i t
MR. BOWELL : Quite true. No tlîat western countrv, aud a large propor-

doubt the hon. gentleman will deny all tien of British ani Canadian (ioigraits
that lie has ever said about the compara- at least, vili settle under that wiiclî
tive advantages of emigration to Texas tbey revere, and the institutions for whieb
over the North-West. I lave no doubt they have the mest respect. Now, it is
that this discussion, as far as the Govern- wecl to know-aiîd the lion. niemner for
ment is concerned, will do no harm. Selkirk knows it as well as n nian-

MR. ANGLIN: It will do good. that the remarks mode in Eigar
Mn. BOWELL: I an glad this discus- the first statesniaîi cf that country arc

sion has afforded an opportanity to the iiterally truc. I have experience of that
hon. the iMinister of Agriculture to set myelf. When I wns in the west, and
himself right, se that the people may no saw people coing in the Custon
longer be under the supposition that these liuse making enquiries as te wbat
pamphlets had been purchased and paid was dutiable geets, I askcd theni
for and sent through the country in tens where they caine fron, auJ I found that
of thousands by the hon. the Minister they were Ainerican citîzens coîning fin
of Agriculture. I am not aware of the Ohio and ether States,
fact that large numbers bave been dis- settling in our country. I have ne douht
tributed to the hon. members of tis that as it becones dvelope, and the
HIouse. Such mav be the case. It may peeple have a better kiîowledge of what
be true that they may have been fur- that country is c9pable of producing, tiere
nished to hon. members for circulation by vill ho a Jarger eigratior frein Min-
the parties most interested in the settle- nesota auJ Dakota. inte the North-
ment of these lands. It is not at all im- Western Territory than in the past; and
probable. I have seen that done in the 1 speak from persenal experience, when 1
past; pamphlets have been circulated by say that the rewarks nade by Lord
hon. members with no knowledge of Beacensfielt in reference te tliat matter
where they came from. I do not know were iiteriHy truc.
that the hon. meinber for Selkirk (Mr. MR. PATEPSON (South Brant)
Smith) lias any knowledge of this fact, dare say the hon. the Minister of Cus-
but it is not at all improbable that toms weuld like the dicussion te close
those who published this pamphlet were at that peint where he read an extract
those who circulated it, and have sent frein the 1el5ate, in order te fasten
them to their friends for circulation. upon the hon. member for Lanîbton, (Mr.
They are acting quite in unison with their Mackenzie) a charge which is untrue, and
former declarations in favour of the whiclî bas been attempted te be fastened
United States Territories rather than upon him by the press which qupports
British demains. Now they wonld like h the hon. gentleman. It were enough
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that the press had undertaken that task ;
it surely is unworthy of a Minister of
the Crown. The hon. gentleman tells us
that if the extract lie has read does not
bear the construction lie places upon it,
then the Englisli language means nothino-.
It is possible that the people of tfe
country, having read the extract
and the conmments of the lion.
gentleman thereupon, night naturally be
of the opinion that the English language
does nean something, and yet entertain
doubts as to whetler the bon. Minister
rightly understands that language.
What is the hon. member for Laxmbton
speaking of in that connection? He is
speaking against what lie considered to
be the unsound policy of the hon. gentle-
men that administer the affiairs of this
country i platc1ig such exorbitant

prices upon the lands Of the North-West.
le points out to thei that it will be

disastrous in its results, because wc mav
not expect ernigration into our countrv
under sucli liard conditions. when the
United ýStates are offering lands free.
le is asked bv an hon. gentlemen of the
H1ouse " wliere ?" He does not say Texas
then. He says : There can be no doubt
of the' truth of what I state." The lion.
mliem1ber who interrupted him presses for
soinething definite on that point ; the
lion. member for Lanibton then points
hi to Texas as one part of the Union
where this can be, where any amount of
land eau be lad free. Then going on to
speak fiurther, he enters into a comparison
of the difliculties attending settlers in
the North-West as compared with those
attending settlers in Ontario and the older
Provinces not as compared with Texas
at all.- I perhaps may do no injustice
if I say the hon. the Miniister of Customus
knows that right well, but lie is driven
into desperation, feeling, as we have all
experienced to-night, the uitter incapacity
or want of knowledge that pervades the
Departmenut of Agriculture now, in seind-
ing out hundreds of these pamphlets
glowing witlh eulogiums upon the advan-
tages possessed by the United States. But
if the lion. gentleman who made these
statements in this pamphlet was liable to
the charge of want of patriotism, what
shall be said of the Head of a Departnent
of the Government of Canada that per-
mits his Department, knowingly or un-
knowingly, to circulate those pamphlets

Mu. PATERSON.

by scores and liundreds ? There is a pas-
sage in this pamphlet that I desire to read
bearing upon another question not exactly
pertinent to the one now before the House,
but it effectually controverts the position
taken by the hon. gentlemen opposite with
reference to another matter, that is, the
emigration that is going on from Canada
to the Tnited States. I would like the
Departnent of Agriculture, officially, to
give us its authority for the statement
liere made

The settlers in the Red River rezion are of
the most substantia1 character, well-to-do far-
mers from the older States, fror lowa, Wis-
consin and C:anada, and especially from the best
parts of Ontario. Tho dominant nationalities
settling on the Minnesota farms are Americans,
Scandinavians and Canadians, in about equal
proportions."
We have lere a statement emanating f ronm
the ofiice of the lion. the Minister of Agri-
culture that the State of Minnesota is
being populated by Canadians fromn the
best parts of Ontario.

MR. HESSON : This debate has
elicited the important information that
this pamphlet, with whiAi so much fault
has been found, -as introduced in a sur-
reptitious manner into the, office of the
lion. the Minister of Agriculture. Now,
it appears the lion. gentleman knows
nothing about it except that it was pub-
lished in the office of the Montreal Hemrld,
and that as soon as the lion. Minister
found it contained anvthing objectionable,
Le properly and promptly witidrew it
froin circulation. I ti thte li wole dis-
cussion points strongly against an lion.
gentleman on the opposite side of the
1-ouse, a gentleman who now supports
the hon. leader of the Opposition.
I mean, Sir, the lion. member for Selkirk
(Mr. Smith), in whose interest, I believe,
more than in that of any other man in
the Dominion, fliat pamphlet has been cir-
culated. We are in possession of evidence
that there is a large emigration of Cana-
dians to the North-West. The Stratford
Becicon, published in my countv, under
the heading " Another E xodus," says:

" Quite a nuaber of persons from Stratford
and vicinity left for the North-West by the
Grand Trunk excursion on Wednesday. There
were no less than three special trains, contain-
ing between 700 and 800 passengers, and any
quantity of implements, household goods and
lIve stock. A large proportion of the people
were men of family, but there were quite A
number of young men, and all full of bright
hopes for the future. On the same day some
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ninety persons, principally from the county of
Huron, left for Dakota, preferring to seek their
fortunes under Uncle Sam's protecting wing."
Sa it appears that, after al], we have got a
very much larger share of the emigration
that has gone west froin this country than
the United States have got. The lion.
member for Wentworth (Mr. Bain) said
that a large number of persons had emi-
grated from the county of Cunberland,
represented by the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways. Well, Sir, they may have gone
west to better themselves ; but I desire to
remincd hon. gentleman of the Opposition
that it is unwise to taunt members on
this side and charge theim with the exodus
of our people to the United States, as I
observe by the quotation I have just read
tChat the lion. meniber froin South Huron
is aiso lesing his voters, as no less than
ninety have gone to Dakota during the
last week froi Huron.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : I desire to say
that I was not aware that any of these
pamphlets were being circulated among
hon. nembers of this House, or in Ottawan;
and as reference has been made by the
hon. the Minister of Custoims and other
hon. memnbers to the arrangement with tie
St. Paul and Pacific Railway for the work-
ing of the Penbina Brancb, which came
before the liouse during the Session of
1878, and was afterwards carried into
effect by the late Goveranient, I cannot
doubt but that the hon. Minister of Rail-
ways will frankly admit that, notwith-
standing the opposition of himself and
sone of his friends to that measure, when
proposed by his predecessors in office, he
himself, after carefully considering it, was
so fully convinced of the advantages it
would have given to Canada in respect of
rates, and in many otier ways, that he
would gladly have renewed it exactly in
its original form with the Railway Com-
pany; but as the Government, through
their contractors, failed to carry out their
part of the covenant, to have the road
completed and in working order by a
certain date the Railway Conpany was
liberated from the agreement, and, know-
ing how much it wouldbe totheirowndis-
advantage to renew it, declined to do so.
It is only fair to the hon. leader of
the Opposition, and his colleagues in office,
that this should be perfectly understood
by tlie country.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
d'rau·n.

MOTIONS FOR BET URNS.

The following Motions for Rteturns
were severally ayreed to:-

Ord'r of the House-Copies of instructions
givea the Indian Superintendent, the Inspec-
tor of Indian Farm Instructors and all Indian
Agents in the Nortl-West Territories, with
reference to the purchase of supplies either
from the Hudsoi's Bay Company, or other per-
sons.--(Xr. Drîew.)

Address-Correspondence betwcen the Gov-
ernment and the Hundson's Eay Company or its
Land Comnissioncr respcoting lands on Hud-
son's Bay, and with respect to tieiracquisition
by any railway or steamship conpany, or to
the Company's alleged riglits iii said la:s.-
(Màr. Drewi.)

Order of the lousc-Copy of all corres-
pondence respecting a subsidy to a line of
steamships betwecn a port or parts in. Quebec
and the Maritime Provinces and a ort in
British Colunibia, ri', Panana ; and also, a
copy of all correspondence respec.ting a subsidy
to a lino of steainships or saiiing vessels be-
tween the said ports via Cape Horn.-(Mr.
,DeCo.nnos.)

Order of the Ioeus Copy of ail correspon
1

-
ence respecting a snbsidy to a line of stuan-
ships between Canada and Erazil.-( tr. De
Cosmos.)

Order of the HNouse--Return showing the
number of Fre Passes issued on the Inter-
colonial Rhailway and its branches, dluring the
year 1878 and 1879, and the names of parties to
whom such passes have been given. -(Mr. Bur -
pies, seubury.)

Order cf the House-Iteturn showing num-
ber of nets seized on the Miraniichi River
and its tributaries, during tîc year 1879; the
niumber sold, and whether by public or private
sale, and the amoiunts they realised; the numiîber
and amounts of fines imposed, and how many
are paid ; also, the name of eadi lesece o a net
in tiat district for saine year, the nunber and
nature of license each held, and the amount
paid therefor. -(Mfr. Snowball.)

Order of the lonse-Detailed statenient of
accounts of steai dredge St. Lau'ence. while
at work at Mirainichi, for the years 1878 and
1879 ; the tiie she was employed there each
year, and the quantity of work done.-(1r.

Addres-Statement of tie amount of money
that was deposited with the Givernsment under
the Insurance Act by the Atlantic Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Albany, New York
State, and the amount now held by the Covern-
nient, with accrued interest, to the credit of the
said company; copies of all correspond-
ence between the oflice of the Canadian
Insurance Inspector and the officers of the
said Atlantic Mutual Liée Insurance Company,
and also with the Assignee, Receiver, Court
officers, or other persons, regarding the settle-
ment of the affairs and thc distribution of as-
sets of the said company to the Canadian
creditors and policy-holders ; and further, a
report from the said Insurance Inspector, Pro-
£essor Cherriman, as to the delay in dividing
the said deposit, held by the Governament of
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Canada, between the bona fide creditors and
policy-holders of the said Atlantic Mutual
Life Insurance Company who reside in Canada.

Order of the House--Detailed statement of
account of Indian Commissioners for the Pro-
vince of New Brunswick, for the years
1877-8-9 ; showing also, in detail, the aniount
received from Indian Lands and other sources,
within that Province during these years.-
(Mr. SnowbaUi.)

House adjourned at
Twenty minutes before

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, 23rd March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.
WAYS AND MEANS-THE TARIFF.

ADJOURNED DEBATE.

House resumied adjourned Debate on the pro-
posed motion (Sir 8. L. Tilly) to concur in
the resolutions adopted in the Committee of
Ways and Means (Marci 9th).

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): Mr. Speaker,
before entering upon the discussion of the
subject which lias chiefly engaged the at-
tention of the House during this debate,
that is, the National Policy as it is called,
the policy adopted by this Parliament last
Session, and the effect it lias produced on
the country, I desire to refer for a moment
to the financial aspects presented by the
lion. nember for Centre Huron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) and by the hon.
the Finance Ai inister. I think it is well
that at the close of this the first year, we,
should have an opportunity of contrasting,
at any rate, the policy of the hon. gentle-
men opposite with the policy of the pre-
sent Administration. I think it is
especially well that we shouldjudgeby the
record of hon. gentlemen opposite as to
their right to assume the tone which the
lion. member for Centre Huron assumed
the other evening in replying to the hon.
the Minister of Finance. Sir, what was
the financial record of the late Adminis-
tration ? How did they conduct the
the financial affairs of this Dominion ? The
hon. iember for Centre Huron, in the
first Budget Speech he delivered in this
House, inposed upwards of $3,000,000
additional taxation upon the people.
He declared at that time that it

Ma. WHITE.

was wrong, as undoubtedly it is
wrong, to permit continued de-
ficits to occur between the revenue
and expenditure of a country like this:
and in imposing this additional taxation
lie took the ground that he would be able,
by means of an economical administration
of the affairs of the country and by means
of the additional revenue which he would
derive from the new measures which he
had introduced, to carry on the affairs of
the country in the future without in any
way causing deficits between revenue and
expenditure, and would be able, generally
speaking, to show a surplus. Well, Sir,
in the next year, in 1875, speaking
within five months of the close of the
tlien current year, lie said: "I have
every reason to believe that we shall
have a reasonable surplus upon the
Estimates of the current year." What
was the result ? Within the short time
of a year after this promise made to
Parliament and the country that there
should be no deficits, be opened his speech
with a wail of disappointment, acknow-
ledging the utter failure of his Estimates.
He admitted that in the matter of
Customs duties alone lie was nearly
$2,000,000 lower than lie anticipated.
Well, in 1876 further changes were
made in the Tariff, with the view
of again closing the balance be-
tween revenue and expenditure. In
making his speech he estimated that for
1876-7 the revenue would be $23,250,000
as against "an expenditure of somewhat
less than that aimount." One would
imagine that with the experience of the
two previous years that hon. gentleman
ought at least to have acquired some
degree of wisdom, that he ought to have
had some knowledge of the probable
revenue resources of the country.
But what do we find? In 1877,
referring to 1876, he used these
words :-" The net result is this :
that whereas our expenditure during the
year amounted to no less than $24,486,000
in round numbers, our total receipts fell
to about $22,587,000, being a total deficit
of no less than $1,900,000." After the
imposition for the second time of ad-
ditional duties, in order to secure the
required revenue, the expenditures of that
year exceeded the Estimates which he had
submitted to Parliament, by upwards of a
quarter of a million dollars; so that he
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had not only not succeeded in estimating of $1,900,785 ; in 1876-7 a deficit of
correctly the revenues .he was to receive, $1,460,027; in 1877-8, $1,128,146 ; in
but he had, as was shown by the result of 1878-9, $1,948,009 ; or, in all, deficits
the vear's transactions, been reckless in which are not and cannot be disputed-
the expenditure as well. Well, Sir, lie which are establisbed by the records of
was then speaking within a few months of Parliament-amounting to $6,436,967.
the end of the year; lie was speaking as While this is quite clear, as established
one supposed to have a fair knowledge of by the statements of the Finance Min-
what vas likely to be the resuits of the ister, and by what everyone knows in re-
year 1877, in which that speech was lation to the affairs of those vears, all are
delivered, and ho claimed that for that equally aware that the last deficit would
vear there v ould again be a small surplus have been very mucli greater, but for the
of revenue over expenditure ; and yet, in changes made in the Tariff last Session.
the speech of 1878, coming to deal with The Estimate of the hon. the Finance
the previous year, lie had to acknowledge Minister bas not been impugned by lion.
another disappointment, and another gentlemen opposite, so it is very evident
deficit of $1,446,000. Those were the that, but for the recent changes, there
last three years of the Administration of would have been an increased deficit froin
the hion. gentlemen, and during them were Customs of $700,000 ; and from Excise of
these differences between estimated and $600,000, making in all an increased de-
actual revenue. H1e had in 1875-6 esti- ficit of $1,300,000, so that the actual
mated a revenue of $25,250,000 ; the deficits, insteai of being the ainount
actual revenue was $22,587,587. For 1 have named, would, but for those
1876-7 lie had estirnated a revenue of changes, have reached about $8,126,968,
$23,250,000 ; lie had an actual revenue of or iiot less than an average of $2,03 1742.
$22,059,174. For1877-8 he had estimated I omitted from this amount another item
arevenue of $23,400,000 ; hehad an actual
revenue of $22,275,000. So that the
lion. gentleman who ventures now to
lecture the lion. the Finance Minister
upon the disappointment which may
have occurred in connection with his
Estimates, is the same who, during three
years hadi estimated his revenue at an
aggregate of $76,210,872, and had re-
ceived an actual revenue of only
$71,100,000, a difference of nearly
$5,000,000, or an average annual dif-
ference between estimated revenue and
actual revenue of no less than $1,626,042.
Now, I would ask whether, after a re-
cord of that kind, it ought not to become
the hon. gentleman to be somewhat more
modest, at any rate, in his censures and
criticisms upon the hon. the present Fin-
ance Minister ? Well, what was the re-
cord in relation to the deficits of those
years ? The lion. gentleman assumed
office by proposing an increased revenue,
with the view of preventing deficits. 1e
made the declaration that it was little
less than criminal for a Finance Minister
to go on from year to year with increas-
ing deficits. And what do we find ? In
spite of two changes in the Tariff, one
realising, or expected to realise, some-
where about $3,000,000, and another over
$1,000,000, we found in 1875-6 a deficit

which, as clearly established by the hon.
member for Cumberland (Sir Clarles
Tupper), ought to have been added,
$390,000, which was charged to capital
and renewal account, in connection with
the Intercolonial Railway, and which,
properly speaking, and according to Mr.
Tims, the Auditor of that road, ouglt to
have been chargedtoordinarye xpend iture.
Then, as to the ordinary expenditure
under the hon. gentlemen opposite. I
believe, Mr. Speaker, that we must, in
the nature of things, look forward to a
somewhat increased expenditure almost
every year. We are a growing con-
munity; new interests are springing up
and new obligations must necessarilv fall
upon us, which will, in the very nature
of things, involve a larger expenditure.
But that wa.s not the view taken by lion.
gentlemen opposite when they formerly
sat on that side of the House. Their
charge against the Conservative Gov-
ernment and party was that they were
extravagant, reckless; that, if careful in
the administration of public affairs, they
might largely reduce the annual expendi-
ture. We have, therefore, a right to
hold them responsible and judge them now
by their own standard. What do we
findl In 1873-4, hon. gentlemen op-
posite made it appear by the Public Ac-
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counts that the expenditure for that year for the present year of $25,000,009, tells
was $23,316,316. But I think I nay us that these Estimates are enough to fill
say that the argument of the hon. mem- every hon. gentleman who desires the
ber for Cumberland (Sir Charles Tupper), welfare of the country with serious alarm
when sitting on the other sicle of the and misgivings, for the amount which the
House, in relation to the expenditure of Government considers the least with which
that year, relating to the items charged to they can carry on the government of the
ordinary expenditure which ought to country, those Estimates, which be puts at
have been charged to capital account, has $25,000,000. What were the hon. gentle-
never been impugned, much less answered. man's Estiinates the first two vears he was
Of items included in the ordinary expendi- in office ? Here are the appropriations
ture of that year, in order to afford basis actually made for those two years, from
of comparison, I venture to think, with which it will be seen that the statement
other years, and enable thein to make of the lion. nember for Cumberland the
an exhibit more favourable to them- other niglit was strictly in accordance
selveswithsubsequentexpenditures, wefind with the Appropriation Act, and cannot,
no less a sum than $1,022,823, made up on any ground, be inpugned. Here is
of $69,330 re funds made by hon. gentle- tis statement : In 1874 the anount
men opposite on the eve of the General voted in the Appropriation Act was over
Elections, to an important railway in this $26,000,000.
country, and which, cortainly, were not MR. CARTWRIGHT: Does the bon.
fairly chargeable to the expenditure of that gentleman suppose that was the origin:al
year ; $545,625 in connection with the estimate ?
Intercolonial Railway, whichl had never MR. WHITE I dld not catch wit
been before, and was not proper!y charge- the hon. gentleman said, but this wes the
able to ,riit» xpniue n suni of money lie obtajacci f or thnat veau, al-al to ordiniary expenditure ;and
$407,868 spent in connection with the though lie did not spend it. The xtv veai
Dawson route, while similar expenditure lie asked for even a Jauger anount
afterwards, under the Administration of defraying the general charges, nanielv,
the hon. gentlemen opposite, was always $24,1171
charged to capital account. So the gentleman biought n an appropriation le
actual expenditure of that year, instead nsked for 826,000,000, the next year he
of being $23,000,000 odd, was but -sked for $27,000,000, but now lie is lbor-
$22,493,423. Did those hon. gentlemen rifled at the mut that the lion. geutlenîn
reduce that expenditure, or so act as to asked for $25,000,000. I0 is quite true
justify the confidence tley clained from be did not spend ail these aunas, but
the country as strict economists in rela- the very next year, although lie asliod foi
tion to public expenditure ? Tbey did $23,000,000, be spent $1,250,000 more
not. In 1874-5 they increased the expen- tlîn lie asked foi, showiig that whcn Le
diture over the highest of the previous asked for too mucli lie got arned at what
Ad ininistratioi bv $1,417,678; in 1875-6, lie asked for and spent less, but when he
by $2,152,179 ; ini876-7, by $1,223,908; placed the appropriation at lower aum
in 1877-8, by $1,203,156 ; in 1878-9, lie spent $1,950,000 more than the Appro-
they increased it by $2,155,381, or an priatioî Act iîvolved. So much for he
aggregate inerease of expesîiiture iii titose financial aspects of the late Administra-
live years, over whsat they themselveo had tion. So h ach for the taunt of the bon.
dclared to be an extravagant expen- gentleman opposite, that lion. gentleyen
diture on the part cf teir pue- on this aside cf tbe House dspL y a want
decessors, of $8,lâ53,092, to which muast of skill and abilitv and carefuilness in
again be alded 4390,000 which 3dr. Tins the adinitgration of the affeirs cf
declared properly be$onged to the ordinary the country. Now I onie to the
expenditnîe cf the couu4try, wben broacler question whiclî lias been engagimg
we bave no lesg than an average of the attention of tia in ouse ; and if the
$1, 708,618 avear expended by liont. entie- ause will permit me before I enter into
men opp)osite in excess of the ighestll ex- particular details in reference to it, I de-
penditure of the extravagant Govern- sire to refer for a -moment to a purely
ment that preceded them. But the ex- personal matter. t sat for two or three
Finance Ministerreferringto the Estimates Sessions in the gallery where those gentie-
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men are industriously enployed in report-
ing the debates of the House, and I was
conipelled to listen to hon. gentlemen
who considered my opinions, although I
was not a public man, of sufficient im-
portance to make then the subject of
quotation and discussion on the floor of
Parlianent. Last year, although I did
not happen to hear it, one hon. gentleman,
an ex-Minister, did nie the honour to refer
to those opinions also. The same
hon. gentleman, in a quiet, genial, joking
way, last niglt, suggested to nie, when I
told him I did not propose to ansswer
everything said on the other side, that
perhaps I would consent to answer what
I myself la said in former years. Now,
I propose to take up the time of this
House for a few moments in dealing with
these charges, once for al]. 1 do not intro-
duce this personal mnatter out of consiidera-
tion to myself, because I think mny course
a consistent one ; but I know how
these things are usetd for the purpose of
influencing public sentiment outside, and
it is for tiat reason I propose to refer to
this natter. It is charged that while a
menber of the Dominion Board of Trade
I expressed Free-trade opinions, that I
was a pronounced Free-trader. In sup-
port of this, hon. gentlemen have quoted
from the report of the proceedings of that
Board. When I went into the Library to
get the volume containing that report, I
found everywhere ink-mnarks emsphasisingt
particular phrases and words, and I think
I can lear ion. gentlemen as they came
to these precise words giving them the
desired empiasis, having prepared the
.emphasis in advance, in order to convince
the House and the country tiat I formerly
held these Free-trade views. It would
have been honest on the part of hon.
gentlemen if they had rend the first sen-
tence of the speech from which they have
so often quoted against me. What is the
difference to-day between the two parties
of this House? What was the issue
successfully fought by hon. gentlemen
who now control the majority of this Par-
liament ? It was this : that it was the
duty of the Government, in certain cou-
ditions of the country, to adopt such fiscal
legislation as wvouldpromote the prosperity
and well-being of the country, as would
give life and energy to its industries, and
as would premote its commercial pros-
perity. What is the view I took in 18731?

low did I define my position? Ilere are
the first words of the speech from which
hon. gentlemen have quoted. I will read
them and vsk hon. gentlemen to say if
they do not enbody the issue presented
to the people at the last election as
between this party and that. I said

"I wish to adduce some reasons for voting
against the resolution which has been proposed
by Mr. Wilkcs, and why I think the Board
ought to accept the anscadment I have placed in
your hands. I have no liesitation iii saying
that I am a Protectionist to this extent : I
believe it is possible for the Governnt, by the
adoption of a tiscal policy, to nurture, protect
and promote the industries of the countrv. The
Free-trade principle, on the contrary, is that
just in proportion as it does interiere, it injures
rather than benefits the manufacturing interest.
Fromt this doctrine I entirely dissent. It is
quite possible for the Governimecnt to promote
the mianulacturing interests of a country ; and
especially in a new country like this, where
tscre is not much accumsulated w ealth, where
manufactures must be started on a vcry snall
scale, and where the market is limited, it is the
duty of the Gwver-nment to do what it cai
to pronote them, by the adoption (J a liscal
policy on the principle o isncd Protee-
tion."

These, Sir, were the initial words of the
speech the Lon. gentlemen have referred
to, and what was the appreciation of it at
the time ? Let me give Mr. Wilkes's reply.
ie spoke immediately after me, anid you

will see what was the impression that my
remarks made upon him. Mr. Wilkes
said:

"The end of ail such systems as Mr. White
advocates is ' Protection all round.' One man
wants his 'raw material' free of duty ; but
his raw material is the 'manufactured article'
of some otier person, therefore there must Le
Protection ail round."

That was the answer of the gentleman
with whom I was discussing the question.
It followed immediately after the speech I
had made, and ie declared thsat Le re-
garded it as a Protectionist speech, and
one whlich involved Protection all round.
It was therefore certainly not open to the
charge hon. gentlemen have since made
in relation to it. I have nothing to re-
call in connection withi the ground I took
on that occasion. I warned Protec-
tionists, Protectionist as I was myself,
that in the then condition of the country
any attempt to get a higher duty than 15
per cent. would cause publie agitation on
the subject of increased taxation, and re-
sult in a want of permanence and a danger
of reaction, and that a reduction back to
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or belov 15 per cent. would do more
harni than an increased duty would do
good. What, Mr. Speaker, was the
position of the country in 1873? We
Lad Lad large revenues and a series of sur-
pluses; upwards of $S0,000,000, saved
out of the revenue of the country, had
gone into public works, or in other words
in the reduction of the Public Debt. We
were in a condition of prosperity so great
that the hon. member for Centre Huron
declared that we mistook inflation for
prosperity. Every industry in the
country was flourishing, every branch of
commerce was flourishing, and every man
in the country, who was willing to vork,
had the opportunity of working ; and the
argument I used then was that at that
time, under those circumstances, it would
not be desirable to have an increase of
duty. More than that, the influence of
competition fron our friends on the other
side of the line had not yet commenced to
develop itself ; they had iot got over
the effects of their terrible fratricidal
war. A large amount of smuggled goods
went into that country out of this; tourists
every year took back with them by the
underground railway enough to do them
for the rest of the year, and saved in
the difference of price the cost of their
trip. That was the position in which -we
stood at that time ; and if that speech is
exanined, it will be found by any man
who knows anything of the commercial
condition then, and the change wjich has
taken place since, that the argument
which Lad force in 1873 could have no
force in 1878. Will any one pretend to
say that the conditions were in any way
the same, at the two periods ; in 1878 we
found every industry in a state of prostra-
tion, we found every commercial interest
in such a state of depression as was never
seen before. The proposition I laid down
in opening that speech was that being in
the power of thie Government, it was
their duty to adopt such a fiscal
policy as would improve the in-
dustries and enhance the prosperity of
the country at large. That was the doc-
trine that was carried out in 1879, and
that was the doctrine I advanced in 1873.
There was no inconsistency ; there was
no going back on one's-self, even suppos-
ing a going back on one's-self would have
been a crime. What do we find in
Canada to-day ? Many men who were

MR. WRITE.

strong Free-traders in 1873, men who
were Cobdenites of the Cobdenites, who
looked upon Free-trade as an axiom, as a
dogma, that could not Le departed fron
without committing sacrilege, we find
such men as these in 1878 and 1879 com-
ing into line as Protectionists. Before
the liard practical facts of our position,
all these theories of Free-trade Lad to be
cast to the winds ; and we find these men,
convinced and constrained by solid facts,
giving in their adhesion to the bon. gen-
tlemen who now occupy the Treasury
Benches. But it is a curions fact that, at
the same meeting of the Board of Trade,
Mr. Harty, of Kingston, brought up the
question of the 10 per cent. differential
duties upon tea, and what I said then
was this :

" Mr. White opposed the resolution, and
pointed out that the Government had done a
very generous thing by the trade in repealing
the duty at all; it was rather a hard thiug now
to ask the Government to discriminate in
favour of New York importers against our own
importers."
Is not that precisely the same argument
as bas been used by me ever since Î
But for the fact that the statements
to which I have been replying,
have been used to the prejudice of my
political friends-1 am indifferent to
them myself-- would not have troubled
the House by referring to them. And
now, Mr. Speaker, what has been the
result of the National Policy for the last
year ? It is premature to attempt to
judge of such a radical change after the
few months of its operation. If we were
unable to point to a single specific case
of great advantage resulting from it, I
venture to sav that all sensible men would
admit that it should have a fair oppor-
tunity of developing, whatever the result.
But what is the fact ï Fortunately this
poliéy bas acted almost with magical
influence in changing the position of
things in relation to a large number of
industries. At first there were difficulties
in connection with the working of the
details in the Custom House. It was a
radical change ; it involved at the
beginnin g certain difficulties in the
making out of invoices and entries
in all those practical operations
connected with the passing of goods
through the Csutom Houses of the
country ; and there is no doubt that
at the outset some difficulties had to be
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encountered. There may have been some
importers, there may be some still, who
regard it as a nuisance, just as all men
may be supposed to regard all Custom
Bouses as a nuisance. There is scarcelv a
traveller who has his luggage overhauled
and tossed about who does not regard Cus-
tom Houses as a nuisance. But, niotwith-
standing these difficulties,I venture to say
that the feeling ii favour of the policy to-
day will be found as strong, nay, stronger
after the experience of those imonths of
its working, than the proposition to adopt
it was in 1878. There are one or two
subjects that I desire to refer to specially,
as these proved to be important topies of
discussion, and particularly one subject on
which some most extravagant statements
were made by the gentlemen on the other
side of the House. I allude to the effect
of the duties on sugar. The hon. menber
for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) said the
other day that the effect of these duties
was to add from a cent to a cent and a
half a pound to the price of sugar to tlie
Canadian consumer ; and the hon. ex-
Minister of Finance went so far as to say
it had increased the price from three to
three and a quarter cents per pound.
There is nothing like going it strong
'when one is at it ; and the hon. gentle-
men understand that maxim perfectly.
But what are the facts ? The lion. mem-
ber for Centre Huron (Sir Richard Cart
wright) should be the last man
to attack us on this side for having
adopted these duties ; they are not a whit
more protective than the policy he himself
introduced in 1874 ; scarcely more pro-
tective than the Order in Council by
which he tried to protect the sugar-refin-
ers in Montreal. And it was only when
having tried to do so then and in his fail-
ing to do it, not having the knowledge
that he was trying to do what he was not
legally permitted to do, it was only after
that, that he became so bitter against the
"legalised robbery ". about which we bave
heard so much. But I repeat, what are
the facts vith regard to this alleged in-
crease in the prices of sugar ? I have the
prices of granulated sugar in Canada, and
so that there can be no doubt about it, I
will hand this to the reporter, so that
everyone can verify it for themselves.
The fact is that the average price of
granulated sugar in 1876 was $9.50 ; the
average price in 1877 was $10.66 ; the

average price in 1878 was $9.34; the
average price in 1879 was $9.00. Here
are the figures, so that hon. gentlemen
eau verify themu if they please :-

Wholesal trade prices of granulated sugar for
the last four years in Montreal

1st to 5th.

13th to 16th.

to 31st.

Average.

cc CD C CD CD1 st to 5th.

28th to 31st.

Average.

13t to th.

C zZ t '_C~CC I - <b i3th to 16t

« 28th to 3lst.

T Averagea

pci yr The" CI, 0 hnt toth e

mme for Lamb .on wl 1thu

__j2tth te 3ist.

0<<JAverage.

The average price of sugar waa, thein,
lower in 18719 than ini any of the three
preceding years. The hon. gentleman, the
niember for Lanibton, will thus see that
instead of au increase we have had au
actual decrease in the pric of sugar.
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MR. MACKENZIE: \Vill the hon.
gentleman allow me ? What I said was
this: that the Tariff had the effect of rais-
ing the price of sugar from half a cent to
over a cent a pound more than it would
have been under the old Tariff.

MR. WHITE : I know what the hon.
gentleman said ; I know the bon. gentle-
man 's argument; and I have not ventured
to address this Ilouse without being fully
prepared to macet it. These are the prices
of the wholesale dealers. I will repeat
them: $9.50 in 1876 ; $10.66 in 1877;
$9.34 in 1878; and $9.00 in 1879 ; it
came down to $9 after this "legalised
robbery" came into operation, after we
had taken to " washing our sucgar," which
is the iigliest conception that the hon.
meiiber for Centre Huron bas of the
business of sugar refining. In 1879, after
the adoption of this poliicy, the refinery in
Montreal re-opened its doors to the great
joy and deliglit of nany workingimen who
had been hoping against hope that the
tinie would come when they would be
earning a fair day's wag s for an honest
day's work. The first effect was to lower
the price of sugar. It was argued that
tlis-wasowingtothe largeamont of sugar
in store, which had been brought into the
country in anticipation of the new Tariff.
The refineries were thon blamîed for
dropping the price le. per pound. But
another effect was produced. Not only
was the price last year less than it was
three yearsago, butintimes of scarcityand
speculative excitement in regard to sugar,
the home industrylias kept down prices.
In November last, a fact which will pro-
bably answer the hon. neiber for Lamb-
ton (Mr. Mackenzie), sugar was quoted
in New York at $8 per 1001b., net
cash in bond, after the drawback was de-
ducted. Under the Tariff of hon. gen-
tlemen opposite the cost in New York
would have been $8; 25 per cent. and le.
duty, and freiglt and tfie other charges
would havo made the total cost of the
sugar in Canada $11.35 per 1001b.
The higliest price reached in Canada last
year was $10.33, and that, I think, is a
sufficient answer to the lion. gentleman.
Then I have another illustration to give :
in June, 1877, when there was no re-
finery in Canada, a sharp rise took place
in sugar. In New York, at that time,
granulated sugar was quoted at $7.84,
net cash in bond, and the price in Canada,

MR. WHITE.

under the Tariff of hon. gentlemen op-
posite, rose to $11.62 per '1001b. Last
year, however, when the price in New
York went up to $8, the price in Canada
was only $10.73. The fact, therefore, is
that the people of Canada, instead of hav-
ing their sugar increased in price, have
got it l. cheaper than they would
have done liad not the present Tariff
come into operation. But there is an-
other view. The price is higlier than
it vas a few months ago, but it bas gone
up in sympathy with the increase in the
cost of raw sugar. Here are the facts :
Between April and November last vear
raw sugar advanced 49L, per cent. in New
York, and refined 31 per cent., while re-
fined in Canada only advanced 27 per
cent. The facts I have given are not
mere suppositions,. not mere deductions
from assurned conditions, but literal facts,
and lion. gentlemen opposite cannot shut
their eyes to their true significance. I an
aware that you will see in the Globe, and
other organs of lion. gentlemen opposite,
from time to time, figures to show that
there lias been a large increase in the
price of sugar, figures comparing things
which are dissimilar, refiners' prices i
New York with merchants' prices in
Canada ; but the facts I have subimitted
are not based on calculations or supposi-
tions, or mere estimates based upon sone
form of argument, but are actual facts,
showing that we have lost nothing but
gained vastly in consequence of the estab-
lishment of the refinery. And that being
the case, let us ask if the country bas
been benefitted in other respects by the
establisliment of this industry. The bon.
member for Centre Huron talked about
the 300 people engaged in the refinery.
Now, there are 400 male adults em-
ployed therein. The employés are
not, as in sorne industries, boys,
children, and young women, but male
aduits, many of them being heads of
families. And there are other industries
connected with the sugar refinery. There
is the stave industry, and I may state
that a large market has been opened for
staves in consequence of the re-opening of
the refinery. Then the coopers who make
the barrels are benefitted, and the coal-
owners receive no small amount of benefit ;
since for every ton of sugar that is made,
a ton of coal is consumed. That
fact should encourage our friends from
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Nova Scotia. But, above ail, a trade is
being establishedic with the West
Indies, which will certainly assume large
proportions. One peculiarity of this
industry is, that it not only employs the
peoplu of the country, but it tends to
establish a forcign trade of the best and
most vauiable kind. Lastu year I quoted
fromi the American apostle of Free-trade,
Mr. Wells. I will not repeat the quota-
tion, but will sÀimply remind hon. gentle-
msen that thiat gentienan-whose opinions
ought tobe acceptefd by then as gospel,
whose opinions are of such importance
that when the Depression Committee met
some vears ago, the first evidence taken
was a letter fron Mr. Wels-states that
tie sugar in dustry, from the point of view
of developing and building up a foreign
traie, ought always to be inaintained
ani promotd. It will be aduitted
that anything thlat develops the ship-
ping interest of Montreal is a matter of
Donmiion coneerin. That will be admit-
ted b- al! parties ; and I an sure, there-
fore, that tie Hiouse will be glad to learn
that this policy bas had an important
influence in that direction. I quote fro.m
the report of the Chairman of the Harbour
Trust ot Montreal, as follows :-

"It may not be out of place here to say that
in looing whence the increase in revenue was
derived, the first large item was from sugar.
'Tie imports of t1his article were via the St.
Lawrence, in 1878, over twelve million pounds,

Say ...... .......... 12,289,843 lbs.
And in 1879........64,375,656

An increase of ........ 52,085,813
and which yielded to the revenue $7,800 more
than the previous year.

" To bring this quantity of sugar to our
wharx es there were eimployed (besides partial
cargoe3) no less than 45 vessels laden with
sugar, aggregating 20,731 tons, and whose ton-
nage dues yielded to the harbour a revenue of
$4,552, while it may be safely est:mated that
the outward wharfage dues paid on these ves-
sels was not less than $5,000 more.

" Coal is another large item of increase. the
imports ria the harbour for 1879 being 188,231
tons, and for the previous year, 142,754 tons,
The quantity from the Maritime Provinceslast
year, 55,917 tons, and this year, 117,256 tons;
an increase of 61,339 tons.

"The additional revenue derivable from this
source is on coal, $4,600 ; and the increase of
tonnage and wharfage outward will make this
item at least as mucli more."

That is one of the results of the adoption
oftheiNationalPolicy,and eveyonemustad-
mit that it has been beneficial to the ship-
ping interests of the St. Lawrence. I

saw a petition of the Board of Trade of
the city of St. Catharines the of-her day,
whiclh referred to the practical benefits to
internal navigation which would resuilt
fron cheapening the charges on shipping
at Montreal. Then there is the question
of the West India trade, the great im-
portance of which nay be inferred fron
thefact that hon. gentlemen opposite were
negotiating to give a direct mnonev sub-
sidy to a steamsliil) coimpa:ny to carry the
mlsails to those islands, and thus piomote
the trade with then. I think ithat was a
wise policy, for I regard the West India
trade as perhaps the mnost imrporttnt
feature in connec tion with the developnent
of the foreign trace of this country.
We have just had laid on the Table a
return of the imports for tie six imonths
ending 31 st December, in 1878 amd 1879
respectively. Taking sugar of aIl sorts
for the sake of my argument, I find that
the imports from Great Britain is 1878
anounted to 19,038,5641b. In 1879,
they were about 9,961,1951b. TIe im-
ports froin the United States in 1878
were 36,635,6301b., but last year they
were reduced to 8,227,46:lh. Tie in-
portsfron the British and Spanish West
Indies wero 4,517,8571b. in 187ct, ani last
year they were incrcased to 36,030,0511b.
Thus from Great Britain wC imuport-
ed a litle more than over half as
many pounds as ve lad imported tie
corresponding, six months of the pre-
vious year. From the United Siates
we only imported a little less than
one-fourth of what was inported bc-
fore, while our importations froin
the West Indies were about eight
times more than they were the preceding
year. Will anyone undertake to tell nie
that this is not an advantage to the in-
terests of this country ? But there is
another fact which I ouglt not to omit.
We find that from the Spanish posses-
sions in the Pacifir, fron Brazil, and from
the Dutch East Indies, the imports lad
passed out of existence in 1878, but in
1879 we find that no less than 5,368,2561b.
of sugar were imjpor ted from those
countries. I venture to believe that that
trade will assume important proportions.
As a market for lumber we know that the
South American countries will become
important traders with Canada, and the
tact that we have been able in one year,
as the result of the policy adopted laat
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Session, to establisli an import trade f rom result ? It is this : the imports during
those countries, indicates another form in the six nonths of 1878, from Great
which this policy lias been of great ad- Britain, were 2,056,5201b.; last year they
vantage to this country. But we were were 3,171,2121h. Colsidering that this
told, I think by the hon, member for South Tarif was to destrov our trade witl
Brant (Mr. Paterson) in those inagni- Great Britain, that is a tolerably good ex-
ficent tones in which lie addresses the hibit. This tea probably came in ships
House, tliat Messrs. Redpath and Coin- fron England, thus contributing to bud
pany have cleared $600,000 in a single up our trale with 4, and to
year l)y tic operation of this Tariff. Ho1 establish our export trade as weil. Frorn
lie rnana-ed to -et the exact figures of kCinia and Japan Our inmports of tea ini
their profits rnust puzzle iost lion. 1878 ere 575,52b., and last year,
niembers. It is not usual for nier- 1.486,34911b. Froni the, tTîîitcl S'tt-e8 Iii
chants to give ilieir iiecount books 1878, imports -wcîe 3,5~16,3141b., and Ii
to nibers of Parlianient for the 11879 tey fel to 1,4o,0921 . That is
purpose of enabiing thenT to state their to say, our i eports froni oreat Brithju in-
exact profits. They did ïot iake. that creased for the six n itths some per
amouint, thougl 1 wihli they Lad ; but cent. tron C pina ad Japmn 15s per
if they 1nd mfade it, the simple question cent., wgil iron the United States toley
arises, whether -e had etter not have, decrcased 60 pr cent. Yet in faee of
after the resurts I have shown to flow tiese returns, the Globe asksus todoaway
from tbis policy, $600,000 nmade iii a with the 10 per cent. duty in order to î>re-
single ear by Canadians, added to the vent the tea traCie beio eitred i the
wealth of the people of tlis coutry, to United States. It has liad te effeet in-
be use i it, tia notade b Armericans. t.nded, tat is, of centreing ie Caadian

tbe added to their Nvealth and strencrth, cities the tea distribu)ttingl trade of the
and to b g expended in the Utnited States. Dominion, instead of cntreing it in new
The stenbe and wealth of the country York. I a aware t ere is stro h dis-
are, nfteral to Le foulnd in the wealth of position on the part of ecrtain New York-
its individual citizens and just in pro- merchants to establiL brokerages and
portion as we can build Ue trade, and send tea froi China and Japan, specially
make it profitable for capitalist to corne shipped, directly to our Canadian cities-
here and make fortunes, instead of going to Toronto, Montreal and Yatilton and
fo the onited States, spending them that soe of our Canadian rerehants feel
there, and tyLs adding to the resources that that would Le a practical evasion of
of our civilisation, just in that proportion t e law. This s a matter which I ar

oill we make the country desirable to sure ill engage the earnest attention of
live in and promote and foster its best the Goverment, as to whetLer it is an
interests. Froen suar to tea is an easy evasion of the law. If tere is a nonans
transition. I corne, therefore, to deal of preventing it, I am quite sure that the
with the tea duties. The Toronto Globe, merchants can dependon inisters giving
I think on Saturday last, was kind a fair and candid car to any of their cor-
enough to say that I was in some ay plaints-in this respect, as in many others,
responsible for the adoption of this policy proving a strikig contrast to their ex-
I make no such pretence. I take rny pprience under the- late Goverlnnent. The
share of the responsibility, like distributing centre or us is now this coun-
every other other, hon. member try, the tea coming here direct fror the
wlio votes in favour of it. But place of production to those brokers.
if responsible for it, I should not in any The only difference is sirply this:
way regret that responsibility. What whether the question of nationaity can
wa-, the tendency of the former Tarif in Le ii any way made a bar to the importa-
,cDcinection with tea? It was to centre tion of goods to this country, or whether
the tea distributinY trade in New York o the question of ownerseip may be made a
while the objet of this Tarifp was to qualification for their importation. I
cantre it, so far as regards this country, offer no opinion b relation to
is the Canadian cities instead. Let me the subjeet, but simply content my-
ask, judging by the statements laid on self with drawing the natural conclusion
the Table, what lias been the practical from the results of the last six months.
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There was another subject a good deal
discussed last vear, and to some extent
this Session as well, namely, the effect of
the duty on coal. We are told by hon.
gentlemen opposite, who seize on every
evidence of depression. as if it was a sweet
mnorsel to be rolled under their tongues,
w-ho seen to revel in the idea that some
industries are not as prosperous as they
might be, and that some people are still
poor, depressed, down-trodden by com-
mercial disaster, that the faet is that, in
spite of the 50c. per ton duty put on coal,
the output in Nîova Scotia, or the sales,
have decreased about 4,000 tons. Now,
the output has increased about 18,000
tons. There was an issue of fact raised
the other day between the lion. member for
Cuimberland and th e hon. nien ber for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron). The hon. men-
bers opposite, who are so ready to charge
the hon. member for Cumberland (-ir
Charles Tupper) with inaccuracies, gener-
ally find that he never nakes a statement
in Parliament unless lie has the assur-
ance that it is founded on fact. The
hon. gentleman stated that there hiad
been an increased sale in Canada
of coal, and ttis statement was
vehemently denied. Well, the facts are
these : In Nova Scotia, the sales in 1879
were 688,626 tons, and in 1878, 693,511
tons; in British Columbia in 1879, they
were 228,974 tons, and in 1878, 190,640
tons, making the total sales in Canada in
1879, 917,600 tons, against 884,151 in
1878, or an increase for 1879 of 33,449
tons. But, after all, perhaps the hon.
gentlemen opposite were not so much to
blame for not remembering this fact;
they scarcely realise that British Columbia
is a part of this Dominion. I do not
wonder they forget altogether that there
are sources of wealth, enterprise, and
natural advantages in the Pacifie Pro-
vince which will, I believe, in the near
future, make it-and I sincerely hope my
predicti:n nay turn out correct-one of
the most important and wealthy Pro-
vinces of the Dominion. But what
would have been the effect, but for this
duty of 50c. per ton ?

1R. MILLS: In British Columbia?
MR. WHITE: The hon. member for

Bothwell wants to know something about
British Columbia. He will have an op-
portunity of answering me, and if we
have the same result from his answer as

on a former occasion, when he was deal-
ing with commercial questions, the House
will not be very imueli editied. It
is well known that the new resi-
dences and other buildings erected
in St. John, New Brunswick, have
been so constructed, as to fuirnaees, a s to
largely use anthracite coal, wlhere formerly
bituinnous coal was used. As a conse-
quence, chiefly of this, the export to New
Brunswick ut Nova Scotia coal last year
decreasetd 31,000 tons. Last year coal
everywhere was cheaper than for vears
before. We of the ciies, who were
alarmed at the predictions (f the lion.
gentlemen opposite last year as to the
frightful price w-e were to pay for our coal,
wvere relieved to find tlat w-e got it
cheaper-I do not say on account of the
National Policv-than for yours before.
The result of the low price of coa ini the
United States was the closing of that
market to the Nova Scotia coal-owners,
the actual decrease of their exports of
coal to the New Englantd States being
36,000 tons. Will anyone pretend that
that was a result of the National Policyi?
The result is simply this : the sale of
67,000 tons less to New Brunswick and
the United States, was made up to the
coal-owners of Nova Scotia, in cose-
quence of the 50c. per ton imposed last
year, enabling them to send that quantity
additional to Quebec and Ontario, thus
compensating for the decline elsewhere.
We know that the cotton industry, also,
bas improved under the National Policy;
that in Montreal the Hudon cotton fac-
tory has doubled its capacity ; that the
Stormont factory has been built in Corn-
wall ; that the factory in Valleyfield lias
succeeded for the first tine in paying a
small dividend to its shareholders ; that
in Hamilton contracts are let for a new
cotton factory, to run on special lines of
coloured cotton ; and in the tow-n of
Coaticooke, in the couinty of Stansteatd, so
worthily represented by the hon. gentle-
man who sits beside mue (Mr. Colby),
another cotton factory is being established.
Hardly a newspaper that comes to us but
brings intelligence of new industries
springing up in different parts of the
country. Then, Sir, what was the effect
of the Tariff on the importations of cot-
ton ? The imports from Great Britain in
1878 were 1,528,364 yards of cotton; in
1879, 787,542 yards; from the United
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States, in 1878, we imported 3,962,625 had ail been destroyed, the year before
yards; while in 1879 the imports de- last we imported 739,0001. of cat-
creased to 1,619,814 yards. The decrease meal frei the United States, while iast
from Great Britain was 19 per cent., and year we only imported 78, and
from the United States 59 per cent., all of that in spite of the fact tbat tiî, oatmeal
which was filled up froin the proclucts of mills bad ail been closed up. Where the
our own cotton factories, employing our People got their porridge beaven only
own people, expending noney in eur cwn knows. As to four, wne fid that there
country, and giving courage to the various were imported for consumptien into
commercial enterprises of the land. I Canada 225,906 barrels in 1878, and oniy
shall not refer at length to the question 50,47S barrels in 1879, the dfiie
ofagricultura Protection. I believe, how- flr fri Ca ian
ever, our agriculturist-s will derive wieat, greuni in Canadian mills. Now
their chief advantage under the Pro- these facts taken from the official record
tective policy adopted, from the building of tue first six months of tlis policy, are
up of prosperous centres, affording ready sncb as te show tlîat tho Goverînnent
and coiveLient markets for the perisiable \hiel intrgduced tli poiy bas no reason
products of the farmn. But, after all, back upn it, and the people who
something appears to have been done for sistai'ued tiîcriii its intr bave
azricultural Protection when we examine
the returns to which I have referred. were toit last year that one cf the eîects
The inports of Indian corn whiich w'ere of this pehicy would be to destroy our
1,412,575 bushels, deducting imports for expert trade. We were to th the
re-export in 1878, decreased to 548,973 (4overnînent Lad placed si in
in 1879, the difference being made up by upon the export trade cf grain by the St.
the coIsLiumptiol of the coarse grains Lawrence that it would be entIrely
grown by Canadian fariners themselves. destroycd. XVhat îs 1he fact li
The quantity of oats imported fromi the respect te the port cf e
United States in 1878 was 1,598,001 take tli facts früm fle report cf the Sec-
busiels, deducting imports 1or re-export, retary cf the Cern Exehange cf Moritreal,
whicl decreased in 1879 to 26,759 than whom there is nl mn more enreful
bushels. One of the effects of the policy in bis statements, and 1 find tliat ii 187
of the G overinment of the lion. gentlemen the £hipme-îts cf grain frou that port, in-
opposite was, when there was a surplus
of oats in Chicago or the Western States 17,346,6î8 busiiels; i 1878 they N-ere
market, that it was brought into Canada, 20,899,187. and i 1879, 22,725,246. 0f
to the prejudice of the Canadian fariner. this the w}eat receipts at that port in-
One of tlie first results of this Tariff has cremsd 53 per ceut. over those cf 1878,
practically been to exclude American oats aud the shipments increased 5377 per
froi our market, undoubtedly to the cent. over the shipnîents cf the previous
advantage of the Canadian fariner. Of yenr. There are those wlo say that this
rve there was *imported in 1878, 73,243 is entirelv the resuit cf the better creps
bushels; in 1879 that amount was that we have had net oîîlv in Canada but
reduced to 918 bushels. In the article tli United States, and h is said that there
of wheat, I deduct that imported for re- was aise a larger expert frei Arerican
exportation, and I find that in 1878 a ports generally cf grain than during the
little over half a million bushels of preceding year. Tlat is truc. Tley tell
American wjheat, 4,203,911 bushels, were us that aitheugli or experts have in-
imported into Canada for consumption, crcased largely, fli increase is net pro-
and last year it was reduced to pertionately as large as in tue experts
6,466 buslhels, a fact that I venture frei American ports. Wbat are the
to thiak, had some influence upon facts? lnfertunately, Mzr Patterson, the
the prosperity of the farmers of Secrctary cf the Montreal Cern Exchange
this country, in view of the large crops was net able te procure for me the experts
which happily they were blessed with last frei ail the American ports luring the last
year. Last year we heard a great deal year, but I have the experts Irom the
about the destruction of the oatmeal port of New York. I fini that the re-
mills, yet I find that though those mills ceipts at Mentreal how an increase in
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grain of all sorts of 5-74 percent., and at the tlat in moving to Canada the Jiglish-
port of New York an increase of 6 per n simpiv crosses the sea, but does not
cent, But there is a diffèrence between c e s ins;titutions or Lis tia-, stili re-
the receipts and shipments that ought not niain1 under the :tgis of the British
to be overlooked. In the city of New Crewn. Tht-n wehavotie Con naeaueS
York, as in all the Anerican ports, a large from the Royal appointed
part of the receipts of grain that go tihere tenqun-e into the sub ect of t'e agri-
is for local consumiption, andi not for e-cultr i
port:tion. while at the city of Montreal, Canada aud gomg k with tht inost
ail but 2 per cent. of the receipts are frieudlv deriaratie ls, ani with the iuost
seenî in the shipmients. I have not the v reports n r-Lttiou to the piesexît
retnlis froi the city of New York as to 1md the future of this country. So that,
their shipments in 1879, but I have as to So far frein thierebavmg >een a Ioeeeuîg
their shipments and receipts for 1878, of the lie, e the tie is
and if that be a criterion, then the ship- beig steadhly t ltat so
inents at the city of Montreal show a fer a: EiîÏgland is concerned, iis (olony
higher percentage of increase than the ncver stood in hirher estimation ii En--
shipinents at the city of New York. Ii land tîi it (oes to-ta. Itisquite truc
the latter place tiere is a difference of 29 that -v had read to us the other 1îv a
per cent. betwecn the receipts and sbip- letter from the Liglit lion. John Briglt,
ments, and in the city of Montreal a saying that lie regarded this Tarif as a
difference of 2 per cent.; so that, takig,very bad one, and that it vold Iad to
as I have said, this as the criterion by a severance of the coulîection the
whicli to juîge of the results of Iast year, two countries. But it is well known that
the increased percentage at the port of Mr. Bright lias never been very favour-
Montreal is actually greater than the in- able to Colonial connection. 1 ca re-
creased perceitage at the port of -New mniber when in Engiand a few e:irs ago
York. Now, we had sonie other predic- there was nndoubtedly a tendelîcy
tions relative to this policy. We were towards an anti-Colonial feeling, na ian
told it was going to cause a feeling of irri- vas more for ward in the expression of
tation in Englandthat it would inevitably that feeling than the righttlion. gentleman
loosen the tie that binds us to the wiose letter was read to us the other day.
Mother Country, and that, in fact, it was I venture to thuîîk that, xvith ail respect
a first step towards the severing of that for the Riglt Hon. Mr. Bright-and no
tie altogether. What bas been the one las a higlier respect for him than 1
result? I will ask hon. gentlemen of this have--I venture to think that we in
House on either side whether there ever Canada unierstand our business aud our
was a time in the history of England or interests as weil as be does. We find
of Canada when Canada stood better in many mca corning to this side who, lefore
England than it does at this noment? they came beie, were as fir as Mr.
Why, when the bon. the Finance Minis- Bright in their Free-trade opinions, and
ter went home to get lis loan he inade who in Engiand were regarded as
a loan that hon. gentlemen opposite are authorities and apostles in Free-trade
compelled to say was a good and favourable lrineiples. But findiîg theinselves here
one; and when thehon. member for Centre and face to face with the position of this
Huron is forced to say a good thing of a country, its relations to the neighbouring
political opponent we nay make up our Iepubiic, iteculiarcommercial position,
minds that the thing is very good indeed. they have aduiitted that the policy we
We find that the Premier of England have adopted is the oîîly one that An
made Canada the special subject of one save us from absolute commercial anni-
of his speeches in Great Britain, directing hilation. I think we may fairiy offset
attention to this country as the future the opinion of Mr. Bright by the
home of thousands of the people of Great opinions of sucb gentlemen as these. But
Britain. We find thatthe tenant farmers we were toid also that this policy was going
of England, sending out their delegates to to produce a feeling of irritation in the
this country, have received reports back United States, that they were certain to
which point out this fact, which, I think, resent our action, that the moment they
as British subjects we may be proud of found this policy adopted here they would
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pass laws to retaliate upon us, and that
as forty-five millions were so much more
powerful than four and a-half millions on
this side, it was folly for us to enter upon
so unequal a struggle. What lias been
the 1esult? Has there been any such
feeling on the other side ? So far from
tbat being the case we find things going
on just as they vere. A few weeks ago
thev liad put an embargo upon the im-
portation of Canadian cattle into their ter-
ritory, and everybody who looked upon
our National Policy as a bad one, imme-
diately said that that vas evidence of
their intention to ietaliate. Well, they
have removed the embargo, our Govern-
ment bavig been able to convince them
that there was no danger to American
cattle from Canadian cattle going into
their territory. Only last week I lad a
letter froni a friend, who is a member of
the Massachusetts Legislature ; lie takes
a great interest in Canadian affairs, and is
HUonorary Secretary of the Board of Trade
of the United Staftes. In this letter
lie encloses a resolution passed by the
House of Representatives of the Pro-
tectionist State of Massachusetts, showing
very clearly that there is no feeling of
irritation, but, on the contrary, a growing
disposition that better trade relations be-
tween the two countries are in the in-
terests of both. Here is the resolution,
passed on St. Patrick's day-the better
the day the better the deed :

"' JDreas, A joint resolution has been pro-
posed in the National House of Representatives
for the appointment of a Commission, to confer
with a Commission to be appointed by the Gov-
ernient of Great Britain, and thereby to ascer-
tain and report on what basis a treaty of recipro-
cal trade can be negotiated forthe mutual benefit
of the people of the Urited States, and of the
British Provinces adjacent to our northern
frontier, therefore,

" Resoled, By the Senate and House of Re-
prieeitatives of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusettF, in General Court assembled :

"That the renewal of reciprocal trade be-
tween the United States and the Dominion of
Canada and other British Provinces of North
America, will be of great benefit to the people
of this Commonwealth ; and this Legislature
desires that Congress may provide for a compe-
tent Commission to co-operate with the State
Department under such regulations as shall be
deemed expedient, with a view of applying prin-
ciples of Reciprocity to so much of the trade be-
tween the two countries as may promote their
inutual interests.

" And His Excellency the Governor is hereby
requested to transmit a copy of this resolution
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to each of our Senators and Representatives ini
Congress for their earnest consideration."
That, Sir, is the resolution passed only
last week in the Protectionist House
of Representatives of the Protec-
tionist State of Massachusetts, showing
that far from thore being any
disposition to retaliate, there is a disposi-
tion to draw nearer and closer the bonds
of commercial connection between thetwo
countries, vith a view of bringing about
that free interchange of such articles as
mîay fairly be interchanged between the
two countries without injury to either,
but on the contrary to their great mutual
advantage. So I tbink we may say that
as to these particular predictions they
have not up to the present time been
realised. But there are some objections
which hon. gentlemen have urged to this
policy. They tell us that prices bave
gone up ; they tell us the poor man bas
to pav much more for everything he pur-
chases, and that he gets no more for his
labour. Wefl, Sir, I might satisfy my-
self on this point by saying that the testi-
mony of hon. gentlemen opposite is that
increased prosperity invariably brings
higher prices. I miglit refer to the fact
that the hon: member for Centre Huron,
in his speech only the other night,
admitted that lie trusted to increased
prices in his last Budget speech, for an in-
crease of revenue which would enable
bim to bring the revenue and expenditure
to an equilibrium. Here, fron the speech
of the bon. gentleman, is what he
said

"We have been blamed for not imposing
further taxes in 1876. What was our rosition
then? We had recenitly imposed heavy taxes.
We knew that we were very close to the true

effective limit of indirect taxation, and also
that a very slight revival in the price of ordi-
uary staple articles would suffioe to restore our
revenue, and therefore we determined that it
was our duty to practice the strictest economy.
and to exhaust all reasonable means before
adding any further to the burden of the
people."

So that that hon. gentleman himself actu-
ally based his hopes of a restoration of
the equilibrium between revenue and ex-
penditure upon the coming better times,
and the coming of better prices as the con-
sequence of those better times, which he
looked forward to in the early future.
Not only that, but he also said, accounting
for such prosperity as he admits we are now
enjoying:
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"The facts are that while we have been
blessed with a remarkably good harvest, there
has been a great scarcity, amounting to posi-
tive famine, existing through a large portion of
Europe ; that prices and wages have gone up
in the United States, and, as a consequence,
there is an improvement in that country-an
improvement which gives us better sales for
our lumber, and, in certain cases, better
rates of transport for our transportation con-
panies.'

Thus we have the hon. gentleman, who
only the other night told us that higher
prices are evidences of increased pros-
perity, at the saine time telling us that
higher prices are a curse to the people
of this country. But I happen to have
here aiother authority-a couple of
extracts from the leading organ of the
Opposition, to the same effect. On
February 3rd, the Toronto (obe was
urgintg the importance of the immediate
construction of the Ontario and Quebec
Rlailway, and conchded its argument in
these words :

" It s unecessary to add that now is the
time to proceed with the business. We are on
the eve of a revival of business all the world
over. With the revival will come a general
rise in the price of material and labour, by
means of which the cost of railroad building
vill soon be almost doubled. At present

lab'ur is to be had in any quantity for very
little money; but if time is lost, and the work
of grading, and so forth, only entered upon
when the Lood times corne, the company will
be competing for labour in an understocked
market, and the great opportunity now pre-
sented will have passed away."

Then again, in a later article on
the conduct of the lion. the Finance
Minister in adopting to some extent
specific instead of ad cvalorem duties in
his Tariff, the saine authority said :

" All these' undesirable features are, in Sir
Leonard's eyes, offset by the capacity of specifie
duties to prevent the revenue from falling in
liard times, when the values of foreign mer-
chandise is falling, and thus to avoid the neces-
sity of the Government entering upon the sanie
course of economy which circumstances have
forced upon the people."

Thar is a statement that hard times means
falling prices. The writer then points out
the necessity for the Government adopt-
ing a course of economy, and proceeds:

" His specific duties will yield him no more
because of the very great increase of values of
the importation which has taken place and is
still proceeding. Fortunately for the revenue,
h- has left a portion of his taxes in the ad
valorem shape, and consequently he has not en-
tirely thrown away the increased revenue to be

obtained from rising values. But he has done
enough in this direction entirely to vitiate any
conclusion that the increase of revenue will ac-
company the increased value of importations as
it fornerly did. As we are now undoubtedly
in the presence of a rising tide, the grand effect
of the National Policy on the revenue is seen to
be that it will again prevent us from reaping
benefits which we should have reaped if the
Tariff had been lef t alone."

Thsere is a statement that the prices of im-
portationsareincreasing, ai4the increase is
still proceeding, not because of the National
Policy, but because of the restoration of
better timues. And wlat prices are going
that is made against the h is the charge
Minister That while on. the Fiunce
up, in consequence of bett er Zil ns, lie
hon. gentleman is not going b> ax tM
people additional on the ad r-qorrw prin-
ciple, on these higher prices, but lie is
going to leave their taxation at the saine
rate as before the inîcrease took place.
That is the argument used agaisnst the
lion. gentleman. Then we are told that
there have been a great nany failures
under this system. Well, unfortunately,
I believe there will always be failures in
commercial transactions. I heard a mer-
chant of wide experience in commercial
affairs say that of all the men who entered
business not more than 10 per cent. suc-
ceeded. But, Sir, whether that is true
or not, what are the actual facts with re-
gard to the failures of last year? Are
they due in any way to the National
Policy ? Are they not, on the contrary,
due in the first instance to the fact that
ien, who hiad been hoping against hope,
who had been struggling iusnder the policy
of the bon. gentlemen opposite, were com-
pelled at last to give -up. And, in addition
to that, the announcernent made in this
House last year that the Insolvency Act
would be repealed within a year, induced
many men who had doubts about their
position to go through the Insolvency
Court, in order that they iniglt start
afresh witls the revival of trade. The
hon. member for North Perth (Mr.
Hesson) made the statement the other
night, which it is worth repeating, that of
the failures of 1879 nearly 40 per cent.
occurred before the National Policy was
adopted at all. Surely it will iot be pre-
tended that the National Policy was re-
sponsible for those failures. During the
last quarter of the year, when it may be
fairly assumed the National Policy had
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commenced to have some influence on the
trade of the country, only 16 per
cent. of all the failures of the year took
place. Yet these hon. gentlemen aggre-
gaIte the figures and throw themn broad-
cast through the country, in order, if pos-
sible, to show that there bad been no
revival in the commercial condition of the
country. Now let me give vou as a proof
that the knowledge of the fact that we
were going to repeal the Insolvency Law
had something to do with the number of
failures, the experience of our friends on
the other side. I find that in 1878, when,
as everyone knows, times were beginning
to be better in the United States, there
was a larger number of failures than had
ever taken place in oneyear in the United
States. I find in that vear there were
10,478 failures and the aggregate sum in-
volved in those failures amounted to
$234,383,132. What is the remark made
by the compiler of the work fromi which I
quote, Mr. Spofford, the Librarian of Con-
gress, in relation to those figures? He
says "The larger proportional number of
failures in 1878 is attributable to the
repeal of the National Bankrupt Law
taking effect September 1, 1878, and
availed of by many seeking a discharge
from their obligations." That, Sir, is
precisely the same experienceas has taken
place here. A statement was made by
one of the hon. gentlemen opposite giving
some specific facts in regard to the failures
that had taken place. When hon. gentle-
men deal in generalities, it is hard tomeet
them, but when they come down to
specific facts, as they did on the sugar
question, in regard to which I think I
have successfully met them, they are
readily answered. The hon. meiber for
West Elgin (Mr. Casey) undertook to go
into some specific facts in relation to the
National Policy. His speech was in reply
to the speech of the hon. member fcr
Lincoln (Mr. Rykert) and the hon. mem-
ber for Lincoln took the trouble, as any
ion. gentleman should do, when the
merchants, business men and manufac-
turers of lis constituency are traduced,as
these were by bon. gentlemen opposite, to
enqilre into these statements, and lie bas
been kind enough to give me the result
of his enquiries in the replies of those
gentlemen. Now, Sir, what do we find ?
Thehon. gentlemansaid thatYaleand Con-
pany had failed, as theresult ofthe National

MR. WHITE.

Policy. And yet we find that the attach-
ment in insolvency was issued in 1877.
He stated that the Dolphin Manufactur-
ing Company was in the hands of an assignee,
and yet, Sir, we find that the attachrment
w'as issued in April, 1878, when the hon.

gentlemen opposite, to the great misfor-
tumne of this country, still occupied seats
on this side of the House. Then we were
told that Simpson's ship-yard had been
closed as the result of the National
Policy. The attachm ent was issuied in
1877, when lion. gentlemen opposite
were still in power. Then we were told
that R. I. Snmith and Company'ssaw works
had appliedfor exemption from taxationfor
five years, that so oppressed we re they
that they were conpelled to apply for
some little modicum of relief fron the
National Policv in exemption froni uluni-
cipal taxation. Now, here is a telegran
from Mr. Smith. He says :

" March 22, 18SO.
J. C. RYKERT, M. P.:

" Letter received. Have employed one-
fourth more men last six months than same
period in five years. Exemption was agreement
in 1873 for ten years, when new shop started.
Worked over-time this winter. Believe
National Policy a good thing.

"I R. I. SMITH & CO."

Then we were told that Collinson, Burcli
and Company had a monopoly, and were,
therefore, making a living in spite of the
National Policy. ilere is their state-
ment:

"March 22.
"Wehave been benefitted very much by the

National Policy ; have increased our capacity
nearly double, and are employing a larger num-
ber of hands.

" COLLINSON, BURCH & CO."

Then we are told that the Cotton Batting
Company were going out of business, and
that one man only was employed. Here
is their statement:

"March 22.
"Tell the meibers of the House of Commons

that the St. Catharine's Cotton Batting Com-
pany would not be in Canada to-day had it not
been for the National Policy, and if the duty
is taken off they will take the machinery back
to the other side, as we can get cotton cheaper
and save f reight, which is quite a consideration.
Americans are trying to run us out of Canada
by selling lower than the real cost of the goods,
and if they shut us up will raise the price in
twenty-four hours. We are able to judge, as
we sell more cotton batting in this part of
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Canada than al! the factories combined. We
would ask for a further increase of dutv.

" GEORGE B. TOWERS,
"St. Catharine's Cotton Batting Company."

These men who were destroyed by the
increase actually want a further increase.
It cannot, therefore, be said that the high
duties have injured them. The next
statement is in reference to Oile's
foundry. I know Mr. Oile very well, and
use(d to meet him in connection with
the Board of Trade. He was a pretty
sound Protectionist, and agood sound Clear
Grit. We were told by the hon. gentle-
man f rom West Elgin that he used to
enploy sixty men in 1878, and that he
only employed ten now. Well, here is
Mr. Oile's statement, which I suppose
the hon. gentlemen opposite will
accept:

"March 23.
"September, 1878, nineteen men employed;

September, 1879, seventeen; now until May
next, thirty-seven!

" GEORGE N. OILE"

We were next told that the St. Catherine's
Stoves Works were for sale; but Mr.
Merritt, who is interested in this concern,
says

"March 23.
"iNational Policy had nothing to do with

stove works closing. The directors felt the
policy was iecidedly beneficial to their busi-
ness.

Then the Welland ValeWorks, we are told,
did not employ half the men formerly
emploved there. Here is the reply to that
statement :

" ST. CATHERINES, Ont., March 22nd, 1880.
DEAR SIR,-I am in receipt of vour letter of

19th instant, informing me that 'Mr. Casey and
others have asserted in the Ilouse that the Na-
tional Policy bas injured us severely, that the
number of men enployed has decreased, that
we ouly run about half time,' and requesting
me to state in reply what effect the National
Policy has had on our business.

"I suppose we should be grateful to Mr.
Casey and our othec Free-trade friends for the
great interest they now manifest in our wel-
fare ; but when we remember bow they treated
us during the time they liad the power of
practically demonsfrating the genuineness of
that interest, we do not take iiuch stock in
their expressions of sympathy. You may,
however, safely assure then that we can endure
a good deal of such injury as the National
Policy is doing us without any great outcry on
our part. You nay also venture to say on our
behalf that we are employing 50 per cent. more
men now than we did during the last year of
the existence of the Mackenzie Government,
and would and could employ a still greater
nuniber if we could now get them. It was
during the days of the late Governmient that
we ran balf or part time. You may still
further say, and no doubt this will be news to
Mr. Casey and the others, that notwithstand-
ing the exclusion of American scythes forks
and hocs to a very great extent, these goods are
being s ld by Canadian manitacturers ut less
prices than the manufacturers in the United
States are getting in their own market.

"THOS. R. MERRITT." "Yours truly,
We were alsotold that the St. Catharine's
Wheel Works were closed, and that eighty
men formerly employed there now owe Then, Sir, we were told Mr. Snlli'ans
their want of employment to the terrible machine shop was in the bands of an as-
burden of the National Policy. Well, signee. Mr. Sullivan writes that this
what we find is this, in a letter fron a was due to lasses sustained in otber re-
gentleman connected with the work-s: spects, and he gives stron testiînony in

" March 22. favour of the National Policy. Then wo
"DEAR SIR.,-The closing of the wheel works have the staterent tbat the Lybster cot-

here arises solely from the fact that, owing ta ton milis had been shut down for three
the death of one of the partners (the one who months, and that the wages were rcdacee
attended to the business), and the inability of 1 per
the other, from press of other business, to at-
tend to it, the partnership had to be wound up. MERFJTON, March 23.
The business is upon a much healthier footing "The Natonal Policy aur o11Y salvation.than it was two years ago, and to anyone who
will attend to it and run it, it will pay a very eighty-five bands (185), fortnigbtly wages six-
handsone return, thanks to the market that the
N. P. bas now secured for it. Had the Mac- tee bundrel ds (2, Seteer, '79
kenzie Government remained in power and ad- hundmed a s 00) ages ' evnteen
hered to their same policy. the winding up of drd dollas (10), ; arcb '80, tbn
this business would not have been solely dred and ty bas (10)e
contingent on the death of the managing
partner. "JAMES PRIOR."

" Yours truly,
"WM. CHAPLIN, I think now we may fairly say that
"For Jornq Duw & Co." .whre these gentlemen enter upon par-
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ticulars and challenge us to give thern cent. ; and Pennsylvania lost 690,000 of
evidence of increased prosperity, we its native born population, or 19 per cent.
can answer them as soon as the telegraph In fact, it is well known that the West-
can bring the information. Another ern States absorbed the whole of this
argument which is used is that a exodus, and have been largely built up

great many people are moving from the by it. We had then, practically, no
(ifferent Provinces into the Western North-West. We had up to within a year
States, and many into our own North- or so no means of ingress to that country,
West, and we are told that this is the se that people preferred te go into the
result of the National Policy. Those Western States cf America. But I be-
hon. gentlemen, however, know that the lieve that this stery of emigration te the
exodus from the different parts of Old Western States cf America-which is e
Canada is in no way due to the National of the niost narvelleus stones in the his-
Policy. It is largely due to the fact that tory cf the movements of populations-J
the farmers have become involved, that believe that that sane story will be
their families were growing up about repeated on this side of the une in these
them, and that they see no prospect of Western territories cf ours. How have
getting for their boys and girls farms in the Western States develeped themselves
their immediate vicinity. Consequently, in the lest hif century? Dy the Iast
they go off to the Western States or our Census in the Western States, ineiuding
own North-West where they have better the State of Michigan, there n-ere
chances of beginning over again. This 12,298,381 people, and the statement is
exodus is the result of years of depression. made that now t e population of those
But there is another fact te wlWieh it is States is 18,000,000. Fifty yars ago
alse due, jiiely, that on this continent only fiveof thiese Western States appeared
tlhere is a rcstless miratWry spirit which in the Cess Returns, namely : Michigan,
indkces th-- people te ove frein one Indiana, Missoui, Arkansas and tVis-
part cf th country te another. We find consin, and these had onlf a population cf
that hosts cf people who hab settled 702,958. Forty years ao, two more
withinr the last decade in Kansas and States-Wiscnsin af Iowa-liad been
Texas have inoved te other portions cf added, and the aggregate population cf
the Union, an the sanie proces is the seven States lad reached s,929,589.
has heen going on on this side cf the hune Thirty years age, four more States had
as it las been going on on the other been settled-Minnesota, Calitonia
aide cf the lne. Take the Ceusus Oregon and Texas, the favourite State f
cf the United States for 1871; and the hon. merber for Lanbtoh. Tere
what de we tiud ? Canada at that time were in that year 3,95 1,346 people in
had lest haf a million cf h1er population; tose eleven States. Minnesota, whiih
that is, haîf a million of Canadians were te-day has 800,000, ad at that tine onl
found in the nted States, or nearl 14 6,000 people. Twenty years ago, ail the
per cent. cf the Cauadian population were fourteen States ead 8,241,341 ap te
on the other aide of the nes. But we years agn the population cf these States
find thhis fact, that twelve States f the lad increasedy te about 12,398,381.
Union had ecli lest a larger proportion If yi a take some special examples cf
cf its population than lad Canada. The increase in population on that ide, we
sae nigratory spirit existed tere as may fairly anticipate wat May e don on
existed here. Thc ten States east au this side f the line. Kansas, in 1870,
senth cf Làake Erie ali were prosperous lad a population cf 364,399 ; in 187î9, it
and ail looked pon as most important, lad 849,978, or an increase f 133 per
yet these had lest 27 per cent. cf their cent. n 1870, Nebraska had 12,993
population. Tbey lad lst population in 1879, it had 386,410, or an inrease in
that ad gene int other parts cf the nine years cf 214 per cent. Minnesota
Union. New York, Ohio and Penusyl- d, iii 1870, a population cf 439,706 in
vanta ivere, all prosperons States, an yet 1875, 597,407, an increase in fie year cf
froin the State cf New York over a 36 per cent. What are the lessonrs this
million of the native hean population cf enormous increase teahes us? They
the State had left, or 24 per cent. ; fre teach us if we are true te ourselves n
Ohio 800,000 people Sad left, or 30 per connection with the developmnt cf the
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North-West, we may repeat the wonder-
ful story in this country. We have a
territory that is in all respects equal to
those Western States to which I have been
referring. On this point we have the
testimony of Mr. Taylor, the American
Consul at Winnipeg, a Minnesotan, who
states, in relation to the development of
this territory, that three-fourths of the
grain-producing area is north of the line.
We have the testimony of Mr. Macoun
and others connected with the Geo-
logical Survey ; we have the testimony
of travellers who have gone through that
country, %ll to the effect that there are
there fields for extensive settlement. We
have in the North-West a territory greater
in cultivatable area than that of the
fourteen States of the Union to which I
have made reference, and we have it
ready to open Up, if we are but true to
ourselves. I was sorry and pained to
hear, and every reflecting mian must have
been pained to hear, the remarks that fell
from lion. gentlemen opposite, as to our
inability to bear the responsibility that
the opening up of that country will im-
pose upon us. In answer to these obser-
vations, I give thein. the remarks made by
their own colleague, the hon. member for
Centre Huron. In 1875, he referred to
the responsibilities and obligations which
this country had assumed. I will read
the statement he then made, because his
remarks were in such marked contrast to
the position now taken by him and other
members of the Opposition. He said
then :

"One thing we may fairly say, that the sacri-
fices which ve are called upon to make-if
sacrifice i they may be called-are such as we
are asked to inake, not from a selfish point of
view, but in the interest of the whole of the
Provinces of the Dominion. We have chosen
to take upon ourselves a truly imperial task-a
greater task than was ever undertaken by a
nation of our age and resources-that of colonis-
ing and developing a most enornous extent of
country, not so much for our own benefit as for
that of the generation to come."
That is the responsibility we have under-
taken, the sacrifice if you will ; but it will
produce great benefits in the future. It
we go on that country will be filled with
hundreds, and thousands, and millions of
people from this and other countries ; and
we may see the wonderful story repeated,
on this side, which our friends on the
other side of the line have taught us in
connection with western development. But

wliat we want is faith in our own country.
Faith is important, it is essential not only
for matters hereafter but for imatters
here. Men and comnunities can no more
accomplish great results on earth without
faith than they can obtain eternal salva-
tion hereafter, without it. This develop-
ment of our western Provinces is a de-
velopment, not in the interest of one
Province, but in the interest of the whole
Dominion. The National Policy which
has been adopted will secure to us those
markets as the country comes to be filled
up. Everyone knows that to-day
Canadian goods are found there in that
territory where a few years ago none but
English goods had found their way. Just
as ni the Western States, they had niar-
kets for the products of their
Eastern States, our Eastern Provinces
will find markets in our North--
West Provinces. If we are true to our-
selves wve will be able to build up a
country immense in territory, wealthy and
prosperous, of which we and our children
and our children's children may well be
proud.

MR. CASGRAIN: I have listened
with attention to the very able speech of
the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White). I do not intend to follow huim
on all the line of argument lie took.
because it has been repeated over and
over again by others; but I shall claim
the indulgence of the House for a short
time wlile I make a few renarks on the
subject under consideration. Wlen the
policy of the lion. the Minister of Finance
was first expounded, last vear, it was
thouglt thatlie was promising a little more
than lie could give: the fact is that when
be brought down his Budget he took very
good care to leave a margin on one side
as to his estimates, and on the other side
as to his expenditure; but this vear
when he comes before us he finds tlat he
is inistaken in both respects. It is true
that he lias for the current year found a
certain specific, in the shape of paper
money, in an issue of $8,o00,000, by
which he expects to make good the pro-
bable deficit lie will have to meet next
vear; but I an sorry to say that this
expedient, in my opinion, and in the
opinion of many others in this country,
will not call forth that expression of
approval which he hopes to win. The
hon. gentleman is proposing an additional
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issue cf $8,000,000. When I sec that
we have already $12,000,000 of this
paper currency ; that -we owe t> Savings
Baik depositors nearly $10,000,000;
that there has been absorbed of the
Indian fund about $3,000,000 ; that the
running accounts, including some other
deposits for the current year, amount
to 82,U00,000 ; when I find in all a
total amount of $35,000,000 representing
the credit of the country, based and
backed upon about $3,000,000 of bullion,
I an naturally much alarmed. I confess
I would prefer, like the lion. mem-
ber for Cardwell (Mr. White), to look
at the bright side of the inedal ;
but I feel bound to look at things as they
really are, and obtain an insight into the
recal position of our aff airs. With this
three millions of bullion to back up this
thirty-five millions of liabilities, we have
about 8ß per cent. cash to meet our
liabilities. Well, Sir, I will give to the
hon. the Finance Minister the idea which
the astute financiers of the sound institu-
tions in the United States, in England,
in France and in Germainy, think ought
to be the proportion of cash to liabilities.
If the hon. gentleman will refer to
Bagehot, who bas written a very valuable
work on the subject, entitled " Lombard
Street," published in 1873, a summary
will be found of the liabilities due to the
public bv the Bank of England, the
Bank of France, the Bank of Germany
and the National Banks of the United
States, and niot one of them will show
such a small amount of cash to represent
the liabilities. The Baik of England
shews 11-2 per cent., the Bank of France
25 per cent. ; the latter has one hundred
and twenty-five millions sterling of liabili-
ties, with thirty-two millions of solid
cash, besides there being other deposits
to an immense amount, for which it does
not pay interest, and which is available at
any time to the Bank. In Germany, the
banks have eighty-eight millions sterling
of liabilities, and forty-one millions of
cash, or 47 per cent. The National
Bank of the UFnited States, 12 ô per cent.,
or twenty-six millions of cash and two
hu'ndred and twelve millions of liabilities.
And yet in a small country like this, which
has in prospect, however, the immense
Territories of the North-West, which
yield such enormous revenues, and which
we are told are going to flow with milk

MR. CASGRAIN.

and honey, and so forth, and pour it into
this Dominion, we are to have only
8 per cent. cash on liabilities. I
sav we cannot, and it is not
safe to put the credit of the
country in such jeopardy as it will be
if we go on at this rate. In looking
more closely into our expenditure, which
this Tariff is going to increase, I have
endeavoured to place the matter in a clear
light before the public by showing what
are the actual daily expenses of the
Dominion Government. Nobody, per-
haps, has thought it necessary to make a
calculation in +his way; but everyone
will understand it better in that than in
any other way in my locality. I see an
item in our Estimates for about ten
millions for interest ; that will make, for
interest alone, something like $1,400 per
hour or $33,000 per day, merely on ac-
couit ofinterest. What is thetotal ex-
penditure proposed for this year ? We
have twenty-five millions and some odd
dollars; and that will make something
over two millions a nionth, or over
$69,000 a day, or $2,900 per hour, or
$55.;50 per minute-assuredly averysmall
amount for so large a country as ours, so
promising in future resources. If I
understood the hon. Minister of Finance
correctly, he stated that the former Tariff
gave 16 per cent., less a small, fraction, of
average duty. The increase by the pre-
sent Tariff is 4- per cent., which added to
the former rate isabout25 per cent. The
hon. member for Cumberland looks at our
condition in hisown peculiar way. Some-
times he puts a microscope in one eye and
a telescope in another. When he looks
at the expenditure he finds it dwindled to
nothing, but when he looks at the re-
sources he finds them very much magni-
fied and distended. He states the North-
West Territory is a land of promise. Last
year lie ventured to prophesy a little
more than he could realise; this year lie
declares he is no prophet nor the
son of a prophet. I think the facts
prove that he is neither the
son of a prophet nor a prophet
himself. I see the matter in a
very different light from that in which the
hon. gentleman views it. I would be very
glad if there were the resources in that
country that he endeavoured to make out.
I think that if there is anything which
will make this country drop quietly into,
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the United States, it is the extravagant,
foolish policy that has prevailed in Canada
for the last twenty years. In 1871 there
was already an exodus of half a million
people to the -United States, and I venture
to assert that there are now 600,000 Cana-
dians in that eountry, five-sixths of whom
are of French origin, the people who com-
pose the bone and sinew and true blood of
our country. I will not say that the emi-
gration has been due to the National
PoicQy, but, I think it is due to the policy
of~ frmer, Gove.rnmnts e al~nl admire

" Only in private does prudence venture to
whisper that the resources of Canada are really
limited, that her wealth must depend in lier
frugality, and that an unambitious happiness is
her lot. Public Dcbt is piled up heedlessly, be-
cause a couple of hundred millions cun muatter
nothing to those who are about to enter into a
fabulous heritage of opulence and grandeur.
We are ready for a mere freak of ambition, to
apend a hundred millions of dollars in the in-
corporation of British Columbia. This will
probably be the awakening, and we shall find
that we have been forestalling not only the
actual future of oui country, but a magatficent
dream."

I arn afraid. tisat these words are too truc.the prosperity of France. What is the
cause of that prosperity? The main reason An HoN. MEMBER Givo the naine
is that the noney of the country re- of tie author.
mains within it instead of being sent to MR. CASGRAIN : The name of the
other countries. The policy in this coun- author would not add to the of the
try, however, wNill have the same effect reasons. A former ineuier of Par-
.as the absenteeisn complained so mucli of lianiert vas once deceived ii that vay.
in Ireland. Every dollar in gold will be A false name of an author was given to
turn.edl from this country to the oth<er side hin, and he foui the statement aIl riglit
of the Atlantic. We are going fast to whea the true ne was giveu lie
ruin at the present rate. The expendi- found it ail wrong. I contend that tie
ture is increasing every year. The Pacifie country will not long be able to afiord
Railway, of which we hear so much, is this expeuditure. For the Iast fifty years
not Yet built. It will take mnany years we have enjoycd perfect peace in tie
to conlete that work, and some hundreds country, and made savings for a rai-Dy day
of millions will be spent thereon. I have and I wouid like to kaow in what predic-
not been able to ascertain the average ament tie hon. the Minister of Fnance
cost per mile of that work, but I will wonld find iiself if there was an appear-
try to give sone facts that will perhaps ance of or a ar on the Continent of
open the eyes of hon. gentlemen ou Europe or n this country. 1 hope we
this questson. In my opinion the shah neyer be placed in that predicarnt;
enornous expense in working the railway but, if the day ever does arrive, we can-
and keeping it in repair, will be such, not expeut to fare better than the United
that we will not be able to reap any ad- States during the rebellion, whon their
vantage fron it, if indeed we are even able paper moneywas quoted between 280 and
to work it at all. 300 for goid. We comnienccd Confeder-

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker lett ation ia 1867, with a debt of $84,000,000.
the Chair. V/e have now doubied that amont, ame

After Recess. what bave we got to show for it There

1are some improvements ini canais and rail-
Ma. CASGBAINR Before recess I was ways, but I think w: have not got the

explaining miy uiews on the magnitude of value of al our moey. It is t e sate
oui debt. I propose now to lay efore thiang that happened the tinie of Louis
the Bouse a few statements ia regard to 3lVwhenthere wasademadf orntoneyfor
our future expenditure. The Estirnates war purposes. The cry then was, IMoney,
for this year, witbout takig the Supple- money. This syste n t f Government de-

entary Estimates in to the accout, inands oney-ore andmore-e very day.
amounitto$25,000,000. Thefoutlay for the Look at the first page of the Estiates.
Pacifie Euilway will rua this vear between There is an increase of $57,2o7 a tre
$11,000,000 aud $13,000,COO. lndeed, first items on the first pageý. It is true
the expeaditure on that work wIll average that yo wi find a sma decrease on tbe
sornething like $100,000 a day. But this other side of the column, but the good
view bas been expressed by an editor iu Conservatives are not able to carry on the
mach better terms than I au do it. He affair of the countrywithout more noney,
'writes as follows: .1 and plenty of it. And with a pl that lavish
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expenditure, last year I happened to ask
for a sinall trifle for a station in the
county of L'Islet. The amount wotuld
only have been $300 or $400, but it
was thought I was begging, like
Lazarus, at the table of the rich,
and I could not even get that small sum
for a necessary improvement. Now, I
do not see why such improvements should
not be made in the Province of Quebec,
especially in view of the fact of the im-
mense expenditure in connection with
the Pacific Railway. We of Quebec form
part of the Confederation, and are entitled
to proper~ consideration in that respect.
When this vast expenditure is made on
the Pacific Rai¶way, I am afraid that we
will have to repudiate, like sone of the
States of the Union. I do not wish to
become an American citizen, but the con-
duct of hon. gentlemen opposite is driving
us in that direction whether we will or
not. It will not then be a cry of annex-
ation, but a cry of necessity. It is in-
tended to build the Pacific Railway, re-
specting which one of our former respected
members, now no more, said this near
end will be rotten before the far end can
be built, which is true, considering the
progress so far made. An idea of the
magnitude of our debt might be formed
from the fact that if the hon. the Minister
of Finance were to live twenty-five years
longer, or till one hundred years of age,
lie would iot, counting all that time, be
able to enumerate $100,000,000 let alore
the $167,000,000, due by this Do-
minion. Our ancestors were more
prudent and carefully counted large
sums, and their cities were much less en-
cumbered with big debts than are ours to-
day. We have granted $100,000 to the
Irish poor, and I am very glad we have
been able to do it, out of our bountiful
harvest. I suppose tht this large and
munificent donation did not deprive Min-
isters of the opportunity of making private
subscriptions to that fund, or exercising
private charity. Charity by power of
attorney, or by Government, does not ap-
pear in the sanie light as individual
charity. I refer to this for two objects :
first, because the grant was an act of
justice to our Irish people; and second,
because the Irish people to-day are be-
ginning to have a voice in the coun-
sels of the Empire, and to show their
strength after having been so long crushed
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and trampled upon. Reference was made
by the speaker who precededi me (Mr.
White) to the tour made by the Commis-
sioners. This leads me to look at the
effect of our emigration system since
Confederation. We have been spending
an average of $234,000 a year on this
service. As a citizen of Quebec and the
Dominion, I say we have not derived one
dollar of advantage froni that expenditure;
we cannot point out, in any of the various
localities, any solitary case of settlement
therein through this colonisation agency.
Can the lion. the Minister of Agriculture
point out in the Province of Quebec any
result from this emigration system. Let
us curtail those expenses, and strive, so
far only as necessary, to peaple our North-
West Territory, after all our only land of
pronise. As was proved from the mouth
of the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr.
White), not only have we not benefitted
from the expense thus incurred, but we
have lost every year large numbers of our
own population. The hon. member for
Cardwell (Mr. White) lias been trying to
find some cause for this exodus. The prin-
cipal cause was this: under the system of
Conservative Government, whatever might
have been the case, then-I do not sup-
pose the National Policy sent our people
away-the only true explanation of their
departure is this: the soil is less produc-
tive, less advantageous than that on the
other side of the line. In the United
States they find better wages and better
living. What are we doing at present to
repatriate those Canadians in the States I
I wish that the money which is to be
spent for the colonisation of the North-
West would be expended in bringing back
those emigrants -to their old homes, or
settling them in the North-West. I have
been trying to ascertain what may be the
working expenses of the Canadian Pacific
Railway. I will take first the estimates
of the hon. the Minister of Railways, of
the working expenses of the Intercolonial,
which, in 1879, were $2,817 a mile, and
in 1878, $2,536. I hold in my hand a
statement of the expense per mile of the
Railways of the State of New York, from
1858 to 1878 ; and upon the basis forned
by them, and the expenses of the Inter-
colonial, I have 'calculated the probable
cost of the working of the Canandan
Pacific. The average cost of the main-
tenance of the road per mile for repairs,
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machinery and operating the road would could not likewise prepare a littie pili
be $8,950 per mile. according to the for us in the Province of Quebec. We
American returns. That sun appears are between two lires; we are between
excessive, but it is based correctly on the four duty in Ontario and the coal
American experience. Calculatingon this duty in the Lower Provinces, and 1 do
basis and on that of the Intercolonial Rail- net see what advantage we reap from
way, the working of our Pacifie Railway either. If the hon. gentleman could
could not cost less, at the lowest possible give us, for instance, a little aid iii reliev-
estimate, $2,000, than $7,000,000 a year; ing us from the enbarrassnient of the
if weaddatleast $4,000,000or$5,000,000, debt incurred in building the North
interest on the $100,000,000 of capital, Shore Railway, that would be sometlIg,
we shall be saddled with an expense of and we would accept it gratefully. Per-
$12,000,000 a year for this Pacific Rail- haps he nay receive a demand for help
way, and what advantage shall we derive one of these days. I wold also caîl tle
f rom it ? We will unite, with the rest of attention of the hon. the Minister of
the Dominion, British Columbia with its Finance to the dutv on fleur. I can fel
population of about 10,000 whites--I do hini that this duty is feit as an outrons
lot count the Chinese-anci this whîite fone in the Province of Quebec. TWat

population is so thinly scattered. over the Province is not a wheat-rrovine country.
ccuntry, that at preselt I defy the Mii- sWe import an immense wuantit of
ister of Agriculture to take an exact j flotir, quite :îs nmucb, l)1Oportioflateiy, as
Census in that Province. Out of that the Maritie Provinces. nle mny count
white population, how rnany are Yankee alone,, froi what I have been ab)le to
adventurers, who are oing t e ascertain t is an aitual inortation

eit of this large raieaay ortlay? For o ,t
thiat sparse population, why should wepays a duty f $,500 tht to the Dominion
spend $12,0h0,000 a year? Even were Treasr , (pute a consierable tax for hne
the road built from Thunder Bay te Bur- article alone. The people understand it
rard Inlet, say that on the northt shore perfectly well. When they bMy a barrel
of Lake Huron and Superir it is physi- of fou they have to pay haf a dollar
cally impossible to build that road. I extra for it, or one-tenth more. l other
have gone over part of that country, nd words, they do net get a bakers dozen for
know the enormus difulties it presents their money. Every tenth laf is taken
to railrad construction. I have some fro their children's mouth. I hope
litte taste for landcape painting, and more some of these days the hon. gentlean
particularly animal life,and I recoilect see- wili see bis way clear to give a ,;Mall
ing a spleudid picture f Landseer's, ad- equivalent te the Province of Quebec fo
mired by all the English artist. Barring what we bave lest by ths Tarif, it
comparisous, the pictinre represented a making a demand for sch equivalent,
fine large English mastiff, seated in his have ne dubt shah have the unanimous
kennel, an alongside him a little Scotch support of my friens frein the P ovince
terrier just ceming eut and barking, with of Quebec. No doubt they will exert a
the frilowing inscription belew," Dignit pressure on the Treasury Bnches te that
and Impudence. The impudence of end, a gentle pressure that will perhaps
the terrier reminds me ofthe Impudence of coipel the hon. gentlemen te aud over a
the hon. vember for Cumberlandwo has few million dollars. If the Goverandent
doue al the barking on this suitjet of is governed by majorities p t that is re-
ceai. We have none in Quebec, and se quired is to secure a imajority in demanding
have te submit like ail the others te the an equvlent for our Province. I wiy l
National Policy andl pay our duty conclude my remarks in assuring the
of 50c. a ton on ceai, now 60. lieuse that it is with deep regret that I
My hon. frienu the Minister of Finance have feit cmpelle to make these strie-
was kinu enougl te prescribe fer friends tures on the policy anf , condu t of the
frein the Lower Provinces. He coateu a hon. gentlemen opposite. I ar net alone
pili for then, and sa, "they have go tan jin y Province in holding these vews.
equivaient for it. Yex pay a duty on tMafy others are whisperig in secret

flour, but we grant you a duty upon ca." what I have just expressed openly and
I would ike to ask my hon. friend if e many Conservatives on the other side
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know it and feel it also. I hope that I
may be mistaken, but I believe that a
persistence in its present course of folly
and extravagance bv the Govern ment will
result in the ruin of this countrv. On
the other hand, if this -National Policy
should succeed in retrieving the country
from the state into which it bas fallen, I
would be tle first to accept it and to
acknowledge that I had been wrong. As
a citizen who desires, above all things,
the welfare of his country, I can only
hope that my predictions may lot be
realised.

Mt. COtURSOL : Mr. Speaker, at
the risk of displeasing a certain news-
paper published in the interests of .the
Liberal party, a paper which takes so un-
failing an interest in everything I do,
and manifests so great a solicitude in my
belialf, I cannot comply with its desire ;
for there is no need of making a long
speech in order to meet the unceasing
assaults of the Opposition on the National
Policy. I must, nevertheless, say a word
as to the economical and industrial
position of the city I represent. I must
point out the benefit already conferred by
the policy of Protection we have adopted,
and express my conviction and firin as-
surance of its final success ; for in matters
uffecting industry and trade, when you
speak of Montreal, you- speak of all
Canada ; Montreal being the great centre
of business, cannot prosper if the rest ot
the countrv is suffering. If we take
Montreal as the test, we shall know the
true and real position of, at all events, the
old Provinces of the Dominion. Let us
do so then ; let us interrogate the com-
mercial metropolis of the Dominion, and
hear what she tells us by the voice of lier
business men, her manufacturers, lier
bankers. All of them admit the bene-
ficial effects which Protection bas already
begun to produce. New manufactories
are being opened within the limits of the
great citv and its suburbs. Those which
the disastrous policy of the Liberal leaders
had compelled to suspend operations
and close their doors, have resumed
work, and give, as in former times, employ-
ment to a multitude of workmen, and
bread to thousands of families. Capital
bas once more taken confidence, and, no
longer in dread of foreign competition, is
producing in our own country, by the
hands of Canadian workmen, a host of
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articles which but yesterday we were
compelled to purchase abroad. In wages
alone the workshops and factories of Mon-
treal are distributing more than $50,000 a
week. This money, which supplies the
needs of over 8,000 families, helps the
local trade, and prosperity is springing up
all along the line. These beneficent effects
are experienced, not in Montreal alone;
from all parts of the Dominion we have
similar good news. Business is reviving;
a degree of activity which augurs well for
the future is manifested, as many hon.
members of tiis House have already
pointed out, and the lion. the Minister of
Finance has been enabled to witness for
himself. Differing in that respect from
his predecessor, lie desired to examine for
hiniself the effects of the National Policy.
He did not believe that the Government
could do nothing, and should do nothing
for our industries and manufactures. He
visited the manufactories in order to
see things with his own eyes. He
conversed with the workmen and enquired
into their wants, and was enabled to learn
directly from the men themselves the
effects already produced by the operation
of the Tariff, and the great results ex-
pected from it. The hon. member from
Lanibton (Mr. Mackenzie) for wbom no
one lias more respect for his integrity, his
talent, his industry than myself, and tbe lion.
member from Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright) would have considered it
derogatory to their dignity to have done
this. In fact they maintained the doc-
trine that the Government had nothing
to do witl the prosperity or decay
of our manufactures. They went so far,
in fact, as to deny the existence of the
evil. Like the Sybil of old, they hid be-
hind a curtain in order to deliver their
oracles in favour of Free-trade. They
covered their heads in order to avoid the
sight of the ruin spreading thiroughout the
country. There is none so blind as the
nian who does not wish to see. The same
obstinacy, the sanie set purpose, the same
prejudices, produce the very opposite
effect now that those gentlemen are seated
on the Left. To hear them talk, nothing
is prospering in the country ; they see
nothing but ruin in every direction, and
heavy burdens imposed upon the unfor-
tunate people. They are determined, at
any price. that -the predictions made by
them eighteen months ago lbefore the
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people shall be realised. Facts are star-
ing them in the face from every direction,
and confounding them ;but they deny
those facts. They are simply repeating
what they have been saving since 1878.
At that tine they may have gained a very
few adherents, but to-day the number has
so dimnmGished that tiose hon. gentlemen
are preaching in the desert. But, Mr.
Speaker, there remains for the Liberal

party-and I address myself specially to
the hon. member for L'Islet, who this even-
ing stands forward as the leader of tiat

party-a means " ever ancient and ever
nev," which iay serve their turi for a
certain time, but which in the end in-
variably results in the discomfiture of
those who use it. That means consists ni
a systematic abusinîg and insulting of
their adversaries, and a distorting
of facts. Such was the course pur-
sued by those gentlemen in the late
General Election ; such is the course
they are still pursuing. In Montreal
East, for instance, there are large numbers
of workmen of the building class. Now,
that class have not as yet experienced the
beneficial effects of the National Policy.
We all know that in consequence of the
terrible financial crisis through which we
have just passed, a large number of manu-
factories closed their doors and put out
their fires. The workmen, finding thein-
selves thrown on the street, and unable to
obtain employment, went elsewhere to
earn bread for their families, and
their tenements remained unoccupied.
In fact, in inanufacturing centres many
vacant houses are still to be seen. So
long as this state of things shall not have
completely changed, the need of new
buildings and new bouses not being felt,
it is impossible that the building industry
should prosper as it did before. But let
the factories resume activity, as they eau-
not fail to do soon, let the demand for
labour recall those who have gone-and
of this there is already a beginning-and
builders, carpenters and masons will soon
know the benefits of Protection. Besides,
the season now opening begins under
happier auspices. I an glad of this for
the sake of the deserving workingmen of
Montreal. Their intelligence, industry
and honesty entitle them in the very
highest degree to the sympathy of our
Government. It was that class who, in
September last, sent me here to defend

their interests and to support the National
Policy ; it is for that class and in order
to take advantage of its tenporary dis-
tress; that bon. gentenen opposite and
their henchmnen are keeping up their
factious clainour. But the people are too
honest, too intelligent, to be caue:ht in so
clumsy a snare. The workiingnwn havte
judged those hon. gentlemen, and esti-
mated then at their real worth. The
Liberals knew this so well tlait thev had
to disguise their candidate as a Poee-
tionist in Montreal East. They are
now swearing at Protection, after having
hypocritically cloaked theinselves with it
in 1878. Were it not for that the peopile,
whom they are now again trying to de-
ceivewould have driven thenm with shame
from every lustings in the countrv.
They may asperse characters and distort
facts, but the venom they emuit will be
fatal only to themselves. I was selected
by a mnajority of 1,500 votes in 1,878, over
an opponent who called himself a Protee-
tionist, and my successor will be elected
by a majority of double that number
should those gentlemen face the fight.
The people, I repeat, are too intelligent,
too honest to be deceived by demagogues,
and I have faith in their good sense as
they themselves have faith in the National
Policy.

MR. CHARLTON: In rising to
address the House upon the question of the
propriety of the policy of Protection which
has been adopted by the Government, I
am willing to contess that the experience
of Lte country as regards that policy,
has not extended over a suflicient lengitl
of tine to render that experience a
very satisfactory one. The policy lias
iad but a partial tial. Never-
theless, I think that we way, in
looking at the result of this partial trial,
tind reasons quite suflicient to warrant us
in the belief that the pelicy lias thus
far been injurious to the country,
and is likely to prove still more
injurious in future years. We bad
the pleasure this afterr.oon of listen-
ing to an address from an lion. mem-
ber of this House, who is always listened
to with pleasure. The hon. gentlemen lias
a reputation, perhaps not as higi as the
reputation for superior knowledge which
Elisha had among the sons of the prophets,
or Gamaliel in the schools of Jewish law,
or Plato and Socrates in the classic groves
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of Greece, when the glory of her palmiest
days rested upon lei ; but the lion. gentle-
man has had a wide experience in public
affairs. For many years lie has been a
prominent journalist. For maùy years
lie has engaged in Board of Trade discus-
sions and matters of that kind, and heis con-
sidered. and justly so, a very good author-
ity. However, I was surprised to find
that hon. gentleman on this occasion take
mv lion. friencd the member for Centre
Huron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) to
task, and make a very serious mistake ini
reference to the expenditures made by the
late Government. That lion. gentleman
informed this House, with reference to
the statements made by those who had the
hionour to lead this Government some
years, that in the year 1875 the expendi-
ture of that Governiment was larger than
had been claimed or acknowledged by the
Government. He took the Supply Bill
for 1875, and informed us that the ex-
penses of the Government under that Bill
anounted to $26,168,244. The bon.
gentleman neglected to scrutinise closely
this Supplv Bill. He fell into some two
or three mistakes, which I will take the
liberty to point out to you. He neglected
to ascertain that $13,107,625 of this
amouit was chargeable to capital account.
Had lie deducted that amount fron the
anount of the appropriation, he would
have found the balance to be $13,060,619.
Had lie added to this sum the sums pay-
able under the Statute, such as Subsidies to
the Provinces, Interest on the Public Debt,
etc., lie would have arrived at the expendi-
ture for that year. The three mistakes the
lion. gentleman fell into were these : first,
lie did not know what to deduct for the
Supply Bill; second, lie did not know
what to add and third, lie did not know
anything about it. In the same way the
lion. gentleman might have taken the
Supplv Bill for the following years. He
miglit have asserted that the expenditure
for this Government was $27,117,000 in
1876.

An HoN. MEMBEIR : He did.
MR. CHARLTON : He did assert it,

whereas there were $13,737,000 charge-
ableto capital accountthat year, and the bal-
ance was $13,379,982, to which, if lie had
added the sums to be expended under the
Statute, he would have arrived at the ex-
penditure for that year. These blunders,
on the part of so prominent a member as Il
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the bon. member for Cardwell, lead us to
look with some suspicion upon the other
statements he has made, and naturally
lead us to look with sone suspicion upon
the deductions arrived at. The hon. gen-
tieman took occasion to forestall remarks
that I suppose lie thought would have
been made in reference to the positions
lie liad formerly taken, as recorded in the
records of the Board of Trade. I believe
that lie bad sequestered the book that re-
ferred to these matters, as I was unable to
find it. However, I was enabled to get a
little information, and what information
I have I will give for the benefit of the
House and the hon. gentleman hinself.
I find that, at the meeting of the Dominion
Board of Trade, in 1S73, Mr. Thomas
White moved,

" That this Board of Trade is further of
opinion that permanence in the fiscal policy of
the country is most important, alike to its
commerce and its manufactures, and that no
,change should be made in the Tariff not de-
manded by th? absolute necessities of the
revenue.

At that tinie, Sir, we had a 15 per cent.
Tariff. I find that in 1877, four vears later,
a motion was made-I an quoting this
from memory, because I could not obtain
the book, but I think I can give its sub-
stance correctly-declaring

" That the present Tariff (17 , per cent.) was
fair and equitable, and afforded fair protection
to manufacturers."

This motion carried unanimously, and
Mr. White was present and made no ob-

jection to its passage.
MR. MACKENZIE : He approved of

it.
MR. CHARLTON : In January, 1875,

at the meeting of the ]Board of Trade,
Mr. Francis Clemow, of Ottawa, moved,
seconded by Hon. James Skead:

" That the Executive Council urge upon the
Government such a line of action as shall con-
duce to the development of the great iron
deposits of the Dominion, by royalty or other-
Wise."

Moved in amendment by Mr. Henry
Fry, of Quebec:

" That all the words after " that " be struck
out, and the following substituted 'that the
paper now read be received and placed on the
nunutes.'"

Mr. Thomas White voted for the amend-
ment, and consequently voted down Pro-
tection to the iron industry. I find in
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June, 1876, Mr. White, in some remarks
made before theBoard of Trade,is reported
to have said:

"I hope, Sir, that the resolutions with one
exception will pass. I do iot believe, and have
no hesitation in saying it here, and I propose to
move an auendment with a view of striking
that point out. I do not helieve that it would
be to the advantage of this country to put a
tax say on the wheat coming in this couin-
try. I do not see the possible necessity for
it." '
I cannot understand how if lie did not
see it then lie is able to see it now. The
hon. gentleman informed us that it was

the duty of the Government to adopt such
a fiscai policy as would promote the
interests of the country. I can most
heartly agree with him iii that statement,
and the question that arises is what is the
proper policy to be adopted to pronote
the interests of the country. IHon. gen-
tlemaen contend that the iNational Policy
is calculated to pronote the best interests
of the country, and I contend that it is
not. In reference to the tea duties, the
hon. gentlemen defenîds the present policy
of the Government. It was noticeable,
however, that he practically admsitted the
charge recently made, that the great bulk
of the tea trade of Canadaîispassingtlirough
the hands of Anerican brokers, whichi I
believe to be the case. As I under-
stand it, Canadian importers are not
able to import what are known as chops
of tea. Li importing a cargo of teas froin
China or Japan there would be a large
quantity of teas of a quality not saleable
in Canada. American importers import

chops of teas as all qualities are saleable
in that populous country, and send such
qualities as are suitable for the Canadian
narket; they are sending into this country,
through their Canadian agents, ostensibly
as direct importations, and are rapidly
monopolisingthe teatradeofCaniada and to
the great detriment of our ownmerchan ts.
With reference to the differential duty
upon teas, it is of great importance to our
merchants to have new teas at as early a
day as possible-new teas can be obtained
via San Francieco and the American
Pacific Railway one or two months
earlier than by any other route. Con-
sequently the diferential duty is a
vexatious one to the tea dealers of this
country, and is avoided by the American
importers, who have agents in Canada
professing to be importing merchants

bringing their teas through the United
States in bond. The hon. gentleman lays
great stress on the fact, if it be a fact,
and it is a matter of little importance
whether it is or not, that .sugar is lower
now than it was one or two years ago.
The prices of commodities in the markets
of the world are constantly fluctuating,.
The real question is, is the price of sugar
relatively higher than it vas before the
adoption of this Tariff. I bold tliat the
assertion made bv hon. members on this
side that sugar is higher than it would
have been under the old Tariff, is incon-
trovertable. It inatters not as towhether
it is actually lower, the question is is it
relatively Iower than under the old
Tariff.

M. WHITE : The facts are simply
these : Raw sugar in New York lias in-
creased 491, per cent., and refined sugar
31 per cent. Refined sugar bas only in1.
creased in Montreal 271.- per cent.

MNR. CHARLTON: The question ve
have to do vithî, Mr. Speaker, is what
could we bring it in for under the old
Tariff. I noticed that the lion. gentle-
man in the whole course of his speech
forcibly reminded us that lie was the
menber for Montreal by way of Card we1i.
He laid great stress on the interests of
Montreal and upon the fact tlatthisTarifl
had created industries in Montreal that
vere beneficial perhaps to that éity, but a
source of great expense to the rest of the
Dominion. By putting e600,000 or
8800,000 into the pockets of one firmi in
Montreal, by bringing a few cargoes of
sugar to that city, by giving employment
to a few hundred labourers in that city,
Montreal was benefitted at the expenseof
the rest of the Dominion, including the
constituency lie represents on the floor of
this House. The hon. gentleman came in
due time to agricultural protection, con-
cerning which lie very prudently declared
he would not have much to say. He
thought that the greatest advantage the
farier would realise from this policy
would be from the building up of consuin-
ing centres. As I wish to refer more
fully to this matter of a home market
later on in my remarks, I will pass that
over for the present. The hon. gentleman
next goes on to the consideration of the
charge made that the adoption of this
Tariff would produce a feeling of aliena-
tion in the Old Country. He asserts that
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that assertion is false, and the proofs lie
offered are these. In the first place, we
obtained a favourable loan there. Well,
I do not suppose English capitalists in-
quire very seriously as to what the fiscal
policy of the country may be that is apply-
ing for a loan on the English market. The
United States can borrow money there.
Turkey coald borrow maoney there once.
Aliiost any nation can borrow noney in
Engiand. The fact that a nation can
borriw mioney on the Eiglish money
narket is not an indicaton as to wliat the

state of feeling may be in reference to the
fiscal character of the nation which is the
borrower. The lion. gentleman next
cited as a proof that no alienation has
been produced, the fact that the Premier of
England lias made Canada the special
subject of a speech, and it is reported that
some one prompted the Premier to make
that speech. It is not as mach to ls
credit as sone other speeches lie mnay have
made in the course of his life. Hegravely
informed us that the North-West was
drawing ofi the whole population of the
west, that the emigration of the country
was all setting in that direction, that
emigrants were deserting the prairies of
Minnesota and Dakota and other western
States, and flocking into our North-West.
Almost exactly the reverse is the case.
Who the hon. gentlemen obtained his in-
formation from, I do not profess to say,
but that the Premier of the British
Empire should have made a speech, in
which he displayed singular ignorance
upon Canadian matters, is certainly not a
very strong argument to bring forward to
prove the assertion, that no feeling exists in
England against our NationalPolicy. The
truth is, the feeling does exist in England.
The great mass of English people feel
that the fiscal policy of the presen t

Government is one of hostility to England.
The feeling of cordiality that has existed
and still does exist to a great extent,
has been weakened by the policy of the
hon. gentlemen who now occupy the
Treasury Benches. The hon. gentleman
referred to the question, as to whether
the policy has produced a feeling of irri-
tation in the United States, and he tells
us it lias not, and he cites as one proof of
this assertion that the cattle embargo has
been removed. It is, however, no proof
that no such feeling exists. The cattle
embargo was, perhaps, put on as a
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gentle reminder, that we would
do well to modify our own cattle
regulations. We have no assur-
ance that it will not be imposed again.
Is the lion. gentleman aware that in con-
sequence of the absurd policy first pro-
posed by the bon. the Finance Minister
of iiposing a higher duty on nait im-
ported from the United States, although
we actually imported no malt froni that
country, that a Bill lias been reported,
and is now before Congress raising the
duty on nalt to an extent that will ruin
the naltirg industry of Canada ? Is the
lion. gentleman aware tiat the-e is a
novenent on foot in that counitry for
prohibiting the transportation of prodluce

and mercliandise passing between the
western and the seaboard Statesby railway
lines passing through Canadiau territory,
on the ground that such trade is a practi-
cal infringement of the coasting laws of
the -United States? Is he aware that
thiere is a feeling of soreness there that
we will do well not to increase to a
greater extent than necessary. He tells
us that resolutious have been passed
about Reciprocity recently in Massachu-
setts, the Protectionist State of Massa-
chusetts. Now, I was not aware that
any of the States of the Anerican Union
fixed their policy as regards Protection in
one way or the other. I suppose the
State of Massachusetts, in coninon with
all other niembers of that Confederation,
were under the Congress of the United
States in this respect, that Congress
fixed the fiscal policy of the Union, and
that Massachusetts was mnerely one of
the States which must bow to the
behests of Congress. Wliat kind of
Reciprocity do you suppose they expect
to offer us ? They are willing to enter
into a Customs Union or Zollverein. That
is the Reciprocity alone that we can
obtain from the Americans. In reference
to the fact that a large emigration is
going on from Canada to the American
States,we are told that same movenent is
in force in the Eastern States of America,
that thousands have been leaving and
going to the western States of the Union;
but thiere is a difference beuween
the two movements. The movement
in the States is a movement from one
part of the country to another part of the
same country; but the movement in
Canada is a movement from this country
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into a foreign countrv. These men are
leaving us, and cease to be a portion of
the population of our Dominion, and their
leaving us is a calamity. We were told,
by the wav, that the National Policy
would correct that evil, but it does not
seeim to have been a corrective. Theev i
does not seeni to have diminisheid ; the
v olume of enigration increases day after
day. Then the hion. mienber for Cardiwel
gave us some interesting statistics witlh
reference to the growth, prosperity and
and greatness of the western States of
A erica. Hie ga ve the population of
Minnesota and Wisconsin, and lie told us
about the States west of Lake Erie. He
evidently Lad fallen into the saine line as
the lion. the Minister of Agriculture, who
permints the insertion of advertisements of
Ainerican lands in the pamphlets circu-
lated with tlie professed design of encour-
aging immigration to our own country,
and also of the lion. the Postmaster-Gen-
eral, who has permitted the insertion of
advertisements of A merican land com-
panies in the Postal Guide, which adver-
tisements advise Canadians to lave the
rocks and stumps of this country and go
to the fertile lands of the Arkansas valley.
The Governmnent of this country has evi-
dently become a great advertising agency
for pronioting emigration to the western
States of Armerica. So much for the re-
marks of the hon. member for Cardwell.
I do iot wish to occupy the attention of
the House at too great a length, and I
will therefore coue to something more
immnediately concerning the question be-
fore us. The hon. the Finance Minister
has found it necessary to propose numer-
ous changes in the Tariff, and so it is with
all who attempt to frame a Protective
Tariff. They find it necessary from year
to year to come down and propose numer-
ous changes. Such has been the history
of Protective tariffs in the United States.
From the beginning changes have been
made in that country almost every year,
important changes, numerous changes, and
continued changes to suit this interest or
that interest or the other interest, as one
or the other might happen at the time to
predominate in influence. This question
of the Tariff is necessarily a threadbare
question ; the ground has been traversed
again and again ; it is almost impossible
to say anything new on it; but it is pos-
sible to go over the ground again, and

54

give soie salient truths that will hear to
be reiterated, that ouglit to be reiterated
again and again, till thev are so thoroughly
imnpressed on the people of this country
thtat they will never be forgotten. What
led the hon. the Minister of Finance to

grant Protection ? In arranging the
Tariff and perfecting the details, wlio stood
at his elbow ? Who inffluenced hi ?
Was it the Millions vho pay tlie suns ex-
tracted by thiat Tariff? Or was it the
representatives of the m îonopolists that
sought to wring theiir uniust gains from
the sweat of the poor labourinig men ? Was
it not their representatives tiat dictated
the ternis of this National Policy ? It
cannot be denied thiat it was their repre-
sentatioves. Protection is, unler every
state of circumstances, a loss to the nany
for the gain of the few. It canî be noth-
ing else, it never has ben anvtling else;
and it never will be anvthing else to the
end of time but legalised, organise rob-
bery under the forms of law. Has the
hon. the Minister of Finance fountd tlat
this policy, at the end of the vear, has
added naterially to the revenues of the
country? He has not; and lie has still
further lessons to learn, as this policy de-
velops itself ; and lie vill be enabled more
thoroughly to appreciate the fact that
while adding to the burdens of the people,
it destroys the reveune. If the manu-
facturers are to have the nonopoly by
excluding the goods that compete
with theni from the country, what
revenue are you to get on the
goods ? The source of revenue is dried up
by the very same act that compels
people to pay largely increased prices to
the monopolist. And you cannot imîake a
Protective Tariff an equal benefit to all
nanufacturing classes ; it is not and can
nîever be made such ; you caniinot devise
a Protective Tariff tliat will work equally
and evenly ;it will benefit one class more
than another class of manufacturers.
You can only point to three classes of
nanufacturers who derive fron. the Na-
tional Policy unmixed benefit. These
are sugar refiners andi cotton and woollen
manufacturers. All engagetd in the manu-
facture of iron are taxed by duties on coal
and iron. And nearly every other manu-
facturing industry save those of the three
classes I have named have had additional
taxes imposed upon the articles that con-
stitute their raw material. This Tariff is
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positively a poorer Protective Tariff than , develop the manufacturing industries of
the one it has replaced. The old Tariff the Dominion, to increase the population
really conduced in a greater degree to the of Canada, to improve the agricultural
healthy developinent of the manufacturing interests of Canada, by such a policy as
industries of the country than the present this, the results of which we have seen
one does. Will the hon. the Finance during the twelve months it las been in
Minister claim that in this scientific policy operation. 1 will take the last six
of which we have heard so muchlie months of 1878, and the last six onths
affords protection to the labourer-the of 1879, and we will sec how rapidlv we
labourer whose wages have been reduced are approaching that point where the
who will receive no increased pay, but population will consume the surplus pro-
diminished pay, and who had to pay more ductions of the faner. In 1878, oui-
for the necessaries of life ? Will the hon. exports of produce the growth of C
gentleman claim, and will he assert to amounted to $12 689O15. Now,
this House, that this scientific policy there would be naturally a falling
affords Protection to the lumnbermanin. pro- off in 1879, when the creation of a
secuting the greatest manufacturind indus- home market sould have begun to
tries of the Dominion? No. It affords him operate. Let us sec how ta dminu-
no protection, but adds largely to his cost tion there was. In the last six months of
of production. WiJ lie daia that this 1879 there was exported of produce the
scientifie policy affords Protection to tc growti of Canada, S14,81,000, against
tishierman, that great class iin thc Mari- $ 12,619,015 exported in the corrcspond-
te Provi ,whos labours add s inc six months of the preceding year. The
enoriuously to the wealth of this Dominion? total exportation of produce for 1878
No. In no way does it benefit the amounted to $17,866,000, Nwhle tic total
fishenen. It injures thent very seriously exportation of 1879-under the National
-no more unjustt than other classs-- Poicy, when tve were supposedto be a
but it works Wetrinentally to them. Will gressing to that state of things when we
lie naii tit tai scientifie poicy shah consume our own productionth-the
proniotes the shipping interests of this total exportation then was $22,668,000,
coitrv? Will lie tel cls that that great against $17.866,000 in 1878.
braneh of industry, seip-building, bas S SAMUEL L. TILLEY That is a
increased? Wat do the returns show ? erv conclusive argument.
In 1877, tey show 46,32 9 tons built, oes. CUALTON: We are rapidly
valed at $1,576,244; in 1878, thev show approaching the reaisation of our drea
3ut00 tons built, valued at $1,26,145, we are rapidly approaching the point of
and they show i i 1879-wien the shadow perfection when we shai ce quite inde-
of this National Polic iad begun to pendent of the rest of the wold, wisen ve
creep over the land-19,318 tons built, shah live under our own vine and fig tree
valued at 59,824. Does this scientifo when Canada shaîl indeed be Canada for
policy afford Protection to the farder? Canadians; and wen we shah consume
Wil the lion, gentleman have the hardi- ail the surplus produce we rase. To
lood to venture to assert that it affords what extent have we progressed towards
Protection to the fa rner 1 think that vast increase of population? A
lie hardly will. I think I will the aew industries that have sprung up-
demonstrate so clearly that the hon. and not ail due to the new poiy-do
gentleman will be unable to deny that not add ten thousand souls to our manu-
the fariner is oni of the greatest sufferers facturing population, and to overbalance
by the enactmnent of this policy. He is to this, it is estimated 100,000 souls
have a home market, the l$on. member have drifted away foin ns; the bone
for Cardwvell says. ie is to have enor- and sinew of the land, our yoing nen, are
mous advantages fiowing to him froi this heaing our shores; and the result, if this
Tarifl, Well, Sir, what progress bas been estimate if correct, is thatwe have 90,000
made up to this tume in the creation of a ess to-day than twelve months ago. Now,
a home market that is to absorb the sur- I think I alluded to a fsut ast year that
plus productions. of the farmers of JI wilh allude to again, and it will bear
Canada ? Does the hon. the M inister of alluding to, again and again. I said, and
-Finance expect that he wihl be able to 1 say conw, that the humbug and the
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delusive promises, that will not bear
investigation, do not originate with
the hon. gentlemen opposite. They
have been borrowed from another country
where they have made use of for years.
These promises have induced the Ameri-
can people to submit to taxation for the
purpose of creating a home market, and
that policy has been carried out to its
utmost extent. Protection cannot be carried
further. and cannot be more perfect than
it is in the United States. But did that
policy produce the resuits promised by
its promoters? ilave the people who
have submitted to it, in order that the
country might be ultimately benefitted
by the creation of a home market, realised
any of the promised benefits ? No, Sir,
the promises were false, one and all.
There wasnot a modicum of truth in them.
The exports of produce have swelled year
by vear, and were never greater than they
were last year. After twenty years of
the most efficient Protection, the countrv
exported the largest agricultural surplus
that it ever had. The promises made to
the people were false, but no more false
than the promises hon. gentlemen opposite
made to the people of Canada. If any
man would stop to examine this question,
and make figures as a business manwould
do in calculating whether he should en-
gage in a business enerprise or not, the
fallacy would become at once apparent.
We do not import goods enougl, that,
were thev manufactured here, would em-
ploy 75,000 souls. The assertion of the
hon. gentleman opposite in that regard is
as foundationless as the baseless fabric of
a dream. If we go back to the history
of the Vnited States for thirty, years we
will find that exactIy the saie arguments
were .used in reference to this policy.
Now, has there been any agricultural
Protection in ; the United States ? Has
there been any duty on barely, corn and
wool, not conbining wool exclusivelv, but
all kinds of wool? Such duties were
levied for the purpose of making the
farmer believe thathe was being protected.
We are bound to have agricultural sur-
plus, except in exceptional years, and I
think it must be generally recognised
that agricultural Protection is delusive.
That the surplus must govern the price
may be set down as axiomatic. I propose
to give some figures which will give at a
glance an idea of the extent of the surplus

productions in 1879. In that year we
exported 5,393,212 bushels of barley;
we imported 43,233 bushels. Will the
bon. the Finance Minister tell the House
that the duty on barley had any effect.
whatever on the prices in this country.
We would like to know whether this
is humbug, or whether there is anything
in it. Well, let us see whether the duty
on beans had any effect on that whici
was exported. We exported last year
59,175 bushels, and imported 7,187
bushels, leaving a surplus of 51,992
bushelis. With regard to oats, we ex-
ported 3,535,758 bushels last year, re-
ducing oatmeal to bushels at the rate of
ten to the barrel, and imported 2,1 25,319
bushels. Will the hon. the Finance
Minister, in view of this fact, assert that
the duty on oats had any effect on the price
thatvear. Lastyear we exported1 2,381,14(;
bushels of wheat, reducing floui to wheat
at the rate of 41 bushels to the barrel,
and we imported 6,176,432 bushels. The
surplus exported, reducing wheat to flour
at the rate of 4, bushels to the barrel,
was 6,204,714 bushels. Will the hon.
Minister inform us whether the duty on
wheat had any effect on the price inl
Canada. la 1879, we exported 641,694
bushels of rye, and we imported 74,248
bushels. Did the Tariff have any eflect
on the price of rye ? We cannot get a
response for the hon. the Minister of
Finance. We exported 2,715,252 bushels
of peas, and we imported 2,343 bushels.
How was it in regard to the duty on peas?
We have had twelve nonths' experience
of this Tariff. The American people
have had twenty years' experience of
theirs, and each year they have found the
saine unsatisfactory results that we have
experienced of late. They never found
that the duty on grains, of which they
had a surplus, added le. to the
price ; neither will the deluded friends of
the hon. gentlemen opposite. In 1879,
we imported 8,614,116 bushels of corn,
and exported 5,434,759 bushels, conse-
quently, 3,179,357 bushels of the Indian
corn imported that year was consumed in
the country. This being the only grain
of which we imported more than we ex-
ported, it was the only grain in the entire
list of cereals which was affected in price
by a duty. Of course there has been an
increase in the price of wheat during the
past year. Prices were constantly fluctu-
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ating in the markets of the world ; but
while there Lad been an actual increase
in price of wheat in this country, it could
not be shown that tliere had been a rela-
tive increase as comîpared -with the price
in the United States. The increase in
price is due solely to the fact that the
short harvests in Europe have created an
unosuail demand ; but, with the ex-
ception of wvheat, there is little,
if any, advance in the price of
cereals. I would like to ask the question
again, wbether Protection Las made
Canadiani produce higher than American
produce by the aniount of the duty ?
There is no response. I made the asser-
tion that it had not on the hustings.
Many believed that it would, and I wiant
the lion. Minister to reiterate the state-
ment to-nighit that the produce of the far-
mer bas advanced proportioiately to the
duty. This assertion was probably made
in the belief that the intelligence of the
people was so low that they would believe
it. I propose to show that the policy of
the hon. Minister, in inmposing a duty on
grain, has borne no fruit whatever, except
in the case of Indian corn. I propose to
show, by a series of quotations, that grain
lias been relatively lower in Canada since
the adoption of this policy than it was
before. I will také ny figures from the
Toronto 3/ail, so that mny hon. friends
opposite will not complain about the
authority. Before lookiig up these inar-
ket quotations, given for the purpose of
comparison of prices before and after the
inauguration of the National Policy, I
selected the dates and deteruiined to take
for the period before the adoption of the
National Policy the market quotations of
September 17th, 1878, Novenber 16th,
1878, and December 31st, 1878 ; and for
the period following the adoption of the
National Policy the quotations of June
-30th, 1879, the end of the fiscal year, and
December 31st, 1879, the end of the cur-
reit year. I have made comparisons be-
tween Toronto and Detroit in fall wheat,
as the quality of that grain in the two
markets are quite similar, and the cost of
transportation to the seaboard is only a
trifle higher from Detroit. On Septeni-
ber 17th, 1878, the best grade of fall
wheat was quoted at 101 in Toronto and
At 104 5-8 in Detroit, or 3 5-8c. higher in
Detroit than in Toronto.

MF. McCALLUM: What was the

MR. CHARLTON.

price of wheat in New York at that
tine?

Mi. CHARLTON: I an ta:ling
about the Detroit market. Winter whleat
was worth 39c. more a buslel in -De-
troit than in Toronto. The two places
are selected for purpose cf comparison,
because of similarity in situation and
quality of fall wheat sold in eaci. On
the 16tlh November, 1878, the best
Quality of fall wheat was quoted in
Toronto at 93c., and i Detroit at G¾e.,
) c. higier than in Toronto. Does the

hon. the Finane Minisier thinlik itere
was any great necessity for duties then
to keep this Anerican wheat out of the
Canadian iarket ?

S1i SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The
balance was really ii favour of Canada;
the quotations in the Globe are wrong.

MR. CHARLTON : I have takien
tLem from the lMail, thiinking, perhaps,
sonie hon. gentlemen opposite will take
heir market quotations, the saine as their
politics, and say that they are correct or
not, according to the paper in which they
appear. Well, on the 31st Deceinber,
1878, the best grade of fall wheat stood
in Toronto at 93c., and the sane grade
in Detroit, 96c. Was there still a neces-
sity for the imposition of a duty to keep
this higher priced American wheat from
depressing the price of wheat ic the
Canadian market 1 These are the three
periods in 1878, before and after fthe
elections, and now we will take the two
periods in 1879, after the imposition of
the National Policy. Again, on the 30th
June, 1879, the best quality of fali wheat
was $1.01 in Toronto and $1.10 in
Detroit, or 9e. higher in Detroit,
although there was a duty of 15e. per
bushel to keep this low-priced American
wheat out of the Canadian market. On
the 31st December the best grade of fall
wheat was $1.22 in Toronto, and 81.27
in Detroit, 51c. Ligher in Detroit. Could
anything demonstrate more perfectly the
utter absurdity of the claini that the
duties were neocessary to keep the Ameri-
can wheat froi depressing the prices of
Canadian in its own markets ? Now, I
will make the comparison between
Chicago and Toronto in the prices
Of No. 2 spring wheat, whieh is
the standard grade in the Chicago
market. On the 17th September, 1878,
No. 2 spring wheat was in Toronto 97c.
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and in Chicago 88 7c. or 81c. higher in we had 10e. a bushel duty on American
Toronto, or about the price of the freight oats, to exclude thein fron tbe Canadian
to Toronto. On November l6th, 1878, market. Could anything demonstrate
it was 83c. inToronto and 801c. in Chicago more eompletely the fallacy of the as
or 2¾e. higher in Toronto, much less than sertion that these duties eau have any
the cost of the freight between thosecities, effect upon the prices of grain than those
which made it relatively 5e. higher quotations? Do they net prove clearly
1i Chicago than in Toronto. On that ail the assertions and theories of
Deceniber 31st, No. 2 spring wherat vas hon. gentlemen opposite with reference
worth Sic. in Toronto and 821 in to the effect of sueh duties, oragrieultural
Chicago this was before the inaugura- Protection, were nerely falinejous, if not
tion of the National Policy. Nov, take worthy of a harder naule? 1 propose to
the quotations of spring wheat on the consider the case of barley, aud 1 n
30th June and 3lst -Deccmber, after the sorry the hon. First Minister is not in his
National Poliey was adopted: No. 2 seat, as e thi k he promised the duty on
sprinlg, in Toronto, free on board, on barley oulcd raise its price On n tth
3th -lune, 1879, Was 97e. ; in Chicago it September, 1878, the best grade of tarley
was -S1.07 in Chicagro, or 10e. bigher, wheni vas -worth $1.05 lu Toronto aud $1.25

-we Iia-d a duty of 15 per cent. to exelude it in Oswego ; on i 6thi Novesuber, 95e. in
froni our hiher market; aud in the Toronto and these in Osweo, and on
31st December, spring wheat, free on 3lst December, p78, of gin Torontoand
board, ut Toronto, was $1.30, w-hile la .$1.20 in Oswego. There vas then no
-warehouse, iu Chicago, it -was worth necessity for a daty to keep) that $ 1.20
$1.31. These qnotations et wheat prove, barley from bei g broughtover Toronto,
coiielu-ively, that so far froin onir dtt to sel it tiiere at 90c. These were thle
hiaviug any eflèct on the price of wvheat, cluotations under the Free-trade lu grain.
it lcd none whatever, because the quota- Take the two quotations under ithe
tions, taken at randon, show the price National Policy, and see if the resut l
of wheat was reltively higher lu the inaterially dwerernt, eith the duty of 15.
UJnîted States thai Mn Caniada, even a hushel. On :3tth June, 1879, the best
under its National Polie. Let us now grade of barley as Werth 60 . in
take ots and 1umsking the ompariso Toroto and 80e. Fi Osnego, and on the
between the quotations a Toronto au. 32st December, 73. in Toronto au 9oe.
Chicago, I is it to be borne lr md in Oeswego. Well there was no d17r
there is a difference cf 21b. in the stan- cf that fc. barley leing brought to
dard 1ensure, it being in Canada 341.. hToiwnto to sell at 73 . Tt duty b1.
ne lu Illinois 321h. For te codparison no effet on the price, a5d the hon. the
I have made the Illinois equal to the Finance Minister knows it wel. Let us
Cansadian bushel. On the 7th Septe- lookn at re. b is an article that the oon.
ber, 1878, oats were worth in Tor1nto 30., 0 the Finance inister bas litthe interest
ar u in Chicag o , 07e. ; on the 6th in, a less lu tae produt. On the 17th
November, 1878, 32 . in Toronto ave September, 1878, it oas 56e. in Toronto
211c.lui Chicago, or 10c. higher iu and 4 5c. i Chicago, or. le. les l
Tohonto; o the 3st Deceuber, 1878, Chiqtgo; on a-e l6th November, 1878,
31c. in Torouto andm 21e. l Chicago. it was 52e. inToronto au 45e. lu Chicago
These three quotations were made before or Te. less lu Chicago. On the 3lst
the Canadian duty was imposed toe -xclude Decemiber, At was 50e. lu Toronto auJ 44e.
those cheap oats frei the Canadiari in Chicago, or 6e. less. These are our
mnarket. Now, take the quotations ou quiotatious under Free-trade. Let us
the 30th June and 31lst Decernber, nfter see what effeet, the duty had.
the adoption cf the National Polaly. On the 30th June, 1879, rye as worth
On the 3 qth June, 1879, ots ere 50. iu Toronto and 533'e. iu Chicago, net-
38c. in Toronto and 34c. rn Chica o withstanding the Natiinal Policy; on the
or about 37c. lu Chicago, or lesi than 3lst December, 76c. la Toronto and 8 le.
tne-hal the freight between the two n Chicago. With reference to heese
points. Ou the 3st December, 3 6e. in there bas been no change lu the Tarif.
Toronto was the price, and 38e. in It was claimed wheu our friends opposite
Cbicago, or 21 higher, and ths, while were auratig the National Policy
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as a new thing, this duty on cheese. It 1 his laurels. Not content with informing
had really had so little effect, though it the people that they were to benefit bY
stood for years before on the Statute-book, bis duties on gran of which this country
that the great mass of the people were constantly lias a surplus to export, lie
ignorant of its existence. On 17th Sep- proposes to grant an additional boon to
tember, 1878, the highest quotation in the farmers, a duty of 13c. per pound on ï
Montreal was 8-c. per pound, and the class of wool we neyer import a pound of,
same in New York; on 16th November, and of which we have an enormous sur-
in Montreal, 8½c., in New York, 8e., high- plus, yearly, to export. This is adding
est; on December 31st, 1878, highest quo- insuit to iijury. The hon gentleman
tation 8¾e. in Montreal and 9c. in New must entertain a very low opinion of the
York. This was before the National Poli- intelligence of the fariners, if le supposes
cy. Now, afterwards, on 30th June, 1879, they will be taken by that sort of chaif.
cheese in Montreal was worth 6c. and 6C. I would satier rest my expectation of
in New York; on 31st December, 131c. bein considered wise upon the proposi-
in Montreal and 13c. in New York. tion of a duty on whistles made of pig's
This clearly shows the price of cheese is tails ; the absurdity would not bo more
regulated by the coimmon market that palpable in the one case than in the Gther.
takes the supply of Montreal and New The truth is this, agricultural Protection
York. The highest quotation of butter is a cruel deceit practised on the farmers,
in Montreal, September 17th, 1878, was which answered its purpose for a tinie,
17c., and in New York 25c. per pound, but which they understand perfectly well.
the highest in Montreal, November 18th, to-day, and that tact the hon. the Finance
1878, 17c., and in New York 27c.; the Minister will understanl when they coui
highest on December 31st, 1878, in Mon- to pronounce their opinion on tue promises
treal, was Ise., and in New Yo..t 'Oe; made thein. When he lears the decis-
on the 30th June, 1879, in Montreal, ion of the people, I venture to prediet lie
151-c., and in New York 15 c. In New and those assoeiated witb lita upon the
York the highest quotation on the 31st Treasury Benches, will find the best ex-
December,1879, was 37c., andin Montreal pression of their feelings in the language
28c. There was no necessity for a duty of Bigelow
on American butter, because it was not "Things look blacker 'n thunder there's no use
likely to come from a higher to a lower denying,
market. So in relation to the whole list e' den en
of duties on agricultural commodities : o lyina
a more fallacious, more palpable humbug, without
never was palmed off on any people than If she wants to lookwell atlerfirstcomingout;
this Tariff, on whichî the reputation of its For the first supplies physical strengtli, while
uthor the on. the Finance Ministersecondiuhr th o.teFnac iîtr Gives a moral advantage that'is liard to be

stands or falls. reckoned."
Ma. WHITE (East Hastings): How What are the only circuinstances under

then has the Government increased the cost wbich a duty would raise the prices of
of living to the poor if there is no rise in produets in this countrv I If this coun-
prices? You said a few minutes ago we try lad to import for its own use, its
had taxed the poor man so much more. own productions being insufficieit to

Ma. CHARLTON: The pocr man's supply the demand, under sud cir-
interest is affected in this way: lie las cumstances only would duty affect
been induced to consent to being further prices. If wheat had to be imported,
taxed on various articles, such as sugar, for example, the fàrmnrs here would reap
cotton goods, woollen goods, coal, etc. ; the benefit of the duty. But was there
to get his consent to these taxes lie lias not some tire ago a motion brougltupin
been induced to believe that in the case this buse, setting forth the fact that
of the farmer, produce should be higher, uîder sucaeircumstances it would be a case
and in the case of the labourer, wages of extreme lardsbip for the consuners of
should be higher, promises which I have Canada to pay more for their wbeat than
shown have not been redeemed. In the they otlerwise miglt, and did pot the
line of agricultural Protection, the lion. First Minister promise that uncler sud
the Finance Minister proposes to add to circumstances the duty would not be ex-

MIL. CHARLTON.
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acted. Thus, as to the circumstances
under which the fariners could derive a
single advantage from the duty on wheat,
we have the pledge of the Government
not to consent to their receiving that ad-
vantage. Is there any hon. gentleman
on the opposite side able to deny this
statement? Can the hon. the Finance
Minister denv it? I wish now to call
his attention to some other points with
respect to which I am really a little in
the dark. I understand he is going next
vear to hunt up that "hum" in the agri-
cultural regions which lie found last f all
with the manufacturers. I cone now to
the consideration of Indian corn. As I
have always predicted this duty on corn
has had some effect ; while largely dim-
inishing the quantity entered for con-
sumption, it has increased its price to
those who have had to use it.

MR. PLUMB: It is imported, among
other things, for the purpose of making
whiskey.

Mit. CHARLTON : I do not know so
much about whiskey as my hon. friend
fron Niagara, perhaps. I find the im-
portation of Indian corn, for the six
months ending the 31st December, 1878,
was 5,472,000 bushels; for the ten and
a-half months expiring on the
lst of February last, under the
National Policy, 5,398,994 or 73,006
bushels less than for the last six months
of 1878 under Free-trade. The impor-
tations for export, for the six months end-
ing 31st December, 1878, were 4,059,000
bushels, and for the ten and a-half
months ending 1st Febrtuary, 1880,
4,411,356, or an excess of only 351,941
bushels. Thus the percentage of excess
for ten and a-half months over the six
months export, under Free-trade, was only
about eight and a-half per cent. I find that
in respect to the exports, by nïaking a
calculation for the ten and a-half months
ending February 1st, and continued upon
a scale equal to that for the six months
ending 31st December, 1878, they would
have amounted to 7,103,638 bushels, the
actual amount being 4,411,366 bushels.
We are justified in arriving at the con-
clusion that the export trade in corn was
diminished during that time by the
amount of 2,692,000 bushels. Now, this1
diminution in the export trade, represents
a serious loss to the forwarding and other
commercial interests of the country.

As I learn from the trade and
navigation returns, the difference between
the cost of corn inported, and the price
received for corn exported in 1878, was
9½Lc., and upon that basis, I arrive
at the conclusion that the loss to the
forwarding interests of the country
throughî the diminution of the export
trade, consequent upon the adoption of
the National Policy, was $255,768 for
ten and a-half months. Then I find that
there was entered for consumption in the
six months ending 31st December, 1878,
1,412,578 bushels, and during the six
months ending December 31st, 1879,
548,973 bushels, or a diminution of
863,602 bushels, entered for consurmp-
tion during the six moiths ending
with 1879, as compared with the
six months ending with 1878, a
falling off of 61 per cent. in corn entered
for consumption. I find that there was en-
tered for consumption between March 1 5th,
1879, and February 1st, 1880, ten and
one-half months, 987,628 bushels, show-
ing that the amount imported for con-
sumption in the ten and one-lialf months
ending February lst, 1880, was less than
the amount imported during the six
months ending December 31st, 1878, by
434,947 bushels, being a percentage of 31
per cent. less. The amount that would
have been entered for consumption in the
ten and one-half months ending the 1st
February, 1879, if it had bore the same
proportion to te volume of the business
in the last six months of 1878, would have
been 2,472,004, the amount actually en-
tered for consumption being 987,628
bushels. There was consequently a
diminution in the amount entered for
consumption compared with what would
have been entered, if a duty had not been
imposed, of 1,484,376 bushels. Now, it
was claimed by the hon. niember for Card-
well that the shutting out of this large
amount of corn would be a benefit to the
farmers of Canada. I hold, to the con-
trary, thit the exclusion of these 1,484,376
bushels of grain for consuniption during
these ten and one-half months was a great
loss to the farmers of Canada, and I
think I can demonstrate that such is the
case.

Ma. ROCHESTER: I would ask the
hon. gentleman to give the House the
benefit of his knowledge of what the price
of rye was in 1878 and 1879.
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MR. CHARLTON: I have done that
already, and if the hon. gentleman wants
tlat information, and will read the re-
ports to-norrow, lie will get it. I do not
care to traverse the ground I have been
over already. When interrupted, I had
just made the assertion, and I now repeat
it, that the exclusion from Canada of
1,484,376 bushels of corn, which, but for
the duty, would have been entered for
consumption in the last ten and a-half
months, which ainount I arrived at by
comparing it with the volume of business
of the last six months of 1878, was a
serious loss to the farmers of Canada. I
propose to denionstrate that assertion.
The duty paid upon the 987,628 bushels
imported for consuimption in the last ten
and a-half nonths of that vear was
$74,076.34.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Nearlv a
year s supply was iniported in the mîontlis
of Januarv and Februarv.

MR. CHARLTON: I amn making a
comaparison between the last six nonths
of 1878 and the ten and a-half mnonths
commencing on the 1.5thi of March, 1879,
and ending on the 1st of February of the
present vear. As I was about to say, the
average price of corn, free of duty, laid
down at Toronto, may be estimated at
43c., by the returns of 1878, when no
duty was levied. Upon that basis
I propose to make a comparison be-
tween the feeding value of corn and
of other grain at current rates.
To this calculation I ask the careful at-
tention of the hon. the Finance Minister,
iecanuse upon this calculation my whole
case rests, when I assert that the exclu-
sion of that large amount of corn, which
otherwise would have brought into
Canada for feeding purposes, was a dis-
aster to the farming conimunity of
Canaa. Now, Sir, 341b. of oats are
worth 39c. a bushel at the present in
Toronto, and at that rate 561b. of oats are
worth 64c. Now, I assume that 561b. of
corn are worth just as much for feeding
purposes as 561b. of oats; it is said to be
more, but I assume it is worth as much.
If 561b. of corn can be bought free or
duty for 43c., and the farmer can buy that
corn and sell 561b. of oats for 64 c., do
you not injure that farner if you prevent
him from doing it, because he makes in
such case 21c. upon every bushel of corn?
Let the hon. the Finance Minister con-

MI. CHARLTON.

trovert that, assuming the quotations I
give are correct. If we take barley at
70c. a bushel for 481b., 561b. is worth 81c.
Now, 561b. of corn is worth just as mucli
for feeding purposes as 561b. of barley.
If 561b. of corn is bought at 43c. a
bushel, and the farmer sells in place of it
561b. of barley at Sic., how mucli is lie
making in the transaction ? Will
some of you figure that out. He
is making about 38c. from the 561b.
of barley lie sold. Would you
blame that farmer for buying American
corn at 43c. and selling an equivalent
amount of barlev at Sc. If we take
601b. of rye at 80c. a bushel, 561b.
of rye would be worth 74lc. Now,
if a fariner buys 561b. of corn, worth just
as much for feeding purposes as 561b. of
rye, he gets 561b. of corn for 43c., and lie
sells 561b. of rye for 742c., consequently
lie makes in the operation 31 lc. upon
every 561b. of rye le sells and buys corn
to replace. If he takes 561b. of peas,
worth at present quotations 68c., 561b.
are worth 62-e. If he buys a bushel of
corn at 43c. and sells 561b. of peas at 6 2c.,
he nakes 201c. in the transaction. Do
you see the point ? If the prices of these
grains vary from the quotations given, of
course the result will vary somewhat.
But the hon. the Finance Minister has
inflicted a great injury on the farmers of
Canada by imposing this restriction on a
profitable business, and preventing them
from selling coarse grains for a relatively
higher price, and replace them by Ameri-
can corn at a much lower price. The
result of this scientifie and beneficent
National Policy in ten and a-half months,
ending Ist February, was the exclusion o
1,484,000 busiels of corn,at a loss to the
country of $311,715. Whîat then is the
nett result of this National Policv, so far
as relates to the importation of American
corn. The' forwarding interest, as I
have shownlas lost $255,768 in commis-
sion and freiglit upon the diminished
quantity of corn exported. The duty
paid upon what has been imported for
consumption is $74,076, the difference be-
tween the price of what we can assume
has been shut out by the duty, and
the price that would have been received
for the coarse grain, which this corn if
imported, would have enabled the Cana-
dian farmer to sell is, as I have shown,
$311,718, and the net result for the ten
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und a,half months is a loss to the country
of $641,562. That is a brilliant result
to be accomplished. Will the hon. gentle-
nanacknowl.edge the corn? Hedoes not do

it. He is non-committal. Has anvone
been benefitted by this corn duty ? I re-
present one of the ridings in the corn belt
of Canada, and it is for that reason, per-
haps, that I have given particular atten-
tion to this corn question. There are a
few counties along the north shore ot
Lake Erie where corn can be raised suc-
cessfullv. The county of Norfolk is one.
Has the duty of 7 -1c. on corn benefitted
mv constituents or any of the constitu-
encies along the north shore of Lake Erie?
I answer most emphatically it has not. In
the first place it has not increased the
production of corn. It bas practically
afforded no additional inducerments for
producing corn. The duty of 7 1-c. amounts
to very little more than the difference be-
tween local and through rates of freight.
Another reason why we would derive little
or no benefit from the duty on corn is that
the farmer in the corn belt who raises
corn is exactly in the same position as the
farmers who do not raise corn. It pays
him to feed his corn and sell the higher
priced coarse grains. It is estimated that
in mv county, where their is a population
of 36,000, there is a surplus of corn,
year by year, of 10,000 bushels sold.
Admitting the county of Norfolk, with its
surplus of 10,000 bushels was benefitted
to the extent of $750, the amount of
the duty on that surplus, what do
my constituents pay for that tri-
fling benefit. Did they pay more for
their sugar, more for their cotton goods,
more for their woollen goods, more for
almost everything they need to buy, in
order to get the beggarly advantage, it
such advantage there be, of $750 for the
whole county. So much for the corn
question. Now, I wish to refer, Sir, to a
certain Order in Council, which illustrates
the way in which deception is practised
upon Lthe farmer. I am sorry my hon.
friend the Minister of Customs is
not in. I think when you go carefully
into the consideration of the matters con-
nected with this National Policy, it affords
one of the richest mines in a certain direc-
tion I have ever met with. During the
six months ending 30th June, 1870, the
aggregate importation of wheat was
559,968 bushels. In the f ollowing six

months there was a wonderful increase in
the amount of wheat imported. While
the importation of wheat during the first
six months of the year was 559,968
bushels, it increased during the next six
months to 6,515,000 bushels. A very re-
markable increase. I hold in my hand an
Order in Council, passed. on lth July,
1879, which will explain to a certain ex-
tent wby this increased importation oc-
curred. That Order in Council vill de-
nionstrate pretty conclusively the insin-
cerity of ny lion. friends opposite, who
led the farniers to believe that they were
levying a bonai fide duty in good faitli. I
will commence with the first clause of the
Order in Council. It is as follows:

"1. The Collector of Customs at any port
of entry shall receive entries of foreign wheat.
inaize, or other grain, to bc ground and packed
in bond for exportation or consumption, and
said collector shall deieeor or cause to
be delivered such wheat, maize, or other grain,
to be forwardec on to the port of destination
where may be situated the mill or mills at
which the said wheat, maize, or other grain is
to be ground and packed in bond as by him
periitted.

" 2. The wheat, maize, or other grain shall
be so forwarded under bonds to be taken, either
by the collector at the port of entry or the
collector at the port of destination as may best
suit the convenience of the importer, which
bonds shah be taken for an amiount that will
cover the duties chargeable upon the said
wheat, maize, or other grains. and be con-
ditioned for the due payment of such duties
should such wheat, maize, or other grain go
into consunmption, or for the due exportation of
such wieat, mazie, or other grain, or the
equivaent thereof in flour and meal, and a
proof of the payrnent of such duties or of due
exportation as aforesaid within the year from
the date the said bond or bonds, the said bonds
shall be duly cancelled, etc."
" Equivalent thereof ;" why does it not
say " the product thereof ' What does
that mean? Will the bon. the Finance
Minister not tell us whether there is not
a catch there? No answer. I never saw
so non-committal a Minister of Finance.
I assert that thereis a fraud in this thing.
I assert that this Order in Council was
passed in the interest and at the dictation
of certain large millers, and that it was
designed for the purpose of allowing these
men to import wheat at pleasure, hold
it for twelve months, and then export its
equivalent. The hon. the Finance Minister
will not venture to deny that millers can
import wheat under the Order in Council,
sell it at pleasure in Canada, and then
export the amount equivalent to amount
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imported ground from any wheat what- twelve months exported an equiva-
ever. The amount of duty paid on this lent amount in flour or meal, his
6,500,000 bushels of wheat was $964,93, bonds were cancelled. hIe same is true
and but for that my hon. friend would of large oat-meal millers. Is not this en-
bave had to face a much larger deficit. couraging a monopoly? And is not this
I propose now to pass on to the statistics a monopoly involving an expense te the
of grain importations for the ten and many for the benefit of a few. 1 shah
a-half months, ending lst February. In not detain the House mucl longer. I
these ten and a-half months we imported tbank the buse for the attention that I
7,151,462 bushels of wheat; entered for have bad given to me. I know that I
home consumption, 7,951; duty paid, have been somewhat tedious; but I (Io
$1,187.83, which amounts to exactly 16c. not trouble the bouse very often with
and 6 mills onevery 1,000bushels. What speeches, and I ask its indulgence to the
a magnificent source of revenue. What a conclusion of my remarks. I may say
protection to ihe farmer. We imported that the Reform party is not opposed to
during that period 214,102 bushels of oats; the development of manufactures in
entered for home consumption, 80,518; Canada.butthatthey are friendvto sucha
duty collected, $8,051.88, or an average a development; and that tbey are anxious
of 3¾C. per bushel. The amount of corn by any legal, just, honest method, b en-
imported during the same period was courage sucl manufactures. We are not
$5,398,994 ; entered for home consump- in fa'our of benefitting one class at the
tion, 987,628 ; duty collected, $74,076.34, expense of others; that is unjust, but ve
or an average duty of Il'c. per bushel. are in favour of sucl a development of
The total number of bushels of corn, manufactures as can be reached by honest
barley, peas, oats and wheat imported measures. It affords us unbounded satis-
during that period was 12,776,730; faction to sce them prosperous; and I
value of American grain imported daim that that Tarif wbicb was in force
$10,112,442; total amount of duty -vhen the gentlemen who now occupy
collected, $84,745.91; avera2e duty per the Trcasury Bencles came into power
bushel, Ï., of one cent. This shows that was a just Tarif, and one as well calcu-
the importation of grain has not ceased. lated to promote the interests of manu-
It shows that the duty on grain is a facturing industries as the one now in
absurd one. It shows that the surplus force. Under that old Tarif the growth
products of the country still govern the wouldbavebeen moie healthy and more en-
price and are doing so now under the during and substantialthan thatmushroon
National Policy as tbey did when there growth produced by the new Tarif. Were
was Free-trade in grain. I think I have our manufacturing industries languisb-
demonstrated that this Government has ing ? Did not our domestic nanufactories
given an advantage to millers under this amounts to $211,000,000 in the year 1871,
Order in Council. I challenge hon. when the last census was taken? When
gentlemen to deny the truth of this. the present Tariff was enacted, Canada was
In this connection I may mention the manufacturing at the rate of$27M00,000
case of a small inill, which came under annually, thougl it was a period of great
my own notice in western Ontario, where depression throughout the world. The
nothing but white wheat is produced. fact is tbey were developcd, tbey were in
The owner desired to procure some a heaîthier condition than in the United
spring wheat to mix with the white States, and for that matter, than in almost
wheat, but this Order in Council was not any other country; and if this was the
framed for him ; he was not a large case, there was no excuse even ip the in-
miller; he could not import his spring terest of the manufacturing industries to
wheat without paying duty; but a large introduce snch a pohicy. I think 1 could
miller, grinding thousands of bushels, show-I will sbow-by the movement of
could import his wheat by giving his the export trade i domestic manufacture
bonds, and he could grind his wheat or that our manufacturing industries are in
maize and export anything not pro- a less healthy condition than three years
duct of that wheat or maize, and ago. In 1877 this country exported
sel] in the markets of 0anada; $4,105,000 of domestic manufactures
and if le at any tine withi under the 17 per cent. revenne Tarif.

MR. CHARLTON.
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This has fallen in 1879 to $2,700,000, and were made. Do you doubt that we shah
for the six months ending December 31st, core to the saine decision as Victoria,
1879, to $1,495,OO. What does thit the oniy other British Colony that las
indicate ? Does it not indicate that our adopted Protection? 1 bave not the
manufactures are in a less healthy condi- siightest doubt that the great masses of
tion now than before, and that the new the people of Canada wiil spurn the dicta-
policy is not working favourably as the tion of the moîîopoiists, who have suc-
hon. gentleman asserts even for the ceeded in inducing the Government to
manufacturers themselves. I want toshow frare apolicy for their special benefit.
-and I will show-that the exportation I have no doubt that the policy accepted
of Manufactures for the last two years on the assurances of these gentlemen,
under the regime of the late Governient, accepted on their false promises-I have
was larger from Canada than from the no doubt-and I assert it again-that it
United States, in proportion to popu- will be rejected by the people. I bave
lation. The American statistics of no hesitation in saying that the people of
exports of manufactures include lumber, this country will pronounce that this
staves, heading, and refined petroleum; thing is a swindie, and when these gentle-
very properly so, as these articles are men appear before the court of the peo-
clearly entitled to be classed as manufac pie, to bave their verdict passed upon
tures. If we adopt this rule of classifica- their conduet duriag the period that thev
tion in making a comparison of the export remain in power, the verdict of the people
of domestic manufactures from the two wili be that tley wil1 no longer entrust
countries, the following will be the result, to them their interests.
which will show that our exports of Mi. PLUMB : bave been pleased
manufactures are relatively much larger with the eloquent aldress of ny hon.
than those of the United States, and that friend from North Norfolk (Mr. Chai-
they are declining very rapidly under the ton). We ail know the great skill witl
National Policy. Under this rule of whicli lie is able to present arguments
classification, the export of domestic based on figures; w'e ail know the great
manufactures from the United States, in skill with which le is able to prescrt
1877, was $144,482,400, from Canada, arguments on either side of a question
$19,198,000; in 1878, from the United which be choses to adopt for the ture
States, $135,171,000, and froin Canada, being. We have heard lim struggling
$17,447,000 ; in 1879, from Canada, witlî a mass of figures, whicb I do not
$12,852,000 ; returns froni United tbink any man cari atterpt to foilow,
States not received. These figures show much less to follow the tortuons une of
that the export of manufactures from argument that he s3ered to think they
Canada in 1877 and 1878 were mucb strenthened, and whic I shaîl not
larger, in proportion to population, than attempt to answer seriatin. The gist of
from the United States, and is very far the hon gentlemans
from indicating a languishing condition that t p si e is to aove
of our manufacturing industries at that by my bon. friend the Minister of
time, and the great falling off for 1879 Finance, which has been sanctioned by
does not show ah increase of prosperity this buse, whiclias been approved by
under the National Policy. All these the country, whiel las been brought
facts, I think, warrant me in saying that about by the revolution vhich took place
the manufacturing interests of Canada did in 1878, is, to use bis own language, a
not require a greater measure of Protection deception and a failure.
than they cad. It was not, toien, in An dON. MEMBER: No, no.
the interest of the manufacturers, M. oPLU MB: Well, yes. He used
machi less of those who lad to pay more severe language than that; and it is
increased prices for manufactures. I say strange that a gentleman, usually ms cour-
the farner, especialty, was drawn in by teous in bis language, wlio usually weighs
delusive promises, which are ail proved tis words cautiously, and who, during ail
false in the first ten months the poiic f the debates for the many years I bave
was in force, and the men who made been in the bouse in which lie bas taken
these promises, if tley are men of iateli- part, ias been noted for bis guarded man-
gence, knew tbey were false wben they i ner, should use suc expreeions as he bas
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used to-night. There must be something
in the atmosplhere surroundinc him to
tempt biim to go beyond the course he has
been accustoned to pursue in addressing
this House. Before proceeding to reply
to lis arguments, I will, if the House
will bear with me, read some remarks
which may throw some more light upon
the subject on which the hon. gentleman
has addressed the House at such great
length. I find that an hon. gentleman,
who was at one timne addressing the
House upon the subject of Protection, and
seemed to be its very earnest advocate,
made use of the following language, which
I will read to the House before proceeding
to answer the arguments brought forward
to-night:

"We have been told that a Protective pelicy
is one which could only be adopted by a patri-
archal Government-a Government which could
not only protect industries but also limit pro-
duction. I hold that a Protective policy, on
the contrary, runs through the whole legisiative
system of any country. To afford protection of
life and property is the duty of the Govern-
ment, and armies are raised and navies built to
protect the nation Prisons are erected for the
protection of the public, and free grants given
for the purpose of iacreasing the public wealth
and adding to the population.

" It nay bc safely assumed that no nation
lias attahied to greatness in commerce or manu-
factures without having, in the course of its
history imposed exactions and restrictions.
This lias been notably the case with Great
Britain herself; and I think the assertionthatthe
development of various industries is necessary
to the cultivation of the self-defensive power of
a nation is incontrovertible. We have had an
illustration of it in the neiïihbouring nation.
The Southern States were without manufactur-
ing industries while the Northern States were
filled with them, and the advantage this gave
them resulted in the suppression of the re-
bellion.

"I No person will assert it is proper to protect
industries that are not naturally adapted to the
country, but when they are suited to tbe land
it is the duty of the Government to foster them.
Arts and manufactures do not spring up readily
on a virgin soil. In the tirst place, trade has a
tendency to remain in beaten tracks. Then
the advantage is on the side of a nation in which
manufactures are established, because money is
always more casily obtained there than in a new
country.

"Then, again the possession of organised
and skilled labour is an advantage that the
manufacturers in a country where manu-
factures are established for a long time pos-
sess over a new country. But, although it may
be conceded that Protection is to the advantage
of manufactures, unless it can be shown that it
is also an advantage ta the other classes of the
community and the nation at large, all argu-
ments in favour of Protection fall to the ground.

MR. PLUM.

It must be shown that the agriculturists are to
be benefitted by Protection before it is incum-
bent upon the Government to adopt a Protec-
tive policy. I believe that the interests to the
nation at large would be proimoted by juaicious
Protection ; I believe that the agricultural in-
terests of the Domini>n would be promoted by
Protection, and that the manufacturer, bein
brought to the door of the farmer, would afford
a market for a great many articles of produce
that would not be saleable if the market w eue
three thousand miles away. With a home
market of this kind established by Protection
to manufacturers, the agricuilturist can benefit
his soil by produciug a rotation of cropa. The
purchasing power of money is not a correct
measure of the purchasing power of labour. A
farmer raises a bushel of corn, which lie sells
for 50c. ln a foreign market, and with
the proceeds lie can buy three yards of cot-
ton ; but supposing the manufactures are
br ught to his door, and the better marb
ket which it creates increases the price
to 60c. or 70c. per bushel, and although impost
duties are levied on cottons from Manchester so
as to add largely to its price, still he may bu en-
abled to buy four yards of cotton with his
bushel of corn iastead of the three yards it was
able to purchase before, as the purchasing power
of his labour is increased.

"IWe have at our own doors all the illustrations
and experience of Protectiion and its benefit ;
required for our government and guidance. The
United States have adopted a Protective policy
under which their manufactures have been fo-
tered and promoted, until, in 1870, their pro-
ducts reached the sum of $4,253,000,000, giving
employment to 2,000,000 operatives, and dis-
bursing over $775.500,000 in wages.

"It lias been charged that Protection has
prevented the extension of foreign commerce in
that country. That may bu true ; but it is
estimated that the domestic commerce of the
United States last year reached the enormous
proportions of 200.000,000 tons, valued at
$10,000,000,000. What is the foreign commerce
of that country compared with the vast do-
mestic trade that goes on increasing without the
fluctuations of risks of foreign trade ? Look
at the prograss of the cotton trade in that
country. Previous to the import duties on
foreigu cottons in 1824, British manufactures
crushed out all efforts to establish factories in
the Republic ; but the imposition of 25 per
cent. dnty on fore;gn cottons had the effect,
in a few years. not only of building up manu-
factories, but led to the production of au
article baetter in quality and lower in price
than the Americans received from British
manufactories before their own industries
were established. In 1860 the Unied States
were exporters of cottons, exporting nearly 10
per cent. of the whole amount manufactured.
The same way with the iron trade. All at-
tempts to establish iron industries were crushed
ont by foreign competition, and high prices
were maintained at intervals-higher, on the
average, than the percentage necessary to pro-
duce thiem in the United States at a profit. But
when a Protective duty was imposed, iron
manufactories were established, and in a short
time the price of iron was brought down several
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dollars per ton, and it is now sold cheaper than
the British iron ever was offered for on that
market. The shipping interest of the United
States was one of the nost signal illustratioas
of the benefit of a Protection policy that could
be produced. Under a Protective tariff the
ship-building of the United States had grown,
till in lS60 it was nearly as great as that Of Eng-
land, and there came two causes to ruin it. I
First, the war, which placed tie United States
shipping at a disadvantage with all other com-
mon carriers; and the second cause was the re-
vulsion in the siip-building trade, caused by
the substitution of irne for wooden vcssels.
Ur'ler these combined influences, the shipping
trade fell into thedepressed condition in whici t
it now remains. W !±y is it that we are so de-
sirous of selling to the United States articles
of food ? It is simply because they have by
Protection built up manufacturing cities with a
munerous populaiion, that consuones not only

.the vast products of their own country, but
also afford a better market for our products
than we in the .Domiiin possess. lie issue
in Canada to-day is not an issue between Free-
trade and Protection ; the issue is, is the Pro-
tec tion now afforderl adequate for the promotion
of our industries ?"

It may astonish gentlemen to know, but it
is a fact, that these eloquent remarks
were made by the hon. gentleman wlo
basjust resumed his seat, andthat hermade
that Protection speech in 1876.

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY : No, no; it
is impossible.

MR. PLUMB: It is a melancholy fact;
and no less strange than true. Every
word of that argument was then used by
my hon. friend on the opposite side of
the House, who bas treated us to an
eloquent discussion on the Free-trade doc-
trine, which lie has imbibed from his
friends on the front benches, under the
inspiration of the grand old Reformer,
who is a power behind the throne, and
dictates the policy of the party he is
leading to ruin. He stated that the
farmers are not realising the advanîtages
of a home market. Now, I do not think
it was ever argued in this louse that
putting a duty on wheat would raise
the price. It lias always been conceded
that the English market controlled the
price, and we commend this con-
tention, which we do not dispute,
to the attention of our friends in the
Maritime Provinces. There bas been a
time, however, and it may come
again, when a duty on wheat would
be a Protection to the agricultural
interest. There is no doubt that a duty
on corn has two objects. As corn enters
very largely into the production of spirits,

The Tarif

it is right to put a special duty upon it.
That was a point which used to be urged
without reference to the Protective Tariff.
That duty was not expected so mnuch to
affect the corn raised in this countrv as
to incirease the consumption of the articles
that could be substituted for corn. The
figures the hon. gentleman gave us on
that point are untenable, exaggerated and
misleading. He uniidertoolk to shsw us
that a dimiinution in the in>orts of 1879,
compared with 1878, of 1,484,396 bushels
of corn had cost the country f941,562,
or 47e. a bushel. I (o not acknowledge
that corn. The lion. gentleman has
never coidescended to ,tate w hat bas
taken the place of that quantit.y of corn ?
ie lias used extraordinary lanuguage for

a gentleman iîwho is usuallv so careful.
le stated that we have swindled or
hoodwinked the people by this nostrun
of Protection. It is not the first
time that I have hearl lion.
rentlemen opposite reflect upoi the gulli-
bility or stupidity of the people of the
Dominion. I think the people had dis-
crimination enough to hui those hon.

gentlemen from power after their five
vears' effort to ruin the country. I have
watched this debate with a great deal of
interest, and I know that lot a remark
has been made by hon. gentlemen oppo-
site which bas not been satisfactorily
answered either on the floor of the Ilouse
or in the press of the country. I liked
the speech of the bon. leader of the
Opposition. I have heard it so often thiat
that I greet it as an old friend. The
speech of the late Finance Minister was
also familiar. The key note of both
speeches was that the policy of the Gov-
ernment was pluiiging the country into
ruin. We have had that repeated ad
nausean by every nemler of the Opposi-
tion who bas spoken on the subject. The
desperate struggles of hon. gentlemen
opposite to prove that the country, which
their policy did so much to injure, is
utterly ruined, and their heroic and self-
sacrificing, but hopeless efforts to obstruct
and resist the movement which is bring-
ing about the return of prosperity, re-
minds me of a story that I will venture to
relate, the application of which will be ob-
vious. Some time, about twentv-five vears
ago, certain enterprising English capital-
ists and contractors obtained concessions
from the Spanish Government for the
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construction of a system of railways in carnages filled with the chef personages
that romantic and mountainous coun- in the Government and their friends, came
try. The tirst line was built, if rushing on, when the engineer discov-
I remember correctly, from Mad- ered at some distance aliead, upon tue
rid northward, towards the Frencli track, an immovable mass, whh, on a
frontier, through formidable passes ; and nearer approacl, proved to be a concourse
a section of forty or fifty miles having of six or sevenbundred muieteers, mouuted
been completed, it was determined to n on their faitufni aniais, whosc more
the first train over it with appropriate than Roman firmness is sometimes stig
celebration and ceremonies. Previously, iatised as obstinacy. Their tails were
as will be known to everyone conversant turned towards the approaching train, and
with the country, ail the travel and traffic the gaunt formn of the chief cond have
had been. ii the hands of the nfleteers h been seen in characteristie position-a
-very estimable Inen, of inui earncstness leader in the rear of his party-astride of
and soleunity of character, but, from a the biest mule, wit the longest cars of
iife-long and most intimate association ee whol, and with feet trust i n the
with the useful animais referred to the largest stirrups. Iu vain the signai was
other day, sympatbeticaliy no doubt, by rtncg and the f nistle screamed, the mules
the lat-e Miiister of Finance in Lis speech kept thieir position and the train cae to
ainst te policy of my bon. frind wh c in ti,

wihth outyal h taelad rffct eantafrm ofse The chie oldhae

had succeeded hia in office, the muleteers uoee a brief consultation witio the man-
have imbibed and assimilated to them- ager, backed down to a convenient spot,
selves the firmneess, the temper nnd gravity uncoupled bis engine from the train,
of demeanour for whicli those animais arr t opene the throtte valve, and, at ful
celbrated. The muleteers watched wit speed, rushed upon the obstruction-
aiuch solicitude the rogress of the ne, ists. It was more than meles or riders
and came to the conclusion t mat it would had bargained for; there was a gen-
destroy thii occupation, and that trains er stampede, and mule-meat Nvas
sest iot fi pcrniited to mrn upon it, abundant in that vicinity for soe time
whiem would spoil their passenger trafic afterwards. The roa was successfully
and empty their pack-saddies. They met opened for trafie, nd trains have been
mn ian an anxious consultation, and running reglaly ever since. This is an
tei head maii who night be calld the illustration of the obstacles present-d to
Grand OldMuletee-ho Lad grown gray the National Paliny by lion, gentlemen
in te notle trafic, and lad been buffeted opposite. Tey are tring to stop the
by stor l and tnipst, until bis long Goverent train, but I an afraid, if thy
visae resm bled that of the Kui et of pcrsist, that mule-meat wiii be plentilul
thc Iluef al Counteniance, immortalised and for thc next few months. If I have
pontrayed by t e peu of Cervantes-har- overstated the case or overdrcutwn tan
augued the in ecited language. "We siile, 1 apologise-to the mules. The
cannot permit tis intruder to interfere hon. member for West MiddMesex (M
witli us,"' lie shouted , " it is progress Ross) deludes himself with tlie idea that
in a direction that Nve do nct believe there lias been a tremiendous reaction since
in. Let us ail turn ont, mules, don- 1878 *liat hon. gentleman was eiectcd
keys and al], range ourselves on the jby acclamation in 1874, when lie had a
track on ta t opening day, and prevent the number of influentia persons to assist
passage of a train." We , Sir, they him, as an Inspector of Shools, under the
dressed theinseives in their best velvet pay of ti Ontaro Goverment, and a
jackets and siver-buttoned trousers and >leader of the temperance agitation; but

crinmson sashes and broad sombreros, and he got in by the s1kin of bis teeth in 1878,
uvitcd ail their neiglîbours and friends to wpen ee was eliected by the sma e majobity
accompany thcmn and sec the giorious of tbirty-five, althoug l lie sil lad those

iriulups of ptinciple. Thoy selected as aids.
tlie place of operations a difficult pass in MVR. MILLS : llow large was youi
tie mounitains, on a heavy upward grade, inajority
witt ravines and precipices on each side MR. PLUMB: The hon. gentlemen
f thc track. The enginedecked with have often insinuated that I was elected

[aGs and wreaths, drawing a long train ot by a majonity of two. The hon, leader of

MR. PLUM1B.
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the Opposition, I understand, inspired an
Irish Catholic to run against nie. No
aspirant in the neighbourhood could be
persuaded to undertake the task. Our
opponents, it may be noticed, never
nominated an Irish Catholic in On-
tario where they had a chance to suc-
ceed. Mr. Hughes ran against me ;
lie bought up all the loose fish
in the constituency, and got a majority of
two, and lie lias stated that lie spent
$17,500, as I have heard, during the elec-
tion. I contesteid the case and claimed
the seat. He was unseated, disqualified,
liad to pay all costs, and he consented
that enough of the votes that he had cor-
ruptly obtained should be stricken off
froi his list to give me a najority,
whether it was greater or less made no
difference. By claiming the seat I left it
open for him to proceed against me for
bribery, and convict me if I had been
guilty, and he could proceed without de
positing 1,000, as I did, in the Court, or
anv other sum. It was open to him to
keep me out if lie could, and to disqualify
ie, as I disqualified 1im, if he could do

so, and1 I knew that his counsel would
press the case against me to the bitter
end if lie thought there was a chance of
success. I warned my opponent before
the polling day not to spend money. My
own position was an impregnable one, or
I would not, by claiming the seat, have
given him the opportunity of proceeding
against nie. As it was, I unseated and
disqualified him, and I obtained my seat,
it mattered not whether by striking off
four corrupt votes or forty ; and I think
it is unfair to the candidate they have
slaughtered to throw the insinuation
across the House that I was elected by a
majority of two, and compel me to repeat
the story of his very unsavory contest, a
contest which, I think, he was forced into
by the strong urgency of the late First
Minister and a greater power. I do
not think my friends opposite gain any-
thing by reminding me of that election,
whenever I speak of election matters.
They are welcome to all the honour of
the reminiscence, and so I shall by happy
to repeat this little story whenever my
hon. friend from Bothwell (Mr. Mills)
refers to it, as he did just now. My
hon. friend fron South Brant (Mr.
Faterson), addressing the House the
other day, in those stentorian tones for

which lie is famous, and which go over
our heads like the boom of the bittern,
reminîded us that he was one of the latest
converts to Free-trade, as he is now with
new-born zeal one of the loudest-mouthed
denunciators of the policy of the Govern-
ment. He was not always the fierce
opponent of Protection he is now. There
is a sort of mesmerie influence in the
great leader of his party, who led it to
destruction, which the hon. gentleman
cannot resist; it will keep the party
wliere they are now if they continue to
follow his lead. The hon. member for
South Brant, in 1873, when my hon.
friend the Finance Minister held the
office he now holds, and made that
Budget Speech which lias been the
subj ect of vain criticisi of hon. gentleiein
opposite, but wvhich J believe is one of
the clearest and most perfect suammaries
of the financial condition of this country
ever presented, uttered an appeal to hin
ad inisericordiamt, whiclh I find reported
in the follo .ing words. I am not re-
sponsible for the grammatical beauties of
the extract:

" Mr. PATERSON, (South Brant), expressed his
astonishment at the hon. the Finance Minister
having announced that no change would be
made in the Tariff, and he hoped the Govern.
ment would fulfil the pledges given by the
Premier to introduce a Protective Tariff in the
country."
It is a little surprising-but those are his
words. I have no doubt the hon.
gentleman made his appeal vith all the
touching language and manner usual with
him, and so familiar to those who stay to
hear him when lie addresses the House
with that irresistible persuasiveness, witlh
that wonderful logic whicli he is master
of, and which may be described by a
well-known quotation fron Shakespeare :
"Tales told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, s;gnify nothing." But lie bas, I
know, a special grievance, as we heard
the other night, that the Tariff lias ruined
the confectionery business. The hon.
the Finance Minister has made bankrupt
the dealers in sugar-sticks, in the particu-
lar vicinity of the hon. member for South
Brant. I am sorry if it is so, because
there are worthy, lionest men in the trade.
I do not believe it is so ; but if it is so,
there are a great many anxious mothers
who will bless the hon. the Finance
Minister for having lessened the number
of infantile stomach aches and the demand
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for soothing syrup. The hon. gentleman's
touching reference to the ruin of a special
indiustry is not unnatural. The exhibitor
at a country fair, although lie ntay con-
duet you to the stalls of the Durhams and
the Duchesses, and to the horse-rings and
the sheep-pens, will not fail at last to
lead you to his own little litter of Berk-
shires, where they lie huddled beside their
recuml)ent mother. There centres his in
terests ; as for the rest be cares nothing.
But we must come to the con-
sideration of more serious matters. We
have heard the constantly reiterated and
constantly refuted statements fron the
late Finance Minister, pronounced in the
dulcet and courteous sympathetic tones
which healways employs when addressing
his successor-we have heard, besides,
many other backneyed statements which
have also been disproved time after time,
but which crop up again, exactly as
Anteus, when thrown to earth by Her-
cules, the bruiser, arose again with re-
newed vigour. It is né use to bring the
late Finance Minister to grass; herisesand
strikes out again with the blind and reck-
less ferocity always exhibited by him
f rom the very first day we heard him as
Finance Minister address the House in
1874. 11e has learned nothing, bas for-
gotten nothing. He tells us again and
again that the Conservatives increased
the expenditure from $13,700,000 in
1867 to $23,316,316 in 1874-an in-
crease of nearly $10,000,000. Hon. gen-
tlemen opposite are never weary of say-
ing this. They roll the statement like a
sweet morsel under the tongue on all
occasions. The hon. member for Lamb-
ton has repeated it in almost every speech
lie has made on the hustings, and again
lie reiterates it in this disccssion. I took
the pains, last year, to analyse this in-
crease, and stated then, as I can now,
that not one of the items of increase was
seriously objected to by hon. gentlemen
opposite, when on that side, between
1867 and 1873. It is only an after-
thought to call the Conservatives to
account for this expenditure, It is
childish to say that the expenditure of
1867, when this Dominion was in its
infancy, was any criterion for the
expenditure of 1873-4, when Prince Ed-
ward Island, Manitoba, and British
Columbia had been added, and when
developments necessary for the Dominion,
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for the protection of the North-West, and
expenditures growing out of the purchase
of the North-West Territory froni the
Hudson Bay Company, with the interest
on that outlay, had to be provided for,
when the enlargeiment of the canals,
erection of lighthouses, construction of
harbours, building of the Intercolonial
Railway, and other necessary things for
the development and consolidation ot
this great Dominion, had to be provided
for, anid all this was done out of an over-
flowing exchequer and a constantly in-
creasing surplus. When I see the expen-
diture incurred b>y the late Government
upon a declining revenue, withà yearly
increasing deficits, I often wonder what
they would have done, if unfortunately,
one may say, they had liad a surplus.
They would soon have made an end to it,
for they would have made it an excuse
for squandering every dollar that entered
the Treasury, instead of being able to
state, as was the late Finance Mnister
when he went to borrow in England and
showed the silver face of his shield, that
the Government which precededi him had
spent $10,UOO,000 on works, properly
chargeable to capital, out of income.
Hon. gentlemen opposite, if they charge
us with extravagance, can be told that
they increased the expenditurebeyond the
most extravagant year of the Govern-
ment which resigned in 1873-increased
it, too, year by year, in face of the great
commercial depression that overwhelmed
the world, and notwithstanding tha: they
starved certain Departments-for in-
stance, the Militia, and Public
Works and Buildings chargeable to
income to the- extent of over a million
dollars in 1877 and 1878. When they
quitted office they left the present Finance
Minister an accumulation of deficits
reaching $6,000,000, with no possible
provision for that exigency. They left it
after doing what they could to damage
the country's credit, and to anticipate un-
favourably the efforts of the present
Finance Minister to negotiate a loan to
meet a debt of £1,500,000 in January,
1879, falling due, and for which the late
Government ought to have made pro-
vision during the abundance and plethora
of money in June and July, 1878. The
late Finance Minister was then, however,
engaged in making those harangues which
have earned him the reputation of the
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most reckless and slanderous speaker who
ever faced a public assemblage in Canada.
The present Minister of Finance wvent to
England in December, 1878, at a tiumîe
when the failure of th- West of England
Bank and the City of Glasgow Bank had
paralysed the capitalists of the country,
and had given a most damaging shock to
credit and commerce; and when the charge
of lion. gentlemen opposite, that the pre-
sent Government was about to initate
legislation prejudical to the interests of
the country and disloyal to English ini-
terests, was ringing in everybody's ears,
and he negotiated upon unguaranteed
debentures the best loan ever placed by
the Dominion in Great Britain, not-
withstanding the efforts of hon. gen-
tlenien opposite to disparage hini and
defeat his plans. Most unpatriotic
efforts were made by them with
this object, but in vain; the charge
that he was attempting to sever the golden
bond that connects us with the Mother
Country fell harmless. I congratulate my
hon. friend on the brilliant success of
his loan. The present Finance Min.
ister realised for that loan a higher-
price, in my judgment, by 6 or 7 per cent.,
than was realised by the hon. gentleman
in his loan of 1876. I have examined his
loan of 1876; made the deductions that
were acknowledged to be correct and in
accordance with the prospectus, and I do
not believe1 have got at the bottomprice of
it yet, for the hon. gentleman bas never
disputed my figures. I made out that lie
got less than 89, probably 881, for that
loan, making allowances for interest and
instalments from the time be negotiated
it, allowing instalments to run on until
the following July. He bas never taken
exception to my statements; lie bas been
glad to accept them, for fear I would
make worse ones for him. When I asked
him to allow Mr. Langton to give me the
figures of that loan, I was never able to
get anything but an evasive letter. We
were told by the hon. member for Centre
Huron, the other day, in his sneering way,
that my hon. friend did really make a
very fair operation. Of course, it was not
anything like what lie (Sir Richard) could
have done; he, a heaven-born financier,
who was discovered accidentally in
1873 to have acquired great financial
skili, although the same paper that
then eulogised him had denounced him

six months before as a mixer and
mnuddler of figures, and supportel a rival
cindidate at his elettion. That hon. gen-
tlenan did re-ally condesceud to say that
the lion. the Finance Minister had made
a tolerably creditable loa ; and true, lie
quoted at that time Australia aid certain
otlier countries as having- miiale before
loans, whieh I deny, anid le insinuiated
that the -United States were borrowing

morey at a comnparatively lower rate,
which is not the case. \liy, the lion.
gentlenan used to spend lus whole tine
in denouniing the systemi of the ITUited
States, by which it lad risen to unparal-
leled greatness, and le used to tell ius that
that country was utterly ruiined by a
Protective policy, althougi the depression
whicl passed over the Uited States and
all other countries, aflected Free-trade and
Prottetive countries alike. Every coun-
try fell for a moment under its blighting
influence. There never had been before
such wide-spread connercial desolation in
the history of the business world. There
were deep-seated and far-reaching cause
that had nothing to do with a Protective
or Free-trade policy. Gentlemen of high
ability, who have made it their special
occupation to look into such matters, de-
clares that the general depression was not
due to the fiscal policy of any country
which bas been effected by it. There was
a great inflation which followed the dis-
covery of gold ; there was a vast improve-
ment in machinery, which brought about an
enormous increase of production in manu-
factured articles ; there was thie opening
up of new railroad enterprises throughout
the world, which brought out and
developed the iron interest in England
to an unparalleled extent. There was
the creation of enormous loans upon
the public credit of Foreign States
which found markets in England and
stimulated trade and industry there, and
when these causes culminated, and the
demand fell below the supply, there was a
general crisis, and a general depression,
from which we are now slowly,but sure at
recovering. It may be to the advantage
of hon. gentlemen on the other side to
tell them that the depression, which first
began in the United States in Septem-
ber, 1873,by the failure of Jay Cooke and
Company, and then extended itself over
the whole commercial world, although
that depression first fell with frightful
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severity upon the United States, a coun-
try which my hon. friends were never
tired of quoting as being a horrible ex-
ample of Protection which we were bound
to shun, it is the first to recover in
advance of Free-trade England. That
country is now again going on in its
career of prosperity with giant strides,
and we do not hear the hon. gentlemen
on the other side of the House-although
they are very monotonous in their utter-
ance, and give us the same old story every
time they rise-we do not hear of them
talking now about the United States ;
they have struck off their docket their
references to the ruin of that country. I
am sorry that it has been eliminated
from the catalogue which the late Fin-
ance Minister used to bring forward, be-
cause that was his chief argument; and now
that the pins are knocked out from under
him, I do not know with what he is going
to replace them. I was in the United
States not long ago, and I found
-that the great iron industry in the State
of New York had ben revived and was
working full time. Business had every-
-where taken a new impulse, confidence
had been restored, the people were again
preparing to go forward in those enter-
prises which distinguished that country. I
found there an universal feeling of hope-
fulness ; but I did not find thst their hor-
rible Protective Tarif had been changed.
1 found that it remained almost exactly
as it had been since 186 l, and was still
the impassable barrier-the Chinese wall
-which my hon. friend had been obliged
to deal with when he stood face to face
with the deficiencies that were left in the
Treasury by the management of the hon.

gentleman opposite. It is uselesa for
hon. gentlemen opposite to say that the
jpeople are hoodwinked ; that the labogring
classes do not understand their. interests.
'The labotuing classes do not need to be
taught by unsympathising, aupercilious
men like the late Finance Minister. They
do not need to be instructed by such
as he as to what is their interest, for they
are very quick to see it, and he vastly
under-estimates. the intelligence of the
people when he speaks of their ignorance
and delusion in regard to the policy which
has been given thepm, in accordance with
their votes, deliberately recorded in its
favour. In the United States, under
the system of universal suffrage, when-
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ever a new Congress is elected,
the people have an immediate remedy
in respect to anything which they
desire to change. They can send
such representatives to Congress as will
effect their wishes. * Yet they have en-
dured the frightful bondage of a Tariff;
which we arb told render's them worse
than slaves, since 1861 ; and I havenever
heard that they have made a real and
earnest attempt to shake off that bond-
age, of which the hon. gentlemen opposite
are never tired of talking. They are
proverbially quick-sighted, shrewd and
careful of their pockets. At every elee-
tion in the United States, the Protective
system is put on its trial, and it has been
affirmed at every election, since it was
adopted by great majorities. At the last
session of Congress but one, Mr. Wood, a
Democrat from the State of New York,
and a Free-trader in a limited sense-for
there never were any Free-traders, in the
English sense, in the -United States, ex-
cept the people from the South, who for-
merly coalesced with the Democrats to
keep down the schemes of the Northern
manufacturers-proposed a modification of
the Tariff, and 1 heard hon. gentlemen on
the other side of the flouse exulting in
the idea that, after all, the destructive
fabric which had been reared by the Pro-
tectionist policy in the United States was
to be overthrown. But Mr. Wood only
proposed a reduction, even in the extrem-
est point, te 35 per cent., and to that point
upon a very limited list. It has been
charged against my hon. friends that the
legislation of the majority of this Parlia-
ment, of which I am an humble member,
has been unpatriotic, disloyal and
unfavourable to England. Why, there
never was a more unfair state-
ment made; and I, in my turn,
may say, as ny hon. friend on the other
side did not hesitate to say-although
I will not use the precise language that
he used in speaking of us--I will eay
that I do not believe tbat the gentlemen
who have reiterated that assertion on the
other side of the. House are sincere in
making it. I will not insult their intel-
ligence in such a way as to accept their
statementa as sincere. I would as soon
believe that the hon. member for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron) was honest w-hen
he attempted to fx responsibility for the
vagariesof Mr. Perreault,of Montreal,upon
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the Conservative party, as to believe that
he and his friends are sincere and honest
when they make the statement that our
policy is a blow aimed at England. I
know that the gentlemen on the other
side do not believe for one moment that
the great Conservative party of this
country, represented by a vast majority
in loyal Quebec, by a vast majority in
loyal Ontario, by a vast majority in nearly
every one of the Provinces of this Do-
lEinion, lias deliberately set about adopt-
ing a policy which would be an insult to
tlie great country to which we owe affec-
tion, loyalty and allegiance. The accusa-
tion is preposterous. We nlever have ac-
cused the leaders of the Liberal party of
holding disloyal sentiments, thougli they
were sometines in very suspimcius
company, and we ought to claii from
them protection against the charges
which their underlings bring against
us. The figures which the hon. the
Minister of Finance bas given us in
his B udget Speech ought to have con-
vieted the lion. gentlemen who made such
statenents on the floor of this House, and
ought to have put them to shame. They
tried to prove too mucb ; they tried to
prove, on the one hand, that the policy is
unfriendiv to England, would put a tax
on the British manufacturer, and would
sever the bond which unites the two
eountries. They asserted that it was but
a step towards annexation or towards
independence. On the other hand, they
say that the policy is a menace to the
United States, and is likely to bring
about reprisals from that country, which
had already raised its Tariff quite as high
as it intends to do. Now, the calm re-
aignation with which the United States
bas received our Tariff is a rebuke to those
gentlemen. My hon. friend (Sir Samuel
L Tilley) bas , shown that the drain on
our revenue was constantly flowing into
the United States. The balance of trade
was constantly in favour of that country.
Our exports were decreasing, and our
imports were increasing. We had in the
year 1879 a balance of twenty-five or
twenty-six million dollars in gold against
us, which we had to pay them, and -we
bought from them everything which re-
presented skilled labour, at its highest
rate. We gave them in exchange either
gold or the productions of our labour,
representing 75c. to $1 per day. The

greater parts of what we gave them were
agricultural products, or the products of
the forest, which we Lad to win fromi the
soil with the greatest labour, and with the
very smallest return for that labour. That
was our position, and we were met at the
frontier at every point by a hostile Tariff
wall which had been thrown up against
us. Iy hon. friend founîd that as our
imports fron Great Britain were gradually
decreasing, our export trade with that
country-our best ctustoer-was increas-
ing steadily and fai exceeded our inports
tiat it was desirable that we sliould miake
an effort to check the drain to the United
States, and do somîething to bring down
the enornous balance which we were
seinding across the border to the imapover-
ishment of our own industries. Aniybody
who looks at the returns of muy hon,
friend will find that his Tariff has had
the desired effect. Anybody who looks
at the returnis will find that those figures
cannot be successfully disputed. I do not
care how nany hon. gendenien get up on
the other side with their columns oF
statisties prepared to prove that this per-
centage, or the other percentage, has been
affected by this Tariff. The great result
of the Tariff is tlhere, and we understand
perfectly well that we have made it in
the best interests of this country. I defy
anybody to prove that it bas been in the
slightest degree hostile to the British
manufacturer or the British merchant ;
and the British manufacturer and the
Britih merchant are not all of Britain.
We hold ber@ enormous amounts of
British capital which bas been entrusted
to us ; it is our duty to make that capital
productive and to proteet it; it is our
duty to protect everything we can to pro-
mote the success and prosperity of this
country, and thereby we shall certainly
enhance the value of the investments
that have been made in this country by
our friends on the other side of the
Atlantic. But, in any case, my hon.
friend had no other alternative except to
raise his Tariff. He found himself in a
sea of deficits, from which there was no
other means of extrication except by
direct taxation. We have never heard
fromi the hon. gentlemen opposite what
they intended to do to fill the Treasury,
which they had depleted, if they had re-
mained in office. We have heard every
sort of denunciation. We have heard

Ways and Means. The Tarif.
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every kind of abuse which, with some cottage. I think we are to be congiratu-
members, passes for argument, but we lated that we have now a Government that
never have had from the late Finance have fultilledi, in every respect, the pro-
Miister, or fron the late Premier, or mises they made w ohen ut of power.

from any of his followers. the slightest Tlley are not lke hon. gentlemen opposite
intimation as to how that abyss wouldl who falsifiel every promise they made
have been filled, which they created by while so long in eppîsith n. We ha\
their persistent extravagance, and worse. attempted, n good faitb, te do ai! that wê
I might, perhaps, venture t idy to fol- pronîsed, ani te rescue the perishing in-
low the examule of the hon. inember who dustries of the countrv anti 1 believe that,
lias just spoken, and quote here a few notwitlstaniug ail we have heard froni
lines of verse whici would aptly apiply to the ether side of tue liuse, we are suc-
some of the Lon. gentlemen opposite, and and we shah succeed n doîug it.
their Late colleagues, but I abnost fear to I have ne idea that Canada is lu thý con-
do so, lest I should incur the sarcastie dition bon, gentlemen have portrayed in
sneers of those refined and intelligent the speeches -e bave Lourd ever sice the
gentlemen wbo Lave manufactured very Bdget Debate begun, and, lu fact, before
limp verses for nie, put my name to then, the debai e 1egan. No single question
and then heaped their scurrility upon las core up that lias net been made ail
their own bantlings. opportunity, in sone way or other, for hon.

MR. ANGLIN Give it to us ; let us gentlemen te attack the industries cf the
have it. ceuîtry, the prosperity cf the country,

Mn. PLUMB: If von insist, here it ant the National Policy. Even vny lien.
is. It relates to the events of the last frieîd tle late Premier, wlic bas language
Parliaient :oeulh ant ideas eneugh tc speak te the
"'There were scandalous jobs in the East and question on any sulujoct witbout warier-

the West, iii frein it, canot refrain frein uttering
In which men high iii place were chief actors ;
Corruption whose current no check could

a rest wilee cainoln.1dd10 n
In a Parliaient packed with contractors. tenever occion s I di ne

" The nembers sutorned in the Commons wetim li euse vhe I rse t lv
slte a yh.find w bo lias justibtel satce dofnsawv

By gold of the Government minting,
Who chaffered, detiant of honour and law pohtical inconsistency wbich is astounding
For Suppliez, Transportation ad iPrinting. te twilse wl o have ne t heard the extract 

A flation beside ne, who made us its spoil, bave read te tiis fiuse. I sa tlat that

For Canada's rulers had tagdt her lion. gentlemacn is tre boldest ma that
That she could net protect ber w childre ever stootr side n ths House, i the face cf

cf toic, bis record, te wesslncc e in whici I
Or keep hber own mnarkets frioni slaughter. " 1 refai tcarceî, lcrgmntta

Iefhave no id hatCaaiset ainilei th on

That w as tlhc record cf hion. getleen on lie lias brou.t forward te-day. It is in
the etir sitie. I lieve tat te Tarif verv bache, te sav the least, for the
whiclî lias bec itroduce( in this Country bont. gentlemne to aNvangce suei n
is thie irst step) iii a iiew era cf its deýî e1 inienits iii stiel a nmariner. I think
opinent. I believe that notwithstandie lie imist put hicomiself rtectha s n b ce an
te croakings from the othe side, no po lie must put hiniseif r rort in court
witstandg- the efforts whii are miatde before hle al ks abot tuie Free-

te keep towm the prosperity of thie coin- trade pylic. T e Fieertode policy was
try, and iiotwithstantg the menaces cf forcetd tuh Nonal Plic uder ci m in-
lion. gentlenmen wbicb are inteedt f t stances if is net necessar ere tc state;
prevent Capital fromi being initroducet ito ibut I believe thiere is a reaction going coi
the counitry, manufactures froi beiîg tbere no , and if if would to possible for
establislied, and those enqerprises that are Englan te retrace ber steps, shue woud.
aiready iii existence frein hiug ptsieuin take her position in accord witom otber
forward, tbey wiii Le pcverless to etiaect nations wlo bave i Protective policy-a
their objeet, as was the iti woman 0 peicy that lias enabled France te meet
the coast te sweep eut with lier witout distress, the heaviesr ard greatest

rdLerexactions that any Country was ever sub-
MRiia i s which is astondin

FoR. SuplTasottinadPitng otoewo aenthad h xrc
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jected to, since Brennus threw his sword advice ofntany experts, who said it could
into the sale, andi crie,1 iVæ Victis. It not clieilv be refined so as to con-
is a policy that lias made her rich, when pete with the produet of the cane. Ve
other nations were beconing poor-a no' see the resuit. This is one of the
policy th at lias stimulated ber industries evîdcnees that unr friends upon te other
and will enable thema to hold their owu side of the I{ouse have not observed with
against the competition of the world. À candid minds the course of otier coun-
case was told to me by a gentleman the tries, and have iot noPuli, ail the
other day, which illustrates exactly what knowledge in tl e world, aithou-li tbey
that policy tends to. It was in regard arrugate it tu theiselves. 1 trust that
to the manufacture of a certain kind of tde cunntrv wiII receive and appruve, as
thread. Frencli mntufacturers liad been I kuow itwill receive and appruve, the
compelled to g to England . to get that j ancial statenient whidi lias been
thread. le suggested to the Frencl brouglit dovn Lu tiis ilouse. and which
Governmnent that if they would give hi l
a moderate protection, he would under- that the countrY fuily appreciates the
take to introduce the manufacture of itLonest efforts whicl the lon. tbe Finance
into France. The protection was given linister lias nade in the direction of
to hini, and within ten y ears, whereas trying, bv actual observation, to ascer-
they liad ben paying twenty to thirtv tin and understaid what are the necessi-
millions of franlcs per annuma for that tics of te country. He lias nut hesitated
material, they were inanu f'acturing from to go ainong the peuple to take couneel
seventy to eighty million francs worth witl thern. Note wliat le savs, that as
per annum. The sane systen lias estab- Lucre is complaint in some inantiîcturing
lisled the beet culture in France, and quarters, iL shows conclusively that he
now they produced %-me 450,000 tons las not nade his Tarif entirelv in thi
of beet sugar in a year, and in addition to nanufacting interests. iL is the custom
this, in the region where beet sugar is of gentlemen on the otler side of the
ianufactured, tirtv-two head of cattle buse to denounce manufacturîng in-

are now raised wliere one head was raised dustries. IL is their custom on evey
before. It was argued by Free-traders occasion to denounce and decry and slan-
that the systen of beet culture would kill der every industrial enterprise of this
the foreign commerce which depended on country; but ny lion . friend took ax
the sugar trade. It was 35,000 tons a eitirely different course. He did noL
year all told. That samne commerce now arrogate to hirseif tat universai know
is over 300,000 tons, growing out of the ledge which à is clanned as the specialty
beet culture alone, and the beet sugar has of ny hon. friend who conducted the
come to be so large an article of daily use finances of the country with sucb wonder-
that at this moment 40 per cent. of all the fui success befure my lon. friend came
sugar consumed in the world is manufac- intu power. He set about in a practical
tured from the beet root. In 1876-77, way to anderstand Lhe workings of the
3,000,000 of tons of sugar were con- business intercsts of te country. Hon.
suned in those countries, in regard to gentlemen, witi their customary tacticu,
which we have statistics, and of that Lave suglit Lu ridicule and belittiemyhon.
quantity 1,200,000 was made from the friend's efforts. I can tell them Lhat the
beet root. The refuse of the beet root peuple appreciate and will honour him
forma the richest and best cattle food of for the trouble and care, and intercat that
any other agricultural product, and, in le las Laken, and for the labour which
addition to tàat, the culture of the beet he bas performed in that direction. I can
cleanses the soil and prepares it thoroughly tell hon. gentlemen that iL is not
for a rotation of crops. France protected a light task for a man who conducts
the beet culture sedulously, in spite of the a laborious Department sncb as my hon.
sneers of Free-traders, in spite of the sane friend administers, to leave his duties
kind of arguments, which are revamped here and te make the extended tours Le
from Bastiat, diluted by being passed las made through the country in ascer-
through feebler minds, and pressed upon Laining what the true position of things
this House. France protected it against may be. I maysay that le was nuL wili-
the advice of economists, and aaainst the ing to accept te statements of the Globe,
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and of the gentlemen the Globe inspires,
in regard to the condition of this country.
He chose to see for himself, and all
honour is due to him for having taken the
course which the gentleman who preceded
him scorned to take. The hon. gentle-
man who controlled the finance in the late
Government brouglit down a Tariff which
he was compelled, by universal clamour, to
withdraw. He, however, added 21
per cent. to the 15 per cent list.
The opinion of the hon. gentleman
e-vidently is that that Tariff should never
be touched again; that no man must lift
his hand against it; that no man should
presume to say that 2½ per cent.
did not represent with the most mathe-
matical accuracy the measure of burthen
which could be put upon the people of the
country, and that anathemas would fall
upon any man who presumed to lay his
sacreligious hands upon it. Hon. gentle-
men who harangue us upon this policy
imagine in some mysterious way that
their utterances will have the effect
of restoring them to power. The jaunty
attitude of the hon. member for
West Middlesex reminds me very forcibly
of one of Mark Twain's sketches, in wliicb
a western editor gave an account of a
little difficulty in which lie was placed by
an irascible gentleman whom lie had
slandered. " That unfortunate, misguided
man," he wrote in a leaded column,
" rudely burst into our office; lie addressed
to us improper language ; we thrust our
right eye against his fist ; after lie had
stood paralysed with the shock, we thrust
our nose firmly between his teeth, fell on
our back, placed our throat vigorously in
the grasp of bis riglit hand, following up
our advantage by pressing our left eye
against the thumb of his left, and van-
quished him for ever." This is a fair
parody on the brags of the lion. member
for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross). If lie
thinks his party in a victorious position,
it is the victorious position just
described, lie is welcome to it. No
figures or argument that bave been
brought forward against him disturbed
or disparaged the postulates and conclu-
sions of my hon. friend the Minister of
Finance for a moment ; no figures that
can be brougit forward on the other side
can injure his position as an honest,
candid, practical statesman, carrying for-
ward a successful policy. He is firmly j

Mn. PLUMB.

rooted in the affections of the people of
Canada; and lie and bis policy are des-
tined to be sustained by the people; and
it will be long ere our friends on the
opposite side will have the opportunity
of reversing his policy, or of inflicting
upon us a revival of the political crimes
and blunders which brouglit shame and
disaster upon Canada during the time
they held the reins of power.

MR. SNOWBALL moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Before
the bon. the leader of the Government
left, lie mentioned to me bis conversation
with the hon. the leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mi. MACKENZIE: Yes; we ar-
ranged that it should go on after six
o'clock to-morrow.

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY : In look-
ing over the Order, I see we cannot reach
it after six.

Mr. MACKENZIE: We can reach it
by consent.

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The bon.
the leader of the Government did not
think of it being Wednesday when lie
made that arrangement with the hon.
gentleman opposite ; and, if we proceed
with the Order, we shall not reach it.

MR. MACKENZIE : But I mentioned
specifically to him that we only had until
six.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It might
be objected to by private members.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not think,
if lie assents, any one will object.

Motion agreed to, and Debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at
Twenty minutes before

One o'clock.

HOUSE 0F COMMONS.

Wednesday, 24th March, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

PRIVATE tiILLS REPORTS.

TIME EXTENDED.

MR. LANGEVIN moved:
That,in accordance with the Fourth Peport of

the Select Standing Committee on Bailwavs,
Canals, and Telegraph Lines, the tine for the
reception of reports on Private Bills be extended

.The Tari,#(COMMONS.]
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f or a period of three weeks fron the 25th
instant.

MR. BLAKE: I do not rise to object
to the motion, because I think that it is a
necessary consequence of the delays already
allowed, but to say that the necessity for
this motion indicates in the most pointed
manner the inconvenience and dangerous
consequences of permitting, in future,
these delays in the progress of Private
Bills. We are now informed that tiie
main bulk of the Private Bills is to
be disposed of during the stress and
strain of the latter portion of the Session,
when it is utterly impossible for many
members, who would otherwise be
quite willing to devote time to their con-
sideration, to give them proper attention,
considering the late hours we keep and
the vast variety of business that comes
before us at this stage. My suggestion
is, the evil being so great, that it is the
duty of the Government to propose, some
time during this Session, a resolution
which may be pointed out to the pro-
moters of Private Bills next Session,
showing the determination of the House
to sustain in their rigidity the Rules
which prescribe that these Bills sbould be
ready before the commencement of the
Session, and introduced at an early fixed
day. Our Rules are sufficiently elastie, as
more than once pointed out, to enable the
House, on any reasonable excuse, to do
justice in any particular, pressing case.
But the mass of the Private Bill legisla-
tion, as we know from the circumstince
that notice is given of it in due season in
the Gazette, might just as well be ready
before the beginning of the Session, were
it not for the delays and negligence of the
promoters and their lawyers. We now
invite the continuance of thisevil practice.
Unless some step is taken this Session in
the direction to which I refer, we shall
find that it will recur and grow worse
next Session.

Sri JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
quite agree with every word that bas
fallen from the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake). It is absolutely
necessary, in the interest of private as
well as public rights and for the preven-
tion of injustice, that there should be
strict supervision over our Private Bill
legislation. Our country is so rapidly
growing that we may expect every Session
more and more subjects and applications

for Private Bill legislation. As the hon.
gentleman observes, the very fact of its
being known that we insist on due notice
being given in the Gazette, and on those
Bills being ready at the opening of Par-
liament, will materially tend to abolish
the present evil. The parties who pre-
pare'the notices can just as well prepare
the Bills for the opening of Parliament. It
is owing to the laxity of the House and
Parliament generally in this respect for
many years that it has been supposed
that, no matter how stringent the Rules
may be, the House will, on a motion, be
good enough to dispense with them, and
allow the Bills to be brought in at a
period much later than that prescribed.
I think this debate will have thatr effect
in the future upon persons who are likely
to come before Parliament for legislation.
It will have the effect of warning them
that, if they do not carry out the resolutions
of the House, Private Bill legislation
will be set aside. There is no excuse in
these cases for delay. It is simply
negligence, arising from the belief that
the House will not enforce its own Rulee.

MR. MACKENZIE: There is just this
to be said, that, no matter what resolutions
are passed, unless those who govern the
legislation of the'House take this matterup,
nothing will be done. Nothing could be
stronger than -what we have already in
our Rules in respect to this. All that is
wanted is thoroughness on the part of the
Government in enforcing them.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD: It is
quite true. We shall endeavour in the
future to imitate the great rigidity with
which my hon. friend opposite carried
out those Rules during the lastfive years.

Mn. LANGEVIN: In answer to the
bon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), I would add that, no matter what
the Rule is, and·supposing we had adhered
to it strictly, a motion of this kind would
be necessary, because the Railway Com-
mittee and other Standing Committees,
have such a large number of Bills before
them that they require a good deal of
time to dispose of them. If we want
these Bills to be properly examined and
discussed, we must have the time to do
it. It is not essy to go through more
than two or three Bills in a day, and we
cannot have more than two sittings per
week of each of the Railway, Banking, or
other large Committees. We therefore

Private Bills. (M.aRcH 24, 1880.]



see the necessity for the Rule relative to 1 merce, in which its proinoters seered to
the reception of reports to be changed, have deliberately extracted from. every
in order that the Conmittees may have Act of a similar nature that was on the
sufficient tiue to examine the Bills and Statute-book its loosest and ruost objec-
report. Of course 1 concur entirely in tionable clause. Sometling sbould be
the reimarks made about adhering strictly dune to prevent tbat. Precedents are
to the Rules in the introduction of Bills. a]ways cited ii everv kind of Privat Bil
It is a mnost dinge.rous thing to aliow legisiation that is bowough before the
Private Bills to come in without ample House, and, wbeuever we aliow to slip
notice h:avinig been given. We somnetinies past us an objectionable clause, i remains
allow a Bil to be introduced when onlv on the tatute-book, and is usec as an
five or six weeks' notice bas been given, excuse for coming here and askiug foi the
and this has prevented parties who bad sane thing.
objections to the Bill from present- MR. CASGUAIN: If I can draw any
ing their objections. The Bill passes, conclusion froin what lins been said, it is
and then the objection is made, but it that there sbould be core rcnedy to this
cornes too late. I have seen instances of kind of legislaton, and the poper reruedy
this even during the present Session, ad would be for every Private 1h11 to be
I certainily think it desirable tbat our subinitted to the lion. the Miister of
Rules should lie strictly adhered to. Justice before it cores lefore Pariia-

MR. PLUMB : I think that, in view of ment.
the enorimous and increasing quantity of SI JOHN
Private Bill legislation which is comîing would be to burden unduly the int
before us, there should be some effectual of Justice. But, If the Proposition
means of providiig that persons who of tbe 8enate is carried out, we shah
wish to obtain private charters should bave n joint body of law cle'ks by whom

obey certain regulations applicable to al, ail these Bs may be exained before
There may be occasionalexceptions, which
can be takeim ieto consideration when Motion areed ito.
tbey arise, [Aut the constant pactice of CHINESE-PETITIONS It w RELATION TO.
departini froon the oRue as to notice agod
as to tbe tiine ewven Private Bois cPan beBi
intrcdued< is rnios.The pî'actice, MRa. DECOS-NOS 111oved:

wbich seenis to have becorne a matter of That ail petitions resoecting the Chinese
couseof Xtedin th titedoes presented to this House during this Sessionbe

H ouse,, and, whenever wee allow to si

notgie afur ojo'n ty opaie priuted in the Votes and Proceedingts.11011-gie afar oporunty o artes Mu. MACKEiNZIE: I thi nk thiat is a
Nvbo iiav lie affected to appear1
and be beardJ with respect to legisiation very o bjectionable course. e d, imot ob-

that may affect tbeir rîglits. I'eieve t o the pet tions being priited, but

wexus foofr oing gprinted in the Votes
am Proceedings woud be a precedent

conclusio from whatta has been sadcti

that sbould not be etabised. thvery
ndeer wou d tbink that lie would

if theîe were cer-taiu cardinal principles be entitled to the sahne privilege.
laid down by 1awin respect to Bills wbich. MIL PECOSMOS : Tbey are very
constantly corne uLp for legislation here brief and I think it decirable that tbey
aJ which auee of ksndtbed ciaracter, ae b ainted.
upon wichl the sanie kind of discussion Shul JeO A.MCONADrhr

constanty takes places. Most of theTh

wudbe tno brecin nul heiniter

clauses ofActs charterino eaeiaay, banking ili o w sh

t a i printed for the use of embers, but

trusal thes Billsapl maypns bed exaine beor

that chcs of le -islationc could be settled we mut not get into the ha.it of over
n etaen it rin en Moading the Votes ad P eedings which

thn eyai butabth edntn prcties ofd CHIeS-EION INaf RELATI ofteJunl fTO.

put into a for t of Ruoeds twhich could esofUTon
appy to ail. The pronioters of Private Bsouseillsnc
B ucs psniiou s.l lie comIed Thbae tie, Mm ed: Resoltio.

wli sht feos'n I to hav e becom iame.aottreol, That a i petitions respecti g the
foirs o xn t h foa 1îi at e ine bol Chinese presented to the Ho ose durig this

1 . , Session, be printed for the use of mebers.-
i ldto the Ctees oittee of BPn'nPnr e and Coe n- (w dr. Deboe posa.

IIR. LtNGEYIvN.

in R1elation to.87 2 Chinese-Petitions (COM MON S.]
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BILL NTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced, and
read the first time.-

Bill (No. 83) Further to amend the Act
respecting crueity to animals.-(Mr. Mc Dona/d,
Pictou.)

SUPERANNUATION FUND.

QUESTION.

aR. KEELER enquired, Whetber it
is the intention of the Governiment to
examine into the state of the Superannua-
tion Fund, the working of the Act, and
the arnounts granted under it, as was
proposed to be done by Special Connuittee
of last Session.

SiR JOEN A. MACDONALD: It is
the intention of the Government to

examine into the state of the Fund.

COMMERCIAL UNION WITH THE
UNITED STATES.

QUESTION.

are excepted in the repealing Act, and
inmediate action wilI be taken to carry
these provisions of the law into effect.

MANITOBA LANDS.

QUESTION.

aR. ROYAL enquired, Whelther it is
the intention of the Goverinent to pro-
vide a lore expeditious machiiiiery, by
w hich letters patent for lots of lad ini
Manitoba mav iot reuiain so long in
thleir passage from oie Deartnt to
another before finally reaclh ig the ap-
plicaits.

St JOHN A. MACDONALD: The
Government has taken eveYry step possible
to expedite the issue of patents.

EXTRIADI)TION OF FUGITIVE CRIMI-
NALS.

RESOLUTIONS PRoPOSED.

MR. BLAKE noved that tlie H1ouse
(o now go into Committee to consider the

3IR. CASGR AIN enquired, Whether
any correspondence bas taken place 1. That in April, ]S7, both the
between the D)ominion Government and Houses of Parliament of Cauada unanimouslyadopted a Joint Address tii fier M1ajesty lit the
Mr. Wharton Barker, of iPhiladelphia, on following terms
the subj ect of a Commercial Union - i Mo'it xcele il jiity:
between tlie United States and Canada.

SmR JOHN A. MACDONALD : There M TGucosSvxr:
bSu beeN A coMApoCON LD etwcc tie "We, Your Majesty's most dutiful and loyalhas been no correspondence betweeComons f Canada,

Government and Mr. Wharton Barker in iarliament assembled, bumhiy beg leave to
on the subject. Mr. Wharton Barker, approacl your iMajesty for the purpose of
I believe, has sent every individual mem- representing

ber f te Hoseiiiludi,- ysef, cpie IlThat the Parliamnent of Canada has aIl the
ber of the use, including mysef, copiesaking provision for the
of his own views, but there has been no extradition frem Canada of Fugitive Crirninals.
communication with the Goveruiment. "Tat the arliament and Coverninent of

OFFIIAI, ASIGNES' ETUNS. Canada bave ail tbe powers pro;,er for perforru-
ing the obligations of Canada, as uart of the

QUESTION. Bratis J Empire, towards foreigr States, arising
MR.GUN equied Wbthr i un der Treaties bctwcen the Ex 1 icand

forein States.
is truc that a large nuimber of officiai That severa Extradition arrangce Mients ex-
assignees have failed to comply with the tending to Canada have been rma le letween
law as to Government rcturns, and other Yor Majesty and forei Sta tes, and that

other suc arrangements mayfumn tie ta time
mattersa; and, if so, wbether iM is the io be majee.
tention of the Government, before the IlTkat it is proper to make pro risions by one
Acf rcspecting the Insolvcncy Law re- Canadianl law., for the exeution, as respects
ceies tbe RoZnal Assent, to make efforts Canada, of ael spcb arrangements.

y y 1 '1That a BilI*1 has passed both Houses of the
to cospel such defaulters to make good "Parliament of Canada, and now awaits Your
Lpeir omissions. Majestys assent providing for the execution.

MR. IciDON7ALD (Pictou>: There are as respects Canada, of aIl snuc arrangements o

c number of officiai assiGnees who bave soon as the oPerarion of the Extradition Act of
tni 1870 of the I'arliamient of the United Kingdom,

made no returus of their stafistics, ai- shiall bave ceased or beeui suspended miithin
ihougli tlaey have been urged to do so by ICanada.
;he Department. 1 may add thaf the "Tbat by the Etaid Acf of the Parliarinent of
>)rovssions of fbie lInsolvcncy Law provid- the United Ringdom certain provisions are

isade for the extradition of Fugitive Criinals,
ng thaf assignees having funds in ar and b thi l7th section if is enacted that
ands should pay those funds into Court 1 the Acf when applied by Order in Council
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shall, unless it is otherwise provided by such
Order, extend to the several British Posses-
sions in the same manner as if throughout
the Act the ]British Possessions were
substituted for England as the case
may require, with certain modifications, and
by the 18th section it is enacted that if by
any law or ordinance, made before or after the
passing of the said Act, by tie Legislature of
any British Possession, provision is made for
carrying into effect within such Possession the
surrender of Fugitive Criminals who are in or
suspected of being in such British Possession,
Your Majesty may, by the Order in Counoil ap-
plying the Act, in the case of any foreign State,
or bv any subsequent Order, either suspend the
operation within any such British Pessession of
the Act, or of any part thereof, so far as it re-
lates to such foreign State, and so long as such
law or ordinance continues in force there, and
no longer, or direct that such law or ordinance,
or any part thereof, shall have effect in such
British Possession, with or without modifica-
tions and alterations, as if it were part of the
Act.

" That the provisions of the said Act of 1870
are unsuitable to Canada.

" That, when the said Bill now awaiting Your
Majesty's assent becomes law, it will be expedi-
ent that the said Act of 1870 should not extend
to Canada.

" We, therefore, humbly pray that Your
Majesty will be graciously pleased to invite
such legislation in the Parliament of the United
Kingdom as will cause the operation of the said
Act of the Parliament of the United Kingdom
to cease in Canada, and that in the meantime
your Majesty will be graciously pleased by
Order in Council to suspend the operation
within Canada of the said Act so far as it re-
lates to any foreign State with which there may
be an extradition arrangement. "

2. Resolved, That the Canadian Bill referred
to in the said Address, received the Royal
Assent on the 28th of April, 1877.

3. Resolved, That the said Cânadian Act has
not yet come into operation, because Her Ma-
jesty has not as yet been pleased to comply with
the prayer of the said Address.

4. Res'olved, That the inconveniences which
led to the passing of the said Act and the ad-
option of the said Address are still subsisting,
and it is in the public interest that the said
Act should berome operative without further
delay, and to thr.t end that the prayer of the
said Address; should be conplied with.

5. Resolved, That an humble Address be pre-
sented to Her Most Gracions Majesty, embody-
ing the foregoing Resolutions, and praying that
Her Majesty would be graciously pleased to
comply with the prayer of said fornier Address.

He said : It will be recollected that the
law with regard to the extradition of
criminals is in a very unsatisfactory state.
The Treaty witlh the neighbouring Re-
public described certain classes of crime
for which extradition was obtainable, but,
being of a very old date. it was framed
before more liberal and reasonable notions

MR. BLAKE.

of extradition law prevailed, while the
facilities for communication were not so
great, and when crimes against property
were not so numerous as to-day. Represen-
tations have been made from the Govern-
ment of Canada to the Imperial Govern-
ment as to the importance of an extension
of the Extradition Treaty with the United
States, and the negotiations to that end
had reached a certain point when they
were interrupted withi by the unfortunate
difference of opinion between the two
Governments, and, as far as is known,
although that dispute terminateel practi-

cally by the abandonment of the position
of the Imperial GoverAnient, these nego-
tiations have not been resumed, and the

result is that, with reference to the classes
of crime for wbich persons may be extra-
dited, both countries remain in an absurd
position. That position will not be

affected by the success of this motion,
but I think it important that some refer-
ence should be made to it, so as to show
that we are still alive to the situation, and
still desire an improvement, entirely irre-
spective of the question now in hand. I
do not propose to go into the intricate and
involved state in which our Extradition
Law stands further than to point out, as
was well observed by a learned Judge,
that it is necessary at each step of
each case' " to decide how much of
the Canadian law is consistent with so
much of the Imperial law as is consistent
with the Treaty." That is the involved
operation which is to be performed in
each case. Several Canadian Acts have been
attempted; some werereserved, andin one
case the Royal Assent was proclaimed, but
another assent was necessary, and that has

not been given. Tis particular Act it

was thought better to pass bere,
but to provide for its coming into opera-
tion only when the operation of the

Imperial Act of 1870 should cease or be

suspended in Canada. By the Imperial
Act of 1870, it was contemplated, as con-

venient and expedient, to carry out the
Extradition Treatie- in the varions Colonies
and dependencies of the Empire by local
machinery, and it was provided that,
in case satisfactory local machinery
were provided, it should be competent
for Her Majesty to suspend the operation
of the Imuperial Act. Canada bas
always been ready to provide sufficient

local machinery ; and the Act of 1877

Futgitive Crimîîinals.(COMMONS.]
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was carefully devised with a view to give, that a ]oyal Commission bad been issued
in one single legislative enactment, with- to consider the Nvho1e subject of extradi-
out reference to any other law, either of tion, and that it was desired not to take
Canada, or the Provinces, or the Empire, even this action peuding the report of
in a manner comprehensive in its prin- that Commission. 1 confess I was dis-
ciple, and at once elastie and precise in its appointed when the Colonial ýecretary
details, all the procedure necessary to announced that conclusion, because ibis
dispose of any case of extradition that particular Act was prepared in concert
miglit arise under any Treaty with with, and received the assent of, the Im-
any power. That Act passed both perial authorities. It was utterly impos-
Houses unanimously, and was followed by sible that the suspension, whicb might be
an Address of the two Houses also unani- revoked at any time, of the Jîperial Act,
mously adopted, praying ler Majesty to would interfere with any ultiniate action
cause steps to be taken for the cesser, ani under the Commission. But tiat is by
meantime for the suspension of the the way. That reason for delay ceased in
operation of the Imperial Act in Canada. May, 1878, when the Royal Commission
Difficulties of the most grievous character presented its report. Before adverting to
exist owing to the confused and con- soxue of its recommendations, 1 wish to
tradictory state of the law. It is within mention one which is directlv material to
my own knowledge that the ends of this question. The report states that no
justice have been thwarted in a grievous change is necessary as to the regulatin
manner. Applications for extradition of tue extradition relations of the Empire
occur but rarely ; so that those who dis- and the Colonies, that that question was
pose of cases whicli do arise have not satisfactorily settied by the Act of 1870;
the advantage of that familiarity with and thas, so far as the motion is concerned,
the provisions of the law which would we are left upon the old unes. If efficient
exist if such cases were frequent. The local provision is not mace for the carrying
professional gentlemen who have to con- out of Extradition Treaties, the Imperial
duct such calses lack the same advantage, Act prevails, but, if sucb provision be
and the few cases that arise occur not un- made, the local provision ouglit to be
frequently before judges not of the highest allowed to go into operation unembar-
grade. It would not be surprising, under rassed by the Imperial Act. I think,
such circumstances, to find an occasional therefore, tbat ve sbonld once more ad-
mishap in the administration of justice, dress ler Majesty, the reason for non-
even when the haw is clear and uncon- compliance witl our Address having dis-
fused; but, with the existing confused appearei in 1878, and request ler to
and difficult enactments, it is not to be aliow our caref ully preparod Act te go into
wondered at that justice should fre- operation. The Royal Commiion re-
quently faiu. I have a knowledge ported many important views in reference
of more than one case, within a very shiort to extradition, and I think the principles

rne, in w1Xici criminats, who certainly laid clown wil be general y ade proved bere.
came witbin the extradition law, bave They conforac to those wic the late
escaped, becase the confused and diffi- Goverment of Canada had eseon the
cuit state of the iaw rendered tbe initia- Impcrial Gover ent. One proposition
tory proceedings abortive; and, after some is that it is the interest of eac State to
thousands had ?5been expended l procur- get rid of ah criminals froni otier coun-
ingr extradition, tbe parties have been re- tries taking refuge within its borders.
leased, tbe persons pursuing tbem having It follows that it is reasonable that legis-
exhausted their money or their patience, lative provision seould be made giving
and thus payiny expenses and iettin w the authority to tbe Executive, under proper
criminal go. That is not a state of thints precautions, to rver over ofendersa to the
whicl shouMd continue. Our aaw should justice of the State in which they bave
not remain in tlis state, and l)articularly offended even though that State does not
a law wvhich afects, not our own citizens, aet in the sanie way. In this mattIr, atany
but tbe cordiaity of our relations with rate, it is not essentiar that there should bo
other States, aid therefore our Act of reciprocity. If anycoi ntryshid fooishly
1877î sbjOuIl li brouglt into operation. decline tovmake provision for the surrender
The ans-i-er te the Address of 1877 was cf criminals, it is not a sensible revenge
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to refuse to surrender to that coun- if show le cau, that in point of fact the
try its criminals flying within our object for which bis returu is souht is
bounds. If we cannot get back our own that be may be tried for some such
rogues, let us at all events deliver up the offence. The last povision to which 1
rogues wbo corne to us from other coun- refer is eue specmliv pertinent to tbis
tries. If tle adoption of the suggestions motion. The Cuiomissioners ibought it
for an enlarged treaty with the Uniteddow the ule
States is mnucli longer delayed, it miy be tbat ail extraditii lenisiation should be
important for us to provide for the sur- contaiued in one sii,,e enacîment, just
render of criminals from the Uiited States as I ain now contending for. Owing to
so as to prevent our criminal classes being tbe peculiar circunîstances, the rarity of
increased bv the immigration of the crimi- its administration bY any one person, the
nals froi the South. The niext piopo- rapiditv with wbich it rnust le ad-
sition is in regard to the question of iistered, and the infamiliarity with
" nationals," and it is that the surrender tbe process, there sbould be the
,should not be confined to subjects of the utmost possible measure cf simplicity
<lemandiiig or other States, but should be as well as cf certaintv, whicb is certainly
extended to subjects of the surrendering not to e obtained when we Lave te
State, so tbat a subject who, having con- look te Yarious Statutes aid T
mitted a crime in foreign parts, returns ferent degrees cf autbority, and to gather
to his own country, will be by it surren- fror this mass the possibly conflicting
dered to the State in which the crime 'was and ambigueus provisions, wbat is tbe
committed. The third proposition is one truc procedure. Therefore, in se far as
of great importance to us. It embodies the Commissioners toucli on tue objects
the general principle that extradition cf tbis motion, in their two propositions,
offences should embrace all but political tLat the extradition relations cf the
or purely local offences, provided tiat Empire and the Colonies should net be
they are crimes under the law of the sur- chauged, and that the legisiative pro-
rendering State. For convenience sake, vision sbould be in eue enactment, we
the classes of extradition crime should be find nothing agaiist, but everytbing in
stated citber specifically or by genieral faveur cf it. think then that we shuld
reference, but the statement is te be based once more gently cal the attention cf the
-upor tbe broad anîd general )rinciple to Secretar cf State for oie Colonies to the
which I have referred The adoption cf fact that a unanirneus Address cf both
bis principle -%vould enable us te get rid lieuses cf the Legisiature was presented

cf mauv crimiinals wbo noo secure a safe in 1877 ; tbat tbe reason given for non-
refutge Ini Caniada, and punish many othei s complianrce with thaàt Address ceased in
who, baving comrcitted grave crimes here, May, 1878, and that, as yet, we bave heard
find an asylm in the aUnited States. nothing w catever cf any step aving been
The nexi suggestion is that perseis sur- taken t e give effet te our wisbes, and
rendered for an extradition crime should thus simplify what is n w confused, and
ho hiable te Le tried for amv ether crime render relatively certain w at is now
nt being a politieal. or local offence. A doubtful and obscure, to prevent such
great deal cf discussion las taken place on failures of justice in the future as have
this subjeet, wbich indeed ws the peint an occurred in the past, and which i ay be
wîich there vas a disagreement fer a expected to recur it increased
time beivicen England and the United frequency se long as the lavi stands ini its
States. The Commission decidedly present position.
lays down the view that there shuld Le SIR JOHN A. iACDONALD : As
ne limitation cf the right te try persons the hon. mcm ber for Wcst Durham truly
once surreridered for othe, net being says, the Bi cf 1877 has fully considered
local or l)olitical, offences, and ibat a suf- in the lieuse. it vias carefully pi'epared
flcient satèguard would exist against the under the auspices and supervision of the
abuse cf extradition-first, in the declara- bon. gentleman hiiself, wo bstowed on
tien that the persons returned sbeuld net it ail the care ho always does in matters

e tried for political or local effences ; cf this kind. It was passed unanimously
and, secendly, in perrnitting the per- in cha geuse, and stands ow awaiting
son -whse returnv is demanded te show, the action of ler Majesty's Government

MR. BtÂKE.
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in the issue of the Proclamation. Since
the hon. the Minister of Justice took
office, however, there ias not been, foi-
tunately, an application for the extradi-
tion of a crinnîtal, and therefore the sub-
jec t bas not been proinently pressed
either on his attention or that of the Gov-
ernnent. However, lie bas taken occasion
to conuunicate vith Her Majesty's Gov-
ernment on the subject, and they have in-
formed us that they have considered that
before the issue of a Proclamation they
desire to invite the reconsideration of
the sulbject by the Doiinion Government.
The particular subjects of reconsideration
have not been fully coimmnunicated to the
Dominion Governmenît as yet. We are
in early expectation of receiving the com-
munication promised on the subject.
Until it arrives, the hon. gentleman will
see it would be well that his motion
should stand over. Ie lias fully and cor-
rectly pointed out the inconveniences
that have arisen from the confused and
inadequate state of the law. I think that
inadequacy and confusion were botli re-
moved by this measure, and that it would
have been greatly for the advantage of this
country lad the Proclamation been issued,
and tbe law of 1877 been putin full operation.
I still hope it will be so. We expect the
communication before the Session ends.
I hope it will cone soon ; in which case
we shall early communicate to the House
the subjects for reconsideration.

BM. ELAKE: After what has been
said, I assent to withdraw the
resolutions, for the present. But I
May say to the lion. the Minister
of Justice and the First Minister that
I believe that applications have been
sent by the United States Government
for extradition, thougi they nay riot
have reacled his olicee. I know, as a
matter of fact, that preliminary pro-
ceedings have been several tiies taken
in the Courts, and that justice bas
failed.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): That is
quite likely.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
drawvn.

INTERCOLONIAL AND PRINCE EDWARD
ISLAND RAILWAYS-FREIGIHT

RATES.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. HACKETT, in moving for an I

Order of the House for a return givig a
comparative stateient of the rates
charged on the Int(icoloia.dl and Prince
Edward Island Railways, for carriage of
200001b). of oats, potatocs, lumaber,.
wood, coail and salt, for the dis-

tne of twenty, forty and sixty
miiles, respectively, on1 said Raiîlways,
said: My object iii moving for this Re-
turn is to ascertain whether or not the
rates for freight are higher oni the Islandi
tban on the Intercolonial Railway. It
ai the general opinion Ii thte Isltnd that

Sthev are, and I have beei strengtheed in
thtat opini by lookiig over somc figures
of the rates on different railways. I find
that on the Iitercoloinial a tei-ton car-
load of lmbiler is carried fifty miles for
i9; the charge on the Prince Edward
Island Railway is $11.50. This is con-
sidered by the Islanlers very unfair. I
think we ought to carry freight of that
description as cheaply on thie Island as
on the Intercolonial Railway. The Is-
land road is oie of the cheapest buitlt
and operated roads iii the lDominion.
Ve do not put that fact forward as a

reason for cheaper rates, bot we do be-
lieve that if they were red uced, the traffic
would be increased, and, consequently, the
revenue to the Goverînment. The prin-
ciple articles of freight on the Island
Railway are farni products, which are
weiglty and of nio great value. The
producers find it would not pay them to
nove those articles any considerable

distanec over the RJailway, and, conse-
quently, they haul this produce to the
nearest harbours and ship themt. This
should be considered, in framintg a tariff
for that Rail way, that the Governument
has to compete witb the carriage by
water. Tley should encourage farmers
and traders to send this produce over the
railway. Oats, now very largely shipped
by rail, might be increased to double the
extent if the rate was lower. At pre-
sent farmers will haul their products
fifteen to twenty miles, to a port, becatise,
the railway rates are too high. Our pro-
ducts not being of very great value need
to be carried at very low rates. The ex-
pectations of many farmers, that the Rail-
way wold equalise prices all over
the Island, have not been realised,
those living at a considerable distance
from stations or harbours being still at a
disadvantage. Farm-stuff and lumber can-
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not.be sent over fifty miles on the Railway
at a profit; so in the interest of both the
people and the Government it should
establisli cheaper rates. This season a
large reduction has been made in the
transportation of mussel-mud, one of the
nost valuable fertilisers in the Province

-a reduction of $1 a car for twenty
miles-and the people taking advan-
tage of it, are sending this manure
a distance of fifty miles. The result
will be a very large increase of the
revenue fron tis article alone, and a
great beefti t to the fariers using it in in-
creased crops. Thereis notsufficient station
accommodation on the road. Ii niy
couiity, three important villages, the
centres of extensive farming districts,
Miscouchie, Freetown and Conway Sta-
tion, need first-class stations. I hope the
hon. the Minister of Railways will
enquire into this matter, wvhen lie will
see that increased accommodation to the

people in this respect, would secure, among
other benefits, an increase of the public
revenue.

MR. LANGEVIN : I am very much
obliged to the lion. gentleman for calling
the attention of the Government to this
matter. The interest of the Government
is the same as the interest of the people
in this case, provided the rates are not
made too low, as the hon. gentleman re-
marked. When my hon. colleague (the
hon. the Minister of Railways) returns, I
will call his attention to these rates, in
order that he may see if we can, con-
sistently with our duty, reduce them. But
we should remember that those railways
have cost large sums, and we must deal
with then in the same way as private
companies in fixing paying rates. I agree
with the hon. gentleman that, if these
rates are too high, the revenue will not be
in proportion to these rates, but they must,
nevertheless, be high enough to remunerate
the Government for the outlay. In re-
spect to station accommodation, I am not
aware that my colleague has had his
attention called to it. I would recom-
mend the hon. gentleman to be more
explicit in his communications to the
Department, in order to satisfy the hon.
the Minister of Railways where the ad-
ditional accommodation is required. I
have no objection to the motion passing.

Ma. JONES : This is a very important
question. I think there would be no

MR. HACKETT.

great difficulty, in so far as Prince Ed-
ward Island is concerned, in giving pro
rata rates on these railways. 1 desire to
remark that grain, flour, wheat, etc., are
brought from the Western States to Mon-
treal, nearly, or quite as cheaply, as from
Western Ontario to eastern points. Also,
freight is carried fron Montreal by the
car load to Toronto as cheaply as from Mon-
treal to Kingston. Now, this operates
against the farmer in Western Ontario.
It operates against the miller in Western
Ontario, and in favour of the Western
States, in eiabling the farmers of those
States to get their grain to market quite
as Aheaply as our w.vestern farmers can.
Consequently, it opeiates in tlie way of
building up the Western States at the
expense of our own people. A farmer
can get his produce fron the Western
States as cheap to the port of Montreal
as the farmer of Western Ontario ; there-
fore, the farmers in Michigan, Minnesota,
and other States, are brought into compe-
tition with the farmers in Western On-
tario. Consequientlv, the price of a farm
in Western Ontario is not so higli as it
would be in proportion to the distance
from seaboard. So also with regard to
freights from Montreal west. The Gov-
ernment of the country should endeavour,
if possible, to regulate freights, both east
and west bound, within our own Dominion.

MR. BRECKEN: I am glad the hon.
member has brought this matter
before the House. The chief benefit
which the people in Prince Edward
Island derive froma their Railway
is the facility afforded thiem for
the transport of agricultural produce,
lumber and mussel-mud ; the latter, a
very valuable manure, much sought after
by our farmers. The soil of the Island
is very soft in the spring and autumn.
The great traffic caused by the carriage
of produce to our shipping ports renders
our roads almost impassable, knee-deep in
mud. The Railway is a great boon to our
farmers, and as the work is intended for
the benefit of the people, and not as a
source of revenue, I submit that it
would be wise to fix the tariff at such a
rate as will rduce our farmers and ship-
pers to make use of the road. A lower
rate of carriage than at present prevails
would much increase the carrying trade,
and add very considerably to the receipts
of the Railway. Before I left the Island,
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I was in conversation with several lead- i Government would consent to an increased
ing farmers, and they pressed upon me expenditure in the construction of the
the necessity of seeing the hon. the branch line. But, fortnately for the
Minister of Railways on the subject. I Iiland and the whole country, a change of
have little doubt that if the tarifi were management lias been made. A great
reduceds the business transacted on that saving, as I shall presently show, has been
Railway would largely increase. I hope effected in the expenses of ruiuing the
the hon. the Minister of Railways will take road, the receipts more nearly equail the
the inatter into his consideration, and expenditure, and thiese are circinstances
see what can be done in the direction of that lead the people to believe that there
lowering the rates. is now a fair prospect of the lrauch hies

Motion agreeii onstrute. ave sai that
34R. MUTTAI RT, in mloving for an Order til' c ft t I

of the House for co 1 ies of petitiolis, corres- 14 i I S to lst Fubruary, i81

pondence, and all otier papers relating the iii tonlleçtion %vith the
to the lowering of rates charged on the mat has beeiî iess than ti ariîîg the corres
Prince Edward Island Railway, foi carry- period of the emî previous by
ing farm produce, firewood, linuber, coiai lbout Tl j e p>isett Sii)Crifl
and sait, said: I have no desire to trespass tendent, Mr- MCNab, lias been able, with
upon the tinie of the House to any un- the assistance of two clerks, to do the
necessary extent, but the importance to vork heretofore peiioiiiied by Mr.
the whole country of the subject referred MeKechnie, Mr. Cunningharn, and six
to in the motion, as well as its special ii- other officiais, effectÎng a saVing ii the

portance, when considered in relation to oice of the Spintendent alone of
the interests of the Island, formn a suffi- .,000 per year. Mr. MeNab lias proved
cient apology for any little demand I may inîseif to be a carefol and painstakiný

make on your patience and attention. I otieer, and an abie ant efficient Superin

an pleased to be able to state that in re- tendent. Ii the light of his arduoas and
ference to its railway the Island lias few resronsible tities, and in consitieatin

grievances to lay before Parlianient. Tie of the minable services he bas rendered
chief object now sought to be attained is ta reducng unnecessary expenditure, and

to procure a slight dii-nlnution in the promoting the interests of the roai, I

amount of the rates charged for freigh trustthe)hon. the Minister of Railways
and passenger traffic. At the inception wili see fit to recommend that bis salary
of the road it was exceedingly unpopular be increased. The Government have
with the people. But that unpopularity acted wisely in reducing the number of
is a thing of the past. And so great has officiais, but it i5 no 1cm its duty to see

been the convenience to the public, and so that those retained, ant whose services

manifold have been the advantages of the are actuaiiy necessary for the proper

road, that the people in the settlements working of the road, from the Superin-

remote from the main line are now peti- tendent down to the lowest employé, should
tioning for branch railways. East Point, receive a fair and adequate compensation
Rustico, Campbellton and Cape Traverse, for he services rendered. I now desire
are all seeking to participate in what is to cali the attention of the fouse to

now generally recognised to be a great another phase of this matter, more un-
public benefit. I trust that at no distant 'mediately connected with this motion.

day the Government will see fit to listen The people of the Island complain that

to the prayer of these petitions, and extend the rates of traffic imposet by the Gov-

branch railways to these settlements. Un- erment are too high, and that they are

derthelate Administrationthepeoplelever proportionately greater than are paid on
entertained any very sanguine expecta- other Government roads. It will be
tions that these branches would be con- remenibered that the Island is essen-
structed ; chiefly from extravagant man- tially agrîcultural, and the object of
agement, number of officials, and lack of the Government is and shouid b. to
economy the expenses of the Railway afford the utmost facilitiem for the trans-
under the late Governînent far exceeded portation to market of the products of the
the receipts. The people could hardly ex- sou. Besides, the road is obiiged to com-
pect under these circuinstances that the pete with water communication at many
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points, and rates that it would be ex-
pedient to adopt for inland railways will be
found too liigh to enable it to compete suc-
cessfully with cheaper modes of transport.
It is a peculiarity, too, of the Island Rail-
way, that, being a surface road and follow-

ing as it does the curvature of the hills,
a longer distance is traversed than if the
road were straight, and the farmers are
thus charged for greater mileage than
what they derive benefit from. lNow, if
we compare the rates on the Intercol-
onial with those on the Island, we shall see
at once how justly our people complain of
the discrimination on the part of tc Gov-
erunment in favour of the nainland
route, and of the disregard there appears
to be on the two lines between rates and
distances. It costs 3c. per bushel to
transport oats from Souris to Charlotte-
town, a distance of sixty miles. The
freight per bushel on oats from Tignish
to Charlottetown, a distance of 110 miles
is 5 c. The freight on grain from Mon-
treal to Halifax, a distance of about 800
miles, is 8c. per busiiel, or an average of
le. per bushel for each 100 miles of road.
It will thus be seen that, after we allow a
little for the difference in the cost of ter-
minal handling, we pay on thu Island
four times as much for the freight of our
grain as is charged on the Intercolonial.
This,we submit,is neither fair nor reason-
able. Where lines of road are under the
control of a Government, it has no ob

ject in charging one section of the people
more than another, nor in levying more
in proportion for a short haul than a long
haul ; and I am satisfied the matter will
only require to be brought before
the attention of the Government to
be promptly and adequately remedied.
I am satisfied, too, that the Government
will find it to their interest to lower both
the freight and the passenger rates on
the Island Railway. It is a matter of
constant experience that the lowering of
the rates has a tendency to increase the
amount of traffic; more especially is this
case where the road is new. The
people require to be educated and induced
to travel and take advantage of the
facilities of transporting their goods by
rail. Then, in the course of time, it
becomes a want and a necessity. The
interests of the road and of the people
are therefore, in this instance, identical;
and the very measure that will enable and

MR. MUTTART.
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encourage the farmers of Prince Edward
Island to get their grain to Montreal, and
to use the road as a conveinence of travel,
will, in all likelihood, presently, and cer-
tainly in the future, be a source of con-
stantly increased revenue to the Govern-
ment. In view of the peculiar citcum-
stances of the Island, the local character
and cheapness of construction of its
railway, and of the other considerations,
to which I have briefly referred, I trust
the Government will at least try the
experiment of lowering the rates of
freight for both freight and passenger
traffic on the Island Railway.

Motion agreed to.

DOMINION LANDS IN THE NORTH-
WEST.

MOTION FOR ORDERS IN COUNCIL.

MR. SCHULTZ moved for an Address
for copies of all Orders in Council affect-
ing the settlement of Dominion Lands in
Manitoba and the North-West, passed
since 1870, together with copies of all
notices to immigrants, based upon such
Orders in Council.

MR. ROBERTSON (Hamilton): In
seconding this motion, I beg to draw the
attention of this House to a statement
which I find in one of the public papers
of this Dominion-an important paper, so
to speak-the organ of the hon. gentle-
men who now so admirably fill the places
of the Opposition. In the Globe of the
2Oth of March, I find an article headed
"Emigration from Canada: "

" Last Tuesday an emigrant train left
Ottawa, and by the time it reacbed Cobourg
there were 447 persons on board bound for
Dakota, and only three for the Canadian North.
West. The land regulations of the present
Government deter large parties of people who
wish to cultivate adjacent farms from taking
up homesteads on the Canadian prairies. Emi-
grants acquainted with one another wish to
forni a community when they go to a new dis-
trict, but the Conservative policy will not
allow them to do so. Canada is losing the very
flower of her hardy young men. They foresee
that if they go on the wild lands of their own
country they must pay for unnecessary roads,
put up with the poor schools that alone eau
exist in thinly settled districts and suffer many
inconveniencies that will retard their prosperity
in order that the speculators who are to be put
in possession of half the soil may make a hand-
some profit on their investments."

Now,if this paper only circulated in the Do-
minion of Canada, it would not make so
much difference, because it is well known
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that its character for mendacity is such that
the people of Canada would pay little or
no attention to it. But, unfortunately for
this country, this paper has a large cir-
culation in the neighbouring Union. As
we have a right to expect, and as we
know from experience numbers of
the inhabitants of the neighbouring
States are leaving that country, and
finding more comfortable and more
hospitable homes in eur own North-
Western Territory. We . also know
from what we have heard that it
is most probable, at all events, that
a large immigration is likely to set in
from the Western States to our Territories.
and under these circumstances we have a
right to expect that a paper like the
Globe would feel it to be its duty to say
all that it possibly could with the view
of magnifying the importance and the
benefits that are to be derived from a set-
tlement in this country. But, when we
know that, unfortunately, such is not the
course followed by that paper, and that
papers of great influence in the Union
take up the utterances of that paper,
backed, as they are, by the hon. gentle-
men who occupy the Opposition side or
this House, I think it is high time
that this House took some steps for the
purpose of showing to the country that
such utterances emanate only from the
Opposition press, which, with the gentle-
men who support it, is not only in opposi-
tion to the Government, but in opposition
to the prosperity of this country.

MR. BLAKE: We are all interested
in destroying the prosperity of Canada.

MR. ROBERTSON: One would think
the hon. gentleman is speaking the truth,
if we were to judge from what we have
heard from the Opposition side of the
House this Session, and what we sep
daily in the Globe and the satellites that
surround it. It is all very well for the
hon. member for West Durham to get up
in his place and say, in the sneering style
for which he is so justly celebrated, that
we are all interested in destroyiag the
prosperity of this country. We are not
interestedindestroyingtheprosperityofthe
country. It is the desire of the great
majority of the people of this country
that the country should go on as it is
going on, but, as long as the Opposition
is in the hands of the gentlemen who now
form it, so long will they detract froin

the prosperityof the country. When hon.
gentlemen had the opportunity ofgovern-
ing this country, they brought it to the
miserable state it was in in 1878. We
do not feel inclined to let that come
about again. I was going to say, when
I was interrupted by the hon. member
for West Durham, that it would make
very little difference if this paper was not
circulated outside of the Dominion. As
I stated before, the Globe is circulated in
the neighbouring Union, and I find that an
important paper published in New York
took advantage of the statement made in
the Globe. I find in the columns of the
New York Herald of March 23rd, this
article :

" A Goon COUNTRY TO LEAvE. - A
Toronto journal mournfully complains that
on an emigrant train which left Ottawa a few
days ago containing 447 persons only three
were bound for what is called the Canadian
North-West. The remaining 444 were aIl
seeking new homes in the flourishing Territory
of Dakota. These are evidently pretty shrewd
emigrants, the very class who are needed and
who are heartily welcomed in our Western
States and Territories. If immigration upon
this scale should set in from the older and more
thickly settled portions of Canada toward : the
United States it would not take a great mny
years to depopulate the Dominion. The attrac-
tions offered by Dakota and other Territories
are infinitely greater than any which Manitoba
can present. The soil is more fertile ; there is a
higher state of cultivation. Many of the trunk
lines of railroad are built, so that coramunica-
tion with the outside world is not diflicult. On
the other hand the Canadian North-West is a
wilderness. A vast empire is marked out, but
it is all on paper, in Parliamentary reports and
Government advertisements. Canadian immi-
grants evidently believe that Canada is a good
country to leave."

What I wish to say in reterence to this
is that I am informed that this statement
in the Globe is on a par with the great
majority of the statements made with -a
view of injuring the National Policy,
and that there is no evidence to show that
447 of those parties whowere on that train
were bound for Dakota. I think it is
high time that the people of this country
should know what the so-called loyal
Opposition of this country is doing for
the benefit of the country, while the
majority of the people are trying to show
that their country is one that they may
be proud of. A policy bas been inaugur-
ated which will, no doubt, and which is
daily, giving evidence of being such an
one as will bring this country to that state
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in which we all hope to see it. On the
other hand, hon. gentlemen of the Oppo-
sition decry it in every way they possibly
can, supported by the Globe newspaper
and all the penny-whistles of the Grit
press.

MR. OLIVER : I desire to say a word
or two upon this very important subject.
It appears that the report published in
the Globe newspaper was to the eflct that
a train left the city of Ottawa for
the American Union, there being a
certain number of emigrants for Dakota
and other American States, with a very
small number for the Province of Mani-
toba. This is the statement that bas
appeared in the Globe, and bas also
appeaied in various papers in the
country. My hon. friend frorn Ham-
ilton (Mr. Robertson) bas stated
that this is a great injury to the
country. I would like to ask if ny hon.
friend, after making as many rash state-
ments as he has done to-day, bas any
proof tbat the statement of the Globe is
untrue. If Le has not, I venture to say
that lie lias no reason to complain, because
the object of the Globe and of that of every
other newspaper in the country is to tell
the truth.

ME. MACKENZIE : That is what he
complains of.

1MR. OLIVER: Because the statement
is true, and bas some bearing on the
National Policy, Le complains. I think
my hon. friend, before begoes any further,
ought to state to the House that the
statement in the Globe is untrue. If lie
is not able to furnish that proof lie bas no
case against the Globe. He says that if
the Globe was only circulated in this
country the statement would do no harm,
as Canadians do not pay any attention to
its promulgations. Why, Sir, the bon.
gentleman could not make a speech to this
House without reading long extracts from
the Globe newspaper. He knows the
Globe wields an influence which is felt by
everyone in the country, not only among
those who believe in its doctrines, but
amongst those who do not believe its
doctrines. He is the very gentleman of
all others that bas most reason to fear
the Globe. I have nothing to say on this
subject except to take exception to the re-
marksof mvhon.friendwithreferencetothe
Globe. The hon. gentleman seems to
think some steps ought to be taken to put

MI. ROBERTSON.

a stop to the circulation of truth in the
Globe and other journals throughout the
length and breadth of the country. Of
all other hon. gentlemen in this House,
lie is the one who ought to take some
steps to compel the Globe to write and
print sucli articles as are suited to Lim.
I trust that this fling which Le has taken
at the Globe will do him a very great deal
of good.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex): Hon.
gentlemen opposite seem to be very much
alarmed at the influence of the press, and
the influence of reporters in the gallery.
One after another rises in his place and
denounces the influence of the press, the
circulation of facts in regard to public
matters, and particularly such stateients
as they find in the Opposition press. My
bon. friend from Hamilton generally oc-
cupies one-half his time, whenï speaking, in
making quotations from the press, and
they forn the best portion of his speeches.
Only for these quotations, I think his
speeches would be very limited in length,
and perhaps in information as well. The
trouble of which he complains appears to
be a very natural one. There seenis to
be a large emigraticntothe United States,
the result of circumstances pretty well ex-
posed when discussing certain pam blets
published by the Department of Agricul-
ture. Itisthe certain result ofthecoursethe
Government bas taken in advertising
American lands. If this large efflux of-
population has taken place, it is the re-
sult of the care with which the Govern-
ment have given publicity to the advan-
tages offered by American lands. I bold
in my hand the Postal Guide for the Do-
minion of Canada, published under the
authority of the Postal Department, of
which I believe some 1,000 copies are
circulated every quarter througlh the
country. In the Guide for October last,
I find the following -

" Stop wrestling with stumps and stones for
a miserable support. Go to the Arkansas
valley and buy a farn at the cheap rates and en
the easy terms given above, and in a few years
at furthest, with the same effort and ecrnomy
employed in Canada, you may possess the title
to a royal farm with every home comfort and an
enviable independence, with money to let."

I suppose it will not be denied by my
hon. friend the Postmaster General that
it is published under the authority of
the Department, and paid for out of
the exchequer of the countrv. If
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mv hon. friend is disposed to complain
of the large emigration from Canada to
the United States, I think it would be
consistent with his policy that he should
denounce the Government who are doing
so much for the benefit and development
of the country in circulating advertise-
ments like this. and for inculcating in
Canadians a disposition to leave their
own country and go to the United States.
It cannot be said that all the loyalty that
pertains to this country is to be found
in hon. gentlemen opposite. If this
document, which I have read, is any evi-
dence at all, it is an evidence that the
Government has adopted a systematie
policy of persuading people to leave their
own country, and we have had it re-
peated over and over again in the pampli-
lets they are circulating. I am glad ny
hon. friend has drawn our attention
to these circumstances for it gives us an
opportunity of showing how utterly
hollow and foundationless is that dis-
position, on which they pride themselves
so much, to enhance the interests of the
country. It is an old Tory doctrine to
denounce the press, and has been prac-
tised religiously from the Stewarts down-
ward; but the last attempt to muzzle
and stifle the press of England lived and
died during the régime of the Duke of
Wellington. In this instance, we have
an hon. gentleman, who would not be
here but for the influence the press
created for him, denouncing the press
because it denounces the disloyal policy
of the Government of the day. I am
surprised that my hon. friend has never
raised his voice against the system of
advertising, in Governmental documents,
the land interests of the United States,
and thereby encouraging an efflux from
the Dominion to the United States.

MR. JONES: It must be by mistake
that these advertisements have appeared
in these documents. I have not taken
the trouble to hunt back to find if the
Government documents, published by bon.
gentlemen opposite for the last five
years, contained similar advertisements
or not. I was very sorry, indeed, to read
the article referred to in the Globe,
because it was a very misleading article,
and one that should not appear in any
Canadian paper. It is a misleading article
for this reason. • It states that an emigrant
train left Ottawa, and that by the time

it reached Cobeurg it had 400 on board
for Dakota and only three for our North-
West country. Those 400 hailed froni
the Eastern States, and crossed over
from Ogdensburg, in New York State, to
Prescott. Two or three tines a week
large nunibers of emigrants froni
the Eastern States go west ria the Grand
Trunk fromi the Eastern States and State
of New York, crossing the St. Lawrence
froni Ogdensburg, N.Y., to Prescott. I
very mnucli regret that the press of any
party should publisli statenents so nis-
leading as this of the Toronto Globe now
alluded to.

Ma. SCHULTZ: I think that this
whole discussion is the result of a mis-
apprehension. The fact is, I think, that
three emigrant trains have left this month
for Manitoba. One on the second of the
month, one to-day, and one at sone period
during the interval, the date of which I
have forgotten. It turns out that while
the first and last were announeed as emi-
grant trains for Manitoba, the second was
announeed as a special train for Dakota.
This second train left here with some forty
or fifty Cana dians, intending to go to
Manitoba. The other passengers were
made up of people fron near Ogdensburg,
who joined that train at Prescott. I have
heard since that not only did we not lose
any Canadians to the United States on
that occasion, but so strong was the in-
fluence of the forty or fifty that embarked
here, on, the 350 fron Ogdensburg,
that when the train arrived at Glynden,
some of the Americans who intended to
settle in Dakota actually went on and
settled in the Province of Manitoba.

Motion agreed to.

THE NORTHERN LIGIT STEAMER.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. HACKETT moved for an Order
of the House for a statement showing the
number of bags of mails, passengers and
tons freight, carried by the steamer
Northern Ligi, on the route between
Georgetown and Pictou, fron the 19th
December, 1879, to the present date ;
also, the number of trips performed,
together with the earnings of said steamer
on said route during said time.

MR. MUTITART : Irise to express my
regret that the Government has seen fit
to order the Northern Light to the Capes,
especially as the experience of the present
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winter has shown that the navigation of trade which will be eventually built
the straits between Georgetown and up in this direction, if steam commu-
Pictou for the greater part of the winter nication be continued. The Island, ac
months is feasible beyond any doubt. cording to the terms of Confederation,
During the winter of 1878-9, which, as is entitled to efficient steam coramu-
hon. nembers will remember, was an ex- nication, winter and summer, for the
caedingly cold and stormy one, this conveyance of mails and passengers.
steamer did good work; and it is con- Whatever difference of opinion may have
fidently believed, by those qualitied to existed as to the efficiency of tbe steamer
judge, that were it not for her meeting berself-and I must say that I believe ber
with an accident, which, by the way, hap- to be a most excellent boat for the purposes
pened to her while in search of a new and forwhichshe isintended-there can belittie
better route, she would have continued difference of opinion, I think, amongst un-
lier trips between Georgetown and Pictou prejudiced men as toher unsuitableness for
-for the greater part, if not the entire, the route between Capes Traverse and
winter. During the present season she Tormentine. Between tbese Capes is a dis-
lias run with remarkable regularity until tan2e of about seven nautical miles. A
very recently, a regularity which has reef, about one and one-haîfmiles in length,
almost if not quite convinced the most runs out froia Jcuriman's Island, near
sceptical of ber capabilities as a winter Cape Tormentine. The depth of water

steme. Itidon referringt to the between Tormentine and Traverse' rangressteamer. I find, onrfrIng toth
returns, that since 19th of December, from six to sixteen fathoms, The water
1879, up to the end of February last, for a long way ont frou both shores is
the Xorthern Light shows the following very shoal. Now, when it is remembered
earnmgs that the ortlern Ligl draws over

Earnings for the month of Decemaber, L oter r at the
1879 " ........ .......... ...... .. $617 36 ieal p ck in pr cp lyth o g te1879...................617 action of the tides, between tbe Capes,

'Made up as follows :-
Freight.......... $317 76 the unsuîaasy
Passages ........ 252 00 steamer drawing se much water as the
Meals . .......... 37 60 iYorthern Light, must be apparent. I be-
State-roms . ..... 10 00 lieve it is a mistake to expect uninter-

$617 36 rupted steam communication t be kept
Up the entire winter with only one boat.

Earnings for the month of January,
18W0........... .......... ..... 1,152 23 rnLghereae on th te rte,

Made up as follows :-
Freight.......... $449 63 I believe that steam communication could
Passages......... 565 5 be kept up for the entire winter. I a
Meals ............ 103 10 aware that any irregularity in the car-
State-rooms....... 34 00 nage of mails and passengers is very

1, 152 23 annoying to the public; and when the
_______winter steamer happens to get jamrned in

Earnings for the month of February, the ice and unable to cross, people natur-
1880............................ 525 76 ally feel like losing faith in the steamer.

Made up as follow-s :-But it must not e frgotten that the
Freight.......... $209 76 same irregularities and delays would
Passages......... 237 00
Meals..... ....... 57 50
Rooms .......... 21 50 weather and otler causes even in mid-

suminer, if we had to depend upon only
$525 76 one summer steamboat for tIe conveyance

___-of mails, freiglit and passengers. Witb

Total earnings from time steamer another winter boat on the Georgetown
coiiiiienced running up ta the end or eastern route, I believe winter steam
of Februar last...............$2,295 35 communication etween the Island and-

-__-- mainland could be kept up with regu-
This aiount iay appear small in coin larity and satisfaction to tbe public.

arsson witih the cost of runnig, tWe I may say that agree with the opinion
steaner ; but aside from the incre ase of expressed in this eluse a few days ago by

MR. _NUTTART.
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the hon. member for Antigonish, that
Cape George is more accessible as a winter
port for the Island steamer than Pictou.
North-easters pack the ice in so closely at
Pictou Island, and the approach to Pictou,
that it is difficult to get through it; and
this is invariably the cause of the inter-
ruptions which have occurred in the
steamer's crossing. This might be obvi-
ated if Cape George were made the point
of approach on the mainland, as more sea-
room would be afforded, and consequently
the ice would not be found so closely
packed on this course as upon the route
to Pictou, especially during the preva-
lence of north-east winds. I think tho
Goverimnent, instead of taking away the
Northern Light from the Georgetown
route, sbould give us another boat. This
may seem somewhat absurd to the advo-
cates of the Capes route ; but, in the face
of the Northern Lighf's record for the
present winter, I think I an justified in
asking the Government to place on the
Georgetown route an additional boat of
similar dimensions to that of the Northernî
Liglt. The people of King's county do
not receive their fair share of steam com-
munication during the summer months.
I sincerelv hope the Government may
continue the services of the winter steamer
on the eastern or Georgetown route, and
as soon as possible put on another boat.

Mn. POPE (Queen's, P. E. I.): I have
no objection to furnish all the information
asked for. There is no doubt that the
Northern Light bas been, during this
season, a greater convenience to the
people of Prince Edward Island than
during those of former years, more especi-
ally in enabling the merchants to more
readily receive tlieir importations from
abroad. But at the present time she is
in the ice, and bas been so for fourteen or
fifteen days. By the last account which
I received she was off Georgetown bar-
bour, and, until the wind changes, it is not
probable that she can make any progress.
The mails have not been sent by lier, and
she bas been employed alone in carrying
freight and passengers. The Vort/iern
Light bas cost over $130,000, and I feel
bound to say that she bas performed very
little service indeed ; and, tLe difliculty is,
that her*construction is such that when
he season for which she is supposed to be

tpecially adapted bas passed, it is impos-
sible to use ber for any other pur-
s

pose whatever. When she hs taken
on board five or six days' coal there
is no room for any cargo, and although
she is idle, still ber expenses, decrease
but very little, for it is necessary . to
retain the services of her engineers and
other officers at high wages, although she
remains idle.

An How. MEMBER: Send ber to
Hudson's Bay.

MR. POPE : I wish I could see my
wav clear to advise the Government to
send ber to Hudson's ay., for she miiht
be employed in exploring aid surveying
there, but she cannot carry coal suffEcient
to enable her to reacli there. With regard
to the earnings of the boat, I regret that
I can give but a very unsatisfactory ac-
count. So far the average cost of ber
trips from Georgetowi to Pictou lias been
$500, and she lias made about two trips a
week. The earnings for the month of
February amount to a little over $.500,
and an additional cost bad to be incurred
in sending the mails by the Capes. My
opinion is that the Iorthern Liglt is not
fit for the Capes route. She draws over
18 feet of water. and if she at-
tempted to run between Cape Tormentine
and Cape Traverse, before the shore or
board ice is firmly fixed, she would be in
great danger and probably lost. But a
small, powerful boat could run the greater
part of the winter, except in very storny
weather, daily, or twice a day. A
steamer somewbat like that whicli plies
between Point Lévis and Quebec would
be worth a dozen steamners of the drlaft of
the Northern Light. But she bas been
bequeatbed to us by our predecessors, and
we have ber on band and we mnust do the
best we can with her. This season she
earned about $1,000 for towing ships,
wbiel will somewhat redc ber experises.

SIR ALBERT J. SMITII : The bon.
gentleman, my successor, appears to be
the sworn eneniy of thte Northern Ligh,
notwithstanding wliat oui friend s from
Prince Edward Island have told us of the
performances of that vessel. Are these
bon. gentlemen unworthy of credit, when
they say her performances are muarvel-
lous 1 Thev are eve-witnesses of what
she did, and of what she is capable of
doing. I thougbt my lion. frieid opposite,
after listening to them, would have
changed his mind, and ceas lis abuse and
denunciations of the Vorthern Light, and,
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after dup reflection, say that be was in
error. I f my hon. friend is right, why
does he keep the Northern Light going i
Why did be put ber out again ? He
says now she is in the ice, and bas been
there fourteen or fifteen days. I suppose
that cannot be avoided ; that will happen
to any boat ; that was al ways my opinion;
and the Northern Light bas turned out
better than any other boat for that service.
If it is true, as the Lon. gentleman says,
that it bas rendered no service, it is
wrong to keep her in the Public Service.
But hon. gentlemen from Prince Edward
Island testified to the contrary. Either
my hon. friend is wrong or his colleagues
are wrong. If they are right lie is
wrong.

MR. BRECKEN : I do not think
my hon. friend the Minister of
Marine and Fisheries is wrong. The
hon. gentleman who bas just spoken says
ny lion. friend is the sworn enemy of the

Northern Light. Our interests are so
great in the winter season that anything
that can be doue for us is welcome, and
as the Northern Light has been a partial
benefit to us, and given us a helping hand
during this winter, it cannot be said that
my hon. friend is an enemy to lier, The
communication between the Island and
the mainland is kept up in the summer
months by two boats belonging to our
Steam Navigation Company in the Island.
They are very good boats, but summer
boats are not calculated for the stormy
winter season. The Sorthern Light thus
takes up the communication in the win-
ter months, and she bas generally kept
up communication to the third week in
January. That lias been a great benefit,
and we recognise the advantages we have
derived from ber. But still I say that
the Northern Liqht is by no means a ful-
filment of the arrangement made with us
that we should have full communication
with the railway system on the continent.
It was, perhaps, right and reasonable that
two or three years should elapse to allow
this experiment to have a fair trial. We
do not wisli to be ungrateful to the ex-
Minister of Marine and Fisheries for his
endeavours to supply us with the re-
quisite means of communication ;
but the boat has not been a success.
It is no doubt an advantage to us to have
lier there ; at the same time I quite agree
with the remarks of my lion. colleague,

SIR ALBERT J. SMITH.

that the only reliable mail route is across
the straits, and that it can only be carried
on efficient]v by the use of the small
boats now in use, supplemented by a
small steamer. I trust that before two
years passes we will have the branch rail-
ways tlat I spoke of the other evening.
When that improvement is effected, I do
not think the House will bear so much
on this subjeet.

MR. KlLLAM : It is very pleasing
for members on this side of the House to
learn that there is some slight appre-
ciation of the efforts of the late Govern-
ment to secure communication witb Prince
Edward Island. We all rejoice that the
Northern Liq¡ht, which was to some extent
an experinient, has been so successful.
It struck me forcirly during this debate,
that, notwithstanding all the attacksbythe
hon. the 2Minister of Marine on tbe Noi thern
Light last year, nothing whatever bas
been done by the Government to secure
better communication witi Prince Edward
Island, to which our good faith was long
ago pledged.

MR. OGDEN : There appears to be a
great difference of opinion among the
members from Prince Edward Island in
regard to the usefuliness of the JNorthern
Light, and as to the proper means of con-
necting the Island with the mainland in
summer and winter. The bon. member
for Queen's, P.E.I., (Mr. Brecken) strongly
advocated, a few days ago, the building of
a railway froi the Intercolonial Railway
to Cape Tormentine, for the purpose of
carrying out the arrangement entered
into by the Dominion and the Island
Government at the time of Confedera-
tion. I thought the bon. gentleman
made some sensible remarks on that sub-

ject, and I was surprised that lie should
belittle the noble Province which lie has
the honour to represent, by calling it a
" little island." That was a serious mis-
take on the part of the bon. member.
The Northern Light, in my opinion, is
performing a very fair service. She has
only been out fifteen days making a run
of forty miles. The bon. member for
King's, P.E.I., ,(Mr. Macdonald) states
that she was doing good service, since
she was only five days in crossing wheù
he was a passenger. That is good service,
indeed. It only costs $500 a day. Pthink
the most effectual way to carry out the
ternis of agreement between the Domin-

Light " Steamer.|¯COM MONS.]
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ion and Prince Edward Island Govern-
ments, would be to send the Northern
Light to Hudson's Bay, if a tug boat
can be obtained to tow ber there, and build
a railway from some station on the Inter-
colonial Railway to Cape Tormentine.
We would then secure constant com-
munication between the Island and
the mainland. The people are not
so poor that they cannot lay in a suffi-
cient stock of the luxuries-they produce
the necessaries-of life to last themduring
the time that navigation is closed. I
must congratulate the hon. meimber
for Westmoreland (Sir Albert J. Smith)
for having given us a steamer which per-
forms the service so well. I think we
might as well try to navigate the Rocky
Mountains or climb Niagara Falls as to
attempt to navigate the Straits every
day in the year. If the bon. gentleman
had complied with the request of his con-
stituents in Westmoreland, when they
asked for a supply of old rails, which
were rusting in different parts of the
country, the branch railway would have
been built, and there would have been no
reason for the bon. members for the Island
coming here and yearly talking about the
Northern Light. I think the vessel should
be sold at once, and the money received
for her expended in assisting to build a
railway from some point on the Inter-
colonial Railway to Cape Tormentine.
It would be advisable for the hon. the
Minister of Railways to enter into ne-
gotiations with some company, and give
some old rails for the completion of the
road which bas been referred to. The
road would be self-sustaining. It will
pass through a fine country, populated by
as fine a race of people as exists on the
face of the earth, misrepresented, I believe,
by the hon. member for Westmoreland.
I hope this will be the last we shall hear
about tihe Northern Light, and that steps
will be taken to construct the railway by
the present Government, as the hon. mem-
ber for Westmoreland, who was in power
for five years, failed to do so, though he
might have secured its construction by
loaning some old rails to a company which
was prepared to build it if those rails could
have been obtained, and which were after-
wards given to the late member for
Queen's, N.B. With this record it does not
look well for the hon. gentleman to be talk-
ing about easy communication with Prince

Edward Island, which, had lie donc his
duty to his constituency, might have so
easily been accomplished.

M.. PLUMB : My bon. friend (Mr.
Ogden) bas made some practical sugges-
tions ; but it bas often been said that it
is impossible to become a seller unless you
can find a purchaser. I do not think the
Yorthern Liyit bas exhibited those
marvellous sea-going qualities that would
lead us to a lively competition if she were
offered for sale, and I think the position
of my bon. friend would be greatly
strengthened if such a disposition was
made of the boat. It was stated, when
the vessel was ordered, that she would
cost 850,000. Sbe was an experiment,
made by bon. gentlemen opposite, to throw
a cloud over the bargain made with Prince
Edward Island. We were under obliga-
tions to keep up communication with the
Island, and the Northern Light was to
effect that object. Instead of the price
stated, she cost $60,000. She was to run
at all seasons; but we know now that
she is utterly incapable of surnounting
the obstacles she was designed to en-
counter. The vessel proved an utter
failure, and nothing more ludicrous bas
been witnessed in this House than
the attempt of the Lon. gentleman
(Sir Albert J. Smith) to convey his
responsibility for the blunder to this
side of the House. Not only did the
hon. member try to do that, but lie
endeavoured to make out a worse case.
There were great difficulties under which
this unfortunate ship made her trial cross-
ing ; it seemed impossible to navigate her
under such adverse circumstances. I
consider it a very unworthy taunt of the
hon. gentleman to insinuate that we are
responsible for the Norttern Liglit. She
is costing $500 a trip, and I think the
best disposal that could be made of her is
to stock her in the yard.

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH : I suggest
that we send the bon. member for Niagara
(Mr. Plumb) to attend to those mat-
ters.
ME. PLUMB : If I were there, I

think I would manage botter than my
hon. friend opposite did.

Motion agreed to.

GRAND RIVER FALLS, RICHMOND, N.S.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR. FLYNN, in moving for an Order
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of the flouse for copies of all corres-
pondence, petitions or documents,
relative to the construction of a
fish-ladder at Grand River Falls,
in the county of Richmond, said :
During the Session of 1873, a petition
was sent to the Department of Marine
and Fisheries from the inhabitants of
Loch Lomond, in the county of Rich-
mond, asking for a sum of money to re-
move the Grand River Falls, in that
county, in order that salmon andalewives
might be able to get into Loch Lomond
Lake in the spawning season. That
petition was referred to Mr. Kenny, the
Inspector of Fisheries, who said it was
desirable to remove the obstruction to the
ascent of fish, in favourable localities, for
breeding, and recommended that Mr.
Rogers, Assistant Inspector for Nova
Scotia, be sent to visit the falls, and make
a report to the Department, which he
did, in the month of October, 1873.
Grand River opens at the Atlantic, and
runs up three or four miles, until it nieets
a perpendicular fall of about 20 feet
high. This fall prevents salimon and
alewives getting into the large fresh
water lake of Loch Lomond at the spawn-
ing season. This - magnificent lake is
nearly nine miles in length, and from
two to tbree miles in breadth, and bas
everything to reconimend it as a spawn-
ing ground. Mr. Rogers, in his report,
stated " that he regarded the work as one
of considerable importance ; that the lake
is a fine sheet of clear water, with splen-
did gravelly banks and beaches, and one
of the most inviting places for fish culti-
vation that he had ever seen in the Pro-
vince." He recommended the construction
of a fish-ladder, and said "he did not
know where $1,000 could be spent to
better advantage in the service of the
Fisheries than in removing this obstruc-
tion." No action was taken by the De-
partment of Marine and Fisheries on Mr.
Rogers' report at that time. Another
petition was sent, and a second report
made by Mr. Rogers, in which he again
stated the importance of the work, and
necessity of removing the obstruction. I
brought these petitions and reports to the
notice of Sir Albert J. Smith, the late
Minister, and strongly urged the imme.
diate removal of this obstruction. ln the
winter of 1878, be directed that the sum
of $1,000 should be spent on that work,

ME. FLYN.

either by erecting a fish-ladder or remoy-
ing the fall by blasting. Mr. Milledge,
the resident engineer of St. Peters' Canal,
was directed to visit the place and make
a plan and specificatiens of the work, in
order that the Department could call for
tenders. When Sir Albert J. Smith con-
sented to the work being done, this
memorandum was made by the Commis-
sioner, Mr. Whitcher.

" Minister authorises expenditure of $1,000
on Grand River Falls. Write M! r. Wylde, send-
ing him copy of Mr. Rogers' report, and instruct
him to go there and consult with Mr. Milledge,
resident engineer of St. Peters, and make a
spe ification of the work so that we can call for
tenders."
Mr. Milledge being occupied with other
work, did not send bis report until
August. He recommended the erection of
a fish-ladder, which might cost either
$700 or $900. After the lapse of some
time, I found that the Department
were not asking for tenders, and
in September I telegraped to Mr.
Whitcher 'why no tenders had been
asked for the work. He replied that the
sum involved was too small for a tender,
and asked me to name a person suitable
for the work and expenditure of the
money. I did not wish to assume that
responsibility, knowing nobody I con-
sidered competent for the work, which I
regarded as very important. I preferred
throwing the responsibility for this ex-
penditure on the Department, and replied
to that effect. Nothing was done that
autumn, and when I arrived here last
Session, I called on the hon. the Minister
of Marine, and was told that nothing
could be done in the matter. I was a
little astonished at that answer ; the
work is one in which not only everyone
in my county, but all engaged in the
Fisheries of Cape Breton, are interested.
I did not consider that, because I was in
opposition to the Government, our im-
portant public works should be treùted in
this manner. If I had desired te make
political capital out of it at the last
elections, I might have spent the money
offered- me; but I did not want to
assume that responsibility. Though the
work was ordered during the Administra-
tion cf the late Minister of Marine,
I was quite satisfied that whoever suc-
ceeded him would carry on the work,
which I could have ordered after the
defeat of the late Government, as I had

(COMMONS.] Richmond, N. S.
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a telegram from Mr. Whitcher, so late as
the 4th October, asking me to naine
a person for the work. Did I
not think the present Minister of

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.-[BILL 37.]

(Mr. McCarthy.)

CONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Marine wouic nave orciereci the work, I Flouse resolrd itself into Conanittee of thE
would have named a person to do it, and W hole to consider the said Bil.
though it might not have been so well
done, there would have been an improve-
ment with the money spent. I need not MF. McCARTIY: Before propmg
tell the bon. gentleman how important it the alteration I intend to inove, I may
is that those rivers should be carefully say that sny attention was drawn to
protected ; their proper protection and thîs natter by a member of tbe Quebec
the improvement of the fish-supply, means Bar,
an increase of the deep-sea fisheries. Be- strong case for the reieal ofthe -2ssd clause
fore the river fisheries were destroyed, of the Act of 18î5. le iiirîtiuiedone i-
years ago, the deep-sea fisheries were stance in which a verdict was ohtaiîied. An
more abundant. You have only to spend appeal was made for a new trial, wich
$700 to $900, in removing this obstrue- -as allowed on the ground tliat the
tion, to inake Loch Lomond one of the verdict was against tse veight of evi-
finest spawning grounds on this continent. dence, and upon this lie detcruaned to
I wished in these observations not only to carry the case into the Supreme Court.
promote this improvement, but to set my- But'be was met by the difficulty createc
self right with the people who have been by this section of the Act. le dieu went
led to expect it. My object in making to England, being forced to go to the
this motion is not solely to bring to the Privy Council because the Suprenie Court
notice of the hon. the Minister of Marine coul not entertain the question, wheu
and Fisheries the importance of this work, the Court below had granted a iw trial
but I desire also to place myself in a proper when it was within their discretion. le
position with the people of that section of carrîed the case to England, w!euthePrîvy
the country, to whom I stated that the Council reversed the decisio of the Quebec
expenditure of $1,000 was authorised Court, and allowed the verdict to stan(l
by the then Minister (Sir Albeit Smith) in as originally, in favour of the plaintif.
the erection of a fish-adder on this fall. I lle las drawn attention to the fct that
therefore availmyself of this opportunity to the Appellate Courts in England are
tell them again that I had his authority for not limited in this way. There is a.
the statement, which the memorandum I case at present in Court-that of an
have already read will fully prove, ad engineer o oie of the raulwavs. At
that his successor now refuses to carry on first he obtained a small verdict that be
the work. But, Sir, I trust the hon. the thought fair. The Court set that aside
Minister of Marine and Fisheries will see sud granted a new trial. Thesi Le oh-
the necessity of removing this obstruction, tained a larger sur for personal injury
and that lie will not hesitate to spend so but the iailway carried the case froi
sinall an amount as is required for this Court to Coust, although the oill ques-
improvement when such beneficial resuIlS tion is wheter there ought or ought rot to
would flow fron it. Le a new trial. The ohject of having this

Motion agreed to. Court is that people may have an oppor-
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left tunity of bringing their cases to it if they

teousare rscoined to do so. As long as that

(In theComitte.

section stands, there is a certain class of
After Recess. cases that is cyt out, and in regard to

t'hisl the Court bas nojurisdiction . The
COMMON ASSAULTS DEFENDANTS amendcent I propose to make is nearly in

WITNESý-;SES ACo AMENDMENT the language of the Ontario Act in that
BILL.s-[BILL 4 1. respect.
(er. M. BLAKE The observations of my

hon friend lead o the conclusion tad it
Bill the rtitead.r will he etter that the amend ents should

be printed. We byay have to consider,

Supreme Court
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perhaps, the nice question, as lar as otber prebend, therefore, that there cqn be no
Provinces than Ontario are concerned, of question as to the propriety of the second

jurisdiction. These clauses are, according reading of this Bill. After it bas been
to my memory, substantially similar to read and refeired to a Select Comnîittee,
those which regulated the powers and and is returned to the House witb tbeir
duty of the Courts in Ontario, and, there- report, i vill be the proper time to go
fore, the Appellate Court may be said in into a more lengthened discussion of
acting on them to be exercising an ap- its provisions. It nay not, how-
pellate jurisdiction, because it is ordering ever, Le inexpedient, as it is a very
that which this Court below should bave important measure, tbat I should briefly
ordered. We may have to consides state some of the points whicb are raised
whether the power of the Courts of fires by the neasure, with the view that some
instance in some other Provinces it generai discussion may take place in the
equally great, and how far it may be giving House for the benefit of the Select Commit-
original jurisdiction, or creating confu- tee to wborn the Bil is to Le referred. In
sion, to give the Appellate Court a power the flrst place, I apprehend that discussion
to make amendmenîts which the Court will be more iikely to arise witli reference
below had not, according to the Pro- to the foliowing provisions 0f the Bil:
vincial law, the power to make. I merely First, witb regard to Insurance Com-
throw out this suggestion in order that the panies wbicb shah Le deemnd to Le insol-
legal members of the House from other vent and hable to be wound up by the
Provinces may have an opportunity of provisions of this Act; second, as to
looking at the clause with that question whether sufficient care has been taken in
before them. I quite agree with the hon. tbe measure to guard the interests of the
gentleman that we ought to give to our conpany and the interests of the public,
own Court of Appeal power to entertain with reference to the issue of tbe writ;
appeals on all grounds on which there third, as to wbether the provisions of the
may be a power to appeal to the Judicial measure which gîve the Judges primary
Committee. jurisdiction in ail matters, or nearly &i

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : It is de- matters, arising under this Act, is the
sirable that the clause should be printed, correct principle to take, or wbetber we
and 1 think it will be found that there should follow the principle which formerly
will be no difficulty with reference to the obtained under the Insolvent Act, of
jurisdiction of the Courts below. In my allowiDg tbe creditors to decide the
own Province I anticipate no difficulty matters which are necessary to Le decided
whatever on that ground, and I fancy under the provisions of this measure.
that the legal members of the House from Having had some experience of the work-
the other Provmces will concur in the ing of the Insoivent Act, My own pre-
opinion that no difficulty will be found in ferences are in favour of leaving the
the clause as at present proposed. questions to Le decided under this

Progress ordered to be reported. measure principally to the Judges of
House resumed. the Courts. This measure provides that,

(In the use.) a with regard to whetber a writ of attach-

reot it wil betepoertm, og

Progress reported.

INSOLVENT INSURANCE COMPANIES
WINDING-UP BILL -[BILL 18.]

(31r. Ives.)

SECOND READING.

Order for second reading read.

MR. IVES : The repeal of the Insol-
vency Laws and the rather uncertain
financial condition of several Insurance
Companies that are now doing business in
the Dominion, render some machinery for
the winding-up of insolvent Insurance
Companies absolutely necessary. I ap-

Ma. Bi* KE.

ment shall Issue or not, w e er a receqvÂver
shall be appointed or not, whether
an accountant shall be appointed or not,
and who the receiver shall be, in case a
receiver is to be appointed, shallbe decided
by the Judge, after having taken the ad-
vice of the creditors and stockholders, who
may be called together by notice, as pro-
vided for by the Bill. It seems to me
that it will be found to work more satis-
factorily to leave the decision of this -
question to the Judge, subject to the right
of appeal, than to leave it to be decided
by a meeting of the creditors, or stock-
holders, of the company. Now, the in-

Companies Bill,(COMMONS.]
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terests of the creditors and the interests
of the stockholders are alnost certain to
be opposed with regard to whether a
company shall be wound up or
not, and with regard to the
manner in which shall be wound
up. It would be necessary, therefore, to
give power to the Judge to decide between
the conflicting advice given by creditors
and stockholders, and therefore I think
it best, although this will be a matter for
the House and Committee to determine,
to provide that meetings of the creditors
and stockholders shall be convened by
the Judge, and be held before him, ani
that he shall bave the power of deciding
questions, subject to appeal to a bigher
Court. This is a matter, however, about
which I think it desirable that some ex-
pression of opinion should be given by
the House, for the benefit of the Com-
mittee to whom I propose t. move that
the Bill should be referred. Then, again,
with regard to when a company
shall be deemed liable to be wound up
under the provisions of this Bill. The
2nd section of this Bill is precisely the
a une as Section 3 of the Act which it
repeals, cap. 21, 41 Vic. There is no
change in the law. It provides that a com-
pany shall be held to be insolvent which
fails, for the space of sixty days, to pay
an undisputed claim which is due, or
which fails, for sixty days after judg-
ment has been rendered against it, to
pay a claim adjudged due. Section 3
of this Bill is a new provision, which I
think to be a very necessary and import-
ant one. In my own practice, I have
known Insurance Companies that have
been in the habit of leaving it for
months uncertain as to whether they did
or did not contest a claim, and it has
sometimes been found necessary for the
party insured, who bas suffered a loïs, to
bring a suit and to see the defendant's
plea in order to know whether the
claim was really contested or not, and to
know the ground on which it was con-
tested. Section 3 provides, therefore,
that a claim shall be held to be undis-
puted after it becomes due, unless the
company gives notice to the party who bas
suffered a loss that it is a disputed claim,
in which case they are also required to
give at the same time the reasons for
which they contest the payment of the
claim. From that moment it becomes a dis-

puted claim,and the insured party can take
his remedy, either by action at law
or by dropping the claim. A claim is
held to be undisputed until they do give
notice. They can give it any ti.me within
sixty days. The sub-section of that
section requires that an annual return
shall be made by all Insurance
Companies doing business in Canada, of
claims paid by then during the year, and
of all claims resisted by thein, with the
ground upon which suei claims were
resisted. Now, it is a fact that some
companies, to their credit, deal fairly and
honestly with their clients, and, when an
honest loss is sustained, their endeavour
seems to be to adjust that loss and to pay
it as soon as practicable. I think it right
that such companies who deal in this
equitable inanner should receive the
advantage, as it were, of an advertisement
of the fact. On the other band, there are
some companies that, when a loss is sus-
tained, seem onily to ask the question as
to whether paynient can be awarded;
then their next object is to ascertain for
how small a sum they may be able to
compromise the claim. Therefore, I
think it desirable, when we are upon this
subject, that some provisionshould be made
for an annual return to be furnished to
Governnent by all companies doing busi-
ness here of the claims paid by them
during the year, and the claims resisted
by them, with the grounds upon which
they h.rve resisted payment. The
4th section provides that the hon. the
Minister of Finance may take the
initiatory proceeding necessary to
wind up an Insurance Company. As
the law now stands, the Government
seems to be entirely powerless in the
matter, and a company may go on doing
business with an impaired capital or with-
out any capital at all, and the Govern-
ment, with whom the deposit has been
made, seems to be entirely powerless to
take any steps to wind up the company.
This section provides that the hon. the
Minister of Finance, or any creditor, may
take the necessary steps to obtain the
writ of attachment. The execution of the
writ is provided for by Section 5 ; and
Section 6, with its sub-sections, provides
the procedure with which the writ may
be contested by the company, or under
which an adjournment of the proceedings
may be had before the Judge upon appli-
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cation from time to time, until it shall
become perfectly apparent to the Judge
that it is necessary that the company
should be wound up. For instance, if an
application is made for a writ of attach-
ment, the Judge has the power to adjourn
the proceedings upon the application for
a writ for a period of six months. He
may or he may not appoint an accountant
to investigate the affairs of the company,
that accountant to report to him not later
than six months from the date of the ap-
plication. Upon that report being fur-
nished, he may still further adjourn the
proceedings upon the application for a
writ, or lie may appoint a receiver, or lie
may order the issue of a writ of attach-
ment. if the writ of attachment issues
without any adjournment of proceedings,
the Bill provides for a contestation of the
writ by the company. If, however, the
writ of attachment does not issue until
after one or more adjournments, I have
thought it not necessary that there should
be any provision for the contestation of the
writ. Tlie Billprovides thattheJudge,upon
the appointment of a receiver, may order
the manner in which the company shall
be wouid up. The 1lth, 12th, l3th, 14th
and 15th ciises make siniilar provisions
to those contained in the former Act.
Machinery for the sale of the real estate
of the company is provided, the protection
of privileged creditors is secured, and the
powers of the receiver are fully defined.
The parts which it appears to me are not
open to discussion are: as to what should
constitute insolvency on the part of an
Insurance Comlpany in the first place; and,
in the second place, whether the procedure
to be taken should be determined by the
creditor or the stockbolder, or both, or by
the Judge. A fter having taken the advice
of one or both of these classes of peisons,
my preferenec is in favour of leaving the
matter with the Judge after having taken
the advice of the stockholders and
creditors, and giving to all parties the
right of appeal to a higher Court.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): The House,
I hope, will allow the Bill of my bon.

friend to be read a second time, and have
it referred to the Committee on Banking
and Commerce, where the provisions of
the Bill can be carefully examined.
There are some of the provisions of the
Bill that I dare say will cause some dis-
cussion, and probably some amendments

MR. IvES.

will be proposed. I take it for granted
that the House will agree with my hon.
friend ard with me that the principle of
the Bill is a good one.

MR. WHITE (North Renfrew): I do
not propose to offer any objection to the
second reading of the Bill. But I shall
feel bound to move at a future step to
amend the 21st clause. I find that this
clause is almost an exact counterpart of
Section 12 of the Act of 1878. The hon.
member for West Durham will, I think,
recollect that, when that Bill was before
the House, I contended that the interests
of a certain class of creditors w ere not re-
cognised. The hon. gentleman did re-
cognise the interests of that class of
creditors in the Bill of 1878. I refer to
the policy-holders. I believed that these
persons, when the company whose policies
they held had become insolvent, should
be entitled to re-insure wvithout the con-
sent of thé company from whom they
held their policy. It seems to me, how-
ever, that, if the principle be conceded at
all that the policy-holders in an insolvent
Insurance Company are entitled, under
certain circumstances, to re-insure with-
out the consent of the company whose
policy they hold, they should be en-
titled to claim for premiums from the
time such re-insurance is effected. If the
Bill comes back from the Committee with
the clause in question as it is at present, I
shall propose on the third reading the
striking out of that clause, and the sub-
stitution of a suitable amendnent.

MIR. BLAKE : Cf course, I do not
object to the second reading of the Bill,
because I have already said that it is
essential to provide for the liquidation of
this class of corporations. I wishto say,
however, that I should bave preferred
the Government to have adopted the
course adopted by the late Govern-
ment with reference to the existing Act.
I framed that law, but, after its introduc-
tion, it was adopted by and prosecuted
under the 'responsibilty of the Govern-
ment of the day. in that measure, in
regard to special particulars whieh the
condition of insolvent insurance com-
panies require, particular and special
treatment was of course involved, but to
all other particulars the General Insolvent
Law was applied. As I understand the
hon. gentleman who has introduced this
Bill, he deals with the whole question,
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not merely with the exceptional circum-
stances to which I have referred, and
which were grappled with for the first
time by the present Act, but also with
the other points which had been settled by
the Insolvent Law. It seems to me that
a measure involving so momentous ani
important interests should be taken under
the charge of the Government.

MR. GUTHRIE: I notice that the hon.
member for Richmond and Wolfe (Mr.
Ives) has introduced another Bill, making
provision for the winding-up of insolvent
incorporated banks and other companies,
and I think it worthy of consideration
whether, instead of baving two separate
measures-one for insuranoe companies
and one for incorporated banks and other
co xipanies-one measure could not be
made to answer for the purposes ot
all. It is absolutely necessary, in the
public interest, that some such measures
as those before us should be passed. I
think, however, upon examination, that it
wil be found that a great many
provisions of the Insolvent Act will
have to be incorporated in these
Acts which the hon. gentleman has not
inserted. The machinery provided by
those two Bills is, I think, too meagre.
There are a great many contingencies that
will arise and which will have to be con-
sidered, for which no provision is made in
the Bill. This, perhaps, is a matter for
the Committee to deal with, but I would
strongly urge uponi the hon. the Minister
of Justice the propriety not only of adopt-
ing the suggestion of the hon. member for
West Durham with regard to this Bill, but
also with regard to the other Bill for the
winding-up of banks and other companies,
so that we may have one measure for all
classes of companies, and that measure in-
troduced, or at least carried, through the
House with the sanction and on the re-
sponsibility of the Government.

Mit. McDONALD (Pictou): The ob-
servations of my hon. friend are weli
worthy of consideration. It would be de-
sirable, however, to have the Bill proposed
by the hon. member for Richmond and
Wolfe submitted to the Committee on
Banking and Commen'rce, and, after ex-
amination and discussion there, it will
be time enough to determine the mode
in which the measure shall be sub-
sequently dealt with. That I believe is
the usual mode of procedure, when the

matter is of sufficient importance to be
dealt with in the way suggested by the
hon. member for West Durham (Mr
Blake).

MR. IVES: I think it will be found, if
not impossible, at least inconvenient to
incorporate the two Bills in one, for the
reason that the provisions with respect to
the insurance companies, particu larly
Sections 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are very
important and applicable to insurance
companies only. There would, it will be
found, be greater difficulty in framing one
measure than there would be iii obtaining
the necessary legislation ni two separate
Acts.

Bill read thle second time.

PUBLIC FUNCTIONARIES' SALARIES
REDUCTION bILL -[BILL 56.]

(Mr. Béchard.)

SECOND READING PROPOsED.

Order for second reading read.
Mi. BÉCHARD : In rising to move

the second reading of this Bill, I do not
lose sight of the difficulties which stand
in its way. -I can well understand that
the reductions contemplated by this Bill
constitute a subject very delicate to ap-
proach, for it conflicts with regulations
established in former years, and which
seem to be shielded by the sanction of
time. I also quite realise that it is not
altogether an agreable task for any mem-
ber of Parliament, nor an easy undertak-
ing for one not holding the position of a
member of the Cabinet, or of the leader of
a party, to attempt to have reduced by
Parliament, salaries and allowances which
Parliament bas fixed years ago, and which
are attached to positions that can be filled
only by men of high standing or men of
first rate talents, whose services it is
the best interests of the country to secure.
But, while I am quite prepared to acknow-
ledge the difficulties and serious obstacles
which this Bill has to contend against, I
entertain the hope that the House will be
willing to consider it with that sense of j us-
tice and fairness, and that patriotism which
ought never to fail to guide Parliament
in dealing with questions of great
gravity. What this Bill proposes is no
new thing, and •hon. members will
convince themselves that it contains
nothing new, if they will consult the past
record of the Canadian Parliament.
They will find that, in the Session of
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1859, the late Major Campbell, then re-
presenting the constituency of Rouville,
introduced a measure to reduce the in-
demnity of members of Parliament to
$3 per day, if I am not mistaken.
They will find that, in 1865, Mr. McCon-
key introduced a Bill also reducing the
indemnity of members, and thev will find
that Mr. Chamberlain, who represented
Missisquoi, in this House, introduced,
during the Session of 1868, a similar Bill,
to reduce that indemnity. Hon. mem-
bers will also find that, in the course of
that Session, the House, on the recom-
mendation of the Committee on Contint
gencies, which no longer exists, adopted a
resolution reducing by 12, per cent. the
salaries of a certain number of public
officials. Lastlv, they will find that dur-
ing that same Session, a Bill passed Par-
liament reducing the Governor-General's
salary to $32,000. I make these quota-
tions to show that this Bill contains no
innovation. What is proposed is simply
a return to salaries and allowances which
had been found sufficient before Confed-
eration, and were found as, such after
Confederation, until the year 1873. Now,
Sir, I wish it to be well understood by the
House, that that Bill is not intended,
and must not be interpreted, as being in
the least possible degree a censure of the
measure which passed Parliament in
1873, and by virtue of which certain in-
creases took place. That Bill was enacted
by the unaninous vote of the House, not
a dissenting voice being raised against it.
I was a member of the House then, Sir,
and as such I have my own share of re-
sponsibility with regard to that measure,
and since then I never did attempt, nor
do I mean to ever attempt at any future
time, to escape that responsibility. I
consider that there were then justifiable
reasons for Parliament to make those in-
creases. In 1873 we had reached a
period of very great prosperity, the price
of labour of every service, of every com-
modity of life, had attained an un-
usually high rate, the several classes et
our people were thriving, and lived con-
tented and happy, our public revenue was
continually increasing, and every finan-
cial year was crowned by a considerable
surplus. But, Sir, that brilliant period
has vanished away; the great prosperity
we then enjoyed has given way to dis-
astrous depression.

MR. BÉCHARD.

* S1m JOHN A. MACDONALD: It
bas come back again.

MR. BECHARD: We have been from
year to year expecting it in vain. For the
last few years, instead of seeing prosperity,
content and satisfaction amongst our
population, we have been witnessing a
disheartening distress, which is driving
them out of the country by thousands ;
our public revenue, instead of continuing
to increase, has been decreasing in con-
siderable proportions, and our large
surpluses have been rreplaced by large
deficits. This state of things is well known
to everybody, and no one will pretend
that, in describing it, I give too much
colouring to the picture. Now, Sir, I ask
vou if, under such circunstances, or
rather, after such a change in the circum-
stances of the country, I am not right in
saying that, while there were justifiable
reasons in 1873 for Parliament to make
certain increases, there are equally good
grounds to-day for Parliament to make
certain reductions. We have been told,
since the opening of this Session, that
efforts have already been made in some
directions, and that efforts are to be
made in other directions, with a view to
serve the purposes of economy. Well, let
me observe here that, should this Bill
become law, it would assist, in
a large measure, to obtain that
amount of economy which is intended to
be reached. This country is loaded with
a large Public Debt, the yearly interest on
which reaches the amount of $7,000,000,
which constitutes nearly one-third of
our revenue ; we have great public works
to perform, whose completion will in-
volve an enormous expenditure; and,
with such a prospect before us, I
think Parliament ought to be disposed to
curtail expenses in the administration of
the public affairs of this country, in every
branch of the Public Service, wherever
it can be done without inconvenience.
I do not pretend that this Bill is
perfect, or that it is a model Bill; some
of the reductions indicated in it may be
considered too large, others may be judged
too small, but, like every other measure
submitted to this House, this Bill is
susceptible of being revised and amended,
It is not brought forth in any hostile
spirit, nor with a view to annoy anyone;
but rather as a suggestion, or a friendly
invitation to the House, to consider the
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whole subject, in order to see whether
some appreciable good could not be
obtained from the several provisions of
this measure. After these few remarks,
I most respectfully submit this Bill to
the fair consideration of the House.

Siua JOHN A. MACDONALD : Does
my bon. friend inîtend the Bill to have a
retroactive effect ?

MR. LANDRY : I hope the House
will give me the indulgence I want
while I make a few rem-arks on this very
interesting, but at the saine time, very
delicate question. I know I would do
more justice to the subject if I were to
speak in French, but I will follow the ex-
ample of ny hon. friend from Iberville
(Mr. Béchard) and speak in English. A
few days ago, when the Bill caine in
to put down the Supreme Court, the
hon. member for Iberville sprang up,
spoke in favour of tbe Supreme Court,
denounced the Bill demanding its abolish-
ment as a radical measure, and for that
reason said that he would put his vote
against it. Well, if the hon. member
knows anything about logid he will, no
doubt, be the first to enter his vote
against such a measure as the one that is
now before the House, for there never
was such a radical measure brought before
Parliament. It is true, as the hon. gen-
tleman says, that it may be revised, and I
hope it will be revised, for I intend,
when this Bil is referred to a Coin-
mittee of the Whole, to bring forth some
amendments which will please the bon.
members of this House, and which will
most especially meet with the views of
the hon. member for Iberville. My
hon. friend went back into the past ; lie
went back to 1859, 186i, 1868, and told
us all that was done in those years in
relation to the subject we are now dis-
cussing. But I believe that bis state-
ments were not all correct, and to point
out but one error, let me remind you
that the hon. member said that in 1868 a
Bill, on a similar subject, was brought
before this Parliament and carried.
Well, I have serious objections to accept
such a statement, and I have very good
reasons to think and to affirm, that the
Bill alluded to by my hon. friend was
never pased by this Parliament.

MR. BÉCHARD: It was not passed.
Mn. LANDRY: Oh; it was not car-

ried. I am happy to hear the bon. gen-

tleman correct himself, and say it was not
carried; but if it was not carried, I do
not see why the hon. gentleman should
bring it, and rely on such a measure to
authorise the present introduction of his
own Bill. It is true that, having a little
idea of the false step be is now making,
my hon. friend has managed to secure the
indulgence of this House in saying that
his measure was only the result of indi-
vidual initiative, and that, lie being neither
a Cabinet Minister nor a leader of Parlia-
ment, his measure could not assume that
importance lie could desire for it. Well,
I may add to tlat consideration that
such a Bill in the hands of my lion. friend
will never gain any importance, nor will
lie deserve by its introduction in Parlia-
nient to ever be a Cabinet Minister or anv
leader of Parliament, and the future will
certainly give approbation to this present
assertion of mine. The bon. member for
Iberville, in order to answer in advance
an objection which lis own doings in
the past raise up to his mind and to bis
present measure, says that in 1873, when
the salaries of the different nieinbers
of this House and those of the Senators
were increased, the country was pros-
perous, but that since those days the
country went into ruin, and deficits have
replaced large surpluses. If the bon. gen-
tienian is so sincere in bringing forward
this Bill, and if the motives of his conduct
could only be found in that patriotic idea
and good will to help bis country in that
way, when commenced the period of ruin
and deficits ? I am astonished, and
more than one would be, that the
hon. member did not feel before this
day those patriotie starts wbich bring
bis Bill before Parliament only in 1880.
Why did he not start up in 1874,
in 1875, in 1876, in 1877, and in
1878, during the last Session of the late
Parliament? Why did not bis restless
soul then search that pure source of the
purest economy I It is true my hon.
friend was not then a leader of Parlia-
ment, nor a Cabinet Minister, but bis
friends were in power, and I think
he might have succeeded, being at
the time a man of so great an influ-
ence le would undoubtedly have succeeded,
in getting all bis friends and the members
of this House and all the Senators and
the Governor himself to reduce their
salaries. It bas been said, and I believe
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the assertion to be true, for the hon. gen-
tleman lias himself made some declaration
to that effect that the hon. member
for Iberville was not as sincere as we
may think. What have we seen ?
Last vear a similar Bill was introduced
by the same gentleman, but just in
time to cone too late. This year, the
Bill nakes its way at an earlier period,
but my hon. friend has added to it a new
clause, by which it is enacted that the
salary of the Governor-General will be
reduced to $35,000. Well, the hon.
member knows very well that the attempt,
tried in 1868, to reduce to that sum the
Governor-General's salary,met withacom-
plete failure, andthatthe RoyalAssent was
refused to such a Bill, and, notwithstand-
ing sucli a lesson-we had better say just
for that reason-here comes again a Bill
containing a similar clause, fatally conse-
crating its author to the same unsuccess,
a result which he knows and which he
desires. And, knowing those things, and
desiring such a failure in bis ridiculous
attempt, the lion. member springs up to
speak of bis patriotic views and feelings,
and of his patriotic measure. Well, if
that is patriotism, if that is the patriotism
of the lion. member of Iberville, the least
Le may say on that question the better.
The hon. member knows well that, if the
clause concerning the reduction of the
Governor-General's salary remains in bis
Bill, the Bill will be choked, and I have
no doubt that the hon. member has
alrèady asked some of bis friends to do
that work for him in the Senate. I
also believe that, notwithstanding that
result, the hon. gentleman will have the
audacity to go before his people of Iber-
ville and tell them that be tried all that
he could to force the adoption of his Bill,
but that the hon. Senators or the Gover-
nor-General himself, those enemies of the
people, have refused to adopt so patriotic
a measure ; but, while lie will be on that
subject, let the hon. gentleman tell bis
constituents that in 1873 lie was one of
the first iembers in this House to sign,
and get others to sign, a paper Ly which
the majority of the menbers at tLat time
urged the Government of the day to in-
crease their indemnity. My hon. friend
bas signed such a paper. Let him
deny tbis information if it is not true.
I know it lias been said by the lion. gen-
tlenan that, in 1873, he Lad nany

good reasons to justify him in raising bis
indemnity, and one of them was that the
country was then prosperous. But, now
that the National Policy lias given us
such good times, I do not see wLy the
hon. gentleman should try to impress on
our minds that we are worse than in
1873. I do not see why lie should try to
have the public to bejieve that we are
returning to those bad timues of 1874,
1875, 1876 and 1877, that we are going
back to those days of misery, of depres-
sion, of bankruptcy, of deficits. I do not
see, from all lie has uttered to-day, that
these evil days are coming back again.
At all events, and whatever may be our
appreciation of the present financial situ-
ation of the country, the hon. gentleman
may always have an opportunity to prove
the sincerity of bis patriotism ; if lie is
as patriotic as he pretends, if lie really
wants to do so much good to bis consti-
tuents, we will afford hin every chance of
doing so, and, if the Bill is entertained, as
I hope it will be, for I approve of the
principle of economy it contains, I will,
in convenient time, put as an amend-
ment that the hon. member for Iberville
be not allowed to take more than $600.
But, if the bon. member is in search of
easy popularity, let him not wait for
that legislation, but give every year
to bis constituents the $400 lie thinks lie
is unjustly taking, and, no doubt, by
acting so patriotic a rôle, lie will con-
pel bis constituents to elect him usque in
æternum, provided lie lives to that date,
or that the people of Iberville do not make
up their mind and choose a $1,000
worth member in the place of a
$600 one. I understand that we
must always try to do as much good to
our country as we possibly can, and by
every possible means. On the other
hand, I think that it is prudent not to
undertake too much at one time ; we
must not use too great an effort at first,
but progress by degrees. When the child
first begins to walk, lie takes bis steps
slowly at first, and, as lie tries more and
more, lie conies to walk easier and easier.
Well, we will act in a similar mode here,
and accept the lessons that nature gives us
every day, and, in so far as the measure"
of ny lion. friend is concerned, I think
that its first application should be limited
to the hon. member for Iberfille himself.
If the lion. gentleman does not complain
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of that new state of things, if le tinds it to reduce the general expen(iture. 1 am
sweet and nice. if le is able ta swallow not dîsposed to say the occupants of the
the pill without making too wry faces, Treasurv Benches shonld have their
well, we certainly -will, after a few Parlia- salaries redued I believe the tinie they
ments, do the saie thing ; but, if le mtakes t the of thei Couitry
anv complaint, if lie does not find the as large a salary as is paid ; but 1 think
measure pleasant for biim, if it pains him, we iglit verv fairly Cîî1aier, as îne-
or if it kills him, I do not see whiy wve j iS, whcthes it is nor oi duty, repre-
should find it pleasant for us. So long as senting as we (Io the iioile, maa1x1 of
le will prove thiat that measure will not w'lm e1 and ave fel the prcssure of
be benelicial to hia, we shall not find it tbe Lard tiaies lhe Last thîce Or four
beneicial to us. I will not miove anv yeais, ta coîcader is e o ot
amendmient to the principle cf the Bill. submnît to a reduetiai <mi e Sessial
for, as I have said, I approve of the inaeumasîtv. i nmn prenarci Io vote foi

principle of economy it involves, but 1 ih swecond reading of ilie BitI, for its
wilh, when the House resolves itself into priticipie, thugi ] titîimk saine jaits are
Coimmittee of the Whole, propose the olîyctionablu. ani in mY awn persan
amendrment of whicl I gave notice, and, ahi ready ta subînit ta the reduction of
with that nderstanding of what I intend tie Sessional iîdeinnit pîopoud tieren
to do, I believe that all the lion. mîeiîbers Mmm. LONGLEY It actis ta nie it
of thib House will give their assent to is scarcely daing justice ta the introducer
this splendid legislation, which is ta bring af this Bil ta impute ta biluworthy
relief to Canada, and convert all possible motives. I an williig ta assume his
deficits into surluses. motives are gaad, as I tlink tlamue are a

MVn. WHITE (North Renfrew) :I nusber aimembers mo will, iii te main,
confess I feel somewhat surprised tbat the agree wîti the prapasals af his Bill. I
hin. memiber for Iherville lias alla wedl ail think that nothiîig, perhaps, hi; ilmore
fsese years ta pass, since 1874, withaut needed at ts periay thais the introdue-
an), attemipt ta briag before Parliamient tian of whiat I wiIl caîl ecanoinical refarîn,

Tresuy ehe should i tii hae thei

this sneare. We al now that ls ud bi the e
although thiat lion. gentleman did not 1descend ta tihe foot ;that it shîould. b-1
oecupy the position of a Cabinet gMinister equitable i a its parts and relations.
or leader, lie passessed a vast amaut ai 1 thiik if tat were doie by the
inifluence, and lie vas a very praminent existing Adninistratian or Parliaree-t,
ieniber of the larty that occupied the that great credit would e accorded to

Treasury Benhes fromn 1874 uitii 1878. threa sy the people of this country. n
It seenas ta ie that, if le was sincere ln an fre toa cofess tis is tue mode sine-
the desire ta brin-g about the economiv tinses taken ta secure cheaip papularity;

n à bInemnt wIll am prepa e tvoe for

now proppsed, lte would have sus ritte b ta
tîis mnensure ta the Hanse Nvhien it ivas hat is the abject of the marer of this
known, ln 1877, that a large deficit îal theill. We bave been girg an, duig thee
oeMurredbetween the revenue and expendi- Last ten years, at a pretty rapid mate, in-
tare-. It may be the lion, gentleman creasiiig aur animal expenditure; and if
felt that the lan, igentlemen who thon we go on for te vears moe at the sanie
occupied the Tîeasury Boches were rate, it might l e pofitale for ahi of us t
-entitled ta a larger reinnieratian far their cismuire wmere we sgood l s Iad. Now, it
services than their successors, and tus nay n ot be possible at this stage t stay
deferred. the introduction af bis Bilh tae proress of public vorks. h ei aie,
until the presenit tinie. Whatever mav seemîngly, laidl under the nccessity of
have actuated hm or een has reason foi ging an-same thik ta destructias, am
delay, it seems to me tat this Bih ought sanie tink ta ultise trnhm ard suc-
ta reative the serions consideratian a t ioe eess. It is a little pralenatical what
hise. It oallht nt, in ny opinion, ta will sc the end. B ut it is withind he

be treated is" the ligit, cavalier man- compass of aur mneans ta reduce th e aîînual
ter ho the hon. gentleman (Mr. exsenditure ao the ountry, a d I an fres

Landry) who bas jpst spoken. an t avow thIh t in my judgment the atnua
innvinced that it is absolutely necessary expenditure of the rominior darin the
hat ever possible effort should be iadhe hast five or six years sould not have ex-
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ceeded $23,000,000, and that for the five
years to cone it should not exceed
$25,000,000, which it will, unless some
means of reduction are adopted. The
principle of economy should be applied
fromn thî e bieginuing to the end-to the
head of the Goverinment, to the Ministers
and the officials all down through, and to
botli branches of th4 Legislature, in a pro-
portionate ratio. I think the reduc-
tion proposed by the mover, as
a fair indemnitv to menbers, is
rather liberal and disproportionate.
I an not here to make political capital,
but just to speak my sentiments. Lu mv
judgment Z800 would le about a
fair sum., which I would be willing
to stand by and make it retrospec-
tive or retroactive. But it is pretty
evident that nothing but failure will
attend this movementof my worthy friend
froi Iberville (Mr. Béchard). He de-
serves credit for his boldcness, however.
This matter should be taken up by the
Administration, honestlv and sincerely,
and carried through Parliament. iNo
private member can hope to carry it
through. This is, all will admit, a mea-
sure of very great delicacy. It certainly
would be an exceedingly delicate matter
to propose reductions in certain quarters,
but they should be made, and the extra-
vagant expenditore in high places con-
trolled. If we were free to speak out
here, we could be very mucli more ex-
plicit, but it is not called for at present.
I do not wisli to be understood as cen-
suring tle Ministry of the day in the
remarks I have made, but, to a certain
extent, perhaps, I might censure it. It
was among its first duties to have taken
up this question. It seems to me
we are being almost legislated to death.
Look at the salaries of the Lieutenant-
G4overnors to begin with, six or seven get-
ting $9,000 apiece, eight in all. It is
but a trifle, it is true, in comparison with
certain other expenditures ; but, -when
vou consider the expenses connected -vitli
the various Local Governments, andthink
what a tremendous expense is incurred in
running this machine, it does seem to me
we should be impressed with the folly
that bas characterised our action for years
past, and about as much now as hereto-
fore. I have been induced to make these
statements now, but thev are views I have
entertained for a good while past. I

MR. LONGLEY.

should like to see this matter taken up in
a bold, yet calm and temperate way,
that we might elicit in some fair
measure the real sentiment of the House.
It is in vain for us to talk about
reducing expenditure here and there, and
the salaries of subordinates, who have
barely enougli to live on, while we refuse
to clip our own emoluments. We shall
not be credited with any sincerity unless
we show a willingness to apply the prun-
ing-knife to our own receipts. I believe
we should considerably reduce our annual
expenditure, and if we do not do so, we
shall be brought to grief in tie not verv
far future.

MR. BOULTBEE: I feel, like the lion.
gentleman vho has just sat down, that
this is a mnatter of the very greatest deli-
cacy, and that we must Le very careful
how we deal with it. I also azree with
him that it is highly inexpedient to applv
the pruning-hook too closely to ourselves.
I thinlik it would be a good thing to reduce
the salaries of .the Governor-General and
the Premier and all Lis colleagues, in fact.
as Artemus Ward says, " the pay of al
ones wife's relations." But as to the
amount of work that we do, and our value
to the community, I cannot agreewith that
hon. gentleman, particularly when Le says
we should be satisfied with $200 a vear.
He wants a reduction of $800, to leave us
only $200. I do not know where Le
boards, but if le lived where I do, lie
would have to leave his clothes. I think
that would be applying the pruning-hook
a little too closely. Various ideas suggest
themselves to me on this occasion ; I have
thought that perhaps, with the relative
strength of parties in the House, we
should pass a measure making the indem-
nity to menbers of the Opposition $500,
although they might retaliate when in
power some future day; that also makes
this a delicate question. All those con-
siderations make its settlement a matter
of immeasurable difficulty. I shall simply
recommend for the present that the
matter be left alone, and that the Gov-
ernment, if inclined, try to make a saving
on their own salaries.

MR. LONGLEY: I simply rise to
make an explanation. I do not know
whether the hon. gentleman who has jüst
sat down was joking or not. Perhaps he
was indulging in that vein so charac-
teristic of him, and perhaps he misunder-
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stood me. I do not wish to be
stood. I said nothing about
the indennity of members to $
that Ithought $800 about fair.
not propose anything so absurd
duce it to so low a sum as $
went so far as that, I should
might do like soine sinilar bod
for nothing-then nienbers mi
their clothes or not, as they plea

MI. JONES: Some hon. g
are inclined to treat this matter a
I think they will find in
that it is not mucli of
I beleve that, in 1873, a simila
was nade with regard to a ge
duction of salaries. Sir John
doinald's Government, who m
move, was rather unfortunat
lad to walk out; the hon. me
Lanbton, who succeeded him,
tale up that question or go
matter. 1 think, with the hon
froam Renfrew (Mr. White), thal
should be read a second time, a
Committee for proper discussion
canvass through my county, ma
these were spoken of by the peop
gentleienhere mîay imagine that
working people of this country,
whon think that $300 or $400
good suni to live and support a
for a y ear do not think anythii
indemnity, of $1l,000 a vear. I
them those people do think a
of it, and think we are pretty w
In order that we may study
though I think the times are goi
better, I should favour action i
anee with the views of t
ple in my constituency, for a
reduction of the expenses of gov
I think we Can reduce in
stances the salaries of officials
the salaries of members of the
Commons, and the salaries of me
the Senate. I have received let
the Bill of the hon. member for
(Mr. Béchard) was placed b
House in regard to this matter, a
to support it because during the
paiga a reduction of the salaries
bers of the House of Commons a
Government was advocated. T
is marked private but I will re
is as follows :-

" I have received Mr. Béchard's Bi
is a Etrong feeling in this Riding that
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rmisunder- indemnity, and salaries generally, where it can
reducing be done, should be reduced. You advocated

In0 b~ it during your last cativass, and I hope you wil20, ou speak in its faour o the utoor of the fouse."
I would

as to re- Wlien we look at tie expenses of the
00. If I Government of the country, ut the

say we penses of the House of Commons and of
ies, serve the Senate, sonethin like five hundred
ght leave and odd thousand dollars per annum, and
sed. the expenses of the legisiation of the dif-
entlemen ferent Provinces, som ewhere about six
s a joke. hundred thousand dollars, somcthsing
the end should be doue to inake these ex-
a joke. penses less. How it should 1e donc

r motion 1 cannot tell. For ny part I an
neral re- willmg to take off, not $200, but to re-
A. Mac- duce it to S400 or $500. That is m1

ade that opinion ani, If tIe lon, gentlemen
e, having occupying the Treasury Beuches are too
niber for hard-worked, if they do niot think it con-
did not sistent wit the duty the s s ave to r-

irito the foi-n to reduce theii' exp)ense-, well and
* niesuber good. 1 think, hiowever, thev shouild Le
this Bi e s reduced. Y believe taat tee agitatiod

nd go to for legislative union ad Ieone vry
In the strong, and 1 think the soooer we cone

tters like to it the better, for the sake of eco thenV.
de. Hon. I hope the G overn uent will allow this
the bard- Bill to go to a second rcading, and before
n pany of a Coomittee, and that they oif not treat

is a very it as ajoke. It is no joke at ail ; and for
fam-ly on my part I risc ere serosly to adoate
g of our the Bipewits such alterations and aend-
ean tefl ment as inay be thoght adisable.

good deal Miir. ARKELL : I do not rise with
ell paid. the intention of opposing trse Bill, but as
economsy, only haf the oenîbers are at present ex
ng to be theilouse, taeink it inad0isable to dis-
n accord- cuss it now. I quite agee ith ihat
he peo- the lion. ;ember ad as sd who asjust

general sat dow . I think ve are legislated to
ernmoent. death, and I would like to sec ail the
inany in- Local Legisiatures of this country wiped.
is weIl as out. So raany bodies with legislating

nuse of powers add vastly to the expenses of
~mbers of Governmnent. The reductions, however,
ters since proposed by tie hon. member for Iber-
Iberville ville (Mr. .Béchard), arc only drops ini the
,fore the bucket. It sees to me he is commenc-
ssking me ing at the wrong end. I inove the ad.
last cam- ournment of the second readin of this
of Mem- Bill, so as to have a better attendance of
.nd of the the bouse when this matter may be fully
tte letter discussed.
ld it. It MR. SNOWBALL: This has been o

the Paper before the bouse for some time.
g. There The members knew it would be up this

membera evening; it ie their fault, kot that of the
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mover of this resolution, if they are not in varions branches of the Public Service. I
their places. I fully endorse the principles believewe sbould commenceattheliead
of the Bill. I think that the expenses of the Government, and frem that down-
of legislation are entirely beyond ail wards to ail the varius Departments. 1
bounds; they have been increased fron held in my hand a staterent of tue ex-
vear to vear, and I do not see that the penses i1 coli( etion witl the

hI. meiénber for Iberville sh euld be General's estalishent silice Coeicera-
believel weul shudcmec tteha

1vii ol justifv aciditional taxation -;General, but tiiose of the Miitiof
but that prosperity'did not returo, and it the Civil Servants, and fso thse tf tho
is biigî tiiie to Clo something two reduce Senators and mei ris ePartet s. CI

our expenditire. XXlien the p)eolple of he redinced in proportion. There aie
h tlook at the expenses cf legs- manv oficers nd iany men io te -ii

lation, and find, as bas been stated by ain ServiceNvho faithfulkypcrfornm tlwirdliiies,
hon. member, that tese expenses now ap- but tere are ay others who, if clled
proacli a million cf dollars-lie may have upon te perforrn otaide work, -woffi riot
stated tfe sum rather fully, but I find it eara a titlie cf their presert Incorne. I
about three-quarters cf a million-tîey arn in favouir of the priniciple cf tue Fi11

ma well be anrmd. Wen the hon. introduced by the hon. meinher for user-
tkentlemen opposite came trto power, a ville, altlough soîne cf its provisions may
year age, instead cf ecnotnising, as they be improved, and I hope it vill go te a
should have donc, I fimd, in lookng over second reading and te Ccernittee. 1
the returns put before us, that, or 206 think we shoud adopt the otion made

iembors siting in this Cha ber, tiiere for adjourning the debate. T-day's
were 207 lerks and messengers. Is this trains carried awa a large nubyber cf

.country te pay fer 207 attendants te mnembers, and I believe they should lii
attend upon 206 members? It is ne bere t record their votes and nt inake

wnder the country complains. It is a us responsible. I looks very much like
mystery te the niembers on fis side cf siirking the vote, and if would be bettes
the lhuse wat these 207 attendants and when it coes up tat they siul( ail be
clerks find te de. Some lon. gentlemen present, se that every man, frohon.tic

c l oposite are said te have two or three leader downward, shah have ai oppor-
s cretaries or clerks each. The sevent tunit cf eordin his vote upon it.

n hbers on this fide cf the louse, I vere MR. BERGIN If is quite evident
th re te say, have eot had re e services t at fli lion. gentleman who as just

o te cf these a)rsons, and fhink the speken, is afraid that, even in tlis thin
reaining 97 were rather te ndany for liuse, a vote may be recerded in faveur
fti ther side. t is quite rigt tiat we cf this Bi. I do net think he need feel

oshuld athempt te reduce expenses in the any alaîm ; the Bil will net be carried.
way t tis rebolufion suggests, and until I was ne cf those wh signed the round-

Ye applv fle reduction in this robin which forced the then leader cf ftsc
Chabes, the people wil nef be safisfiad Giverndent te increase fli salaries cf

that we are in earnest. 1, fer one, Sir, Ministers, aeved nt indennitv cf members
fhink if is about tinie that Canada fund cf this liuse; and, if my meory serves

206 legisat vers wllin te s.ervc their me riglt, -

Zitn of ths perons and. Ii thin the i

counlry wihou a recey censideratiu, troduces tbis Bill is the gentleman who
and if this eas acuioplished, we would îlaced fhat paper before me.
be freed frcm miany of flic evils cf wbich MR.- BECHARID): I mlusf say fiat flic

we ow co plain. hon. gentleman is toally mistake; I was
MRi. hIOBERTSON (Sheliurne) : This neft one cf tiiose who circulafcd fhiat paper

as beer disussed mengsf the eleplors at ail.
f any cnsifuency, and wher. the present Mi. BERGIN: May I ask fliion.

Gverniient ca e into power last year gentleman did he sig i
e were prepared, seeing ti enser us M. BÉCHARD: I did assent te if.

deficits wathad accumulaed, te End seme I admifted, in my epening remarks, tha
neasures cf ecnmny infroduced ino the I had my share cf respnsibiiy with

M. SNOWBALL.

Sala-ries Reduction Bill.(COMMONS.]
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regird to the measure referred'to. I well are qufficientlv paid. 1 said so ii 1873,
recollect that a couple of gentlemen asked and I say so now. W( know that many
members to give their assent, beforehand, lon. gentlemen who core to this fouse
to that measure. By whom had they been do so at great personal sacrifice and at a
sent ? I do not know. But I assented great financial loss. Many of thein, :n-
to the proposition, as did every other factdestroy their private interests, and
menber of the House, with very few ex- thoe who have had large professional
ceptions.emoltnets before entering u Oliti-

Mn. BERGIN : I see no reason, hav- cal life. in a few years lose them ertirely.
ing signed that document, and believing Is not triat a sufficient sacrifice to call
then that the indemnitv was necessary upon them to make without requiring of
and proper, why 1 should change the them to defray, ont oftheir private pirse,
opinion fornied on that occasion. I1 d the expense they nust of necessity be at
not believe the indemnity is too large, nor during the tine occuoied here ii the ser-
do I beiieve my constituents will think vice of the counry.
I an too well paid. The constituents of MR. MACDONELL 'North Lanark)
other gentlemen may think so, but I feel 1 thoroughly agree with sone of the
that the imajority of the constituencies do reinarks of the last speaker, though not
desire that the members who repre- with all. As my election expenses were
sent them in this House shall be properly comparatively trifling, probably I may be
indemnified; tbey have a proper regard prejudiced in reference to the indemnities
for themselves, and for the gentlemen thut members of Parliment should
whoni they send here, and they do not receive. I desire to state that the question
desire that we should lose our time of indemnity was Dot discussed on the
entirely, or that the money we expiend in hustings in the late election in North
their service should not be reimbursed. Lanark, and the action 1 propose taking
I do not sympathise at all with these in this matter is not intended for dec-
buitnmbe Bills, or buncombe motions, tioneering effect. I must, however, say
or buncombe speeches, nor do I think it that the feeling ia that part of the country
will add to the reputation of those mem- is opposed to the large indemnity paid to
bers to go before their constituents with members of Parliament. There is no
clal)-trap economy of this kind. If they loubt that the members representing the
are really sincere, there are proper modes Ottawa district are not put to the large
and times in which to attack the expendi- expenses that hon. menibers fron distant
ture, which is certainly inereasing, per- parts are. Still, I think the feeling of
hiaps in a greater ratio than is necessary. the whole of Ontario is dîat the idem-
But this is not the way to attack the ex- nity of members is too large. For

penditure of the country. The hon. mv own part, I would be satistied if the
member for Iberville for five years indemnity were reduced to actual disburse-
supported hon. gentlemen opposite, ments, inasinuch as I believe that we
while adding million upon million to should cone here for the honour of the
the Public Debt, and he strains at a position. i think the tiine viii corne
gnat though he swallowed a camel. when the people of tlis country will
Perhaps, Sir, it would be well that the say the cost of Civil Goverinent
debate should be adjourned until there is is too great for this country, and no
a tull representation in the House, so that member shaîl be sent to dus fouse
the country may see that it is the almost at the large expense of $1,000 per
unanimous opinion of this House that the Session, but they shah receive a
indemnitv is not at all too large. I have simple equivalent for the expenses they
no sympathy with those ton. gentlemen are put to in the Capital. In the Pro-
who make an attack upon the expenditure vince of Ontario, the *members of the
necessitated by the maintenance of the Local Legisiature increased their indem-
Governor-General and his staff and his nity, and an outcry was raised front one
establishment. Neither have I any sym- end of the Province to the other against
pathy with the attack that is made upon that increase. So strong was the feeling,
the salaries of members of the Cabinet. that the Government of Ontario had to
On the contrarv, 1 do not believe that the cone to the rescue, and reduce their ow
Premier and the members of gis Cabinet salaries as well as the indernities of the
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members. I do not think that this
should be regarded as a political ques-
tion, one way or the other, and I consider
it most unfair that my hon. friend from
Iberville (Mr. Béchard) should be charged
with introducing this question with
ulterior political motives. Every hon.
member in the House should be prepared
to express his honest views on the'subject,
apart from political considerations.
When the Bill cornes up for a second
reading, and I hope it will corne up for a
second reading, I shall be prepared,
probably, to propose that members
residing near the citv of OCtawa should
receive a sraller indeniity than
members fron a distance. Thie fact of
there being a thin House to-nigiht I do
not think we should take into considera-
tion one way or the other. The hon.
nembers who have left should have
been here, and we cannot bc held
responsible f'or their neglect of duty.
I am of opinion that the a"ijournient
of the debate should not take place.

MR. WRIGHT : This is really a very
grave inatter, and ny own view would
be that, in the interest of the great body
of the iembers of this House, it would
be very desirable to have no indemnity at
al. But, unfortunately, sone of the
most able members of this House are
not able to give up their whole time to the
servlce of their country, assorne few might
be able to do, and I think it would be a
very serious loss to thie country and to
this House if they were not enabled to
take their part in the debates of this
House. With regard to the salaries of
the Ministers, my own impression bas
been, knowing precisely the labours these
hon. gentlemen have to encounter, that
the suns they receive are entirely too
small, and I should prefer that they were
increaset. I am exceedingly proud of
our public men. They have all had op-
portunities of getting rich, and it is well
understood that they. are mostly poor. I
think the time bas cone when lhon. gentle-
men should ceasè to talk buncombe, and
look the matter gravely in the face. With-
reference to the expense incurred in re-
gard to Government House and its sur-
roundings, I think the less we say, per
haps, the better. For my own part, I have
the greatest respect for the distinguished
occupants of those buildings. In Russia,
we are told that, when wolves are on the

MR. MACDONELL.

track of travellers, the latter throw out a
portion of their freight for the purpose of
appeasing for a time their ravenous pur-
suers. 1t seems that the economists are
now upon our track, and I am willing to
make a sacrifice to them. I am willing
to sacrifice our Senators, who should be
above trivial considerations of a financial
character, and be willing to fall back upon
the dignified position which they undoubt-
edly occupy. I can assure bon. gentie-
men that representing a constituency ad-
jacent to the Capital is not as profitablde
as somte of them seem to think. I do not
think the indemnity is too large, nor do
I think that the salaries of the Ministers
of the Crown, or the bigh oflicials of tie
Dominion, are too large. If ve are to
have good officers ve must pay thei.

MR. THOMPSON (Cariboo): I f ully
agree with the hon. nember for the couity
of Ottawa in the remuarks lie lias made.
I do not censider that the Ministers, who
have to perforn arduous duties, are over-
paid. I do not think that the Governor-
General or the Lieutenant-Governors of
the Provinces are overpaid, provided they
fulfii the duties they are expecte-J to per-
form. I look upon this motion as mere
political clap-trap, brought forward for
the purpose of enabling lion. gentlemen to
go before their constituents and say : I
advocated economy; I was willing to sacri-
fice my indennity. I will suggeàt a
practical test to these gentlemen. Let
them go before tleir constituents next
year and say: I consider I have re-
ceived $200 too iucli ; I consider
I have received $300 too mucli ; or
consider I have received $1,000 too mur-;
and let them subscribe those sums to sone
charitable institutions in their respective
counties. In this way they would show
more sincerity than by saying: I w-as
overpaid, but I put the nonîey in iny
pocket. If they carry out this suggestion,
they will have a substantial argument to
submit to their constituents at the next
election and I woulcd suggest that the
mnost appropriate institution to which they
shîould make their donations, being one in
whose benefits they might thermselves
participate, would be an asylum for
idiots.

MR. BÉCHARD: Mr. Speaker, before-
the motion for adjourning the debate is
carried, I desire to say a few words in re-
ference to what has been uttered by son

Salaries Reduction Bill.(COMMONB.]
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hon. members. I did not anticipate that
the moving of this Bill would provoke the
spiteful remuarks which have fallen froi
the hon. members for Montmagny (Mr.
Landry), Cornwall (Mr. Bergin), and
Cariboo (Mr. Thompson). However, I
have moved this Bil, I am responsible for
it, and I ai ready to abide by its conse-
quences. I have already said that I con-
sidered it a grave matter and that, in
view of the present circumstances of the
country, I thought I was perfectly justi.-
fied in bringing it forward. The lion.
niember for Montmagny said that I
ouglit to know that the provision of the
Bill which refers to the Governor-
Generafs salary would prevent it
from receiving His Excelleney's sanction.
Sir, the hon. member knows very well
threre is nothing easier than to have that
clause renoved from a Bill when it is
disagreeable to the House ; this occurs
at every Session, and if this Bill be
allowed to go to Conimittee of the
Whole, let the hon. rimber move to
strike off that clause. and I will not insist
uipon keeping it. I placed it in the Bill as
the expression of my humble opinion that.
in the present distressed condition of the
country, every man holding a position in
the service of Canada should be prepared
to make a sacrifice for his country. The
bon. member for Montmagny said that I
was one of those who formerly went
round and asked nembers to consent to
an increase of the indemnity. Such is
not the case. I was asked by an lion.
member at the time if I would give my
assent to the scheme, and I dic assent to
it like the rest of the House. But, Sir,
my participation in the enactment of a
law for vhich the lion. meniber bas no
responsibility, but of which he is happy
to reap the benefit, and which he is de-
fending, is a very weak argument against
this Bill, and no reason why it should
not receive the fair consideration of this
House. The hon. member referred to
the amendments of which hie lias given
notice. Those amendments do not
frighten me, and, if the House should see
fit to pass them, inasmuch as they would
effect me personally, I would be the
last man to complain of them.
Some hon. members, instead of directly
facing this Bill, have preferred to attri-
bute to me unworthy motives,
.and to impugn my sincerity. I have but

one answer to iake to those hon. gentle-
men : let them inflict upon nie the chas-
tisement which they think I deserve, by
voting for this Bill. Now, Sir, it has
been insinuated that I might only be
seeking cheap popularity ; but those vho
know how I stand in my constituency
cari say that this insinuation is without
foundation. My najority at the last
election was 230, out of a total of about
1,600 votes, beside the fact that I beat a
man who is considered one of the
leaders of the Conservative partv in tie
Province of Quebec. Surely, after hav-
ing woin such a victory, a aine stands

above the imputation of seeking poi-
larity. I have brought this miatter for-
ward simply fron a sense of duty to imy
constituents and to my country.

MR. LANDRY :I have but a word to
sav in answer to the hon. mnember for
Iberville (Mr. Béchard), and with respect
to the aniendment I intend to introduce
to the Bill. There is in English a well-
known proverb to theeffeet that it takes
nine tailors to make a man. We have
had an illustration of that prowrb to-
night, but so that this illustration may
iever be forgotten, but always reniain li

the minds of this generation, and of the
future one, I propose to extend the effect
of niy amendment to those gentlemen
who, for the sake of easy popularity,
have, like the bon. menimber for Ibervilli,
spoken in favour of a Bill whicli they
pray God and their friends not to allow to
become law. Six niembers only have
taken that ground. I hope that, before
the House resolves itself intoConunîittee of
the Whole, I will find out three other
members, so that I may easily find my
nine tailors--I beg pardon, niv nime
members -nothing but one. Parties who
desire to join are consequently inivited to
give me their names. We all know why
the hon. member for Ibervlle introduces
this Bill. ln his constituency, it is said,
ie met, one day during the last electoral
struggle, a political oponent, who com-
pelledhin to promise tat, if lie ever got
back to this House, lie would introduce
this matter.

MR. BÉCHARD : That is not true.
Ma. LANDRY : Well, if it is not

true, why did the hon. gentleman tell me
so? Why did he give such an infor-
mation to all his friends in this House,
last year, when he first introdueed this

Public Funcwtiona ries'
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Bill? Let the hon. member repeat that
imy statenient is not true, and I will im-
mediately satisfy him with such proofs
that will establish who is attempting to
deceive this House. As I an very serious
in the amendient I intend to propose,
I think with mîy hon. friend for East
Elgin (Mi. Arkell) that this question
should be allowed to be discussed another
day at a full meeting of this House. For
that reason I shall vote for the adjourn-
Ment of the debate, but, before resuming
my seat, I have to make this declaration,
that I do not in any way object to the
priniciple of the Bill. It is a sound
prin'ciple; economy must be practise: by
all reasonable means. I agree to that
principle ; shall vote for the second reading
of the Bill, and in Committee of the
WIole will press the adoption of my
amendments, to which I hope this House
will give a fair trial.

Motion aqred to, and Debate adjourned.

CHATEAUGUAY- VACANT SEAT.
WRIT ORDERED.

Ordered, That Mr. Speaker do issue his
Warrant to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery,
to imake out a new w-rit for the election of a
member, to serve in this present Parliament,
for the Electoral District of Chateauguay, in
the room of the late Hon. Luther Hamilton
holton, removed by death.-(Mr. Mlfackenzie.)

MOTION FOR RETURN.

The following Motion for Return was
agreed to

Order of the House-Return containing a
copy of the tenders for carrying the mails be-
tweeg Victoria and San Francisco, fron and
after Jly next, the neame of the party to whom
the contract bas heen awarded ; and also, a
copy of any petition or correspondence respect-
ing the extension of the said service to New
Westminster ; and that the saine be laid before
this House after the contract for the service
shall have been signed.-(Mr. DeCosmos.)

Huse adjourned at
Twenty minutes after

Ten o'clock.

HOISE OF COMMONS.

Tuesday, JOth Marct, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
e'clock.
PRAYERS.

WAYS AND MEA1NS-THE TARIFF.
ADJOURNED DEBATE.

Ilouse resumed the adjourned Debate on the

MR. LANDRY.

proposed-motion (Sir Sanuel L. Tilley) : That
the Resolutions adopted in Committee of Ways
and Means (March 9th) be read the second
time.

MR. SNOWBALL: In resuming the
debate on this question, it seems to me
very unfortunate that after a year's ex-
perience of this Tariff so many hon. gen-
tlenen on this side of the House feel coin-
pelled to come forward and reiterate, in
the strongest manner, the convictions they
expressed last year in relation to this
subject. I have been struck, during the
course of this debate, by the earnestness
which lias been displayed by so nany hon.
gentlemen on this side of the House. I
have also thought that hon. menbers on
the other side of the House have not in
all cases tried to meet the arguments which
have been brought forward on this
side as fully as night have been ex-
pected of them. The speech cf the
hon. menber for Cardwell (Mr.
White) was delivered with the usual force
of that hon. gentleman, yet, whatever
failings there were in that speech, it pre-
sented the advantage of closely following
the lines laid down by the hon. leaders
of the Government in reference to this
subject. The hon. gentleman in openinc
his remarks, told us that the first Budget
of the late Finance Minister imposed a
tax on this country of $26,000,000.
Now, I have sought in the public records
to find on what the hon. gentleman based
his information, and, so far, 1 have not
been able to find any ground for such a
statement. I do find that in 1874, the
late Finance Minister brought down an
estimated expenditure for 1874-5 of
$23,713,000. Tn the face of that, where
did the hon. gentleman get bis informa-
tion in reference to the $26,168,000 lie
spoke about? When asked where he got
it, lie showed us a book, stating that that
was where his statement could be proved.
But that book [did not contain the
Estimates, but only the Supply Bill. The
hon. gentleman told us hie had studied this
question, not only while he had been a
member of this House, but during the
many years he was in the Press Gallery,
and that, therefore, he knew fully what
lie was talking about. Is it possible the
hon. gentleman made that statement with
the clear intention of deceiving the coun-
try ? Or did lie nake it not knowing
that he was quoting from the Supplies,,

[COMMONS.] The TariÊ.
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that had no direct connection with the
Est inates, and that these supplies con-
tained an item of S13,107,000 whicli
beionged to capital account ? Wliether
it was an error or not, the statement will
lot raise the hon. gentleman's character
as a financial authority. I find the hon.
gentleman's speech is published iii the
Montreal Gazette,but in tha t paper heis not
reported so fully as lie should have been,
for his statementin reference to that point
is entirely omîitted but I find that in the
first portion of this speech lie is reported
as saying that the bon. member for Centre
Huron, in the first Budget Speech that lie
delivered in this House, imposed upwards
of 83,000,000 additiornal taxes upon the
people. This is the first part of the argu-
nient which lie adduced to prove the
position he had taken in referenîce to tis
$G,.000,000, the amlount lie stated was
asked for iii the first Budget Speech of the
lion. rmember for Centre Huron. He as-
serts that that lion. gentleman added
$.3,000,000 additional taxation to the bur-
dens of the people of this couritry. I sup-
pose lion. gentlemen opposite are quite
willing to accept the Estimates for18734
of 823,828,000 as theirs; and the actual
expenditure for that year of $23,316,000,
showing an expenditure of $507,000 less
than the Estimates, as the fair basis on
which to estiate their last expenditure
previous to going out of office. I find the
hon. member for Cardwell,after labouring
very nearly an hour to prove that the
Liberals, when coming into power, had in
their first vear, tlat is, in 1874-5, imposed
$3,000,000 additional taxes on the
country, now abandons that statement
entirely, and later on in his remaïks states
the anount of excessive expenditure in
the year 1874-5 reached lthe sum of
$1,417,000 in excess of the greatest ex-
penditure of the previous Administration.
By what rule of argument did the hon.
gentleman so sudddeuly dropfrom the first
position he took, and now adopt a sum oi
less than half of the amount that he
argued so long to sustain ? This state-
ment, however, is equally at variance with
the truth. As far as I can find out by
the Public Accounts, the expenditure
for 1874-5 was $23,713,000, and for this
I defy contradiction, whereas, for
the previous year for which the
previous Administration was respon-
sible, the expenditure was $23,316,000,

making a~difference only of $397,000, and
an over-statement on the part of the lion.
gentleman of $1,020,000 fromî his reduced
figures. On what grounds can the lion.
gentleman justify sichi gross misstate,
ments. Now the hon. gentleman goes
througli the whole five years of the ïMac-
kenzie Administration, giving figures for
each year's excessive expenditure, vhich
are equally at variance with the truth: but
let us follow hini, and analyse bis state-
ments. The expenditure in 1875-6 was
$24,488,000. Deduct now their expendi-
ture of 1873-4, which, as before stated, was
823,316,000, and we have a balance of
$1,172,000 which the late Administration
expended more than the previous one did
in 1873-4. But the hon. gentleman is
not willing to puit the sun at $1,172,000.
He puts it at 82,152,000. Il 1876-7, the
expenditure was $23,519,000 ; take fron
this amount again the higlest expendi-
turc autlhorised by the previous Adminis-.
tration, namely, $23,316,000, and this is
wlat the hon. gentleman asked, and you
have a balance of only $203,000, whereas
the lion. gentleman stated the balance wis
$1,223,000. The next year, 1876-7, the
hon. gentleman stated the extra expendi
ture was $1,203,000, whereas if was only
$186,000, and for the year 1878-9 lie put
the excessive expenditure at $2,155,000
it was oily $1,139,000, and for this ex
cessive expenditure the Mackenzie Gov-
ernmen were not wlolly responsible, as
lion. gentlemen opposite came into power
this year, and over-expended the Estimate
by $786,308. I would, however, be
willing to give thein the benefit of all tis,
if they wish it,as I will show that the Mac-
kenzie GQvernment actually reduced the
expenditure during tleir Administration.
To sum the whole matter up, the hon.
gentleman says there was an excessive
expenditure during those years of
$8,152,000, whereas, according to the
Public Accounts, published by themselves,
the excessive expenditure during tlese
five years is only $3,097,000. There is
an alarming difference in these figures,
and some person should beable to account
for them. But I can go still further, and
siow that in those years not only does
the extra expenditure not exceed
$3,097,000, but that the late Administra-
tion paid more 'interest on the money
borrowed by the Government to carry on
the public works of the country than did
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the former Administration, t
tent :-

In 1874-5-extra interest ......
1875.6 ......
1876-7 ......
1877-8 ......
1878-9 ...... 1

85
And extra amounts paid to Sink-

ing Funds :-
In 1874-5 .................... .3

1875-6 ..................
1876-7 ....................
1877-8 ....................
1878-9 ....................

[COMMONS.]

this ex-

S66,353 88
676,465 76

,072,790 94
,324,447 24
,470,297 83

,410,355 65

41.853 32
309,033 32
314,453 59
431,826 02
523,299 76

$7,030,821 66
Credit amounts expended in each

year iii excess of expeuditure
of 1873--74, namely :-

In 1874-5 ....... $ 396,754 29
1875-6........ 1,172,055 36
1876-7........ .202,985 02
1877-8........ 186,841 50
1878-9........ 1,139,064 81

83,097,700 98

$3,933,120 68

These figures show that they lad to pay,
as interest, $5,410,000 more in these
years than their predecessors did. This
inoney did not go inîto the ordinary
expenditure of the country, and therefore
they should receive credit for it. They
also paid $1,620,000 into the Sinking
Fund more than their predecessors,
taking the years 1873-4 as a criterion,
clearly showing that the Mackenzie
Administration not only were able to
check the enormous expenditure of their
predecessors, but that they saved to the
country $3,933,000 during these years
instead of having, as the hon. iember for
Cardwell stated, expended over $8,000,000
additional. We all know it is very easy
for Ministers, as it is for individuals,
to increase their expenditure from year
to year, but to check it is a more serious
matter, and one which only can be accom-
plished with courage and ability. The
late Finance Minister vas able
to reduce the expenditure of this country
during the time he was in office, and I
think that in the face of his having to
pay this large amount of interest on the
capital borrowed to conduct our public
works, and of his having paid these large
sums into the Sinking Fund, that his
succeeding in doing so is a marvel. I
find that the next subject, that the hon.

MR. SNOWBALL.

The Tarnf

gentleman dwelt upon was the price o f
refined sugar. I did not intend to deal
,with tbis subject as it bas already been
largely dealt with by other speakers.
There are, however, one or two statements
which really require just a passingremark.
lie told us that he found that the average
price of sugar in 1876 was M950
in 1877, $10.66 ; in 1878, 89.34, and in
1879, $9.00 ; and he adds that the effect

1 is that the people of Canada, instead of
having the price of their sugar increased,
had it le. per pound cheaper than they
would if the Tariff had not come into
operation. That is a most extraordinary
statement to make, that after an increase
of 25 per cent. in the shape of duty, the
people bought it for le. less per pound.
If that argument holds good, they liad
better put on another 25 per cent. and sue
if it will reduce the price still more.
Then lie went on to tell us that the pric-e
las gone up this vear in sympathy with
the increased cost of raw sugar. Now,
if that is the reason, and it undoubtedlv
is so in part, why did lie not go on and
tell us that the price went down last vear
in sympathy with the price of raw
material, and if it had not been for the
extra duty it would have been selling at
$8.00 instead of 89.00. I saw in the
Toronto ilfail of 24ti Mareh, a criticism
of the speech of the hon. member
for Brant (Mr. Paterson). This is
good Conservative authority, and it
admits the present Tariff increased the
price of fine sugar 10 per cent. That paper
stated that we use, in round numbers,
120,000,0001b. of sugar annually. Tak-
ing last year's average prices, 9c., the
country pays $10,800,000 for sugar, and
10 per cent. extra duty on this is
$1,080,000, being the difference between
the old and present Tariff,and for this large
sui we are told we receive a benefit in
the shape of baving employment found
for 400 men at Montreal. Why, if we
divide this $1,080,000 into 400 shares, we
shall have $2,700 for each of these 400
men. Did these men get that amount ?
And is that the reason wby this large ad-
ditional burden has been put upon the
people ? Did the hon. the Finance
Minister consider these men in imposing
this burden on the country ?- I think be
had more consideration for the employers
of these men than for the men theniselves,
who received but a very small portion of
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that money. So fer from this sugar duty
having decreased the price of that com-
modity, what are the real facts ? This
hon. gentleman tells us the prices in 1878
and 1879 ; but he does not tell what the
price is in 1880. The price to-day,. ac-
cording to the Montreal Gazette, is l1c.
per pound for refined sugar, whereas best
refined sugar can bè put on board ship in
England at 6tc. per pound.

Sin SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Why
-do not they bring it here

Ma. SNOWBALL: The Ottawa
Citizen, of the 20th of this present month
says that twenty-five car loads of sugar
ex Polynesian from England,were shipped
over the Intercolonial Railway yesterday.
If siigar is thus comingfrom England and,
paying the duty, how can our sugar
be cheaper than that coming from abroad 3
On this 528,0001b. of sugar, the
revenue will benefic $17,000; but it shews
that the refliers are not satisfied with the
benefits given, but are straining the last
fraction from the consumers. . We are
told that this Tariff bears equally and

justly on all parts of the Dominion. If
that is so,- what mean the appeals from
the hon. the Finance Minister's .own
native 'Province for relief from its evil
-effects I What mean the appeals we
have heard from hon. members from
Prince Edward Island I These hon. gen-
tlemen, with one exception, supported
the Government through every division

,on this Tariff, and now, after a year's
trial, of a Tariff that they themselves
assisted to force on this country, what do
we find? Why, hon. members from that
Province taking a stand ,far beyond that
<>f hon. members from New Brunswick.
We find them coming before this Parlia-
ment asking for money compensation
for the damage done by the Tariff to
their Island. We, in. New Brunswick,
do not ask for monev considerations.
What we ask is tbhat we .should .be re-
lieved from this burden ¡ we do. not offer
to sell our rights for a mess of pottage.
But they go further, and they use words
which would be denouneed as treason if
.coming from our side of the Hlouse ; they
say if this money consideration is not
;granted they will not be, accountable for
Prince Edward Island taking means to
.secede from the Union. Doesth honethe
Finance Minister want auy strongerappeal
to show that his Tariff does not bear with

equal justice 1 Can he, in the face of
these appeals from bis own friends, say
that bis Tariff bears equally? The hon.
the Finance Minister told us last year,
and he tells us again this year, that this
Tariff is not intended and does not add
increased taxation on the people of this
country. But he has also told us that
additional taxation was found last year to
be indispensible, and he has told us fur-
ther, that this further taxation was
$2,000,o000. And still in the face of this,
he tells us that the goods bought by the
people do not cost a cent more than
before. Last Session I brought before the
House, in remarking on this Tariff, an
English invoice and entry under.the two
Tariffs, and showed that the present Tariff
largely increased the cost of the goods to
the consumers. I now produce another
invoice and Customs entry, which shows
tha fthe present Tariff has increased the
duty to be paid, on this invoice
to the extent of 43 per cent.
Now, this 43 per cent. on this small lot
of goods must be paid by the labouring
classes of the Province, and yet we are
told that the people do not pay additional
taxation. Speaking of our complaint
about-the duty on flour and corn meal, the
hon. the Finance Minister also told us
that the Province of Ontario paid more
duty on those articles during the last six
months than New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia did on flour and coal combined.
Of course we have not the same informa-
tion on those matters that the hon. gen-
tleman possesses. Certain returns are
placed on the Table ; but we bave not the
means to decipher them, as they are only
for the Dominion, the proportion of each
Province not being given. But, from the
Trade and Navigation Returns of last
year, I find that Ontario paid $854 duty
on flour, and that New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia paid $6,360 during the same
period. Those Provinces alsQ paid $4,851
duty on coal, ;making a total of $11,211.
I have no doubt that the result will be
proportionately the same this year. I
maintain that the hon. Minister, in deal-
ing with matterm contained in the statistics
brought down to the }Hiouse, should 'use
them in a manner which would assist us
in the pérformance of duties connected,
with the investigation of such topics, in-
stead of quoting them, in a. way which is
misleading and bewildering. We were
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also told that the Tariff discriminated
against the United States, and in favour
of England. Two statements were made
in this regard--one in reference to the
importations of iron and steel, and the
other with reference to the importations
of cottons. The hon. Minister told us
that manufactured iron and steel f rom the
Inited States paid a duty of 24 per cent.,

whereas the saine manufactures fron Eng-
and paid only 17 per cent. Does he
mean to tell us that, if the saine
goods we import fron our neighbours
were imported from England, the saine
duties would not be paid? Does he
mean to tell us that the saine Tariff does
not aipply to the saine class of goods, no
matter from what country imported ?
The fact is that we are in the habit of
buying iron from England in rods, bars
and plates, such iron as enters into the
manufactures of this country, and a duty
of from 10 to 17½ per cent. is imposed
thereon. We cannot buy that description
of iron in the United States. That
country is importing it at present for
their own use, and it is not at all likely
that we would import articles from the
United States which they import them-
selves. Our importations of manufac-
turcd iron and steel from the United
Stat es, consist mostly of fine manufactures
of these metals, such as steam punps and
engines, which are subject to a duty ot
froi 25 to 30 per cent., and that is the
reason why the average duty froi that
country was 24 per cent. instead of 171-
per cent., as in the case of the importa-
tions of iron and steel from England. The
saime goods would bave had to pay the
saine duty, no natter froin what country
imported. Such statements are misleading
in their tendency, but the effect that they
are intended to have is not gained when
they are care-fully and dispassionately
examined. We were told that the Tarif
has tended to diminish the exports from
the United States, and to increase them
from England. In examining the trade
returns for the month of December, I find
that the trade of the United States
bas improved greatly. That the United
States imported from England in Decem-
ber last $9,235,000 worth, consisting
mostly of manufactured goods, against an
importation of $3,457,000 in December,
1878, showing the enormous inicrease of
$5,778,000 in that month, while the im-

MR. SNOWBALL.

portations to Canada fell off $60,000. A
few of the goods on which this great in-
crease to the United States were: On cot-
ton manufactures, increase $28,120 for
the month ; earthenware $73,970; bard-
ware, $46,455 ; iron, $2,218,000 ; steel,
$119,000 ; linen manufactures, $738,260 ;
inte manufactures, e158,475; wool manu-
f actures, worsted and carpets, $ 1,383,000 ;
miachinery, $12,545, and fifteen full cargoes
of salt, and these figures are only the
excess over the corresponding month of
1878. Is it to be wondered at then that
cur imports froi the United States have
decreased, when we find they have to im-
port from our parent country themselves,
and still the hon. the Finance Minister
claims the credit for bis Tariff.
But to follow the hon. the Finance
Minister's argument in reference to iron
and steel. I find on examining the
returns that our total imports last year
amounted to $31,000,000, og which we
paid a duty of $5,550,000, or an average
of 18 per cent., whereas we imported
$40,000,000 from the United States,
paying $5,508,000, or an average of
13.1 per cent. This shows that there lias
been a discrimination against England in
favour of the United States of 4-I per cent.,
instead of the discrimination in favour
of England which the hon. Minister
endeavoured to show. This statement is
strictly in accordance with the reasoning
of, the hon. the Finance Mfnister
in reference to steel and iron,
and, while literally correct, is mis-
leading, and such as should not be
indulged in by hon. members on either
side of this House, nuch less by an hon.
Minister of the Crown. I find that the
Dominion last year paid $16,400 duty on
corn-meal: of this sum Nova Sceotia paid
about $12,000, and New Brunswick
$6,000. This does not represent all the
corn-meal imported into the Lower Pro-
vinces during the four months this Tariff
was in operation, because a large portion
came in by way of Ontario. So the total
duty was about $30,000. Does the hon.
the Finance Minister mean to say that
the consumers of the Lower Provinces
did not pay this duty, that it was not a
tax on our people ? I find, besides, that
the duty on coal during the few months
of last year that the Tariff operated,
reached $106,000, or 191 per cent., a
pretty large tax, indeed, on such an article.
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It has been stated that this duty is for tive prosperity witl wlicli thcy wel e
the benefit of Nova Scotia, that the duty blessed under tho late 'dministrati, k'-
was imposed to increase the production of fore fli present Ministers will perlorsu
coal in that Province, and that such was their proises to ticit If fuît tfl
the effect ; that the additional quai- coursc p flic laionrers, the lite
tity mîined was 18,000 tons. Bot of Ontario, have îr't flic pdnrk of tue
unfortunately it was not sold. We people of the Lover if tiîev do
are told 33,000 extra tons were not mute out ta tiiose lion.
mn(d last Vear in the Dominion, their j ust reward. Thu li, flic Finance
that is iucîudin British Colmnîbia, Milister told ls, iii lis uong>'eeli,

and that we have paidi on it, as duty, laf lie lî:î lookel f orward to flis dl :tte,
'106,000. Whiat, thei, did it cost the not with dread, but witi satisfnti. If
Dominion ? Why, if we are to count ti his heart is iîot ne' de oF stuel tti
whole quantity, it cost the consueinrs of orilv iluportalif artile Ili is of
this country s3.17 per ton to raise it, but if diity-and if not ea.lous to pic opinion
we only cot the N ova Scotia portion, nd tli sufhrigs of tht people, b will
and the duty is for their benelit, it cost look back to thi dulf with renioSe
this country $5.84 per ton to mine tlieir that will follow in fo fli grave.
18,000 tons of surplus coal that they still Mit. MACKENZIE lie lias got pusf
iavt uivsold. And stilp we arc ivth whic tewat.
iiers a liff le more Protection. Does MR. SNOWBALL 1 wnas surprised

tIe lion. getlenman unertake t assisbt also to uneur the lion. tic Minist r of
my business or the greaf geierai indus- fRailwa -for wos opinion, i owevr,
tries of lUs own Province. the lumberîn1 t have a rea rsoct-we i t told us
and fisbiug l? No; le lias don ail n cs in tis debate fiathLor aoerby tad lately
power fo oppress and wpe ouf toe wan- expressed aprova of the Puo cf tihe

peopl ofur the Lowe Provincis, if theid

nohei of this country. As I as in E,

callsinite told us, in his opein -Ivpeeche o 1

ofais it. h oud I e iot give if ois land wen that speech was made, au lad
oo acquired a diferent inpression of it, I

tect the 400 workrneîî in Montreal, wli thoygi I woud refer to if to se if if
not carry his Protection furfher; but 11o. bore out the description of the on. Miil-
The 400 in Montreal have reccivld more ister. I fnd that his Lordship spoke as
consideration from the lion. the Finance fo1o s on te occasion i huestio
Minis oder than the t weousandr of unen-
ploed in lis native Province. T e hon. e, in England, as beieve, are arked
meîîîber for Niagara says Ilheur, hear." out by ail our cliaracteristic qualities ier indutis-te S trhoa. gseleacy ad, as fat as Europe S con-my. bSiness1or the giee a genornds-
man attention if he wants it. That on. I do oot believe i s short cuts ti fortune. Labour
gentleman no doubf wishes us tu understand enterprise, an saving g ive us the iidustrial
clat l e spea s officially, an o doubt pitiio wsicm ee h e d

of tis Protectio ln I the M nisters ut qualîties aJonc can retain it But if i argued
e t n that te whole worl is shtting ot ur trade

pleasure. I fhink if was flilion. mcm- by Protective Tarif, and our colonies are fol
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglina) wlio re 1owing tus sane example. Now, let us look
ferred te other evcning to flc huaiidreds into that a littie. As to the Colonies, is there a

policye of thiscountry. sh Ias in En

of labourers who conîgregated in front of
this building, asking the Government to
fulfil the promises made during the elec
tions of 1878 that abundant enployment
would be found for them. The lion.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb) there-
upon got up, and, with lis usual shrug of
the sloulders, told the House that lie liad
seen those people, and did not think they
were quite so badly off as was represented.
He told us they wore pretty good clothes.
Are the workmen of Ottawa to be told
that they must pawn their clothes, and
eradicate every vestige of the compara-

pl eyU avereally and definitely adopted the theory of
Protection ? That they have tried it, or are
trying it, as an experiment in sorne cases is
certain ; but if, as we believe, it is anl experi.
ment which must necessarily end in failure,
why should that alarn us? No doubt each
separate Colonial interest would like to be pro.
tected, but when each interest finds that it can
secure Protection for itself only at the co.t of
paying for the Protection afforded to every
other interest, the supporters of each will soon
begin to disoover thtat it is possible to buy gold
too dear. The process of disillusion, I am told,
has already begun in Victoria, and when bub-
bles burst they do not burst gradually or by
halves. I believe it is mainly the example of
the United States that lias influenced our
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,Colonies, and when they change, as they must
the smaller communities which look up t
them will do the saine."

I cannot find anything in his speech t

justify any person in saying that Lor
Derby w-as in favour of Protection in th
Colonies or anywhere else. There is an
other question I wish to notice--thi
currency. I look with dread upon thi
the third attempt being made to put
quanjtity of paper money into circulation
Inthi-, countr-y. This practice which m.y,
be inuIllged In to a certain extent, I he
lieve is very dangerous. If each
Finance Minister finds that be has only
to resort to the printing press to meet
his deficits there is great danger tha
it will injure the credit of this country.
It is stated by the advocates of this
seheme that the (overnmnt should
partieipate in the benefits of a paper er
culation. How mucih benefit is there in
this circulation? Has the history of the
banks of this Dominion proved that they
receive too much profit from the business
they are doing? If we do anything that
will increase the value of money or dimin
ish the anount of accommodation the
banks are abie to give, we at once raise
the rate of interest. If the borrower has
to pay an additional rate of interest lie
has to recover it from those
who ar dependent upon him, and in the
end it amounts to an additional tax on the
people in general. We miglit just as well
put the tax on the people in any other
fori as in this. It is only another scheine
for taxing the people of this country, and
it nîv be National Policy No. 2. I am
doubtful if the scheme will prove profit-
able. In the first place, the country is
paying a considerable sum annually for
the management of this paper currency. I
find by the Public Aceounts that we are
paying $275,000 annually for the manage-
ment of our loans, I suppose our loans in
England ; and I have heard complaints in
England that it was not very well
managced either. I think that is too large
a sumu to pay, and something should be
done to save it. I think we should ask
ourselves how much we are paying for
managing the paper currency now in cir-
culation, what benefits certain banks are
getting out of it. When we consider the
expense of nmanaging it outside of the
Department, such as the cost of printing,
expensive steel plates, and the loss that

MI. SNOWBALL.

, must arise by forgeries and other causes,
o I doubt if the country would not do mucli

better to go into the markets of the world
o and borrow money in a legitimate manner,
d instead of tampering Vith the currency

that naturally belongs to the banks. If
- we are going into baniking, we might as

well go into any other business, and I ai
s afraid that this schenie will only prove
a the entering wedge in a policy that will
1 prove disastrous to this countrv. We are

told by its advocates that th National
- Policy bas increased the price of every

thing in this country, and I an willing to
I admit it, with one exception. There is
one thing it has not increased, and that is
the rate of wages. I do not reinember
any period when the labouring popula-
tion of this country were paid so poorly as
during the year this policy bas been in
force. They have suffered more during
the past summer and this winter than
ever before. We were promised that
this policy was to work marvels in six
weeks, and now, at the end of a year, we
are asked to wait another year before the
policy can be tested fairly. While pros-
perity is looming up in the United States,
England and continent of Europe, gene-
rally, Canada is not prosperous, and is far
behind ; andwhy', are we behind ? For
the reason, principallv, that this policy is
hanipering trade and preventing people
from entering into enterprises that other-
wise would be profitable. Bye-and-by,
when prosperity comes, as come I believe•
it will from natural causes, then we will
hear hon. gentlemen trying to take credit
for it. They will never for one moment
give God the praise for good harvests;
they will not give old England any
credit for the business we find
there under ber Free-trade, but they
will assume the whole credit for it
and ignore all other causes. I admit the
price of some things has advanced. The
price of tea bas advanced 50 per cent., but
does the hon. the Minister of Finance
claim that his policy has iad anything to
do with the advance of tea in London ?
The article of tin, which we usein packing
fish so largely, has advanced in Cornwall
from £60 a ton to £95 a ton, and are we
to attribute that to the National Policv ?
While the prices of nearly everything
required in carrying on the business
of this country has advanced, wages have
not advanced. The taxes of this country

TAhe Ta rif.[COMIMONS.]
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are so great that I believe every labouring
man who is earning a dollar wages at the
present time lias to pay 30c. of that
dollar into the Treasury, and still we are
told that the people are not being taxed.
We are told they are not as heavily
taxed now as they were under the old
Tariff. People that are eariîng their
living ii this country have not yet cone
to realise that, including their local taxes,
thev are paying fron 35c. to 40c. tax on
every dollar thev earn ; that each dollar
they eari only represents 60c. under
Free-trade. When they do come tc realise
il they will rise in their miglit and sweep
Ihe -whole system out of existence. If
the rise in the prices of articles benefits
those who have to sel], it injures in the
sime proportion those who hav e to buy.
If the price of sugar or any other article
is suddenly raised, just in proportion as
the manufacturer benefits the consumer
miust suffer. The lion. gentleman also
stated that the balance of trade has to be
in favour of a country iii order to show
that the country is prosperous. Noir, I
do not think that necessarily follows.
The exports and imports of a country are
just the barter that is going on between
it and other countries. I find in looking
o-ver the trade andl navigation returns
that the Dominion imîported durig the
twelve years of Confederation ,142,-
000,000, and exported during that tiime
only -. 913,000,000. Consequently, there
h:as been a balance against us of 8229,000,-

00 or an annual average balance of
519,000,0L00. How Las this enormous
balance been paid ? In. the tirst place it
Las beenpaid forin part bythe$87,000,000

Government of this countrv has bor-
rowed abroad to carry on our public
works, leaving $142,000,000 as a
balance still to be accounted for. Until
the present Tarff came into force a large
anount of smnuggling was carried on
across our frontier to the United States,
which was computed to amount to
82,000,000 per year, or about 820,000,000
up to last year. The smuggling has
turned the other way now and is going
on to an alarming extent all over the
Dominion. The next source of revenue
we have is the shipping, which is com-
puted to earn from $6,000,000 to
$8,000,000annually. That wouldproduce
an amount of about $90,000,000. The
Railway, Telegraph and other Companies,

outside of Government enterprises, have
also been borrowers to a large extent,
probably amounting fron $,20,000,000,
to $30,000,000 more, so that the
$229,000,000 balance of trade against us
bas been paid in these several ways.
What has been the position of England
during these years, I bave the returns
for the past eigliteen years? and find she
inported during thattimne $1,264.000,000
sterling imore goods than she exported.

An Hox. 3MEMBER : How iuch vas
raw naterial ?

MR. SNOWBALL: Alhnost entirelv
raw naterial, or fully 90 per cent. Eng-
land did not pay any portion of that
amount of excessive imnports in specie,
because the inports of specie durinig those
eigliteen years were £93,000,000 more
than hier exports. Therefore, no inonîey
went out of England to pay that large
surplus. But that does not show a want
of prosperity in England. low, then
did she pay this £1,264,000,000? In the
first place, there are represented on the
Lon don Stock Exchange sums loaned to
foreign countries, the initerest on which
amounts to £60,000,000 annuallv. Then
the shipping interest yields £65,000,000
sterling, annually, so that duringý these
eigliteen years, England received fioi
these two sources alone £2,250,000,000
sterling, showing a balance in ber favour
of £986,000,000 as her net earnings dur-
ing tihose years. She lias also an enormous
annual revenue derived fron privateloans
not representedon theStockExchange ,and
the interest lier subjeets have in specu-
lations abroad. Far fromi England becon-
ing poorer fron an excess of imports, she
is growing rapidly wealthier. I would
inferfrom tbese facts tbat an excess of im-
ports over exports, instead of denoting
poverty, is a sign of wcalth and pros-
perity in an old country. But
in a new country like ours, it only
denotes that we are large borrowers of
money from abroad. That ioney does
not come into the country in liard gold,
but largely in the manufactures of the
country from whichi we borrow. In the
case of Canada, the United States, Spain,
Turkey, Brazil, India, and other countries,
the exports exceed the imports; but do
hon. gentlemen mean to tell us that that
is because they are wealthy countries ?
No ; it is because they have borrowed
large sums of money abroad, and,
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they Lave to send out more than they
bring in, in order to pay initerest, and, in
sone cases, a portion of the principal.
Excess of exports over the imnports of a
countiy, so far from denoting wealth, is a
sure sign of its indebtedness, and excess
of imports, in old countries, over the ex-

ports is a sure sign of wealth. While ex-
cess of iiports over exports in voung
countries, such as ours, denotes that we
arc large borrowers of fo'eigi capital, and
that this money borrowed cones into our
country in materials to carry on our public
worîs, and materials to supply tie labour
empoed< at thiem. So, when our country
begins to export more goods than it lia-
ports, it will denote that we arc imt prov-
ing, and have stopped borrowing abroad,
and have begun to pay the interest on our
loans. And when our exports exceed our
imports by a larger amount than
$7,000,000 or $8,000,000, the amount we
now pay in interest on public loans,
it will lenote that we have conmenced
to pay back part of the principal.
Now, it is estimiated that there is at the

present timte over £600,000,000 sterling,
$3,000,000,000 of British capital lying
idle in the bankls of England. I believe
the tine is not far distant when this
noney will in great nieasure be set
loose. I believe that when this country
.and other countries, for we are all depen-
dent on each other, become more pros-
perous, and of this we have now some
prospect when that gigantic project the
Suez Canal and other kindered works get

ffully launched on the world then the
millions of old England will be let loose.
Then a demand will spring up for the pro-
ducts of Canada. We shall then reap the
benefit of the liberation of this large
amount of capital now lying idle. Then
it is that we shall begin to hear the

hum," not the buzz of a hornet, that
like our so-called National Policy,
that stings us on every side, but a truc
and genusine " hum," conimencing in Eng-
land and reverberating over the wlole
world.

MR. FLEMING : I think the friends
of a Revenue Tariff have no reason to re-

gret the discussion which has taken place
in the House this Session. In looking
carefully over the Debates I cannot, witl
one exception, put my finger upon a state-
nient or a position taken up by the friends
.of a Revenue Tariff, that has been suc-

MI. SNOWBALL.

eessfully controverted by the hon. gentle-
men opposite. The exception was a state-
ment made by my hon. friend froin West
Elgin (Mr. Casey), based upon information
which le Lad received, and which he
deeied reliable, with regard to the position
of certain manufacturing industries in St.
Catlarines. I believe, however, that let-
ters were sent here and read bv the lion.
mnember for Csrdwelil contioverting that
stateient. With that exception, I do
niot know of a single proposition imade
on this si(le of the Iouse tiat Las
beeii successfully challenged or proven not
to be in accordance with the fact. I nay
say on behalf of the hon. mnemwr for
West Elgii, tlat if lie had thouglt the
information was not reliable, le would
never have offered it to this House. It
las beenî contended, by advocates of the
National Policy, that it lias acconplished
the object for which it was inaugurated.
If its object was merely to benefit a few
manufacturing industries, it las accon-
plished that object. If, however, it was
meant to benefit all the industries of the
country, then it is a failure, for I think I
will be able to show that there is one
very important industry which Las suf-
fEî4d materially in consequence of this
policy. The last speaker, who addressed
the House before the adjournnent, iii
favour of the National Policy, was the
lhon. member for Niagara. It would be a
slighting upon an hon. nember of so
much importance not to take notice of
him. The Lon. member read to us an ex-
tract from the speech of my hon. friend the
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charl-
ton). It was not fair for the hon. gentle-
man to read a portion only of the speech.
He ought to have read more. He did
not read this portion, vichî Las a very
important bearing on the argument which
the lion. member for North Norfolk
advanced. Mr. Charltonin his speech in

1876, said:
"I think it can be clearly slown that the

anount of Protection in that country (United
States) has been altogether greater tLan was
necessary for the purpose of pronoting its in-
terests, and in consequence of that over-Pro-
tection. monopolies and rings were created, and
a gamabling element was introduced into all
business transactions."

He further stated in the conclusion of his
speech :

"That while desirous of doing everything
calculated to promote the manufacturing in-
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terests of this country, he- believed the Tariff t saywhich of the two lon. nembers dees
then in existence (17J) adequate for the pur-
pose."ý hsqoainmreaporaeyapy

The hon. member for Niagara also stated hon m er or Siut : nt t
that the policy of the late Finance Min- s ton. entlma ias an t
ister had ruined the country. .ic h on etlmnhstknte

iste ha runedtheeoutr* initiative in making comparisons, I will
MR. PLUMB : No, I never said that. take the liberty of giving the hon.

The hon. gentlemen is incorrect. member for Niagara a quotation frr>m a
Mn. FLEMING: It was so re-portedMa.FLIMIa: t ws 0 rporedbrother poet, Tom Moore, 'who, ini

in the Citizen, at all events. The hion speaking of an inveterate taker, sid
gentleman also said, in another portion of e was

tis speech

" The depression which passerd over the
United States, and all other counfries
affected Free-trade and Protection countries
alike * * * and that this was due to
'deep-seated and far reaching causes that had
nothing to do with a Protective or Free-trade
policy.'"

The hon. gentleman lias saved me the
trouble of contradicting him, for he lias con-
tradicted himself. The hon. member for
Niagara gave as an illustration of the
success of a Protectionist policy, the beet-
root industry of France. Does the hon.
member advocate that we should follow
in the footsteps of Napoleon I, in
the introduction of beet-culture into this
country ! Is he prepared to say that the
people of this country shall pay 50c. a
pound for sugar made from beets.raised.
at home, when they could buy what was
brought from other places for 10c. ?
Is he prepared to tax this country for
forty years in order to build up a
monopoly ? If lie is prepared to do that,
then there is some force in his reference
to Protection as applied to the cultiva-
tion of the beet-root in France. If Pro-
tection to beet-root sugar is to be afforded
in this manner, what then becomes of the
West India trade of which hon. mem-
bers opposite boast so much about I ' The
hon. member for Niagara went out of his
way, and neglected to observe his custom-
ary courtesy, in making a personal allu-
sion to my hon. colleague fron South
Brant (Mr. Paterson) when that hon.
member was not in his seat. -I venture
to make the assertion that the hon. mem
ber for Niagara would not have so spoken
if my hon. friend had been pre-
sent and had a chance to reply.
The hon. gentleman said my hon. col-
league's speeches were like " Tales told by
an idiot." I do not know of any hon.
gentleman who introduces so many tales
into lis speeches as the hon. member for
Niagara; and if I were to ask the House
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"Like a pump which coldly spouts and opouts
away,

in one weak, washy everlasting flood."
The hou. the Minister of Railwavs and
Canals spoke of his hon. friend the
Minister of Finance in this way:

"IHe has been able to come down with the
evidence from the public records of the country
and show that his expectations with reference
to the effect of the Tariff upon the revenue
have been abundantly sustained and placed
beyond doubt in the mind of every persoi."

He goes on further to say
" The hon. the Finance Minister shows he

has redeemed his pledge of a year ago, and
justified his judgment, that this policy would
be eminently favoarable to British interests,
and restore the trade to that channel, which
every loyal British subject must infinitely
prefer to that favoured by the hon. gentlemen
opposite.'

I want now to make enquiry into what
the expectations of the hon. gentleman
were with regard to this policy, and how
far it has been favourable to British in-
terests. In order to do so I will refer, not
to one of the hon. gentleman's speeches,
but I will take a document presumably
carefully prepared and carefully worded.
It is s. despatch sent to the Secretary of
State for the Colonies, dated March 13th,
1879, which contains a memorandum from
the hon. Finance Minister in which he
gives his views with regard to the effect
the National Policy will have on the trade
with Great Britain. The hon. gentleman
says, in general terms, that the effect of the
Tarif would be most favourable toBritish
mercantile and manufacturing interests;
and then proceeds to give examples byway
of illustration. Alluding to manufactures
of cotton goods, lie says:

"The cheaper kinds of cotton, bleached and
unbleached, jeans, denims and kindred goods.
The increase of duty on these classes will cer-
tainly lessen the importa from the United
States, and the supply will be obtained partly
frozn Canadian factories and partly from Eng.
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land, and will tend ratier to increase than her, 1879. Bothli hon. gentlemen, although
dirninish the trade with the latter country." not practical agriculturists, represent agri-

iNow, I will just refer to the retirni cultural constituencies, and Isupposed thev
brought down, showing the comparative would have been better acquaintedwith the
imports from Great Britain and other habits and custons of the farmers in their
countries during the last six months of neigibourhood than they are. I supposed
1878, and the last six months of 1879. they knew that the former does in general
W\e will take the articles referred to by sell his wool in December. It is usually
the hon. the Finance Minister. Cottons, sold in the latter part of June or the
bleached and unbleachecÎ. entered for con- beginning of July. The price of wool in

suniption during the six montbs erding July, 1878, averaged 22c. ; in June and
31st Deceniber, 1878, 1,528,367 yards, July, 1879, it ranced froln 19e. to 21c.

valued at Sl08,521. Entered for con- Beaily, the farmers got less for their wool
sumption during the same period of 1879, in 1879 than they did in 1878. I know

787,542 yards, valued at $56,195,. being a some farmers wvo, in 1878, thougbt per-

decrease of 48 per cent. on quantity and haps a Protection pohcy mv raise the

value. In jeans, denims, and drillings te price of wool, and in this belief stowed

importations from Great Britain during their wool away until 1879. But they

the last six months of 1878 were , eru obied to seil it in 1879 for les

8,668,550 yards, value $740,8 12; for the than they could bave got for it in 1878.
same period of 1879, importations of this Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY : TieY
elass of goods had fallen away to soid too early in the season.

G08,189 yards, valued at 867,535, Mn. FLEMING: Theywere not aware

or a decrease of 90 per cent. Tiat of what the pne woid bu in December

does not look as if the trade with esid

Great I3ritain hiad been. incereasedi rather caused by the National Policv, but bv the

tian diiinished Jv the Tariuy. It is the rise in peu ia the - .nited States. But

same with regard to Nvoolien goods. Ji, I was speaking -ith. regard to woollen

retrence te tem the lion, gentleman goods imported froe fret Britaio, and

SaSl the prfdiction of the hon. fthe Finance

inise 87eta hdid tinx 1878 fIn know

"lTe whose value of these goods in 1878 m oay me farers rih in 87, th ghth
b stated at $8,500,000, of whih rat Britains b ie st
furnisted about h7,000,000 worth, of whicwo six months of 1878 wre valued ut

arnount the higher classes reaclîed the value of 8128,069 ; for the last six imontbs of 1879
about $5,000,000, and the duty thiereupou is the amount was $38,9029, or a decm'ease of
irasedw only forog 17t pr cent. to 20 per cct.,o s n r
atd as they cananot be cade in Canada and could
net bu supphied from the United States, except pets, the inîports for the last haif of 187 b
at prices gruatly ia advance of English goods, was $218,336 ; ini titis class there was not
the trade cannt bu diisisheo by the sanalrl intch of a decrease, only 9 per cent. dur-
addition of 22. pur cent. to thte dty." ing the last haIf o 1879. l fwannls, for

Mhile oit tis subjeet I desiro to say that the first period, the anount as $142, 6 9 ;
the lion. the Finance -Minister iast year bor the second, $114,138, a deease of 20

told us that it vas nt inecessary to put a per cent. In a l other woollen goods ex-

duty on wooi, because te Protection cepting waring appare and wosted

given to te ntaufacturers of woolen yarn, the importatioms fron Great Britain

ciotbs and blaikets would bu protection fe from $3,194,397 for te six geonntms
enougli to tise faner, inasnmch as it ending 3st D7c8mber, 1878, to
would giv Ititu a market for lis wool. 2 82,741 the amount for the sane
Titis Session, onu or two hon. gentlemen period of 1879, or a decrease of
have aiiuded to tte increased pole that $1,01,656, or 31 pur cent.-te average
faners got for their woo, as an illustra- decreas on the classes named beingc 3ou
tion of he beiefits thuy denived froSa tt e por cent. Hon gentlemen have only
National Policy. 1 think the hon. nicm- to look at tituse returns to sue that the
ber for East lrey (Mr. Sprouie), alludud judgment of the hon. the Finance Min-
to the mattr, also th hon. inembur for ister with regard to the Tamifalling
Centre W'elling-ton, and companison was f avourable to British interusts bas
made twe n the poicn of wool in Decem- been entirey at fault. At th sanie
ber, 1i8, and the prie of wool in Decen- tue, it is to bu observed that, whie the

I&a. FLEMING.
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decreased importations imply an increase
in the home manufactures, the pre-
diction of a better market for the
farmners' ware has not been fulflled.
Ir bas been frequently stated by those
who advocate Protection, that it will be
the policy of the future that even Eng-
land will have to abandon Free-trade;
tey niaintain that she is falling behind;
that the United States are able to send
goods over to England, and t> compete
successfully witlh Englisl manufacturers.
I will shîow, however, from the Econonmisf,
that England lias increased her exports
to the United States during the past
year. I will give one or two illustrations.
Take cotton manufactures. She exported
in 1878 to the United States $5,695,630
worth ; in 1879 she sent thein $5,9 15,445
worth. In earthenware and chinaware,
slhe exported in 1878, $2,910,090 ; in
1879 the amount was 83,409,675. In
iron-tiat industry which the -United
States lias been protecting for nearly half
at centurv-that industry whicl has
flourislied as we are told by ineans of
Protection, we find that England's ex-

portation in 1879, in iron and steel,
amnounted to $3,702,490 more than what
they were in 1,878, an increase of nearly
six-fold; in railroad iron and steel the in.
crease is thirty-fold. Ii linen anîd woollen
manufactures, and indeed in almost everv
article of manufacture, there bas been a
mtarked increase in 1879 as conpared
with previous years. The true reason
whv the United States manufacturer sent
goods to England, was their own de-
pressed condition. They were glad to
imake any sacrifice to obtain money to
carry them through the difficulties of the
time. Lord Beaconsfield, in a speech he
made in the House of Lords on the 28th
of March, last year, said, in alluding to
·tle state of British trade

" It is perfectly untrue, as far as I can forn
an opinion on the subject, that we have lost the
narkets of the world, or that any branch of
foreign industry, generally speaking of course,
is successfully competing with the English.".

It is noteworthy that the greatest states-
men of both political parties, it is most re-
markable, that statesmen in England still
adhere to the cherished policy of Free-
trade. It is contended by the advocates
of the National Policy that it will lead
to Reciprooity with the United States.
The hon. the Minister of Railways em-

phatically declares that there is a ehange
coming over the people of the United
States; and that they would be glad now
of a Reciprocity Treaty. I would ask
the lion. gentleman to point to a single
Ainerican of note who lias been made a
convert to Reciprocity by this TariffE

MR. MACKENZIE: Or any Ainerican
of no note.

MR. FLE MING : Yes; or of no note.
There is lot a single Professor of standing
in any of the CoUeges in the United
States, who is a Protectionist. The
systen is looked upon by then as an evil.
Protection is upheld in the United States
in thle interest of certain mnanufacturers
wlio, by imeans of lobb ving, control legis-
lation in this niatter. The lion. the
Miiiister of Railways, speaking of nianu-
factured goods, said : " Prices nay rise,
they will rise, because tlat prosperity Ii
the -United States will prevent goods
being furnisled in that country at the
saine price as they were before." If this
be so, if prices rise and fal] ii the Unit ed
States, according to change of circun-
stances, then they would have risen or
fallen just the sane whether the National
Policy was in existence or not. Slaugh-
tering of Amîericanî goods in Canada cease
as soon as times inprove on the other
side. They are improving there now;
the cause is producing the effect. What
reason was there, therefore, for changing
the whole fiscal policy of a country to
meet an exceptional circunstance. I ad-
mit there is sone improveinent in the
country over last year, but I deny it is
owing to the National Policv. Do we
owe the abundant harvest and the good
prices we have received to the National
Policy 1 No, for the one we are in-
debted to a merciful Providence, the other
is attributable to the great failure of the
crops in England. We are reaping the
benefit of this, it is true ; but it would be
absurd to say that this is owing to any
fiscal policy of ours. I come now to speak
of a matter which I consider of great im-
portance. Anyone who lias bestowed
the least thought on the export cattle
trade of this country, must be astonished
at the wonderful rapidity of its growth.
In 1874-5, the value of the horned cat-
tle sent to England was $33,000, while
in 1878-9 it was $1,767,800 ; the total
exports in that year of horned cattle,
beef, sheep, and mutton, to the United
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Kingdom, being $2,256,174. Now, the
question arises, is this trade worth keep-
ing up? Is it worth taking trouble
about? I believe it is true of nations as
of individuals, that

" There is a tide in their affairs,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

Now is our time. If we only tbink for a
moment on the enormous consumption
of meat in England, over and above lier
own production, she requires $90,000,000
worth annually; think what a small
proportion our trade is of that amount.
If we desire to cultivate this trade,
we iust be on the alert to take tbe
proper means to meet its requirenients.
And what are these requireients ? We
have keen competition in this market.
The United States can send there as well
as we can; Australia can send ber cattle
and sheep there also. It is necessary that
we should have a fair chance if we are to
continue the race. There should be no
obstacle placed in the way. At present
there is a very serious hindrance ; that is,
the embargo placed on cattle coming into
this country fron the United States.
Under the late Government there was a
duty of 10 per cent. on cattle imported.
At that time the evil was not felt; but I
believe, however, that if the late Govern-
ment had continued in power, the agita-
tion to remove that 10 per cent. would
now have been as great as it is to remove
the 20 per cent. duty. We have in On-
tario an Agricultural College, where ex-
periments have been made as to the best
and mest profitable mode of feding cattle.
Here is an example of what may be done
in feeding with, a profitable resilt : On
the lst IDecember, 1868, Professor Brown
got the use of $600 in order to purchase
stock to consume an extra quantity of
roots which were on hand. The state-
ment lie gives as to the result of his oper
ation is as follows

Dr.

Purchase of 7 steers, 2L years old,
half-bred Durhams, weighing
8,610 lb., @ 3 e.................

Purchase of three milch cows .....
Cost of turnps, straw and corn eou-

sumed ... ...................
Attendance.................. .
laterest on $600 for 3 nonths @ 7..

$322
135

201
26
10

Total debit .................. $695 64

MR. FLEMING.

Sale of 7 steers at the end
of 3 months, 10,220 lb.
@ 5 c. ................ $541 12

Sale oi 3 cows, and value of
milk .................. 160 00

Estinated value of nanure 24 00
$72l' 12

Ealance, being clear profit..... -29 48

So that not only did the Professor return
the $600, with interest, at the end of
three months, but a clear profit of 5
per cent. was made in the transaction.
iThat is an exanple of feeding profitably.
I will now give yo an experimlieit in
feeding, also tried in the College, Vhich
resulted in loss. Fourteen head of
2.year old steers and two 3-year old
heifers, mostly Durain grades, ev're
bought for $728 ; they weighed 17,5291b.,
or 41c. per pound ; they were fed for
five months, from Decenber to May.
The balance sheet stood as follows

Dr.

Original cost of animals.......... $ 728 00
2,715 bushels turnips @( 8e....... 217 20

905 mangolds @ 10c..... 90 50
12,960 pea-meal (a le ...... 129 60
10,448 " corn-meal (W 45c. per

bushel, 561b .... .............. . 83 70
Fodder, 24,000lbs @ $4 a ton ...... 48 00
Bedding ......................... 15 00
Attendance ....................... 52 50

$1l,364 50
Cr.

A n i m als, 22,1551b. @
4 2-5c.............. 971 80

Estimated value of
manure...... ........ 269 00

$1,243 80

Loss................ $ 120 70
Here we have a loss of $120.70, besides
te interest of the purchase monev of the
cattle, $728, for five months. From this
experiment Professor Brown draws the
following conclusion

" It does not pay to purchase steers at
4 1-7c. per pound, feed thein for five monthe,
and .sell them for 4 2-5c. per pound. There
must not only be an increase of weight, but an
advance in price."

The reason given by the Professor for
purchasing steer, at this price was, that
good cattle were not to be had for legs
money. Now, anyone can see by com-
paring these two experiments, that to
make cattle-feeding a profitable business,

Thte Tanrif(COMMONS.]
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24 or 3 year old steers would require to
be purchased at 3Bc. or 3¾c. a pound.
Anvone acquainted with stock-raisûig
in the wheat-growing districts of the
country, knows that" cattle cannot be
raised for that money; besides, even
if they could be raised, there is not
enough of them in the country to keep
up our present export trade. If the duty
of 20 per cent. was taken off, farmers
could bring in cattle from the United
States at a cost of 31c. or 3t. a pound;
were they also allowed to bring in corn
free of duty, they could do a profitable
business, and increase the fertility
of their farms at the same time.
Before speaking of the corn duty, I desire
to call the attention of the hon. the Min-
ister of Customs (Mr. Bowell) to the
answer ho gave to the question put to
him by the hon. member for West Elgin,
relatiig to the drawback on corn given
to the starch manufacturers. Theanswer of
the Minister is as follows:-

" As soon as any hon. member can prove to
the Government that the residue left over for
fertilising purposes amounts to 2 per cent. of
the value of the duty paid on the corn, that
being the proportion allowed on that imported
into the country which goes into the manufac-
ture of corn starch, the Government will con-
sider the question."

I would ask the hon. Minister if anyone
has proved to his satisfaction that this
proportion of the value of the duty is left
over for fertilising purposes?

MR. -BOWELL : I am not aware that
any hon. member has made the attempt.

MR. FLEMING: Well, I will try now
then. The duty on 1,000 bushels of corn
at 7tc. a bushel would be $75, 2j per
cent. of the value of the duty would be
$1.75. Now, the value of the manure
obtained from the consumption of one ton
of Indian corn, according to Mr. J. B.
Lawes, of Rothamstead, England, the
highest authority on the subject, is
£1 11. Od. sterling, equal to $7.75 ; now,
1,000 bushels of corn would be equal to
twenty-eight tons, which, at $7.75 per ton,
would give $217 ; deducting the $1.75,
the 24 per cent. of the value of the duty,
we have $215.25, representing the value
for fertilising purposes over and above
the proportion asked for by the hon. Min-
ister. Or supposing we were to place the
value of what was left for fertilising pur-
poses over and against, the whole amount

of the duty, the result would be as fol-
lows :-

Value of manure, 2,0001b. corn .... $7 75
2,000= 35 40-56 bushel @ 74c. 2 68

b5 07
According to these figures, every ton of
corn brought into the country and fed to
animals, leaves $5.07 worth of fertilising
matter in excess of the whole amount of
the duty. I do not think the lion. Min-
ister is able to offer one single reason
against the whole of the duty being re-
funded when the corn .is fed to cattle
which are exported. Look again at tho
inconsistency of the Tariff in this matter,
admitting manure free of duty, and tax-
ing corn, which contains within it the
elements of manure, 17J per cent.
But it is said by those who are in favour
of the corn duty, that the farmer cau use
other coarse grains in its stead. In answer
thereto the hon. member for North Nor-
folk (Mr. Charlton) showed most conclu-
sively the other evening the loss the coun-
try would sustain if barley and oats were
substituted in its stead. 1 shall endeavour
to do the same with regard to peas, which
is probably the most likely grain to take
the place of corn in feeding cattle and
shoep. I shall not confine myself to the
relative market values of the two grainâ,
but will more particularly cal] attention
to the superiority of corn to peas.as a fat
producing food. I shall base my argu-
ment on the result of an experiment in
feeding sheep at the Agricultural College.
On the 17th of March, 1879, twelve sheep
were set apart for this purpose ; different
kinds of food were experimented with. I
shall, however, only notice the result as
produced respectively by feeding peas and
corn. The result obtained from peas at
the end of eighteen weeks was an increase
in weight of 6 11b., or nearly ¾lb. per head
per day; the increase from the use of
corn at the close of the same period was
761b., or nearly ilb. per head per day.
The quantity of peas consumed per head
was 1771lb. ; the quantity of corn fed to
each animal was 159ilb. This gave 1lb.
mutton to every 2-911b. peas, and 20-091b.
corn. To produce 1,0001b. mutton
would take therefore 37 bushels 181b.
corn, which, if purchased duty free, would
be about 48c. a bushel, and would cost
$17.91. Corn, dutypaid, say 56c. a bushel,
would make 1,0001b. mutton cost $20.90;
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if peas were substituted for corn it would to the country is concerned, ail the cot-
take 40-51 bushels to produce the same ton milis and sugar refineries that caii be
quantity of mutton, at 65c. a bushel eýtab1ished in Canada under a svstem of
would cost $26.55, or $8.64 more than it Protection during the next ten years, are
would have cost if it had been produced iiot to be compared vith it. A conplete
by corn purchased duty free. Now, the recuperation of the sou would be sure to
experiment proves conclusively that it follov wherever it was carried on.
would be utter folly in the farmer to feed Fields, that under present management
his peas, if corn could be had, even with hardly yield ten bushels to the acre, would
the duty. In order to show the benefit -ive a return of twenty-five to thirty.
resulting from the purchase of corn and The sou of the country is rapidly becoîn-
the sale of peas, I would direct your at- ing deteriorated by constant croppin,
tention to the staternent of imports for and there is no better way of restoring it

a8when corn to its original fertility tian the feedibe

was admnitted free of duty. Tiere was of cattie. instead of beneitin the
imported fromn the United StPites during farter by shutting ont Anerican cari
tliat period 5,472,000 bushels, costing an cattie, we are really inflicting upon
2,73,207, or 41c. aF bushel; 4,059,425 tields a serious pejue. I woul urge

bushels of this quantity was re-exported, upon lion. tenmbers who support the
realising $2,066,98-9, or 503. a bushel. Governient the neessity of using their
Tje balance of 1,4 12,575 bushels cost the influence to get thes restrictions i enioved,
countino therefore, ony ofim9c.a litte they ould thereb be perfoi ing iet
ther 4l . a bushel. This quantit of of justice to an i ortaiit section of the
corn introdued into the country e bled co menity, aud tcinfer a asinc bancetit
farner to sel their peas. I cae fot the on t e countrv at large.
retr 0 of Exports for the east six neonts MR. FAROus I n 1 dIot wis l to
of 1878 ; but the qantity of peas ex- occupy rxe tiene of the use at any
porttd in the fiscal year 1878-9 was g-reat lengti, buit I desire to say a few
ri5, realisi2 , $2,056,079, words before this deb closes. The

The 52 balance 141,57 be scsh

or 751c. a bushel. It is evident that the hon. member wo bas just resumed his
excane of commodities was beneicial to seat ed ade a great many good observations
the country. In order to show what and it is a pity that bis remarks wer tot

ght be done with this 1,41-9,575 busie ail cornmposed of good thitgs. I dare sai
-corn, sutppose tlt it was fed to sheep, the is a very good farpner, but his political
and a, resuit obtained sucl as was Lad at proclivities apear to rn away with is
the Agricultucal College, 37,848,8991b. of judgiaent. As a farner, I caiot agree

amutton would be produced, wuich, at 3c. with eim about the advantages to e de-
arpound, would bc quai to $113,546,000; rived by taking off the duty tfroh cor
deduct the cost of the corn, 206,285, and cattle. I kpeow asn ste
there would b left 1that would create more dissatisfaction
t, pay for the ay and turnips in my neighbourhood, and I co$ne
fed in addition to the corn. I from one of the richest farming sections
ar sure if the lion. the Finance Minis- of the ountry. If I were to recomend
ter would onv give this natter bis at- the course suggested by the hon. gente-
tention le would not tolerate these duties man, I would be reuested to sta at
for a intment ;tbeir ten dency is most home. My constituents said fo nie
injurous to the country. BHon. mei- Il"If you can induce the bon. the Finance
bers speak of the importance of tbe manu- Minister to, put on Ic. duty on corn, be
facturing- industries of the countr, ofi sure aiîd do so, and if vou cannot do so
the capital invested, of the number ot ty and get it ap tos 1;." I have asked
men enployed. witbout dracting froin the hon. it inister to do so, but h e is ard
the importance of tbienr iaiterests one lusced on both sides. I do not know
whit. 1 arn bold to tiay that if ail the whether he wdl put it up to ic. or not,
restrictions an(l obstacles hic are now but for my own part t would rather he
in the way were removed, thegro 9ing of advaced it to arc. I was surprised O
beef and mutton for the English 3arket hear the non. member, who is a great
would be more important than any one temperance aing, talk as he did about
of tlem. And so far as asting benefit corn. We know that Gooderham and

M . FLEMING.
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Worts, of Toronto, and other large distil- than ever before. Thoso gentlemen are
ling firms, import corn for the purpose o lever learning, yet nover coming to a
making whiskey, and I am thankful that knawledge, of the trutl. Only fvo or
the lion. iMinister imposed the dutv, be- three years ago Ottawa was deluged with
cause in doing so he bas discouraged the deputations from different parts of the
manufacture of whiskev. country-for what To induce the

MIR. MACKENZIE: Has he iex-Finance Minister fo give their trades
MR. FARROW: In my opinion lie some relief; they complained that Yankee

has. There certainly bas been less goods were slaughtereà iii Canada
whiskey drank. Another point ny hon. enorniouslv, and thaf tbuy coulc not
friend made was that the good tiies we mate a living. Xhat was his reply
are enjoing are attributable to the good ýThat if tbev could hot live tley Lad
barvest witlî wbich we were blessed. 1 butter gro out. Lafer, howe\ el-, the peopile
WTeli, I tbink the bon. the ex-Premier, 1told i and bis colleagues oiey Lad
and fle other hon. mekbers of the Opposi- better go oft, tlich they did. I calt o
tioni, ouglit to .le tliankful for tliat nîind also flic fact that the supportersý of
)ouitcous harvesf. If my hion. friend flic ex-Premier froii Lower Canada, i i

bias a meniory, it wicl not be a great 1878, begge - hirato Ine thein Irotc-
streteli for him. fogo back to 1877. Rie can tion, wiiie h stavecl oiE rrlîe late
read the reports of the Grand Truek Rail- Finance Minister would ivo tic-ld to de
way, and also those of ttcls Globe, to the entreaies f his owm party ; but n 188,
ffect that we, neyer liad sug a o fine the eounfry, from Saui a to Gaspé, fron

harvesf as iii fleat year, and that sch fbc Pacifie to fli Atlantic, deulared liat
grood prices had itt ruled for years past. those Ministnrs w asic înerely hlies on the
aet eny lion. frind answer why good whec, wio sbould bn st asie. Ye
tres did no w follow fhen? IIow des eo witli ail fli pride ad. laginuss of
get it hpart spihrot, fl exclaîed "the ix-Poriemiy

MLii. FLEMING :I did not catch tlhe. is %v*ri! ' and we are riglit." Tbcy ucre
hon. gentlenrn.s quesfion. ail in tue saine ship, aîd have ail suffOped

Mii. FARROW : think I spoke loud alike. It appears f0 me flai sonie uf the
enougli to be heard. fy question was lae Ministers lad a prescience fat their
this I mas reading for nte benefif of the sbip was not goigeg fo lasf long, aat beice
bon. inienîber for South Bruce (Mr. Sîaw b; the rattg otitnessed. Th e roverb of
wby ivas if that we lîad not good times thle rats leax-ing a sinkiiug sLîip was
folluwing the good crops and gooc prices illustraed in tlis installegu. M . ori oi
in 1m77 ? retired to the bcni, a three msore

Mii. FLEMING : The crops were not becanie Lieu te ant-G overnors Can in li
se good in 1877 as thie lasf year. Truc vessel very fèeblv ianed. I wou l rote
the Lon. gentleman quofes tho Globe to mark tlie contrast bjetwecii thie, latu anîd
reports, wicili werc publisbied about presenitFiniaiîceMinisfer, as nuticed ahI ov-er
trec finie of harvest. Witout any re- Ontario. hi e late Finance Miniater
flection on the Globe, or any other iiews- would nof lisfeîî to flue clepufafioîs lie
paper thaf gets ifts infor uaion iR tdiis w above ail fIat. He set up a standard
way, I say that great deal of t info'- flaf lie Lelieved superith te tlie intelli-
efation furnished about that fiie is gence of e'ery business tirii ii fle couin-
misleading. That gru-en as to my noigh- try. Insfead of arrogatiîîg to hlims(Af
bouhoo hast year was sucb. The truc suc great importance and greaf powus,
estiate of the crop is te quanti y he present lon. Finance Miister ent
exported, and if t ae on. genrlenan can about flc countr doing good. H was
show me lere was more vheat exported ready to glean a ittle information iere
froni the country in 18717 than last year, and there, qncl I dare say wliat lie got eui-
h will coneede th point. abhed iim f0 undersfand fhe wanfs otfl

MR. FARROW : Thiere can be no counry btter an before. Te late
doubt about hea good harvest in 1877 Finance inister seemed fo feel the senti-
and the good prices following. But ment of fe old song
hon s gentlemen in Opposition have made, 1 a monarch of ah 1 survey,

Rnd often reiterated, the stateneent that My righs there are non to dispute."
there were more insolvencies that year But the honi. entleman Las found hs

whel wh Chudb staie e
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mistake, and has been probably heard
humning to himself :

" Oh, solitude, where are thy charms ?,

There never was a truer saying than that
of the present hon. Minister of Rnilways,-.
that if ever hon. gentlemen opposite came
into power again, they would have to
change their policy. It is alleged the
farmers are not benefitting by the Tarif.
I hold that ,they are.

MR. MACKENZIE : That settles it.
MR. FARROW : Notwithstandiig the

assertions of the hon. member for South
Huron (Mr. Cameron), and of the hon.
member for Centre Huron (Sir Richard
J. Cartwright), who visited my county,
I repeat that statement. My constituents
would like one or two more visits from
the hon. member for Centre Huron. He
is a little shy now, however. The farmers
there would not go back to the old policy,
being quite content with the present. It
is asserted that wheat is not higher- under
it.

MIR. ROSS (WestMiiddlesex) : It is
not.

MR. FARROW: I agree with the Op-
position that the price must be regulated
at Liverpool. But besides prices being
enhaUced, we have got our own market at
last, and thù Ontario farmer has the
Lower Province market, which used to be
supplied from the United States, and to
their profit. Now, however, our millers
in the west can pay our farmers 2e. to 3c.
more per bushél for wheat to grind and
send to the Maritime Provinces. Is not'
that beneficial to our farmers? There has
been a rise in oats also, as Americam oats
used to glut our market. They sold in:
Toronto at 28e. a bushel last year. Now,
oats, wheat, peas, and pork are all
higher.

MR. MACKENZIE : What about
barley ?

Mn. FARROW : I will come to that
by-and-bye. The hon. gentlemen oppo
site said, in 1878, that the farmers would
get no more for their grain under Pro-
tection ; and now prices are considerably
higher, so that the tables have been turned
on those prophets. The farmers will here-
after believe scarcely anything they may
say. Hon.gentlemen oppositejeered at the,
hon. member for East Grey (Mr. Sproule)
when he said that wool had risen in price.
"Does the doctor not know," said the 1

Mi. FRiaow.

Globe, "that there never was any increase
on wool ?" Does the Globet not know that
protecting our manufactures, when the
stock of American wool was used up, the
factories had to use ours, there being a
competition between the different factories
in our own Dominion for the article. I do
not care whether Ministers put 3c. or-
nothing on wool, as the competition for
it in the country will raise its price.

MR. ANGLIN : It will make the wool
fly.

MR. FARROW: Perhaps; but I would
like to hear sonething sensible from the
hon. gentleman. With regard to barley,
though the price has not improved, it has
not fallen.

MFa. MACKENZIE : It has fallen,
a-half nearly.

Ma. FARROW : There has been little-
change either way. But what will most
benelit the farmers is a ready market for
their perishable products. We have been
charged with havirig promised to bring
in good times right off. We did, and
we are going to bring in better and better
times without delay. The improvemet
is moving in a kind of concentric circles.
These are good times even for the
farmers, who are hard-working men.
The manufacturers are advancing the
country, our goocis being made at home,
and are not now being. subjected to the
slaughtering by the Yankees or any other
foreign country. I believe in Canada
for the Canadians. When our farmers
get a home market for their vegetables,
poultry, butter, cheese, and all their-
wives have to sell, the store-bill is kept
down, and at the end of the year there is
a surplus to their credit, and they are
happy as kings. When our hon. friends.
opposite were in power, the farmers had,
nothing saved at the end of the year, and
had they remained in power, the bulk of
the farmers might have sold out and gone
to Manitoba. The reaison so many of-
them have to go there now, was the policy
of the late Goverament five years ago.
Fortunately, however, w.e had a change-
of Government. I believe the good times
already come, and still better coming, will
keep thousands of our farmers and-
mechanies in the country. Wriere the
farmer benefits, all the rest of the com-
munity prospers. Where be does not
prosper nobody else suceeeds. I 'have
also talked with merchants about the
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change in Government policy, and have
received letters froin them, including one
since I came here, in which the
writer, after praising the National Policy,
says " I did not vote for you the last
t:îme, but will next. When the ex-Finance
Minister leld his great demonstration at
Clinton, le called some of us pumpkins,
to which I replied Le was a squash." My
correspondent has been a firm and fast
friend of the hon. gentlemen opposite, but
now says: " I arn confident the present is
the right policy ; the Yankees were de-
stroving our trade." He wishes us every
success. That is only a sample of the
greait change in public opinion on this
subject. How nice if hon. gentlemen op-
posite had won one by-election, or got
one drop of comfort. But that has been
denied theim. I do not know how long
they ean keep up their hearts, but they
deserve credit for their pluck in doing so
thus far. I think that shows the mer-
chants are better off. Another thing the
merchants say is that they are getting
good cloth now from our own factories,
cloth that will wear and give satisfaction;
whereas a few years ago they bought
a shoddy rubbish that came pouring into
this country, such as that of which the
bon. the Finance Minister spoke last year ;
if a man put on in the morning a pair
of trowsers made of it, and went to work
through the day, his knees would be out
before night. Now you can get cloth in
our factories that will wear the whole
year, and look decent. We are told
that prices have gone up. I challenge
hon. gentlemen to prove it on the floor
of this House. I challenge hon. gentle-
men to prove that the prices of woollen
goods have increased in this city since
last year. I can to-day buy as good a
suit of clothes on Sparks street, in this
city, as I could a year ago at the saine
pricq. It is the same in Toronto and
other cities. Last year we had Toronto
men here buying bankrupt stocks and
selling them at a sacrifice, but there are
no bankrupt stocks to-day. Notwith-
standing these stocks, cotton and woollen
clothing can to-day be bought as cheaply
as last year, and I defy contradiction.

MR. MILLS : They cannot.

MR. FARROW: I can prove it to you,
if you will come with me to-morrow, in a
dozen places in this city.

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker lef t
the Chair.

After Recess.
MR. FARROW: Before the Home

rose I was observing that there were signs
of improvement among the agricu lturists
and the merchants of this country, and I
think Isucceededin proving thatsuchi isthe
case. I spoke this afternoon about a
gentleman who formerly belonged to the
Liberal party, but who n ow supported the
National Policv. H e is a very prominent
man in his section of the country,and is a
great friend of the hon. member for South
Huron (Mr. Caneron). I have a letter
fron, him, stating that Le Lad got dis-
gusted with the policy of his friends, the
Reforners, and could not support them,
but would support the present Govern-
ment, for they were the true Reformers ct
the day. Now that is one of our out-and-
out Reforniers; and this fact, with thou-
sands of others, ought to open the eyes of
our Reform friends.

Mn. CAMERON (South Huron):
Naim1e.

MR. FARROW : It is Mr. Fisher, of
Clinton. I know that my bon. friend is
aware of his antecedents. The House
might think I was a little hard, this
afternoon, on the late hon. Finance Min-
ister, but I did not mean to be. I think
our party bas a great deal to be thankful
to him for, for I an persuaded that lie bas
done more than any other man to bring
the Conservative party back to power.
I hope I shall not be offensive when I
say that three-fourths of the Scotch peo-
ple of this country are Reformers. You
will recollect that the Globe, some time
ago, called the hon. ex-Finance Minister a
mixer and a muddler. Well, whenever
vou get anything right down into the
Scotch mind they never forget it. There
is a firm belief in their minds at this
day that that hon. gentleman is a mixer
and a muddler. They do not believe in
him. Soon he will not be recognized by
either party, and lie will have to forn a
new party, called the '" mixing and mud-
dling party." When he made one of his
Budget Speeches here, hie said to us, after
figuring out the account, that he could
see no light ahead ; all was dark. Well,
we had to take that, and go home. Then,
twelve months after, he came down
again, and delivered his Budget Speech,
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and lie said : "l It is still dark, very dark,
and I must tax you $3,000,000, and that
will bring light." But it never brought
any light ; and he said :" I will
put $500,000 more taxes on you,
and then there will be light."
He met Parliament again, but it was still
full of darkness and deficits. And so it
would have continued, and we should
have been, financially, entirely lost if lie
had had the Government of this country
for a few years more. I maintain that
the manufacturers are better off now than
during his regime. Is it not better for this
country that we have two sugar refineries
in Montreal, another about starting in the
Lower Provinces, and another in Hamil-
ton ? Is it not bettei to refine our sugar
ourselvesthan to let the Americans do it for
us ? The cry is, that sugars are dearer, but
the hon. member for Cardwell (Mr. White)
proved satisfactorily, I think, that they
are not much dearer, if any at all. But
he did not go on and tell the House that
the sugar we use now is pure. The sugar
the Yankees gave us was a compountd of
glucose and saccharine matter: there was
about 4c. worth of sugar and 6c.
worth of glucose. I 'have seen it
myself in a barrel, on a winter's morning,
so sticky that it was very diflicult to get
any of it out-more like paste. Now, if
the Redpaths are making money and
spending it in this country, is it not bet-
ter than that the Yankees should do the
work for us? A great cry is raised by
the Opposition that the sugar does not
cQme into Ontario. But what of that ?
If it goes to Montreal or to Halifax, we
have the carriage of it with all the profits
derived therefrom. If I had time I could
give reports fron various parts of the
Dominion, showing that manufacturesare
flourishing. In London, for instance, they
are manufacturing a certain acid that they
couldi never manufacture for themselves
before; the Yankees did it for them.
Several other new manufacturing interests
have sprung up there, employing a great
nuny men and involving a good deal of
capital. Take my own town, Wingham
second to none in the Province consider-
ing its age. We have a furniture factory
there which was about going down, but
now they have orders from Manitoba, and
more than they can fill. What has
occurred there is occurring all over the
country, and our opponents cannot make

Ma. FARow.

sensible people believe these industries
encouraged in the country are a loss. No,
no. It has been said that wages have
not increased; I assert that the volume of
wages is greater now than it has been
at any timue during the five years of the
regime of the lion. gentlemen opposite.
The other day I was speaking with a
piano dealer in this city, who said that lie
used to deal with the Yankees, but now
lie dealt with our own people. I asked
him if it was better to buy of the Yankees
or at home ; and lie replied that it was
decidedly better to encourage home manu-
facturers. He said this was an industry
that was entirely in the bands of the
Yankees, but now we are getting it, and
there are large profits madle in it. I ami
persuaded from what I have heard froi
my friends, that the shipping interests in
the Lower Provinces are prospering, and
must be prospering. Look at the trade
that lias sprung up between this
country and the Lower Provinces, and
between this country and the West In-
dian Islands. Our ships and railways
are carrying that trade. If it is only a
small advance it is still better than wlien
they had no trade at all, as when the
Americans lad it. There is another point
which, in my opinion, proves conclusively
that the National Policy i not condemned
in this country. Hon. gentlemen are
aware that there is a society in this coun-
try called the Grangers. It is composed
entirelv of farmers. There are about
30,000 in Ontario. Thev are banded to-
gether for mutual improvement. One
object is the better education of their sons
and daughters. They think they, the
farmers of this country, are not properly
represented in this fouse, and they have
determined to educate their sons, so that
they may hereafter take part in the lIgis-
lation of this country. They firmly be-
lieve, and are persuaded, that there are
too many lawyers, doctors, and other pro-
fessional men, in the flouse--men who
cannot, and do not generallv, sympathise
with the difficulties that lie in the way
of the farmer, as they are totally unac-
quainted with that kind of life. These
Grangers have achieved already a great
deal of good in this direction. Another
part of their creed is this : they are de-
termined to do away as much as possible
with the credit system. They look upon
it as ruinous, and hence they want to do
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away with these middlemen, and they villages have become incorporated towns ?
have succeeded to a great extent. The Study well the country, and you will see
point I want to make is this. They met that the population is increasing fron
at Toronto last fal, and talked over all day to day. Then lion. gentlemen say
their grievances. I have thoroughly that bank stocks have fallen. if we
overlooked their work, but I have been adduce the Globe as evidence, lion. Zen-
unable to find a single word against the tiemen wil1, pevhaps, be satistied. lIst
National Policy. spring the Globo stated there was a ring of

Mit. RYMAL : Did they congratulate speculators at work, and that stocks wevo
the country upon having a National falling on acceunt of
Policy ?But, sul>sequently, when it serves their

.Mn. FARROW : No, but they did not purpose they attribute the declîne to
find fault witl it. the National Pelicv. A great deal is said

MR. RYMAL : If they live up to their by our friends opposite about the work-
principles, politics are not allowed to be ingman. I hope tbat they reallv baN e the
discussed. worigmans condition at heart but 1

Mu. FARROW : I know that, but greatly doubt whether they have. Who
bad they found it to be the ruinous policy are the real friends of the workigma?
our friends say it is, there is backbone 1id on. gentlemen wheîi they wzîv mn
enoughl in then, and courage enough to power lielp the workinginan Let us
speak out against it, but they did not. look at a few duties they put upon

Another point in regard to the National articles consnmed ly the
Policy, is that the Board of Trade, which What rate cf duty did thev put Cl
met at Toronto, passed certain resolutions, tobacco? 240 per cent., upon sugar the
one of whichi specially thanked the hion. dutv was 55 per cent.; vice, 40 per Cent.;
the Finance Minister to, his policy. An- black tea, 30 lier cent.; molasses, .5 pev
other argument I would advance te sho cent.; um 350 pe cent.; beer was
that the National ol>Hcy is a benefit te neagly double. Al these articles are
this country, is the faet tbat oir lan inecessartes for the poor man. Now Co
societies in the west, iB their annual re- trast with these the duties put on ods
ports, showv that the pa aents have been chiefly used by the rich silks lae Peu
nmade more pronptly, andi that old arreaw- cent.; satin, 17co pe cent.; herets tI

es have beenw aid up. Another point pe Cent.;her e

kare th relriend of1 ther workngman ?ii

is tîat when lDon. gentlemen opposite nerd, h. 7, pe cent.; French brande in
werc in power, the interest on money was jper cent.; crushed sulgar, 40 per c1it.
frnin 10 te 12 per cent. Now the intevest port vinc, 20 per cent.; sherry wLet 0
is au low as 7- te 8 per cent, on straight pev cent.; cigars ew pev cent.; pnd vet
bans. This must be on account of the to-day, the very authors of this nmar
large aneunt received frein day te day distribution of the burthen f taxation,
in permanent deposits, as well as cheap have the audacity te stand in ther places
thley coming or being his in fren in Parliaent, and weep over the p Ags
Englan. uen. getlemen opposite have donc to te workingan. In short,
cîted several things te show that flic on every question affecting the break-
National Pcicy lias bîad a bad effect upen fast table, ortepoor man'sbnefessaiis, ca
this country. They say that tle opponents strenuoosuy opposed aloy aednc-
num er cf insolvencies is a proof tien What did on. gentlemerlepposite do
cf this. It is, lî~evr e poof wvbeiî my hion. friend frein Stanistead

of that. It tas patent te he (Mr. Colby> proposed te nýduco the
untry that Parliament had deterînined duty on cea ou frei 15 per ce nt. te 7 

te do away with the Insolvency Law, and per cent. -Did th y net vote against it
these who were iii an insolvent condition It lias been. urged that; the present Tariff
went int insolvency at once. An he. militates againsn dob reat Britain in faveur
gentleman oppesite speke abont our cities cf th f United States. This, Nowever,
becoming depepulated. Who believes is net se. The imports frein the onited
that m Does anyone believe that Toronte States have fallen off 33 per cent.., 7hile
is becomin depepulated Is it net a those fre Great Britain have only fallen
fact that several tewns have become off 7 per cent. The American Board of
incorporated cities, and that numerous Trade wich met at Washington recently,
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deplored the falling off in the export ment from beginning to end that would
trade with Canada. Let me read to the inspire the least ray of confidence in the
House a description of the trade they did people of this eountry. I maintain that
with us under the Administration of our had the late elections been run without the
hon. friends opposite. This is from the issue of the National Policy, the country
A nerican Exporter would have condemned the reckless course

" Last year (1877) the value of American of the late Government. The hon. mem-
goods entered at Canadian ports was ber for South Brantasserted that we did
$51,342,609 ; more tlhan 50 per cent, of the not know what the National Policy meant
total of imported goods from all quarters, and ourselves. It is well known, however,an increase or $5,000,000 over the correspond-
ing figures of 1875-6. We are gradually that the object of the National Policy was
superoeding Great Britain in Canadian markets, to foster the manufacture, in our own
as our exports have increased over 40 per cent. country, of the goods we, consume, to in-
sioce 1872, while those of the latter country crease our labour market, and to keephave decrease- 35 per cent. in the sane time.
Considering the lower prices of merchandise, Canadian money in Canada. I have just
thequantity of goods sent from theUnited States one fault to find with the Goverument. I
inust have been much larger than that of most am one of those who do not see perfection

of the previous years." in everything the Government does. I
Now, under the existing Tariff the imports trust the hon. the Finance Minister will
froin the United States have fallen off see his way clear to help a certain industry
33 per cent., and those from Great Britain in the west., I think he has done a great
only 7 per cent. Does this show a deal of good in the east, and now we
favouring of the United States as against would like to have a little help in the
Great Britain ? No, the facts are against west.
it. My hon. friend from South Brant en- MR. MACKENZIE : St. John, for in-
deavoured to show that goods from the stance.
United States paid less duty than goods Ma. FARROW: Yes; all over the
frorm Great Britain. He did not, how- east. I think he has doue a great deal of
ever, make a fair comparison. He put good in tie east ; and I think he might
the free goods and dutiable goods together do equally as much good in the west.
Take, for instance, steel and iron. On Whatever the hon. the Minister of
these articles Great Britain only pays 17 Finance has undertaken to do he has done
per cent.,, while we charge the United lit well. He has paid a good many visits
States 24 per cent. Our Tariff does not during the past year to various parts of
discriminate against Great Britain in the country; we do not blame him for
favour of the United States. Again, our paying so many visits, but
opponents say, but vou promised us better MR. MACKENZIE : But wants to be
times right away. We had better times salted very much.
right away. Confidence was restored, Ma. FARROW: But in not paying
and the money which was locked up us a visit in the west. I think if we
in banks and different places, bear- got him in the west we might show him
ing very little interest, was launched our salt works, and le might do some-
into the commercial world as soon as this thing for us. The hon. ex-Premier said
Tariff was announced. Hew could the he would like. to do something for us
country have confidence in the late Ad- when he visited us, but he never did any-
ministration 1 From begining to end they thing for us. He only gave -us pleasant
went back on all their promises, and their looks, and left us to think over that, but
corruption or bungling jobs may be seen the present hon. Minister of Finance
in the steel rail job, in the Fort Frances has helped us a little. He put a dnty on
Locks affair, the Kaministiqua job, the the Yankee salt. It did not help us
Georgian Bay contract, the Goderich much, because our people had already
Harbour job, the Neebing Hotel pur- driven out that foreign salt. Wlhen salt
chase; their general corruption At elec- was discovered in the county of Huron,
tions, notwithstanding their previous pro- the Yankees, hearing of it, said: "We
fessions of purity ; their blundering policy will kill out that industry," and they
in connection with the building of the sent ship-loads, one after the other, and
Can-ada Pacifie Railway. There was no- eut the price $1 50 less a barrel than in
.thing in the whole conduct of the Govern- their own country. But the people were
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not to be killed so easily. We said, way. They went to one of the ciýeesc
"Two can play at that gaine," and we factries, and they saited a certain inber
put the salt right down below that, and of cbeeses with Englisb sait, and an equai
brought the salt down ; but tbey have nuniber with Canadian sait, the curd
never been able to raise it, and the price being taken from the sane vat after tEe
to-day is too low. Mr. Speaker, when 1 cheese was curec siicient1v an exati-
tell vou that a barrel of salt, including nation by the best judges in thu comtrv
the barrel, is sold at 60c., sometimes 75c., w n:titutei ; they did net tvII iiesU
Idare sav you will see that that industry experts anvting about what t ]ad
is languishing, is dying. Whbat we ask donc. Tbey earefull i the
the hon. the iMinister of Finance cieeses, and they ie)orted cheese mnibvr

not a vour owe ask ne favour ; onethe best,
we do not want a J oseph's coat at Messrs. cieuiail and miii,
of many colours. We onliy ask S'eafortb ; best tue sud t1i rau
that the salt in the west shall be frous Canadian sait ais, an t fuith
deait with as the coal in the east has best fron sait fioi Eugind. Now wbat
been. A duty bas been placed on that, more do you want as te tEe pluitv cf tEe
aid now increaed te 60c. a ton. Sait is sait. h lias stood the oefliîal test ad
purely a Canadian iterest, as w-el o as the experinentai test, and it bas eee
ceai, and lias as mnuci rigbt te be pro- found. te be the purest sait in tbe w~orid.
tectcd. We ask hini te put a duty on Let thrse wo talk abot Canadia sait nct
ail sait coïing ii frein England and else- being as pure as Eglis, vwae such
wvberc, exccpt for tcat used for the faets as these bave been esaablisled
Fisheries. I think the bon. M1inister wviil cease decrying a Canadian industrv cf
sec bis way clear te g ive us tliis simple se muci importance, and show a littie
justice. About a million dollars bas beeni more patriotissu and faitii ils tic r -

sunk in tne sait works in the counties ey sources cf their own ountry. As a fur-
Huron an Bruce, and a majwrity ther piot cf this, tere is a lare
of the welis &re new closed, and pork-packing Ti m in Miawarkee, in the
the capital iyng idie. Surecy, there- United States, -ho use the Canuadian
fore, something ouglt te be donc to article in preference t any eother, and
redecin tEst struggiing industry. If sait pay more per barre] for it than tev wouild
iad net beeu discovered in flic ceunty cf have te pay for Anierican Sait a tey pre-
Huron, the Yankees would bave charged fer to take ours evel at the extra cost.
us a dollar a barre] more tman we pay Our Lower Province friends think it wil
now; Èinerefore te sait suppied te tbis nt sat iss. Do they think w-e ave ne
coulntrv by the ceunty f Huron las fish in Lake Huron We bave tto beesp
saved the country some ive or six millions treut in the world, and the hest white fish
cf dollars already. Let these works be in tue word, and we sait that fise. -f it
cosed, and we again depending ou Yankee wil cure fisE, butter, cheese ad pork,
sait, aud w-e wviil soon sec the price go up. if it wvill stand ail tests, experiments and
I arn persuaded the hon. the Minister cf chemicas, whit more do you ant
FinanQe wiii 109k inte tEls matter, and if Nothing morel sureiv but we mnust have
se oniy touches it, if be e any gives it bis Protection.
jonsîderation, ce. wi]i bep it. We are Motion agreed t.
siing te give oui friends the duty on I SAMUEL L. TILLEY I was
coal; if 60c. will not brng it up we wi under the impression that
give themu 75c., and when they bring up other hon. members who i
the coal to the west we will give them a speak on the Tariff, but, if no
cargo of salt. It has been thought our member desires to speak, I wil
salt was not as good as English salt. We

sai ne aed a Ealih sit.We Mr.. MACiKENZIE; I t]
have bad three chemists, whio have ana-
lysed it, and found it to be the purest passed.
article in the world; and we have had SiR SAMUEL L. TILLE
another practical test this fall. Some I can find other opportunities
people have said it would not cure butter ried. I am not particular;
and cheese as well as English salt ; but going to make a few remarks.
we have had a practical test made in this Mi. MACKENZIE : Then

tbere were
ntended to
other bon.

l-

hi: it is

Y Well,
if it is car-
but I was

we are to
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uînderstand, Mr. Speaker, that the ques-
tion is not carried'?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I under-
stand I an to close the discussion.

Some HoN. MEMBERS : No.
Mi. SPEAKER : I declared the

motion carried. I will now put the first
resolution.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I desire
to addressthe House, and I am sorry that
the hn. nenber for Centre iluron (Sir
Richard J. Cartwright) is not in his
place. However, I will reserve
the renarks ' I in.tended to make
at the commencement of my speech
until lie returns to the House.
Oh, now, I see the lion. gentleman is in
his place and I will,therefore,say what I
intended to say with reference to the re-
marks that fell froni the hon. mnember in
relation to myself when lie was replving
to the staterments I made in submitting
the Budget. That lion. gentleman, Sir,
thouglit proper to criticise my humble
judgm.ent in rather an ungenerous and
unfair nianner.

MRm. MILLS : Mr. Speaker, I wish to
sa1V-

Soine HON. MEMBERS: Order.
MR. MILLS: It is to a point of order

that I rise. There are a number of gen-
tlemuen who intended to address the
Ilouse upon the question generally, but
they are not lere at the moment ; but if
other lion. members are to be restricted
to the subject mnatter of each item-if
they are not to be allowed to take part in
the general discussion-the hon. the Min-
ister of Finance vill have to observe the
same rule.

SîR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I under-
stood there were hon. memîbers who were
verv anxious to speak. I understood
that the hon. mîîenber for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills), and the lion. member for Glouces-
ter (Mr. Anglin) wished to speak ; and,
therefore, I did not wish to close the
debate.

MR. MACKiENZIE : No one objects
to the debate being re.opened ; but what
should be clearly understood is that, if the
hon. the Minister of Finance is to be
allowed to discuss the whole question
generally, the same privilege must be
accorded to every member of the House ;
otherwise the hon. gentleman can only
speak to what is involved in any particular
item discussed.

MR. MACKBNZIE,

MR. MILLS: I know that a number
of gentlemen intended to speak on the
motion. I have a few notes which I took
of the debate. I did not expect to speak
to-niight, and I have not got them here,
because I supposed the debate would not
reach a conclusion before Thursday. Of
course, I eau quite understand that the
hon. the Minister of Finance is anxious
that lie shoull close it hinself, and I have
uno objection to his doing so; but, after
declaring the motion carried, the general
debate is closed. I have, however, ne
objection to the hon. gentleman address-
ing the House generally on the Tariff, but
only on the understanding that all those
who have not already spoken. and who
may desire to speak, some of whom are
not for the moment in the louse, shall
have the same opportunity. The debate
might he adjourned, and other Govern-
ment business proceeded with.

MR. PLJMB: The lon. the Minister
of Finance has by courtesy the right of
reply. I do not see why lie should not
have it at this stage of the debate. If
other mnembers are to be allowed conse-
quently to re-open the discussion on the
main question, the business will never be
finished. The debate will never be
ended if they are to go on discussing the
question generally upon every item that
comes up on concurrence.

MR. SPEAKER : On the motion for the
second reading of the resolutions the
debate was 'general. I waited for some
time before declaring the motion carried.
Now, as the second reading of the resolu-
tions has been declared carried, there
comes the question of concurring in the
resolutions, item by item, and in that case
the debate must be confinîed to the subject
matter of each item as it conies up, except
it be specially understood that it is to be
general.

MR. MACKENZIE : We have no
objection on this side of the House to the
general debate going on.

On Resolution 1, on item 7,
MR. PATERSON (South Brant) : The

subject matter of this item has beenu
brought beforc ny notice by the Principal
of the Institution in Ontario for the
education of the blind. It relates to the
duty upon books that are fitted for that
unfortunate class, embossed or raised
letter books, I think they are called. It
is a subject upon which I have no direct
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knowledge, but a gentleman informs me
that the Tariff is exceedingly onerous,
that the rates levied under the old rule,
6e. per pound, was something very great,
but that under the ad coloremt rate, as
proposed by the hon. the Finance Minis-
ter, it will be 80 per cent. more than it
was then. I an informned that this un-
furtuiinate class are unable, in a large
measure, to provide their own books.
Sone are found by the Province, and
others bv the benevolent incilined. It is
thouglt It would only be in tie initerest
of hunanity, and suffering humanitv at
that, if the lion. Minister would listen to
the request in that direction, and announce
whether lie can see his way clear to give
this relief. I an told that none of those
works are printed iii Canada, and never,
in all prob abilitv, will be. They are pub-
lished by humane institutions in the
United States and elsewhere. The tax
levied upon them will be a heavy burden
on the class that cai ill afford to bear it.
Under all the cir-cuiistances, perliaps
the lion. Minister can give us soie
assurance that the burden will be removed
bv a proviso, to the effect that books of
that class be added to the fiee list.

SIr SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The sub-
ject to which the lion. gentleman has re-
referred lias engaged the attention of the
G 9verniment, and t wo or tliree propositions
of a similar character are receivng con-
sideration. When the item is submitted,
I will be able to state whether we will
place thiem in the free list or not.

MR. MACKENZIE : Does this 15
per cent. mean the average amount col-
lec ted ?

SiR SAMIUEL L. TILLEY : Yes.
Mn. MACKENZIE : One of the lead-

îig book-sellers-a gentleman with whom
the lion. gentleman had sone relations
l-st vear-infornied me that the average
collection was a trifle under 10 per cent.
If that be true, we are charging 5 per
cent. more under the new than we did
under the old Tariff.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : By refer-
ence to the returns for the last six months,
which have been laid upon the Table, the
hon. gentleman will see that the duty
paid is between 14 and 15 per cent., and
that the gentleman interested in the trade
suggested 15 per cent.

MR. MACKENZIE: What they sug-

gested was that tbey would rather pay
anotier percentage tlan another td vialo'reiw
duty.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It is their
own proposition.

On item 18,
MR. MACKENZIE : I would like to

know what the item means. It is im-
possible to gather the meaning froi the
wording.

S1R, SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Under
the present Act, mattrasses made of hair
are taxed at 30 per cent. This makes
the duty the saine on all mattrasses, no
matter of what material they are
niade.

On item 47,
MR. IVES : I regret that the bon. the

Finance Minister has not seen his way
clear to apply the saime principle in regard
to this article that lias been applied to
flag-stones, in item 16, that is, to give a
specific duty. A year's experience has
shown that the dity on roofing-slates is
practically much less than it appears to
be, owing to the admission of American
slate at an under valuation. To those
unacquainted with the trade, it seens
easy to detect the difference between the
various gracies of slate, but it is really
easy to deceive anyone not skilled in
the business. The roofing-slate broughit in
under the new Tariff, bas been valued at
less than one-half the price it is sold
for on the market. IL is evident, there-
fore, tiat either the hon. the Minister of
Custons must perform his duty more
efiiciently or the hon. the Finance
Minister must give us a higher rate
per cent. At the present time, slate
worth $4.25 or $4.50 per square, is
brought ii and pays duty upon $1.50 to
$2 per square only. I hope the lion,
Minister will see his way clear to giving
us a specifie duty on this article. I would
suggest that we should have 20 per cent.
of the value of the roofing-slate imported.
That, would be a fair Protection, and
would prevent the importation of
American slate to a large portion
of the Dominion. There are very
valuable slate quarries in the consti-
tuency I represent, and they have done
tolerably well during the past year, but
the business is capable of being largely
extended, and I think the step I have
suggested should be taken so as to enable
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those quarries to supply the whole coun- Toronto there is a great deal of trouble
try as far as possible. arnong the hardware nien with regard to

Sm SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I am appraisement. In this article,pSi P n th artile, pal,cu-
lot aware that the attention of the De- larly, there is an immense business done

partment lhas been called to this subject. with the United States, and we kiow it is
I understand tliat the manufacturers alnost impossible for men, not properly
allege that the imported slates are under- trained in this branci to state v bat the
valued, but I do not think it can be fairly duties or prices would be. There bas
stated tlat the hon. the Minister of Cus- been no hardware appraiser appointfed in
toms is not looking after such imatters. I the port. I think that is a great mis-
think there are more complaints in the take, that it is pe1ny-wise and pound-

opposite direction. foolish, and that th- Government is los-
Mît. IVES: He is looking after tea ing a great deal of noney by not appoint-

more than slae. ing proper appraisers. The board slould
Sin SAMUEL' L. tILLEY : This in- be properly organized, if the Governmient

dustry lias certainly a Protection of 25 wisies to carry out the present Tariff pro-
per cent., because it is unlike iany other )erly.
industries, whicli have to pay froin. 15 to MR. MACKENZIE : Cam the hon.
20 per cent. for raw iaterial. It is all the Finance Minister state what vailue
really upon the labour they bestow on the has been placed on roofing-slate per
work and the value of the slates varies sjuare ? We could soon ascertain the
so naterially, that a specific duty would in effect of the duty if that -was stated.
one case be 60 per cent., and in another SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : No;
70, while in a ditferent one 20 or 25 per the return simply gives the value.
cent. The difliculty we experience in Mn. MACKENZIE : The entire
dealing with questions of this kind, where amount of the duty is bnly about $2,900
the values vary so mnuch,is not sliglt. In a altogether; so the immense amount the
certain case of very inferior slate, the Government las been receiving, according
duty proposed by my hon. friend (Ir. te the hon. member for South Leeds (Mr.
Ives), would be about 621 per cent. The Jones), is but very smnall. Still, I think
Government thought that by the im- the hon. the Finance Minister ought to
position of 25 per cent. they would give give whatever duty is asked, because the
tLis industry cverything that could be higler tle price the ricler the people
desired. grow under the present regilne. It adds

M -. JONES: I think the difliculty te the wealth cf the country, and keeps
lies in the inability of the Custom House Canada for the Canadiaus.
of ,rs to give the proper appraisement Mn. IVES: i would like te ascertain
uf iese articles. It is almost impossible the facts in this matter. I think that the
thait every Custom House officer on the slate imported last year bas net )aid duty
frontier should be able to appraise dif- upon its value. I think it bas been ad-
ferent articles corrkectly. The Customs mitted at a valuation of frein $1.50 to
Departeht bas not adopted a proper $2 a square. I ar quite certain that the
sysen ini the appraisement cf g gods information I have received on that score
thlroughut tte country. They have tried is correct, and, if se, there las been un-
a littie toc much te save seme mtney by der valuation. What the hon. the Finance
not apJ)cintiilg suitable appraisers te go Minister says, witli regard te lih-priced
te the different districts, and assist the slate paoying a very low uty, if it were a
Custom lieuse ofuicers in valuing the specifi duty, and low- priced ste pying
(lifeèrent articles. I think the troubso is a igh duty, relates to a difliculty th.t I do
that the Board cf Appraisers is only suffi- net tliink exists. If we were te attach a
cent te romnain at Ottawa, and work ýlspecifie duty cf se rnuch per square on
lerre, but have scarcely the time te over- reeffug-slate, excepting coloured sînte, say
look the work f appraisement elsewhere. 1, tere would be ne difgicdlty, because
We waut a staff to travel throuyh the there is n very great range cf prices i1
districts, froin peint te peint, ad look erdinary siate, Nos. 1, 2 and 3. If we wer
over the different entries passing through te take a specifi duty cf 25 percent. upon
the Custoi Houses, and teach the dif- the price cf $4, and except fancy siate for
ferent officers their duthe I see in the operation f this specifl duty, we

Mni. IVES.
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should thenarrive at what we desire. The
difficulty the bon. the Finance Minister
ientioned does not realiy exist, because

there is no very large margin between the
price of Nos. 1 and .3.

Mn. BOWELL : I can scarcely con-
ceive what the lion. menber for Rich-
mond and Wolfe (Mr. Ives) wishes the
Minister of Customs to do, except it be to
lock into and examine every invoice
brought to the Department. To judge by
the amiounit of roofing-slate imported last
year, the House must come to the con-
clusion that there bas been very little de-
mand for it, or that the n-arkets have been
supplied from Can adian quarries. I
understood the Lon. nember for Lanibton
to say that the total amount of roofing-
slate inported amounted to the value of
$2,s00.

MR. MACKENZIE: No; I said the
duties on what was imported aniouuted
to $, 60 0or 2,800.

Mt. BOWELL: The total duties col-
lected on rooflig-siate imported was but
81,145. This proves that there bas been
little slate con suned, or the builders bave
used Canadian slate.

M R. IVES : It bas been imported at
a value ot 81.50 a square.

MI. BOWELL : If that be true, it
cannot have interfered a great deal with
the industry to which the hon. gentle-
man (Mr. Ives) refers, the inport being so
very small. The duty on all kinds of
slate reached only $3,200, and on all
manufactures of slate, only $526. Of
roofing-slate, upon whichno duty was paid,
the value of the imports was only $2,700.
If the Department had been informed
that this article had been under-valued
v hen imîported, an investigation would at
once have taken place. The only ques-
tion ever brought before me lias been the
propriety of changing an ad valorem to
specific duty. If the idea of the hon.
mnember for South Leeds (Mr. Jones)
were carried out, we should have to
largely supplement the present staff of
Custom House clerks, and ask for 50 per
cent. more for salaries. At all the princi-
pal ports it is well known there are
special appraisers for each branch. I do
not say that all are as efficient as
they should be, but I believe all attendto
their duties assiduously. That they
may be properly instructed, some
of the Board of Appraisers in

59

Ottawa constantlyvisit the ports through-
out the Dominion, and instruct their
oflicers more particularly in their duties.
A report of an under-valuation or attempt
at fraud is immediately followed by an
investigation. As the hion. the Finance
Minister says, if there is any complaint
in the country at present, it is that we
have been too strict in looking after mi-
portations, charging ius with having
inpeded business, by trying to put a
stop to what all the mercliants have com-
plained of for nany years, under-valua-
tion. I am at a 1ôss to know what can
be done further by the Departient,
unless to dismiss forty or fifty of tlhe-
appraisers and select new ones, supposed
to be more comipetent. I do not think
the country would be satisfied with an
increase of the nuniber to the extent the
ion. mtember for South Leeds desires, nor
do I believe that rnmch more c:an be don
than lhas been done, ience I did not feel
instified in asking this House to increase
the expenditure of the Departmtent in this
particular.

MR. MACKENZIE : In giving the
amount of duties collected, thero was
Omitted what the class covers. It is
slate and slate-manufactures of all kinds;
tbey paid $307.80 ; roofing-slate, $662.10,
and all otier manufactures of slate,
$1,987, or a total of $2,967 i the iast
half year. Roofing-slate, in the previou
six months of 1878, yielded $725, o
some $20 more than during the last siý
ionths, showing it vas not material!
affected in any way by the Tarif.

Item agreed Io.
Item 49, Wool and woollens.
MR. CHARLTON : Will the lion. the

Finance Minister inform the House what
amount of wools pass into this country,
and what revenue he expects fron the
duty ?

SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I cannot
say. The impression last year was that
there was very little of this description
imported, but we founid such was not the
case. We thought the wool imported
came mainly from Africa, South Amnerica
and Australia, and that such wool as is
raised in Canada was not imported ; but
we found last year that 30,0001b. entered
from Great Britain alone. But the
opinion we entertained this time was, that
indirect Protection would be given the
producers of wool in this country, by the
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demand created for it by our own in-
dustries. It was stated to-day that the
price of wool was very low during the
sunnier : but our farmers sold it too
early. Wool, then 22c. per pound, is now
worth 32c. Last summer, while in
Toronto, I was in communication with
some gentlemen vho had sent out orders
for the very description of wool produced
in this country, and a very considerable
quantity was inported. I doubt very
much whetber the importation will be
large, for a very large portion cones from
Africa, South America and Austrilia, for
use in the manufacture of the finer
cloths, which cannot be made out of
Canadian wool ; it is used in the making
of blankets and coarse goods. Last year,
wool cormpeting with Canadian, was
imported, and it is to reach it that the
-duty is asked.

MR. MACKENZIE: Where does it
come from ?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Largely
from Great Britain.

MR. OLIVER: What quantity of the
fine wool raised in Canada enters into our
manufactures ? I know it is very
large.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : I cannot
speak on the subject as positively, per-
haps, as my hon. friend (Mr. Oliver).
But, in conversations I have had with
woollen manufaeturers, I have learned
that the larger establishments import
nearly all the fimer wools fron Africa,
and some from Australia and South
America. Very little of the wool used at
Almonte or the Sherbrooke mills is Cana-
dian. Our own wool is used for coarse

goods.
Mr. CHARLTON : I wish to call the

attention of the hon. the Finance Minis-
ter to the fact that the imposition of this
duty is upon wools only of which we ex-
port a large amount and ordinarily import
none, as the hon. the Finance Minister
must be well aware, a deception sought to
be practiced upon the farmer, inasmuch as
only under exceptional circumstances and
on very rare occasions can it have any
effect on the price of wool. If he had
imposed a duty on wool imported in large
quantities, he would have got some
revenue from it, whether he would have
succeeded in raising the price of wool pro-
duced in Canada or not. But the pre-
sent arrangement will neither give him

SIX SMUEL L TILLEY.

revenue nor the farmers Protection. It
is a sop thrown to the farmer-one of
those promises by which lie is deluded
into the belief that lie is recervmg( sorne
sort of Protection of a piece with the duty
on barley, peas, beans,and various articles
of which we export enormous quantities,
and inport almost nothing. It will have
no effect in raising the price of wool, or
producing revenue. I think it is one of
those dodges it iII becomes the diity of
the Governiment to resort to.

Resolution agreed to.
On iteim à of second Resolution,
MR. ROBERiT:ON (Shelburnec) I

would like to ask the lion. the Finance
Minister if le would have any objection
to add the words, " and sugar refineries."
I ask this for the reason that ii Nova
Scotia, as Le is aware, a sugar refinev is
to be established during the present vear.
A large portion of the machinerv used in
it rnay be manufactured in Canada, but it
will be necessary to import a considerable
portion from the United States and Great
Britain. I see no reason why the privi-
leges extended to cotton mills may not
also be extended to sugar refineries. After
this refinery is in operation it will have to
compete with Redpath and Company, the
machinery for whose establishment was
been imported under the late Tariff.

S1R SAMUEL L. TILLEY: I an
gratified to find that there is one hon.
gentleman belonging to the Opposition
who is of the opinion that a sugar refinery
is not such a wonderful monopoly after
all, and that the Protection which is
alleged has been given by Parliament is
of so lirr ited a character that the
machinery for it requires to be admitted
free. Nevertheless, I an of opinion that
this industry bas sufficient Protection to
warrant us in exacting a duty on the
machinery for the sugar refineries that
may be established.

MR. ROBERTSON: I did not say
that that industry was not protected ; on
the contrary, I acknowledged it was pro-
tected. But I said that the sugar refinery
in Nova Scotia would have to conpete
with Redpath and Son, whose nachinery
has been imported at a low rate of duty.
Now, the sugar refinery in Nova Se-otia
will have to bring in its machinery at a
higlh rate of duity, and will not be on the
same footing as Redpath and Son.

MR. DOMVILLE : The hon. gentle
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inan is quoting Redpath rersus Redpath, J such as bas been enjoyed by other imanu-
because weknow that they are large owners facturers, then the hon. memler for Shel-
in the refinery in Halifax. Consequently, burne should cease his opposition, as the
tbings that are equal to the same thing bon. members for Halifax must know best
are equal to one another. what their own people want.

MR. ROBERTSON : What stock have Item agreed to.
they ? On item 9 of second Resolution.

\R. DOMVILLE: A large stock- MR. ANGLIN: Perbaps the hon.
$20,000. I have it fron the Redpaths gentleman will explain why this change
themselves. is made

Mn, ROBERTSON: 810.000. Sir SAMUEL L. TILLEY : Beciuse
MR. DOMVILLE A large portion it is raw material and not muîwîîfactured

of that machinery bas been for years in this country, and enters largely iito
in Canada. I have no doubt that my the manufacture of agricultumal impile-
lion. friend occupies a high position in ments and otber articles. It is not at
Nova Scotia, as be represents a large the present tine made in tis country
rural constituency ; but lie might leave at all.
Halifax and St. John to look after them- MR. MACKENZIE: It is made at
.selves. Wlen the Halifax refinery is Londonderry.
built and in operation, and if it makcs SIR SAMiIEL L. TILLEY:make
the large amount of money it is claimed it now-.
will nake, then I think they will have MR, ANGLIN : W lîv iit tbe exten-
nothing to grumble at in paying a duty non to 1882 î Why no, unake the
on machinery. The whole machinery for extension absolute
that refinery will not cost more than SuR SAMUEL L. TILLEY ; It is an
$60,000 or $80,000, the duty on which indication to tbe Englisb capitalists \vo
would be trifling in comparison with the are disposec to nanufacture steel in this
profits the bon. gentleman alleges thev
will miake. ment is to impose a duty on it before

MR. DALY: I nay reply to one of long
the arguments used by the hon. member MR. DOMVILLE: 1 feel that this
for Shelburne (Mr. Robertson), by saying item, to the uniritiated, covers a verv
that the Redpatbs' refinery will not have large grocnd. If is lard to fel where
such an advantage nver that about to be iron ceases ani sted commences. Ili the
established in Halifax, in respect to duty process of manufacturing iron, tbat is
as be bas alleged. Under the late diflicult to discriminafe, excepf by
Government, the nachinery of Redpath experts, iind they are nof always abe
and Son was utterly useless and could nof to forin a conclusion as fo îvbcre the une
be employed, but now they have been is to be drawn. I fbink a grcat deal of
obliged to imýport macbinery under the our nail-plafe in this country could be
new Tariff, so that they have actually brouglt in under the leading of steel,
paid the saine rate of duty as will be re- because it might be so manufacfuu d as
quired to be paid by the new company to answer for the making of nails and stili
about to start in Halifax. I regret cone under the leading of steel. Again
that this concession, which I had already under tlis heading, fish-plates corne in
urged on the Minister, has not been made froc. Fisli-plates have been nade in
in the Tariff, bat at the sane tinie I am flis countr-, and oaa be made witbouf
satisfied with the explanation given by anv diflicultv bv the rolling iadlls, and
the hon. the Minister of Finance, that would provide a large amount of
the Protection which the Tariff in general work for sncb factories. The rail-
terns gives to the sugar refining industry ways of the Nortl-\Vest and
is so considerable as to enable refiners to Canada simply, generally require
pay the duty on their machinery. annually some fbousands of tons

MR. MACKENZIE: I think the hon. of fish-plates. I point this out lecause
member for Shelburne ought to withdraw it may nof yet be f o late to alter the
his proposition. If the hon. members for Tarif. I thik if shoult be so amended
Halifax say they do not want any privi- so that fish-plates for railways, wbich can
le-es for the sugar refinery ins that city, be made in this country ver cheaply and
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by a simple process, should be made in
this country. As I understand the Na-
tional Policy, it is to favour the manufac-
turer in this country of everything that
can be manufactured here. If fish-plates
can be made here as cheaply and as eco-
nomically as they can be îniported from
abroad, our people sbould be allowed to
make them, anid at the same timne burn
the coal of Nova Scotia or of other parts
of this country in their manufacture. I do
not throw this out with any desire to find
fault with the hon. the Finance Minister
but only as a proper suggestion to urge
hii on in the interests of the country.
At the same tinme, I wisli to point out
that in importing steel or the manufac-
tures of steel, almost everything that is
brought in under the heading of iron nay
be called steel, because the difference is
so slight that it is liard to discrimiinate.

I point this out believing that we slould
have the right to iake plates in this
country. For every mile of iron rails laid
down there a e five tons of fish-plates re-
quired. The Coldbrook Works have been
referred to iii the course of the debate.
If we could oniy get the making of one-
half the fish-plates required for the Pacifie
IRailwav we should be able to carry on
our business to great advantage, and pro-
vide emiployment to a large number of
mechanics. I think this House must
admit that the hon. the Finance Minister
has endeavoured to do the best ie can for
all the industries of Canada, and he has
shown his willingness to put the manufac-
turing interest of the country on a sound
basis after they had been run down by the
policy of the hon. gentlemen opposite.

MR. MACKENZIE : This is to add to
the free list.

MR. DOMVILLE : I know it is, and
I object to its being added to the free
list. I object to the extension of the
time to 1882 for certain articles that come
under the denomination of steel. I do
not object to steel rails coming in free,
until the country is in a position to
manufacture them. But when we come
to the auxiliarics, such as fish plates,
nuts, and boits, and all those things, I
want these to be made in the country.

Item agreed to.
On item 6 of third Resolution.
MR. CHARLTON: In connection with

this matter of the Excise duty on spirits,
I desire to call the attention of the hon.

MR. DOMVILLE.

the Finance Minister to one view of this
case. In common with hinself, I do not
care how high the duty upon spirits may
be. But I suppose his object is to secture
as large a revenue as possible, and I much
fear the rate of duty now imposed will be
found to be too high for a Protective rate.
I think a lower rate wouild be
a more productive one. I fear
this duty being so nmuch higher
than the Excise duty in the United States
will lead to an enorinous amount of smug-
gling, and also to a great amount of illicit
distillation. It has been found in the
United States that the highest rate of Ex-
cise duty vieided the least amount of
revenue, and the experience of that coun-
try is that the present rate, which is 90 c.
1 think, is more productive than the
higlier rates were. The Excise duty in the
United States once was $>, and the
smallest revenue ever collected from
spirits there was under that duty. I
think the lion. the Finance Minister will
find this duty too high for revenue
purposes.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : This
duty is very little higher than the Excise
duty of the -United States, and as far as
we can discover there are no spirits
brought in from the United States. There
may be some illicit distillation within the
Dominion, but the premium offered to
parties giving information in regard to
illicit stills is so great, that illicit distilla-
tion is rendered very hazardous. Fuither
than that, the increase of 10c. per gallon
last Session, would naturally niake very
little difference indeed in regard to illicit
distillation.

Item agreed to.
Resolutions agreed to.

HIGH COMMISSIONER IN ENGLAND.
MESSAGE FROM HIS EXCELLENCY.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD de-
livered a Message from His Excellency
the Governor-General.

MR. SPEAKER read the Message, and
it is as follows
" LoRNE.

"The Governor-General transmits to the
louse of Commons, copy of the correspondence
which bas taken place between the Imperial
and Canadian Governments, relative to the ap-
pointment of Sir A. T. Galt, as High Commis-
sioner to represent Canada in England, and to-
reside in London.
"GovERNMENiT HUsE,

"OrrAwÂ, 30th Mareh, 1880."
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BRITISH COLUMBIA ADDITIONAL SU.
PREME COURT JUDGES BILL

[BILL 44.]

(1fr. McDonadd, Pictuui.)

THIRD READING.

Amendment made in Committee of
the Whole, read the second time, and
agreed to.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou), moved the
third reading of the Bill.

Mn. BLAKE moved in amendment:

.That the Bill be not now reaa a third tune,
but that it be Resolred, That any change iii the
judicial system of British Columbia sbould be
based on the utilisation of the existing staff of
eight Judges ; that the proposed legislation will
involve the pensioning of five of those Judges, in
full health and vigour, at an annual cost of
$S,000, and will thus increase the expense,
while it will diminish the eficiency of the
Administration of Justice in the Province.

Mi. McDONALD (Pictou): I have

just one or two observations to make in
regard to the amendment proposed before
it goes to the House. Hon. gentlemen
will recollect that in the discussion
upon the second reading of the Bil,
I laid before the Hlouse the figures
on which I asked the House to assent
to the Bill authorising the p-iyment
of salaries to Judges, and those figures
demonstrated that the appointmuents of
Judges proposed would not cost the
country a dollar. The anendment, as far
as I understand it, is entirely niisleading.
It states that the superannuation of the
Stipendiary Magistrates, whom my hon.
friend terms Judges, would entail upon
the country an annual expenditure of
$8,000. It is very true that the pension-
ing of these gentlemen will entail the
payment to them of their pensions, but
the statement that it will cost the country
that amount is entirely misleading. I
demonstrated to the House that, although
these gentlemen would retire from the
active discharge of their duties, an
arrangement of the judiciary could be
effected, by which no additional cost
would be necessitated. With this ex-
planation the amendment as proposed by
the hon. member will be indicative ot
his own views. I have only to say that
it is misleading, in so far as it would tend
to lead the House to believe that the ap-
pointment of these Judges would entail
any additional cost whatever on the ad-
ministration of justice in the country.

Mn. BLAKE: By the hon. gentleman's
own showing there would an increased
cost of $400 a year.

MR. McDONALD : Perhaps the hon.
genîtlemnan will show me where that state-
ment is?

MR. BLAKE: I can show the hon.
gentleman his own speech.

MR. McDONALD: I said that de-
ducting the salary of the Westminister
magistrate there would be a smiall ad-
ditional outlay.

MR. LONGLEY : If the hon. the
Minister of Justice will denonstrate to
the House that the Bill which he is about
to ask us to endorse, will not lead to a
considerable increase iii connection .with
the cost of the judiciary of the country,
I for one will be prepared to vote for his
motion. But, unless lie can do that, I
shall not feel free to add to the cost of
that particular braneh of the service some
$8,000. Any personhaving bis attention
directed to the expenses of tlie adminis-
tration of justice for a few vears past
must have been struck with the
fact that the expenses have been
increasing in a very rapid manner.
Even during the last year, if the figures
before me are correct, those expenses have
increased nearly $9,000. 1, for one, do
not feel froe now to sanction any f urther
increase in this direction.

Motion made and question proposedl:

That the Bill be not now read a third time
but that it be Resolred, That any change in
the judicial system of British Columbia should
be based on the utilization of the existing staff
of eight Judges ; that the proposed legislation
will involve the pensioning of five of those
Judges, in full hnalth and vigour, at an annual
cost of $8,000 and will thus increase the ex-
pense, while it will diminish the efficiency of
the Administration of Justice in the Pro-
vince.--(MJr. Blake.)

House divided: Yeas, 43 ; nays, 98.

YEAs:
Messieurs

Anglin
Béchard
Blake
Bourassa
Burpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Cameron (Huron)
Cartwright
Casey
Chandler
Charlton
Coupat
Dumont

Killam
Laurier
Longley
Macdonell (N. Lanark)
Mackenzie
Malouin
Milis

Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (S. Brant)
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelbur ne)
Rogers
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set
Fleming
Flynn
Geoffrion
Gillies
Gillimor
Gunn
Haddow
Hluntington

Ross (W. Middlesex)
Rymal
Skinner
Smith (Selkirk)
Smith (Westmoreland)
Snowball
Trow
Wiser.-43.

Messieurs
Abbott Lingevin
Allison Littie
Arkell Macdonald (Kings PEI)
Baby Macdonald (Vict B.C.)
Baker McDonald (C. Breton)
Bergeron McDonald (Pictou)
Be gin Me Donald (Vict, N. S.)
Bill Macmillan
Bolduc McCallum
Boultbee Mccuaig
Bourbeau McInnis
Bowell McKay
Brecken Mc Lennan
Buanster McLeod
Cimon McRory
Coughlin Massue
Coursol Merner
(uthbert Méthot
Daly • Muttart
Daoust O'Connor
Dawson Ogden
DeCosmos Ouimet
Desjardins Patterson (Essex)
Domville Perrault
Dugas Platt
Elliott Plumb
Fortin Pope (Compton)
Fulton Pope (Queen,P.I.E.)
Gault Richey
Gigault Robinson
(iirouard (Jacques Cart.)Ross (Dundas)
Girouard (Kent) Routhier
Grandbois Ryan (Marquette)
Hackett Ryan (Montreal C.)
Haggart Schultz
Hay Shaw
Hesson Sproule
Hilliard Tassé
Hooper Tellier
Houde Thompson (Cariboo)
Hurteau Tilley
Ives Tupper
Jackson Vallée
Jones Vanasse
Kaulbach Wade
Keeler Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Kirkpatrick Wallace (W. York)
Kraiz White (Cardwell)
Landx y White(N.Renfrew-98)

Motion resolved in the negative.M
Bill read the third time and passed, on

the same division reversed.

GENERAL INSPECTION ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

(1fr. Baby.)

FIRST READING.

Bouse resolved itself into Committee of the

Whole, to consider a certain proposed Resolu-
tion respecting " The General Inspection Act,
1874" (37 Vie., cap. 45), and the Act 39 Vie.,
cap. 33.

(In the Committee.)

MR. BABY : After considering the sug-
gestions of hon. gentlemen on both sides
of the flouse, the Government have de-
cided to reduce the fees for the inspection
of smoked herrings from 2c. per box to
lc. per box, lc. per half box, and 1c. per
quarter box. I hope this will meet the
views of hon. gentlemen fron the Lower
Provinces in general, and the member of
the county of Halifax in particular. The
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin)
stated that nobody had asked for this
tax, but lie is mistaken. As I said the
other day, this is no tax at all ; the ob-
ject is only to fill up a deficiency in the
law repeatedly asked for. The inspection
fee now souglit to be established is to re-
munerate the Inspector for his trouble,
when called upon to inspect smoked lier-
rings in boxes, the charges actually pro-
vided by law being only on barrels and
half-barrels. The Statute in force since
1874 provides that where an Inspector of
Fish is appointed, such fish as are men-
tioned in the law shall be inspected, but
in the schedule to which I have already
alluded, we find herrings mentioned only
in barrels and half-barrels. I may add
that I am informed that there are several
contradictory judgments rendered in the
Maritime Provinces on this subject ; one
to the effect that the Inspector is bound
to inspect such .smoked herrings without
fee, and others that this officer is not
bound to do so without remuneration. It
is to remedy such defects that this measure
is introduced. There was a complaint
that the boxes were generally too small,
but the Inspection Act regulates the
capacity of the boxes, and states how
many pounds of herring they shall con-
tain. I trust that the resolutions now
before the House will carry.

MR. ANGLIN: The hon. the First
Minister stated, on a former occasion,
that it was not intended that the inspec-
tion should be compulsory. I understood
the hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue
to state now that the inspection would be
compulsory.

MR. BABY: The law says that the
inspection of all fish mentioned in the
list shall be compulsory where an In-
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spector has been appointed at the request' and opposed to the interests of those
of the Board of Trade. engaged in the herring packing trade.

Mi. ANGLIN : That is a point on MR. LONGLEY asked if it was pro-
which we would like to be satisfied. My posed to make the inspection coipulsory.
own impression is that this Bill would MR. BABY : My intention is not to
iake the inspection compulsory. If such disturb the Act, but to leave it as it is.
is the case, it vill render it necessary for It lias been decided by the Courts in
those interested to view the matter differ- Nova Scotia that the Inspector was bound
ently froni what they would if it were to inspect herrings notwithstanding the
optional. It would, perhaps, be necessary fact that no fee was provided.
for us to appeal te the House for such MR. LONGLEY said he understood
changes as nay be desirable in the in- there was a clear distinction between the
terests of our constituents. Failing in inspection of pickled fish and smoked
that, we must only submit to the in- herrings; the oie being cempulsory and
evitable. the other optional.

MR. LONGLEY said that he thought MR. DAI3Y: According to the law of
there was some confusion in regard to 1874, they were te L exactlv on the saine
boxes and half boxes. He was not aware footing. But it will be better te wait
thiat any haif boxes were put up in his until the Bie cones dewn before discus-
own county. sing this matter.

MRt. BABY said the boxes would be Resolution ordered to be reported.
defined by the law. House resumed.

3)R. LONGLEY said the hon. Minister (In the House.)
would search the law in vain for the Resolution reported, read the seconddimensions of half boxes. He was glad time and agreed t.
the G-overnment had decided to reduce the Mn. BABY introduced a Bill (No. 84)inspection fee. Since the last discussion, To amend the General Inspection Act,
he had ascertained that those interested To aed the Gena it
in the industry would rather have the 1 a
inspection optional. The Boards of Trade Bill read thefirst time.
might be good authorities on the mat- House adjourned at
ters they understood, but the men Eleven o'clock.
who put up the fish are the
best judges in regard to this
question. He suggested that an lion. I O U S E O F C O M M O N S.
inenber (Mr. Gillmor), who understood Wednesday, 31st March, 1880.
all about the vast herring fisheries of
Grand Manan, should give his views on The Speaker took the Chair at Three
this important matter. o'clock.

MR. GILLMOR said he did not know pRAyERs.
much about the size of the boxes, but ho
was satisfied that if the hon. Minister BILL INTRODUCED.
understood the trade he would not have The following Bill was introduced, and
recommended inspection for the herrings read th jfirst time.-
put up at Grand Manan. Nine-tenths Bill (No. 85), For the amendment of the law
of the herrings exported from the Donin- of evidence in certain cases of nisdemeanour.
ion are exported from his constituency, -(Mr. Kir#patrich.)
and he was quite sure the hon. Minister COTEAU BRIDGE.
would not willingly interfere or obstruct
that trade. Compulsory inspection would QUEsTION.
be a grave inconvenience. Local inspec- Mn. VALLÉE enquired, Whether the
tion miglit be well enouglh, but it would Government bas come to a decision vith
be a needless job to appoint an Inspector respect to the building of the Coteau
to go over the district, where the herrings Bridge; and, if so, what is it?
are packed. The mon engaged in this SîiR CHARLES TI) PPER : The Gov..
industry understood this matter, and their ernment lias come to a decision on the
interests should be consulted. He subject, which lias already been communi-
thought this measure was unneccessary cated to the Coteau Railway Company,
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and made public: namely, to require the
structure to cross the St. Lawrence at
that point to be a high-level bridge.

LAND WARRANTS IN THE-NORTH-
WEST.

QUESTION.

Mn. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to redeem
scrip or military or police bounty land
warrants, so as to prevent the said war-
rants becoming worthless, or to accept the
same in payment for railway or pre-
emption lands in the several belts, as was
intended when sucli warrants were first
issued by the Dominion Government.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD : That
subject is now engaging the attention of
the Government.

CROWN TIMBER PERMITS[IN MANI-
TOBA

MR. ROYAL enquired, Is it the in-
tention of the Governient to issue in-
structions to the Crown Timber Agent
in Manitoba, so that permits may be dis-

pensed with in the cutting or taking away
of dead timiber, whether fallen or standing,
on Dominion lands?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: No, it
is not the intention of the Government to
give any such instructions.

NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES-COLLEC-
TION OF CUSTOMS DUTIES.

QUEsTION.

M R. R OYA L enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to dis-
continue the present systen of collecting
the Customs duties in the North-West
Territories, by the men of the North-West
Mounted Police, and to appoint, at an
early date, other officers; and, if so, at
what points 1

MR. BOWELL: It is the intention of
the Government to appoint Custons
oflicers, to be stationed at points on the
frontier of the North-West, as the trade
of the country develops itself, so as
to j ustify suci appointments. At present,
I an not in a position to state at what
poi4ts these officers, when appointed, will
be stationed, or when any appointments
will be made.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY-RUN-
NING OF TRAINS IN MANITOBA.

QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is
SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

the intention of the Government to direct
that proper means be adopted in the run-
ning of Canadian Pacifie Railway trains
over the River Seine bridge, and along
the Provencher Avenue at St. Boniface,
Manitoba, for the better protection of life,
and property.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I beg
leave to say in reply to the question of
the hon. gentleman, that along the Proven-
cher Avenue, at St. Boniface, there is only
a temporary line, and it will not, I presume,
be necessary to continue it after the com-
pletion of the temporary pile bridge.

MAIL SERVICE EETWEEN VICTORIA
AND CASSIAR, B.C.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MR. DECOSMOS, ini moving for an
Order of the House for a return containing
a copy of any correspondence, in 1879.
respecting the conveyance of the mails
between Victoria and Cassiar, and wav-
ports north of Comox and showing the
number of mails despatched each way
between Victoria and Lake Town, Cassiar,
in 1879, the dates at which the mails
were despatched, and a statement of the
expenditure for the transmission of the
said mails, said : As I observe that the
hon. the Postmaster-General is now in
his seat, I wish to call his attention to
this matter, and particularly to the fact
that Victoria and Cassiar are at a dis-
tance from each other of about 1,100
miles, and that at the preselt tirne
during the winter season there are
some 300 persons in Cassiar and in
the sumner time about 1,000 and
upwards, yet no provision is made
for carrying the mails between Cassiar
and Victoria, or between Wrangel and
Glenora, and between the latter and
Laketown. I find, Sir, among some of
the letters published in British Columbia
on the subject, the following from Mr.
Lovell, who was the Postmaster, until
recently, at Glenora :-

"R. Wallace, Esq., Posimaster, Victoria:
"DEAR 81R,-During the past year, though

no provision las been made for any mail ser-
vice to Cassiar, you have been in the habit of
putting packages of mail matter on board the
steamers for Fort Wrangel, Alaska, addressed
to me as Postmaster at Glenora ; you trusting
only to the generosity of anyone who would-
take them up the stickeen river for nothing.
And as you have refused to make any provision,
or to pay anything, or promise to pay anything
for the delivery of any mail at Glenora, I re-
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quest you will have my name taken off the lis
of Po3tmasters, and address no more package
of mail to me as such at Glenora, unless by ai
authorised messenger, as I object to be a party
to any such fraud on the public.

" And it is better for the public to knov
that, notwithstanding Cassiar does pay s
large a proportion of the Dominion revenue
yet there is no mail service provided for thi
Cassiar District.

"I arm respectfully,
"Your obedient servant,

"JOHN B. LOVELL.'

Now, Sir, I ask the attention of the Gov
ernment to this matter. So far as thi
Government of the United States is con
cerned, they supply a mail between Pori
Townsend, W.T., and Wrangel, in Alaska
and the only provision to be made by oui
Government would be to arrange foi
sending the mail by every steamer to oi
from Wrangel, making permanent provi-
sion for the mail between Fort Wrainge
and Glenora, and then, seventy-five miles
from Glenora, to Laketown, in Cassiar.
Another letter, published in the Victoria
papers, coiming from the hon. the Post-
master-General's Department, is as fol-
lows:-

" OrrAw, January 3rd,1SSO.
"SIR.-I have to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of the 10th ultimo, remonstrating
against the action of the Department in discon-
tinuing the mail service between Victoria and
the Cassiar district.

"In reply, I am directed to say that the ser-
vice in quesion was discontinued because the
price paid for it was ont of all proportion to the
annual revenue yielded by the offices interested,
each trip costing the Department more than
double the amount of such revenue.

"I am, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,

"WILLIAM WHITE,
"Secretary.

"Mr. J. LoVELL,
" Victoria, B.C."

Mr. Lovell writes :
'If the above reaon for not sending a mail

to Cassiar was applied tu eve-ry district in
British Columbia, how many would receive mail
service at aL ? Cassiar pays a large amount of
revenue to the Dominion Customs for which she
receives absolutely nothing in returi. The real
reason is that Cazsiar has no political influence.

" J. B. LOVELL."

Now, Sir, I think this is a very poor
reason for the Departmnent to give, that
so many people should be deprived of
their mails. I trust that the Govern-
ment will see that some provision is
made for carrying the mails to and from

bCassiar and Victoria, and the wav-ports,
Alert Bay, Fort Rupert, Fort Sîipson.

MR. B UNSTER : The hon. gentlenman
introduced Conaox, wlîich happens te be
iii ny district. 1 aia glad lie lias mnen-

Stioned it, for it was badly treated by the
late Postniaster-Generitl. Coinox wvas
prolnise(l a weekly service, and the service
i', large enougli for the boat to mnii twice
a -week. Theêre are 200 voters in that
district, which is a good indication of the
iiinîiber of inliabitants. At preseîit we
hiave only a mail once a fortnight, wliile
the contract was Jet foi- once a \veek.. The
bondsmen Nwere neyer asked to îmav the
aiount of the sureties foir the perfor-m-
ance of the contract. I trust tlîat
wheii the coatract is let again justice
wvill lie donc to Coinox, as wvell as

*to the east coast of Vancouver
*Island. XVhein bogus bondsmen go( as

sureties I think the autiiorities ouglit to
look that tley do0 not get otrawv bail. I
have no douit the lion. the Postiriaster-
Generni will dojsiein this case.

Motion egreed te.

BRITISHI COLUTMBIA - APPOINTNIENT
0F MRI. TRUTCH.

MOTION F01R RETURN.

MR. DECOSMOS mnoved for an
Address for a returrn containing, a copy of
all correspondence, papers, aud Orders in
Counicil, respecting the appointmnent of
Hon. J. W. Trutch te office in Britisht
*Columbia.

MR. MACKENZIE: I wouild li'-e, te
ask to what position Mr. Truteli is ap-
pointed, and wlîat are bis duties and
salary.

SiR JOHN A. MACDORNALD): The
return just mnoved for wvill show al
that.

Ma. MACKENZIE : If the transac-
tien is complete, the hon. gentleman
shoul J tel! us now. We may net see thie
return until next year.

Sim JOHN A. MACDO'NALD: 1
promise te hiave the retui-n downi iii a few
Jays.
i Motion ayreed te.

TR EXT WATERS CANAL SURVEYS.
MOTION11 FOR REPORTS.

MR. KEELER noved for an Order of
the Houise for copies of ail reports of re-
cent surveys niade by D. Stark, Esq.,

o

,ii nier ftepooe aa
e
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route from Port Hope to Rice Lake the purpose of prosecuting the investiga-
(Trent Waters). tion. I think the hon. member for

Ma. McCUAIG: I am opposed to Lambton will ind this is a very insig-
applications for reports in regard to nificant expenditure compared with a
undertakings which I am quite sure the good many expenditures that he felt hir-
finances of the country are inadequate to self quite warranted in undertaking with-
carry on. out any larger amount of authority from

MR. MvACKENZIE : This matter bas Parliament.
a more serous aspect than lon. gentlemen p. MACKENZ E: arni not aware
opposite are inclined to think. What of a single one, and would be glad if the
objecet the Government couid have had in lion. gentleman would mention one in-
sendimg an engineer with a party to ex- stance. ilere is a work which would cost
amine the country from Lake Ontario, at not less than S 15,000,000 to $20,000,000,
Port 1-Tope, to the ilterior, is past coin- and an engineer is gravely sent to se
preheion. According to the local whether it is wise or not to proceed with
papers, the engneer reports that l ge it. A single glance at the map, at the
found the country of sncb a nature that gnoueral geograpy or topography, would
it was possible to build a canal, and that show, apart from the information in the
the ascent to the ake near Peter- possession of the Departent, that this
1,)roug, was about 360 feet. I think is one of the wildest scheines ever spoken
the flouse ougbht to bave somne informa- of. The vote of $10,000 or $15,000 for
tion about this matter. Parliamentnever surveys, and shcadinatters, was neyer
autorised a survey of this country for intended to be used for the purpose of
the purpose of making a canal. An making an examination of the country for
effort is also being made to have the a gigantic proo-ect that ever was even
Trent works codtinued. By that route, mentioned in Parliament. When we de-
after traversin e the Trent valley for sired to examine the coasts of the North-
eitltv mles, you are only ten miles from umberland Channel, we took a special
Lake Ontarto. These wild projeets are vote for the purpose. With regard to the
utterly absurd, and it is a waste of public exaination of harbours, there is an ap-
money to send engineers to examine such propriation for tho purpose, and it is
projected thorks. do not think the generally mentioncd in Parliaent; but
Governise t bas a right to undertake it bas been vrv different in this case. t
sch a work as the one under disclssion, is a matter that could not posibl bave
when Parliaent neer sanctioned it enaed the attention of the bon. the
and no vote tas asked for the pur Minister of Canals seriously-te con-
pose. struction of this canal. Supposing, tbe

SR C HARLES TUPPER - I may report of the engineer :ad been more
Say that the lion. gentleman knows there ïfavourable, that the work would only cost
is a general vote for srveys, and where a baof wat it would, would the lion. the
question of this kind arises and the Gov- Minister of Can-ais really submit a project
erument think it desirable, before enter- of that kind to Parliament? It was done,
ing upon any considerable expenditure, it no douHt, to please some of bis local
is usual to obtain information in a cursory friends ; but tey ought not to be satin-

ay, as was doue in this case. The wfied at the expense of the country. There
officer Nvas engaged only a few days ; and is information about a those waters i
I arn inclined to tbin- it is not a sery the Department now. This seme has
great stretcb of pepartmental autoority, been deliberatey abandoned by the Gtv-
wbien a question of this kind arises, for ernent for the last twenty-five or tbirty
the Minister to satisfy bimself by a s oall years; and yet we bave it reviVed, an en-
expenditure for the purpose of ascertain- gineer sent to examine it, and newspapers
in,-, lhowi far ha would be warranted to soundinf the praises of the Goverument
take the matter up. In this very instance on the repor that this wor is to be
the result of a very small expenditure undertaken; that the survey as been
and of a few days' examination was suf- started, and so far everything, bas beeu
ficient to satisfy me that we would not be found most favourable. Lt is a pure
ustified i comino toard Parliament. and ask- farce.

ing for any considerable expenditure for Motion agreed to.
MIt. KEBLER.

(COMMUONS.] canal Surveys.
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POST-OFFICE INSPECTORS. Government for the economy instituted
i n m cont +X Th l, t h1 I

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.
represent are always glad to bear of

MR. BOURBEAU, in moving for an eConomy being practised. Ithas, b owever,
Order of the House, for a statement been pointed out to iC that, altbough the
from the offices of the iPost-office Inspectors two railway mail clerks on the rtbb
for each division, showing the salary and and Three Rivers Brancb of the Grand
class of each employé, the number of mail Trunk Railway have been placed else-
conductors on trains, the railway line on where, the services of sucb officers being
which they travel, the number of trips no longer required on that branci, coin-
made by each of them per week, plaint is made that like econonv does
and the distance they travel, said : not prevail in connection with other
Important changes have been made in the lines of railway on which the services of
Province of Quebec in relation to the railway mail clerks are required. The
offices of Post-office Inspectors. Thanks to complaint is that the mail ofmcers work
the now ex-Pcstmaster-General, a new only two davs in each week. The motion
division, called the Three Rivers division, which I have the honour to propose will
bas been organised, and, thanks, also, to have the effect of providing us witl all
the bon. Ministor, we experience the requisite information.
pleasure of having as Inspector of that MR. LANGEVIN: I must, in the
new division a' French Canadian, the only first place, thank the lion. member for the
Frencli Canadian who holds such a posi praise which lie bestowed on me .just n1ow.
tion in the country. That officer bas no in relation to the economy effected iii the
deputy, but he lias a first-class clerk, who Post Office Department. I regretted
performs the duty of deputy. The Post- that that economy should have been
office Inspector, whom I met yesterday, made at the expense of his county, but
informed me of the fact that, bis clerk not I knew that the bon. member was too
being his deputy, ex officio, cannot by con- patriotic to offer any opposition to that
sequence travel in the room and stead of economy being effected there rather than
the Post-office Inspector, wbo is obliged elsewlere. As to tho mail clerks of
to make long journeys and travel over a whom be spoke on the railway between
country as yet unprovided with railways. Quebec and Ottawa, ho will, 'wheni he
Certainlythe distancewhich hehastotravel ascertains the number employed on that
over, sometimes in vehicles, is very long line, see that it is limited, and that those
and very fatiguing. It would, therefore, officials have as much work to do as those
be more advantageous to him to have a wbo are employed on the soutb side of the
Deputy Inspector to take his place oc- St. Lawrenco-upon the Grand Trunk
casionally. I also think it my duty to Railway, for instance. In reforonce te
call the attention of the Government the Post-office Inspector for the Tbree
to the fact that the difference Rivers division, I am certain that niy
)etween the saiary of tbe Tbree hon, friend froe Drumnond and Artha-

Rivers Inspector and that of the baska speaks in perfect good faitb in re
1115)ectors of the other divisions is very portin what the Inspector said to him.
great. I bave ne doubt that the Gev- I tbink, however, tlîat that officer is mwel
erîment will do justice to the Inspecter aware that the rules of discipline require
of the Three iRivers division, either by in- tbat ho should, in the first instance,
creasing bis salary se as t make it equalhto make is representations on the sub-
the others, or by r aducing the salaries of eot of bis salary to the Departient,
tIose officiais wbo occupy a similar pesi- by wic whe is employed. if o has
tien t bis, se that they may, as nearly h representations to thake, ho sould do so
as possible, be al placed on a like footing. rto the head of bis Department, and net
The hon. the ex-Postmaster-eneral las request a member to conse and speak bere
exercised economy i the county of on bis besaf. And I arn satisfied that
Arthabaska, and I avail myself of the the hon. member misunderstood wbat the
opportunity of alluding to the matter Inspector said, or else that the latter did
which my motion for the information for not express himself in such a way as
which I have applied presents; I desire to convey bis ideas clearly. There is,
to say that my thanks are due to the therefore, a mistake on that point. .As

Post-Office (MARCH 31, 1880.]
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to the Inspector, lie is an excellent officer, in my opinion, really do give us, if we
and Le will, I have no doubt, satisfy the would take the trouble to consult them.
Department, if lie continues, as I believe MR. STEPHENSON : In reply to the
lie will do, to perforni his duty as faith- remarks of the hon. menber for Halton
fully as Le bas hitherto done. His (Mr Macdougall) I may say that if lie
inspection district not being as large as would take the trouble to read ovei the
some others, his salary could not at once returns which were brouglt down Iast
be as high as lie might later expect it to year, in reference to the expenditure on
be, if lie continued to do his duty in a the Nortl-West Mounted Police, Le will
satisfactory manner. With reference to flnd tiere information of a very unsatis-
the motion now before the use, I ar factor character. We find there that
iuformed by the lin. the Postmaster- $352,r49.0f have been expended for sup-
General that the information sought for plies for that force, and upwards of
by the hon. member is contained in the $350,000 for eacb of the two previous
Report of the Post Office Department. years; which supplies wiere drawn chiefly
The hon. member should, therefore, be froin the United States, while we have
satisfied with the discussion which has men in Canada prepared to furnish the
arisen and withdraw his motion. saine supplies at a mucb cheaper rate.

Motion, with leave of the House, with-
have been supplied at the rate of 1 3. -8
a case, and other luxuries in th sane

NO iT$-WEST MO3,NTED POLICE. proportion. If he hon. genteoari pvouls
MOTION FOR RETUiNy. also carefull investigate the detailed ac-

meants in conectio wit the f ùunited
Ms. STEPHENSON moved for an police, produced before the Publie Ac-

Order of the use for returs, ii detail, counts Com ittee last Session, lie would
sdowing the expenditure by tbe Dominion have seen that barley, oats, otatoes, and
Government durig the year 18'9, on o e a of food which t x e have always

MR.~ STEPENSO movedforea

account of the Nortb-West Mounted supposed weié grown in abundance in the
Police, as well as the nunber of officers North-Westwerc suppliedfîom Chicagoor
and men and horses composing that force, St. Louis in the United States. le Would
and the names of the stations where they also flnd that pork bought in the western
are located; also, the niames of the con- portion of Canada, was brought down in
tractors and others furnishing supplies to
said force.lne of railway and throug the United

MR. MACDOUGALL : The hon. gen- States, at an enormous cost wben these
tleman has not given any reason for mov- provisions could have been bonght much
ing this return. I know it is not regarded nearer the point where they were to be
as a very pleasant duty which is some- used, and supplied by Canadians, too. I
times imposed on unofficial members to think if lie would caîl for returns showing
make objection to returns that hon. mem- the tenders accepted during the present
bers nay choose to move for. But it ap- year, lie would flnd, too, that un conse-
pears to me, in this case, that all the in- quence of the exposure of the gross
formation asked for nust be contained in mismunagement and extravagance which
the report of the proper Department, or uttended the purchase and furnisliug
if it does not appear there, which this of supplies to that force by the
motion assumes, it is much to the discredit late Administraton, a large amount
of the Department. Our paper is full of of money will be found to have been
.motions of this kind, more than I remem- saved to the country. Since tle publi-
br to have seen at this stage of a Session cation of these facts relating to the
for many years, and they seem to go with- Mounted Police Force in the Nortl-West
out any objection. I do not wisli to find during 1875, 1876, 1877, and 1878, 1
any fault vith the heads of Departments, have heard the people on ail sides erer-
whose duty it is to prepare the annual getically condern that policy of the past
reports, but it seems to nie most of our in this conmection, and uow tley deniand
time this Session has been taken up in that, in accordance with the principles of
discussing motions for information whicl the National Policy, and in the interest
the public reports ougit to give us, and, of Canada and Canadian producers, the

SMtR. LANGLtvi.o
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f i of supplies for the North-
West Police Force should, so far as pos-
sible, be given to our own people. The
publication of returns, simsilar to those
called for last vear, has already been pro-
ductive of much good, and ne doubt had
directiy eflected a savinge of at least
e25,000. By the improved system ot
obtalining supplies for the present year,
without doubt a still larger saving would
be brouglit about, and due encouragement

given to industries within our own
borders.

iRn. BLAKE I wish to take this
opportuity cf calling the attention of the
hon. the Minister of the Interior to a
returii to an Order of the House made on
the 1 ith of 3Marcli, for the nanes, etc.,
of contractors for supplying cattle and beef
to the iMounted Police and the Indian
Departient in the North-West. This
return is limited to the contractors who
have supplied cattle to the Indian De-

partment, and it aitogether oumits that
portion of the Order which referred to the
Mdounted Police. The reason given by the
Deputy Minister is

" s similar information in reference to con-
tracts by the North-West Mounted Police is aleo
asked for in the Address above referred to, but
which is not furnished herewith, I have the
houur to inform you that a memorandum giving
the particulars of direct contracte, etc., etc.,
and such other information as Mr. Ryan, M. P.,
the mover of the Address, wished to obtain.
was given to hii, and lie, Mr. Ryan, expressed
him-ef satisfied with the information contained
therein,.

I presume, therefore, that the clerical
labour which would be necessary to prepare the
the portion of the Retura required from this
Branci of the Department inay be dispensed
with."

I an sure that was not an intentional dis-
respect to the House, but I an sure it
cannot be satisfactory. The House
unanimously made the Order, and that
the hon. member for Provencher was
subsequently supplied privately by the
Department with the information which
the House ordered should be sent down
for the use of the country is not a
very good one for not complying with our
order.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
have no doubt that is my memorandum
to the Deputy Superintendent of Indian
Affairs, and never intended to be included
in the return. Of course the return must
be made.

MR. MILLS: The hon. gentleman will
find, if lie looks at the various localities
where the Mounted Police are stationed,
that there are points whicli it would be
impossible to furnish with supplies froma
any place in Canada. Take, for instance,
Fort McLeod, close to the Amoerican
border, and near the base of the Rocky
Mountains. The hon. gentleman will see
that thîese smen are 800 miles in a direct
line froi Winnipeg. He will find again
thsat the M1ounted Police stationed
at Fort Edmonton, or in that
vicinity, arc still further away, and
that it will be niecessary to supply
themn fron the adjoining Amseiician
territory at tie niearest point. The only
reason that supplies were takenl frol
Baker and Company, wlho obtained the
contracts, vas that they supp Ci the
articles at a sinaller sumn tlni thev eould
be got for froi any other parties. I can-
not speik with regard to tihe Mtiounted
Police, positively, because tlhey were not
attached to the Departmsent of the Inter-
ior when I had charge of it, baut I believe
the practice was the saine. In regaird to
the Indians, we vere obliged to iake our
payments through bankers iii Monttna,
and I suppose that will be the case for
some tine to comle. It is perfectly obvious
that it would cost us an immensely reater
sumi than it does if we werce to say w-e wil
not take supplies front the United
States for these purposes, but with a view
of stimulating industrv at horne. and
carry out the mniscalled National Policy,
we are disposed to purchase everytlhing
within the lirnits of this couitr-y. I
an very sure that when the retusrn cones
down the hon. gentleman will find that
supplies are still obtained fron the Anseri-
can side of tie border.

MR. STEPHENSON : I would like to
ask the hon. inember for Bothwell (Mr.
Mills) if it was not the practice of tie late
Governnent to get these supplies from
Messrs. J. G. Tliaker and Company, of
Chicago and St. Louis, without giving
other merchants an opportunity of tender-
ing, and whether, wlien a considerable
quantity of pork was purchased from a
certain party, resident at Ingersoll, On-
tario, public tenders were called for and
public competition invited I

Ma. MILLS : I cannot say what was
done in the other Departments. I know
it was not done in the Department with
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which I was connectedand I believe it was
also doue in the Department of the Sec-
retary of State. The practice, I believe,
was to solicit tenders from the merchants
and traders in Montana, and the contract
vas given to Baker and Company as the

lowest tender. There were not many of
theni, and they were invited by letter
to tender. But where the supplies could
be obtained fron Canada, tenders were
advertised for.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Of
course it nust be the object of every Gov
ermînent to try to get its supplies for the
Public Service as cheaply as possible.
At the same time, it is the duty of the
Govermnnent, all things being equal, to for-
ward the industries of the country. It is

quite impossible,however, to send supplies
fron Winnipeg to Fort McLeod, because
the cost of transport would amiount
to four times the value of the articles
sent. This difficulty will cure itself by
degrees as the country becomes settled.
I have no doubt the late Government
found it absolutely lecessary to get sup-
plies froni Montana for the Mounted
Police at Fort McLeod, Fort Walsh, and
other points under the Rocky M\lountains.
You might as well make Ottawa the point
of supply as Winnipeg for that portion.

Mn. MACKENZIE : I would like to
ask whether, in regard to the contract re-
cently made with Messrs. Baker, tenders
were advertised for.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes,
and theirs vas the lowest tender. The
Hudson Bay Company have a contract
for a portion of the supplies, and private
individuals, some in London and else-
where, have also contracts for certain sup-
plies.

MR. MILLS: In advertising for ten-
ders, are the supplies for those distant
portions separate from the general sup-

plies. It is obvious that the supplies
could not all be drawn from the sanme
source

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : It is
rath&r unfortunate to have this discussion
without notice. I will bring down the
advertisenents, which provided that the
parties contracting must deliver the ar-
ticles at the several points specified in the
advertisements.

Motion agreed to.

MR. MILLS.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAY COAL CON-
TRACTS.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in
moving for an Order of the House for a
copy of all correspondence with the De-

partment of Railways and Canals, or its
officers, in reference to the extension of
contracts for supplying the Governmuent
Railways with coal, and the reasons for
said extension, as given by reports of
officers to the Department, with a state-
ment showing wbat contracts were ex-
tended, showing rates and dates, said
It was customary, under the Mackenzie
Administration, to ask for tenders an-
nually for the supply of coal used by the
Government Railways. The Acadia,
Halifax and Intercolonial collieries in turn
enjoyed this contract. The Inutercolonial
Company's contract expired on the 30th
of June last, and it was expected by the
other companies tiat au opportunity
would be given them to compete for the
supply for the current year. To the sur-
prise of everybody, the contract was con-
tinued to the Intercolonial Comupanv,
causing great dissatisfaction and much
newspaper comment at the time. I am
also creditably informed that the agents
of these collieries in Charlottetown in-
tended to tender for supplying the Gov-
ernment Railways in that Island, and were
assured by Mr. McNab, the SuTperintend-
ent, that tenders would be asked for,
which was not done. My object in mov-
ing for this correspondence is to ascertain
upon whose report, and upon what
grounds, this contract was extended to
the Intercolonial colliery without the
customary tenders being asked for.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : There is
no objection to the information asked for
by the hon. gentleman being brought
down. In dealing with this question, I
was guided by the reports of my oflicers
and the character of the coals supplied by
the contractors under the contracts made
by the late Government, and I believed it
would be in the interest of the public to
extend them for the present year. They
were therefore extended accordingly.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY-SUPPLY
OF NUT-LOCKS.

MOTION FOR RETU RN.

MR. ANGLIN, in movmg for an Order
of the House for a return showing the

Suzpplîy of Nuqt-Locks.
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amount paid for nut-locks on the Inter- pression is that they bave not at ail au-
colonial Railway, and the naine of the swered that purpose, and that the momy
person to whom such sums were paid, the expended in tis way NVs--J wil not say
anounts paid for placing such tastefunly-but to littne purpo- ooks-
on the rails, and any additional cost for pcnded.
supplying cars or locomotives, the quan- Sir CHARLES TUPPER : - shah
titv of bolts, nuts and other materials have great pleasure la ol)taiiiiii and
'usedi in consequence of the placing of such laving01 the Table of the die
nut-locks on the rails and the value informatio e for; and - hope wlie 'n
thereof, the naines of any persons einployed 1 do that, I shah also be able t() 11IOXv
as Inspectors of the work, and ie amîount that the expenditure was a ver- wîsc
paid as salary or wages to each such per- cxpendîture, that ithas with
son, and copies of any reports received the best 1Sible results and tlntf
fron any of the officials employed on the of tic coutracters bing l,!e to
Intercolomnal RDxilrotaf sice thiese îîut- supplv thle unitlois at tice inýsigniiunt

lo- eerae i o d ie rails , re- cos3t indieated 1)v lion. gvinti :îîiei oi1 pu).site,
tcg tic manner iu whil*e' p t rey tueshave beet tet tv gntat cUs, an-

ainswer for tbe parpose for- w1hicl. have nile xrs lwttle iiithaty ont ofthe
thev were desigueh, said It wiii tranîsaction. Tiche :rnechv
Le renmbered that last year there every reasoin to wa w wilt tnot way
-%was some controversy as to the value of it tichl t t 1msave e
these nut-locks, and ns, to tic expedicncy and tic wise and juiinùconiomyi tit
of using them at ail on the railrond. The they ave he Tabled to efHot. The
hon. menfiber * for Larnton (Mr. Mac- track-masters, wo have specia newns of
kenzie), who miglit be snpposed to have observin te operatio of t s p tent,
sonie acquaintance witi the subjeet, was have stated xo m, one of theiriiyi pari
of opinion that thcy would Le of littie tictilar, who had the larigest opportuiîity
or no use, and that teey certainly would of knowing, that, where formerly arrels
not p e so valuable as to warrant the of nuts an bosts ad to e served ont
expinditure of the large sums proposed to at very frequent intervas to maintaib lie
be paid for thei. According to the nu- road, a section-san could now tae in
formation I have reeoved, fror what 1 bis iocket aby that was required for a
b)elieve to be gool sources, that hion. long time. -My information is cer-

entleman's estiate of the vaine of these taily very difbp reat to that
nut-locks bas proved to be quite correct. given by tve lion, gentleman oppofite;
I a wg told by those who profss to know my information, froa the highest officiais
so ethin about it, that the nut-loet is down to the toack-masters ias [ten of
not useful on railroads, but that it is cal- the most satisfactory character.
culateci to lead to negleet of necessary MR. MAC KENZIE :The bon. gent] e-
precautions in the examination of nuts man a stated that ti cost w s i finitely
ad ots on tic railroad, tie m y more t ban was an ticipated. t e was the
naturally spposing tint the nut-lock champion of this nat-cock and
wou d effect ail that was promised for it, it is not verv likhev tiet le sould fini
and relieve tien of any necessity for sneh officiais giving opinions on the subjcct
close examination as before. But that adverse to bis ow. Rom is it tint these
bas been found not te Le ti case. u

,ntack-stersd who hae special-h mando

Moreover, I am told a, very large nuber Trunk Railway Company, a the other

of boits and nuts were destroyed becanse great com ipunies in Canîada h There bias
difficulty was fouud in undoingr some of 1been nothig of th sort adopted by tbea
tieui mlien the locks were to be put on, thy found thet, wtterly useless. Tiat is
and others bad to be used. I tiik it tie reýport I have reccived f romt officials of
would be very desirabe for us to know differeut roads ; and to adopt t er it is to
how muci tif experiment uas cost the lose money, hici tie lion. gentleman
eountry, bow muci has beea paid for wipla fid ont. I ave no doubt about 

these nut-locks, and bow much has been at al. The hon. gentleman bas no dout
expenled in appying them, as wcll as made tic motion very comprehensive, but
how far they have answered tbe purpose it does not quite embrace everytkinn. o
for which tkey were intended. My i- am inforred that some cars and locomo-
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tives were placed at the disposal of the
contractors, and I would like to have in-
formation on the expenditure thus
incurred brougiht down.

S1R CHAILES TUPPER : The con-
tract was, I think, laid upon the Table
of the House, and I may say that no ex-
penditure ias incurred by the Govern-
ment outside of that which the contract
required.

MR. ANGLIN: My motion asks for the
entire cost of applying these nut-locks,
and. wlether under the contract or other-
wise, if locomotives and cars were sup-
plied to the contractors they will cost the
country a certain amount, and tierefore
the inf*ormnation on this point should be
included as part of the information asked
for.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : The in-
foriation shall Le as full as possible.

Mn. MA CKENZIE: I propose that the
motion shall be aimided so as to include
in the information asked for any addi-
tional cost incurred by supplying cars or
locomotives to the nut-lock contractor.

Motion, as amnended, agreed to.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY -- CAR-
RIAGE OF SUGAR.

MOTION FOR RETURN.

MP. ANGLIN, in moving for an Order
of the Hiouse for a return showing the
quantities of sugars sent over the Inter-
colonial Railway froin Halifax to ail
other places in the Dominion, in the year
endinig December 31st, 1878, and in the
year ending Marci 1lth, 1880, and the
rates of freight, distinguishing the sugars
imported from Great Britain, the West
Indies, Brazil, and other countries, said:
My oblect in making this motion is to
ob tain from the returns information on a
matter of very considerable interest to all
parts in the Dominion. One of the
objects to-niglit to be attained by the uew
National Policy was the encouragement
of the sugar trade, and much lias been
said with regard to the quantities
of sugar which have been inported by way
of Halifax during the last year. I have
watched the progress of that trade, and
there is reason to believe that of the sugar
coming to Halifax, only a small portion, at
all events not much more than the usual
quantity, went into the regulartrade of the
city of Halifax; and, further, that very
small quantities were sent over the Inter-

MR. MACKENZIE.

colonial Railway. In point of fact, while
there was a great show of increase in the
trade, there was in reality only a very
small increase caused by the Tariff. I
think it desirable to ascertain the facts
in this respect. If 1 1,000,0001b. or
12,000,0001b. of sugar have been brouglt
from the West Indies last year and
landed at Halifax, and then distributed
in the way of trade, it must have rendered
a very important service to the commerce
'bf that port, but, as far as I have ascer-
tained, such was not the fact. Some of
the sugar was never landcd at all at
Halifax, but was shipped to ports in the
United States, and that a portion was
sent to the port of Montreal, the markets
having been previously secured. I would
like to add to this motion, 1' and the rate
of freight charged for transmission of the
sugar." I see by the papers that it is
stated that twenty-two car-loads of sugar
arrived at Halifax froin Great Britain
and as I had in view the obtaining of in-
formation with regard to the West India
sugar trade, I would like, with
the permission of the House, to
have the information asked for con-
fined to returns of West India
sugar imported or sugar imported
from Brazil and sent to places in the
Dominion by the Intercolonial Railway.
These returns will be of interest to all
the members of the House. It bas been
just suggested to me that 1 should, how-
ever, put the motion in another way,
nanely, that the returns should embrace
all sugars, but that it should distinguish
between sugar froin the West Indies and
Brazil and sugar fron Europe.

MR. DALY : I think it should be
amended so as to give information on the
amount of trade done in the port of
Halifax, the number of cargoes that have
been shipped from Halifax to Montreal.
Sugar may have been imported by way
of Halifax and forwarded to Montreal.
Therefore, the return asked by the lion.
member will not show the full extent of
the business transacted.

MR. MACKENZIE: That will re-
quire a separate motion.

MR. DALY : I think it would be better
to add it to this.

MR. MACKENZIE : If the Govern-
ment have to go to Montreal and other
ports to examine the accounts of the har-
bour offices, it is quite clear that con-

Carriage of Sugar[COM MONS.]
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siderable time will elapse before we get
the return. It will be difficult to get
what the hon. member asks, but if it can
be got it may be very interesting ; but
what the hon. member for Gloucester
asks can be got immediately.

MR. DALY : But it wouid not reallv
show the point the hon. member for
Gloucester wvishes to demnonstrate.
Uinless this addition is made the object of
his asking for this correspondence will be
futile.

Mt. ANGLIN: My object is to ascer-
tain how much more business we are
doing than formerly. If this sugar comes
into lalifax, is handled by 1H alifax peo-
ple, stored for a time in the city, and then
transnitted to other parts of the Do-
miuion, it must increase the trade of the
Province. I want to knîow the character
and extent of this increase, if there be
any. If a vessel cornes into Halifax,
mereil- as a port of call, and receives
orders to proceed elsewhere, the trade of
the cityis not increased, although the ves-
sel is a Canadiani ship employed in thec
transportation of sugar. We have rea-
son to believe that as many vessels were
employed ii that trade formierly as now.
I think it would be better if my hon.
friend made a separate motion asking for
the returns he lias referred to.

MR. DALY: I would ask to move the
following addition to the motion of the
hon. imember for Gloucester:

which are merelv entered and sent to
some other port.

MR. McLENNAN: There seens to be
a slight diflrence of opinion in regard to
the returns desired. The mover wishes
to know how little the trade of Halifax
has been under the change in the sugar
duties, and the hon. member from Halifax
wisles to knowhowmnucl ithas been. Since
the question is open, I venture to say the
louse will prefer to have the most full

and complete returns. I was not sur-
prised to learn that the hon. mreiber for
Gloucester made a nistake as to the value
of the shipping trade ot Canada, but one
wouild suppose that the gallant knight,
who was formerly Minister of Marine,
would know that the incidental business
of bringing a cargo fron the West lIdies
in a Canadian ship is a natter of some
value to us.

Sim ALBERT J. SMITHI : I did not
hear all that the lion. gentleman said, but
I think hle made sorne reference to my-
self. His observations seeimed to be

predicated on the opinion that all sugar
taken to the United States is carried iii
British bottoms. The returns show that
a good deal of the trade is done by foieign
ships.

Motion, as amenied, ayreed to.

SHIPPEGAN GULLY CHANNEL, GLOU-
CESTER, N.B.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

Such return to show also the quantity of Mit. ANCLIN, in noving for an Order
sugar conveyed by vessels to the port of Mon- of the fouse for copies of ail correspond-
treal from Halifax and Quebec. ence, reports of engineers, and other

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH: If the papers respecting the compiction of the
sugar goes from IHalifax to Montreal, it breakwater and the other works for the
nay, perhaps, never be landed at Halifax improvement of the channel at 8hippegan

at all A vessel may arrive at the port, Gully, in the county of Gloucester, N.B.,
and parties in Montreal may purchase said: This is a matter which relates par-
tie cargo, and she will proceed direct to ticularly to my ovn constituency, but it
that port. The same remarks apply to is aiso of general importance, siice the
purchasers in the United States. Shippegan channci is vcrv iargely used by

MR. DALY : The vessel would have hundreds of smacks and smali vesseis cm-
to be entered in Halifax, and the return pioyed in the fisheries in the Guif of St.
would show the fact. Lawrence. In years past, I had occasion,

MR. CASEY: I should judge that the more than once, to hring this sub-
object of the motion of the hon. member ject before the buse, and perhaps
for Gloucester is to ascertain to what ex- it wili be an oid story for somne
tent the commerce of the port of Halifax hon. members to bear that in this parti-
and the trade of the Intercolonial Rail- cular district there las been serieus
way has been benefitted by the sugar losses of life owing to the condition of
traffic. It certainly would not give a r the channel and te want eof a harbour of
fair idea of this if the return should in- refuge. Some years ago I induced the
clude cargoes coming to that port and hon. the Minister of Public Works te.

60
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order a survey cf the channel, and it was
shown that to carry out the improvements
then designed a large expenditure would
be necessary. One of the plans would
require something like $300,000 to carry
out, and another, according to the
engineer's estimate, $180,000. But,
although the improvement is of so mucli
importance, as many as seventy lives
having been lost once owing to the want
of sufficient water in the channel, I
could scarcely expect the Governnent to
incur such a large exjenditure for what
was, in most respects, a vork of local
character. Soie years afterwards, how-
ever, with the assistance of a gentleman
now in the enploy of the Depertment of
Publie Works, another system of ira-
provements vas devised. It was
estimated that by the use of what is
known ns the brush breakwater, an
expenditure of 520,000 would effect
such a deepening of the channel as would
make it in all states of the weather avail-
able for the numerous fishing-smacks
employed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. At
present there is scarcely a place from
Point Miscou to Miramichi, a distance of
seventy or eiglity miles, to which the
smacks cari run lor safety at low
water. There is a place known as
Little Shippegan, to which, when the
weather is not very bad, vessels can
run at high-water ; but Shippegan G ully
should be so improved as to enable craft
to run in at all times of tide. It was in-
tended that this brush breakwater should
be run beyond the outer edge of the
sand-bank, which obstructs the entrance
of the gully. It would. be much better
to have a double breakwater, one at each
side, as this would enable us to get a
channel for vessels of considerable bur-
.den ; but we were moderate in our expec-
tations, and simply asked for what was
necessary to enable the fishing-smacks to
come in at all times of tide, and all kinds
of weather. We thoughL we had suc-
eecded in securing, this when the con-
tractor broke down. Other parties took
the work up, but they also broke down,
after carrying it forward a short time.
Then there unfortunately eame a change
.of Government, and there was a lul in
the operations. At the tinie the con-
tractors stopped there was a sum of about
$7,000 of the su-n appropriated for the
work remaiing ' unexpended. I think

MR. ANGLIN.

that that sum, judiciously expended,
would have been enough to carry out the
originai plan of extending the break-
water beyond the edge of the sand-bank.
I am sorry that the lion. Minister saw
reason, last year, to absolutely refuse ex-
pending the balance of this appropriation
for effecting this iiprovemn t. He
pleaded that there was no money to spare.
I shall not stop to complain that while so
nany millions of dollars are being pouie(l
into the North-West, worksof limprtan ce,
like this, in the Lower Provines are
starved ; but I think I have a riglt tocom-
plain that money voted for this work ias
not been expended. The work will cost
more now than it would hiave cost list
Year. The sand washed into tie channel
round tlie end of the eakw ate-r, is
already a serious obstacle in tlie wav of
the boats, and the passage, as I ami ii-
formed, is by no means as good as it was
last vear. I asked the lion. gentlemnan
whonow presides over the Departmrent of
Public Works to proceed with this work,
but I have not received aniy assurance
that it will be done, and nothing was left
for me but to corne before Parliaient and
state the case of mny constituents and
show how important thiswork istothefisi-
ing interests of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
I do think, and I believe the House would
agree withi me, though perbaps the
majority would vote the other way if
forced to a division-appealing to their
sense of equity and fair play-that it was
harsh treatment indeed that moev voted
once and again for so important a work as
this has not been expended, and that the
work has been left in its present condition.
I have no personal interest to serve by
pushing this work. I presume, if it were
undertaken and finished to-morrow, my
interference in any way would not be
permitted. I presume, if any favour were
granted by the Government, it would not
be to me or through me, but to those who
have always opposed me. But so much
do I value this work, so greatan importance
do I attach to it, so sensible am I of its
great need to my constituents, that I
sincerely urge on the hon. the Minister
of Public Works to make careful enquiry
into the merits of this case. If lie does,
he will satisfy himself of its importance,
and be convinced that if it were completed
probably very many lives would be saved
within the next year or two; because

Gloucester, 5V.B.
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very many have been lost during the last
few years for want of such a work. I an
sure that, having satistied himiself of the,
importance of this work, he would not
allow any party interest to sway bis judg-
ment a single moment, but would feel it
his duty to ask for a sum suflicient to
conplete the vork.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER : I assure
the hon. gentleman (Mr. Anglin) that it
was from no indispositionx to meet his
views that I was not able to expend the
money lie desired for that work. The
only expenditure incurred for this work
was to put it in such a state as I believed
would prevent ir fronm taking harmi in the
meantime. I was in hopes the efforts I
lad made to meet the views of the lion.
genltlemîan would bave relieved me froni
his imputation, that I was not disposed to
give fair consideration to the claims of
this work, in consequence of the source
fron which the representations came.
The hon. gentleman must see fron the
appropriations brought down by myself
last vear for public vorks of this char-
acter, that every possible effort was made
to restrict tbem to the lowest possible
amount, in the interest of economy, to
deal with works under contract, where
it was absolutely necessary to go on with
an expenditure to prevent previous ex-
penditures frotm being thrown away. I
lad no doubt then, nor have I any doubt
now, as to the importance of this work,
and I should be extremely glad to find
that the hon. the Minister of Public
Works was able to deal with it in such a
way as to satisfy the hon. gentleman. It
was simply because the Government found
all possible economy necessary that the
work has not been completed as the hon.
niember for Gloucester desired.

MR. LANGEVIN: My hon. friend
the Minister of Railways having settled
with the hon. member for Gloucester, I
need only say there is no objection to his
motion. I believe the hon. member for
Gloucester might have avoided bringing
in the political question by insinuating
that it was for party reasons this work
was not completed. He inight have saved
himself that trouble, and allowed the mat-
ter to be discussed on its merits. Of
course, he finds it very unfortunate that
we occupy the Government Benches, but I
doj not think the country takes that view.

Sin ALBERT J. SMITH . It does.

3iR. LANGEVIN : I think the country
is better pleased that eaci party occipies4
its present position. If the Giovertîîtient,
after further consideration. shiould dis-
cover any absolute ntcessity for s1 eiiding
imloniey ou this vork, it wil be favour-ably
considered. But, up1 to the present, thlo
reports bave not shiownl any absoiltt ne-
cessity to proceed witi the work tihis vear.
Should I get information to the co trav,
I will examine the umtter firee fieoi paity
spirit, as usual.

idR1. ANGLIN: I have nio doements
or special îiformuîation to futish to the
lion. the Miniister of Publie Works, in re-
gard tothis work. I iiglt safely refer
hit to the officer in hls Department, who
was formterly at the lhead of a sub-depart-
ient in St. Johîn, N.iB., and whluo ktiows
soniething of the importance of th is w ork.
If the hon. gentleman cannot, fromi wlat
lie may learn fromu that ofliceur, and otlier-
wise, make up his mind to reconunend
the work, I have nothing more to say,
than personally to assure Lin of the mi-
portance of this work to several thiusands
employed in the deep-sea fisl eries oftle (ulf
of St. Lawrence. Fron personalk nowledge
I tell him that very many ]ives have been
lost within a few years, because this gully
was impassable to vessels at low
water. A f»ew thousand dollars, the
balance of the appropriation voted
by Parliament, would, if wisely ex-
pended, be suflicient to complete this
work so as to render the passage an open
oie at all times of the tide for vessels
fishing in the St. Lawreice. I (o not
know that I introduced politics inîto the
question, but I cannot resist the convic-
tion that, if any lion. gentleman on the
Ministerial side had as strong a case as
this I have presented, the ioney would,
ere this, have been expended on it. So
strongly do I believe in the importance
of this work ; so necessary do I consider
it to the large fisling interests of the Gulf,
and for the preservation of the lives of
the fisherien, that I have felt it my duty
to take the present course. I bave no
other special information, nor other means
of carrying conviction to the hon. Minister
on this subject, or of touching his heart.

Motion agreed to.
GRAND ANSE BREAKWATER, GLOU-

CESTER, N.B.
MOTION FOR PAPERS.

Mii. ANGLIN, in moving for an
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Order of the House for copies of reports due, with the names of the municipalities
of engineers, correspondence, and other to which such sums are due,
papers respecting the necessity for im- adding interest until January lst, 1880,
mediate repair of the breakwater at said : My attention has been called to
Grande Anse, coanty of Gloucester, New this matter on several occasions by the
.Brunswick, daînaged by the great storm various municipal township councils of
oflast fall, and also respecting the import- the county I represent. It is a matter of
ance of extending that breakwater so as very great importance to them. They
to make the harbour of refuge perfectly claim that a large sum of money is due
safe in all weather, said This thei from this Fund, which was estab-
was a iarbour constructed on a very lished by the Act of 1853, sec. 14. The
dangerous part of the coast of description of the fund will be found in
the Bay of Chaleurs. To make it a the Statutes, in the Act entitled, "An
good harbour, a small expenditire Act respecting School Lands." It will
is required ; but it seems to be be seen that under the Act 12th Vic.,
quite hopeless to ask for that at present. Cap. 200, 1,000,000 acres waste lands of
During the great storm, accomrpanied by the Crown were set apart andi held at
the tidal wave, which did so much $2.50 an acre, while the other Crown
damtage in that part of the country last Lands were held at $2 an acre. A lemand
fall, the breakwater was badly shattered. was made on the Government of that day
J called on the gentleman in that part of for a more liberal ]and policy. The settle-
the country who had acted as Inspector ment of the townships was very
of this work during its progress, to make materially retarded by the miserable state
to m1e a special report on its condition, of the roads, and it appears the Govern-
and- the amount of repairs necessary, and ment were advised to enact a more liberal
that I enclosed in a menorial to the poiicy ii connection with those lands, and
hon. the Minister of Public Works, re- in consequence fhe Government, on the
qiuesting his attention to the matter, and recommendation of Mr. Roiph, then Com-
urging huin to take immediate steps for missioner of Crown Lands, did so, fixing
prompt repairs ; for if another storin so tie price at $2 an acre for School Lands,
great should arise, the probability was and that of the Crown Lands at $1.50,
that the work would be completoly de- and setting apart one-fourth of the pro-
stroyed. I do not suppose the repairs ceets of fle sales of the Public Sehool
would cost a great deal ; but repairs are Lands and one-fifth of the Crown
required, and I felt it my duty to call fli Lands for what is now known as
hon. Minister's attention to the fact. I fhe land "Improvement Futd," to be
have received no assurance that the re- aIpropriated to the making of roads and
pairs will be made, and, as in the other bridges ani such works. In consequence
case, I have nothing left but an appeal to of thc new regulations, a very large
Parliamxent and the Ministry. merease of the population took place in a

Motion ayreal ed . few years, a large amount of tewildlans
UPPE CAADA ANDIMPRVE- being faken up. On Mardi 6th. 1861,UPPER CANADA LAND IMPROVE- c
MENT FUND. by an Order in Council, tlua Improvement

MOTIN FO UEUR«.ý-.Funti wa3 cancelird, but the municipali-
MoTION oR ETURN.ies intereste claimed at a the onys

NlR. HESSON, in moving for an Ad- accruing from fhe sales from tle date of
dress for copies of all papers anid corres- fhe establishment of the Fund. in 1853,
pondence between this Government and and up to thc period of cancellation,
the Government of Ontario, in reference shonît be appropriatet to thc purposes
to an awarti made under fie Britili mentionequ in the Act. The inhabitants
North Anerica, Acf, datet Sept eiber 3rd, of fe counties of Perth, Huron and
1870, in so far as saiti award relates to Bruce, very properiy claini the Govern-
the Upper Canada Land Improveient ment shoul carry ouf ifs promises, pro-
Funti; also, a stafenuent showing fie mises on which theywere inducsd to enter
amouat of sucli sum under said award, the then wilderness. These courties have px-
fhe sum siice paid, if any, together with pended very large sums for the purpose of
the naines of thc tunicipalities to which dprovements, at their own cost and en-
such sunus were pait also, the sums 1 o f tailing heavy liabilities, which would have

MRP. A.NG L 1N.
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-been avoided had the Fund been paid over
fron time to time, as promised to the
townships. They now claim the money
should be refunded theni. I, as repre-
senting North Perth, think this should be
done as early as. possible. I an aware
great difficulties have arisen through the
lapse of tine, and from other causes ; but,
nevertheless, I trust hon. Ministers will
be able to devote some attention to it dur-
ing the recess, and that a just settlemenit
will be arrived at. The matter was
brouglit before the Ontario Legislature
recently, when the responsibility for te
delay was partially thrown on this House.
I hope there will be complaints on that
score no longer. No less than $124,6S5
is claimed as having been received by the
Government from the sales of School
Lands, from 1853 to 1861, and from the
sale of Crown Lands, $101,771.86, making
a total of $226,456.86, one-quarter of
which is claimed by the municipalities in-
terested in those lands, on the School, and
one-fifth on the Crown Lands. In North
Perth, the townships of Elma and Wal-
lace claim that large sums are due then, the
figures for which are now in my hands.
Whether the amountis correct or not I can-
not say; but I trust the Government will
see to soine action being taken whereby this
matter will be settled as early as possible,
and justice done to the municipalities.

MR. FARROW: I am glad the hon.
imember for North Perth (Mr. Hesson)
has brought this matter up. It much
concerns several counties and a great
many townships, and especially the
northern part of the county of Huron.
I remember well that when I went into
that county, twenty-five years ago, it was
a wilderness. The price of the land was
$2.50 an acre for the School Lands and $2
for the Crown Lands. It then required a
good, stout-hearted man to take his axe
and go into the backwoods, where the
wolf was howling and the bears were
prowling about. The hardships were
very great, and there were no roads ; it
was thought, and justly too, that the
price charged by the Government for the
land was too high. Upon these repre-
sentations to the Government, a reduc-
tion was made in the shape of a f und
called the Land Improvement Fund, by
which one-fifth of the proceeds of such
land should be paid back to the munici-
palities for improvements thereon. The

municipalities got tis mouey up to
1861. From that date to 1867, the
Government paid no money to the munici-
palities out of this Fund, and the noney
Las remained in the hands of the Govern-
ment. I am sorrv that ou. friends
opposite did not settle this mnatter when
they were in power. The Privy (ouncil
confirned the decision of the Arbitrators
between Ontario and Quebee, wien they
were in power, and I think thev ought to
have taken it up and given the mnunici-

palities their just share. I suppose tlhey
were so busy in the elections that they
could not attend to it, and I suppose our
friends on this side were so busy iast
year about this National Policy that they
could not take it up. I hope they will
lose no more time in setting the matter
right. The inoney is the peoples, and
they want the Government to pay it over
to them. The municipalities paid this
money into the Treasury, and those lard-
working sons of toil ought not to be kept
out of it any longer. The (Government
was to collect this money for G per cent.,
but it has actually charged 20 per cent.
for collecting it. They ought to pay over
forthwith the money and the 20 per cent.
in addition that they have taken for
collecting.

Motion agreed to.

WASSALL'S BRIDGE PATENT.

MOTION FOR PAPERS.

MR. LONGLEY, in moving for an
Order of the House for copies of petitionts,
papers and correspondence relating to the
claim of Mr. Wassall, for use by the
Governîment of his bridge patent, said:
With reference to this Order, I may say
that Mr. Wassall is a Civil Engineer,
who resides in the town of Digby, Nova
Scotia. He is a gentleman who lias
attained eminence in his profession.
Some years ago Le invented a patent for
the construction of bridges out of old iron
rails. He makes complaint that the
Government has been using this patent
while refusing to reimburse him for it.
Mr. Wassall has forwarded to the
Governor-General, a petition setting
forth his complaints, and I have
asked for the correspondence with
the view of moving at the proper
time that the whole correspondence be
referred to the hon. the Minister of

Wassall's Bridge [MARCHI 31, 1880.]
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Railwavs, wh1o, I presume, will have to
deal with the inatter in the end.

Motion agreed to.

NOVA SCOTIA-GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
IN QUEEN'S AND LUNENBURG.

MOTION FOR CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. ROBERTSON (Shelburne), in
moving for an Order of the House for a
copy of all correspondence with the De-

partment of the Interior. asking for a
geological survey of the counties of Shel-
burne, Queen's and Lunenburg, in Nova
Scotia, and replies thereto, said : I trust
the ion. the Minister of the Interior will
see fit durinîg the present season to
authorise some officer of the Geological
Survey to visit the counties mentioned in
this resolution. Nearly every season the
eastern counties of the Province of Nova
Scotia have been visited by some one con-
nected with the Survev, while the
counties which lié to the westward of
Halifax have never been reported upon
by that Department. During the past
year extensive discoveries have been
maide of the existence of gold and silver
in the counties of Lunenburg, Queen's
and Shelburne. On the borders of Lun-
eaburg large quantities of iron ore are to
be fountd. If persons who are seeking
for mines and miinerals have the assistance
of official geological reports on those sec-
tions of that Province, I think valuable
discoveries will be made.

MR. KAULBACH : With respect to
this motion I would urge the Govern-
ment to give a satisfactory answer to
the request made by the lion. members for
Queen's, Shelburre and Lunenburg last
year. I claim that the county I have
the honour to represent is very rich in
ineral deposits. Several discoveries

have been made during the past few years,
one of copper, in the northern part of my
countv, which is said to be very rich, and
another,in the western part, which is sup-
posei to be equally so. I have no doubt
that many other rich deposits will open
up shortly, and so facilitate this very im-
portant object, and open up this county,
which, I believe, is second to none in
mineral wealth in Nova Scotia. I would
urge that a geological survey be made at
an early date, and would suggest, that as
my name appears first in the letter of
request to the lion. the Minister of the
Interior, and Lunenburg county, the more

MR. LONGLEY.

important one of the three, that it be sur-
veyed and reported upon first.

Motion agreed to.

SUPREME AND EXCHEQUER COURTS.

MOTION FOR STATEMENT.

MR. KEELER in moving for an Ad-
dress for a statement in detail, showing
the date and duration of each
sitting, respectively, of the Supreme
and Exchequer Court, since 1875,
said: In making this motion for the pur-
pose of obtaining further information
with respect to this interesting body, I
cannot help thinking that some of my
hon. friends who spoke on the Bill I in-
troduced for the abolition of the Supreme
Court, were not possessed of the infor-
mation they should have had, and for that
reason I make this motion. I have not
had muchi successin obtaining information
of this character before, having made
several attempts toget similar inf ormation,
which, so far, have not borne fruit. On
one occasion, la-t Session, I made a motion,
which was passed by the House, and a
return was ordered, which has not yet
been brouglit down. I bave done the
same thing this Session ; I think I in-
troduced a motion on the very first day
of the Session. I an sorry to say that
up to this time, I have had no better suc-
cess. I hope it will turn out that the
Suprerne Court is not beyond or above
furnishing such information ; I hope it is
not higher than this High Court of Par-
liament.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): There is
no objection to the motion passing. I
would say to my hon, friend that I regret
the information bas not been furnished
him earlier. On more than one occasion
word was sent to the Registrar of the
Supreme Court, requesting the information
to be forwarded, but it has not been re-
ceived. I will take care that it shall be
furnished at as early a date as possible.

Motion agreed to.

BEAUHARNOIS CANAL PAYMASTER.

MOTIONS FOR PAPERS.

Mn. BERGERON, in moving for an
Order of the House, for a copy of all
papers and documents respecting the âp-
pointment of Mr. Thomas Brossoit as late
Collector of Tolls and Paymaster of the
Beauharnois Canal ; and also, copies of all

Paymaster.[CO)MMONS.]
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reports and accounts made and furnished total New Brunswick, $1,705,781. Hali-
by hiru to the Inland Revenue Depart- fax, $1,473,695; total for Nova Scotia,
ment and Public Works Departmennt, 82,499,406-British Columbia having in
while employed as above mentioned, the Savings'Banks nearlyone-half as much
said : I make this motion simply to be as the Province of Nova Scotia. My
able to reply to the strictures of hon opinion of Savings'Banks may be different
gentlemen of the Opposition iii regard to from that held by the Government. My
the disinissals of which they were talking opinion is that tiese institutions are
scme davs ago. When Mr. Brossoit was created with the object of making the
appointed Collector on the Beauharnois workin classes more rovi
Canal, the hon. gentlemen on the Left, something by and of drawing interest on
who were then in power, superannuated a it until sucli time as they can use it to
gentleman who could well perform his better advantage. It scens to me that in
duties, but who was a Conservative. Mr. the city of Victoria large sums of money
Brossoit, at the time of bis appointment, are deposited by capitalists who draw
vas practiciug advocate, in the town of from 4 to 5 per cent. interest. These

Beauharnois, and continued so to be. large sums of money are kept out of circu-
Fortunately, Mr. Brossoit himself came lat
to the conclusion that he could not satis- of the country. To carry out the idea of
factorily performi the functions of his making a Savings'Bank a provident insti-
office while practicing as advocate, and lie tution, no larger sum. than $1,00 shoulki
resigned his position be allowed to be deposited by any single

Motion agreed to. individuel. In these times of great want

BRITISH COLUMBlA-DOMINION SAV- of faith in banks, I see no objection to the
INGS ANKS.Governiment taking charge of the money,INGS BANKS. ?

MOTIONbut it appears to e that instead of t
norux FO RETRN.Governmnent p)ayi1lg interest on inoney de-

MR. DECOSUIOS, in moving for an posited by capitalists, they should charge
Order of the House for a return showing a percentage for taking care of it. The
the names of depositors in the Dominion hon. the Minister of Finance wilI 1o
Savings' Banks, Victoria, Nanaimo and doubt give the bouse an explanation of
New Westminster, in British Columbia, the Government policy in regard to the
with the respective deposits over $1,000, Savings' Banks of Britislî Columbia and
held on June 30th, 1879, and stating the elsewliere.
rate of interest alloved on said deposits, Si SAMIJEL L. TJLLEY: I think
said : I have no wish to nake this return there is a scrious objection to giving the
inquisitorial. I have no personal desire names of the parties, tut there 15 no o1-
to find out the names of depositors, or the jection to furnishing the information asked
respective amounts to their credit ; but I for. Thc policy of tIe Governinent bas
know of no other way of getting at the been to receive money at 4 per cent. in
policy of the Government respecting larger sums tlan $100. But if they de-
Savings' Banks. It will be found that positec it on thrce months' cail they oh-
the returns of Dominion Savings' Banks tained 5 per cent. It bas been a question
in British Columbia show that the with the Goverument whether it is desîr-
deposits have been, in Victoria, $960,306; able to continue that arrangement, because
in Nanaimo, $1,040; in New Westminster, at the present time the 6overnument cai
$112,056, making a total of $1,179,402, obtain money on better terms tnan 5 p
on wbich the Government pays from 4 cent., and at present the Government is
to 5 per cent. interest. I find that in the consicering wbether money should be
city of Toronto the total sum of money on takcn for more than 4 per cent. There
deposit in the Savings Banks, at the end of can be no objection to farnishing the in-
the last financial year, was $227,267. formation the hon, gentleman requires,
There seems here to be a great dispro- giving the number o persons who have
portion between Toronto and Victoria, deposits of over $1,000.
taking into consideration the relative Mi. DnCOSMOS: Is the Government
populations of the cities of Toronto and prepared to take any amount of money
Victoria. In the city of St. John, the over $1 ,000 î
total amount deposited was $963,366; SiR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Su.ms of
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$5,000 or $10,00 have been received,
and in some cases larger amounts have
been taken, but I think it is left generally
to the discretion of the officers, who
generallv refuse to receive large sums for
a short period.

Mi. BUNSTER : I am considerably
interested in this notice, inasmuch as the
hon. gentleman has mentioned the city of
Nanaimo, which I have the honour to re-
present. Botli the late Ministry and the
present Ministry have done a great in-
justice to that city. I want to draw the
attention of the Governient to one of the
nost important and flourishing cities on

the Pacific coast, and to the importance of
building in that city a Savings' Bank, a
Post-office, and a Custom-house. It is
one of the most villified cities in the
iDcominion, but with the assurance fron
the hon. the Minister of Justice that
justice will be done to the city, I will leave
the iatter in his hands.

Sin JOHN A. MACDONALD : Every
justice will be done the city of Nanaimo.

Motion agreed to.
It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left the

Chair.
After Recess.
PRIVATE BILLS.
SECOND READING.

The following Bill was read the
second lime

Bill (No. 74) To incorporate the North-West
Colonisation Land Company.-(Mr. Sc/adtz.)

MARRIAGE WITI A DECEASED WIFE'S
SISTER LEGALISATION BILL.

[BILL 30.]
(3fr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

RECONSIDERED IN COMMITTEE.

Order for the consideration of the said Bill,
as amended by Conmittee of the Whole, read.

MR. JONES: I amvery sorrytosay that
I am obliged from a conscientious point of
view to oppose this Bill. I think from
what has appeared in the press, and from
the petitions laid before the House against
the Bill-there is scarcely a petition in
favour of it-I think that it should not
be pressed to a conclusion. I am of opin-
ion that this measure lias been brouglit
forward forthe furtherance of some private
interest, although I do not know what
the interest nay be. It bas been forced
upon this House, and I do not see why,
without any call for it-without any peti-

SIR SAMUEL L TILLEY.

tion for it--we should initiate a Bil of
this kind. Such legislation lias always
been refused in the Mother Country, and
when the measure comes up for a third
readinîg I shall move an amendment to it.

MR. STRANGE : The Bill now before
the bouse is one that ought to receive a
nost careful and thorougli consideration.
The social principle of the Bill lias been
recognised in Canada for years, and I
believe that the voice of the people, when
the Bill was introduced, was largely in
favour of these marriages. I wish, as an
humble member of tje Church of Eng-
land, to state the reasons why I differ fron
the Bishops of ny Church in the position
they bave taken on the subject. One
of the principle reasons, I believe,
assigned in these petitions for "opposing
this Bill is a passage of Mosai la v. As
I read it, however, so far froimî such mr-
riages being prohibitory they are enjoined
on the Israelites, and, so far as the Mosaic
law applies to us, I think it is equally
applicable at the present day. In some
instances also the Mosaic law renders it
imperative that a brother shall take the
widow of his deceased brother to wive. I
an of opinion that as far the Mosiae law
is concerned there is no objection to the
Bill. Another objection to the Bill is
that an injustice would be done to the
sisters who would take charge
of the bouseholds of their de-
ceased sisters. I believe that in-
stead of an injustice being donc in this
regard, that it would place them in their
proper position. When we find men in
this country occupying high positions,
both in the ecclesiastical and civil worlds,
marrying their deceased wive's sisters and
feeling no conscientious scruples thereat, I
think it is a very strong argument in
favour of this measure. I remember that
only a few years ago the President of the
Wesleyan Conference of this country
married his deceased wife's sister. The
act vas regarded as a laudable one, and the
lady was received into the best society.
I am aware that there is a great objection
in England to the principle of this Bill,
but I believe that is more an objection of
prejudice than of common sense. I can-
not conceive that any woman would make
a better step-mother than the sister of a
deceased wife. It seems to me that no
woman is better adapted to act as a
mother to a man's children after his wife's

Deceased WVfe's Sister.(COMMONS.]
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death than his deceased wife's sister. I
think the principle embodied in this Bill
is a laudable one, although I an aware
that there is a certain anount of objection
to it in the Churlih to which I belong.
Still, I can see nothing to prohibit such
marriages, and I hope eventually to see
in every country, as well as in Canada.
that the principle of this Bill vill be
allowed. I shall therefore have much
pleasure in voting for the Bill.

MR. SPROULE : I cannot see a-ny
objection to this Bill. In looking over
various passages of Scripture, said to
apply to it, there does not appear to be
anything in then binding or compulsorv,
and the only passage at all bearing on it
is the 18th chapter of Leviticus,
18th verse, but even that does not bear
against this Bill. It bears on the
marriage of a vife's sister whilst the wife
herself is living. Greek and Hebrew
scholars, who have taken the trouble to
investigate the subject, all seemu to agree
that the passage has reference only to
marriage in the lifetinie of the wife. The
great opposition cones fron the Episcopal
Chu rch, or Churcli of England ; but I
believe there is a diversity. of opinion
bet-ween the Church of England mainisters
on this question ; and, further, in the
louse of Commons, tley have

passed such a Bill, but it has been
rejected by the House of Lords. The
reason why it was rejected in the House
of Lords is easily understood ; it is not
because there are real objections. h is
sinply due to the fact that the House of
Lords is composed partly of Bishops, and
thus by their influence the Bill is success-
fully opposed there. We believe that
there is as much intelligence and as strong
a desire among the members of the House
of Commons to do justice to this question
as in the House of Lords. Well, one party
says it is right, and the other invariably
savs it is wrong. If the members of
Parliament, in the Commons, are almost
universally in favour of the principlie,
as I am persuaded they are,
and believe there is nothing wrong in it,
then why should we not pass the Bill ?
I think the day has corne when we should
regard the marriage law as a civil con-
tract, to be dealt with by the civil law,
and not to be controlled by ecclesiastical
law at all.

MR. HOUDE moved:

That the Bill be again recommitted to a Coin-
mittee of the Whole, with instructions that
they have power to strike ont, in Clause 2, the
following words :- but nothing herein con-
tained shall affect any rights actually acquired
by the issue of the first marriage previous to
the passing of this Act ; nor shall this section
render legal any such rnarriage when either of
the parties has afterwar ds, during the life of the
other, and beforc the passing of this Act, law-
fullv intermarried with any other person."

MR. GIROUARD: I do not sec any
objection to this motion for anenduenît.
I really believe tiese words are not neces-
sary :-

But nothing herein contained shall affect
any rights actually acquired by the issue of the
first marriage previous to the passing of this
Act.

I think the subject niatter of this enact-
ment properly belongs to the Local
Legislature. As to the last part of the
paragraph, it seems to me that it is
sufiiciently covered by the first part of the
clause. I liad sone conversation with
some hon. meibers, vio arc nlot now
present, and it was considered best to
strike out these words.

MNR. JONES: I would ask if this is
not retroactive.

MR. GIROUAIRD : The clause, as
amended, only renders legal those mar-
riages in which the parties are now living
together as husband and wife.

Amendment (.1r. Houde) agreed to on
a division.

House accordingly resolved itself into Com-
mittee of the Whole.

(In the Committee.)

Bii, as amended, ordered to be reported.
House remm rned.

(In the House.)
Bill reported.
MR. LANGEVIN : I would ask the

hon. gentleman who bas charge of the
Bill to allow this report to stand over a
few days more, because we may concur in
the report on the day when it comes up
again, and let the Bill go to a third
reading.

MR. GIROUARD agreed to the sug-
gestion.

MORTGAGE REGULATION-
[BILL 11.)

SECOND READING.

BILL.

(Mr. Orton.)
Order for second reading read.
MR. ORTON : The object of this Bill

is to reduce the rate of interest on real

.1ortgage [MARCHI 31, 1880.]
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estate. It is well known that perhaps 70 is one which the masses of the people
per cent. of the real estate of this country should defend themselves against. I
is encumbered by heavy mortgages. From venture to say that these money-lendcrs
the Income-tax returns in England we as- do not count more than one in a thousand.
certain that no less than $500,000,000 is Is the Goverument of this country, then,
lent out by British capitalists. After de going to aliow legisiation to bear in the
luctin iat îs borrowed by the Domilnio-n interest of one outof a thousad, in favour
-overnment, tihe Local Goversments and of the few as aainst the nsany, i favour

the different Municipalities, thiere is stili of 4,000 out of the 4,000,000 ofour people?
a very large uargin wvhich cannot be ac- v wish to show somewhat neietail bow
counited for otherwise than dy the conclu- the people, and especialiy the aiicul-

n tIat a vast antoet of r titosh capital turistso t rthn
i nlivested in igans to private individuals of tiese compaies. I will ask the huse
in Canada, whils rost be a drain on the to listes to sone instances of injustice
resources oft Canada. The objet of tat have befalein the hard-working
the Bife is not onily to try to stei tiat classes ho have been co0 pe0led0 to have
drain, but to do Justice to the people of dealings with the nsoney-loaners. I will
t eis country who are paying large amounts read an extract fros a letterwhieh shows
of interest to capitalists in Europe. lu in as strong a liglit as possible how un-
fact, Sir, wve ail know that the operation j ust the systein is
of ian societies have been of pv injurious f view of the il introduced ly you, re-
a Carada, that it is a donder the specti interest, take the iberty of giving
people of Canada have sub bitted so long yoan instance of the operation of an con-
to the i njustice done, in cosequence of thae panses, which has recently cone under my

rain td te onied men, notice as Maser in ancery. A i for
of forecosure is fied atcaaiptst A asand subsequent
and espscieaty the bean societies of tis encutorancerE being called on to prove teir
countr. The effe t of ail this is a large clauns, a certaint haie cornpany proved under
otwo mortgages, in sinlar terms, on differeiutdrainage n1 f btt clsss properties. The coinpany, for example, lent to

in the shape of exorbitant interest, 2,000,professedly at 6per cent., for ten
which has a damagsing effect on the wel- years, being $120 per annuni, or for tie whoie
fare of the people. It is not only the terni, $1,200; the mortgage was taken in 1878 for

meas o prveningagrculuritsbut $3,1200, payable in yeaiy instalments of $320,means of preventing agriculturists, bu
nianfactrer, an tisse ngagd inthewith 12 per cent. fine ou overdue paynsents. Themianuifacturers, and thiose engaged in the 1C C borrower, 1 suppose, nover calculated what hie

developusent of the msineral and other vas paying, naniely about I0i per cent., and
natural resources of the country, f rom with fines, etc., 11, per cent. But the point
reaping the full results of their labour. in the case is that the prior ortgagee, having
The interest charged varies from 71 to 14 filed his bil, compels the mortgagor to pay off

2. ail the esscurnbrances on tne property, and the
per cent., and I think we might take it as Joan cornpany, by the mies of their Company,
an average that on the money lent to whics form part of the mortgage, get nine years
farmers of this country the rate of interest unesrned interest discounted at 6 per cent., or

is 9 uercent Agrculure cnnot~ il effeot lie pays $1.200 discounted at 6 per
is 9D, per cent. Agriculuure canniot be cent, for the use of $1,200 for one year. This
pursued profitably or give a good return is a crying ssame upon the legisiation of our
for the capital invested at this high rate. countrv. J'he Joan companies are eating up
It is impossible for the farmers of this the vitals of the yeomanry of the country.
country, especially the older Provinces, to ra

o~etwit a brde of hatthat if a prior mortgagy, e forces payment, the
getIa good return with a burden of thatmortgage shoul cease. If I
kind; they msust be serious losers. The bave not made the above explicit enougli, I
great bulk of them are simply tenants of shad be happy to afford you more detailed
the loaners of the money; and these loaners information.
are not residents in Canada, but thev are This shows that tue borrower is not only
residentsof a foreign country. Our farmsers obliged to pay the amant of interest that
are tenants of money lenders living in a appears on tie face of the mortgage-6
foreign country. I thinik now is the time percent. payable annually in instaiments,
to speak, while the the country is young- really brings it up to 1 per cent.
in the early part of the country's history- -- but if there happeus to be a previous
before money has obtained too nuch power mortgage he is obliged to pay a mucl
over this oountry as it has in other more exorbitant amount of interest than
countries. The power.which oney sways lie contracted to do. T bey ave re-

MR. ORTON.

.Regulation Bill.(COMMONS.]
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power to call upon the mortgagor to pay, for the use of $2,000 for the space of a little over
not the simple anount of the principal six years

vbc li Seve n instairnents, $222.40... $1,566 80witi the arnount of interest which he has Fines, insurance policies and
actually agreed to pay, but an arnount of lawyers' fees, say............200 0
15 per cent. in many instances. I wil Balaice ta take up martgage at
read one or two other extracts in support ed af seven years..........2,300 00
of tiins proposition: $4,56 80

".LNIaREFIELt', -NMardi 9th, 1880. "ýYauwiilseeby thieabave whattbiese iicenised
Georgej 7' Ortan, JI. 3]), OttaWo. rabbers iviii doa this is anly one instance ant af

DEA Sn,-Isee by the papers thâat yau thausaiids af cases ai aver the cauntry, I
have intraduced a Bi11 ta regulate tc rate af cauld iention anather case, sf a privat in
intercst in Canada ;sbauid yan be able ta carry dividual iii Elora, inlly as bad as tie abovc,
yonr -Bill through the ouse this Sessian, yau but a will leave it for anather atie.
ws1ill conter a great boan an the peaple af this " The foregoing are facts that can..t . . dis-
Dominin. 1 ar sure it will a the niost puted, as tipeyr ao apl o n praved.
popular Bill -vith the greatest number of peaple " I arn real glati yau have taken it in hanti,
in this -Dominion that; has caine befare thc and sincerelv liope you may sucýeed iii your
Ilane far many years ; ia iact it will ha anly warthy undertak:,ng ; try anti mîake it retra-
second ta thc Natianal Palicy, if nat its peer. spective.

S Shaold ya not succeed this Sessian, it ili ' Many people saY, and truy, 'yan arc the
be sure topass ext yeas- most likcly if will be best friend te faeer has in thp r touse.
hade a aioverndient measure next Sessian. "Brieve eoe,

"Our cauntry is potted over with usuions Your le servant,
corparatians, like so inany plagne-spots or "JOHN 1). JOHENSON."
gnawing cancers, eating the vitality of thic Tsis gentleman ccupied the position af
Dominion. Nearly every village and town in the iUeeve in a townshims in v awn count
lanp bas anc or mai e seaf-styled bankers, wo et
like s miany hingry leeches, sucking the lte- and I wsll guarantce tiat lie is correct
bload afour farmers, a;i any athers wham they in every statenent that he niakes. I
eau fasteti their fangs an. These festering sores wili reaci anothier letter, fronii a genitleman
are spreading ave the country very fast, anti if wo was also Reeve af anstier large
nat stayed by some such reinedy as you pro- n
pose t oe cauntry wil be utterly uitid. be

" O will gi e you au iea of haw sioe us plitically
those corporations do business witl farmers and GARA, March 3rd, orS0.
others. " G. T. Orton, M. P.

"g saw an advertisenîent in te papers af "DEAn SR,-Your letter, accompanied by
money ta loau at 6 per cent., by an ageit of copy of Bill, received. 1 îîeed not say that 1
the Prvincial. Permanent Building and Savings ar in harmthy witb ou in the matter, and ar
Society, Toronto. 1 enuired of the agent, who ai tue opinion that it will be tise means of cal1-
lived ia Fergus, and was toltd by n tat I ing forth more expressions ac aptroval, irre-
couli get ail I wanted at that rate by giving spective a party, than any former pulie
good socurity. made application, sud it was measure yu bave had the honour a proroting.
accepted, tverytbing enquired into and papers There are sa nîsny af the people, Grits and
mnade out ail niglit, as 1 thouglît, andi 1 signeti Taries alike, that have feit, ttir(ugh tbeir pub-
theai without readin them aver; but whe I lic souls-their pockts-the evil effeets that
got a statement, I saw what the wbole thiog ymur mBi is caculated to relieve, tat selfo p-
was, but to te. Instead af 6 u er cent. I was terest-tbc most patent public motor-will ie.
payng 12 per cent. or ave, counting insurance dine them toward it. From the common
pahicy, interests and fines, and ltwyers' fees. classes ao men, the almast universal expresion
The lan was $2,000, payable in twenty ycars, jthat I bave beard is in accord wit its pro-
twenty instalments af $222.40 eacb year, pay visions. Water Green borrwed $2,00, pay-
ing principal ancùi terest in that time. A "ter able by twenty instaments, an a year, for
seven y cars 1 wanted ta seli. I wrote for a state- twety years. ae paid, for four years, $220
ment ta know what I wold bave tai pay ta l "t per year, making $880, and then desire ta,
the nartgage. The statement callcd for saie- have the rortgage discarged; but tiey-the
ting more than $2,300- -al that amount, a wter Trust ande Loan ompany -would not, unles
paving seven paymeats amounting ta $1,556.80, 1lie wauld pay $2,385 cash ta do it. Edmond
not including insurance policy, of double thc Smith borrowed $2,000 for ten years, repay-
amount ai sanie other companies' lawyers' fees ing $320 a year. Hie paid four years-$l,280 ofth ve $2,000-yet. ta get a discarge he gave

"n Manys people say, andn trly 'ls yooaenh

$200 more. Maney at sueli a price is ruinons, $1,700, neariy '25 per cent., for The $2,000,
sapping the foundation ai our agrienktural indus- $980, besides expenses, for the use ai lesa by
tries, and sending thousands ai the hardy conisiderabie than the h2,000 for the four
pioneers ta seck a bomne under a foreign t years. 1 regret th at I bad not longer time to
tlag ; or mrove ta the inhospitabie regions ai the give particular instances. Men wbe barraw
North-West, aud icave the homes they have are, as a rule, somew at reticent about their
iaboured sa hard. andi se much ta hew ont here los". Widow Alexander paid 1 percent. per
for themselves andi familles. xanth on unpaid payinents, interest being

I' wil just add up wbat I have had topay added each month, beide over 12 per cent. on
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the principal ; in other words, it was 12 per
cent. on principal, and the same on part of same
principal, with interest added, compounded
monthly. Had I been on the alert a few weeks
ago, we could have presented a sad catalogue
of wrongs. But we doubt not that every mem-
ber of the House is more or less acquainted
with the grinding and deceptive practices of
loan companies, if they are not too weak in
the ba2k to brace up against the money power
that has to be met in this matter. Though
you may not secure the passage of your Bill,
yet remember that many great and beneficial
reforms have fought their way up hill against
powerful odds, and finally triumphed over
oppression and wrong. God knows, I (o not
intend you to apply th:s to our municipal
affairs in Gara at present. Right does not
triumph yet in Gara. Public donations thank-
fully received and gratefully acknowledged by

"Yours faithfully,

" J. JEFF DOBBIE."

I might read a number of letters of the
saine kind, but I think I have given the
louse sufficient evidence to prove the

extortionate practices of the company.
Is it just, in view of all the circunstances,
that loan societies should have the power
and privilege of exacting 1 per cent. a
month fromu borrowers who are bebind in
their payments. What a howl there
would be, if doctors, lawyers, store-keepers,
and others, were empowered to exact
1 per cent. a month from customers who
did not pay their bills when due. I call
upon hon. members and upon the
Ministry, who possess the confidence of
the people in such a marked degree, to
rise in their might and destroy those
unjust privileges. We find that the
companies are making great headway in
the North-West. The labour of the men,
who go to open that country, is seized by
the money-lenders. In Winnipeg, their
agents can be numbered by the score, and
there are many building societies in
Ontario which have given up their
legitimate business to traffic in
this profitable pursuit in Manitoba.
We find themn in every village and town
of this country pursuing theirillicit traffic,
and destroying the happiness. peace and
prosperity of the people of this country.
I wish to show to the House that I am
not speaking my own mind simply, or
talking for popular applause. It matters
not to me whether the Bill is popular or
not. I have been accused of advocating
it for cheap popularity. I do not come
here for popularity, but to benefit those
I represent, and whether the Bill pleases

MR. ORTON.

or displeases the Government I usually
support, I shall endeavour to do my duty
in regard to this point for the interest of
my constituents and the country. J can
show I am backed up, not onily by in-
fluential individuals, but by corporations.
J have iere resolutions passed by the cor-
poration of the township of Arthur:

The Corporation of the Townshmip of Arihur.

"Copy of resolution passed by the Municipal
Council of the Township of Arthur, on the 6th
day of March, A.D. 1880.

" Moved by Mr. Allen, seconded by Mr.
Gilmore, That the Bill to regulate the rate of
interest on loans of money on real estate or
otherwise, is considered by this Council a step
in the right direction. -Carried.

ROBERT GORDON,
Reeiie.

I have resolutions from the township of
Garafraxa and the village of Fergus in
similar terms. It is not necessarv to add
to the proofs I have given that the people
demand the redress of their great wrongs
in this respect. I hope the House will
give this matter its most serious attention.
The Bill further proposes to do away with
the ordinary transactions of the agents
of loan societies, who, it is well known,
perpetrate the grossest frauds. Only the
other day, in my county, the advertised
agent of a loan society, occupying
a high position in the community, under-
took to obtain a loan for a farmer, and
drew the money, which he was allowed to
keep for the moment. He afterwards
failed, the farmer losing the money en-
tirely, and having no recourse against the
loan society. The farmer's farm was
thus mortgaged for a very large sum, for
which he got no benefit. The Bill pro-
poses to prevent the agent of any loan
society or lender of money from being
agent of both borrower and lender.
Agents sometimes extort large sums from
farmers, who do not know where else
they might obtain money wanted. Many
arguments are used against regulating or
fixing the rate of interest; one is, it would
drive money out of the country. This
country ought to be able to provide all
the money wanted in it-all our people
require. We have got what many coun-
tries with a larger accumulated capital
want-an unlimited anount of the best
land in the world, and we ought to have
the facilities for providing our people with
all the money they need at moderate
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interest, in order to develop our resources. terest was fixed, means could be employed
Therefore, I think that the expulsion of by vhicb they woul be obliged b pay
foreign capital would not be a great their legitimate share. Money-lenders
injury to our people. As to the grind the money out of the people into
argument that capitalists would not their pockets without steam, water power
lend money at this rate, I reply that, or electricitv, or being suljected to
if not, they would probably employ it in the influences of climate or weather
some other way ; they would be obliged tbey secure their money from the indus-
to look for their higher interest in de- trial classes, witbout any care or responsi-
veloping the internal resources of the bility or risk. 1 thinli they are tbe last
countrV in one way or another -in pronot- class that ouglit to have those special
ing its ianufactures, and in other modes privileges which they now eijoy. We
calculatet to increase its wealth ai-id 1p t- know liat the accu ulatir. powe- of
perity. It is said that iuey shoual be nmonexg is, ath that it enskves plie iii the
as f ree as any other cominodity ; and it is Pheess. The accumulators, sonietires,

dwhy should fot its owiers get as dlait to be charitable ren, living wit large
mucli for it as tey can ? My anter is, mansions, buit thirouney wrong and injus-
that we have not ail got nioney, its posses- tice claone o thousands of t oeir cotrspoen.
sors being verb few, not more than They sit iii their fine buildings ant glory
Onu i. a thousand, ai-id we are bount c to over the <at onugh thev do thei lilow-

press, ctzens proessig, i th e reports of an

clculated itob inrests welth landros nwwa h cuuaigpwro

the great bilk of the peope. Te Bit societies, to fbernish the mens ofdevelop-
as fig the resources of the country, an to

country storeu-eepers give unliired credit be its redeeasers. Thîy fed hnppy be-
to the hwers of good fàrmý men Sup- cause their pocets are ful ; but if they
posed to be well ofiil) to a certain point sa tIe miscry, hardship and trouble they

eamont , , tbey wotuld exsaeneiencenn waou
alway s taking care at ofthe c of six thouglits, an honestly fornm dilerent
tgontra to a od 10 p pr cent. to the farmer's views. BTlere is no single cause, wh len
runnng account, somietinmes 1o2 per cent. leave our shores and go to the mepublie,
This may continue for» years, the lebtor, more p)atenit tha the chcrgiu o of timose
gettiing every facility to buy more goods exorbitant rates of mtnrest. None get
but wbes the store-keeper imiaginles Ts fair play but those who bave moey to
customier bias got ail the crecoit lie can han. en wlgo have worked forty or
)ear lie insists on gett.ing a nlortgag on fifty years bewing out ornes in

bis farmi for the goots bougst at fnrices the backwoods, and beautifving
comsdtrabover cash rates, which. if t uot the country, andt building up o a

pai tiry e, is weishteci with compoundi oesteatis, bave to bant thern and their
iinterest of 10 and 12 per cent. every six chatties over to grasping monev-leniders.
months. The Bif proposes that no mort- No wonder scb men leave the
gate on real estate sa be vali were country, boping dieer to sec it
any part of tbe cebt sha consist of in- agaî. Another clause dcserving
terest over a per cent. Now, our farmers, attention is, tbat recuiring re-
Tlien crops fail, are often obid to bor- turns to ho maie to Parlianent throuoh
row sia l sus of $100, $150 or $200. the bon. the Minister of Agriculture, of
Tley pay often to thse numerous private ail noneys ioaed by societies, specifyig
hanks, which atvance only «hen the the foreigns and domestic capital. The
borrowers are perfectly secure, 12 absence of means of ascertaining the
per cent. 1 have known many farmners amount loaned on real estate is a great
pay 40 to 80 per cent. for loans want. Sucli returns would afford the
on short time. The fariner, unabie to best index or gauge, better than the im-
pay, lias lis debt doubled or trebled by ports or exports, of the prosperity of the
interest in a few years, anti is obliget to country. hope the House wil take
give a morgage, with -the usual fatal re- this question into consideration, ani, at
subt. The Bi oulti aboish tht wrong. any rate, allow the Bill a second readng,
The lenders of money enjoy another great so that it may be discussed in the Com-
privlege they have no riglit to-they mittee on Banking and Commerce.
pay no taxes whatefer. If the rate ofiin- fMt PLATT: Inthik the hon. member
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for Centre Wellington (Mr. Orton) feels
a little soie on this matter. It appears
to nie he bas borrowed money in Toronto,
and lias not kept his word or made his
payments, and suffered the consequences,
and hence feels sore. The borrower sees
matters differently from the lender as a
miatter of course. I remuember, twenty
years ago, when the Usurv Law was in
existence, Jenders were not allowed more
than G per cent., but money was' worth,
in reality 12, 15, 20 and 25 per cent.
you caînot make a law on this suîbject
that people will not take advantage of.
It is better to leave money alone; like
flour or wheat, it will bring no more than
it is worth. You can now get money in
Toronto at 7 per cent., but if vou interfere
with mîoney, you will drive it out of the
counti-v.

MR. ORTON: I wish to state that the
statenent is not correct.

Mn. PLATT: I had the proof from the
.city I belong to.

MNR. ORTON: We cai get any amount
of noney in Montreal or Toronto for 6 or
7 per cent. by giving good security. A
large amount of capital is coming into the
country fron England at the present timue,
and people are beginning to have the ad-
vantage of getting cheap money. If we
pass usury laws we will find that money
will leave the country.

Mr. MILLS: This does not seem to me
to deal with the subject of usury at al].
When that subject cornes before the House
wea may'fairly consider it upon its merits.
This is a Bill rather to regulate encum-
brances upon real estate, a matter that, in
.everything except the subject of interest,
is beyond the jurisdiction of this Parlia-
ment. The hon. gentleman undertakes to
say now how real estate shall be held, un-
der what circumstances encuaibrances
upon it shall be valid, and in what cases
they shall be void. He undertakes to say
how procedure shall be taken in certain
civil cases, to give directions to the Regis-
trar of a county in the discharge of his
duties, and also to regulate the subject of
agency. He provides that an agent who
receives over $5 shall be subject
to a fine. It seems to me this whole sub-

ject lies beyond the purview of this
Parliament. We have nothing to do here
with the subject of real estate in the Pro-
vinces, though we may deal with the sub-

ject of interest. We may say what the

MI. PLATT.

rate of interest shall be, but we have no
right to say how parties nay deal with
real estate, or what sum agents may
receive in the discharge of their duties. I
do not think, therefore, the Goveirnmnent
wouldl bu justified in allowing a Bill of
this kind to go to a second readingQ, a
neasure that, in all its main featur us, is
whîolly beyond the powers of tiis Parlia-
ment.

Mn. SPROULE : I feel that the lion.
imember for Centre Welllington (Mr.
Orton) is doing an act of justice to a large
class in his couiîîînîty by introducing this
Bill. Whether we have the power here
of regulating interest on money that may
be invested in mnortgages upon real estate,
is a question that I am not acquaiited
withî. But one thing I do kno-w, that if
we have a right to regulate interest on
money loaned by banks, it seems strange
that this Parliament lias not the right to
regulate the interest on mnoney in other
investments. Now, 1 think that of all
loans, nortgages on farms afford the best
sec urity for the investment of money. The
rules oflo.aning societies do not allow agents
loaning mouey on farms to loi for more
than one-third, or at the outside, one-
half the value of the farm. As a con-
sequence, there is a large margin to work
upon, and so people look upon investients
in mortgages on farms as the best kind of
security. Then there are outstanding ac-
counts that, perhaps, have to be rendered
every year, and on that class of accounts
you can only collect 6 per cent. if they
are collected by distraint. If a bank loans
you noney, it is not allowed by law to
charge more than 7 per cent. Its security
is not so good as a mortgage, because a
bank loans noney on .alnost every kind
of security. Then when we cone back
to the best kind of security, we have a
margin to work upon that is larger than
any of the others. Again, if we look at
the profits that nust accrue from banks,
it is another argument strongly in favour
of lowering the percentage of money in
those investnents. If a fariner buys a
farm, and tries to borrow money on it, he
fnds lie is nuot able to pay more than 5
or 6 per cent. on the money he pays for
it. If he tries to rent his farm, he finds
that lie can only obtain 4 or 5 or 6 per
cent. on its value. If money investel in
a farm will only realise that amount
when you come to rent it, how is it that
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a man is able to pay 10, 12, and sone-
times 15 per cent. for money that has
been loaned to huin on that farmi ?
Ihe history of these transactions generally
seemts tO be the sane. A imlan goes into
a new country and buys a farn for 81.50
an acre. le pays the Government
interest at the rate of G p-r cent. on tie
money. After lie lias cleared up a little
land, perliaps an agent of sonie loan
society comes to him and tries to iduce
hlim to borrow moinley on Lis farm. The
agent ofiers ii all the m evon he wiats
ut a low rate of interest, and inducls 11 him
to borro-w not onlV (-ougîih to pay the
land, but enough to build a b)arn, or a
louse, or to buy stock. Very few men of
hLis class calculate the aiount of interest
they would have to pay for the noney
thus borrowed, nor understand what it
will cost to pay that nortgage on the
farm. WAith a little care and economy
he could get along without borrowing.
But these agents are dis tributed so thickly
through the country, that it is to their
interest to persuade the farners to borrow
noney of them. The man borrows

money at, say 6 per cent. interest, and
pays off the indebtedness of Lis farni. He

pays one or two paynents. The mort-

gage is made usually so that he pays that
ioney back in several equal annual in-
stalments. He makes, perhaps, three or
four paymnents, has a succession of bad
crops, and isunable to raise enougli maoney
to keep up the payments. He falls
behind, there is a fine imposed
upon him, and lie finds lie has got to
sell his farn or re-mortgage it again,
if it is worth enough so that
he can raise any more money on it.
He goes through the same transaction
again by force of circumstances, and is
compelled to accept that company that
offers money on the nost advantageous
ternis. He struggles on year after year,
and perhaps, if he is fortunate, le manages
to sell his farim. If lie makes a calcula-
tion of the amount he is still owing,
strange to say, he finds that it is nearly
as mucih money as le borrowed in the
first place, after all the money lie has paid
in interest. He is therefore compelled to
sell, and go back to the old trade of a
hewer of wood and drawer of water.
There are various ways of investing
nonev. We can invest it in mortgages
or in manufacturing establishmentU, or in

a hun(dred other ways that will yield
fair renuneration. In looking over the
returns of the different bainks, I find that
their stock is quoted at 1,53 and upwards,
while of' the loanim societies the stock of
the Canada Permanent is quoted at 1S1
the Western Canada, 153; lie Unioi,
134 and tie Canada Loaing Society,
1 36. Now, if the banks are restricted to
7 per cent., and their business yields a
profit wiith econonmial nanagement, and
still their stocks stand so mîîuch lower
th a n il those of îoaning coai]
think we oughit not to allow tlese
latter to have more laitiude in tirn
inivestilents than the banks. I
tink it is essentially neces1ay, i tlie
interest of a large class in tis count ry,
that we sbould pass some striigent law
to regulate the interest on iiivestments cf
that kind, and to make rules so plain tiat
farners may understand what they ave
doing with their illoney. I claimii thiat
to-day they do not understand the prin-
ciple in borrowing money from these
societies. You cannot find two men in
this countrv who can calculate the rate of
interest exacted by two or three of the
loan companies, and arrive at the saine
conclusion. When these societies loan
noney to farmers in this underhand wra-,

they are really doing so under false pre-
tences. They pretend to charge only 7 or
8 per cent., but a calculation shows that
at the expiration of a given time the
farier lias paid from 10 to 15 per cent.
I know this to be the fact, because I have
borrowed noney myself, and have paid it in
half-yearly instalments, and I know that
after that money was paid it amounted to
15 per cent., and I paid no fines at all.
Nov, if that is the case, according to the
conditions thàt are embodied in these
mnortgages, what rmust be the condition of
things when a fine is inposed, when
a fine in sone cases every month
is added to it? It runs on for
a few years until the whole capital of the
fariner is taken froi him and lie is left in
a worse condition than before he bought
the farm at all, after having laboured
many vears in clearing it up I think it is
very desirable that if this House is pre-
pared to pass any such law, it should pass
sone law regulating interest in that direc-
tion. While I would not fall in with every
feature of the Bill, it would be against the
interest of a large class of people that it
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should be voted down or given a six profitably inrest it. Sanie ban. gentie-
nionths' hoist, because I think that whenit men bave given instances in wbicb lean-
gets into Coninittee these objectionable ing secieties have been ty of extertion.
clauses may bc so modified as that the 1 bave no doubt that this is the case. and if
Bill mnay prove a great boon to the farm- we ceuld in any way pass an Act ta
ng brin- the under certain regommlatiu

MR. LANE : I do not think w-e can perbaps it waull be advanta(eos, ta
undertake successfully to regulate the the farming conimunity espcciill.
value of ionev. I have an idea that Netwithstandîsîg ail that ia ien sai
people wanting to borrow money have a on tile subjeet, the regulatian cf tUe rate
right to nimae such arrangements as they cf interest sheuld net bc attenipteà Ly
sec fit as te the rate cf interest thev wiiI Act of Parlianient. I beieve tnt wbat-

jpay fer iL. I knaiv frein persenai cx- cveî' 1mw mighit Lé passed upoii tlis sub-
perience and f ran iny knewiedge cf tie, ject weuid bc evaded. Wheis a fîtiier
afihirs cf the ccuntry geieraily, thiat tbese beenies financially invlved, ie hicst pay

leai societies are in tihe habit cf inpcsing tbe rate cf interest denaided or go rio-
te a certain extent upen their custeners, out. li thse nia arity cf cases, tie faner
but, at the saine tinle, bliere is ne cinbt dees îwet brr w n"way unless le can

watever that the parties rrowing tprhp i t we advantag eo. I ktno Ucre are
nilev frein tliese Secieties rcallv sone farminers w o b mrrw-with a view te

requir tise moev, and judge it seifint eir thsnd but there are ver few
Lest iii thieir ewni interests te borrom- it. cftibat kind. Wîestiii»sis doie, lsoweer

I d net think that tbiefariiers, or an) o it is principally the fault of t he agent and
aLlies portien cf the cesiim-uit-,, wotild Le net cf' tise Ceompany. I ani cf' opinion
benefitted by a restrictions sncb as is bere ioat tlis till should not pass, and I by
prorpsed. I de not sec exatly exaw nt tink L ht the cisisn sese of tise
le,isition an fro amlied in tise interest leuse wild allee a fia f t mis kind te
of parties borre'ing. Sth e aios. gentie- pass.

en lite Lave toien thr is subject are Mn. CASEY : T e il efese ns is a e
under t tie impression that mo ney v Le cf a kin that very frequeit a crops up
regulat d b r Act cf Parliasiut. I Ie early in a Parliaent, intende w to catch
n ot thik that is the case. I de nit the faveur, and, if possible, teoet a
think we can to the advantaye of the nee lass of tUe aniniuity. And I
creneral public regniate tise amaunt of 6eonsider iL ahncist an insuit to tise class
interest tbat anyene sas a rigt ta re- whihi I specialy represent, tiat the
ceive far tise mney se leans, and I do farniers shuld Le chosen as the class sup-

nt sec w y inaney sh ld nethe iplaeed posed te Le the mas t guilible and te
in ptie sane categry as any aher pre- nast likl te Le eîtrapped y a ncasure

merty, Leonging e er ta public bdies cf lis kind. It seells teo me absurd, ai
or t he iividmpls. if a man bas $0000 this perid cf aur eistery, te inraduce a
te ian, iw is to the advantage of the pub- Bil wbich seeks te linsit the rate of lu-
lic tbat lie sbould Le allowed te laa it on terest at ail. Why it siîenld bie thonghit
whatever ternis lae cat agre witb the more proper te mit tLe rate cf in-
berrewer. If Lie is net alewed to de il i eresi to Le paid an reai estate
intisat way, Le certainly aii net do iL security rather tian the interest paid an

ai ail, and hi inves his ue ey in a way any ther security, I ano quite at a iess to
thas w huld Le proably less advantagedus imagine, ner wly sncb a prepesai shiuld
te the public thon if 11e Lad smaned it, t have Leen made, unless fer te purpse
a rate cf interest tya, seme ban. gen- of cattoing the vte cf that oiass wo are
ti ni L. considered to high. chiefly intrested in rea estate. T cme

This question cf interest is ofe that bas te he reet of the matter, what is the
been discussed fer a greai number of nature cf this paymcnt, caled interest,
years in ibis country. It may be a vry whie we are asked t limit ? is a
popular ciy amongst the farming cern- paynient of exaelty the same nature as

unityw; but I do nht see that the pro- rent paid for ad or wages paid for
posai coîtaînei in this Bill -would Le in labour. Why do you pay a man wages
the interest of the public. People will for his labour ? Simpy because hi

nt invert their money unless they can labour is worth something t himself, or
MR. SPROITLE
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would be worth something to any other interest as to attempt to regulate the rate
employer, and he foregoes the benefit he of profit ail over the Dominion. It is
might derive fron working for himself clear then that the rate of interest is
and the pay he might get from sonebody naturally guided by considerations 1 have
else. These are the two factors which go named, the abandance of capital and its
to make up the rate of wages. You pay average productiveness. Is it possible
him then for something lae foregoes and to disregard this economie law, ad pre-
you enjoy. It is exactly the same in vent the rate of interest from going
regard to the rent of land. When you beyond a certain figure. I say, empliati-
rent a piece of land you pay the owner cally, it is not. The experiment bas been
for its productiveness, which benefit he triei again and again. The lon. mcm-
foregoes and vou eniov. The rent ber must le aware that usury laws have
depends upon the fertility of the land, been tried ln various countries as weIl as
whiclh is the chief factor. Wlat is the oui own, and they havealways been found
différence betveeni these cases and tlic to be nîiserable failures. i sucli a1 lawv
case of interest. Absolutely none. Wien were noas to be put ito force, one of two
a in lends you ionev, you poy interest resuts woull folow. Eitier soine i-
for the capital furnishied, whether in the geniios l aweer a out d devise a plan for
fornr, of bins, notes, or coin. Wa lv is loaning money at higer rates than tose
interest paid on capital? Simpiy because named i the Act or lenders woild refus
the leder foregoes flae profits lie miglt to mae ans if they coulai not get the
iake out of it himself. Interest wvill bear a average rate of intere.st. If the gon gen-

fixed proportion to thte averalge pro- tleman's Bill passes, either tlae farmcrcould
ductiveness of capital in the comtry not negotliate lans atail, or lie woud have
ut the tine the Ioan is efected. It wial to pay by a roulydabout anit illega
(lepefld, in spitc- of ail le gislative efforts niethod niuchi more than the mnarket rte(,
to regulate it, on the amouit of available of interest. I tgink the question ruire-
capital and the bverage profits of that very litte further consideration, as far as
capuital, whea producbively invested. the general principle is conceried. Wit
Coîîsider how it varies in difforent regard to the particular provisions of th
codntries. bn England, where capital Bi, there is erlaps one that appears to
is very plontiful, the rate of iterest is be of a beneficial character on a crsory
învariabl low. la Canada, where capital reading. Section 3 provides "that mort-
is not so pleatiful, the rate of interest is gages on the instalment plan whicbi require
coniparatively higlier. Ia Manitoba, annual paymients on principal, wvhile iiý-
wfre capital is very scarce, and terst is paid on the whole sum fr the
where the empiovnt of cipital fui terr, shah be illegal." That section
yieids very rnchl larger profits, th6 appears to nie to l>e initendeci to prevent
rate of interest is extraordinarily hig. 1 the ending of money in sucli a forni
tinceistanci that from 12 to 15 per cent. as to deceive the borrowver, and give himi
is net conisidered an extremiely bigla rate, the impression that lie wiIl have to pay
and the borrowers ake a profit ot of it lesa interest thar is really cxacted. I ar
feved t these rates. Here ve consider 8 not prepared to say that such provision
p -.r cý nt. to be a fuir rate, and 10 per cent. worild be îiproper. Indeed, I think it

ntcerofh. t ehp did not occur to proper to protect the borrower,whois Dot

dtiveint e of ctl Bin at te ounry esdi h nrcce fmtentcl

itgse rate of interest rniglit not. be tlie sanie calculations, against deceit l)ractised on
I every part of the Dominion, tle hlm by ban companies. I might b
desires to fix the rate of interest on onev L roper to provide for the insertion in
borrowed it Manitoba at the sane rate mortgages of some clause by which the
as on nioney borrowed in Ontario or borrower miglit knowv exactly what rate
Quecc, or any other Eastern Province. of interest le is paying thoug it might
le las net considered that money is be possible even under some such

worth more to the borrowers ia Manitoha arrangement not only te guil the bor-.
thn i is her , and that it is wert more rower, but e deceive the law itself
here than it is l some of the other Pro- But that particular section, think
vinces. I appears te me as ridiculous a touches the real vi ; and the Govern-
task to attempt to regulate the rate f ment should give attention to the qes
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tion. I repeat that it is very hrd that
the farming class should be selected to be
gulled by measures of this kind. I say it
is scarcely possible to use strong enough
language in denouncing Bills of this kind,
which lead people to believe that some-
thing can be done which cannot bc done,
which stir up dissatisfaction with the ex-
isting state of things that cannot be
remedied. It is also unfair to all other
members of the House who are compelled
to follow their own convictions and their
knowledge of the ordinary principles oi
-economics ; and not only this, but. it has
the effect of demoralising public opinion,
leading the public to believe that the
Government can do anything for them in
the way of giving them money at cheaper
rates than it can be got for in the market.
They might as well profess to provide the
.manufacturer with labour at a lower rate
of wages than it is worth in the market,
or to provide tennants with land at a
lower rent than it was really worth.
You might as well try, Sir, although the
cases are not exactly similar, to fix the
price of any commodity in the market,
because, although money is not sold, still
the interest is the amount of rent that
the money will fetch, and it is as imev-
itably fixed by supply and demand as the
price of wheat, or peas, or pork. It
is not unnatural that such a measure
should be introduced, however, after the
example set by the Government. They
have led the farmer to believe that legis-
lation could better his position by artifi-
cially increasing the price of bis Froduce ;
and the hon. member for Centre Welliug-
ton now wishes the farmer to believe that
the economic laws which rule the rate of
interest can also be broken up in his
favour so as to reduce the price at which
loans of money can be obtained, The
farmers know better though. There is
no more intelligent class in the country,
and they know that money cannot be
obtained forcibly below the average rate,
and that if prevented from getting that
.rite the lender would not lend it at ail.
They will know that this Bill is-if I may
use the expression without being unparlia-
mnentary-a humbug; and that it is one
which could not be rigidly enforced, but
which would lead, in fact, to heavier bur-
dens being heaped upon them. For these
reasons I arm afraid my hon. friend from
Centre Wellington will not reap the fruit

M. CAsEY.

of his uninterrupted efforts to make him-
self popular with thé farmers.

Ma. BLAIKE: I think that the main
object of this Bill, so far as it is within
our jurisdiction, is opposed to sound no-
tions upon the subject ; but there are
some points upon which I believe some
legislative provision would be useful either
here or elsewhere. Nobody, who has
watched the condition of affairb at which
the hon. gentleman's Bill is directed, can
fail to be convinced that free-trade in
money has proved to be an advantage,
that freedom from legislative restriction
is the best rule, at any rate, in this matter.
I am old enough to remember what was
the state of things before we had free-
trade in money. Mortgages were created
at legal interest for sale, and were sold at
a discount. This double machinery in-
volved increased cost to the borrower ;
but besides there was a certain risk under
the existing laws, and that risk the
borrowers had to pay for in the shape of
a higher rate of interest than would have
been exacted if the lender had not had
to incur that risk. Since the Usury Laws
have been abolished, as a consequence of
freedom of trade in money, there has been
a graduai accumulation of domestic capital
which naturally flowed into the most pro-
fitable channel, and which is represented
partly by the large sums invested on
mortgage by private lenders, and by the
vast amount invested in the stocks of
loan societies, and also by considerable sums
lent on deposit to these societies, who invest
their resources on mortgage. There has
also been a very large influx of British
capital, tempted by the higher re-
lative rates of profit attainable here.
I quite admit that some few private,
lenders in Ontario, who had kept within
the law, took advantage of its repeal to
raise their prices : and that thus, in some
instances, there was a temporary raising
of the rate, which affected the price of
money in isolated places, pending the in-
flux of capital. I believe, further, that in
Quebec there was, among the lenders of
money in the rural districts, a very con-
siderable rise in the rate. The truth is
that special circumstances had largely in-
fluenced the question. The influence of
the clergy among their flocks had been
strongly and most properly anti effectually
exercised to prevent the violation of the
Usury Law. It was ahnost impossible for
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those who lived in the rural parts to send under rules ùnknown to or not present
elsewhere their small accumulations of to the minds ot those who borrow from
capital; and thus they were lent in the them, to the oppression, in many cases,
neighbourhood at low" rates. When the of the boirower. I do not objeot te the
Usury Law was repealed, the rural re- compounding of interest; 1 say it is per-
straint ceased and much higher rates were fectly fair. If I contract a Joan with yen,
charged. I presume that these have upon which 1 agree te pay you 10 per
been modified by the operation o the cent. interest yearly, that you should
general law of supply and demand; but sdpulate with ne that if I made default
even if circumstances have prevented that iu paying the iuterest at the agreed tue,
law having its full operation, you must I sbould pay you interest at the same
not suppose that to re-enact the provisions rate upon the sann in default. That is
against usury would restore the good old fair. Nor perhaps can eue legically
times. It would be impossible now, object te the extension of that systen by
after the experience lenders have had, te providing a hicher rate, if the. borrower
induce them by any pressure to lend their knows what le bas contracted for in that
money below its. value; and if they would respect. But if there las been delusion
not find devices, as they have done b6fore, or deception practiced by means et these
to'evade your Act, they would make other rules, or if they have net been made
uses of their capital. It would flow away known clearly te the borrower, then 1 do
from the locality. To return te Ontaie. object. Under the actual circustances,
I remember that about twenty years ago a very mucl higher rate of interest and
it was not difficult to get investments on profit is uominally obtained by the
the best farn lands in Ontario, as safe as society, by reason of the man gettiug inte
if in the Bank et' nglarîd, tt a rate of arrears, than if hoe siould keep up bis
interest as higli as 14, 16 or even 18 c per payments, a ucl higter rate than lie is
cent., payable half-yearly. You can now led te believe lie lias stipulated for.
freely borrow in Toronto, -on prime se- Huch mischief bas thence rsuited u
curity, at 7 or 74- per cent. intereit, pay- tmues past, and stil resuts. You telI a
able yearly. I have a letter froc a gen- borrowing far lter you are c sarging hui

the business, in 10 per cent.; but undere

Western Ontarioei stating that there neve which the knows or understands nothing,
was sucli a ceinpetition fer investinents on in case lie mnakes default, lie is called on

ertgage, and that inoney is freely offered to pay you 1 per cent. a molth, or 12
at 7 per cent. interest, payable yeanly. per cent. a year. No w, the whole ad van-
We have tlus found the beneficial resurts tage of this peculia sdleme of borrowing
of freedoii of trade in tlie accumulation is, that it gives te te farner the oppor-
.and influx of disposable capital, and a tunity of reducing-by a manageable and
steady reduction of the rate of interest; equal year pament the incubrance,
-and the proposed interferepce with that and this advanra.ge is dieinisled by any
,would be, ik my opinion, not merely use- plan whiat makes it the interest of the
Iess, but iiischievous. There ar, liow- lender te encourage arrears. It is indeed
tever, some points whiclo may form. a the tru interest of boty. parties to tvoid

roper subj ect.fer legisiation liere or else- thes. For the ans are often made on
where, with a view tk curing certain evils a narrower margin, in view of the antici-
wliich have aoisen in connection with the pated yearly reduction, than woult be

.system of lending by loan and building theuglit safe wvere the whole principal te
scieties. There have been evils of tlree stand for a long tern of years, and thus,
kinds. The first is that these societies, by maing haste, in this sense te become
wliile leuding on what is, b y rsico threugh a orears, many lsses have
opinion, a whtesome systea t for the been made by the lenders, whicl, of
fanrming community, a syste involving course, means that many borrowers have
tce payment of the capital berrowed, anu been ruined. believe it te be best for
of the interest foereon, by equal instal- both parties that neither party should
ments, coposed of principal and inzerest, gain by defanîts; but that the sae rate
payable yearly, during a long tirme, have of charge shouldbe exacted on arrears as
exercised thepowers conferred on them was stlpulated for on the an; aud the
by tle exaction of large fines fr arrears, consideratiens as te the deception prac-
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ticed on borrowers, to which I
have adverted, influenced nie as
a member of the late Govern-
ment to propose sucli an interference with
regard to companies under our legislative
control as is contained in the proviso to
the 97th section of the Joint Stock Coin-

panies Act of 1877, which reads as
follows :-

" Provided always, that no fine or penalty
shall be stipulated for, taken, reserved or
enacted, in respect of arrears of principal or in-
terest, which shall have the effect of increasing
the charge in respect of arrears beyond the rate
of interest or discount on the loan,"

then the borrower would know the true
rate of interest, and that rate of interest
would govern the case in any Court in
cIse of a dispute at any time toucling
the anount enacted for these mixed
repaynents. The third proposi-
tion; which I venture to put for
ward, relates to the repavment in
France of long loans. Some loan
societies issue loans repayable at a great
interval of tinie, sometimes at fifteen and

i twenty years. This is often an excellent
thing for the borrower ; and I think it a
very good plan for farmers in many cases.
But it is liable to abuse. It sometimes

I think it iay be usefully considered hampers the disposition of the land and
whether we shouldi not extend this pro- thus interferes with freedon in that
vision to the like cases wbich it does not respect; if sometunes happens also tlat
now cover. The second point to which I long before the end of the terni fle
wish to advert is one of great importance, borrower finds no longer in want
in view of the mode frequently adopted, of Éle inoney ; te irould repay if but le
b)y -wlich a particular amount, being but is nevertheless burlened with the pay-
the principal and interest, are biended, ment of iiîterest wlich lie couli veiy well
and a fixed equal, annual re-payment, in- save. Truc, te is told by the society that
cludiing principal and interest, is agreed lie can repay in acvance, ani will ho
for ; it not appearing on thei mortgage credited with interest on his pavments
wiat is tte real rate of lutlerest, but the rate ut which Le is credite is

1d f calcua eig so copli- grrwly less than fi erate charge on the

ofd the moneyail ;ii he would rpyIt uth

eated as fo te quite beyond fi payments fo le end of th terni and
s of oîdinary borrowers. I re- tmt consequence is that here again flc

gret to say tlîaf ly sonie, but only borrower is deceiveti int o luis bargain.
sortie, of these socieies, decepfios have He lias f pay an enoreit ous premiy for
been practice on flic borrowers ln this flic priviege of repaynenf in advance, a
mater. The adverfisemenfs have stateti prediun of whiclie woul i ave no

whiir rates of i nteres t , a modeafe adequat e conception fro he i representa-
finues, but flese figures have been fions cacdu fa ti. tHere again I spea 
reacled, so far as I eau judge, by no pro- oly of ttc custols in tc past of sone
per calculation, by no hisese proess. societies. But fl opporunity for decep-
It is quife ivLipossilc fliaf somne of these fion is so, greaft, and lias beeîî so wideiy
rates can be justified. To reach then fic used thaf if migli le well to lrovide
b-oi-rowýer cannot hmave been allowcd iu- that, wliatever flic lemgtu of flic banl,
ferest, or af auiyrafc lie cannot have been the borrower miglit, affer flic ftermi of sav
illoNved iaterest at flic rate chargred lii lire or seven years, rpay fche principal
on luis repayenufs of capital ; and if is a and intercsf to the date of pay ent, on
paiifuil thing to say fliat fiis borrowtrs six montts' notice, or by paying six
have been too often deceived. There arc bonws' inferest, and so discargin
nîany sociefies, I believe, which acf the boan. I believe that nîncli of
lionestlv iii fuis matter, but flic oppor- flic exisfing' difficulties lias been creat c
tunify for decepfion cxistsH; it lias be ha by aan agents, who pursue a similar
t'Co freely used, an-d some remedv, liere practice to that atiopteti by lire insurauce
or else-wlerc, shonîti lie devised for if. agents lu former days. I dare say if lias

athink thaf in ahe rans whicl are not occurred to most of us to have an applica-
hlat are called Ilstraigtt boans, " that is f ion from. our insurance broker to insure

tans repayable wifh a rate of interest in a fresh company. It puzzled me at
specified in the mortgage, that itru- first, but I found the reason was thatf
pent should contain a declaraion of the my broker only go my renewal for fli
tmount rally advanced, an of the old company he received a small fee;
rate of yearly interest t be paid; while if he gave the risk f a fesl com-

MR. BLAKE.
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pany, he would get the initial commission that, in the present state of the money
at a higher rate. So with the loan co- market, vhat one or two respectable co-
panies, changes have been made by bor- palies do others will be obliged to do also,
rowers at the instance of an agent, simply beenuse there is sueh a cempetition for
because a fresh commission would be investments that those giving exceptionaj
obtained upon the new loan, although the advantnges will get the creain of the
old company would have continued the business.
loan at as good a rate. I believe there MR. WHITE: When the parties cone
are instances in which loan societies have to pay the bans back to the scieties
obtained memoranda from the registers of froin which they borrowed then, they pay
the nortgages made to other societies, down se inuci extra interest, that it
with the view of offering to the borrowers would be better to stick te the old cer-
noninally cheaper money, and thus pay- palies than go to the new. As to existing
ing the earilier loan. What betweenthese transactions yen cannot interfere witl
efforts of the loan companies and the thein. No Legisiature would venture to
agents, it would be impossible for the unsettie tie foundations et pioperty aili
business te be carriet on if there were f order by a wholesale interfrence with
net sore pernianeney in the lan. TI-te naet lawfull nade. But, as te cm-

rotectie topwhich tae societies atapre- future, Ihave stted te te House wat
sent resert is tue extra price for redernp- iiny rernedy weul be, naîniely, a statutor.v
tien in advance, and the pavinent of this right, ne matter hiow nînucli longer the
price together with the agentbs charges, stipulated tire, to rede cmfter five or

ake the change freqnently unprofiable seven years on six givnotice or pay-
te the berrewer. These cenpanies con- nient of six monts' itterest witheut
dubt a large part of their business on a any fnrther charge. st ws.l(, t
telerably larrew margin. Thev berrew be pue best, and n ackquate reeti e
at ene rate, and. lend at a higher rate, have now% te repent that, having suggested
Out of the difference they Must provide the thr e principal pints foer con sideration
for al losses and expenses, an-id find a here or lsewhere, I do net think they
Profit besides. If under suich cirdcur- au be reasotaly said to be within tl
stances they, were hable te immediate principle of t eis Bi. Its principle ain
re-payment at the option of thie borrower essence is an attenipt te reduce the rate
they could net carry on ; and i the end of interest by legislation. Its theory is
money would beeome dearer. The risk vicions ; an its adoption would defeat the
would se affect transactions that the end proposed, and atork ifiitely more
interests of borrowers would in the end harn te the berrower th in te the lender;
suifer. Therefore, I should net propose and therefore, I cannot giHe it ly
te give a statntory rigt of redenp- y su pport.
tion, aart fren contract, at a Mn. PLUMr: think that the lion.
da te charlier than five or seven yember Las don a msignal service or pn-
years. I trut the evil las, t n troducinf this Bil . I did net have the
a great extent, been cased by pleasure of hearing the remarks which lie
the operation f the great general lav of made in faveur of it, but 1 can well
supply and demand, which the lon. sympathise with ain and truly cengrat-
tencber fer Centre Wellington attacks late hum 01 having rought tis noper-

bymthis Bi. The operation of that lav tant matter up for discussion. b oave
has produced such an abundance of capi- eard, owever, the attack made upn my
tai that lenders are net any longer masters hon. friend by the leo. oueber for West
oF the situation ;straight bans are taken Elgin (Mr. Casey), which was quite char-
at from 7 per cent. ; and in many cases acteristie of that hon. gentleman. H1e net
power is given te the borrewer te pah at only discussed adversely, and i his
any time on six înonths' notice, on usual flippant style, the principe kf the
reasonable terms. -6ibi, but traveled eut of the way in the

MR. WHITE (East Hastings) : There most errati b and ineniousl y if
are onely one or two companies that per- not forcibly, took both sides of the argu-
mit that. ment. p oe accused my hon. friend

MR. BLAKE: I think there are more, having attempùed, in introducing and ad
but I will terl the hon, gentleman this, Vocating his Bill, te hoodwink and deceive
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the faiming community, who, he assured
us confidently. could not be hoodwinked
in any way. lit abnost the next breath
lie tol]d us tat te fiarming community
had been hoodwinkedl into supporting the
National Policy, which is a perenniai
foutain of itterness, of wvIich himselh
and bis friends are compelled daily to
drink. His argument, os they bore upon
the Usuary Le ws, were too trite and too
feebly put foward to merit special
attention. They nay or not be
prompted by selfish considerations.
There is a wide difference of opinion upon
the subjei-ct of usury laws, The hon.
gentleman froum West Elgin spok'e upon
the question as if my hon. friend froi
C-'ntre \ellington had taken ground in
attempting to restrict the rate of interest,

iceh had been, abandoned by comm on
consent. Now, I eau tell the hon. gentle-
inan thiat there is by no ineans a consen-
sus of opillion 011 that subject. One of
the greatest States of tihe American

Unio-and I commend this fact to hon.
gnstlemen who are conistantly quoting the
United States, and enforcing their argu-
n-its by referring to its example-the

State of Nuw York, a vear ago passed a
usury law, bv a large majority of its
Le;gislature to the following effect

" e , f Neo York, 1S79, Cap. 53S.

Sec. 1. The rate of interest on the loan or
forbearance Of any money, goods or things in
action, shall be ý:6 upon i$100 for one year, and
4fter tiat rate for a greater or less sum or for a
longer or' shorter timeu. But nothing herein
containeci shall b so construed as in any way
ta aliect any contract or obligation made before
the pas-age of this Act.

Sec. 2. All Acts, or parts of Acts, incon-
sistent with the provisions of this Act, are
hcreby repealed.

" Sec. ;. This Act shall take effect on the
lst day of January, 18SO."

I arm not wholly in favour of that legisla-
tion, and I only cite it to show that my
hon. friend who introdueed this Bill is in
accori with a large proportion of the
commun - hose Legislature passed that
Act. I do not aitogether approve of his
Bill, but I think the House is under very
great obligation to him for having
brought it forward and eliciting the dis-
cussion which has taken place to-nighit,
and particularly for affording the hon.
member for West Durham an opportunity
to give the clear and lucid statement to
which we have just listened. That hon.

MR. PLUMB.

member stated that there is a very snb-
stantial grievance in respect to the
manner ii which compaies who make it
their business to lend money on land
have transacted that business. I rose
more particularly to advert to one point,
and that is the habit which is prevailing
among certain chartered loan companies,
calling thenselves respectable, having
directors and shareholders who, in their
individual capacity, would not stoop to
gain advantage or profit by means of the
misrepresentations of tleir agents, or
through the ignorance of their customers.
I refer to the practice of concealing from
the borrower the actual rate of interest,
which his contract compels him to pay, a
concealment effected by various devices,
such as payments of principal and interest
iin yearly instalments, not distinguishing
principal from interest. A case came
under mv observation in whieh a neigli-
bour of mine effected from a loan com-

pany, in Toronto, a Joan upon his farn,
one of the most valuable on the Niagara
river. The security was ample. The loan
wN s for $8,000. I think it was represented
that the rate of interest would be about 81
per cent. on the loan, which was to be re-
paid by instalments, the whole amount to
be paid in the course of a certain nunber
of years. -He asked my advice in the
matter and I showed him, by means of a
simple calculation, that lie was paying a
much larger rate of interest. The hgent
told him that he could convert his loan
into a straight loan, which I suppose is in
contradistinction to the crooked one into
which he had been entrapped, on interest
at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum, the
principal payable in a lump sum at the
end of the term of the loan. I advised
him to convert it immediately. He went
to the company; they told him "Yes, you
can do that, but you will have to pcy the
difference between the value of the
amount of the existing loan and one yield-
ing 8 per cent. The sum demanded
seemed exorbitant. I went to the com-
pany and told the manager that the loan
had been effected either through misstate-
ment or misunderstanding. That their
agent bad led the borrower to believe that
he was paying but 8½- per cent. ; that it
could be converted into a straight loan at
8 per cent. ; that there were witnesses to
the bargain, and, if the wrong was not
remedied, I would expose it. After great
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annoyance, expense and delay, my friend
succeeded in getting out of the clutches of
the conpany, and the money was lent in
n direct, straightforward way by a firm,
of which my hon friend froin West Dur-
hani is at the hentd, at 71 or 8 per cent.
interest. Complaints of transactions ci
this character have been universal. I
have su.,gested to several directors of loan
companies that I think it would be proper
for Parliament, or any Legislature which
had jurisdiction, to pass an Act, whereby
the rate of interestshould befairly declared
in everv contract made by the companies,
and that any excess should cause the
whole rate of interest to be forfeited.
The companies are bound by every prin-
ciple of honour to state to the people
who borrow from then exactly what
rate of interest they will have to
pay.

Mr. WHITE: They will never do it
unless they are compeled.

Mi,. PLUMB : Well, I believe in
compelling thei then; and I had a short
Bill prepared for- that purpose, but, owing
to the pressure of other business, and my
inability to consult mv friends about it,
I have not yet decided to introduce it.
I trust iat this discussion will cause the
House to carefully consider whether the
abuses should not be stopped by means of
legisilation. I desire to say that I do
not by any means intend to convey the
impression that all, or even a considerable
num ber of loan companies, resort to the
unwortby devices complained of ; many,
and I believe most of them, are conducted
in the meost honourable and straiglit-
forward manner, and have been of great
service iii introducing British capital into
the country. I fully agree with the hon.
memnber for West Durham, that there
should be a limit to the time of long
mortgage loans. I believe that long loans
frequently hamper property in such a
way as to be seriouslv detrimental to the
interests of the borrowers or
those who may be their succes-
sors, either by device or otherwise.
I very much regret to say that, althoughi
I sympathise with my hon. friend (Mr.
Orton) in the feeling which has induced
hin to bring this Bill forward, I am not
in favour of it. I do not think it would
effect the object he has in view. I do
not believe the rate of interest in this
country can be lowered by the kind of

legislation he proposes. I do not believe
the Bill, if it should pass, would effect the
objects it seeks to attain, and, while I
am verv glad this discussion bas taken
place, I feel myself constrained to vo:e
against the Bil.

Mrz. BUNSTER : The importance of
the Bill, I dare say, will sutficiently re-
commînend it to the favourable consider
ation of the House. Notwithstanding
the remarks of the hon. member for West
Durham (Mr. Blake), particularIv his
allusion to British Columbia, in whicl he
states that it is not proposed to lend any
noney to British Columbia, I favour
the Bill. He should know that British
Columbia is not a borrower froin the
other Provinces of Canada. On the con-
trary, Canada is indebted to British
Coluibia for not carrying out her con-
tract. Notwithstanding that, the lion.
gentleman never loses an opportunity of
casting anill-natured complaint at British
Columbia. That Province has been
branded as an inhospitable country and
sea of mountains. He cannot tbink,
however, that his feelings are so

particularly hostile as he vould repre-
sent, but he speaks for par y purposes.
British Colunibia has plenty of gold, and
men to take it out of her mountains.

An HON. MEMBERI : Not the Chinese.
Mn. BUNSTER : We do not want

Chinese ; hon. gentleien Ca go on inter-
rupting if they like. If thev tbink that
British Columbia bas notrightson the floor
of this House, they can say so, and the
Province will be more cheerfiul in with-
drawing from the Union than Canada
will be at the sight.

An HON. MEMBER : Let ber with-
draw.

MR. BUNSTER: Five years indebt-
edness has been spoken of. The party of
the hon. member for West Durham was
in power five years, and can we call their
rule favourable to the interests of the
country. The hon. member says "yes," but
there are not five outside his party's ranks
who could say those years were prosperous.
Since the National Policy was introduced
the country has exhibited a degree of
prosperity never before shown. Lumber
that covered the flats iii Ottawa is moving
off. Previously, there was no induce-
ment to move it away ; it is going to the
North-West to build happy homes for

the people. The question affects every
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household in the land. It is a question
of interest-not political interest, but the
interest of the people-whether money
should yield 7 or 12 per cent. I am sorry
that a ill intended to benefit the work-
ing classes should not have received the
support of every hon. gentleman. I regret
that a Bill like this cannot be introduced
without sneers over British Columbia and
attempts to run it down. To-day it
is the only Province that exports more
than it imports. Its resources invite the
whole happy family of Europe to come to
the Province and make in it happy homes.
The Bill would be in the interest of the
country. A similar law prevails in the
United States, which have set us a good
example in this respect.

MR. DOMVILLE rnoved the adjourn-
ment of the Debate.

Motion negatived.
MAÏR. WHITE (East Hastings): I be-

lieve that the mover of this Bill deserves
great credit for bringing it forward, his
experience showing how nuch a member
should consider such a step before taking
it. It appears that there are many
connected with loan societies in this
House. It was certainly painful to hear
the reinark of the hon. inember for East
Toronto in regard to the mover of the
Bill. I would like to ask why should a
member of this House, because he intro-
duces such a Bill, be told by the represen-
tatives of loan companies in Toronto that
lie had had to pay them and consequently
felt sore ? I think it is not fair, just, be-
coming or parliamentary, to use sucli
language towardsa member. Thefactisthe
hon. member for East Toronto (Mr.
Platt) is president of a company which
only puts into the pockets of its stock-
holders 12 per cent. at the expense of the
unfortunate borrowers of the country.
The poor people must suiffer that a man
like himn should be "monarch of all he
surveys."

MR. PLATT: I am not president of
any such company.

MR. WHITE : If not president the
bon. gentleman is a director of one. I
think it unfortunate that men that have
to borrow-and such include the men who
keep business going in the country, the
farmers and mechanics-should have to
pay any such interest. The moment a
man borrows money from such companies
they commence to watch him, but they

MR. BUNSTER.

have no right to open their mùouth to
comment on his poverty and straightened
circumstances. The hon. gentleman says
they did not ask us to borrow ; but men
borrow through necessity and are often
afterwards deceived. Does not the hon.
member for West Durham say so also?
Did not the House listen silently to his
language in this sense ? The hon. mem-
ber for East Toronto, knows that there is
a society in Toronto the inost despotie of
any in Upper Canada. It cannot be
denied that it pays the manager $7,000 per
annum.

MR. PLATT: It is not true.
MR. WHITE: Does not the Canada

Permanent and Building Society pay
their manager 87,000 per annum anid
pays 11 per cent. per annum to its share-
holders ?

MR. PLATT: Tliat is not true.
XMR. WHITE: lowmanyof the Lanks in

the country pay 11 per cent. and the mana-
ger $6,000 or$7,000 a vear? I donot rise
to say an unkind word of the bon. mcmiber
for East Toronto, because I believe he is as
kind bearted a gentleman as any geni-
tlernan sitting in this House; but I want
to tell him that the tiouble is that
there are members in the House, too
many, who are disposed to crush the
fallen and the poor. The lion. member
for West Durhan, in his eloquent practical
way, says the present system is an evil;
and are the hon. gentlemen on the
Treasury Benches to listen to that
language and permit that evil to
continue. There are only one or two
Ministers here at present. When such
an evil is brought prominently before the
House and country, Ministers should be ii
their places to deal with it, and both the
Opposition and the Ministerial party
should combine to place the people of the
country in a proper position in regard to
this matter. Not only have borrowers
to pay large commissions to the agents of
those loans societies, many of whom are
lawyers, but higlh rates of interest as
well. I do not desire to specially con-
demn the lawyers, but they, now and
again, deserve a little rub. Those agents
get 1 or 2 per cent., the lawyers put-
ting the loans through by endorsing or
promising to pay the first two paynent§.
They promise to put the loan through for
60 or 100, as the case may be, requiring,
in addition, a chattel mortgage against
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the goods of the borrower. Not only do MR. ORTON : What does the iman-
the companies get security on the land, ager get ?
but on the goods and chattels. One-half MR. PLATT: $5,000 a year.
of the residents of the different counties MR. GAULT: I have been connected
have not only their lands but their chattels with a Joan company for over twenty vears.
mortgaged to those companies. That during which tine wo have lent a large
surely is a matter that the hon. member amount of money, I tlink mutuallv satîs-
for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) should give factory to borrower and leader. During
ear to. 01 believe he is against the land- those twenty years I do net think we
lords of Ireland ; but, so far as the loan have sold five properties. The company
companies of Canada are concerned, .they I an connected with pays its manager
occupy a similar position in Canada to but $1,200 per annun, and oui loans are
that of these proprietors. If the hon. mnen- made solely on real estate in the city of
ber for West Durhamu (MIr. Blake) would Montreal. I am quite astonisled to hear
bring in a practical Bill to deal with this some of the remarks made about capital
evi], 1 believe lie would get the support of this evening, because there is no question
the members following the Governient. that if this Bill becomes law, it will rior

An HON. MEMBER : Would the bon. only prevent the influx, but lead to the

gentleman support his Government ? withdrawal of a large amount of capital
Ma. NIinTE: I ooul .vested ia this country. At presentaR. WHITE : I would, ob lgood many Scotch and Englisi companies are

measures, and would not oblee t to an lending noney in Canada and their rates
honest Irishman at the head of the Gov- are so low that private individuals are
ernment-I would like to followv sucb a glad to get 6 and 7 per cent. interest forleader. I believe the hon. gentleman loans on good property. The Bill now
would gain the support of the majority on under discussion, if passed, will prove a
both sides of the House if he would great detriment to the country. I an sure
bring in such a Bill, and he certaminy that in Canada West the farmers them-
should have mine. It is high tine that selves like to get good investments ; they
the Government of this county, with take their deposits out of the banks, which1
their majority of seventy or eightv, only pay 41 and 5 per cent., and place
should see that they have a duty to per- thein with the loan companies, wherethey
forni to the people of this country, un- can get 6 per cent. or more; and in Lon-
fortunately under the power of these loan don, Ontarie, and in Toronto the farmers
companies--companies which shoud ho have invested large amounts in this way.
restricted to a moderate rate of interest. I have a letter from the manager of a
Why keep silent in the matter ? Those Scottish company, which is a v a
loan cempanies take away the best trade investor optal saingi a ve i thi

of te bnks whch gt oily6 o 7 pr livetorof capital, stating that if this
of the banks, which get only 6 or p 0  Bill becomes law it will close its office
cent. for their money, as agaist the 9, 10 and withdraw its capital, an example that
and Il per cent. of these companies. I would be followed by other companies. I
am glad the hon. member for Centre would reconmend the lion. gentleman for
Wclhngton (Mr. Orton) bas broken the Centre Wellington to withdraw his Bill,
ice i this matter. If he brigs m a otherwise I shall be compelled to record
Bill in some other shape to remedy this my vote against it.
evil, and the Government do not take . OURBEAU: I have much
hold of it, ho will get a majority of a pleasure in seconding the Bill of the hon.
the independent men who have noney to n

PLATI inember for Contre Wellington. If thoere
is anything which is prejudical to the in-AIR. PLATT : I wish to correct the terest of the settler, it is most certainly a

hon. gentleman who bas just spoken, by law which allows a money-lender to lend,
sayig that our secretary does not get as is now done, at an exorbitant rete of
$7,000 a year. interest. The settler, having borroved at

31 R. WHITE (Hastings): I said your a ruinous rate of interest, ultimately loses
manager got that. heart, and finds that he bas no alternative

MR. PLATT : That is not true, nor is but to start off his children to the United
it true that the company pays 11 per States to repair his fortunes, shattered by
cent. usurious loans. If the children fail in
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the task, the fafher, too, is compelled to
expatriate limself. If we have now so
great an eraigration of Canadians to the
United States, I am satisfied that the
reason î' iin great measure to be found
in the- fact that a large number of them
have fallen victims to the usurious lenders
of money. Hon. gentlemen who are
opposed to this measure fear that if the
rate of interest is limited, as the Bill pro-
vides, it will be impossible, in future, to
borrow ioney, as capitalists will refuse to
enter into transactions at such low rates.
I ani of opinion that, making the loaning
of money at lower rates compulsory,
it would be doing a great service
even to those who lend at such high
rates; for in. that way the borrower
could. in any case, pay what lie owes ;
whereas, if lie promises to pay more than
his means justify, lie is invariably com-
pelled to dispose of all that lie possesses
to his creditor, or to others, who thus be-
comle proprietors of it at a very low price.
Of ten the creditor is obliged to buy his
debtor's, propertv and to re-sell it at a loss,
while if the debtor Lad been able to bor-
row at a lower rate lie would have been
able to meet his engagements. Some bon.
imember has reproached the hon. member
for Centre Well'ington with entertaining
a grudge against certain loan associations,
in consequence of his having failed to
ineet his engagements with some such
associai ion. I think the reproach an un-
just one ; we should congratulate himn on
having brought in this Bill. If I had
time I could quote many letters which I
have received from the united counties of
Drumnond and Artbabaska, to show bow
popular the principle of this Bill is in
that electoral district. Most of the
electors there are in favour of the Bill,
especially those who observe the emigration
of Canadians to the United States to be
increasing day by day; they know that the
unfortunate settlers who are going away
have been ground down by usurers.
Money-lenders have all kinds of ways at
their comimand to induce the acceptance
of their pretended favours. One plan
that they have for imposing on the set ter,
is to lend him at first a small sum ot
$10 or $20, charging 50c. to $1 a month
interest, which ainounts to a rate of in-
terest ot 50 or 60 per cent. Often they
go further; by these means a settler is
induced to borrow at froin 80 to 100 per

Ma. BOURBEAU.

cent. The money-lenders, who are to be
found in our country parts as well as
in our cities, do society an exceeding ill-
turn by gently victimising it. On one
band they ruin the borrower, on the other
they yield no revenue to the public chest.
So well aware are these lenders of the ad-
vantages whichi they reap from the loan-
ing of their money, that they prefer
adopting that course to investing it in
real property or in manufactories. They
contribute in no way to the encourage-
ment of education, because, having for the
most part no real property, they have no
taxes to pay for the support of the sehools.
Nor do they contribute to the cost of
naintaining the roads, because, laving no
real property, they cannot be taxed.
Unfortunately, in this country, there is no
law providing foi the taxation of money-
lenders, as there is in the case of those
who engage in other callings. With tiese
few remiariks I shall conclude ; I believe
it to be ni duty and in the interests of
my constituents to support the measure
introduced by my hon. friend from Centre
Wellington, and I have to congratulate
him on the largeness of the views mani-
fested by this Bill, the object of which is
to do away with the unfortunate abuses
committed by those who engage in the
traffic to which the measure relates, and
which it is intended to regulate.

Mji. ROSS (Dundas): This is a ques-
tion that has been before Parliament
many times since I have been a mrember.
My voice is hîoarse to-night, but I feel it
my duty to support nost leartily flie
principle of the mneasure introduced by
my hon. friend for Centre Wellington
(Mr. Orton). I do not agree in the rate
of interest that he proposes to fix, because
I believe that in the circumîstances of our
country that rate is too low. But tliere
is great reason for fixing it at a certain
maximum rate. It is lamentable that
many hon. gentlemen in this House seeni
to argue that if the rate of money was
fixed by law, the price of money would
advance, and, on the other hand,they con-
tend that free-trade in money brings the
price down. Supposing the rate was 8
per cent., how is it possible that people
would have to pay a higher rate than that
fixed by law at 8 per cent., if money ean
be had at 7 to 7k per cent. as asserted;
I would like to have those hon. gentle-
men, who are connected with loan associa-
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tions, show me how the poor borrower, honest principles? Why should we a1lov
who toils day after day to procure bread a iaw to exist in this countrY wlich per-
for his fiamily, is able to pay 10, 12, and mit; inonev-letiders so easily to inako
14 peu cent. iiterest and live. A law victima of their dobters? 1 w e'il is
that perits such things is an injury to it riglt tlîît a liko tliis
the poor but industrious workingmen of should be upliolders of a Of t l Ï.t
this countrv. An hon. gentleman said kind. Sone men s1iould la., id
here to-night that a man ought to be per- prevent inoneyloamies froii mislcadiîIl

rîmitted to l as he pleases and as well as theirclients, and toeiabl- borrowerste
he can wit. bis money. Do we do tCmt know exactly the aount cf iliterest the

in au other caIse'v Do ie allow are paving, a d ti s prott lde poo,
any 111,a1 to do just what lie otreiwothaed a islawiti hi liked this

piu , ien lie injures others and boes ulersofti a fr sys o toil,
so clemu i Is there any Muan 111m knd. Sove tme cs ould b these co-

thLý cêoutrv wliose character is more prnies 10, 1 l2 and 14 pe m ce i eaiied iny
detCesta. tian that of the extorÉioner' 2iiriîselfand fci n jti oteri ae to deny

he is a curse to the coumîtm'v. Pecause the xselyes of i nteresly eery cniot to
miner 's necessary to sone etent, ougt make up the acruing interest ut those

we te-l leai e -uron. our Statute-book a law ex'tortionate rates. Woffld. lion. gentle
that a nlovs the oney-lender to do what men lîke te Le thus treite(. rlen do as
he pleases with is neigjbour and to erisd we wou]d others shoul do uto ls.

hi doinn ? If a man gives a note for Mn. AinELL : bave no desire te
t100, und it is e adiscoered that make a charges a-inat buildings mr
the maker cf tlle note lias beu deceivel, i!lan i'4e Lut I ca:î cerroberate the
and las been a victini of lse pretences, statertnt that in the towers atn
no Juge a rjury will condeun Jin to par villages f Ontari aie n
that noie. But that is net the case Yitl the pabit cf paving 10, 12, 14

loin associatoions. There is no means cf aew ok er cent. on ioney r -
brîng~ them te accounpt. No iyi- rowed frti seme cof teese socicties. I an

stance cuit ',a pointcd out irbere the c.g(nisan t cf' a grat many instances; iit
loan ceuianies bave beeîî interfered witlp, niy ei tow10 wher 4ne have pair these

and where the payment cf tho Joan lias higm rates cf intlrest. I tiing it is noy
)eeli successfully rasistad. The law is time this state of thiargs sbou d cfecked
smnulari in faveur of tese societios. by te action cf this n touse. I ati in
However, I fear th at on. niebe for fokeur of the lawf nîteroat ban, nxed

Cntre Wellington will not succeed witlo at 8 ler cent.,and wlien the Bii gees irnto
his Bil, howeer ally ie giay a(lnoate Cernînittee 1 hop, an opportuforty wili
it. Hanay ise al the elrquence cf be liorded to amend sote >f the

liclî Le is possessed, but lie will, I fer, clanses to whih I obrae jest. I hope the
find that lie eau inake no headwam in this Bil will be supported .v a dajority cf
-Ieou s e. But I say beldly that if tlîis thiis lieuse, as I amn satistied it will be
question wera subinitted te the peopwe for fawourably rcceived y a vers.
their decision, andi if they were asked îîiajority cf the people cf tlbis co,,întry.
whetmero the rate cf interest slould be lMon SHAW I an cf opinion tlat
fixednot exceedingt 8 per cent., it wnld th circumstance cf the country sbuld
be carried a two-tl irds majority. ailways f taken into consideration iii re-
British capital ist n ow c cning e ithis gard to Jegisiation cf this kind, and 1
countrv, and we should theretore provide think the rate cf intrest onay be advan-
by a iaW by whic the people ma be tageosly regulate in thle country at te
prtect nd from the obligation f payg prcsent tie. t maay Le tlat 7 par cent.
10 to 1m par cent. fer it. Tie lion. mct- nay Le to low, but I doubt it. I have
ber for-East Grey (Mr. Sprcule) proved to- iheard it argued sinca this discussion coin-
nigtt that the stock of these loan assoc- menced, that money can ba reacly
ations was iher than any btained at ron 7 to 71 par cent.
otiler stocks in this cuntry. If froei scieties lending money. If that is

at man lias money, and is w cling te lean ce I weuld lie te know hew this mea-
it at a fair rate of interest'te others, w ho sure is going te prevent meney frein being
want te use it, why sheuld lie net de se en introduced ofit the countr . But i case
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the fixing of the rate at 7 per cent. it bas been introduced into the State of
wvould tend to prevent money frein New York. The Aericans bave had
flowing into the country, it imight be well, experience in tbis inatter, and I do rot
perhaps, to fix the rate at 8 per cent. think we eught te overlook that experi-
I am in favour of recognising the priinciple dcc. I trust the Bill wiil be favourably
of the Bill by giviig it a second reading, received by the flouse.
and any modifications it might be neces- MR. KILLAM: Iefore this question
sary to make could be eflected in Cor- is settled, I tbink it would te well to un
mittee. I believe there are several derstand what the poiicy of the Govern-
provisions in this Bill, in regard to which Ment is upon it. This measure bas been
the flouse has no power to legislate and under discussion some three hours, and
which should be struck out. Several las, perhaps, rcceived more attention than
clauses do more than merely regulate the any other subjeet except the Tarifi. As
rate of the interest. They aflect private yet we have heard notbing upon the S-
rights and deal with riglit ones, which it ject früni Ie Administration. We have
appears to me Provincial Legislatures can beard hon. gentlemen coinpiaining about
alone deal. There is one point to whicb the stale of affairs in the country, and of
I would like to direct the attention of farmers boriowing moncy at excessive
the flouse, and it is this: many parties rates of interest. I theught we were
emigrating to tbis country w-ho have toM a vear ugo, that under the Laticnal
not owned land before, are ignorant Policy ail these things would Le recÉified,
of the management of real estate. They and prosperity Would shine upon us. I
are also ignorant of the profits to be think it is due to the lon. gentlemen who
derived from agricultural pursuits, and compiained so mucl abot the depression
of the knowledge that there is less profit existing in their counties, and about the
to be derived from the management of disadvantages under wlich farmers were
rea] estate, than perhaps froin any other labouring, that the Governent should
business. They are apt to think that the explain te the fouse wbat policy thev
ownership of real estate is connected with intendto adopt ii the natter. The lion.
extravagant living, and consequently the MiniFter cf Finance is not even ini ls
they very soon get into debt. place, and the Ministeriai Benches aie
We find, however, that parties practically empty. Oiy three mcm-
coming from France and Germany bers of the Governînent out of eleven are
who have been accustoned to the man- present. I desire te say a word on behaif
agement of small properties, are more of the agriculturalists cf Quebec and
economical in their habits than those coin- Or.tario. Hon, gentlemen hae stated
ing from Great Britain or Ireland. We that fariera aie compelled te pay these
may expect in the future a large emigra- exorbitant rates cf interest for uûeîîey
tion from Great Britain and Ireland, tbey do net want, and that they are in-
-which will probably go principally into fluenced te do se by agents wlo traxel
our North-West, and those emigrants will round aise. that their farns are taken
go through exactly the sane process as frein them, and that, consequently, thev are
have the emigrants to Quebec and Ontario. compelied te emigrate te the Nortiî Wcst.
Money will be introduced there from the I believe it is nonsense te say that the in-
Old Country, and it will be lent at very teiligent men of this ceunty de net know
higli rates until the people become w-at they are doing; and that they give
acquainted with the country, and know themselves away in the manner described.
that they will not be able to derive very We ought te ici a question cf ibis kind
large profits from agricultural pursuits. alone, and permit the people te borrow
If money can be lent here at 7 per cent. and lend ai wbat rates or inicreat they
and 7, per cent., why should it not be like.
lent at the sane rate in any other part MR. I1JNTINGTON: I have been
-of the Dominion. I do not think the struck by the observations cf severai
passage of this law would prevent the gentlemen in the course cf ibis discussion.
introduction of capital into the country. I bappen te represent an agricultueal
My recollection is that a law, limiting the constituency, in which the farmers
rate of interest, bas existed in the State generaiiy know whether they are paying
of Michigan for many years, and I see 6 per cent. or 16 per cent. Sorne hon.

MN. SHAW.
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gentlemen have mentioned 6 per cent. as can legisiate so as to control the priceand
the proper rate of interest, and some say value of money tbey are niistaken; they
8 per cent. They might as well try to can no more control it than they eau the
fix bv legislation the price of wheat per lrices of cotton. and wheat or any otiier
bushel or the price of meat per article. I do net believe there is anv
pound. I do not want, . Sir, to refer difference in this connection between
to the National Policv, which bas money and other things ; thev nîust be
been professedly inaugurated to raise regulatec by supply and7demand. If there
prices. I think its object bas been to is any Specil legisiation required te pro
enable the honest Pretectivnist te raise tect indioiduals tgainst coupanies wiey
is prices. If he bas seen a shpemaker are puruion a systen of or whch is

who tas saici 'Tese boots have been ipraticall a fraud, if t tere is special legis-
bought tee cheap at $d2," the object of lation ef this kind recuired it is net the enh
the National l bmen te nive cf m lon. friene, but oi ; 't lmu with
that shoeenaker ý,3 for thoie boots, the specifi a provisions te preVoit fraud that
shebeaker having represented tat that tvill iniieet the evil. As to t e generil

i the prper price that should be om - purposes of the Bil, as shown by the
bouhed for the. I do eot se feneral drift of the discussion I think

hie the nioney-lender should net it suflicient te sa that asoney like toiin,
fel ho e saie wav I thirnk the pbic l e ir n like 'mv other ceiiflo(ity, mii

generally think money an object of some be regulatec as teOttc price to te pai
interest, even if soie hon. gentlemen who
have spoken on this subject this evening are willing te pay for it.
do not. If a man wants money lie con- Sir CHARLES TUPPER Hon.
siders what lie wants it for, and he knows
what to pay for it. It is as nonsensical surprised that the Government should net
to get up heie and propose to say what a oppose a question cf this kind. It is
man shall get as interest for his loan, as it quite conpetent foi any lion. ineiter
is to try to fix what the price of boots taking a strong interest in any publie
should be. I think that is sufficient on question, te submit a Bill for the consid-
the face of it to show the absurdity of eration of the buse ; and it is quite un-
this discussion. When we deal with in- possible for any person te lister te the
solvency, we declare, supposing that there discussion vhich bas taken plaue on the
should be sonething of this kind in regard second reading of the bill, moved tiis
to the question of loaning money, that evening, without ceming te the conclu-
non-traders sbould not be allowed to pay sien that there is a very great diversity
6 per cent. The consequence would Le of opinion. I cannot agree vith the
that traders would get the loans and non- opinion cf the hon. meiher fer Bothwel
traders would get nothing. Speaking for (Mr. Milîs) that this Bih is unconstitu-

an agricultural constituency, I beg to state tional ; the question te which it relates
that my county will for one be counted is entirely within the purview of tIis
on this question. They know well enough Parliament. Theie are some provisions
w-hether thev pay 6 per cent. or not. in this Bil which may te regarded as in-
There may te soie improvident farmer, terfering with the province of civil rights,
as there are some inprovident traders, and are sncb, perbaps, as could only te
who do not take any trouble or care in a eis e
these matters; but no agent can induce Bibl in its main feature cannot te treated
the farmer generally to borrow money at as uncenstitutienal, or not in the power ef
rates of interest which they cannot pay, this liuse te entertain. I hope, hewever,
any more than a dry goods man can in- that my hon. friend xvilbt content with
duce a man to pay a higher rate for goods the expression of opinion elicited on the
than lie wishes to pay. I do not believe question from this bouse. I de net
that we can fix wliat shall be the price of think at this period of the Session, even
money. The great money market is not if the Government were prepared te deal
in this House ; it is regulated by consid- with the question, that we could give a
erations in the great commercial centres measure of such vital interest the con-
of the world, and it is worth what it will sideration it merits, and I hope that, hav-
bring. If the aon. gentlemen think they ing pad an opportunity of presenting his

prcial a frui heei pcillgs
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views very clearly before the House, my
hon. friend will feel justified in with-
drawing the Bill. If not, I shall feel
compelled to vote against the second read-
aing.

AIR. ORTON: I do not feel that I
would be doing my duty to withdraw this

.Bill. It has been brought up for second
reading and put off on several occasions.
It is one in which deep interest is felt by
the people of this country, and I think it
is highly important to have it decided by
an expression of opinion in this House.
The hon. member for West Durham (Mr.
Blake), whose opinion has very properly
much weight in this House, referred to
the difficulty which he said there would
be in negotiating mortgages if tlie Bill
passed. It is very true that it would be
difficult to make mortgages in their pre-
sent shape negotiable; but it is easy
enough to alter the shape so as to make
mortgages negotiable, by an aflidavit from
the mortgagee that there is no flaw by
which the mortgage might be rendered
invalid by this Act. I was very glad to
hear the hon. member for West Durham
acknowledge three of the principles of this
Bill, and that he agrees that the evils
comprised thereunde.r should be remedied
as provided by this Bill, but I
was astonished when, notwithstanding
that admission, I heard him express his
disapproyal of this Bill and try to banish
it, from the House, and thus prevent
justice being done to the people. I shall
therefore be glad to see him record his
vote, and ascertain whether he will
support the former or latter part of his
:peech in this Bill. He addmitted that
a five years *term of mortgage would be
-reasonable, but this Bill provides that
.after one year the borrower may be
relieved on payment of three months'
interest. However, I will not mike any
Jengthened remarks ; but ask for the
second reading of the Bill.

Ma. CAMERON (North Victoria):
Before the question is put, I wish to say
a few words to explain the reason for my
vote. The Bill is the outcome of a very
wide-spread feeling of dissatisfaction in
Ontariq for many years past. It has
been the common custom for the agents ot
loan companies to represent to the
farmers borrowing money that- the
interest was compounded at 8 per cent.,
and in some cases at a lower rate of-,

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

interest ; but when the figures came to be
worked out the real rates were found te
be infinitely higher, on account of the
compounding by monthly or quarterly
payments, and by the fines imposed on
the unfortunate borrower for arrears, and
he had to ultimately pay such a large
sum of money that he could not redeem
the loan and lis farm was sacrifiçed. A
great many bave thus been driven from
fine farms. I do not say that loan socie-
ties are all to blame ; and I admit that
the great abundance of money has to a
great extent diminished the evil. The
competition has become so great that a
man with any good security can
get money on very favourable terms.
That, probably, is a strong argument
against restrictions being placed on the
rate of interest to be charged; and I
should on that ground feel it impossible
te vote in favour of the Bill. But this
Bill does not only deal with loans or
security of land, but it deals with other
loan matters, with exactions and interest
charged on ordinary transactions in lent
money, or ordinary contracts, where it can
result in establishing any charge upon
land ; and it provides that no land shall
be charged for any loan in which any
higher rate of interest than 6 per cent.
has been- charged or secured. Loan
companies are carried on now in a fair
and reasonable spirit, and the rates are se
much reduced that they can hardly be
said te be unreasonable. I have a letter
from one of my constituents, which I
would like to read. IJe says:

"I am of opinion that the financial depression
of this country is made ten-fold more aggravat-
ing by our accursed usury laws Three of my
tenants failed lately, also a neighbour for whom
I had endorsed. The history of. one is the
history of the whole. They had been extrava-
gant, and beught on credit in 1876-7. The bad
crop of 1878 compelled them to borrow at high
rates. Each loan had to be paid off by other
loans at still higher rates. 1 found they had
been paying 2 per cent. per month, 3 per cent.
per month, and J per cent. per day, whichi is
equal to 24 per cent., 36 per cent., and 911 per
cent. per annum. The latter lacks only 81 per
cent. of highway robbery. In the above cases,
the usurers have taken all, and left me and a
score of others without anything. In this man-
ner the usurer robs bis victim directly, and dthe
general public indirectly. I am led to believe,
from my own experience, and from enquiries
that I have taken the pains to make, that in
this indirect way nineteen-twentieths of the
public are made not only to feel but to suffer
from the financial depression. The present
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long-continued depression has ereated a whole
army of usurers in this country. The desire to
' shave notes ' amounts to a mania. Not only
the brokers, but merchants, hotel-keepers, and
even dry-goods cierks, have caught the mania.
Four professional brokers in this town are said
to have from %5,000 to $20,O0 each loaned at
these exorbitant rates. I ar informed that
the greater part of the bailiff and sheriff sales
in this countv can be traced for their origin to
the usurers."

This is only one of many letters I bave
seen and read, giving expression to the
general feeling of dissatisfaction which
prevails in regard to the extortion of
those usurers, who charge high rates for
the money they loan. I think, however,
that it is impossible t. make men prudent
by. Act of Parliament. The evil con-
plained of arises from the extravagance
and want of business tact displayed by
the persons who become victims of those
transactions. At the same time there is
no doubt that the mortgaging of farms
to an extent which borrowers are quite
unable to meet has been expensive, and
the result lias been to drive.hundreds of
Ontario farmers to the North-West. If
I thought the passing of this Bill would
remove the cause of the evil complained
of, I would be disposed to support it, but
I do not think that legislation of this
kind w-i1l cure the evil. On the contrary,
I think that the passing of such a mea-
sure would be introducing a wrong and
dangerous principle, and would have the
effect of making money dearer rather than
cheaper.

MR. CHARLTON: I wish to say a
word in regard to the vote I am about to

"give. I quite sympathise with the motives
of the hon. mover of this Bill. I
sympathise with any desire that is ex-
pressed or entertained for obtaining
cheaper money, and if I thought the
principles of the Bill would obtain that
result I would heartily support them.
But, in my opinion, all usury laws are
cailculated to work to the detriment of the
borrower It is impossible to enact a
usary law which would affect the rate of
interest, except in the way of creating
dangers in loaning money. The prac-
tical results of all usury laws is invariably
that higher rates are paid than when no
law exists, and for that reason I am op-
posed to a law of this kind. Its effect
would be to drive large sums of money
from the country, and raise the rate of

interest. There is no difficulty in getting
money now at 7 per cent.

MR. WHITE (East Hastings).: Where
can you borrow it?

Mu. CHARLTON: If the hon. gentle-
man will furnish me good security, I will
put him on the track of borrowing money
at that rate. If anything could be done
in the way of remedying the evil of com-
panies charging higher rates than agreed
upon, I would heartily concur in it.
But I do not think this Bill provides the
proper remedy. Its, tendency is rather to
aggravate than remedy the evils.

Mn. FARROW : I understand we are
going to have a vote' on this question,
and I rise simply to explain the vote I
intend to give. I am in favour of the
principles of the Bill, but I shall have to
vote against it, because I do not think it
is going to benefit the farmers. I think
the remarks of the lion. member for West
Durham were very conclusive, but he
might have told us that there are two
evils connected with the borrowing of
money at present. There are a great
many lawyers li this House, but I will
state without any bashfulness that one of
the greatest evils is the fee charged by
members of the Bar in connection with
loans. Why should a lawyer charge
from $15 to $50 in such cases? I
have been connected with those societies
for years and I have borrowed money
and induced others to borrow froin tiiem,
and the evil I flnd is, that when a poor
man gets behind they impose the fnes re-
ferred to. I think the sooner we legislate
in the direction proposed by the hon.
member for West Durham the better.
The hon. member for Centre Wellington
says that everybody does not possess
money, but I would suggest that every-
body does not possess a medical education,
and I want to know whether any-
one charges more exorbitant rates
for their services than doctors. I
think the hon. gentleman has not
gone far enough-be should have
brought in a Bill to regulate doctors'
fees.

MR. ORTON : They are regulated by
Act of Parliament.

Mi. FARROW: They are regulated
by the doctors. I contend that many of
those companies have doue a great deal
of good. I know a niunber that offer to
lend money for 7 uand 8 per cent.
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Money is like every other commodity-it ;hey cau go as higl as 8 Per cent.; in
is cheap or dear according to the supply fine as high as 10 per cent; in seven as
and demand. I do not think the high as 1L, andinone, Idaloas Lighas 24
Bill is practicable or I would vote for it. by contract. But in ail, except thirteen

MR. SMITH (Selkirk) : I would like States, they have deemed it expedient,
to make a suggestion for getting rid of w ere fhe conditions of business are verç
the evil spoken of. Hon. gentlemen siilar to ours, to fix even the maximum
would do good by endeavouring to get up rate of interest by law. Now, I think
in their own constituencies good honest tlat in view of that experience and of
loan societies, for the purpose of lending the statemeuts made by the lon. member
money at 7 per cent., or as much below for West Durham on this sujet-an
as is possible. Nobody would pay lon. gentleman wlo las had large ex-
12 per cent. if sucli societies vere in perience ii tis matter-we miglit very
existence. seriously consider this mensure. I do not

M. BANNERMAN : There is one agreevith ail its details. but t
clause in tins Bill wlh does not cover wvorth t serius consideration of Par-
exactlv -w1at I would like te sec reniedied, lianient, and for one I arn preparcd, as
niaîniel, flat the fines of 1 per cent,. believing s 1me remedy fer t preseat
sîoucidnet e irnpesed. It is a shane tat cias to ae necessary, to affirs hi opinion
sudi fines are iuiposed. but I bhink Par- n a practical way by voting for thesecond
lianelit lias a riglit to do away witw such e reading of this Bi , on the undersfandin y
a la.Suppose a mian lhas paid 10 per that if shall go to the Conimittce on Bank-
cent. Vr annumi for a boan on bis farmi, inig and Commnerce, tleteeco-

siia toous to ix eve the maxmul

and ewiîg te sore cause or iinotter hey is sidered.
unabe te pay me instalments, is it rigliton
fia t th is fin e sh ou ki 1ic im p o sed ? f T esto a uh ae n et in t u bjsec t- -a n

thiuk net, and I i if is the duty cf sae diid dll etas but Iathnk 6it.

Parliamnent te enact soe legisatin ons h

(COMMONS.]

the subject. Y
Mu. WHITE (Cardwell) : At this late

hour I desire to say only a word or two, Arkell
to explain the vote I am about to give. I Banrerman
concur with a great deal of what has been Beauchesne
said on the other side in relation to the Béchard
difFiculty of fixing the price of money. Benoit

But no one could have listened to th BergeronBolduc
speech of the lion. member for West Dur- Bourassa
lan (Mr. Blake), who addressed himself Bourbeau
to this question seriously, without coming Brown

to the conclusion that there are very an
serious evils to be removed in connection Cimon
with the loaning of money. We have Costigan
the experience of our friends on the other Coughlin

side of the line to guide us. They are a Coupai
o'uidcCuthbert

sirewd people and understand their own Desaulniers
interests perhaps as well as the people on Dugas
this side of the boundary; and yet it is Dumont
rather a remarkable fact that in every ergi rn
State of the -Union the price of money is 1iset
fixed by the Legislature. It is fixed in Fitsimmons
fortv-seven States and Territories. Out Fortin
of the forty-seven there are only thirteen Geoffrion

Girouard (Jac. Cartier)
wherein, although there is a minimum Girouard (Kent, N.B.)
rate, the general rate may be fixed by Grandbois
contract. The maximum rate varies in a Hackett
great many States. For instance, in Hay
eleven they cannot go, even by contract, Hooper
higlier than 6 per cent. In six States HlBoude

MR. FARRoW.
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M essieurs
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j

il

Motion resolved in the affirmative.
Bill read the second time, and referred

to the Select Standing Committee on
Banking and Commerce on the same divi-
sion.

MR. MACKENZIE: I would ask the
hon. gentleman opposite what he pro-
poses to do to-morrow ? I unlerstand
that it is proposed to go on
with the Tariff debate. Is that the in-
tention ?

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY: It is
proposed to take up the resolutions with
reference to the Fishery Award.

MR. MACKENZIE: I do not object
to the Government giving up any day
they like for the discussion of this ques-
tion ; but Government business is so far
behind that I suppose they would like to
get it advanced. It seems as if the
Government were anxious to avoid dis-
cussing any of their measures.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : In view
of the importance of this question, the
Government are prepared to give it pre-
cadence on the next sitting of the
House.

MOTIONS FOR RETURNS.

The following Moto.is for Rturns
were severally agreed to:-

62

Order of the House-Statement showing the
naines, age and origin of all the otficers, non-
conmissioned officers and privates of the North-
West Mounted Police, and also their rank, pay
and allowances, and the date of their appoint-
ment and enrolment.-(Mr. Cours>l.)

Order of the House-Copy of the Corres-
pondence on the subject of the County Court
Junior Judgship, for the united counties of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, aud all appli-
cations for the said Judship, and replies there-
to.-(Mr&. acdoneil, North Lainark)

Order of the House-R1eturn showing the
names, date of appointment of all persons
by the Dominion Government as commissioners,
secretaries, or otherwise, in connection with
the Canadian exhibit at the Paris Exposition,
held in the year 1878, together with a detailed
statenient of all moneys paid for salary of each;
also, a statement in detail, of moneys paid for
expenses of living, travelling, printong, adver-
tising, or otherwise ; to whom paid, and the
time of service of each.-(JMr. Stephenson.)

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes before

One o'clock.

HOUSE OF C0MM0NS.

Thwrsday, 1st Apri,1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.
PRAYERS.

A Message was delivered by Réné
Edouard Kiinber, E3q., Gantleman Usher
of the Black Rod:
"MR. SPEAKER,

"His Excellency the Governor-'henerai de.
sires the immediate attenidaice of this hon-
ourable Honse in the Senate Chamber."

Accordingly, the House went up to the
Senate Chainber.

In the Senate Chamber.
His Excellency was pleased to give

in Her Majesty's name, th'e [Royal assent
to the following Bill:-

An Act to repeal the Acts respecting Insol-
vency now in force in Canada.

And the louse being returned,
BILLS INTRODUCED.

The following Bills were severally in.
troduced and read the frst time

Bill (No. 86) To repeal Cap. 40 of 42 Vic.,
entitled an Act to ameni the Maritime Jur a
diction Act, 1877.-(Mr. Patterson, Essex.)

Bill (No. 87) To amend Cap. 32 of the Ac t of
33 Vic., 1870, entitled an Act to empower
the police court in the city of lalifax to sm-
tence juvenile offenders to be detained in the
Halifax Industrial School.-(31r. Ricqe.)

Bill (No. 88) For the appointment of a Resi-
dent Representative Agent for Canada in the
United Kingdom.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

General (ARRIL 1, 1880.1
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FISHERY AWARD-CLAIMýS OF THE Rs Excellency the Governor-GeneraJ,
MARITIME PROVINCES. etc, Lt Las been thought that the Militia

ADJOURNED DEBATE POSTPONED. Act does not enpower the Government
Order for resuming the adjourned debate, o to cail out the force in succircumstances.

the motion of Mr. MacDonnell (Inverness), in This clause is to clear up that point. The
relation to the division of the Fishery Award, third clause provides a penalty for per-

Ssonation in certain cases. As the law ex-

Ma. RICI-IEY aIi resumiing the ists at present, a militiaman is punishable
adjourned debate on the motion e for personation; but the penalty ony
te, hion menber for Inverness, I niay appies to a volunteer or a cion-comnis-
Le periTtted to express my regret that siouteh opficer. The object of this clause
tjere shiould Lave been iniported ite this is to cake it general, to extend the penalty
discussion any virulent party spirit, and to anybody else who personates a inilitia-
that the inotion which I felt it incumbent msai. The la st clause of the Bi w povides
on me to rakc, for the adjourumnent of for the establislîment of canteens, which are
the debate- to be only open to volunteers, whether

thR. MACKENZIE I ris to a ques- they are called out foactive service or for
tion of Order. This is a overrnent drill. There is a proviso, which stat
day, a d it is impossible te take up a that, in those unicipalities where the
laceasure iii ailvane. iii this -way that be- sale of liquor is prohiibited, the present
longs to akother da. No one lias Bi will not override the local laws in
uioved ta pass over tilese Orders, and it that respect. These are ahl the provisions
caunot h e doe. The Orderd e -ust be f the Bi.
taken coKsecutively. M:. I tACoENZLE: With respect to

sio JON A. MXCDONALD I the clause for callin out thGe oMivita, do I
understood it w as arai ed that we understand the on. gentleman to say that
s oure proceed i ni thi way attempted; additional power i to be geven -
but, if the hoin, gentL,'emanLi opposite presses regard te troubles in nmunicipahutes.
tlle point of oi etîîi, w-e mlust yiehd. 311. M1ASSON :No, it is only on

S a n e Tere was ne holiday occasions. t las been foud
araneet tsover than this, that the that in cases where the force was called
Lon. nenihr for Hliissaid ho would o at perely to guard an ariory as a pre-
t 'lie the course iiow attemipted ; but, if cautionary ueastre, the iien Lad no
thie Governuelt dIo choose, in the presert authority to arret an individual who

taeot.usiei to gieup ada as trespassing on the premises. A case

t.hey must mx-e thmat the Huse pass toa ntan who was loitering on the groui,
certain Order. Members caniot be and the ast cesisted a sBoved tLe

t vorhnteers rifle afay. Tne ian sued
they choose. the soldier, and had Lini puished,

MILITIA ACTFS AMýEND'-IMENT BILL. because Lie tried to arrest without legal
[BILL 701 authority.

( l11dr ilR. MACKENZIE L p hope the lion.
E(i'. entlemabBill willl not coferp wers

Orer for codreading ret. peace oficers when called out under simi-
cn. beMASSON: The first clause of the lar circustances. That is wliat was doue

1tak relates t the enroient to take place ien the London case. The volnuteer Lad
n 18SI. T'e Bill proposes to defèr it ne standicg as a peace officer. Now it
until Feruarv, i The second clause frequently happens that commandants of
tai:eýs poNver to cal out tlie M-ilitia under regiments caîl out their mien for drill, and
othr than tin. gent cruinstances. To- appoint a guard, say at tbe brigade ofice,
dan the force cita oih Le called o t in or some other place. I Lope tit under
case of emiergeiy or wa saud difficulties this Bill t'e Mllitia, o1 sucli occasions
Lave occurrel it 1 îas been necessary Wil not recoive authority to ;lbtutke
tD cal1 Out the Militi fc other purionse, arrests. If the preset Bi proposes
suli as ftrnhhing a gurd of honour te to ive suc powers to the ordinary

M . s RIChEY.
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Militia, called out for any other purposes mitted, it is his duty to arrest the
than those provided in the Militia Act, criminal precisely as if he had not been
and under the direct authority of the so enlisted. This principle was well
Government, it will be a mistake. . recognised during the Lord George

ME. MASSON : As the law stands to- Gordon riots in London. There was a
day,the Government or the Military Com- full discussion of that principle in the
mandant of the district have the right to buse of Lords, and subsequently, when
call out the Militia only in case of war or the Mayor was tried for a failure to
threatened war, or invasion, or some simi- discharge bis duties. Those who remem-
lar energency, except when called out in ber that incident in English history know
aid of the civil power. The present Bill how far tese riots proceeded, how
proposes to extend that right, so that the churches were burned, property destroyed,
Active Militia may be called out for the and the lives of citizens endangered ; how
purpose of guarding an armory or other the riot continued for sonie days, until
place where arms or militia stores are it had assumed the senjouq proportions of
kept. an insurrection before any action was

31R. MILLS: It appears by the 3rd taken by the Government to suppress the
c'ause of this Bill that it is the intention riot. The Mavor was heid to be respons-
to make the Militia a constabulary force, ible for the failure to keep the peace,
for the purpose of preserving the peace. and be was fined accordingly. It was
I called the attention of the House last statei that the military force that was in
year to this principle in the measure in- the city was at his disposai, if the con-
troduced then by the Government. I stabulary force was insuflicient, and that
think we have recognised the rule hle had tie igctussi t hfat cm eut and
that the adminstration of justice and control thes. But, whether they, could
the preservation of the pence in the van- be ordered out under their ofticers,
ous Provinces belond to the Local Legis- whether they were required to rbey their
latures and Governrnents. If that be tbe oficers, and to act as a nilitary body in
case, there is no donbt the Local Legisia the discharge of teir civi duties, was a
turcs sould organise a constabulary question upon whic tere wa, apart
force for the parpose of preserving the from legisation, a difference of opinion.
public peace. They could officer that Hon, gentlemen who have read utClde's
force and state how it should be managedi. book, on the Administration oftieAriy,"
They could make the militia ofaicers con- will remen ber that lie quoea many cases
stabulary oficers. It is equally truc that, itn which the Geading Judges on the
if the nilritia force of the country is to be Engiish and Irioli TMenc have expressen
called out to serve the purpose of a con diffrent opinions as to theactual condition
stabulary, they are to discharge a duty of the law in this particular. iBut
belonging to the Local Administration. whie no such questions as I

se are here required to give Local have rentioned can arise as to
Legisiatures the power te call ont these wbere the jnrisdîction is vested,
nien, with their arms, if he propose te it is clear froni the principles there re-
permit the arms to be used by a constabu- cognised in the administration, that the
lary. But,when we go beyond that, and moment a body is called out for the pur-
give the parties the right to take tleir pose of preserving the peace, as in sup-
areis and aomunition, andI act as a con- pressing ordinary ints, it is called eut
stabulary force hen we, in fact, create the under the authoeity and under the
constabulary force, I think we go beyond obligations resting upon the Provincial
uic powers that are uested in us. here Governments cf this chuntry. That being

is always more or lss confusion arising tbe case, I think we ougi t to take care
frei the caling ont of the ilithitia te act in our legilation here that we do net
as a constabular y force in aid cf the civil confound the volunteer force of the
power, miith the duties of a purely nilitary country, wh en serving in that civil
body. Now. it is a well recogniset prin- capacity, with the volunteer force as a
ciple in our system of Coverment that, milibary body, unles we are prpared te
when a an is enisted into the ary, asume, I nay sav usurp, the main-
lie dtes nt cease te be a citizen, tenance cf the peace e the country and
and if le sees a crime nin cer- the duties that new constitutionaly de-
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volve upon the Local Legislatures. I
think we ougiht not to go so far as the
hon. gentlman proposes in the 3rd sec-
tion of the Bill. For the purpose ot
further illustrating the idea I vish to
convey to the House, I would say that, if
at the moment there was a riot or dis-
turbance existing in a city in the Province
of Quebec, it is extremely doubtful
whether the Government here would have
the right to send a military force fron the
Province of Ontario for the purpose of
preserving order in the Province of
Quebec. The duty devolves upon the'
Local Government, and it must depend
upon its own citizens. It is quite true
we can send the volunteer force of the
country to any place we please. It is
equally true that, when the volunteer
forces of one Province are calle1 fro n that
Province, and are stationed within the
limits of another Province, they are for
the time being citizens of that Province,
in which for the time being they are
stationed, and have obligations and duties
of citizenship resting upon them,
cand are aienable to the laws binding
upon every citzen for the preservation of
the peace. They are precisely in the
same position as aliens are in any part of
the country. In the event of a riot or
disturbance breaking out, it would be the
duty of such alien to obey the orders of
any party who had a right to command
him to assist in the arrest of a criminal
or the preservation of the peace. An
alien is for that purpose a ci:izen of the
country in which lie is, and is subject to
its laws. That is precisely the rale liere.
If a military body is sent from one Pro-
vince to another, and, while it is in that
Province, a disturbance takes place, it may
be called out for the preservation or.
restoration of the peace ; but it would not
do to call them out simply as a military
body, without authority from this Parlia-
ment, for they could not then use their
arms, and the Local Governm3nts would
have in that case to furnish them. It is
in the power of the Local Legislature to
say that the officers of the Militia Force
shall, for the purpose of suppressing
riots and preserving the peace, be con-
stituted and held to have the same rank
as in a constabulary force. I think that, in
this Bill, the Government have confounded
the duties which devo've ipon a con-
stabulary force with the duties which

MIt. MILLS.

devolve upon a Militia force. and they are
proposing to interfere with civil rights
and encroach upon the liberties of the
subjec.t.

S1R JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
hardly thouglit the point raised by the
hon. member for Bothwell came up in the
harmless Bill before the House, but, if it
does, there will be abundant opportunities
of dealing with the matter in Committee.
The question of whether the Militia on
duty should act as special constables or
not is an important one, but that, too,
can be considered in Committee of the
Whole.

MR. BLAKE : I think the question
lias beei verv rightly raised by my hon.
friend at this stage, because, as I have
had occasion more than once to mention,
it is extremely important that .the House
should have an opportunity at more than
one stage of considering what are the
objections to Bills. The hon. gentle-
man opposite will have an opportunity
now of considering this point, which, per-
haps, would not have attracted his atten-
tion if my hon. f riend had not
mentioned it. It is questionable,
apart from the point of jurisdiction,
whether this clause should pass in
this shape. I confess I do not precisely
understand its full effect. It seems to
me to be framed in a manner which is not
consistent with the principles which I
understand regulate these relations of
civil and nilitary jurisdiction. Provi-
sion is made, not on occasions of riot or
disturbance, but on peaceful ceremonial
occasions, upon which there is no likeli-
hoo: of any riot or disturbance, that a
portion of the Militia shall be called out.
They are to act as special constables,
which would make them civil oflicers,
amenable to any order of those persons
who ordinarily control special consta blei.
We find here, however, that while they
are named as special constables in one
breath, the clause orders thei to obey the
commandsof their officers, and proceeds to
state that they

"Shall be considered to act as such so long
as they remain so called out, but they shall act
oaly as a nilitary body, and shall be indivi.
dually liable to obey the orders issued by
their immediate nilfitary comnwding officer
only."

The civil power is in no way coacerned
in the call ug out of the force. 'Thie case

Amiïenîdmienlt Bill.(COMMIONS.]
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to which hon. gentlemen have alluded,
arose, as I remen ber it, upon one of those
peaceful occasions to which we have re-
ferred. It was at a drawing roon held
during the visitof His Excellencyand Hier
Roval Highness tothecity of London. On
that occasion a number of persons were
naturally anxious to pay their respects
to those distinguished personages and, I
believe, a, bayonet was pointed at some
rather intrusive gentleman.

MR. MASSON : No, lie placed the
rifle crosswise.

MR. BLAKE: I do not know how
ie used the rifle, but I object altogether
to any law which shall prevent the citi-
zens of this country from appealing to
the Courts of this country, which shall
preclude that appeal by the statement
that the offender, under sucli circum-
stances, obeyed the order of so me captain,
major, or colonel of the Militia. I say
we should not create any such defence to
any such action.

MR. MASSON : The Militia may
be called out any day by the civil
authority not merely to prevent an
actual riot, but in apprehension of a
riot, that is. when the riot is threatened;
and, if this power is given in apprehen-
sion of a riot, surely there should be
power in actual danger to an armoury
or any place over which the military
mount guard; and it is only reasonable
inthat case that there should be this clause,
that:

" Every officer, non-commissioned officer and
man of such active militia or portion thereof
shall, on every such occasion, obey the orders
,of his immediate commanding officer, and the
officers, non-commissioned officers, and men,
when so called out, shall, without any further or
other appointment, and without taking any
oath of office, be special constables, and shall
be consikered to act as such so long as they re-
main so called out ; but they shall act only as
a military body and shall be individually liable
to obey the orders issued by thier immediate
commanding officer only."
manding officer only."

MR. MACKENZIE: But who calls
them out? Before, th ey were to be called
out by a civil magistrae.

MR. MILLS : That is exactly the
point.

MR. MASSON : That is not the point.
MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gentle-

man opposite is mistaken. These clauses
make an entire difference. As soon as a
magistrate has called the Active Militia,

that moment they become peace officers ;
but you are now making them peace
officers without being called out by a
magistrate.

Sm JOHN A. MACDONALD : I do
not see the difference, I must say. The
lion. imemuber: for Bothwell (Mr. Mills),
and lte hon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake), say it is a fusion of military
and civil authority, and that we have no
rightt to do this. Now, it makes ro
difference whetier the troops are called
out by the magistrate or by any other
autiority. They are a military body, and,
if we have no power to combine the
nilitary and civil autiority in a military
body, we iave no power to appoint then
peace offce -rs under the authority of a
magistrate. Elither we have the power
or we have not ; the power of appoint-
ment of peace officers either rests with
the Dominion Legislature or it rests
with the Local Legislatures. The Militia
Act of 1868 provides that, no matter how
called out, if called out for legitimate
purposes by a nagistrate, they are called
out for a military purpose, and, being so
called out, both Acts-the Act of 1868
and the proposed Act-say that they
shall have power as peace officers. And
the hon. gentleman says, in both cases,
that is beyond our jurisdiction ; that that
belongs to the Local Legislature. The
Militia Act provides that, although
called out to act as peace officers, they
shall not be liable to the magistrate, but
only to their own officers, commanding
them as military officers. The fusion be-
tween military and peace officers is just
the same in both cases ; the fact that
they are called out in aid of the civil
power makes no difference ; in either case
they are called out in aid of the law
by the law; and, if we have the
right to call them out to guard the Royal
residence, or to guard the armoury, we have
the same right as when called out by a
magistrate as peace officers, to declare that
they shall act as peace officers under the
directions of their military officers alone.

MR. BLAKE: As I understand the
existing law, it provides that, when the
Militia are called out in aid of the civil
power, they are to act as a military body
in aid of the civil authority. But we
must remember that they can be called
out only by the civil magistrates. If the
magistrates think it necessary, they can
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invoke the aid of the Militia in case of a
breach of the peace. Then the civil
power is the dominant, or inoving power,
and takes the initiative. There is no in-
tervention of the civil power, however,
in the action of these guards of honour.
They are neither called out by the magis-
trate, nor are they in anywise under their
authority after being called out. In the
character of the occasion, and also in the
absence of an initiative by the civil power,
there are distinctions between this and
the old law, which require our consider-
ation.

MR. COURSOL: Having for several
years had some experience in military
matters, in connection with the Volunteer
Force, I may be allowed to say a few
words on this subject. I believe that the
promoter of the Bill does not intend it to
enable the military to shoot down citizens
with impunity. I only regret that it
does not cover all the occasions on which
the volunteers are liable to be called out,
and on which they are often unable to
protect themselves from annoyance and
even insults, As it is, however, the Bill
aims at preventing any collision between
citizens and volunteers. It is well known
that the volunteers may be called out on
other occasions besides that of assisting
the civil authoritv. In many cases, they
have nothing to do with the magistrate;
I mean in the case of a review or sham-
fight, and so on; on which occasions large
numbers of citizens will gather together,
and collisions have sonietimes, uninten-
tiônally perhaps, on either side, taken
place; but the volunteers, being under
arms, could not leave their regiment or
brigade. And, as it often happens that
sufficient policemen cannot be stationed
at different points on the ground, to be of
anyreal use, the soldiers themselves, being
constituted peace officers under this law,
could render this service effectually.

Ma. MACKENZIE: If the speech
we have listened to from the hon. member
for Montreal East (Mr. Coursol) embodies
the views of the Government, then upon
any occasion it will be competent for the
Governor-General, bv special order inthat
behalf, to clothe the military with these
extraordinary powers. This is handing
the whole thing over to the Governor-in-
Council, and he mav order them out
whenever he, in his discretion, sees fit,

The authority given by the last clause of
the first sub-section is one of a most ex-

i tensive character, and one which no
Legislature should submit to.

Mn. MASSON: According to the hon.
gentleman's argument you would have to
put an officer at every point of the field
in the case of a review or sham fight,

MR. MILLS : Leaving out of con-
sideration for a moment the question of
jurisdiction, you will see that as the law
stands in England, while the force acts
under the command of a military oflicer,
still the officer and the men under him act
under the guidance and control of the
civil authorities. The commander bas
no power to come out of himself; he
cones out at the instance of a magistrate,
and the application must be made in
writing and signed by the party
in presence of a witness. I re-
member a case-it is some time since I
looked at it-to this effect, that parties
were examined in reference to the deci-
sion, I think, of Judge Willes, who held
that, if an officer, and the men acting
under him, took the life of a party, they
subjected themselves to the civil law of
the country ; and General Napier ob-
served that officers and soldiers were
placed in a very awkward position, being
liable to punishnent by court-martial if
they disobeyed orders given by superior
officers, and, on the other hand, liable,
under the civil law, to be hanged if they
did obey those orders. This Bill pro-
poses to confer upon the Governor-in-
Council the power that under the English
law is only given to a magistrate.

Bill read the second time.
House resolved itself into Committee of

the Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee.)
MR. BLAKE : I would like to under-

stand, supposing any unwarrantable act is
done by a soldier under the command of
his officer, whether there would be any
liability on the part of the soldier for that
act.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD : By
all means, he would be liable if the act
were illegal.

MR. BLAKE : And would there be any
liability on the part of the officer who gave
the order i

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That
and make every soldier a peace officer. is the intention.

MR. BLAKE.

Amenent Bill.
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Ma. BL 'AKE : If thit is the intention, it was well there should be uniformity in
it is not expressed. legislation of this character.

SIa JOH N A. MACDONALD: I think MAR. BLAKE: But not a vicious uni-
it is, very clearly. formity.

MR. MILLS: Does the Premier hold SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I (o
that, if the Act provides that every man or not see the vice ini this instance. The
officer shall, on every occasion obey his law simply says that, if they are called
superior officer, that does not protect ont, say to protect the Governor-G eneral
the person who obeys the order so given, or the Legislature, they shall be under
seeing that the law says lie must obey the command of their efileers and not
such order? extraneous persons.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The MR. McDONALD (Pictou) sid the
order must be a legal order. Act would put the Force on the saine

MR. MILLS: Then the word "legal" footing as Her Majesty's Armiy. In one

should be inserted. casein Halifax,where a soldier was taken

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The to the guard-hoise, lie was gagged by
Mutiny Act provides that soldiers shall direction of the sergeant. Tle main died

obey the command of their officers, but during the niglit, and both the sergeant
both offi-ers and soldiers are lield below and the soldier who carried out lus in-

the law, and are liable for any breacli structions were tried and convicted of

of the law; they are responsible, tle manslaughter.

o'ficers for giving any illegal orders and MR. MILLS said he would call atten-

the soldiers for obeying them; just in the tion to the actual state of the law in

same way as a constable acting under a E ngland, which was given hy Mr. Clode, as
civil magistrate. Tae constable must obey, follows

you may say, the orders of the magis- "Such are the grounds upon which the officer

trate, but the constable and the mnis- would be justified in giving the order; and the
justification of the sol lier in obeying it would

trate wdil both be liable if the order given be, iirst, under the rule of the common law,
and executed is illegal. This being a that an inferior, in an ordinary criminal case,
quasi military body, they are to look for must be held justified in obeying the directions

their commands to their own officers -not obviously improper or contrary to law
-of a superior ofiicer, that i,, if the inferior

alone, just as a boly of police must look acted houestly upon what lie miglht rot un-
to the magistrate for orders. reasonably deem to be the effect of the orders of

SiR ALBERT J. SMITH : If the law bis superior ; and, secondly, under the Mutiny
Act and Articles of Wpr.

makes it imperative upon the soldier to " Unfortunately, Chief Justice Bashe is said
obey the oicer under whose command le to have thrown s >me doubt upon the question
is, lie cannot exercise any judgment ; he whether a soldier is s) bound to obey his officer,
is a machine ; and surely, being conpelled as to be free froma criminal responsibility

for the act of obedienc. At the trial arising
by law to execute the comm nd of his out of a riot at Newtonibarry, Wexford, in
officer, lie cannot be held responsible for July, 1831, in replv to enquiry by the
the consequences resulting from bis jury, whether, 'If a military body Le called

enforced obedience to the order given. out, and if the commander gave the order to
fire, are those acting under his orders ex-

SIR JOHN A. MA CDONALD: empt from the consequences ?'he is reported
For the maintenance of discipline in the to have said, ' My opinion is that no sub-

Militia, the law, as contained in thei ject of the King is bouali to obey an illegal
.iiA rie t order, and if an ofier gives an illegal order,

Militia Act, provides that a soldier shall those who obey him are not exempt.' A
obey the commands of his officer ; but I ruling which, howvever, assumes the whole
have no doubt in saying that the comi- question.
mand must be a legal command. The 1 - ' l this le truc,' raid Sir Charles Napicr,

bf ~ ~ ~ ~ ofte 1 i edl t soa principle dissolves ftie arniy at once
only object of the clause is to define, to tonly jec ause eue, it redu ces thec sol-lier ta a choîce betweea.
point out, to whomi the soldiers and ic hangiug-awardrd fo hlm by the local
ofilcers shall look for orders when called law-for obeyiug his oflicer, ani the Ehoot-
out, under the provisions of this Bill. ing-awarded by the military law-for dis-o be vIg his cfficr. I s'a rh law lere is

MR. BLAKE said, if thaf was the only ileither seuse nor ju3tice, and (beig one of

object, it was clear that the third pro- those unlucky red-coated gants thus agreeably
vision of fc Act was unnecessary. placed between shooting and langing) I beg

to enter my protest against this choice of
Sun JOHN A. MACDONALD said deatlis, If such is law, the arimy must be-
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corne a deliberative body, and ought to be
composeli of atterueys, and the Lord Chan-
cellor should be Commander-in-Chief.'

" It is presumed that such is not the law,
but so long as the military are acting in the
bona fide discharge of their duty, obedience
to a military corimnand is a justification.
' How far,' said Mr. Justice illes, 'the
orders of a superior officer are a justification
to his inferior who acts on them, I do not
undertake to decide. Of course, in actual
war with reference to foreigners, there is an
absolute justification. With regard to Eng-
lishmen in England, questions have been
raised. I believe the better opinion to be that
an officer or soldier ating upon the orders
of his superior not being plainly illegal, is
justified ; but, if they be planly illegal, lie is
not justitied as to Her Majesty's subjects,
though lie is as to fore gners ; for as to them,
it would be au act of war if Her Majesty chooses
to ratify it.' The Legislat ve Council of India,
in framing their Criminal Code, in 1860, put
forward this case of absolute obedience and con-
sequent immunity as an illustration. 'A,' a
soldier, fires on the mob by the order of Lis
superior officer in conformity with the coin-
mands of the law. 'A' has committed no
offence.

" Probably the indictment preferred at the
Sumuer Assizes for 1864, at Exeter, against
Major-General Hutchinson (in command of the
Western District, !or the death of a man result-
ingfromthe artillery practice at Plymouth, negli-
gence being imputed to the accused), is the
most recent instance of criminal proceedings
being taken against a military officer. ' Man-
sauglhter,' Justice Byles charged the jury, ' is
where one man is killed by the culpab'e negli-
gence of another. If in using the place for
iring, although it miht te too low (for safety).

Le was simp1y ob ying the military orders of
his superior, in mîy opinion he would not be
guilty of maaslaughte'r'-transferring, I pre-
sume, the criminal responsibility to such super-
ior giving the order.

" It is clear that there is no exact definition
of what are the relative duties of the civil and
military authorities when acting together in
the suppression of riot. Of this the late General
bir Charles Napier made serions complaint.
His c>ntention was that, in riots, the whole
responsibi!ity of calling out the military should
rest with the civil magistrate ; but that, when
the military were called ont they should have a
separate and distinct action and responsibility ;
that the civil magistrate should act with his
constabulary under his own code till he eau
act no longer ; and that then the military officer
should act with his force and under his code."

Hon. gentlemen would see from this
quotation that the law was not settled
on this point.

MR. KIRKPATRICK said hon.
gentlemen evidently believed that the
object of this little Bill was to overturn
the Constitution, and bring about a mili-
tary despotisim in the country. The
Government did not propose to bring any

MR. MILLS.

such force into the country as suggested
by the hon. niember for West Durham.
The technical objection had been raised
that, unless the civil authorities set the
law in motion, we had not the power to
authorise the calling out of the Militia.
Hon. gentlemen opposite said we could
not make the Force act as special con-
stables, but the Bill only proposed to
change the machinery by which this could
be done, from that adopted by
the Militia Act of 1868. It made
no difference who set the law in
motion, the same authoriuy in both cases,
an Act of this Parliament, existed for
calling out the Militia; but he thought the
power of setting the law in motion might
bie just as safely vested in a responsible
Minister of the Crown as in a magistrate.
The hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake) seemed
to think that the Militia was a foreign
mercenary force, ready to shoot down the
people without mercy. He shouldremem-
ber that the members of the Force belong
to the people, and would not use their
powers improperly. Both officers and
men were just as intelligent and felt their
responsibility just as nuch as the magis
trates whom the hon. member would like
to have control of the forces. Allusion
was made to a case in London where the
force was called out to do honour to the
representative of the Queen, but it should
be understood that on such occasions as
this the men were acting as much as
guardians of the peace as military guards.
The hon. member for West Durham re-
ferred to shooting down people upon the
streets.

MR. BLAKE: I did not say shooting
them.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: The hon.
gentleman asked if the hon. Minister
meant to shoot down the people.

MR. BLAKE: The hon. Minister said
the man would have a rifle in his hand,
with power to use it, and I askedwhether
he meant the man should have power to
shoot down people.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : The hon.
gentleman meant that we were giving the
man power to shoot down people. Hon.
members opposite should remember that
on a certain occasion the Militia wepe
called upon in large numbers to fill the
streets of one of our most populous cities,
and ammunition served out with the in-
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tention of preventing any breach of the charges of calling out the troops in such
peace. cases out of the general expenscs of the

. MACKENZIE: Who did it ? ea attention
Mn. KIRKPATRICK: It took place to a very important omission iu the

when the last Government were in power. present Militia Act, which I think
We know that the orders came from the should ho rectified i the Bil pai-sing
hon. gentleman's Government giving the through the Iouse. There 1. at I)eselt no
magistrate the power to so use the power given to the coînmanding oflier to
force. discharge any man f rom bis corps without

ME. MACKENZIE : No. going through the formalities of a court
MR. MASSON : The hon. gentleman martial.

does not mean to say that he was not MR. BLAKE: The lion. member for
consulted in regard to that iratter. Frontenac (Mr. Kirkpatrick> says he

Mn. MACKENZIE : I do. must protest agairst the apprebension
MR. MASSON : Then I am very much expressed on this side that the Volunteer

mistaken. Foice woull shoot down citizens in the
MR. MACKENZIE: The hon. gen- streets-against the sneer at that force.

tleman cannot say that I was consulted. It is not we, but the hon. gentleman, who
I informed the Mayor that, if the force was is attenpting to create some littie oliti-
called out, we would make arrangements cal capital by suggesting that we ex-
to send our own batteries there. I had preesed such apprehensions and uttered
no right to advise anything, and the hon. snch sneers. In dealing witlî legisiation
gentleman sbould not make capital out of on subjects of this description, wo are
this matter. bound, no mattor who the persons are to

MR. MASSON: I state that the hon. whom special powers are to be given, to
gentleman was consulted upon the sub- consider the possibility of the misuse

ject of sending troops to Montreal. of sucl powers, to remember that, in a
MR. MACKENZIE : By whom? moment of excitemont,there may le some
MR. MASSON : By the General in abuse of pomers conferred on individuals

command of the division. in the interest of the public. It is our
MR. MACKENZIE : The General had duty to recollect this principle, and guard

no more authority than I had to call out tle public against the possibility of sucb
the troops. an abuse of power. These observations

MR. MASSON: The General in com- should ho perniitted without the slightost
mand consulted the hon. gentleman dur- suggestion that the making of them is a
ing the Montreal riots. sneer upon the Volunteer Force generally,

MR. MACKENZIE : le did not. I or indicatos an apprehension of a general
consulted him in regard to taking coin- misuse of snc power. Nobody sugested
mand himself if the troops were called that this force stood in the same position
out. The calling out of the troops was as a horde ot foreign mercenaries; nor
a matter with which I had nothing to does any one believe that iL, or even in-
do. dividual volunteers, as a mie, would,

MR. KIRKPATRICK: I raised this willingly, in co]d blood, abuse their
point for the .purpose of showing the powers. But it is large force nunber-
slurs cast upon the Volunteer Force, and ing many thousands, including members
to prove that the force was called out and whose tempers are hasty, whose judgment
their services availed of by the hon. gen- is not the coolest; and, when you place
tleman himself, on an important occasion. tbem in trying circnmstances, and entrust

MR. MACKENZIE: We never did them with unusual powers, it is expedient
so. We could not legally call out one to sce that they are made responsible for
man. the use they make of their weapons and

MR. KIRKPATRICK: Then I am their autlority. Now, with reference to
certain we must have been misled about thi suggestion of the hon. gentleman (Mr.
everything that occurred at that time, if Kirkpatrick), that it is becoming in the
the hon. gentleman's Government and the Parliament of a free people to agree that
Minister of Militia were not responsible. iL is niuch botter and safer to give to the
We know that the Government intro- Government, the political Executive, the
duced a Bill to dcfray te costs and power of callig out the military, ihan to
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leave it with the civil power-if I had
wanted to cast back upon the hon. gen-
tleman the aspersion whichli he has
attempted to cast on this side, I would
have referred to the sneers thus cast upon
the magistracy of the country-to the
implied suggestion that they were
unworthy and unfit to exercise the
powers the law bas wisely and
properly entrusted to them of call
ing out the Militia. I do not say that
the magistrates are all wise, are all sure
to act rightly upon all occasions, are all
Solomons. I could not say that of all the
members of this House. But, notwith-
standing, we are entrusted with very
large powers in the management of the
concerns of this country, and so of the
magistrates ; you must take them as a
whole. It is an old doctrine-not I hope
so old as to be worn out-that a constitu-
tionally governed people should be ex-
tremely jealous of establishing in any
shape or sense, however limited, martial
law, or in according to the political
Executive the duty or power of calling
out the military. The hon. gentleman
might almost as well suggest that we
should change that old constitutional rule,
take away the power given to the
magistrates, and give to the Governor-
in-Council the right to determine in all
cases when the military force should be
called out.

MR. KIRKPATRICK: With all due
respect tothe hon. gentleman (Mr. Blake),
who has, in a very calm, judicial tone,
lectured me for daring to find fault with
anything he says, I must say a few words.
I, a very humble member, admit I ven-
tured to protest, against some of his
remarks, for which I have received from
him, in a totally different tone from that
in which he ordinarily addresses the
House, a long lecture on my duty, and
the manner I should assume here.

MR. BLAKE : No, no.
MR. KIRKPATRICK : I am very

much obliged to the hon. gentleman; but
will leave it to the House whether I was
not justified in protesting against his
sneers against the Volunteer Force. He
said he would not trust himself to any
captain, colonel or private of that force.

MR. BLAKE : i did not.
MR. KIRKPATRICK: I did not say,

what the hon. gentleman charges nie with
having said, that the Act should be

MR. BLAKE.

changed, and that the sole power to call
out the military should be thrown on the
Government. But I said that, if the
magistrates should have the power of
calling out the military to set the law in
motion, in apprehension of a riot, I
thought we could not go far wrong in en-
trusting that duty to responsible Minis-
ters, in the cases prescribed by the Act.
We know that, with the exception of
such cases as the Montreal riot, the
volunteers would be called out without
ammunition; so there would be no
likelihood of their shooting down the
people.

\R. BLAKE : The Bill says they shall
have ammunition.

MR. KIRKPATRICK : Is it likely
that, when called out to form a guard at the
opening and close of the Legislature, or
for attendance upon the Governor-
General, the mien would have twenty
rounds of ball ammunition served out to
them ?

MR. CASGR AIN: Why not?
MR. KIRKPATRICK : If the hon.

gentleman, who thinks such a thing
likely, ever gets into the Government,
I should like to relieve him of that
power; but I do not think it is likely to
be exercised by the present Government.
Little confidence as I had iii the last
Government, 1 would as soon have
entrusted it with the power of calling
out the Force for the purposes
mentioned, as some of the magis-
trates, against whom I uttered no
sneer, any more than the hon. member
for West Durham himself, who admitted
they were not all Solomons.

MR. CASGRAIN : I want to under-
stand the Bill. Now is the time to make
it clear and cut clean. If I understand
the hon. Premier, lie says a soldier is
obliged to obey orders, but that they must
be legal orders. Is the soldier to be the
judge of their legality or illegality ? Does
lie intend to say that with our Militia
Force as composed, one brother would fire
at another ? Does he think that the sol-
dier in such cases would not judge as to
the validity of the order? You must
make the law clearer. If the soldier is
obliged to obey inder this law, lie must
not be responsible for carrying ouf his
orders, he being a mere machine. The
law should be understood by all, and not
have to be interpreted after action under
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it, as now, by the leader of the Govern-
ment. Let us decide, one way or the
other, whether the soldier may or may not
disobey any of bis orders, or submit to
them witbout personal responsibility.

MR. KIRKPATRICK suggested the
re-introduction of the clause in the Act of
1863, omitted from the Act of 1868, with
reference to striking off the roll of the
company or corps members guilty of dis-
obedience, neglect or misconduct. At
present, a commanding officer could not
expel a member for such offences. He
(Mr. Kirkpatrick) thought the restoration
of the clause very desirable.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD said
he hoped his hon. friend would not press
Lis motion now. There must have been
some good reason for the omission of
the clause, and lie would like to consult
General Smnyth and the military
authorities before deciding on the matter.

Bill ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)

Bill reported.
MR WHITE (Cardwell): As a ques-

tion of fact has arisen, with regard to an
event that o2curred in Montreal, I desire
to read two paragraphs from letters
addressed by the hon. member for Lamb-
ton, then Premier, to the Mayor of that
city. The first is dated the 18th of June,
1878, and referred to the question of the
magistrates calling out the troops.

"Of curse, I am quite aware that the
maintenance of order is in the hands of the
locil authorities, but I am desirous of aiding
as far as the Law permits the Federal Govern-
ment to do soi, and perhaps you will not
seriously object to my expressing my ·opinion
to you personally as to what I think it would
be alvisable to dg."

That was written on the 18th June,
long before any question of the magis-
trates calling out the troops had arisen.
Then, in a subsequent letter, of 3rd July,
also before the question of the magistrates
calling out the troops had arisen, the hon.
gentleman wrote thus, in the last para-
graph of his letter to the Mayor of Mon-
treal :-

" I have also to ask that you should consider
what force may be necessary, and make a re-
quisition either upon the Lieuteuant-Gen-
eral in Commanl, at Ottawa, or upoi the
Deputy Adjutant-General, as you deem best,
at as early a day as possible, and I will see
that the troop, immediately in the pay of the

Dominion, as well as some other volunteer
regiments, are available for the spreservation of
the peace."
I think, in view of that statement, the as-
sertion of the hon. meniber for Frontenac
was perfectly correct.

MR. MACKENZIE : It is not correct.
There is nothing in those letters that
impugns my statement. The troops were
called out by the magistrates of Mon-
treal. I asked them to make a requisi-
tion either upon the Comnanding Otlicer
at that city, or the General liere, if they
made any requisition, and that I would
send the two batteries among the other
troops that would go thither. That was
al. There is nothing in those letters
that I feel in the slightest ashamed of, or
that casts a shadow of blame on the late
Government. But there is a great deal
reprehensible in the conduet of the lion.
gentleman wio bas just spoken, and
others on that side, in endeavouring to
make political capital on both sides,
with the Orangemen on the one
hand and the Catholics on the other.
I look back with unmixed pleasure to the
course the late Government pursued in aid-
ing to keep the peace, and 1 am very glad
we sent General Smyth to conmmuand the
troops in Montreal on that occasion. It,
had the effect of preserving order in Mon-
treal in a way in which it could not have
been maintained, if bon. gentlemen like
the hon. member for Cardwell had had
their own way in the transaction.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
look with unmixed pleasure, as well as
the hon. member for Lambtons, on the
course he took on that occasion, because
it appears to have had a good effect in
maintaining the peace and preventing
bloodshed. I think the lion. gentle-
man deserves credit for that action, but
the wonder is that Le denied having
taken any action on that occasion. He
first said ie had no rigit to consult the
Major-General, but in his last sentence
uttered, he said lie was very glad lie had
sent Major-General Smyth to Montreal
to keep the peace. It was denied that
the hon. member for Lanbton had
acted; but it is now admitted that lie
not onlv acted, but acted successfully•
the recollection of which excites lis
pleasure. He should not allow his
modesty to prevent bis acknowledging
bis real merits in this matter.
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MR. MACK ENZIE : What the hon. wrote to the chief magistrate of the city,
the Minister of Militia said was that I inviting him to act in the matter, prompt-
consulted with Major-General Smyth ing him to act, and offering the whole
about the calling out cf the troops, power of the Federal Government to back
and I deny I had anv consul- his action up. Now, it seems to me that,
tation with him on the subject. in view of that, it can hardly be said by
I said we consulted together about the hon.gentlemen opposite thatthis Bil con-
course he was to pursue as commanding tains anything which is likely to be in-
oflicer; but we did not, and had no busi- jurions to the interestS Of the people of
ness to, consult about calling out the this country.
troops. For that matter, I stated dis- MR. ANGLIN: Hon. gentlemen in
tinctly that neither he nor I had any referring to this inatter seem. to forget-
business with or control over it. I will not say conveniently forget-that

MR. MASSON :- The hon. member, as the Mayor of Montreal, on that occasion,
leader of the Government, interfered in did not'act upon the advice of the Pre-
the matter, when ho should not have doue nier of tbe day. Other magistrates
so until he lad in bis hands the requisi- acted according to'their own judgnent in

tionof te maistrtes.calhing out tbe troopa. But, aithougli notion of the magistrates. ý
MR. MACKENZIE: I tbink I b rd a action was taken on tbe suggestion of the

rîght to, express my opinion, as tbe bea I ntember for Lambton (Mr. Macken-
of tbe Governnent, to the chief magis- zie) to the Mayor of Montreal, I that i, on
trate of the largest city in the Dominion, the whole, that from. a party point of
with a hope that ha would endeavour to view i was exceedingly impolitic to make
preserve order when a civil commotion tbat suggestion. I was glad to find that
was threatened. If I had no right to do tbe hon. member or Lambton rose above
tbat, I had no rigbt to do anything, being miere party considerations in a case
responsible, as I was, for the goverment of that kind, and was desirous
of the country. But I can quite under- that, if the troops were to be
stand the course the bon. gentleman and called ont at ail, those approachin to the
bis associates are pursing, did pursue in claracter of regulars sould be employed
in that Iatter, and have pursued ever on that occasion, as being more amenable
since. It is to endeavour to distract tbe to control and less likely to e led away
attention of the public from the real by their personal feelings and prejudices.
merits of the matter, and they are per- I believe, as a matter of fact, that these
fectly indifferent whether the city and bodies of troops did act properly and
the country sink or swim, so that they well on that trying occasion, while it is
are able to make some political capital out known tbat some volunteei-s wbo were
of it. I wish them joy of all the capital cailedin from the outlying parts of the
they can make out of it, for it country acted very improperly. At al
will be but short-lived. The country events, when the hon. member for Lamb-
knows what it has suffered from trusting ton made a denial, it was not a denial of
its safety to them. laving suagested to the Mayor of Mon-

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): I desire to treal wlat Le thougbt sbould le done to
disavow any intention of making political preserve tbe peace on that occasion, but
capital out of this matter. I entirely it was a denial ot the statement that Le
approved, and approve now, of the policy bad hinself called out the troops, or had
the hon. gentleman pursued at that time. anything to do with calling ont the
I have no hesitation in saying here that troops, or that Le had consulted the
the course Le pursued was a good one in Major-General with regard to tbe manner
the interest of the peace of the city of of calling out the troops. That denial
Montreal. But I desire to call attention has not been impugned in any way. I
to the fact that the discussion in relation presume that le, and he only, bcd the riglt
to the Bill has been entirely as to whether to eau upon the Major-General to assume
the Governor-General's advisers shall have command on that occasion in person, and
anything to do with calling out the in doing that Le must have im-
troops. Yet here is a statement made by pressed on bim the serions character of the
the hon. gentleman that he himself, at a crisis.
time of great difitculty in the country, Bi read the second lime.

MR. MACKENZIE.
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INLAND RE'vENUE ACTS AMENDMENT
BILL.-[BILL 7-]

(31r. Baby.)

SECOND READING.

Order for se:-ond reading read.

MR. BABY : Before I propose the
second reading of this Bill, I think it bat
just to make some explanations of its
character. When I introcuced it, a few
days ago, I stated that besides consolidat-
ing the Laws now in force, it contained
some amendments which were, some
merely verbal, and others tending to har-
monise the different Acts, and to put
them into such a shape that they might
be more readily understood, and finally,
some quite new in their character. For
the intelligence of these remarks, I may
say that the amendments in ques-
tion can be divided into five classes.
First, are the verbal amendments, pro-
perly speaking, which do not change the
law but simply harmonises the Acts sought
to be consolidated; these Acts, not being
few in number, and having been amend-
ed at different times, inight lead to some
confusion in their interpretation. Second-
ly, the incorporation of so much of the
37 Vic., cap. 8, as relates to the com-
pounding of spirits. This amendment
will not impose any new duties, or anv
additional restrictions on compounders,
but only transfer from the Act in ques-
tion to this one that whieh forms part of
the Excise Laws, entitled an Act to im-
pose licences upon the compounders of
spirits. Thirdly, some slight changes in
the rates of duties are made, in order to
avoid fractions of cents: First, the
preseat duty on methylated spirits is
14-4c.; it is proposed to make the duty
15c.; secondly, on vinegar, the present
duty is 3 6-11c. without regard to
quality or strength ; now it is proposed to
define the later and make the duty 4c.;
thirdly, the duty on spirits made out of
molasses, in bond, in excess of the duty
on spirits made from raw grain, is 3-6c.
and this was equivalent to the Customs
duty p-tid on grain, and the Excise duty
paid on malt used by distillers from raw
grain. It is now proposed to make the
extra duty only 3c., which is deemed to
be a sufficient equivalent for the grain and
malt duty. Fourthly, the additional duty
of 2c. per gallon on spirits made ex-
clusively froin malt in band is proposed

as an equivalent for the duty paid by
distillers froin raw grain on the malt
necessarily used by theim with their grain,
and as a compnensation for the survev of
the nalt-houses, when the malt froi
which this class of spirits is produced is
malted. It is evident, therefore, that the
above spirit duties do no more than
classify the spirits as those-chiefly
made from raw grain; exclusivelv froin
molasses in bond; and exclusively froi
malt in boni. Generally, the anmendients
in relation to distilleries do not impose
additional restrictions, and are only in-
tended to make the law clearer, an object
which all legislators must have in view.
Here, I might say, that one of the amend-
ments refers te chemical stills. At pre-
sent, there is no provision iii the law
authorising the use of such stills, except
upon the payment of the full amount of a
distiller's licence fee, and compliance with
all the conditions imposed in the licence.
Several applications having been made
from time to time by respectable chenists
for permission to use small stills in their
business-not for manufacturing spirits,
but for reclaining the sanie, which would
otherwisebe lost, fron pharmaceutical pre-
parations, it was deemed proper to accede to
the request. In England, the use of such
stills is legal on payment of a small fee,
and it is proposed to introduce the saie
practice here The fee charged will be
$10. Fourthly, the charge of a small
licence fee for bonded warehouses
and the increase of the licence fee for
manufacturing tobacco. On the first
point, I think it is but right to dispel, in
in a few words, any doubts that may
arise in the matter. It has been said,
somewhere, that Government bad the
intention of charging double fees to the
manufacturer, that is to say, that it
would exact a fee for the licence and
another for the bonded warehouse, whilst
now the fee was for both. I may say
at once that it is not the intention of
the law to impose an extra charge for
a bonded warehouse that is already com-
prised in the licence, and granted to a
manufacturer. The object of this clause is
tooblige every person who desires to have
a bonded warehouse outside of his business
premises to pay a snall fee, which will, to
some extent, meet the expenditure for
travelling expenses and others incurred by
the Department, from the fact of these
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warelhouses being situated sometimes at of the oficers of the lnland Revenue
a great distance from the head office. Departrent that there was a very con-
The demand for such bonded warehouses, siderable illicit trade being carried on in
which always require a great deal of the raw leaf of Canadian grown tobacco,
supervision on the part of the oflicersof the nd tbat this trade was not to
revenue, lias been continually increasing. the advantage of the manufacturer,
Applications are made every day, and, if not to the advantage of the grower, but
no restrictions are put upon the multipli
city of suci places, by-and-bye every
manufacturer, every tradesman and
retailer, will ask for a bonded warehouse;
and where will the line be drawn
To protect the revenue, the Department
would feel obliged then to increase the
number of officers to a considerable extent,
thereby considerably diminishing our
-Excise revenue. As the law now stands,
a fee is charged for having a bonded
Custom-bouse ; and there can be no hard-
ship in the Goverrnent charging
also for Excise bonded warehouses.
Now, respecting the second point, I may
say that the present license fee on
tobacco manufactories is $50. To the
large manufacturer this is a very small
maatter as conpared with his whole busi-
ness. But the smallness of the fee is no
compensation for the surveillance of the
many snall factories, established, very
often, at considerable distances fromn the
Inland Revenue offices. In many in-
stances the travelling expenses and other
costs of survey anount to as much as, if not
morethanthedutiescollected andthelicence
fee put together. Moreover, there is very
great danger that the whole revenue will
not be collected at the out-of-the-wav
places. It is therefore proposed to ad-
vance the license fee from $50 to $75, as a
means of checking the increase in the
nunber of such factories. Fifthly, we
have corne to the most important amend-
ment contained in the new law, that re-
specting the cultivation, manufacturing,
and charge of duty on Canadian tobacco.
I trust that the hon. members represent-
ipg rural constituencies will give more
than a hurried attention to my remarks
on this subject, as it interests the farmer
in a higli degree. So far, an Excise duty
lias been placed upon Canadian grown
tobacco. Last year that duty was reduced
from 10c. upon the raw leaf to 4c. Now,
it is the intention of the law to do away
entirely witli the duty on the Canadiai
raw leaf, in order to give to this industry
all the Protection it is entitled to. For a
number of years it bas been the experience

ME. BABY.

to the advantage of the illicit dealer only,
a large revenue being lost to the country
thereby. After thoroughly examining
the question, the Government, and both
the manufacturers and the growers, saw
that it would be to their intcrest to have
a law which, whilst doing away with
iany restrictions now existing and
wiping off altogether the duty on the
common raw leaf, would protect all
parties interested, including the revenue.
Henee, in the Bill now introduced, the
important changes, of which I am about
to give you, Mr. Speaker, a short synopsis.
They are: Firstly, To limit the unlicensed
cultivation of tobacco by restricting it to
the quantity usually considered necessary
for the personal use of the cultivator; and
the members of his family, resident with
him on the farm ; the quantity being
estimated at 301b. per annun for each
adult male; only 101b. for each faminly
being now allowed by law, a quantity
found to be inadequate. Secondly, That
the cultivation of tobacco for sale shall
only be permitted by those who take out
a license to that effect. For such a
license it is not proposed to charge any
fee, but the cultivator will be required to
give an account of what lie grows and
how he disposes of it; a most reasonable
request, all will admit. Thirdly, The
cultivator may also be licensed (without
fee) to manufacture common Canadian
twist tobacco, and sell it, but he will be
bound to stamp such tobacco, at the rate
of 4c. per pound, before he offers it for
sale. Fourthly, Tobacco may be taken
direct from a farn to a licensed ware-
house, loose or unpacked, but with the
exception that both leaf and manufactured
tobacco must, when in transit, be in
stamped packages ; not duty stamped, of
course, as the Excise duty is only payable
on the manufacturing of the tobacco.
Fifthly, Manufactured tobacco, made ex-
clusively from Canadian leaf, in manu-
factories wherein no foreign leaf is used,
will be charged with a lower rate of duty
than tobacco in the manufacture of which
foreign leaf enters. This is a great ad-
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vantage, and a proper protection is given the above arendments are not without
to the Canadian grown tobacco. This duty their importance, aud have heenintroduced
consists in 14c. on every pound of manu- after mui mature rellection. Sixtbly,
factured Canadian tobacco, instead of The present iaw in relation to the manu-
20. upon that of Amerienn manufac- facture of ëoods in bond does imot stat witl
ture, upon 30c. per pound on cigars 1 sufficient ciearness the conditions under
made out of the Canadian leaf, against 40e. which the bonded nianufacturers liceLse
per pound on cigars made from American may be granted. The chef article used
leaf. Everybody will see, at a glance, in these manufactories is alcohol, aud the
the changes thus operated--in fact it is a high rate of duty upon it has greatly in-
reduction in favour of the farmer or creased the importance against any illicit
grower of 10c. per pound. Then it is the use on removal of spirit after it bas been
intention of the Government to grant entered in a bonded manufactory. It is
licences at a reduced fee for the ranufac- also neeessamy to enipower the Depart-
ture of Canadian tobacco. As the law ient to provide more fully against b.gal-
stands now, there is only one licence ising the manufacturers of goods eontain-
granted for the manufacture of tobacco @f ing articles in sucli form and proportions
ail description made entirely of the as might endanger the publie revenue.
f oreign leaf, or partly of the foreign leaf Metbylitecl spirits and vinegar are the
and partly of Canadian leaf. Now, the chief produets of bonded manufactories,
manufacturer may, if ho thinks proper, and to render the possibility of fraud, in
separate the Canadian from the Amen- relation ta thse articles, to the narrowest
can leaf. Whomsoever wishes to manu- limits, it is considered necessary that the
facture Canadian-grown tobacco alone can Departmet should absoiutely coutrol the
do so by paying a license less than the quality aud strength of the wood-naptha
license imposed for the manufacture of used in the one case, and the strength and
tobacco from the American leaf. Yet quality of the Ninegar produced should
this is meant to protect the Canadian truly represent the quantity of spirits from
grower and to give him a market to which it is alleged to have been made.
enable him to go to the manufacturer and The amenduments proposed are iu-
sell his tobacco openly, instaed of smug- tended to aceomplish these obj ects.
gling it as bas been done, everybody Th, last arnuents proposed re-
must admit, for a number of years past. late to fines. Sa fan, the penalties im-
I think this great change is to the advan posed by the Act have been altogether
tage of the manufacturer, as well as to toa high, sa ruch so that whenever the
the grower, and will be beneficial like- oficers of the Department have had
wise to the publie revenue. Whenever occasion ta prasecute auybody in Court,
anything, which will tend to the happiness for iufringing the provisions of the iaw,
and welfare of the Canadian people eau it bas been almost impossible to get a
be encouraged, I think we ought to do it. verdict. The penalties imposed range up
We do not go, perhaps, as far as we would ta $500. It is thouglit proper to reduce
like to in this respect, but it is, neverthe- these penalties upon the frst offence, so
less, a step in the right direction, Iamsure, that a verdict may be more likely arnived
and the people of the rural districts must at. People generally say of such offen.
be impressed with the idea that the Gov- dors, "Ohit is only the Goverument that
ernment isnot indifferent to their welfare. is coucerned, why infliet such a high peu-
There are other amendments, also, respect- alty upon a poor man; after ail he was
ing tobacco, but they relate to ail manufac- oniy working ta keep himseif and his
tured tobacco, such as the establishing of family, and he ought not ta be punished
a uniform standard in reference to mois- so harshly for that." It is ta avoid this
ture, namely, 90 per cent. of solid matter, kiud of roasoning bv juries; aud the just
and 10 per cent. of moisture. The puuishment of those who infringe tle
putting upon the market of ail manufac- law, that the penalties bave been neduced.
tured tobacco in stamped packages only, When we go iita Committee I shaîl have
distinguishing the Anierican from the mucli pleasure in explaining more in dc-
Canadian ; the removal cf stamps from tail tIe changes and ameudments prc-
ail emptied boxes ; the stamping of ail posed in te iav. Such are, M. Speaker,
imported packages of tobacco, etc., etc. Ail the rerearks that I was bout ta offer nu
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proposing the second reiding of this Bill.
With your permission, Mr. Speaker, I
will now proceed to repeat in French
what I have so imperfectly said in English,
principally in regard to Canadian tobacco.
The principal question which presents
itself in connection with the motion for
the second reading of this Bill is that as
to Canadian tobacco. For several years
back, and more especially since the im-
position of duties, a solution has been
sought to the problem : can the Canadian
farmer, under the circumstances in which
he is placed, cultivate the plant so as to
be renunerated for his labour I It was
asserted that the cultivation of the
Canadian plant was an injury to the
manufacture in this country of tobacco
brought from other countries, burthened
with heavy duties, and yielding a large
revenue to the Treasury. Notwithstand-
ing that the Government last year re-
duced the duty on Canadian leaf from 1Oc.
per pound to 4c., in order to promote the
payment of the tax by the grower, yet I
must say that the Treasury has not been
largely benefitted thereby. The time has,
therefore, come for a calm and deliberate
examination of the question, in order to
ascertain whether it would not be possible
to protect the Canadian grower in the
legitimate trade he carries on in that
article, without, however, depriving the
State of the revenue it must derive from
tobacco. At present there is an Excise
duty both on the leaf and on the manu-
facture, and consequently there is this
difference: that the tax is 24c. on Cana-
dian tobacce once it is manufactured, and
20e. only on American leaf when it has
reached the same point. By the law now
introduced it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment to remove that anomaly. Not
only do we take off the 4c. on the leaf,
but we largely reduce the duty on the
manufacture, by putting it at 14c. in place
of 20e. Moreover, at present each
family is entitled to keep in its pos-
session only 101b. of Canadian tobacco,
any excess being Jiable to seizure and
confiscation. Under the provisions of.
this Bill, each individual of the family is
entitled to keep 301b. of tobacco for his
own consumption. Thisis most assuredly
a very liberal allowance. The surplus
nay, under license, be' converted into
twist and sold on the market, when
stamped to the amount of 4c. per pound.

MR. BABY.

This is in order to encourage the Canadian
grower. It is an undeniable fact that an
enormous quantity of tobacco is grown in
this country. This article is now so
extensively cultivated that farmers deem
it a matter of great importance, more
especially in the counties situated on the
ncrth shore of the river St. Lawrence.
So much so, that several proprietors
hive, to my own knowledge, visited
Virginia and South Carolina, in order to
study for themselves and ascertain the
best mode of cultivating tobacco. They
have acquired knowledge, which they are
applying with marked success in growing
the article in our country, and in fact the
quality of our Canadian tobacco is now, if
not superior, at least equal to the quality
of that grown in the State of Connec-
ticut. As a matter of course I do not
speak of those fragrant tobaccos which
are grown in the island of Cuba and in
the Southern States, and which the soil
of Canada cannot produce. Those who
have read the proposed ameadments will
have seen that the Department will re-
quire that farmers who cultivate tobacco
for sale shall take eut a license, which,
however, is to be granted free of charge.
Fears have been expressed in certain
quarters that this license which the
Government is about to impose on those
who cultivate tobacco for com-
mercial purposes, would be some-
what objectionable, and would be
looked upon as a species of encroachment
on the liberty of the subject. But all
such apprehensions are easily removed.
While we desire to protect the producer
and the manufacturer of tobacco, we must
also protect the Treasury. This is neces-
sary in the interest of the manufacturer,
in the interest of the producer himself,
oecause, by protecting the Treasury, we
protect both these classes themselves. If
this be so, growers of tobacco can manu-
facture and sell their product openly, and
they are not liable to have their tobacco
sold at a ruinously low price because of
those who seek to avoid paying the duty
a practice now carried on on a large scale.
Now, by compelling those who wish to
grow tobacco for commercial purposes
only, t> take out a license, the Excise
officers know exactly those persons.who
are licensed and who intend to grow to-
bacco for commercial purposes, and can
moi e easily look after them and even
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protect them, if need be, agrainst those
who want to defraud the revenue, and
do them an injury. Another provision of
the law which must, I feel convinced, ieet
with general approval, is that which re-
lates specially to those persons who are
engaged in the cultivation of Canadian
tobacco and who have hitherto had, so to
speak, no market for their product. Im-
mense quantities of Canadian tobacco are,
as it is well-known, disposed of secretly
and in violation of the law. Every day
the Excise oflicers are called upon to make
large seizures of that article. It is but
very rarelv that the owner of the tobacco
is discovered. It is carried onî the rail-
ways, steamboats, and highways, and no
one knows by whom it is sent or to whom
it is to be delivered. These persons give up
their whole time, and often the greater
part of their small capital, to the cultiva-
tion of Canadian tobacco, and then lose it
all at a stroke because they will not comply
with the requirements of the law.
Well, we now say to those persons : " If
you desire to seil your tobacco to the
large Canadian or American manufac-
turers, it is quite easy to do it. You
can take it to them and dispose of it in
broad daylight and for the price it is
worth." Our tobacco always commands
its price, and if the sales, of which the
Department lias cognisance, amount to
but a few hundreds of thousands of
pounds, it is because a very large quantity
is sold in secret. But I feel confident, that
for the future, when the farmer wishes to
dispose of his tobacco, he can take it
openly and in broad daylight to the
manufacturer, and it will be to the interest
of the latter to purchase the Canadian
leaf, because he will have a differential
duty of 6c. in his f avour, as I have already
stated, and 10c. on cigars. I think these
provisions of the Bill are a step in the
right direction, and that they will meet
with the approval of this House, and
more especially of the hon. gentlemen
from the Province of Quebec, whose
constituents are so largely interested in
the cultivation of the plant. Opinions
may differ as to the expediency of
encouraging the cultivation of tobacco.
It is said to be injurious to health and
prejudicial to those who use it, but I
leave it to the doctors to decide that
question, with that unanimity of opinion
which is, seriously speaking, the univer-

63

sal characteristic of the facultv. More-
over, the use of tobacco bas now become
engrafted on our civilisation, and its
cultivation is, to-day, one of tle great
interests of the countrv. The Canadian
grower has long been asking the iovern-
ment to grant himu theright toeulti-ate and
manufacture the leaf, under suitable re-
strictions. I think we have discovered
the means of meeting the wishes of the
people. It is quite possille that the
proposed law nay not be perfect, no law
can be said to be absolutely perfect ; but,
at all events, I think it is, as 1 said before,
a step in the right direction, and I ama
confident it will meet with the approval
of both sides of the House.

MR. LAURIER : The hon. the Min-
ister of Inland Revenue, who has just
taken his seat, has confined himself in his
discourse to treating principally of the
Excise duty imposed upon the cultivation
of tobacco in the Province of Quebec.
For my part, I have not forgotten, and I
am convinced that my hon. friend has
likewise not forgotten, the torrents
of eloquence which were set flowing dur-
ing the elections of 1878, and for severah
years before that time, against the
tyranny exercised over Canadian farmers,.
and especially over those of the Province
of Quebec, by dealing a blow to the cul-
tivation of tobacco by imposing an Excise
duty upon it. Many and many a time
I remember to have heard the hon. gen-
tlemen of the ' right making severe re-
marks upon their adversaries ; not be-
cause they Lad imposed a duty upon
tobacco, but because they had judged it
proper to make a law to regulate the
tobacco trade, and to increase the duty by
a few cents. At that time I was of
opinion, and I am still of the opinion,,
that if there is one article which ought
to pay a tax that one is tobacco. There
can be no doubt on that point. Seeing
that the Government requires a revenue,
it is clearly preferable to tax objects of
luxury, such as tobacco, than objects of
prime necessity. It is, in my opinion,
infinitely more desirable to put a tax
upon tobacco than to put one on flour ;
and I am convinced that the farmers of
Quebec iftheyhad thechoice wouldexpress
themselves as being of the same opinion.
Now, as to the amendments proposed to
be made to the existing law, the only
change effected, if I understand the hon.
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Minister, is made under the pretext of
lessening the tax. It is alleged that they
are going to diminish the duty on
tobacco, but, in my opinion, the new pro-
visions of this Bill will have the effect of
rendering the duty heavier. As it is
levied to-day, the tax is reduced to an ini-
significant affair, and presses lightly upon
the cultivation of tobacco. If I have
understood the hon. the Finance
Minister, when he made bis finan-
cial statement, he declared that from
his new tax on tobacco he expects to gather
a revenue of $200,000. It is evident
that if the hon. Minister of Inland
Revenue, by means of this new law, col-
lects a revenue of $200,000 per annum,
this will be a tax which will weigh more
heavily upon the cultivators of tobacco
than the present one does. Besides, the
burden of this tax presses entirely upon
the farmers in the Province of Quebec.
There is very little tobacco cultivated
elsewhere. According to the hon. Minis-
ter, the policy of the Goverament is based
upon the supposition that the tax borne
by the people at the present moment is
too beavy to colleet a revenue from it,
and they intend to lossen the tax in order
to make its collection easier and more
general. Consequently, the tax will be
heavier next year than it is now. If this
is the case, I cannot conceive how the
calculations of the hon. gentleman
can be realised; I cannot conceive hov
the cultivation of tobacco will be
encouraged. I do not share the
.views of the hon. gentleman as to
the cultivation of tobacco in the
Province of Quebec. I have already had
occasion to pronounce my opinion upon
this question, and I am perfectly convinced
that the soil and climate of the Province
of Quebec are infinitely better suited to
the cultivation of cereals than to that of
tobacco. It is known that the tobacco
plant is extremely sensitive to climatic
changes, and that the Province of Quebec
is subject, to a greater degree than the
other Provinces, to climatic changes. Up
to the present time the cultivation of
tobacco lias not been profitable. I am
much in doubt whether this crop can ever
become renunerative, for the simple.
reason that the climate of the Province ol'
Quebec is not suited to its cultivation.
Besides, I doubt nuch whether these
fscal couditions, inposed by ny lhon.

MR. LAURIER.

f riend in the Province of Quebec, will be
popular. If be really has at heart
the encouragement of this product, if he
believes that the soil of the Province of
Quebec is as suited to its cultivation as to
the cultivation of cereals,whydoeshe wish
to injure it by the imposition of a tax 1
My hon. friend would not desire to impose
a tax upon the growing of wheat, and
upon that of other cereals. His argu-
ment appears to me illogical, if lie is
sincere in bis opinion that the soil of the
said Province is more suitable for the
cuitivation of tobacco than for that of
cereals.

MR. BABY: It is as well suited for
the cultivation of tobacco as for that of
cereals.

MR. LAURIER: Then if the soil of
the Province of Quebec is suitable for its
cultivation, this is a good reason for
favouring its cultivation, and not to impose
any tax whatever. I am inclined to be-
lieve that making the obtaining of a
license a condition by each person wishing
to cultivate tobacco for the purposes of
trade, will bave the effect of putting a
powerf ul restraint uponthe farmers. Why
would they grow tobacco if it was not for
the purposes of commerce? It never bas
been the intention of any Government to
impose a tax upon tobacco consumed on
the farm, and it never bas been the inten-
tion of any Governnent to compel the
taking out of a license for those who grow
tobacco for their private use. A license
lias always been insisted on in the case of
those only who sell this article. In this
matter my hon. friend makes existing
legislation much more onerous than it is
by his fiscal restrictions. I am certain
that all the speeches, all the harangues
which we bave listened to about the
tyranny of those who would wisb to oppress
the cultivators of tobacco, will rebound
upon the heads of those who, having a]-
ways protested against any tax whatever
being imposed upon tobacco growing, do,
nevertheless, impose one at the present
hour.

MR. BERGERON: In the Province
of Quebec the tobacco question is a very
important one. In some of our counties,
tobacco is as largely grown as wheat ; and
if it is now possible for us to compete
with American tobacco, it is in conse-
quence of the improvements in the law
effected by the hon. the Minister of
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Inland Revenue. It is not a matter of tobacco, cail do so openly on payment of
-surprise to me to see the lon. member a sliglt duty, and wiIl net be compelled to
for Quebec East (Mr. Laurier), formerly defraud the Geverament. W e know
Minister of Inland Revenue, rise to reply that it is cemmonly said that to steal
to my hon. friend on the subject of the from the Goveranit is no great matter.
amendments which he has made to that That went on upen a great scale under
law. He says that our friends imposed a the old Administration. It lias been said
duty on Canadian tobacco. If my recol- that the old license was net observed.
lection serves me, our friends imposed a That is true. Slieuld the electers be
duty of 6c. on Canadian tobacco, and allowel te believe that, when the Govern-
when the Government, of which the lion. ment makes it their duty to take out a
member for Quebec East formed part, was license, they ouglt to pay ne taxes
in power, the duty was raised to 10c. a Ocgh t tbey te be led te believe thàt they
pound. During the last election our sheuld rob the publie chest ? No, but
friends made this question a point of con- under the fermer Government they Lad
test ; they maintained that if anything in either te pay 1Oc. a pound, te be able te
the country was to be taxed, it should walk ereet and sdi their produce witlout
rather be articles of luxury, such as fear, or else they lad te sdi it in secret
tobacco and liquor, than articles of abso- and rob tte Governient. 1 arn of
lute necessity. That is true, and that course opinion that the cause cf the farmers
is precisely the one which. the Gevern- was very well pleaded by the hion. the
ment which. is new in1 power, in accordance Minister cf Inland l'bevenue, and that the
with it8 National Pelicy, adopted. The foboer Minister cf that Department was
lien, the Minister of Jnlan.d Revenue, by unable te defend the policy cf c is Gev-
10W placing a duty cf ody 4c. on Cana- ernment. No further preof n necessary

dian tobacce, proposes te protect our te show that the electors wil be satisfted,
growers and proinote the cultivation cf and that our Canadians will e content
home-grown tobacc, in preference te the with being able to make tebacco, w ether
foreign article. It has been said that the they sd it or smoke it themselves.
Canadian so is net adapted te the culti- M. BABY: I had itended giving
vation cf tobacco. It may Le se; but if explanations on this subject in Coern-
our fariners are content, if Canadians mittee, but in order to satisfy y bon.
prefer te smeke their pipe cf home- friend froe Jacques Cartier, I tay
grown tobacco in preference te fereig. tel him that the license will be purely
tobacco, wliy shosld they be deprived of and simply granted, ic crder te be able
the privilege And it was their affair te put the farner in communication with
if, on the 1lî7th September, 1878, the the Governent. A responsible officer of
Canadian electors declared twat it was the Departaent will be appointed i
their desire that the cultivatifn of every place, where required, in order te
tobacco should Le favoured by the Govern- issue gratuitesly such licenses. In co-
mnent. Why should they new b teld that formiy with the Order in Council which
they were wrong, and that the late Gov- we a l subequently pl ake, these license
ernment was riht when it inposed se will be sent either te the postmaster f
heavy a duty on the cultivation cf the place, te the secretary-treasutrer cf
tobacco The ion. menber who lias jut the municipality, or te any ether per-
spoken says that lie is satisfied that the son whom the Governmnent May deezu
law naugurated by the lion. the Minister suitable. In every case we wil give al
cf Inlaad Revenue will not popular. possible facilities te the farmers te pro-
That statement is premature; ee do net cure these phemits. The license will be
know wliether it will1 be popular or the issued gratuitously. The objeet cf the
reverse, my opinion it widl bc pepular; license is, as 1 have just stated, te place
but one thing we do know, and thatis, the Goverarnent ii conectiun with culoti
that the law cf the od G-vernient was vMio cultivate tobacc in large quan titit,
npopuiar. Ourarers had t pay a fduty aodfer Miurpses of coat erce. There

cf 10c. a pounul, and iu they were unable are several of them who cultivate, not
te do se, they liad ither te give up grow- only thaudreesl, but thousands etinds
ing tebacce or cisc graw it by stealth. cf thia oumnditY. In the contef
Now, a fariner Who wishes te make M entcarn, Joliette, Berthier and
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L'Assomption and others, there arc fat-
mers who cultivate and gather from
3,0001b. to 5,0001b. of tobacco annualiv.
The Government has a riglit to know
what becomes of this tobacco and where

'it is consumed.
MR. LAURIER : And if they wish to

cultivate it for their own use.
MR. BABY : My hon. friend ought to

know that according to the law now in
force, each family can only keep at one
time 101b. for its own use, and any sur-
plus is liable to seizure and confiscation.
The present Government acts with much
more liberalitV. We iiow each mnember
of a family, that is to say, the father
and sons, to have and keep 301b. for
his personal use. We speak to them in
this way: You are not dealers in
tobacco. You may keep so much of it as
is necessary for your personal use ; but,
if you wish to make a business of it, then
you must provide yourself with a license,
wbich will cost absolutely nothing. In
this way,' none but those provided with a
license will be able to sell tobacco to the
manufacturer, and also on the market
when in a " twist," the law in this case
requiring the affixing of a stamp upon
each packet of Canadian tobacco, at the
rate of 4c. per pound.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
Will the farmers be obliged to give security
before obtaining this license, and what
will be the consequences of failing to
obtain a license ?

MR. BABY: The farmer trafficking in
tobacco will not be compelled to give
security. There is an error in this respect
which occurred when drawing up the sec-
tion, and which will be remedied in Com-
mitte of the Whole. If such a farmer
has not this license, the result will be as
follows: If lie has in his possession
a quantity greater than that mentioned
in the proposed law, that is to say, 301b.
for each member of the family,
the surplus will be liable to seizure and
confiscation, in the same manner as pro-
vided by the law in force.

MiL GIROUARD : How can the In-
spector know whether a field of tobacco
will produce more than 301b. for
each member of the family, or more than
the quan tity required by the family î

MR. BABY: It is the duty of the
officer who issues the license to estimate
the probable yield of a field of tobacco.

Ma. BaY.

I do not think that any difficulty will be-
found in this respect. All that we can
do is to give every facility possible to
the farmers to cultivate tohacco, and
to do it in the manier the nost practical,
and, excuse the expression, the least
bothersome. As to the licenses, I repeat
that it is the intention of the Government
to place therm within the reach of the
farmers, so that every person imay procure
one when he requires it, and the stamps
will be in the same position.

MR. DUGAS: It is niy duty, in the
interest of my constitutents, to stand up
on the flor of thiq House and speak in
favour oCf his measure, which must be a
great advantage to the agricultural com-
munity. We all know how we have to
make amendments to laws passed years
ago ; even the great scheme, the National
Policy, experience lias shown, requires
some slight modification. I was greatly
surprised at the remarks made by the ex-
Minister of Inland Revenue (Mr. Laurier).
He depreciated the climate and the soil of
this country. We are here not to work
in the interest of a party, but in the in-
terest of the country. In 1878, a notice
of motion was given which had in view
the promotion of the interest of tobacco-
growing in the Province of Quebec, and I
was to second that motion ; and I am
glad that the lion. the Minister of Inland
Revenue and the bon. the Minister
of Public Works are fulfilling the
promises they made in 1878. The ex-
Minister of Inland Revenue said that it
was an object of luxury. 1 certainly differ
in this opinion. We want the producer
to pay no tax on it whatever; and that
is the object of the lon. the Minister of
Inland Revenue I am sorry to say that
the ex-Minister of Inland Revenue is more
actuated by party sentiments than by
sentiments of interest for the country.
The hon. the ex-Minister of Finance, in his
Budget Speech in 1878, said that the pre-
dominating interests in Canada were those
of the agricultural class. But whatever did
he do intheinterest of the agricultural class ?
It is the duty of the members of this
House to vote in favour of the Bill
brought forward by the hon. the Minister
of Inland Revenue. I did not intend to
make a speech on this matter, but f felt
it was my duty to do what I could to
promote the interests3 of the agricultural
class. I hope this law now before the
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House vill be passed as it is. I am sure shirked by so many of his predecessors,
it will be reccived- well by the agricultural and tie cauntry, I doubt not, will appre-
class of the countrv. ciate his action.
- Mn. PATTE RSON (Essex): As I MaI. PLUMB: Coming f rom a district

understand the neasare brought down by well adapted for the culitivation of tobacco,
the hon. the Minister of Inhtnd Revenue, and in which tobacco is successfully
its object is to do away with the duties on grown, I feel an interest in this natter;
the Canadian raw leaf tobacco altogethier. and I must congratilate the hon. the
This, 1 thinik, will be highly satisfactory Minister of Inland Revenue on his hav-
to the peoile engaged in the cultivation of ing brougit forward a measure for the
tobacco, and, as iy county is largely inter- encouragement of the cultivation of that
ested ILL tlat cultivation, 1 feel it my duty important staple. We night ask the
to cordially support this measure ; but I do hon. the Minister of Inland Revenue, if,
not quite understand the ci auses in regard widi a view to encouraging tob cco-grow-
to factories for the manufacture of ing in the Dominion, it would not be
tobacco. I do not see how a separate desirable to give information in regard to
factory is to be established for the manu- the best rethods of culture md cure, and
facture of Canadian leaf alone. In the top1)lum and'distributc Pie]înostsuit-
town in which I live there is a manufac- able kinds of seed, throli the local
turing company ; Mr. W. E. Saxton, a agricultural ocieties, in those districts
large manufacturer from Detroit, having wherc it is desired Lo make experients.
established a tobacco factoiy, which turns The laws leretofore existing, and which
out tobacco for the Canadian market very are by this Bull to bo changed, have pre-
extensively. He is a large importer, but vented our farmer3, genorally, fron mak-
is willing also to use the Canadian leaf, ing extensive experments; but 1 may
and to buy the raw tobacco from our sav that during the lato war between the
farmers ; and I tlini, therefore, it would Northera ad Southern States, whe the
be botter for the m-aniufa.cti-rei-s to have a supplv of Southern tobacco -was cut ofi
bonded warcloused on their promises, for fro the Northerin States, Connecticut,

o purpose of steri1ng Our C.tadian leaf b Massachusetts, Ohio, and soe of the
OtherNfise Our farmers n deprived States alond the border f the
,Of a îarket and 1 am toid that the slave line, commenced the cul-
farmers of Essex, who growa tobacco, turc of tobacco, and in Coniecticut,
would be cornpelTd to seek their where the land had been largey tilled
market at Montreal, and that tieir and exhausted, tobacco became a great
profits 'vould b evten up by staple; in Ohio, too, it is now a crop of
the cost of translort. I think, with enormous value, and there is no reason in
regard to the imported lef, which is the world why it shouldnot be an equally
more valuable thai Canadian leaf, there valutble crop for Canada. It was neces-
should ha, in addition to the iland sary to remove the unpleasant restriction
Revenue duty, per pound, an a valoren which existed i the shape of being stob-
duty. I would urge this upon the con- jected to the visit of a tax-gatherer to col-
sideration of the hon. the Miister of lect a duty orpon whatever tobacco miglt
Inland Revnue. There is not sufficient be grown beyond ten pounds weight, to
margin, at present, to encourage the encourage the farmer to make bis experi-
growth of Canadian tobacco. th im- ments on it, and I again congratulate the
fposing an additional duty on foreign leaf, bon. the Minister of Inland Revenue, in
in the shapeý of an ad valoreb duty, the support of what bas been said by my hon.
tax will be more on a level. An excellent friend fromi Essex (Mr. IPatterson>, in
quality of tobacco, can be produced inafaving grappled with that difiiculty, not
Essex, especially in the southern town- s* saiuch with the view of raising the
ships, and in SPelee Island, and the present p aoie revenue as with the view of giv-
changes will tend to foster the growth of iug the agricultural classes a large source
the Canadian tobacco, and will, I Le of profit, and by giving them a fu l oppor-
assured, be highly satisfactory to tr tunity to cultivate the tobacco plant.
farmers. I must conratulate the hon. Tobacco is known to be an exhaustive
Minister on bavin had tle courage to crop ; i is known to take out of the
grapple with this question, which bas teen soil that which caunot be given back t
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it; but our soil will bear the crop by
rotation for many years without damage.
The plant has been cultivated largely,and
can be again cultivated, in Ontario, par-
ticularly in Lincoln, Kent and Essex. In
the Province of Quebec it will be found
an important item in the list
of crops. Through the arrangement
now adopted of getting the revenue
from the manufacturer, it will ulti-
mately yield a large revenue to
Canada. I remember well, when this
matter was under discussion here three
years ago, that there was a great difference
of opinion between two of the hon. Min-
isters of the Crown. One, then Minister of
Inland Revenue, claimed that the pro-
position to remove thè duty from
home-grown tobacco was of no conse-
quence, because it could not be grown in
the Lower Provinces ; lie ridiculed the
affair. The other, then Minister
of Finance, appealed to the hon. gentle-
men, then in Opposition, now on the
Treasury Benches, to aid him in sustain-
ing the Excise duty, because, if it were
taken off, the Treasury woulid lose
$800,000. But it has been proved that
the lion. gentleman who had charge of the
Inland Revenue was mistaken in his esti-
mate of lie valie of this tobacao-culture,
or the consequences of removing the
duty. There is no reason why it
should not be one of the most important
staples produced in Canada, and I trust
the Bill of my hon. friend will meet with
the general acceptance of the House, and
that lie will receive the credit he is
entitled to for having sedulously and
laboriously prepared a measure which, I
have no doubt, will meet with general
favour among the agricultural community
throughout the Dominion of Canada.

MR. GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier):
It has been represented from b'oth sides of
the House that tobacco is ai article of
luxury more than of necessity. I believe
that, in the opinion of the majority of the
people of this country, tobacco is as much
an article of necessity as tea or coffee.
Thirty or forty years ago tea was almost
unknown as a beverage, while to-day
it is regarded as an article of necessity.
Tobacco stands on the saine footing.
For that reason I would be in favour
of seeing it as lightly taxed as possible.
However, for the purposes of revenue, I
am perfectly willing that some taxation

MR. PLUMB.

should be imposed on tobacco, but it
seems to me that that taxation should be
levied in aocordance with the general
policy of the present Government, that is,
to protect the Canadian product and tax
the imported article. The Bill before the
House seems to me to be a decided im-
provement on the tobacco laws introduced
by the late Government. We all recollect
that the tax then was 1 Oc. per pound on
the leaf and 20c. Excise duty, making
altogether a tax of 30c. per pound
on tobacco of Canadian growth. This
was a very heavy burden on the
Canadian farmer. The present Bill is
more in accordance with the Protective
policy of the Government, by introducing
a differential duty in favour of Canadian
grown tobacco, as against the imported
article. But the Bill forces the cultivator
to take out a license to raise tobacco for
the trade, and to this license I object, in
the nane of an agricultural county. I
doubt that, before imposing this new
restriction on the agriculturists of
Canada, the Goverriment has seriously
considered the consequences of their
policy. The "cultivator's license" is a
new feature brought into our legis-
lation. It should not bo exacted..
The farmer should have the privilege of
putting into his fields whatever he pleases,
free f rom any restriction or examination
by Excise or other officers. I think we
ought to do as they do in the United
States, where the planter has the
privilege of growing as much tobacco as
he wants for family consumption. An-
other important feature of the American
law is that no license is required by the
planter; and most assuredly if there is
any country interested in seeing that its
revenue laws are not evaded in respect to
tobacco, it is the United States. We all
know that the Southern States are the
great tobacco-growing States, and there the
planter, although he puts into the soil
tbousands upon thonsands of dollars,
worth of tobacco, is not compelled
to submit to the annoyance and importu-
nities of Excise officers. I think we ought
to follow that example. As in the south,
the farmer ought to be forced to sell his
tobacco to a licensed dealer, to be found in
every village, and to no one else. I thiik
the Bill bore the fouse will produce
very serions and damaging results to th
grower of tobacco in the Dominion, au
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especially in the Province of Quebec.
Before the farmer becomes aware of the
new .stringent provisions of the Bill, he
will have his crops in orripe, and they will
be liable to éonfiscation, and himself sub-
ject to heavy fines. A measure of this
kind ought to be announced at least one
year before it is submitted to Parliament,
or cones into force. With the
exception of this cultivator's license
I highly approve of the general feature
of the Bill; but I object to the agri-
cultural community being subjected
to unnecessary restrictions unknown up
to the present time in Canada, and which
are unknown on the whole of this con-
tinent. When the Bill goes into Com-
mitte, I shall propose some amendment
as far as the cultivator's licence is con-
cerned.

MR. CASGRAIN : To carry out the
system of Protection consistently, the cul-
tivation of tobacco should be protected in
its entirety, that is to say : it should be
free from all taxation;, and, on the contrary,
a tax should rather be imposed on im-
ported tobacco than on that grown in the
country. If my recollection serves me,
when the same question was under discus-
sion some two years ago, the Minister of
Public Works, and, I think, the Minister
of the Interior, also expressed their views
in that sense, both verbally and by their
votes ; and I think that they are now
changing their course, that is, that they
do not choose to follow up the ideas that
they then enunciated.. I am of opinion,
as has been said by the hon. member who
preceded me, that this course will impose
a restriction on trade to which a large
number of our farmers will be unwilling
to submit; that it will impose a restric-
tion which may. up to a certain point, ap-
pear to be a simple formality, but which,
from the farmer's point of view, is not
simply so. He maintains that lie has a
right to sell his wheat, his barley, and his
tobacco, without a license ; and this
policy is one which, I consider,
will recoil upon its authors, who
are now putting it in practice. On
another hand, since the question now
comes squarely before the House, I must
as squarely express my opinion against
the Bill. It is true that from one point
of view the tax appears to be diminished,
yet on the other hant the hon. the
Minister of Finance tells us that that tax

is to yield to the public chest a sum of
$200,000. This is how it is asserted that
the tax will be diminisbed. For my part,

do not approve of that policy ; and in
the name of the Province of Quebec,
which is the most interested, because the
burden is laid more heavilv upon it than
upon all the other Provinces, I must
oppose this tax.

MR. LANDRY : I ask pardon of the
House for venturing to speak immediately
after one who considers Limself, and
wisles to pass for, the authorised chief of
the squad which is called the French
Liberal faction of the Province of Quebec.
Whether or not lie speaks in the naine of
that fraction is his business, and may or
may not be satisfactory to those whose
mouth-piece he claims to be ; but what I
deny the hon. member for L'Islet (Mr.
Casgrain) is the right or the liberty
which lie takes of speaking in the name
of the Province of Quebec, as lie has just
done. •We have indeed just listened to
him. It was in the name of the Province
of Quebec, lie said, that he protested
against the presenting and the passing of
the Bill which the hon. the Minister of
Inland Revenue has just laid before the
House. It is neither the riglit nor the
duty of the lion. member in any way so to
express himself, and, for my part, I pro-
test against such an assertion and such
an encroachment. This is not the only
error of the hon. mamber. What have we
just heard I We can hardly believe our
ears ; but the hon. member's words have
been pronounced,and what did hisaccusing
voîce say ? That barely two years ago
the lion. the Minister of Public Works
(Mr. Langevin), and the hon. the Minister
of Inland cRevenue (Mr. Baby), rose in
this House to protest against the irmpos-
ing of a tax upon tobacco; but that since
that period those two hon. gentlemen had
turned aside to approve to-day what they
then condemned. Before replying to the
accusation itself, may I not ask whether
the past conduct of the hon. member for
L'Islet does not give me an incontro-
vertible right to turn to hin and enquire
whether the course which he proposes to
follow now is not in strange contradiction
to that which he adopted in 1874,
whether lie does not to-day burn what he
then worshipped In 1874, when ithe
late Administration called upon the
House to impose a tax of 10c. upon
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Canadian tobacco, what did the bon mem-
ber for L'Islet do i That virtuous apostle
of the people, wh o does not wish, that the

people shouild be taxed, then supported
the Governiment of his frienuds, and, witl-
out a frowni, vcted for the 10e. tax, ai d
the faimers cf his Prov ince then
felt, the hecavy burden of taxation
upon their shouldei s. That -was
what he iid in 1874 ; that was
what lhe main.tained for the five
years during·which his fiiends remained
in power, aud every effort of cur friends
to diminish the amount of the tax invari-
ably feund an opponent in the hon.
member for L'Islet. To-day we find
the hon. meml er for L'Islet, now mounted
on the steed of a lea-.der, but still fighting,
and always figihting against the interests
of the people, in tle naine of that saime
people, who certainly did not sena hini
here to display that species of valour. It
is, in fact, known to evervone, and the
bon. meiber for L'Islet cannot ùut be
aware, that the present legislation pro-
posed by the hon. the Minister of Inland
Revenue (Mr. Baby) must produce a
threefold result. First, It will diminish
the tax imposed liupon Canadian tobacco.
Second, It will promote the cultivation of
that aromatic plant. Third, It will pro-
duce to the Treasury, by more efficient in-
spection, a greater revenue. And, Sir, in
the face of this threefold benefit, in the
face of important improvement in the
working of a law which has, up to the.
present time, given rise to great dis-
content, we find the hon. member for
L'Islet rising, in his indignation, to
protest against c the proposed legislation,
and to refuse, lie, one of the members of
the Reform party, to refuse to fall in and
walk in the path of true reform. What
does the bon. member say to explain this
anomaly i He repeats the assertion, more
than once adduced, that a tax on Cal ta-
dian tobacco interferes withitscultivation,
and is therefore injurious to the interests
of the farmer. " Tax foreign tobacco,"adds
the hon. gentleman, "tax foreign tobacco,
and I go with you, for that tax will
necessarily promote the sale of our tobacco;
but in mercy impose no tax on Canadian
tobacco, unless you wish to stop the culti-
vation of it." Let us examine this ques-
tion. In my 'opinion there is nothing
easier, and two words will suffice to place
it in a proper light. I lay it down as a.,

MR. LANDRY.

principle that it is the consumer of an
article, and not the producer, who ulti-
nately pays, not ouly its intrinsie, bût

also its extrinsic, value. It is the buyer,
and niot the seller, upon whoni the taxes
press. The hon. inember forL'Islet wishes
that foreign tobacco slould be heavily taxed;
and in this connection I coigiatulate him
upon baving at last undertood tlie nature
aId the value of Protectron, and
upon Lis thus endeavouring, thougl in a
somewhat round-about manner, to cause
the principles upon wlich it rests to
triumph. If tobacco grown inl foreign
couitres is subjected to a higli tax, the
farner will necessarilv, in order to escape
the obligation of paying a considerable
sum, hîimself cultivate his own tobacco.
But if the duty on for-ign tcbacco is high,
the Canadian farmer will not only grow
the plant for his own use, but will like-
wise cultivate it for purposes of trade,
because le will be able to seil it at a high
price and compete, with certainty of suc-
cess, with the foreign producer, who will
be obliged to charge a high price fi r his
tobacco, in order to re-imburse himself
for the cost of production, transport and
duty. Naturally, therefore, home produc-
tion would overwhelm and kill off the
importation of foreign tobacco. But if
you kill off that importation, you deprive
the Treasury of a considerable souice
of revenue, and you, consequently,
place yourselves in the position of
being compelled to impose fresh taxes.
That is the wliole question. How do the
Government propose to solve it ? In the
simplest and most judicious manner pos-
sible. Their Bill is before us, and any-
one who takes the trouble to examine
and understand it, must see that it is
highly favourable to the interests of the
grower, and that it will secure for the
public Treasury an amount equal to that
which the reduction of imports of foreign
tobacco must of necessity entail. Under
this Bill any farmer can raise for himself
and his family all the tobacco they re-
quire, without paying a single cent of tax.
If the farmer is now desirous of extend-
ing the sphere of his operations, lie can do
so ; the du ty on foreign tobacco is now
high enough, not only to permit, but, in
fact, to stimulate the production of native
tobacco, and the farmer can cultivate the
plant for commercial purposes. But, so
soon as the farmer undertakes to grow
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tobacco for sale, le inust pay to the
Treasury a sum of 4c. for eaci pound of
tobacco so placed on the iarket. This
tax is sufliciently low to render Canadian
tobacco easy of sale, consequently it is
not injurious to its production. More-
over, it is not on the Canadian grower it
falls, since, as we have seen, it is not the
producer but the consumer who pays tle
value of the article he buys. The last
advantage of the present Bill is, that the
duty levied goes to the public Treasury to
replace the sum lost to the State by reason
of the diminution in the importation of
foreign tobacco, which is the necessarv re-
sult of the Protection granted to the pro-
duction of our own. The interests of
all are therefore carefully guarded
that of the farmer, who consumes his
tobacco, that of the Canadian grower who
cultivates tobacco for commercial
purposes, and that of the State, which
protects both of thein and gives the ad-
vantage to its own people. But, in order
that this result may be attained, the law
must not be a dead letter. Its pro-
visions must be such as to secure its
faithful execution. I have every hope that
the working of the law now before us
will prove the efficacy of the measure, and
will set at rest the exaggerated fears
which have beenexpressed here this even-
ing. I heard it stated-and I think it
was the hon. member for Jacques Cartier
(IMr. Girouard) who made the assertion-
that our people, and more especially
those in the Province of Quebec, were
not prepared to receive the measure now
presented, in so far, at least, as regards the
licenses which the Government propose to
issue in order to legalise the production
of tobacco grown for commercial pur-
poses, and in order to provide a more
effectual mode of collecting the duties im-
posed on the cultivation of this article. I
could understand the truti and fitness of
the hon. member's assertion, if the pro-
posed law were an innovation; if there
were not already in existence a law still
more stringent and placing a heavier
burthen on the shoulders of the people.
But everybody knows that the late Ad-
ministration introduced and carrried a
Bill imposing heavy duties on the pro-
ducer of Canadian tobacco. And now
that the present Government ask for the
adoption ot a more lenient measure, 'cal-
culated largely to reduce the tax imposed

on the people, it is surely not the time,
even were it correct and judicious, to as-
sert tlat the people are not
prepared te accept the benefit
sought to be conferred upon them.
Let the hon. member compare the two
measures, that which is now proposed and
that which was left to us by the late Ad-
ministration, and he will see that section
for section, law for law, that which is now
prof oýed is by far the least severe; it will
be more easily put in force, and will be
more efficient. The people are prepared
for it, and will receive it with the greater
satisfaction, and with the more gratitud,
because they have so long suffered fram
the iany inconveniences and from the
heavy taxation which the former measure
entailed. I think that I have replied to
all the objections which have been timidly
urged in this House. One, however, still
remains, but cannot, for a mo:nent, hold
its ground before the facts, and would
certainly be without any value had it not
been advanced for the second time by the
hon. muember for Quebec East (Mr.
Laurier). That hon. gentleman maintains,
in substance, that the Canadian soil is not
favourable to the growth of tobacco ; that
it is an exhausting product, the growth of
which ought not to be encouraged. latonce
admit that tobacco, like most aromatic
plants, like textile plants, is an exhausting
crop, the cultivation of which necessarily
impoverishes the soil which produces it.
But is that an objection to its cultiva-
tion? Certainly not. If, in this country,
only enriching plants were to be cultivated,
cereals would not be grown, and our soil
would refuse to produce those plants and
that grain, which are now articles of
daily consumption. And does not manure
furnish us with the means of restoring
the loss caused to the land by the grow-
ing of exhausting crops i And if the
farmer chooses to turn his attention to
the growing of this plant, let us leave
him at liberty to do so ; it is his right,
and, perhaps, despite the lion. member's
objection, lie may find i advantageous.
For all these reasons, whatever nay be
the point of view from whici it is re-

garded, I think it is our duty to approve
of the proposel legislation, and to sup-
port the laudable effort which the Gov-
vernment is making to improve the
position of the farmer, and, at the samo
time, to secure for the publie revenue a
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more simple and a more efficient mode
of collecting the moneys which the grow-
ing of tobacco yields to it. I do not
speak on behalf of the Province of Que-
bec in particular; I cannot assume the
dictatorial tone which the hon. member
for L'Islet endeavours to adopt when-
ever he claims to speak in the naine
of bis beloved Province, or at least in
the name of the Liberal fraction from
Quebec, but add ressingthis honorableHouse
call upon members, from whatever Pro-
vince they may come, to adopt a plan of
legislation which diminishes the tax im-
posed on the growth of Canadian tobacco,
which will promote the cultivation of that
plant, and will secure to the revenue
greater returns, an enactment which
should receive the hearty and sincere sup-
port of all those who claim to be the
friends of their country.

MR. BABY: The hon. member for
Jacques Cartier (Mr. Girouard) is afraid
that the license required to be taken out
by parties who cultivate tobacco for sale
will hamper the growth of Canadian
tobacco. I think mv hon. friend is under
a misapprehension. The tax is altogether
done away with on the Canadian leaf,
That being taken off, we must necessarily
have some other means of controlling fthe
cultivation of tobacco, otherwise the law
will be a dead letter. But under the new
arrangement it is boped to prevent the
fraudulent dealer from carrying on the
business to the detriment of the
honest dealer and the honest farmer.
Why do the farmers require this change?
Because they are willing to pay the tax,
and say, " We know it must come from
some source or other, and we are willing
to pay it if we are protected from dis-
honest dealers who do not pay it." If
the practices suggested were foliowed by
the Department, we would require an
army of officials, and what would be the
use of collecting duties if the aggregate
amount is to be expended for the paymient
of the salaries of officials. With regard
to the remarks of the hon. member for
Esex, I would state that while the manu-
facturer takes out a license for tobacco
coming from foreign ports, he can mix it
with tobacco grown in Canada, but if he
wishes to employ Canadian leaf alone he
requires a separate license.

Bill read the second time.

MR. LANDRY.

House resolved itself into Committee of the
Whole to consider the said Bill.

(In the Committee)
MR. GIROUARD moved in amend-

ment " that the grower of tobacco should
not be required to take out a license."

MR. BABY : I cannot consent to that
amendment, which would defeat one
of the objects of the Bill.

Amendment negatired.
On the suggestion of Mr. LAURIER,
MR. BABY made an. amendment to

clause 10, providing for the issue of
licenses to growers of tobacco, by other
officers besides officers of the Excise.

Progress ordered to be reported.
H ouse resumed.

(In the House.)
Progress reported.

House adjourned at
Ten minutes before

Twelve o'clock.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.

Friday, 2lnd April, 1880.

The Speaker took the Chair at Three
o'clock.

PRAYERS.

BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read thefirst lime :-

Bill (No. 89) To provide for the equitable
distribution of the estates of defaulting
debtors.-(MJr. Wallace, South Norfolk.)

SUPPLY.

IV. ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

Order for the House to again resolve itself
into Committee of Supply, read.

MR. RYKERT : Before you, Mr.
Speaker, leave the chair, I would like to
make an explanation, in connection with
a personal matter referred to in the speech
of the hon. member for West Middlesex,
during the debate on the Budget, and in
reply to a speech which I made a few
days ago. I do not desire to occupy much
of the time of the House, and I would
very much have preferred to let his re-
marks pass for what they were worth,
knowing the spirit of revenge which that
hon. member and bis friends always
exhibit towards me; but when I find lis
statements and remarks, which I know to
be untruthful, published in the official
record of the Debates of this House, I feel
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that 1 ought not to permit them to go the nost determined* manner. le then sud
uncontradicted to the country. In justice denly wheeled round, and gave it an equally
to myself, and to those who send me here, strong support. You will be somewhat in1terested to know the cause of so sudden and sc
I think I should give the true version of complete a change. (lent, licar.) WeU, 1
the facts in connection with that matter, willtellyou the true cause. When thepro
in order that the antidote may accompany moters of tbe road asked him to use bis vote
the poison. The attack made upon me and influence in their faveur, lie said, 'Foutthousand dollars is my price, band over your
was entirely unprovoked, as every hon. money.' (Cries of shanie on bu.) I chal-
gentleman in this House nust have seen; lenge him to bring this matter before a Com-
for there was nothing in my speech, from mittee of the Bouse, or before a Court of Law,
beginning to end, which could be and clear himseif iî li can. But 1 have not
construed into a personal attack promoters of the same road asked the Fouse for
upon those to whom i was replying. certain amendments in their char er, allowing
It was read by the hon. member for thei to reduce the guage and giviug them the
West Middlesex, during the debate, that
I was guilty of acts of imorality, of a R. is now found opposing wit aL bisI wa guity o act ofinimraliy, o a ight the ameudments asxed by the Company,
political character, and that I had been and I will tell you why. The Great Western
censured, therefor, by a Committee of the wtre of course using every endeavour to kili o
Legislature of Ontario. Let me explain the Canada Southeru, and they had offered, and
as briefly as possible the facts, and tn friend accepted the offer of a cashas biefy asposiblethefact, ad diu Ibonus of $5,OO, as a price of bis opposition te,
will be content to leave the House and the Canada Southern, and of bis support to the
country to judge whether or not I an Loop tene.n'

dable to the imputation cast upon me by That was a andarge of which I was no
the lion. meber for West Middlesex. lIn guilty, and should not lie under. at once
1874, a public meeting was talled in challenged that gentleman to meet me on
Wallacetown, coucnty of Elgin, by Hon, a publie platform in St. Thomas, in the
Archibald MKellar and Mr. Thomwas same county, and make good the charges
Hodg-ins, in the interest of the Govern- made against me. I subsequently hixed a
ment of Ontario, to discuss public ques- day for the meeting, and invited the whole
tionsin connection with the administrative of the members of the Ontario Govern-
acts of that Government. I feit it to be ment to meet be and discuss OntarCo
my duty, as an opponent of that Govern- polities, and at the same time to make
ment, and as one 'who ld publiel-v gond Mr. McKellar' charges. At that
arraigned the miembers cf it for their meeting Mr. MeKellar alone appeared in
extravagance, to apfî,ear at that meeting, behaîf cf his colleagues. After freely dis-
and dideuss political matters with tbera. cussing the administrative acts cf the
Instead cf meeting the arguments wlich Government, I caled upon Mr.
I advanced in opposition te the poliey cf McKellar tomake good the charges lie had
the Government as they should have done, made, and if lie had any evidence te pro-
the Hon. Archibald McKellar, a member duce it to the meeting. Instead cf doing
cf that Government, poured upon me se, hM e poured forth a volume cf personal
personal abumse, and charged me with abuse, which as speedily checked by the
haviug sold ny political services. This people thus assebled, ad which resulted
rnwarrantable attack was justly resentedi in bis being obiged te leave the meeting

by the intelligent electors then assembled, amid the jeers f the crowd. then pro-
aithougli the great majority was not in dnced m)y evidence cf the untruthifulnessa
political accord with me; but that spirit cf the charge. The firot evidence which
of fair play which usually eharacterises I offered, was a letter written by o siliu
the Canadian people, comelled , tmy Irving, asq., Refor M.P., for the city
opponents to permit me te make a of Hamilton, the soliciter for the Great
personal explanatien, promising, at a' Western iRailway, and a gentlernan wbose
future tine, to furnish cvidence of the word will by taken at ail tintes. His
untrtafulness cf the charges. The etter was as fllows
statelent made at that mEeting by Mr. HAMILTON, l4th July, '74.
McKellar, was as follows :- Mr. Th omas

" When the Canada Southern Railway came
before the House asking for incorporation,
for two weeks Mr. Rykert opposed the Bill in

" DEAR SIR,-I have your letter of yester-
day enquiring whether certain statements made
recently at a meeting held at Wallacetown, in
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reference to yourself, as contained in the an-
nexed writing, is trece in any particular.

" I believe the statement to be untrue in all
matters which affect 3 our conduct in unworthy
terms.

" in 1867 you sustained the Canada Southern
Lailway in obtaining a chartler under the namne

of the Erie and iNiagara Extension.
" In 1869 the Canada Southern partv, not by

that time haviug done anything, as Jar as could
be seen by the publ c, sought f r au extension
of time to commence opera:ions.

" At the same time the G. W. Railway was
trying to obtain a charter for the Air Line.

Many persons doubted Mr. W. A. Thomp-
son's ability to build the Canada Southeru, and
believed that if the Great WYestern got a char-
ter a line of railway would be built immedi-
ately ; and that the Canada Southern, having
hitherto failed, the Great Western should have
a chance.

" It was a case of competition between the
two parties, you espoused the side of the Great
Western, doubting, as yoti asserted, if the
other line could be built.

" The suggestion that you were paid for yonr
Parliamentary influence in behalf of and by the
Great Western Company, either $5,000, or any
other sum, is simply untrue.

"I remain, dear Sir,
" Yours truly,

"I MILIUS IRVING."

I also produced a letter signed by Joseph
Price, Esq., Treasurer of the Great
Western Railway, a gentleman who is
well known to many hon. gentlemen of
this House, and who would be incapable
of stating anything which was not strictly
correct. That letter read as follows:-

" August 6th, 1874.
"J C. Rykert, Esq., M.P.P., St. Catharine.

'.' MY DEAÀR SIR,-Your favour of 1gth uit.
bas been forwarded to me here referring to
the charges made against you in the following
words * * *

"I do not know who makes such a charge
against you, but there is not the slightest
grounds for such a statement. No inducement
of any kind, either directly or indirectly, was
ever held out to you to induce you to take
charge of the Loop Line Bill and oppose the
Southern Bill, and you never stated or inti-
mated in any way that you would require
any renumeration from the Company. The
intimation that you were paid for your Parlia-
mentary influence in favour of the Loop Line
Las no foundation whatever. and can only be
characterised in the simple expression that it
is utterly untrue.

or indirectly, asked for or been offered
anythsing for mny services In connections
with his Bill. Inmediatelv after the
opeing of the Ontario Legislature I for-
mulated a resolution referring the natter
to a Committee of the louse. Mr.
McKellar, whoby that tine had ascertained
that he had no evidence whatever to sup-
port his charge, formulated other charges,
as follows

"2. That M. Rykert, in 1870-71-72-73 did
accept and receivs fron persons oppcsing the
Ontario Street Railway Company 8150 or there-
abouts, in order to induce him in his place, and
otherwise &s a member of this House to oppose,
and he was thereby indu"ed ta oppose it.

"3. That he did accept $ 00 from the Mon-
treal Insurance Companies in order to induce
him to support, and lie was thereby induced to
support the said companies.

"4. That he did accept $150 from E. D.
Tilson in order to induce him to vote for an Act
of Incorporation."

That Committee met, and in support of
the original charge, namely, that I
had originally opposed the Canada
Southern Railway Bill, and for
a consideration of $4,000 turned round
and supported the same, the evidence of
W. A. Thomson, Esq., (Grit M.P. for
Welland) was taken. At page 171 of the
Journal, will be fitund the following :-

" W. -. Thomson, sworn-I was never told
of any offer to Mr. Rykert for his support ;
there never was one made by the Canada
Southern to Mr. Rykert. * * At the first
Session, Mr. Rykert supported my scheme : he
never opposed it in the first Session. I never
had any such conversation as is nentioned in
the charge before the Committee. I never
promised Mr. Rykert $4,000, or even $4 to any
person. Neither before nor during the Session
of 1867 and 1868 did I offer Mr. Rykert, or any
person for him, any consideration for support-
ing the Bill, nor did Mr. Rykert, or any one
for him, ask for, or require such consideration,
nor did I make any such statement to Mr.
McKellar.'
This charge having hopelessly broken
down, the Committee proceeded to in-
vestigate the second charge, namely, that
the Great Western Railway had offered
my little friend (meaning me) the offer of
a cash bonus of $5,000, as the price of
his opposition to the Canada Southern and

Yours very truly, his support to the Loop Line. ln support
"JOSE PH PR 1CE." of this, JEmilius Irving, M. P., Solicitor

I also produced a letter from W. A. i for the Great Western Railway, was
Thomson, Esq., M. P., denying, in the sworn :
most positive ternis, that I had opposed I"Q. Read the ]etter written by you to Mr.
lis Bill when first intr-oduced, and rep>u- Rykert and see whether it expresses your own

> Bl knowledge and feeling now as it did then?
diating the idea that I had ever, directly "A. It does."

MR. RYKERT.

[00 M M ON S.]
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This charge having broken down and Mr.
McKellar standing convicted as a public
slanderer, it was necessary, in the interest
of the Grit party, to push the matter fur-
ther. During the investigation it came
out in evidence that I had been paid
$1,000 for ny professional services in
connection with the Great Western Rail-
way Company. These opponents of mine
were so keen to find some charge with
which they could drive me fron the
Legislature, if possible, that they at once
accused me of having received the sum of
$1,000 for my Parliamentary services.
In support of this new charge, which it
will be seen had not been referred to the
Committee, they called Mr. Price. The
following questions were asked him

"Q. Then this money was given to Mr.
Irving, I understand, for the purpose of being
paid Mr. Rykert, for services performed by
him ?

" A. General services in the interests of the
Company.

" Q. When had lie rendered these services?
" A. lie had rendered services in reference

to the removal of the embargo on importation
of cattle ; our live stock transportation was
stopped, and he obtained the renewal of the
order. The losi to the Great Western Railway
was $8,000 to $10,000 a week while it lasted.
Mr. Rykert speaially went te Ottawa. The
embargo was on four weeka and ordered to
remain until October, and he got it removed in
August. It would have been a loss of $50,000.

- Q. Have you any reason to believe that the
81,000 was paid for oppéming Thomson's
Bill

" A. It was given for services before that
time."
That evidence which relates to the first
charge reported in the Debates, as to my
receiving $1,000 for my Parliamentary
services, will satisfy any reasonable man
that the charge utterly failed like the
others. With regard to the next charge
that I had been paid money by the Street
Railway Company, one of the pro-
prietors of the Street Railway swore
positively he had paid me $100 as
solicitor, for services rendered by
me in the City Council, in Toronto, and
not for Parliamentary services. Duiring
that examination, it came out that the
Hon. Rupert M. Wells, Speaker of the
Logislative Assembly of Ontario, who bad
charge of the Bill for the Company, was
paid for his Parliamentary services $50.
I asked the Committee to report that fact,
but they refused to do so. In addition
to the evidence of the proprietors of the
Street iRtlway, that of the Solicitor, Mr.

Ferguson, w-as taken, who, being sworn,
was asked:

" Q. (Mr. Rykert). Did you leàra, or even
draw an inference, tiat niy 1'arliamentary in-
fluence could be used?

" A. Certainly not, that is not thec reason
why t retaine i you. You told me that the
muatter should be taken before the City Council,
and you undertook to help nie there I know
that you did interest yonirself at the Council. I
consulted you, night after night, anid you always
advised me to legislate in the City Council. I
sent you a brief to St. Catharines, and told you
that P'attersou was working with City Council.
You comamuicate I to me,from time to time,the
result of your action in the City Council. I did
not employ you to act in the Legislature."

Yet on the face of this positive evidence
to the contrary, this fair and impartial
Committee of the House reported that I
had been paid the money for ny Parlia-
mentary services. The next charge, that
I had received $100 from the Mutual In-
surance Conpany,hopelessly failed. They
were obliged to abandon that charge, but
during the investigation it came out in
evidence that Hon. E B. Wood, M.P.P.,
had received $150 for his Parlianentary
services in connection with this Insurance
Bill, which fact, however, the Comnittee
failed to report. The other charge was,
that I Lad received $100 to induce me to
vote for, and whereby I was induced to vote
for, the incorporation of the town of
Tilsonburg. During that investigation,
the promoter of the Bill swore that I was
not paid for my Parliamxentary services,
but that he paid me for professional -ser-
vices rendered outside of Parliament
altogether. In the course of that investi-
gation, it came out that a certain gentleman
(Mr. Cattanach), a partner of the Hon.
Adam Crooks, M.P.P., Chairman of that
Committee, received $250 for his services
in the House, in connection with this
Bill, yet the Committe3 did not
report that fact, because they did not
think it right that the partner of their
friends should be prevented from receiving
fees from persons promoting Bills in
Parliament. The miniority of the Com-
mittee reported that they found "that no
evidence had been adduced before them to
substantiate the charges contained in the
said order or any or either of them ;" but
that portion of the report, that fair
and impartial member for Middlesex
failed to read to the Rouse, and, as a con-
sequence, does not appear in the Hlansard.
Any person who possessed a particle of
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honour, or desired fair play would have
read that portion of the report, and in
fairness to me, would have concealed
nothing. The Globe, of December, 1874,
which I have in my hand, in its
editorial on this subject, uses language
which entirely corroborates the report of
the minority of the Committee ; and com-
ing froma that source, hon. gentlemen will
be inclined to think I am justified in say-
ing that the charges were completely and
satisfactorily met by me. The following
is an extract from that paper :-

"We may as well, at the outset, do Mr.
Rykert the justice of saying that there is, so
far, no direct evidence that he altered his line
of conduct in cousequence of the'moneys paid
him. In one instance, the inferences are un-
favourable to Mr. Rykert, but in the other
cases, he appears to have only acted when he
had received or been promised money in accord-
ance with opinions previously formed."

It is a most extraordinary circumstance
that,in the same Legislature,a motion was
made by Mr. Macdonald, seconded by
,Mr. Gitdord, in the following terms

"That it is inexpedient that any member of
this Hou"e should be permitted to engage, either
by himself or any partner, in the management
of Private Bills before the House, or any Com-
mittee thereof, for any pecuniary reward to be
received by such member, or by any person
standing in any relation of legal professional
partnership with him."

Now, one would suppose that these gentle-
men, who had pursued me with such
bitterness, would have voted in favour of
the resolution, having evinced such a
strong anxiety to uphold the independence
of Parliament, by following me so keenly.
But no, they put up Hon. E. B. Wood,
who had so often taken fees for Parlia-
mentary services, to move an amendment,
striking out all after the word " expedient"
in the Resolution and in inserting the
followirig :-

" That such members of the House, as are of
the long robe, shall be of counsel on either side
on any Bill depending before the House."

The effect of this was to let the partner of
any member take fees, but not the member
himself. All the Grit members voted
in favour of the amendment. They were
willing to allow a partner of the Chair-
man of a Committee of the House tu
receive fees, for promoting legislation in
the House, but they would not allow an
individual meinber of the House. I
have the satisfaction of knowing that,

MR. RYKERT.

notwithstanding that partisan report
against me, and notwithstanding the fact
that the Ilon. J. G. Currie, the Chairman
of that Committe, went about my county
parading the Great Western Railway
cheque. I met my constituents shortly
afterwards, and defeated one of the
richest and strongest men in Lincoln,
and that, too, in spite of the united efforts
of the Ontario Government. Not satisfièd
with their unjustattack in the Legislature,
my enemies followed me for three years,
with unrelenting bitterness and hatred,
in a Court of Law, determined to drive
me out of the Ontario Legislature, if
possible. In this, however, they most
signally failed; and I have also the satisfac-
tion of knowing that while that suit was
pending, and while I still held my seat
as a member of the Ontario Legislature, I
was returned for this House at the
General Elections, against another rich
and powerful opponent, by an overwhelm-
ing najority. I thiuk it will be admitted,
by all fair and candid men,that I have no
reason to feel ashamed of my record in
the Ontario Legislature, especially when
it is borne in mind that the people who
ought to know me best have given me
their confidence so often, in spite of the
charges made againstime. I know the party
opposite have endeavoured for years to
weaken my influence in, and, if possible,
to drive me out of the Niagara Peninsula,
where they have felt the effects of my
labours in behalf of the Liberal-Conser-
iative party. So far, they have signally
failed. One after the other of the strong
men of their party has been pitted against
me, and each one has, in his turn, been
compelled to succumb. And I have had
the satisfaction of seeing the chairman of
that partisan Committee, who was so
anxious for the independence of Parlia-
ment, degraded and driven from the
profession as one unworthy of a place
among honourable men. I know that
the party opposite contains men who are
distinguished for their desire to wallow in
political flth-men whose greatest am-
bition is to play the part of political
scavengers and dirt-slingers-men whose
only ambition and desire is to destroy the
reputation of all public men who do not
agree with them-men who are not
possessed of that political honour and love
of fair play whicli tends so much to
elevate the standard of political morality
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-men who, when argument fails them,
seek to encompass the ruin of their op-
ponents by doing that which every
honourable man seeks to avoid,
and men who, for personal and
party gain, will sacrifice every princi-
ple which an honest politician holds dear.
I know of no man in that party who pos-
sesses all these characteristics and quali-
ties in a more eminent degree than the
hon. member for West Middlesex (Mr.
Ross). I trust that while I rernain in
this House, I shall never forget my duty
as a representative of the people, and
that I will never so lower the dignity of
Parliament as to be compelled to meet
argument by foul abuse. So long as I
know that, as a public man, I am backed
and endorsed by the people who send me
here, I have no fear whatever of the re-
sult of the attacks upon me. I apologise
to the House for having trespassed upon
their time. I felt it to be my duty as a
representative of the people to make this
explanation, because I found in the De-
bates certain statements which I know to
be untrue, which were deliberately and
maliciously published by a member who,
himself, knew them to be untrue, and
which, if allowed to go uncontradicted,
would reflect seriously upon my position
as member for the county of Lincoln.

MR. ROSS (West Middlesex) : I am
glad to hear my hon. friend from Lincoln
(Mr. Rykert) tell us that lie is going to
eschew all personal references while a
member of this House. If my lion. friend,
wheu he made his remarks the other
night, to which I replied, had taken that
course,it would have saved methe trouble,
and, I may say, the pain, of exposing the
hon. gentleman, whose speech consisted,
fron beginning to end, of reference of a
personal character to hon. members of this
louse. My hon. friend has a reputation

in the Province of Ontario which is not
enviable. He bas a reputation as a mem-
ber of the Local Legislature for personal
virluence and a dispositon to discuss
everything from a personal, rather than
a political, standpoint. That, I believe,
has followed him into this House, that ; I
fear, will follow him to tîe end of bis
days. In fact, the illustration lie gave us
of that disposition, the other night, is,
perbaps, as conclusive evidence as I can
give that he is disposed to follow the'same
coure as that in wbich hec won distinction

sonie time ago. The reply I made to my
hon. friend was not tinged with any per-
sonal bitterness, so far as I was con-
cerned-at least I did not intend it should
be. However, I do not propose to take a
word back, to withdraw a single state-
ment, unless my hon. friend can secure,
by some means I do not understand, the
expurgation from the journals of the Pro-
vince of Ontario of the charges which I
read. I tell my bon. fri9nd that the
Committee to which lie referred was an
impartial Committee. Not only did the
majority find hin guilty of the charges
alleged by Mr. McKellar and others, but
the minority of that Committee seemed
to be strongly impressed with the sanie
fact. The opening words of the report of
the minority are as follows :-" They find
that the said J. C. Rykert, while a mem
ber of your honourable House, received,
or was paid, the following suns of
money by persons who were, or had
been, concerned in seeking or oppos-
ing legislation before your honourable
House, or the Committee thereof."
Then they went on to state the anounts
of noney which the hon. gentleman was
paid, and which were as follows : $1,000
by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany; $150 by the Toronto Street Rail-
way Company, and $100 by one Edward
D. Tilson, of Tilsonburg, and so on, and,
as if to give colour to the spurious char-
acter of these payments, the Committee
concludes :

" Your Committee further beg Jeave to
report that, in their opinion, the practice of
permitting payments to or receipts by any
meniber of your honourable House, of any um
of monev or any other consideration for pro-
fessional services performed in connection with
or with reference to any legislation under the
consideration of your honourable Hou-e, is
calculated to seriously impair the independence
of Parliament, and should be prohibited by
leg slation or other enactments."
I ask why did that minority report
contain the statement that the in-
dependence of Parliament should be
specially protected in connection with
this investigation, if they did not
feel that the independence of Parlia-
ment was being encroached upon by
the money which the hon. gentlcman
received. And they went on further to
say :

" Your Committee desire to express their un-
qualified disapprobation of the practice of
members of y our honourable House, under any
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consideration, accepting or receiving any valu-
able consideration or snm of money in acknow-
ledgment of assistance previously rendered in
connection with private or other legislation be-
fore your honourable Hose or any of the Com-
imittees thereof."
Here we have, in the coneluding sentence
of the report of that Comrnmittee, a most
unqualified condemnatioa of the course
which the bon. gentleman pursued, a con-
demnation which stands on record, which
n1o anount of apologies on his part will
ever expunge from the memories of the
members of the Legislative Assembly
of Ontario, or from the journals
of that body. Amongst the distin-
guished personages who signed that
report were Messrs. M. C. Cameron and
W. Meredith, two leaders of the hon.
gentleman, making an unqualified state-
ment to the effect that the course pursued
was one which met with their unqualified
disapprobation. I think the less my hon.
friend says about these matters the better.
So far as I am concerned, I would be de-
lighted if my hon. friend could explain it
away. i could give him a good deal more
to explain away. I think there is a good
deal more of the same material embodied
in the reports of the Law Courts of
Ontario.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
really must rise to order. It is only by
the courtesy of the House that the hon.
gentleman is allowed to speak at all. . At
this moment he is committing a breach of
order in answering a personal explanation
made by hon. an gentleman.

MR. MACKENZIE: What is the
breach of order ?

SI1 JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
am speaking.

Ma. MACKENZIE: I rise to order.
The right hon. gentleman interrupted an
hon. member while addressing the House
on a motion to go into Committee of
Supply. I want to know what the point
of order is, and what right he had to in-
terrupt the bon. member for Middlesex.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: If
the hon. gentleman had not been so very
violent, and in so great a hurry, I should
have given the information desired. This
is not a subject which can be legitimately
discuissed on going into Supply. My hon.
friend was making au explanation, justly
called for by the remarks made by the
hon. gentleman. The speech made by
the hon. gentleman, the other night, was

Ma. RosS

inexcusable. My hon. friend bas made
his defence, and instead of allowing it to
go at that, the lion. gentleman rises and
speaks about sonie charges brought against
the hon. gentleman in the Law Reports of
Ontario. The course is unparliamentary
and unworthy of the hon. gentleman as a
meniber of Parliament and a man.

MR. ROSS, (West Middlesex): I had
about finished my remarks, when I was
interrupted bythe hon. the First Minister.
J do not know that the interruption is at
all necessary. I am glad to find be is so
warm in espousing the cause of bon.
gentlemen on that side of the House. I
wish he was as ready to defend members
on this side of the House. I had finished
my remarks, and I have nothing to with-
draw or explain away.

Mit. BOULTBEE : I was in the Local
House with the hon. member for Lincoln
wlen these transactions were alleged to
have taken place. I should f eel glad, and
I am sure the House would feel glad, if
they could believe implicitly the utter-
ances of the hou. member for West Mid-
diesex. He said he would be glad if he
could completely absolve the hon. member
for Lincoln from the charges made against
him. But we must be led to doubt
whether lie was honestin that expression,
because lie went on to throw out spme
rather nasty insinuations against him, in-
sinuations which I think one man should
not make against another, and one bon.
member of this House should not make
against another. It scarcely showed a
kindly and charitable feeling on the part
of the hon. member for Middlesex. The
hon. gentleman tells us that the minority
report substantiates what he stated. I
have reason to know that the feeling
which animated the Hon. M. C. Cameron
in making tliat report, was not so much
in connection with what had been done
by the hon. member for Lincoln, as it
was with a practice that was prevailing
extensively in the Ontario Legislature,
that legislation was being promoted and
passed by the partners of gentlemen in
that flouse, and who were sup-
posed to be, and, in fact, were
known to be, receiving very large
fees for their services, part of which went
into the pockets of hon. gentlemen who
were in the House, and their views were
to stamp out that practice as much as
possible. We have seen an instance ir
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the Local House of Ontario, in which the West Middlesex. His return by a trium-
partner of the hon. the Prime Minister phant majority of his constituents, is, in
reoeived a very large fee-a thousand ry opinion, the best and a complete refu-
dollars. I think it was for acting in a tation of the charges made against hlm,
matter against the Government, in which and is enough te atrike away the founda-
the Attorney-General, bis partner, acted tien frei beneath the hon. member for
on the other side, and sharing the fee. West Middlesex, when be rises la thim
This was not thought, I believe,· to be a fouse and makes those charges,
very satisfactory way of doing business, and this, more especially, when we con-
And the less of it there is said, I suppose,the Eider that bis fortunes have been se im-
better. I simply rose to say that on the paircd by the bitter persenal and political
occasion when these charges were pre- persecution he bas sufféred at the hands
ferred against Mr. Rykert, he being a of bis eppenents, that he was unable te
friend of my own from boyhood, I took a contend finaucially with the means used
great deal of interest in the matter. I againsb him, having nothing but hie
enquired into it carefully, and I may say energy and pepularity te rely on.
that the charges were not supported by liuse again reielvec itself inte Cemmittee of
the evidence. I might further add that, Supply.
while in the Local House, and I (ln the Cemmittee.)
shall be borne out, I think, in
this, by many hon. members of 22 Miscellanenus, Justice, ineludingNerth- \Nest Territories ...... ý. .$15, 000. 00
both sides of politics, there was 23 Travelling Expenses of Stipendiary
scarcely a private member more useful, Magistrates in North-West Terri-
more industrious, or more valuable to the tories .................... 4,500.00
House and country than the present hon. MR. BLAKE: I would like te know
member for Lincoln, who just made these whetber any rate bas been fixed. The
explanations. He is a man of inde- original idea was te fix au annual allow
fatigable industry, and worked day and ance for these travelling expenses ef the
night to obtain a clear knowledge of Stipendiary Magistrates, and I would
matters which were of the very greatest like te know what the present arrange-
importance to the country. His industry, ments are.
his capacity for work, his energy, and bis A. McDONALD (Picton): Iu the
courage, have doubtlessly made him ex- instance of Mr. Richardsen, an arrange-
ceedingly valuable on many occasions toect has been recently made by wbich bis
bis party and it cannot be denied that travelling expenses are fixed at $800 a
this bon. gentleman, during the course year, while actualv engaged in the duties
of bis political life, has been sub- of ragistrate.
jected to most unfair, virulent attacks MR. BLAKE. Then why net carry
on the part of the other party. out that rate in reference te the other
He bas suffered an amount of malignant magistrate ?
persecution that would have broken down MR.McDONALD: It probably will be.
a man of less energy than he possesses. MR. BLAKE: Then for the two
I must confess that I was much pained $1,600 weuld be sufficient; but the
when I heard the attack of the hon. vote being for ?4,500 is an unnecessary
member for West Middlesex (Mr. Ross). ameunt.
I was much pained by it, as any man MR. McDONALD: Occasions may
would naturally be, to fnd a man, sitting arise whena largeramountnaybe required.
in the same House with himself, attacked However, I do net know that there is any
in that way ; and the hon. member rises reason te strictly adhere te the vote.
to defend himself, because he feels what MR. BLAKE: Experiment Jiaving
his constituents must feel, when they sbewn that $800 ayear for each Magis-
find him attacked in that manner, for any trate fer travelling exp3nses is sufficient, 1
stigma fixed on him would attach to think a vote of $3,OOu would be ample.
them. The history of a man is known SI JOHN A. MACDONALD-
best where he lives, by those with whom Altheugh there are onîy two Stipendiary
lie associates: these are the men better Magistrates the law provides for tbree
able to judge of his position for honesty and beiore Parliament riscs, we mav find
and lntegrity than the hon. renber for it expedient te appoint the third.
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MR. BLAKE : Then taking $800 as a 31 Sundry Disbursenents connected
basis for one, three times $800 would be ith the Maritime Court of On-
$2,400; the ree $3,000 would be an tari, Jdges' travelling ex-$2)40 ; hereore$3,00 wold b an penses, etc................. 500 û0ý
ample vote for the three. 32 Salary of Registrar of Vice-Adnir-

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I think alty Court, Quebec... ....... 666 66
there would be objection to that. 33 Salary of Marshal of Vice-Ad-

Vote agreed to. miralty Court, Quebec........ 333 34

24 Circuit allowances, British V. POLICE.
Columbia ....... ......... $10,000.00 34 Dominion Police................b13,000 0
MR. BLAKE: I may observe that my MR. BLAKE: In 1877, when there

remarks on the previous vote apply to still existed a branch of that organisation
some extent to the present one. Judging at Montreal, as well as at Ottawa, the ex-
from the results of the last two or three pense was but $9,883 ; in 1878, $10,616 ;
years, $10,000 would be an inordinate in 1879, $11,112. It is now proposed to

sum. But that is not the only reason for increase the vote from $12,000 last year
reducing it. We have been economising; to $13,000; so that you are running up
and the hon. member produced a calcu_ the change to the figures of the old time,
lation showing that there would be an when the Montreal staff was kept up,
additional expenditure of $400 in this without that staff to keep up.
service, and that shortly there would be a MR. McDONALD (Pictou): The
saving in circuit allowances of $2,600. number of the men in the Police Force
I do not find that this saving has been has not been increased, and I hope the ad-
effected, but i hope the hon. gentleman ditional $1,000 asked for may notbe spent.
will reduce the expendi; ure to the sum I But last year a good deal of extra police
have named. work was called for in connection with

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : The Rideau Hall, more police protection being
Bill to which my hon. friend refers bas necessary while their Excellencies were
not yet become law. It is, therefore, travelling. I thought it better, instead of
impossible that I should estimate the ex- paying for such services out of Contingen-
penditures under that Bill. At any rate cies, to take a vote for an extra $1,000,
we have to ascertain whether the grounds to spend only when it should be required.
upon wbich this item was based are well Druing the Art Exhibition, for example,
founded or not. I do not think it would two or three extra policemen had to be
be advisable to reduce the item under retained.

present circumstances. There has been Vote agreed to.
a large increase in the population of the VI. PENITENTIARIES.
country, and we cannot anticipate the 35 Kingston.................$136,211 50
exact expenditure. Inreplyto Mr. LAKE,

Vote agreed to. MR. LeDONALD (Pictou) said the

25 Circuit Allowances, Manito-a... .$1,500 () increase for maintenance was $1,107 this
(Precis Writer of the Supreme year, being per capita, and representing a
I Court of Canada and the Ex- larger num ber of convicts than were main-
I chequer Court .. ..... .. 2,000 tained ast year. There was an increase

Clerk in the office of the Regis-
trar of the Supreme Court of of $9,500 on capital account, $4,800 being
Canada and the Exchequer granted at the request cf the )arden of
Court...................... 75 00 St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, Who

ySenior Messenger of the Supreme wanted a grist mia. A new pump and
Court cf Uaoada and the cx-

Schequer Court.............. 500 00 hydrant, with other water apparatus were
26 i Second Messenger of the Su- also required, the whole to cost $9,500.

peme Court of Canada and the MR. BLAKE said he knew that the
Exchequer Court............ 360 Warden had wanted tt grist-i a long

1 Contingeacies and Disburse-
1 ments,includingprinting, bind-
I ing and distributing Reports, Justice. But, with a sincere respect for
I Judges' travelling expenses- the Warden's good intentions, he was un-
I also salaries of Officers

(Sneriff Usher, etc.), in the
Supreme and Exchequer Courts put that miii into the institution, or would
of Canada, and $150 for books prote remunerative. Tt should te the ch-
cf Judge................W5,000 00 jent of the Governent to economise as

MJi. BLB i r.
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much as possible in the management of 1877-8, the hon. gentleman now at the
those institutions, and to provide that head of the Government deprecated very
class of employment which gave the strongly the competition of convict with
maximum of labour at the least expense free labour, and I have no doubt that the
of machinery. It was wellknownthatex- hon. gentleman has devised a plan to
pensive and delicate machinery was not oest avoid all such competition, and to pro-
suited to convict labour. He very much duce a revenue at the same time. I pre-
doubted whetherthis grist-millwouldprove sume lie would not have attacked the
remunerative. It was not enough to say late Government on this account unless
the Warden wants it ; there should be a he was prepared when he came into
tangible statenient as to the probability of office with some plan to avoid such com-
profitable resuilts, such as cheaper flour petition. I called attention to this sub-
and so forth. ject last year, but got no satisfaction. I

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said he had presume it is now all made satisfactory,
in his hands a memorandum from Mr. and the House would like to know w hat
Creighton on the subject, recommended bas been done in that direction.
by Mr. Moylan, Inspector of Peniten- MR. McDONALD I see from the
tiaries, in which the Warden stated his Public.Accounts of last year that the re-
grounds for requesting the grist-mill. The ceipts from the sale of manufactures in
building in which the mill was to be set ail the Penitentiarien were $53,115. 1
up was erected by convict labour. For *have noV the report of this year at hand,
the increased accommodation required in but, if the hon. gentleman thinks it neces-
the prison, it was essential that new en- sary, I will make the enquiry.
gines and pumping apparatus should be MR. MACKENZIE: It is not possible
supplied. He stated that an expenditure that Vhe present Government is aliowing
of $4,800 would not be large in view of any competition of convict labour with the
the fact that lie would thereby be enabled free labour?
to grind ail the four wanted in that large MR. McDONALD: I do noV know
institution, and thus save a considerable that we allow any sud competition. We
sum. endeavour to employ those conflned in

SIR RICHIARD J. CAIRTWiRIGHIT: 1these institutions, and the labourers, withi
Are there any miliers in the Penitentiary the exception, perhaps, cf a few broom-
te work the miip o makers in St. John and Halifax, are ail

MR. McDONALD (Pictou>: b should engaged upon public works. For instance,
think,from. the variety of the handicratts re- the tailors of Kingston are engaged in
presented by the prisoners, there weuld le making the uniforms for Ve Mounted
ne diffictilty in finding competent millers. Police, and clothing for the Indians cf the

SR RICHMARD J. CARTWRIGHT: North-West, and for those priseners who
I doubt that. 1 believe yeu will have te are in the other institutions; and the-
employ outside help. a is a question if shoemakers are engaged in the sa e way
any of the convicts can le trusted at that It is impossible fer me now te state ta
work, or possess for it the requisite what extent this bas been done, but if
skil. desired I will have a statement inade,

MR. BLARKE: The wrking expenses showing exactly the amount sod in the
for 188k-81 amountto $20,366. open market, and the character of tI

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I visited goods se sold.
that institution lateiy, and the priseners SIR RICHARD J. CARTWRIGH:T:
seemed te be constantly emplyed, and Per ap the hon. member for Victoria
the institution appeared te be in mest (Sir John A. Macdonald) does net take
excellent order, and we l conducted. I the same interest in the question of free
have a report from the Warden, indicat- labour in Kingston as lie did a year or
ing that lie ias net been abe, se far, te two ago. However, I would Bay te the
fnd enposyment for those who are i hon. the Minister of Justice that would
the institution. te glad if Le would e us know what

MR. MACKENZIE: I would like te decision as been corke t. I woud aise
know what the revenue las been, and the like teo know what is being done with
sources of that revenue, during the past reference tf the large amount of land
ear. I receliect that, ini the Session cf which is new under cultivation, and how
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the products of that land are value to tract system. It interferes Nvitb the
the institution. I take it for granted labour and with one of the chief objecte
that in this account is not included the of imprisonment, the relormation of the
quantity of farm produce raised on that convict. There is no way of checking or
farm by the convicts themselves. I eontrolling them, so long as they are
would like to know how that is under the under a contractor, whose business it je te
present management. get work out of th@m.

Sr JOHN A. MACDONALD: I MR. McDONALD: With reference to
would sal that my interest in this ques- the question cf the ofon. meiber for
tion continues unabated, although, per- Centre Huron, I would state that the pro-
haps, I amn net se intimatelo acquainted ceeds of the farm i1n connection with the
W*th the injurions effeets of the convict Peniten.iary are estimated by the War-
labour in Kingston as I was sorne yeare den in his report, as I am. instructed, and
ago ; but I arn bound, as a member of the the good anufactured in the Peniten-
Legisiature, still te represent that portion tiary, and eold outside, are put to the
of the Dominion. icredit of the iRecei'rer-General and appear

Mg. MACKENZIE: That is theinotheaccount.
Penitentiary. SiR RIC HARD J. CARTWRIIGHIT

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I Are these far products part of tho
cau represent the Penitentiary jut $34i000n which appears on the other eide
as well as I ever did. I of the account I
have the ainme intereat also inn MR. McDONALD: That I cannot
the iurrounding country. I have tell just now, but I am. informed they are
a joint interest woth the hon. member for not. The reports which I hold in my
Centre Huron (Si Richard J. Cart- hand show the quantity of the work doue
wright) in the county of Lennox, which at the Kingston enitentiary.
s net far from the city of Kingston, and M. BLAKE: I think it would be ex-

-the manufacturers ther ,, and the trades- tremely convenient that the arrangement
men who have been injuriously affected of the Penitentiary accounts hould be
by the competition of convict labour with suci that the receipts from the land w ih
thet in the open market. But, seriously, is worked in connection with the Peni-
I agree with all that bas been said about tentiary and the working expenses of
the 0importance of avoiding as rnuch as that land should be kept separate. It ie
possible the competition ofcthe products of easy to effect an apparent reluction in
conviet labour in the open mnarket with the the cost of maintaining the prisoners if
work of the Aonest artisan. That bas been vou obtain a large acreage of tan h adjoin-
clearly state in the annual reports, both ing the Penitentiary, the expenses of
ia England and Ireland, in the employ- working wbich are put in amongst the
ment of convict labour. In accordance general expenses, and the returns for
with that view, the cnvicts in our w Mih do :t appear anyw Iere, and are,
Peniten tiaries hiave been employed as far of course, nîl consurned in the Peniten-
as possible in the performance of stricty tiary itsel The practical reult is that
Govemet works, in aking clothing the actual cost of the land and the annual
for themselves and for other prisners, cash disbursrnents for labour, animals,
and for the Mounted Police, and similar superintendence, etc., are items which
work. It sees te me that this open must be set againet the returns and in-
competition should l e avoided as crease the cost f maintenance. There
nmuch as possible. Lt is a special rnay lte a reasen in this. While thie cost
injury to the artisan in the of maintenance at Kingston look lower
imb ediate vicinty of any prison than it dees at some other Peniten-
or Penitentiary. Lt greatly disturbs the tiaries, in point of fact a fair cmparsen
labour iarket, and renders the position mayshow ittobenotanylowerif terewere
of the artisan aid imall retailer and a separate working account showing ah the
manufacturer in the vicinity ef prisons cash expended pon it. I ask the lion.
and Penitentiaries, very Iazardous. I gentleman, whiat were the general detâils
agree with the hon. gentleman op- of this item of $20,366, workin expenses.
posite in the importance of doin away I wish t sav, with referece te the state-
as fast as peossble with the co- ment f the hon. the Firt Minister, that

S Rt RICARD J. CaRTWRIGcT.
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that I did not myself announce, when I terial were left upon our bands. I was
held the position of Minister of Justice, not aware that, during the time of the late
that I had made arrangements for the Government, and subsequently, any new
supply of work to the Public Depart- contract had been made for the use of
ments, in order to avoid competition with that machinery, but I am told now that a
free labour. In truth, I could not have contract exists for the use of that ma-
properly said that, because I could not chinery, and that large quantities of nails
get any other employnient for them than and iocks are bcing turned out. I Should
that which I did get, and I was really like to know, as a matter cf fact,
unable to observe how free labour was whether there is such a contract, what rate
any less interfered with when it was is paid for the convict labour, and whnt
deprived of profits which it would have price is being paid the contractor for the
had by working for a Government, than locks.
it would have been if it had been de- Mr. McDONALID: I understand
prived of the profits which it would have there is practically a contract, inasinuch
had in working for another person. It as the same person is stili working there
did appear to me that, if there were in the manufacture of locks, but it is
provided by the convicts a cer- only on sufferance, as it wcre. I cannot
tain number of semaphores for the give details of the information the hon.
Canadian Pacific Railway, which other- gentleman desires, but I will have areport
wise would have been manufactured by of it furnished as we go through the
machinists, a certain number of boots or Estimates.
shoes, which otherwise would have been S hICA aRD J. CAnTWRIGT
provided for by shoemakers, a certain a would like to sk the hon. the Minister
quantity of clothing, which othFrwis of Justice whether I am correct iri sup-
would have becn contracted for by posing that this item of u20,366, for
tailors, I was interfering with the working expenses, should practically be
sum. total of labour required by the deductcd from the $34,000. As it is
country just as much as if it had been statcd here, it would appear to me that the
Mr. -A. or Mr. B. who had empioyed the rcceipts are rcally put at $34,000.
convicts to do the saine labour. Again, MM. McDONALD: The ion. entle-
in getting stone for the Miiitary College, man xviii sec tht the maintenance is put
and Public Works, I do not think it down at $57,396, and working expenses
was wrong to do those things, and I fail to at $20,366. And then there are retiring

ie how the stonemasons of Kingston gratuities, and everything that is not
were less injured by that otone having l charged to capital account goes to give
been got by the convicts than if it had the aggregate expenses of the institution.
been used in the erection of a mansion for Then the $34,000, or the amoun t shown
yoursclf, Mr. Chairman, in the city of as rcceived from ail soures deducted
Kingston. I agoree with a great deal the from that woud give the real cost of the
hon. gentleman said with reference to insritutionduring the ycar. I hope to get
the contract system. I think these insti- passed an Act authorising thbappointment
tutions ought to be made self-sustaining. of an accountant for thesc institutions.
The gros expense is enormous, and some- For varions reasons I was not able to in-
thin, ought to be donc in the way of sist upon the reforni which J was last
reducing the maintenance or increasing year authorised to make by thce appoin-
the production in these institutions. I ment of an accountant, but 1 propose to
agrep that there are great ivils in do so at once, and the resu t of that wil
the contract system, and I would be de- be, hope, to enable me sp to improve
lighted if anys other mode could be adopted the maner in whieh the accounts are
for utilising convict labour than the con- kept in a:l these institutions as to put in
tract system. When I left office, there a much more convenient fori ail the
was no contract in the Penitentiary at agls information which I think should be
We had made efforts to continue sone of given.
the old contracts, but unsuccessful]y. MR. ANGLIN: It sees to me we
There was a certain amothet of machinery ought to have these accounts furnished
*which had been used in a former much more in detail than they are at pre-
lock contract. That machinery and ma- sent, and I trust these details willbe laid
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before the House before we are asked to
concur in this particular vote. Hon.
genlemen opposite, two or three yearsago,
strongly denouiced the Government of
the day because they allowed the products
of Penitentiary labour to come into con-
petition with the free labour of the
country, but they have been unable
to devise ariv means of carrying
out the principles they endeavoured
to inculcate in the long and earnest
speeches delivered in this louse
and elsewhere. We find they acknow-
ledge they are following in precisely the
same footsteps, in this respect, as their
predecessors. lion. gentlemen insisted
that ineans could be found. and would be
found, if they were in ofice, of prevent-
ing conviet labour from coming into con-
pe tition with free labour, but nothing has
been done by them in that direction. I
must confess I was quite surprised to find
that celery entered into the ordinary diet
of Penitentiary convicts. Celery is re-
garded as a luxury, and there are, pro-
bably, many honest persons who do not
taste it from one year's end to another.
I do not suppose, bowever, that celery is
given to the conviets. It is grown for
the officers of the institution, but it ought
not to appear in the Public Accounts at
such an enormous price. I would sug-
gest, with reference to the grist-mill, in all
humility, that the hon. gentleman should
carry out the principle adopted in refer-
ence to the Tariff, of consulting business
men in regard to the establislment of
that mill. If be did, I think he would
find there is no mnoiey to be saved by
putting up a grist-mill, to grind the smaîl
quantity of flour used by these convicts.
The labour of the conviets should be em-
ployed in grinding the grain required for
the institution.

MR. CASGRAIN: The item of
$10,000 for the construction of a grist-
mill is rather a heavy one, and if it is
added to that sum 7 per cent. interest and
the loss by wear and tear to the grinding
machine, it will be seen that the cost of the
bread will be rather too heavy. The con-
victs, at a comparatively trivial cost, could
be made to grind the wheat for their own
bread, and it would be found that a
limited speculatio of this character
would be the most proftable.

MR. MILLS : We all remember very
distinctly how bon. gentlemen opposite

Mit. ANGLIN.

deplored the management of these insti-
tutions under their predecessors. We
also remember very distinctly the argu-
ments of hon. gentlemen against bringing
convict labour into competition with free
labour. They told us the system then in
vogue was all wrong, and that, if they
clanged places, there would be no
difficulty in discovering a solution of
the evil complained of. The hon.
gentlemen have been in office now nearly
two years, and, instead of having found
any remedy for the evil, they have actually
reproduced it in a more aggravated form.
It is proposed to cstablish a
mill, in which the convicts shall
be compelled to grind their own flour.
But, Sir, if this institution is to be made
eflicient, it must be self-supi ort ng, and,
if the convicts are to be efhcientiy em-
ployed, it must be in the production of
thinîgs that can be sold in the open
market outside, and in those trades and
callings which will be of practical utility
to the convicts when they are set at
liberty. I say that, instead of seeking to
mislead the public, and make the people
dissatisfied with the way in which the
persons in the Penitentiaries are em-
ployed, the hon. gentleman ought to
admit his position to be indefeisible. It
is of great importance that persons in
Penitentiaries should be efficiently em-
ployed, and that they should, in a large
degree, be made self-supporting.

MR. CURRIER : I have no doubt it
is, or ought to be, the study of the Gov-
ernment to reduce the expense of keep-
ing our convicts to the lowest possible
figure. I doubt if the construction of
this grist-mill will tend in that direction.
I know something about mills, and I do
not think it would be a good investment,
merely for the purpose of grinding the
'wheat to feed the prisoners. As hon.
gentlemen will see. the differ ence between
the price of wheat and the price of flour
is very small, and it might require a large
number of convicts to be employed on it.

MR. MACKENZIE : You might have
to employ a miller.

MR. CURRIER: So that the construe-
tion of that mill will not tend to reduce
the expenses per capita of the prisoners.
Besides,$10,000 would be a sum quite in-
adequate for the construction of a mill of
that kind.
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MR. BLAKE: The amount to be set
apart for the mill is $4,800 only.

MR. CURRIER : I do not see how
,they can build one for $4,800.

Vote agreed to

.26 St. Vincent de Paul ............ .$1,800.02

MR. BLAKE : Will the hon. gentle-
man explain the items for maintenance
and working expenses ; there is an in-
crease in both.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): The in-
crease in maintenance is partly due to
the increase of population from 325 last
year to 400 this year. It was ascertained
that the amount per capita ($76) was not
sufficient to cover the actual expenditure;
and we now estimate the cost at $81 per
capita or an increase of $5. The $2,000
increase in the working expenses is owing
to the fact that last year there was a con-
siderable stock of hay and straw on hand
and it was expected that the farm would
produce the rest. This year there will be
no stock on band and the farn does not
produce sufficient.

MR. BLAKE : T'he increase in
maintenance is practically $7 a head.
The amount per head in KingstDn
Penitentiary was $74, and it was
thought necessary to put on $2 more per
head for St. Vincent de Paul; and now
another $5 is added.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I can
only explain it by saying that the cost of
the neoessaries of life is higher in the
Province of Quebec. Everything is ten-
dered for, and every effort is used to keep
down the expenditure. It was formerly
thought that the heavier expense in this
respect was due to the fac of St.
Vincent de Paul being out of the way ;
but that cause is to a certain
extent removed by the railway
now running in that locality. The
fact of the matter is that the scale of
prices appear ta be greater. Theres is
every desire to economise, but the prac-
tical result is as has been stated.

Mi. BLAKE : As the railroad bas
removed the cause to which I, when in
office, attributed theextra cost of mainten-
ance of St. Vineent de Paul Penitentiary,
there is no longer any reason for that
extra cost, unless the members from
Montreal will say that Montreal is a
dearer place to live in than Kingston.

Ma. GAULT : The cost of maintenance

ought ta be much less at St. Vincent de
Paul than it is at Kingston.

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): Not at ail;
nothing of the kind.

Some HoN. MEMBERS : Ordor.
MR. GAULT : Groceries and meat,

and provisions of every sort can be had
cheaper at Montreal than at Kingston;
and so can clothing; but I go further,
I say that the expenditure in maintaining
these institutions, as wellasail branchesof
the Civil Service, should be reduced sone
10 or 20 per cent. The men connected
with these institutions are overpaid ; they
and their families get their provisions,
and sd forth, over and above salary.

MR. McDONALD (Pictou) : Some of
the higher officers may be paid too high
a salary in sone cases, perhaps, but the
keepers and others of that class of ser-
vants do not receive more than is
required to secure efficient men. Another
cause of increased expenditure in St.
Vincent de Paul is that there are a
larger number of male prisoners than at
Kingston, engaged in manual labour, thus
resulting in a larger consumption of food
and clothing than those engaged in
sedentary occupations, such as tailors and
shoemakers. Everything is supplied on
contract, except mere articles of food or
other articles that may bave fallen short.
Contracts are taken for all supplies and
are rigidly enforced. These are well
scrutinised; but, practically, it is a fact
that we do not get the supplies as cbeaply
as at Kingston.

MR. BLAKE: As to outdoor employ-
ment, when I was in office, we had the
men employed not only on the farm but
in making bricks and in the quarries;
but, in view of the finishing of the Peni-
tentiary shortly, that will let the men
free from that work, so far as the
larger portion of the convicts are con-
cerned. What is ta be done with this
excess of labour ?

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I think
there will be no difficulty as to the em-
ployment of convicts at that Penitentiary
hereafter, in the making of bricks. I
understand that a contract bas been ob-
tained by the Warden of a favourable
character, which will enable him to em-
ploy the men in the manufacture of that
article. Besides, the bon. the Minister of
Public Works has arranged for a further
extension of the institution which is re-
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quired, in the shape of another wing, and referred to some extra amounts. Are
he expects to engage all persons who are we to understand that the bulk of this
fit to work in the institution. With re- item is of tho same character as last
gard to the statement of the hon. member year ?
for Montreal West (Mr. Gault), that the MR. McDONALD (Pictou). Yes,
prices of food were as cheap at Montreal as with the exception of the sums specially
in Kingston, I may say that I do not know mentioned.
that he was kind enough to give us any MR. BLAKE: 1 observe that the
advice ; and I shall be very glad to take number of convicts to be maintained in
any advice or receive any suggestions 400, instead of 325, the number provided
with a view to economising in these in- for last year. 1 suppose that is in conse-
stitutions. quence of the capauity of the Penitentiary

MR. BLAKE : I would recommend being enlarged.
the hon. Minister to stick to the system MR. McDONALD (Pictou): Yes, and
of letting by tender. there is an item for the addition of

Sx ALBERT J. SMITH: I would another wing, to accommodate 120 per-
like to enquire why the proportionate sons.
number of guards is se much larger at St. Mn. BLAKE: Last year the
Vincent de Paul than at Kingston. hon, gentleman stated that the
There may be some special reason for increase was due to the depression
this that 1 am n ot a ware of. of business, which caused the crime.

Mr. BLAfKE: No doubt the reason is I suppose the increase this year is owing
that, duringq the completion of the Peni- to the expected revival of trade wicb is to
tentiary, a considerable number of guards follow the policy of hon. gentlemen
were required. It is evident that you opposite. At any rate, this is the only
cannot decrease the number of guards as evidence I can observe of the C-overnment
yen decrease the number of convictb. providing for an increase in business.

Mr. McDONALD (Pictou) : It is also Are the bad times neyer to end?'
evident that the greater the number MR. McDONALD (Pictou): We can
employed outside the more guards are neither correct the morals of the people
required. nor make good timmes in an hour. The

Mr. ANGLIN: In K ngston the num- bad effect f the adinistratin of on.
ber of guards is six, and the number of gentlemen oppsite wa not confined
keepers three. The number of other em- to the pockets ef the pedple.
ployés i exatly the sameci. MR. LONGLEY : Judging from the

It being Six o'clock, the Speaker left sum the chaplain receives, I think the
the Chair. morals of the inmate of the Peniteu-

After e tiary must be carefully looked after.
MR. qBLrKE There are two chaplain,

BILLS INTRODUCED. one Roman Catholic and the other Pro
The folowing Bis (rom the Senate) testant.

were severally introduced and read t MR. McDOXALD (Pictu) : I hope
firet lime the hn. gentleman does net begrudge th

Bil (No. 90) To amend ad consoidate the convcts any comfort they derive from the
laws respecting Indians.-(Sir John A. MAac- chaplains.
donald.) MR. LONGLEY: Weil, 1 may simply

Bi (No. 91 Respecting iorchester Peniten remark that the convicts in the Nova
tiary.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.) Scotia iPenitentiary receive the benefitBie (No. 92) Further to continue in force, for of pravers at $100 a term, and at that
a imited time, the better Prevention of Crime
Act, 1878.-(Mr. ocDynald, Pictou. rate I think the chaplains of the

SUPPLY. Penitentiary under discussion would be
It PNITENTIÂMES. well paid if they got $400 a year. 

observe aise that the sum of $500 a year
flouse again re8oIved into Committee of Sup. is paid to the matron. I know hundreds

pYo of instances in wich fehales, as inteoli-
(In the Committee.) gent and fairly respectable, render as

36 St. Vincent de Paul..........$81,800.02 vaitabe services as the matron for $60 a
MR. BLAKEp: The hon. Minister year. It would be an enviable state of

MM. McDONOLD.
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things if all the females of the country in religions matters. Political influence
were in such a good position as the should have nothing to do with lis ap-
matron of this institution. If no improve- pointaent. He wanted to know the
ment in the matter of salary and other- naines and denorinations of the Peni-
wise can be effected now, it is to be tentiary chaplainE. He thought there
hoped that what is said now may bear had been unjust appointments, and
good fruit. that ail denonations should be fairly

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): I do not represented.
think that the officers of the higher grade In reply to Mr. BLAKE,
are too highly paid-that a manperforming Mi. McDONALD (Pictou) said there
the duties of Mr. Creighton, taking into were no female convicts in the St. Vin-
account his entire competency and the cent de Paul Penitentiary ; they were
careful manner in which he administers sent to Kingston, to which place le
the afiairs of that large institution, is thought they would continue to bo sent
over paid at $2,600 a year. The same even after the completion of the St. Vin-
may be said of his deputy, who occupies cent de Paul institution.
a responsible and arduous position. If In reply to Mr. BUNSTER,
the hon. gentleman visited some of those in- MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said le
dtitutions, he would come to the conclusion could not at present give particulars as to
t'aat the officials are not paid too well. the names and denoninations of ail the
Taking into accunt the ordinary salaries Penitentiary chaplains. There was a
paid to clergymen, I do not think Catholic and a Protestant chaplain at
the amount for the chaplain, under oach large institution.
the circurastances, can be considered Vote agreed tt.
large. 0f course it is larger for 37 Dorchester ............... $5430.0
the clergymen of the larger institu- MR. LONGLEY said He thought this
tions tha for those of the smallert; be- item large, and would like explanations.
cause those at the smaller prisons have MR. McDONALD (Pictou) said there
parishes in the neighbourhood, and do not was an entirely new item of 16,280, for-
devote their whole time to the care of the the expense of reorgansing and setting
prssoners. in order the new institution, and furnish-

MR. LONGLEY said that, without ing it. That item sould be deducted
desiring to depreciate those prison clergy- froa the $54,c00. That sum was the
mon, he thouglt that in, nineteen cases nstimate; it had not yet been spent, how-
out of twenty, clergymen were not too over. They hopod to occupy the insti-
well paid. Thon again, $560 was tution early in the season. e did not
a pretty fair sMlary for an ordin- propose to spend more of the estimate
ary' sort of man, a gardener. Beyond than was absolutely necessary. Some
dispute, a great many intelligent, indus- Penitontiary furnishings mighit be takon
trious mon throughout the country from St. John and some from ialifax.
workod ail through the year for one Wliatver was vluable would be utilised
fourth that amocant. There was a and transferrod with the prisonors to the
generosity manifested toward those newinstitution. They could nt set iin
officiais, ex-00ding greatly that exhibited oporatibn sucl a large institution without
in the case of officiais outside the favoured a considerable txponditur .
precincts of Government institutions. ar Mg. BLAKE said e feared, fro
the interest of the country, it was time the largness of this estimate, that the
there was a reform io ths respect ; there b opes of econoy formed in connction
cahould be less liberality in paying those with this new institution whra not likly
officiais. Suci salaries ground down the te be realised. The item for salaries was
poor for the benefit cf people in botter $95,300 whie that for the salaries for the
circumstances. St. John and Hlalifax institutions, last.

MR. BUNSTER said ho would liko te year, reachOd bt $20,530. In St. John
know if the chaplains cf the Poniten- Pniteiitiary, owing to the arrangement
tiaries were at ail prejudiced, 0 far as made before Confederation and continuin
religion was concerned. It was v wry ever sincen the staf was obliged to take
delicate th apoint a clergyman to a pri- charge of a very large numb r cf short-
son, unless ho was thorougly independent time prisoners as well-the number ar
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exceeding the number of Penitentiary
convicts that could be at all expected froin
Prince Edward Island. Besides,thoseshort-
time prisoners were very mucli more difficult
to handle than the long-time prisoners.
They were more difficult to get into habits
of discipline, and it required a greater
degree of management and care to handle
the Penitentiary, composed, as it was, of
a certain number of long-termn and a cer-
tain number of short-term prisoners, than
if it had been composed of the same num-
ber of long-term men. Now, while they
had two separate institutions, two
Wardens, and two sets of oficers, an
estimate of 160 for St. John and 90
for Halifax, altogether 250 persons,
they had salaries of $20,500. It seemed
to him thau this was a very disappoint-
ing exhibition. He had been strongly in
favour of the erection of the new
Penitentiary. He thought it would be a
good thing in the interests of the country
in economy as well as in the interests of
prison discipline, that there should be
a first-class Penitentiary for the Maritime
Provinces. But certainly, if lie had sup-
posed that it was proposed to organise the
staff at Dorchester upon a more expensive
and extensive scale than the aggregate
staff of the two old Penitentiaries, taking
charge, as they did, of the short-term
prisoners at St. John, he would have
hesitated a long time before concurring in
any such expenditure. He agreed in the
proposition that they could not reduce the
expenditure of a Penitentiary proportion-
ately to the number of convicts. But
that observation had its limits, as they
knew from what was done in Halifax with
referencetoguardsandkeepers and salaries,
and from what was dotie in St. John. But
here they had forty-four officers for Dor-
chesterPenitentiary, andtheyhadonlyfifty-
seven, a full complement, for St. Vincent
de Paul Penitentiary. They had a num-
ber which was disproportionate, if they
looked to what was done in Halifax or St.
John. In St. Vincent de Paul they had
twenty-four guards only for 400 convicts,
while there were twenty guards for 120
convicts at Dorchester. It seemed to him
that in this, as in some other parti-
culars, the staff was proposed to be or-
ganised on altogether too expensive a
scale. Referring to what the hon. member
who had just made some observations
had said, there was of course, a difficulty

MR. BLAKE.

in retrenching the salaries already
established. The evil ways of the pre-
decessors of the present Government had
been too much trodden in. In this parti-
cular they had endeavoured to retrench ;
they had not increased any Penitentiary
salaries; the salaries ot existing officers
were retained and those of new ones as
far as possible reduced. But it was another
thing altogether when a new institution
was to be organised, when they were com-
mencing with a clean alate, in which they
might consider both the salary that should
be attached to officerà who were not yet
appointed, and also the extent of the staff.
If the staff of one institution was to
cost a great deal more in salary and be
larger in numbers than the two staffs
that were required to control more mei
in two separate institutions, it is a verv
extraordinary result.

MR. McDONALD: I suppose it would
have been well if the hon. member, in
building the central institution at Dor-
chester, had calculated the requirements
of the institution. It is true we can only
get 120 people there now. But at this
moment there are about 30, if not more,
convicts from the Maritime Provinces in
Kingston, whoni we were obliged to trans-
port to that prison for want of room. The
result is that we would be obliged imme-
diately to add to the institution another
wilg to accommodate even the prisoners
that are convicted in the Lower Provinces.
The hon. gentleman himself ob-
served that we require for an in-
stitution containing from 120 to 200
people, a staff almost as large as for one
containing double the number, particu-
larly in an institution in the circum-
stances in which that at Dorchester is
now placed. The difference in the aggre-
gate amount of the salaries between the
two institutions of Halifax and St. John,
and the salaries in Dorchester, arises
principally from the amount allowed for
guards. The Inspector of Penitentiaries
states, in his report, that, inasmuch as
there was no fence, no wall, and no pro-
tection outside the doors of the institu-
tion for prisoners engaged in work, if
they were to be so employed, there
must be a larger than ordi-
nary staff of keepers employed until
such time as the niecessary repairs were
made. In Halifax, there is a solid
mass of stone-wall, many feet high,
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which enables a small number of men to
keep under their eye the whole body of the
prisoners while engaged in labour within
the walls. I understand the same
observation will apply to St. John.
With the exception of that requirement,
let me compare the salaries proposed to
be given to some of the officers at Dor-
chester, and those given always heretofore
to the same grade of officers at Kingston
and St. Vincent de Paul. The War-
den at. Kingston gets $2,600, the War-
den at Dorchester, $2,000. The Deputy
Warden at Kingston gets $1,400, the
Deputy Warden at Dorchester, $1,200.
The Accountant at Kingston gets $1,000,
and at Dorchester, $900. The Surgeon at
Kingston gets $1,800, and at Dorchester,
$1,200. The Chaplains at Kingston ge't
$1,200 each, at Dorchester, 6500 each.
The Chief Keeper gets $800 in both
cases. All the other minor salaries are
somewbat sinilar, except that, in Kings-
ton and St. Vincent de Paul, the Warden
is allowed a Clerk, which is not allowed
in the Dorchester Penitentiary. So that,
except where the salaries are such as I
thought ought not te be reduced, the
salaries of the other officers are all lower,
and the estimates in that respect are on
the side of economy. The twenty guards
have $9,000, aild the three keepers have
$1,000. The numbers and cost at St.
John and Halifax are as follows : St.
John, eight guards, $3,500, three keepers,
$1,500, or $5,000 in all. At Halifax,
the keepers and guards receive $8,200.
If we are to maintain the institution with
efficiency at all, keeping in view some-
thing like an equalisation in salaries be-
tween that and other institutions of the
sane kind, I cannot see how the House
can be asked to reduce the estimates. I
trust that within a year or two, the per-
son responsible for the estimates in this
institution will be able to show that it is
possible to dispense with some of the
laboar included in these items.

MR. BLAKE : With reference to the
suggestion that this Penitentiary should
have been built at first large enough to
acommnojdate all the prisoners for some
time to come-

MR. AMcDONALID : The hon. gentle-
man misunderstood me : I said large
enough at any rate to accommodate those
now waiting to be confined in it.

MfR. BLAKE : The hon. gentleman

said that, for want of that, thirty men
were sent to Kingston. I venture to say
they were not sent to Kingston for that
reason, because the Dorchester Peniten-
tiary had not been built. It was
ascertained that the proper and most
economical mode would be to build a
central building, the rooms and that sort
of work to be of the full and permanent
size, also to build one of the wings and,
as was done at St. Vincent de Paul, to
place as nany of the convicts as could be
placed in that wing, and to use a portion
of the apartments whioh, being bilt for
the Penitentiary of a large size, w ould be
far larger than would be requir-d at first
to niake temporary cells in them for the
accommodation of the renminiug convicts.
The.question was carefully gone into, and,
according to the then ratio of the increase
of crime and the then number of
convicts, it was estiiated that the
amount of accommodation that would be
so afforded would be ample to commence
with. It was thought extremely important
to reserve for convict labour as large a
portion of the construction of the Peni-
tentiary as possible. That is the explana-
nation with reference to the amount of
accommnadation which at the start was in-
tended to be provided for at the Dor-
chester Penitentiary. As to the hon.
gentleman's suggestion that it is necessary
to preserve some sort of equalisation be-
tween the salaries in the different institu-
tions, I do not agree with him on that
view. The Penitentiary Act itself states,
I think, three grades, or, at any rate, a
minimum and a maximum grade for the
different salaries. It is impossible to
talk of equality with reference to the
responsibilities connected with an institu-
tion designed to accommodate 150 or 180
convicts, and one which accomumodates
700 or 800 convicti. The situations are
entirely different. I am not now discus-
sing the question whether $2,000 is a sum
too large or too small for the Warden,
but to the general proposition that it is a
great evidence of economy not to have
given the maximum salary prescribed by
law for the Wardens of all thePenitentiaries,
I must demur. Then, again, I concur that
the surgeon wIo has for many years re-
ceived $1,400 for the care of 700 or
800 prisoners in Kingston, should
receive an addition of $400 a year to his
salary in consequence of the insane
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criminals being added to his charge. An
hon. gentleman informs me it was $1,200,
which is the same as the surgeon of the
Dorchester Penitentiary receives. I do not
agree that the duties of the surgeon of the
Kingston Penitentiary, with the criminal
lunatics added to his charge, duties
which involve the care of between 700
and 800 criminals, at all correspond with
the duties of the surgeon of Dorchester
Penitentiary. I do not think there is
rhyme or reason in fixing the salary of the
latter qfficer according to that view, for it
is an excessive salary for those duties. I
believe it was alleged, and with truth,'
that the practice of Dr. Lavelle -was
almcst entirely broken up in consequence
of the constant attendance required by
bis clientèle in the Penitentiary. It
would be a different thing entirely if there
were only 200 convicts instead of 750;
there would be presumably only one-third
the attendance required. Why should
the salary be the same, then i With
reference to the chaplains, I may observe
that, in the larger Penitentiaries, it was
the understanding that the chaplains
would have no other care than the cure of
souls. Their sole business was to attend
to the spiritual concerns of the convicta
within the walls. But I do not pre-
sume it is intended to apply that to
Dorchester any more than to Manitoba
or British Columbia, in which the princi-
ple that was adopted by the late Govern-
ment was to procure the services of some
suitable minister for that purpose, whose
ordinary duties brought him into con-
venient relations with the Penitentiary
itself. The suggestion of the hon. gentle-
man that additional force is required so
long as the wall is not built is certainly a
reasonable one. I quite agree with bim
that, while the convicts are building the
wall, it is impossible to go on without
some additional assistance. I hope that,
in making the appointments in that con-
nection, such arrangements will be made
as will enable him to dispense with the
services of certain of the guards as soon as
the necessity has ceased. May I ask how
many female convicts there are in the
Penitentiary for the Maritime Provinces.

Ma. McDONALD: I think not more
than six or seven. I am instructed that
it is necessary to have a matron. At
first I thought there was no necessity for
a matron for so small a number of con-

MR. BLAKE.

victs, but the officers say it is just as re-
quisite to have a matron for three or four
as for twenty. The matron will reside in
the establishment.

Mia. ANGLIN: The whole expendi-
ture is unquestionably too large, and it
will be utterly impossible to reduîce the
expenditure if we start on this scale.
Just glance at the figures. In Kingston
we find one officer for every ten pri-
soners; in St. Vincent de Paul, one offi-
cer for about every eight pri-
soners; in Dorchester one for every
four prisoners. That is a most un-
reasonable provision, and if we ex-
amine the details it appears loose.
At the Dorchester Penitentiary, where
there are only 120 convicts, I can see no
necessity for a Deputy Warden. A
hospital overseer is unneoessarily em-
ployed bere, at a salary of $560 a year,
to wait until some one gets sick to attend
to. Then could not the accountant, at
the same time, be storekeeper and school-
master? Two teamsters, at a salary
of $500 each, are employed. Could not
that work be done by the convicts?
Taking it all in all it is manifest we are
starting here on a scale of un-
precedented extravagance. As the in-
tention is not to employ all the
keepers pormanently, it would be well
to distinguish between those who are to
be employed permanently and those who
are merely engaged temporarily, so that
those temporarily engaged, would not be
able to make any claim against the
Government for vested interests. With
regard to the chaplains, $500 per annum
seems to be a reasonable sum to allow
clergymen living at a distance.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou): In an-
swer to the hon. gentlemen, I would say, I
cannot understand why a mechanic is not
worth as much in Dorchester as he is in
St. Vincent de Paul or Kingston. The
general details which the hon. gentleman
bas criticised were settled by persons
officially responsible for the due perform-
ance of their duties, and wbo, from their
long experience and known ability, were
the most competent to deal with them.
The hon. gentleman will pardon me if I
accept the recommendation of these
officials in preference to that of the hon.
gentleman, who has not displayed re-
markable sagacity in recommending that
convicts should be employed as teamsters,
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who have to travel all over the country
in the diseharge of their duties.
I do not think, under the circumstances,
we shall be called upon to take the hon.
gentleman's view of the requirements of
the several classes of persons who will
properly fil the positions in the ser-
vice of this institution. The hon. gen-
tleman complained that there were
keeper instructors who were men of
considerable intelligence in the particular
branch of mechanics they had charge of.
The hon. gentleman ought to know that for
the first few years the labour of the con-
victs will be employed under the super-
intendence of these mechanic instructors
in the construction of a wall round the
building and additional wings to the in-
stitution itself. Therefore, it was con-
sidered advisable that, in order to utilise
to the best advantage the labour of these
people, heads of the various mechanical
departments should be appointed to take
charge of the several departments.
With regard to the farmer gardener, it is
absolutely necessary to have a man of
proper skill and intelligence to utilise
the fertile belt of land surrounding the
institution, and I do not think $)60 a
year is too much to give a man capable
of performing these duties. I am satis-
fied that there is not a single officer on
the list of officials whose services are
not absolutely necessary for the proper
care and conduct of the institution.
With reference to the suggestion that the
guards should nct become permanently
attached to the institution, it is my pur-
pose to employ every keeper and guard,
now in Halitax or St. John, who is not
too old or not otherwise incapacitated,but
with the distinct understanding that,
whenever, from the advanced state of the
works or the fulfilment of other conditions
it is expedient to dispense with their ser-
vices, they shall have no claim for perma-
nent employment in connection with the
institution.

MR. ANGLIN : What I said in re-
gard to the eniployment of mechanics was
that, if we have a blacksmith instructor,
I did not see why we should also have an
engineer and machinist. What sort of
mach inery is he to attend toi

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou) : I omitted
to explain, with reterence to the engineer-
ing machinist, that the institution is
heated by steam fron a large boiler built

into some part of the lower apartinents ;
and I am told that it would he very dan-
gerous to the building and the iniates
for a person not accustomed to take care
of boilers of that description to be placed
in charge of it, and that it is necessary to
have some persons skilled in engineering.

Ma. ANGLIN: It seems to me that
$780 is a great deal to pay every year for
that work. We know that in hundreds of
private houses, where the heating is done
by steam, all this care is necessary, just
as much as in this Penitentiary; but you
would never think of incurring such an
enormous expense for simply watching
the boiler. 1 think a skilled blacksmith
night very well attend to that work; and
that it would be quite possible for two
persons to do all the work of four of the
men included in this staff. I would like
to know-if this institution is really to be
worked economically-why there should
be a Warden and a deputy-warden to take
charge of 120 men, unless the Warden in
to be the head, and to be allowed to drive
about while his deputy is discharging his
duties. I would like to know too what
an accountant has to do in an establish-
ment of this kind. Is it to keep account
of the stores ? Then he must go to the
storekeeper. There is no pay list, and we
are not to have a manufactory established
there ; and even if there was I really can-
not see what necessity there is for an ac-
countant, or what lie can have to do in that
establishment beyond the work which the
storekeeper n:ight very well do himself.
Then there is a matron and a deputy-
matron.

Ma. McDONALD (Pictou): I was in-
formed by the officers of the Department
that these were necessary.

MR. ANGLIN : We are are not here
to be instructed by any officer in the De-
partment ; the members of this House are
competent to judge whether so many
officials are required. Then, as to the
two teamsters, the ion. gentleman says
these teanisters are to be sent over the
country. What in the world for ? All
the supplies, being tendered for, are
are brought to the institution by the con-
tractors. I have some acquaintance with
the duties of teansters; but what they
are to go over the country for I cannot
define, nor is it to be conjectured. I can-
not see any economy in the readjustment
of this staff. We talk of the extraordin-
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ary expense of maintenance at St. Vin- from a good distance- aboutfi-e miles
cent de Paul, where 400 convicts are to and will require the use of a horse and
cost $32,497.52 ; but the proportionate vehicle in order to be in attend-
cost of maintenance is about the same at ance to perform bis duties. 1 think,
Dorchester, where the Intercolonial -Rail- therefore, that some additional allowance
way runs close to the Penitentiary. The ,hou1d be made to the Catholic clergyman
merchants of the Lower Provinces will to defray bis expenses of driving. That
not surely say that they cannot furnish subject, I have no doubt, will receive due
supplies as cheaply as at Kingston, flour consideration. 1 would lile to ask when
perhaps excepted, Sir, why there should the Penitentiary is likely to Le ready for
be sucb an extraordiuary increase in the occupation, and whether it is intended in
expenditure in these Penitentiaries I can- the course of the summer to construct one
not see; but such an increase is going on. of the wings to give increased accommoda-
With regard to the skill appointed on tion.
this staf, J regard it as one of the mo dt MR. McDONALD (Picton): J hope
unprecedented extravagances. the institution will h ready for occupa-

SIR SAMUEL L. TJLLEY: It is tion by the commencement of the financial
very natural that the younger members year; and believe the .lik the Minister
of this Iouse should criticise this esti- of Publie Works proposes to make
mate; but I must say that was sur- arrangements for the construction of an
prised when the lion. member for West additional wing as early as circumstances
Drham (Mr. Blake) turned, in such a will permit.
patronising manner, to the hon. member Mu. BLAKEL J hope to receive a
for Annapolis, and said that ho quite repetition of those cheers which greeted
agreed with him in regard to what i the ion. the Finance Minister a few mo-
called this largely increasing expenditure ments ago, when J read the record of ex-
on the Penitentiaries, and that we should penditure on Penitentiaries which he very
put a stop to it ; and J thought J would ingeniously referred to for the purpose of
look over the tables of expenditure rom showing that was not justifed in the
1873 down to the last year of the late remarks I had made. I did state that the
Administration. took the years Penitentiaries cost too muc money, and
1873-4, 1874-5, 1875-6f 1876-7, 1877-8, that it was important to sec that thes
and 1878-9, and f find that the expenses were reduced, and that in
average expenditure on Penitentiaries for organising a staff care should be taken to
these years was $327,484, against the put it on an economical basis ; but J
present estimate of $313, 711, notwith- guarded myseif agahst makng any
standing the increased expenditure this charge of extravagance against the Gov-
year at Kingaton, and the $8,000 addi- ernment which preceded the late Admin-
tional in Manitoba. istration. As appears by the comparative

SIR ALBERT J. SMITHI: J really Istatement referred to by the hon. the
think, in regardbto the erection of thewalls, Minister of Finance, the expenditure on
there will Le more than two teamsters re- Penitentiaries for 1873-4 was $395,551.

Audintrato n I took the yearsTeepndtr i na- al ices

to complain of in that respect, and with ing one therefore, it would be naturally
reference to the number of guards, when expected that in each of these years fol-
the institution is completed, if they are lowing 1873-4 there would e an increase
reduced, and put in the same pro- on this $395,551. ut we find that in
portion as at St. Vincent de Paul, 1874-5 the expendture was $337,593,
there will Le a saving of $6,000, or a reduction of about $58,000; in
Bo that reallP the amount for 1875-6 it was $3 12,015, or a reduction
salaries would be reduced to $19,000. upon the preceding year of $25,000.
With reference to th chaplains, J want and a reduction on the first-mentioned
to caîl the attx ntion of tho hon. the Min- year of $83,000 ; fer 1876-7 (my first
ister of Justice to the fact that, while year) the expenditure was$303,169, or a
there is a resident clergyman in Dor- further reduction on the previous year 6f
chester, and I presume le is resident and $9,000, and a total reduction oa the first
lives very near to the institution, the mentioned year of $92,000. The
Catholic clergyman will require to come expenditure for 1877-8 (y second

MR. ANGLIN.
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and only further year) was $308,102, an
increase ot $5,000 on the preceding year,
but a nett decrease, on the first year of
the comparative statement of $88,000 or
thereabouts.

SIR SAMUEL L. TILLEY : The hon.
member admits that only $5,000 ad-
ditional was asked for the two years 1878,
and 1879. The hon. ientleman censured
the Government for tleir large estimates,
but I think it is evident that the late
Government were liberalin theirestimates.
The hon. member says there was a sudden
jump in 1873 up to $379,000. I do not
know what lead to that increase. The
figures showclearly,in view of all circum-
stances, that the estimates of my hon.
friend are less than they were last year.

MR. LONGLE Y: I think that a War-
den having a salary of $2,600 should be
able to get along without a deputy. Most
of us are aware of the extravagance which
prevailed under the late Administration,
but I want to see some improvement
under the direction of public affairs by
this Government.

MR. JONES: I scarcely think the
salaries are too much. I notice one item
of $16,000 for organising, expenses of
tools, and transfer of the whole plant;and
I would like to ask any hon. gentleman
who is acquainted with saw-mills, whether
he could transfer the plant for less than
$16,000. I think that item is quite a
reasonable one.

Vote agreed to.

38 Manitoba......................$25,573.50

Ma. BLAKE said he could not approve
of the proposal to increase the salary of
the Warden of this Penitentiary from
$1,400 to $2,000. The Penitentiaries
Act, passed in 1875, showed the intention
of Parliament withreference tothegeneral
scales of expenses of the officers of the
Penitentiaries. It was ebvious they
must be paid at different rates, according
to the different character of the institu-
tions. The inaximum sum was $2,600,
and the minimum $1,000. It was not pos-
sible to conceive any good reason for
giving the Warden of such a small institu-
tionas the Manitoba Penitentiary,$2,000.
Instead of keeping bis salary down to the
minimum, it was proposed to ad-
vance it to a point approximating to
the maximum, or the salaries
proper to large institutions like St.

Vincent de Paul and Kingston.
This increase of 50 per cent. was proposed
in a serious assembly of business men be-
cause the Warden had to entertain per-
sons visiting that country. That explana-
tion did seem really ridiculous. Some-
thing near the minimum salary in this
case ought to be fixed. It ought not to
be increased partly because he had been
provided with a better establishment and
other advantages. The expenditure for
the smaller Penitentiaries sbould cer-
tainly be kept down, because at the best
they would prove terribly expensive con-
sidering all tLe work they could do. An
increase of $600 in the case of tbis
Warden, wbo had so little to do, coin-
pared with the Warden of Dorchester or
St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary, did ap-
pear an act of extravagance.

MR. PLUMB said there wax a neces-
sity for a constantly growing expenditure
in this direction. He was somewhat sur-
prised at the argument of the hon.
member for West Durham (Mr. Blake)
that the salaries of the Wardens of the
Penitentiaries should be graduated ac-
cording to the number of the convicts at-
tended to. He (Mr. Plumb) liad yet to
learn that those officers should have a
percentage upon the number of conviets
under their charge. In this Manitoba
case, the Warden lived twenty miles
from Winnipog; bis expenses were
large, while it was difficult in that
country to get a suitable man for
such an office. Hon. gentlemen op-
posite were exceedingly careful of the
public expenditure when not responsible
for it. He had not seen the same care
evinced, the same exhibition of economy,
when those hon. gentlemen held the keys
of the Treasury. He thought they had
overdone their criticism in this matter,
and that they would but injure their in-
fluence by wasting their ammunition in
this manner. Nothing was so important
in the administration of justice as the
wholesome administration of the Peniten-
tiary system. It would be false economy
to employ unsuitable officials in those in-
stitutions for the sake of economy.
He did not think the record of
the late Government justified the criti-
cism of hon. gentlemen opposite on this
occasion. Though the Opposition had a
perfect right to criticise the Estimates, the
hon. member for Westmoreland (SirAlbert
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J. Smith) and the hon. member for Glou- MR. BLAKE: He las got à chef
cester (Mr. Anglin) had evidently desired keeper.
to appear as zealous guardians of that MR. ROYAL: Yes; but the chef
Treasury which, when in office, they did keeper does not act in the capacity of a
so mucl to deplete. Deputy Warden, and is not competent Vo

MR. ROYAL: I would like to say a diseharge the daties of a Deputy Warden.
few words in conneetion with Vhis item, Then M4r. Batson resides at some distance

Manitoba MPenitentiary." The item, no fro Winnipeg, and bas to go o that
doubt, is a miost important one, flot only town very of ton on business. Hie bas to
to the administration of justice in Mani- keep a horse, which must add considerably
toba, but aiso in the INorth-West Terri- Vo bis expenses. 1 trust, under these cir-
tories. Ve must noV lose sight of the cumstances the Committee wi agree in
fact that this Penitentiary is both for the recommendation of the Minister of
Manitoba and the North-West Terri- Justice, to increase Mr. Batson's salary
tories. Though the staff may be smali, by $6 , which certainy is not too large a
the duties Vsey are calted upon to sua p to pay him.
perfords are certainly as responsible Vote agreed to.
as those of the staff of any other 39 British Columbia Penitentiary. .$15,826.30
Penitentiary. The object, I suppose, of a
Penitentiary is o refor as wel as to M. CASEY: desire to cal the
punih, and the Warden requires to exer- attention of the Government o a con-
cise a great amount of energy and pru- sideration which refers to Penitentiary
dence; to have a good idea ofdiscpineand management in general, rather than o is
tome experience that wlo give himo the particular item. it bas been swggested Vo
prudence to carry out with efficiency the me by several menmbers of our County
objects of the institution. I the present Council that, in view of the large expense
case, n believe the Warden (Mr. Batso ) incurred by the counties in sending pris-
lias been a most efficient officor. 11e %vas oners to the iPenitentiary under the care
appointed in 1871, and was taken from Of the Sheriff, a course shoud be
the Volunteer Force in which he was an adopted by the Dominion Goverment
emrnent officer. tie was requested by similar to that adopted by the Local Gov-
Governor Archibald to assume the duties ernment in regard Vo the Central Prison.
of Warden of the Penitentiary that was believe i that prison they keep two
then provisioually estabished. Mr. Bt- bailifs, who are sent out to the countryto
son conductethis institution with a great bring in the prisoners. I was suggested
deal of success, both for the benefit of the that the same system migbt be adopteci by
institution and the Province. Under the the Dominion Government, and thus save
airm xstration of the on. niember for a cosiderable sum to the counties. If the
West Durbani (Mr. Blake) as Minister of prisoners were brought iii by bailiffs sent
Justice, Mr. Batson's daimq to te war- out by the overment the cost would be
doesl of that institution were acknow- less than at resent, where the Sheriffs in
ledged, and the appointment oave universal the different couinties bave to perform
,satisfaction in the Province. Now 1 that duty.
believe that Mr. Batson is as competent to M . McINNES: Under tbis item I
discharge V e duties of a Warden as nte take the liberty ofcaliing the attention of
sape officer at Kigstou or any other the hon. Ve Minister o Justice to a
place. We must remember that in a matter o whidh I called his attention
few years the population of that I)art of last Session-that is, tbe smali saiary
the country will largely increase, and Ve tiat the Warden of the New West-
number of convicts will unfortunateiy minster PenitEntiary receive. It is noV
increase probably in the some proportion. ail in keeping with te salaries received
I suppose then that V e Goverme t will by tat Wardens and Deputy Warens
not odject to add a few hundred dollars of the other Penitentiaries of tIe i omin-
to ur. Batson's s-a-lary. Besides, Vhe ion. 1 find, for instance, that in Kings-
present Warden of ithe Manitoba Peni- ton Vhe Warden of the Peheitentiar
tentiary ias no deput, and bas Vo perform teceives $2,600, and the Deputy War-
ail V e dnties of that prison without any den $1400 per annum; at St. Vincent de
assistance. Paul the Warden receives $2,600, and

MR. PLUMB.
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the Deputy Warden, $1,400. In the M R. McDONALD : It is compulsory.
Dorchester Penitentiary the Warden re- MR. BLAKE: This is an occasion on
ceives $2,000, and the Deputy Warden, which I am in a position to support the
$1,200; in Manitoba the Warden re- hon. the Minister of Justice. It is true
ceives $2,000, and the Chief Keeper, that Ifixed the salary of the Warden of
$800. Now, I find that the Warden of the Manitoba Penitentiary at $1,400,
the British Columbia Penitentiary re- which, upon the whole, I thouZht a lit
ceives $1,200. The hon. member for salary for that officer. When that Peni-
West Durham (Mr. Blake) stated, a few tentiary was about to be organised, he
moments ago, that, under the Penitentiary was offered that office at a salary of
Act of 1875, the minimum salary for $1,200, and lie acceptec office at that
Wardens was fixed at $1,000, and the salary. Hehadbeenkeeperof the gaol,
maximum at $2,600 It was during the ana was thouglt to be a most suitable
term of office of that lion. gentleman person for the position. But 1 do not
that he appointed the Warden of the see, unless the principle of the hon.
Manitoba Penitentiary, and fixed bis the Minister of Justice as to the
salary at $1,400. Two years afterwards equalisation of salaries i3 adopted.
the Warden of the British Columbia that the salary of the Warden in British,
Penitentiary was appointed at a salary Columbia should be raised. I do not sup-
of $1,200. Now, why this discrepancy pose the expense of living can be so much
should be I am unable to understand. greater in British Columbia than in
Certainly, the cost of living in British Manitoba. An officer recently appoint-
Columbia is 25 per cent. higher than in ed at a salary at which he accepted
anv of the Eastern Provinces. the office bas I think no reasona e

MR. BLA KE: Than in Manitoba ground upon whih to asi for an increase
Ma. MINNESh: I believe it is even of salary. Why the Chef Keeper should

higler than i11 Manitoba. The hon. gen- have $200 more, I do not sete. Having
tieman stated that this scale of salaries al through my ter i of office endeav-
for the Wardens was fixed according to oured to keep down the estimates, I feel
the size of the Penitentiaries. I think bound, morally speaking, to pat the gon.
the acditional expenses of living ougat to the Minister of Justice on the back, and
be taken into consideration more than to help to keep this item down.
the size of the institution. But the M. McINNES : The hon. gentleman
institution itself as fromt 400 to 600 from West Durham says lie was re-
convicts and has a correspondingly large commended by a gentleman to that
number of guards and keepers. I there- position as being wel qualified. If he
fore trust tiat the haon. the Minister of was recommended by one individual, it
Justice, in the Supplementarv Estimates, must have been my predecessor, Mr.
will add at least $400 to the salary of Cunningham, and I believe that a l the
the Wardeu of the Britishg Columbia Senators and ail the members of the
Penitentiary. Even if it was placed at Commons signed the recommendation for
a ,600 it would stil be $400 less another. They reduced the salary from
than that of the Warde in Manitoba. $1,400 to $1,200, and I believe that is
I am happn t1iat the bon. the Minister the principal reason why $,200 is al the

of Justicq las appointed the Chef Keeper salary the Warden gets.
to be Deputy Warden. I would also ask Vote agreed to.
that bis salary be raised from $800 to at LEGISLATION.

least $ 1,000. I think that is certainly Sénate.
most reasonable, when we take mto con- 40 Salariee and contingent expenses
sideration the salaries paid to other of thle Senate............. $55, 838.00
officers througho t the Dominion. Even Hoteh of Cnmomq.
our Courts are only paid i the same pro- 41 Salaries, per Cerk'0 E0tiate..0.058,400.0
portion, athoug h the cost of living is 8 42 Expenses of Commttees, extra
nucbi ofguaer than it is elsewhere. - Sessional CIerks, etc..... 12,30.00
would like to ask the hon. the Minister M. MACKENZIE I would like to
of Justice if it is compulsory on the sur- ask whether Mr. peaker las any power
geon of the British Columbia Penite- left in reference to the appointment of
tiar to visit that institution once a day. any clerk, or of doing anything. I infer
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from a memorandum that Il have been
shown, that he has practically been shorn
of all his power in this House. I have
also been led to this conclusion by other
indications, such as occurred last year,
when we found the Speaker was not
aware that the Assistant Clerk had
been dismissed until he was told
of the removal in the House.
We found a new appointment had been
made, and he was not even aware of
the new appointment. Now we find the
Speaker is shorn of ' all the power this
House entrusted him with, and that he
has nothing to do buu take his seat in the
Chair and do whatever the Commission bids
him. I think the House is entitled to
some explanation, because we look to the
Speaker as the representative of the
authority and power of this House, and
we are desirous of maintaining the
Speaker in his rights, as far as that can
be done, We are not desirous of sce-
ing the Government of the day usurp all
the power and authority which
belongs essentially to the Speaker.
For the first time in the history of
this Parliament or of any British
Parliamnent anywhere, the Speaker bas
ceased, for the first time, in your person,
Sir, to exercise the right, authority and
duties that are encumbent upon the bead
of this louse. I wish to know whether
this is done with the assent of the
Speaker hinself or whether by the
memabers of the Government, who aspire
to control this Hlouse and make all ap-
pointments independently of the Speaker.

MR. SPEAKER: I thank the bon.
gentleman for his expression of sympathy
in regard to Mr. Piché. I may say that
I knew nothing of the matter, because I
was not Speaker when the change was
made. Thbt was the reason I spoke
f rom the Chair as I did when interrogated
by hon. gentlemen about Mr. Piché's resig-
nation. The Public Accounts mention some
changes that have been made in the
number of sessional clerks and permanent
clerks. As to their appointments, I make
them myself. Of course, when I think
proper, I take the advice of the Com-
missioners. I do so, generally, because I
know that it is the duty of the Com-
missioners of the Internal Economy to
look carefully to the finances of the
country. I take the advice of the
members of the Commission, but I make

MR. MACKENZIE.

the appointments myself, and I am dis-
posed and willing, and desire to make
them myself as Speaker of this House,
and I hope I will make them in the in-
terest of the proper conduct of the affairs
of this House. I trust, in future, that
this flouse and every hon. member will
give me their support in this respect; and
that I shall be able to show at the end of
my term of office, most satisfactory re-
sults-in fact a better management of
the affairs of this House. I want the
moral support of the hon. members on
both sides of the House in the discharge
of my duty, and I desire it to be under-
stood that when I think a change or an
appointment is necessary for the des-
patch of business and the proper Admini-
stration of the affairs of this House that
I am able to j udge by myself, and take
all the responsibility devolving properly
on me as Speaker.

MR. MACKENZIE : We are all de-
lighted to hear the explanation of Mr.
Speaker ; but the explanation was really
very necessary, because we were under the
impression that the hon. gentleman's
good nature had yielded too far in mak-
ing the multitudinous appointments that
have been made; but the Speaker has
assumed the responsibility of all these, as
well as all those which I understood the
hon. gentleman to say were crowded upon
by him the Commissioners. However, if
the Speaker assumes these, he has under-
taken a burden that I would not be
willing to assume. As a member of the
House I will give him my support. I
will give him a little more support than
he is willing to receive. I am glad to
know that lie bas determined to resist
the encroachments of the Executive, and
to vindicate the privileges of Parliament.
Long niay his independence flourish.

MR. SPEAKEIR : I take the respon-
sibility of this Session; but, although I
took the responsibility of last Session,
every bon. member is aware that last year
I was in fact overpowered.

Mi. MACKENZIE: By whom 1 The
Commissioners ?

MR. SPEAKER: Not only by them,
but the members of this House,
too. I was not blamed by hon.
members on the other side of the
Huse; they did not disturb me
at all; and if ever there was an occasion
when I might very well say : Save me
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lrom my friends, that was the occasion.
I tried gradually totake control myself. I
think I have succeeded ; and, as every
member is aware, the new system bas
been working very well, and to the satis-
faction of the House and the public. I
will not only expect the support of mem-
bers on one side of the House, but the
support of both sides of the House-not
the forced support, but the willing support,
of all the members of the House in the
discharge of the duties that devolve
necessarily upon me.

MR. BLAKE: After the very frank
explanation of the Speaker, I am sure we
shall deal as tenderly as we can in shar-
ing the results of this dreadful overpower-
ing. There is an old adage, that " when
things come to the worst they mend." I
am told that there was a motion made
last year from these Benches for a return
which resulted in a change, which-so
far as the consequences estimated would
lead to the inference-bas been a change
forthe better, in the administration of the
affairs of the House. I think the Speaker
might be a little kinder to my friends;
for they must have given him very strong
and effectual moral support when they
proposed to him a plain statement which
resulted in a very great change for the
better from that moment. I am sure, as
my hon. friend beside me bas observed,
that the Speaker may rely on support
from this side of the House. So long as
we have a Speaker, and the Speaker acts
up to his position, it is the duty of every
member to sustain him in the exercise of
the most important functions exercised with
in the walls of this House. Idesire toknow
in reference to this item, what is the sys-
tem upon which the sessional clerks are
paid. Three dollars a day is the amount
stated ; but are they paid according to
the time they are in attendance, or from
the time of their appointment or arriving
here for duty 1

MR. SPEAKER: There are paid from
the first day of the Session to the last day.
Those that come late are, of course, only
paid for the days they are in attendance.
They are all discharged on the last day of
the Session.

MR. BLAKE : And, in case of absence,
what theni

MR. SPEAKER : Supposing it is on
account of some unavoidable circumstance,

as for instance, a decease in the family of
the clerk, we co)nsider him as present.

MR. BLAKE : But under other cir-
cumstances 1

MR. SPEAKER : If he leaves on bis
own account he must lose bis pay.

MR. BLAKE: Was that the result last
Session, for instance î

MR. SPEAKER: Well, last Session,
a certain number were paid forthe Session,
others were discharged during the Session,
because we thouglit their services were not
required: but this year they have always
been busy from the first day of the
Session.

MR. BLAKE; Then the enormous
sums of money that were disbursed were
represented by so many days of attendance,
during which ve had the benefit of their
presence 1

MR. SPEAKER: Yes.
MR. BLAKE: May I ask how much

we paid for that benefit last Session 1
MR. SPEAKER: The item is in the

Public Accounts.
MR. BLAKE : I was not able to add

it up, myself.
MR. HUNTINGTON': 1 do not like

to add to the time occupied in this dis-
cussion. I sympathise very much with
the Speaker, who was pressed so much
last Session. I do not think it was in
human nature to resist that pressure. I
arm quite sure that the promises of the
hon. gentleman are sincere; and as he
knows that lie should have the support of
the House in order to be able to do hi*
duty, he should extend his gratitude to
my hon. friend from North Norfolk
(Mr. Charlton), for, it my bon. friend bad
not made his motion last year, attention
would not have been called to the matter,
and the Speaker might, during the present
year, have been pressea by bis friends,
as in the past. I am really astonished
thathe did not expresshisthanks tothehon.
member for North Norfolk, for thus saving
him from the vortex into which lie was
being plunged. If my hon. friend froi
North Norfolk had been a politician, in
the true sense, he would have held back ;
he would have said: We will' let these
people take rope enough, and they will
hang themselves. But, instead of doing
that, lie said : No; the Speaker is an
honest man, and lie must be protected ;
lie must be snatched from the gulf that
is yawning in bis path. I am sure all
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my friends on this side of the House,- there are a groat many of these clerks who,
and perhaps they will all speak before bave the saie political opinions as hon.
we get through,-will give the Speaker gentlemen opposite.
their support in his endeavours to pro- MR. BLAKE: I am speaking now of
perly aduiinister the affairs of the House; the reapppointments.
but I must say again that ho would do MR. SPEAKER: I did not enquire
well to express his gratitude for the kind about that. I presume tlat they are men
admonition given hiin by the hon. member who ave not taken any positive party
for North Norfolk. side. I thougbt it proper to have young

Ma. SPEAKER : The motion of the men, wbo -ould stand the work, and si
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr. up late at niglît; and 1 do not tlink they
Charlton) came in good time. It was wilI have formed any decided political
a very patriotic move on his part-J opinions. But I can only say 1 do not
never complained "of tbat-and it had know tbeir political opinions. I tried to
its effect of course in diminishing the apportion them fairly from the Lower
difficulty. I will not say in which way. Provinces, the Province of Quebec and
Some were dismissed; some gave their the Province of Ontario. There was a,
resignations. As the hon. member for certain number among tbem who were
Shefford (Mr. Huntington) bas manifested bere last Session, and a certain number of
a desire that I should return my new appointments.
thanks to the hon. member for An loN. MEMBER: How many
iNorth Norfolk. I do so with the frorîî Manitoba?
greatest pleasure. This year the hon. meru- Ma. SPEAKER: There is on@.
ber for North Norfolk lias beer. also very MRi. ELAý-KE : I arn a littie disap-
vigilant ; he has movcd two motions as to poiiited, Mr. Cbairnman; I do not know the
the accounts of expenses- hoLad a right naee of ote of these persons who have the
to do this-ahd the returns were properly political proclivities of tbis side of the
put before tbe 'Committee on Public bouse. If Vie bon. thp, Speaker Lad
Accountg. been carrying out the pledge wich

MM. BLAKE: There is another point. speaking flor bi, the hon. the First Min-
0f course, I only speak from the record of ister made, lie would bave ascertained th
what passed last Session on this subl' ect, political opinions of these persons.
as I was not present; but, according to SM SAM EL L. TILLEY No, no.
that authority, tbe hon. the First Minis- at. BLAKE: Pardon me; the ques-
ter made a promise, witli considesable tion is not to be avoided in this way. It
positiveness, that there should be a is out of the question that these penons,
reorganisation of this system, tbat, in fact, who came recomended by bis political
the evil system of having extra sessional friends-ecause I presu e that they did
clerks should be abolished, and tbat those aot corne from the opposite politcal
clerks reqîired dunPong tbe Session shofld partyQ
be permanent servants : and, accorcling Sim SAMUEL L. TILLEY: Suppose
to my memory of the debate, it was tbey did not.
suggested tbat it woucd be proper to t tke Mn. BLAKE: That is just what I do
into consideration ýoine gentlemen possehs- suppose; and, of course, kowing tbat, or
ing the political. virtues of this side of presuming that, when Mr. A put in
the Huse, wbo had occupied the his credentials frorn bis own political
positions of sessional clerks during our friends, lie did not sav : Avre you a true
termi of power;- and the hon. the First bine '1 We do not do it thiat wav.
Minister was understood to say that, inH Sone loN. MEMBERS: bar, hear.
the proposed change, tbese persons .oud MR. BLAKE : It is nt necessary.
be considered. I ar anxious, therefore, le now says: Oh, I made no enquiry
to know ih what respect that understand- as to the political opinions of the appli-
ing bas been observed, and in wbat cants. No, but Le knew, as every merg-
proportion the officers have been ap- ber of tis bouse is convinced, that al
pointed. these men, except by a miracle, beonge

MR. SPEAKER: 1 did not ask about to his own side.
their political opinions; I presu jed that M . bESSON: Hon. gentlemen oppo-
they were able to do the works; i fact site set us te example.

MM. HUNTINGTON.
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MR. BLAKE: it was proposed to
establish a new régime with reference to
the servants of the House; and it was per-
fectly understood that, whatever side came
in, the Sessional servants would not be
all appointed from their own ranks. It
was stated that there would be a change,
-and that in future, when a change in the
Administration came about, there should
be no change in the status of those per
sons. That certainly was my understand-
ing of the statement. I, of course, speak
subject to'correction, as I was not here
at the time. Are we to understand that,
.as the new arrangement was evidentiy
made to give permanent appointment to
political friends, in the good time coming
for us-which bas already come for the
Liberals of England-we will be able to
act as circumstances demand?

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
recollect perfectly well the discussion
that took place last Session when the hon.
gentleman was not here. Perhaps we
might have been spared a great deal of
the eloquence of the hon. gentleman if he
had been here at that time. The system
which obtained for so many years was
admitted by all to be a vicious one. Very
many of the employés had been engaged
in pre-vious Sessions, and many were quite
ignorant and untrained, andti unfit for
their work. That had been the case for
the five years previous, and it was also
the case to a great extent last year. The
inatter was discussed by the Commissioners
on the Internal Economy of the House.
The hon. member for Lambton (Mr. Mac-
kenzie) spoke as if the Commissioners and
Mr. SpeAker were two different authori-
ties. The Speaker is the presiding officer
of, and acts with, that Commission in
carrying out the internal economy of the
louse. It was thought it would be well

to do away with the system referred to.
Hon. gentlemen opposite admitted last
Session that pressure was brought to bear
upon them in regard to the appointments,
and, when the present Speaker was
elected to preside over this House,
he also experienced similar pressure;
and, in order to get rid of that
vicions pressure, it was arranged by
the Commissioners that the sessional clerks
should be a small fixed body of men
chosen from among the best of those
employed in previous years, instead of a
large scratch corps raised at the begin-

ning of each Session. The opinion of
the Clerk of the House was taken as to
the competency of most of those officers.
A report was made on this point and then
we made enquiry as to the representation
of the differert Provinces, allowing three
men from each instead of four. In past
years it was found that, owing to the
continual pressure I have spoken of, more
men were engaged than there was work
for. Well, thtse twenty-five men were
seleeted, and the hon. gentleman says,
there should have have been a political
selection. I am not aware that any
arrangement of that kind was arrived at.
The hon. member for West Durham
states that the hon. member for Glouces-
ter made some suggestions with reference
to the persons being chosen with regard
to their political opinions. I think that
would be a bad systei to adopt. I have
no doubt that, both as to the selection of
the men and the ability they possess, my
hon. friend (Mr. Speaker) is just
as successful as any of his
predecessors. There is no doubt that
he bas taken just as much care in the
selection, of those clerks as the hon. mem-
ber for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin) did.
The bon. member for West Durham
(Mr. Blake) said there was an indication
of the good times coming, when there
would be a change in the system. We
have heard similar statements not only
with reference to the clerks of the House,
but with respect to the whole Civil
Service. Even the service has got notice,
through the organs of the hon. gentlemen
opposite, that, when the " good time"
comes, the American system is to be in-
troduced.

MR. BLAKE: No.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: That

is the notice which has been given.
There are four years left in which to lay
the basis for the introduction of the
American system, when, according that
wildness of hope which characterises the
sanguine disposition of the hon. member
for West Durham, they are to come back
again. If I was a civil servant or
sessional clerk, and was enjoying office
with a comfortable salary, I do not
think I should be disturbed by that
illusion.

MR. SPEAKER: I hope the hon.
member for West Durham will allow me
not to follow the advice he hasjust given.
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I would not like to be put in such a
position. How would it be if, after find-
ing out whether the candidate was a
Liberal or Radical, the Speaker should
ascertain the man was not fit for the
oflice 1 If the man was rejected, the news-
papers would declare that it was on
political grounds.

An HON. MEMBER : Suppose he
was fit for the position î

MI. SPEAKER: In that case we
would not consider his political opinions
at al]. The officer is the servant of the
House, and must do everything ordered
by the House. If a candidate happened
to a Liberal, and i found he was a fit and
proper pers<n to discharge the duties of
the office I would appoint him.

MR. WRIGHT: I think the Speaker
has solved a problemn which bas been
troubling me from the beginning of the
Session. I had two unfortunate French
messengers who disappeared suddenly
from the House, and I did not know
whether to blame the House or the
Speaker. Two others were appointed who
opposed me during the late election. I
feel satisfied that the Speaker bas been
animated by the purest and most lofty
motives in his selections; by that sense of
public duty, and by that economy which
are the eminent characteristics of all
Conservatives, and more particularly the
Speaker.

Mn. ANG LIN: It was stated last year
that the intention was to appoint a num-
ber of sessional clerks who should hold
their positions permanently. I then said
to the right hon. gentleman that, if that
were to be done, it would be but right to
commence with a fair proportion of those
I had selected during my five years' in-
cumbçncy of the Chair, and who were
supposed to be favourable to the Liberal
party. The ripht hon. gentleman said
that ought to be done, and I was pleased
that he was induced to act so fairly and
justly. But that expectation was disap-
pointed. It is now stated that no dis-
tinction was made on the score of politics.
I am not aware that any one of the ses-
sional clerks I appointed is now in the
employment of the -House.

SiR CH&ARLES TUPPER: I think
the chief door-keeper was appointed by
the hon. gentleman, and he occupies a
much more important position. That offi-
cer was re-appointed this Session.

Mi. SPEAKER.

MR. ANGLIN: I am now speaking of
sessional clerks. When I was first elected
to the Chair, I found a great deal of diffi-
culty in making my selections, owing to
the fact that a large number of persons
had been employed as sessional
clerks for many years, and, though they
had been appointed because they were in
accord with hon. gentlemen opposite, J
do not think I displaced one. If the ap-
pointments were to be considered perma-
nent, I think we should have started with
a fair proportion of those in office when
the Speaker was elected to the Chair.
Nobody can sympathise with Mr. Speaker
more than I do with regard to the pres-
sure brought to bear upon him. I ex-
perienced a similar pressure for some
years. These were men of capacity, men
of intelligence and fully fitted to dis-
charge any of the duties devolving upon
them. They are supported by members
of the House, some through sympathy
for their necessities, ana it is exceedingly
difficult for a Speaker to absolutely resist
pressure of that kind and never to employ
a man more than is required. I was
more than surprised on my way to Ottawa
to see in the Montreal Gazette a speech
said to have been delivered at Ar-
genteuil by the hon. the Minister of
Railways, in which he spoke of the
extravagance into which the late Govern
ment had plunged, and also of myself as a
Speaker who had allowed himself to be
button-holed and subjected toimproper and
undue influence, and had appointed an
enormous number of clerks and others,
not at all required by the service of the
Bouse. He then proceeded to speak of
hinself and colleagues as men who had
come to make great reforms-the idea
being something like the cleansing of the
Augean stables, stating that they had
an enormous task before them in sweep-
ing out all the supernumerary clerks and
officers whom I bad employed. I really
wondered if the hon. gentleman quite be-
lieved all he stated on that occasion
and imagined that what he and his collea-
gues had done during the Session of 1879
had really been done by me in 1875, 1876,
1877 and 1878. It is true that in 1877,
1878-and 1878 particularly-a larger
number of sessional clerks was employed
than was absolutely necessary. 1 adopted
the plan of employing only a few in the
earlier days of the Session, and others only
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as the work grew, and sometimes a larger
number than necessary were employed.
One day, during the last Session, I
found that a nuniber of the young
men had nothing to do, and were disport-
ing themselves about the streets. I called
for a report, which should have been
voluntarily made to me, and on obtaining
it I dismissed seven clerks, who I found
had actually done nothing for several
weeks before more than draw their pay.
That might have occuPred under any
administration, but I do not feel that
anything that I have done justified the
extraordinary charges of the hon. the
Minister of Railways in regard to my
extravagance. He must have imagined
that I was guilty of what was done after
I left the Speaker's Chair. I think the
number here will be quite competent to
do all the business. I find, during the
latter years of my occupancy of the
Speaker's Chair, the Committee work
was very much less than in the earlier
years, and that. when Special Committees
were struck, very often the Chairman
would insist that some particular person
must be emploved, because he had
devoted a great deal of time and atten-
tion to the particular questions to be con-
sidered and could materially assist the
Chairman and do the work very much
better than anyone taken from
the ordinary staff; and on three
or four occasions I found mvself
almost compelled to go outside the circle
of the ordinary clerks, and appoint those
men because of their supposed special
qualifications. That may occur again,
but I beli-ve that, under ordinary circum-
stances, twenty-five sessional clerks, be-
sides the French translators, who were
always included among ihe sessional
clerks in my time, are quite sufficient to
do all the work.

SiR CHARLES TUPPER: I can only
say, in reference to the statement of the
hon. member for Gloucester (Mr. Anglin),
that, at the nomination in Argenteuil, a
very bitter attack was made on the pre-
sent Speaker of the House by the candi-
date in the interest of the hon. gentle-
men opposite. I felt bourid to state, in
explananation of the charge, that he had
enormously increased the number of
sessional clerks, that the prac-
tice that had grown up during
the incumbency of the former Speaker,

had led to a great deal of
pressure being exercised by members for
such appointments. I think the hon.
gentleman has sustained fully the state-
ment I made in reference to himself in
the remarks just uttered.

Ma. ANGLIN : I do not.
SIR CHARLES TUPPEI : The hon.

gentleman bas admitted that he was
pressed by supporters of the Government
or button-holed, and induced to appoint a
great number of clerks not required, and
that he had learned afterwards that some
of them were walking about the streets
instead of performing their duties to the
people, and he makes a merit of having
discharged those clerks. The hon. mem-
ber for Gloucester stated that the present
Speaker was not entitled to all the credit
for the economy effected in bis Depart-
ment, and asked him to return his thanks
to the hon. member for North Norfolk
for having assisted hini in getting rid of
a number of these supernuminraries. So, I
ask the hon. member for Gloucester to
return his thanks to the hon. member for
Frontenac, who kindly assisted him in
getting rid of a large number of those he
had appointed and charged upon the
public revenue, person s who had no duties
to performx, or who neglected the little
work assigned them. The hon. gentle-
man bas no reason to complain of my
remarks in reference to the exarr ple he
had set the present Speaker, of appointing
unnecessary officials, after bis attack upon
that gentleman, under the circumstances.
His own admissions on this occasion
justified the charge I made. He has con-
fessed to having been obliged to yield to
the pressure put upon hii by members
and persons outside the louse, in refer-
ence to appointing a large number of
clerks, wPhose services were not required,
and who were so disrespectful towards
the Speaker as to disport themselves
about the streets and pay no attention to
their duties. The Commissioners on
Internal Economy has found the present
Speaker most ready and anxious to givethe
beartiest cooperation and support to the
proposition to place this nmatter on an
entirely different and satisfactory basis.
The Speaker, with bis colleagues, bas been
anxious to have the duties of these
officials discharged, not only in a most
thorough and efficient manner, but
with the utmost regard to economy
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and the Department has been relieved
from that excessive expenditure which
grew up so rapidly under the admini-
stration of the previous Speaker, and
which it was found absolutely necessary
to check. Instead of treating the officers
appointed by the late Speaker as lie
described, one of lis appointees bas been
promoted with our increase to bis salary.

MR. ANGLIN : Will you tell us the
reason why ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I am
quite willing.

MR. ANGLIN : You know it was be-
cause le assisted in canvassing Westmore-
land against the present hon. member for
that county.

S1R CHARLES T UPPER : I was not
aware of that fact until this moment. If
I had been, it would have furnished an
additional reason for the promotion. I
want to remind the late Speaker that we
have not treated bis appointees harshly,
and the fact now nentioned shows that
he Lad selected a gentleman of
very considerable discernment for the
office, for, wlien that officer found
himself wrong, it appears that lie was dis-
posed to take the proper course in the
interests of the people. The lon. member
for Gloucester was not so impartial when
he occupied the Chair as lie now profemes,
for Le dismissed a gentleman from the
post-office who Lad the misfortune to be a
Conservative.

MR. ANGLIN : Will you tell me the
reason why ?

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: The hon.
gentleman's great anxiety to have officers
of the House dispensed with, his rmost
wonderful economy and impartiality with
regard to appointments, seen to have
only arisensince le ceased to be the head
of the House.

MR. McLENNAN: I do not wish to
prolong the discussion, but, if there is to
Le a general thanksgiving, I also have
some claim to the gratitude of the bon.
niember for Gloucester. When I came to
this House a stranger, and was taken in
very kindly, I did not take my friends by
the throat ; I did not say they should
niake appointuents to please me. I never
had an appointuient made to this hour.
But I met in a Committee-room, a
clerk who Lad been canvassing in my
county very vigorously against me; lie is
now one of the permanent clerks-made

SIR CHARLES TUPPER.

so or retained by my friends. I have not
asked for his discharge, nor do I do so
now; but I do ask the hon. member for
Gloucester to admit that in this case the
Government has been generous.

S1R RICHARD J. UARTWRIGHT:
I think there is some difference between
the position of the lion. member for
Gloucester and the present Speaker in the
matter of the appointment of these clerks.
I recollect very distinctly that the atten-

ition of the House was called by the mem-
ber for Frontenac to what he called the
excessive and extravagant number of
clerks appointed by my hon. friend (Mr.
Anglin). My recollection is that the
number at that time, described as very
great, was thirty nine. The other day a
return showed that eighty-nine had been
appointed by ny hon. friend opposite
(Mr. Speaker Blanchet), and now I am
quite aware that he was hardly respon-
sible under the circuistances for that
large number.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER: I think
fifty-eight is the number appointed last
year. I fear the hon. member for Centre
Buron (Sir Richard J. Cartwright) has
understated one number, and overstated
the other.

S1a RICHARD J. CARTWRIGHT:
I am open to correction, if wrong. I speak
from recollection, and think I am correct
in stating that there were eigLhty-nine
sessional clerks, and sixty extra mes-
sengers-in other words, not very far
short of one hundred more in these two
classes than the hon. member for Glou-
cester (Mr. Anglin), in the previous year,
had appointed. The difference between
thirty-nine and eighty-nine is a little too
considerable to have warranted the lon.
inember for Cumberland (Sir Charles
Tupper) in declaring that the hon. mem-
ber fcr Gloucester had been a vast deal
more extravagant in this matter than the
present Speaker.

SIR CHARLES TUPPER : I never
made any such statement.

S1R RICHARD J. CARTWIRIGHT.
I saw that report made. It might not
have been correct, however. If the hon.
gentleman states that lie asserted before
the electors of Argenteuil that the lon.
mrmiber for Gloucester Lad appointed twb-
fift'ths of the number of the officials the
present Speaker had appointed, and that
that action was gross extravagance, I will
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tike the statement back; but I do not
think that was the impression made upon
the minds of the electors of Argenteuil.
I am glad to hear of the improvement
about to be made; but there is no com-
parison between the number of appoint-
ments made by the Grit Speaker, and those
made by the Speaker of the party at pre
sent in power, who claimed before they
got into power that they wére going to be
a vast deal more economical than the
Government they supplanted. The fact
that some dozen or half a dozen t o many
were appointed by the late Speaker did
not quite justify the present Speaker and
colleagues in appointing nearly 100 clerks
last Session.

MR. HUNTINGTON : I would like to
know if the hon. member for Cumberland
said the Speaker did make a mistake, or
that the floodgates of corruption had
been opened by the hon. gentleman
who preceded him (Mr. Anglin),
and that it would be necessary for
him to follow in the sane path. It ap-
pears the Speaker, according to the
lion. gentleman was not to be satis-
lied by doing as much as the hon.
member for Cumberland, but was to go a
great way beyond him. I would like to
ask.the lihon. gentleman from Cumberland
(Sir Charles Tupper) if lie does not know
that this country had a history before the
hon. member for Gloucester took the
Speaker's Chair, and that this system
lad been prevalent for many years?
My private opinion is that this
system is a bad system all round. I an
speaking for niyself, not in a party sense,
and no one is responsible for what I say.
But, however the Speakers on the one
side or the other may attempt to gloss
over the interests which compelled them
to do this, that, or* the other thing, we
know that they appoint, when they are in
power, men who are supposed to have
claims upon the party under whom they
hold office. I believe that the sooner
we get rid of that system the better, the
sooner we follow the example of England
the better, and adopt some system by
which patronage may be taken away
from the Government. 1 know very
well that, on this side of the House, there
is no great advantage froi exercising this
patronage, but I suppose there nust be
some great advantage in it to the other
Bide, from the extraordinary explanations

we have just listened to. We have the
Speaker expressing regret to-night that lie
had gone too far in the appoinîtments of
last year. We all know he went too far,
but we had the hon. members for Cunber-
land (Sir Charles Tupper), and Argenteuil
(Mr. Abbott), attempting to impress upon
the people of Argenteuil that they ought
to drive out their own member and re-
turn another man here, because the
Speaker had been nisled by the example
of the hon. ruember for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin). Was there no Speaker before
the lion. member for Gloucester whenî this
systen prevailed for a long time l Why
did not the hon. gentleman froi Cuiber-
land state frankly, as the Speaker lias
told us to-night, that there Lad been a
mistake made, and that it had been
rectified this year ? Wly does lie not
give the people, if lie expects then to be-
lieve him when he addresses them,a frank,
fair statement of public affairs î Why
does the hon. gentleman exaggerate 1
This is what is apparent to-day in Argen-
teuil, and is what his enemies claim, and,
I believe, his friends admit, he does in
other places. Sir, I believe that a public
man who occupies the position of the hon.
the Minister of Railways, when he speaks
uponî questions of this kind, is bounîd to
teli the people frankly what are the facts.
I believe it is the duty of a pub-
lic man addressing this House to
speak frankly as to the manner
in which he exercises the patronage of
this country; and with all my own lean-
ings towards the present Speaker, with
all my disposition to support hiin in
every proper emergency, I would have
felt better, because lie is the First Com-
moner in this country, if he had told us
frankly, what every man of intelligence
knows well, that he had appointed no
man to office who had not claims, accord-
ing to his belief, on the party which lie
supports; and he iight have added, that
the systemn which compelled hlim to do
that compelled every other hon. Speaker
to do the sam - thing, and was a system
which both sides nmight properly unite to
find some means of doing away with alto-
gether. But what 1 complain of the lion.
gentlemen for, is this-and I think it is a
complaint to which significance attacies,
not only with regard to the particular
contest in Argenteuil, but to the contests
which go on throughout the coutry,-
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that public men who profess to be honour-
able men, who, themrselves, are fully
cognisant of public affairs, should stand
up before the people, who have not had
an opportunity of discussing and con-
sidering, and reflecting upon all these
questions, and seek to mislead them, as
did the hon. gentleman opposite in
Argenteuil, by persuading them that the
Speaker was justified in the appoint-
ments wbich he had made, and which
he, himself, has acknowledged were
extravagant, and which the hon. gentle-
man, if ie had been willing to be fair to
the people of Argenteuil, should have
admitted frankly were extravagant, in-
stead of attempting to extenuate and
justify them. Sir, the politics of this
country can never be made respectable,
public life in this country can never com-
mend itself to honourable men, so long as
hon. gentlemen occupying the high posi-
tion of Minister of Railways will go into
the country and discuss questions, not on
their merits. as they have been discussed
to-night by the Speaker, but by seeking
by an ad captandum trick to mislead the
people, and divert public attention from
the real facts. The hon. gentleman
refused to acknowledge the facts as they
exist, and has made a statement which
he knows hinself, which he must have
known, which, at any rate, he bas learned
to-night, is not justified by the circum-
stances. I am convinced that the posi-
tion which the hon. gentleman occupied
towards the canals and public works in
the county of Argenteuil influenced the
result of that election ; but, when the peo-
ple hear that the hon. gentleman bas been
convicted by the hon. the First Com-
moner, that a statement which he made
there-he, the great parliamentarian-he,
the chief of the railway system in this
country-he, whom the people expected
to tell them the truth when he talked to
them at all-when they sec, speaking on
bis right hand, the Speaker of this House
condemning the fallacies and false state-
ments which he made to tbem, they will
regret that the hon, gentleman ever came
into Argenteuil at all. They will tell
him tbat, if be had not gone there,
the situation would have been different,
that he deceived them, and they will
learn, as I hope the people of this country
are learning, that the extravagant
statements which the hon. gentleman:

MR. HUNTINGTON.

makes from one end of the country to the
other when he addresses the public, are
statements which they must discredit,
which they cannot believe. I say it
without offence; I suppose in the
burning eloquence which the hon. gentle
man exercises, hc makes himself believe
bis own statement. bis eyes are like a
magnifying glass, and make him believe
that the seven men dismnissed were " a
great number," as hc stated repeatedly
to-night. I say the people will learn to
understand that the hon. gentleman goes
there to plead a cause which, according
to bis ideas, is to be pleaded without re-
gard to the facts, without regard to the
population, without regard to any of the
circumstances which should be submitted
for a fair and impartial judgment on the
part of the people. I think it is well that
the people of Argenteuil shculd under.
stand. I do not know but it is too late
to-night for them to get a report of the
hon. gentleman's condemnation by the
Speaker, for I think it is to be regretted
that this supplement to the hon. gentle-
man's speech, should not be recorded in
such a way that the people of Argenteuil
may understand the true character of the
caballeur who, occupying the high posi-
tion of Minister of Railways, went down
there and misled them, making immense
statements which have been contradicted
by the First Commoner of this House, and
which the hon. gentleman ought not tc>
repeat.

MR. DOMVILLE: I have listened to
my lon. friend who has just sat down,
with a great deal of amusement. We
know buncombe is the order of the age.
When my hon. friend the hon. member
for West Durham was on this side of the
House, hc took the very same tactics he
has taken to-night; he tried to make the
country believe he was economical, and
we have found he did not redu6e the ex-
penditure a bit, but largely incieased it.
I am satisfied it will be a long time before
the people will make the change the hou.
gentleman indicates. They have tried
both sides ; they have. tried our friend
when hc was a Minister of the Crown,
and they said: We cannot stand your un-
fulfilled promises, we want a change for
the better. My hon. friend brought in
the election for Argenteuil. What has
that to do with the question of ses-
sional clerks 1 I have no doubt we will
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see in the papers to-morrow that the hon.
gentleman made a great speech on the
question-like that of my hon. friend
from Queen's, whose speeches are tele-
graphed froin here to the St. John papers
by a reporter for that paper in the Gallery,
who is reported to write them for him,
and the flourish is made at the same time
through that paper that Mr. Ring made a
noble speech in defence of his country;
and I believe it filled two or three columns
in the newspapers-buncombe again. And
when the hon. member for the city and
the county of St. John (Mr. Weldon) made
a few remarks, the newspapers gave a
report ten or twenty columns long-more
buncombe. Now, the people of this
country are too intelligent to stand that
bosh. We have had a long discussion to-
night about Penitentiaries, and one hon.
gentleman who was speaking did not know
the difference between a female matron and
a male matron. The hon. gentlemen
belonging to the other side seem to-night
to be talking for their constituents, to
make political capital by their buncombe.
I think, on this question of sessional
clerks, the whole difficulty is that we are
in power, and our hon. friends are in Oppo-
sition, and they seem to wish to induce
the country to believe, when they speak
buncombe, they are really in earnest.

MI. TASSE : Some hon. gentlemen
have been complaining that the present
Speaker bas appointed no Liberal clerks
this Session, but, if lie has been actuated
by [party considerations in bis appoint-
ments, he has only followed the custom of
the hon. gentlemen opposite when they
were in power. In former days, when the
Conservative party was at the head of
affairs, on many occasions not only
did they employ ordinary sessional
clerks who belonged to the opposite
party, but newspaper editors vho were
writing against the very Government
that employed them. I would like to
know when the Liberal party bas given
such an illustration of their liberality to-
wards our friends. The bon. gentleman
from Shefford (Mr. Huntington) has
stated be was sorry he was not at the
Argenteuil nomination to refute some
assertions of the bon. the Minister of
Railways, concerning the expenditure of
this House. Well, I think there arevery
few people in this country, or, at ail
events, in this House, who are sorry he

was absent from that nomination, espe-
cially if that hon. gentleman intended to
give to the electors of that county an
enlarged edition of his too famous Argen-
teuil speech, which was condemned, not
only by the Conservatives of this country,
but by many Liberals, including a
most prominent Liberal member of
this House, who is now no more.

MR. ANGLIN : The hon. the Minister
of Railways began bis speech by saying
I had made an attack on the Speiker,
that I charged the Speaker with not hav-
ing employed any Liberals on the staff of
this House. Now, I beg to say distinctly
that I made no such charge I Ifound no
fault with Mr. Speaker, and made no
objection to anything lie bas done. I
carefully avoided any reference to any-
thing in which the Speaker's conduct
might be a subject of remark. But, in
regard to the statement made by the hon.
the leader of the House, that hereafter
those who were formerly employed as
sessional clerks should be employed

|permanently, I suggested that if the
positions were to be made permanent, it
would be but fair that some of those ap-
pointed during the five years of my in-
cumbency, should be included. I do not
blame the Speaker for not having carried

j out that arrangement. I stated, further-
more, that, when I assumed that office,
I found in the employ of the House, as
sessional clerks, a large number of persons
appointed b-- bon. gentlemen on ihe other
side, whom I was reluctant to displace, be-
cause they had been some time in that
position and were dependent upon it.
Only one case bas been pointed to, and
that is a strong confirmation of my state-
ment. That clerk was reappointed, and
only dismissed when a serious charge
was made against him. Mr. Kerr, of
Northumberland, charged that this young
man had been an active canvasser during
the previous election, and that lie was a
leader of a band which distiurbed one of
bis public meetings, and I think the leader
of some men who interrupted him
frequently while addressing the electors
on nomination day. I felt then, as I feel
now, that conduct such as that could not
be tolerated on the part of any person
employed in the House of Commons. I
interrogated the young man, and he did
not quite deny the charge, and, in dismiss-
ing him, I did not think I was dealing
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liarshly with him. As I did not diseharge 'n respect to those appointod as sessional
iim until a complaint was made against clerks and messengers. I can testify to

him, the House will see how tenderly I the truth ofthat statement from my own
dealt with the Conservatives I found in knowiedge. J, myself, tried to have a
office. The hon. the Minister of Railways sessionai clerk put on for the county I
in a speech made at Argenteuil, reported represent, a county, by the vay, neyer
in the Montreal Gazette, February 7th, yet fairly dealt witl by the Government.
represented that I was responsible bn. gentlemen may imagine my sur-
for the appointments of last year, prise when, after having applied to the
th at I hiad set such a frightf ai Speaker I found a peson wlio resided in
ýexamiple, by appointing so many useless iy county, wo as an active, oard
persons, that the present Speaker and working and enthusiastic Grit. liad been
Commissioners, though determined, to be taken into the service of the Speaker of
economicai, could not resist the pressure this buse, wl4le niiy Conservative
in one Session. I did not put anvose friends application was not accepted.
into n position whom I did not think I'That individual liel I a poSition bei-e for
could fiid sore useful work for, in which a rontL, I am sorry to say regardess o
he could earnl ail lie was to receive. The objections of Coservatives on tmis side,

Hismissals of ivhich I spoke were made until hon. gentlemen on the other side
previous to bringing down the return complained that there was too large a

a for by the lion. tiiember for iFron- staff. Then lie was dismissed together
tenac, a y ere onot made in consequence with a great many Conservatives whose
pof any apprehension that te return wouid services were dispensed with also.
be made. My principle in uakin r the What I compiain of is that the bon.
appointments was to accept nominations Speaker did not consuit those he ought to
from my friends, and from those who were have consulted in regard to this appoint-
members of the party to which I belonged ment Had lie done s that individual
hefore I aas elected Speaker. wouid fnot have been appointed. Taking

M. BABY :The hon. gentleman took this into consideration, 1 do not think
erTedit for having acted tenderlf towards hon. gentlemen should discredit the
a officiai whom lie afterwards disniissed Speaker, when ie states that e did not
from office, because lie was reported to question the appointees' political lea-
,have led a crowd which interrupted an ings. I thuxik it riglit that the merubers
hon. gentleman at election meetings. I of this Couse who have supprted the

sdo nt like to wiake any comparison, but party in power slouid ho considered, and,
I would like to ask how the hon. gente- whist it is important that ail civil ser-
man would have acted had the clerk in vants should be continued in office so
question come forward against the bon long as they dicharge their duties faith-
member hinself as a candidate for Glou- fully, J yet believe that ail new
cester Now, it seo happened that when appointents ought to be tade fro

er. Speaker ran for the iounty of Belle- friends of the party in power. The late
chasse, ie was actuaily confronted by a Speaker very frannoy confesses that he
permaent cerk of this bouse and, may viewed is duty in that ligt and acted
it redound te bis honour, Mr. accordingly.
after lie took tbe Chair, neyer thouglit 1MR. CAMEIRON (North Victoria);
of disturbing tis indiscreet individual The on. nember for Gloucester takes
who still occupies bis position in this credit te himself for having acted
flouse. ihat does the hon. wsember with great impartiality in reference to
say to this? the dismissa of a cerk from the Post-

MR. bESSON: The hon. ex-Speaker office Department of this flouse. We
was never supposed to have made any are told that, when the complaint was
preferences in regard to Conservatives,
and I am sure the Conservative party
would have been much surprised if the
hon. gentleman had made such appoint-
ments. Hon. gentlemen opposite did
not, however, credit the present Speaker
when lie said he had no political leanings

MR. ANGLIN.

made, the young man was sent for and
questioned in regard to the matter. He
admitted the truth of the statement, and
the late Speaker thereupon dismissed him.
I recollect seeing at the time a statement
in the newspapers, of which I have ne
reasonto doubt the correctness. From the
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information I have, I think my hon.
friend's memory it very much at fault.
The statement I have heard is that, the
hon. member for Gloucester never had
any communication with the young man
on the subject when the complaint was
made. The only communication on the
subject made to the clerk in the post-
office, was that the Clerk of the House
walked into the post-office and told him
he was dismissed. He neyer had one
word with the hon. member for Glou-
cester. It was a very contemptible piece
of small revenge on the part of the then
member for Northumberland, to have this
young man dismissed, because he was
known to be an active opponent. When
the responsibility was put upon him Le
endeavoured to repudiate it altogether.
The hon. member for Gloucester en-
deavoured to show impartiality, and that
he was only dismissed when charged with
improper conduct. That statement was
contradicted at the time; an oppisite
statement was made, and, from enquiries,
I am inclined to think that the statement
of the hon. member for Gloucester is a
mistaken one.

MR. ANGLIN: This took place some
six or seven years ago, but I remember
distinctly having had a conversation with
that clerk on the subject. I cannot re-
member whether he carne to see me of
his own accord or I sent for hini. I told
him the charge that had been made
against hini; he did not deny the charge,
but Le endeavoured to qualify it. 1
never made any defence or statement in
the newspapers, no matter what was said
of my conduct. I felt that, in my capdr
city of Speaker, 1 was only accountable to
this House. I Lad forgotten all about it
until now reminded of it by the hon. the
Minister of Railways. I told the young
man I could nou tolerate such conduct as
that charged against him ; Le did not
deny the charge, but said his conduct
was not so bad as represented. Virtually,
however, he adinitted the charge.

MR. CAMERON : The young man
denies distinctly that Le had any com-
munication with the hon. member for
Gloucester, or that he was told, before he
was discharged, what he was dismissed
for.

MR. BOWELL: Would the hon.
gentleman say in what way the young

man qualified the charge made against
him î

MR. ANGLIN: I think le admitted
that he was at a meeting as charged;
that there was a tumult at the meeting ;
that Le was amongst the crowd, but that
Le was not one of the ring-leaders as
had been charged against hiu by Mr.
Kerr.

MR. BOWELL: His stateinent was
that he had worked against Mr. Kerr,
but that he Lad nothing whatever to do
with the riotous conduct ; and his state-
ment is, further, that he knew nothing of
those charges until he was disrnissed.

'i' P. ANGLIN: He admitted Le was
there.

Vote agreed to.

43 Contingencies..................$19,600 00
44 Publishing Debates ............ 15,000 00

MR. GAULT: I think the publishing
of the Debates causes this House to sit
longer than is necessary, and thus brings
on a daily expense of $7,500, for what-
to use an expression which fell from
another hon. gentleman's lips to-night-
is nothing but buncombe.

Vote agreed to.

45 Salaries and contingencies, ptr
Sergeant-at-Arn' Estimate.. .$27,775 00

Miscellaneous.
46 Grant to Parliamentary Library 7,000 0W
47 To defray expenses of extra

services in makinz new cata-
logues of the Historical and
General Departments......... 850 00

48 Salaries of Officers (additional)
and contingencies of Library ... 5,000 00

In reply to Mr. MACKENZIE,
MR. BABY said there was no detail of

this vote; it vas not proposed to increase
the salaries of the existing officers in the
Library, but there was before the Comn-
iïi tee a certain proposal for reorganisa-
tion, and no report had yet been made ;
and, when made, it must be concurred in
-by both Houses.

M R. ROSS (West Middlesex): In con-
nection with the Library, it will be re-
membered that a catalogue was printed
during last Session, and that a vote was
submitted for over $5,000. I called the
attention of the House to the fact that
the contract price was only $2,535, and I
was promised by the hon. the First Minis.
ter that it would be seen into, and that no
higher than contract prices would be paid
for it. I find, however, by the Publie
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Accounts that the actual amount paid
was $3,942. I merely remind the hon.
the First Minister that his promise,
as reported in the Debates, has not been
carried out.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
recollect sometbing of the circumstance
now my attention is called to it. The
catalogue was printed by other persons
instead of the contractors, because it could
not be got ready otherwise in time for the
use of the House; and the Librarian
assumed the responsibility of sending it
out to be doue by other persons so as to
ensure despatch. I said it would no
doubt be paid for under the contract rate
of price; and I have heard nothing about
it until now.

Vote agreed to.

49 Printing, binding and distribut-
ing thelaws .............. $12,000 00

50 Printing, printing paper and
bookbinding ...... ......... 70,000 00

Salary of the Clerk of the Crown
in Chancery................ 2,000 00

Contingencies ................. 1,200 00
52 Miscellaneous printing .......... 2,C00 00

Resolutions ordered to be reported.
House resumed.

(In the House.)
Resolutions reported.

Rouie adjourned at
Ton minutes before

One

fHOUSE OF COMMON

.. lo.k.

S.

Monday, 5th April, 1880.

The Speaker
'clock.

took the Chair at Three

PRAYERS.
BILL INTRODUCED.

The following Bill was introduced and
read the first time :

Bill (No. 33) To prevent and punish wrongs to
children. -- (Mr. Richey.)

PRIVILEGE--EMIGRATION PAMPHLETS.
REMARKS.

M. TROW: Before the Orders of the
Day are called, I desire to call the atten-
tion of the House to a question of privi-
lege, in reference to a pamphlet which I
wrote on Manitoba and the North-West,
in the year 1877, which was circulated
in the Dominion and Great Britain ex-
tensively. The hon. the Minister of

MI. Ross.

Agriculture stated here that I might
have participated in the profits derived
from the sale of this pamphlet, but, after
examining the records of his Department,
he acquitted me of having received any-
thing at all. Since thenJ observe in the
Ottawa correspondence of the Montreal
Gazette, the following statement :-

" Mr. Trow, M.P., appears also, in spite of
his modest disclaimer of the powers of Govern-
ment patronages, to have netted $1,500 out of
his western trip."

This statement is made in direct contra-
diction to that of the lion. the Minister
of Agriculture and Emigration,that I bad
received nothing. I have the returns
called for in my hands, and I find there
is nothing to show that I received any-
thing whatever. I deny the charge
entirely that I ever received a cent, nor
would I have accepted it if it had been
offered, for it would have been contrary
to my principles.

PRIVILEGF-CORRECTION OF NEWS.
PAPER REPORT.

REMARKS.
MR. ORTON: I desire to refer to a

report of my remarks on the Interest
Bill, which appeared in the Mail of April
lst. I am there made to say that 25 per
cent. was charged by the Trust and Loan
Company for the use of $2,000. I think
this is reflecting very unjustly on the
Trust and Loan Company, and I wish to
state that I never mentioned that Com-
pany during the course of my remarks. I
looked jinto the Debates to see whether
I had made any remark of that kind,
and found that I had not. What I did
state was, that $2,000 was borrowed
by a certain individual, and, for the use of
that money for a little over six years, he
paid, with lawyers' and insurance fees,
and the instalments to be paid to redeem
the mortgage, etc., no less than 25 per cent.
This was paid, not to the Trust and Loan
Company, but to the Western Canada
Loan and Savings Company.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I was
not in the House when my hon. friend
made that statement. If he had said so
with respect to the Trust and Loan Com-
pany, I could have corrected him. I have
been connected with that Compady for
thirty years, and I have never known
a case in which they have taken more
than 8 per cent. It has neyer charged
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for a renewal, or fine, or anything of that
kind, but has solely collected its interest
as allowed by law.

PRIVATE B1LL.
THIRD READING.

The following Bill was considerei in
Committee of the Whole, report.d, read
the third tiue, and passed :-

Bill (Nn. 21) To empower the Stadacona
Fire and Life Insurance Company to relinquish
their Charter and to provide for the winding
up of their affair.-(Mr Casgrain.)

MARITIME PROVINCES HERRING
FISHERY LICENSES.

QUESTION.

S1R ALBERT J. SMITI enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Govern-
ment to require parties engaged in the
Spring Herring Fisheries, in the Mari-
time Provinces, to take out a license for
the purpose.

Mn. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) : It is
not the intention of the Government.

NOVA SCOTIA LOBSTER FISHERY.

QUESTION.

MR. ]ROBERTSON (She[biurne) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of
the Government to mako any change in
the Order in Council now in force, regu-
lating the prosecution of the Lobster
Fishery, either upon the south coast of
Nova Scotia or in the waters of the Gulf
of St. Lawrence ; and, if so, what change
is proposed.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I): It is not
the intention of the Government to make
any change inthe Order in Councilnow in
force, regulating the prosecution of the
Lobster Fishery upon the south coast of
Nova Scotia So far as regards the
waters of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, that is
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment.

SHELBURNE, N. S.- LOCKPORT HAR.
BOUR BUOY.

QUESTION.

Mi. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Whether it is the intention of the
Government to place an autoratie or
bell buoy in any position off the entrance
to Lockport Harbour, Shelburne county,
Nova Scotia, during the present year.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.): It is not
the intention of the Goverament.

MILITIA ORDERS-A CANADIAN ESTAB-
LISHED CHURCH.

QUESTION.

Mn. SKINNER enquired, What
Church is referred to as " The Established
Church" in section No. 358 of the Regula-
tions and Orders for the Militia of Canada,
recently published by the authority of the
the hon. the Minister of Militia and De-
fence 1

MR. MASSON : This regulation is an
exact transcript of the Queen's Regulations,
but, as there is no Established Church in
this country, the Government intends
seeing that this regulation is anended.

GUYSBOROUGH, N. S.-DISTRESSED
FISHERMEN.

QUESTION.

Mn. ROBERTSON (Shelburne) en-
quired, Wliat assistance the Government
bave extended, pecuniary or otherwise,
to the distressed fishermen of the
county of Guysboroigh ? Whether they
are prepared to afford similar relief to
others so situated on the southern coast
of Nova Scotia 7 Whether they have
received any information or made any
enquiries as to the extent of the distress,
and whether they will lay the result
before the House 1

MR. LANGEVIN : The Government
has extended assistance to the distressed
fishermen of the county of Guysborough
to the extent of $1,000, which we shall
see is recouped by labour at the proper
time. If other representations are made
to the Government, they will consider
whether they can afford any further
assistance. The information that bas
been laid before the Government on this
matter will be laid before the House.

KEE WATIN-MAGISTERIAL JURISDIC-
TION.

QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Is it the
intention of the Government to take such
steps as will prevent such conflicts of
jurisdiction as the late commitment at
Rat Portage, in the district of Keewatin,
of a man accused of murder, by a Magis.
trate holding his commission from the
Executive of Ontario, and of the sending
of the accused to the jail at Prince Arthur's
Landing, in charge of a constable com-
missioned by the same authority, there to
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stand his trial before a Court of thej
sanie Province I

MR. McDONALD (Pictou): When
the circumstances referred to in the
question cane to my knowledge, I took
immediate steps to obtain a full statement
of the facts and circumstances connected
with the matter. I have not received
that statement yet, but, when received,
the action of the Government will be
governed by the taets to be gathered.

MANITOBA SETTLERS.
QUESTION.

MR. ROYAL enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government, in view
of what bas just taken place in the Courts
at Winnipeg, in the case of the Hudson's
Bay Company vs. Ayotte, and in order to
prevent the recurrence of similar troubles,
to protect settlers who are in a position to

prove, by sworn testimony,their occupancy
prior to the 15th July, 1870, of certain
lands which were subsequently included
in the townships.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : The
attention of the Government bas not be-
fore been called to this subject. I have
not seen the case mentioned, but will
take an opportunity of seeing it, and be
governed accordingly.

NOVA SCOTIA-LIGHTHOUSE ON
JEDDORE ROCK.

QUESTION.

MR. DALY enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to pro-
vide for the construction of a lighthouse
on Jeddore Rock, in the county of Hali-
fax, N.S., during the present year.

MR. POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.) : This is
under the consideration of the Govern-
ment.

AMERICAN CATTLE IMPORTATIONS.

QUESTION.

MR. PATTERSON (Essex) enquired,
Whether it is the intention of the Gov-
ernment to remove the restrictions on the
importation of American cattle, and more
especially of cattle for stock-breeding
purposes.

MR. POPE (Compton): This matter is,
and bas been for some time, engaging the
attention of the Government. Some
correspondence bas taken place between
this Government and the Government of
Great Britain. It is important to keep

MR. ROYaL.

disease out of the country ; and that
our farmers should not only be protected,
but be enabled to obtain a profitable
market. We have obtained some con-
cessions, and we still believe that our first
duty is to the farmers of this country, at.
the same time to cause as little embarrass-
ment as possible to the trade of the
country, and all we can do to assist and
encourage stock-breeding, having a due re-
gard to keeping disease from the country
we will do.

NOVA SCOTIA-LIGHTHOUSE ON
CROUCHER ISLAND.

QUESTION.

MR. DALY enquired, Whether it is
the intention of the Government to pro-
vide for the construction of a lighthouse
on Croucher Island, Margaret's Bay,
in the county of Halifax, N.S., during the
present year.

MR. POPE (Queen's P.E.I.): It is not,
the intention of the Government to do so.

CANADIAN PUBLIC LANDS.

RESOLUTIONS PROPOsED.

MR. CHARLTON, inmoving fora Com-
mittee of the Whole to consider certain
Resolutions declaring the expediency of
disposing of the public lands of Canada
by selling them, so far as practicable, to
actual settlers only, said : Mr. Speaker,
the Resolutions I am about to place in
your hands are of more than ordinary im-
portance; the subject towhich they relateis
not only one affecting the interests of the
hour, but also of the future. I propose to
discuss this question briefly; and I shall
endeavour to approach the discussion, not
in a partisan spirit, not with the view of
cavilling at anything and everything which
the Government have done or may propose
to do ; but with a sincere desire to ad-
vocate what I believe to be for the best
interests of the country. Some features
of the Government's land policy are un-
deniably objectionable, and calculated to
prodiuce a pernicious result in the near
future. No hon. member in this House
should be indifferent as to the question of
the best mode of managem3nt and sale of
the public lands of this Dominion. The
wilderness character public domain will
rapidly change; large tracts will anmí~ally
pass under the transforming process of
settlement; already the vanguard of the
mighty hosts yet to come bas entered
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the field and on the prairies of the Great
Lone Land so lately unknown, and still so
indefinitely known; there is

-" the tread of pioneers,
Of nations yet to be,
The first low wash of waves, where soon
Shall roll a hunani sea."

In discussing this question, I shall lay
down. at the outset one fundamental pro-
position. namely, that it is desirable in the
intcre'sts of this country to secure the
most rapid settlement that is possible of
the public lands. The possession of a
vast wilderness extending through nany
degrees of latitude and longitude, even
thougl it has great capabilities and enor-
mous undeveloped resources, adds neither
to our wealth or our power as a state. We
want this vast territory and its immnîcse
resources developed; we want its prairies
conver ted into farms and dotted with
cities, towns and villages ; we want this
region tiaversed by railways as ripidly as
possible; we want to see its productions
flowing in vast and ever inreasimg
volune' along our commercial routes,
giving enployment to our railways and
our lake and ocean marine. When all
this is realised, our great North-West
will have become an element of greatness
and strength to Canada ; and oui' policy
should be shaped with a view of hastening,
in the muost rapid possible manner, the
development which we desire. Now, if
this fundamental proposition be correct,
and I believe it cannot be controverted,
we nust bear iii mind that we have a
rival on the south of us, through whose
territory the tide of emigration seeking
oui North-West must pass, and emi-
grants, while passing through to the
Norti-West, will have laid before them
all the advantages offered by our neigh-
bours, as an inducement for emigrants to
settle on their lands. If we take into
consideration the significance of this fact,
I should proceed to draw the obvions con-
clusion that we must offer inducements
equal, nay, even superior, to those offered
by the UDited States ; if not, we cannot
expect to secure any considerable portion
of the emigration. Now, Sir, the ques-
tion is, does the policy of the Govern-
ment, do the land regulations emanating
from the Department presided over by the
right hon. the First Minister, .offer induce-
mentstoemigrantssuperior to those offered
by the United States? I answer that

they do not. The land regulations now
in force are based unon resolutions of this
House passed on the 12th of May last.
By these resolutions it was provided that
100,000,000 acres of public land in the
North-West should be set apart for rail-
way purposes, that these lands should be
vested in a Commission, and that the
Imperial Governmnent should be re-
presented upon the Commission. The
resolution providing for a Commission
lias not been carried iiito etl'ect. The
resolution also provided that the lands
should be set apart in a belt twenty miles
wiue upon eaci side of the Railway, but
that lands imight be taken elsewhere if the
lands within this forty mile belt were not
of fair average quality. The authority
granlted yiv this clause lias been made to
coveri not a belt fortv miles in width, but
one 220 niles in width in the best portion
of the Nortli-West. The resolutions pro-
vided that sucli lands were to be sold by
the Commissioners at not less than $2 per
acre, the price to be fixed by the Goverior-
in-(Council. I ami aware it will be
held that the average price at whicl the
lands are offered is more than $2 an acre,
and that, therefore, the provisions of the
resolutions are complied with, but I think
the language is very explicit, and that we
are warra'nted in construing it to mean
that the minimum price should be $2 an
acre. If that construction is truc, the
provisions of the resolution have been
violated, because the land in two belts
each fifty miles in width on each side of
the line is offered for sale at $1 per acre.
The regalations were issued on the th of
Jily and were to go into force on the 1st
of August. Pending thc final adoption of
the route for the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, the Government proceeded to lay
down an assumed route passing to the
south of Lake Manitoba, and projected
as far west as the confluence of the Shell
and Assiniboine rivers, and the aggregate
width of the belt of land reserved is 220
miles. This is sub-divided into fivebelts,
upon each side of the assumed line. The
first, Belt A, is five miles in width on
each side of the assumed line; Belt B is
fifteen miles in width on either side; Belt
C, twenty miles; Belt D, twenty miles;
and Belt E, fifty miles. No portion of
Belt A was open for homestead or pre-
emption, and the price of the railway re-
serve lands was fixed at $6 an acre. In all
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the townships of the various belts sections
Il and 29 were reserved for school pur-
poses and sections 8 and 26 comprised the
Hudson's Bay Company's reserve. Each
township comprises thirty-six sections.
In Belt B, sixteen of the even-numbered
sections were reserved for homestead
settleinent and preemption, eighty acres
being allowed for each homestead and pre-
emption clain; and the sixteen odd
nunbered sections were reserved for rail-
way purposes. The price of homestead
and preemption lands was fixed at $2. 50
an acre ; that of the railway lands at $5
per acre. In Belt C, the sixteen even-
numbered sections were reserved for
homestead and preemption, and the
sixteen odd-numbered sections for rail-
way purposes. The price of the for-
mer was fixed at $2.50, and the latter at
$3.50 per acre. In Belt D, the sixteen
even-numbered sections were reserved for
homesteads and preeinption, and the six-
teen odd-numbered sections for railway
purposes, and the price per acre of both
was fixed at $2. In1 Belt E, the reserva-
tions were the same, and the price fixed
for each was $1 per acre. The ternis of
sale were for railway lands one-tenth down,
and the balance in nine equal annual
instalments, with interest, annually, at 6
per cent; for homestead and preemption
lands, four-tenths at the expiration of
three years, and the balance in six equal
annual instalments at 6 per cent interest.
The effect of those regulations, which pro-
posed to place between the homestead set-
tler and the. Railway, an unoccupied belt
of larid offive milesinwidth, andwhich give
him only one-half the amount of land for a
homestead claim that he could procure in
the United States-regul&tions by which
he was made to pay a higher price for
preeniption or railway lands in Belt B,
C and D, than the Government of that
country charged for similarly situated
lands-was to send intending settlers to
Dakota and other American territories.
This effect, moreover, was so palpable as to
cause theGovernment to change theregula..
tions within two and a-half months from
the time they went into effect. On the
14thOctober,new regulations were issued,
under -which the assumed location of
the line remained the saine, as well
as the location, number and width of
the respective belts, but the regulations
changed the conditions with reference to
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Belt A, by permitting homestead settle-
ment and preemption claims to the sane
extent and under the same conditions as
in the other belts. By these regulations
sixteen even-numbered sections in the
townships were reserved for homestead
settlementand preemption, and sixteen odd
numbered sections for railway purposes.
A change was also made ini the price.
The price in Belts A,-B, C, of liomestead
and preemption lands, was fixed at Î52.50
per.acre ; in Belt D, $2 per acre, ai in
Beit E, $1 per acre. The price of railway
lands was, in Belt A, $5; Belt B, $4;
Belt C, $3; Belt D, $2, and in Beit E,
$1 per acre. The terms of payment
remained the saine. The regulations of
October 14th were made retroactive in
one respect, to the advantage of specu-
lative purchasers or purchasers of railway
lands. The retroactive clause is as fol-
lows :-

"9. These provisions shall Le retroactive so
far as relates to any and all entries of Rome-
stead and Preemption Lands, or sales of
Railway Lands obtained or made under the
Regulations of the 9th of July, hereby super-
seded; any payments made in excess of the
rate hereby fixed shall be credited on account
of sales of such lands."
Now, no changes were made in the prices
of preenption lands, the only change in
that regulation being that Belt A was
open to preemption. But changes were
made in three belts, in the prices
of railway lands, the price in Belt A
having been reduced $1 per acre,
the price in Belt B, $1 per acre,
and the price in Belt C, 50c. per acre,
and those changes were made retroactive,
to the advantage of speculators who had
purchased previous to the issue of the
regulations of October 14. A brief
recapitulation of the terms and conditions
of the regulations of October 14th pre-
sents these salient points: The amount
reserved for railway purposes in the
different townships of all the belts was
sixteen sections in each ; the amount
available for homestead settlement in each
township was eight sections out of thirty-
six, and the amount available for pre-
emption was eight sections out of thirty-
six. The amount available as a home-
stead to each settler was 160 acres, in-
stead of 80, as under the previous regula-
tions; and the amount available for pre-
emption in each township of each belt
was 160 acres to each settler, instead of
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80 acres, as under the previous regula-
tions; and the highest possible nuiber
of homestead grants in eacli township-
providing the whole was arable land, and
that the alternate sections in no case fall
on lakes, swamps or muskegs, was thirty-
two. If the intention of my right hon.
friend the Mlinister of the Interior had been
to locate the lands granted ani set apart
in each township for homesteal settliement,
in such a m;anner as was calculated to put
the greatest possible amount of obstacles
in the way of their settlemient ; if his
object had been to make it as little desir-
able as possible to settle on the homestead
reserve of the North-West, then the regula-
tions adopted are eminently well designed
to secure that result. But, if, oa thecon-
trary, his object has been to secure tie
rapid settlenent of the unoccupied lands
in the North-West, his policy will need
revision. I hold in my hands a diagram
showing the mode and manner in w1hich
thirty-six sections, comprising each town-
ship, are divided, and I defy human in-
genuity to take eigbt sections out of the
thirty-six, in a manner securing a more
perfect degree of isolation to each home-
stead settler than is secured by these
regulations. 1In the first tier of six sec-
tions are three half-sections set apart for
homesiead settlement, and each half-
section is separate from its fellow half-
sections by an intervening space of one
mile. In the second tier, one mile in
width and six in length, are two half-
sections; in the third tier, are three half-
sections ; in the fourth, three ; in the
fifth, two, and in the sixth three half-
sections out of the six sections in each
tier. Now, let us examine for a moment
what will be the condition of the home-
stead settlers in the North-West taking
up homestead claims, where the utnost
number will be thirty-twosettlersinatown-
ship six miles square. On an average
four or five of those half-sections will
prove to be worthless, and will not be
occupied. Suppose the whole number oc-
cupied, we have, under those circum-
stances, in an entire township,not enough
homestead settlers to fori an average
school district. Each settler will be
called upon to construct and keep open,
-on au average, one and a-half mile of
road-an amount equal to an ordinary
road beat in Ontario. We shall have
those settlers compelled to travel those

great distances if they wish to go to a
market, a mill, or a blacksmith's shop.
Then, wbat is their prospect iii regard to
Churcli accommodation and Clurch privi-
leges ? The whole population of a town-
ship would not make an ordinary congre-
gation. It will be their ite to suffer
froi isolation, tie want of social inter-
course, and the want of school and
Church privileges. The ceoditions on
which those homesteads are .ranted are
certain to exclude the very class of settleis
wanted in the North-West. It has beeinc
said by sone author that " peace has its
victories no less renowned than war."
Soie twenty years sgo, whena the shadow
of a great national calanity was creeping
over the United States, in the Congress of
that countrv,a Southern orator threatened
that, in case the Republican candidate was
elected President, the South would close
the Mississippi to the 1North-West ; and
a Northern member retorted that, vhecn

the South did that, the iNorth-West
would hew a path to the Gulf
w ith the sword. The time came
when the threat was carried into
.effect and when the prediction was
fulfilled. The path to the Gulf was iewin
with tbe sword -it was a broad path,
marked by the havoc and desolation of
war, but, when the people whose enies
marched down to the Gulf and to the sea
wish to point to their brightest achieve-
ments, they do not point to Fort Donald-
son, Pittsburg Landing, Vicksburg,
Chickamauga, or Missionary bridge, but
to the victories of peace-to the settle-
ment of that vast wilderness of the West,
within the life-time of men nowi living,
and it is on that theatre that the
most dazzling achievements of the Anglo-
Saxon race have been obtained within the
menory of living men. Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Min-
.nesota having been won from the wilder-
ness. All those great commonwealths
have grown to their present dimensions,
from the foundation in this period ; and,
when we look over those prairies now
teeming with life and activity, where tie
most advanced form of civilisation has
been developed, when we remember that
this lately reclaimed region has cities con-
taining half a million inhabitants, and
hundreds of minor cities, towns and vil-
lages ; that it has more than 30,000
miles of railway ; that its population
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numbers nearly 14,000,000, and that the
products of its fruitful fields glut the
avenues of commerce, and are suflicient to
feed millions iii the seaboard States and
cities, and tens of millions in Europe,
we can realise the importance of the
changes enacted within the last fifty
years ; and, if we scan this field closely,
one object wilH loomi up high in import-
ance above all otlers-that object ; that
chiaracter-is the pioneer. It was before
bis advance that barbarism and desolation
gave way. He made the first
inroads upon the wilderness, and it was
only in his path that all the mighty
forces of civilisation could follow. They
iiever could or did precede hii, and,
although lie is rough, untutored, uncul-
tured, and las little idea of the impor-
tance of the rôle lie plays in the mighty
drama of progress, yet he has been the
central fiure; his services could lot be
dispensed with, but were in the higbest
degree necessary and essential. He has
finished bis tabk in what were the North-
West Territories of the United States,
and is waiting for new fields to conquer.
My right lion. friend can have his
services. He is ready to carry the star
of empire westward once more, and
lend bis assistance in building up vast
conionwealths in the present wilderness
of our own North-West. Buù lie is not
readv to render his services on the terms
we offer. He wants different conditions,
which, if mny right hon. friend is a
statesan, be will grant; for it is
essential to the growth and prosperity
of the Dominion that the services of
this important class should be obtained.
The Resolutions I arn about to offer,
do not afiirm that the system of
bomiestead settlement should be more
extended than it is. But I believe, as
an abstract principle, that the system
miglit be, and ouglt to be, very greatly ex-
tended. In fact, I believe that the country
would derive vastly greater benefit from
the settlement of its wild, waste
lands, even if they were given away,
than it would from the revenue derived
from their sale, if that revenue is secured
at the expense of retarding the settlement
of the country. Of course there are
various descriptions of public lands. This
system could not be applied to minerai
lands, pasture lands, to lands that require
irrigation at heavy expense, or to timber
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lands; but it could and should be applied
to the arable lands of the Dominion, in
my opinion. We are called on, for the
first time, to deal with this question.
But we may avail ourselves of the experi-
enice of the nations that have dealt with
it, and have had ample experience as to
the best mode of the management and dis-
posal of the public lands ; and, if we take
advantage of the experience of the United
States, we may learn many useful lessons.
That country first coimmenced the system
of selling public lands on credit. They
speedily abandoned the system for very
good reasons, which my right hon. friend
might find it useful to study. For fifty
years, the system of selling lands in the
Lnited States went on without any agita-
tion springing up with reference to the
propriety of introducing a policy of grant-
ing homesteads. But a party at last took
up the homestead priiciple, and advocated
the propriety of throwing open all the
public lands of the United States to
actual settlers, as a free gift, the
condition being occupancy and cul-
tivation, and after some years of
agitation, that proposal became law in
1862. That law bas had an ample trial.
The experience of the inited States, ac-
quired under the operation of the bore-
stead law, should, by this time, enable
them to judge very justly as to the pro-
priety of continuing that system. Re-
cently, Congress appointed a Commission,
cbarged with the express duty of examin-
ing into the entire question of the miana-
gement of the public lands. This Com-
mission reported a few days ago, and its
report is worthy of the consideration of
my riglit hon. friend. The Committee
recommend the division of the lands into
arable, irrigable, pasture, timber, and
mineral lands, with special regulations for
the management and disposition of eacli
class. They recommend, besides, the
absolute abolition of the preemption sys-
tem, holding that, in practice, it bas en-
abled settlers on homesteads to double
the quantity of land that it was the in-
tention of the Government they should
occupy. It recommends also the abso-
lute reservation of all arable land for
homestead settlement, and the formation
of colonies, not exacting as a coidition
that the settler should settle on the lands
at once, but permitting the formation of
colonies and the cultivation of lands with-
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out residence upon them. I think I may 1 we are very likely to fall into au error in
safely Qrge upon the attention of the the assumption we make as to the value
Premier the three recommendations of of our public domain, if we adhere to the
this Coinmittee. First, with reference to present poIicv of scîlin
the absolute reserval of arable lands for now proeeed to say I aot l
homesteads; second, with reference to the railway grants of the United States, nnd,
abolition of preemption ; and, third, with before eatering onthis brandi, I nay say
reference to the permission to form colo- that the amount set apart foi the Canadian
nies instead of settling upon lands. It is Pacific Railway, 100,000,000 acres, is
very easy to form exaggerated opinions or entirely out of proportion to the ntnount
estimates as to the value of the public of land granted by tic Iinited
domain. In the United States, it bas States to any of their railwavs.
been a common practice to estimate their The bighest land grant received by any
public lands as worth a fabulous suin, a American road was that to the Northern
value as high as $1,000,000,000 has been 1 Paciic, which was 47,000,000 acres. Yet
placed upon them. Commencing in 1796, tic conditions of tus grant were tint tie
I find statistics which gave a very correct rond should ba absolutely restrictcd to a
idea of the actual money value of the certain beit and should ùke aiternate
public domain. In the United States, sections, irrespective of the quality of the
there bas been surveyed up to tie 30th. land. It miglit be aable land, it mk'lt
June last, 734,5015236 acres, and ther be the bad land of makoa or thev tu
remained , of the public clomain, some- akali plains of Montana; it ini I t be i
thing over -00,000,000 acres exclusie of the eart of lie oeky Mountains, or it
Alask-a. Thc total amnount received for i iriot ce lnd anionm thin ountains of
lands. sold fromn 1796 tili thîe 3Otli June, Waslhington Territory. Tie railway Lad,
1879, was $201,547,812.> If ve decuct bailt, and io tiat belt it ad to take
the expense of management, probnbly not nîternate sections, and it lias beenl esti-
far from 15 per cent., but Jet us place it bnated that, ont of the total grnt of
at 10 per cent., if gives au average cf 47,000,000 acres, the rond wouid not
$2,216,707annually. Now$44,338,120, realise more than 1.5,000,000 acres if
capitalised in 1796 at 5 per cent., or g,1ood arable land. I do îiot vouch for tie
$55,417,650, capitaliseci a 4 per cent. accuracy of that estimate, but ia is oie
would have represented g fie Unired tint bas been made. No , by ied ro-
States the value of ifs public (10mai1 u visions of these resolutions more lan
to this time. Would it îot have beeit double the amount of land is set aart for
better fo have made no attempt to secure the construction of fie Canadiauî Pacific
revenue fromn the public lands, and to Railway than was set apart for the
have opened -up the public domnin to free Nortlern Pacific , nd the tcrs of the
settlemeat from the commencement h resolutions permit the governent, in
Would it not bave facilitated settrement, case shou lad is not of fair average
and enriier pushec it -vestwards, an quality, to exend their bets ; andl who t
woiuId nof the result have been a vstly have they do e aWr y, l it have
greater gain hroug the arlier develop- bretcied a twenty kile belt, as upovided
mient of the country, lian the ainout by the resolutions of the bse,
of monev obtaine for those lands on ench side of the railway to 110

Ska JO HN A. MACDONALD : Will miles. They have faken the rsolu-
the hon. gentleman dd to the amount tion whili gave theni forty had
received by the United States, the dount and have extended it be that it covers 220
recepved by the different railwys for fie miles in the best part of lie North-West.
lands given them and sold by them They intend to get, ns nearly as aoiible,

Ma. CHARLTO.N, : I will give my 100,000,000 acres of aofable land. Ti
right lon. friend the fullest information total ainount of lnd graned, p to 1876,
on tlt point, to which I was coming. So in the United States, wts e15,203,807
Suc for the assumed value of the public acres. The roads were absolutely resricted
domtain. have sown that, i the oJnifed to alternate sections in the belt over
States the sales of public lands readised which these grants extended, and these
anually onlya s equal to 4 per cent. on grants invariably covered a greater or
$55,000,000. My objet is o show that less amount of land than had previousv
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been settled, so that the road in no case
realised the amount of land covered by
the grants. A careful estimate renters it
probable that, out of the amount of, grants
I have named, the roads will realise
187,785,853 acres. Now, of this land, at
the tinie I have mentioned, there had
been certified or patented 42,000,000
acres. Of this land there was granted
to- the Pacific Railway, and trunk lines,
and lines upon the Pacifie slope, all but
about 55,717,000. Of the 55,000,000
acres granted to other roadis, it was esti-
rated they w-ould receive 37,500,000.
Now, these grants have been made to aid
and prouote the construction of sone
eigity-three railways. Many of these
lines were of great length on the Pacifie
s'ope. This amount of land granted had
led to the construction and completion, at
the expiration of 1876, of 13,544 miles ot
railway. There are, besides this, 10,000
miles more, that are either to be com-
pleted before the lands are granted

ations. I may say, in justice to the
policy of the right lion. gentle-
man, that it does not perhaps
natter whether the amount of

land reserved for railway purposes be
excessive or not, so long as the Govern-
ment intend to build the road. The
matter is in a different position fron
what it would be if we were dealing with
a company who were to receive the land.
It matters little whether the land reserve
is 50, or 100 million acres, if the
Government is to build the road; but it
does matter what the policy of the Gov-
ernment is with reference to the disposal
of theselands. Itdoes matterwhether the
Government itself is to reap the advant-
age in enhanced value of lands which is
to result from this vast expenditure of
capital inbuilding the Railway, or whether
the Government is to allow somebody
else to reap that advantage at itsexpense.
Now, the Government, as the regulations
stand at the present moment, have so ar-

to the road, or the lands will lapse to ranged this matter as inevitably to play
the Government ; so that these grants into the bands of speculators, as to throw
were made for the construction of some away voluntarily every advantage that
23,000 nilecs of road, while it is proposed in ought to accrue to it,§if these lands are
our own case to grant 100,000,000 acres ot expected to recoup the expenditure of
land for the construction of one line of road. this vast suai of money. By the regula-
With regard to the policy of the United tions allowing a man to buy lard and pay
States in granting the lands, a great one-tenth down, and the balance in nine
nany opinions are held. By some it is annual eqnal instalments, what do we
believed that the policy was a faulty one, have ? Why, we have in Beit A a regu-
that the country would have been sup- lation which permits the speculator to
plied with roads as rapidly as the wants obtain the control of lands contiguous to
of the population required without land the roads for 50c. an acre. In Belt B lie
grants at all. But there can be no ques- may obtain control of this land at 40c. an
tion that the policy of granting the lands acre ; in Belt C, twenty miles wide on
did lead to a rapid construction of the each side of the road, at 30c. an acre ; in
railway lines that were then, or would be Belt D, twenty miles in width on each
ultimately, needed, and that the settlement side of the road, at 20e. an acre; and in
of the country was, to a considerable ex- Belt E, fifty miles in width on each side of
tent, promoted. There can be no ques- the road, at 10c. an acre ; at these rates
tion either that, in very many cases, these of payment, in cash, in the respective
land grants, although11 so smiall, as comi- belts, the speculator can obtain. control
pared with the grant that is proposed to sixteen sections in every township of
be given to our Canadian Pacifie Rail- thirty-six sections in that broad belr,
way, were of an inordinate amount. 220 miles wide, and in a portion of
There can, be no doubt that, through the that belt, 100 miles wide, the speculator
manipulationsof the lobby and rings, Con- can obtain controi of sixteen sections out
gress was induced to vote land grants of every thirty-six for 10c. per acre. The
to railways vastly in excess of the require- Government could only have carried its
ments of those roads. But, upon the liberality to speculators further +>y
whole, it may justly be held that their giving the control of these $1 lands
land grant policy was a wise one, and without any paynent down. Now,
that the country has received value for what is likely to be the result of this
the land granted to these railway corpor- policy of the Government, in offering

MR. CHARLTON.
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these lands upon credit for this smalli these lands will be worth from $7 to $10
sum down, upon so long terms, and in per acre, and that $30,000 are deposited
unlimited quantities? I have in ny in the Ontario Bank, Winnipeg, awaiting
hand a bill, introduced into this House speculative investnent in these lands-
to organise a company in which three enough to secure 300,000 acres. And he
hon. niemibers of this House are joint says very significantlv : " I would advise
corporators with other gentlemen, and you to invest in this thing yourself."
entitled : An Act to incorporate the He concludes b-y renarking that lie
Northi-West Colonisation Land Company. intends to locate 1,500 to 2,000 acres.
The Company is to have a capital of Well, Sir, what do these things indicate ?
$1,000,000, and they are to operate in What is to be the result of these unleard-
these lands which the Government is of facilities offered for speculation? The
offering for the payment of one-tenth result will be that a vast proportion of
down. Among their powers the Company these railway lands will pass into the
will purchase lands and hold the sane hands of speculators. Now, Ipresurme
for a period not exceeding twenty-five my righlt hon. friend will tell us that that
years, and can sell the same in whole or evil will correct itself. I presume that
i n parcels and on such terms as may be we shall be told that these persons pur-
agreed upon. Do any of iny hearers chasing the land, and hlding it for specu-
knovn anything about the operations of lative purposes in the Northi-West, will
the Canada Company in Ontaiio ? Are speedily be compelled to relinquish that
they aware of the character of the line of action through the operation of
operations of this Company, so far as non-resident taxation. I have no doubt
they affect the interests of settlers in that, when township organisations are
Canada ý Are they aware of the odour effected in that country, *when tbirty or
in which that Company is held by the forty setiers have proceeded to form a
honest yeomanrr of Ontario ? Here is a township organisation and find them-
proposal to establish something fullv as selves surrounded in every direction by the
bac as the Canada Company. I hold in lands of specnlating non-residents, wbose
ny land the prospectus of another operations are reta t g o

Company, entitled : The Scottish, Ontario country, very likely the lands of the
and Manitoba Land Company, with a latter will be taxed heavily. Sucli
capital of £500,000 sterling, and what things have core under my own observa-
does this Company propose to do ? It tien in the United States. I have known
proposes to operate in the lands that my cases there where sehool-houses have been
right hon. friend is offering for sale at built where there was no sehool popula-
10. an acre, cash down, ad the balance tion; I have knowni where ronds and
in payrents that nay ee made or may bridges were built at a cost to the tax-
not. Tsey propose to purchase land in pavers four times as great as their
the newer districts, particularly Maaitoba actual aost. have known here ras-
and the North-West territories, with the oality has been perpetrated, and onerouas
view of holdingo it until, through the settle- taxes iirlieed upon non-resients for
ment of the countrY, these districts are the purpose of forcing them to seh
flly developed. Why, the Canada Coma- their lands. Likely stch taxation will
panv wilI be thrown entirely into the be resortec to lu our own case, bat
shaie. These are but the first batei of c know further that suchl a state of thing
seheies of this kind, and to show what is productive of the gravest Consequences.
individuals' operations are, I will rend it saps the fowndations of poitical
you a latter addressed to an hon. memiber morality. 1 hold it Nwould be verv diffi-
of this House, ritten by agentlemaniving cît to sa how large a proportion of the
in Manitoba. presume it is a specimen of politcal rascality that prevails in the
man others. In this letter the writer West riginates in the ver state of
asks how lie may obtain early iaform- things. The resident land holder suffers
ation as to lands about th be hronght into from high taxation as well as the non-
narket lu the Tunrtle Mountain district, resident, and I think it is a sad con-

which, are in Bebt E, and will be sold at mentary on the wisdo of the Govern-
1. He info rps my hon. friend, the re- ment that they propese to remedy te

cipientof the lettr, that, within five years, evil by introducing another. It would
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be much better to keep out the non-
resident speculative land-holders than
to rely upon remedying that evil by in-
flicting upon them an unjust taxation.
With reterence to this credit systen the
consequences cannot be otherwise than
vicious. It bas been a source of difficulty,
I venture to say, to every Government
that lias had any experience with refer-
ence to the credit sales of land ; the re-
covery into the Treasury of the amount
for which sucli lands were sold bas uni-
formly been a most difficult matter. But
in this case the difficulties of the natter
are certain to be enhanced from various
causes. Sales will doubtless be made to
au enorinous extent. The Government
will bo subjected to vast additional ex-
penses by the appointnent of an arny of
clerks to keep the accounts, and perhaps
my hon. friend will not consider that
a disadvantage, as it will give hin ad-
ditional patronage, but it will increase the
expenses of the Governient and dimin-
ish the nett results from the sale
of those lands. My right hon.
friend nust be well aware, because
he does not expect to be always at the
head of affairs, that the time will corne
when the combination of those interested
will bring to bear great political influence
on the Government of thi s country for the
purpose of obtaining a reduction of the
amount they may owe to the Govern-
ment, and we miglt not always have so
incorruptible a First Minister as now,
and the tiie may couie, when these in-
fluences will produce their legitimate
effects, which are greatly to be dreaded.
But the viciousness of the system is en-
hanced by the fact that it works to the
detriment of the settler. The speculator
and the settler are brought into direct
competition, and the speculator bas every
advantage in his favour. We will sup-
pose a tract is being surveyed and about
to be brought into the market. The
speculator has superior means and is pro-
bably possessed of superior intelligence as
conpared with the settler. By means at
his command, lie keeps posted day by day
as to the character of the lands which are
being surveyed. He lias the data in his
possession, and the moment these lands
are brought into the market he, knows
which are the desirable sections. He is
there on the spot to purchase them. He
is ahead of the settler in ninety-nine cases
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out of a hundred. Not only does lie have
this advantage, but he vill have other
advantages. If necessary, by being in
collusion with the land agents, it will be
an easy matter to procure the withdrawal
fromthe market on various pretexts of cer-
tain lands until the speculator can ex-
amine those lands and ascertain whether
lie wishes to purchase them or not. This
lias been so in the United States, and it
will be so in the North-West, and the
speculator will drive the settler to the
vall and obtain the most desirable loca-

tions whenî the lands are brought into
market. The profit to be derived from
the Governmnent sales of these lands
goes into the wrong pocket. Neither
the Government nor the settier gets the
advantage fromi the enhanced value of
these lands. One of the most serious
features in the case is that the settle-
ment of the country vill be seriously
retarded. Such lias always been the
case, and ever will be the case, where
large speculative transactions in land
take place. Let me call the attention
of my right hon. friend to the great de-
sirableness and urgent necessity of pro-
curing, if possible, the more rapi-1 and
healthful growth of this country.
It is a sad thing to sec this country
falling, year by year, more, and still
further behind the United States when
the disparity between their population
and resources are already so great. We
want, if possible, to introduce a system
that vill diminish this disparity. Now,
from 1861 to 1871 the increase of popu-
lation in the Dominion of Canada was
a trifle less than 13 per cent. During the
corresponding decade in the United States,
althougli the countryhad passed through an
exhausting civil war, it increased in popula-
tion 22-65 per cent., almost double that
of Canada. I venture to say that, in the
decade which is just ending, the increase
of population in the United States will be
at least double the ratio in Canada. When
these facts stare us in the face, the duty
rests upon the Government to provide,
by every means in its power, for the more
rapid development of the resources of
Canada, and this policy is calculated to
produce results exactly the reverse. The
Government is building a railway in the
North-West, and it stands in the position
of a railway corporation, and the Govern-
ment naturally wants business for that,
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road after it is built. It wants it to be a dreams it possible that the Almirlîty de-
productive property, and does not want it signec the broad acres of this beautiful
to be like the Intercolonial, a dead weight earth for the free bores of free nien.
upon the country, run at a greater outlay We want no state of things
than the ainount of the revenues of the similar to that existing in the
road. What course does the Government land for which wo lately voted
intend to take in order to provide business aid, whe:e a non-resident aristocracy
for the road. It certainly will not do draws from the country ùs very life
it by running it through a wilderness blood, ai saps the springs of its pros-
unoccupied by settlers. They want to perity and power. We vant ii this
push it through settled lands,and offer iii- country no sncb state of things as exists
duceinents for the actual setth ment of in England, where a procd aristocracy
the country, and thereby secure a business owns the greater part ot the qoi, where
for the road which would be of infinitely the yeoman who cultvates the sob caunnot
greater advantage than to, secure a palùy be to any extent, the owner of that soi.
sum ou speculativo land sales, leaving the We want a policy which will ofke the
road an unsroductive enterprise. The public donain in this congtr the people's
United States aailway Corporations un- oeritarge. We wat to declare ou t belief
derstand their interests. Tley receive thit A was desigre ed by the Alrigt for
grants of land and endeavonr, by every the omo s of free ifr t e , rather thai for
ncans in their power, to secure the set- th stoek-i-trade of specuators and land-
tieepnt of those lands. They are chary sharks. If w do ot adopt this policy,
of selling thein to land speculators and tc least evils that fil ensue aevit be
are exceedingly anxious to seil then to thit the legitimate oeupiers of the sou
actual settiers, becanse they kniow flat, ~wns pay vastly more lor that soil than
in adition to getting e ud ce for their the Governmen t eceives. Thie public
and, tbey are getting business for the lands should be consideed by ny rigbt
road by developing the country. A large s ,on. friend as a sacteh trust to be ad-
tenant cass is an undesirable class i a t iinistred for tie benefit f the popula-
counitry like ails. we do not want a tion in this coCtrr, and for the benefit
condition of tinlgs sim-ilar to thiat which of posterity ; and he should be governed
exsted in the feudal ages. The tenant i the management of t]is matter by this
gas not a love of home, because rye s no niotto, "Thegreatestgoodforthegîeatest
home. e as in learthstone, if ho number." -Hesbould not play intothe
does not own the acres are tils. hands of those wo design to abryrb vast
fe cannot have that love of tracts ian this land for speculative pur-

country in its bighest sense îvhich. poses, but lie 'sbould by every legitiinate
the freeholder las. It is unwise cnethod in bis power discorage the pur-
to adopt a policy that would encourage shase of this land in large quantities. He
and lead to the cretion f a large tenant thould alow n niddlernan to go betwee
class. On the contrar , Sir, the free- he cultivator of the sou and bimself in
bolder is the natural upholder and sup- and transactions. We have, in the
porter of free institutions. It may be Province of Ontaro, a class of farmer8
desired in a monarchy-especially in an wh'o are organised for the purpose of dis-
absolute monarchy-to have a large pensing with the services of niddlenen
teant class, but it is in tbe ighest degree in the purchase of the ordinary produc-
desirable to have a large freeholder class tions that they require, and I vould ad-

. this country ; iL is the class vise, if my voice should reach these
that naturally upholds rce institutions. organisations, that they should take into
He do not want in this country a popu- consideration ie importance of dispensing
lation like tr e fellah of Egypt, vho tous with the services of niddlenen, whose
beneath an African sun and is content if operations are much more likely to prove
the exactions of the lord of the sourave ininical to their nterests than the oera-
for biad is scty rations of black bread tions of ordinary niddlenen who denn in
and onions. We want no class similar to goods. I would advise these organisations
the Russian serf, now raised to the con- to advise my right hon. friend that the
dition of a debased peasant, who neter operations f land speculators muat be
in fris stolid ignorance wor a moment discouraged and discountenanced, an&
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that the public domain of Canada must
be so administered, so mranaged that great
landlords should not possess vast tracts of
land. Occupancy should be the unvary-
ing condition of sale; occupancy as to
time and as to amount of land, such as
reason and experience might dictate.
The nation's wealth is not increased
by the manipulation of stock gamblers.
These men may pass money from
one pocket to another ; one may be
robbed, another may be enriched, but the
aggregate wealth of the country by their
operations isnotincreased one dollar. The
wealth of the country in not increased by
the operations of brokers on the grain ex-
change. The services of these men may
be in a measure necessary to move the
crops of the country. but, when they go
beyond that and gamble in grain, they do
no good to the country. But the opera-
tiois of the stock gambler, the .operations
of the grain gambler are innocent in their
consequences compared with the opera-
tions of the land gambler; the first trade
in something which is a creation ofmen,
the last trade is something which is the
gift of God. They right just as well try
to get a corner upon air, or a corner upon
sunshine, or a corner upon water, or any-
thing else essential to man's happiness, as
a corner upon land.' Their operations
should be discouraged in every possible
mode, for they are the enemies of humanity.
The party who does deserve our kind and
careful consideration is the toiler, whether
lie be a worker in the factory, the mine,
or the forest. Wherever we have the
toiler, there we have in process of operation
an agency that is adding to the aggregate
of the wealth possessed by the human
race. It is the toiler that deserves our
consideration. That land is a happy
land where the majority of its population
belong to the yeomanry class who are
owners of the soil they till. The country,
the majority of whose population belong
to this class, is secure from the tides of
Socialismi and Communism, that combat
against and threaten to overturn the
Christian state and the Christian family,
and may defy their assault. The state
that bas a majority of its population
belonging to this class has made secure
the foundation for its national prosperity
in their thrift and industry. The state
that bas a majority belonging to this
class bas a class which will ever be
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ready to respond to calls of patriotism
for the defence of our homes. The state
that bas a majority belonging to this class
may be annihilated, but never can be
enslaved. In looking around me, I see
the representatives of the people of this
Dominion. They are sent here by their
constituents to guard their interests, but
I an certain our constituents expect
more than they receive. Th ey h -ive
a right to expect of us that, in
dealing with a question like this, we shall
deal with that question unbiassed by party
considerations. They have a right to ex
pect from us that, in dealing with this
momentous question, we shall be governed
by what reason teaches us is for the in-
terest of the great mass of the people of
this country. Should we not for a
moment forget the bickerings, the anino-
sities and the bitterness engendered by
our petty ambitions, and rise superior to
the chicanery and devious ways of modern
political methods ? We shall speedily leave
this place. Just before me is a vacant
chair (Mr. Holton's) that reninds
us every day that the time will core when
we shall lay down our burdens and relin-
quish our task. When that time cornes,
we will drop ont of the ranks of life, and
the world will scarcely pause to sec who
is gone. There may be a slight ripple in
the current when we sink beneath the
stream, but the flood of the ages will
sweep on utterly oblivious that we existed,
and that we are gone. But, Sir, our acts
will live after us. Our acts will tell upon
the interests of this country throughout
all the ages of its history, and this
consideration should deeply impress us.
The horizon of this country nay be
bright with promise, but, if these anticipa-
tions are to be realised, we must dis-
charge our duty with some degree of
faithfulness, and, in dealing with ques-
tions such as this, we must endeavour to
promote the true interest of this country.
We cannot, of course, obtainan exactknow-
ledge of the future, but the imagination
mav make excursions down its shadowy
vista, and core back with impressions
that may be pretty accurate outlines of
future realisation. There may eome to
our ears, if we listen in a prophetic
spirit, the sounds of distant and future
millions toiling in our great North-West,
each individual making puny additions
to mighty aggregates of human endea-
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Vours, and human accomplishments. The patriotic sentiments which he bas uttered
interests of these future millions are in a with so mucli fervour and 50
sense in our keeping to-day. With these fluency. 1 shah not attempt-it is out
considerations weighing upon us, I hold of my hue altogether to attenpt-tbe
that we should ever reiember that the sane course. As 1 cannot give the
consequences of any mistakes we may louse as much eloquence as my hon.
make, whether accidentally or intention- friend, I will try to ive as mueli common
ally, being so far reaching, we should sensc. The point that struck me from
study carefully the ground we are tread- the beginning is that I could not learn
ing ; that we should endeavour to arrive frorn my lion. friend's speech exactly wbat
at a just and dispassionate conclu- bis views vere, as to the mode of dis-
sion, and that we should re- posing of tue great donain that we have
member that no duty can be more in the west. In the flrst place, the lion.
momentous in its consequences than the gentleman says that we would do better
duty of providing a land policy that will by giving Dur lands away altogether to
be ii the interests of the yeomanry of actual settiers in the ncxt place, he
Canada present and future. I move, Mr. says that the teris are so bard and so
Speaker, the following resolutions severe that they :vi-l prevent emigrants

1. Resolred, That in the opinion of this froin going to settie in that country, and
House, the proper policy with reference to the that they wîllgo to the Unitcd States; in
disposition of the public lands of Canada should the third place, lie says we are giving
be, so far as practicable, to sell such lands to e
actual settlers only, on reasonable conditions
of settlenent, and in lots or quantities limited charging se littie for it, and giving parties
to the area which can be reasonably occupied ample opportunity to pay for it. The
by a settler; and that the sale of public lands lon gentleman does not point out what
to speculators, f ree from conditions of settle- course lic would advise us to adopt
ment, is impolitic and calculated to injuriously whether lie wishcs us to giv
affect the settlenent of the country, by keep- e
ing large quantities of land locked up for years, lans altogether to settiers, or wliether
and by obliging the settler thereon, ultimately he Nvishes us to sdi themn orins,
to pay a price much larger than that which and at what prices, or whethcr lie thinks
is paid into the Public Treasury for the we are too severe or too iavisli in our
saine.

2. Resolved, That, as, under the existing regu- teris. I cannot learn to which of the
lations respecting the disposal of public lands three modes of disposing of these lands
for the purpo;es of the Canadian Pacifie Rail- bis opinion inclines. We must censider
way, large quantities of fertile lands are being that th
offered for sale and sold to speculators at one
dollar per acre, for one-tenth cash down, and endeavour, in any remarks that I may
the balance in nine equal annual instalments, make, net to go into any premature dis-
with interest at 6 per centum per annum- -terms cussion as te the Pacific Iailway Policy
which enable the speculator te obtain control of the Government. That will arise
of lands for a cash outlay of 10c. per acre ;
thereby not enly in effect loaning to the specu- more properly, and in an inflnitely pre-
lator on the part of the Government, nine- ferable manner, whea the discussion arises
tenths of the capital required for speculative on that peint. But we cannot. forget that
investnents, but giving rise, as experience thîs is a complex question, and eue very
shows, to great expense in the keeping of
accounts, and to indefinite delays in the realisa- dificuit of solution. We know that the
tion of the stipulated price ; that so long as the country las cost a great sum of money
system of selling public lands to speculators in the original purchase. It bas cost us
without conditions of settlement, or restrictions a large sum ef meney in preparing it for
as to quantity is continued, the price at which
such lands are sold should be paid in full in
cash, at the time of sale. suin of money in the construction

Motion made and question proposed. : f the Pacifie Railway, as far as it bas
That the oluse do now go into Committee of gene; and we have te take into consider-

the %Vhole. te censider the said reselutions. atien, net merely the settiement of the
(Jifr. C/îarlon. country, but the mode of carrying eut the

SiR JOHN A. M1ACDONALD: i engagements of the Government, and of
have listened witi great pleasure t t the openigi up and developing that country by
elequent speech of may hon. friend. railway, i such a. manner, asnot to oppress
have ne doubt that ail of those who have the inabitants of the whole Dominion.
heard him. mst have admired the lofty We have got te keep that in view; and as
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we have to keep that in view, the question to Le agreed upon by the Governient and
is not so easy of solution as the hon. gen- the contractors. That policy vas precisely
tleman imagines. When that country the saie as that of the Government which
was first bought it was in a great degree preceded it. In the original scheme of
a wilderness ; it was the universal opin- 1872, it was provided that a subsidy
ion that we had no object after acquiring should Le grantec of $30,000,000, and a
it. It was seen that the opening up of grant of 50,000,000 acres of land made
the western prairies could only be done by to any railway company which would
a railway system, and it was, therefore, undertake the construction of the rod;
necessary that we should, by the universal but that this 50,000,000 acres should Le
desire of the people of Canada, make the laid out in alternate lots on either
railway as speedily as possible, but at the side of the une of railway, and in
same timte, so as not to weigh down the such a way that every second
energy or increase the taxation, unduly, block sbou]d be reserved, that is,
of the people of the older Provinces. that another 50,000,000 acres should in-
When it was proposed, in 1872, to build tersect, in aiternate blocks, the 50,000,000
the Canada Pacifie Railway, this Parlia- acres granted to the company undertaking
ment-both sides of the House-unani- the work, these alternate blocks beîng
mously adopted a policy which declared intended to Le sold to settlers on terns
that the railway should not be under- that would ultimately reconp the
taken as a Governnent enterprise, but by $30,000,000 subsidy. In the 1874 Bil
private aid on grants of land to such it is provided that if the Government
persons or companies as would undertake should flnd it more expedient to
the work of building the railway, and construct the work as a 6overnment
by additional aid in money. These work instead of by the intervention
companies were to have additional of railwav coinpanies undertaking the
grants of land, not to be given work, they might make it a Govern-
away, but to be sold by the companies, ment work; and thatwas the plan onwhich
under the terms of the Railway Act of the work of building the railway from
1872, at prices to be settled upon between Lake Superior to Red River vas under-
the Company and the Government. I be- taken, that is as a Governient work,
lieve that if this original policy had been What the policy of the late Government
carried out successfully, we should now would havebeen in carrying out the coin
have seen the railway stretching nearly pletion of the other portion of the railway
across the continent, without any heavy we do fot know, because we had notat
burden being imposed upon the people of the tinie they ceased to Le a Goverument,
this country. However, there is no use got s0 far as to have any policy announced
in lainenting what is past. Suñfice it to en the question; but when we came in, we
say, that that idea of building the railway decided to undertake it as a Government
by private enterprise was afterwards work, because the construction froi
abandoned ; and the Government which Lake Superior to Red River was througlî
introduced that idea, and of which I was a ditficult country, expensive for survey-
a memnber, made rooni for another Gov- ing and a very puor country, which would
ernment, headed by my hon. friend from not make any adequate return for the ex-
Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie), who also felt pense; and as it was quite clear that the
the same necessity of relieving the people railway westward froin Red River to the
of Canada-the olders settlers of the Do- Rocky Mountains would run through a
minion-from anyheavypecuniaryburden, rich country, which wonld render the con-
.and of, in fact, carrying out the sane struction of the road more renumerative
policy as that enunciated and adopted the policy of this Government, became a
by their predecessors. In the Canada humble imitation ot that pursued Ly the
Pacifie Railway Act of 1879, American Government, and which re-
introduced by the hon. gentleman, ceives the eulogy. of the hon. gntlemen op-
passed by Parliament, and now posite. At the same tue it should
the law of the land, it was provided that Le stated, that although the plan
.contractors for the building of the line of the American Goverument in railroad
should receive a grant of $30,000,000, and buildings is precisely the same as our
.a land grant of 50,000,000 acres, at prices own, stii, wherever ours varies in prac-
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tice to that of the American system, it is acres adioining at the prices mentioned
on the side of greater liberality. In in the regulations. I think that is the
making up our minds to undertake the greatest inducenent in the worId. Ie
work west of the Red River, as a Gov- gcts lis 16G acres free lie is raising bis
ernment work, we had regard, as I have family-perhaps of boys-and li bas
intimated, to the system pursued by the another farm alongside of 1dm ; hegets
American Governient in constructing bis honestead for tbree years; he is not
their railwav lines. In the United States called upon to pay on bis preemption
every alternate block is kept by the until the fourth year, and then lie pays
Government, and the other block is an easy proportion. These arc inouce-
sold for the highest price. Then, Sir, the monts and advantages that I would not
policv of ny hon. friend, of giving the like to sec the settler deprived of. E!
land away to actual settlers, is not the we were to deprive liim, then the charge
policv of the late Government or of the that we offèr less favourable ternis tian
present Goveriment ; because when tbe the United States offer, would ho truc.
late Government laid out the land run- Now, the bon. gentleman sayswe have vie-
ning from Red River to Selkirk, and to lated the spirit or the express terns ofthe
the north of Lake Manitoba, they, by resolutions of last in regard to
three separate Orders in Council, reserved the PaciLe Railvay. Ho says we have
all the land runing along the sold land at $1 an acre, although the
railway excluding the emigrant alto- resolutions restricted the minimum price

geth er. The policy of the late Govern- at $2 an acre. But tho hon. gentleman
ment, and that of the present Government, should romember that the resolutions of
had in view the relief of the country at last Session providec that the land
large from any undue burden of taxation to be so dealt with sbould be with-
in the construction of the railway i a beit, on ci side of the line, of
and carrying it across the con- twenty miles, all the land outside of that
tinent. The system adopted by the was not railway land; and by tLie ternis
present Goverrnent, however, is of the Dominion Lands Act, ail lands are
complained of as far too liberal. We are sold ab $1 an acre, not one acre of those
told that we are far too lavish with these lands cores within the terns of the ro-
lands. I could not quite understand the lutions of lat Session. Now, the lion.
hon. the mover of the resolution now gentleman says we stould make actual
before the House, whether he was in occupation one of the conditions. 1
favour of preemption or not. The bon. would ask the lon. gentleman, I would
gentleman called my attention to the ask tbis House, who would go and buy
report made by a Commission in the land that he coulc not sel Tle fact of
United States, in reference to doing away selling in fee-simple is consistent only
with preemptions altogether. I am not ith tbe idea of nakiug no sucb con-
aware that the American Government dition. We have reserved theso lands for
have adopted that plan. I have reason, bomestead purposes and for actual sette-
on the contrary, to believe they have not, ment, and for the purpose of building the
from a telegran received from the Land railway ; and for the purpose of relieving
Department at Washington, but that the tbe people of Canada froni the burden of
systen of preemption is, at this moment, taxation wbich the work vould otberwise
as much in force as it ever was; and yet entai!, we bave offered every second
the hon. gentleman would have us adopt lot at an upset price, so that the
a plan less favourable to the road may bo eventually built without
emigrant, less favourable to the actual costing tbe people one single far-
settler than the system existing in the tbing whicb wiIl not bo recouped.
United States. We are giving to every I believe that land can ho made produc-
emigrant, every head of a family tive under the terms of the resolution to
of eighteen years of age and upwards, complote the whole of that road, to open
who chooses to go and settle there, that immense country and give us a mag.
160 acres of land; and, if he settles nificent railway from sou to sea, witbout
there for three years, not five years, he adding to.the burdens of the people, or
gets his deed for that 160 acres, and then without causing any necessity for an in-
he hias a rigit tog phrchase another 160 crease of taxation. We can do i ail by
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the sale of the lands which we hold as a takes up his claim. I would ask, Mr.
sacred trust for the purpose of defraying Speaker, whether the terms of the United
the whole expense of the construction of States are more favourable than our
the Pacifie Railway. So, Mr. Speaker, I own. I think the answer is con-
cau disabuse the mind of the country, or clusively in favour of Canada. But
the minds of any of the hon. gentlemen then comes this great bug-a-boo of
who hear nie, of any apprehensions that the speculator, who is going to take up
the construction of the Pacifie Railway the lands. The system is the saie in the
will be so burdensome as to be oppressive United States. The land speculator has
to the people, and discouraging to the got to pav cash, anid that is a check to his
future developient, prosperity and imagination; but we give the purchaser
growth of the Dominion. The hon. gen- the opportunity of paying, because we
tIenian bas stated. - that our ternis in believe we will be able to sel' the larger
other respects were more generous tlani portion of those lands much more speedily
the terms of the United States. I may say and rapidly, so as to be able to recoup my
thatour surveys are conducted on the same hon. friend the Finance Minister the
principle as the surveys of thLe western drafts upon his Treasury for building the
territory of the United States. In that Pacifie Railway. It is of the greatest
country, and in Canada, every even-num- consequence that we should do that. It
bered section is kept as a homestead sec is the pledge made by the Parliaent of
tion, and every odd-numibered section is 1872, the pledge made by the Parlianent
kept as a railway lot. Then, here we of 1874, and 'the piodge nade by the
keep two sections for the Hudson's Bay Parliament of 1878, that this land sbould
Company, and two sections for school be utilised for building the railway and,
purposes. The lion. gentleman drew a to use the language of the Act of 1874,
dreadful picture of the people being the railway is to be built as rapidly as it
isolated, and not being able to have can be doue, so long as it does fot unduly
schools and churches in comion; but we increase tho burdens of the people.
see schools and churches growing, in the A. BLAKE It says, Cwithout in-
United States, on the sane principle and croasing the existing rate of taxation."
same plan that we have adopted here. SiR JOHN A MACDONALD: The
The only difference is, with regard to the lon. gentleman k' right. That is the
man who goes to the North-West with language of the Act. The recital of the
only his strong arnis and willing heart, Bill is as folluws
is that lie is offered mucb more favourable "Whereas, the wouse os Commons of Canada
ternis than the sare class of settiers resolved in the Session o the yPar ae thousad
in the United States. WTe give him a eight hndred and eventy-one, that t e said
homèstead of 160 acres free, an railway should be constructed and worked by
lie hias the opportunity of securing, private enterprise and not by the DominionGovernment, and that the public aid to be
160 acres contiguous to his homestead at grnt eueisacîpihnn hudcn
$1 an acre, ai-d lie gets thiree years time in sist of such liberal grants of land and such sub-
%vhich lie need not pay a fartbibg for that. sidy in loney or other aid, net increasing the
This gives hini the opportunity to, break then existisg rate o b taxation, as the Parliaient

of Canada should thereafter determine; And,
up bis soil and raise lis crops. But in the whereas the Statute 35 Vi., cap. 71, was en-
United States lio lias to pay $2.50 for the acted in order te carr ont the said aree ent
same privilege the moment he gos on his and resolution ; but the euactments therein
land. 11e gets no credit there. Hie getr contained, have ct been effectual for that pur-
bis 160 acres, and he must pay $2.50 an pose.

"tAm, whereas by the legisation of this
acre in casli for bis preemption dlaim. present Session, in order te provide iMeans for
Eveninthe rai a be t lyin close to the meeting the obligations o the Dominion, the
railwav where the farmer bas the road rate o taxation bas been raised much beyond

that existing at the date of the said resolution;

hesim has theoortunirt o secring

S s o o t o and, hereas it is proper to make provision for
only $2.50 in tbe most favourable the construction of the said work as rapidly as
lo1ality; w ereabn theTnited States no the same an be accomplished without further.
matter where the lad niay be, woether raising the rate o taxation."
twenty, fifty or one hundred miles away You see that the rate of taxation was
from the railwa , ie must pay the exemp- raised in 1874, but nt for the purpose of
tion rate-the $2.50 an acre directly le 1 railway constructio. It was done be-
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fore the railway policy was commenced or
before Parliament lad announiced any
such policy for the purpose of meeting a
number of existing obligations to which
the faith of the Dominion was pledged.
It was decided that the railway should go
on as rapidly as can be done without in-
creasing tie rate of taxation. It is of
importance that this road should be built.
The hon. gentleman lias told us that the
rate of increase of population in 1860-
61 was only 13 per cent. in the Domin-
ion of Canada ; whereas it was 22 per
cent. in the -United States. There are
several reasons for that difference. In
the first place, a large railway construc-
liou was going on in the western portion
of that country, and was bringing a large
population into the Great West. Large
grantshad beenmadetorailways, which hal
the result of nmaking those roads act as
acents to bring settlers to theirlands; and
the hon. gentleman must admit that that
was one of the great causes, while we had
only an increase of 30 per cent. in our
population, and they had an increase of
22 per cent. They had a protective sys-
tem, and we had not.

MR. BLAKE : Whose fault was that?
SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: We

have gathered light, and we contend that
in the next decade our 13 per cent. shall
be equal to their 22 per cent. In order
to say what we may fairly expect to
get froi the sale of these lands, I have
caused an approximate estimate to be
made, because all those estimates must be
merely approximations, and we can only
draw our conclusions from what we can
learn from the experience of the U-Jnited
States. There are one or two postulates
which I must ask the House to consider,
because, if we admit then the rest is
simply a matter of calculation. It is
believed, from the best information we
can get, that 20,000 people went into the
North-West last vear.

MR. BLAKE : There were not more
than one-tenth of that number.

Si JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
can inform the hon. gentleman from the
returns of the hon. the Minister ot
the Department of Agriculture, that
12,000 are known to have gone in, and,
from the best information we have got, as
many more went in that could not be
counted, who were not under the super-
vision of that Department; but let us say

that 8, 000 more went in, and that only
makes the 20,000. If we are to judge
from the reports we have heard, we may
rely upon it that 50,000 people will go
into that section of the country this year.
We know that in the United States, when
railways were about to bc opened across the
prairies in the various States and territories,
a large influx could alwavs be calculated
upon, because there is always an increas-
ing rush towards those lands whiich are
bleing opened up by the construction of
railways. We are t-ld that 50,000 will
come in, but let us p:ut the num-
ber at 25,000, and I have been ini-
formned by everyone - and I have
spoken to a great nunber of per-
sons who have comne froar the North-
West, and who have the best means of
judging-that that estimate is ridiculously
absurdly small.

MmR. MACKENZIE: I suppose it was
the saine person who informed Lord
Beaconsfield, who thought it was absurd.

SiR JOHN A. MACDCNALD: Very
likely. I would ask the hon. member
for Lambton, if lie does not really believe
that number will go in.

MR. MACKENZIE: As the bon.
gentleman bas asked me a question, I will
tell him that I do not believe so, nor do
1 believe that 20,000 went in last year.
I think a large number will go, but not
the number lie stated.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD:
Then the hon. gentleman is the first per-
son that I have beard say that 25,000
was not altogether too small an estimate
of the certain rush of emigration going to
that country this year. That number, of
course, includes the baby as well as the
adult; it includes the whole popu-
lation moving into the country.
In ordinary cases the estimate is : the
average family numbers five-the head of
the family and four others. In the
Western States theaverage is not so large,
for obvious reasons;because so many young
men go in without families to settle there,
and the average is reduced to three in-
stead of five. But in the future I cannot
calculate upon such a low estimae, be-
cause if there is the rush estimated,
families will move in there in larger
numbers than in any previous year, as
many have sent on their sons before them
as pioneers. We have made an estimate
of four to the family. It is a larger
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average than has occurred hitherto in
Canada or in the Western States. If,
then, you take four to a family, we esti-
mate that of the 25,000 or 24,000 that
go there, 3,000 will be heads of families,
occupying homesteads and preemption
claims. Every man takes up his pre-
emption claim. He gets bis lot free and
he looks forward to having an adlitional
farm, froi the preemption; and that is one
great advantage of our system over the
American system, where a man is obliged
to pay cash down for the whole amount
of his preemption claim. Then, we esti-
mate that one-fourth of the adults, or
1,500, will become purchasers of railvay
lands--men coming from England, Ire-
land and Scotland, and some from the
United States, who possess money. Not-
withstanding the sneer of the bon. gentle-
man opposite, a great many Americans
are going into that country. There is a
large move about to take place from
Pennsylvanîia into the North-West. As
I stated, one-fourth of the 20,000 will
buy railway lands. They have got money;
and every man will take up bis home-
stead and preemption claim and become a
purchaser of railway lands as well. Pro-
bably another fourth will be labourers,
men with families, but men who will not
take up land. Sorne hold that
that is too higli an estimate, and that a
m1îechanic wil1 take un his lot and work
it in such a way as to secure a title
thereof; but in making this calcula-
tion, ve are trying to keep within
the bounds, rather than make a state-
ment which would be conside red excessive.
I calculate that 25,000 people w 1 'go into
our North-West this year ; that. 3,000
heads of families will take up free home-
steads; that 1,500 will purchase railway
lands, and 1,500 will not purchase any.
That is a moderate calculation. If this
estimate is admitted, then the rest of the
problem is altogether a matter of figures.
Of the railway lands, we calculate tbat
the average purchase will be 320 acres
for each head of a family. We then
take the average price of the whole of
the lands extending from the $5
section, within five miles of the railway,
to sixty or 100 miles away. The average
price of the lands sold to the 1,500
purchasers would be $3 an acre-this is
greatly under the average. What then
would be the result I

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

MR. BLAKE: Over the. whole belt-
220 miles?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : Yes.
Take $1, $2.50, $4 and $5 per acre,
and the average, $3; admi we sell at
those terms lands, in 1880, to the value
of $1,440,000, of which we shall receive
one-tenth the price, or $144,000, we
should receive from the fees from the
homestead and preemption grants $60,000
more, making in all $204,000 in cash.
Then we calculate that, as 25,000 people
would go in this year, we may add each
year an increase of 5,000, so that we
rmay expect 30,000 to go in next vear.
That is a very small percentage, if we
look to the results from railway enter-
prise in the IUnited States. We assume,
therefore, an increase of 5,000 a year till
1890, and expect in that year 75,000
settlers in our North-West.

MR. BLAKE: Can you not make it
another 10,000 ?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I
think that is a very moderate estimate.
On those figures, the estimate of the total
cash revenue to be received for the lands,
by 1890, is $38.593,000.

MR. BLAKE : That is up to 1890.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Yes,

and including 1890.
Mn. BLAKE: That amount with

interest.
Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: We

expect $38,593,000, including simple in-
terest for the lands sold in that period.

MR. BLAKE: What proportion is prin-
cipal and what interest?

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD: I
cannot say. That will be the total sum
receivedin cash to the end of 1890. But,
besides, there will be ail the instalments
to come in after 1890, accruing, yearly, so
that the lands sold in 1890 will be one-
tenth paid for nine years afterwards-for
each year there will be an instalment of
one-tenth paid. The actual value in 1890,
of the preemption, up to that date, unpaid,
will be $16,440,000. The actual value of
the railway lands sold up to that date will
be$16,272,000, makinginall, $32,712,000.
If you add to that total, unpaid, the
$38,593,000 that will be paid in 1890,
you get a grand total of $71,305,000.
Deduct from that the estimated cost of -
surveys for the ten years, $2,000,000, and
of the land officers, $400,000, and you re-
duce it by $2,400,000. Having shown
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that the estimate of the number of
settlers, if the land to be taken up, and
if the average price, is not excessive, we
find we shall have $69,00o,000 either 0i

money in hand, or money for which we
shall have the best security in the
world-the land itself. The whole esti-
mated cost of the railway, including sur-
veys, and construction through the difli-
cult as well as the prairie country, does
not exceed, by the most excessive com-
putation $75,000,000-for the work from
Lake Superior to the Pacifie Ocean. I
believe hon. gentlemen opposite will be
surprised, yet, to find it built for less
than $75,000,000. It will not cost more
in the most rigid calculation. Some
gentlemen and newspapers have said that
the Engineer-in-Chief is one of the most
extravagant engineers possible. We can,
therefore, place some reliance on his cal-
culations. If we finish the road for
$75,000,000, and in the first ten years
only sell half the lands we estimate, where
vill be the burden on the people ? That

would not make a very serious invasion
into the very large tracts of land we
should have still to sell. As the road pro-
gresses, the annual sales of land will
more than be sufficient to meet all the
possible cost of the railway. lI addition
to all that, we must remember we shall
be pouring into that country an enormous
population which, on a prairie soil, will
rapidly become-not with the painful
toil of the people of Ontario and Quebec,
who have had to clear the forest-con-
sumers of dutiable goods and contributors
to the revenue. We shall be receiving a
large revenue from thatcountry altogether
independent of the products of the lands.
Where, then, is there any danger of this
country being overridden by taxation, or
being oppressed ? There is none. I be-
lieve, under this scheme, we shall settle
the country rapidly; that the proceeds of
the sales of lands will meet our engage-
ments, as the work progresses, including
the claims for interest. I believe that the
interest upon the railway expenditure
can easily be defrayed without adding
further to the taxation of the country.

It being Six o'clock,the Speaker left the
Chair.

After Recess.
SI JOHN A. MACDONALD: When,

the House rose, at six o'clock, I was

67

speaking of the increase of population in
the Western States. I hold in ny hands a
return showing the populations of several
Western States in 1850, 1860, and 1870.
My hon. friend from North Norfolk has
called our attention to the fact that, dur-
ing the last ten years, the United States
were suffering from war, and the depriva-
tion consequent on the w-ar. The
following is the populations of the several
States at the periods namd :-

Minnesota..
Iowa ......
Missonri ...
Arkansas ...
Nebraska...
Kansas....
Illioi..
Wisconsin..

1850.
6,000

192,00)
594,OCO
162,000

nil
nil

851,000
305,000

1860. 1870
172,000 446.000
674,000 1,190,000

1,064,000 1,721,000
344,000 484,000
28,000 129,000

107,000 373,000
1,711,000 2,539,000

775,000 1,064,000
The rate of progress in those States was
most remarkable. And the causes of
it were the rush of emigration to the
United States, the opening up of the
country by development and the railway
policy of the United States Governnent,
in granting liberal subsidies of land.
Now, -that country has been filled by
emigration from the East, from Europe,
and from the South, which was directed
mainly to those States, and I hope and
believe, and have every reason to expect,
will flow into the North-West and
Manitoba. The hon. gentleman asked
me what proportion was interest in the
calculation I made. The principal and
interest are in the proportion of
two-thirds and one-third. One of the
objections which my hon. friend made to
the policy of the Government was the
opportunity it would give to speculators
to get hold of large tracts of land, and to
lock them up from settlement in view
and with the hope of getting enhanced
prices. Now, the same principle applied,
I take it, to the United States.
The United States Government,
when they conveyed the alternate
lots to the railway companies that they
subsidised, made no- conditions as to set-
tlement. Those companies, we all know,
made no conditions, and sold without
condition upon receiving their set price.
They could not do so, because it was their
object, and they were successful in it, to
get the highest price possible for their
lands ; and they sold their lands at $1,
$3, $5, $7, even $10 an acre; and in
those places where there were mineral
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lands and good locations for cities, towns
and villages, they made enormous profits.
There, indeed, was an opportunity of large
speculation, and there, indeed, largespecu-
lators succeeded in getting large tracts
of land. We read of farms of 10,000,
20,000, and one large farm of 40,000
acres. Now, such an accumulation of
land in a single hand cannot occur in the
North-West under our regulations. By
the wise provisions of these regulations,
no man can get a large tract of land.
In any one railway belt no one can get a
continuous large plot. He cannot get a
whole township, as the speculators have
succeeded in getting in the United States.
As I have explained, and as the regula-
tions show, everyalternate lot is held and
sold-every alternate lot in the mile
square wbich forms the township-the
even numbers of 160 acres are kept for
actual settlement, and the neigh-
.bouring 160 acres are kept for
preemptive right of the individual settler,
-and can never be disposed of by him to
anybody else, and lie has the sole right of
that prcenption until lie gets his -deed,
after baving, for three years, improved
his fari. So that no one can get any
large tract of continuous land. But his
next neighbour who buys a lot, is an
actual settler, who is either attached to
the soil with his interests in the advance-
mient of the country, and is interested in
the improvement of the country, and all
his interests are opposed to those
of the speculator, or the land owner
merely for the sake of gain. What is
the consequence ? The consequence is
plain. Municipal institutions have now
been introduced into Manitoba.
At first they only passed a permissive
Bill, but now they have passed a compul-
sory Bill. They have divided the Pro-
vince of Manitoba into twenty-eight town
districts, and these are compelled, in the
course of this summer, to adopt a muni-
cipal system, which is that of Ontario
in principle. Every one of these districts
is obliged to establish a municipal system
with the organisation that obtains in On-
tario, so that the people who own
every second lot will have a direct
interest in insisting upon, and in
imposing a non-resident tax upon
all speculators. The danger of
large tracts of land getting into the hands
of speculators is absolutely out of the

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

question. They cannot get them continu-
ously in large blocks, and only in blocks
of 640 acres. By no possibility can they
get more than that, and they are checked
by the fact that the actual resident
settlers will see that a non-resident tax is
put upon these lands, so that the operation
will be the same as it was in the old Pro-
vince of Upper Canada. I remember the
time, before the land tax was passed, when
every old inhabitant bad a large tract of
land which lie kept for speculation ; but
the land tax system altered that, and we
had yearly sales of lands for taxes, and the
speculators were obliged to sell their lands
because they could not afford to pay the
taxes put upon them.

Mn. MACKENZIE : It was precisely
the land speculators that bought up the
lands.

Sia JOHN A. MACDONALD: But
they sold again. Of course the land
speculators bought them and paid tho
rates, and the municipalities got the
money and laid it out in roads and bridges,
and the improvement of the country; and
the new speculators who bought those
lands were obliged to sell them or continue
to pay taxes, and we all know the conse-
quence was that such things as large land
proprietors, which have been pictured to us
by the lion. member for North Norfolk,
do not exist in Ontario. My hon. friend
conjured up the idea that we were going
to have a proud aristocracy, as lie called
it, like that of England, owning millions
of acres, keeping down the tenant-farmers
and grinding them to powder. Why, we
know that the people most to be com-
miserated in England are the land owners.
Landlords cannot get a tenanteright : the
tenantry are going to beconie landlords
themselves by coming to Manitoba and
the North-West. There is no fear of our
having a serfdom like that in Russia ; I
thought there were ro serfs in IRussia,
and I thought that the people that were
most completely free from serfdon in the
old world are at present the men who
were formerly serfs in Russia. They own
the soil, they stand exactly in the position
of the farmers in the Province of Quebec.
There is a small and very inadequate sum
by paying which each gets free of his
superior. They are so free that, strange-
to Fay, in many portions of Russia
the emancipated serfs are anxious to get
back under the paternal rule of their
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,ieigneurs again. This is the fact, as we 1 the farmer in the North-West las no such
know. The hon. gentleman shakes bis difficulties to encounter. The day after
head. If he would be kind enoughlie arrives in bis new home he can put bis
to go to the library and read that most plough into the sou, and commence to
interesting book, Wallace on Russia- sow lis crop. But wbile - think it is
/ MR. MACKENZIE : I have just read quite reasonable that the men whe are
t.

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD: Then
lie will find it to be a fact, if be has read
it attentively, and I can show it to him
to convince him, that instead of being
governed and oppressed by the seigneur,
they are now governed and oppressed by
the commune-by themselves, the mir, or
the commune, as it is called in France.
The land is held in common. -The com-
inune governs the landlord and divides
and sub-divides the land among them-
selves on a purely democratic principle
and the people find this so oppressive,
they wish they were back under reason-
.able guides, and under a small rate of
taxation or rental that was placed upon
them by the landlords.

MR. MACKENZIE : The commune
is not a new thing ; it is not a new sys-
tem.

SiR JOHN A. MACDONALD : I do
not say so, but Wallace will tell the hon.
gentleman, who appears to have read it-
but not very attentively-that the mir is
not a new thing, but the landlords stood
between the individual serfs and the
commune before; they protected the
individual serf from the tyranny
of his neighbour. That is what
Wallace says, and J think that
the bon. gentleman, now that I have
called bis attention to it, will remember
that this is so. But the hon. gentleman
from North Norfolk commenced hisspeech
byattacking the first resolution for the sale
of the land. Now, I have no hesitation in
saying that these regulations were reason-
able and fair ones. By the first regulation
there was an A belt lying on each side of
the railway five miles in width, which is
withdrawn altogether f rom homesteads,
and these lands are to be sold. Now,
while I think the homestead system is a
correct one and the best that can possibly
be devised for settling the country, cer-
tainly noonebasaright toexpect thathi can
have a railway built free to his own door
for nothing. We all know how Ontario
and the older Provinces were settled, but

getting the land on the line of railway,
or within five miles of it, should purchase
the land, vet such an outcry was raised
about this regulation and about its driving
away emigrants that we changed that. An
unpatriotic cry was got up by
bon. gentlemen opposite, and by some of
their ill-regulated organs, such as the
Globe. From the moment these resolu-
tions were published, a howl was raised,
and a direct attack was made upon the
Government. No one knows better than
the hon. gentleman f rom West Durham
(Mr. Blake) how unpatriotic that paper is
when it has a partisan policy to pursue;
no one knows better how reckless it is
whether it injures the country or not,
whether it drives away emigrants or ruins
the reputation and credit of the manu-
facturer, if a temporary political triumph
can be obtained. The howl that
was raised by a paper of extensive
circulation, the organ of a large and
patriotic party, would, of course, have its
effect. It had its effect on the party, and
we were apprehensive that this outcry,
unworthy as it was in purpose, and un-
founded as it was in statement, would
have the effect which it desired, of keep-
ing emigration out of the country ; and
the Globe might afterwards point
its finger at the policy and say: This
is the policy of the Government,
and see how it bas failed of success. AI-
though I think that the. first regulations
were quite just in themselves, and that,
if they had been insisted upon, there
would have been no diminution in the
number of emigrants, and we would have
had more money in our coffers, and more
means to press on the public works in
that country, still we were resolved
that we-should not be foiled. We rendered*
our regulations more liberal. We bound
them to agree with us. We resolved that
every one of the terms must be less onerous
to the public and more favourable to the
settler, and we have succeeded. I know,
as a matter of fact, that these regulations
are well thought of in the North-West,
where they are so anxious to have imme-
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diaLe settlements, and their country
opened up and developed. I have
only to say that, by the terms I have
endeavoured to explain to you, we
hope to encourage the settler by giving
him fair terms. We have given him
a free grant of 160 acres of land ; we
have given him the right to acquire, at a
moderate price, 160 acres more, with
plenty of time to pay up. That secures
the settlement of the country. We want
to build the railway, and we want to
raise money to build the railway in the
manner I have explained to you, on the
estimates I have ventured to lay before
you, and they are not estimates made by
me. They are estimates made by experts,
who have made these calculations on an
extended personal experience. Our terms
are better than those offered in the United
States, and will secure for us purchasers
for our lands. We gain by this two
objects, the settlement of our country
within a reasonable period, and the cer-
tainty of raising a fund that will relieve
this country fron ail danger of being
oppressed by a burdensome taxation, in
order to carry out the obligations wvhich
the Dominion Las placed itself under, and
which we cannot, without a loss of
honour, a loss of prestige, and a loss of
position, ignore. When we gain these
two things, we can throw ourselves con-
fidently on the good sense of the House,
and the good sense of the country, for the
support of our railway policy. I there-
fore say these resolutions must be passed.
Our regulations demand and require, and I
believe will receive, the approbation of
this House and the country. They are
liberal withoutbeinglavislh,and will)operate
so as to encourage the poor man to be-
come a rich man, and enable the country
to carry out the great object of develop-
ing this country, and of building our
magnificent railway connecting the
Atlantic and Pacifie.

MR. ANGLIN: The right hon. gentle-
man who has just resumed his seat, dis-
cussed a rather important portion of the
Pacific Railway Policy of the Govern-
ment upon the question raised by the
hon. member for North Norfolk. It
would evidently be very inconvenient just
now to follow him at length in the course
which he' has chosen to pursue. Notien
bas already been given that a resolution

SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD.

will be moved, as soon as the hon.
I the Minister of Railways has proinulgated
his policy regarding the Pacifie Railway ;
and it is understood that that will be the
proper time for taking up this whole
question with regard to the best mode of
constructing the Pacific Railway. The

I propriety of taking up this branch of the
subject now, I leave the riglit hon.
gentleman for himiself, and those
sitting behind him, to consider.
But it occurred to me that it would, at all
events, be well to make oner emark with
regard to the very extraordinary calcu-
lation prepared for the right hon. gentle-
man by exlberts and submitted by him to
this House. To the representatives of
New Brunswick there was nothing novel
in the mode of dealing with the question
which lie lias chosen to follow. Many of
us fron that Province have, for many
years past, been familiar with this mode of
discounting the future. We have had
calculations, almost precisely similar in
their character, submitted from time to
time as a justification for plunging the
country into extraordinary expenditures.
We were told how the population of the
country would multiply. Careful calcu-
lations were produced to show that the
population would grow even without the
aid of emigration; and we were often told
of the magnificent future in store for our
country when our wild lands were culti-
vated, and the wilderness yvas blossomed
as a rose. ln no single instance was one
of these anticipations realised, was a
single one of those prophecies fulfilled.
AlR of them have proved to be grosely de-
lusive, as I have no doubt the calculations
submitted to the House, this afternoon,
will be found in the course of time to be
delusive. I moved several weeks ago for a
return showing what quantities of land the
Canadian Government has sold to Manitoba
and in the North-West, from the davs on
which we first acquired possession of that
country up to the end of last year; showing
further the whole amount of money raised
from the sale of these lands ; and also the
cost of survey, the management, and the
conduct of the sales, so that this louse,
when they come to the consideration of the
Pacifie Railway policy of the Govern-
ment, should have some actual facts upon
which to base their estimates and calcula-
tions for the future. If lion. gentlemen
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are allowed to manufacture their data, they
,can bring us to any conclusion they
please. I asked for data which would bu
reliable, but, for some reason or other,
that return has not found its way on to
the Table of this House, and possibly we
may be called upon to discuss this policy
by-and-bye without having these figures
to guide us to a just -conclusion. I was
about to say that, in this extraordinary
calculation, one very important, palpable
and flagrant omission bas been made.
While the hon. gentleman calculated very
ýcarefully the interest accruing on the
price of lands solf, lie omitted altogether
to calculate the interest on the amiount of
money ve are borrowing from day to day,
and expending on the Pacifie Railway.
On June 30th, as the Public Accounts
show the actual expenditure on that work
was about $12,500,000. Since that
a very large expenditure bas been
made, and I think it is not too much
to assume that at this moment we are in
,debt in that amount to the extent of
$15,000,000. That money will cost us at
least 5 per cent. per annum. We borrow
nominally at 4 per cent., but I think 5
per cent. is actually the very lowest rate
we pay for that money. Five per cent. on
$15,000,000 is just $750,000, and it will
be necessary next year to sell lands
enough to realise $750,000 to pay the
<lebt at this moment due on account
of the Pacifie Railway. The right hon.
gentleman calculated that 25,000 people
would go into that country next year. I
think it a very extravagant calculation;
and let me say, moreover, that the hon.
gentleman calculated that these people
would corne from other countries, and add
to the population of this. Whereas, it is
known that a very large portion
of those who have gone to the North-
West have gone from the Province of
Ontario, and so diminished the population
of that Province. But setting that aside
for a moment, I want to make this one
point. We will have to realise $750,000
by the sale of our lands to pay the
interest on the money borrowed. Taking
the emigration at 25,000 persons, that
.Sum will represent $30 per head for every
man, woman and child that, even accord-
ing to the hon. gentleman's own state-
ment, goes into the country. Then the
hon. gentleman says that $75,000,000
are to be spent in ten years, when

the road will be completed. I do
not know whether there is anybody
in Canada, besides himself, who
believes that that road can fe built for
$75,000,000. Fifteen millions from
$75,000,000 will leave $60,000,000 to bu
expended in the tei years, or $6,000,000
to bu expended annually. The annual
interest upon the latter sun will bu
$300,000 a year, to be added to the exist-
irg interest. This year we will hav-
$750,000 interest to pay by the sale of
lands; next year we will have to raise
$1,050,000 ; the year after, $1,350.,000;
the next vear, $1,650,000 ; and so we
would go on until at the end of ten years,
we will have to raise fron the sale of
those lands, merely for the purpose of
paying interest on the $7 5,000,000, no
less a sum than $3,75 0,000. His calcu-
lation, that there would be an emigration
of 75,000 people during that last year,
according to which it would be necessary
for every man, wonan and child of that
emigration, to pay $50 a piece into the
Dominion Treasury, to pay the interest on
the $75,000,000. This was lost sight of,
and I maintain that there is nothing to
satisfy any reasonable man, who wishes
to weigh the facts of this case carefully,
that the sale of lands in the North-West
will bu sufficient to enable the Govern-
ment to pay this enormous amount of
interest. This is the only point I desire
to make, and, I think, it is one that hon.
gentlemen on the other side would do
well to take into consideration.

MR. PLUMB : Mr. Speaker, I ex-
pected, when my hon. friend the member
for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton) rose,
that we would have a temperate,
clear and dispassionate discussion of the
great question involved in the terms of
his resolutions. My hon. friend has
an aptitude for collating statistics and
presenting thei in a clear and effect-
ive manner. But my hon. friend
his one peculiarity, which I think, has
been exhibited in all the important
speeches he bas made in this House. It
will not bu Parliamentary for me to say,
the lion. gentleman has not the sincerity
of his convictions, but it is quite certain,
that when he begins with an argu-
ment upon one side of a ques-
tion, bu usually manages before he
concludes, to introduce arguments upon
the opposite side from that upon
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which lie started that entirely do away stead only eighty acres of land, and coulJ
with the force of his original proposition. acquire but eighty acres more by pre-
My hon. friend began by questioning the emption. The prices of the latter were
land policy of the Government. I acknow- fixed, according to location, either at
ledge that there may be great room for $1.25 or $2.50 per acre, and yet the hon.
differencesof opinion upongrave questions, gentleman boasts of this system, which in
such as that of the policy to be adopted reality is not nearly se liberal as our own.
for peopling a wild country like our North- In 1879, under pressure of representatives
West, and the building of a Trans-Con- in Congres, who were hostile te the
tinental railway. Differences of that kind holders of the large land-grants for rail-
we must expect will be earnestly ad- way purposes, or who wished to strengthen
vocated and supported by arguments themselves in constituencies, where sud
strenuously urged in this House. We must grants are restrictive and monopolising,
expect that such arguments from gentle- there was a modification of the land
men on the other side of the House, will statutes, and an Act was passed by which
be tinged with party spirit. I do not the homestead-grant was extende1 to
object to that-and I hope we shall hear 160 acres and the preemption privileges
in the course of this discussion, for our to 160 acres aso; but, the minimum
information and examination, from gen- and maximum prices, $1.2â and $2.50,
tlemen on both sides, every reasonable remain the sane. This is all I have to
view which can be taken of the subject. say, in reply to the hon. gentleman, in
But I did not expect to hear fron the that regard. When the hon. gentleman
hon. gentleman on the one hand, that says that our regulations are calculated to
the Government had granted for the obstruct thesettiement of the North-West.
building of the Pacific Railway an in- I entirely disagree with him. Does le
ordinate quantity of land-a grant so large suppose that this Government are in a
that it was simply reckless, extravagant, league to defeat their own objects-that,
and improvident. I did not expect, on they are going deliberately to work-
the other hand, to hear him assert that that understanding the regulations of the
quantity of land would be inadequate for United States-to commit political suicide
the building of the road. Nor did I ex- and destroy the opportunity presented to
pect to hear from him that there had been them, of carrying out the great engage-
grants of one-fourth the quantity, not so ments laid upon them,-engagements I
goodspace as ours, to important railways in may say, in passing, laid upon them by the
the UJnited States, on the proceeds of which hon. gentleman opposite and lis leaders,
their lines had been constructed. These for the original policy was changed by
statements do not tally. I will not follow the late Government. The hon gentle-
the hon. gentleman in bis argument, but man goes on to say, that in order to open
I must say that [ cannot conceive that in up our great North-West, it must be left
the great North-West there is not land free to the typical pioneer; and the hon.
enough for all kinds of bargains and gentleman, with a fine poetic fancy,
arrangements which it may seem politic pictures that avant-courier of settlements,
to the country to make. There is ample after having finished lis work in what
provision made for the settler. There is was once once called the Far-West, baving
ample provision made for him in the first no more wilderness to cenquer in t'e
place by giving him 160 acres as a dark andbloody ground wherehe flourished
homestead, and in the second place flfty years ago in bis buckskin hunting,
a preemption of another 160 acres shirt, and squirrel-skin cal, with bis pow-
which lie can take if he likes. It der-born at bis side and bis rifle on bis
is very unfair for the hon. gentleman shoulder, standing ready te take these
to attempt to persuade this House that the accessories cf civilization into our Great
land laws of the United States are more Loue Land. But the hon, gentleman
favorable to the settler than ours. I happen assures usthat the fastidious person he
to have before me the regulations of the described will nit vouchsafe te give us
United States Government, in respect to the inestimable benefit cf bis co-op-
preemption and homesteads, which regila- eration, unless we legialate here for
tions show that, until recent modifications lis especial and exclusive benefit. Now,
took place, a settler could get for a home- the hon. gentleman should know that Li.
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pioneer has ceased to exist ; that he is a
creature of an age that has gone by ; that
he is as utterly extinct as the Mastodon
of Big-bone Lick, who disappeared a few
ages earlier. His mission was to defend
himself with his rifle from the hostile
red-man, to keep his scalp intact,
and with his axe to fell the vast
dreary forests which frowned along the
s6hores of the Ohio and the Mississippi. If
a stray individual of his race still survives,
Sir, he would find on the Red river or the
Saskatchewan,none of the difficulties with
which he had to grapple in his old home.
There are no grim foes to meet except
occasional blizzards, no forests on which
the labour of half a life-time must be
spent before they can be conquered.
The virgin soil is ready for the plough,
a single summer will yield a prolific
harvest on the first breaking up;
nature has prepared an easy path
for him with the application of
the vast improvements that labour-saving
implements supply. The country we are
offering has already passed the bounds
which the pioneer reached when his work
was done. The hon. gentleman bas sketched
a poetic picture, romantic enough, but one
which will not stand the strong, clear
light of common sense. The hon.
gentleman has also said, that there
is a great objection to opening the
land in the Far-West to the speculator.
I say that if any one wishes to buy this
land within the restrictions placed upon
it by the Government, lie should be al-
lowed and encouraged to do so. I say
that I want to see the capitalist go there,
take an active interest in the settlement
of that country, and become an emigrant
agent, endeavouring to get settlers there ;
and if, as bas been hinted, he finds him-
self uncomfortably taxed, he will be the
more anxious to get settlers upon his
lands to share hisburthens, and therewill be
no harm done; there is ample room and
verge enough for the emigrant and the
capitalist: I have been looking over the
report of the English tenant farmers who
visited Manitoba last year, which shows
that large tracts have been taken up by
men of property going from Ontario, men
who have sold their improved lands here
and who bave had means to acquire
land enough for themselves and their
sons in the North-West. What possible
objection can there be to giving such men,

the privilege of acquiring ten times the·
quantity named as a homestead if they
desire it? It would hardly be expected
that we could adopt any policy that would
meet with approval of lion. gentlemen
on the other side, and I anticipated
nothing less than the attack made by the
hon. member for North Norfolk (Mr.
Charlton) but I have been very inuch
disappointed in its force. All the possible
mischief which it was intenled to inflict
has been done away with, most effectually,
by the hon. Premier in bis able and
eloquent reply. I do not hesitate to say,
Mr. Speaker, that every utteranc3 of
hon. gentlemen opposite since the open-
ing of this Session, has been made with
a view to damage the interests of this
country; and it has been painful to the
community at large as well as to all dis-
passionate men in this House, to notice
the attempts of the minority to thwart
and obstruct that progress toward a- re-
storation of confidence and a return
of prosperity, which would come naturally
but for the conduct which I am coni-
pelled to characterise, as anything but
patriotic in the Opposition. Since they
sat on the Opposition Benches they have
attacked and worried every interest of
the country and that, gentleman among
them who was able to make the strongest
statement in illustration of the country's
ruin was the one they most loudly cheered
It was not, however, altogether with
the intention of answering the lion.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
or the hon. member for Gloucester
(Mr. Anglin), that I rose to address the
bouse to-night. I do not see any argu-
ment of the latter that demands reply.
The hon. gentleman's statements aremerely
hypothetical and cannot be made the basis
of any mathematical proposition er logicah
refutation; it is therefore not v.ortte
while to talk about them. l the State
of Iowa, where I became interested in
lands in 1857, when the population was
under 300,000, and which contains now
a population nearly five times that num-
ber--a state comparatively free from debt
and burthensome taxation-one of the
most important of the Western States,
its extensive system of railways which
have largely contributed to its rapid
growth and its great prosperity, were
built almost entirely by land grants and
in advance of settlement. This has been
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the case with nearly all the States of
the West having raiiways running
through them in different directions.
There is a new line to terminate in
Texas, which is now under construction,
across the Rocky Mountains and the
mountains upon the Californian coast,
starting from a point far south of
Sai Francisco. Capitalists of well-
known ability have undertaken to con-
struct this line without other advantage
or subsidy than a grant of land estimated
at eighteen millions of acres. I have here
the average price of railway lands sold by
the principal railway companies in the
United States, up to 1876. I think it
fair to take it up to that time, higher
prices have since been obtained, but the
condition of settlenent then came more
nearly to that of the North-West now.
The Topeka and Santa Fe, $5 an acre;
the St. Paul and Minnesota, $6.20; the
Northern Pacific, $4.74 ; Lake Superior
and Mississippi$7.50 ; the Pere Marquette,
$8 ; the Central Pacifie, $5.29 ; the Union
Pacifie, $4.32, on a grant of 13,000,000
acres ; the Kansas Pacifie on a grant of
6,000,000 acres, $2.72, the last report
of that road being in 1873 ; the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacifie, $7.91 ; the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincey, $12.25.
It therefore does not seema very rash and
reckless to make the calculations given
by my right hon. friend, the First Minis-
tor., of the value of our lands and
the probability of sales. It was
not for the purpose, however,
of addressing the House on this question,
as I have just stated, or upon Mr. Charl-
ton's resolut ons alone, that I rose to-night;
and perhaps I may be pardoned, if I take
a different range, in order to bring for-
ward some statisties on matters of im-
portance to this House and the country.
My principal object in now addressing the
House, was to call attention to the
English labour and food question,
and to couple thema with the
probable settlement of the great North-
West. My object was to show that my
right hon. friend Sir John A. Macdonald,
had ro chimerical idea, when he looked
upon our great fertile belt in that country,
as being the future home of a great com-
munity, loyal to the British Crown, and
forming perhaps the most important por-
tion of the British Colonial Empire. I
have endeavoured to bring important

MIL PLUP.

statistics bearing upon the food and labour
question together, in such a way, as to
present them concisely to the House. I
wisli to state first, fromt the data that I
shall be able to give, that the culture of
wheat, is constantly decliiing in the
United Kingdom, the acreagesown having
fallen from 3,831,054 acres in 1871, to
3,381,791 acres in 1878 ; and to 3.085,428
acres, it is estimated, in 1879. This
enormous diminution is caused by large
areas of new lands under wheat culture
in other parts of the world, coming in
successful competition with Britain wheat-
growing. The acreage thus taken from
wheat culture does not produce any other
crop giving thesameamount of flesh-iorming
constituents asthat of wheat, 4801b. of which
is equal to 5501b. of meat, and 4,8001b.
of potatoes. Of coursc, as long as
coal or iron will buy, or will produce
what will buy wheat, just so long
can the population of Britain be fed.
But she is in a peculiar position. She
requires not only to import food largely,
but she must import great quantities of raw
material for lier manufactures-more, per-
haps, than any other nianufacturing
country. She imports hemp, jute, silk,
cotton, leather, wool, and wood for building
purposes, and those imports have to be
paid for by exports of manufactures. At
a period not very remote, a surplus of
food supplies was raised in the kingdom,
and large quantities of cereals were ex-
ported; but it is now absolutely necessary
for England to face the food question as
well as the question whether ber imports
can be increased in propertion to the
wants of that class of the population
which depend entirely upon manu-
facturing as distinguisbed from agri-
cultural pursuits. I shall be able to
show figures to sustain what I have said.
In 1871 the population of the British
Isles was 31,484,661. It is now esti-
mated at 35,000,000. Theacreage of wbeat
in 1871, was 3,831,054; yield 53,620,000
cwts., or 100,024,000 bushels. Wheat
imported in 1871, 43,310,000 ewts.
or 80,850,000 bushels ; consump-
tion, 97,000,000 cwts., or 180,874,000
bushels. Acrerage of wheat in
1878, 3,381,701 ; yield 55,350,000
cwts. or 103,420,000 bushels; wheat im-
ported in 1878, 58,760,000 cwts. or
109,690,000 bushels ; consumption
114,110,000 cwts. or 213,110,000 bushels.
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Acreage of wheat in 1879, 3,056,428 acres 5221b. ; in 1871 51211).; i 1878 5381b.
half a crop estiwated; wheat imported allowing a per cent. for export the re-
in the first ten months of 1879 57,000,000 mainder cores very near the calculation
cwts. or 106,400,000 bushels. Mr. Caird of 4801b of wheat, or its equivalent, for
states the yearly present consuniption of each period. Besides theso main articles
wheat to be 110,000,000 cwts. or of food there are miior ones of littie coin-
205,340,000 bushels, of which 55,000,000 parative importance, naely; eggs vege-
or 102,670,000 bushels is imported. tables other than potatoes, fruits, home
Other cereals imported probably supply raised and foreign, and beverages. The
the place of wheat used for others pur- value of the total consuniption of foodin
poses than human food. Of meat the 1878 was estimated at £167,000,000 ster-
home product in 1878 was 25,000,000 lng, made U) as he following:
wts.; of butter and cheese 3,000,000 Animal food ......... £39,980,000

cwtUs.; of iïilk, 6,000,000, cwts., roakn m anereals .............. 0, 110, 000
a agregate of homo raised animal food Suar, fruit, &c ........ 29,150,000
of 374,000,000 wts. iported meat i Alcoholic beverages, . e,840,000

Other beverages a ........ 12,080,0
1878 6,000,000, cwts. ; imported butter Miscellaneous .......... 17,840,000
and cheese 4,580,000 twts.. Total coc- o
sumption of animal food, 44,5ý0,000 Total. £167,000,000
cwts. Potatoes, home grown in 1878, Allowances are made in the estimate of
100,000,000 wts.; potatoes imported, alcoholic am other beverages for the
850,000 cwts. All these foods vary inife grain used in their malefacture; its
sustaining power in proportion to their enhanced value in the shape of the bever-
richness in flesh-forning constituents. age is merely given. According to the
It is ealeulated that the nutriment con- careful estimate of the great Engish
tained hi 4801b. of wheat is the average- statisticiai, Mr. Caird, Britain now de-
quantity required for each individual rives haîf its bread and one-founth of its
of the population; and that 4801b dairy produce from abroad. Mr. Samuel
of wheat is equal to 5501b. of meat and Boume, from whose valuable tables 1
4,8001b. of potatoes. Reduced to a have largely quoted and shail largely
common flesh forming standard and ex- quote, estimates that of the 35,000,000
ressed as wheat the consumption of food of population whieh the next census will
in 1878 was as follows: show in the United Kiugdom, at least

Homle grown. Imported. 17,000,00 must be fed by imported food.
cwts. rwts. eA great and deplorable waste of food is

Whea.....5550,00 5,760000its conversion into alcoholic drink.
iMLeat equal to. 21,820,000 5,740,000 During the twenty years eading in 187 6,

airy food...8,00,000 3,720,000 nearly 30,000,000 hundred M eghts
Potatoes .... 10,000 OCO 870,000 55,000,000 bushels-were converted into

beer and spirits; enough food was thus
absolutely destroyed to support a twelfth

The calculation shows that in 1878 the part of the inhabitants of the United
cns8mption of wheat was 4 per cent. Kingdom, say 3,000,000 of persons. The
home grown, 511 per cent. imported. 0f question arises whether any changes in the
meat reduced to wheat standard, 79 1 per conditions under whichi the agricultural,
cent home grown, .9W per cent. imported. operations of Great Britain are carried on
0f dairy food 682 per cent home; 3,,0 per can increase the food-supply of the Islands.
cent. imported and of potatoes, 9d per cent. sit does not follow that a change in land
home, and 8 per cent. imported. In a f, 58 tenure and a larger investnent of capital
per cent. of the total food consumed was in agriculture would icure the SUStaiing
produced at home, and 42 per cent. was of.a larger numbeat of people by increased
imported in 1878. The total consumption home production. Much would depend
in 1878 was 164,000,000 cwts.; in on the kind of produce of which the
1871, 143,000,000 cwts.; and in 1862, quantity raised would be increased. The
135,000,000 cwts. Divided among the potato feeds the greatest number per acre,
population at those periods they but it is deficient in giving muscle and
make, in wheat equivalents, the capacity for work-in strengthening
consumption per capita in 1861, power. There is but little likelihood that
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the legumes, altbough admirably adapted
for sustaining life, and giving healthy
rigour and tone to the system, will corne
largely into use, or that anything will
take the place of wheat, or depose it
from its supremacy as the staff of life in
the British Isles; whether because of the
weight which each acre will produce as
compared with other descriptions of food,
or of its fitness for man's consumption.
Now, it is certain that wheat is just the
kind of crop which is most likely of all to
be displaced in Britain, by the introduc-
tion into the market of that country, of
wheat of foreign growth. We have seen,
as I have previously stated, the effect of
a cheaper foreign supply in reducing the
wheat acreage from 3,821,054 in 1871,to
3,056,428 in 1879, which, allowing an
average crop of fifteen bushels an acre,
would be equal to a decrease in the crop
of eleven millions of bushels. Throwing
land out of wheat culture into that of
any other description of iood, however
profitable it may be for the cultivator,
lessens the number per acre which the
land will feed. In changing it from
arable to grazing purposes, eight
acres of pasture will only yield
as much food as one of wheat.
Fruit and vegetables will not contribute
anything like the same degree of sus-
tenance, that would be afforded by the
wheat, of which they may take the place.
Increased population and thriving trade
also absorb more land for erection of
buildings and means of transit, and for
open spaces for recreation. These
demands, it is not desirable to limit.
Reclamations of waste land may only serve
to supply the deficiency thus caused. High
farming and improved nachinery will
not be able to hold ground against the
opening up of new areas of wheat culture
in other countries, and will be probably
applied to those foods which need the
largest acreage. On the whole, it is held
that it cannot be expected that the life-
sustaining power of the soil of Britain
will be increased, unless continued
adversity drives its people to the use of
simpler food. There is every reason for
believing that every year will diminish
the power to support increasing numbers
upon the food raised in the British Isles.
They must also resort largely to the pro-
duce of other countries to supply raw
material for manufactures, for it has been

MR. PLUMB.

often said that, except in iron and coal, no
manufacturing country is more deficient
in such material. Cotton, silk and j ute are
wholly of foreign growth, and flax,
leather and wool are largely imported.
An average of twelve years shows the
value of these articles imported yearly
as follows :-

Cotton. .
Flax....
Jute ....
Silk ....
Wool....

Total . . .

£
42,230,000
5,160,000
2,470,000

15,180,000
15,550,000

£80,500,000

Home con- Home pro-
sumption. duction.

£ £
9,720,000
3,302,000 2,000,000
2,190,000

12,4C0,000
5,060,000 8 500,000

£32,390,000 £10,000,000

For erection of buildings and manufacture
of furniture we use foreign woods.
From these data it will be found that
it will be necessary for British statesmen,
gravely and speedily to consider
the condition of their country, where the
manufacturing population is largely increas -
ing, and where the increase of the agicul-
tural population is almost at a stand still.
The manufacturing class must be fed bythe
export of %the manufactures they produce.
And we have seen that not only these,
but that one-half of the population alto-
gether, now depends on imported food, to
pay for whicl manufacturers must find an
export market. At the Census of 1871,
out of the 31,484,000 persons who were
enumerated, 2,989,154 are classified as
agricultural; 6,425,137 as industrial; these
numbers include workers' wives and
children. Probably the next Census will
showan industrial population of 8,000,000,
and that of the following decade might
give 10,000,000 or 12,000,000. This
calculation, and the probabilities of
an augmentation in the ratio of
increase of population, are justified by a
late report of Dr. Farr, the Registrar
General. who states that in the most
healthy districts of England, during the
ten years ending 1870, the mor-
tality was seventeen in the thou-
sand, and the whole number through-
out the country was twenty-two deaths
in the thousand. He argues that the
death rate will decrease, and that conse-
quently there will be a much more rapid
increase in population in the future,
owing to better hygienic and sanitary
regulations. To feed the population thus
increasing, at the end of the next decade,
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will require the export trade to ba depression of trade, must surely
doubled or tripled, and every branch of convince any but the most ob-
manufacturing industry extended 50 per 1 stinate theorists 6f the fallacy of this
cent. The exports of the Kingdom. contention. It is now generally admitted,
arrived at their maximum in 1872, but the member for Bothwell and his con-
the imports did not do so until 1877. Since freres, to the contrary notwithstand-
1878 both have been decreasing. Itis ing, that England lias been liqidating
claimed that what is called the balance her balances by tie sale of Vie bonds and
of trade is entirely fictitious. The gross securities acquired during prosperous
sums returned as the amounts of exports years, and in tact that the Englisi people
and imports it is said, and truly said, are paying out their hoarded savings. The
do not truly represent their values, and recent rise in the Bank rate is due to tie
that the amount paid for imports apprehension that the United States
is less than their valuation by which, owing to the protective system,
the profit on freight, commissions, buy litVle or nothing from England, will
etc., and that in the same way, demand gold for the food they are
more is received for exports than their en- called upon Vo supply, having regained
tered cost on departure. The following possession of the bonds and securities
tables show the official values of imports which they formerly sold to England. In
and exports for twelve years, with a re- 1867 the aggregate exports of England
vision, taking into account the added or exceeded her importations of food by
diminished values just alluded to £80,000,000; las year Ve excess was but

~. £26,000,000, a sum quite insuficient to,
o o~ ay for Vie raw material of foreign pro-

Î X duction worked up into tbêe manu-
1867.. 230 181 59 205 188 17 factures exported. In short, Vie whole
1868.. 247 180 67 220 187 33 product of British labour ard capital em-
1869.. 248 190 58 221 196 25
1870.. 259 199 60 231 207 24
1871... 271 223 58 240 230 10 to realise enougi to pay for the food she
1872.. 296 256 49 263 266 .. 3 importe for home consumption. Let Vhe
1873.. 315 255 60 281 267 14 figures be examined and their import
1874., 312 210 72 278 251 27 scrutinised in whatever way you will, and
1875..316 223 93 281 233 4S the conclusion is stil irresistable that, at
1876..319 201 118 284 209 75
1877... 341 199 142 304 208 93 (the present moment Enland is unable Vo
1873..316 193 123 281 202 79 provide food for lier own people either
1879.. 28 188 100 256 197 .59 from the produce of er own soiu, or by

1,050 balancese exchange of her mannfactudrs and
sproduce. wil be arued tha these
yVmes are.not a fair criterion, tat there

504 will be again afood of prosperity, that the
The foregoinr figures represent millions savings of the past will tide lier over the
sterling, and show an apparent balance ebb, and siat th depressim is u aversal.
of £1,050,000,0 of imports over ex- hu other countries trading and manufac-
ports since 1867, which Vhe revised turing couipanies are p e minority, in
figures in Vhe last columps reduce to England the majority. England, essen-
£ 504,000,000, of whici it will be ob- Vially a productive and commercial nation,
served taV£390,000,000 bas accrued since 8lias been the manufactory of Vhe world,
1873. It was contended by Vhe extreme 1but is every day becoming less exclusively
scliool of political economists which our so, silce other nations bave discovered Vhat
opponients bliudly follow, that Vie importe, Vhey posse,s the same sources of miuerai
iowever muci in£ exces2, must be really wealtb. It is perfectly evident also from

paid for by tie exporte, and, Vierefore, Vie figures under consideration, tiat the
iat Vie balance only shows Vlie profit that profiti of previos year have been

accrues from Ve exchange. Some of omr (expended for the psrc ,tase of raw
ultra-Free traders bave gone so far as to material, and of the food necessary Vo
mîay; that the more a country buys the fied the Englis population. Tien cones
riclier sli grows. Tic events of the last the question as Vo whether the revival of
few years, iowever, and the extreme trade will more Englandî position. to
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may be said that England is really a finds it is absolutely necessary to reet
nation of producers, a nation of workers, the great food question; wben she will
a nation of manufacturers. From her be conipelled to ascertain wbether se
vast stores of coal and iron, and owing can enlarge her oN aricultural fields of
the rapid developmrent of other countries, labour; wvether she can manufacture so
who purchased largely from lier, sbe heaply as to be able to force ber manu-
had great stimulus given to ber industries, factures upon other countries, and tbereby
but it is not believed that that prosperity obtain the food necessary for lier people.
can permanently return, and it is not poa Some think it bas been well establisbed,
sible that she can double or treble ber as 1 bave stated, that she caniot enlarge
export trade in order to provide food ber fcod products. Shah she, then, meet
tor lier increased population. Other the case by an cnlightened systeni of
countries have discovered that they have deporting her population-sendiug out an
the resources which made England rich advance guard of the best and strongest,
and strong, and have adopted protective wbo can be induced to emigrate, to prepare
neasures for the encouragement of their the way for a further enigration of ber
own manufactures and the exclusion of labourers and artisans, wbo shaH thus be
hers. Soine scheme of disposing of the rescued from squalor, miserv, aîd poverty,
rapidly increasing surplus population and carried to a land wliere tbey can find
niust, if it bas not already done so, im- bappy bomes, and the prospect of a new
pose itself upon English statesmen, and life. Suppose it were possible, by some
the necessitv of the hour in the next great convulsion of nature suggests
decade will be to consider how that Sir Julius Vogel, that a continent
population shall be provided for. should be upheaved on the west
Thoughtful men are studying these facts coast of Jreland, coîtaining ail the
and conclusions, and are asking whether ciements for the best developnent of
it is desirable that the kingdom shall be societv; that tEe climate would require
ýconverted into a vast and overcrowded labour, as the flrst necessity and the
workshop, with ail the evils which now greatest hoon, that can be given nan; a
are attendant upon densely populated climate that would not enervate but
centres, enormously increased. Shall the strengtben the system, and best develop
British people be pent up within narrow the physical as well as the moral con-
limitswbich shal b hot-bedsof discontent, dition of te inhabitants; suppose it
where ili-fed, ill-clothed, ill-disciplined, c11- were a virgin soil, offwred broadcast,
taught masses shaîl be ripe for the harvest and almost free of cost, to the
of the delagogue-a constantly increas- whole peopte of the Unitec Kingdom,

iuxg mob, wbo can scarceiy be blamed if how long would it be before the new land
they cannot be kept witfin the restraints would be covered by an indstrious popu-
of law and order during toe periodical lation, bringing wit thern ail the appli-
'evulsiois of trade that niust occur-that ances and improvements f agriculture,

can scarcely be blamed if thcy listen to manufactures, art and science. Wealth
tae persuasions of the Communist or the would flow into it and would build
Nihilist in a country where tEe contrast cities, and cultivate fanis, and construct
between wealth and misery is ever before railways, and supply means of education,
them. In sucli seetbing masses tbe in- and furniom luxuries of ail kinds, and every-
stincts of self-preservation will survive aIl tbiang tat denotes progress in the better
other impulses except perhaps the appel state of civiization-al these, the re-
of starvinz wives and chlldren. Is it suit of labour and capital, would
truc philantbropy, or true polioy, or true 3pring up ike Aladdins palace, like a

tatesmanship to wait til such a state of' dreai, or an exhalation of the morning,
things lias gown to proportions so s appal- but not like theav to fade suddenly
ling that they refuse to be dealt with. away. Yet, suc a continent as prac-
What tben sha be tee manifest duty of tically wfat is offered teo England
the governing classes Let us sec. to-day by the great, Nort-West,
Sir, I bave produced these elaorate which bas been, as it wwlne, discovered but
and somewhat tedious groups of figures testerday-a country which now offers
or tshe purpose of showing tEe iuse the t e solution of tEe difficulty in which

position England will ccupy when she Engiand is soon to be placed. That great
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councry which was unknown five vears
ago, except to the Hudson's Bay employés,
or the Indian trapper, or the pioneer who
Nentured at the hazard of his life across
the illimitable prairies, is now, as one
may say, a continent risen up beside the
Green Isle which needs it to redeem its
starving millions. That country is prac-
tically as near to Eugland to-day, by the
great improvements in navigation, by the
telegraph cable which flashes news beneath
the Atlantie, as Lands End was to Inver-
ness thirty years ago ; as near, almost, as
London was to Edinburgh forty years
ago. It is offered to England. She
will, within a few years, need to choose
whether she will allow her festering
masses to live on in squalid poverty
in her great manufacturing centres,
or to say to them, I will give you
homes in our own territory, under
our own meteor flag, where you
can be safe beneath its protecting agis.
Let me read, Sir, the cloquent words of Mr.
Bourne, to whom I am largely indebted
for the statements I have now made, which
were listened to with approval and
applause, at a late meeting of the Royal
Colonial Institute, presided over by the
Right Hon. W. E. Forster, in the absence
of the chairman, the Duke of Manchester,
and attended by a very large number of
distinguisled persons:

"One other motive which should induce
the Mother Country to foster the further
colonisation of her dependencies remains to be
noticed-it is the sense of responsibility arising
from the relationship in which she stands
towards them. it is .ot only that her own
soil fails to provide sufficient for the wants of
her growing population ; that there seems
little likelihood of greater or improved cultiva-
tion increasing her produce to the necessary
extent ; that our manufacturing and trading
operations which have hitherto procured sup-
plies from abroad, now fail to keep pace with
the growth of ttiose whom they have to support,
and our producing power appears to be over-
taking the demands of our customers. These
are urgent reasons why we should send forth
a large number of our people. It is not only
that the conditions of existence which have
grown up amongst us, the modes of life fostered
alternately by inflated prosperity and seasons
of depression, require the breaking up of many
connections, the changing of many habits, the
infusion of new life into the several classes of
soiety ; these offer many inducements to place
our people in altered circumstances. and to
surround them with new influences. Neither
is it solely because by the diffusion of our
people, the fresh start they may make, and the
development of multiplied life, there is much

wealth to be gained. These are encourage-
ments to the occupation of new lands and the
enlargement of our iiterc>urse wvith the niatives
occupying many of our possessions. It it that,
above all these, there should bc the conviction
that we have solemnu duties to performn and
sacred trus's to execute.

" If we trace the various means by which
England has become lord of the vast terri-
tories which already own our Sovereign's sway,
and those which it seems we cannot avoid ac-
quiring- at one time by right of discovery, and
another by that of conquest ; at others for the
purpose of restoriug ý rder or perserving peace ;
at one period in pursuance of selfiNh policy
dictated by the greed of gain ; at another
from motives of the pure4 philanthropy
and the nost earnest desire to benefit those
whomu ve have brought under control-we
cannot fail to sec that it is neither by accident
nor for useless ends that we have thus been led
to appropriate so vast a portion of the earth's
surface. Whatever our past policy may have
been, we caunot ignore our prescnt obligations,
nor refuse to admit our responsibilities in the
future. Whether for good or evii the burden
rests upon us, and we cannot cast it off. The
destinies of;many nations are in our keeping and
the peopling of many countries at our disposal.
If we have been enabled to settle our own free-
dom on a firm founciation, we have to secure the
same liberty and give the same relief t> those
who are as yet unable to claim, or unfit to ex-
ercise the fuill privileges of British subjects. If
we have drawn to our shore the wealth created
in our Colonies, or obtained by trade from other
nations, we have to employ our capital in foster-
ing commerce and manufactures for their
benefit. If we have arrived at sn great a know-
ledge of, and obtained so great a muastery over
the powers by which the earth's procucts may
be utilised, we have to impart these gifts to
those who are yet in ignorance, and therefore
in poverty. If we have joined the ends of the
earth together for our own convenience we
have to unite the whole of our possessions
together, and to ourselves, by yet coser links,
and more endl ring tics. It we are in the
enjoymuent of all the comfoets and benefits
which a high state of civilization confers, we
have to train our dependent- to secure the same.
advantages. If the principles and the prac-
tices of morality are to prevail, we must intro-
duce tlem where they are unknown, and fEll
our lands with those who will aid in their pro-
pagation. If we ourselves are blessed with the
light of religious truth, we nust strive to cast
the reflection of that light over the dark places of
the earth, and seek to raise up a seed to serve
Him by whom it has been bestowed. These
are solemn duties we dare not decline ; glorious
privileges we would not lose. * * * *
I have spoken of the necessity imposed upon
the Mother Country, that she should extend.
and perfect the colonisation of her numerous
possessions, but is it not equallv a necessity to,
those possessions that they should be fully
c loaised ? tShe has more than an abundance ;
they, with few exceptions, a paucity of popu-
lation. She is unable to ra se ber own food ;
thev can raise more than they can cou-
sume. She bas a plethora of m ealth which
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seeks employment in foreign lands ; they have hon. gentlemen in Opposition. The cal-
need of more than she can give to develop their culations of the Government are justi-
untold resources. She bas the knowledge, the lied by the statistics and facts 1 bave
refinement, the treasures of art and science,
accumulated in the course of the years that given. I believe that, under the provi-
have past ; they have yet to obtain these in- dence of God, the great North-West is
valuable possessions in the years that are to destined to play a a most important part
come. The necessity is mutual ; let both be in the history of civilization, and i the
gainers by its being met and supplied. These
are cons derations which can no longer be destinies of the British Empire. Nothing,
neglected or evaded. They force themselves I repeat, could more conduce to the great-
upon us in our homes and our offices, in solitude ness of England than to send us
and society, in the palace and the }evel ; they ber yeomen-an advancc guard of
will tax our intellects and should lie near our
hearts. When these sentiments prevail, and- the best, strongest, and rost intelli-
presumptuous' though it may be in me to say gent of her population. Xhen the
so -not till tien. will there be any solid re- strong core here, they 'will provide homes
turn of national prospêrity. Whensoever they for the weak-for those who cannot core
are held by the leaders of public opinion, and
responded to alike by the voice of those at pioneers and that the strong will
home and those in our colonies, the work will core, anyone wbo rcads the report of the
i e received as the most important that can oc- delegation of the Enghsh tenant-famers'
cupy public attention, and all together wi]l may be perfectly certain. Those reports,
join in its performance-then the most impor-
tant and influential member will not be the
Minister, who sits in the Home Office not the judice, made by men who are
one who presides over war-nor even he who not the hired tonters for land companies
rules the Exchequer, but the honoured indivi- or railway men, who came here to see the
dual into whose hands Her most Gracious
Majesty commits the affairs of the Colonial
Office." they liked and drew their own conclu-

sions. cannot be read or heard in Britain
That, Sir, is the line of argument pursued without producing great effect upon the
and accepted by representative men in people whom they addressed. My
England, and I claim that it bears directly hon. frienc (Mr. Charlton) has suggested
upon the question of the settlement of the that it would be imprudent and improper
great North-West. That is largely a to permit large capitalists to go into the
solution of the question that must press North-West and there acqnire extensive
itself upon the attention of parties in tracts of lands-even thougl they will
England, no matter whicb may be in settie upon and, perlars, cultivate those
power. Notwithstanding there bas been lands. There can be no better policy
a change in the Government, to the re- than to encourage such settlers. They
gret of many, the same obligation to deal will give enployment in the meantime to
with this question rests upon the new men who may not be able to purchase or
Administration whatever statesmen may settle, who will take up land afterwards
be at the helm. The day is far dis- and establish comfortable homes for them-
tant when that narrow and selfish policy selves. Many of the English tenant
will again prevail which ruled prior to farners purchased lands when in the
1865 and 1866. The colonies and ap- North-West, and have unanimously re-
panages of Great Britain are now con- commended it a, a ostfavourablecountry
sidered among the true sources of lier for enterprising men, rot afraid of work
greatness. Every dispassionate man in and to men of capital they say, there is no
the House and country believes that no place where a better investment can be
greater and truer source of power lies in made. Those indisposed to face the bard-
the grasp of England to-day, than the ships of a new country, may find in On-
settlement of the great North-West upon tario or the Eastern Townships thqt they
the principles to which I have re- can buy the fee simple of excellent laims
ferred. It was no dream of the present fur a sum per acre not exceeding two or
Dominion Government that the Pacific three years'rentaI in the United Kingdon.
Railway could be constructed out of the There bas been a studied attempt, Sir, on
proceeds of our own lands ; no dream tbe part of the Opposition, which canuot
when the bon. the Premier read be too emphatically and severely charac-
those statistics, which were received with terised, to decry the value and availability
incredulity, almost with scorn, by the of tbe vast territory in question, wbich
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was acquired for Canada through the far-
seeing statesmanship of my right hon.
friend (Sir John A. Macdonald). Permit
me, in support of my argument and of
the conclusions which, I trust, are war-
ranted by it, to read extracts from a letter
written and published by Mr. J. W.
Taylor, the Consul of the United States
at Winnipeg, who is considered an indis-
putable authority:

"A comparative statement of temperatures
at St. Paul, Winnipeg and Battleford, for the
first months of the current year, including
April, having been published by me and noticed
in the Pioneer Presg, I assume that your readers
will be interested in a similar statement for the
year ending July, 1879, to which I have added
the monthly observations at Toronto.

"These positions are as follows .
N. Lat. W. Long.

Toronto ................. .. 43.39 79.23
St. Paul.................. .44.52 93.05
W innipeg ................. 49.50 96.20
Battleford ............... 52.30 109.00

" It will be convenient to refer to latitudes
as Toronto, 44 degrees ; St Paul, 45 degrees ;
Winnipeg, 50 degrees; Battleford, 53 degrees.
The place last named is situated on the Sas-
katchewan river, and is the capital of the
.North-West 'erritory of Canada, as the vast
district west of Manitoba (longitude 99 degrees)
to the Rocky Mountains is no W known geo-
graphically and politically.

TABLE OF MEAN TEMPERATURES.

August....
September..
October....
November..
December..
January....
February . .
March.....
April ......
May .......
-June ......
July......

Toronto. St.Paul.
66.38
58.18
4584
36.06
25.78
22.80
22.74
28.93
40.72
51.74
61.85
67.49

72.00
60.06
46.03
38.03
19.03
16.03
15.02
33.01
50.04
58.07
67.09
73.05

Win-
nipeg.
67.34
52.18
35.84
30.66
11.97

6.10
-12 32

14.14
39.10
53.13
63.20
68.19

Bat-
tieford.

67.79
47.10
34.52
28.66
7.43
0 45

-10.25
16.84
46.70
53.35
60.35
63.95

Yearly means 44.04 45.61 36.67 36.46
" A statement of mean temperature during

the agricultural season from April to August in-
clusive, exhibits the following proportions:-
Toronto, 57 degrees, 65 minutes ; St. Paul, 65
degrees, 5 minutes; Winnipeg, 58 degrees, 19
minutes; Battleford, 58 degrees, 53 minutes.
Thus it will be seen that the climate, in its re.
lation to agriculture, is warmer in Manitoba
and over territory seven hundred miles north.
west, than in the most central districts of
Ontario ; while St. Paul, in latitude 45 degrees,
is 7 degrees, 40 minutes warmer than the
vicinity of Toronto, in latitude 44 degrees.

'I hope soon to be in possession of similar
statistics at Fort McMurray on the fAthabasca
river, and Fort Vermillion on Peace river, re-
.spectively 1,000 and 1,200 miles due north-west

of Winnipeg, and I have full confidence that the
climate at these points will not be materially
different from Battleford. The altitude of the
Athabasca and Peace river district is less, and
the trend of the Pacifie winds through the
Rocky Mountains is more marked than at Bat-
tieford. It was on the banks of the Peace
river, well up in latitude 60 degrees, that Sir
Alexancer Mackenzie records, on the loth of
May, the grass so well grown that buffalo, at-
tended by their young, were cropping the up-
lands.

"But I find my best illustration that the
climate is not materially different west of Lake
Athabasca, in latitude 60 degrees, than we ex-
perience west of Lake Superior in latitude 46
degrees, in some personal observations of the
north-western extension of wheat cultivation.
In 1871, Mr. Archibald, the well-known pro-
prietor of the Dundas mills, in southern Min-
nesota, visited Manitoba. He remarked that
the spring wheat in his vicinity was deteriorat-
ing-softening, and he sought a change of seed,
to restore its flinty texture. He timed his
visit to Winnipeg with the harvest and found
the quality of grain he desired, but the yield
astoiiished him. ' Look,' said he, with a head
of;wheat in his hand, 'We have had anexcellent
harvest in Minnesota, but I never saw more
than two well-formed grains in each group or
cluster, forming a row, but here the rule is
three grains in each cluster. That is the dif-
ference between twenty and thirty lushels p(r
acre.' More recently, Prof. Macoun, the
botanist of the Canadian Pacifie Railwaysurvey,
has shown me two heads of wheat, one from
Prince Albert, a settlement near the forks of
the Saskatchewan, latitude 53 degrees, longi-
tude 106 degrees ; and another from Fort Ver.
million, on Peace River latitude 59 degrees,
longitude 116 degrees, and from each cluster of
tbe two I separated fi re well formed grains,
with a corresponding length of the head. Here
was the perfection of the wheat plant, attained
a:cording to the well-known physical law, near
the most northern limit of its successful growth.

" The line of equal mean temperatures,
especially for the season of vegetation between
March and October, instead of following
lines of latitude, bends from the Mississippi
valley far to the north, carrying the zone of
wheat from Minnesota away to the 60th
parallel in the valley of the Peace River, and
reproducing the summer heats of New Jersey
and southern Pennsylvania in Minnesota and
Dakota, and those of northern Pennsylvania
and Ohio in the valley of the Saskatchewan.
* * * Within the isothermal lines that
inclose the zone west and north-west of Min-
nesota, which is being or is @oon to be opened
to cultivation, lies a vast area of fertile lands
from wbich might easily be cut out a dozen
new States of the size of New York.

"I assigned Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
and even southern Minnesota to the zone
specially adapted to corn, as the more southern
states constitute a cotton zone; and obs ýrving
the imperative natural restrictions in the Mis-
sissippi valley upon the successful production
of wheat, I hazarded the statement that
three-fourths of the wheat pro iucing belt of
North Amrica would be north of the inter-
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national boundary. This arithmetical division
has since been questioned by the Pioneer
Press.

" I will venture to illustrate the climatic
influences which control the problem under
consideration, by some citations from 'Min-
nesota : Its place among tie States. By J. A.
Wheelock, Commissioner of Statistics,' which,
though published in 1860, is all the more an
authority for the confirmation of twentv years
The general law of limitation to the profitable
cultivation of wheat is thus luminiously stated :
' The wheat producing district of the United
States is contined to about ten degrees of
latitude and six degrees of longtitude, terminat-
ing on the west at the 98th parallel. But the
zone of its profitable culture occupies a com-
parative narrow belt along the cool borders of
the district defined for inland positions by the
mean temperature of fifty-five degrees on the
north and seventy-one degrees on the south, for
the two months of July and August. This
definition excludes all the country Iying south
of latitude forty degrees, except western
Virginia, and north of that it excludes the
southern districts of Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indianna, Illinois and Iowa, while it
includes the northern part of these states,
Canada, New York, Western Virginia, Michi-
gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and the Red River
and Saskatchewan valleys. lu general terms,
it may be stated that the belt of maximum
wheat production lies immediately north of the
districts where the maximum of Indian corn is
attained.' * * *

'' Will the great interior of the continent con-
tribute to our exportations of wheat and its
flour? I refer to the territorial organisations of
Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and
Nevada. Let us take the most favoured of all,
Montana. Grand as are its resources, I am con-
strained to believe that only one-thirteenth of
its surface is within reach of the unavoidable
condition of irrigation, and that the mountains,
with their mineral wealth, and the uplands as
grazing grounds for cattle and sheep, will be
the chief theatres of industrial activity. After
careful enquiry in 1868, as United States Com-
missioner of mining statistics, I committed my-
self to the following statement : ' The area of
the territory (Montana) is 146,689 35-100
square miles, equal to 93,881,184 acres-nearly
the same as California, three times the area of
New York, two and a-half that of New England,
and yet no greater proportion is claimed by
local authorities as susceptible of cultivation
than one acre in thirty, or a total of 3,346,400
acres. Of course a far greater surface will afford
sustenance to domestic animals. The limit to
agriculture, as in Colorado and New Mexico, is
the possibility of irrigation.' * * * *
It is the crowning feature of the 'fertile belt'
which braadens with reduced altitudes and con-
stant air curren ts from the Pacific coast, that
the immense trapezoid, whose apex is bounded
on the Mackenzie, bas a sufficient quantity of
summer rains fcr all the purposes of agriculture
as organised in the Atlantic and Mississippi
States.

"I have no pride of opinion as to the accu-
racy of an impromptu estimate of proportions
north or south of the boundary. I would cheer-
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fully waive it, confessing to an arithmetical
inaccuracy, if assured of a general acceptance of
the opinion with which the article of the
Pioneer Press concludes, namely, that 'in the
Hudson Bay Territory, outside of the old
Provinces, 200,000 000 acres are adapted to
wheat raising.' That admission is more
than enough to justify a railroad policy, which.
will push, within ten years, the locomotive from
Winnipeg fully 1,200 miles beyond its present
bourne on Red River."

Now, Sir, let us hear what was said by
Mr. James Biggar, a delegate of the
tenant farmers from the Stewartry of
Kircudbright, Scotland, upon his return
froni Canada, at a meeting in the Town
Hall, Castle Douglas, on the 22nd
December last :

" As a field for wheat raising I would much
prefer Manitoba to Dakota. The first cost of
land is less ; the soil is deeper and will stand
more cropping ; the sample of wheat is better,
and the produce live to ten bushels per acre
more, all of which is profit ; and as soon as the
new railway is opened the cost of delivering it
at the seaboard .will be the sane or less. The
average crop of the United States is surprisingly
low, the returns for a good many state-s being as
low as twelve to fourteen bushels per acre ; this
evidently does not pay the grower, and many
are therefore giving up wheat, and going in
more for other branches of farming. Much of
the wheat producing land in the east being thus,
for a time at least, exhausted, supplies will
have to come from the virgin soils of the west ;
and as these are rapidly undergoing the sane
process, the farmers of the United States will,
before very many years, be very much on a.
level with the farmers of this country. The
virgin soils of Canada are, however, much more
extensive, and will probably be able to send us
wheat when the United States have ceased to
be an exporting country. We saw land which
had been in wheat from thirty-five to fifty
y ears, and took samples of the wheat soil and.
subsoil. We also saw some first-rate turnips.
We did not se- any signs of manure being ap-
plied, though we saw manure heaps, the
accumulation of twenty years. As there is no:
decrease of crops the natives do not think it,
necessary to use manure yet. On the whole, I
was favourably impressed with Manitoba, and
the other delegates whom I met expressed the
sane opinion. No one who sees the immense
extent of fertile soil and the excellence of its
products can doubt for a moment that there is
a great future before that country."

Mr. Biggar states that wheat in Manitoba
was selling at 70c. a bushel, leaving good
profit to the grower, and, at tbat price,
would cost, delivered in England, about
4s. 6d. a bushel, a price which would not
pay the English farmer for raising wheat
at home.

" As a field for money-making and enterprise
we consider the North- West decidedly the best
part of the Dominion ; and those who are will-
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ing to face the difficulties and disadvantages Wigtownshire, says of the farim of Mr-
of pioieer life-difficulties and disadvantages Kenneth Mackenzie; a Scotch emigrant,
which will be rapidly overcome, and which are who settled first in Gueiph, Onatario, and
nothing to those which the early settlers in On-
tario had to contend with-have every pro- thence removed to Mamt.oba, where he s
spect of success and independence. It would tie proprietor of about 18,000 acres
be a great mistake to suppose that 1 recommiend
Manitoba to al who think of emigrating. The "I was certainly surprise alt the wonderiul
propriety of going there depends very nuch on fertihty of the soil, which is a rich biaek
the means and habits of the emigrant ; but loan, averagrng about eighteen incies of sur-
young people with health, energy, and somle face soil, on friable clay' msuboil, tive and six
means, accustomed to work, would certainlv feet in depth, beneath which is a thin layer
improve their position and do well. There. are of sand, lying on a stiff clay. The land is
many fanilies, too, who nay bu working as quite dry, and is well wate by a fine
hard here, without making things any better, strea which ibws through i.

they would have to do there, for whom thc I ivent over a large field < f 180 acres on which
change would be a good one." lad been grown this year a he-avy crop of wheat

and barley, this season's trop was the ninti in
Referring to improved fais In Ontario, succession without any naure ; iadeed it ap-
whicl lie thinks a certain class of inîtend- peared to me that it would not rcunire ay for
ing emigriats vould do weÀl to purchase, many years to come, and thait its furtility cmrld

lie unysbe renewed at aîy tiume by brigiig up an imch
or so of uew soil. It was quite a sght, and

"We visited Niagara, and were much im- would gladden the heart of any favaier, ta
pressed with the grandeur and mnagiiticence of have seen the various staokyards oni the farm,
the falls. The surrounding country is very taking into account the comparatively imited
fine and lar2ely devoted to tIe growing of fruit. quantity of laud at present brokeu up. Mr.
The neighboarhood of Grimsby and St. Mackenzie, whea turaing over the virgin sail
Catherine's are also faous for apples, $one in theearly sunaier, mserely pares the sua face,
armers growing 2,000 to 4,000 barrels, worth 6s he then backsets the Jurrov aft-tr harvest,
per barrel. The whole of the westérn penin- ploughing about a depth of three inches, turn-
sula of Ontario is fine, and we would have ing over a very broad furrow, varying, from
liked to' îisit tne counties of Kent, Huron, twelve to sixteen inches in width, and so far
Wellington, Grey and Bruce, all of which are he bas not yet exceede. a depth ot four inches
fine lands, but the ground béing covered with c any of his land. Hie considers the fertdlity
an early fall of snow, we had to give up that -of his land is praetically inexhaustible, as in
idea. A fine stretch of land lies all the way his opinieoi the friable cly undraeath the
from Kent ta Lake Huron ; the County of surface soit, after a little exposure to the action
Huron being recently settled, land is cheaper Of the atmonsphere, will be as fertile as that
than in other districts, and very good land can above it Viýh respect to the yield of is
be bought at £3 to £10 per acre. East of crop, he' favourp ,ie with bis average for
Totonto, along Lake Ontario, there is some the seasons of 1877 and 1878. and his esti-
good land, especially in the neighbourhood cf mate for the present year ; these were as fol-
Markham, Whitby, and Port Hope, prices lows :-Wheat crop, 1877, averagedi 41 bushels ;
reaching £16 to £20 per acre. The land round 1 1878, 36 bushe4 ; this year lie expects it to be
the bay of'Quinte, is considered the finest close on 40 bu els per acre. The variety grown
barley soil in Canada, and large qua-ritities of is oalled Fife *heat, which lias a bard, linty
barley are grown and exported to the United plump kernel. reddish in colour. The average
Stàtes. Some farmers here grow barley on weight is from 60 to 62 lbs., but bas grown it
ha'f their farm, and keep very little stock. as high as 64 Ibs. per bashel. His estimate of
Thé crop ranges from 30 to 50 bushels per acre, the oat crôp for this year is frein 7;3 to 80
worth 55 to 70 cents. * * bushels per acre, weighing f ronm 34 to 36 lus.

" We have already noticed Manitoba, and last year lie had a yield of 88 bashels fromn two
nay now confine our remarks to the oider bushels of seed sown on an acre ; bas grown

Provinces. Of these Ontario and the Eastern potato oats of 42 lbs. and uapwards, bus con-
Townships of Quebec inpressed us very sideri lie is better paid bv taie extra yeld froi
favourably. A great deal of Western Ontario the black tartarian. His barley this year he
would compareverv favôurably *ith soei1e parts expects will be from 40 to 45 busbels, of from
of England. The land is gond and fairly man- 50 to 52 lbs. ; the variety-sown is 6-rowed. He
aged, there is a nîice proportion of timber, and drills his sec t in as follows :-lI to 2 bushels
tie farmers' houses are in nany cases exceed- wheat, 2 bushelq of oats, -and 2 of barley
ingiy neat and coifortable, They have, in per acre.' The wheat is eown troi 15th April
fact, an air of te6nement and prosperity beyond to 12th May. oats up to the 2jtI May, a
what we expected in a counparadively barley from 24th May to 8ch and 10th June.
newv countrv. We believe it would be bard Reauig generally takes plae in August.
to find in any country of similar size se nany The Manitoba wheat i& much prize by millers
men who have done as we!l ai Ontario far in the United States for its saperior quality,
mers. Many who went ont thirty to fortv and brings the bighest pric3 in the market.
years ago with nothinyg, now own,farms'and * During or drive along the Red
stock worth £2,000 to £6;000.' River te the Springs we passed through

the ;well.known Kildonan settlement, one
Another delegate, Mr.. Geornpeeaa.ld f .ta;oidest in the province, and whica
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was settled on as far back as 1812 by to reside among a people in whose vein rune
colony of Scotchmen taken out by the the blood of your own ancestors-a peuple
late Earl of Selkirk. The soil in this dis. strong a the hope that a great destiny awaits
trict, bordering on the Red River, is a loamy teir country -a people peaceable and law-
clay of great depth and very fertile. The crop ahiding-a people ot like aspirations with Vour-
this scason had of course been gathered long selves in social and intellectual life, who wili
before the period of my visit, but the strong extend to yon the ri2ht baud of fellowship with
and thick stubbles showed that it had been a a vigour and an earuestness which will càuse
good one; and I was told that it would average you almost to bluqi."
at least 28 or 3 0 bushels of wheat per acre.
* I was very highly impressed
with the fertility of the soil, some of The Dominion of Canada, from thý enercetic
it being without exception the richest nature of its people and boundlcsg rusmirees
I have ever seen, and I have little doubt every kind, has a great future before it \Vith
it will continue for many years to pro- regard to farmers emigrating to the of
duce excellent crops of grain without any Ontario, or the Eastern Townships, Prov sce of
mussure, and with very little expense in cul- Quebc I have not the s'ightest hesitation in
tivation ; and I would say to any one blessed reconmending them to do 80; as I am satisfled
withi health and strength, who is possessed of fror what 1 saw, that men with moderate capi-
moderate means, and who is of sober and in- ta culd do better than at home; and that for
dustrious habits, that in Manitcba or the North- suverai reasons. In tie first plaze, you can buy
West he would have no difficulty in realising aud stock a farrn for littie more than it takus
a ccupetency in a very short time, and in many to stock one at home; thon there is no rent to
cases, in a few years, a fortune. For example, py, and taxescru very light; tley do not ex.
160 acres of land is now being offered by the ceed from 4d. to 1d. pur acre, according to the
Canadian Government free on the condition of vaine of the property."
settie.ment. and 160 acres more at a price that
would not.amonnt to one year's rental of very M r. George Hutchinson, of Pcnrith
moderate land in this country. Of taxation,
meantime, there ie alnost none. * * *
I wiLl only further remark, that in my opinion, Thu great weaith of the Dominion of
a very great future awaits Manitoba, and the Canada undoubtedly is lu her sou. Altheugh
Canadian North-West. Its boundless prairies on]y a ne' country as comparod with others,
will soon be brought under cultivation, and she is already ve1.known as a great mut and
when opened up by railways, and also by water corn prodncingcountry. There is liot, I believe,
communication through the Hudson Bay direct a more contonted man in the world than tie
to this country, it will become the granary cf owner of this so; he May not have command
thse warld.t" of as much caboital as soue Enlish farmrs. nor

Mr. Gordon, of Anandale, says:
" I now come to the important questions-

Is Canada the place to emigrate to? and, if so,
which of her Provinces is the most desirable ?
The first question I will answcr in the affirma-
ti ve, (1) because of its boundless extent of cheap
anid at the saine tima fertile lande ; (2) because
of its proximity to our own country, and there-
fcre tu the best market in the world ! (3) be-
cause of the similarity of its people to our-
selves; and (4) because of its lnyal allegiance to
the British flag. The second 1 will leave you
to decide for yourselves, after pointing out
shortly the advantages and disadvantages of
eaci Province as I was able to discover them.
The capital required varies, of course, accord-
ing to the systen adopted and the dis-
tr;ct chosen. and may be roughly estimated at
from £3 to £30 an acre. This includes the first
cost of the land. After that. of course, there
ie no rent to pay. Land, however, can be
bought to be paid in a certain number of years,
with interest on the unpaid portion. * * *
Then, gentlemen, if any of you can make
up your minds to leave the shores of your
native land to find a home on Canadian soil-
if you can make up your minds to face the in-
conveniences and hardships I have endeavoured
to portray--and if you come to the conclusion
frem these remarks of mine, and from infor-
mation you have gathered or can gather from
other sources, that yon can better your position
by going there, I tnay tell yeu that you will go

Mlt. PLUMB.

does lie keep his land in such a high state of
cultivation, yet the land he works is his own,
his taxes are light, and as a rule lie is a happy
and independent man. * * * To the
labourer er farin servant who may think
of going to Canada with little spare cash after
lis passage is paid I will say, you will find
plenty of employment in Ontario or the
Eastern Provinces at about the same waeis as
at home, if employed by the year, and in Mani-
toba at a little more, with the prospect before
yon of free education for your children and the
probability of becoming by industry and per-
severance yonr own proprietor even of a farm.
As will be seen by the Land Regulations the
Gevernment make you the offer of 160 acres of
land free, only. I tbink a man without some
capital would be better at first to hire himself
to others.

" To the farme with from £200 to £500 in
his pocket, who may think of going to Canada,
I would say, yon will find plenty of partially
cleared farms for sale at all prices, and I would
advise you to look well about you ere you buy,
as you will be roue the worse of even a year in
the country working to others, and if willing to
rough it a little for a time, by all mea-ts go to
the North-West at once, and I am pretty sure
you would soon find yourself not only your own
laird, but independent.

" To the farmer with capital, I would
only say, if he be well at home and have no
cause to change, he should remain ; only if
anxioua to try te better his condition more

Public Landg.Canadian [CO MMON S.]1074A
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quickly and independently than he is likely to tained a hearing, I shah not have spoken
do at home for some time to corne in farmingi v
he will find either in Manitoba or Lower
Canada, plenty of scope for his energies, and a shown, 1 cannot believe that we shah not
good deal more interest for his money. He be able to utilise oir resources in such a
will find himaelf surrounded by his own coun- way as to carry our railway pohcy f0 suc-
trymen. go where he will, ail anxious for the s
prosperity of their adopted country, and all
loyal sons of their Mother Country." surunen aion whicImay
The tçstimony of all the delegatcs was to sy in si are ht coupard
the same effect as that which I have p-tthe ameeffet s tat vhih Ibav P~ which offers inducements for enuigration.
duced. It is in regard to statistics and s
statements like those that I have brouglit a
forward that the visi of the Commissioners the toereoc i înd wicl ic credit of
and tenant farmers to our country becomes t
of incalculable importance, and I cannot
but wonder at the persistance with which ment intend to vigorously proscute this

crenleme posessd ofanyspar ofwork, we should not be able Lo coitiffete
gentlemen possessed of any spark ofenaeineiis. If it is
patriotismn still cling to) a partisan andccparotsn tl dn t arî~C n not desirable in regard to the execution
narrow view of our position, and endeav- o
our to decry the advantages which we than our inabilitv to complete it, convince
offer in aid of the solution of the grave us of the fit-tiere wonld be some force
and pressing question whieh is forcing in tîat argument. But s
itself upon the attention of British states- D '

men, and eventually override all party in California, who buit a une across the
topics. I trust, however, that nothing
that I have said will be construed to inti- route than that through the Cascades and
mate in the least degree that there is any Rocky Mountains in British territory-
sign of decadence in the prestige and
power of Britain. acvantages promised by sucl an enter-

"Her soil is still of worth, prise, and we certainly do not, if we have
She bath not lost the habit notthecourageto grapple with it manfnhly.
Of bringing heroes forth." b e0f bingng hroe forh."I assert, Mr. Speaker, that the haif-

I cannot doubt, Sir, that under God, the hearted policy which las characterised
United Kingdoi is destined to continue hon. gentlemen on the opposite side from
in ever-increasing degree the great centre the very first, is indicative of what they
and treasure-house from which will be inteîd now to press in this Ionse. 1
disseminated the beneficent principles of believe that within a few days we shah
religion, of liberty, of law and of philan- have that policy defined. I trust the re-
thropy, which have made the English marks that I have made in respect to the
name honoured and revered wherever position which England must necessarily
those great chief elements of the highest occupy to this great West, may have some
development of the human race are rcog- influence on hon. gentlemen on this side
nised snd understood ; and that no unim- in sustaining our friends in their arduons
portant part in seconding the extension of undertaking. This undertakino is made
those principles is to be played by the more arduous by the nnpatriotic conduct
illimitable region which it is our mission of the Opposition, as manifosted by the
to present to the Mother Country as a hon. gentlemen who have ,poken on the
home for her overcrowded millions. The land policy of the Government to-day.
magnitude of the subject, and the momen- It bas been made difficuit by the constant
tous consequences that logicaiiy may lie endeavours of my bon. friende on the
dedîced from. the facts that I have pre- other side ai benitte and deride the
sented, cannot fail to arrest the seruous resources of the country. It las been
attention of the country, and of the repre- made difficult by the persistent eforts of
sentatives of the people wbo are sent by the Opposition to prevent the due develop-
tlie to thîs Isouse as a Committee to ment f the prosperity f this country;
ilool- t the interest of the Dominion. I to obstrnct the policy of the country by
a -'-au that 1 have presented it ~'ery their threats that, if they unfortunately
1 .,Le1jy ind imperfectly, but if it has om- succeed to power they wilp reverse that
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policy. Capital is sensitive, and business
men who are just now rising fron the
commercial depression are met at tiis
moment by representations that the coun-
try is in a state of ruin, that thle policy we
have adopted is a disastrous orie, and that
the lion. gentlemen on the other side are
pledged to reverse it. They nay take
that position and we will take ours. I
believe they will be perfectly powerless to
prevent the prosperity whiclh is cmacingc
upon the countr'y. Nobody pretended it
was to come in a day. It is childish to
talik about a great public poiicy being
adopted at iight and showing its
results the next norning. I ami
surprised that those gentlemen are so
fatuous as to conait themiselves to that
position, for I assure them we will
hold thei to it to the very letter. I desire
to say also, that there is nothing specu-
lative or exaggerated in the statements
thathave beeunmade as to the power of the
great North-West to enable us to con-
struct the Pacifie Railway. The land in
that country, if it is properly utilised,
and if we can have anything like fair
play froni the hon. gentlemen on the op-
posite side, will enable us to biing to a suc-
cessful conipletion the work which they
have left upon our hands. The hon. gen-
tlemen changed the whole character of our
obliga'iions. They were not bound by
thei, they need not have gone on with
this work, but they chose to assume it as
a Goxernment work. It is not long ago
since I had an opportunity of showing
to this House the meanier in which my
hon. friend the late Minister of Public
Works, now leading the Opposition
(Mr. Mackenzie) had done his part
of the work in respect to the con-
tracts between Kaministiqua and Red
River. We have his burthensome
legacy on our hands, and I believe we
shall be able to sustain it. I was glad to
hear to-night the encouraging words
uttered by the right hon. the Premier
(Sir John A. Macdonald.) The whole
flouse on our side-the great majority
-responded to hin as one man, and
will sustain hin as one man. My bon.
friends have reckoned without their host,.
if they suppose that they can bring for-
ward any resolution which will deter our
hon. friends on the Treasury Benches,
from carrying out tle scheme which
they have taken upon themselves; my

MXi. PLUMB.

hon. friends are mistaken if they sup-
posed they will find anîy weakening on
this side of the 1House in respect to tlat
policy. They will find the Conservative
party a unit on that question, and the
day is far distant I trust, when any
disturbance eau be made in its ranks,
either in this House or the country, by
the resolutions now brought forward, or
any other resolution which is proinîsed to
us, no iatter bow it may be inteuded to
catch the ear or effect the judgment of
gentlemen who are workjuing witl is.
We. know where we stand, and I believe
we shall be able to show the hon. geinle-
man how egregiously they have been is-
taken in the disposition of the country

¶ and of this House, to sustain my riglit
lion. friend and his colleagues in the
liberal and enlightened policy they have
adopted for the development of the
North-West, and the construction of the
Pacific Raiiway in the best and truest
interests of this Dominion, and of the
fair land beyond the sea, to
which she owes and yields the
truest and most unchanging fealty.

MR. TROW: IL was not my inten-
tion until this morning to say anything
on this subject. I do not think anything
further need be said after the able and
exhaustive speech of my hon. friend froni
North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton), which I
think was sufficient to satisfy every un-
prejudiced member of this House that, the
policy of the Government, in reference to
the disposition of the land in the North-
West and Manitoba, is not a good, de-
sirable or safe p licy to adopt. In travel-
ling through that great country westward,
leaving the city of Wiinipeg about seven
miles distant, you come upon a tract of
country that is totally undeveloped for a
stretch of forty miles, without seeing
scarcely a single inhabitant or a single
acre of land under cultivation ; and the
question arises, what is the reason that this
section of the country is not settled], while
thousands of settlers are located further
west. The land is all that could be
desired and centrally located. The
an-;wer is simply that the greater poition
of that tract was a reserve of 1,400,000
acres the Governient appropriated to the
half-breeds, and lias been since sold by
them to speculators, who hold, probably,
four-fifths uf the whole of that reservation.
Travelling through the country, isolated
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settlements here and there are found like
sa many oasis in the desert, and the peo-
ple are very discontented in consequence.
Frcm Poplar Point to Portage la Prairie,
or even to Rat Creek, we pass through a
flourishing settlement, many thousands of
acres under cultivation, thousands of
bushels of grain ready for market imme-
diately after harvest, yearly; but it is
utterly impossiblE, on account of the bad
state of the roads, through non-resident
lands, for the farmers to carry their pro-
dace down to the city of Winnipeg. It
is nearly sixty-five miles from Portage la
Prairie to Winnipeg, and the 2reater por-
tion of their produce remains in their
barns, or under the straw stacks, until the
following summier, on account of the state
of the roads, and the poor settler is fre-
quently under the necessity of borrowing
monîey to tide him over winter. For the
last three or four years the seasons have
b-een unusually wet, consequently the
roads have been in sucl a state that it is
alnost impossible even in summer to take
produce to market. I have had a little
experience in Western Canada during the
last thirty years, in reference to non-
resident lands, and the undeveloped state
of the country wihere large monopolies were
in possession of large limits. The lion.
meiber for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
said, that the Canada Company had large
limits in Western Ontario. I am aware
of that tact. Being a representative from
that section, I know from experience,
that they have large limits ; soniething like
a million and a-half acres originally was
granted to that company. Having some
municipal experienze for a quarter of a cen-
tury, I know that no company con tributes
a just and fair proportiôn of taxation. I
ani aware that even in the county of
Perth, that Company value their wild
lands in soie municipalities at from $20
to $30 an acre, which they purchased for
one shilling and ten pence sterling. These
lands are improved in value yearly by the
labour, push and perseverance of the
actual settlers. I am aware that in no
instance are non-resident lands assessed
as high as the lands of residents. We
frequently find that municipal corpora-
tions attempt to assess these lands on a
par with that of residents, but
invariably fail, even if an appeal
was made to those in authority.
These companies find some loophole

to escape being properly assessed. In
one township lands are offered for sale
by this same company at $20 per acre,
and assessed at $1 per acre. It is impos-
sible to get a school section formed, or to
get roads kept in a proper state of repair,
through these nîon-resident lands. The
hon. member for Niagara (Mr. Plutnb)
stAtes that there are lands enough in the
great North-West, and it was a matter of
indifference who gets them. I dissent
entirely from that erroneous view. I
think it is much better to bave the
lands settled and located by bonest
bond lde settlers, who vill become contri-
butors to the revenue of the country, who
will become producers, and contribute to
enrich the country. The hon. gentleman
was unfortunate in his remarks about one
Kenneth Mackenzie who, he said, had
located about 2,000 acres in the North-
West. I had the pleasure of visiting that
gentleman on my westward trip. The
hon. gentleman also stated that he
(Mackenzie) had five sons. Well, 2,000
acres for himself and five sons is not a
large territory. Mr. Mackenzie was pos-
sessed of large means when he left Ontario,
and lias done, probably, more good than
anv other settler in the North-West, in
introducing improved breeds of stock as a
practical farmer. The speech of the lion.
member for Niagara (Mr. Plumb), it
struck me forcibly, was more about Pro-
tection and the balance of trade-imports
and exports with Great Britain-with an
occasional fling at the policy of the late
Administration in their construction of
the Pacific Railway. The lion. gentleman
wandered away and scarcely once alluded
to the subject under discussion. The hon.
mover of this resolution complains
that the lands are sold to non-resi-
dents; he is afraid that large monopolies
will be created by this policy. He also
complains in his resolution that non-
residents, or men of means residing in
other parts of the Dominion, or even in
the United States, can monopolise large
tracts of land on payment of one-
tenth down, and keep the lands out of
market indefinitely. The hon. mermber
for Niagara bas stated that Mn. Taylor,
the United States Consul, in describing
the North-West, states that the climate
is something similar to that of Torouto.
No doubt the atmosphere is very in-
vigorating and healthful. It is true that
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it is somewhat warmer in summer, p2r. sea of mountains, ail eminent engineers
haps, than in Toronto, and possibly some- agree, must be very expensive. 1 bave
what colder in winter, but the weather is heard it stated, that it would cost
regular, not subject to such sudden $50,000,000 to construet the road through
changes as we find in the Province of British Columbia to the Pacifie Ocean
Ontario. The hon. member for Niagara alone. At ail events, that is nothing to
seens to think it would be an easy do with the question before the buse.
matter for the Dominion to construct a The question is, wletber the right and
railway across the continent, since the proper poiicy for the Government to pur-
United States had done so. But it must sue, is to seil large tracts of land to any
be remembered that the United States one individual, or any company. 1 think
did not succeed in soie of their under- J heard it stated, when I was in the
takings. The Nortliern Pacifie Railway
has been a failure so far, notwithstanding
all the resources of the Government, and
of the great capitalists of the
country, who have afforded it as-
sistance. The failure of this scheme
brought about the financial crisis in the
country. They had only constructed a
few hundred miles of that road when the
crisis came, and the result was that
there was a money panic throughout the
whole country. If the United States,
with all their resources, failed with their
wealth and a population of fifty millions
of people, how can we expect to complete
a similar work, a work of greater magni-
tude, with a population of only four
millions? The right hon. the Premier,
I must say, made an extraordinary speech,
and I consider that lie travelled a little
outside the record in replying to the
speech of the hon. menber for North
Norfolk. My hon. friend from North
Norfolk, spoke chiefly about the danger
of creating monopolies in the great
North-West, and I do not think he lias
been answered on that point, either by
the hon. the Premier or by the lion.
member for Niagara. They say there is
plenty of land and they digress a little
from the question, and talk about the
expense of constructing the Pacifie Rail-
way. I think they are anticipating the
future discussion on the Pacific Railway,
for the purpose of producing some efiect
on the minds of hon. gentlemen in this
House. But in reference to this Pàcific
Railway, not one I understand, not even
the most eminent engineer, can give us
an approxinate idea of the magnitude of
that undertaking. It is true, that for
the first twelve hundred miles across the
plains, until you arrive at the mountains
of British Columbia, the railway may
not be very expensive to construct,
and the balance of the road through that

Mit. Titow.

North-West, that there was one gentle-
man in the city of Winnipeg in possession
of 50,000 acres of land. The hon. the
-Premier said it was contrary to the law
and land regulations that any one indi-
vidual should hold more than one section
-that is, 640 acres. I think it is possi-
ble for a person to get all the land he
wants, if lie bas the money to pay for it.
The land regulations are that one indi-
vidual can only hold one section it is true,
but, at the sanie time, lie can take a
dozen of his friends or associates into the
land office with him. Hte could purchase
land, 640 acres for each individual, and
immediately after coming out of the
office transfer it to himiself. Any person
could get any reasonable quantity of land
in any section of the country in this man-
ner. A few years ago a number of
Mennonites settled in Manitoba.
There were sixteen townships set
apart for them in one settlement,
and on filteen of the sixteen
townships there was not a single tree, and
it is questionable, in my mind, wbether a
single inhabitant in Ontario or in any of
the older Provinces would have settled on
that tract of land. Now we find they
have upwards of fifty little villages dot-
ting the prairie. It is only a few years
since a discussion took place in this chaim-
ber on the subject of encouraging Mei-
nonite settlement, and many hon. gentle-
men are here now who op1posed the grant
or loan, that was made to these Men-
nonites, of $100,000; they only received
$85,000. It was not a grant, it was a
loan, every 2ent of which will be honour-
ably repaid. We find that these people,
who went there without friends or a
knowledge of the country, among,
strang'ers, destitute of means, have now
14,324 acres under cultivation ; they
raised last year 127,407 bushels of wheat,
and that the total value of their crops is
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$134,483 ; the value of their stock was $3 per acre. TLey would also have the
$204,200 ; and the value of their build- right to preempt 160 acres adjoining their
ings on the farms, $134,200. Now, if homestoads, and the resuit vas that a
these sixteen townships had been taken very large amount of money would le
up by non-residents, the value of that realised in a few years-3ome $30,000,000
land would not have been increased, but or $40,000,000 by 1890. I wouH like
by the surrounding developments. They to know what he expeets to realise from
probablv could have purchased that land the sale of lands te non-residents. 1
for 30c. to 40c. per acre, which now is presume that the hon. the Premier con-
worth from $3 to $4 per acre. The clades that the whole of that country is
1,400,000 acres which were set apart as a arable. I know there are gentlemen in
reservation for the half-breeds, is yet barren this country who have issuec pamphlets
of settlement, a perfect waste. It strikes descriptive of that great country, and that
me forcibly that this reservation should those pamphlets have been purchascd by
have been retained, and under no the Department hy tens of tliousaixds.
circumstances should any transfer Many of those who wrote or compile-'
from a minor be tolerated or those pamphlets inter that the whole of
acknowledged by the Government. the lands in the North-West are arable
They should not have been given script, and adapted for settiement. I have tra-
because that was disposed of to unscrupu- velled very extensively in that cauutry,
lous land-sharks and speculators, for abso- and I know sorne of tiiosegentlemen who
lutely nothing in nany instances. The have issued pamplet's ani writteil
children of half-breeds disposed of their glowing descriptions of the great North-
lands, and their parents went security that West know, comparatively speaking.
the contract would be carried out when nothing about it. There is one
they became of age, because a minor could pamphlet whicl I know las been freely
not give a title to property. The resulit is circulated, and which vas written bY
that they received little or nothing, in a gentleman who had only tra-elI('d
many cases, for their portion of land, and sixty-three miles in the country, but a, a
all that tract of country is now matter of course, must know a gre"t-4 t'al
unsettled-a total barren waste. The about the fertility of that country foi
Hudson's Bay Company have very exten- 1,500 or 1,600 miles distant. There are
sive limits. In the first place they four or five pamphlets now in circ ilation,
received 50,000 acres in the most selected and I an prepared to state, that not
parts of Manitoba and the North-West ; one of the writers of these pamphlets has
at the confluence of rivers or in locations ever travelled a hundred miles west of
where railways will likely be constructed; the city of Winnipeg. I thiuk wP
they have also two sections in each town- should not decry oir own coîuîtry.
ship, niumbers eleven and twenty-nine, or There is room for happy homes for
the twentieth part of the whole territory. ilions of people in the North-West
And the agreeient is that thev should but at the same time, there are ii] ions
make their selections in these muaici- of acres in that country, described ia tiiese
palities at any time within ten years pamphlets to be arable, which are totally
after the survey is made. The right unfit for settîcuient, absolutely worthless.
hon. Premier made a very remarkable We have certainly a great leritage in the
calculation in reference to the proceeds, North-West, and I hope the Governmeat
which he expects to receive from the sale will adopt some reasonable policy to
of lands, and the enormous, fabulous attract eigration to that country. 1
ainounts he anticipated receiving from am not prepared ta state what the policv
the bonà fide settler. The whole cf thetJited States Government is In
proceeds, according to his calculation, reference to the disposal of its lands, hut
was to be derived frorm the poor I know that 1 have frequently read and
honest settler. I do not think he made heard that their uniform price was
any calculation in regard to the specu- $1.25 an acre, and if that land remained
lator. He stai ed that so many settlers in the market for lire years, iü was
would come in this year and so iany next reduced 25 per cent. if for fen
year, and they would purchase their land, years, a further reduction of 25 per
for whi$h they would pay ope a average cent., etc., etc.



Si JOHN A. MACDO-NALD adapted for successful coloiation and
is $2.50 per acre now. beyond the Tccwood his, we vrcss the

MNR. TROW: I have no desire to con- Salt plains, which extend probably for
tradict the statement of the right hon. filt miles, in wbich there is neither wood
gentleman, but at the same tinie I think nor water; and from the 49th parallel of
I an perfectly- correct in saying, that the latitude or botidary une, stretching 10
United States Government charges $1.25 the une of the Pacifie RaIway am d
per acre, and no more. Of course this is extending nearly to the base of the Rooky
vithii certain clescribeci limits, and cer- Mnltains, willc b found onsuitable for

tain distances froin railways. fs it settlement. That constitutes a ver
reasonable to suppose that ern-igrants will large tract of country.
go past timese lands and not be inducec t a Mt. PLUMn: There is plenty with-
locate, because in the meantime until a oRt it.
railroad through our own country is made M. TROW I ath quite awa e of that;
they have to pass through the United but lion, gentlemen exaggcrated the e-
wtates, throgh millions of acres of similar tent of and fertil b of that great acounty.

land that -we have for disposai, with The unbonnded resources of that
equal or in soine instanrices better country is certainiy a great heritage
priviiees-- that is in reference to price. we need nt exaggerate our limits are
raias facilities and convenience to certainly enormous. We find by cal-
loartes. I do not think any better, in culation that it is 1,375 times larger than
refèrence to qugaity of soil, can b pro- Prince Edward Island; that it is 192
cured on the continent than we have in times larer than Manitoba 126 tires
te North-West but have no doubt larger than Nova Scotia; 100 tiwtes
that te ran purc ase that land uc larger than New Brunswick t14t tiees
cheaper tan they can our lands under larger tan the great Province of Quebec
the poicy of the present Goveniment 951 tines larer than the Province of
under -which our lands for five miles on IOntario, prior to its last acquisition by
eac side of t t railway are sold at $500 the late Award, by whic it acquires
refcre; and fro fifteen to twenty miles 85,000 square miles more. I have con-
front the lne, 94.00 Per acre; for another jsiderable confidence in the ability of the
twelity miles $,3.00 per acre, and bon. the 'Minister of Emigraticon in this
so lin. I know that there ' are matter. But it certainly wvould be agree-
better provisions, and timat lands are able and resuit in muc good if the hon.
cheaper in many of the Western States than gentleman would visit these ettiements
they are in our _Xorth-West, according to in Manitoba and the North-West and
the figuves laid down under tbe Order in see for himself, what the resident c-

ounicil, October, 1879. 1 hope the cupiers of the soil can do for a country,
Government will reconsider that policy in in prefrence to the non-residents who
reference to the sale of lands, because if a are drones in the hive cf busy workers
poor settler has got to homestead or pre- and who speculate on the exertions af the
eiption 110 miles from the lne ofrailwa c, poor and honest settler. ar aware that
the onlv beit in which land cau be puP- there are non-residents who will and
chased for $1 per acre, it will require have purchased lands in Manitoba, and
many years of toil, unremitte labour, who are now offerig their land for sale
push and perseverance, before le will at an advance of from $2 vo$4 per acre
have an opportunity of realising much Even in this city lands in Manitoba
fror lis place or getting facilities to are sold at fabulons prices qby specu-
convey his surplus produce to market. lators, who have bbeen purchasers at
We have certainl a great heritage fron 30 to 40 cents an acre. Whle I
the North-West; containig 2,750,000 w&s in Manitoba I was of red fourteen
square miles. orne writers imagine, and diffrent clainis of 240 acres each-
many believe, that the whole of or 3,360 acres-for $,000 cash, and these
that is arable. 1 travelled f rom the dlaims ne doubt now would be worth fm:om
IHudson'a Bay post, at Ellice, for over $4 te $6 an acre. At that tinte I was
150 miles, to Touchwood his, and it is writing against land-shak and speu-
questionable, in my m d, whether a very lators and I was determined that I would
large portion of that tract is arable, or be consistent, at al eventswould not specu-

M . TR ow.
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late in land. It has been stated here, fatigued after a long voyage, they -are
anc in ny county frequently during the.glad to settie somewhere, and he resuit
elections, that I hold very large limits in is that thousands are induced to settie in
Manxitoba. The extent of my limits is he United States, who started witl the
320 acres; at the same tine J was in pos- intention of settling under the British
session of means and every facility for pur- flag. In my own neigbhourbood there is
chasing large linits, but I declined doing a gentleman wlho is employed by these
so, being convinced in my niind that the American companies, and receives per
land should be kept for the poor and cent. for ail tie capital he gets to go over
hcnest settler. We find that the Amer- into Nebraska, Dakota andinnesota. In
cans "'euchre " us ini many respects with one inunicipality alone, in the North
referenca to the sale of lands. They Riding of Waterloo tiere are ifty good
have their paid agents in all parts oF farmers that have disposed of their pro-
Europe. I an informed that these rail- perty and taken out of the couutry
way companies have their agents a large anout of capital and settled in
located at every station on the leading Nebraska. Wc should have sone means
railways in Europe. There are over to counteract this tide of eniigra-
1,000 paid agents in the Old Country. tion continually moving anl swelling
The intending settler can hardly land Hie Anerican Union. The lands in
fron the Old Country at Point Levis be- Manitoba wil], ultinately, begood but
fore the Amierican agent endeavours to it requires a great amount of labour to
entrap him into the purchase of lands make the lands dry ani fit for cultivation.
fron bis company. They offer special If there was a possibility of taxing non-
inducenents to settlers, and in hundreds residents it would be ail right, but 1 have
of cases they have succeeded in entrap- never yet seen that accomplisbed
ping settlers who started from the Old successfully. 1 have tried to do it
Country with the intention of settling in for the last twenty-one years as a
Manitoba. Mr. J. Dyke, Dominion municipal oficer in my county, but never
Emigration Agent, Liverpool, in his able yet succeeded in making non-residents
report says :pay one-third of the taxation that

'*-A considerable proportion who passed was iml)osed uIon residents; and it
through this offce proposing to go on to vani. will be the sae in Manitoba. It is the
t >ba, and, as a rule, had substantial capital, but greatest grievance that could exist to have
I regret to state that many of them vere inter- a lot of speculators holding these lands
capted on their way by emissaries of Dakota or f ot
other land. agencies, and by representations
more or less highly coloured-to apply a mild better to give the wbole of He lands
phrase-led away from their proper destina- to actual settiers for tbe price of the survey
tion. With the view of checking this to some alone, than to seli to speculators and land-
exte nt, I have advised ail subsequert emigrants ar
for Manitoba and the North- West, to obtain
drafts for their money on Winnipeg city, and this for the settier to go up there and have to
when done, at ail events necessitated them pay about 200 per cent. higher for every-
visiting the capital of that Province ; but, in thing, in the shape of lunber and every
soine instances they have actually been followed article o' busbandry he mav require,
as far as Winnipeg and taken out of the Pro-
vince."

I also find in the report of Mr. Wm. C. account of bad road. The trails are
B. Grahame, Dominion Emigration strewn witl broken vehicles, dead horses,

Aget, t he ortofDulthth etc., the traveller being, reminded of theAgent, at the port of Duluth, th
followingt battlefield of Waterloo. The right on.

Premier stated that 20,000 settiers had
"On the Northern Pacifie and St. Paul and gone to the North-West this year; but on a

Pacifiec Railways agents are employed either by
the riilway companies or by land speculators,
who give emigrants a glowiug description of agent who resides in Duluth, and who is
lands for sale in Minnesota and Dakota, and daily on the trains, it being bis duty to'
who paint their superiority to the Dominion of go with the emigrants dowu the Red
Canada in strong colours." iver, le says, in his report, that the

Is it any wonder that they settle in the number of souls arriving at Manitoba,
United Statesi They and their families, via Chicago and St. Paul, in 1879, was
when their iseans are exhausted, sick and 7,893, and via Duluth 3,488, making t
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total of 11,381 that went into the country
last year. We know that a great number
of these were visitors, hundreds of whom
returned. We find by the report of the
hon. the Minister of Agriculture, already
alluded to, that there were only 30,717
emigrants came into the Dominion
altogether ; and I find on the other hand,
to counterbalance this, that there were
23,256 settlersleft the Provinces of Quebec
.and Ontario, and located in the Unitec
State, and renained there ; we find there
were 4,072 left Nova Scotia, and located
in the United States ; from the Province
of New Brunswick, 2,691 left and settled
in the United States; from Prince Edward
Island, 557, and from British Columbia,
580 went over to the United States, mak-
ing a total of 31,156 who left the Domin-
ion last year, and settled in the United
States; Jeaving our population, from
immigration, 439 less for tLe year
1879, 439 more having gone out,
than came into the country. I
hope that the expectations of the right
hon. Premier, in reference to his wild
calculation of the numbers that will locate
in the North-West for the next ten years,
will be realised. I know there are lands
.enough to give comfortable homes for as
many as can be induced to go to the
North-West ; and I do hope that the hon.
the Minister of Agriculture and the Ex-
.ecutive will use their utmost endeavour
to induce settlers from the surplus popu-
lation of the Old Country, to locate in the
North-West. There is a great movement
from the Dominion to settle in Manitoba.
The bon. the Minister of Agriculture,
last year, adopted a plan encouraging a
number of practical farmers from Eng-
land, Ireland, and Scotland, to visit the
older Provinces and Manitoba, whose re-
ports were circulated in the newspapers
in the Old Country, and all over Europe.
The people of the Old Countiy par-
ticularly the tenant farmer are in a fit
state now to be induced to come out.
Times have been very hard also upon the
poor labouring men and there are good
homesteads for them as well as the
tenant farmer in the older Provinces,
.and the best settlers for the North-
West are settlers from these Provinces
if we could but induce the tenant far-
mers from England, Ireland, and Scot-
land to come and take their places. These
latter could not so well endure the

MF. TRow.

North-West, they could not so well
endure the hardships; but here, in theolder
Provinces, they could get a homestead,
without considerable outlay, in the midst
of civilisation, convenient to markets and
railway facilities. There is one great
reason why these tenant farmers should
be encouraged to settle here and that is: we
have been establishing a large trade in
the Old Country for our surplus stock.
In the last year we find that there was
sold in the English markets, from the Do-
minion, 25,009 headof cattle, 80,332 sheep,
and 460 horses, amounting in value to an
aggregate of $3,199,306. This is a trade
which should certainly be encouraged. Our
land requires a different system of farming
in the raising of stock. It will be inucli
better for the tenant farmers to procure
a comfortable home in the older Provinces
than by going to Manitoba and the North-
West. I have had occasion to travel a
little in the Old Country, and I know-as
many hon. gentlemen who have visited
France, Germany, Switzerland and
Belgium, must know-that the people in
those countries are very mucli better off.
and are placed in much better circum-
stances, than in England, Ireland
or Scotland; and I attribute their comfort
and happiness-in France, G 3rmany,
Belgium, Switzerland and other coun-
tries, as compared with the United King-
dom-entirely to the distribution in those
countries of land anong the people. The
order of the day in England, Ireland and
Scotland, is centralisation and a monopoly
of the land among the privileged class by
the operation of the law of primogenituries
the lands in the United Kingdom are
kept in the hands of a few. In France
there are 5,000,000 landed proprietors;
and we find that when the late Minister
in France called for a loan to pay the
last instalment of that heavy indemnity
imposed upon the nation, by the Prussian
Goverrnent, he had not to go to foreign
capitalists, to obtain the loan, but that
4,000,000 of their own citizens lent the
amount, purchased stock or Government
bonds, so that the interest, yearly accruing
therefrom, was kept in the country as a
benefit to the people themselves. In the
western section of Canada, where I reside,
the proceeds of the sales of land have been
sent to London, England, for the last
thirty or forty years : in the first place to
the office of this land monopoly in Toronto,
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and afterwards to England. It would be Lt is estimated that the ITous- of
a similar result in this great North- Lords own more than one-third of Glrat
West, unless the Government adopted a Britain, and two-thirds of it belong to
different policy. For illustration, I will peers and commoners, whose large est-ates
give a few figures as to the ownership are continuallygrowinglarger. LuFiance
of the land in the United Kingdom: we find a different system. Distribution
The total area of England and Wales, is enforced; every child inherits a share
after deducting the quantity of land of bis deceased parents' estate; 50,000
within the limits of the metropolitan, is proprietors are in possession of 750 acies
37,243,859 acres. Sixty-six persons own each on an average; 5,000 proprietors
1,917,076 acres ; 100 persons, 3,917,646 have an average of 75 acres each, and
acres; 280 persons,5,425,764 acres orone- 5,000,000 landec lroprietors own, on an
sixthofthewhole; 523personsown one-fifth average seven and one-haîf acres each,
of England and Wales ; 710 persons own and in that countr we flnd happy homes.
one-fourth ; 874 persons own 9,267,031 You scarcely ever sec a pauper in the
acres. The woodsconmons and wastelands streets of the cities or towns of Switzer-
are not included in these calculations. In land. France or Gernïany. Go to Lreland
the county of Northum~berland, which just nlow, and what do you find? P overty
contains 1,220,000 acres, twenty-six per- and famine wvhich appeals to the charitableý
sons own more than one-haif of the aLd benevolent a l the world over. If the
couinty. Ln England, one peBson owns landed rorietors of irelad wotld re-
186,39- acres; another person, 132p996 main in the country, instead of squander-
acres, and a third, 102,785 acres. A ing the rents of their poor tenants in
body of men iiot exceeding 4,500 own Eangfand and ovher foreig countries, Ire-
more than 17,49S,200 acres. In Scot- land would be rnuch better off, nioney
land, the total acreage i5 J 8,9461694 xould be circlated tere, were it is so
acres ; one )erson owns 1,32 6, 0 00 acres; mrch needed, aud there sould not be that
a second person owns 434,000 acrese; a poverty and wretcredness in consequetce
third, 424,000 acres ; and a fourth of the ba management of non-resident
373,000 acres. These four proprietors landed proprietors, which stres us in the
hold. one-fourth of the wlole. Seventy face. L simply mention this to enforce
persons own 9,400,000 acres, or a-aalf if the sentiment initiated by the hon. mcm
Scotlad. Upwards of 2,000,000 acres ber for North Norfolk. 1 sincerely be
bas ben depopulated in order to make lieve that no greatr calaity could e-
extensive deer parks -many thousands of fal any nation than to centralise its lands
once happy bomes taken from the poor to in the hands of non-resident proprietors
gratify the sportîug ambition of the ricli. or great monopolies. I endorse the senti-
The total arca of Ireland is 20,159,678 ments, so abl txpressed in the resolu-
acres. 452 a persons own each upwards of tions, heartily, and concur in the wisdo
5,000 acres ; 135 persons, each upwards of utting an immediate check upon the
of 10,000 acres; ninety persons, r ,ca sale of lands in the North-West ipon
upards of 20,000 acres; fourteen per- any other oerms than actual boundtide set-
sos, cadn npwards of 50,000 acres; tlement.
three persons, each upwards of 100,000 M . DOMVILLE moved in atiend-
acres ; one person owns 1,119; 2 ;92 ment that al the words after " that," in
persons owa 6,458,100 acres, or one-third the resolsp tion, be expuned, aun that the
of Ireland; 744 persons own 9,6 12,728, following be substituted: This Huse
or a-balf of the wbole. Lu England, tie do now pass t tae Orders of the Day."
twelve Iargest landed proprietors ,wn Motion made and question propoed 
1,0.58,883 acres;, in Scotland, the twelve iThat this Housedre now pLies te the Orders
Iargest landed proprietors own 4,339,722 of the Day.-(Jfr-. Douivi/le.)
acres ; a in Ireland, the twelve largest Mfc. CASGR mN: I have listenece
landed proprietors own 1,297,888 acres. with a greal deal of attention to the
It is estimated that 7,600,000 acres ot stftements d figures given by tice lion.
commons, whichi was held in commen, leader of the Government, in bis speech

as been enclosed by the rich taken on thissubject, and would be very glad
from the poor in England and Wales, since if I could concur in bis views. At the
the be soninnin ga io of the present century. sae time, he did not condescen
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to tell us the exact -authority for his dream of the future let us look at tbe
figures. There is such a great discrepancy present. It seems as if the Government
in the views entertained by the engineers were the sole owners of this North-West
and men supposed to be perfectly conver- region. They ought not to forget that
sant with this subjeet, that I cannot accept one-t'v'ntîeli of it belongs to the
his figures, the more so as they appear Hudson'a Bay Company, which is able to
to mne ascm1 rm sucsta sefIl their lands andi conipete with thetom as coming from sources that
seem to be interested in setting forth his (overnment as private individuals. The
views in the best possible light. His profits of the Company cm be better
figures are now in the archives of the managed in their wa
House and will remain there, so that bere- attenpied by the Government. The
after we shall be able to judge whether Goverument will have strong competition
they will prove our condenmation or the i these sales, as the Company can select
ju.iflcation of the hon. Premier in the one-twentieth of the iest lands. WTe are
statemients lie bias 'made. I bave rmade working to-day in this matter, not so

luv foncluain and we differ tob much for ourselves as in the interests of
c f t one another, though I readily the Iudson's Bay Company. I sincerely
admnit that the Premier's intelirence is hope that eln party wii treat this ques-
so mnucl superior to my own. His tioninanenligthtened mannerandrtotmake

figures, hiowever, are far below Ghat thoy it a party issue, so that if ti country is
ougit to be, 1 think. But, for a moment, going to in we omay know it, that we
i wiant to direct attention to their in. may not be mistaken, and that we inay
accuracy. I take exception to one state- be able to take the right remedies. The
ment of the rigit hon. gentleman, wvho good sense and patriotis of thme touse
says ho expets in the next year 30i000 should enable us to decide who is wrole
emigrants will go to the North-West. iand reaclt conclusions desirable in the
At this moment there isa fact staring the interests of the b dublic.
sovernient and ail of us in the face, that aMt. WtITE (Card tel) ,I do not
every day at the railway stations you propose to detaie se flouse more than a
ceet emigrants frol Qoebec goig few minutes, on addressaoig mysef to this
u masse to the Preited States. Why question, thc importance of ishici no one

does te Goverment not stop then and can over-estimate. What occurs to b we
direct them to sele in ManiCoba? At is, that it is soinewhat difficut to kno
i w ent dIave a letter fro one of the ground taen 'y the bon. gentlemen

îay constituents, wtose opiHdion is of great opposite. Some o the statements of the
ei hle is an old settier, well-to-do hon. heabr who bas just restued h is

and nàw is a Local r<epresentative from seat are full of significance. Hie lias j ust
mycounty. He saysttat, atthismoment,in told us tliat, in connection with the
is locaiy, one-thirdof the population are setuement of the North-West, we have

goingy away to the United States, and we the conpetition of the knudson's tay
are running after emigrants who are to Company. That is quite trhe. There ia
sett e in the moon! Wh not take taese ne doubt whatever that now the ud-
people to the North-West, who are goihg son's Bay Company has begun to reaise
to th United States. The hon. the Min- the fat that they have in that territory
ister of Agriculture, ought to be in his very important sources of wealth in their
seat now to give us sofe substantial lands, peraps quite as valuable, if not
explanation of toese facts. It is very more so, than their old source of eath,
easv to drea of the future and build u) the fu r trade, and they are adopting a
visions as the hon. member for Cumber- policy of sedling tese lands, and en-
land (Sir Charles Tupr uld ate couraging settiement. But bow that
in the air. Let us look at things in their fhould be a competition with Canada
true light, as business men. Let us look I acn at a oss to understand. Evry
at ou finances, and ask te lion. the Min- setter that goes into that country, or no
ister of Agriculture if he cannot stop tis broungt in by the Company, is a contribu-
emioration , the wnited States. Can te tor to the wealth of the country, iftead
Government not find tc means, of taking f beieg la lo lie js ressis
the emiand nts to Manitoba, which is to o an d fot an injury te the Dominion. But
the great future country. Rather than the hon gentleman says that there is
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a very considerable eniigration to the
United States frora a certain portion of
old Canada, particularly front certain por-
tions of Quebec. There is no doubr, of
this. There are two reasons for the
movement. In the first, place there have
been strikes in somle of the manufacturing
districts of the United States recently,
and a large number of agents of mianufac-
turing establishments have been go-
ing through the parishes inducing
people to go to work il the
place of the strikers. We see by
the papers this morning that, in one

place, there was danger of collision be-
tween the strikers and the French Cana-
dians. Then I believe it will be found
that this enigration is simply the order
of spring emigration of Canadians, who
are annually going to the United States
to reside there temporarily, and that they
will return. But in what way has the
lion. gentleman (Mr. Casgrain) the right
to complain that the Government does
not induce these people to go to Mani-
toba, instead of the United States?
Whiat special advantages have they in
the United States that they would not
have in Manitoba ? Those who wish to
go to the manufacturing districts to ob-
tain employment in the large factories
will not go on land in either the Western
States or. Manitoba. And as to those
who desire to take up land, there bas
been nothing advanced to prove that the
condition of settlers is better inthe United
States than in the Canadian North-West.
It is quite true, and, I think it is simply
another illustration of what we have
heard so nuch of this Session, that hon.

gentlemen opposite, or sonie of them,
are almost afraid that too high an
opinion should obtain in connection with
this country. They are alarmed that
people may form too high an estimate
of the country. The hon. ·gentleman
from Perth (Mr. Trow) who, doubtless,
knows a good deal of the North-West,
made a statement, which I atn bound to
say, I was astonished to hear, that from
the Touchwood hills to Battleford there
was scarcely a foot of land fit for settle-
ment.

MR. TROW I said south of the rail-
way.

Mi: WHITE: Even that statement is
hardly quite accurate. I happened to þass
over the -country last summer, -between

Winnepeg ad Carlton, and I found for
500 miles the guality of the land equal, on
the average to that of the country fron
Montreal to Sarnit. In some nelts of
that coutryr the land looked leis fitted
for settlement, when compared with the
iich alluvial deposiîts of M4anitoba. And
yet near nc 1k Lake, where tIîm iand
was precisely the saie, we fouud large
wheat fields,' which I have since bc2en
told yielded, this vear, thirty-live to
forty bushels, to the acre. Dut
what is there in these land regula-
tions which render theni iniferior to
those of the United States 1 If we refer
to the right of pople to o1 tain considei-
able areas of land, we know that in the
United States people have the same
privileges, and do obtain these la-ge
tracts. I vrnture to think, that nauog
has tended more to attract emigration to
Dakota, than has the large Dalrvinple
farm of 40,000 acres worked by one ianu,
and the fame of which has passed
to every part of this continent. EverV
man who visits the North-West visits
that farm as one illustration of what can
be accomplished. This nian is practic-
ally an emigration agent, perhaps more
so than any ordinary Government emi-
gration agent can be. There is another
fact in connection with the settlenient of
that country. The most efficient emi-
gration agents are not those appointed by
the Government, but those whom one
meets on the train travelling towards the
west, who are to be found on steamers
coming to this country, in the English
and European cities, on railway and
steamboat lines, and who are tie agents
of ýprivate transportation conPanies and
of those speculators whóm we have heard
denounced as being injurious to the
country but whô, hy means of their
systemati, emaigration agency,'are able to
outstrip any Government ini the work of
bringing settlers into the country. Every-
one knows that Goverunient emigration
agencies stand at a great disadvantage as
compared with private organisations, and
it is greatly owing to the greater activity
of these private organisations to the fact
that the United States have placed in the
hands of individuals, -or conpanies, large
tracts of land, and have delegated to those
persons the' work of settling the couantry
and of introducing emigration that so
much success has been achieved. That is
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the dhief caùse why the bulk of emigration American to say an unkind word of his
has been going to the United. States. own country, wlile in Canada, for no
When I was going to Manitoba last higher motive than mere party objects,
summer, I met on the cars, between 1 you wil find men prepàred. te decry their
Pembina and St.- Boniface, a man who country.
made a dead set upon three or four well- MR. TROW: The hon. member for
to-do families who would make most de- Niagara mentioned one American, the
sirable settlers. This man talked against United States Consul at Winnipeg, who
Manitoba and the land regulations, taking sp>ke in favor of Canada.
for his authority the Toronto Globe which Mi. WITE: Mr. Taylor does net
he had in bis hand, to prove that the speak disrespectfully of lis own country;
country was unfit for settlement, and lie but le says, that tlree-fourths of the grain
offered to conduct them himself to more producing area cf this continent is in
desirable farms in Dakota where' they Canadian territory, and lis frank state-
could settle. I found this man was not a nents should shame hon, gentlemen eppe-
Government; emigration agent, but an site. The decennialincrease in the pepu-
agent of just that kind of private organi- lation of Canada, during the decade be-
sation which hon. gentlemen opposite so tween 1860 and 1870, was 12 percent.;
greatly deprecate in connection with the duringthe sameperiod intheUnited States,
settlement of our own North-West. To it was 22 per cent. Let us look at tle
this class of agencies has been largely due United States east and soutl cf Lake Erie,
the fact that! the Western States have wlich corxespends somewhat te Canada,
been able so far to outstrip us in emigra- Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massa-
tion matters. But we should remember chusetts, Rlide Island, Connecticut, New
that we are only opening up this country. Yerk, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
UJntil last year we could not, without 011e. In tlese ten states tle increase
great difficulty, go into the country at all. was enly 14-48 per'cent., only twe per
We are only beginning, therefore, to com- cent more than tlat cf Canada. We find,
pete with the United States; and I think mereover, that during tlat decenilal
everyone must regret that just at this period, net a single Province cf this Dom-
stage of our work, in connection with the ien lad been statienary. Quebec,
settlement of that country, we should wlich increased tle least cf any cf the
have speeches made in Parliament, and Provinces, increased 7-20 per cent., while
articles and letters in the newspapers, the cf tle states I have just nentiened,
tendency of which is to warn the people Maine and New Hampshire actually de-
that the advantages offered settlers by the creased in population during tlat period.
United States are greater than those The state cf New York, witl its great
offered by our own country, and urbane population centred in the cities cf
that we should thus have placed in New York, Brooklyn, Buffalo, Albany,
the hands of these agents of Rochester, and others, only exceeded in its
foreign companies the opportunity of growth that cf Canada by one-haif cf one
using Canadian testimony against Cana- per cent., and that in spite cf the fact that
dian territory. The hon. member for New York was becoming more and more
North Norfolk referred to the greater tle outport cf ai the grain produced,
comparative increase of the United States in consequence cf tle 0reat development
over Canada in population during the i the west during those years. Another
la.st decennial census, and he left us to significant fact is tle increase i the
infer from his comparison, that the policy manufacturing states, Massaclisetts,
of the Government had not been such as Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey
it ought to have been, baving regard to and Penn ylvania, the aggregate increase
the full developments of the country. in tlose states being just about equal to
The answer is that, in the first place, we the aggregate h the wlole United State,
had no North-West, at that time, to com- a fact whicl slould afford us some
pete with our friends on the other side. eonfidence h the result cf our National
But, as a matter-of-fact, let usJook at Poicy upon the industrial, and therefore
this pretended increase. The one thing populative, development cf this Dominion.
which makes the United States what In the other five states, Maine, Vermont,
they are, is this: that you caunot buy au New Hampshire, New York and Ohio,
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including the great commercial state New
York, and the great agricultural state,
Ohio, the increase was only 11.14 per cent.,
or nearly 1 per cent. less th an in Canada.
I think these facts show that, having
regard to the relative positions of the two
countries, we have nothing to be ashamed
of in the increase which took place during
that period. We are told by hon. gentle-
men opposite that the large emigration
froi the older Provinces to our western
territories is of no advantage to us. I
do not agree with them. If these men
leave the older Provinces, it is because
thev are becoming too straightened in
their circumstances where they are, and
if they did not go into oui territory they
would go to the United States. Let us
look for a moment at the land policies of
the two countries. lu the United States,
under their land grant policy, the price of
land within the railway belts is $2.50
an acre. Outside their railway belts
the price is $1.25; but outside the railwav
belts in Canada, and for a large portion
of the territory, the price is $1 per acre,
so that the price here is actually less than
in the United States. In the United
States the price is cash, in Canada it is
time. The settler can get his homestead
lot of 160 acres and take his preemption
lot alongside of it, and have it for three
years to enable him to break up the
ground and prepare it for settlement; and
then, by paying four-tenths down at the
end of the three years, he has six years
more in which to pay the balance, wbile
in the United States he would have to
pay cash for the whole at the start. It
seems to me that, under these circum-
stances, it cannot be said, with truth,
that the policy of this country
is not at least as favourable as the policy
of the Unifed States, in respect to the
settlement of our unoccupied territories.
The hon. member for Gloucester (Mr.
Anglin) made a statement which I know
is frequently made ; Le pointed out that
the enormous interest account was still
going on, and could not be made up by
the sale of lands. Well, suppose we
admit that ; what does the hon. gentle-
man propose to do? Does he propose to
take the course of the hon. -member for
North Norfolk, and give the lands away,
in order that we may be more fully
recouped in paying the interest upon the
expenditure ? Or, is he prepared to stop

the expenditure, and thus prevent the
realisation of the bopes we have of the
future of that country ? If the latter
course, then we shall lose, practically, all
the money that has been spent, for we are
at this moment spending money, the
results of which we are to see hereafter.
We are at the most critical period of our
national existence-if I may use that ex-
pression-precisely at the time when large
expenditures have to be made, looking
to the realisation of profits in a future
more or ]ess distant. Is the hon. gentle-
man prepared to stop all this expen diture,
and say, that 'we had better give the land
for notbing, or practically for nothing,
because we have no inmmediate return for
the expenditure made in developing it ?
I doubt much whether ibe hon. gentle-
man fairly considered where his argument
really leads him. But after all, what is
the gravenen of the charge against this
policy? After all we have heard of the
enormous price that is asked for lands,
the charge is that they are going to be
given away too cheaply; and while on
the one hand, the hon. merner for Perth
bas stated the highest price for the niost
favourable lands, as the general price of
lands which will deter emigrants from
going there, on the other hand, we have
the hon. member for North Norfolk,
stating the lowest price for the most in-
ferior lands, as an argument on vhich to
base his resolution against speculators, to
entrap votes in this Ilouse. I hope hie
wi Il not be successful, and I, therefore, beg
to move the following amendment to the
said proposed amendment:

"Thatall the words after 'That' be left
out, and the following inserted instead thereof :
'the policy of the Government for the disposai
of the public lands in Manitoba and the North-
West, is well calculated to promote the rapid
settlement of that region, and to raise the
moneys required for the construction of the
Canadian Pacifie Railway, without further
burthening the people, and that it deserves the
support and approva. of this House.' "

MR. SCRIVER: I do not propose at
this late hour to detain the House by any
lengthened remarks. However, at the
risk of being considered unpatriotic by
some of the hon. gentlemen opposite, I
desire to say a few words. If there are
any evils with regard to the land system
çf the North-West, we ought certainly to
be prepared to examine into that system
fully, and discover where such evilb exist,
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I agree with the hon. gentleman who bas
just sat down, that a part of the great
emigration to that country, which has
taken place this spring, can be accounted
for by the reasons he has given us. There
is no dloubt that there is something in the
special condition of things in the manu,
Scturing towns of the Eastern States,
which has led to a portion of this
emigration. There is no doubt that
special efforts have been put forth by
emigration agents to secure emigrants to
take the place of parties who have j oined
in the strikes which have lately taken
place in the Eastern States. There is a
normal emigration froin the Province of
Quebec, which takes place everv spring,
and those emigrants return and live in
Canada during the winter. This would
account for a portion of the large emigra-
tion which has taken place from the
Province of Quebec during the last few
weeks. I ans well aware that a large
enigration bas taken place to the Western
States and Territories .also, which we
should like to have seen attracted to our
North-West. This emizration, to my
certain knowledge, is still going on. One
reason why einigration has taken the
course it has taken is the general im-
pression which prevails that the advan-
tages offered by settlemient in the Ameri-
can territories and states are greater
than the advantages which are now of
fered by our own country. I amn
bound to say that a general impression
prevails that the regulations existing in
the Ameriean system are more liberal and
more advautageous to settlers than our
own. I believe that that impression has
son e foindation in fact, and for this
reason. The hon. the First Minister in
his statement in the House neglected to
state, after making a comparison of the
prices charged for land in the two cotin-
tries, that the lands in the United States
of \which le was speaking were railway
lands. There is no doubt that in the
reservations made by: the- American
(.oývernnent for railway -purposes, the
alternate sections are advaneed in
price from $.25: to $2.50 per acre, but
there are large tracts of . land open to
settlemnent in the. United States -which
aremiot railway lands, -and which can be
obtained -bv settlers for $1.25 per acre.
There is this peculiarity, with reference to
these lands, in the Unitel-States. They

MR. SCRIVER.

are more accessible for settiement than
our lands in the North-West, which we
have fixed at a higher price than that
demanded for American lands. Take
the territory of Dakota for an exanple,
to vhich a great tide of emigra tion is
setting in fron the province of Quebec
and I believe from the Province of
Ontario. In the central and southsern
portions of that territory, there are no
lands set asidle for railway purposes
Tley are all open for settlenment, aid the
settler going in tiere cannot cnly select a
honestead of 160 acres, but he cans aiso
preenpt 160 at $1.2 an acre, which he
is not obliged to pay forfor thrce years. In
addition to that, De can get 160 acres for
planting, within five years, ten acres with
trees. Ue practically gets that for 8l.00
an acre. Settlers going there, have
thus the opportunity of getting
480 acres of land by paving $1.25 at the
end of three years for 160 acres. There is
another advantage to which-I have not
referred. Railways are rapidly extending
into that territory. From the adjoining
states three great lines of railway are
proposed to be built which will traverse
that territory diagonally fron the south-
east to the north-west, and before very
long will intersect the Northern Pacific
railway, thus bringing all the arable lands
of that territory, practically, within reason-
able railway cominunication. I mention
these facts as reasons why we should
adopt anexceedingly liberal policy in re-
gard to our lands in the North-West, and
why we should correct the impression
which now prevails, not only among those
who are going from our older Provinces,
but also among the emigrants froin abroad,
that our land policy -is not as liberal as
that of our neighbours. We should offer,
at least, as great advantages to new set-
tlers, as do the Americans. It may be true
-I suppose it is-that the class of emi-
gration agents to which my hon.
friend from Cardwell refers, are*
very persistant in -their attemîpts to
induce . settlers by plausible represent-
ations to remain in the -United States.
I need hardly say that, if the reports of
these gentlemen are net founded on fact,
they will not carry weight to any great
extent. The false impression which thev
may succeed in -creating at first, will -e
very soon dispelled. I am afraid, how-
ever, there is sQme foundation at 1east for
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the representations which these agents
make. I will not detain the House any
longer. I desired to say a few words as
the seconder of the resolution, and to ex-
press my wish, that the Government
would reconsider their land policy. They
have already reconsidered that palicy
once, and made important modifications.
I think there is roomu for still further im-
provement, and I trust the discussion
which has taken place this evening, will
have the effect of leading to that improve-
ment in the land policy, which we have
all earnestly desired.

MR. BOULTBEE : I did not intend
to take any part in this debate. but I
desire not to let it close withou t referring
to sone remarks that fell from the latest
speakers. The hon. gentleman who has
j ,st sat down, says, that the tide of emi-
gration flows into the Unted States, and
the conviction that attains among
people generally, is that the United
States offer a better field for emigration
thati Canada. I dare say there is much
truth in what lie says, and I do not think
he would say it unless lie believed it. But
it is worth while to enquire why it is that
such a feeling should prevail-why it is
that people should be led to believe that'
the United States affords a better field for
settlers than our own fertile prairies; the
hon gentleman gives no argument. He
states no facts, but simply makes the
assertion that such is the fact. Very
likely it is. The hon. gentleman who spoke
before him said, if we are going to be
ruined we want to know it, and he no
doubt expressed the feeling which per-
vades a large number of hon. gentlemen
opposite. When utterances, of hon.
gentleman, to this effect are republished
in their papers, circulated throughout the
length and breadth of the land, and hawked
about by American emigration agents,
is it wonderful that the conviction, which
the last speaker dilated upon, gains
ground. The settlers whom these state-
ments effect are, to a great extent, illiter-
ate and ignorant. They know these men
are members of the Parliament of Canada,
and they scarcely recognise whether they
are supporters of the Government or
opponents of it. But they attach great
importance to the language that falls
from these hon. gentlemen, and I
say that there could not be anything
more painful to the community, there

69

could not be anything that could be a
source of greater regret to a man who
takes an interest in Canada, than to hear
the utterances of these gentlemen who
profess to be interested in her fate, to
prophesy ruin and decay unless the admiin-
istration of affairs should be entrusted to
them. They held the Administration for
several years, but they did not administer
the affairs of this country in a way satis-
factory to the people, and they were turned
out of office. It seems to me that it
would be more patriotic of them on the
present occasion, in this Parliament, in
this Session, if you like, and in future
Sessions, not to decry so nuch the posi-
tion which Canada holds. I have alluded
briefly to the remarks of the hon. gentle-
man who spoke before the last speaker. 1
was not in the House whvlien the lion.
member for Perth began his speech. I
oaly heard his concluding renarks. He
was giving the House, as I entered, a col-
lection of statistics, showing the anount
of land heldbythegreat landownersinEng-
land, Scotlandand Ireland. In the abstract
these statistics were not particularly inter-
esting. There was nothing in their ab-
stract value to enlist the attention of the
House. If they had any value it was for
the purpose of showing that the systei
advocated by the Government would lead
to similar large holdings of land in the
North-West. I followed the hon. gentle-
man as carefully as I could in my memory,
and I think he stated that something like
20,000 people in Great Britain and Ire-
land held 100,000 acres of land apiece; and
I suppose the purpose of his argnment
was to sho w that the policy of the Gov-
ernment would lead to similar large hold-
ings in the North-West. Making calcu-
lations without the aid of pencil or paper
it seemed to me that if we got as large
holdings as this in the North-West; if
we got 20,000 people holding 100,000
acres of land apiece, even if we only re-
oeived $1 an acre for that land, it would
amount to $2,000,000,000. But we might
deduct very largely from the hon. gentle-
man's figures. We may reduce his figures
by twenty, and we shall still have a much
larger sum. than the Government requires
to build the Pacific Railway, with-
out increasing the taxation of this
country. ý I apprehend that the hon.
gentleman would be as delighted
with that result, as I would be, or the
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House would be, or the country would be. ',gentleman to point out any single word
I do not suppose we shall discuss this sub- of mine that was vituperative. I used
ject at greater length now, but I would nothing but proper Parlianmentary lan-
urge again, as I have done before, that it I guage.
is scarcely fair to the country, or the duty Mn. MACKENZIE: I do not say
of hon. gentlemen to their constituents, to there was any unparliamentary language.
so persistently, on every occasion, place MNR. BOULTBEE : Nor vituperative.
Canada in an evil light in coimparison MR. MACKENZIE: Why, did not the
with other lands. I think it is not a fair hon. gentleman gravely tell the House
or correct thing. The policy of the that there was no patriotism on this side
United States is one that has made that of the House? 1 cannot imagine anything
country great, and has attracted to lier more vituperative than the language lie
the largest emigration that any land ever addressed to us in makiag that stateinent.
has had. I desire, in this connection, to But the lion. he Premier uscd tbe sarne
refer to a quotation from a work by a kind of language.
judge of human nature, not inferior to any Si SAMUEL L. TILLEY i deny
other min distinguished in English litera- tbat rnost ernphaticall.
ture. The late Charles Dickens, in one of MR. MACKENZIE: We are told we
his novels, notices one of his Anierican arc delightcd to sec a blot upon the coun-
characters, Elijah Pophamo, I think, says: try. If that werc truc, if it were a fact
" Sir, we must be cracked up, we demand that a blot afforded us deliglt, we have a
this and we must have it, and if we are lige blot opposite to us every night; we
not cracked up there wilI be trouble, have those in front of us wto have blotted
stranger." Itwas rather an exaggeration every page of history ini everv conceivable
of a national characteristie, but that is one manneB ; if we choose to expose every
feature that, as Mr. White suggested, lias blot that -ve iniglt expose, we would
tended to make the United States great, be doing uothing else. I appeal to the
and bas directed to ber as large an hion. gentleman who ast spoke in sgeex-
emiration as any country, ever saw. aperating a tone, if the lon. member for
That is tlieir steadfast, perseveringadeter- North Norfolk did not speak to the point,
imination, whenever the United States or if there was anythine, said on this side
are mcntioned; they speak of lier in of the ouse tha as improper.
terms of eglogy, instead of dispraise. bt Mn. BO iLTBEE: I a r not aware
is the duty of pairiotie Canadians to that I nmade any remark witli regard to
imitate them in a measure, ld not to be the meiber for North Norfolk (Mr.
everlastingiy ranning down their own Charlton>. I think le spoke to the point,
country. and that lie made a very good speech.

MR. MACKENZIE: It will be ob- MR. MACKENZIE : My lion. friend
sered that on no occasion wil hon. from North Norfolk is patriotie ten, and
gentlemen opposite condescend to speak the course lie bas pursued is patriotie.
on the inerits of a case; but invariably Wlio are those members on this side that
content themselves with lecturing the are not patrioti i Was it the hon. inember
Oppesition, teling members of the Op- for South Pert (Mr. Trow -was it lie
position what it is their duty to do. The wlio was lacking in patriotism?
boi. r ember who nast'just sat down is a MR. OULTBEE: If you want me
very young meniber of this bouse, not to aswer, I can do it.
very young in years, but younad in political M . MACKENZIE: It is the hon.
ixperience, young as a Parliamentarian, inenber fcr L'Islet (Mr. Casgrai) who
and yet lie presurnes t0 addrers aud lecture is unpatriotic, perhaps. Well, Il have
evn. members on this side of the iouse known that on. gentleman for some
witb a degree of political impertinence years, and tiiose wlio accu se hiim of being
whie is scarcely tolerable. e thinks llpatriotie, I think, will fail to maone
-ill lie lias to do, wheis ho gets up, is to good their charge. It is the duty of.
ebanldon the argument, nd deal out the members of Pariament in Canada teeax-

inost vituperative language against bis pose everything tending to the i vjury of
bopponents. the country, ùo matter wheter they

MF.. BOJLTBEE: I do not think I are the acts of the Goverament or
used any sucli language. a defy the hon. others, and no matter whether act

MR. BOULTBEBa
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of commission or omission ; and we that spirit of intolerance whicb prevails,
have endeavoured faithfully to ci s that dictatorial and offdssi-e spirit with
charge that duty. We are not to be de- whch lon. gentlemen. opposite charge
terred by the Iectures of the hon. membe
for East York (Mr. Boultbee), but, on th dereliotion of dty, and wit] a vaut of
contrary, we shall always continue to te undeistand Our
expose what we consider is injurious to lit , we uuderstand what VO
flic country. Thaf whie lias giveu is thats ts do ianc wicreva.ils
tQ tiS discussion, is nothig but, a belief opposite are NVIstwig togt ei eath i at-
ol car part that the unle of po]icy adlopted teiti"ng to deter us friBh tollwing thal,
b)y Ihe (4vernmneit is ned conducive to the course i thuat ndicy wicl ae welievf

au is t Le ii fl W est interet of Canada.

-Cil~dty weerst unestn whatii weltr,

toits diso reard usCs setiuent of lie We otow av have ie car rf e conatry
Great North-West. The hon. the First we know tlat lion. gentlemen opposite,
Minister, who replied to ny hon. friend with all their professions, are quite con-
fron NortIh Norfolk, told us, amongst scious that they bave lost tie contidenc
other extraordinary things, that the land of the people of this coulitry ; theuy know
policy, as first submitted, was the rigit they have utterly failed to redeemn their
one, b)ut that the want of patriotisi on1 promises, that their National PLolicy is a
the part of the Globe newspaper, in fraud and a delusion ; and that their land
attacking that policy, compelled them to policy shaped in tle interest of specu-
change a policy that was right: that he laftors is injurious to tIhe people at large
was induced by the strong opposition of and to the general interests of the
that newspaper to enter upon a different country, and that fleir railway policy
course, to enter u'pon a course that was is ruinous; they know that those matters
inproper; that, therefore, lie had not the vill rise in judgnent against themn one
patriotisni himself to abide by tie i day, and they know that an exposure of
principles and the policy which he de- ai fleir political crimes will onily hasten
clared to be riglit. The Globe had created that day.
such an impression among his friends, MR. BOULTBEE: Is not this a
that sone change should be made, little vituperative 3
that lie was willing, rather than hold MR. MiACK1ENZIE: We shall do our
fast, to make the change in op- duty j ust the same as if tle hon. menber
position to his own convictions, and for East York had not ventured to
in defiance of what he con- lecture memubers on this side of the
oeived to be the interests of the country. House.
The right hon. gentleman has not Ma. BOULTBEE : I ask the lihon.
answered the speech made by theli hon. gentleman if his language is not vituper-
member for North Norfolk, le devoted ative?
niearly the whole of his speech to a defence MR. MACKENZIE I have used no
of his railway policy. I could not con- words, not a single expression but what
ceive whjy that vas done, until I learned tis perfectly correct. The hon. gentle-
that there was a good deal of uneasiness imanîmay say " political crimes" is vituper-

along his followers in reference to that ative. Political oflences are political

policy ; and J understand now thlat there is crimes ; and I aml sure thaft hon. gentle-

to be a caucus between them to morrow to men opposite will not deny that they are
discuss it ; therefore tlie riglit hon. gen- guilty of that; they will not deny either
tleman took the opportunity of defending tiat they have failedi to redeem .their
his railway policy, as that defence promises on whicl they obtained Olice,
will do service in another place and that is a political crime, is it not ?

on another occasion. I do not propose to They sought to maike false impressions
go into the discussion of that policy now ; on the couintry ; the hon. the Finance
we will go into that discussion at the Minister assured the peopi of his Pro-

proper time, when the question comes up vince what bis policy wvould do for them,
on the motion, of which notice has leen and we have repeated dertials froi his
given by my hon. friend from West own Province that any boneit resulted.
Durhan (Mr. Blake). I merely rise to- Is not this a political crime i Let the
night to rebake as faras we are couc:d, lion. gentleman go hack to 'e election in
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St. John. In discussing this and every everything that formis the subject of
other measure before Parliaient, Sir, we human enterprise or human cupidity;
shall exercise our' right, our undoubted but the speculators are not a separate
right, in perfect freedomu to criticise with and hostile class; you hardly meet a
just as inuch severity as we think proper, settler who is not a speculator ; le bas
every part of the policy of hon. gentle- preempted a lot adjoining his homestead
men opposite, and they might as well in the r ame of his son or his daughter or
refrain, in future, froni these lectures of perhaps some mythical member of bis
which we have had such an abundance tamily, aud holds it for sale te thé next
to-night. settier vho cones along. Speculation is

MR. McLENNAN: The hon. mem- practiced by the poor man as well as by
ber for Lambton (Mr. Mackenzie) does the richer man. Wberever there is mucli
not lecture, le scolds; and not only this land there wiil be speculation. But I am
House but the country. Perhaps lie may glad to say that in the North-West there
have reason from his point of view. He is land for ahi, and no danger that the
has latel made several appeals to Ontario, speculator will monopolise it. The lion.
but the tarners of Ontario have got awtay member for Perth ere Trow complains
fror Iim and beyond Iliai ; tel have that for forty miles beyond Winnipeg the
ceased to follow that Chinese lantern-the land is taken up. Does le not know that
daily Globe : they have taken up the torn it is taken up by the native half-breeds,
book of politieal experience ; they know and I presune with the approval of both
their own minds; their determination is the Governments that have dealt with the
fixed; they are sound to the cure, and that's country. Then he says that the farmers
what is the matter. But, though the beyond that (at Poplar Point and Higlh
hon. member will not admit the principle Bluff) are so far froin Winnipeg as to
of protection in the National Policy, lie is have no market for their grain. Well, I
full of that self-sufficiencv which is the can tell him that now there are buyers of
protection of narrow minds, and so lie grain at the Portage, with a warehouse
scolds this lieuse and the country. The and all the modern appliances, and a
lion. member says we have got away from steamer plying on the Assiniboine to carry
the question ; no one bas done so more away nny surplus; but in fact the fax-
widelv than himself. I do not quite agree mers of that locality-and there are
with my lion. friend from East York (Mr. fine farms and good farmers there-have
Boultbee), that the hon. member froi this yar got very good prices for their
luntingdon.(Mr. Scriver),has given no rea- grain: 90e. for wheat, and 55-. fer cats-

son why emigrants should goto -Minnesota a very bigh price for the great yield of
and Dakota; he has given a good reason their fields. I ar glad te hear the hou.
-the facility of access by railways to gentl
those States. It suggests a good reason eman s ts nt w is
for the use of all diligence on our part to manner of cemparisen of our own lands
reach our lands iu the saine waa. We with t lands f Minnesota and Dakota
should. have hiad that acccss uow but for I should have inferred that lie intended
the halting policy of hon. gentlemen te do se.
opposite, who wcunt about censtructing the MRt. SM4ITHI (Selkirk) : I have net
tmo ends of the route between Thunder lad the advantage cf hearing what
iBay and Ried River, leaing a great gap lias -been said by most of the lion.
of mud and water in the middle. The gentlemen who have sprken, and do
question cf the land policy was opcned, in net intend te trespass much on the
a fair and temperate maunur, by the hon. time cf the ieuse.; but I would

ieniber for North Ntrfolk (Mr. Cha.rl- fike te say a few words before vot-
ton), and 1 thin lie was fairly tin, on this subjeet. With regard te these
and fully answered by the ri-Ili land regulations, 1 think, myscîf, that it
lion. the Firdt Minister. I think was a very great mifortune that they
the statement iu reply had tlîe full ap- appeared as they did in thc flrst instance.
proval cf the lieuse. With regard te Iadmit with pleasure, that they are mucja
speculation in the lands cf the North- better, as they now stand than when they
West, Sir, you cannot keep the speculator first came eut. Still, tiey igt, and I
out, hae wil have bis bad in land as in think ouglt te be very greatly impreved.

Mit. MACKENZIE.
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We ought to assimilate them as much as
possible to, or in some other way, make
them quite as favourable as those of our
neiglibours in the United States. We
have a country fully as good as their's, and
in many respects better. O.ur land, taken as
a whole, is superior, but still we nust give
as much encouragement to emigrants to
settle on it as the Americans do for the
filing up of their territory. So far, we
have certainly not done so. Indeed, I 
think that our land policy, froi the very
commencemnent, bas been a mistake. We
comnienced by allowing settlers to go in
upon our lands, in the first instance, be-
fore any surveys were made, entirely over-
looking that one-twentieth of the Fertile
Belt belonged to the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, and so complicated matters very
greatly, instead of having surveys madJe
as fast as possible for the comparatively
small number of settlers of the first few
years. In short, there bas been a lack of
knowledge on the part of the Governmnent
and in the House generally, with regard
to the North-West, and it is only very
lately that our people have woke up and
found that we do possess a very fine coun-
try in the North-West. The hon. meni-
ber for South Perth (Mr. Trow) lias stated
that, while there is a great deal of good
land in that region, it is not all good. It
certainly is not all good; but still I think
it is saying a great deal when we assert,
and this we can safely do, that, as a whole
it is not only equal to, but better than the
land of the great Province of Ontario.
But while we locked up great portions of
the land along the railway line, by asking
for it $6 an acre, and until the recent
change in the regulations permlitting no
settlement by homesteads in the first belt,
on the other sid- of the Line settlers could
get good lands in any portion of their
railway reserves for-as the Prernier ad-
mitted, $2.50 an acre-that is, after hav-
ing taken a free homestead of 160 acres
they could preempt another quarter-sec-
tion at $2.50 per acre, and alsoget the lands
of the railway companies on very favour-
able terms. In the United States they
really favour actual settlement, while we,
by our present policy, would be very apt
to lock up a great portion of the country
and place it in the hands of speculators.
It certainly is not wise to allow the land
to go into the hands of large companies
and speculators. It has been .said

the Hudson's Bay Company have a large
portion of good land. True, but that
is no reason for multiplying such con-
panies. The Hudson's Bay Company's
acquisition or retention of its lands you
could not prevent. They owrned all the
lands at the time of theàtransfer, and you
lad to make the best possible terms with
that Company. The Hudson's Bay
CoIpany inay safely be trusted to act
with the greatest liberality in disposing
of these lands, but I have alwavs
thought it wvould have been infinitely
better lad the Cnadian Government-
and I wish this to apply to both Govern-
ments-extinguished the landed rights of
that Company altogether, and purchased
its lands for the public, when it had an
opportunity of doing so. It would be
quite impossible to get the lands froin the
Company at present on anything like the
terms for which they could have been ob-
tained, under the arrangement I refer to,
and no one can question- that it would
have been a great advantage to have lad
the lands in the hands of the Govern-
ment. We know the evil results of loch-
ing up lands in other countries, and why
should we repeat them in our North.
West ? There are companies asking for
charters to hold lands in that country.
They could get Government lands for
about $1 an acre, and under the present
regulations would have to pay but 10c.
an acre in the first instance, the pay-
ments being spread over ten years. J
think nothing could be more injudicious,
or more hostile to the interest of this
country than such transactions. I under-
stand the hon. Premier bas stated his
belief that, within ten vears we
shall have half a milliòn people in that
country, and that its lands will have
returned to the Treasuy sonething like
$75,000,000.

MR. BLAKE: $40,000,000, actuallv
collected, and $75,000,000 to be due
within the ten years.

MR. SMITH (Selkirk): I sincerely
hope and trust, as I am sure every hon.
gentleman does, that this may be our ex-
perience. But we shall find that even in
the favourable sections of the United
States, the .rogress bas been nothing
like what the right hon. gentleman
expects. While we may look forward to
a large influx of settlers, we can hardly
hope it will be so great as to give us half
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a million in that time, and I cannot for a times takes three or four days to make the
moment imagine we shall receive that journey. It is therefore especially neces-
large amount of money from the sale of sary in that country that assistance should
the lands. I think our first aimn should be afforded in the construction of rail-
be to settle the country, by giving everv ways, not that the Government should
possible assistance to the colonists, or build them, but there should be power
actual settlers, not, however, restricting given to those whoare willing and prepared
them to 160 acres or thereabouts, as some to do it. When we find people willing
propose. There should be a guarantee to build railways there, and to complete
given, that all to whom lands are sold them within a reasonably short space of
should be actual settlers. In several time, and this should be nade a stringent
parts of the United States, a great advant- condition af ever charter, we ought ta
age is given those who take up lands for give then cvery assistance. The han.
settlement. For instance, they are member for Perh (Mr. Trow) bas re-
allowed a rebate of one-half the price, marked tbat, after ail a great deal is not
even when not exorbitant, 85 or so an gaied by emigratian into the North-West
acre, for each acre broken up and culti- from the aider Provinces. I cannot agre
vated vitl:in three vears. Some encour- with ny lon. friend in that vicw, I believe
age ment of the same kind igtvragnin c hecaekidmiglit very tliat the mare eligibie people wlia can be
well be extended to the settlers in our got ta go froin the aid Provinces ta the
North-West. North-West the better, as their places

MR. WHITE (Cardwell): Only one wili be quickiy flled by those irom the
Company gives that reLate. other side of the Atlantc. Whie in.

3MI. 831lTI (Selkirk) : 1 kuow one, at Engiand, a short time back, I had quite a
any rate, gives it, and that campanv finds number of applications froni people who
it very greatly ta its advantage. proposed ta, emigrate, and certainly in.
What niay profitabiy be doue by this gaost instances they preferred making
ampany, -viii nlo douibt be follawcd b their homes in a country already settled

others, and shouid be donw by a great iustead of, as they siid, gaing into the
Governmcnt lie that of te Domtinion. backwoods or an ta the prairie. They
£verything shouid be donc ta assist rail preferred beginning their farming te ii
ways in -the NortNh-West. Nor reed we the ader Provinces and purchasing im-
Se afraid of their cawpetition with the proved faris there. Sa we ray look,
Cailada Pacifie. It vil b sa ne ears for a reasonable emigratian int the aid
before it crosses the Rocky Mountains; Provinces in the near future. In my
and meantime, parallelines withiu thirty humble opinion the Governent have
or forty miles of it Nvould ai greatl made a istake ie .aking sa many
as'sist in the opening uip and settliment reserves for particular nationalities. The
ef the country. It is fund in other Mennonites are an excellent ad indus-
districts, whose land are onot better than trios people, and thev have donwonders
those cf Manitoba or the North-West, since they have been in the North-West,
that a space of some t-wenty or tbirty but I believe if they Lad been distributed,
miles on either side of a railway, is ampy as is doue in other partions of the con-
sufficient for its maintenance; tbat is, tinent aiongst the other setters, it wouid
apart froni tte working expenses, a verheiave been inuch better. And sa with
fair profit can be madeoeut cf the rail- regard ta the Iceladers, there
-%vay. Tbat is not the experience of one, eac ke but onc opinion as tae

ut hf ma sy districts and railways pass- their dfsirabieness as inhabitants,
ing throug shc a country as the Nort- odbut it wold have been much
West. I Manitoba and the North-West, better for themselves as well as for the
we have very unfavoirable land upon country genirally, if they had not been
which th ake ordinary wagon roads. placed in those isonated settuements, but
Whilc the weather is dry, nothing eau te had beeu cucouraged ta scatter theinseives

etter tban tbe roads, but it is wehl over the Province. N Governmient has
known that during the wet weather the been wise i this atter, but each succe--
roads are almot impassible se tat for sive Goverunpent ought to act upon the
the short distance of sixty miles between experience a its predecessors, and net fal
Winnipe and Portage la Prairie, it s bue- jute the saie inistakes. I looked upon i 
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as a steD in the right direction, when the
Government decided to turn the line of
railw ay f rom the north of Lake Manitoba,
to the south, as the settlements were
alimost wholly in the latter direction ; but
at the same time I must say, that in my
belief, the land on the north of Lake
Manitoba bas been greatly depreciated,
and it would not surprise me to find sub
stantial men coming forward at an early
session and asking Parliament to give
then a charter for a colonisation railway
over the greatly decried northern route,
along which I fully believe a great deal of
excellent farming land will be found.
Now that this road has been definitely
located, I trust it will be proceeded with
as fàst as possible. If it bad been in the
hands of private individuals we would
have had the railway built already fifty
miles to the west. I would impress upon
the Government the necessity of using
every effort to get colonization roads into
that country. A comparatively small por-
tion of the millions that have been spent
in surveys through portions of the country
where there •will certainly be no settlers
for many years to come, had it been used
in opening up the prairies to cultivation,
it would have ensured to us now a much
larger population than we have at the
present moment. The resolutions of the
hon. memiber for Norfolk ought to com-
mend theiselves to every member of
this House, and I, for one, have
great pleasure in supporting them.

MR. MACDOUGALL: Though the
House is impatient to vote, I desire briefly
to state the difficulty in which I find my-
self in consequence of the amendment
that bas been proposed by the bon. mem-
ber for Cardwell (Mr. White). The hon.
member for North Norfolk (Mr. Charlton)
has proposed that this House shall affirm,
as a ruile for the disposal of public lands,
that they shall be sold to the actualsettler,
on the best terms practicable; in other
words, that the lands shall be treated, not
as a source of revenue, but as a means of
providing for the speedysettlement of the
country. He has condemned, in his
second resolution, the practice of selling
the lands to speculators, as he calls them.
I suppose that includes everyone who pur-
chases lands without settling upon them.
Now, if we were dealing with the ques-
tion ab initio, I have no doubt many
members of this House, from the ex-

perience we have had in the old Province
of Canada, would be disposed to agree
that, in the interests of the country, it
would be better to deal with the public
lands in the inanner proposed. But we
are not in that position. Unfortunately,
we have adopted a revenue policy, with
regard to the disposal of the public lands
in the North-West. This House
affirmed, last year, the propriety
of setting apart 100,000,000 acres.
of land in that country, for the
construction of a great public work, and
directed the Government not to dispose
of them for less than $2 per acre. I
objected to that proposition, as I find in
the iansard report; I expressed the views
which I then entertained, and which I
still entertain, with regard to those reso-
lutions. I thought they were not
adapted to the circunstances of the coun-
try ; that they would not be found to
work advantageously, even for the pur-
pose of revenue, and it was with some
satisfaction that I heard, a few months
afterwards, that the Government had
decided, in consequence--if the hon. mem-
ber for Lambton bas correctly understood
the remarks of the hon. the Premier-
of the remonstrances and attacks of the
Globe newspaper, to change the policy
that had been affirmed by this House, and
adopt a new one. I trust that it was not
from that motive altogether; and I am
confirmed in the opinion that the Gov-
ernment must have been influenced by a
belief that free grants could not be dis-
pensed, when the hon. member for Card-
well proposes now, with their approval,
to say that the revised regulations are the
wisest and best the Government could
have adopted under the circumstances. I
am not quite con inced that the House
ought to take that course. The hon.
member for North Norfolk moves
his resolutions, an hon. member pro-
poses to proceed to the Orders of
the Day, and the hon. member for Card-
well moves an amendment to the
amendment, calling upon the House to
declare that the policy of the Government
with respect to the public lands in the
North-West is the true policy, both as
regards settlement and the construction
of the Pacific Railway. Is the House
prepared to commit itself to such a pro-
position, by way of amendment to the
motion of a private member I I think
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the hon. member for Cardwell ought te course the Government bas taken in the
withdraw his arendment, and then we allotment of these lands is an experirnent.
can negative the propositions of the hon. It may prove successful, and the ex-
member for North Norfolk, by passing to perience and practice of our American
the Orders of the Day. I can vote for neighbours in that direction are encourag-
such a motion without difficulty. When, in,. I would prefer to leave the Gev-
Sir, we remember that we have under- ernment untrainiuelled in matters of de-
taken serious obligations, with respect to tail, and net say that this or that policy
the settlement of that country, that the shah be parsued. Tie right hon. gentle-
old Provinces. are called upon to incur an man stated, in lis opening remarks, that
enormous debt for the purpose of opening he did not desire to mix up the Pacifie
up a new and productive region, not only Railway question with this land question.
for the benefit of their own surplus popu- 1 do not desire to commit myseif to an
lation, but to provide farms for millions approval of what appears to be the policy
of Europeans and strangers, I think we of tie Government in respect to that
are not in a position to say that all the Railway, but I desire to say that
lands in that country shall be given up to J concur with the principle tie
the new comers as a free gift, or that the hon. niember for North NorfoIk
Government ought not to secure a suf- has embodied in his rerolutions, except in
ficient revenue to repay the old Provinces its application to that portion of the
some portion, if nor, the whole, of that North-West which wiil Le benefitted lw,
expenditure. I believe that a large and therefore ou-lt to bear the burden of,
majority of the people of this Dominion the Pacific Railway. Nearly tventy
are disposed to lend their crelit and run years ago, when Cominissioner of Crovn
considerable risk for the purpose of open- Lands for the oid Province of Canada, I
ing up that great inheritance of ours in endeavoured te irnpress upon my col-
the North-West, but they expect indem- leagues the opinions I entertained that
nity in the future. I was glad, Sir, to free grants to actual settiers was the true
hear an ex-officer of the Hudson's Bay way to settie the public lands. Now
Company (Mr. Smith) tell us, to-night, lands are practically given away in On-
that we have a vast quantitv of rich and tario and Quebec, on condition of settie-
cultivable land in that country. I was ment; and public opinion, I think, as far
glad to bear that testimony from that as Ontario and Quebec are concerned, is
quarter, for our ears are not accustomed educated up to the point of the hon. gen-
to it. I believe wve have in the North-West tlemans resolutions. We have had our
an enormous teiTitcry of good, arable Canada Companies, and ur British
and, better than any that remains in the American Land Co panies. We have

clU Provinces ; and that the people of the seen large tracts of good land remain a
oid Provinces will, in large nuhers, pro- the hiands of these c lmpanies for a gener-
ceed there under the policy of this Gov- ation; and we have see that the country
erument. I believe this polic, se far as bas not progressed under that system. nl
it provides for the sale f alternate Ontario e discovered, many years ago, a
sections of these lands, for the purpose means by whîch that evil could be rectified.
cf producing, a revenue to meet the ex- We discovered that, inder the system cf
penditure in the construction Rf the local taxation large tracts of uncultivated
.Pacifie Railxav, is a vise and just land were brought into the market, and
policy, aad will be approved by the the evil woih foraperly existed ha been
people of this country. If asy hion. removed. I think it -will be found that

enber of this Huse were to, go before land companies like those referred t will
the taxpayers of the country and propose find ne room iii the porth-West, aùd
that, after ail we have expended, after ail the vii cf non-resident speculation wil
the debt we have incurred, after ail the be rectiied y the people thernselves.
responsibilities. we have undertaken, we The settiers on these alternate lots wili
shoild give up these rich lands for find means, through municipal 'taxation,
nothing, and thus coipel the people cf of compeiing those who have purchasw
the oid Provinces te pay for ther de-, the adjacent lands tP bring them into the
velopment, I beieve he wouid net find enarket. Therefore, I have ne great fear
many persons te agree with him. The of the consequences f the systein which
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the Government has adopted. I think
the policy of the Government is an ex-
periment which it is safe to try. We can-
not afford to give away all the lands of
theNorth-West, and build the PacificiRail-
way at the expense of the residents of the
old Provinces, and I do not believe the
hon. gentlemen who advocate that system
have any public opinion outside of this
House to sustain them.

MR HUNTINGTON: The word or
two I have to say at this late hour of the
night, are not so much upon the merits of
tjie question, and are net so appropriate
now as they would have -een, had I had
an opportunity of speaking immediately
after the hon. member for Glengarry (Mr.
MeLennan). We all in this House re-
garded the electic-n of the hon. mniember
for Glengarry to a seat iii this House-
those at all events who knew bis repu-
tation-as a matter of importance to the
commercial interests of this country.
The hon. gentleman was widely connected
with the interests of the commercial
metropolis of Montreal, and we expectedt
Le would be a guiding light, so to speak,
on commercial questions. For myself I
should be sorry to speak in any sense dis-
respectfully of the hon. gentleman. I
should be sorry in any vay to disparage
his abilities, which we all recognise, or bis
position in this House. But as a humble
member of the party, which is, I admit,
rather feeble in point of numbers, I take
exception to the position the bon. gentle-
man is continually occupying inthis flouse
in reference to the hon. member for Lamb-
ton (Mr. Mackenzie). The hon. member
for Lambton may be a very disagreeable
and contemptible person in the opinion of
the hon. member for Glengarry, but on
this side of the House we regard him as a
very respectable man. If the hon. gen-
tleman expects to be treated with the con-
sideration which his commercial experience
entitles him to, he must at least extend to
others the same courtesy which is ex-
tended to him. If Le attacked myself or
some other humble member of the House,
the matter would be allowed to pass.
The hon. member for Glengarry, on
account of his commercial connection, is
not so insignificant as to permit of his
remarks passing without observation.
Let me tell the hon. gentleman, with all
ny respect for his abilities, that there are
many hon. gentlemen in this House able

to express their opinions as fluently and
intelligently as himself. If he vas fit to
pursue this aggressive policy with regard
to my lion. friend-

Some HoN. ME IBERS : Oh.
MR. HUNTINGTON: I will venture

to say to those hon. gentlemen that there
is nîot a man on that side of the House
who does not feel the inpropriety of the
course the ion. gentleman has pursued.
Thiere is no man there who does not re-
spect the lion. member for Lambton, and
who does not know that the hon. member
for Lambton is not li.ble to these con-
stant attacks upon him. Let the lion.
gentleman consider that those who differ
from him in opinion may not be amenable
to bis sneers, or let him take the conse-
quences which will undoubtedlly follow.

MR. CHARLTON : I wish to refer to
one or two points that have been alluded
to in the speech of the right hon. gentle-
man. Before doing so, I may advert to
a misapprehension the hon. niember for
Haiton (Mr. Macdougall) entertainz,
with respect to these resolutions whichi is
very likely entertained by other lion.
menbers of this House. The resolutions
I have offered do not atlirm the propriety
of making homestead grants. The first
resolution affirms, in general terms, that
the public lands should, as far as practie-
able, be sold to actual settlers only; and
that the sale of pullie lands to spec-
ulators, free from conditions of settle-
ment, is caleulated injuriously to affect
the interests of the country. And the
second resolution affirms, that, so long as
the system of selling public lands to
speculators, without conditions of settle-
nient, or restrictions as to quantities, is

continued, the price at whicli such lands
are sold should be paid in full, in cash, at
the time of sale. These, in brief, are the
terms of the resolutions. The hon,
the First Minister in the course
of his speech challenged any hon.
member on this side of the louse to
point out in what respect the land policy
of the United States was more favorable
to settlers than the policy contained in the
regulations of the 14th October last.
Now, that challenge was pretty fally met
by my hon. friend, the member
for Huntingdon, (Mr. Scriver.) In
order to secure the settlement of our
lands, we must make the advantages
co-equal with those of the United
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States. We cannot expect to settle
those lands rapidly under the present regu-
lations. Hon. gentlemen may impugn
our patriotism as niuch as they please,
but ouir object in bringing these resolu-
tions before the House was to rectify a
wrong. The hon. member for Cardwell
(Mr. White) alluded to my having drawn
the attention of the House to the dis-
parity ofgrowth between Canada and the
-United States, and he said I brought it
up as a charge against the Government.
I did nothing of the kind. I alluded to
the fact in a spirit of sorrow. I said the
object of these resolutions was to remedy
the state of things which had led to such
disproportionate growth on the part of
the United States. The hon. the
First Minister gave us some astonish-
ing statisties in regard to emigration.
He thinks that in ten vears we will
realise $79,000,000 from the sale of public
lands in the Noth-West.

Some HON. MEMBEIRS: No.
MB. CHARLTON : Did he not say

sa?
Some HON. MEMBERS: No, seventy

millions.
MR. CHARLTON: Well, Sir, by a

return lately brought down I see that the
sale of lands in the North-West and in
Manitoba for 1879, amounted to 247,315
acres. If these lands brought an average
of $3 per acre, the total amount would be
less than $750,000, and yet the sales in
ten years are to amount to $70,000,000.
The right bon. gentleman estimates the
emigration for last year at 25,000; the
total sales of public lands last year were
made to 882 purchasers. If these were
all heads of families numbering five per-
sons each, it would represent an immi-
gration of less than 4,500, in place of
25,000. The hon. gentleman's calcula-
tions are preposterous. I hope they will
be realised, but I have not the faintest
idea that they will. The hon. gentleman
bases his calculations of this revenue on
the sale of land to settlers, and yet he
tells us in his speech-I have his exact
words-that we could not sell a single
acre in the North-West if we made
settlement a condition of sale to actual
settlers.

Some HON. MEMBERS : No.
SIR JOHN A. MACDONALD : That

is not what I said.
MR. CHARLTON: If not, the hon.

Ma. CHARLTON.

gentleman cannot object to the terms of
the resolutions now proposed, wlicF ai
at keeping the lands out of the E tI, of
speculators.

Mi. DECOSMOS : I have on] one re-
mark to offer. It has been said ti t, there
was no railway line in the Uni ýtates
with land grants extending furthe5  than
twenty miles on each side of it; now I
believe that, if the .hon. gentleman will
refer to the Northern Pacifie Railway
land grant, he will find there that its
lands extend forty miles on each side of
the road.

MR. SMITI: One portion only.
MR. DECOSMOS: And that the pre-

emption price is $2.50 per acre.
Motion made and question proposed:

That the House do now go int' Committee of
the Whole to consider the following resolu-
tions :-(See p. l,051)-(Af r. Chlton.)

That all the words after the word " That" in
the said motion be left out and the following sub-
stituted' mstead thereof :-" this House do
now proceed to the Orders of the Day "-

(fMr. Domi1le )
That all the words after " That " be left

out, and the following inserted instead there-
of :-" the policy of the Government for the
disposal of the public lands in Manitoba and
the North-West is well calculated to pro-
mote the rapid settlement of that region,
and to raise the moneys required for the-
construction of the Canadian Pacific Rail.
way without further burthening the people,
and that it deserves the support and ap-
proval of this House."-(Mr. WJhite, Cardwell.)

House divided on the amendment to
the amendmient (Mr. WVhite, Cardwell):--
Yeas, 120 ; nays, 40.

YEAs:

Messicurs

Abbott Lane
Allison Laugevin
Angers Little
Arkell Longley
Bahy Macdonald (Kings,PEI).
Baker Macdonald(Victoria,BC)
Bannerman McDonald (C. Breton)
Barnard McDonald (Pictou)
Benoit McDonald(Victoria,NS)
Bergeron Macmillan
Bill McCallum
Bolduc McCuaig
Bourbeau Macdougall
Bowell M cGreevy
Brecken Mclnnes
Brooks MeLennan
Bunster McLeod
Cameron (N. Victoria)McQuade
Canon McRory
Cimon Masson
Colby Massue

,Connell M erner
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Costigan Montplaisir
Coug 5 Mousseau
Curri Muttart
Cuthla M O'Connor
Daly Ogden
Daoust Orton
Dawsoi Patterson (Essex)
DeCosi Perrault
DesMuI Pinsoaneault
Desjar Platt
Doinville Plumb
Doull Pope (Queen's, P.E.I.)
Drew Pourpore
Dugas Richey
Elliott Robinson
Farrow Rochester
Fitzsimmons Rouleau
Fortin Routhier
Fulton Royal
Gault Ryau (Marquette)
Gigault Ryan (Montreal Centre)
Girouard (Jac. Cartier) Rykert
Girouard (Kent, N.B.) Sproule
Granbois Stephenson
Hackett Strange
Haggart Tassé
Hay Thompson (Cariboo)
Hesson Tilley
Hilliard Tupper
Hooper Vallee
Houde Vanasse
Jackson Wade
Jones Wallace (S. Norfolk)
Kaulbach Wallace (West York)
Keeler White (Cardwell)
Kilvert White (North Renfrew)
Kranz Williams
Landry Wright.-120.

NAYs :

Messieurs

Anglin
Bane
Béchard
Blake
Brow n
liurpee (St. John)
Burpee (Sunbury)
Casey
Casgrain
Chandler
Charlton
Cockburn (Muskoka)
Dumont
Fiset
Fleming
Gillies
Gillmor
Gunn
Guthrie
Killam

King
LaRue
Laurier
Macdonell (N. Lanark)
M ackenzie
Oliver
Olivier
Paterson (South.Brant)
P'ickard
Rinfret
Robertson (Shelburne)
Ross (West Midliesex)
Rymal
Scriver
Skinner
Siruth (Selkirk)
Smith ('estmoreland)
Trow
W eldon
Wiser.-40

Motion in amendnent (r. Dorzcille),
as amended, agreed to on the same divi-
sion.

Motion (3fr. Charlton), as amended,
agreed to on the same division.

House adjourned at
Fifteen minutes after

One oclock.
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Ascension Day, adjournment for.
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M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 821.
Audit of Parliamentary Expenditure.

Res. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 594.
BABY, Mr.
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1°*) 56 ; on M. for 2°, 989, 995, 1002.
Coal oil tests, on M. for Reps., 135.
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tion Money Refund (Ans.) 155.
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306.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, on M. for

Ret. (Mr. Casey) 313, 320; on M. for Rep.
(Mr. Casey) 807.

Fish Inspection (Res. in Com.) 657, 659, 660,
661.
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(Ans.) 785.

General Inspection Acts Amt. (Res. in Com.)
933, (B. 84, 1°*) 934.

Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1036,
(Library) 1037 ; Civil Govt. (Dept. of In-
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enues (Excise) 1848, (Weights and Meas.
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108, 1°*) 1659 ; on M. for 2°, 1856.
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Weights and Meas Inspectors, 808.
Immigration pamphlets, 815.
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Bank Aot Amt. B. No. 115 (Sir S. L.
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1636.
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Baie des Chaleurs, Surveys for Piers in (M.
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ment of.

M. for papers (Mr. Bergeron) 950.
Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire
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55 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°, 416; 2°*, 472; B. wda., 1886.
BÊCHARD, Mr.

Insolvency Acts Repeal (B. 3, 1°*) 44; Ques.
of Privilege, 76.
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BIcÀAnr, Mr.-Con.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction (B.

56, 1°) 416; on M. for 2°, 893, 902.
Sudden death of Mr. Ilolton (Remarks) 652.
Tarif B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) in Com., 1852.

Bellechasse Returning Officers, Expenses
claimed.

M. for statement. (Mr. Landry) 1398.
Belle Creek, P. E. I.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Brecken) 508.
Ques. (Mr. Brecken) 785.

Bell Teleubone Co. Incorp. B. No. 17
(Mr. Kilvert).

1', 151; 2°*, 218; in Com., 624; 3*, 761.
BERGERON, Mr.

Beauharnois Canal (Ques.) 155.
Caughnawaga Ferry-boat, pier or dam at

Lachine (Ques.) 785.
Beauharnois Canal Paymaster, T. Brossoit

(M.for papers) 950.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2°, 994.
Bergin, Mr.

Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

BERGIN, Mr.
Factory Employment of Women and Children

(B. 10, 1°*) 79.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 493.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2', 900.
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Division

Cts. (M. for Ret.) 1637.
Supply-Canals, 1788.

Bills assented to. See " Royal Assent."

Bills, Public, Notices for. See " ORDER,
PRIVILEGE, AND PROCEDURE."

BILLS.
Bill (No. 1) Respecting the Administration of

Oates of Ojee.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)
10*, 2.

Bill (No. 2) To repeal the Acts respecting
Insolvency now in force in Canada.-(M1fr.
Colby.)

1°*, 44: 2°, 102; in Com., 195, 218; rep.,
227, 284 ; in Con., 286 ; rep., 286 ; Amt.
m. (Mr. Blake) 286 ; Amt. wdn., 288 ; M.
to concur in Amts., 351; Amt. m. (Mr.
Blake) 351; Amt. wdn., 352; in Com.,
352; rep., 352 ; 30*, 417.

Bill (No. 3) To repeal the Acts respecting In.
solvenjcy now in force in the Dominion.-
(Mr. Béchard.)

1°*, 44.
Bill (No. 4) To amend the Law regulating the

inpection of Petroleum and the products
thereof -(Mr. Colby.)

1, 44 ; 2' prop. 1645.

Bill (No. 5) To legalise the marriage with the
sister of a deceased wife.--(Mr. Girouard
Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 44; B. wdn., 196.
Bill (No. 6) To amend the Act respecting the

election, of Members of the House of Com-
mons.-(Mr. Bolduc.)

1°, 56 ; 2° prop., 227 ; negatived, 232.

BIL BIL

BILLS.-COn.
Bill (No. 7) To consolidate and amend the

Acts respecting the Inland Revenue.-(Mr.
Baby.)

1°*, 56 ; 20, 989 ; in Com., 1002 ; 3°*, 1665.

Bill (No. 8) To amend the Aet respecting Joint
Stock Companies to construct works to
facilitate the transmission of timber down
rivers and streams.--(Mr. White, North
Renfrew.)

1°*, 59 ; B. wdn., 196.

Bill (No. 9) Respecting the Boundary between
the Province of Ontario and the Territories
of Canada.-(Mr. Mills.)

10*, 59.

Bill (No. 10) To regulate the employment of
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Canada.-(Mr. Bergin.)

1°*, 79.
Bill (No. 11) To regulate the encumbering of

real estate by loans of money or otherwise.-
(Mr. Orton.)

1°*, 79 ; 2' prop., 953 ; 2', 977 ; in Com.,
1642; Amts. m., 1643; 3°, 1644.

Bill (No. 12) To encourage the sale of farm
produce.-(Mr. Vallée.)

1°*, 79.
Bill (No. 13) To repeal the Supreme and Ex-

chequer Courts Act and the Acts amending
the same.-(Mr. Keeler.)

1°, 79; 2' prop., 234; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 256; Amt. carried (Y. 148, N. 29)
267.

Bill (No. 14) To amend the Law with reference
to procedure in Crimincal Cases, and the
duties of Justices of the Peace out of
Sessions in relation to persons charged with
indictable ofences.-(Mr. Robertson, Ham-
ilton.)

1', 113; 2° prop., 355; Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Mousseau) 364; Deb. adj., 365.

Bill (No. 15) Tofix the rate of interest and to
prohibit usury in the Province of Quebec.-
(Mr. Méthot.)

1°*, 114.

Bill (No. 16) To authorise and provide for tke
winding-up of the Stadacona Bank.-(Mr.
Vallée.)

1°', 151 ; 20*, 218 ; in Com., 1380 ; 30*, 1380.

Bill (No. 17) To incorporate the Bell Telephone
Company of Canada,-(Mr. Kilvert.)

1°*, 151 ; 2°*, 218; in Com., 624; 3*, 761.
Bill (No. 18) To make provision for the wind-

ing-up of insolvent incorporated lire or Ma
rine Insurance Companies-(Mlr. [ves. )

1°*, 151; 2°, 890.
Bill (No. 19) For the more efectual prevention

of crime.-(Mr. Blake.)
1°, 1D1 ; 2' prop.,417 ; A nt. 6 m. h. (Ar.

Baker) 419; Amt. carried, 434.
Bill (No. 20) For instituting a Court of Rail-

way Commissioners for Canada, and to
amend the Consolidated Railwvay Act, 1879.
-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1, 153.
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BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 21) To empower the Stadacona Fire

and Life Insurance Company to relinquish
their charter, and to provide for the winding-
-up of their affair.-(Mr. Casgrain.)

1'*, 180 ; 20*, 218 ; in Con., 1039 ; 3"*, 1039.
Bill (No. 22) Further to amend the Act therein

cited, incorporating the Canada Guarantee
Company.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 584; 3°*, 584.
Bill (No. 23) To incorporate the French At-

lantic Cable Company.-( Mr. Cameron,
North Victoria.)

1°*, 180 ; 2°*, 218 ; in Com., 584 ; 3°*, 584.
Bill (No. 24) To incorporate the Dominion Com-

mercial Travellers'Associatian.-(Mr. Gault.)
1°, 180 ; 2°*, 218 ; in Com., 483 ; 3°*, 483.
Bill (No. 25) To authorise the establishment of

Superannuation, Provident, and Insurance
Funds by the Great Western Railway Com-
pany.-(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218 ; in Com., 625 ; 3°*, 760.
Bill (No. 26) To incorporate the Emerson and

Turtle Mountain Railway Company.-(Mr.
Royal.)

10*; 180; 2°*, 218; B. wdn., 1227.
Bill (No. 27) To incorporale the Baptist Union

of Canada.-(Mr. Mackenzie.)
1°* 180 ; 2°* 218 ; in Com., 484 ; 3°*, 484.
Bill (No. 28) Further to amend an Act re-

specting the security to be given by oficers oj
Canada.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

1°*, 180; 2°*, 281 ; in Com., 352; 3°*, 352.
Bill (No. 29) To amend'the Act intituled an

Act to incorporate the Anchor Marine In-
surance Conpany.-(Mr. Cameron, South
Huron.)

1°*, 196; 2°*, 286; in Com., 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 30) To legalise marriage with the

sister of a deceased wife.-(Mr. Girouard,
Jacques Cartier.)

1°*, 196; 2°, prop., 291 ; Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr.
Thompson, Haldimand) 296; Adj. Deb.,

434 ; A mt. negatived (Y. 19, N. 140) 451 ;
2°, 451 ; in Com., 590 ; Ant. (Mr. Mills)
590; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593;
Amt. to Amt. negatived, 594; Ant. carried,
594 ; rep., 594; Amt. (Mr. Houde) carried,
952; in Com., 953; rep., 953; concur-
rence prop., 1381 ; Amt. 6 M. h. (Mr.
Jones) 1393; Aint. to Amt. (Mr. Houde)
1395; Amt. to Amt. negatived (Y. 10, N.
130) 1396; Amt. negatived (Y. 34, N. 108)
1396; B. concurred in, 1397; on M. for
30, Amt. (Mr. Charlton) negatived (Y. 40,
N. 102) 1397 ; 3°, 1397.

BIll (No. 31) To incorporate the St. Clair and
Lake Erie Navigation Company.- ( Mr.
Stephenson.)

1°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Con., 785: 3°*, 785.
Bill (No. 32) Respecting the Montreal Assur-

ance Company.-(Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier.)

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 1893; 3°*, 1893.
Bill (No. 33) To amiend and consolidate the

Act incorporating the Dominion Grange of
the Patrons of Husbandry of Canada.-
(Mr. McCallum.)

Y°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 761; 3°*, 761.

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 34) To incorporate the Farmers and

Real Property Bank of Canada.---(Mr.
Cameron, North Victoria.)

1°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286.
Bill (No. 35) Respecting the Niagara Grand

Island Bridge Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 625 ; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 36) To authorise the Corporation of

Emerson, in the Province of Manitoba, to
construct afree traffic bridge acro.s the river
at Emer8on.-(Mr. Royal.)

1°*, 233 ; 2°*, 286 ; in Com., 1641 : 3°*, 1641.
Bill (No. 37) Further to amend the Supreme

and Ecchequer Court Act.- (Mr. Mc-
Carthy.)

1', 233 ; 2°*, 479 ; in Coin., 889 ; 3°*, 1398.
Bill (No. 38) To amend the Act respecting

procedure in Criminal Cases, and other mat-
ters relating to Criminal Law.-(Mr. Mc-
Carthy.)

1°*, 233 ; 2°, 479 ; in Com., 596.
Bill (No. 39) To incorporate the Montreal and

Province Line Railway Company.-(Mr.
Seriver.)

1°*, 268 ; 2°*, 305 ; B. wdn., 745.
Bill (No. 40) To incorporate the Mail Print-

ing Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)
1°*, 268 ; 2°*, 306 ; in Com., 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 41) To amend an Act to provide that

persons charged with common assault shall
be competent as witnesses.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1°, 268 ; 2°*, 483 ; in Con., 600 ; 3°*, 889.
Bill (No. 42) To regulate stockbrokers and

suppress gambling in stocks.-(Mr. Gir-
ouard, Jacques Cartier.)

1°, 269 ; 2°, 602.

Bill (No. 43) To ensure the better qualification
of public servants and the greater eficiency
and economy of the Public Service.-(Mr.
Casey.)

1°, 269.

Bill (No. 44) To provide for the salaries of two
additional Judges of the Supreme Court of
British Columbia.-(Mr. McDonald, Pic-
tou.)

Res. in Com., 114; 1°, 270; 2°, 454; in
Com., 455 ; 3° prop., 933 ; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 43, N. 98) 933 ; 3',
934.

Bill (No. 45) To incorporate the Great Western
Telegrapi Company of Canada. - ( Mr.
Ryan, Marquette.)

1°, 305; 2°*, 395; in Com., 1470; 3°*, 1470.
Bill (No. 46) To incorporate the Winnipeg and

Hudson's Bay Railroad and Steams/tip
Company.-(Mr. Bannerman.)

1°*, 305; 2°*, 395; in Com., 1470; 3°*, 1470.
Bill (No. 47) Respecting the Great Western and

Lake Ontario Shore Junction Railwcay Com.
pany.-(Mr. Carling.)

1°*, 305 ; 2°*, 395 ; in Com., 785; 3*, 785.
Bill (No. 48) To amend the Act respecting

Joint Stock Companies to construct works to
facilitate the transmission of timber down
rivers and strean.-(Mr. White, V orth
Renfrew.)

1°*, 365; 2°*, 607; in Com., 607; 30*, 607.

BIL BIL BIL BIL
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BILLS.-COn.
Bill (No. 49) To incorporate the Red River

and Assiniboine Bridge Company.-(Mr.
White, Cardwell.)

1*, 379 ; 2°*, 472 ; in Com., 1641 ; 3°*, 1641.

Bill (No. 50) To amend the Act to incorporate
the Ontario and Paciflc Junction Railway
Company. -(Mr. Williaras.)

1°*, 379; 2°*, 472 ; in Com., 1380; 3°*, 1380.
Bill (No. 51) To amend the Act 36 Victoria,

chapter 108, intituled an Act to grant addi-
tional powers to the Quebec and Gulf Ports
Steamship C'ompany.-(Mr. McGreevy.)

1°*, 379; 2°*, 472 ; in Com. 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Bill (No. 52) To repeal Section 2 of a certain

.Act intituled an Act to amend the Maritime
Jurisdiction Act, 1877.-(Mr. Shaw.)

1°, 379 ; 2° prop., 607 ; Deb. adj., 608.
Bill (No. 53) Respecting the Credit Valley Rail-

way Company.-(Mr. Haggart.)
1°*, 416; 2°, 584; referred back to Standing

Com., 1279; in Com., 1470 ; 3*, 1470.

Bill (No. 54) To incorporate the Canadian
Telegraph Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1°*, 416 ; 2°*, 472 ; referred back to Standing
Coin., 1683 ; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 55) To amend the Act 40 Victoria,
chapter 72, intituled an Act respecting the
Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance
Company.-(Mr. McCarthy.)

1°*, 416; 2°*, 472; B. wdn., 1886.

Bill (No. 56) To reduce the salaries and allowc-
ances of certain public functionaries and
oqJcers, and the indemnity to members of the
Senate and House of Commons. - ( Mr.
Béchard.)

1°, 416 ; 2° prep., 893 ; Deb. a:j., 904.

Bill (No. 57) To consolidate and amend the
Acts rAating to the North-WJJest Territories
-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 453 ; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1915 ; 3°*. 1915.

Bill (No. 58) Furth<r to amend the Immigration
Act of 1869.-(Mr. Fleming.)

10, 453.

Bill (No. 59) To repeal the Act to render M1em-
bersofthe Legislative Councils and Legislative
Assemblies of the Provinces now included or
wthich may hereafter be included within the
Dominion of Canada ineligible for sitting cr
voting in the House of Commons of Canada.
-( Mr. Ouimet.)

1°*, 453.

Bill (No. 60) To incorporate the South Sas-
katchewan Valley Railway Company.-(Mr.
Robertson, Hamilton.)

1°*, 483; 2°*, 590; in Coin., 1611 ; 3°*, 1641.

Bill (No. 61) To make provisionfir the winding-
up of insolvent incorporated Banks and other
Companies -(Mr. Ives.)

1°*, 483; 2°*, 1230.

Bill (No. 62) To amend Chapter 13 of the
Statutes of Canada, passed in the 41st yexr
oj the Reign of Her Majesty, intituted an Act
to provide that persons charged with common
assault shall be competent as witnesses.-
(Mr. Ives.)

1°*, 483.

BILLS.-Con.

Bill (No. 63) To extend the powers of the
Manitoba South-Western Colonisation Rail-
way Company, and to further amend the
Act incorporating the said Company.-(Mr.
Schultz.)

1°*, 509 ; 2°*, 590; in Com., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (No. 64) To authorise and provide Jr the

winding-up of the Consolidated Bank of
Canada.-(Mr. Gault.)

1°*, 509; 2°*, 625; in Com., 1699; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (No. 65) To amend the Acts respecting

the Montreal Telegraph Company.-(Mr.
Gault.)

1°*, 509; 2°*, 626; in Com., 1470; 3°*, 1470;
Sen. Amt. disagreed to, 1893.

Bill (No. 66) To incorporate the Quebec and
Ontario Railway Company.--(Mr. Cameron,
North Victoria.)

1°*. 509; 2°*, 626 ; B. wdn., 1819.

Bil (No. 67) To amend the Acts respecting the
Canada Central Railway Company.-(Mr.
Fitzsimmons.)

1°*, 568; 2°*, 626 ; in Com., 1641 ; Amts.
m., 1641 ; 3°, 1642.

Bill (No. 68) To incorporate the Nelson Valley
Railway and Transportation Company.-
(Mr. Macdougall.)

1°*, 568; 2°*, 626; in Com.; 1470; 3°*, 1470.
Bill (No. 69) To incorporate the Rapid City

and Souris River Colonisation Railway Com-
pany.-( ir. Bannerman.)

1°*, 568 ; 2°*, 626.

Bill (No. 70) Further to amend the Acts therein
mentioned respecting the Militia and Defence
of the Dominion of Canada. -(Mr. Masson.)

1°*, 583; 2°, 978; in Com., 982; 3°, 1661.

Bill (No. 71) To incorporate the Pontiac
Pacißc Junction Railway. -(Mr. White,
North Renfrew.)

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626; in Com., 1699; 3°*, 1893.

Bill (No. 72) To extend the corporate character
and powers of the Direct United States Cable
Company to the Dominion of Canada.-(Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 73) To amend an Act respecting the
Port Whitby Harbour Company. - (Mr.
Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 608 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1380 ; 3°*, 1380.

Bill (No. 74) To incorporate the North- West
Colonisation Land Company.-(Mr. Schultz.)

1°*, 608 ; 2°*, 952 ; M. for Com., 1641 ;
Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Charlton) 1641 , Deb.
adj., 1641 ; B. wdn., 1699.

Bill (No. 75) To regulate the floating of cord-
wood upon the River St. Franois du Lac.-
(Mr. Vatasse.)

1°*, 608.

Bill (No. 76) To remove doubts as to the true
construction of Section 12 of the Northern
Railway Company Act, 1877. - (Mr.
McCarthy.)

1°*, 626 ; 2°, 761 ; B. wdn., 1852.

Bill (No. 77) To facilitate the detention and
safe-keeping in certain cases ofpersons con.
victed in the North. West Territories or

[INDEX.] BIL BIL
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BILLS.-Con.
District of Keewatin, and sentenced to im-
prisonment.--(ir. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°, 657 ; B. wdn., 1935.
Bill (No. 78) Respecting the President, Direc-

tors and Company of the Bank oj New Bruns-
wick.-(Mr. Burpee, St. John.)

1°*, 661 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Comn., 1381 ; 3°*, 1381.
Bill (No. 79) To incorporate the Souris and

Rocky Mountains Railway Company. ---(Mr.
Boultbee.)

1°, 691 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Comr., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.
Bill (Nô. 80) To simplify Criminal Procedure

in the Province of Quebec, and to dispense
with Grand Juries in certain cases.-(Mr.
Coursol.)

1°, 692.
Bill (No. 81) To confrm the purchase by the

Dominion of a portion of the Grand Trunk
Railway and the agreement made with the
Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada
with respect thereto.-(Sir Charles Tupper.)

1°, 782 ; 2°*, 1359 ; in Com., 1359 ; 3°*, 1359.

Bill (No. 82) To prevent fraud in the manu-
facture and salë of agricultural fertilizers.
-(Mr. Landry.)

1°*, 802.
Bill (No. 83) Further to amend the Act respect-

ing Cruelty to Animals.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

10*; 873 ; 20, 1665 ; in Com., 1935 ; 3°*, 1935.

Bill (No. 84) To amend the General inspection
Act, 1874, and the Act amending it.-(r.
Baby.)

Res. in Com., 934 ; 1°*, 935 ; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857:; 3°, 1857.

Bill (No. 85) For the amendment of the Law
of evidence in certain cases of misdemeanour.
-(Mr. Kirkpatrick.)

1°*, 935.
Bill (No. 86) To repeal Chapter 40 of 42 Vic-

toria, intituled an Act to amend the Maritime
Jurisdiçtion Act, 1877.-(Mr. Patterson,
Essex.)

1°*, 977.
Bill (No. 87) To amend Chapter 32 of the Act

of 33 Victoria (1870), intituled an Act to
empower the Police Court in the City of Hali-
fax to sentence juvenile ofenders to be detained
in the Halifax Industrial School.-( r.
Richey.)

10*, 977.

Bill (No. 88) For the appointment of a Resident
Representative Agent jor Canada in the
United Kingdom.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 977; 2°, 1857, (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877; Res.
in Com., 1878 ; B. in Com., 1878 ; 3°*, 1878.

Bill (No. 89) To provide for the equitable dis-
tribution of the estates of defaulting debtors.
-(Mr. Wallace, South Norfolk.)

10*, 1002.

Bill (No. 90) To amend and consolidate the
laws respecting Indians.-(Sir John A. M
donald.)

1°*, 1016; 2°, 1989 ; in Com., 1996 ; 30 prop.,
1997; Amt. (Mr. Casey) 1997; 3°, 1997.

Bill (No. 91) Respecting Dorchester Peniten-
tiary.-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

BILLS.-Con.
1*0, 1016 ; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*,

1669.
Bill (No. 92) Further to continue in force, for

a limited time, the Better Prevention of
Crime Act, 187S.-(Mr. McDonald, Picto,&.)

1°*, 1016 ; 2°*, 1669 ; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,
1669.

Bill (No. 93) To prevent and punish wvrongs to
children,-(MiJr. Richey.)

1°*, 1038.
Bill (No. 94) For the final settlement of claims

to lands in Manitoba bj occupancy, under the
Act 33 Victoria, chapter 3.-(Sir John A.
Macdonald.)

1°, 1099 ; 2°*, 1359; in Con., 1359; 3°*,
1359.

Bill (No. 95) To amend the Dominion Lands
Act, 1879.-(Sir John A. Macdonald.)

1°, 1151 ; 2*, 1915 ; in Com., 1982 ; 3°*,
1984.

Bill (No. 96) To repeal the Act extending the
Dominion Lands Act to British Columbia,
and to make other provision with respect to
certain public lands in that Province.-(Sir
John A. Macdonald.)

1°*, 1151 ; 2°*, 1857 ; in Coin, 1915 ; 3*,
1915.

Bill (No. 97) To provide for the winding-up of
Insolvent Banks and Insurance Companies.
-(Mr. Abbott.)

1°, 1228; 2°*, 1230.
Bill (No. 98) Respecting the Ontario Reform-

atory for Boys -( Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)
1°*, 1230 ; 2°, 1666 ; in Com., 1666 ; 3°*,

1669.
Bill (No. 99) Respecting the Reformatory for

Juvenile Offenders in Prince Edward Island.
-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

°*, 1230; 2°*, 1669; in Coin., 1669 ; 3*,
1669.

Bill (No. 100) Respecting the Industrial Re-
fuge for Girls of Ontario.--(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°*, 1230; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*, 1669.
Bill (No. 101) To provide for the distribution

of the Assets of Insolvent Traders.-(Mr.
Abbott.)

10*, 1326.
Bill (No. 102) To amend the Act 42 Victoria,

chapter 15, intituled an Act to alter the
dutie8 of Customa and Excise.-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)

1°*, 1330; 2°*, 1852; in Com., 1852; 3°,
1853.

Bill (No. 103) To amend the Act intituled an
Act respecting offences against the person,
and to repeal the Act intituled an Act to
provide that persons charged with common
assault shall be competent as witnesses.-(Mr.
McDonald, Pictou.)

10*, 1470 ; 2*, 1669 ; in Com., 1669; 3.*,
1669.

Bill (No. 104) To amend the Statute of 41 Vic-
toria, chapter 17, relating to stamp8 on notes
and bili.-(Mr. Cockburn, West Northum-
berland.)

10, 1511.

BIL BIL BIL BIL
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BILL.-Con.
Bill (No. 105) For the relief of Permanent

Building Societies and Loan Companies, and
to re8trict their modes of lending.-(Mr. Me-
Donald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1626; 2°*, 1857; in Com., [1857; [3°*,
1857.

Bill (No. 106) To amend an Act respecting the
Harbour of Pictou, in Nova Scotia.-(Mr.
Pope, Queen's, e. E. L)

1°. 1627; 2°*, 1854; in Com., 1854; 3°,
1854.

Bill (No. 107) To amend the law respecting the
removal of obstructions in navigable waters
by wrecks.-( Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. L)

1°, 1627 ; 2°, 1855 ; in Com., 1913 ; 3°*,
1915; Sen. Amts. concurred in, 1984.

Bill (No. 108) For extending the consolidated
Act of 1879, respecting duties imposed on
promissory notes and bills of exchange, to the
whole Dominion.-l Mr. Baby.)

Res. in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1659; 2°, 1856; in
Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 109) To authorise the raising of a
further sum to enable the Quebec Harbour
Commissioners to complete their tidal dock. -
(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1660; 2°*, 1857; in
Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 110) To enable the Harbour Com-
missioners of Montreal to pay a life annuity
to the widow of the late Hon. John Young.-
(Sir John A. Alacdonald.)

Res. in Com., 1660; 1°*; 1661; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

Bill (No. 111) To provide for the winding-up
of La Banque Ville Marie.-(Mr. Desjar-
dins.)

1°*, 1665; 2°*, 1699; in Com., 1893 ; 3°*,
1893.

Bill (No. 112) To explain and further to amend
the Canada Temperance Act, 1878.-(Mr.
Bowell.)

10*, 1688; 2°*, 1956; in Com., 1956; 3°
prop., 1956 ; Amt. (Mr.. Boultbee) 1956 ;
Deb. adj., 1956; Adj. Deb., 1957; Ant.
(Mr. Boultbee) carried ( Y. 96, N. 73)
1971 ; Anit. 3 m. h. (Mr. Ross, W. Middle-
sex) negatived ( Y. 54, N. 85) 1972; 3°,
1973.

Bill (No. 113) To authorise making certarn in-
vestigations under oath.-(Mr. McDonald,
Pictou.)

1°*, 1723 ; 2°, 1935 ; in Com., 1937; 3°
prop., 1957 ; Anit. (Mr. Blake) 1957; 3°,
1957.

Bill (No. 114) Further to amend the Acts re-
specting Dominion Notes.-(Sir Samuel L.
2 illey.)
aes. in Com , 1723 ; 1°*, 1752 ; 2°*, 1946;

in Com., 1946; 3°*, 1946.

Bill (No. 115) To amend an Act relating to
Banks and Banking, and to continue for a
limited time the charters of certain Banka to
which the said Act applie.-(Sir Samuel
L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1752; 1°*, 1772; 2°, 1979;
in Coin., 1981, 1985; 3°*, 1987.

BILLS.-Con.
Bill (No. 116) To amend the Pilotage Act,

1873.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.)
1°, 1772; 2°*, 1878; in Con., 1878; B.

wdn., 2015.
Bill (No. 117) To repeal the Act 42 Victoria,

chapter 5, for granting an annual subsidy
towards certain telegraphic communication.-
(Mr. Langevin.)

1°*, 1820; 2°*, 1857 ; in Com., 1857 ; 3°*,
1857.

Bill (No. 118) Respecting the Quebec, Montreal,
Ottawa, and Occidental Railway.-( Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852; B. wdn., 1998.
Bill (No. 119) Respecting the Administration

of Criminal Justice in the territory in dis-
pute between the Governments of the Province
of Ontario and of the Dominion of Canada.
-(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852; 2°, 1939; in Com., 1940; 3°*,
1940.

Bill (No. 120) To amend the Law of Evidence
in Criminal Cases, and to authorise th@ tak-
ing of depositions, and to make same evidence
in certain cases. -(Mr. McDonald, Pictou.)

1°*, 1852 ; 2°, 1940 ; in Com., 1940 ; 3°*,
1940.

Bill (No. 121) To make better provision re-
specting the navigation of Canadian waters.
-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E. L)

Res. in Con., 1886; 1°, 1886; 2°, 1998; in
Coin., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Bill (No. 122) To ratify and confirm a certain
agreement therein mentioned between the Gov.
ernment of Canada and the Canada Central
Railway Company.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1887; 1°*, 1888; 2°*, 1999;
in Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Bill (No. 123) To amend the Act respecting the
inspection of Petroleum.-( Mr. Baby.)

Res. in Com., 1917 ; 1°*, 1921 ; 2°, 1973 ; in
Com., 1975 ; 3°*, 1975.

Bill (No. 124) To amend the Acts respecting the
Trinity House and Harbour Commissioners
of Montreal.-(Mr. Pope, Queen's, P. E I.)

1°, 1917; 2°*, 1999 ; in Coin., 1999; 3°*,
1999.

Bill (No. 125) To confrm a certain Order of
the Governor in Council respecting the Grav-
ing Dock at Esquimalt.-( Sir Samuel L.
Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1921 ; rep., 1927; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 42, N. 109) 1933 ; 1°*,
1934; 2°*, 1999; in Com., 1999, 3°*,
1999.

Bill (No. 126) For granting to Her Majesty
certain sums of money requiredfor defraying
certain expenses of the Public Service for the
financial years ending respectively the 30th
June, 1880, and the 30th June, 1881, and
for other purposes relating to the Public
Service.-(Sir Samuel L. Tilley.)

Res. in Com., 1977 ; 1°*, 1979 ; 2°, 2002; 3*,
2015.

Bill (No. 127) Respecting certain Savings
Banks in the Province of Ontario and Que-
bec.-(Sir Samuel L. 1 illey.)

[INDEX.1 BIL BIL
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BILL.-Con.
1', 2023; 2°*, 2023; in Coin., 2023; 3°*,

2023.

Blais, L. K., Postinaster at Matane.
M. for Cor. (Mfr. Fiset) 582.

Blake, Mr.
Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

BLAKE, Mr.
Address, on the, 31.
Pacific Ry. ContracCs in B. C. (Ques.) 45.
Permanent Representative of Can. in London

(Ques.) 46.
Parly. Printing Contracts (Ques.) 4<.
Boundary between Can. and Ont. (Ques.) 46,

on M. for Com., 70.
C. P. R., Imperial Aid to (Ques.) 56.
Premature printing of Public Bs. (Q. of pro-

cedure) 78.
B. C. Additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on

Res., 115, 119, 121 ; B.44 (Mr. M cDonald,
Pictou) on M. for 1°, 270; on M. for 2°,
454; on M. for 3° (Amt.) 933.

Relief of the Distress in Ireland, on Res., 128;
(Remars) 745.

Prevention of Crime (B. 19, 1°) 151 ; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 421, 433.

C. P. R. Land Commission (Ques.) 155.
Maedonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

192.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Cas'-y) 196; (Remarks) 282.
Insolvency Ac's Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Coin., 224, 226 ; on M. to concur in Aint.,
227, 284, 28;; (Amts. ??.) 287, 351.

Elctcion Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2°, 229.

Parly. Printing Contract, on M. to instruct
Printing Coin. to enqnire (Sir J. A. Mac-
donald) 233.

Suprqme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.
13 (NIr, Keeler) on M. for 2°, 251, (Amt. 6
m. h.) 256.

Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act
Amt. B. 41 (MIr. McCarthy) on M. for 1°,
269; in Com,, 001.

Banking and Curreucy (remacrks) 284.
Marriage with a Deccased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2°, 299.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Rlight, 346.
B.C. Judges, cases tried before (M. for state-

ments) 349.
Private Bs. Pets , on M s. to extend time, 414,

452, 610.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship (If.

for Cor.) 487, 492.
Immigration Pamphlet', 503, 816.
Criminal Law Aint. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) in

Com., 599.
Private Bs. Reps , on M. to extend time (Mr.

Langevin) 871.
Extradition (Res.) 873, 877.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B. 37

(Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 889.
Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance Cos.

winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for 2',
892.

N. W. Mounted Police, 941.

BLAKE, Mr.-Con.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2', 962.
Militia Aets Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2', 980; in Com., 982, 985.
Supply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N. W. T.) 1009, (Circuit allowances,
B. C.) 1010; Police, 1010; Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 1010, (St. Vincent de Paul)
1015, (Dorchester) 1017, (Man.) 1023, (B.
C.) 1025; Legislation (Sess. Clerks) 1027;
Militia (R. Military College) 1366; Rys.
(C. P. R) 1672; Indians (B. C.) 1692,
(Grist-mill) 1694; Civil Govt. (Dept. of
Justice, Penitentiaries Br.) 1837, (Dept. of
lnland Revenue) 1838, (High Commissioner
contiagencies) 1946, (Civil Service Board)
1947 ; Public Works and Buildinga (Parlt.
Buildings) 1883 ; Miscellaneous (Judge Ar-
nour's services) 1885, (Compensation to

members of N. W. Mounted Police) 1952,
(Todd's " Parly. Govt.") ]954 ; Post Office,
1910; Arts, Agriculture and Statistics
(Quebec Exhibition) 1947 ; Harbours and
Rivers (Ont.) 1950.

N. W. T. Criminal Trials Fees, on Res. in
Com. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1100.

Inselvent Ces. winding-up B. 97 (Mr. Abbott)
on M. for 1', 1229.

Precedence of Govt. business, on Res., 1262.
Ways and eans-on Amt. (Mr. Paterson,

S. Brant) embossed books, 1327; on Res.
in Coin., 1977.

C.P. R., on M. for Com. of Supply (Amt. m.)
1425.

10th Royals, Toronto, 1632.
Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. B. 83 (Mr. Mc-

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1666.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1685.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1817.
P. E. I. Judges' Salaries, 1821.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3',

1853.
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P. E. I.) on M. for 3', 1854.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P. E. .) on M. for 2', 1855; in Com.,
1914; on Sen. Amts., 1984.

Promissory Notes Duties Acts Extension B.
108 (Mr. Baby) on M. for 2', 1856.

Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°,
1869.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.L ) in Con., 1880.

Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E. I.) on M. for 1', 1887.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Ratification, on
Ree. in Com. (Sir S. L Tilley) 1887,

Concurrence - Dom. lands chargeable to
capital, 1892; Militia (conversion of ord-
nance) 1894; P. O., 1945; British High
Commissioner, contingencies (.Àt. m.)
1975.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acta Amt. B. 65
(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Amt., 1893.

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1916, 1981.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners Acts Amt.
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BLAKE, Mr.-Con.
B. 124 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E I.) on M.
for Y°, 1917.

Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res. (Amt. m.)
1927.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1935; in
Com., 1937.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice B.
119 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on M..for 2°,
1939.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.
Bowell) on1 Amt. 3 m. h. (Mr. Ross, W.
Middlesex) 1972.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) in
Com., 1981.

Printing Com.'s Rep., 1982.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 95 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 3°, 1982.
Q. M. O. and O. Ry. B. 118 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) on withdrawal of B., 1998.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P. E.1.) on M, for 2°, 1999.
C.P.R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1999, (Amt. n.)
2002.

Work of the Session, on M. for 2° Supply B.,
2012.

BOLDUC, Mr.
Election Act Amt (B. 6, 1°*) 56; on M. for

2°, 227.

Bonaventure Breakwater.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1399.

Bonaventure, Surveys for Piers.
M. for Rep. (Mr. Beauchesne) 508.

BORDEN, Mr.
Customs confiscation of Kerosene Oil (Ques.)

155.
Scott's Bay Harbour Works (Ques.) 198.
Supply-Fisheries, 1680.
Gaspereau Riv. Fisheries (Ques.) 1820.

BOULTBEE, Mr.
È.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, 125.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 146.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

193.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2°, 231.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 264.

Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 495.
Immigration pamphlets, 502.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 589.
Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 611.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Souris and Rocky Mountains Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 79, 1°) 691.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 716.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 898.
Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1008.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1089.

BOULTEEE, Mr.-Con.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1280.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (In-

migration) 1343; Militia (Brig. Majors)
1362; Canals, 1801.

Hydraulic Lift Lock (N. for Ad.) 1399.
Bank Act Amt., on Res. and Amt. (Mr.

Wallace) 1767.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartwright) 1829.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°,
1876.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.
Bowell) on M. for 3° (Ant. m ) 1956 ; on
Adj. Deb., 1960.

Parly. Printing Contract, on M. to concur in
Rep. of Com., 2023.

BLundary between Canada and Ontario.
See "ONTano."

BOURBEAU, Mr,
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Stratford Post-office, 374.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 752.
Eastern Townships Minerals (Ques.) 785.
Canadian Tobacco, pamphlets on

785.
Cultivation of Canadian soil, pamphlets on

(Ques.) 786.
Post-office Inspectors (X. for statement) 939.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 969.
Man. Ticket Agencies (Ques.) 1820.

BOWELL, Mr.
Trade and Navigation Returns (presented)

43.
Departmental Printing Contracts, 54.
Debates Com. (m.) 79.
Free admission of coal, 133.
Financial Rets., 136.
Customs confiscation of kerosene oil (Ans.)

155.
Kaministiquia River, depth of water in, 167.
Grain Imports froin U. S., 172.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations, 176.
Drawback on Indian corn (A ns.) 197.
The Member for Lennox (Remarks) 282.
Halifax Sugar Refinery, materials for con-

struction of (Ans.) 307.
Drawbacks on exported tin plate used in

lobster canning, 310, 312.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 330.
Montreal Custom-house . hardware valuer

(Ans.) 569, 1378
Immigration pamphlets, 817.
Ways and Means-on Res. 1, item 47, 929;

on M. to concur in Res. (saw-logs) 1330.
N. W. T., collection of Customs duties in

(Ans.) 936.
Imports of Tea (Ans.) 1371.
Toronto Custom-house employés, 1377.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. (B. 112, 1°*)

1688; on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
30, 1957.

Sapply-Civil Govt (Dept. of Sec. of State)
1838; Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1842, 1903; Militia (N. W. T. Militia)
1882, (Conversion of ordnance) 1882.

[INDEX.] BOU- BOW
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BOWELL, Mr.-Con.
Concurrence-Collection of Revenues (Cus-

toms) 1890.
Printing Com.'s Rep., 1982.

Brakesmen on Rys., protection of.
Ques. (ilfr. Hesson) 1370.

Brazil, Stean com unication witb.
M. for Cor. (3r. DeCosmos) 821.

BRECIKEN, Mr.
P.E.I. claim on Fishery Award (11f. for

IRet.) 129.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 221.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 245.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 321.
Belle Creek, P.E.I. (1.for let.) 508.
P.E.I. Ry. communication (MIs. for papers)

572, 579.
Belle Creek Harbour, P.E.I. (Ques.) 785.
Rustico Harbour, P.E.1. (Ques.) 786.
Mar. Prov. claims on Fishery Award, 800,

1197.
Freiglit rates on I.C.R. and P.E.L Ry., 878.
Vort/hern Light steamer, 886.
Supply-Rys. (I.C.R. anid P.E.I. Ry.) 1710.
Salaries of P.E.. Judges (Remarks) 1820.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1970.

B. C. additional Supreme Court
Judges B. No. 44 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

Res. in Com., 114; 1°, 270; 2°, 454; in
Com., 455; 3° prop., 933; Amt. (Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 43, N. 98) 933 ; 3°
934.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
C.P.R. contracts.

Ques. (31r. B/ake) 45.
Fraser Riv., Lightship on the Sand Heads.

Ques. (Ir. MfcInnes.) 155.
Cases tried before Judges.

M. for Ret. (fr. Blake) 349.
Prov. Penitentiary. Victoria Post-opice, etc.,

charges agVainst local Engineer.
Ques. (Mr. MIcInnes) 786.

Steam communication with Jfar. Provs. via
Panama.

M. for Cor. (.1r. DeCosmîos) 821.
Mfail Service between Victoria and Cassiar.

M. for Ret. (3fr. DeCosm2os) 936.
Appointment of 3fr. Trutch.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 937.
Dom. Savin.qs Banks.

M. for Ret. (3fr. DeCosnos) 951.
Indian Lands.

M. for Ret. (3fr. Barnard) 1633.
British Tenant Farmers, Expenses of

Visit to Canada.
M. for Statement (3r. Oliver) 178.

BROOKS, Mr.
Supply-Collection of Revenues

1845.
Brossoit, fr., appointment of

harnois Canal.
M. for papers (3fr. Bergeron) 950,

(Customs)

to Beau-

BROWN, Mr.
Supply-Publie Works (Trent Riv.) 1369.

Bryson, Iardware Valuer, Montreal Cus-
tom-house, Succesor to.

Quee. (MIr. Coursol) 569.
Buctouche Harbour, N. B.

Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 569.

BUDGET, Tir.
Speech of Finance Minister, 509.

For Debate, see " WÀYS AND MEANS."
Building Societies and Loan Cos.

Relief B. Ne. 105 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1°*, 1626; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1857; 3°*,
1857.

BUNSTER, Mr.
Address, on the, 26.
B. C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, 124,

125.
Stratford Post-office, 368.
The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr. Cam-

eron, N. Victoria) 412.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 429.
Mail Coutract between Victoria, B. C., and

S. Francisco (Res.) 496, 498.
Mail Service between Victoria and Cassiar,

B.C., 937.
Dom. Savings Banks in B. C., 952.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 967.
Supply-Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

1017; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1361; Public
Works and Buildings (Nanaimo P. O.)
1369; Dom. Lands (Outside Service, B. C.)
1849; Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1903, (Post-office) 1909.

C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1469.

C. P. R., commencement of construction in
B. C. (Ques.) 1627.

Personal Explanation, 1934.
Concurrence-Indians, 1943.

BURNIIAM, Mr.
Sulpply-Canals, 1799.

BURPEE (St. John), Mr.
Importation of tea, 159.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations, 176.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 219, 221 ; on M. to concur in Amt.,
285.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314.
N. B. Bank (B. 78, 1'*) 661.
Ways and 3feans-on M. to recommit Res.,

1237, 1324.
Toronto Custom-house employés, 1377.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service, 1676 ; Col-

lection of Revenues (Customs) 1843, 1903;
Miscellaneous (Mr. Miall's services) 1885.

BURPEE (Sunbury), Mr.
N. B. claims against the Dom. (Ques.) 198;

(1. for Cor.) 580.
N.B. cattle trade with G.B. (M. for Cor.) 802.
I.C.R. free passes in 1878-9 (M. for Ret.)

821.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1622.
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Cameron, Mr. M. C., Vote of, on Concur-
rence.

Ques. of Order, 1901.

CAMERON (N. Victoria), Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 93.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 107.
French Atlantic Cable Co. Incorp. (B. 23,

1*) 180.
Farmers and Real Property Bank Incorp.

(B. 34, 1°*) 233.
Supreme and Excbequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 244, 245.
Marriage withaDeceasedWife'sSisterLegalis-

ation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on M. for 2°, 294; on Amt. for 6 m.
h. (Mr. Jones) 1393.

The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.
(Mr. Casey) 407; (Amt.) 410, 413.

Private Bills Pets., on M. to extend tine,
415.

Private Bills (M. to extend time) 453.
Que. and Ont. Ry, Co. Incorp. (B. 66, 1°*)

509.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 584.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 761.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 2°, 974.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1036;

Lighthouse and Coast Service, 1679.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acts Amt. B. 67 (Mr.

Fitzsimmons) on M. to concur in B. (Apits.)
1641.

Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc.
Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Macdou-
gall) 1684.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1937.

CAMERON (S. Huron), Mr.
Expense of missions to England (M. for

Ret.) 55.
Appeintment of Official Assignees (M. for

Ret.) 151.
Grain Imports from U.S. (M. for Ret.) 172.
Ontario N.W. Boundary (M. for Ret.) 174.
Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879 (M. for state-

ment) 176, 177.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 219.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 241, 245.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 327.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 340.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2°, 357.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Casey) 399.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 430.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 488.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 697 ; on M. to recommit, 1104.
Cruelty to Animale Act Amt. B. 83 (Mr.

McDonald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1665.
Ont. Boys' Reformaatory B. 98 (Mr. McDon-

ald, Pictou) in Com., 1666.
Vote on concurrence, 1901.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Ratifi-
cation B. No. 122 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1887; 1°*, 1888; 2°*, 1999 ; in
Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Can. Central lRy. Co. Acts Amt. B.
No. 6;7 (Mr. Pitzsimmons).

1°, 568 ; 2°*, 626 ; in Com., 1641 ; Amts.
m., 1641 ; 3°, 1642.

Can. Guarantee Co. Incorp. Act
Amt. B. No. 22 (11fr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218: in Com., 584; 3°*, 584.

Can. Guarantee Co.
M. for statements (M1r. Rochester) 583.
Ques. (Air. Rochester) 595.
Explanation (01r. Rochester) 1888.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. No.
112 (1r. Bowell).

1°*, 1688; 2°*, 1956; in Com., 1956; 3°
prop., 1956: Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) 1956;
Deb. adj., 1956; Adj. Deb., 1957; Amt,
(Mr. Boultbee) carried (Y. 96, N. 73) 1971 ;
Amt. 3 m. h. (M1r. Ross. West Middlesex)
negatived (Y. 54, N. 85) 1972; 3', 1973.

Canadian Pacific Railway. See " RAIL-
WYS."

Can. Public Lands.
Res. prop. (11r. Charlton) 1040; Amt. (Ir.

Donville) 1083 ; Arnt. to Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) 1087 ; Amt. to Amt. carried
(Y. 120, N. 40) 1098.

Res. (Sir John A. Macdonald) 1999; Amt.
(11fr. Blake) negatived (Y. 25, N. 76) 2002.

Can. Representative in London.
Ques. (3fr. Blake) 46.

Can. Resident Agent in the Fnited
Kingdon B. No. 88 (Sir. Joim A.
Macdonald).

1°*, 977; 2', 1857, (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877;
Res. in Com., 1878; B. in Com., 1878 ; 3*,
1878.

Can. Telegrapb Co. Incorp. B. No.
54 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 416 ; 2°*, 472 ; referred back to Standing
Com., 1683.

Can. Waters Navigation B. No. 121
(1r. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).

Res. in Com., 1886 ; 1°, 1886; 2°, 1998; in
Com., 1999; 3°*, 1999.

Cape Negro Island Hlarbour.
Ques. (1Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 484.
M. for Papers (OMr. Robertson, Shelburne) 508.

Carillon Works Contract. See I Cox-
TRACTS."

Carleton (Ont.) Eiection, fiiterference of
Hon. R. W. Scott.

M. for Com. (Mr. Rochester) 1169.
CARLING, Mr.

G. Western and L. Ontario Shore Junc'ion
Ry. Co. (B. 47, 1°*) 305.

Private Bills Pets,, on M. to extend time.
453.

Carnegie P.O., closing of
M. for Cor. (Mr. Gillies) 1398.

CARON, Mr.
Address, on the, 38.

[INDEX.] CAN CAR
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CARON, Mr.-Con.
Admission of cattle from U.S. to Can. and

from Can. to Eng. (M. for Ret.) 55.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 586.
Militia Annual Drill (Ques.) 595.
Queen's Birthday Review at Quebec (Ques.)

596.
Supply-Militia (Clothing and Ammunition)

1364; Ocean and Riv. Service (Quebec
Riv. Police) 1678.

Mr. Cameron's vote (point of Order) 1991.

CARTWRIGHIT, Sir Richard J.
Address, on the, 42.
Exports and Imports (M. for Ref.) 55.
Receipts and Expenditures (ilf. for Ret.) 55.
Tea from China and Japan (,M. for Pet.) 55.
Bank Deposit Account (31. for Ret.) 55.
Drawback on exported goods (M. for Ret.) 55.
Expenditure compared with Estimates (M.
for Ret.) 55.

Exports and Impor1s, by Provinces (M. for
Ret.) 55.

Sugar Imports (M. for Ret.) 55.
Outstanding 6 per cent. securities (M. for

Pet.) 55.
Dominion Loans, terms of (M. for Ret.) 55.
Dominion Agents in London, money in hands

of (M. for Ret.) 179.
Banking and Currency (renacrk.) 233, 284.
Financial Returns, on M. for Standing Order

(Mir. Mackenzie) 288.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 313.
Receipts and Expenditure charged to Consol.

Fund (M. for Ret.) 508.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech (ly!) 525;

on M. to recommit Res., 1309; on Amt.
(Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) embossed books,
1327; on N. to concur in Res. (saw-logs)
1330; on Res. in Com., 1978.

Sepply - Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1011
Legislatiori (Extra Clerks) 1032; Arts,
Agriculture and Statisties (Public Ar-
chives) 1331, (Census) 1331 ; Immigration
and Quarantine (Immigration) 1332;
Militia (Ainmunition) 1363, (R. Military
College) 1366; Rys. (C.P.R. an· I.C.R.)
1671, (Windsor Br. Ry.) 1907; Indians
(Provisions at Annuity Assemblies) 1694;
Canals (Lachine) 1788; Civil Govt. (Dept.
of Sec. of State) 1838, (Dept. of Finance)
1838, (Dept. of Postmaster-(Genl.) 1840,
(Contingencies) 1842; Collection of Reve-
nues (Customs) 1842, 1903, (Excise) 1848,
1952; Dom. Lands (Outs!de S"rvice, B.C.)
1849 ; Militia (cenversion of ordnance)
1832 ; Publie Works and Buildings (Parlt.
Buildings) 1881, (Man. Lt.-Gov.'s Resi-
dence) 1950; Post-office, 190t9; Dom. Lands
(Pamphlets) 1913 ; Unprovided items
(1878-9) 1913; Miscellaneous (Superannua-
tion Refunds) 1955.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh.. 1283.

Imoorts of tea (Ques.) 1371.
DaLies on rifles (MV. for Cor.) 1398.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659,
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1725.
Civil Service Expenditure (R.) 1824.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

CARTWRIGHT, Mr.-Con.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2',
1861.

Concurrence-Census, 1888 ; Immigration,
1889; Lighthouses, 1S89 ; Indians (Ont. and
Que.) 1890; Collection of Revenues(Custom8)
1890; Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 1890;
Dom. Lands chargeable to capital, 1891 ;
Parlt. Buildings, 1898; Indians (Man. and
N. W. T.) 1944; Cow Bay Works, pay-
ment for, 1976.

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Me-

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2°, 1935.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 95 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 3', 1983.
C. P. R. Land Regulations, in Coin. on Res.

(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2000.
Preservation of Order in the House, on M.

for 2° Supply B., 2014.

Caseunipec larbowtr Improvemtent.
Ques. (fr. Hackcett) 156.

CASEY, Mr.
Address, on the, 37.
Boundary betwerm Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for C'n.. 91.
Insolvency A\ckRepeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 106.
Coal Oil tests (M.J or Reps.) 135.
Port t anley Harbour tolls (M.for Res.) 135
Macdonell, J. A., breaclh of privilege case,'

185, 187.
The Member for Lennox (3f. to refer Pet.

196; (Remark-i) 380; on A d. Deb., 396.
Drawback on Indian corn (Ques.) 197, (M

for O. C.) 333.
Public Service Reform (B. 43, 1°) 269.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors (01. for R!(.)

313, 332.
Immigration pamphlets, 502.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (iMr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 592; on Amt.
to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593 ; on Amut. to
Amt. (Mr. Houde) 1395.

Waoys anîd Mcans-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 770.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors (1. for Rep.)
806, 807.

Immigration pamphlets, 814.
Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance Co. of Albany,

N.Y. (31. for Ret.) 821.
L C.R., carriage of suga.r from Halifax, 945.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 960.
Suppl/--Penitentiaries (P.C.) 1024 ; Immi-

gration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1349 ; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Inland Reve-
nue) 1839, (Civil Service Board) 1946;
Collection of lZevenues (Weights and Meas.
and Gas) 1848.

Credit Valley liy. Co. B. 53 (Mr. laggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh., 1283.

10th Loyals, Toronto (M. for Ret.) 1629,
1613.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
Colby) on MN. for 2°, 1654.

Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc.
Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Macdou-
gall) 1686.
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CASEY. Mr.-Con.
Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1759; on Amt.

(Mr. Wallace) 1768.
Civil Service Reform (Ques.) 1772.
Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1785.
Official Rep. of Debates. 1817.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartright) 1829.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.

Blake) to -Res., 1933.
Cau. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1962.

Indian Laws Aint. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Macdon-
ald) on M. for 2°, 1996, (Amt. m.) 1997.

CASGRAIN, Mr.
Stadacona Fire and Life Insurance Co. wind-

ing-up (B. 21, 1°*) 180.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

184, 192.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, on M. to

concur -in Address (Sir J. A. Macdonald)
354.

Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on
Amt. 6 m. h. (NIr. Baker) 430.

I. C. R., El0 in Station (Ques.) 595.
Ways and Means-n M. to receive Bep. of

Com., 839.
Private Bills Reps., on M. to extend time, 872.
Commercial Union mith U. S. (Que.s.) 873.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in Con.,

986.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. fer 2', 9'99.
S3ppq-Penitentiaries ( Kingston) 1014

Ocean and Riv. Service (Que. Riv. Police)
1678.

Cai. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. Doinville)
to Res. (Mr. Charlton) 1083.

Mar. Prov. Claims on Fishery Award, 1222.
C. 1. R., on Amt. to M. for Con. of Supply

(,,\r. Blake) 1483.
Dismissal cf Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1786.
Catte admitted from U.S. to Can., and

fron Can. to England.
M. for Rets. (Afr. Caron, 55.)

Cattle, American, restrictions on impor-
tation Of.

Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essed) 1040.
Cattle Trade between iY. B. ani Great

Britain.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 802.

Caughnawaga Ferry Boat, Pier at La-
chine.

Qces. (Mr. Bergeron) 785.
Cd C le ar s ana.i

Ques. (Mr. M1fongenais) 484.
Cenuss, the.

Ques. ( Mr. Farrow) 128.
Charleroix, Tobacco seized in.

M. for statement (Mr. Perrault) 508.
CHARLTON, Mr.

Manitoba and N.W.T. Land Sales (If.
Ret.) 179.

CHARLTON, Mr.-Con.
Unforeseen expenses, H. of Com. (M. Jor

statement) 179.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Miscellaneous expenditure, H. of Com. (M.

for siateient) 508.
Ways and .Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Con., 845 ; on Res. 1, item 49, 930 ; on
Res. 3, item 6, 932; on M. to con cur in
Res. (saw-logs) 1328.

Mortgage Regulation B, 11 (Mr. Orton) on
M. for 2°, 975.

Can. Public Lands (Res. prop.) 1040. on
Ant. (Mr. White, Cardweli) to Am'-. (Mr.
Domville) 1097.

Sandford Fleming (Ques.) 1370.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. for 6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1393:
on M. for 3° (Amt.) 1397.

C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Con. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1553.

N. W. Colonisation Land Co. Incorp. B. 74
(Mr. Schultz) on M. for Com. (A mit. 6 m. h.)
1641.

Dom. Notes AcL Amt., on Res., 1734.

Chateauguay Electoral District.
M. to issue Writ (M1fr. MIackenzie) 904.
New Member introduced, 1886.

Chëatham and London, Ont., Navigation
between.

Ques. (Mr. Stephenson) 484.

Chathtam, Ont., Got. Ofices i1t.
Ques. (1r. Seephenson) 569.

Cherry Point Breakwater, Lunenburg,
N. S.

Ques. (Mr. Xaulbach) 198.

Children Protection Bý No. 93 (Mr.
Richey).

1°*, 108.
Ch inese Immigration.

M. for Select Con. (r11r. DeCosmos) 1740.

Chinese, Pets. in relation to.
M. to print (1Mr. DeCosmos) 872.

CIMON, Mr.
Que. and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 169.

Civil Service Expenditure.
Res. (Sir R. J. Cartiwright) 1824 ; neg

(Y . 50, N. 127) 1857.
Civil Service, inside Division.

M. for Ret. (1fr. Muttart) 171.

Civil Service Reform Bill. See " P
Service."

Civil Service Refòrm.
Ques. (J, r. Casey) 1772.

atived

ublic

Coa and Coke Imports.
M. for Ret. (3Mr. Weldon) 150.

Cor 1, Free A dmission of.
M. for statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)

133.
Coal Oil Tests.

M. for Reps. (fr. Casey) 135.
Coa! on Govt. Rys. See " CONTRACTS."
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Cocagne Public Wharf.
Ques. (Mr. Girouard, Kent) 484.

COCKBURN (Muskoka), Mr.
Aid to Ont. Pacifie Junction Ry. (Ques.) 45.
Georgian Bay Br., C. P. R. (M. for O. C.)

46.
C. P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1615.
COCKBURN (W. Northumberland), Mr.

Fishery Privileges in the Ottawa Riv. (M. for
Bet.) 1152, 1162, 1166.

Stamps on notes and bills Act Amt. (B. 104,
1°) 1511.

COLBY, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal (B. 2, 1°*) 44

Ques. of procedure, 57, 77; on 2°, 102;
in Com., 195, 218, 219, 220, 221, 223 ; on
M. to concur in Amt., 226, 285.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. (B. 4, 1°
44; on M. for 2°, 1645.

Insurance Companies (M. for Ret.) 180.
Ways and Means-on M. to concur in Res.

(saw-logs) 13:29.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1917; on M. for 2° B.
123, 1974.

Panama Canal, on M. for 2° Supply B., 2002.
Commercial Union w'ith U.S.

Ques. (11r. Casgrain) 873.
Comnissioners for the Internal

H. of Com., appointed.
Mess. from H.E., 59.

Economy,

COMMITTEES.
Select Standing.

M. for, 3; Com. to prepare Lists, 56;
Lists rep., 79 ; Rep. concurred in, 79.

Libraryi.
Sel. Com. to assist Mr. Speaker appointed,

79.
Official Report of the Debates.

Sel. Com. to supervise appointed, 79.
Printing.

Mess. to be sent to Sen. to request them to
agree to appointment of Joint Commit-
tee, 79.

Law and Translation Depts., amalgamation
with Senate.

Com. appointed, 781.
Common Assaults Defendant% Wit-

pesses Act Amt. B. No. 41 (Mr.
McCarthy).

1, 268 ; 2°*, 483 ; in Com., 600 ; 3°*, 889.
Common As'aults lDefendants Wit-

nesses Act Amt. B. No. 62 (Mr.
Ives).

1°*, 483.
Commonv. See " HOISE OF COMMONS."

CONCTJRRENCE.
Formal vote. 509.
Public Archives, 1888.
Census, 1888.
Immigration, 1889.
Lighthouses, 1889.
Meteorological Observatorie3, 1890.
Indians (Ont. and Que.), 1890.
St. Anne's Lock and Canal, 1890.

CQNCURRENCz,-Cqn.
Collection of Slide and Baomn Dues, 1890.
Collection of Revenues (Customs) 1890.
Salaries, Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 1890.
Dom. Lands chargeable to capital, 1891.
Dom. Lands outside service, 1894.
Militia (conversion of ordnance) 1894.
I. C. R., 1895.
C. P. R., 1896.
Parlt. Buildings, 1198.
Fisheries Comniission (Mr. Miall's services)

1900.
Indians (B. C.) 1940.

" (Man. and N. W. T.) 1941.
Post-Office, 1945.
High Commissioner in London, contingencies

of, 1975.
Cow Bay Works, payment for, 1976.
Welland Canal, repairs at Port Maitland, 1977.

CONNELL, Mr.
Mllitia Drill Camps in N. B. (Ques.) 306.
Bridge across St. John River (Ques.) 1371.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Coin. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Connolidated Bank Winding-up B.

No. 64 (1fr. Gult).
1°, 509 ; 2°*, 625; in Com., 1699 ; 3°*, 1699.

Conso lidated Fund, Receipts and Expendi-
ture.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 508.
CONTRACTS.

Parliamentary Printing.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46'; M. to instruct Print-

ing Com. to enquire (Sir J. A. Macdon.
ald) 233 ; M. to adopt Rep. of Com.
(1r. Stephenson) 1988, 2015 ; Amt. (Mr.
Patterson, Emex) 2016; Amt. wdn. 2021;
Rep. concurred in, 2023.

Carillon Works.
M. to print contract (Mr. Makenzie) 51;

M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 55.
Departmental Printing, Printing Paper and

Binding.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, West Middlesex) 54.

Canadian Paciîc Ry.
M. for.Ret. (/r. Mackenzie) 55 ; Contracts

presented (Sir C. Tipper) 55 ; M. for
statement (Mr McLennan) 380; Adj.
Deb , 455; Ratification of con tract (Sir
C. Tupper) 2002.

Printing, MacLean, Rojger and Co.'s claimfor
brearh of.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 151.
Mails between Victoria, B. C., and San Fran-

cisco.
Res. prop. (1fr. Bunster) 496; M. for Ret.

(1Mr. DeCostos) 904.
Pelee Island Mail Service.

M. for contract (Mr. Oliver) 499.
"Sultan" Tugboat.

M. for Ret. (Mr, Snowball) 508.
Coal for Govt. Rys.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 942.
Mail between Lévis and St. Joseph de Beauce.

Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1151.

Controverted Elections.
Generally, see " Elections."-Special cases

see the respective Districs.
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Cornwall Election.
Judge's Report, 1.

COSTIGAN, Mr.
. C. R. Employés (f. for Ret.) 349.

Rapid de Femme Salmon Hatchery (M. for
Rets.) 581

International Bridges over Riv. St. John
(Ques.) 1152.

Parly. Printing Contract, on Ant. ( Mr.
Patterson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep.
of Com., 2016.

Coteau Bridge.
Ques. (3fr. Vallée) 935.

Coteau du Lac -Railwray Bridge. See
" RAILWAYS."

COURSOL, Mr.
Montreal Custoihouse hardware valuer

(Ques.) 569 ; (Jf. for Cor.) 1377.
Criminal Law Amat. B. 38 (Mr.McCarthy) in

Coin., 600.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (renarks) 651.
Criminal Procedure (Que.) Simplication (B.

80, 1*) 692.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Coin., 844.
N. W. Mounted Police (M. for statemtent) 977.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2', 982.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. No. 53 (Mr.

Haggart).
1**, 416 ; 2°, 584 ; referred back to Standing

Coi., 1279; in Coin., 1470; 3°*, 1470.
Crime Prevention Act Continuation

B. No. O2 (M1r. lcDonald, Pictou).
1°*, 1016 ; 2°*, 1669 ; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,

1669.
Criminal Law of Evidence Amt. B.

No. 120 (MIr. McDonald, Pictou).
1', 1852 ; 2', 1940 ; in Coin., 1940 ; 3°*, 1940.

Criminal Law Procedure Act Amt.
B. No. 38 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 233; 2', 479 ; in Coin., 596.
Criminal Laws, Codification of

Ques. (Mfr. Perrault) 306.

Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B.
No 14 (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton).

1', 113; 2' prop. 355; Aint. 6 m. h. (Mr.
3fousseau) 364 ; Deb. adj., 365.

Criminal Procedure (Que.) Simpli-
fication B. No. 86 (Mr. Coursol).

1*, 692.
Cross Point Ferry, . B.

M. for Cor. (3fr. Beauclesne) 1398.
Ques. (3fr. Haddow) 1628.

Croucher Island Lighthouse, Mfargaret's
Bay, N. S.

Ques. (Mr. Dalyï) 1040.

Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. B. No.
83 (Mr. MfcDonald, Picton).

10*, 873 ; 2', 1665 ; in Coin., 1935, 3°*, 1935.

Cultivation of the Soil in Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 786.

Currency, Fractional.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 569.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 785.

CURRIER, Mr.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1014; Arts,

Agriculture and Statisties (Census) 1332.
Fishery Privileges in Ottawa River, 1167.
Ways and Mleans--on M. to concur in Res.

(saw-logs) 1328.
Hull Fire Relief grant, 1670.
Tariff B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3,

1854.
Concurrence-Dom. Lands, 1900.

Custom-house, Mfontreal, Hardware Valu-
ator.

Ques. (1fr. Coursol) 569.
M. for Cor. (3fr. Coursol) 1377.

Custom-house, Toronto, Employés in.
M. for statement (Mr. Little) 1376.

Customs and Excise Duties Act Amt.
B. No. 162 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

1°*, 1330; 2°*, 1852; in Coi. 1852; 3°,
1853.

Custons confiscation of Kerosene Oil.
Qties. (3fr. Borden) 155.

Custons Duties in . . T., collection of.
Ques. (iMr. Royal) 936.

DALY, Mr.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers, 160.
Drawback on Exported Tin Plate used in

Lobster Canning, 312.
Mar. Prov. clainis on Fishery Award, 793.
Ways and Mleans-on Res. 2, item 5, 931.
I.C.R., cariage of sugar from Halifax, 944.
Jeddore Rock Lighthouse (Ques.) 1040.
Croucher Island Lighthouse (Ques.) 1040.

DAwsox, Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised

Territories of Dom. (M. for Com.) 59.
Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in, 164,

165, 166.
Correctior of newspaper report, 454.
C.P.R. contracts, 476.
C.P.R., on Aint. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1609.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acts Amt. B. 67 (Mr.

Fitzsimmons) on Ant. (Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria) 1642.

Supply-Public Works (Telegraphs) 1675;
Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1688 ; N. W.
Mounted Police, J815.

Indian Laws Ant. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Macdon-
ald) on M. for 2°, 1995 ; in Coin., 1997.

Debates, Ofllcial Report of
Coin to supervise appointed (3fr. Bocell) 79.
Rep. of Com. on new scheme concurred in,

1815.
Rep. of Con. recommending contracts, 1956.

DECOSMOS, Mr.
Address, on the, 30.
C. P. R. route via Peace River Valley or Pine

River Pass, 52.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on

Res., 121 ; B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou)
on M. for 1', 280.

Drawbacks on Exported Tin Plate used in
Lobster Canning, 312.

Govt. Life Insurance (Ques.) 484.
Mail contract between Victoria, B.C., and S.

Francisco, 497 ; (M. for Ret.) 904.
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DECOSMOS, Mr.-Con.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. surveys (M. for

Ret.) 506.
C.P.R., Location by Marcus Smith (M1. for

Ret.) 506, 507.
Steam communication between Que. or Mar.

Prova. and B.C. via Panama (M. for Cor.)
821.

Steam communication with Brazil (M. for
Cor.) 821.

Chinese, Pets. in relation to ( . o print)
872.

Mail Service between Victoria and Cassiar,
B.C. (M. for Ret.) 936.

Appointment of Mr. Trutch (3f. for Ret.)
937.

Dom. Saviegs Banks in B.C. (M. for Ret.
951.

Can, Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,
Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1098.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1491.

Indian Lands in B.C., 1635.
Chinese Immigration (M. for Sel. Com.) 1640.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res., 1924.
C.P.R., Esquimalt-Nanaimo section, on M.

for 2' Supply B., 2008.

Departnental Printing. See " CON-
TRACTS."

DESJARDINS, Mr.
Montreal River Police (31. for Ret.) 178.
Montreal Examining Warehouse (M. for

statement) 178.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2', 229.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Aets Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on Aint. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 265.

Stratford Post-office, 372.
Supply-Militia (Drill Sheds) 1366; Collec-

tion of Revenues (Custons) 1842; Miscel-
laneous (Todd's " Parly. Govt. ") 19à4.

Ville Marie Bank Winding-up (B. 111, 1°*)
1665.

Pet. against Mr. Massue (Adj. m.) 1916.

Direct United States Cable Co. Cor-
porate Powers E xtension to Can.
B. Ne. 72 (Mr. AMcCarthyl).

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626.

Dismissals and Appointments since Feb.,
1879.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 178.

Distress in Ireland. See " IRELAND."

Distribution of Defaulting Debtors'
Estates B. Ne. 89 (fr. Wallace, S.
Norfolk).

1°*, 1002.
DIVISIONS.

Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories.
M. for Com. (Mr. Dawson) carried (Y. 123,

N. 52) 101.
Election Act Amt. B. No. 6 (Mr. Bolduc).

M. for 2' negatived (Y. 69, N. 71) 232.
Supreme and Jrckequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

No. 13 (Mr. Keeler).
On M. for 2°, Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake)

carried (Y. 148, N. 29) 267.

3

DIVISIONS.-Con.
Marriagewith a Deceased Wife's Sister Legalis-

ation B. RNo. 30 (31r. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier).

On M. for 2', Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Blaldimand) negatived (Y. 19, N. 140)
451 ; on M. for Conc. and Amt. 6 m. b.
(Air. Jones) Amt. to Amt (Mr. Houde)
negatived (Y. 10, N. 130) 1396; Amt.
(Mr. Jones) negatived (Y. 34, N. 108)
1396; on M. for 3', Amt. (Mr. Charlton)
negatived (Y. 40, N. 102) 1397.

Fihery Award, Mar. Provs. claims on.
Res. prop. (Mr. IacDonnell, Iuvernes8)

787 ; M. to adj. Deb (Mr. Richey)
carried (Y. 111, N. 48) SOI ; Amt. (Sie
J. A. Macdonald) carried (Y. 126, N. 30)
1226.

B. C. additional Suipreme Ct. Judges B. No.
44 (Air. MfcDonald, Pictou).

On M. for 3', Amt. (Mr. Blake) negatived
(Y. 43, N. 98) 933.

fortgaye Regulation B. No. Il (1Mr. Orton).
M. for 2° carried (Y. 67, N. 60) 977.

Canadian Public Lands.
On Res. (Air. ChAarlton) and Amit. (Mr.

Dom ville), Amt. to Amt. (Mr. White,
Caurdwcell) carried (Y. 120, N. 40) 1098.

Canadian
On M.

(Mr.
1626.

Pacic Railway.
to go into Com. of Supply, Amt.
Blake) negatived (Y. 49, N. 131)

Dismissal of the late Lieiet.-Governor of
Quebec.

On M. to go into Coin. of Supuly, Amt.
(Mr. Mackenzie) negatived (Y. 49, N.
119) 1787.

Civil Service Expenditure.
On M. to go into Com. of Supply, AmIt.

(Sir R. J. Cartwright) negatived (Y. 50,
N. 127) 1837.

Canadian Representative Agent in the United
Kingdom B. No. 88 (Sir J. A. Macdon.
ald).

M. for 2' carried (Y. 120, N. 48) 1877.
Halifax Fisheries Commission, Further pay.

ment to E. Miall.
M. to concur in Res. from Com. of Supply

carried (Y. 103, N. 44) 1901.
Esquimalt Graving Dock.

On Res. (Sir S. L. Tilley), Amt. I(Mr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 42, N. 109) 1933.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. No. 112 (Mr.
Bowell).

On M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) carried
(Y. 96, N. 73) 1971 ; Amt. 3 m. h. (Mr.
Ross, W. Middlesez) negatived (Y. 54,
N. 85) 1972.

Iligh Commissioner of Can. in London, Con.
tingent Expenses of.

On M. to concur in Res. from Com. of
Supply, Amt. (Mr. Blake) negatived (YT.
48, N. 114) 1976.

Can. Pacific Railway, Land Regulations.
On M. to concur in Res. from Com. of

Wh., Amt. (Mr. Blake) negatived (Y.
25, N. 76) 2002.
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Dom. Agents in London, money in hands
of.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 179.
Dom. Commercial Travellers' Asso-

ciation Incorp. B. No. 24 (Mr.
Gault).

1°*, 180; 2°*, 218 ; in Com., 483; 3°*, 483.

_Dom. Dam, Devil Lake.
M. for Ret. (Mir. Jones) 570.

Dom. Grange Incorp. Act Amt. B.
No. 33 (AMr. McCallum).

1°, 233; 2°*, 286 ; in Com ., 761 ; 3°*, 761.
Dom. Lands Act Amt. M. No. 95 (Sir

J. A. Macdonald).
1°*, 1151 ; 2°*, 1915; in Coin., 1982; 3°*,

1984.
Dom. Lands Act Extension to B.C.

Act Repeal B. No. 96 (Sir J. A.
Macdonald ).

1°. 1151; 2°*, 1857 ; in Coin., 1915; 3°*,
1915.

Dom. Notes Acts Amt. B. No. 114 (Sir
S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Coin., 1723; 1°*, 1752 ; 2°, 1946;
in Coin., 1946; 3°*, 1946.

DOMVILLE, Mr.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 144.
Dismissal of D. H. Waterbury (Ques.) 155.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Coin., 219.
Parlt. grounds, claim of C. Vaux (M. for

papers) 308.
Line of steamers to Panama (Ques.) 484.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart) on

M. for 2°, 589.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Coin. (Mr. Baby)

659.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Coin., 692 ; on Res. 2, item 5, 930 ; item
9, 931, 932.

Supply-Legislation (Extra clerks) 1034;
Militia (Brig. Majors) 1361.

Can. Public Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)
( Amt. m.) 1083.

Queen's Birthday Review in Quebec (Ques.)
1151.

Mar. Provs. claims on Fiehery Award, 1218.
Sugar Imports (I. for 8tatement) 1399.
Iron ore exports from Ont, (M. for state-

ment) 1399.
Salaries of Judges, P.E.I., 1821.
Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on

M. for 2°, 1979.
Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in

Rep. of Com., 2022.

Dorchester Penitentiary.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 198.

Dorchester Penitentiary B. No. 91
(Mr. McDonald, Pictou).

1°, 1016; 2°*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 30*,
1669.

DOULL, Mr.
Fish Inspection, 659.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Coin., 751.
Wrecks Iemoval Law Amt. B. 107 (Mr.

Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.) on Sen. Amts.,
1985.

Drawback on Exported Goods.
M. for Ret. (lMr. Fleming) 55.

Drawback on S/ip M3aterials.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

DREW, Mr.
Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal, 176.
C P. R. Telegraph ( M. for Ret.) 501.
Hudson's Bay Co., amounts paid to (M1. for

Ret.) 508.
Hudson's Bay Co. claims for losses in Red

Riv. Insurrection (M. for Cor.) 508.
Applications for Timber Limits in Man.,

Keewaydin and N. W. T. (M. for Ret.) 508.
Private Bs. (M. to extend time) 611.
N. W. T., purchase of supplies from Hudson's

Bay Co. (M.for instructions) 821.
Hudson's Bay Co. and lands on Hudson's

Bay (M. for Cor.) 821.
N. W. T., shooting of cattle at Prince

Albert (M.for papers) 1398.
Dual Representation Abolition Act

Reueal B. No. 59 (Mr. Ouinet).
1°*, 453.

DUGAS, Mr.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2°, 996.
DUMONT, Mr.

Ry. Stations in St. André, St. Héléne, and
St. Denis (Ques.) 1627.

Duties on Rifles.
M. for Cor. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1398.

Easter Adjournment.
Res. (Sir S. L. Tilley) 781.

Bastern Townships Mineras.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Election Act Amt. B. No. 6 (Mr.
Bolduc).

1°, 56 ; 2 prop., 227 ; negatived (Y. 69, N.
71) 232.

Elections.
Res. that introduction on certificate shall not

form precedent (Sir J. A.iMacdonald) 45
(Mr. Langevin) 112.

ELLIOTT, Mr.
Port Credit Harbour repair (Ques.) 306.
Concurrence-lndians, Man. and N.W.T.,

1945.
Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry.

Co. Incorp. B. No. 26 (Mr. Royal).
1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; B. wdn., 1227.

Emerson Free Traffic Bridge B. No.
36 (Mr. Royal).

1°*, 2â3; 20*, 286; in Com., 1641 ; 3°, 1641.
Encouragement of Sale of Farm

Produce B. No. 12 (Mr. Vallée).
1°*, 79.

England, Canadian Permanent Represen-
tative in.

Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46.
England, Expenses of missions to, between

1874 and 1878.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 178.

England, Expenses of misns t, since
Nov., 1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 55.
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Esquimalt Graving Dock.
Communication (Sir S. L. Tilley) 1815.

Esquimalt Graving Dock B. No. 125
(Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1921 ; rep., 1927 ; Amt. (MIr.
Blake) negatived (Y. 42, N. 109) 1933 ;
1°*, 1934; 2°*, 1999 ; in Com., 1999; 3°*,
1999.

Established Church in Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Skinier) 1039.

Erelyn P.O. and London, Ont., Mails
between.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 504.
Evidence Law Amt. B. No. 85 (Mr.

Kirkpatrick).
1°*, 935.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Guthrie) 334.

Expenditutre and Receipts charged to
Consolidated Fund.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 508.
Expenditures and Appropriations.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
Exported Goods, dra wback on.

M. for Ret. (ilr. Reminq) 55.
Exported Tin Plate used in Lobster Can-

ning, Drawbacks on.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 309.

Export of IIemlock Bark to U. S.
M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.

Export of Iron Ore fromn Ont.
M. for statement (Mr. Doinville) 1399.

Exports and Inports by Provinces.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwriyht) 55.

Exports and Inports during last hafi of
1879 and 1880.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwriglht) 55.

Extradition of Fugitive Criminals.
Res. (Mr. Blake) 873.

Factorv employment of Women and
Children Regulation B. No. 10
(Mr. Bergin).

1', 79.
Farmers and Real Property Bank

Incorp. B. No. 34 (Mr. Cameron, N.
Victoria).

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286.
Faria Produce, B. to encourage sale of.

See " Encouragement,"

FARROW, Mr.
Time ot taking the Census (Ques.) 128.
Stratford Post-office, 367.
Fractional Currency (Ques.) 569.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Eep. of

Com., 918.
Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund, 949.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 975.
Actions for seduction (. for Ret ) 1659.

Ferry between Cross Point and Canpbell-
ton, N. B.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1398.
Ques. (Mr Haddow) 1628.

Financial Returns.
M. for Standing Order (Mi 11ackenzie) 136;

Adj. Deb., 288; M1. wdn., 291.
FISET, Mr.

Rimouski Pier (Quies.) 154.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2', 247.
Brewery at Battleford, N.W.T. (M. for Cor.)

496.
Matane Postrmaster (11. for Cor.) 582.
Matane Wharf (Ques.) 786; (M. for state-

ment) 1398.
Supply--Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1350; Collection of Revenues
(I.C.R.) 1956.

Fisheries on Gaspereaux Riv., I.S.
Ques. (1r. Borden) 1820.

Fishery Awvard, clain of P.E.I.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Brecken) 129.

Fishery Aiward, claims of Jiar. Prove.
Res. prop. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 787

Adj. Deb,, 978, 1171 ; M. to adj. Deb.
(fr. Jeldon) negatived, 1206.

Fishery, Lobster, far. Provs.
M. for Ret. (M1r. Robertson, Shelburne) 133.

Fishery 0ficers in Inverness, Dismissal of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MlfacDonnell, Inverness) 159.

Fishting Privieges on the Ottawa Riv.
M. for Ret. (MIr. Cockburn, W. Northumber-

tand) 1152.

Fish Iînspection.
Res. in Com. (21!r. Baby) 657.

F1TzsIMMO, Mr.
Stratford Post-office, 367.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 491.
Can. Central Ry. Co. Acts Amt. (B. 67, 1'*)

568.
FLEMING, M

Dutiable goods in Post-offices (1. for instruc.
tions to Postmasters) 179.

Newspaper advertisements and subscriptions
(1. lor statenent) 179.

Prohibition of immigrants' landing (M. for
O. C.) 198.

Ry. Statisties (remarke) 417.
Immigration Act Amt. (B. 58, 1') 453.
Ways and Mcans-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 912.
Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 2', 1992.
FLYNN, Mr.

Fourché Harbour Fog Bell (Ques.) 484.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 791,

1214.
Grand Riv. Falls (M. for papers4) 887.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2', 1651.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 2', 1856.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1918.
Fort Frances Lock.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Plumb) 1372.
FORTIN, Mr.

Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1220.
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Fourché Harbour Fog Bell.
Ques. (Mr. Flynn) 484.

Fractional Currency.
Ques. (Mr. Farrow) 569.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 785.

France and Spain, Negotiations with.
M. for Instructions to Commissioners (Mr.

Mackenzie) 53.

Fraser River, B. C.
UMBIA."

See " BRITISH COL-

Free admission of Coal.
M. for statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)

133.
French Atlantic Cable Co. Incorp.

B. No. 23 (Mr. Caneron, N. Victoria).
1°*, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 584 ; 3°*, 584.

FULTON, Mr.
Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.

Caol. See " Jail."

Garrett, Mrs., compensation for Rebel-
lion losses in Man.

Ques. (Mr. Wallace, V. York) 1628.
Caspereaux Riv. Fisheries, N.S.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 1820.

GAULT, Mr.
Address, on the, 42.
Dom. Commercial Travellers' Association

Incorp. (B. 24, 1°*), 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 215.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Coin., 221.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 441 ; on Amt. 6 m. Ih. (Mr.
Jones) 1393.

Consolidated Bank winding-up (B. 64, 1°),
509.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acts Amt. (B. 65,
1°*) 5(9; on Sen. Amt., 1894.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 652.
Relief of distress in Ireland, 744.
Welland Canal, opening of navigation, 784.
Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 969.
Sjply-Penitentiaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

1015 ; Legislation (Debate) 1037.
Ways and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1295.

General Inspection Acts Amt. B..No.
84 (Pr. Baby).

Res. in Com., 934; 1°*, 935; 2°*, 1857;
in Com., 1857 ; 3°*, 1857.

GEOFFRION, Mr.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

186.
Georgian Bay Branch. See " RAiL-

GIGAULT, Mr.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 222.
Ways and Means--on M. to recei ve Rep. of

Com., 684.
Yamaska Riv. Navigation (M. for Rep.) 804.

GILLIES, Mr.
Wellington, Grey and Bruce By. Mail Ser-

vice (Ques.) 785.
Carnegie P.O., closing of (M. for Cor.) 1398,
Mail Service in Bruce (M. lor Ccr.) 1639.
Supply-Post Office, 1911.

GILLMOR, Mr.
Fish Inspection, 658.
Ways and M1feans-on M. to recommit ReF.,

1145.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1224.
Suepply-Immigration and Quarantine (Im-

migration) 1353; Fisheries, 1679.
Grant in relief of N.B. Indians (M1. for

statement) 1398.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 11I6 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 1', 1773.

GIROUARD (Jacques Cartier), Mr.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation (B. 5, 1°*) 44.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency RepealBs,57.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 103 ; in Coi., 223, 224, 225.
Can. Guarantee Co. Incorp. Act Amt. (B.

22, 1°*) 180.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation (B. 30, 1°) 196 ; on M. for
2°, 291 ; on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 437, 445; on Amt. (Mr.
Houde) 953 ; on M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 1381.

Montreal Assurance Co. (B. 32, 1°*) 233.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 256.

Stock-brokers Regulation (B. 42, 1°) 269;
on M. for 2°, 602.

Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.
Baby) on M. for 2', 998; in Com. (A mt. m.)
1002.

Supply-Canals, 1802.
Montreal Telegraph Co. Acts Aint. B. 65

(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Ait., 1893.

GIROUARD (Kent), Mr.
Cocagne Public Wharf (Ques.) 484.
Buctouche Harbour (Ques.) 569.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1224.

"Clendon" and "lrorthern Light"
Steamers.

M. for Rets. (Sir A. J. Smith) 803.
Govt. Bank Inspection.

Res. wdn, (Mr. Orton) 803.

Govt. Businefss to have precedence on
Mondays.

Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1262.

Govt. Business to have precedence on
2Tursdays.

Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 657.
Govt. Business to have precedence

Wednesdays.
Res. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 1772.

dovt. Life Inurance.
Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 484.

Covt. Officials, Expenses in England, 1
tween 1874 and 1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Iamilton) 178.
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Governor-General and Princess Louise,
Accident Io.

Remarks (Mr. Mackenzie and Sir J. A. Mac.
donald) 112 ; Mesa. from Sen. with
Ad. to H.E., 307 ; Ad. agreed to,
352; Mess. from 1H.E. with reply to
Ad., 483.

Governor-General. See " MESSAGES FRoM
His EXCELLENCY.

Grain Imports from thte U.S.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Grain Imports.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

Grain in Bond, Importation of
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 151.

Grand Anse Breakwater, N.B.
M. for papers (Mr. Anglin) 947.

GRANDBOIS, Mr.
Employés on Riv. du Loup Br., I.C.R. (f.

for Ret.) 55.
Survey of Trois Pistoles for construction of

Wharf (M. for Rep.) 179.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

661.

Grand Riv. Falls, Richonod, IV.S.
M. for papers (31r. Flynn) 887.

Grand Trunk Railway. See " RAIL-
wAYS."

Great Nor1h-Western Telegraph Co.
Incorp. B. No. 45 (Mr. Ryan, Mfar.
quette).

1°, 30n ; 2°*, 395 in Com., 1470; 3°*,
1470.

Great Western and Lake Ont: She re
Junction Ry. Co. B. No. 47 (A4r.
Carling).

1', 305 ; 2°*, 395 ; in Com., 785.; 3°*, 785.
Great Western Railway Provident

Funds B. No. 25 (3fr. Robertson, Ham.
ilton).

1°, 180; 2°*, 218; in Com., 625; 3°*, 760.
Great Western Railway. See " RAIL-

WÂYs."

Gros8e Isle, Eniployés at Quarantine
Station.

M. for statement (Afr. Landry) 1398.
Grose Isle, leasing of arable land.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Landry) 1398.
GUNN, Mr.

Officiai Assignees' Rets. (Ques.) 873.
Ways and leans-on M. to recommit Res.,

1250.
GUTHRIE, Mr.

Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right (M. for Ret.)
334, 343.

Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act
Amt. B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 601.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance. Cos.
winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for 2',
893.

Criminal Evidence Law Amt. B. 120 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou) in Com., 1940.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on
M. for 2°, 1979; in Com., 1981.

Guysborougl, N.S., aid to distresed fsh-
ermen.

Ques. (3Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 1039.
Guysborough, S.S., Brennan's Cove Sur

veys.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.

Guysborough, NS., Indian Harbour Sur-
veys.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.
Guysborough, N.S., New Harbour Sur-

veys.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.

Guysborouglh, .S., .Riv. St. MVary's Sur-
veys.

M. for Reps.*(Mfr. Ogden) 1398.

Guysborough, N.S,, St. Francis Harbour
Surveys.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ogden) 1398.
HACKETT, Mr.

P.E.I. claim on Fishery Award, 131.
Cascumpec Harbour Improvement (Ques.) 156.
Campbellton Br. Ry., P.E.I. (M. for papers)

307.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 325,
Prince Co., P.E.I , Harbour Surveys (M. for

Reps.) 508.
P. E.I. Ry. communication, 575.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Awprd, 796,

1206.
Freight rates on I.C.R. and P.E.T. ß . (M..
for Ret.) 877.

Northern Light steamer (M.for statement) 883.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (M(r.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M.. for
3°, 1964.

HADDOW, Mr.
Cross Point Ferry (Ques.) 1628.
Supply-Rys. (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1719.

HAGGART, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 246.
Northern Ry. Co. by-laws fixing tolls (M.

for Ret.) 348.
Credit Valley Ry, Co. (B. 53, 1°*) 416, 1279,

(M. to refer back to Sel. Com.) 1283.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, on M. for Ret. (Mr.

Jones) 572.
Precedence of Govt. business, on Res., 1262.

Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt.
B. No. 87 (Mr. Richey).

1*, 977.

Halifax Sugar Refinery, Materials for con-
struction of.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shielburne) 307.
Harbour Commissions.

Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 1371.
HAY, Mr.

Toronto Harbour Improvement (Ques.) 380.
Hemlock Bark Exports to U. S.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.
Herring Fisliery Licenses in Mar. Provs.

Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 1039.
Herring, Snoked, Inspection of

Ques. (Mr. Longley) 306.
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HESSON, Mr.
Stratford Post-office and Custom-house (Ques.)

80 ; (M. for papers.) 365, 368, 373.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 109.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 492.
Ways and M1 eans-on M. to receive Bep. of

Com., 775.
Immigration pamphlets, 820.
Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund (M.
for Ret.) 948.

Supply-Legislation (Extrq clerks) 1036 ; Im-
migration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1343; Public Works and Buildings (Strat-
ford P.O.) 1368.

'Protection to brakesmen on Rys. (Ques.)
1370.

Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in
Rep. of Com., 2022.

HOLTON, Mr.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Bs.,

57.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised

Territories of Dom., on M. for Com.. 64,
92.

Ques. of Procedure-NoLice for Public Bs.,
79.

Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-
ber, 111.

Dismissal of A. Cauchon from Montreal
Canal Office (31. for Ret.) 150.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, on M. tor
Address, 181.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
186, 189, 191.

In3olvencv Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in
Com,, 220 ; on M. to concur in Amt., 226;
on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2°, 228.

The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr. Cam-
eron, N. Victoria) 413.

Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 415.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 427.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for 2°, 588.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 625.

Holton, Mr., Sudden death of.
Remarks and Adjt. of House, 649 ; M. to

adj. for funeral (Sir J. A. fMacdonald) 657.
Hfolton, Mr. E.

Introduction of, 1886.
Hooper, Mr., Pet. against. See" ORDER,

PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."
HOOPER, Mr.

The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.
(Mr. Casey) (Statemnenf) 395.

HOUDE, Mr.
The Address (seconded) 9.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

tor 2°, 231.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2° (Adjt. of Deb. m.)
305; on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 434, (Arni. n.) 953; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) (Amt. m.) 1395.

HOUDE, Mr.-Con.
Marine and Fisheries Dept. Reps., cost .of

(Ques.) 1627.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
[For Ques. of " ORDER, PRIVILEGE OR Pao-

CEDURE," see that subject.j
Meeting, 1.
Summoned to the Senate, 1, 977, 1851, 2024.
Vacancies in Representation announced, 1.
New Members returned, 2.
New Members introduced, 2, 45, 107, 1886.
Speech from the Throne rep., 2.
M. for Select Standing Coms., 3.
Statement of Accountant, 4.
Librarian's Rep., 4.
Address, m., 4; sec., 9 ; agreed to, 43; I. E.'s

reply, 113.
Res. introduction of members on certificate

of Returning Officer not to form precedent,
45, 112.

Commissioners for the management of the
Internal Economy appointed by Mess.. 59.

Unforeseen Expenses, statement m. for (1r.
Charlton) 179.

Ventilation of the Chamber, Remarks, 182.
The Member for Lennox. See " ORDEn,

PRIVILEGE AND PRoCEDURE."
Miscellaneous Expenditure, statement m. for

(ir. Charlton) 508.
Audit of Expenditure, Res. (-Mr. Kirkpatrick)

595, 1326.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, Adjt. of House,

649 ; M. to adj. for funeral (Sir J. A. fac-
donald) 657.

Adjt. for Easter, Res. (Sir S. L. Tilley) 781.
Chateauguay vacant seat, M. to issue writ

(Mr. Mackenzie) 904.
Carleton Election, Interference of Hon. R.

W. Scott. See " Carleton."
Resignation by Mr. Mackenzie of Opposition

Leadership, announcement (-fr. ,tfacken-
zie) 1815.

The Member of Richelieu. See "ORDER,
PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Preservation of Order, Remarks, 2014.
Adjt. for Ascension Day, Res. (Sir J. A.

-Macdonald) 2015.
Returus to Orders of the House, Remarks

(Sir J. A. -Macdonald) 2015.
Indemnity of certain Members, Res. (3fr.

Caron) 2023.
Prorogation, 2026.

Hudson's Bay Co., amounts paid to.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 508.

Hudson's Bay Co. and lands on Hudson's
Bay.

M. for Cor. (11fr. Drew) 821.
Hudson's Bay Co. claims for losses in

Red River Insurrection.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Drew) 508.
ulidson's Bay Co. claims.
Remarks (Mr. Sheultz) 1934.

Hudson's Bay Co., purchase of supplies
from.

M. for instructions (Mr. Drew) 821.

Hull Fire, Relief of sufferers by.
Mess. from H.E., 1669; Res. for grant in

Com., 1669 ; concurred in, 1670.
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HUNTINGTON, Mr. Impor(g of Grain in Bond.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on M. for Ret. (3r. Mackenzh') 151.

M. for 2°, 972.
Supply-Legislation (Extra elks.) 1027 ; Im- Iiiiports of Grain.

migration and Quarantine (Immigration) M. for Ret. (3fr. Wddon) 150.
1336; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1363 ; Civil
Govt. (Dept. of Postmaster-Genl.) 1840; f
Post Office, 1910. M. for Ret. (Sir l. J. Gartiriq/it) 55.

Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White, M. for statement (3fr. White, Gardireli) 180.
Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res. M. for statement (Mr. Doivilir) 1389.
(Mr. Charlton) 1097.

Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov., on Res. (Mr. India Cor, a bac 197
Mackenzie) 1785. Q. frC.Gasr) 197.

P.E.I. Judges' salaries, 1823.
Civil Service Expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J. Indian Laws Consolidation B. No.

Cartwright) 1836. 90 (Sir John A. Mdedonald).
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B, 1 *, 1016; 2', 1989; in Coi., 1996 ,i prap.,

88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2°· 1997 ; Ait. (3fr. Casey) 1997 ; 3", 1997.
1874.

Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr. T aiSt
Bowell) on Ant. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for M. fort Carn Wil Pif1.
3,1970.M. for O. (Cr. W ldon) 1

Huron and Ont. Ship Canal.
Ques. (Xfr. Strange) 416.

HIURTEAU, Mr.
L'Assomption Riv. Navigation (Ques.) 306.

Hydraulic Lift Lock.
M. for Ad. (3fr. Boultbee) 1399.

Inmigrants' landing, Prohibition of.
M. fer O.C. (1/r. Fleming) 198 ; agreed to,

234.

Immigration Act Amt. B. No. 58 (3fr.
Fleming).

1°, 453.

Immigration and Colonisation Pamph-
lets.

M. for statement (3/r. Trow) 501.
M. for copies (Mr. Trow) 808.
Remarks in explanation (Mr. Trosa) 1038.

Immigration of British Tenant Farmers.
Ques. (-Mr. Stephenson) 1152.

Immigration of Chinese.
M. for Sel. Com. (Mr. DeCosmos).1640.

Importation of Amer. cattle, restrictions on.
Ques. (Mr. Patterson, Essex) 1040.

Importation of Tea.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 151.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 158.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1371.

Import duties paid at York Factory and
in N. W. T.

M, for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1399.
Import of Undressed Skins.

M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.
Imports and Exports by Provinces.

M. for Ret. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 55.

Imports and Exports during last half of
1879 and 1880.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Imnports of Coal and Coke.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.

Imports of Grain jrom the U. S.
M. for Ret. (3fr. Cameron, S. Huron) 172.

Treaty No. 1 and Yellow Quill's Band.
M. for Ret. (3fr White, Cardwvell) 179.

Treaty No 7, Payments under.
M. for statement (Mr. Mils) 179.

Treaties 4 and 6, Payment of aunuities under.
M. for statement (3fr 3Mfill) 308.

Appointment of lnstrucfors.
M. for O. C. (Mr 3M ills) 348.
M. for statement (.3r. Mills) 348.

N. B. Commissioners and Lands.
M. for statement (3fr Snowball) 822.

N. B., Grant in relief.
M. for statement (3fr. Gillmor) 1398.

B. C., Allotment of Lands.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Barnard) 1633.

Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation
B. No. 7 (Mr. Baby).

1°*, 56 ; 2', 989 ; in Com., 1002 ; 3°*, 1665.

Inland Revenue.
M. for 0. C. (3fr. Paterson, 8. Brant) 349.

Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879.
M. for statement (Mr. Cameron, S. lHuron)

176.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. No. 3 (il/r.
Bêchard).

1°*, 44.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. No. 2 (Mr.
Colby).

1°, 44 ; 2°, 102 ; in Com., 195, 218 ; Rep.,
227, 284; in Com., 286 ; rep., 286 ; Amt.
m, (Mr. Blake) 286; Aint. wdn., 286; M.
to concur in Amts.. 351 ; Amt. m. (Xr.
Blake) 351 ; Amt. wdn., 352; in Com.,
352; rep., 352; 3 *, 417.

Insolvent Companies Winding-up I.
No. 61 (Mfr. Ives).

1*, 483 ; 2°*, 1230.

Insolvent Companies Winding-up B.
No. 97 (Mr Abbott).

10, 1228 ; 2°*, 1230.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Insur-
ance Cos. Winding-ap B. Ne. 18
(Mr Ives).

1°*, 151 ; 2°, 890.
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Insolvent Traders' Assets Distribu-
tion B. No. 101 (Mr. Abbott).

1°*, 1326.
nsZurance Companies.

M for' Ret ( AJr Colby)l 180

JONES, Mr.-Con.
Ways and Means-on Res. 1, item 47, 928.
Supply- Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 1023

Militia (Ammunition) 1365; Oceau and
Riv. Service, 1677; Collection of Revenues

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister (M.
to print a Pet.) 610.

Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kilvert)
in Com., 625.

Freight rates on I. C. R. and P. E. I Ry.,
878.

Dom. Lands in N. W., 883.
Publie Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 899.

Mar. Provs. Claims on Fishery Award, 792,
1171, 1222, 1227.

Northern Light steamer, 886.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 20, 972.
Insolvent Cos. Winding-up B. 97 (Mr. Ab-

bott) on M. for 1°, 1230.
Ways and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1230; in Com., 1326.

JON KIL

(Customs) 1843.
Insurance, Government Life. Toronto Custom-house employés, 1377.

Ques. (Mr. DeCosmos) 484. Official Rep. of Debates, 1816.
Intercolonial Railway. See "RAILWAYs." Parly. Printing Contract, on Ait. (Mr. Pat-

Iwterson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. ofIntroduction of New Memubers. Com., 2017.
See " HOUsE OF COMMoNs,"-also, Names. Co.207
I etigaiousE OF uBElers, O-ath, Xm . Jordan Bay Breakwater, Shelburae Co.,Investigations under Oath B. NO. NS.

113 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou). 0 Ques. (Mr Robertson Shelburne) 785.
1 , 1723; 20, 1935; in Com., 1937; 3

prop., 1957; Amt. (Mr. Blake) 1957; 3°, Kaministiquia Riv., DeptI of Water.
1957. M for Rep. (Mr. Plumb) 161.

Inverness, Dismissal of Fishery Officers. Kamouraska District Judges.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 159. M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 1398.

Irelan:l, Relief of the Distress in. KAULBACH, Mr.
Paragraph in Ad., 36 ; Ques. (Mr. Nfackenzie) Cherry Point Breakwater, Lunenburg (Ques.)

56; Mess. from H. E., 59; Vote of Credit, 198.
125; M. for Ad. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.
181 ; Address to H. E., 181 ; Mess. from 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 240.
Senate agreeing to Ad., 307; Remarks, Petit Rivière Breakwater (M. for Rep.) 377.
744; M. to refer Pet. (3[r. Ryan, Mar- Porter's Lake channel to the sea (L. for Cor.
quette) 745 ; Mess. from H. E., 2023. and Reps.) 379.

Iron Ore, Exports of, from Ont. Three Fathom Harbour Breakwater (Mf!. for
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1399. Cor. and Reps.) 379.

Jeddore Harbour Dredging (M. for Cor. and
IVES, Mr. Reps.) 379.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance Cos. Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Winding-up (B. 18, 1°*) 151; on M. for Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
2°, 890. Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 590.

The Member for Lennox, 406. Geological Surveys in Shelburne, Queen's,
Insolvent Cos. Winding-up (B. 61, 1°*) 483. and Lunenburg Cos., N. S., 950.
Common Assaults Defendants WitBesses Act Mar. Provs. Claims on Fishery Award, 1203.

Amt. (B. 62, 1°*) 483. KE
Common Assaults Defts. Witnesses Act Amt. ELER, Mr.

B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 602. Supreme Ct. Judgments and Expenses (M.
Ways and Means-on Res. 1, item 47, 927, for Ret.) 55.

928. Murray Canal (J1. for Reps.) 58.
Insolvent Cos. Winding-up B. 97 (Mr. Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

Abbott) on M. for 1', 1228. (B. 13, 1') 79 ; on M. for 2', 234.
i . . Trent River Navigation Works (M.Jor O. C.)

lail A ccommodation in Keewratin. See 156; (M. for Reps.) 937.
" Keewatin." Fractional Currency (Ques.) 785.

Jeddors Harbour Dredging. Superannuation Fund (Ques.) 873.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (.Mr. Kaulbach) 379. Supreme and Exchequer Cts. (M. for state-

Rock Liglt-house, N. S. ment) 950.
Teddore Rock LIto Supply-Canals, 1793.

Ques. (1fr Daly) 1CA0. Keewatin, confßicts of magisterial juris-
IONES, Mr. diction.

Address, on the, 36. us(M.Ryl109
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legal- Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1039.

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques Car- Keewaten, Jail accommodation.
tier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson, Ques. (Mr. Royal) 569.
Haldimand) 440; on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 590; Kerosene Oil, Customs conftscation.
in Com., 594, 952; on M. to concur (Amt. Ques. (Mr. Borden) 155.
m.) 1392.

Immigration pamphlets, 502. KILLAM, Mr.
Dom. Dam Devil Lake (M. for Ret.) 570, 572. Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 316.

[INDEX.]
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KILLAM, Mr.-Con.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2°, 1656.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P. E. I.) on M. for 2°, 1856.
Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P. E, I.) in Com., 1879.
Supply-Rys. (Windsor Br. Ry.) 1907.

KILVERT, Mr.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. (B. 17, l'*) 151

in Com., 624. .

KING, Mr.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 686.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service (Mail Subsi-

dies-Brazil) 1676.

Kinyston Dry Deck.
M. for Ret. (Mfr. Kirkpatrick) 378.

KIRKPATRICK, Mr.
Claim of MacLean, Roger & Co. for breach of

Printing Contract (M. for Ret.) 151.
Public Accounts (II. to refer) 151.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183, 184, 186.
The Member for Lennox (re;mcarks) 281; on

M. to refer Pet. (Mr. Casey) 397.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 342.
Kingston Dry Dock (M. for Ret.) 378.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 494.
Immigration pamphlets, 51,3.
Bridge over St. John Riv. for Ry. purposes

(M. for papers) 594.
Audit of Parly Aceounts (Res )594. 610,1326.
Common Assaulta Deft3. w' itnesoes Act Aint.

B. 41 (Mr. McCarthy) on M. to go into
Com., 601.

Port Whitby Harbour Co. Act Amt. (B. 73,
1°*) 608.

Evidence Law A mt. (B. 85, 1') 935.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in

Con , 984.
Credit Valley Ry Co. B 53 (Mr. Ifagart)

on M. to refer back to Sel. Con., 1283.
Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 136*2, (R. M ili-

tary Col ege) 1367 ; Indians (ian. and N.
W. T.) 1811.

Criminal Evidence Law Amt. B 120 (Mr.
McDonald, Pictou) in Com., 1940.

KRANZ, Mr.
Weight and Meas. Inspectors, 317.
Stratford Post-office, 369.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Iimmi-

gration) 1353.
Naturalisation Laws (Ques.) 1371.

Lachine, pier at, for Caughnawaga ferry-
boat.

Ques. (Ur. Bergeron) 735.

Lambton County Ct. Judge.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) 1982.

Lanaudiers Poatmaster, Dismissal of
M. for papers (Mr. Laurier) 1399.

LANDRY, Mr.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 170.
L C.R. employés (M. for Rets.) 177.
Import of undressed skins (M. for statement)

179.
4

Larde."

LANE, Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 224.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 960.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.1.) on M. for 2', 1855.

LANGEVIN, Mr.
Public Works Rep. (presented) 44.
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber (Res.) 111.
Port Stanley Harbour tolle, 136.
Rimouski Pier (Ans.) 154.
Port Hood Wharf repaire (An.) 155.
Caseumpec Harbour improvement (Ans.) 156.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Cherry Point Breakwater, Luneuburg (Ans.)

198.
Dredging at mouth of Red Riv. (Ana.) 198.
Scott's Bay Harbour works (Ans.) 198.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2*, 230.
Bay Fortune Breakwater, *P. E. I. (An.) 234.
Souris Works, P. E. I. (Ans.) 234.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts Acte Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2, 247; on Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Blake) 265.

Stony Island Breakwater, N.S. (Àns.) 36.
Roche Bay Pier, N.B. (Ans.) 806.

LA N LAN xxï]ýÍL LAN

LANDRY, Mr.-Con.
Export of hemlock bark to U. S. (M. for

statement ) 179.
Election Act Ait. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2', 227.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr,
Blake) 266.

New Ry. Station-houses in Prov. of Quebec
(Ques.) 307.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 446.

Correction of Newspaper Report, 454.
Railway Stations in Montmagny (Ques.) 484.
I. C R. Br. at Lévis (M. for Ret.) 485.
Railway Stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and

Montmagny (M. for Ret.) 505.
I.C.R. Riv. du Loup Br. workmen (if. for

statement) 508.
Agricultural Fertilisers Fraudulent Sale Pre-

vention (B. 82, l'*) 802.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2', 895, 903.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 (Mr.

Baby) on M. for 2', 999.
Suppy-Immgration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1358.
St. Thomas Floating Light (.1. for papers)

1398.
Grosse Isle arable land, leasing of (M. for

Cor.) 1398.
Judges appointed in Kamouraska District

(M!. for 8tatenent) 1398.
Bellechasse Returning Officers. expenses

claimed (1. for statement) 1398.
Grosse Isle Quarautine Station employés (M.

Jor statement) 1399.

Lands of Canada. See " Canadian Public
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LANGEVIN, Mr.-Con.
L'Assomption Riv. Navigation (Ans.) 306.
Port Credit Harbour repair (Ans.) 306.
Parlt. Grounds, cla:n of C. Vaux, 309.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, on M. to

concur in Ad. (Sir J. A. Macdonald) 354.
Toronto Harbour improvement (Ans.) 380.
Philipsburgh Breakwater (Ans.) 380.
Private Bills Pets., on M. to extend time, 415.
Man. Prov. Buildings (Ana.) 416.
Man., extension of limits (Ans.) 416.
Cocagne Public Wharf, N. B. (Ans.) 484.
Navigation between London and Chatham,

Ont. (Ans.) 484.
Chatham, Ont., Govt. Offices (Ans.) 569.
Matane Postmaster, 582.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Legal-

isation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard. Jacques Car-
tier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 591; on Rep. of
Cem., 953.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 651.
Jordan Bay Breakwater, N.S. (Ans.) 785.
Caughnawaga Ferry-boat, pier at Lachine

(Ans.) 785.
Belle Creek Harbeur, P.E.I. (Ans.) 785.
Rustico Harbour, P.E.L, (Ans.) 786.
B. C. Penitentiary, etc., charges against B.

W. Pearse (Ans.) 786.
Matane Wharf (Ans.) 786.
American Ry. Decoy Agents (Ans.) 786.
Govt. Lands at Sorel (Ans.) 786.
Baie St. Paul Wharf (Ana.) 787.
Yamaska Riv. navigation, 806.
Private Bills Reps. (Ms. t. WSend fisa) 870.

871, 1449.
Freight rates oa I.C.R. andP.E.I. Ry., 878.
P.O. Inspectors, 939.
Shippegan (èully Channel, N.B., 947.
Aid te distressed fishermen in Guysborough,

N.S. (Ani.) 1039.
Mail contract in Lévis (Ans.) 1152.
International bridges over St. John Riv., N.

B. (Ans.) 1152.
St. Maurice Riv. improvement (Ans.) 1152.
Vmerson and Turtle Mountain Ry. Co.

Incorp. B. 26 (Mr. Royal) on M. to with-
draw B. 1227.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for Qom. of Wh., 1279.

SBpply-Immigration and Quaraitine (Immi-
gration) 1354; Militia (R. Military College)
1367; Public Works and Buildings (E.
Blook, Parlt. Buildings) 1367, (Telegraphs)
1367, (Stratforl P. O.) 1.368, (Quebec
Citade1Cliff) 1368, (Woodstock P. O.), 1368,
(Nanaimo P. O.) 1369, (Govt. Workshops,
Ottawa) 1369, (Riv. Trent) 1369, (Assini-
boine RIr.) 1369, (Dredging) 1370, (Tele-
graphs) 1674, (Parlt.1Buildings) 1883, (Man.
Lt.-Gov.'s Residence) 1950, (Toronto Har-
bour) 1950, (Shippegan Harbour) 1951,
(Tignish Breakwater) 1951, (Miscellaneous)
1953; Light-house and Coast Service,
(Fraser Riv., B.C.) 1679; Civil Gavt.
(Dept. of Rys. and Canals) 1840.

Harbour Commissions, revocation of (An.)
1371. * oain f(n.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1474.

Ry. stations in Prov. of Que. (Ans.) 1627.
Dismissal of St. Romuald Postmaster (Ans.)

1628.

LANGEVIZ, Mr.-Con.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1685.

Pilotage ActAmt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E.I.) on M. for 1°, 1773.

Telegraph Subsidy Act Repeal (B. 117 1°*)
1820.

Concurrence-Parlt. Buildings, 1898; Cow
Bay works, payment for, 1976.

LARUE, Mr.
Mail Contract in Lévis (Ques.) 1151.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1357.
Dismissal of St. Romuald Postmaster (Ques.)

1628.
'L'Assomption River Navigation.

Ques. (Mr. Hurteau) 306.
LAURIER, Mr.

Dangerous cliff in Champlain-street, Qtsebec
(M. for Cor.) 179.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 660.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7 ('Ar.

Baby) on M. for 2', 993.
Dismissat of G. T. Tremblay, postmaster am

St. John's, Que. (M.for Cor.) 1399.
Dismissal of F. X. Dulac, postmaster at La-

naudiers (M. for papers) 1399.
Dismissal of Que. Lt..Gov., on Res. (Mr.

Mackenzie) 1782.
I. C. R., stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

(Que.) 1820.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1916, 1981.
Village poet-oflces (Ques.) 1982.

Law and Translation Departments, Anmal-
gamaUon of.

Com. appointed, 781.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Blake) 487,
Lennox, the Member for. See " ORDER,

PRIVILEGE AND PRoCEDURE."
Letellier, Hon. Luc. See " QUEBEc."

Lévis, Mail Contract in.
Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1151.

Library of Parliament. See " HousE oF
CoaMoNs."

LITTLE, Mr.
Toronto Custorn-house employés (M. for

statsment) 1376.
Loans, Dominion, terms on which negoti

ated.
M. for Ret. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 55.

Lobster Canning, Drawbacks on Exported
Tin Plate.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Ogden) 309.
Lobster Fishery in N. S. and Guf of St.

Lawrence.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 1039.

Lockport Harbour Buoy, N.S.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Bhelburne) 1039.

London and Chatham, Ont., Navigation
between.

Ques. (Mr. STkphenson) 484.
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London and Evelyn Post-offces, Ont.,
Mails between.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 504.
London, Canadian Permanent Represen-

tative in.
Ques. (1Mr. Blake) 46.

LONGLEY, Mr.
I.C.R., rolling stock awaiting repair, 149.
Inspection of smoked herring (Ques.) 306.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

657, 659.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 897.
B. C. Judges B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou)

on Amt. to 3' (Mr. Blake) 933.
Wassall's bridge patent (M. for papers) 949.
Supply-Penitentaries (St. Vincent de Paul)

1017; Rys. (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1711.
Ways and Means-On M. to recommit Res.,

1252.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2', 1656.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 3', 1664.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amit. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3, 1965.

Mail Contract bitween Victoria, B.C.,
and San Francisco.

Res. prop. (0r. Bunster) 496.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 904.

-Mail Con.tract in Lévis.
Ques. (Mr. LaRue) 1151.

Mail Printing Co. Incorp. B. No. 40
(Mr. McCarthy),

1°*, 268; 2°*, 306; in Com., 761 ; 3**, 761.

Mail Service between London and Evelyn
Post-Offices.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Oliver) 504.
Mail Service belween Victoria and <lCas-

siar, B. C.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 936.

Mail Service in Bruce.
M. for Cor. (MIr. Gillies) 1639.

Mail Service on Wellington, G1rey and
Bruce Ry.

Ques. (Mr. Gillies) 785.
Mail Service to Pelee Island.

M. for contract (ir. Oliver) 499.

MANITOBA.
A llotments to.3inors.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 80.
Land Sales.

M. for Ret. .Mr. Anglin) 156.
M. for Ret. (AIr. Charlton) 179.

Advertising Land Regulations.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 179.

Squatters on C. P. R. Reserve.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 349.

Provincial Buildings.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

Extension of Prov. Limits.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

Applications for Timber Limits.
M. for Ret. (Mtr. Drew) 508.

MANITOBlA.-COn.
Land Patents.

Ques. (Air. Royal) 873.
Dominion Land Settlement.

M. for 0. C. (Mr. Schultz) 880.
Land Warrants.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Crown Timber Permits.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
C. P. R. trains, running of.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Protection of Settlers.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1040.
Disputed Land Claims, Trial of.

M. for Reps. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.
Land A llotments.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 1628.
Ticket Agencies for, in Can.

Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 1820.
Man. Lands Claims Settlement B.

No. 94 (Sir J. A. Macdonald).
1*, 1099; 2°*, 1359; in Com., 1359; 3°*,

1359.
Man. S. Western Colonisation R.

0o'. Incorp. Act Amt. B. No. 63
(Mr. Schultz).

1°*. 509; 2°*, 590; in Con., 1699; 3*, 1699.
.-Marine and Fisieries Dept. Rep., cost of.

Ques. (Mr. Tassé) 1370.
Ques. (Mr. Houde) 1627.

Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amt.
B. No. 52 (Air. Shaw).

1', 379; 2 prep., 607: Deb. adj., 608.
Mar. Jurisdiction Act Anit. Act Fe-

peal B. No. 86 (Mr. Patterson, Essea).
1°*, 977.

Kar. Prove. claims Io Fishery Award.
See " Fishery Award."

far. Provs., Freight Rates to andjrom.
M. for statement (-Mr. Snowball) 498.

Mar. Provs., Herring Fishery Licenses.
Ques. (Sir. A. J. Smith) 1039.

Mar. Provs. Lobster Fishery.
M. for Ret. (Mr, Robertson, Shelburne) 133.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's
sImter Legalisation B. No. 5 (Mr.

Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
1*. 44; B. wdn. 196.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's
mister Legalisation B. No. 30 (Mr.
Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1°*, 196; 2' prop., 291; Amt. 6 w. h.
(Mr. Thampson, Haldimand) 296; Adj.
-Deb., 434; Amt. negatived (Y. 19, N. 140)
451; 2, 451; in Com., 590; Amt. (Mr.
Mills) 590; Amt. to Amt. (Mr. Wil-
liams) 593 ; Amt. to Amt. negatived, 594 ;
Amt. carried, 594; rep., 594; Amt. (Mr.
Houde) carried, 952; in Com., 953; rep.,
953; concurrence prop., 1381; Aimt. 6 m.
h. (Mr. Jones) 1393; Amt. to Amt. (Mr.
Houde) 1395; Ant. to Amt. negatived (Y.
10, N. 130) 1396; Amt. negatived (Y. 34,
N. 108) 1396; B. concurred in, 1397; on
M. for 3°, Amt. (Mr. Charlbon) negatived
(Y. 40, N. 102) 1397; 3°, 1397.
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Jfarriage withi a Deceased Wife's Sister.
14. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jones) 610.

MÂssoN, Mr.
Militia Rep. (presented) 44,
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber, 112,
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 247.
N.B. Militia drill camps (Ans.) 306.
Q. M. O. and O. Ry., 379,
Freight Rates to and from Mar. Prove., 498.
Immigration pamphlets, 503.
Militia Acte Amt. (B. 70, 1*) 583; on M. for

2°, 978; in Com., 985; on M. for 3°, 1661.
Militia annual drill (Ans.) 595,
Queen's Birthday Review at Quebec (Ans.)

596.
Militia Orders and "The Established Church"

(Ans.) 1039.
Supply-Militia (Brig.-Majors) 1361, (Ammu-

nition) 1363, (Clothing) 1364, (Drill Sheds)
1366, (R. Military College) 1366, (Military
Schools) 1367, (Guard at Rideau Hall)
1367.

10th Royals, Toronto, 1629.
Toronto Field Battery, 1639.
Concurrence -Militia (conversion of ordnane)

1894; Dempster gratuity (struck out) 1895.

Massue, Mr., Pet. against. See " ORDER,
PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

MASSUE, Mr.
Statement in reference to Pet., 1981.

Masters and Mates on Inland Waters.
Remarks (1ffr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.) 1917.

Matane Postmaster.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Fiset) 582.

Matane Wharf
Ques. ( Mr. Fiset) 786.
M. for statement (Mr. Fiset) 1398.

3Iýmbers, Return or Introduction of See
" Housa op CoMMoNs,"--also Yames.

MERNER, Mr.
G.T.R., uniform freight rates (Ques.) 198.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Im.

migration) 1349

MESSAGES FROM !IS EXCEL-
LENCY.

Commanding attendance of Commons in
Senate Chamber, 1, 977, 1851.

Transmitting O. C. containing cause as-
igned for removal of late Lt.-Gov. of

Quebec; 45.
Recommending grant (100,000) for relief of

distress in Ireland, 59.
Appointing Commissioners for management

of Internal Economy, H. of Com., 59.
Acknowledging with thanks the Address in

answer to the Speech from the Throne,
113.

Tranmitting Reply to Joint Address of both
Houses on the occasion of the accident to
the Vice-Regal Party, 483.

Transmitting Estimates for 1880-81, 483.
Transmitting Supplement .ry Estimates for

1879-80, 483.

MESSAGES FROM HIs EXCELLENCY.-Con,
Recommending grant in aid of sufferers by

fire in Hull, 1669.
Transmitting Supplementary Estimates for

1880-81, 1915.
Transmitting further Supplementary Esti-

mates for 1879-80, 1915.
Transmitting despatch and Cor. in reference

to vote for the relief of distress in Ireland,
2023.

MÈTHOT, Mr.
Usury Prohibition (Que.) (B. 15, 1*) 114.
Stratford 'obtoffice, 371.

Military or Police Bounty Warrants.
Ques. (31fr. Royal) 936.

Militia Acts Amt. B No. 70 (Mr.Masson).
1°*, 583 ; 2, 978 ; in Com., 982 ; 3°, 1661.

3ilitia Annual Drill.
Ques. (Mr. Caron) 595.

Militia Orders and " The Established
Church."

Ques. (Mr. Skinner) 1039.
Militia Review at Quebec on Queen's

Birthday.
Ques. (Mr. Caron) 596.

MrIis, Mr.
Address, on the, 37, 39, 41.
N.W.T., importation of cattle (Res.prop.) 54.
Ont. and Can. Territories Boundary (B. 9,

10*) 59.
Boundary between Ont. arnd norganised

Territories of Dom., on M. 1 >r Lom. (point
of Order) 64, 66.

B.C. Additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on
Res., 120

Financial Rets., on M. for Standing Order,
136.

Man. and N.W.T. Land Regulations, adver-
tising (2M. for statement) 179.

Payments under Indian Treaty No. 7 (M.for
statement) 179.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, 181.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

185, 186.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, on M.

for 0. C. (Mr. Fleming) 203.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2«, 230.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on -Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 262.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on
Amt. (Mr. Blake) 286.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2°, 296 ; in Com. (Ant.)
590.

Payment of annuities under Indian Treaties
4 and 6 (1f. jor statement) 308.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314.
Indian Instructors (31s. for O. C. and state-

ment) 348.
The Member for Lennox, on Aint. (MI.

Cameron, N. Victoria) 413.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) on

M. for 2', 479, 482; in Com., 596.
Snate expenditure (M. for statement) 495.

[INDEXj MES MTUL
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MILLS, Mr.-Con.
Mail contract between Victoria, B. C., and

S. Francisco, 497.
Immigration pamphlets, 503.
Riv, du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir C. Tupper) on M. for 1", 782.
Ways and Means, reception of Rep., on

Ques. of procedure, 926.
N. W. Mounted Police, 941.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2*, 958.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2°, 979; in Con., 983.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Kingston) 1014; In-

dians (N.B.) 1690, (B.C.) 1690, (Provisions
at annuity assemblies) 1697, (Schools) 1698;
Civil Gevt. (Dept. of Inland Revenue)
1838.

Ways and Mean.s-on M. to recommit Res.,
1295.

Indian Lands in B.C., 1634.
Ont. Boys' Reformatory B. 98 (Mr. McDonald,

Pictou) in Com., 1668.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., in Coin. on Res.

1749.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir. R.

J. Cartwright) 1832.
Tarif B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3°,

1853.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 2', 1855.
Concurrence-Publie Archives, 1888; Mete-

orological observatories, 1890; Dom.
Lands chargeable to capital, 1893; Dom.
Lands, outsideservice, 1894; Indians, B.C.,
1940; Indians, Man. and N.W.T., 1941.

Investigations under oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc.
Donald, Picton) on M. for 2, 1936.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. B. 95 (Sir J. A.
Macdonald) on M. for 3°, 1983.

Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-
donald) on M. for 2°, 1992.

C.P.R. Land Regulations, in Com. on Res.
(Sir J. A. Macdonald) 2001.

Minerals in Eastern T6wnships.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Miramichi River, nets seized on.
M. for Ret. (1fr. Snowball) 821.

Miramichi, Steam Dredge ai.
M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 821.

fiscellaneous Expenditure, H. of Coin.
M. for statement (Mfr. Charlton) 508.

MONGENAIS, Mr.
Cedars Canal (Ques.) 484.

Mfontmorency Election.
Judge's Report, 1 ; Announceinent of Certi-

ficate of Ret., 111 ; Member introduced,
111; Res., introduction on certificate of
Returning Officer not to form precedent,
112.

MONTPLAISIR, Mr.
St. Maurice Riv. improvement (Ques.) 1152.

Ilontreal and Province Line Ry. Co.
lacorp. B. No. 39 (3fr. Scriver).

1°*, 268; 2°*, 305; B. wdn., 745.
Montreal Assurance Co. B. No. 32

(fr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier).
1°*, 233; 2'* 286; in Com., 1893; 3*, 1893.

Montreal Canal Office, Dismnissal of A,
Cauchon.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Hoiton) 150.
Mfontreal Custon-house, Dismissal of 0.

Allard.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Vanasse) 508.

IMontreal Custom-house, Hardware valuer.
Ques. (Mr. Coursol) 569.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Coursol) 1377.

Montreal, Employw"n'i of Troops in, on
12th July, 1878.

Remarks, 987.
Montreal Examininq Warehouse.

M. for statement (2Mr. Desjardins) 178.
MIlontreal Rarbour Commiemtoners

Acts Amt. M. No. 194 (Mr, Pope,
Queen's, P. E. I.).

1*, 1917; 2°*, 1999; in Cam., 1999; 3°, 1999.
Iontreal River Police.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Desjardins) 178.
Montreal Telegraph Co. Acts Amit.

B. No. 65 (Mr Gault),
1°*, 509; 2'*, 626; in Com., 1470; 3,

1470; Sen. Amt. disagreed to, 1893.
Mortgage Regulation B. No. 11 (l r.

Orton).
1', 79; 2'prop., 953: 2, 977; in Com,,

1642; Ants. m., 1643; 3°, 1644.
Mount Pleasant, appointmnent of Post-

master at.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Williame) 1227.

MOUSSEAU, Mr.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 247.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2° (A mt.
6 m. h,) 362.

Stratford Post-office, 372.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 425.
Veterans (3f. for statement) 508.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 654.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1915.
Supply-Legislation (Books for Library) 1947.

Murray Canal.
M. for Reps. (41r. Keeler) 53.

MUTTART, Mr.
Civil Service, Inside Division (il. for Re?.)

171.
Bay Fortune Breakwater, P.E.I. (Qu's.) 234.
Mar. Prova. claims on Fishery Award, 795,

1200.
Freight Rates on P. E. 1. Ry. (M. for papers)

879.
Northern Light steamer, 883.
P. E. 1. Ry. (Ques.) 1628.
Supply-Post-office, 1912.

MCCALLUM, Mr.
Dom. Grange Incorp. Act Amt. (B. 33, 1°*)

233.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 329.
Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act. Ant. B. 52

(Mr. Shaw) on M. for 2', 608.
Ways and Means- on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 661 ; on M. to concur in Res. (saw-
loge) 1329.

MIL MON [SEîsioN, 1880.]
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MCCALLLEM, Mr.-Con.
10th Royals, Toronto, 1631.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1746.
Supply-Canals, 1796, (Welland) 1809.
Masters and Mates on Inland Waters, 1917.

MCCARTHY, Mr.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 96.
Ry. Commissioners Court (B. 20, 1') 153,154.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183, 184, 186, 190.
Niagara Grand Island Bridge Co. (B. 35, 1°*)

233.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act. Amt. (B.

37, 1°) 233 ; in Coin., 889.
Criminal Law Amt. (B. 38, l*) 233; on M.

for 2°, 480; in Com., 599.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Blake)
259.

Mail Printing Co. Incorp. (B. 40, 1*) 268.
Common Assaults Defendants Witnesses Act

Amt. (B. 41, 1°) 268; in Con., 601.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. (B. 54, 1°*) 416.
Beaver and Toronto Mutual Fire Insurance

Co. Act Amt. (B. 55, 1°*) 416.
Direct U.S. Cabli Co. Corporate Powers Ex-

tension to Can. (B. 72, °*) 594.
Northern Ry. Co. Act (M. to introduce Inter-

pretation B.) 609.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation (B. 76,

l'*)626; on N. for 2°, 761.
MCCUAIG, Mr.

Murray Canal, on M. for Reps. (Amt.)58.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2. (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 108; in Con., 222.
Stratford Post-office, 370.
Marriage with a Decea3ed Wife's Sister Le-

galisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w.h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimand) 441.

Relief of the distress in Ireland, 745.
Trent Waters Canal Surveys, 938.
Supply-Canals, 1795.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. 3 m.h. (Mr. Ross, W.
Middlesex) 1972.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.
Oaths of Office (B. 1°) 2.
Sel. Standing Coms. (in.) 3; Com. to strike

(m.) 56.
Macdonell, J. A.. breach of privilege case, 4,

44, 182, 183, 185, 188.
Address, on the, 23.
Argenteuil Election, introduction of M-mber

(Res.) 45.
Permanent Representative of Can. in London

(Ans.) 46.
Parly. Printing contracts (Ans.) 46.
Boundary between Can. and Ont. (A ns.) 46;

on M. for Coin., 64, 73.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (Ans.) 56;

(Res.) 126, 128 ; (X. for Ad.) 180, 181;
(rernarks) 745.

C.P.R., Imperial aid to (Ans ) 56.
Notices for Public Bs., 79.
Library Com. (ni ) 79,
Printing Com. (JI. for Mfess. to &n.) 79.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 1', 80; on M. for
2°. 239. 1

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Sable Island, Telegraphic communication

with (Ans.) 80.
Stratford Post-office and Custom-house (Ans.)

80.
Allotments to minors in Man. (Ans.) 80.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 106 ; in Com., 221; on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 286.

Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, 112; (M.
to concur in Ad.) 353.

B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on
Res., 118.

Financial Returns, on M. for Standing
Order, 136, 289, 290.

C.P.R. Land Commission (Ans.) 155.
Man. and N. W.T. land sales, on M. for

Ret., 158.
The Member for Lennox, on M. to refer Pet.

(Mr. Casey) 197 ; (remarks) 281, 380; on
Amt. (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria) 413.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
for 2°, 228.

Parly. Printing contract (31. to instruct
Printing Com. to enquire) 233.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to adj. Deb. on 2, 305; on
Amt. (Mr. Mills) 590; on Amt. to Amt.
(Mr. Williams) 593.

Timber Transmission, Tariff' of Tolls, on M.
to refer Re%. to Com. of Wh. (Mr. White,
N. Renfrew) 313.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 319, 329.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 335.
Public Officers' Security B. 28 (Sir S. L.

Tilley) in Cam., 352.
Stratford Post-of6ice, 369.
Private Bs. Pets., on Ms. to extend time,

452, 611.
Private Bs., on Ms. to extend time, 453,

611.
N .W.T. Acts Consolidation (B. 57, l) 453.
Panama, line of steamers to (Ans.) 484.
Govt. Life Insurance (Ans.) 484.
Cape Negro Island Harbour, N.S. (Ans.)

484.
Shelburne Harbour Fog Whistle (Ans.) 484.
Fourché Harbour Fog Bell (Ans.) 484.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 490.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. laggart)

on M. for 2°, 590.
Audit of Parly. Accounts, 595, 1326.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (à1r. McCarthy)

in Com., 597.
Northern Ry. Co. Act., on M. to introduce

Interpretation B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister, on

M. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jones) 610.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (remarks) 649;

(M. to adj. for funeral) 657.
Govt. Business to have precedence on Thurs.

days (Bes.) 657.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)

660.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 76

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 761.
Private Bs. Reps., on M. to extend tme

871.
Chinese, Pets, in relation to, on M. to print,

872.
Superannuation Fund (Ans.) 873.

[INDEX.] MCD MCD
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MACDoNALD, Sir John A.-Con.
Commercial Union with U.S. (Ans.) 873.
Man. Land patents (Ans.) 873.
Extradition, on Res. (Mr. Blake) S76.
Military or Police Bounty Land warrants

(Ans.) 936.
Crown Timber permits in Man. (Ans ) 936.
Appointinent of Mr. Trutch in B.C., 937.
N. W. Mounted Police, 941.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom

(B. 88, 1**) 977 ; on M. for 2°, 1857, 1872.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 978,
S (A mt.) 1183.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2°, 980 ; in Com., 982 ; on reception of
Rep. of Com.; 987.

Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1008.
Supply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N. W. T.) 1009; Penitentiaries
(Kingston) 1012; Legislation (Extra Clerks)
1029, (Library) 1038 ; Public Works and
Buildings (Nanaimo P.O.) 1369; Ocean and
Riv. Service (Mail Subsidies, Brazil) 1675;
Geological Survey (Removal of Museum)
1688; Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1688, (N.B.)
1690, (B.C.) 1690, (Grist Mill) 1694, (Pro-
visions at annuity assemblies) 1696,
(Schools) 1698, (Man. and N. W.) 1811,
1946; N. W. Mounted Police, 1813; Civil
Govt. (Dept. of Interior) 1838, (Dept. of
Inland Revenue) 1839 ; Dom. Lands (Ont-
side Service, B. C.) 1849, (Man.) 1952;
Public Works and Buildings (Geological
Museum) 1884; Miscellaneous (Relief of
Distress in Ireland) 1886, (Compensation
to members of N. W. Mounted Police)
1952, (Indian curiosities) 1955, (Superan-
nuation Refunds) 1955.

Indian Laws Consolidation (B. 90, 1°*) 1016;
on M. for 2*, 1989; in Com., 1997.

Trust and Loan Co. (remarks) 1038.
Protection of Man. settlers (.ns.) 1040.
Can. Public Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)

1051).
Man. Lands Claims Settlement (B. 94, l')

1099 (Vol. ii).
N.W.T. Criminals Trials Fees (Res. in Com.)

1099 (Vol. ii).
Ways and Mean-on M. to recommit Res.,

1130; on Amt.0 (Mr. Paterson, S. Brant)
embossed books 1327.

Queen's Birthday Review at Quebec (Ans.)
1151.

Dom. Lands Act Amt. (B. 95, 1°*) 1151 ; on
M. for 3°, 1982.

Dom. Lands Act Extension to B.C. Act
Riepeal (B. 96, 1°*) 1151.

Immigration of British Tenant Farmers
(Ans.) 1152.

Fisbery Privileges in Ottawa Riv., on M. for
Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumberland)
on point of Order, 1162, 1164.

Insolvent Cos. Winding-up B. 97 (Mr.
Abbott) on M. for 1°, 1229.

Govt. business to have precedence on Mon-
days (Res.) 1262.

Protectioa to brakesmen on Rys. (Ans.)
1370.

Sandford Fleming (Ans.) 1370.
Naturalisation Laws (Ans.) 1371.
Bridge across St. John Riv., N.B. (Ans.)

1371.

MACDONALD, Sir John A.-Con.
C. P.R., commencement of construction in

B.C. (Ans.) 1627.
Mar. Land allotments (Ans ) 1628.
Compensation to Mrs. Garrett for Rebellion

losses in Man. (Ans.) 1628.
10th Royals, Toronto, 1630, 1632.
Indian Lands in B.C., 1636.
N. W. Mounted Police Force, 1638.
Chinese Immigration, on M. for Sel Coin.

(Mr. DeCosmos) 1641.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Ortan) on

Amt. (Mr. Orton) 1643.
Mrs. John Young Annuity (Res. in Com.)

1660, (B. 110, 1°*) 1661.
Hull Fire Relief grant (X. for Com.) 1669;

in Com., 1669.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. tu recominit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1688.

Dom. Notes Act Amt., in Com. on Res.,
1751.

Govt. business to have precedence on Wed-
nesdays (Res.) 1772.

Civil Service Reform (Ans.) 1772.
Mr. Mackenzie's resignation of Opposition

Leadership, 1815.
P.E.I. Judges' salaries, 1821.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope. Queen's,

P.E I.) on M. for 2°, 1855 ; on Sen. Amts.,
1984.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E.I.) in Com., 1880.

Concurrence-Dom. Lands chargeable to
capital, 1891; Parlt. Buildings, 1899 ; Dom.
Lands, 1900 ; Indians, B.C., 1940; Indians,
I an. and N. W.T., 1941.

Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (M r.

Blake) to Res., 1928.
Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc

Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2', 1936 ; in
Com., 1938.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1956.
Pet. against Mr. Massue, 1981,
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 2', 1999.
Panama Canal, on M. for 2* Supply B., 2007.
Session's work, on M. for 2* Supply B.,

2012.
Preservation of order in the House, on M.

for 2' Supply B., 2014.
Parly. Printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2016, 2022.

Close of the Session, 2023.

MnCDOoLD (King's, P.E.I.,) Mr.
Souris Works, P.E.I. (Ques.) 234.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 578.
Mar. Prove. claims on Fishery Award, 1201.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2, 1656.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1921.
National Policy, Pet. against, on M. for 2*

Supply B., 2011.

McDoNAiD (Pictou), Mr.
Penitentiaries Rep. (presented) 44.
Constttutionalty of Temperance Act, 1878

(Ans.) 45.
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MCDONALD (PictOu) Mr.-Con.
Boundary between Can. Territories and Ont.,

67.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct Judges (Res.) 114.
Dismissal of D. H. Waterbury (Ans.) 155.
Dorchester Penitentiary (Ans.) 198.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal

B. 13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 236.
B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges (B. 44,

1°) 270, 275; on Amt. to 3° (Mr. Blake)
933.

Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on
M. to concur in Amt., 285; on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) 351.

Codification of Criminal Laws (Ans.) 306.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 338, 346, 347.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2°, 361.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 419, 429.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy)

on M. for 2°, 481.
Leeda and Grenville County Judgeship, 487.
Keewatin Jail Accommodation (Ans.) 569.
N. W.T. and Keewatin Prisonera' safe-keep-

ing (B. 77, 1°*) 657.
Amalgamation of Sen. and H. of Com. Law

and Translation Depts. (M. to appoint
Com.) 781.

Cruelty to Animals Act Amt. (B. 83, 1°*)
873; on M. for 2', 1665.

Official Assignees' Rets. (Ans.) 873.
Supreme and Exchequer Ct. Act Amt. B. 37

(Mr. McCarthy) in Com., 890.
Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance Cos.

winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for2,
892.

Supreme and Exchequer Cts., 950.
Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) in

Com., 983.
Stpply-Adm. of Justice (Magistrates' Ex-

penses, N.W.T.) 1009, (Circuit allowances,
B.C.) 1010; $Police, 1010; Penitentiaries,
(Kingston) 1010, (St. Vincent de Pauli
1015, (Dorchester) 1017; Civil Govt. (Dept.
of Justice, Penitentiaries Br.) 1837.

Dorchester Penitentiary (B. 91, 1°*) 1016.
Better Prevention of Crime Act continuation

(B. 92, 1°*) 1016.
Confliets of magisterial jurisdiction in Kee-

watia (Ang.) 1040.
Mar. Provo. Claims on Fishery Award, 1210.
Ont. Boys' Reformatory (B. 98, l*) 1230 ; on

M. for 2°, 1666; in Com. 1668.
P.E.I. Juvenile Offenders' Reformatory (B.

99, 1°*) 1230.
Ont. Girls' Industrial Refuge (B. 100, 1°*)

1230.
Offence against the Person Act Amt. (B.

103, 1°*) 1470.
Building Societies aad Loan Cos. Relief (B.

105, 1°*) 1626.
Investigations under Oath (B. 113, 1**) 1723;

on M. for 2°, 1935 ; in Com., 1937.
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. B. 106 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's. P.E.I.) on M. for 3°. 1854.
Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,

P.E.I.) on M. for 2°, 1856 ; in Com., 1915.
Piolatage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope,Queen's,

P.E. I) in Com., 1878.
Q. M. O. and O. Ry. (B. 118, 1°*) 1852 ; on

withdrawal of B., 1998.

MCb M CD
McDONALD (PictOu) Mr.-Con.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal Justice
(B. 119, 1°*) 1852; on M. for 2°, 1939.

Criminal Evidence Law Amt. (B. 120, 1**)
1852; on M. for 2°, 1940; in Com., 1940.

Lambton Coucty Ct. Judge (Ans.) 1982.
Macdonell, John A., Breach of Privilege

Case. Ses " ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND Pno-
cEDURE."

Macdonell, 1r.
Return of, 2; Introduction of, 2.

MACDONELL (N. Lanark), Mr.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

193.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reluction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2*, 901.
Junior Judge of Stormont, Dundas and Glen.

garry (M. for Cor.) 977.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.
Supply-Canals, 1805.
Parly. Printing contract, on M. to concur in

Rep. of Com., 2021.

MAcDONNELL (Inverness), Mr.
Address, on the, 40.
Accidents on I.C.R. (M. for Ret.) 58.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., .95.
Criminal Procedure Law Amendnent B. 14

(Mr. Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 1',
114.

I.C. R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 145.
Port Hood Wharf repairs (Ques.) 155.
Dismissal of Fishery Ofiicers in Inverness (M.

for Ret.) 159, 161.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Con., 225.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acta Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 244.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors for N. S.

(Ques.) 306.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Fishery Award, claims of the Mar. Provs.

(Res.) 787, 797.
MACDOUGALL, Mr.

Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,
on M. for Com., 85.

Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
185.

The Member for Lennox, on Amt. (Mr. Cam-
eron, N. Victoria) 413.

Nelson Valley Ry. and Transportation Co.
Incorp. (B, 68, 1°*) 568.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for 2°, 588; on M. for Com. of Wh,
1280.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 656.
N.W. Mounted Police, 940.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amat. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1095.

Fishery privileges on Ottawa Riv., 1169.
C.P. R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1598.
Militia Acta Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 3°, 1663.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) (M. to recommit to Standing Com.)
1683.
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MCGREEVY, Mr.
Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship Co. Act

Amt. (B. 51, 1°*) 379.
MOINNES, Mr.

Li2htship on the Sand leads, Fraser River,
B.C. (Ques.) 155.

Stratford Post-office, 371.
IB.C. Penitentiary, charges against B. W.

Pearse (Ques.) 786.
Supply--Penitentiaries (B.C.) 1024.
C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1485.

MCIsAAc, Mr.
Free admission of Can. cattle into New-

foundland (Ques.) 569.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 573.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1188.

MtacLean, Roger & Co.'s claim for breach
of Printing Contract. See " CoNTRACTS."

MCKAY, Mr.
I.C.R. employés at Moncton, 139.
I.C.R. rolling stock awaiting repair, 146.
Supply-Fisheries, 1680 ; Rys. (I.C.R. and

P.E.I. Ry.) 1721.

MACKENZIE, Mr.
Macdouell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

4, 184, 186, 188.
Address, on the, 15, 36, 37, 42.
Removal of the late Lt. -Gov. of Quebec, 45.
Coteau du Lac Ry. Bridge (M. for Reps.) 47,

50.
Carillon Works contract (-Y. to print) 51 ; (31.

for Ret.) 55.
C.P.R. route via Peace River 'Valley or Pine

River Pass (.i for Reps.) 51, 52.
Negotiations with France and Spain (M. for

instructions to Commissioners) 53.
C.P.R. tenders and contracts (M. for Ret.) 55.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (Ques.) 56;

on Res., 126; on M. for Ad., 180.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Bills,

56, 57.
Boundary between Ont. and Can. Territories,

on M. for Com., 80.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 105.
Montmorency Election, introduction of Mem-

ber, 111, 112.
Accident to the Vice-Regal Party, 112 ; on

M. to concur in Ad. (sec.) 353.
Free admission of coal, 133.
Financial Returns (M. for Standing Order)

136 290.
LC.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 143.
Importation of grain in bond (M. for Ret.)

151.
Railway Commissioners Court B. 20 (Mr.

McCarthy) on M. for 1', 154.
Kaministiquia Riv'er, depth of water in,164,

165, 166, 167.
Baptist Union Incorp. (B. 27, 1°*) 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 206,

215.
The Member for Lennox, 281.
Banking and Currency (Ques.)282, (remarkg)

284.
Parlt. Grounds, claim of C. Vaux, 309.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 314, 325.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 335, 345.

MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Stratford Post-office, 373.
Q.M.O. and O. Ry. (a. for Cor.) 378.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors (M. for Ret.)

379.
C.P.R. contracts, on M. for statement (Mr.

McLennan) 392, 455.
Railway statistics, 417.
Private Bs. Pets., on Ms. to extend time, 452,

610.
Leeds and Grenville County Judgeship, 487.
Mails between London and Evelyn P.O., 505.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. surveys, 506. .
C.P.R. location by Marcus Smith, 506, 507.
Supply-on formal vote, 509 ; Arta, Agricul-

ture and Statistics (Census) 1332; Immai-
gration and Quarantine (Immigration)1332,
1881, (Quarantine) 1949; Militia (Cloth.
ing) 1363, (R. Military College) 1366,;
Public Works and Buildinga (Tele-
graphs) 1367, (Ottawa P.O.) 1368,
(Woodstock P.O.) 1368; Railways (C.P.R.
and I.C.R.) 1670, (I.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.)
1706, (Windsor Br Ry.) 1906; Geological
Survey (Removal of Museum) 1688 ;
Canals, 1802; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Inland
Revenue) 1839; Dom. Lands (Outside Ser-
vice, B.C.) 1849 ; Public Works and Buildà
ings (Parlt. Buildings) 1883, (Geological
Museum) 1884; Miscellaneous (Mr. Miall's
services, Judge Armour's services) 1885.
Arts, Agriculture and Statistics (Quebec
Exhibition) 1948.

Ways and Means-on the Budget, 559; on
M. to receive Rep. of Com., 611 ; on Ques.
of procedure, 926; on Res. 1, items 7 and 18,
927 ; item 47, 928, 929 ; on Res. 2, item 5,
931; on M. to recommit, 1104, 1324.

Printing of a Parly. paper (remarks) 569.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, 571.
Audit of Parly. accounts, 595.
Stock Brokers' Regulation B. 42 (Mr. Gir.

ouard, Jacques Cartier) on M. for 2*, 606.
Northern Ry. Co. Act, on M. to introduce

Interpretation B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister, on

M. to print a Pet. (Mr. Jones) 610.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton (remarks) 650.
Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com., 660.
Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir. C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Welland Canal, opening of navigation (Que..)

783.
Mar. Provi. claims on Fishery Award, 797,

978.
Immigration pamphlets, 810.
Chinese, Pets. in relation to, 872.
Chateauguay Electoral District (M. to is"e

writ) 904.
Appointment of Mr. Trutch in B.C., 937.
Trent Waters Canal surveys, 938.
N.W. Mounted Police, 942.
LC.R., supply of nut-locks, 943.
I.C.R., carriage of sugar from Halifax, 944.
Militia Acta Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.

for 2*, 978 ; in Comn., 985; on reception of
Rep. of Com., 987.

Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1008.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res,
(Mr. Charlton) 1090.

Fishery privileges in Ottawa Riv,, on M. for

MCG MCK [SESSIONe 1880.]
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MACKENZIE, Mr.-Con.
Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumberland)
on point of Order, 1162, 1164.

Interference of Hon. R. W. Scott in Carle-
ton Election, on M. for Com., 1169.

Emerson and Turtle Mountain Ry. Co. Incorp.
B. 26 (Mr. Royal) on M. to withdraw Bill,
1227.

Precedence of Govt. businems, on Res.,
1262.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.

Prov. legislation (M. for Ret.) 1399.
Expropriation of Jas. Taylor's property for

C.P.R. (M. for Ret.) 1399.
C.P.R. on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply

(Mr. Blake) 1518.
10th Royals, Toronto, 1631.
Indian Lands in B.C., 1636.
Chinese immigration, on M. for Sel. Com.

(Mr. DeCosmos) 1640.
Quebec Tidal Dock completion, in Com. on

Res., 1659.
Hull fire relief grant, in Com., 1669.
Can. Telegraph Co. Incorp. B. 54 (Mr. Mc-

Carthy) on M. to recommit (Mr. Mac-
dougall) 1684.

Dismissal of Que. Lt.-Gov. (Res.) 1774.
Use of guaranteed bonds as security in Bank

Act (Ques.) 1788.
Resignation of Opposition Leadership (an-

nouncement) 1815.
Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.

88 (Sir J. A. Maodonald) on M. for 2°,
1865.

Concurrence-Dom. Lands chargeable to
Capital, 1892; Parlt. Buildings, 1898;
Payment to Mr. Miall, 1900; Cow Bay
works, payment for, 1977.

Montreal Telegraph Co. Acta Amt. B. 65
(Mr. Gault) on Sen. Amt., 1894.

Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.
Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Res., 1922 ; on

Aint. (Mr. Blake) 1930.
Officiai Rep. of Debates, 1956.

3fackenzie, Mr., Resignation of Opposi-
tion Leadership.

Announcement (Mr. Mackenzie) 1815.

McLENNlAN, Mr.
Inselvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (fr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 109.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

183.
C.P.R. contracta (M.for statement) 380, 478.
Mar. Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amnt. B. 52

(Mr. ShaMw) on M. for 20, 607.
l C.R. carriage of sugar from Halifax, 945.
Sppl--Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1032.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1092.

C.P.R., on Amt. to M. for Com. of Supply
(Mr. Blake) 1606.

Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1763; on M. for
2- B. 115, 1980.

Concurrence-Welland Canal, 1977.

McLeod, Mr.
Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

MACMILLAN, Mr.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B. 79

(Mr. McCarthy) on M. for 2°, 761.
Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.

Colby) on M. for 2°, 1652.
Claim of Mrs. W ood (M. for papers) 1G59.
Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902.

MCQUADE, Mr.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-

gration) 1351.

National Policy, Pet. against.
Remarks (Mr. Macdoncald, King's, P.E.I.)

2011.
Naturalisation Laîws.

Ques. (31r. Kranz) 1371.
Negro Point Breakwater.

M. for Ret. (M1fr. Weldon) 150.
Nelson Valley Ry. and Transporaa-

tion Co. Incorp. B. No. 6S (Mr.
Macdougall).

1°*, 568; 2°*, 626 ; in Com., 1470 ; 3*, 1470.
New Brunswick Bank President,

Directors and Co. B. N o. 78 (Mr.
Burpee, St. John).

1°*, 661 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1381 ; 3°*,
1381.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
Claims against the Dominion.

Ques. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 198.
M. for Com. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 580.

Militia Drill Camps.
Ques. (Mr. Connell) 306.

Cattle Trade with Great Britain.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury,) 802.

Indian Commissioners and Lands.
M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 822.

International Bridges over St. John River.
Ques. (Mr. Costigan) 1152.

Indian Relief Grant.
M. for statement (21fr. Gillmor) 1398.

Newfoundland, free admission of Cana-
dian Cattle.

Ques. (31r. McIsaac) 569.
Newspaper Advertisements and Subscrip-

tions.
M. for statement (Mr. Fleming) 179.

Newspaper Reports, Incorrect.
Corrections, 454.

Niagara Grand Island Bridge Ce. B.
No: 35 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 625; 3°*, 761.

"Northern Light" and " Ulendon"
Steamers.

M. for Rets. (Sir A. J. Smith) 803.

"Northern Light " Steamer.
M. for statement (-Mr. Hackett) 883.

Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation
B. No. 76 (Mr. McCarthy).

1°*, 626); 2°, 761.

N. W. Colonisation Land Co. Incorp.
B. No. 74 (Mr. Schultz).

1°*, 608; 2°*, 952; M. for Com., 1641; Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Charlton) 1641 ; Deb. adj.,
1641; B. wdn., 1699.
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N. W. Territories Acts Consolidation
B. No. 57 (Sir J. A. Macdonald).

1', 453; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1915; 3°, 1915.
N. W. Territories and Keewatin

Prisoners Safe-keeping B. No. 77
(Mfr. JcDonatd, Pirtou).

1°, 657; B. wdn., ]935.
NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES.

Inportation oJ Cattle.
Res. proposed (Mr. lfuls) 54.

Land Sales.
M. for Ret. (fr. A nglin) 156.
M. for Ret. (3fr. Charlton) 179.

Advertising Land Regulations.
M. for statement (Mr. M1ills) 179.

Applicationfor Timber Limits.
M. for.Ret. (Mr. Drew) 508.

Hudson's Bay Co., purchase of supplies fron.
M. for instructions (.Mr. Drew) 821.

Dominion Land Settlement.
M. for O.C. (Mr. Schultz) 880.

Land Warrants.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

Collection of Customs Duties.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

N. W. Mounted Police.
M. for Ret. (3fr. Stephenson) 940.
M. for statement (3fr. Coursol) 977.
M. for Ret. (,Mr. Royal) 1637.

Criminal Trials Fees.
Res. (Sir. J. A. Macdonald) considered

in Com. of Wh., 1099.
Supplies for Police and Indans.

M. for tenders (Mr. Ryan, Mfarquette) 1398.
Import duties.

M. for Ret. (fr. Schutz) 1399.

NOVA SCOTIA.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors.

Ques, (3fr. AacDonnell, Inverncs) 306.
Lobster Fishery.

Ques. (Mfr. Robertson, Shelburne) 1039.
O'CONNOR, Mr.

Postmaster-General's Rep. (presented) 43.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 344.
Stratford Post-office, 373.
Mail contract between Victoria, B.C., and

S. Francisco, 497.
Pelee Island -Mail service, 500.
Mails between London and Evelyn P.O., 505.
Mail service on Wellington, Grey and Bruce

Ry. (Ans.) 785.
Supply-Civil Govt. (Dept. of Postmaster-

G(eni.) 1839; Collection of Revenues (P,O.)
1909

Mr. Cameron's vote on concurrence, 1902.
Concurrence-Post Office, 1946
Village post-offices (Ans.) 1982.

Offences against the Perin Act
Alnt. B. Lo. 10; (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1°, 1470; 20*, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3°*,
1669.

Officiai Assignees, Appointments of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Caneron, S. Huron) 151.

Official A ssignees' Returns.
Ques. (Air. Gunn) 873.

OGDEN, Mr.
Drawbacks on exported tin plate used in

lobster canning (M. for Cor.) 309.
Northern Light steamer, 886.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1195.
Ways and feans-on M. to recommit Res.,

1260.
St. Francis Harbour surveys (M. for Reps.)

1398,
New Harbour surveys (. for Reps.) 1398.
Riv. St. Mary's surveys (M. for Reps.) 1398.
Indian Harbour surveys (M. for Reps.) 1398.
Brennan's Cove surveys (M. for Reps.)

1398.
OLIVER, Mr.

Credit Valley Ry., right of way in Toronto
(M.for Ret.) 150.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors' Superannua-
tion Money refund (Ques.) 155.

Expenses of visit of British Tenant Farmers
to Canada (Af. for statement) 178.

Dismissals, Superannuations, Transfers and
Appointments since Feb., 1879 (M. for
-Ret.) 178.

Weights and Meas. Inspectors' Superannua-
tion Fund (M. for statement) 348.

Wright's Contract for Pelee Island Mail
Service (M. for contract) 499.

Mails beiween London and Evelyn P.O. (.
for Ret.) 504.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)
on M. for 2°, 586; on M. for Com. of Wh.,
1283.

Ways and feans-on M. to receive Rep. of
Coin., 668.

Dom. Lands in N.W., 882.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on M.

for 3° (Ant.) 1644.

Ont. and Can. Territorles Boundary
B. No. 9 (Mfr. Mfill).

1°*, 59.
Ont. and Pacifie Junction Ry. Co.

Incorp. Act. Amt. B. No. 50 (Mr.
Jilliams).

1°, 379; 2', 472; in Com., 1380; 3°*
1389.

Ont. and Que. Savings Banks B. No.
127 (Sir. S. L. Tilley).

1°, 2023; 2°*, 2023; in Com., 2023; 3°*,
2023.

Ont. Disputed Territory Criminal
Justice, Bé No. 119 (Mr. McDonald,
Pictou).

1°, 1852; 2*, 1939; in Com., 1940; 3°*,
1940.

Ont. Indnstrial Befuge for Girls B.
No. 100 (Jir. AfcDonald, Pictou).

1°, 1230; 2*, 1669; in Com., 1669 ; 3°*,
1669.

Ont. Reforimtatory for Boys B. No.
98 (Ar. McDonald, Pictou),

1°, 1230; 2, 1666; in Com., 1666; 3°*,
1669.

ONTARIO.
Boundary between Ont. and unorganised Ter-

ritories of Canada.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 46. M. for Com. (Mr.

Dawson), 59; Deb. adj., 76; adj. Deb.,
80 ; M. agreed to (Y. 123, N.52)101 ; M.
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ONTARIO.-Con.
for Copy of Award (Mr. Cameron S.
Huron) 174 ; M. for Ret. of Legal Ex-
penses of Commission and Arbitration
(Mr. Wkite, Cardwell) 180.

Export of Iron Ore.
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1399.

Ontario, South Riding, Election.
Supreme Ct. Judgment, 4.

Opening of Parliament, See " PARLIA-
MENT, "

Opposition Leadership, Resignation of Mr.
Mackenzie.

Announcement (fr. Mackenzie) 1815.

ORDER, PRIVILEGE, AND PROCEDURE,
QUESTIONS OF.

ORDER.
Motion for Com. on Ont. Beundary ob.

jected to (Mr. Mills) as B. to define
boundary has passed 1°. Ruled in
order (Mr. Speaker) 64.

Northern Ry. Co. B., not printed. Ruled
ont of Order (Mr. Speaker) 609.

Mr. Cameron's Vote objected to (Mr.
Caron) as Member not in the House
when question was put. Mr. Cameron
states he heard the question put.
Ruled that vote must be recorded
(Mr. Speaker) 1902.

PyrviTEGE.
Macdonell, John A., Remarks (Mr. Mac-

kenzie and Sir John A. Macdonald) 4;
Order for attendance made, 44 ; hear-
ing and determination of the case, 182.

Hooper, Edmund, Member for Lennox.
M. to refer Pet. (21fr. Casey) 196; De-
bate adj., 197 ; Remarks, 281, 380;
Adj. Deb., 395; Amt. not to refer
(.Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria) 410;
Amt. carried, 414.

Sproule, Mr., Seat in the Uouse.
Remarks, 349.

Jassue, Louis H., Member for Richelieu,
Pet. against. Remarks (Mr. Meusseau
and others) 1915 ; Statement (Mr.
Massue) 1981 ; Pet. wdn., 1982.

PROCEDURE.
Bills, Insolvency Acts Repeal (21essrs.

Colby and Béchard). Ques. as to re-
printed B. being handed to Mr.
Speaker on 1° ; Discussion, 56, 77.

Public Bil, Printing before introduction
objected to (Mr. Blake) ; objection
sustained and rule to be enforoed (Mr.
Speaker) 78.

,Public Bills, Notices for introduction
should appear on Notice Paper (Mr.
Holton) ; orders to that effect to be
given (Mr. Speaker) 79; new rule to
be observed (Mr. Speaker) 112.

Documents Read. Ruled that Members
reading them must be prepared to lay
thema on the Table (Mr. Speaker) 1165.

Petition against Mr. Massue. Ruled no
discussion on presentation of Pets.
without motion (Xr, Speaker) 1915.

ORTON, Mr.
Mortgage Regulation (B. 11, 1°*) 79 ; on M.

for 2', 953, 974; on Rep. of Com. (Amt.)
1643.

Macdouell, J. A., breach of privilege case,
195.

Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on
M. for 2°, 231.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 739.

Govt. Bank Inspection (Res. wdn.) 803.
Trust and Loan Co. (correction) 1038.
Supply-Indians (B.C.) 1693.
Parly. Printing Contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep.' of
Com., 2020.

Ottawa River Fishing Privileges.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Cockburn, W. Northumber-

land) 1152.
OUIMET, Mr.

Dual Representation Abolition Act Amt. (B.
59, 1l*) 453.

Dismissal of Que. Lt. Gov., on Res. (Mr.
Mackenzie) 1781.

Supply-Ilarbours and Rivs. (Ont.) 1950;
Miscellaneous (Todd's " Parly'. Govt.")
1954.

Panama Canal.
Remarks (Mr. Colby) 2002.

Panama, Line of Steamers to.
Ques. (1Mr. Domville) 484.

Paris Exposition, 1878, Expense to Can.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 977.

vadriamt, 4th, 9ession 2ndl, 1880, 43
uitaia.

Meeting, 1: Opening, 2; Speech from the
Throne, 2; Bills As8ented to, 977, 1851,
2024; Prorogation, 2026.

Parliamentary Printing Contract. See
" CONTRAcTs.

Parliament Grounds, claim of Calvert
Vaux.

M. for papers (Mr. Domville) 308.
PATERSON (S. Brant), Mr.

Address, on the, 43.
Toronto Custom-house defalcations (M. for

statement) 176.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 210.
Inland Revenue (M. for O.C.) 349.
Immigration pamphlets, 502, 819.
Ways and feans-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 724; on Res. 1, item 7, 926; on M.
to receive Rep. of Com. with Amts. (Amt.
to transfer Embossed Books to Free List)
1326.

Supply-Indians (Man. and N.W.T.) 1810.
Concurrence-Indians, Man. and N.W.T.,

1943.
Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 2°, 1989 ; in Com., 1996.
PATTERSON (Essex), Mr.

Maritime Jurisdiction Act Repeal (B. 86;
1°*) 977.

Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7
(Mr. Baby) on M. for 2°, 997.

Restrictions on importation of Amer. cattle
(Ques.) 1040.
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PATTERSON (Essex), Mr.-Con.
Fishery privileges on Ottawa Riv., 1161.
Parly. printing contract, on M. to concur

in Rep. of Com. (Amt.) 2016, (wdn.) 2021.

Pearse, B. W., charges against.
Ques. (Mr. M11cInnes) 786.

Pelee Island Mail Service.
M. for contract (3r. Oliver) 499.

PERRAULT, Mr.
Codification of Criminal Laws (Ques.) 306.
Tobacco seized in Charlevoix (31. jor state-

ment) 508.
Baie St. Paul Pier, surveys for (M1.ftr Rep.)

508.
Baie St. Paul Pier and Wharf (Ques.) 787.

Petitions of Right. See " Exchequer
Court."

Petit Rivière Breakwater.
M. for Rep. (M1fr. Kaulback) 377.

Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B.
No. 123 (.4r. Baby).

Res. in Com., 1917 ; 1°, 1921 ; 2*, 1973;
in Com., 1975 ; 3°*, 1975.

Petroleum Inspection Law Anit. B.
No. 4 (Mr. Colby).

1', 44; 2° prop., 1645.
Philipsburgh Breakwater.

Ques. (Mr. Baker) 380.
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. B. No.

106 (fr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.I.).
1', 1627; 2°*, 1854; in Com., 1854; 3", 1854.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. No. 116 (Mr.
Pope, Queen's, P.E.L).

1', 1772; 2°*, 1878; in Com., 1878; B. wdrn.,
2015.

PLATT, Mr.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 957.

PLumE, Mr.
Address, on the, 38.
Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in (M.

for Rep.) 161.
Vessels with cargoes for Fort William Ter-

minus, C.P.R. (M.for Ret.) 178.
Ventilation of the Chamber, 182.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 211.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acts Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 2°, 243.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 317.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House, 350.
Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on

Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 424.
C.P.R. contracts, 460.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on. M. for 2°, 589.
Suddkn death of Mr. Holton, 653.
Ways and M1feans-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 859.
Private Bills Reps.. on M. to extend time

(Mr. Langevin) 872.
Northern Light steamer, 887.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 965.
Inland Revenue Acts Consolidation B. 7

(Mr. Baby) en M. for 2°, 997.
SupplI-Penitcntiaries (Man.) 1023; Immi-

PLUrn, Mr.-Con.
gration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1333 ; Lighthouse and Coast Service, 1678;
Fisheries, 1682.

Can. Public Lands, on Res. (Mr. Charlton)
1061.

Fort Frances Lock (M. for Ret.) 1372.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Le-

galisation B. :)0 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. 6. ni. h. (Mr. Jones)
1393.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com.
of Supply, 1538.

Petroleum Inspection Law Amt. B. 4 (Mr.
Colby) on M. for 2', 1657.

Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
for 3' 1662.

Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1754.
Official Rep. of Debates, 1818.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir. R.

J. Cartwright) 1836.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Res. (Mr. Baby) 1920.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3', 1963.

Close of the Session. 2023.
Police or MHilitary Bounty Warrants.

Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.
Pontiac Paciflc Junction Ry. In-

corp. B. No. '71 (Mr. White, N. Ren-
frew).

1°*, 594; 2°*, 626; in Com., 1699; 3°,
1893.

POPE (Compton), Mr.
N.W.T., importation of cattle, on ReR., 54.
Prehibition of immigrants' landing, 200.
St. Boniface, Man., Emigration Agent (Ans.)

416.
Immigration pamphlets, 501 ; on M. for

copies (Mr. Trow) 813, 817.
Eastern Townships minerals (Ans.) 785.
Cultivation of Canadian soil, pamphlets on

(Ans.) 786.
Restrictions on imporbation of Amer. cattle

(Ans.) 1040.
Supjly - Arts, Agriculture and Statistics

(Public Archives) 1331, (Patent Record)
1331, (Census) 1331, (Quebec Exhibition)
1948; Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1332, 1948, (Quarantine) 1949.

Concurrence-Public Archives, 1888; Census,
1888; Immigration, 1889.

POPE, (Queen's, P.E.I.), Mr.
Marine and Fisheries Rep. (presented) 44.
Mar. Provs. lobster fishery, 134.
Lightship on the Sand Heads, Fraser River,

B U. (Ans.) 155
Dismissal of Fishery Officers in Inverness,

160.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Sand Point

(Ans.) 197.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 329. 331.
Shelburne Harbour Lighthouses, 333.
Shelburne Hlarbour, Light at Surf Point,

376.
Port Stanley Lighthcuse (Ans.) 380.
Buctouche Harbour, N.B. (Ans.) 569.
Northern Light steamer, 885.
Herring fishery licenses in Mar. Provo.

(Ans.) 1039.
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POPE (Queen's, P.E.I.), Mr.-Con.
N.S. lobster fishery (Ans.) 1039.
Lockport Harbour buoy, N.S. (Ans.) 1039.
Jeddore Rock Lighthouse, N.S. (Ans.) 1040.
Croucher Island Lighthouse, Margaret's Bay,

N.S. (Ans.) 1040.
Fishery privilegos on Ottawa Riv., 1165.
Cost of Marine and Fisheries Dept. Rep.

(Ans.) 1370, 1627
Pictou Harbour Act Amt. (B. 106, 1') 1627;

on M. for 3°, 1854.
Wreeks Removal Law Amt. (B. 107; 1°)

1627 ; on M. for 2°, 1856 ; in Com., 1913 ;
on Sen. Amts., 1984.

Case of Timothy Sullivan, 1639.
Supply-Ocean and River Service (Dom.

Stoamers) 1675, 1951, (Water Police) 1677;
Fisheries, 1680; Steamboat Inspection,
1682; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Marine and
Fisheries) 1840; Collection of Revenues
(Customs) 1904.

Pilotage Act Amt. (B. 116, 1') 1772; in
Com., 1879.

Gaspereaux Riv. fisheries, N.S. (Ans.) 1820.
Can. Waters Navigation (Res. in Com.) 1886,

(B. 121, 1') 1886, on M. for 2°, 1998.
Concurrence-Lighthouses, 1889; payment

to Mr. Miall, 1901.
Montreal Harbour Commissioners Acts Amt.

(B. 124, 1°) 1917.
Masters and Mates on Inland Waters, 1917.

Port Credit Harbour Repair.
Ques. (Mr. Elliott) 306.

Porter's Lake Channel to the Sea.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (3fr. Kaulbach) 379.

Port Hood Wharf Repairs.
Ques. (Mr. MacDonnell, Inverness) 155.

Portneuf Election.
Judge's Certificate, 196.

Port Stanley Harbour Tolls.
M. for Rets. (3fr. Casey) 135.

Port Stanley Lighthouse.
Ques. (Mr. Arkell) 380.

Port Whitby Harbour Co. Act Amt.
B. No. 73 (Mr. Kirkpatrick).

1°', 608 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Com., 1380; 3°, 1380.

Postmaster at Mount Pleasant. See
" Mount Pleasant."

Post-o.fce Dismissal-D. H. Waterbwry.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 155.

Post-ofice Inspectors.
M. for statement (3r. Bourbeau) 939.

Post-oßices, Dutiable Coods in.
M. for instructions to Postmaste s

Fleming) 179.

Post-oßJlces in incorporated Towns.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 178.

Post-offlces in Villages.
Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1982.

Prevention of Crime B. No. 19
Blake).

1', 151; 2' prop., 417 ; Amt. 6 m. h.
Baker) 419; Amt. carried, 434.

(Mr.

(Mr.

(Mr.

Prince Albert, N. W.T., Shooting of Cat-
tle at.

M. for papers (Mr. Drew) 1398.
Prince County, P.E.I., Hlarbour Surveys.

M. for Reps. (Mfr. Hackett) 508.

P. E. I. Beformatory for Juvenile
Offenders B. No. 99 (3fr. MfcDonald,
Pictou).

1°*, 1230, 2°, 1669; in Com., 1669; 3'*,
1669.

PRINCE EDWAIRD ISLAND.
Claim ou Fishery Award.

M. for Ret. (4fr. Brecken) 129.
Salaries of Supreme Ct. Judges.

Remarks (Mr. Brecken and others) 1820.

Printing Conmittee's Report.
Remarks, 1982.

Printing, Confidential, Expenditure in
1878.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex) 151.
Printing -Contracts. See " CONTRACTS."
Printing of a Parliamentary Paper.

Remarks, 568,

Private Bills Petitions,
Ms. to extend time (Mr. Robinson) 151, 414,

451, 509.
Private Bills, Reception of

Ms. to extend time (Mr. Bobinson) 232, (fr.
Cameron, Y. Victoria) 453, (1fr. Drew)
611.

Private Bills Reports.
Ms. to extend time (Mr. Langevin) 870,

1449.

Privilege, Ques. of. See " ORDER, PnRv1-
LEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Promissory Notes Duties Act Exten-
sion B. No. 108 (-Mr. Baby).

Res in Com., 1659 ; 1°*, 1659 ; 2°, 1856 ; in
Com., 1857.; 3°*, 1857.

Prorogation of Parlianent. See " PAR-
LIAMENT."

Provincial Legislation.
M. for O. C., etc. (Mr Mackenzie) 1399.

Public Accounts.
Presented (Sir S. L. Tilley) 43.
M. to refer to Stand. Com. (Mr Kirkpatrick)

151.
Public Bills, notices for. See " ORDER,

PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Public Functionaries' Salaries Re-
duction B. No. 56 (Mr Bechard).

1', 416; 2° prop., 893; Deb. adj., 904.

Public Lands of Canada. See " Can.
Public Lands."

Public Officers' Security Act Amt. B.
N o. 28 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

1'*, 180, 2°*, 281; in Coin,, 352; 3°*, 352.

Publie Service Reform B. No. 43
(3fr. Casey).

1', 269,
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Quebec and Gulf Ports Steamship
Co. Act Amt. B* No. 51 (Mr. Mc-
Greevy).

1°*, 379; 2°*, 472 ; in Com., 761 ; 3°', 761.

Quebec and Lake St. Joln Ry. Co. See
" RA 1wAYs."

Que. and Ont. Ry. Ce. Incorpi B. No;
66 (Mr. Cameron, N. Victoria).

1°*, 509; 2°*, 626; B. wdn., 1819.
Quebec, Dangerous Cliff in Champlain-

street.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Laurier) 179,

Quebee. Montreal, Ottawa and Occi-
dental Ky. B. No. 118 (M-fr. McDonald,
Pictou).

10*, 1852; B. wdn., 1998.

Quebec Review on Queen's Lirthday.
Ques. (Mr. Caron) 596.
Ques. (M1fr. Donville) 1151.

Quebec Tidal Dock Completion B.
No. 109 (Sir S. L. Tilley).

Res. in Com., 1659; 1°*, 1660; 2°*, 1857;
in Con., 1857; 3°*, 1857.

QTEBEC.
Removal of the late Lieut..Governor.

Order in Council submitted by Message, 45.
Res. (M3fr. Mackenzie) 1774, negatived (Y.

49, N. 119) 1787.

Rails, Old, sold by Govt.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 151.

Railway Commissioners Court B.
No. 20 (Mr. MlfcCarth y).

1', 153.

RAILWAYS.
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

British Columbia Contracts.
Ques, (Mr. Blake) 45.

Georgian Bay Branch.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka)

46.

Route via Peace River Valley or Pine River
Pass.

M. for Reps. (Mr. &ackenzie) 51.

Tenders for Works since Jan., 1879.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 55.

Contracts.
Presented (Sir C. Tupper) 55.
M. for statement (Mr. McLennan)

Adj. Deb., 455.

Imperial Aid.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 56.

Land Commission.
Ques. (Mr. Blake) 155.

Fort William Terminus, Cargoes for.
M. for Ret. Mr. Plumb) 178.

Employés and Supplies, Expenditure f
M. for statement (Mr. Trow) 179.

380; ;

or,

Squatters on Reserve in Man.
M. for Ret. (Mfr. Ryan, Marquette) 349.

Telegraph.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Drew) 501.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Schultz) 1399.

RAILWAYs.-Can.
Location by Mr. Marcus Snit/,

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 506,
(Sir C. Tupper) 507.

Amt.

Trains, running of, at St. Boniface, Man.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 936.

Sale of Public Lande for. Sce ' Can.
Public Lands."

Payments for Lands expropriatedjor.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.

Expropriation of James Taylor's property.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 1399.

Govt. Policy.
Statement (Sir C. Tupper) 1399; Amt,

(Mr. Blake) 1425, negatived (Y. 49,
N. 131) 1626.

Commençement of Construction in B.C.
Ques. (Mr. Bunster) 1627.

Ratifßcation of Contract.
Res. (Sir C. Tupper) 2002.

Esquimalt-Nanaimo Section.
Remarks (1fr. DeCosmos) 2008.

INTERCOLONIAL RAILWAY.
Employés between Riv. du Loup and Chau-

dière.
M. for Ret. (1Mr. Grandbois) 55.

Accidents on.
M. for Ret. (Mr. MacDonnell, Jnverness)

58.
Dismissals and Appointments.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 136.
Employés at Moncton.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 139.
Rolling Stock awaiting Repair.

M. for Ret. (.Mr. Anglin) 140.
Employés.

M. for Rets. (Mr. Landry) 177.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Costigan) 349.

Connection at Quebec.
Ques. (Mr. Vallée) 198.

Branch at Lévis.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 485.

Riv. du Loup Branch Workmen.
M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 508.

Elgin Station.
Ques. (1Mr. Casgrain) 595.

Free Passes in 1878-9.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Burpee, Sunbury) 821

Freight Rates.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Hackett) 877.

Nut-locks, Cost of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 943.

Sugar carried from Halifax.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 944.

Lumber, Purchase of.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Anglin) 1227.

Discussion in Com. of Supply, 1699.
Stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1820.
GENERAL

Ontario Pacißc Junction Railway, aid to.
Ques. (Mr. Cockburn, Muskoka) 45.

Coteau du Lac Railway Bridge.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Mackenzie) 47.
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RAILWAYS.-Con.
Credit Valley Railway, Right of Wc

Toronto.
M. far at. (Mr. Oliver) 150.

QebMec and Lake &. Jak".
M. for Cor. (Mr. ValléM) 167.

Grand Trunk, Un(form Freiglit Rates.
Ques. (Mr. Merner) 198.

Campbellton Branch, P.E.I.
M. for papers (Mr. Hackett) 307.

New Station Houses in Prov. of Quebec.
Ques. (Mr. Landry) 307.
Ques. (Mr. Dumont) 1627.

INDEXJ

ay in

Northern.
M. for By-laws regulating tolls (Mr.

llaggart) 348.
M. for leave to introduce Interpretation

B. (Mr. McCarthy) 609.
Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Mackenzie) 378.
Statistics.

Remarks, 417.
Stations in Montmagny.

Ques. (Mr. Landry) 484.
Freight Rates to and from the Mar. Prove.

M. for statement (Mr. Snowball) 498.
Stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and Mont-

magny.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Landry) 505.

Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. Surveys.
M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 506.

Prince Edward Island Ry. Communcathon.
Ms. for papers (Mr Brecken) 572, 579.
Ques. (Sir A. J. Smith) 596.

Wellington Grey and Bruce, Mail Service.
Ques. (Air. Gillies) 785.

Freight Rates on L C.R. and P.E. L Ry.
M. for comparative statement (Mr. Hac.

kett) 877.
llreight Rates on P.E.L Ry.
1 M. for papers (Mr. Muttart) 879.
Coal Contracts for Govt. Ryâ.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, S'helburne)
942.

Protection of Brakesmen.
Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 1370.

P.E.L By.
Ques. (Mr. Muttart) 1628.

Rapid City and Souris River Colon.
isation ty. Co. Incorp. B. No. 69
(Mr. Bannerman).

10*, 568; 2°*, 626.

Rapid de Femme Salmon Hatckery.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Costigan) 581.

Real Estate Encumbrances Regulation
Bill. See " Mortgage"

Receipts and Expenditute charged to con-
solidated Fund.

M. for Ret. (Sir B. J. Cartwright) 508.

tecepts and LËxpenditure for la8t hal of
1879 and 1880.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

RED ]ROB

Receipts and LExpenditures under Weights
and Measures Act.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, West Middlesex) 151.
Red River and Assiniboine Bridge

Co. Incorp. B. No. 49 (Mr. White,
O ardwoel).

1°*, 379 ; 2°*, 472; in Com., 1641 ; 3°* 1641
Red River, Bridge at Winnipeg.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 594.
Red River, Dredging at JMouth of.

Ques. (Mr. Schultz) 198.
Relief of the Distress in Ireland. Me

"Ireland."
Reporting Debates. See "Debates."

Retutrn of New Members. See " HOUSE
or CoMMoNS,"-also Names.

Richelieu Elections.
Judge's Rep., 44; Remarks on Pet., 1915.

Richelieu, Member for, Pet. against. See
" ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

RICHIEY, Mr.
The Address (moved) 4.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award (Adj.

of Deb. m.) 791 , on Adj. Deb., 978, 1171.
Halifax Juvenile Offenders Act Amt. (B. 87,

1°*) 978.
Children Protection (B. 93, 1°*) 1038.

Rifles, Duties on.
M. for Cor. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 1398.

Rimouski Pier.
Ques. (Mr Fiset) 154.

Rivieredu Loup Br. Purchase Con-
firmation kt. Ne. SI (Sir C. Tupper).

1', 782; 2°*, 1359; in Com., 1359; 3°*, 1359.

ROBERTSON (Hamilton), Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2°, 110.
Criminal Procedure Law Amendinent (B. 14,

10) 113; on M. for 2', 355.
Expense of sending Government Oficials to

England (M.for Ret.) 178.
G.W.R. Provident Funds (B. 25, 1°*) 180.
Private Bs. Pets., on M. to extend time, 452.
S. Saskatchewan Valley Ry. Co. (B. 60, 1')

483.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 678, 756.
Dom. Lands in N. W., 880.
Lambton County Ct. Judge (Ques.) 1982.

ROBERTSON (Shelburne), Mr.
Sable Island, telegraphic communication with

(Ques.) 80.
Free admission of coal (M. for statement)

123.
Mar. Provs. lobster fishery (M. for Ret.) 133.
L C. R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 147.
Shelburne District Official Assignee (M.

Ret.) 151.
Dismissal of Fishery Officers, 160.
Strong Island Breakwater, N.S. (M. for Rep.)

180; (Ques.) 306.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Sand Point

(Ques.) 197; (,. for ReW.) 379.
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ROBERTSON (Shelburne) Mr.-Con. Ross (W. Middlesex), Mr,
Halifax Sugar Refinery, materials for con- Constitutionality of Temperance Act, 1878

struction of (Ques.) 307. (Ques.)45.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 323. Departmental printing and binding contractx
Shelburne Harbour Light-houses (M. for (X.for Pet.) 54.

.tatement) 333. Expenditure under Weights and Meau. Act
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point (Ms. (M. for Pet.) 151.

for Rets.) 375, 376, 379. Cenfidential printing expenditure (M. for
Cape Negro Island Breakwater (Ques.) 484 Pet) 151.

(M. for papers) 508. Election Act Amt. B. ô (Mr. Bolduc) on M.
Shelburne Harbour fog whistle (Ques.) 484, for 2% 230.

(M. for Cor.) 498. Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 315, 1807.
Jordan Bay Breakwater (Ques.) 785. Welland Canal, Sec&. 33 an4 34, tenders for
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 793, (M. for Pet.) 349.

1200. St. Anne'. works, Ottawa Riv., tenderd
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B. for (. for Pet.) 349.

56 (Mr. Béchard) 900. Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) èn
Ways and Means-on Res. 2, item 5, 930; on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr. Baker) 429,

M. to recommit Res., 1257. Printing of a Parly. paper, 568.
Govt. Ry. coal contracts (M. for Cor.) 942. Wayg and Meana-on M. to receive Rep. of
Geological survey of Shelburne, Queen's and Com., 638; on M. to recommit, 1115.

Lunenburg Counties, N.S. (M. for Cor.) Immigration pamphlets, 815.
950. Dom. Lands in N. W., 882.

Lobster fishery in N.S. (Que#.) 1039. Charges against Mr. Rykert, 1007à
Lockport Harbour buoy (Ques.) 1039. Supply-Legislati.n (Library) 1037; Arts;
Aid to distressed fishermen in Guysborough Agriculture and Stati5tics (Census) 1332;

(Ques.) 1039. Immigration and Quarantine (Immigration)
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope, 1332.

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 2', 1998. Militia.Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
iROBINSON, Mr. for 3', 1661.

Pets. for Private Bs. (Ms, to extend tine) 151, Official Rep. of Debates, 1819.
414, 451, 509, 610. Tarif' B. 102 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on M. for 3%

Charges against Armstrong, Inspector of 1853.
Leather, Toronto (M. for papers) 594. Petroleum Inspection Act Amt., in Com. on

Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on Can. TMrance 191 .
Amt. 6 m. Bowel) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for

Parly printing contract, on A ( t 3", 1958, (Amt. 3 m. (r) 1972.
Patterson, Essex) to M to concur in Rep. Royal Assent to Bis, 977, 1851, 2024.
of Com., 2019. Royal, ffr.

Roche Bay Pier. letnrn of, 2.
Ques. (.Mr. Rogers) 306. Introduction of, 2.

ROCHIESTER, Mr. ROYAL, Mr.Emerson and Turtie Mountain Ry. Co.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in Incorp. (B. 26, '), 180; (B. wdn.) 1227.

Com., 224, 225. Emerson Free Traffic Bridge (B. 36, l') 233.
Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, 571. Stratford Post-office, 375.
Can. Guarantee Co. (M.for statements) 583, Man. Prov. Buildings (Que.) 416.

(Ques.) 595, (explanation) 1888. Extension of limita of Man. (Que..) 416.
Interference of Hon. R. W. Scott in Carleton St. Boniface Emigration Agent (Que..) 416.

Electien (.M. for Com.) 1169. Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mn. Blake) on
Mr. Cameron's vote on Concurrence, 1902. Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Baker) 426.

ROGERS, Mr. Keewatin jail accommodation (Ques.) 569.
Roche Bay Pier, N.B. (Ques.) 306. Man. land patents (Que.) 873.

Military or Police Bounty land warrante
.Rondeau Harbour. (Ques.) 936.

Ms. for Rets. (Mr. Btephenson) 179. Crown timber permits in Man. (Que8.) 93G.
Collection of Customs duties in N.W.T.

Ross, (Dundas), Mr. (Ques.) 936.
Williamaburgh Canal, depth of water (M. C.P.R., running of trains nt St. Boniface

for Ret.) 174. (Ques.) 936.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in Supply-Penitentiaries (Man.) 1024 ; Indiana,

Com., 222. (Man. and N.W.) 1812; N.W. Monnted
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Police, 1814; Miscellaneous (Todd's

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques " Par]y. Govt.") 1954.
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson, Conflicts of magisterial jurisdiction in Kee-
Haldimand) 445. watin (Ques.) 1039.

Mortgage Regulation B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on M. Protection of Man. settlers (Que.) 14.
for 2', 970. Man. land allotmente (Qum.) 1628.

Bank Act Amt., on Res., 1762. N.W. Mounted Police Force (M. for Ree.)
Sunpply-sTCanals, 1797. 1637.
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RoYAL, Mr.-Con.
Concurrence-Indians, Man. and N.W.T.

1942.

Rustico, P.E.I,, Harbour.
Ques. (Mr. Brecken) 786.

RYAN (Marquette), Mr.
N. W.T., importation of cattle, on Res., 54.
G. W. Telegraph Co. Incorp. (B. 45, 1°*) 305.
Squatters on C.P.R. Reserve in Man. (M.

for Ret.) 349.
C.P.R. contracts, 472.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (M. to rejer

Pet.) 745.
Disputed land claims in Man. (M. for Rep.)

1398.
Settlement in St. Peter Parish, Man. (M. jor

Ret.) 1398.
C.P.R., payments for expropriated lands (M.

for Ret.) 1398.
Mounted Police and Indian supplies (M.for

tenders) 1398.

RYAN (Montreal Centre), Mr.
Ways and Mean8-on M. to re-commit Res.,

1235.
Supply-Ocean and Riv. Service (Montreal

Water Police) 1678'; Canals, 1800; Col-
lection of Revenues (Customs) 1843.

RYKERT, Mr.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 622, 626.

Charges made in Ont. Legislature (explana-
tion) 1002.

Supply-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics
(Quebec Exhibition) 1948.

Rykert, Mr., Charges against, in Ont.
Legislature.

Explanation and Remarks (Mr. Rykert and
others) 1002.

RyML, Mr.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case,

193.
.Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 318.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House, 351.
Private Bills Pets., on M. to extend time;

452.
Supply-Quebec Exhibition, 1948.

Sable Island, Telegraphic Communication
with.

Ques. (Mr. Robertson. Shelburne) 80.

Salmon Hatchery, Rapid de Femme, N.B.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Costigan) 581.

Sandford Fleming, Mr.
Ques. (Mr. Charlton) 1370.

Savings Banks Bill. See " Ontario."

SCHULTZ, Mr.
Allotment to minors in Man. (Ques.) 80.
Dredging at mouth of Red River (Ques.) 198.
Man. S. W. Colonisation Ry. Co. Incorp. Act

Amt. (B. 63, 1'*) 509.
Bridge over the Red Riv. at Winnipeg (M.

for Cor.) 594.
N. W. Colonisation Land Co. Incorp. (B. 74,

1°*) 608.
Dom. Lands in Man. and N.W.T. (M. for O.

C.) 880, 883.

ScHuLTz, Mr.-Con.
Supply-Public Works and Buildings (Red

Riv.) 1370; Indians (Provisions at Annuity
Assemblies) 1694; Miscellaneous (N.W.T.)
1809.

Telegraph lines between Red Riv. and Bat-
tlieford (M. for Ret.) 1399.

Amounts paid at York Factory (M. for Ret.)
1399.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com.
of Supply, 1624.

Hudson's Bay Co.'s claims, 1934.
Concurrence-Indians, Man. and N. W. T.,

1945.
Scott's Bay Harbour lorks.

Ques. (Mr. Borden) 198.

SCRIVER, Mr.
Montreal and Province Line Ry. Co. Incorp.

(B. 39, 1*) 268.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Ant. (Mr. Doniville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1087.

Militia Acts Amt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on M.
for 3°, 1663.

Supply-Indians (Ont. and Que,) 1688.
Petroleum Inspection Act Amt. B. 123 (Mr

Baby) on M. for 2°, 1973.

Securities (6 per cent.) outsta.nding.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.

Seduction, Actions for.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Farrow) 1659.

Select Standing Committees. See " Com-
MITTEES."

Senate Expenditure.
M. for statement (Mr. Mills) 495.
Res. (Mr. Kirkpatrick) 594, 610.

SHAw, Mr.
Insolvency Acte Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.
Criminal Procedure Law Amt. B. 14 (Mr.

Robertson, Hamilton) on M. for 2°, 360.
Maritime Jurisdiction Act Amt. Act Amt.

(B. 52, 1°) 379.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 971.

Shelburne Harbour Fog Whistle.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 484.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 498.

Shelburne Harbour, Light at Sand Point.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 197.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 379.

Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point.
M. for Rets. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 375,

379.
Shelburne Harbour Light-houses.

M. for statement (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne)
333.

Shelburne Ofial Assignee, Resignation of
M. for Ret. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 151.

Shelburne, Queen's and Lunenburg, N.3,
Geological Surveys in.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 950.

Ship Materials, .Drawback on.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
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[SESSION, 1880.]

Shippegan Gully Cliannel, N.B.
M. for papers (Mr. Anglin) 945.

SKINNER, Mr.
Militia Orders and " The Established Church"

(Que,#.) 1039.

Skins, undressed, inports of
M. for statement (Mr. Landry) 179.

SMITH (Selkirk), Mr.
Immigration pamphlets, 811, 817, 821.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 976.
Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. White,

Cardwell) to Amt. (Mr. Domville) to Res.
(Mr. Charlton) 1092.

Supply -Public Works and Buildings (Assini-
boine Riv.) 1369. (Man. Lieut.-Gov's Resi-
dence) 1950, (Miscellaneous) 1953; Rys.
(C.P.R.) 1671; Indians (provisions at
annuity assemblies) 1697; Collection of
Revenues (Customs) 1847; Dom. Lands,
1850.

Esquimalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to Res., 1933.

Bank Act Amt. B. 115 (Sir S. L. Tilley) on
M. for 2', 1980.

SMITH, Sir Albert J.
Dorchester, N.B., Penitentiary (Ques) 198.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, 344.
P.E.I. Ry. communication. 577; (Ques.) 596.
Criminal Law Amt. B. 38 (Mr. McCarthy) in

Corn., 600.
Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.

81 (Sir C. Tupper) on M. for 1', 782.
Glendon and Northern Light steamers (1.

for Rets.) 803.
Northern Light steamer, 885.
I. C.R., carriage of sugar from Halifax, 945.
Supply-Penitentiaries (Dorchester) 1022.
Herring fishery licenses in Mar. Provs.

(Ques.) 1039.
Ways (and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1122.
Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Haggart)

on M. for Com. of Wh., 1279.
Can. Waters Navigation B. 121 (Mr. Pope,

Queen's, P.E.I.) on M. for 1', 1886.
SNOWBALL, Mr.

I.C.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 145,150.
Drawbacks on exported tin plate used in

lobster canning, 311.
Freight rates to and from Mar. Provs. (M.

for statement) 498.
Sultan tug-boat, contract with (21. jor Ret.)

508.
Nets seized on the Miramichi Riv. (f. for

Ret.) 821.
Steam dredge at Miramichi (.f. for statement)

821.
Indian Commissioners and Revenue in N.B.

(XM. for statement) 822.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) 899.
JW'ays and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Con., 904.
Case of Timothy Sullivan (M. for papers)

1638.
Supply-Rys. (.C.R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1721.

Sorel, Govt. Lands at.
Ques. (Mr. Vanasse) 786.

Souris and Rocky Mountains Ry.
Co. Incorp. B. No. 79 (Mr. Boultbee).

1', 691 ; 2°*, 761 ; in Con., 1699; 3°*, 1699.
Souris Works, P.E.I.

Ques. (2Mr. Macdonald, King's, P.E.I.) 234.
South Saskatebewan Valley Ry. Co.

Incorp. B. No. 60 (Mr. Robertson,
Hamilton).

1°*, 483; 2°*, 590; in Con., 1641; 3**, 1641.
Spain and France, Negotiations with.

M. for Instructions to Commissioners (Mr.
Mlackenzie) 53.

SPEAKER, Mr.
Controverted Elections, Judges' Reps., 1, 44,

196.
Vacancies, announcement of, 1.
New Members, 2, 45, 111, 1886.
Speech from the Throne (rep.) 2.
Macdonell, J. A., breach of privilege case, 44.
Ques. of Procedure-Insolvency Repeal Bs.,

56, 57.
Boundary between Can. Territories and Ont.,

on M. for Com. : ruled, that M. is in
Order, 64.

Printing of Public Bs. before introduction, 78.
Printing notices for Publio Bs. in Order

Paper, 79, 112.
Parliamentary expressions, 164.
Northern Ry. Co. Act Interpretation B.

ruled out of Order because not printed, 609.
Relief of the distress in Ireland, on M. to

refer Pet. (Mr. Ryan, Marquette) : Pet.
ruled unobjectionable, 745.

Riv. du Loup Br. Purchase Confirmation B.
81 (Sir C. Tupper) : ruled that B. need not
be founded on Res., 782.

Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1026.
Ways and Means. on Reception of Rep.:

ruled carried and further Deb. to be con-
fined to items, 1261.

Fishery Privileges on Ottawa Riv., on M.
for Ret. : ruled that documents read by
Members must be laid on the Table, 1165.

Audit of H, of Com. Accounts by Auditor-
General, 1326.

Mr. Cameron's vote, on point of Order (Mr.
Caron) : ruled that. the Member having
stated that he heard the question, his
name must be registered, 1902.

Pet. against Mr. Massue: ruled no debate en
presentation of a Pet. unless M. to be
made, 1915.

epærlt frurm flj igrmu, 2.
For the Address, etc., see " Address."

SPROULE, A1,r.
Insolvency Acts Repeal Bill 2 (Mr. Colby)

on M. for 2', 106.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, on M.

for O.C. (Mr. Fleming) 206.
Mr. Sproule's seat in the House (remarks)

349.
Bell Telephone Co. Incorp. B. 17 (Mr. Kil-

vert) in Com., 624.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 678.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister Le.

galisation B. 30 (Mr. Gironard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to receive Rep. of Com.,
953.
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SPROULE, Mr.-Con.
Mortgage Regulation 'B. 11 (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2°, 958; on Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Wel-
don) to M. for 3°, 1644.

Civil Servi'e expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.
Cartwright) 1831.

Supply-Collection of Revenues (Customs)
1846.

Wrecks Removal B. 107 (Mr. Pope,
Queen's, P.E.I.) in Com., 1914.

àSproule, Mr., Seat in the House. See
" ORDER, PRIVILEGE AND PROCEDURE."

Stadacena Bank Winding-up B. Ne.
16 (Mr. Vallée).

1°*, 151 ; 2°*, 218; in Com., 1380; 3*, 1380.
itadacona Fire and Life Insurance

Comipany Winding-up B. No. 21
(Mr. Casgrain).

1', 180; 2°*, 218 ; in Com.; 1039; 3*, 1039.
Stamps on Notes and Bis Act Amt.

B. No. 104 (Mr. Cockburn, W. Nor-
thumberland).

1, 1511. .
STEPHENSON, Mr.

Two Creeks Harbour of Refuge (M. for Ret.)
128.

Post-effices in incorporated towns (J-. for
Ret.) 178.

Rondeau Harbour (Ms. for JRet8.) 179.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 225.
St. Clair and Lake Erie Navigation Co.

Incorp. (B. 31, 1°*) 233.
Stratford Post-office, on M. for papers (Mr.

Hesson) 373.
Navigation between London and [Chatham,

Ont. (Ques.) 484.
Priating of a Parly. paper, 568.
Chatham, Ont., Govt. Offices (Ques.) 569.
N W. Mounted Police (M. for Ret.) 940.
Expense in connection with Canadian exhibit

at Paria Exposition (M. for Ret.) 977.
Immigration of British tenant farmers

(Ques,) 1152.
Official Rep. of Debates (M. to eoncur inRep.

of Com.) 1815, (Rep. presented) 1956.
Parly. printing contract (M. to concur in

Rep. of Com.) 2015 ; on Amt. (Mr. Patter-
son, Eesex) 2018.

Stock Brokers Regulation B. No. 42
(Mr. Girouard, Jacques Cartier).

1l, 269; 2, 602.
Stony Island Breakwater.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Robertson. Shelburne) 180.
Ques. (Mr. Robertson, Shelburne) 306.

Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry County
Ct. Junior Judge.

M. for Cor. (Mr. Macdonell, N. Lanark) 977.
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Division

Cts.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Bergin) 1637.

STRANGE, Mr.
Huron and Ont. ship canal (Ques.) 416.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. to receive Rep. of Com. of
Wh., 952.

Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1359.

Stratford Post-ofice and Custon-house.
Ques. (Mr. Hesson) 80.
M. for papers (Mr. Hesson) 365.

Suqar Imports.
M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 180.
M. for statement (Mr. Domville) 1399.

Sullivan, Timothy, case of.
M. for papers (Mr. Snowball) 1638.

"Sultan " Tug-boat.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Snowball) 508.

Superannuation Fund.
Ques. (Mr. Keeler) 873.

Superannuation Money, refund of, to
Inspectors of Weights and Measures.

Ques. (Mr. Oliver) 155.
SUPPLY.

[Only subjects which caused remark or dis-
cussion are noted under this head.]

Resolution for Committee, 43.
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 268.
Mess. from H. E. transmitting Estimates for

1880-81, and Supplementary Estimates for
1879-80, 483; referred to Com., 483; Mess.
from H. E. transmitting Supplementary
Estimates for 1880-81, and further Supple.
mentary Estimates for 1879-80, 1915; re-
ferred to Com., 1915.

CommiTTEE :-
Formal vote before Budget, 509.
Charges of Management, 1837.
Civil Government:

Dept. of Justice, Penitfnteri s Br., 1837.
Dept. of Secretary of ctate, 1838.
Dept. of Interior, 1838.
Dept. of Finance, 1838.
Dept. of Inland Revenue, 1838.
Dept. of Postmaster General, 1839.
Dept. of Marine and Fisheries, 1840,
Dept. of Railways and Canals, 1840.
Departmental Contingencies, 1842.
IHigh Commissioner in London, contin-

gencies, 1946.
Civil Service Board, 1946.

Administration of Justice:
Travelling Expenses of Stipendiary Mag-

istrates, N.W.T., 1009.
Circuit Allowances, B.C., 1010.

Police, 1010.
Penitentiaries:

Kingston, 1010.
St. Vincent de Paul, 1015.
Dorchester, 1017.
Manitoba, 1023.
British Columbia, 1024.

Legislation :
H. of Com. Committees, Extra Sessional

Clerks, etc., 1025.
H. of Com. Debates, 1037.
Salaries and Contingencies o! Librnry,

1037.
Books for Library, 1947.

Arts, Agriculture and Statistics:
Care of Public Archives, 1331.
Patent Record, 1331.
The Census, 1331.
Quebec Exhibition, 1947,
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SUPPLY.-Cn.
Immigration and Quarantine:

Immigration, 1332, 1881, 1948.
Quarantine, 1948.

Pensions, 1359.
Militia:

Ordinary-
Salaries of Brigade Majors, 1359.
Ammunition, etc., 1363.
Drill Sheds and Rifle Ranges, 1365.

Extraordinary-
Royal Military College, 1366.
Miiitary Schools, 1367.
Guard at Rideau Hall, 1367.
N.W.T. Militia, 1882.
Conversion of Ordnance, 1882.

Railways and Canals chargeable to Capital:
Intercolonial Railway-

Line between Rivière du Loup and
Hadlow, 1670.

Milner Land Arbitration, 1949.
Canadian Pacific Railway, 1671.

B.C., Emory's Bar to Savona's Ferry,
1626.

Lachine Canal, 1788.
Carillon Lock and Canal, 1806.
Grenville, 1807.
Miscellaneous, 1808.

Railways and Canals chargeable to Income:
Welland Canal, 1809.

Public Works and Buildings chargeable to
Capital:

Publie Buildings, Ottawa, 1367, 1883.
Telegraph lines for lower River and Gulf

of St. Lawrence, 1367.
Publie Works and Buildings chargeable to

Income :
Public Buildings-

Ontario, 1368, 1884.
Quebec, 1368.
N. Brunswick, 1368.
Manitoba (Lieut.-Governor's Resi-

dence)1950.
B. Columbia, 1369.
Rents, Repairs, etc. (Public Work-

shops) 1369.
Harbours and Rivers-

Ontario, 1369, 1950.
Manitoba, 1369.
N. Brunswick, 1951.
P. E. lsland, 1951.

Dredging, 1370.
Telegraphs, 1674.

Ocean and River Service:
Dominion Steamers, 1675, 1951.
Mail Subsidies, 1675.

Light-house and Coast Service:
Light-houses and Fog-alarms, 1678.

Fisheries, 1679.
Scientißc Institutions, 1682.
Marine Hospitals for sich: and distressed

seamen, 1682.
Steamboat Inspection, 1682.
Inspection of Insurance Companies, 1683.
Geological Survey:

Transfer of Museum from Montreal to
Ottawa, 1688.

Indans :
Ontario and Quebec, 1688.
New Brunswick, 1690.

SUPPLY.-Con.
British Columbia, 1690.
Manitoba and the North-Wet-

Agricultural implements, etc., 1810.
Grist Mill, 1694.
Provisions for Indians at annuity pay-

ments, etc., 1694.
School Teachers and Buildings, 1698.
Surveys of Indian leserves, 1812.
Wages of Farmers and their assis-

tants, 1812.
Buildings for Commissioner, 1813.
Farms and Surveys, 1916.

N. V. Mounted Police, 1813.
Miscellaneous:

Expense of Govt. in N.W.T., 1809.
E. MialI's services at Fishery Commis

sion, 1885.
Judge Armour's services re Ont. Boun-

dary, 1885.
Relief of distress in Ireland, 1886.
Compensation to members of N. W.

Mounted Police, 1952.
Todd's " Parliamentary Govt.," 1954.
Indian curiosities. 1955.
Superannuation refunds, 1955.

Collection of Revenues:
Customs, 1842, 1903.
Excise, 1848, 1952.
Culling Timber. 1848.
Weights and Meas. and Gas, 1848.
Inspection of Staples, 1848.
Adulteration of Food, 1848.
Minor Revenues, 1848.
Railways-

I.C.R., 1699, 1955.
Windsor Br. Ry., 1906.

Canals, 1809, 1953.
Public Works-

Maintenance and Repairs, 1809.
Miscellaneous, 1953.

Pest Office, 1848, 1909.
Dom. Lands chargeable to Capital, 1849.
Dom. Lands-

Manitoba, 1952.
B.C , outside service, 1849.
Pamphlets, 1913.

Unprovided items of 1878-9, 1913.
Concurrence. See "CONCURRExCE."

Supply B. No. 126 (Sir S. L. Tilley).
Res. in Com., 1977; 1", 1979; 2', 2002;

3°*, 2015.

Supreme and Exciequer Court Act
Amt. B. No. 37 (,Yr. McCarthy).

1', 233; 2°*, 479 ; in Com., 889 ; 3'*, 1398.

Supreme and Exchequer Courts Acts
Repeal B. No. 13 (Mr. Keeler).

1°, 179; 2° prop., 234; Amt. 6 m. h.
(11r. Blake) 256, carried (Y. 148, N. 29)

267.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts.

M. for statement (Mr. Keeler) 950.
Supreme Court.

M. for number of judgments and expenres
(A r. Keeler) 55.

St. Anne's Works, Ottawa River, Tenders
for.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Rosa; W. Middlesex) 349.
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St. Boniface, -Van., Emigration Agent.
Ques. (Mr. Royal) 416.

St. Charles de Caplan P.O.
M. for Pet. (Mr. Beauchesne) 1398.

St. Clair and Lake Erie Navigation
Co. Incorp. B. No. 31 (Mr. Stephen-
son)

1°*, 233; 2°*, 286; in Com., 785; 3°*, 785.
St. Francis River Survey.

M. for Rep. (Mir. Vallée) 179.
St. Francois du Lac Riv. Flo.ting of

Cordwood Regulation B. No. 75
(Mr. Vanasse).

1*, 608.
St. Hyacinthe -Election.

Judge's certificate, 1.
St. John, N.B., Negro Point Breakwater.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
St. John Riv., N.B., Bridge across.

Ques. (iMr. Connell) 1371.
St. Jhn Riv., N.B., Bridging of

M. for papers (3ir. Kirkpatrick) 594.
St. John Riv., N.B., International Bridges

over.
Ques, (Mr. Costigan) 1152.

St. John's Postmaster, City of Quebec,
Dismissal of.

M. for Cor. (A4r. Laurier) 1399.

St. Maurice Riv. Improvement.
Ques. (3ir. Montplaisir) 1152.

St. Peter Parish, Man., Patents in Settle-
ment Belt.

M. for Ret. (11r. Ryan, Marquette) 1398.

St. Romuald Postmnaster, Dismissal of.
Ques. (3ir. LaRue) 1628.

St. Thomas, MVontmagny, Floating Light.
M. for papers (ir. Landry) 1398.

Tarn'; The. See " WAYS AND MEANS."

TAssÉ, Mr.
Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 654.
American Ry. decoy agents (Ques.) 786.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1035.
Ways and Means-on M. to recommit Res.,

1134.
Cost of Marine and Fisheries Dept. Rep.

(Ques.) 1370.
C. P.R. Land Regulations, on Res., (Sir J. A.

Macdonald) 1999.
Tea Importation.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Weldon) 150.
M. for statement (Mr. White, Cardwell) 158.
Ques. (Sir R. J. Cartwrighit) 1371.

Tea, Vessels carrying, from China and
Japan.

M. for Ret. (Sir R. J. Cartwright) 55.
Telegraph Siibsidy Act Repeal B.

.No. 117 (31r. Langevin).
1°*, 1820; 2°*, 1857; in Com., 1857; 3°*,

1857.

Temperance Acf, 1878, Constitutionality
of.

Que%. (Mr. Ross, West Middlesex) 45.

Tenant Farmers, British, Expenses of Visit
to Canada.

M. for statement (Mr. Oliver) 178.
Tenth Royal Regiment, Toronto.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 1629.
THOMPSON (Cariboo), Mr.

B.C. additional Supreme Ct. Judges, on Res.,
120; B. 44 (Mr. McDonald, Pictou) on M.
for 1°, 278.

Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 204.
Election Act Amt. B. 6 (Mr. Bolduc) on M.

for 2°, 231.
Immigration pamphlets, 815.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. fer 2', 902.
Suppiy-Indians (B.C.) 1692.
Promissory Notes Daties Act Extension B.

108 (Mr. Baby) on M. for 2°, 1856.
THOMPSON (Haldimand), Mr.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on M. for 2° (Amt. 6 w. h.) 296;
on .Amt. for 6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1394.

Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1363.

Three Fathom Harbour Breakwater.
M. for Cor. and Reps. (Mr. Kaulbach) 379.

TILLEY, Sir Samuel L.
Address, on the, 37, 42, 43.
Public Accounts (presented) 43.
Negotiations with France and Spain, on M.

for instructions to Commissioners, 53.
C. P. R. contracts (presented) 55.
Time of taking the Census (Ans.) 128.
Financial Rets., on M. for Stand. Order (Mr.

Mackenzie) 136, 289.
Importation of tea, 159.
Ont. N. W. Boundary, 174.
Insolvencies in 1878 and 1879, 177.
Public Officers' Security (B. 28, 1°*) 180.
N.B. claims against the Dom. (A ns.) 198 ; on

M. for Cor. (Mr. Barpee, Sunbury) 581.
Banking and Currency (remarks) 282, 283,

284.
Ways and Means-Budget Speech 509;

on conclusion of Deb., Ques. of pro-
cedure, 925 ; on Res. 1, items 7 and
18, 927 ; item 47, 928 ; item 49, 929 ; on
Res. 2, item 5, 930 ; item 9, 931 ; on Rer.
3, item 6, 932 ; on M. to recommit for
Amts., 1100, 1318 ; in Com., 1326 ; on Amt.
(Mr. Paterson, S. Brant) embossed books,
1327; on M. to concur in Res., Books,
1327; Saw Logs, 1329. Customs and
Excise Duties Act Amt. (B. 102, 1°*) 1330.
On Res. in Com., 1979.

Supply-on formal vote, 509 ; Penitentiaries
(Dorchester) 1022; Ocean and River Ser-
vice, 1677; Civil Govt. (Dept. of Finance)
1838; (Contingencies) 1842; (High Com-
missoner, contingencies) 1946, (Civil Ser-
vice Board) 1946; Immigration and Quar-
antine, 1881 ; Post Office, 1909; Uupro-
vided items, 1878-9. 1913. (B. 126, 1°*) 1979.

Fractional currency (Ans.) 569, 785.
Free admissien of Can. cattle into Newfound-

land (Ans.) 570.
Can. Guarantee Co. (Ans.) 595.
Relief of the distress in Ireland (remarks)

745.

TEN TIL[INDEX.]
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TILLEY, Sir Samuel L.-Con.
Easter Adjt. (Res.) 781.
Mar. Prov. claims on Fishery Award, 787,

797, 1171.
Dom. Savings Banks in B.C., 951.
Customs and Excise Duties Act Amt. (B.

102, 1°*) 1330; In Con., 1852; on M. for
3°*, 1853,

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Houde) 1395.

Quebec Tidal Dock Completion (Res. in Com.)
1659, (B. 109, 1°*) 1660.

Dom. Notes Act Amt. (Res. in Com.) 1723,
(B. 114, 1°) 1752.

Bank Act Amt. (Res. in Com.) 1752, (B. 115,
1°*) 1772; on M. for 2°, 1980; in Con.,
1981.

Use of guaranteed bonds as security in Bank
Act (Ans.) 1788.

Esquiimalt Graving Dock (Communication)
1815.

Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.
Cartwright) 1826.

Can. Resident Agent in United Kingdom B.
88 (Sir J. A. Macdonald) on M. for 2', 1859.

Can. Central Ry. Agreement Ratification
(Res. in Com.) 1887, (B. 122, 1°*) 1888.

Concurrence-Indians (Ont. and Que.) 1890
Dom. Lands outside service, 1894; British
Iigh ('ommissioner (Contingencies) on Amt.
(Mr. Blake) 1975.

Customs and Excise Rets., 1915.
Esquimalt oraving Dock (Res.) 1921, (B.

125, 1°*) 1934.
Cam. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1970.

Supply (B. 126, 1°*) 1979.
Timber Limits in Manitoba, etc. See

" MANrroBA.

Timber Transmission CompaniesAct
Amt. B. No. 8 (Mr. White, . Renfrew).

1°*, 59; B. wdn., 196.
TimberTransmission Companies Act

Amt. B. No. 48 (Mr. White, N. Ren-
frew).

1°*, 365; 2°*, 607; in Com., 607; 3°*, 607.
Timber Transmission, Tarif of Tolls.

M. to refer Res. to Com. of Wh. (Mr. White,
N. Renfrew) 313; in Com., 365; rep. and
agreed to, 365.

Tobacco, Canadian.
Ques. (Mr. Bourbeau) 785.

Tobacco seized in Charlevoix.
M. for statement (Mr. Perrault) 508.

Toronto Custom-house Defalcations.
M. for statement ( lr.Paterson, S.Brant) 176.

Toronto Custom-house Employés.
M. for statement (Mr. Little) 1376.

Toronto Field Battery.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Wallace, W. York) 1639.

Toronto Harbour Improvement.
Ques. (Mr. Hay) 380.

Toronto Inspector of Raw Rides, Chargea
against.

M. for papers (Mr. Robinson) 594.

Trent River Naviqation Works.
M. for O. C. (Mr. Keeler) 156.
M. for Reps. (Mr. Keeler) 937.

Trois Pistoles, survey for wharf construe-i
tion.

M. for Rep. (Mr. Grandbois) 179.
TRow, Mr.

Kaministiquia Riv., depth of water in, on
M. for Rep., 166, 167.

Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal (1.
jor Ret.) 175.

C.P.R. employés and supplies ·(M. for sate-
ment) 179.

Immigration and Colonisation pamphlets (M.
for statement) 501, (M. for copies) 808,
(explanation) 1038.

Can. Public Lands. on Res.,~(Mr. Charlton),
1076.

Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi.
gration) 1333; Indians (provisions at
annuity assemblies) 1696.

Parly. printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-
terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Con., 2016.

Close of the Session, 2023.
Trust and Loan Co.

Correction of newspaper report (21r. Orton)
1038.

Trutch, Hon. J. W., appointment-to otßce
of, in B.C.

M. for Ret. (Mr. DeCosmos) 937.
TUPPER, Sir Charles,

Address, on the, 41.
Aid to Ont. Pacific Junction Ry. (Ans.) 45.
C.P.R. contracts in B.C. (Ans.) 46.
Georgian Bay Br., C.1'.R., 47.
Coteau du Lac Ry. Bridge, 48.
Carillon Works contract, on M. to print, 51.
C.P.R. route via Peace River Valley or Pine

River Pass, 52, 53.
Accidents on L C. R., 58.
Railways and Canals Rep. (presented) 111.
I.C.R. dismissals and appointments, 137.
I.C.R. employés at Moncton, 139.
I.C.R. rolling-stock awaiting repair, 141,149.
Beauharnois Canal (Ans.) 155.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co., 171.
Supply of lumber to the Welland Canal, 176.
I.C.R. employés, 177.
I.C.R. connection at Quebec (Ans.) 198.
G.T.R. uniform freight rates (Ans.) 198.
New Ry. station-houses in Prov. of Quebec

(Ans.) 307.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, on M. for

Ret. (Mr. Casey) 324.
Exchequer Ct., Pets. of Right, on M. for

Ret. (Mr Guthrie) 335.
Shelburne Harbour, Light at Surf Point, 376.
C.P.R. contracts, 382, 386.
Huron and Ont. Ship Canal (Ans.) 416.
Railway statistics (remarks) 417.
Cedars Canal (Ans.) 484.
Ry. stations in Montmagny (Ans.) 484.
.C.R. Br. at Lévis, 486.

C.P.R. Telegraph, 501.
Immigration pamphlets, 502; on M. for

copies (Mr. Trow) 810.
Mails between London and Evelyn P.O., 505.
Ry. stations in Lévis, Bellechasse and Mont.

magny, 505.
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TUPPER, Sir Charles.-Con.
Esquimalt and Nanaimo Ry. surveys, 506.
C.P.R. location by Marcus Smith, 506,

(AmI.) 507.
Ways and Means--.on the Budget, 547 ; on

M. to recommit Rea., 1104j 1131. On
Res. in Com., 1978.

Dom. Dam, Devil Lake, 571.
P.E.I. Ry. communicatiori, 578, 580, (Ans.)

596.
I.C.R. Elgin Station (Ans.) 595.
Riv. du Loup. Br. Purchase Confirmation (B.

81, 1) 782.
Welland Canal, opening of navigation (Ans.)

784.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 798.
Coteau Bridge (Ans.) 935.
C.P.R., running of trains at St. Boniface,

Man. (Ans.) 936.
Trent Waters Canal surveys, 938.
Govt. Ry. coal contracts, 942.
I.C.R., supply of nut-locks, 943.
Shippegan Gully Channel, N. B., 947.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2*, 973.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1030;

Èys. (C.P.R., B.C., and I.C.R ) 1670, (C.P.
R., Can. Central Extension) 1671, (Bridge at
Winnipeg) 1671, (Pembina Br.) J672,
(I.C. R. and P.E.I. Ry.) 1699, (Windsor Br.
Ry.) 1906 ; Canals (Lachine) 1788, 1802,
1953, (Carillon) 1806, (Grenville) 1807,
(Miscellaneous) 1808, (Welland) 1809; Col-
lection of Revenues (I.C.R.) 1955.

C.P.R., on M. for Com. of Supply (Speech)
1399.

P.E.I. Ry. (Ans.) 1628.
Ticket Agencies for Man, (Ans ) 1820.
I.C.R. Stock on Lévis and Kennebec Ry.

(Ans.) 1820.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R.

J. Cartwright) 1834.
Concurrence-I.C.R., 1895; C.P R., 1896;

Payment to Mr. Miall, 1900; Milner Land
Arbitration, 1949.

Esq1imalt Graving Dock, on Amt. (Mr.
Blake) to Res., 1931.

Investigations under Oath B. 113 (Mr. Mc-
Donald, Pictou) on M. for 2, 1935.

Two Creeks Harbour of Refuge, Kent, Ont.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Stephenson) 128.

Unforeseen Expenses, H. oj Com.
M. for statement (Mr. Charlton) 179.

United States, Commercial Union with.
Ques, (Mr Casgrain) 873.

Upper Can. Land Improvement Fund.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Hesson) 948.

Usury Prohibition (Que.) B. No. 15
(Mr. Méthot).

1°*, 114.
Vacancies in Representation.

Speaker's announcement, 1.
VALLÉE, Mr.

Encouragement of the Sale of Farm Produce
(B. 12, 1*) 79.

Stadacoia Bank winding-up (B. 16, 1') 151.
Quebec and Lake St. John Ry. Co. (M. /or

Cor.) 167.

EX.] VAL WAY

VALLÉE, Mr.-Con.
St. Francis Riv. survey (M. for Rep.) 179.
I C.R. connecti-mn at Quebec (Qucs.) 198.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 316.
Stratford Post-office, 370.
doteau Bridge (Ques.) 935.
Supply-Arts, Agriculture and Statistics

(Patent Record) 1331 ; Immigration and
Quarantine (Immigration) 1347.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1816.
Vanasse, Mr.

Return of, 2.
Introduction of, 2.

VANASSE, Mr.

Dismissal of Omer Allard (M. for Ret.) 508.
Floating Cordwood on Riv. St. François du

Lac Regulation (B. 75, 1**) 608.
Govt. Lands at Sorel (Ques.) 786.
Yamaska Riv. navigation, 805.
Harbour Commissions, revocation of (Quesq.)

1371.
Vaux, Calvert, claim of See " Parlia-

ment Grounds."
Ventilation of the Chamber.

Remarks, 182.
Veterans.

M. for statement (Mr. Iousseau) 508.

Victoria, B. C., to San Francises, MYail
Contract.

Res. prop. (Mr. Bunster) 496.
M. for Rot. (Mr. DeUosmoe) 904.

Village Post-offices.
Ques. (Mr. Laurier) 1982.

Ville Marie Bank Winding-up B. No.
111 (Mr. Desjardins).

1°*, 1665 ; 2°*, 1699 ; in Com., 189 3 ; 3**,
1893.

WALLACE (S. Norfolk), Mr.
Insolvency Acts Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 226.
Distribution of Defaulting Debtors' Estates

(B. 89, 1*) 1002.
Dom. Notes Act Amt., on Res., 1729.
Bank Act Amt., in Com. on Res. (Amt.)

1765.

WALLACE (W. York), Mr.
Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of

Com., 720.
Compensation to Mrs. Garrett for Rebellion

losses in Man. (Ques.) 1628.
Toronto Field Battery (M. for Ret.) 1639.

Wassall's Bridge Patent.
M. for papers (Mr. Longley) 949.

Waterbury, D. H., Dismissal of
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 155.

W4AYS AND MEANS.
Resolution, 43.
The Budget Speech, 509 ; Res. in Com., 565;

rep., 565; M. to receive Rep. of Com.,
611, 626; Adj. Deb., 661, 692, 745, 822,
904; Rep. received, 925; M. tu recommit
for Amts., 1100; Adj. Deb., 1230, 1262,
1284; Res. in Com., 1326; rep. with Amts.,
1326; M. to receive Rep. of Com., 1326 ;
Amt. (Mr. Paterson, V.Brant) t place
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WAYS AND MEANS.-CnM.
embossed books on Free List, agreed to,
1326; in Com. and rep. with Amt., 1327;
M. to concur in Res., 1327; Res. concurred
in, 1330; B. 102 introduced and 1', 1330.

iResolutions in Com., 1977.
Weights and Measures Act, Receipts and

Expefnditures under.
M. for Ret. (Ar. Boss, W. Middlesex) 151.

Weights and Measures Inspectors.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Casey) 313.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Mackenzie) 379.
M. forRep. (Mr. Casey) 806.

Weights and Measures Inspectors, refund
of Superannuation Money.

Ques. (Mr. Oliver) 155.
Wetghts and Measures Inspectors' Super-

annuation Fund.
M. for statement (Mr: Oliver) 348.

WELDON, Mr.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 108.
Drawback on ship material (M. for Ret.) 150.
Negro Point Breakwater (M. for Ret.) 150.
Grain imports (M. for Ret.) 150.
Coal and coke imports (M. for Ret.) 150.
Tea importation (M. for Ret.) 151.
Old rails sold by Govt. (M. for Ret.) 151.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 220, 221.
Supreme and Exchequer Cts. Acta Repeal B.

13 (Mr. Keeler) on M. for 6 m. h. (Mr.
Blake) 258.

Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister
Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) 590 ; on Amt.
to Amt. (Mr. Williams) 593; on -Amt.
6 m. h. (Mr. Jones) 1394.

Fish Inspection, on Res. in Com. (Mr. Baby)
659.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 745.

Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 1216.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) in

Com., 1642; on M. for 3° (Amt. 6 m. h.)
1643.

Pilotage Act Amt. B. 116 (Mr. Pope, Queen's,
P.E.I.) in Com., 1878.

Welland Canal, opening of Navigation.
Ques. (Mr. Mackenzie) 783.

Welland Canal, Supply of Lumber.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Trow) 175.

Welland Canal, Tenders for Secs. 33 and
34.

M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, W. Middlesex) 349.

West Indies, Steam Communication wih.
Ques. (Mr. Domville) 484.

WHITE (Cardwell), Mr.
Importation of tea (M. for statement) 158.
Indian Treaties at Forts Carlton and Pitt

(M.for O. C.) 179.
Indian Treaty No. 1 (M.for Ret.) 179.
Legal expenses of Ont. Boundary Commis.

sion and Arbitration (M. for Ret.) 180.
Importa of sugar (M. for statement) 180.
Prohibition of immigrants' landing, 208.

WHITE (Cardwell), Mr.-Con,
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) in

Com., 225; on M. to concur in Amt, 285;
on Amt. (Mr. Blake) 287.

Red River and Assiniboine Bridge Co. Incorp.
(Bl. 49, 1°*) 379.

Prevention of Crime B. 19 (Mr. Blake) on
Amt. 6 m.h. (Mr. Baker) 427.

Credit Valley Ry. Co. B. 53 (Mr. Ilaggart)
on M. for 2', 586.

Immigration pamphlets, on M. for copies
(Mr. Trow) 811.

Ways and Means-on M. to receive Rep. of
Com., 822.

Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on
M. for 2', 976.

Militia Acts Arnt. B. 70 (Mr. Masson) on re-
ception of Rep of Con., 987, 988.

Can. Public Lands, on Amt. (Mr. Domville)
to Rus. (Mr. Charlton) (Amt. m.) 1084.

Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi-
gration) 1341.

C.P.R., on Amt. (Mr. Blake) to M. for Com.
of Supply, 1564.

Official Rep. of Debates, 1818.
Can. Temperance Act Amt. B. 112 (Mr.

Bowell) on Amt. (Mr. Boultbee) to M. for
3°, 1969.

WHITE (E. Hastings), Mr.
Mortgage Regulation B. Il (Mr. Orton) on

M. for 2', 965, 968; on Amt. 6 m. h. (Mr.
Weldon) to M. for 3°, 1643.

Supply-Canals, 1809.
Civil Service expenditure, on Res. (Sir R. J.

Cartwright) 1828.
Indian Laws Amt. B. 90 (Sir J. A. Mac-

donald) on M. for 2', 1990.
Parly. printing contract, on Amt. (Mr. Pat-

terson, Essex) to M. to concur in Rep. of
Com., 2017, 2022.

White, Mr., Custozns sub-collector at Al-
berton, P. E.I. See "Alberton."

WHITE (N. Renfrew), Mr.
Timber Transmission Companies Act Amend.

ment (B. 8, 1°*) 59.
Insolvency Acta Repeal B. 2 (Mr. Colby) on

M. for 2', 104 ; in Com , 225.
Timber Transmission, Tariff of Tols (M.-to

refer Res. to Com. of Wh.) 313 ; in Com.,
365.

Tiiber Transmission Companies Act Amt.
(B. 48, 1°*) 365.

Pontiac Pacifie Junction Ry. Incorp. (B. 71,
1°*) 594.

Insolvent Fire and Marine Insurance Cos.
Winding-up B. 18 (Mr. Ives) on M. for 2',
892.

Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.
56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2', 897.

Fishery privileges in Ottawa Riv., 1166.
Ways and Means-on M. to concur in Res.

(saw-iogs) 1329.
Supply-Immigration and Quarantine (Immi.

gration) 1344; Canals, 1806.
Concurrence-Collection of Slide and Boom

Dues, 1890.

Williamsburg Canal, Deptk of Water in.
M. for Ret. (Mr. Ross, Dundas) 174.
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WILLIAMS, Mr.
Ont. and Pacific Junction Ry Co. Incorp.

Act Amt. (B. 50, 1°*) 379.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques
Cartier) on Amt. (Mr. Mills) (Amt. to Amt.)
593.

Postmaster at Mount Pleasant (M. Jor Ret.)
1227.

Supply-Militia (Brig. Majors) 1362.
Winnipeg and Rudson's Bay Rail-

road and Steamship Co. Incorp.
g. N 46 (AMr. Bannerman).

1°*, 305; 2°*, 395 ; in Com., 1470; 30*,
1470.

Winnipeg, Bridge over the Red River.
M. for Cor. (Mr. Schultz) 594.

Wood, frs., claim of.
M. for papers (Mr. Macmillan) 1659.

Wrecks Removal Law Ant. B. Ne,
107 (Mr. Pope, Queen's, P.E.L).

1°, 1627 ; 2°, 1855; in Com., 1913; 30*
1915; Sen. Amts. coneurred in, 1984.

WRIGHT, Mr.
Relief of the distress in Ireland, on Res., 127.
Stratford Post office, on M. for papers (Mr.

Hesson) 369.
Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister

Legalisation B. 30 (Mr. Girouard, Jacques

WRIGUT, Mr.-Con.
Cartier) on Amt. 6 w. h. (Mr. Thompson,
Haldimanrd) 440.

Sudden death of Mr. Holton, 651.
Public Functionaries' Salaries Reduction B.

56 (Mr. Béchard) on M. for 2°, 902.
Supply-Legislation (Extra Clerks) 1030;

Immigration and Quarantine (Immigration)
1351 ; Militia (Brig. Majors) 1362; Canals,
1800.

Ottawa Riv. fishery privileges, 1156, 1167.
HuIl fire relief grant, 1670.
Close of the Session, 2023.

Wright's contract for Pelee Island 3fail
Service.

M. for contract (Mr. Oliver) 499.
Yamaska River Navigation.

M. for Rep (Mr. Gigault) 804.
YEO, Mr.

Campbellton Br. Ry., P.E.I., 308.
Weights and Meas. Inspectors, 322, 330.
Alberton, P.E.I., sub-collectorship (remarks)

330, (explanation) 782.
P.E.I. Ry. communication, 576.
Mar. Provs. claims on Fishery Award, 794.

Young (Mrs.) Annuity B. No. 110
(Sir J..A. Macdonald).

Res. in Com., 1660; 1°*, 1661 ; 2°*, 1857;
in Com , 1357 ; 3°*, 1857.

1 WIL WRI [INDEX.J]


